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Measuring TurbineofDynamos
Power, 390.andMotors, 6 * .
MechanicalDetails
Mechanical Traction , Advance of, 332.

Merchantman , Model, Design, 33* .

Mercury Arc Lamp, New Form , 149.

Mercury Break
Bichromate
Mercury
, 127. Battery,
Mercury Vapour Lamp, 394.

400* .

Metal-finishing
Colouring, and
Lacquering,- Polishing,
293* .
Metal, Hardest, 174 .

587* .Railway Cars, 463.
L . N . W .R . Steam Motor Cars. 351*.
Hospital
Metallurgy,
Electric Welding,
Furnaces179and,
Hotchkiss, Model, Gun : How I Made It, 162* . L .N . W .R . Tunnel, Shugborough , 250 * .
Metals, Autogenous
. 292.
Metal Scrapiag , 410 .
How It Works -- I. Electric Arc Lamp, 464 * , Lock and Block , Electric Apparatus, 38 * .
492 * ; II, A Resistance, 558 , 582* .
Locking Frame, Liverpool Street Station , Metropolitan
Railway Electric Locomotives,
88 , 591.
How 432.
THE MODEL ENGINEER has Helped Me, G .Ě .R ., 26 *
Meyer's' Variable Steam Expansion Valve,

Hydrometer, 543*.

IMPROVEMENTS in Locomotives, 77 .
India , Locomotives for, 186 .
Indiarubber Gloves for Firemen , 65.
Indicator, Lathe, 50 * , 417 * .

Indicator, Train, G .Wfor.RSmallGas
., 125 *. Engine,18 *.
IngeniousGovernor
Ingenious Models, 58 , 82 , 457* .

Inside Threading
andG .WBoring
Tool, 246 15*.
*.
Instruction
Model,
.Rby. Signalling,
Intermittently
Lighting
Primary
Batteries,
397 * .

K APP Electro -motors, 100 * .

PetrolMotor Launch ,149*
150 Kromhout
.

Argentina
.R ., 608*158*,
; Articulated,
348, 396 * ; G .WAtlantic,
159", 256 *
321*,
395
*,
468*,!
538
*,
639
; Belgian
Štate
Railway,
255*,
468* ; 158Caledonian
Railway,
256
;
Compound,
159 *,;
171", 255 , 256 *, 321*, 395*, 468*,, 537*

247*, 268 *, 411*.
Microphotoscope,
368.

Midland Railway Locomotives, 256, 321, 4 7*.
Miniature Railway, Groudle Glen , Accident,
Milling inTools,
Small147Lathes,
138.
Milling
* , 335 .

Crankshaft,
395*; DeGlehn,
159* Miniature
257. Railways of Great Britain , Ltd .
171*, 256,256537*,Novel,
*396; Donegal
Railway, 233*;
New Locomotives,
27 *, 78 .
Duplex,
*
;
Four-cylinder,
158*,
Miniature Steam Engine, 138 * .
396*,
609
;
G
.C.R
.
,
538*
;
G
.N
.R
.
158*
Models,
Mirrors
for
Half
171*,
256, 396,
*, 396*,
537679*:; Mississippi River Steamer,571.330 * .
GImprovements
.W .R .,395*
10*,; 158Goods,
*,
*
159
537
*,
Mitre Wheels,
Pair of, 146*.
in, 77 ; L.B .S.C.R .,' 55" ? | Model
Engineers and their Work
L.N *.W: .RL .,. Y 159,
321 ; L.S.W .R ., 159, 321,
396
. R ., 11* ; M . R ., 256 , 321, Model Maker's Machine, 545 * . 4

Italian How
Battleship,
Ivory,
to SoftenNew, 208, 348.
.
JAPANESE Floating Dock , 222.
for Armature
Jig for JigFaceplate,
419 * . Laminations, 98 *.
Jig
for
Parting
Model
Bearing Brasses,
Junior Institution of Engineers,
24, 483,417536*. .

Locomoti
ve Boiler,Water-tube,304.
Locomotive
Practice,
on, 9* 608*
54*, 158*, Micrometer,
519 * . Height, 194*.
255*,
321*,
395*,Notes
467*, 537*,
Locomotivez- American, 77, 322, 537*, 60 ) ; Micrometer, Slide and,

Moisture of Steam , Determining, zo.

467*
: Miniature Railways of Great
B itain , Ltd., 27 * , 78* ; Narrow Gauge, Mond Gas Plant Tests, 268.
233*;
N .E .R ., 255 , 256 ; New Zealand, Monorail, New , 365.

616
of France,
Motor Boats,
Boats,Model,
494 390
*, 498*.
321* ,; 396Northern
* ; N .WRailway
.R . of India,
186 ; 256
Řho* , Motor
5 , 296 , 231*,
302, 319,
, 439, 463* .
MotorIndicator
Gasoline,
Cars---Buffer,
4
;
100 ; Speed
desian
Railway,
348
;
Rhymney,
103
;
, 77.
Robert Water-tube, 436 * ; Shunting,
Motor Char-a-banc, N .E .R ., 350.

*, 158 , 159
9*, 10616*,11*,
Tank,608*,
255
JACQUER
for Brass,
76.293*.
233** ,; 396,
* ; 55Turbine,
365*,; Motor
Motor Cycle
Cycle,Demand,
21 h.-p., 82.178 *.
Lacquering
Metal,
Watering
Arrangements,
464
;
Wirral
Motor
Omnibuses,
101", 180, 227, 273*, 422",
Laminations,
Armature,
Jig
for,
98*.
Railway, 9 * .
Lamps,
Electric- Arc,
8, 149,
464*,
492* ; | Locomotives,'Electric
-- District Railway,
424 , 486 * , 560 * .
Incandescent,
Novel,
Mercury
581. .
431*
Olympia,
at
Show
;
88 ;, Motor
Driverless, 3 ; Metropolitan
Railway, 272
Motors, Electro - Ayrton - Perry,534 : Connec
.
Tantalum
394 ;and
Vapour
;
Swedish
State
Railways,
4,
90
*
;
Lamps,
Electric,
Colliery, 228Explosion
, 260. 351
tions,
414
*
;
Design
Notes on , 87*,
G .N . & P.B . Railway, 351*.
122* ; Kapp, 10o * ; Mechanical Details ,
Lapping
Cylinder
Liners in Lathe, 290*, 378, Locomotives
in
Private
Grounds,55.
6• . Practical Notes on Selecting and
450,
522,
616.
Latest123*,in Engineering
242* : Using,
77, 267,
103, Locomotives,
153*, 176370**, ;200*Terminals,
; Rating 414*
545 ;;
149*, 171 ,, 1974 *, , 30,220*,55, 246,
Atlantic, Model
316 ", - American
366*, 527*Type,
; Broad
Series-wound,
280 * ; Caledonian , 526 * , Card
Gauge,
137*.
Model,
Tramcar,
292, 319, 348 *,365, 390 *,412*, 436 *,463*,
Tender,
; ; Dunalastair
222*, 542*
board; , Early,
Motors, Spring, 119.
81*
Lathe, Model 2 ,333, 557 , 579, 607.
403 ; Motor
Trains,350S.E. .C.R ., 298 .
.C.R .,222*,
527*316*,
;617*G 527*
.E .RFeed-pump,
.,; 577*
;
G
.N
.R
.,
Motor
Vans,
Lathes-- Amateur's, 320,* 455* ; Angle-plate, G185*,
Motor Yacht, Producer-gas, 197
G
.W
.R
.,
574
*;
98*
;
Bench,
98*,
143*,
455*
;
Chucks,
L .N . W .RGoods,
., 368,
527
; M .E 3*,
., 209*
; Munich
M . R . Motor
Omnibuses, 180.
215,
510 *, 484*
, 545*3 + ; Natal
164*185*,
; * Simple,
403*,
TechnicalMuseum , 44.
Faceplates,
98*, ; 484*Combination
; Headstock,
Murdoch 's Slide-valve, 568 * .
462*,601*;
Tank,
209*,
411*,
575
*,
in . Centre, 339 , 417 * ; Heavy Driving
601*
; 2 Mot
- 4 - -2 Musical Instrument, Novel Electric, 497*.
Wheel, 147 * ; Height of Tool, Testing.
Scale
Type,
EleExpress,
Lin; I-in.
ors N
ctr,ic280- 1*,*1*,83*. 6767;
Type,; 83*
del Electric834 -coupled
418*
;; Homemade,97*
; Liners
Indicators,
50* Locomotives,
417*
;Motors
Tank, Boi
Lapping
,
Locomotive,
Cylinder
Model,
290
in
lway, 233*
gaLocomotive,
ler. 164
. Done
l Rai-GAUGE
and Castings for M .E ., 287* ; Power of, NARROW
378, 450, 522,616 ; Milling in Small, 138 ;
Natal
Model,
Boiler,
Planing,
164*.
97*,
4749.
483;
143*;
Screw
-cutting,
Seat for Use at, 418 * ; Self- centreing Long-distance Telephones, 139.
Suspending, 267* .
Needle,Galvanometer,
N . E . R . Electric Trains, 50 .
Appliance, 418* ; Slide-rests, 243 , 294 : Long-distance Trains, 58.
260.
LocomotivesN
.E
115,
',
25
.R
,
.
Loom
Model,
Working,
Taking
483
;
143*
Surfacing.
*upStar,"
;
Four-cylinder Com
Slack, 98* ; Testing. 417* ; Tool- . Loose Pulley, Roller-bearing, 363 .
; Criticising,
366º.
Loco, 256.
R . Model255Atlantic
N . E . pound,
holders,26 *, 51*,243, 314 , 418 : Treadle, Lubricants,
L .S.W .R . Locomotives,
159,
321,
396*
.
Testing, 400.
N .E .R . Motor Char-à-bancs, 350. d .
419 *.
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New Catalogues and Lists -- 23, 71, 95, 119,
143, 191, 215, 311, 335, 359, 383, 407,
575,95,619.
50 , 527,
479,Trade,
News455of, the
23, 47,551,719,
119", 143*,
191" , 215 , 287*, 301', 335 *, 359*, 383,
431*, 455*, 503*, 526*, 574*, 599*, 619.
Nickel-plating, 16 , 258.
Non-electrical Nickel-plating, 16 .
.Ř ., 149. Ireland, Motor
G .W Railway,
Non-stop
Northern Runs,
Counties'
Char-a
-banc,
350.
Northern Model Yachting Association, 518.
Northern Railway of France, Locomotives,

.1

Preparing Emery for Fine Lapping, 2. .
Primary Batteries,
for Gas Lighting, 329*.
Coil 397
Primary.Spark
Problem of theGas
.
Turbine,488,515.
Producer Gas, Motor Yacht, 197* .
Propeller , Model Fish -tail, 498 .
Propellers,
348* Tube,
, 498* 423
. *.
Pump,
Air, 150,
Vacuum
Pumping. Novel Windmill for, 235 *

PumpingRotary,
Plant, 557
Large,
274.
Pump,
* . 282*, 359",403*,516 * .
Pumps,Model,59
, 156*,
Pumps, New Departure, 390.
, 396 *. , New Steamer, 171. Punching Machine, 76* .
*, 321Expedition
256Pole
North
Notable Models at South Kensington Museum , QUERIES and Replies, 20 *, 45*, 68*, 92* ,
. 3 * . 616* .
, 566New' , 6Zealand,
2 284116* ,*,308140*,
164*, 188*, 212*, 237*, 260*,
Notes518from
* , 332 *, 355 , 379 , 404 ", 428 ,
on Current
Notes
Traction Matters, vor .
452*,
*,
476
499
, 523*, 548*, 572 , 575*,
Notes on Locomotive Practice, 9*, 54*, 158*, , 6 : 8 * .
255*,
395,319.4 7 *,
Novel
Motor321",
Boat,
ACING
Bagine, 75 .
N . W . Railway
of India
Locomotives, 186.
Racing,Model,Motor Boats, 231* , 49
Racing Motor Launches, 172*
OHM, OilThe,Boat,
397.
al Drilling Machine, 459*.
ly -drive
, 305.for, Radi
Radiophor, 102.
; New
Oil nValve
- Diesel,Elect515rical
Oil Engines
Radium , 221, 315, 377 .
390 ; 308.
Small, 169*.
Motor Services, G .W .R ., 101, 486*.
Rail
Rails , Model Radius for, 527 .
Oil , Fuel,
Oil
Palm
,
129
.
Railway
Motor Traction, 424, 486*, 561.
Old -style Model Steam Engine and Boiler, Railway and
Bell, Large, 16 .
313*. Model, Vertical Engine, 379 *.
Old-type,
Olympia , Electrical Exhibition at, 402.
Omnibus, Model, 212.

Railway Car Axles, Improved , 172.

Railway Chair, Improved , 292.

Scribing Blocks,
Searchlight,
Large,218*,
222.43 * , 461*. 508*, 530* .
Searchlight, Model, 5819
Sea-sounding, Electricity for , 220 .
Seat for Use at Lathe, 418 *.
Secret Wireless System , 139.
S . E .C . R . Motor Trains, 298.
Selecting and Using Small Dynamos and

Motors,
Practical Notes on, 153*, 176*,
200 * . . *
Self- ce trei 'g Apliance, 418 *
Self-hardening Steels, 370.

Semi-portable
Model Undertype Steam En
gine, 232* .
Sensitive
Galvanometer,
Separately Operated Steam10 .Engine Valves, 30.
Shipbuild
Shipbuilding
Engineering and,
* 296 *,Coils,
371*,Notes,
438*,,Marine
511* , 585.
Shocking
226
257
Shugborough Tunnel, L . & N .W ., 250*. .
Shunt Battery, 446 * .
Shunting,
Belgian , Locomotive, 255 *.
Shunt-wound Dynamo, Testing, 176 * .

Signalling,Model
Railway, 15 *, 283, 306, 378 *,
450 * .

Signalling, Railway, 34*, 533.
Signalling,
Silicon , 411.Submarine, 99, 365.

Silver, Hard Solder for, 266 .
Silver Medal, M . E . Locomotive, 209* .

Simple114 .Experiments in Wireless Telegraphy,

Simple Model Locomotives, 3*, 403*, 4* 2* ·

601* .
Railway
Automatic,, 134*,
Reversing Gear, 187*, 259*,
Railway, Couplings,
German , Experiments
8 . 151*. Single
*.
450Eccentric
.
Railway, Miniature, Groudle Glen, Accident, Single-fluid
Omnibuses,Motor,
101*
,
180,
227,
273*,422*,
Bichromate
* Rail
424 , 486*, 560*.Chuck for, 484*
Swedish399State
257. Model, and Signalling, 283, 4 0* . Single-phase Locomotive,Battery,
OrnamentalWork,
Railways,
ways,
4
.
Oscillations, Electric, and Waves, Experi Railway,Model,Design , 18 *, 306 *, 354*, 378 *,| SkatingBat. 108.
450 *,Points
545. and Switches, Improved, 267. Skew Bridge at Boxmoor, 300 *.
ments on , 341*.
Railway
Slack , Taking
in Cheap Lathe,
PACK Packing
Hardening
ofSteel,
255.
Railway
Signals
and Signalling, 34*.
136 * 98*.
Saloonup,Coach,Model,
Sleeping
Railways, Model, 53* , 366 * .
Block,
602*
.
Slide
and
Micrometer
Calipers,
194. *, 223*,
Railways,
Model,
Picturesqueness
in,
202*,
Paddle Steamers, 64
247
,
268
,
411*.
249 , 298 * .
Palm Oil, 129 .
SlideGauge,294Pocket
363*.
Rating an Electro Motor, 545 .
218*3º..
Vice, Cheap,
Parallel
, 314and
*, Vernier,
.
Pattern
Hints,Expansion
Receivers, Wireless Telegraphy, 128*, 129*, Slide-rests,
603*.
566*,
518",
Model,
Slide-valves,
Paxman-making
's Automatic
Valve,
.
570 *Railway
Smallest
G .Wby.R Ship's
. StationEngineers,
, 324. 511. Peculiar Electrical Effect, 171.
Record,
Guard's,
221.
Smart
Feat
Pedal Boat,
472* . Sanction , 260.
Referencen Tables,
. 226 .
Smart Marine Engine Work, 319.
Pedrail
Locomotive
Engines,
of Gas 386*
Regulatio
Smoke-black , Utilising,
Pegs, Fixing to Scribing Block , 461 * .
Regulator Valve,
M .E . Model
Locomotive, Smoke-preventing
Device,271.413,17,607.44, 66 , 114 ,
210 * .
Society
of
Model
Engineers,
Pelton
Water-wheel,
364
Peas,
Gold ,Manufacture of, 461.
Relays, 121*,Électrical,
127*. . of Steel, 75.
161*, 237, 258, 284, 288, 308, 352, 377,
Petrol Consumption Tests , 412.
Resistance,
402, 427 , 452,474, 499, 523, 547,593, 617.
Petrol Launch . Twin -screw , 372 * .
Resistance, Electric, Stone as, 183.
Solder
Aluminium , 320 .
Petrol Motor Cycle, 1788.
Rezistance,ofHowVoltmeters,
it Works,306558. , 582*.
Solder, forHard,
for, 431.Silver, 266.
Petrol Motor Launches - 149 , 150 , 172, 372" Resistance
Soldering
Flux
Resistance, Simple High , 378 . 1
Petrol172Motors,
4,
10,
77,
82,
101*,
150
,
151*
Soldering,
Soft,
Reversing Gear, Model, 306* .
" , 234, 401* .
Solignac Boiler, Hints
319. . on, 602.
t,
phic
206.
Flashligh
Photogra
Reversing
Gear,
Single
Eccentric,
187*,
259
,
South
Kensington
Museum , Notable Models,
Picturesqueness in ModelRailways, 202*, 249* , 450 * .
518°, 566 , 1031.
10,000
Engine,
Mill
Steam
298 * .
Rolling
Reversing
Spacing
Punch,
Centre
386* . 242* .
h .- P ., 246
. Locomotives, 348.
266. Steam Engines, Rhodesian
Pipes, Small,forBending,
Spanner, Box, How to Make,
Piston-rings
Small-power
Railway
448*, 585*.
155*,
329*,
Spark
Coils,
Rhymney Railway Co. Locomotives, 103. Speaking Tube, Simple, 218.
Rider's
Steam
Expansion
Valve,
519*.
in
483.
Lathe,
Planing
Speed
Counter,
498
*
Rivet Head Former, 171* . .
Planing Machine, Turbine, 533.
Speed
IndicatorAutomobile,
Cars, 77.
for Motor 268.
Road Roller, Model Steam , 419 *.
PlatinumSquare,
, 155, How
178, 562.
Speed Limit,
to Make, 362 .
Plumb
436
*.
Locomotive,
Water-tube
Robert
Speed of Vessels,
Pocket Slide Gauge and Vernier, 363*.
Rochester, S .M . E . at, 161* .
Sprag for Model Yachts,67*.
Roller-bearing, Loose Pulley, 363* .
.
Model Railway,
Point Lever,
Spring
Motors,
Small, 119.
Points
and Switches,
Railway , 311
Impro
Rolling-stock , G .N . & City, 181.
Squares
, 26 .
Polish for Brass and Copper, 76 .
Rotary
Converter,
Small,
42*,
433*
.
Stanley
Cycle
Show
, 547.Bench Lathe, 143*. . .
Polishing Clamp, Improved, 2*.
Rotary
557* .
"Steam
Star ," Determining
Screw -cutting
Rotary Pump,
Valve, 412.
Moisture of, 30 .
Polishing Metal, 293€.
in Seven Seconds, 210.
World 438.
Round the Aerial,
Porous Castings, 452.
Steam Coaches in Lincolnshire, 319.
371.
Steamer,
-boat,
Row
. & O . Mail
PPortable
Steam
Engines
Beam
; Corliss,
103;
, 77or. Fat, 7 Russian Navy Ships, 372.
Station
4 * ; High
Compound, 246, 296, ;296Dieter,
Portland Electric
Cement, Power
Influence
on Oil
III.
Traffic,
Railway
Russian
74
fat,
Speed
,
11*,
39*,
110*,
182*,
374
*,
470*
, 281.Locomotives, 4
Power
California
Improvement, 348 ; Marine, 296, 513 " ;;
Power inof Model
Electric
Piston
RingsSeparately
for SmallOperated
Power,Valves,
74 * ;
CAFETY
Oil Lamp Competition
, 108*.
96.
Power of Model Steam Engines, 498.
Racing,
75:
Sailing,Model,
Yachts,63*,
Power Station . Portable Electric, 77 .
.
513
Vertical,
:
30
Sailing Ship,
North ePole
171.. Steam Engines , Model- Automatic Cut off.
Practical Letters from Our Readers, 1
G .W .R ., 204*
near,Expedition,
Overbridg
236*, Saltford,
,, 211",
187
140, 164*,
114283,, 306*,
91",
; Beam , 193* ;
,563*,; 587*.c10*
, 540 443*
513
198.
Powerful,
Steamer,
Salvage
403*,
378*,
352
*,
330
*,
259
Colliery,
Compound,
156 *, 61*
276,;
280. 303*.
Schooner, Gasoline,Sailing,
427 , 450*, 474 , 497*, 522*, 545*, $70*, Schooner,Model,
324*
;
Condensing,
156
*
;
'Corliss,
594 ,616
Efficiency
of,
3;
Fire,
491*;
Governors,
Practical
Notes* . on Model Boat-building, 32*, Screw
Screw -cutting,
-cutting Lathe,
97
,
143*.
374*,
470
High-speed,
,Horizontal,
39 , 49*
Lathe, 71*.
62 ' . Notes on Selecting and Using Small Screw -driver, Model,
110°,126,175
182*,* ; ,217*,276
374*, * 470*,289;11 ,324*,
Practical
02*.
61
335*,*
Dynamos and Motors, 153*, 176 *, 200*, Screwing
482* .
409*, 457*, 503*, 509 , 513*, 532*, 540
Scriber, ToMachine,
File a Sharp,
339.
343 , 369 , 392*.
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Cleaner Co.'s, 350*.
Vanette, British Vacuum for
Steam Engines, Model - continued . 156*, | Tools410- continued.
Coil Boiler, 82*.
Vaporising Spirit Burner
* ;Grooving Tool. 491*266*; ;Headstock,
563*,587* ,610 * ;Marine,92*,
,
553
Proof, 304.
, forAcidCast-iron
Varnish
Holders,
Gauge,
Height
;
339*
15.-p.,
138*;
265*, 305*,417*; Miniature,
302.
Patterns,
Varnish
Jigs,
;
435*
*.
418
,
314
243*,
26",
409 * ; Piston Rings, 74* ; Power of, 498 ;
*, 483*.
Vee-Blocks,, 410
, 417*, 419* ; Lathe In- Ventilation
26 *, 5150*,, * 98411*;Micrometers,194*,223*,
Reversing, 175 * ; Road Roller, 419 " ;
Treatise
on , 235.
dicator,50
Traction , 607 , Triple Expansion, 305* ;
Ventilators,
ModelSlideSteamer,
146*, Vernier,
Cutters,
; Milling 581*
, 411* Wheel
247 ,; 268Milling
; Undertype,
Two Cylinder,
and, 363*., 247 ,
Gauge 506*.
Pocket
; Plumb
139*,; 335*
92*, 110*, 232*
, 49*,
11", 39553*
Vertical,
Explanation
of, 223
Scale,
Vernier
Punch;
293*
Polishers,
;
362*
Square,
182*, 313*, 379*, 447*,522*, 554*, 593* ; ing
Machine,
76*;
Punches,
Centre,
386
*
;
268
*
.
443*.319, 438 ; Beamless, Rivet Head(Former, 171* ; Screw -driver, Vertical Type Shocking Coil, 226* .
289 , 126,
Winding,
Steamers
Atlantic,
439*
; ChinaRiver,
Trade,
; L .C .C.,
64*Ėx; 602*
; Scribing
218*,Hand,
436 *, 461*,
Cheeks,435*
556*.
Vice,Hand,
Mississippi
330*296; North
Pole
508*
530Box,
* ; Blocks,
Shaper,
59926 *;*, Vice
pedition
,
171
;
Paddle,64*,
331*;
P.
&
O
.,
Španner,
242*,
332
;
Squares,
Vice,
Parallel,
218 130*.
,
371
;; Salvage,
Passenger,19864*.
130 ; 130®,
Propeller,
362* ; Slide-rests, 294*, 314* ; Stud Viking, TurbineCheap,
Steamer,
150
;
Turbine,
205,
Driver, 51* : Surface Plates, 311* ; Village Lighted by Electricity, 284.
246, 268, 296, 297, 371,438, 512 ; Turret,
Threading Tools , 246* ; Tube Expander, Volt, The, 397.
291*, 555*223*,
; Vee-Blocks,
410
483 * ; | Voltmeters,
Voltmeters, Řesistance
311*. of, 306.
439 .
Steamers,
Model,
17,
33*,
91",
187,
241",
Verniers
247*,435*
268*; ;Vice,
Vice*,Parallel,
Cheeks,
Hand,
Vice,
556*;
346*,
412*,
475*,
481*,
503*,
546*.
Steamer's Troubles in Suez Canal, 586 .
Either
Brakes, 365.
218 ", Strainer,
436 , 461*;170 *Washer Cutter, 219 ; W AGONWagon
,Railway,
Steam ,Hammer,
Model, 416 *
Wire
RailwSide
s, Model
ay, 134*, 444",
Steam
Model, Turbin
es, 440 * .
Tools, Model, 71 ,
575 *.
Tools,
Steel,Notes
Marking,
266 . of, 228, 251", Washer
Wagons,Cutter,
Railway,219in. Private Grounds, 55.
Steam
Steam Motor
Yacht, Cars,
512* . 272*, 351* .
Tool 326,
Steel,
on Treatment
Making Small,
Brass,Ingenuity,
Washers,
Steel, Brittle , Cause of, 491.
345, 370.
457*. 461.
Watchmaker's
Boat Destroyers, 99, 230 , 297* .
Torpedo
Steel Cars. Boston Elevated Railway, 101.
Water Anneal for Tool Steel. 326 .
Traction Engine,Model, 607 * .
Steel, Electrical Resistance, 75.
Petrol Engine, 401* .
Traction Notes
Matters,on Current,
Steel, Protecting, 607.
Water Hardness, 126 .
Traction
Road andNotes
Rail,on180, 101*.
*. 227*, Water-cooled
Steel Sleepers, 103.
Watering Arrangements , Locomotive, 464.
Steel Test, 249.
272* , 350 , 422* , 486 *, 560 * .
Steel,326Tool,
Water5999Motor and Dynamo, Combined, 119",
Notes on Treatment of, 228, 251" , Trailer
Africa,180*258. .
Trade Opportunities
in East
Car,
G .N . & forCity
Railway,
, 345, 370 .
Water Motor Driving Fan, 606* .
Train
Indicator
Goods
Loop
Lines,
Boat, 463*. 193 .
Motor Resistance,
Stern Wheel
Water Motor, Small, 248 , 455* .
G . W . R ., 125* .
Stone
as Electrical
Waterproof Glued Joints, 320 .
Storage Battery Locomotive , 351.
.,
124.
.B
L
.S.C.R
Lighting,
Train
Straighten Wire, How to, 76 * .
Waterproofing for Leather Boots, 92.
Train Robbery in America, 538.
Striking Gear, 530 * .
Trains, Driverless, 3 .
Waterproof,
Stud Driver , 51* .
148. Making Electric Light Sockets,
Trains,
Electric,
District
Railway,
227*
.
Boilers,
198, 304,91319,
Water-tube
Trains,
Long
Distance,
58
.
Submarine
Cable,
New
,
186.
Trains, N . E . R . Electric , 50 .
Water-tube,
Model,
Boilers,
, 554436*.
.
Submarines,
438 .
274,365.
212, 221,g, 99,
Submarin
e Signallin
Water
Wheels,
Pelton,
364*
Trains,
Steam
and
Electric,
Comparative
.
Watt -hour, The, 397.
Tests,
4
.
Suction
ProducerG
as
Motor
Yach
Superheater Steam , 150.
Tramcar,Model
Engine
Electri
of High-speed
c, 137*.C .C., 228* . Wear
Surfaces, Production of Flat, 410 .
Weighbridge
Car, 438.Bearings
. , 292.
, MotorThermic
Middlesex
Electric,
Tramcars,
Welding
Alumino
,
80 %.
,
56
*,
Surface Plates , 311* .
*.
508
Cheap,
Trams, Model
Colliery, 444 * .
Autogenous,
Welding
179,
of Metals,
Surfacingngin a Lathe,
483.eter Needle, 267* . Trammels,
West
Coast
Suspendi
Galvanom
Joint-Stock,
Model,
Sleeping
Transmitt
Wireless
Telegraph
127*,129*,
ers,
y,
Saloon , 136 * .
569* .
Swedish
Swedish State
Magne, Locomoti
T . B . D .Electric
297 * . ves, 490 ".
Travelling
Pair of,121*.146*.
188 Crane,ModelElectric,Design, 104*, Wheels,
Wimshur
Machine,
Swiss Railway Conversion , 347.
stMitre,
Switch, Double Three-way, for Model Electric Trick
's
Slide
Valve,
605*.
WimshurstMachine,Generation
of X -rays by,
Triple Expansion Model Marine Engine, 305* .
199 .
Crane, 188 .
Calculations,
Winding,
Coil,
221*
Tube
Expanders,
Simple,
291*,
536*.
Switches, Model
Crane, Huge
107 , American
188* . , 322 . Tubes, Centre for Turning, 417 ".
Winding, Coil, Machine, 160 *. .
Switching
Locomotive,
Tubular Chime Clock, 387 *
Winding, Novel, Steam
Engine, 289*, 443* .
Windmill,Model,
TAFF Vale Railway Steam Motor Car, Tug-boat,
235 * .
Model, Motor, 49
Wing
Valves,
170
236*,
386*.
."
, , 330,
Tug , Model
Steam , 505 202*, 249*, 298*. Wire, How to Straighten
272 .
Tunnels,
Model
76 *.
TangentGalvanom
Navigation
Wireless
Tunnels,
Railway,TRailway,
547.
Tank
Locomotives,eters,
9 , 1031*,, 115.
11 , 55 , 158 , Turbine-driven
202",
249*,
298*,
420.
,
.B . D ., 99 .
Apparatus,
59*,
Telegraphy
Wireless
, 616 209 , 411*, Turbine Locomotives,
39 , 537, 08 185",
159, 233* ,Locomotives,
365.
271- Ireland, 464127*,
Californian,
Tank,Model,
; Railway
Turbine Planing Machine, 533 .
Trains, 159, 174; ; Secret System
139 ;
,
575
.
Tantalum , 174 .
Simple Experiments , 114.
Turbines,Model Steam , 440 , 572* . .
Turbines,
Steam
Bearings,
580
;
High
-speed,|
Wire
Strainer,
Novel,
170
Test,
Lamp
Tantalum
228.
Tap-holder , 435 .
Belgian , 10,000
246 ; Measuring
Power, 390 ; Wirral
Wirrall Railway
Model Yacht
Club,ves,1849 *.. .
Locomoti
Parsons,
h.-p., 205,
246 . 246,
Telegraph, Key
Electric,
Connections,
259*.
.
44
Working
and
43*,
Telegraph
Turbine
Steamers,
Model
268,
296,
130*,
Steam
Sounder,
Colliery, 442..
Workshop Notes and Notions,
2*, 26 *, 50*,
Telephones - Early, 282; Long Distance, 139.
297, 371, 438, -12, 586. 439*.
76
.
326
*,
*,
146
Steel,
,
98
170
Imperialist,
, , 194362*,, 218*,
242*,
Tempering
Steamer,
Turret
Twerton Tunnel, G . W . R , 202 .
Templet
Mitre
for
Wheel
Cutter,
146
.
266*,
290*,
314
,
338
386", 602*.
410*,
Twin Flexibles , 554.
Tender,
“
Model
Dunalastair,"
81
435*,
460
,
482*,
508*
,556*,
580*,
Terminals, Carbon, 242*, 355 , 427, 594.
Twin-screw 55-ft. Petrol Launch, 372 .
Workshop Practice, Lessons in, 6 , 87*, 122* ,
Terminals, Dynamo and Motor, 414 .
Two Model Sailing Yachts, 108*.
153*,0 176*, 200 *, 293*, 343*, 369*, 392*,
414
Testing Dynamos, 176º.
Carbonising, 68.
NDERTYPE
42*,
145*,
248",
WroughtIron,
Dynamos,
I
Testing
Set,
Electrical,
234
*.
Steam and ElectricIV
” Comparative,
Tests,Írains,
. 503*, 585*.
|
Undertype,
Model,
Steam
Engines,
232*.
|
Y
-RAYS
Generation
a Wimshurst
4.
by, 427.
Thermit
for Alumino- Thermic Welding, 56*. Unidirectional Wireless Transmission, 271. 1 Machine, 199 ; Testingby Cable
8o .
Tight
Pulley
Difficulty,
Overcoming,
315*.
VACUUM
Tubes,
Air-pump
for
Exhaust.
VACHT
Club
,
WirralModel,
184
.
V ing, 425 .
Correspondence,67*
Yachting,Model,
“TimeRecording
Tin -pot" Cell, Camera,
Yachting, Northern
Model, Association , 518 .
399 . 124.
Valve
Box
for
Model
Force
Pump,
359*.
Valve, Model Corliss, 60 * .
Cutter, 303* ; Designs, 63*,
Yachts, ModelTool-bolders,
26, Gauge
31*, 243Attachment,
, 314*. 530* ; ValveModel
for Beginners, 196*.
- Bevel
ToolsBoring
571*
; Electric,
241*
of, 468;
Tool, 246 ; Burnishers,293 * : Cali- | Valve, Rotary , 412 ' .
Sailing,
20-Rater,
63*,
108Double-fin
,; Novel
303* ;Use
Keel,
302* ;
348.
,
in
10-Řater
Improvement
;
Engine,
337*
pers, 194*, 223*, 247 , for268 Turning
Valves,
;
,
Centre
411*
Rater,571*; Schooner, 303*; Sprag,
566 *, 6742-ft.
Tubes, ...Valves,
362* ; Centre
Bridge,
* , Steam , 241* .
60 **.Model Steam Expansion, 518*,
215, 484 , 510* ; Clamps,
; Chucks,
417*
512*, 587.Gas Motor, 197*.
Steam , Producer
Yachts,Suction
Steam Engine, Separately Operated , Yacht,
50 Machines,
; Cylindrical
2*, 410* ;26 * 'Cramp,
30 .
383, Valves,
; Drilling
Square,
Valves,Wing,
Making,
410*,
489*,
530*
;
Drill
Jig,
50*
;
Face
170
*,
236*,
330,
386
*.
and Angle-plates,
98*,' 418
Vanadíum
, 219.Delivery, 355.
ZINC Alloy, Useful, 243.
Gauges,
148*, 266*,
340* , 435*
362*, 482*
363* , Van,
Electric
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INDEX TO QUERIES AND REPLIES.
ACCUMULATOR
285 94,
, 286116* ,
, 262* , 284,47, 71,
117, 238, 260 Charging,
308,
478,
500*,
501,
525,
595.
Accumulator
167.
Accumulator Plates,
Poles, 430.
Accumulator Spark Coil, 93, 117.
Accumulators,
23, 47, 117, 118, 140 , 143, 167,
190, 287, 356 * , 429, 548.
Accumulators, Flash Lamp, 429.
Accumulators
for Lighting, 143, 190, 334,
357.
Accumulators,
Partitioas
550.
Accumulators,
Regulatingin ,Switch
for, 165*,
4

52 . Generators, 548.
Acetylene
Adjustable
Brushes,
Dynamo,
Air-cooled ,Petrol
Motor,
333. 382.

Alarm , Electric, Bell Connections, 407* .
Alcohol
239. Bars, 47.
Alloy forLamps,
Commutator
Aluminium for Models, 407.

Amalgamating, 166 .
Amalgam , Making,
Ammeters,
141. 117.

| Electric Railway Car, 213
Chloride
Battery, 310 .
Circuit, Loss through Resistance, 526 .
Railways,Model,
261*. 71.
City & South London Electric Locomotive , Electric
Electrolysis
of Calcium Carbide,
Electro Magnets,
381,
502.
21,
501
*
.
Classes
, Engineering, 406.
Electro140,Motors,
22, 190,46,191,92,261,93*,262,
95, 286118,,
Coherer , 597.
142*, 166 , 45,
Heating, 429.
Coils,
Field,
310 ", 334 , 358, 380, 381, 382, 405 , 430 ,
Coils,periments,
Inductio:262--Condensers,
; Ex 478
618 , 499, 502, 54, 549, 551, 572, 574 ,
; Medical, 69,
116 ;380*
Shocking,
357*,
431,
452
;
Spark,
23,
69,
142,
167,
Electrc-plating,
190 ", 238, 333, 334, 355, 359, 383, 454 , Electro -typing , 70141.*, 333.

477,
499, 523,
573, 453;Windings,
597, 619 ; Tesla23,
, 21294,; Engine
EnclosedandArc Dynamo
Lamp, 119for. Lighting, 143, 334,
Trembler,
23, 142,
573
Collectors,
WimshurstMachine,
47*, 380*. Engineering
Engineering, Classes,
Marine, 406213,. 239.
Colliery
Shaft,
Cells
and
BellsDynamo,
for, 526.334.
Common
Fault
Small
with
Engineering Training, 22.
Commutator, Oily, 407* .
Epicyclic Gear, 263
Experiments, Induction Coil, 262.
Commutator,
Sparking,
118
.
Commutators,Coil,Electro
Experiments,
Condensers,
69,Model,
380Motor,
*. 4: 93*. .
548 * Wimshurst Machine, 285, 523 ,
Condensing
Engine,
Contact-breakers , 69 , 142.
453.

FAILURE, Dynatno, 22, 140, 141, 164,

Controlling Rotary,
Model Electric
Locomotive, 597. Fan,
I 334,
453, 597*.
Converter,
524 . Petrol
Électri406,c,Battery
430.
190*,
Motor,
Engine,
Engine
Converting
Fan
for, 166 .
to
70.
Oil
262,
,
Appren
ticesh
Magneto to Dynamo, Fan,Motor-Driven,
45.
Arc Lamps, ip119, 430 , 550 .
Telephone
Converting
Heating
Field
Coils,
429.
165.
239,478
*,
215,
479
Armatures,
*,
,
550,573,
.
596
Armature Winding, 45, 117, 454.
Electric,
Utensils,
189. 454.
Field-magnets,
Dynamo - Avery
-Lahmeyer,
Cooling Petrol
Motor
Cylinders,
* Atlantic " Type Locomotive, G .C . R ., 551. Cooking,
: Man
in , 261*
21 , 596 * ; Magnetism
214.
Connections,
Telephone
Corrected
309*.
Locomotive,
Model
Type
"
Atlantic
*Avery
chester,
214
*
,
215,
382*,
550
;
Overtype,
Type Dynamos, 20, 140.
Correspondence
Instruction,
95.
PermanentMag
;
549*
500*,
454*,
357*,
Petrol

Ammonia , Liquid, 215.383.

Type Dynamos,21*, 140,239,
Avery-Lahmeyer
596*.
RAR Batter
Iron, Weight
of, 596.
166,
-- Bichro
mate, 11823,, 334119,; Bun
ies ,476
167 . 334, 406
; Bennet,

Engine, 333.
Cranks for
Current, Voltage
andType,
Resistance, 428.
Cut-outs,
Magnetic
Cutters, Milling, 572. 3.
NIELL Batteries, 23, 119 .

neto, 116* ; Undertype, 238, 308, 404 *,

*, 430 *, 452*
Field-406magnets,
Filter,
Oil, 332.Lahmeyer ElectroMotor, 142* .
Fire Alarm Bells, 478* .

213, 335, 551.

Flash Boilers, Model, 21,
Dark
Room , Électric Light for, 164,1 Flickering
;,
262
; Dry , 261,
Flash Lamp, Accumulator, 429.
23, ;119Leclanche,
, 238n46; Daniell,
sen
Fuller,
;
Gas,
503
166
47,
334,
478.
t
n
Gas from Acetylene Generators,
gs
i
o
o
rnin 39,28645, 3525
adp Tripolar
Bells 430,
, Ben453 ; TuPrimary,
, 52; 8 Secondary
mary , 94 ., 7 Deeadpoint
Trin Armature, 478.
548.
262 , 334 , 452, 525 ; Zincs for Primary, 94 . Decorations, Electric Light, 93.
Depolarisers for Bichromate Cells, 476 .

Batteries, Iron
for Lighting,
Battery
fo :, 453,
Turnings 359,
119. 525.

Bells, forElectric
AlarmShaft,
, 407*,
Bells
Colliery
526 .478*.
Bell
Wiring,
Electric,
213*
*78*, 549*.
Bessemer Steel, 572.

Force Pump, 335, 403.

Four-inch Spark Coil, 142.
Design309 *for. Model “ Atlantic " Type Loco, Four-plate
Wimshurst Machine, 47 *.
Four-pole Dynamo, 45 , 310, 356 , 405 , 454 ,

Design Model Goods Locomotive, 525 * .
Four-pole Electro Motor, 93 , 261 , 310 . 479
Direct
Reading
Measuring
Instruments,
118.
Furnace,
Electric,
Displacement, Model Steamer, 239.
Fusible Plugs,
287.596 * .
Drawing, Books on , 550 .

Bichroma
te Cells, 23, 119, 166 , 167, 334, 406 , Dry Batteries, 261, 262.
476 .Electric , 190 * .
503. Derangement, 116 ; D . iv
Blower,
Duties ofGenerating Station Attendants, 263. CAS Battery,
Gas
EngineBlowlamp, Paraffin , 21.
Dynamos - Avery , 20, 140 ; Avery- Lahmeyer,
191 ;
501 ; 334,
Dynamo,
Early Firing,
ing
21',
140,
239,
596
*
;
Driving
Motor,
190
;
.
*
574
Model,to Drive 58.
Cock ,Motor
Blow -offElectro
Ignition,
Field Coils, Heating, 429 ; Four-pole, 45 ,
Boat,
cellaneous,190*,
21, 261,
188 , 214,549,
261,619*
287,; Mis
332,

Boat, Motor, Model, 191.

Flash , -21,Flash
Boilers,
551.213, 335, 551 ; Fit
213,, 21,
Boilers,
Model
tings
,
;
263*
Locomoti
454,406 95,
618 ;
. Multi
Marine, 69, 212,214, 215,ve,335,
tubular, 574 * ; Vertical, 214, 238 , 406 ,
431,
453*, 549, 574*, 596, 593 ; Water
tube, 69.

Books on Electrical Engineering, 478 .
Books on Engine Design and Drawing, 550.
Boring Armature Tunnel too High , 239 .
Brake, Electric Tramcar, 189.

Brushes,
Dynamo,
405*., 619*.
Bunsen Burner
for 382,
Ignition
CALCIUM
Cams,Carbide,
Turning,71.118 * .
Car, Electric, Brake, 189
Car, Electric Motor for, 46.
Car, Electric Railway, 213.

Cars,ModelMotor,
Tyres for, 239.
Ceiling Roses,
Celluloid
, 21. 430.
Change Wheels
for Lathe,47,380.71, 94, 116 , 117 ,
Charging
Accumulators,
238,260 , 262*, 284, 285*, 286 *, 308, 478,

500 , Dynamo
501, 525, 595.
Charging,
Check
Valve,Model,for,263*.357.

Chemistry Profession, 275.

310, 356285,
, 405356*, ,454,
479High
; Driven
by Water
380 , 381, 501, 502 " : Rust in Water Tank,
Motor,
380 ;118,
Hand,
Workshop,
526. Locomotive, 551.
Lighting,
619Voltage
21 ; House
; Kapp, 22, G .C .R332.; Atlantic
" Type
454, 499,117,598;164Low
70 * ;, Man
Station
Attendant's
Duties, 263.
chester,
, 214Voltage,
550 Generating
, 285, 382
Gilding, Electro , 70 * .
597 * ; Overtype, 46 , 357* , 358, 454 , 479*, Goods,Model,
Locomotive,Design , 525*.
500 *, 549 * ; PermanentMagnet, 116 * ; Pro

portions,
405*166; Running
as
Motor,550
46 :; Resistance,
Series Wound,
; Shuni
Wound , 190 ; Simplex, 140 , 164, 237, 334,
453 ; Spring Motor Driving, 404 ; Tele
phone Magneto , Converting 165;, Under
type, 70 * , 117 , 189* , 238, 308, 356, 430 * ,
452* ; Windings, 47, 117 * , 165, 166 , 1898,
190, 214 , 237, 263, 285, 310, 379, 382" ;
524,
550 *,452596; 20-Watt,
* , 598 ; 550
10 -Watt,
141, 237 ;
15 -Walt,
* : 50 -Watt, 94 ;

HAND
Dynamos,
T " Hand
Lamp,21.Bichromate
166 .

Battery for,

Headstock Lathe, 404 *.
Heating Field Coils, 429.
High -speed, Model, Steam Engine, 431.
High
VoltageModel
HandSteam
Dynamo,
21. 310 , 334 ,
Horizontal
Engines,
335 , 355, 380 , 599

120-Watt, 500* ; 150-Watt, 140, 479 ; Horse -power, Steam Engine, 213.

Drive Dynamo, 454.
200-Watt, 166 ; 300-Walt, 165, 499, 49 : Horse-power
Engine,to 477.
500 -Watt, 20, 140, 164, 405 ; 750-Watt, Hot-air
House357,Electric
Lighting,
118, 143, 238, 286,
45 ; 2 ,000 -Wall, 454
430, 597 * .
ARLY Firing, Gas Engine, 191.
Hydraulic
Engine,
"
Brotherhood
” Type,
598 .
. Electrical Engineering Profession, 20 , | Hydraulic
Engine,
Power
of,
500.
22, 45,Recording
71, 117, 213.
Electrical
45.* .
Electric Bell
Wiring, Instrument,
213* , 478 * , 549
TGNITION , Accumulator,
Motor
118.
Electric Light Decorations, 93.
Engine,Cycle,
Electric Light Installation, 68 .
Ignition,Ignition,
Electric,Electric,
Petrol Oil
Engines
69* .167*.

Electric LightWiring, 45, 597*.

Ignition,Gas Engine, 190*, 261, 334, 549,619* .
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Increasing
Voltage
of Small
Electric Ignition,
167*. ,572. Spinning,Metal,
Spirit Lamp, 239.285.
164,407,429,526
Oil Engines,70,
IndoorModel
Railway,
476. Dynamo, 573. TOIL Engine,
Coil Experiments, 262.
Induction Coils--see
Induction
Garden, 574.
Injector for WateringCoils.

Injectors, Steam , 69.
282*.
InternalResistances,Measuring,
Interrupters, 237, 284.
Iron Turnings for Battery, 119.
K APP Kapp
Dynamo,
454, 499,
Type22,Electro
Motor,598.310.

Oil Filter, 332.

Spring Motors Driving Dynamos, 404.

Oil toCommutator
Petrol, Converting
TroubleEngines,
Oily
, 407 * . 70 .
Old Gas Engine, 381.
Batterie3, 430 .
Old LeclanchéDynamo,
Overloading
476 .

Standard Morse Taper , 189 .
428, 500*.
Starting
for Motor,
StationaryResistance
Petrol Engines
, 213 95,
Steam Engines, Model- -High -speed , 431 ;
334,335*,
355,357380,; 599;
310 , 335
Overtype
Dynamos, 46, 357*, 358, 454, 479* , Horizontal,
Leaky Pistons,
; Marine,
Pro
500 *, 549* .
portions, 334, 355, 357 ; to Drive Dynamo,

DARAFFIN Blowlamp, 21.tor
Partitions , Accumula , 550 .
Accumulator
Plates, 477.
Pasting
L 214.
Patents,
93
Lahmeyer Electro Motor, 142 * .
Making,
215
Pattern
.
Lamps. Electric - Arc, 119, 550 ; Arc Re- | Permanent Magneto Dynamo, 116 * .
sistance, 430, 550 ; Cells for, 453 ; Flash, PetrolEnginez,69 , 70, 213, 333, 383, 454.
429
: Incandesc
, 261, 428, 501 ; Phonograph ,Engine,
ent, 166167.
Motor for, 92.
Testing
Incandescent,
502 * .
Piston , Gas
380.
for,
Wheels
Change
Lathe,
Pistons,
335.
Leaky,
Lathe, Fitting New Bearings, 47 * .
Pistons,
Model
Trunk
, 454 .
Lathe Headstock, 404*
Plates, Accumulator, 167 , 477.
Lathe, Power for Driving, 382.
Machine,
Plates,
Wimshurst
70 * .
Lathe, Screw
, 285.215, 335.
Plating, Electro-, 70 * , 237, 238,
332.
Boilersin for,
Launch
, Model-cutting
Piston
Pliers,
,
502*
.
Ring
Launch , Model Motor, 262.
Fusible,
Plugs,
287.
Leakage,
Testing335.Coil for, 94.
Polarised Accumulators, 23.
Leaky
Pistons,
Pole- Finding Liquid , 334 .
Leclanché
Batteries, 47, 166 , 430, 453.
Accumulator,
430. 477 * .
Light, Electric , Dark -room , 164, 334, 478. Poles,
Pony Truck
, Model Loco,
Installation
Light,
Electric,
.
164
143,
,
68,
Gas
for
Ports
Engines,
Lighting. Accumulators for, 143, 190, 453 477 . Power for Driving Lathe,261.382.
Lighting, House Electric, 118, 143, 238, 286 , Power of Oil Engines, 429 .
357, 430.
Power to Drive Small Tools, 239.
Lighting,
Workshop, Electric, 358*, 380, 428, Producer
Plant
Gas Engine,
201. 20, 22, 45,
597*
.
Electrical
Engineering,
Profession,
Lighting Plant, Electric , Boiler for, 214.
213.
Vacuum
Lighting
*. .
Model, 619550.
PropelleronsShaft,
Machines,
69* . Tubes with High Tension Proporti
of Dynamos,
Lines of Force, 284.
Proportions,
Steam
Engine,
334, 355 , 357 .
Liquid Ammonia , 215.
Pump, Force, 335, 405.
Liquid , Pole- finding, 334 .
503.
Mercury,
Pump,
287. 61 . Pump, Suction , for Boat, 573".
Locomotive Boiler
Locomotive
Boilers,Fusible
Model,Plugs,
454, 595,
Pump, Vacuum , 618 * .
Locomotive, Electric, 501* .
Locomotive,
Atlantic310" ,Type,
.C.R . "Electric,
551.
Locomotives, GModel
333 , 334 , ADIAL Truck, Model Locomotive, 477"
Rails, Electric Car, 502* , 597 * .
358, 380, 381, 405, 430, 501*, 574 , 597.

"LADY of the Lake" Model Locomotive,

Locomotives, Model Steam , 68, 214, 215, 239,
309 *, 333,Voltmeter,
428 , 477* . 525*
, 595, 596.
Low
Low Reading
Voltage Dynamo, 7094*
*. .
Low
L .T.S.RVoltage Motor Windings, 572. 428*.

Tank Locomotive,
. ModelLocomotives,
L . Y .R . Model
215.

Railway
Electric,
Railway, Car,
Model,
Plans,213.
476 *.

Magnetism in Motor Fields, 261* .

212, 333, 501, 551,
Steamer,Model,Machinery,
619 * .
Steam
Ports,69,
573.
214*,
Steel, Bessemer, 572.
Suction
for Boat, 260*
PumpCharging,
573*
Switchboard,
Switches, Lighting,
430 . , 500*.

Switch,
52 ,*.Regulating, for Accumulators, 165*,
TANK , Model Locomotive,
L. T.S.R ., 428 * .
Apparatus,
Connections,
TelephoneTelegraph
22* 381*.

Telephone
165. Magneto, Converting to Dynamo,
Telephones,
189, 214,and356.Negative, 238.
Terminals,
Thermopiles,Positive
95 * , 478 .

Tesla Coils, 212.

Small, Power required,

Tools,
239.
Traction
Training, Engine,Model,
Electrical, 213 431.
Tramcar,
Motors,189.
Electric, Brake,
Tramcar, Electric,
499, 502.
Transformers, 71, 189 *, 477, 596 .
Trembler
Coil Winding , 23, 142.
Tripolar
165* .
Electric,Failure,
Trolley, Motor
Trunk Pistons, Model, 454.
Turning Cams, 118 *

Tyres,ModelMotor Car, 239.

UNDERTYPE
238, 308, 356,Dynamos,
430 *. 70*, 117*, 189*,

Upkeep of Accumulators, 287.

M Pump,Tubes,
618 *.Lighting, 69*.
VACUU
V Vacuum

Railways, Model Electric, 261*.
Recorder,Morse
Reflectors, Small, 92.
Search -lamp, 429.
Electrical, 45. 165* .
Instrument,
Recording
Regulating
Switch
for Accumulator,
Repairing Accumulators,
116 .

Valve, Gearing,
Model Check
Valve
69. , 263* .

Valve
Valves,Gear,
SteamPetrolMotor,
, 69, 332. 333.

Varying
285* Numbers of Accumulators, Charging,
Model, Boilers, 214 , 238*, 406, 431,
Vertical,
453*,428.
549, 574, 595, 596, 599.
Voltage,

M AGNET,
Electro, exerting a given pull, Resistance,
Repairing OldArcAccumulators,
287.
Lamp, 430 , 550.
381.
Resistance, Dynamo, 405 * .
Magnet
Lifting
Scrap
141*,
Iron,
for
454.
Resistance of Circuit, Loss through , 526 .
Magnetic Type Cut-outs, 310.
Magneto
, 619. .
Magnets, Machine,
Electro, 21,238,141383*, 452
Mains,
Charging
from
,
286
*.
Mains, Running Motors from , 166 , 357, 5 3.
Manchester Type Dynamos,

380,595,599 ; Horse-power,213; Traction,

431.
Model, Displacement, 239 .
Steamer,

Voltme.ers, 94*, 262.*

Resistances,
Measuring,
382*.95, 428.
Resistance, Starting,
Motor,

WATER
Motors, Driving Dynamo, 285,
356, 380.

Resistance Wire for Shocking Coil, 431.
Reversing Electro Motors, 618* .
Re-winding
Dynamoas toDynamo,
Drive Motor,
Re-winding Motor
310. 190.

Water Tank, Gas Engine, 332.

Water- tube, Model, Boiler, 69 .
Watts
perInterrupter
c.-P ., 455.
Running
Motors
Mains,
Small
Wehnelt
from
166,
357,
|
237 .
Marine Model Boilers, 69, 212, 214, 215, 335, Rust573
Weight of Bar Iron , ,596.
'ín Gas Engine Water Tank, 332.
117, 164, 21

285,Engineeri
597" .239.
382 , 5 ng,
o * , 213,
Marine

Rotary Converter, 524 .

Wimshurst Machines, 47*, 70*, 116, 285,

406 . Model Locomotive,
Materials,
333.

380* , 523, 548* .
Armatures, 45, 117,
Winding
Measuring
Instruments,
Electrical, 94* , 118 , SAWING
,GasIron,Magnet
Engine for,for287.Lifting, 141* . Winding
, Electro Magnet,
14147*454.
..
141,
262*
.
Scrap
453,
Coil,
94,
Windings,
23,
Measuring Resistances, 382* .
Screw
Lathe, 332.
in theValves,
285.
Windings, Dynamo, 47, 117 , 165,
Medical Coils, 116 .
Screw -cutting
-down Steam

M .E . Locomotive (Electric ), 310 .
M . E . Locomotive
(Steam ), 68.
Mercury
Pump,, 503.
Metal Spinning
285.

NICKEL Plating, 238.

238, 333, 334, 355, 359, 383, 454, 477, 499,
523, 549, 573, 597, 6 : 9 .

Sparking at Commutator, 118 .

285, 310, 166379,, 189
382*,

Electro Motor, 22, 92, 140, 261*,

Secondary Boiler,
for Powerful
Semi-fiasn
551. Shocking Coil, 452.
Series Wound Dynamos, 166 .
Series Wound Electro Motors , 118 UU 30
Shocking Coils, 357* , 431 , 452.
190.
Shunt Wound
Shunt
Wound Dynamo,
Electro
Silver Plating,
332. Motors, 142*, 190, 430.
Simplex Dynamos, 141, 164, 237, 453.
Slide-valve Gas Engine, 549.
Solenoid
Weights,
for Lifting
454. 190°
Spark Coils,
23, 69, Small
93, 117,
142, 167,

.
2

Meter Connections, 310 .
MillingInstruments,
Cutters , 572.
Morse
Motor Boat, Model, 92,
191.189.
Motor Cars, Model, Tyres, 239 .
Motor, Converting Dynamo to, 430.
MotorCycle Accumulator Ignition , 118, 238 ,2
Motors, Electro - Driving Boats, 358 ; Sim
plex, 22 ; Undertype, 549 : Windings, 22,
92, 140 , Model
261 , 310,
381, 382,524,551,618
Multitubular
Vertical
Boiler, 574 . * .

190, 524,
214 *,596237,* , 598.
263,
454,
Windings,

Sealing-up Accumulators, 356 * .

Search
Small, 431,
Reflectors,
-lam ? ,Model,
429.
Searchlight,
597.

... 310 , 381,
382,430 *, 1899.
524.
Winding,
Transformer,
Windmill Driving Dynamo, 549 * .
Wireless Telegraphy Apparatus, 212.
Wiring, Electric Bell, 213 , 478 , 549 * .
Wiring, Electric Light, 45, 238, 358 , 380 .

Workshops,
Wiring for Lighting, 358*, 380, .
428, 597*.
V -RAY Screens, 453.

X -ray Work, Wimshurst Machines for,

548*.

7 INCS for Primary Battery,94.
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A Model Electric Locomotive .
By F. MILLER.

Fig . 1 . – MR. F . Miller 's MODEL ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE .

THE accompanying photographs show a model
T electric locomotive with the following
leading dimensions : - Length over buffeis,
141 ins. ; breadth over footplate, 41 ins. ; height
from rails, 63 ins. ; diameter of wheels, 21 ins. ;
wheelbase, 64 ins. ; frames, 1-16th in . steel plate ;
gauge of rails, 2 ins.
The frames are held together at each end by steel
buffer plates. Stretchers are fixed to the frames
to carry the gear bracket, motor, and pony truck .
The driving axle-boxes are fixed direct to the
frames, there being no springs on the driving
wheels . The trailing axle-boxes are only dummy.
As the builder's conveniences for making a rail
way are too limited , someway of running themodel
without rails was necessary . This was done by
mounting the trailing wheels on a sort of pony

truck , which can be swivelled round to a certain
model has to travel round , and fixed there by a nut .
When run on the floor, it will travel round a 7 ft.
diameter circle. Of course , the arrangement would
not do for running on rails as the flanges would bind .
angle , depending on the diameter of the circle the

The driving motor is a No . 2 Avery tramcar motor .
This drives through a mitre gear and a pinion on
to a spur wheel fixed to the driving axle. The cab
and top structure are made of 1- 32nd in . steel plate ,
fixed at the corners to small angles . Inside the cab

is fixed the combined starting and reversing switch .
One handle performs both operations. As themodel
is not run on a permanent-way, the current is con
veyed to the motor by a flexible wire, which is sup
ported by a long rod above the centre of the circle
round which the model travels. A swivelling joint

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
on the supporting rod at this point prevents the
wires from getting twisted .
The locomotive runs fairly well, but owing to the
ratio of the gearing being rather high, unless a
heavy- current is available there is a little trouble
in starting
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers
are invited to contribute short practical items
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
ing to merit. AU matter intended for this column should be

marked “ WORKSHOP ” on the envelope.]

For the Bookshelf.
(Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,
FleetcostStreet,
London,
the
] E .C., by remitting the published price and
of postage.

MODERN ELECTRICITY . By J. Henry and K . J.
Hora. London : Hodder & Stoughton . Price

55. Postage 4d. extra .
Originally produced in America, this book is now
being published for English readers by Messrs.
Hodder & Stoughton . In view of the fact that in
the preface the authors disparage the works of
other writers on electrical engineering, and inform 1

To Prepare Emery for Fine Lapping.
Emery for very fine lapping work must be sifted
and re-sifted . Place 2 lbs. of four-emery in a
linen cloth a foot square, tying the edges together
so that no emery can escape. Sift the emery on a

clean sheet of paper by easily rapping the bag on
the paper so that only the finest grains will work
through . Put the sifted emery into a glass with
and let stand for ten hours. After this settling,
run the fluid carefully into another glass, leaving

about four times as much good lard oil, mix well,
the deposit of the heavier grains of emery behind .

Repeat this two or three times, and the result will
be an extra fine preparation for lapping the finest
plugs, rings, etc .

An Improved
Polishing Clamp.
By C . B . C .
The sketch shows a convenient
polishing clamp. The jaws, or
levers, swing upon an ordinary
iron hinge, the ends of which are
bent to conform to the shape of
the lever ends, making a much
more reliable job than the usual
leather strip tacked on to the
wood. In the place of clamping
· the levers together and boring a
hole which will fit only one size of
shaft, which hole will also be soon
worn so as to fit nothing , the

Fig . 2. - UNDERSIDE VIEW OF MODEL ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE .

levers are cut out to snugly fit a
square block of a standard size.
These square blocks can be readily

(See front page.)

cut in large or small quantities,and
bored with ordinary bits in a wood
1 turning lathe, or by hand, and then sawed longi
tudinally. One polishing clamp thus made will
eminently practical, scientific , and accurate, we

the reader that their own book will be found

are led to expect something very much in advance
of the ordinary text-book . In this, however, we
must confess to disappointment. The book covers
the usual ground of lighting, power, telegraphy,
telephones, x -rays, and traction , but possesses no
superiority of treatment over thatadopted in many
excellent text-books already on the market. In its
favour it may be said that it is very well and clearly

then be adaptable to a large number of such bush
ings with holes of different sizes. When the hole

in one set ofbushings becomes worn by use, so that
lasteboard

printed , is convenient in size, and is issued in a
neat and tasteful cloth cover.
* Bushing

LEAD POISONING . – With a view to diminishing
the danger oflead poisoning now run by the diam
ond cutters at Amsterdam , the Dutch Government

have offered a prize of 5000 florins for a satisfactory
substitute for the lead -tin alloy now used for em
bedding the diamonds in whilst they are being cut.
The prize is open to competitors of all nationalities,
and full particulars as to the conditions to be met
can be obtained on application to Mr. H . Jen
Marten , secretary to the Commissie Prijsvraag
Doppenmetal, Delft, Holland.

Iron Hinge

An Improved POLISHING CLAMP.
the lever handles meet , all that is necessary is to
replace the old with new bushings, or to pack in
pieces of cardboard between bushing and clamp.

There is practically no wear out to such a clamp,
and thesatisfaction resulting in its use is complete .
— American Machinist.
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A Simple Model Locomotive.

Pattern -Making Hints.
By J . H . P . BOLDERO.

When putting a screw In the end grain of wood, a

By R . W . c .

good fastening can be obtained if a small hole is

THE two photographs reproduced illustrate a sim
ple model locomotive which I have designed
for a friend to build , and, as will be seen , is

Store

nearly completed . It is unique in many respects,
as, apart from being very simple in construction , it
is almost eatirely built of scrap material and with
out the aid of a lathe, except the wheels, which are
turned on a friend's lathe. The front carriage or
bogie is made in one piece of sheet steel the axle

v -14

boxes sliding into slots cut into frame, the axle.

A PATTERN -MAKING HINT.

bored , as shown at B , about twice the diameter
of the screw . Now make a plug of the samewood
to fit this hole, having the grain at

boxes just being nicked on each side with a
The wheels, boxes, and chim
| ney are all gunmetal. The boiler is copper
small flat file.

right angles to the grain of the side
D , and drive into the hole as at C .
Now screw home the screw , and a
good hold will result.
DRIVERLESS TRAINS. — Salt from
the mines at Stassfurt is carried
on trains of thirty half -ton

trucks, each train having a
24 h.-p . electric locomotive. No
engineer rides on the train , which
is stopped and started instantly

by an attendant at each of the
five stations along the line.
GERMAN FUEL, — The world 's
peat centre is not in Ireland
which , however,hasmore than 3000
square miles of bog — but in the

north ofGermany and the adjacent
parts of Denmark and Holland .

Fig . 1. - SIDE VIEW OF SIMPLE MODEL LOCOMOTIVE .
riveted, with one large tube and
cross tubes. Cylinders built up of
tubing, flanges brazed on, and are
1- in . bore by 2-in . stroke, the
model being built to a scale of 1-in .
to the foot. The boiler is 4 ins.
diameter and 18 ins. long ; frame,
24 ins. in length ; driving wheels,
7 ins. diameter ; front bogie, 3 ins .

diameter ; and trailers, 4 ins. diam
eter ; gauge, 4 * ins. The safety
valve is made with an ordinary

bicycle ball, ground into a seating
and pressed by a single spring. The
tender is 8 -wheeled , two bogies
busily engaged in the construction
of a model loco from the samede
sign , although my boiler is set

working on central pivots. I am

FIG . 2. - FRONT VIEW .
A square mile of bog 10 ft. deep is estimated to
have a heating power equal to more than 300,000
tons of coal. Single bogs in Friesland are found
to cover 1,500 square miles, and Germany has more
fuel in peat than in coal.

slightly higher and I have a shorter
chimney . The castings were all
done at a local foundry, and were
beautifully clean .
The comparative efficiency oftwo
model steam engines can be arrived
at by measuring the amount of fuel and water con
sumed for the power generated in a given time.
Contributors when testing models should therefore
take note of these factors, and in describing the

performances of their engines, give accurate data .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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The Latest in Engineering.
Comparative Tests of Steam and Electric
Trains. — According to the Railway Gazette,
a series of tests on the rates of acceleration at
tainable with steam and with electric trains
were carried out by the New York Central Rail
road and the General Electrical Company, at the
end of April last. A piece of track , 6 miles long,
laid with 80 -lb . rails , was reserved for the trials .
In this length are included gradients of 5 ft. to
19 ft. per mile, and amongst the curves is one of

2 degs. 17 min ., whilst the longest tangentmeasures
7,565 ft. The steam locomotive was a twelve
wheels six -coupled engine, weighing, with its ten
der, 342,000 lbs., whilst the weight available for
adhesion amounted to 141,000 lbs. The electric
locomotive was also mounted on twelve wheels,
of which eight were drivers. Its total weight was
200 ,500 lbs., of which 142,000 lbs. rested on the
drivingaxles. Thetest trainsin differentcases con
sisted of eight or of six cars. The weight of the
eight-car trains was 513 tons, and of the six -car
trains 407 to 427 tons, the former being the weight
of the electric trains. In these total weights are

from five to ten miles an hour, the buffer will
diminish the severity of any injuries inflicted in
collisions. At a recent demonstration a car fitted
with the buffer was driven in succession against a
wooden post, a small hand milk cart, and a man .
The actual speed at themoment of collision in the
latter cases appeared to be about three to four miles
per hour, and in these no damage was done. In
the collision with the post the car was running at a

higher speed , and flung it some feet to one side.
Single - phase Locomotive for Swedish State
Railways. - Experiments are to be carried out
on the application of electric power to themain
line railways in Sweden , and for this purpose an
electric locomotive has been built to the specifi
cation of Mr. Robert Dahlander , the director of
the electrical department of the State Railways .
In external appearance it is similar to other elec
tric locomotives. It takes current from an over

head conductor, and is designed to work at a line

pressure of 18 ,000 volts as a maximum , though
arrangements are made to use several lower pres
sures, the lowest being 3000 volts. The locomotive
carries an air -cooled auto- transformer to reduce
the pressure for the motors, and the circuit-breaker ,

included the weights of the locomotives, which
accounts for the weight of the six -car train being
heavier in the case of the steam locomotive. The
paying load was, however, substantially greater
with the electric trains. Taking the corresponding

of course, is the oil type.

runs for both the steam and the electric trains, the
following results were obtained :
Steam .
Electric .

ing, & c . The locomotive and equipment weighs

Length of focomo

tive over all .. 67 ft. 7 # ins.

36 ft. 11dins,

Total weight
. . 342,000 lbs.
Maximum load on
one axle . . . .
47,000
Paying load . . .. 256 tons
Average acceleration

200, 500 lbs.
35, 500
307 tons

up to 50 miles per
hour, in miles per
hour per second
Time taken to reach

0.246

50 miles per hour 203 seconds

0 . 394

127 seconds

In some of the runs with the eight- car train the
steam locomotive at the outset accelerated the
faster of the two. This was due to insufficient area

in the temporary conductor supplying the electric
train , the voltage drop in this being from 700 down

to 325 volts. Even then , however, the average

rate of acceleration up to the maximum speed was
substantially greater in the case of the electric
train . In some further experiments, in which the
electric locomotive ran light the speed reached was

85 miles per hour.
A Motor Car Buffer has been introduced by
the Simms Manufacturing Company, Ltd . It
consists of two pneumatic cushions fixed in front
of the car, so as to shield the wheels, lamps, and
mud -guards. The cushions are mounted on spring
extensions of the frame, and should prevent such
minor accidents as scratched varnish , broken lamp.
holders, & c., when a car gets “ pinched " in traffic .
It is also claimed that as most accidents to pedestrians occur when the car is moving at speeds of

The electro -pneumatic

control system is used, a compressor driv n by a
single -phase motor supplying air for all auxiliary
power purposes, such as switching, braking, sand
25 tons, and is carried on four 41-in , wheels . Each

pair of these is driven by a 150 brake horse-power
single-phase motor at 25 periods, with a gear reduc
tion of 18 to 70 . The locomotive will handle a
70 -train at 40 miles an hour, and has been supplied
to the Swedish railways through the British West
inghouse Company, Ltd ., of Manchester .

The New Dieter Steam Engine: - This engine,
manufactured by the Dieter Steam Engine Com
pany, of 106 , Liberty Street, New York , is a four
cylinder, single-acting steam motor, constructed
closely upon gas engine lines. Fig. 1 is a view
looking along the crankshaft, with one cylinder
shown in section, and Fig . 2 is a section through
two cylinders in the crankshaft axis. The motor
consists of two pairs of cylinders, the individual
members of each pair having their axes inclined
at right angles, and their connecting-rods acting
upon the same crank of the two-throw crankshaft.
The two cylinders, which have the same angular
relation to the crankshaft, are cast integral, and
thus two castings suffice for all four cylinders. The
crank case is split in a horizontal plane along the
axis of the crankshaft , the cylinder castings being
bolted to the upper section . As each cylinder is
developing power during each down stroke, and as
the two cranks are set at 180 degs. apart, two
cylinders (one of each pair) are always doing work .
Trunk pistons are used , exactly as employed in gas
engines, and these are packed by three expanding
metal rings above and one below the wrist pin .
i H section connecting -rods are made use of, and as
i the two rods of each cylinder pair must be attached
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to a common crank pin , one connecting -rod tip is
made forked , and the tip of the other rod occupies

springs are so placed as to be out of the influence

the portion of the pin between the fork of the other .
This is plainly shown in Fig. 2. The bore of these
cylinders is 2 } ins ., and the stroke 3 } ins., and
the engine is stated to develop 13 h .-p . at 600

auxiliary exhaust ports, which are uncovered by
the piston at the extreme lowest point of its travel.

revolutions per minute,with 250 lbs. boiler pressure
and to be able to run at

sides of each cylinder, and communicate directly

of undue heat. In addition to the poppet valve
exhaust, each cylinder is provided with two
These auxiliary ports are located upon opposite
with the exhaust spaces, and are shown in the sec

1,200 revolutions per minute
safely with a nearly corresponding increase of out
put. In this engine cam actuated poppet valves
are used both for admission and exhaust . A live

tional view , Fig . 1. A feature of this engine is its
ready reversibility — a result which is attained by
changing the valve timing by shifting the cam shaft

steam chamber is formed around the cylinder

longitudinally in its bearings. In this manner the
different cam surfacesmay at will be brought into

heads, and below this an exhaust chamber com
pletely surrounding the cylinder. A single port in

contact with the valve push rods. The construc

tion here adopted is such that by a progressive
sliding movement of the cam shaft the point of
cut-off for forward operation may be varied from
three-fourths to one- fifth stroke. The neutral

each cylinder between these two chambers com
municates with the head end ofthe cylinder. The
inlet and exhaust valves of each cylinder are
directly over one another — the inlet valve being
above, controlling the communication from the

position may then be reached where no valvemove
ment takes place, and a further motion of the cam

live steam space to the port ; and the exhaust valve

Fig . 1. - END VIEW , ONE CYLINDER IN SECTION.

Fig . 2. - PART LONGITUDINAL SECTION.

THE NEW DIETER STEAM ENGINE.
below , controlling communication between the port

shaft places the engine on the reverse with a fixed

and the exhaust space. The exhaust valve has a
hollow stem through the hole in which passes the
stem of the inlet valve above. Owing to the inlet
valve being larger than the exhaust, the latter is
capable of being withdrawn through the seat of the
former, and both are removable through a hole in
the top of the valve chamber, which is normally
closed by a screw cap. The cam shaft is carried
in bearings in the upper half of the crank case, and
is driven at the crankshaft speed by means of en
closed spur gears. As the stems of the inlet and
exhaust valve of each cylinder are concentric, they
require to be moved by means of offset push rods.
In Fig. 2 the inlet push rod is shown at the left
and the exhaust rod at the right in each cylinder.
These push rods are well guided , and at their upper

cut-out. By removing a cover plate forming the

extremities carry horizontal projections which
directly operate their respective valves. The

top of the crank case between the two cylinders,
the cam shaft may be inspected . Splash lubrica

tion is relied upon for the lubrication ofall parts of
themotor. One important advantage claimed for
this motor is its adaptability to the use of highly
superheated steam , which results from the fact that
no non -metallic packing is used in its construction ,
and there is, therefore, nothing to become deterio
rated by the intense heat. The cylinders are lagged
with asbestos to reduce radiation . Its weight com
plete with direct driven oscillating feed water

pump is stated as 145 lbs. — The Horseless Age.

New L .C .C .Motor BOATS. - Sixteen motor boats
These are to be attached to the various piers under

have been ordered by the London County Council.
the Council's control.
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Lessons in Workshop Practice.
XIX . -Mechanical
Details of Dynamos
and Motors .
By A . W . M .
D

(Continued from page 606 , Vol. XII.)
EWARE of using a file to finish off the spia
B dle at the bearings ; it is such a con
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Fig . 8 shows a section of a bearing made on this
system . A ring (A ) is threaded over the bearing
bush, and rests upon the shaft, a part of the upper
side of the bush having been cut away to allow it
to do so . The lower part of the ring dips into a
chamber containing oil. As the spindle revolves , it
acts like a pinion inside an internally toothed cog
wheel, and causes the ring to revolve also , so that
each part of it comes to the top of the spindle .
As the ring is covered with oil, it deposits a certain

amount continuously on to the shaft, some of the

venient tool, and so helpful to the amateur
or novice, that he is likely to be too lavish
in its use in the lathe . Remember that a spindle
bearing should be perfectly round ; if it is ellip
tical, or has a number of flats on its surface , it

WA

will not run well . You may find, on fitting
up the bearings, that the spindle is quite free for
half a revolution , and then is stiff for the next half
revolution ; this means that the spindle and bear
ing bush are not quite circular, or that the spindle
is bent. If on testing it between centres it is found

ICIELLE!

to be straight, then you may conclude that the
bearing part is not round ; this may be tested by
applying a calliper, which willbefound to slip easily
over the spindle at the smallest diameter. If you
use a file too much , and without care, to fit the
spindle into the bearing bushes, you destroy the

Fig . 9.

circular cut of the turning tool, and produce an

ellipticalsurface or a number of flats. The file used
should be very smooth , and applied with slow , even
strokes whilst the spindle is revolved at fast speed .
The turning tool should have reduced the spindle
to such a near fit that the file does little more than
oil finds its way into the bearing, and, working along ,

effect a final polish .

Lubrication of the bearings is another point
where difficulties arise with small machines. For

comes out at each end of the bush , returning to
the oil-chamber by way of the drains D D provided
in the casting. The spin
dle is thus constantly

drenched with oil as long
as it is running. The
dirty oil can be either run
off through a cock fitted
into the bottom of the
chamber, or sucked out

by means of a syringe .
Two or more oiling rings
are frequently used , but

one suffices for any size
up to 1000 watts.
This type of bearing

gives good results when
properly made ; but it is
not so easy to make as
would appear, as the ring
has a way of refusing to
go round, or else goes
FIG . 8 .

very small motors running for short periods, per
haps the plain oil hole and a drop of oil is as satis
factory as anything, and has the merit of sim
plicity . As soon , however, as we deal with
dynamos or motors of, say, from 30 or 50 watts
and upwards, required to run for stretches of one

to eight hours, or more, this system becomes un
satisfactory , as the oil is thrown out at the ends of
the bearing, and the spindle soon becomes dry .

The self-lubricating ring system has become almost
the universal type for large machines.

round at such a speed
that it constantly jumps
away from the spindle ;
the oil works on to its outer edge, and is thrown
out through the joints of the lid at the top. It has
another trick of working to one side and sticking

there, or of jumping up on to the bush , where it
hangs useless.

The following are some of the points to attend
to when making this type of bearing :
The ring must be perfectly true ; it may be flat
or round in cross section , but if it is not a true circle,
or has an uneven or flat place , it willnot go round .

It should be fairly large and heavy, and should be

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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made of non -magnetic material, such as brass ;

if made of iron or steel, it is liable to be attracted
by any stray magnetism in the bearing standard
and stick to one side. The drains for the oil to
return by should be of ample size, and the casing
should form a recess at each end of the bush , to
catch and contain the oil as it works through .
There is yet one thing more to attend to , and that
is the oil. It must be thick enough to cling to the

GREASE

tion to get over this objection . The typeshown in
Fig. 5 could be easily arranged in this way, but
with some designs it is impracticable.
A self-acting lubricator which is largely used for
small fan motors is shown in Fig. 9. It is screwed
underneath the bearing, and consists of a tube (A )
screwing on to a plug, which is tapped into the
bearing boss ; a stiff wick (W ) dips into the oil, and
is pressed upwards against the spindle by means of
a spring ; the oil soaks into the wick , and works its
way upwards when the spindle rotates. This is
a very good method of lubricating the bearings of
small machines up to about 150 watts size. The
best material to use for the wick is felt, and an
air-hole (H ) should be drilled through the plug.

12

· Fig . 10 .
ring, and yet not so thick as to stop it from going
round. To prevent oil working along the spindle
to the armature, a small collar ( E ) is sometimes
fitted to the shaft. Theoil risesto thehighest part
of the collar, and is then thrown off. One dis
advantage of the ring oiling bearing is that the oil

chamber obviously must always be underneath , or

Fig . 11.

the oil will run out. This may be an awkward

objection if themachine is likely to be fixed upside
down on a ceiling, or under a machine, or sideways
against a wall. Some machines with circular
magnet yokes are intentionally planned so that
the bearings can be rotated and fixed in any posi

Fig . 12.

The size of tube A may be about in . diameter by
i in . long, and wick about 3 - 16ths in . diameter ;
spring should be as weak as practicable.
Another good system , and one which is univers
ally applicable to machines of all sizes and patterns,
is the use of solid grease, generally known as the
Stauffer grease lubricator system (see Fig. 10 ) ; a
plug (P ) screws into the bearing boss, and a cap
( C ) screws over the plug. The cap is filled with
grease, which is compressed and forced through a
hole in the plug into the bearing, when the cap is .
screwed down, a turn being given to the cap from
time to time when lubrication is required . At first
consideration this may seem to be a method re
quiring constant attention, but in practice one turn
of the cap will keep the bearing lubricated for
hours, if good grease is used , as the lubricant stays
in the bearings for a long time, instead of running
out like oil ; and one lubricator full of grease will
last for weeks at a time. Users frequently make
the mistake of screwing down the cap too much
and too often ; a quarter of a turn at a time is

sufficient, and about once in four or five hours . It
is necessary to cut a short groove in the bearing
brass to allow it to run along the spindle — say,
three-fourths of the length of the bearing will do .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
Various patterns of these lubricators can now be
obtained, some having spring-feed arrangement ;

but the plain screw -cap is easily made, and works
very well. Two sizes, say, with caps } in . and
in . diameter will cover the whole range of sizes

from 30 to 500 watts ; make the length of cap
about one-and -a - quarter times the diameter , hole
in plug small, and thread in cap of fine pitch .
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if it occurs at any point where two magnetic cir
cuits run side by side. For instance, in a Man
chester , or similar pattern machine having a field

magnet composed oftwo castings (Y and Z , Fig . 13)
the joint at W W may be quite rough, or need not
make contact atall,asnomagnetism passes through
it.
Themagnetic circuits are shown by the dotted
lines.

Should the bearing run hot, the idea is that the
heat will melt the grease, which will run down
(if the lubricator is on top) and flood the bearing,
preventing it from seizing. These lubricators

work equally well in any position , and to a large
extent get over the trouble of leaking and flying
oil, which takes place when ordinary syphon or
drop -feed lubricators are used on the simple bear
ings usual with machines of small size.
A difficulty which sometimes presents itself to
the novice is that of fixing wrought-iron magnet
cores to the pole- pieces. The best practice is to in
sert thecore into a hole in the pole-piece (see Fig . Il),
which shows a Manchester type (M ) and overtype
of Kapp pattern ( K ) treated in this way : the core
is held firmly in place by means of a setscrew
(S ), the point being countersunk into the core.
When making such a joint, the core should only
be reduced in diameter enough to form a slight
shoulder. As it is necessary for magnetic as well
as mechanical reasons that the core should be a
good fit in the hole, it often causes trouble when

the pole-piece or yoke has to be taken off, the core
sticking in the hole. This may be obviated by
turning the core slightly taper , and boring the
hole in the pole-piece to suit it (Fig. II, T ).

This

makes a good job, but takes more time and care.
A common practice is to make a butt joint
(Fig. 12 ). This is not so good magnetically when
the core is wrought iron and the yoke cast iron, but
can be used without very much detriment. In this
case the screw S should be of wrought iron , should

be a good fit in the yoke, and fill the tapped hole
-

Z

Fig . 14 .
Fig . 14 shows a four-pole machine in which four

castings are used . The joints X may be quite im
perfect without detriment. If they had occurred
in the centre of the field-magnet coils at the points
V , it would be necessary to make them as good
as possible, as they would be then each right across
the path of a magnetic circuit, as shown .by the
dotted lines.

( To be continued.)
MAGNETITE ARC LAMPS. - There are now 300
Jackson, Mich ., U .S . A . It is stated that these are
giving every satisfaction, Tests show that a given

magnetite arc lamps in use for street lighting at
size of type can be read by these lamps almost

HOT

twice as far as by the 6 .6 amps. enclosed series

alternating arc lamp which the company has now
in use in some of its other plants. The magnetic
lamp uses 4 amps. at 80 volts.
GERMAN RAILWAY EXPERIMENTS. - During the
carried out in Germany, on the military line be
tween Marienfelde and Zossen , with a view to
ascertaining the highest speeds at which trains of
bogie carriages could be drawn by existing German
past year an extensive series of experiments were

Fig . 1 :
in the core as much as practicable. It can be of
large size, as it helps to transmit the magnetism
from the core to the yoke, and it is well to sink the
head into the yoke or pole-piece to minimise

leakage, asmagnetism tends to leak away at points
and edges. The same plan would be followed
for the internal poles of ironclad or multipolar
machines , .
In any joint in a magnetic circuit the surfaces

should be in close contact all over, chipping strips,
or any method of removing the central portion so
as to make a firm joint as practised in ordinary
engine construction , is not admissible . The joint,
however, need not be made to have close contact,

express locomotives. These were of different types
but were mostly two -and four-cylinder compounds,
with a heating surface which in the smallest engine,
weighing 52 tons, was 1 ,220 sq . ft ., and in the

largest, an engineweighing 88 tons, was 2,650 sq. ft.
The highest speed reached was 137 kilometres
(85 miles) per hour, the engine used being the
largest of those tested . The weight behind the
tender was 109 tons, and the draw -bar pull at the
tender was 1.3 ton . On putting on the brakes the
train was brought to rest in 62seconds, the distance
run being 4 ,200 ft .

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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Notes on Locomotive Practice.
By Chas. S. Lake,
Tank LOCOMOTIVES ON BRITISH RAILWAYS. .
(Continued from page 512, Vol. XII.)
DEVELOPMENT of the 4 - 4 - 2 type is

that in which the single pairs of trailing
wheels are replaced by a four -wheel bogie
that is, the 4 - 4 - 4 type, a very unusual arrange
ment, only found on two small railways - viz., the

20OUBLE
BOGIE
D.-Fig
ENGINE
RAILWAY
,WTANK
IRRAL

Wirral and Midland & South -Western Junction .
This wheel arrangement is well calculated to meet
the conditions met with on lines abounding in
sharp curves, but the writer has been informed ,
and by a competent authority connected with a
leading locomotive building firm , that such engines
are very bad for slipping of the coupled wheels ,
as with a four-wheeled bogie at either end to take

the weight, it often happens that on an irregular
piece of road the coupled wheels are freed from their
load, and undue slipping takes place as a natural
consequence. However this may be, it is certain
that the type of engine has never met with anything
like the same amount of favour accorded to other
types.

Fig . 20 illustrates one of the engines designed by
distance passenger line in the Birkenhead district.
Inside cylinders are used , and the boiler is fitted
with a Belpaire firebox , and the engine is generally
of a modern design throughout. It was built
(with others) by Messrs. Beyer, Peacock & Co .,
Ltd ., of Gorton , near Manchester, to whom the
Mr. Eric Barker for the Wirral Railway, a short

Heating surface total, 1021.5 sq . ft.
Working steam pressure, 170 lbs.
Grate area , 21- 5 sq . ft .

Weight loaded , 59. 16 .

For working unusually heavy suburban passenger
trains many railway companies employ tank loco
motives having three pairs of coupled wheels in
place of four. Such engines are of two different
main types in this country - viz ., 246 - 2,or double
ender, and 0 – 6 – 2, or six -coupled racial types, the
latter being so described owing to the presence of
a pair of “ radial ” wheels behind the firebox
i.e., wheels having radial axle -boxes, the three
coupled axles being placed ahead of the firebox.
I few engines are running in which the trailing
axle is replaced by a four-wheeled bogie truck ; but
this is a very rare design on British railways. Every
railway possesses tank locomotives having three
pairs of wheels all coupled , without any other
wheels ; but these are principally employed for
shunting and local goods traffic, although on the
Great Eastern Railway such engines are regularly
employed on suburban passenger work .
Figs. 21 and 22 illustrate large tank engines of the
2 – 6 — 2 type employed on the Great Western and
L . & Y . Railways respectively . In the first-named
case the cylinders are outside the frames, and the
engine generally is of decidedly original design . It
is quite a recent addition to the locomotive stock
of the railway referred to , and has all the latest
features coincident with the practice of the line

SUN

writer is indebted for the photograph . The leading
particulars are as follows :
Cylinders , 17 by 24 .
Coupled wheels , 5 ft. 2 ins.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
viz., taper boiler, extended smokebox carried in
a cast-iron saddle, long-stroke cylinders, solid
bished big -end connecting-rod , cylinder centre
line higher than the wheel centres, and other fea
tures not usually met with on home railways.
Engines of this class work heavy goods trains be.

tween Swindon and London , and vice versa ; and
the writer recently observed one of the number
hauling forty loaded trucks and a goods brake near
Reading

The cylinders are 18 ins. diameter by 30 ins.
stroke ; coupled wheels, 5 ft. 8 ins. diameter ; total
heating surface, 1,518 sq . ft. ; grate area , 20 :35
sq . ft. ; working steam pressure, 195 lbs . ; weight
load , 72 tons 3 cwt.
The L . & Y .R . locomotive ( Fig. 22) is of especially
large proportions, and it, with others of its class,
were specially designed for dealing with the very
heavy suburban traffic around Manchester, Liver
pool, and other centres on the line ; also for
passenger train hauling on the difficult and con
gested main line, where the conditions are more
than usually severe, as those who are acquainted
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A Sensitive Galvanometer .
IN a paper presented to the Académie des
1 Sciences, M . Einthoven describes a new form
of sensitive galvanometer which he has de
vised , together with some experiments which he
carries out by applying this very sensitive method

of measuring electric currents to the study of the

electrical condition of the human body. In the
latter case it is especially the electric effects pro
duced by the heart which he observes.
The new galvanometer is one of the most sensi
tive which is known, and at the same time very
precise, so that the smallest variations of current
can bemeasured down to 101% amp.

It is formed

of a silvered quartz fibre which is stretched like a
violin cord between the poles of a powerful electro
magnet. When a small current passes in the wire
it is deflected perpendicular to the lines of the field ,
and the deflection can be measured directly by
means of a microscope carrying a micrometer.
The sensitiveness of the instrument can be regu

99

Fig . 21. - GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY 2 - 6 - 2 TYPE TANK ENGINE.
with them well know . In this design the cylinders

are inside, and Joy's gear is employed for actuating
the valves which work above them . An immense
boiler, possessing over 2 ,000 sq . ft. of heating
surface, and pitched with its centre line 9 ft. above
rail level (the highest in Great Britain ), is provided ,
other dimensions being ' as follows : - Cylinders ,
19 ins. by 26 ins. ; coupled wheels, 5 ft. 8 ins.
diameter ; total heating surface, 2038.64 sq. ft . ;

working steam pressure, 180 lbs. ; total weight
loaded , 77 tons 10 cwts.
(To be continued .)

A GOOD MOTOR Run. - A convincing test of the
all-round excellence of the “ Lacre " van has just
been carried out. one of them having travelled
from London to Swansea , nearly 214 miles, without
a stop, in eighteen hours. The van weighed 15 cwt.,
was of 16 h .-p ., and consumed only a little over 8s.
worth of fuel for the whole journey . The result
was all the more worthy of praise because the roads
were heavy , many hills had to be negotiated , and
the van carried driver , a passenger , and goods to a
total weight ofclose upon 17 cwt,

lated by adjusting the length of the wire, so that it
will measure in the region of 0 .001 down to roll
wire and its varia
amp. The movement of thephoiographic
method .
tions can be registered by the
The image of the middle of the cord , magnified
600 diameters, is projected upon a slit which is
placed perpendicular to the image. In front of the
slit is a cylindrical lens whose axis lies perpendicu

lar to the slit. A photographic plate receives the
image, which is thus concentrated to a point, and
by moving the plate a curve is obtained which

corresponds to the current variations. The image

of a scale is projected on the plate at the sametime,
in order to measure the curves.
The new instrument allows of making measure
ments which could only be observed heretofore
with the electrometer. One of these is the study
of radium , which is now made with a gold -leaf
electrometer. It will prove especially useful in
physiologicalwork for studying the nerve currents .
In the case of a frog we observe the currents of the
sciatic nerve, for instance. The electric action of

the human heart has been observed heretofore
with the Lippman electro -capillary instrument.
The muscular shocks of the heart-beats are known

The Modol Engineer and Electrician .
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to produce variations in the electric potential of
the organism , and this was brought out by Waller
in 1899. The currents are registered with the Lipp
mann instrument, but this hasmany disadvantages
owing to the inertia in the oscillations of the mer
cury column. The present instrument is more
sensitive and works more quickly , as the light

LOCOMOTIVE
LYORKSHIRE
2–6—.TYPE
,TANK
AND
RAILWAY
ANCASHIRE

quartz fibre, in spite of its length , has but little
inertia , and can register the variations of current
more exactly ; and again , the displacement is pro
portional to the current.
M . Einthoven has obtained a series of curves in
the shape of regular waves which correspond to the
heart-beats, and show how the electrical effect
varies. The effect is , in fact, quite considerable ,
and indicates the great variation of electric potential
in the different parts of the body which accompany

the muscular shock of the heart. The waves he
obtains are similar in form to those of the Marey
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cardiograph register.

High -Speed Engines .
By H . MUNCASTER .

(Continued from page 569, Vol. XII. )
THE vertical type of high -speed engine seems
to have become quite a favourite, as it has
many points to recommend it. It is
customary to make it for actualuse, when of con
sideralle power, with the working parts entirely
enclosed , with theobjectof preventing the lubricant
from being thrown about. As, however, it is not
suitable for model-making to have the parts shut
up out of sight, spoiling the model of its educa .
tional value as an object lesson , as well as depriving
us of the pleasure of seeing it working, we do not
intend giving any details of the enclosed types.
We give herewith illustrations of a familiar pattern
of vertical engine, of which Fig. 7 shows the side
elevation with the valve spindle and gland ; also

.—HEAVY
22

the eccentric and rod removed to enable the main
bearings and the connecting-rod to be more clearly
seen . Fig . 8 gives the front elevation . In this
case the valve spindle and eccentric gear are shown,
but the stay is removed from the front of the
engine so as not to confuse the details of the
motion. Particulars are given to suit an engine
with a cylinder diameter of 3 ins., and a stroke of

3 ins., intended to run at about 1000 revolutions per
minute. This speed is not excessive, as it keeps
the inertia of the piston group well within the load
on the piston , due to the initial pressure at 50 lbs.

.
Fig

per sq . in ., assuming a weight of 6 lbs: total for
piston , piston -rod , crosshead, and connecting rod.
6 X 1000 X 125 X .00034 = 255 lbs. inertia of
reciprocating parts ; 3 ins. diameter (7 sq . ins.

area ) at 50 lbs. steam pressure = 350 lbs. initial
pressure on piston . It will thus be seen that the
inertia of the parts is considerably under the load

on the piston at the speed and the pressure given .
The governors are not shown, as we prefer to go
into the question later, giving alternative designs
suitable for this engine.

The bedplate shown is of rather unusual shape.
having its upper surface sloping down towards the
front. This looks very effective when finished ,
but as it may not be to the liking of all, the details

will therefore be made out for a bed having the
upper surface level as an alternative.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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A thin plate (not shown ) will be desirable in front
thrown off by the crank flying about the room . The
plate is fitted inside the front stay, and extends
down a little way into the crank race. At the

of the connecting-rod, to prevent the oil that is

bottom of the crank race is a zinc or tin tray, in
which all the waste oil is collected .
Figs. 9 and 10 give details of the cylinder. It
will be noticed that the lower cover, with the
stuffing-box, is not cast on to the cylinder, as is

July 6, 1905.

than the flange on the standard, which is turned

and finished to the same diameter as the cylinder

cover - viz., 5 } ins. This will accommodate a
sheet steel covering over the lugging of, say,
20 gauge, which is fitted carefully in between the
covers, and is held by spherical heated screws, as

shown in the general elevation. The flanges of the

- 56

Fig . II.
NU

TY

Fig . 9.

4 bolls
*o bolts.

tomto

Fig . 10 .

FIG . 12.

DETAILS OF High -SPEED ENGINE CYLINDER.

often the case in this class of engine ; it is thus
easier to bore the cylinder true . After boring, the
cylinder can be mounted on a suitable mandrel,
and the ends faced so as to be absolutely true to
the bore. The stuffing-box for the valve spindle is
also cast separately ; this allows both ends of the
cylinder to be faced all over. The Hanges are
dressed down to about 1- 16th in , less in diameter

steam chest are also to be reduced to about 1-32nd
in , on each side less than the cover, which is to be
faced to 5 $ ins. across ; the extra size in the cover
hides the joint between the flange and the sheeting,
and makes a much neater finish to the work . In
the case of the chest cover, it is a good plan to make
two of the bolts to fit the holes, so as to act as
steady pins, and assure the cover being accurately
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replaced when taken off for any purpose. These

points may seem of little importance, but they add

much to the neatness and finish of the work .
“ Trifles make perfection , and perfection is no
trifle .”

The steam ports are 24 ins. by

in ., and
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culty will be found in screwing the nuts up wben
packing. On each of the covers a steel plate is to
be fitted as shown , about 20 gauge , to protect the
lagging. The space behind the plate may be filled
in with slag wool, or any such suitable non -con

the exhaust 21 ins . by in . ; the valve face, 2 } ins.
wide. If an engine of much smaller dimensions be
made on the same lines, on account of the small
space available , it will not be wise to cast on the
steam chest, as it will be found very difficult to
true the faces. The metal in the cylinder barrel
is 5 -16ths in . thick, and the flanges in . thick ;
the cover bolts and studs, 5 -16ths in . diameter.
The stuffing-box is separate from the cylinder ,

ducting material.
The gland and the guide for the valve spindle
are in one piece, which is bored and then turned
on a mandrel. The guide will be bored to in .
diameter. The stuffing-box should be bored with
the same tool. As it is to be bolted to a face
already trued to the bore of the cylinder, there
will be no difficulty in getting the valve spindle

and may be of cast iron or gunmetal. In machining

(preferably the latter) will be used to bolt the

parallel to the piston -rod. Four -in. bolts or studs

Fig . 1. — THE GREAT WESTERN SIGNALLING INSTRUCTION MODEL MADE BY
. MESSRS. W . J. BASSETT-LOWKE & Co. : GENERAL VIEW .
it will be first bored out, then mounted on a mandrel,
casting to the cylinder. In the inverted plan of the
and turned to a good fit in the counter bore of the
cylinder (Fig . 12) the view may appear to be drawn
to the wrong hand ; it is intended to be as seen in
cylinder ; this will ensure the piston -rod being
central. The gland is to be oval, the greater
a mirror, so as to correspond with the elevation
dimensions of which are more than the hole in the
(Fig . 1 ). The slide-valve will have a lap of 3- 16ths
in . at each end, making it i} ins. over the face.
standard it has to pass through. To get the
The recess will be i in . wide, giving no lap to the
stuffing -box into place, it may be tilted so as to
exhaust edge. As the valve has a total travel of
allow one lug to be first pushed under the internal
in ., the opening for steam will be 3-16ths in . In
flange in the standard, when the gland can be passed
setting the valve, a lead of about 1- 32nd in , should
through . This must be done before the studs are
fixed , or a small piece may be cut out between the
be given a little more will do no harm . The
amount of cushioning given by this valve will be
bolts on each side to allow the oomplete gland to
suitable
for running at a tolerably high speed under
pass. In fitting the stuffing-box, care should be

taken to have the gland bolts at the sides. Other
wise , if they be arranged front and back , some diffi

a fair load .

( To be continued .)
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A Signalling
Instruction Model
for the G . W .R .

company, but recently they placed in the hands of
Messrs . W . J. Bassett-Lowke & Co ., of North

It is well known that engineering classes for
I apprentices and others have existed at Swin
don for many years, and, in fact, similar
facilities exist at the locomotive and carriage works

ampton, further orders for models of the samekind .
The model we illustrate is the first of those Messrs.
Bassett-Lowke are making, and, we understand ,
has gone to the Birmingham district. In the de
tails the scale of the railway is š in . to the foot, the
standard models of permanent-way and signals
made by the firm being used , and the whole of the

of other large railways — viz ., at Crewe, Horwich ,
York , & c . ; but the establishment of classes for the
technical instruction of the clerical portion of the

work is of the highest character. Two dummy
trains are provided , one a model of a passenger
train , and the other of a goods train . The levers

staff is ofmore recentgrowth .

are interlocked in the orthodox way, and the

Fig . 2. - G . W . R . SIGNALLING INSTRUCTION MODEL . A VIEW OF THE JUNCTION AND LOCKING FRAME,

It was felt, however, that these lectures, admir

model has the usual ground locking gear and

able in their way , were scarcely practical enough
for the railway men of to -day, and as an experi

detectors.
The plan of the line is shown in the accompany
ing diagram , and in the classes four students are
chosen each evening and placed in the various boxes
- vii ., the central or junction box ( A ), up main line
( B ), down main line (C ),branch line (D ). Here what

ment, therefore, “ Schools of Railway Signalling "
have been established by the directors of the com
pany, with the object of familiarising the main

body of the clerks with the fundamental principles
of railway working.

On no railway in the United States, nor on the
Continent, can be found such a practical scheme of

education , assisted by excellent models, as exists
in the school we are describing.

The earlier model installed was made by the

had been learned in the lecture was put to
practical test. The various signals of : " Is line
clear? " " Line clear," " Train on line," " Train out
of section,” are given and received . The minia
ture trains are then put in motion , signals lowered or
put to danger, shunting performed , and all possible

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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combinations or emergencies gone through . Prob .
lems are set and practically explained by means of
the model.

Nickel-Plating .
NON - ELECTRICAL process of nickel-plating
is known as the Mitressey process, recently
introduced in France. Instructions given

The model, as will be seen from the illustrations,

is in every respect a reproduction in miniature of
a main line junction, and almost every problem

DESCRIPTION OF SIGNALS.

Position .

| 12

Releases.

a toco

8 12

Reverse
Position .

Ovour
A
wN

Locking Table.
Locks in Normal
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i Up Main Distant
Up Main Home
Branch to Cp Main Distant
Branch to Up Main Home

! Up starting

8 12 13
a
a

9 10 12

I Ip Main x from Branch
9 Down Main Facing x to Branch
x Locked
13 16 17 21 24 10 Points No. 9 Unlocked
II i Disc for No. 12 Points x Backing from
8 17 21

Down Main

2 4 15 21 24

1 . Main x Crossover

10 12
0 10 10 17 20 23 9 10 15

13 Disc for No. 12 Points x Backing from

12 21 24
1+

9 10 11 12 14 15
21

12 15

l' p Main
14 Disc foi No. 15 Points

14 16 17

16

9 10 15

17 | Down Refuge Siding to Branch Start'g

Down Refuge Siding to Down Main

9 10 12 11 22

Branch Starting

9 10

Down Main to Branch Home
Down Main to Branch Distant

2 ) 21.

9 10 U 12 14 15

Down Main x Down Refuge Siding
Starting.

10 15

Down Main to Branch Starting
Down Main to Branch Home

9 10 12 15

9 12 15

23 24

which
presents itself at the latter can beworked out
on the former.
LARGE RAILWAY BELL. - The Electrical Times
describes one of the most powerful electric bells
ever made. The gong is 194 ins. in diameter, and
weighs 90 lbs. ; the weight of the complete

bell is about is cuts. The heavy iron clapper,
2 ins. in diameter, is of sufficient size and weight
to produce loud clear notes, the number of strokes
per minute being about 100 - 120 . Themotion parts
are entirely enclosed in a water-tight cast -iron box,

the pull rod for actuating the clapper coming
through a packed gland . The current required to

operate this bell is amp. at 18 volts, and can be

Down Main to Branch Distant
for the successful use of this process are as

follows : - Clean the objects in 5 kilogrammes of
American potash per 25 litres of water. (For
rusted pieces use 2 litres of chlorhydric acid per
i litre ofwater.) Now put 250 grammes of sulphate
of copper in 25 litres of water ; after the sulphate
is dissolved , add a few drops of sulphuric acid ,
drop by drop, stirring the liquid with a wooden
stick until it becomes as clear as spring water .

Immerse the pieces in this, attaching them to
leaves of zinc. When they have assumed a red

tint, pass them into the nickelling bath , which is
composed of cream of tartar, 20 grammes ; sal
ammoniac in powder, 10 grammes ; kitchen salt,
5 grammes ; oxychlor-hydrate of tin , 20 grammes ;
sulphate of nickel, single, 30 grammes ; sulphate of
nickel, double, 50 grammes. Remove the pieces

from the bath for a few minutes, and rub them with
fine sand on a moist rag. This is to get a brilliant

furnished by twelve ordinary size dry cells.
The bell was made under Macleod & Plato's
patents, by Messrs. Fuller, Macleod & Co. , Ltd .,
of Norfolk House, Laurence Pountney Hill,
E .C ., primarily for railway working, but,
of course, it is applicable to many other pur

deposit. To improve the appearance of the
plating. it is advisable to rub with a brass wire
brush , and if convenient finish off on a piece of

poses .

red stuff.

buff glued on a wooden wheel, and smeared with
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Model of the New Liner “ Port
page
ee6 s
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A

A N exceedingly handsomemodel of the Imperial
Direct West India mail liner Port Kingston

was recently on view at Liverpool. Though
MODEL
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RAILWAY
WESTERN
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GDIAGRAM
IGNAL
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the internal arrangements of themagnificent vessel,
of course , are not shown, the hull and all exterior
fittings are set out in proportion . The beautiful

lines of the vessel are very noticeable, these supply
ing an explanation why this popular steamer has
been able to reduce the distance between Great

Britain and Jamaica to a ten days' trip. The model
is painted similarly to the liner she represents, viz.,
cream top sides and light chocolate bottom colour.

All superstructures are white, and give the ship a
most imposing appearance, together with quite an
idea of coolness. That the Port Kingston is first
and foremost a passenger liner is evident from the
tiers ofdecks and the deck erections superposed one
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Kingston ."

on another. So far as can be seen from themodel,
there is nothing to desire that is not provided in the
arrangements of this vessel are extravagantly
spacious and luxurious. In the saloons, music
rooms, boudoirs, and cabins en suite nothing has
been omitted to please the eye and gratify the taste
of the most fastidious ; and as regards ventilation

FRAME
191SPARE
678 LOCKING
LEVERS

and lighting, nothing is left to desire. As a cargo
carrier, the Port Kingston is unique, and her holds
are all specially fitted for the conveyance of large
quantitiesof fruits, the products of the West Indies .

These insulated spaces are cooled by special pro
cess. Sir Alfred Jones has expressed his intention

2HOLES
INBLADE

of adding more steamers of the Port Kingston type
to his West India line, and when this programme is
completed it willbe safe to say that a very complete
and new steamship service will effectually link
Jamaica and her sister colonies to the Mother
Country . Messrs. Stephens, of Glasgow , are the
builders of the Port Kingston.
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way of promenade and deck space. The internal
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LAUNCH TRIP. - Members are reminded that
Saturday, July 8th , is the last day for sending cash
for tickets retained and returning thosenot required.
EXCURSION TO CHATHAM . - The annual all- day
excursion will take place on Thursday, July 27th ,
when a visit will be paid in the morning to the
Dockyard at Chatham , and in the afternoon to
the works of Messrs. Aveling & Porter, Ltd ., at

me

)
descriplion
For

MAIWNN
DO
to

NEKNM

MAIN
MP

Rochester. The Secretary will be glad to receive
as early an intimation as possible from those mem
bers who wish to join the party , which will be made
up of those members who have signified their inten
tion of being present by Saturday, July 22nd. Pro
vided the party numbers at least ten , the railway
company will issue special tickets at the rate of

38. 2d . each (third class) for the return journey .
tion of any member to be present, or be sent to me

Cash for the tickets must accompany ti e intima .

on or before July 22nd. The party will travel .by
m.
D

C
FROM

a fast train leaving St. Paul's Station at 9 .57 ..

returning from Chatham at 7.37 p .m . - HERBERT
G . RIDDLE, Hon . Sec., 37 , Minard Road, Hither
Green, S . E .
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An Ingenious Governor for
Small Gas Engine.
By L . B . T.
DEFORE a small gas engine can be used with
D any satisfaction to do work which is subject
to variation , such as driving a lathe or
grindstone, it must be fitted with some sort of
governor .
The governor described below was designed by
the writer for a fh.-p . engine which drives a 3-in .
centre lathe, and it has proved in every way
successful.
A is a portion of an Archimedian drill spindle
(64 ins. by 7- 16ths in .), mounted vertically in
bearings, and fitted at the top with a small wood

July 6, 1905.

B exceeds 500 - 700 revolutions per minute, accord
The dimensions given will be useful as a guide,
but need not, of course, be rigidly adhered to . A
suitable Archimedian drill may be purchased for
IS. 9d ., and the gas cocks cost about is. 3d . each .
ing to the adjustment of the vanes .

Practical Letters from our
Readers .
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full

discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably bc attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

Lucrative Model Making.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

pulley B (1 } ins. diameter).
The nut C is capped by a brass plate, and carries
two tin air vanes D D (21 ins. by 2 ins.), which are

DEAR SIR, - Re some interesting models in your
issue of June 15th by Mr. Joseph Seel, he says that

adjustable along the radial brass rods EE ( 2 ins.

for some years, in his spare moments (evenings
and Saturdays) he earned from $ 100 to £150 per

long by 3-16ths in . diameter), by two small set
screws.
There are two full-way {-in . gas cocks, mounted

year makingmodels. If it is not taking up too much
that gentleman to give us less fortu

space in your valuable paper, I would like to ask

nate comrades an insight how to get
rid of our models when we have made
them . There are, I might say, hun
dreds of model makers who would be
delighted at the prospect of getting
enough out of it to go for a week 's
holiday each year. If model-making

paid so well as our astute friend
à blows " about, I don 't think you

MIXTURE

would get so many advertisements in
your valuable paper of people who
have beautiful lathes and working
models for sale at one-third the cost,
who have worked tooth and nail to
make both ends meet .

I have been a model maker in the

ship line- -all sorts, from clippers to
smacks — for eighteen years, and have
been told by those who know , they
were as good as could be seen any
where ; but when you came to ask a
price, it 's a bird of another colour. I

am sure some— I might say hundreds
of- comrades would like to learn how

the game is played . At £100 to £150
GOVERNOR FOR A SMALL GAS ENGINE.
on the wood upright H by the short brass tube
joining them , which is sweated to the brass plate K .

F is the mixture tap , adapted by drilling and

a year someof the splendid mechanics
who are walking about without em
ployment would have a glorious future
assured . - Yours truly ,
E . BLAMFIELD.
Stratford, E .

filing the air port M . The throttle tap is operated
by the bent brass lever N (the leverage being equi

valent to a straight lever 5 ins, long). The lever is
forced up by the nut C when the latter rises, and
falls again by its own weight.
The whole is mounted on a wood base (9 ins.

by 5 ins, by in .), and both uprights are glued and
screwed to the base.
The pulley B is driven by a short piece of fin .
round gut from a suitable small wood pulley, simply
attached to a flywheel ofthe engine .
The resistance of the air on the vanes D D is

Model Railway Design.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I quite agree with the remarks of
“ Charon ” that the working of model railways
by signals and points from a lever frame is more
interesting, so that shunting and marshalling of
trains can be done without crossing the rails to
hand- points, & c.
The best form to lay a model railway is, in my

sufficient to begin to cause the nut C to rise and

opinion , a double lineup and down , with sidings, or ,
if a single line, with good turnouts and sidings, and

operate the throttle when the speed of the pulley

not having a circular railway, as the binding on

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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the flanges of the wheels is too great to admit of
locos and trains getting up a good speed .

Mr.Greenly 's design is not in the form of a circulai
railway, as I have his design before me, which is
given in your issue of June ist, 1901; but is a single
line with plenty of straight rails and easy curves,
as well as siding accommodation , and thus you will
see that “ Charon 's ” remarks are incorrect.
With regard to Mr. Hy. Lea's model railway,
which is a circle of single line, with a branch of
straight track , it is all right when one engine only
is running ; but if two were running, one would
have to shunt on the straight road until the other
had completed the circle, and the first engine
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The down line is connected to the up line again
at station B , which has both up and down plat
forms. If, however, the trains were not run accord
ing to the rules of the road, the facing connections
of the cross -over roads would become trailing ; and
in model railway working I like to get realism as
much as possible to that which is done on the large
railway of a standard English company.
Another reason why I advocate a double line of
railway in the model is because, should either the
up or down main line require repairs between the

two cross-over roads, the system of working (if the
model enthusiast goes in for working his railway
according to rules and regulatons respecting train

return to the circle and proceed on its journey ,
whilst the latter was shunted , and remained

working as in the prototype) single line by means.
ofa pilotman could beadopted , which would enable

on the branch . This course would be adopted if

trains to be worked on the up and down line short

loop up
UpInner
( moin home
Up home
w To down
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main hine
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Down storler
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Up slorier
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PLAN FOR A MODEL RAILWAY, BY “ MIDLAND."
the engines were running opposite to each other ;
of the fouling point, and taken on to the single line
if, however, they were both travelling in the same
by the pilotman .
direction , it would simply mean each engine being
This mode of working is very interesting, and
kept a block section apart, or shunting one on the
will be understood by your railwaymen readers,
branch to allow the other to pass.
as this method of railway working enables traffic
I append a sketch of a model railway I have con
to be got through with a small minimum of delay
structed, showing the signalling and the positions
to The
bothtrack
passenger
and goods trains.
of the points, & c., which , no doubt, would be suit
shown on the sketch is the result of
able to my fellow -reader. I give you herewith
timespent in endeavouringto get a good result, and
a description of the line .
admits of the trains running in opposite directions
The up line is the outside one, and has a loop
without collisions ; also admits of shunting on the
through a tunnel near to station A , which
loop line and up main linewithout interfering with
has an
island platform , and the station buildings upon it.
the down line, or shunting from the down to the
The cross-over road to the down line from the up
up line, and re-marshalling trains whilst the others
main has facing connections instead of trailing, as
pass over the loop line.
obtains on the prototype.
In conclusion , I may say that this line consists
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of over 60 ft. No. I gauge tin , constructed on a

Queries and Replies.

spare bedroom floor,with two bridges (shown on the

sketch ) which pass over the stairs, which adds a
realistic appearance to the line.
As I am interested in this class of work , I shall
be pleased to see some views from other readers .

Hoping I havenot taken up toomuch space in your
very instructive and interesting magazine, - Yours
faithfully ,
“ MIDLAND."

To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir , - For sometime past I have thought
of sending you a short description of a small model

have built up, but feared , being a “ toy,''
railway
it mightI not be interesting enough . However,
seeing in a recent issue something of the same
class, I venture an account ofmine.

The gauge is 24 ins.,which I decided upon owing
to more boiler space on this size engine, thereby

allowing longer steaming without the trouble of re.
filling. The track is composed of two ovals,
inner and outer, laid on stained deal boards sup
ported on trestles 2 ft. from the floor. The lines,
which are partly tin and partly brass, are laid in
chairs, which are fixed to sleepers about 1 } ips.
apart,
and the aends
withrather
fish
plates, making
firm joined
track totogether
stand the
heavy weight running on it.
The two tracks together measure over 50 ft.
circumference, so you can imagine the

task of placing chairs, holding-down
spikes, keys and sleepers together,

JAttention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query

Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries
on subjects
the scope
of this :journal
are replied
dealingto
- (1) Queries
conditions
the following
under within
by post
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on

one
side of the paper only, and the sender's name must be in
scribed on the back . ( 2) Queries should be accompanied
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned
sketches, and corte
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed , and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (1) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before

the Reply can
be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published. The
Insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed . (6 )
AU Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL

BNGINEER, 26- 29, Poppin's Court, Fled Street, London , E .C .]
The 10following
are selected from the Queries which have been replled
recently :
(14,234) 900 -watt Dynamo Construction . R . C . (Lower
Broughton ) writes : Kindly answer me the following queries :

(I) I have to make a 500 -watt Avery dynamy as described in the
" ABC of Dynamy Design ." I suppose the wire used has to be

double cotton -covered ? (2) If I was to bring the two vulcanised
discs carrying the driving horns outside the tunnel, would the
voltage be raised ? (3) Would the gas engine drive the above

and getting the gauge correct, took

Station

some time. Several times the curves
had to be altered to get a good result ,
and many of the lines were spoiled in

Goods shed

the bending ; even now the curves are
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Tunnel

too sharp , and a new curve is now in

here

room
of fire from an overturned engine
has to, chance
be guarded against.

(1) Double cotton -covered wire should be used for the armature .
but single cotton -covered will do for the field coils - in fact, is pre
ferable to double covered for a gauge not larger than No. 18 , as
you will get more turns on , (2 ) The vulcanised fibre discs should
be outside the tunnel ; the whole of the core inside the tunnel
ought to be iron . (3) You can get the speed but may not be able

Signal4

Esignol

E =
course of completion .
The locos are two - a " Dunalastair,"
Switch
with three water tubes and tender ,
with tank and connection for a con
Stotion
tinuous supply of spirit ; and a model
contractor's four-coupled loco . The
rolling -stock is partly home-made, and
Curve in course
includes eight four-wheeled trucks
of completion
and guard 's van ; the whole of these
Slolion
Crossover
have been hauled by the contractor's
loco for thirty minutes with one stop,
when a truck jumped themetals . By
I Signal
itself, running light, this loco has run
without a stop for forty -fiveminutes. PLAN FOR SMALL MODEL RAILWAY, BY MR. C . P. FRESHWATER .
The “ Dunalastair " goes too fast for
dynamɔ? The dynamy will need to run at 2,220 revolutions
safety , as the track , being fitted in a spare bed
Can I get this speed direct from a 1 h .-p . gas engine ?

There are sundry signals (which work automatic
ally ), stations, goods shed, and a realistic home
deal of
tunnel. theI have
made
is a constant
& c., but ita great
track, expended
timemaking
source of interest.
fitted
. gauge
of 11-in
systemmany
another
also haveand
on I boards,
contains
points,
crossings,
etc ., and a large assortment of rolling-stock, three
these take
two toclockwork
andseat
steam
the
although
model,but
the largerengines,
a second
faithfully,
Yours
elaborate.
ismore
system
Forest Hill.
C . P . FRESHWATER .

to get full output with ib .h .-P .,owing to the loss in driving belt.

Have a long drive and soft belt running as slack as possible.
( 14 ,219) Electrical Engineering Profession . F . S . Y .
to answer the following queries ? Wishing
to take up some scientific profession , I should like to know (1 ) Do
you think electrical engineering is overdone ? (2 ) Is there much
chance of getting into a position worth having without going
abroad ? (3) What branch of science could I take up, involving
chemistry ? I may add that I am nearly 16 years old , and have
a fair knowledge of mathematics , mechanics , chemistry, French
and German , and am hoping to pass the London Matriculation

(Cliftonville) writes : I should esteem it a great favour if you
would be kind enough
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Examination next June. Do you think any others are needed
after I have completed my course ?
veryfieldmuch, however,
and
crowded,which
pay(1)isElectrical
generally engineering
small ; thereis isat a present
very wide
is increasing and room with good pay at the top . (2 ) Depends
but without the strength
and energy,
personal
toentirely
very hard
work upon
and skill
considerable
natural talents, the prospects
are
very
moderate,
remarks
but
then
these
to all -mtrades
apply electro
and professions. ( 3)
and steel manufacture,
etal
lurgical and chemicalIron
works, dyes and allied products, mining,
analytical
work,
the
manufacture
artificialmanures
of
and
chemical
substances in general- all these present openings for good chemists.
As regards study, you must certainly
take up electricity and
magnetism and
physics, if you are to undertake engi
neering work of experimental
any kind . Then the most valuable
training of all

is that of practical work ; you must have experience before you can
hold a responsible position . If you have a liking for chemistry,

we should say decidedly keep to chemicalwork.
(14,220) writes
High : Voltage
Handa small
Dynamo.
W . C . withM .
hand dynamo
I am making
(Johnstone)

permanent
high , it ins.
two inwithnumber,
41 ins,
broad,
4 in . thick magnets,
, very strong,
soft iron
pole-pieces.
I have
an
eight-cogged
laminated drum armature. I
would
like
eightsections,
in
it
wind
you
to
if
would kindly give me size and quantity of wire
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with plaster-of- Paris without success. I fancy red lead is used

but how ?

You cannot expect to get any appreciable power out of this
ment to prevent the ignition flame being blown out. Lower the
flame
only would
the tip certainly
of the flame
small
over the Regu
gas-bag
hole
port the
advantage.
ornozzle
. so Aofthat
be anplays
late
supply
the
maximum
speed
gas
till
you
get
out
engine. Re sink. Try a mixture of red and white lead , mixed inof

enginewithout
class ofengine
letter, a two
if it is,compression
as wə understand
yourof carefuladjust
matter
. It is a from
oycle

usual way with oil. A fairly thick mixture is required .

AveryLahmeyer
Dynamo.castingsA . from
(14,080]
)
B . (Galasgow
writes
purchased
: Inohave
friend,
a set of dynamo
but
wiring
instructions.
think,
They
got
1
I
No.
are,
for
a
Avery-Lahmeyer dynamo. Pleasearmature
give
field coilsandtogauge
and amount
required for say what
wire. would
of8 volts
I havebeenclosed an outline sketch of the magnet casting :
also the outline of one of the armature laminations.
Wind armature with

gauge

wire and field .
magnet with about 1 lb.No.No.2322 gaugeD .Ss..Cc.c. .copper
copper wire each
more if you can get it on - both coils to be joined inon series.
pole
with each other and in shunt to the brushes. About 5 ozs, of

to obtain 100 and 250 volts . The driving gear
is 8 to 1. I might say that I want it for
testing give
lampmeandthemotor
If you will
circuits.
kindly
required
information
for
the two voltages I would wind two armatures.
I have a lot of new No. 36 D .c .c ., if it would
be of any use,
The only advice we can give you is to wind
the armature with very fine wire and try
what voltage you can get. Use No. 38 gauge
S.S.C . wire. We cannot say what weight, as
not

. you do state size of armature. If it is
then
about itbe ins.
wire
should
near diameter,
the amount; get4 onozs.asofmuch
as
voltage will be proportional
you
can
.
The
to the speed ; the current about 1 .5 th amp.
The machine may answer your purpose for
insulation
testing. Do not try and get two
windings on one armature, butmake two
tures and try one first before winding thearma
other
so that you can decide whether to use finer
or thicker gauge wire for the second one. We
doubt if you will get sufficient turns on if
you use cotton -covered wire, and advise you
to use single silk - covered .

33 14080

FIELD-MAGNETS FOR AN AVERY-LAHMEYER DYNAMO.

) writes:a loadWhatof
. S. (Glasgow
Electro -Magnets.
(14,235of )electro-magnet
for lifting
is the most W compact
shape
I lb . ? The current available is from four 2-volt cells . Kindly
give me a near estimate of the number of turns of wire necessary
and the size of the iron core. What is the relation between the
current and the weight lifted ?

If you mean lifting the weight by the magnet sticking

to it,
the simple
horseshoe
that is ;merely
having ona .coreWe inrecommend
pattern
try oneholding
. diameter . You
will find rules
for calculating winding in Fowler's “ Electrical Engineer's Pocket
Book ," price is , od . post free . If you wish for further informa

Service Department, stating
Expert
to ourto know
referrequire
tion,
exactlyplease
what you
, when a fee will be quoted to you .
Some experimenting may be necessary on your part.
(14,147) Small Power Flash Steam Generators. T . P .
(Horsforth ) writes : I should be very much obliged if you wouldin
Referring to your article
me the followingof questions.
answer
March 23rd and 30th , " A Small Power
THE MODEL
Steam ENGINEER
Flash
Generator," could you tell me (1 ) what volume of
steam could this generator generate per minute at 400 lbs. per sq.
in . ? (2 ) What size engine pump would be required
to keep the

Where couldcost?I get a “ Cre
suppliedoil with
generator
morne
burner,water
" paraffin
and? the(3)approximate
weight of steam the small power steam
(1) The willapproximate
produce per minute , at 400 lbs. per sq. in ., is l'5 lbs.
generator

(2) Engine pump required is one with in , diameter ram by 4-in .
stroke. (3) “ Cremorne ” paraffin burners to suit the above steam

generator can be obtained from Bolsover Bros., Ltd ., Eaglescliffe,
co. Durham , price £1 ios. each.
(14,285] Small Gas Engine Trouble. H . P. (Workington)
writes : I have made a gas engine, i-in. by 2-in . cylinder (British
Model and Electrical Co ., Staffs.), and all I can get out of it is an

odd explosion, but no power. When I revolve shaft the com
this mean ?
burnert-in flame.
out theabout
blows piping
pression
Gas
supplyoftenis house
. bore, What
but thisdoesreaches
engine
by in , pipes. Machine was made with help of a fitter, Valves
?
have been overhauled , piston is good fit. Is gas-bag necessary
earthen
brass gridon onspread
Can you give me recipe for a cement to holdhowever,
end
ware (glazed ) sink ? The brass will rest,
of leaden pipe. I have tried marine glue and Portland cement

wound
which should
the armature,
required
be (two
wire sixwillcoils
with sixbesections.
in eachforslot),
and a commutator
with

Speed about 3000

The

voltage
adjusted by running
.m . . Output
can30bewatts,
about
at higher or lower r.pspeed
( 14.276 ) Celluloid . E . W . (Glasgow ) writesundermentioned
greatly obliged if you can answer me with the : I shall be
questions,
viz, :? What
and , where
can
that some
material, of,
I mean
the samecomposed
That is,is celluloid
it be obtained
drawing
squares
made
tee
I
squares
have
referred
are
(the
of
and quite flexible.) Can this material be colouredto ,
are transparent,
pure
white?
say,
If so,it,would
is done,
say how
into shape
, if possible,
or workyou itkindly
; and this
and how to manipulate
the probable price per lb . in bulk .
composed, and
Itofischloroform
of guncotton
and verycamphor
the
readilycombined
be mani.
. It can with
it takes dyes
aid
andworked
in the lathe, we should say, fairly easily. The
pulated
Discose Syndicate , 5 , New Court Carey Street, W .C ., make a
similar material, but one v ich wollid , perhaps, suit your require

ments
particulars. Fitch & Co., Fulwell
. ,Write them foreither
Rents, better
Holborn
supply you with the celluloid
W .C ., wou d

inform youParaffin
where it canBlowlamp.
be had . J. J. (Limerick ) writes:
or (14,270]
just
finished
paraffin
brazing
lamp,I amas unable
IM have
per instructions
to get it toin
to say
. E . of May 21st, 1903. Sorry
work properly . starts all right, flame
abouta pulsating
12 ins. long
noise
flameshortens ; also starts
but as it gets hotterIt the
like exhaust of a locomotive engine.
shortens
flame
The
to about
2 ins., and then goes out. If I put a lighted engineer 's hand-lamp

lengthens,and works
ceases, flamecause
to air holes at side, thepulsating
of the pulsating
hot and clear.

Is the
very well, being very
through the
caused by there not being enough vapourWillpassing
you please give me
nipple,or not the right kind of paraffin ?
idea where to look for faults, as I have not much time for
some
experimenting,
and would
donetube?
holesofinthetheworkflame
air any
The trouble seems
to benotdueliketo tothespoil
being
suitable
most
Try
some
enlarging
not
the
size.
of
and if that is not successful, make them smaller , and watchthemthe.

oil in the
results. Blowlamps often pulsate if there is not enough not
think
do
reservoir - i.e., when they are nearly empty. We
You will have to
the oil (quality of it) is the cause of trouble.suggestions
are not
experiment somewhat with it, if the above

cause of pulsating.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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" Motor.
(14,231) Windings for Small “ Simplex
of wire marked No. I,
Gomshall)writés : I have a large quantity
you tell me what
Could
(1)
2.
No.
marked
quantity
small
a
and
gauge they are, and would they do to wind a small dynamo (under

type " Simplex " ) with M -armature ? (2) If so , what quantity
of each , and what would be the probable output ? I want dynamo

to run as a motor as well.

wire inis No.
the thin
wire(1)inThe
No.thick
2 envelope
No. I24envelope
gauge. isYouNo.do18notgauge
say ;what
size
the 2dynamo
an not
armature,
ins. the
diameter
by
ins. longis ;orpresuming
smaller,weit has
should
advise say,
you toif use
thick
wire
at
all,but
to
use
the
No.
24
gauge
for
both
armature
and
field
coil. (2 ) Get on as much wire as you can ; output, perhaps 10 volts
it amps. ; we cannot say definitely without more particulars of

machine.
field coil
to brushes.
Thispurposes,
pattern
of armatureConnect
should beused
within a shunt
series winding
formotor
but
you
can
run
it
as
a
motor
with
a
shunt
winding.
It
will
be
rather wasteful of the current. A single layer of the thick wire

on the field to be used as an additional winding in series with the

armature would help matters as regards motor work .

(13,614 ] Telephone Connections. F. C. H .four
(Glasgow
) writes:so
telephones,

Can you
of instrument
connections? for
that
each give
one me
can acalldiagram
the home

0
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engine and 40 lbs. of steam ,
5-in ,fieldstroke
a 27 byin the
asandI allcanthewithresistance
circuit. I can light three ro -volt
lamps, but they only get 6 volts. Dynamo going about 2 ,700,
and if I cut resistance out it quickly pulls engine up, so by the Itime
it is all out engine is nearly stopped , but goes on again when put
resistance in circuit again . There is violent sparking at the brushes
, showing large current in machine. Should it take
position
insuchanya large
power to drive it, or could I alter it in any way ? I
found N .and S . Poles with a compass, and positive and negative
with pole- finding paper.
Owing to the small dimensions of the field -magnet cores of this
machine, we doubt if you will get to volts at less than 3000 revs.

be 20suitable
wireIf ontheretheis armature
per
. No. of22 5gauge
,andof No.
gauge
only 1 lb would
amp3.
for min
anin all
output
resistance
sufficient,
the
it
is
not
on
the
field
m
agnet
wire
would only be about 2 ohms; therefore, it would take a great deal
too much current. This is proved by your experiments with the

wire resistance in series with the field coils . When you cut the
resistance out the field coils take practically the whole output of
the machine. Try rewinding the field -magnet with No. 22 gauge
S.C . c. copper wire ; get on as much as you can , and we think you
will find an improvement. With regards to the sparking, if this

not disappear or nearly so, examine the armature to see it
does
there is a broken connection or anything wrong with the commutator

14 11
P 3

Speakg Gret

Indicators

Query
13614.
DIAGRAM OF TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS.
appendinstruments
a diagram showing
the arrangement
follow ,
TheWevarious
make themselves
known byyouthecanindicator,

the home instrument switching on to whichever one is calling
up.

Dynamo Failure.

T . G . B . (East Greenwich )

(14,227]
: I should be much obliged if you could tellme what is wrong
writes
with my dynamo. I give you rough sketch of windings (not

volts
to giveare iowound
machine supposed
is a Kapp type
reproduced).
The magnets
per minute.
7 amps, at 2,880It revolutions

I think there is lb . on each
with No. 20 gauge D .C .C . copper wire. space
2 ins. by 2 ins. by 7 in .
pole . Sizes are as follows: Wiring
in eight
long,
ins.
21
by
diameter
.
in
it
is
armature
The
448 conductors
are wound
There
sections with eight-part commutator.
altogether, the gauge being 22 D .C .C. I have connected the

iron
gauge ends
of 26starting
(7 yds, The
a resistance
of magnets
ends; about
finishing
in nine steps).
5 or 6 toohms
I think
wire,
of magnets I connected to brushes, and am now running as fast

attention to setting thebrushes in best position, and
also
give good
somecontacts.
make
to (14,223)
Training. H . G .C . (Stoke Newington )
Engineering
writes : Being anxious to go in for electrical engineering, but my
especially

mathematics, I write to

in
education being neglected,
of mathe
ask if you would kindly inform me (1) What amount
ambition is to be, for
whose
one
matics would be required for
not too
? If itandis studies.
station tuition
in itby
a generating
engineer
, a chiefhope
instance
to learn means ofevening
much , I would
(2 ) Could you make me any kind suggestion as to the way to
my way up without paying a premium ? I am
toofwork
proceed
age.
151(1)years
There is no definite line to be drawn as regards the amount

of mathematical knowledge required to fit anyone for such a
position : experience is of far more importance than mathematical
practical knowledge of
training. With good experience and small
amount of mathe

mechanical and electrical work , a very
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knowledge indeed would suffice. When applying for
matical
positions, the test question is not what can you do , but what have
you done ? Most certainly a working knowledge of practical

value andworkis . almost
is of considerable
mathematics
enable youif
It willnecessary
original research
you wish to undertake
to understand the mathematical reasoning of others ; but as an
engineer in a generating station you will not require to use advanced
mathematics. (2 ) Weadvise you to try and get into the mechanical
engineering workshop of som : electric power station , or the factory
and serve as
engineer
of a mechanical
time you should study
which engines,
during steam
years,making
for several
apprentice
and
the theory of electrical work , steam engine, mechanics, your
and laboratories. When
mathematics, & c., at eveningatclasses
the workshop , you will do well to
apprenticeship is finished
work as a mechanic in the workshops of several firms making
steam engines and dynamo3, continuing your evening studies,
testing and inmeasurements.
especially
an electric lightThenor
as assistantengineer
position electrical
and getas a regards
try

chances ;occur.
advance
you maybecome
,toofromgreatwhich
power
there
a chiefas engineer
hurry
aresponsibility
be
Do anot
onofonin worry
ratistation
pons tocarried
d
s
ly
e
n
e
r
pwhich
b
a
attached to such a position
and
isrepplenty
of
careful
years
after
successfully
be
only
can
preparation, The Finsbury Techaical College, Leonard Street,
E .C ., would be a good institution at which to commence your

evening studies; they would advise you also as to the most useful
.
to followWinding.
training Coil
mathematical
(York) writes:
(14,277]giveTrembler
coil
for Ht-i. n M. .non-trembler
windings
and
dimensions
Kindly
for motor cycle . The coil to fit into box the following size : 44 by

21 by 2 ins. inside measurement, the box to be filled with wax
and the terminals to be mounted at the end .

You will find dimensions and particulars
on pages 62 and 63 of our handbook II. ofFromsparkthesecoilsyougiven
can
design a coil to suit your dimensions,No.which
are appar
ently too small for a fin . spark coil. In your, however,
case the make-and

break
on the engine is used instead of the trembler on the coik
a condenser is required.

[14,271]
Daniell
Cells.gravityP. cells,S. (3-pint
Aughrimsize,assupplied
, co. Galway)by
writes
: I have
six Daniell
the
General
Electric
Co.
I
can
get
each
cell
to
register
i volt,
but when I connect the six in series, the voltmeter will
only register
a little over 3 volts. I think the voltmeter is correct, as it registers
6 volts for three Fuller cells. The chemicals used are correct, I

think. gravity
The sulphate
copper acid
is 98 is-991843.
per cent.
purity,
the
specific
of the ofsulphuric
I have
tried and
several
ways to get 6 volts, but they were all failures. The zincs were

perfectly clean and well amalgamated . Perhaps I did not make
up the solution right. Please let me know ( 1) Correct sulphuric
acid solution and amount of sulphate of copper for each cell ?
( 2 ) IS oz. of No. 32 platinoid wire sufficient resistance for the
six cells ? (3 ) If cells are used frequently , when is it necessary to
renew sulphuric acid solution ?
Are you sure that you have connected the cells properly ; that

next, and
is, zinc terminal of one cell to copper terminal of the each
gives
with the voltmeter ; if
separately
soI volt
on ?approximately
Try each cell, then
they must give 6 volts if all are joined

them to remain standing
in series . Perhaps you have inallowed solutions.
A feature of the
on open current after putting the
gravity Daniell cell is that the liquids tend to mix, so that copper
have
the cell. This mayvoltage.
deposits upon the zinc and polarises
happened to your cells. If so, it would explain the drop in
be
always
should
cells
the
liquids,
of
the
mixing
this
prevent
To
kept on a closed circuit ; when not doing work the circuit should
current only flowing.
of a tovery small
permit
, topart,
high resistance
be ofSulphuric
water parts ; copper solution to be
acid i
(1)
of copper, so that
saturated that is, put in an excess of sulphatepermanent
circuit .
, for a
some crystals always show . (2 ) Scarcely
You could try it. (3) Impossible to say , perhaps after sixty hours
; depends upon amount of current used.
totalwork
( 14.2511 4 - in . Spark Coil. C . A . B . (Liverpool) writes :
am about to make a 4 -in . spark coil as described in your hand
book , and shall be glad if you will enlighten me on the following
points (1) Would the paper upon which this letter is written
be suitable for the section divisions and condenser ? (2) If I use
five bichromate cells to work coil, what should be the area per cell
of compressed carbon plates and zincs ? (3 ) I want to use wood
for the coil ends. Would 4 -in , teak be satisfactory if the primary
in an ebonite tube, as I intend
completely enclosed
corea were
and
break ? (4 ) Would not the mercury
separatein mercury
to use described
break
your handbook vibrate rather slowly ? How
could it be quickened if necessary ? (5 ) Would two layers of
No. 16 S . W .G . do aswell as three of No. 14 , or would self-induction
be (1)too ifgreat
used ? for the section divisions we advise four sheets between
each pair of sections ; it can be used for both coil and condenser ;
must be soaked in paraffin wax. (2) The larger the cells are the
better, but plates should be at least 6 ins. by 2 ins. each for the
size of the plate which is covered by the solution ; one zinc plate
in each cell.
between two carbonbutplates
not recommend
in paraffin
welldoboiled
you to use wood , if you do it should (3)be We
wax : 4 -in . teak would do if you are inclined to try it. (4 ) The
rate of vibration can be varied by adjusting the contact screw in

the sameway as the vibration of the hammer of an electric bell
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keep
rate of vibration , you should
is adjusted. To get the highest attachments
as light as practicable
the vibrating arm short and its
14 ; you can ,
to the three layers of No. made
(5 ) We advise you totwokeep
remov .
layers
16 . If core is

however, easily try

of No.

able it can easily be rewound if necessary.

(Wimbledon
J. C. F. three
(14,262] Polarised
accumulators, containing
4 by 4
charging Accumulators.
writes
plates :in Ineach cell, from4 -voltsix Daniell cells ( I) I want to know if you
could give me an idea how long one such accumulator should take
After leaving on for forty -eight hours, it lit a 4 -volt
to charge.
lamp
up very brightly, but when connected with other accumula
out withtest,onlyit
run hours'
work a 3-in
it seemed
coil,after
. spark; but
to
tors
two or tothree
several minutes' working
again lit the lamp brightly and appeared fully charged , only to
quickly run out again . I presume it is possible to fully charge one
.
suitable for working a 3-in . spark coil, accumulators from Daniell's
I see they are mentioned in your handbook on batteries as being
anything

wrong

I

? (2 ) Am
is
suitable. Could
tell me if
fully charging, or you(3) is something wrong with the discharging ?
accumulator at too great a rate ;
You areare ofdischarging
too small athesize to give the current required by a
the(1)plates

The result is , that the cell runs down very
3 -in . spark coil.
quickly , and though it will recover slightly after a rest, it is prac
treatment is
tically in a completely discharged condition ; such accumulators
for the cell. It is not practicable to charge
verya bad
size suitable to run a 3-in spark coil by means of primary
of
batteries of the Daniell pattern , unless you make very large size

cells, and allow the charging to go on for several days at a time.

The News of the Trade.
[The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being required or accepted. The Editor reserves right to
criticise or commeni according to the merits of thethegoods
sub .
mitted, or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
sufficient
interest
goods
the
are
of
not
readers.]
to
his
* 'Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.
The Weston Electrical lostrument Company.
We are advised by this firm of the establishment of a branch
office and laboratory in London , at Audrey House, Ely Place,
Holborn, E .C ., under the management ofMr. A . Davy. Mr. Davy
has had large experience in their works, and will be pleased to
assist in any way possible , by consultation or otherwise, customers
up with them any problems in connection
who may subject
desire to take
of electrical measurements. Specially designed
with the
scientific apparatus has been installed in this laboratory, for the
purpose of calibrating, adjusting and standardising electrical

measuringappliances
instruments
of all kinds, and contains someof themost
known.
modern

The Result of a Competition.

Castingssaying
Company,
Church
The Liverpool
and Supply
Liverpool,
would ofbe 5,very
have written
that they
if we
glad Lane,
would draw the attention of our readers to the result of the competi
tion they instituted in January last for the bustmade model ofone
of their high -speed vertical engines. While they were sorry to find
that many competitors were unable to finish their models in time,
were not able, in justice to those who conformed period
they
to the regula
tions, as announce in January, extend
The
successful competitodr is Mr. Ernest toYole, of i7the, Chapel . Street,
Tavistock , whose model is exceedingly well-made, and does him
great credit. He receives (at his own choice), a s -in . 4 -jaw inde.
pendent chuck, the model still remaining his own property .

New Catalogues and Lists.
Archibald J . Wright, Ltd ., 318, Upper Street, Islington , N .

of automobile electrical
- We have received a new illustratedwe list
to allprices
our
canTherecommend
which
accessories andeverinstruments
leaflet includescelluloid
supplies.
such
require
who
readers
and particulars of ignition accumulators in transparent
foraccumulators,
componentparts
and other
terminals,
plates, paper,
cases,
voltineters,
coils, plugs,
batteries,
charging
pole-finding
and ammeters, resistance coils and detectors. List one penny post
free.
Hanson
, II,leaflets
Queen's
N .W .his
WeWilliam
have received
several
from Crescent,
Mr. HansonLondon,
illustrating
engineer's lathes. These lathes range from 4 to 6 -in , centres, and

comprise single-geared, back -geared , and back -geared screw -cutting
and
toolsworkmanship
- all of which
to be areof the
best
Englishsurfacing
design and
. Allarethesaiddesigns
supplied
either as power or foot lathes.
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The Editor's Page.
IN view of the arrival of the holiday season , we
I have decided to offer a prize to every reader

who sends us a description and original photo
graphs of anything of engineering ormodel-making
interest hemay encounter during his vacation which
shall be sufficiently good to warrant insertion in

our journal. The prizeswill vary in value from 5s.
to jos.6d., according to merit. Weanticipate seeing
someinteresting results from this competition , for,
in the first place, the very wide scope which every
competitor has open to him will allow him to deal
with subjects with which he is best acquainted ;
and secondly , there will probably be greater oppor

tunities during the holidays of discovering some
thing of special interest than at any other period
of the year. There are innumerable examples of
the model maker's art, as well as other items of
technical interest, scattered about the country ,
which are not easy of access in the ordinary way,
but which the model engineer on his holidays may
be able to unearth , to his own andhis fellow -readers'
mutual advantage .
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oftheir Institution by the civic authorities and will,
vigour to the full attainment of their objects. Mr.
W . J. Tennant, A . M .I.Mech . E ., one of the oldest

we hope, be encouraged to proceed with renewed

members of the I.J. E ., delivered an interesting
paper on the history of the Institution , extracts
from which we shall at a later date publish in the
pages of this journal, together with some particulars
of the places of engineering interest in and around
London visited by the members during the week

following the reception at the Guildhall.
Answers to Correspondents.
F . H . (Birmingham ). - Your letter received , but
it is hardly of sufficient general interest to
warrant publication .
H . G . C . (Catford , S . E .). - A design for a helio
graph appeared in our issue for September ist,
1904 .

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether

remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of

close on October 16th .
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In connection with the “ Coming of Age " of the
Institution of Junior Engineers, we may mention

Advertisement ratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager .

How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper.
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court

and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to beaddressed

Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be

addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Bngi
neer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , B .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co ., 26 - 29 ,

Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U . S . A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

Contents
[The asterisk (*) denotesthat this subject is illustrated.)
PAGE
A Model Electric Locomotive* . .
For the Bookshelf

Workshop Notes and Notions* . .
A Simple Model Locomotive* ..
The Latest in Engineering* . .
Lessons in Workshop Practice * . .

Notes on Locomotive Practice* . .
A Sensitive Galvanometer
High -speed Engines * . .
A Signalling Instruction Model for the G . W . R .*
Nickel-Plating . .
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The Society ofModel Engineers. .
An Ingenious Governor for Small Gas Engin
*

that the proceedings of the Summer Meeting were
inaugurated by a reception ofthemembers and their
friends by the Lord Mayor and Sheriffs of the City
of London in the Council Chamber of the historic
Guildhall. The Institution received a most hearty
welcome and congratulations from the Corporation,
and also from the representatives of the learned
Societies present at the function. Theº Junior
Engineers very much appreciated the recognition

annum , payable in advance Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.

: : : : : : : : :* : : : : : : : : :

a declaration to this effect. The competition will

rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so bymaking an appointment in advance .
• This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per

:: :: ::: :

The rules of the competition are similar to those
of the recent “ Gauge " Competition , except that
instead of directly despatching the prize, we will
forward all winning competitors a notice of the
value of the prize awarded, when they may choose
the tools or other articles they may wish sent to
them . All entries should be accompanied by a
separate letter, marked on the envelope " M . E .
HOLIDAY COMPETITION.” This letter should include
the title of the article and any other information
not necessary for publication. The article should
be written on one side of the paper only , with the
name and address of the sender on the back. The
photographs and separate sketches enclosed with
the contribution should similarly bear the name
and address of the sender, otherwise delay may
arise in the awarding of the prizes. It is essential
in this, as in our other competitions, that the copy
right of the photographs must be the property of
the senders, and the covering letter should contain

Practical Letters from our Readers * . .
Queries and Replies * .
The News of the Trade . .
New Catalogues and Lists
The Editor' s Page
...
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A Working Model Loom .
By J. FINNINGHAN .

Fig . 1. - FRONT VIEW OF A WORKING MODEL LOOM .

THE accompanying photographs show a model
1 loom which I have made from scrap in my
spare time, extending over four years, with
nothing but a small single speed lathe to work with .
The reed space is 7 } ins., and the machine is made
to a scale of f in , to the foot. It is perfect in every
detail, the crank being cut out of a solid piece of
soft steel, and will weave cloth running at
the remarkable speed of 600 to 800 picks per
minute .

The photograph (Fig. 1 ) gives a front view of the
loom as it runs, and Fig. 2 gives a back and side
view , showing the taking-up motion , top driving
wheel, tappets, weft and picking motionswith chains
for weighting warp . At the bottom of the rear
side is shown the warp , which is made of silk, with
healds on top. Last summer it was exhibited at
the Edinburgh Industrial Exhibition for the first
time, where it obtained the first prize of the par
ticular section in which it was entered .

or
cian
The Model Bagloc and Electri ,
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Workshop Notes and Notions.

the diameter of the hole ofwhich is about 1-10ooth
in . larger than the diameter of B . This piece B is
slotted in four places, the slots traversing about

(Readers are invited to contribute short practical Hems for this

one-half of the length of B . This is tapered to fit
in A . Several of these can be made for various

column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
ing to meri . Al matter intended for this solumn should be

sized holes, each having the same taper ; C is also

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)

A Holder for Small Work .

By G . W . BURLEY .
The accompanying description is of a toolwhich ,
in the opinion of the writer, will facilitate the
execution of small work which has to be performed
on such machines as “ Universal ” and othermilling
machines, grinders, shapers, slotters, and planers.
It is a holder for small work , especially such work
as cutter blanks, on which it is required to cut teeth ;
for work other than that through whose centre a
hole hasbeen drilled it is clearly useless. Its chief 1.
quality lies, however, in the fact that it provides
greater security from slipping than if the work

Fig . 1.
HOLDER
FOR

SMALL

WORK ,
FIG . 2 .

tapered , and fits in B . When D
is screwed , the pin C is forced into
B , and this opens out B slightly ,
thus gripping the work securely. B

is also forced into A , thus making
a rigid connection of thework with
the holder. To remove the work ,

slacken D , and the work can then
easily be taken off B .

Making Eccentrics.
By R . AKESTER.
thought it impossible, as I did , to
completely finish an eccentric in
a self-centreing chuck , but I have
just finished a pair of the pattern
used in THE MODEL ENGINEER
Locomotive in this way .

Perhaps many amateurs have

The eccentric should first be
turned from a casting, or from the
round bar, withoutany hole for the

FIG . 2. - MR. J. FINNINGHAN'S MODEL LOOM , BACK AND SIDE VIEW .
(For description see front page.)
were forced on to an ordinary mandrel. Also , it
offers greater facility, so far as engagement and
disengagement of the work is concerned, this being
done by means of a nut.
The holder consists essentially of four parts,
shown in Fig . 1, in which A is the stock or prime

holder fastened to the machine, B is the holder of
the work , C is a forcing tapered pin , and D is a nut
for the purpose ofdrawing up the pin C . The exact
form and size depends entirely upon the machine
on which the holder is to be used , as well as upon
the size of work . In the figure , the holder A is one
which is used on a Universal miller. As will be
seen , it is tapered , the tapered portion fitting into
a special kind of chuck . In every case , however,
A should bemade of such form as to suit the ma
chine. On B the cutter blank , or other work , fits,

A CYLINDRICAL SQUARE .
shaft. Two of the jaws should then be put in the
chuck , and the scroll allowed to make a complete

revolution before the third jaw is inserted . If the
eccentric is now gripped with the larger diameter
outwards, it will be found to be out of the centre .
The amount of eccentricity can be varied minutely
by inserting a strip of brass between the eccentric
and the third jaw . A large amount of eccentricity
can be obtained by allowing the scroll to make two

revolutions before inserting the third jaw .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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A Cylindrical Square.
By “ ROUND SQUARE."
I have no doubtmany of my fellow -readers have
experienced great difficulty in sawing a piece of
metal tube or rod in the vice off square, as they
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New Locomotives for the
Miniature Railways of Great
Britain , Ltd .

have no means ofmarking it off. What is needed is a

round -square. The following is a simple way to

(Continued from page 584, Vol. XII.)
TEPHENSON link motion is employed — with
long eccentric rods — and is reversed by means
of a screw and wheel in the orthodox manner.
The lifting links and the weighbar shaft are of cast
steel. The intermediate valve spindle guides are of
gunmetal, with capacious oil boxes on the top , and
are attached to a motion plate of cast steel. The
bogie is of the ordinary Adams type, and has a
gunmetal slide block and cast steel stretchers.
The tequaliser is of cast steel and is slung on three
spiral springs.
The axle -boxes are properly designed padded

boxes, with white metal run into the bearings and
oil boxes on the top . The trailing axle-boxes have
f side play , and are supported on spiral springs

acting through a lever, which is pivoted on the
main frames and rests at the opposite end to the

fulcrum on a bar which connects the two axle
boxes. This bar causes the two axle-boxes to move
laterally in unison . The axles of the driving
wheels are 2 ins. in diameter ; those of trailing

MER

tender and bogie being it ins. diameter. The
wheels are cast steel, and for the smaller wheels
metal patterns were used , the larger ones being

cast from a built-up pattern , in which every spoke
is a separate piece ofwood.
The boiler is ofmild steel, in . in thickness, and in

FIG . 8. — AT THE TRIALS AT EATON HALL,

the barrel measures at its largest diameter 15 ins.
The heating surface is 5000 sq. ins., and the firebox
is 2 ft. long , giving a grate area of 221 sq. ins .

The boiler is provided with 37 brass tubes, 3 ft. 37 ins.

convert your box square .
into one.

All that is

needed is a thin flexi
ble steel blade and small
cheese - headed screw .
This blade A must be
parallel its whole length .
Now cut slots B B ', which
must be directly in line

with each other, and at
right angles to either edge
It will be
of square .
noticed by sketch C that
this slot tapers towards
the edge ; this is to bring
blade close to work being
marked off, which is done
by drawing blade round
the work into the slot in
the opposite side, and
scribing off .

ALUMINIUM FOIL. This
is used largely as a
stitute for tinfoil.
kilogramme (2•2040
of the metal is spun
32 square metres of

sub
One
lbs.)
into
thin

sheet. Some of the sheets
adhere together, and
these are worked into
powder .

MR. W . J. BASSETT- Mr. James MR. HENRY MR. HENRY
LOwKE.

MACKENZIE. GREENLY.

MR. F .

LEA , M .1.C . E . SMITHIES.

Fig . 9. — A GROUP TAKEN AT THE OFFICIAL TRIALS.
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long, and was tested to 210 lbs. per sq . in . water
pressure, and 150 lbs, steam pressure. The safety
valve is set to 120 lbs. per sq . in ., the average
working pressure ranging between 100 and the
blowing-off pressure mentioned above. The boiler
is lagged with asbestos, with a sheet iron covering.
The smokebox is attached to the barrel by a heavy

gunmetal ring, part of which is visible in the
finished locomotive, and is polished bright. The
fittings include a it-in , safety valve of “ The M . E .
Locomotive " type, with polished gunmetal casing,
a Klinger water gauge, blower, and two injectors,
steam cocks, and check valves.
The regulator is of the Stroudley pattern , and is
contained in the dome. The smokebox contains a
Superheater, and the chimney and petticoat pipes
are of scientific design . The front plate and door

are of cast iron , and the cross bar of cast steel. The

MINIATURE
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the cocks for the feed . The tender contains a
14-in , bore hand feed pump for use in the case of
emergencies. The engine was built by Mr. James
Mackenzie , the works manager of the company ,
who is to be congratulated on the excellent work
manship and finish of the locomotive.
The whole engine is painted Midland colours

i.e ., a rich red , with black and straw -coloured lining.
The official trials took place at Eaton Hall on
June 3rd , and the company are much indebted to
his Grace the Duke of Westminster for granting the
free use of the whole of his railway on that day.
The Duke's railway is, as many of our readers
know , about four miles in length , and the main line
runs from Balderton Station (Great Western
Railway, Birmingham and Chester line) to the

Duke's mansion , Eaton Hall. The gauge is the

same as that adopted by the company.

RAILWAYS.

FIG . 10 . - THIS VIEW GIVES AN IDEA OF THE ACCURATE PROPORTIONS OF THE “ LITTLE GIANT."
blower is of the ring pattern , with blast nozzle
The five or six hours at the disposal of the
engineers were enough to show the capabilities of
combined .

The engine is fitted with a steam brake acting
valve giving three positions— i.e., warming, brake
on , and brake off, the cylinder, which is jacketed ,

on three pairs of wheels. This brake has a driver's

being placed under the footplate .

The tender is ingeniously arranged . The framing
are of cast iron. The latter (six in number) are

is of oak, and the horn blocks and dummy springs

cast off one pattern , and are attached to the wood
framing with coach bolts. This makes a very cheap
and strong framing, and saves the costly slotting
out of steel frames. The tanks are an entirely
separate construction, and are fixed to the top
of the wooden framing. A well, the bottom of
which is considerably lower than footplate level, is

the “ Little Giant," and to prove its speed and
weight behind the tender were taken to Eaton,
with ease, up a continuous rise, the gradients
varying from i in 100 to 1 in 75. A load of 12 tons

haulage capabilities. Five and a half tons net

( eight times the weight of the engine and tender )
was moved from a dead start, and for the short
distance of level line available was maintained at
a speed of about five miles per hour. At the speed
test, the locomotive attained the average rate of

221 miles per hour (one mile in 162 seconds) for the
mile, the two middle quarters being traversed in
34 seconds , therefore, for half a mile the average

was 264 miles per hour, the speed touching

provided for the driver's feet. In this well is a

30 miles per hour at points. This is a very high
rate of speed for a model, and proved quite an

foot brake acting on all the tender wheels, and also

exciting experience. Calculating on this, the scale
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speed of a full -size " Little Giant ” would be

106 miles per hour. The load was 24 tons behind
engine. At the highest speeds the locomotive
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the tender, and the gradients were in favour of the
travelled with perfect smoothness, and the engineer,

who was driving, says that he could have got a

Hematite Ore Discovery. - The Barrow corre
spondent of the Times states an important dis
covery in the iron ore fields of Furness is reported

from Park , the royalty of the Barrow Steel Com
pany. These fields were regarded as practically
exhausted , but the company have been boring to
greater depths and have comeupon a body of rich
ore .
Acetylene Gas Buoys. - The Canadian Govern
ment has adopted acetylene gas buoys in prefer
ence to those having compressed gas, which are
liable to explode. The new buoys carry a charge
of carbide, which when the buoy sinks to a certain

depth, comes into contact with the water, and
generates acetylene gas for lighting the buoy . A
certain pressure of gas cuts off the water, but when
more gas is wanted , the water is automatically
admitted again to the carbide, so as to generate it.
The pressure of gas is not over 3 lbs. on the sq . in .
FIG . 11. — This LOAD , WITH THE DUKE OF WEST.

MINSTER 'S ENGINE, “ Shelagh,” WHICH ITSELF
WEIGHS 41 TONS, HITCHED ON BEHIND , WAS
STARTED FROM REST BY THE “ LITTLE GIANT." .

(Total weight of train , 131 tons.)

much higher average had he been better acquainted
with the road . (It takes about one-fifth of a mile
to pull the locomotive up when travelling at the
top speed .) However, the regulator was not at
any time more than half open , and the engine was
well linked up . The firedoor was open, and one of
the
injectors on during the greater part of the run . I
The trials were conducted under the

Separately Operated Steam Engine Valves.

- This is the invention of Mr. Enoch Richardson ,
Australia. A cylindrical steam chest fitted with
reciprocating piston valves is attached to the side
of the main cylinder and axially parallel therewith .

The two steam valves are fixed to one rod, and
reciprocate together one at each end of the cylin
drical valve chest. The piston exhaust valve is
placed between the two steam valves, the steam
valve piston -rod passing through it and sliding

within it . The exhaust valve rod similarly passes
through and slides within one of the steam piston

superintendence ofMr. A . G . Robii s,
M .I.Mech . E ., whose kindly co-opera
tion in this matter was much appre
ciated by the directors of theMinia
ture Railway Company. Mr. Henry
Lea, M . I.C . E ., a gentleman whose
name is well-known to our reade 's,
was also present.

(To be concluded .) .

Determining the Moisture in
Steam .

AT the recent meeting of the
a American Society for the Ad
vancement of Science, Professor
. D . S . Jacobus, of Stevens Institute,

described a method of determining
the dryness of steam at atmos
pheric pressure employed by him
in an investigation of the perform
ance of steam separators. The
method adopted was to mingle a
known weight ofsuperheated steam
at a given temperature with a

known weight of the saturated
steam at atmospheric pressure. The Fig . 12. – RETURNING TO BALDERTON JUNCTION AFTER THE TRIALS.
steam after being mingled was still
valves. This rod also passes through an extended
superheated and its temperature was measured .
sleeve having a gland at the end, which reciprocates
From data thus obtained the amount of moisture
with the first steam valve. The two steam piston
in the saturated steam was determined. This
valves are operated by one eccentric and the ex
method is similar to that employed by Mr. G . H .

Barrus, and it permits of accurate measurement.

haust piston valve by another eccentric.
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A Tangent Galvanometer .
By G . H . Wood .
THE taigent galvanometer described herewith
1 is oneofmyown make, and is an instrument.
which I have found to be very useful. It is
made of well-seasoned mahogany, as this wood
does not shrink much when once seasoned .
The stand (Fig . 1 ) is made of -in , material, and

is nicely French polished , which gives it a smart

31

As will be seen , the needle and pointer are fitted
in a box on a long wooden arm , which is free to be
moved laterally . The reason for this is that the
needle and pointer can be moved away from the
magnetic field , and so a small deflection can
be got for a strong current. However, I find
it better to put one or more of the layers
of wire in series by connecting the terminals to
gether for a strong current than the abovemethod,
but, of course, there are cases where both methods
have to be combined .

52
Fig . 2.

kg pour

CIRCULAR
FRAME AND
· WINDINGS.

NON

Fig . 1.: - A TANGENT GALVANOMETER.
and workmanlike appearance. Imay here say that
all the screws used must be brass, and on no account
iron , or they will affect the working of the instru
ment. The circular piece is wound with three layers
of No. 22 D .S.C. copper wire B . It is essentialthat
there should be a known number of turns
(complete ) on here for purposes of calculation .
The two ends of each layer are connected to two
binding screws fitted on the baseboard ; hence there
are six binding screws, one or more coils being used
as required.

The needle is constructed in what I think is a
very good way . A piece of fine glass tubewas closed
at one end in a Bunsen frame, taking care not to
have too much glass at the end. About 1.5 cms.
was then cut off the tube from this end.
Two pieces of watch spring, about 2.5 cms, long,
were softened in a bright fire, bent to the shape of
the glass.tube, and hardened again . These pieces
were then strongly magnetised with a bar magnet,
the ends bound together (with like poles in contact )
with fine copper wire , and the glass tube inserted
between them , the space being filled with sealing
wax, An aluminium pointer was then drilled and
fitted tightly on the glass tube (see Fig . 3 ). The
needle is suspended on a fine sewing needle point

just smeared with vaseline. As will be seen , there
is practically no friction with this arrangement.
The scale is divided up into degrees in four parts,
reading from oto 90 degs. When using the instru
ment, the pointer is adjusted until the two ends
each comeover the zero marks on the scale. When
a deflection occurs , the reading is taken at both

ends of the pointer, and the average of the two
results taken .

Aluminium
SS

Pointer

pointer

Med Mognels
Glass Tube

Fig . 3. - NEEDLE

I Poinled end

AND POINTER .

of o sewing needle
The constants , K , for my instrument - i.e., the
number by which the tangents of the angles of
deflection must be multiplied by to give the current
being measured in amperes vary according to the

number of layers of wire put in series at a time.
They are as follows : - .
For one layer = .0803.

For two layers in series = . 1606 .
For three layers in series = .2409.
i.e., C = K tan a .

... Current in amps. = .0803 or •1606 or . 2409 X
tangent ofthe angle of deflection .
An instrument like the one here described could
be used in connection with the proving of Ohm 's
Law , the finding of the efficiency ofan incandescent
lamp, and Faraday's Laws of electrolysis, etc.
Should any reader like to know how to find the
constant K , I shall be pleased to describe the
method to him through the M . E .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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Practical Notes on Model Boat

The “ bread and butter ” style of building has
already been described in this magazine, and one

Building .

or two points about it are worth noting. They are :

(1) That the cross grain of the ends of themodel

By T . LOCHORE.
AMONGST the foremost of out-door hobbies and
pursuits is model yachting. There are three
kinds of model craft : (1) The exhibition
model, with all its expensive fittings, everything to
or very near scale, and which is only fit for show ;
(2 ) the sailing model ; and ( 3) the steam model. -

It is the two last-named that interests model
makers who aim at practical results and who do
not care so much for dummies. These readers the

Fig . 4 .
Gunwole FT

In designing a built-up model there is one im
portant thing to watch ; and that is, not to make
too sharp a bilge and counter for the sake of
planking. Butthe built model has two advantages
over the dug-out : (1 ) The avoidance of the cross
grain in thewood ; (2) the tedious process of digging

out. On the other hand, it has the disadvantage
of requiring greater care and skill. To commence
with , the keel should be made ; and it is advisable
to build this in twoparts -- the keeland breastwood
- as in Fig . 5. You could, of course,make a rebate
in the keel, but clinching the two pieces together
with shoemaker's sprigs is the easier way. The

Fosteni795

Fostening
Chompher
Neelor
centre line

will try to come apart when you start to cut the
inside out ; (2 ) the cross grain of the wood at
ends will give trouble when caulking the many
seams, and you will find that this method of work
ing is not much cheaper than clamping the two
portions of the halved dug-out work .

Breastwoodfastenings

stem may be made by one or twomethods, the best
is , of course, being to obtain a piece to shape - oak ,

Planking AMODI Neel fastening

Veel

FIG . 5.
writer principally addresses in the following notes
Fig . 3.

on model boat building.
To start a plain dug-out model, square your

block of wood, mark on the section lines (taking

elm , or ash being most suitable wood for this
portion. You cut a rebate for planking in the piece
taking care to angle this correctly, according to
shape of the boat, getting the angles and shape
either by sections or water-lines at different points
and working the wood fair between those points.

In attaching to the keel, make the joint by
leaving wood on the stem to overlap, if possible
avoiding a third piece — a knee piece called the

care to reproduce them when one side or another
Hebote

of the block is cut for sheer or plan shape ), then
take your sheer or profile drawing, lay it on the
side of your block of wood, and prick the lines

through with a pin or needle ; pencil the pricked
lines on the block , cut out to shape ( you always
cut out the profile or elevation first), then lay on

Knee

a AB
X Foslenings)

Knee

your deck plan on the top of the block , prick the

Fostenings

lines through pencil, and cut out to shape. The
work is now ready for the sectional shapes of the

6

.

Rebates

boat. These are taken off the body plan ; the
easiest way to do it is by cutting thin template
wood to the shape of sections as in Fig . 3, thinning
the shaped edge down so as to get accuracy in
applying it to the block of wood . Takeyour gauge,
and at the respective lines shown on the block
gauge out to suit your template shape. Having
done so , chip and pare off the wood between the
sections, being careful not to go deeper than the
line of the sections, the gauged out sections acting
as a guide to the shape of the boat, then finishing
with spokeshave and sandpaper .
In digging out, mark on the thickness line on

Fostenings

Fig . 6 .
Rebole

the deck and gauge out to it. It is a tedious
business and requires care in working the gauge ;
try the thickness with your thumb and forefinger,

and latterly by holding up to the light.

fastenings? E

The

benefit the halved dug-out model has over this
method is that being split through the keel you
can pull it apart when you come to dig out, and
dig out and shape the inside much easier and more
evenly . By leaving a little extra wood round
stem , keel, and stern , you can fix it up very lightly

Fig . 7 .
“ deadwood " ; this being done in either case as
shown in Fig . 6 , a and b . Another very good way

to make the stem is by shaping a piece of wood to

again , as in Fig. 4, white lead filling up any irregu
larity of same. I should mention that to keep the

the inside shape of stem , leaving on the outside for
strength 's sake, till the boat is finished as shown
in Fig . 7, then cutting it to outside shape. The

two halves together when shaping the boat, the
easiest and best way is to use short dowels .

stern is, perhaps, still harder to make, being un
avoidably in three pieces (unless, of course, you get
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a natural crook in the wood), viz., the stern -post,
the counter, and counter-piece. The best way is
to arrange the stern -post to be a piece joined to the
nearest frame, making the frame to suit, as in
Fig. 8. The counter is a difficult portion , and
may be screwed on to the top of the stern -post,
leaving a solid piece standing up the thickness of
the planking to allow the stern tube to come
through . The rest of the counter is left without
a rebate, the planking butting in the centre and on
the counter -piece, which may be a small piece of

yellow pine screwed on for that purpose, finishing

r Counterpiece
Counter,

Rudo'er tube
Fostenings

Frame

Sternpas
Keel

Fig . 8.
the counter. This is the usual method of con
struction in large yachts.

Having got the keel , stem , and stern -post ready,
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Railway Signals and Signalling.
By Chas. S. LAKE.
III.-- SIGNAL MECHANISM .

(Concluded from page614, Vol. XII.)
DIG . 30 is an interesting photograph showing
the interior of a signal cabin , and Fig . 31
shows the mechanism and connections below

the floor. The interlocking mechanism is not
shown in either photograph.
The levers themselves do not require description ,
except that they work through the curved guides
shown, and are fitted with spring catches which
hold them in either of their extreme positions.
In practice the levers are always labelled , and on
these labels the numbers of other levers which have
to be moved before the lever in question can be

operated are given . The levers are also coloured
variously to assist distinction - one colour being
used for signals, another for points, another for
levers which are only included for locking purposes ;
and up and down, fast and slow line, sidings, and
disc signal levers are further differentiated . A
few spare levers, prepared for future additions and
alterations, are also generally included ; and these
are painted white, and can easily be identified in
Fig . 30 .

the frames comenext, and without doubt the built

Below the floor the various rods and levers ex

frame is the best and also the easiest construction

tend from the levers, via wires and pulleys, bell
crank levers and rods, & c., to the outside wires

wood , shape the frames to the respective lines on

in the end. Paste your body plan on to a piece of
the plan , taking care to mark on the deck line and

and rods which connect with the signals and points
outside. The counterweighted arms and some of

centre of keel on each . The frames may be in four
pieces, as shown in Fig . 9, and held together with
shoemaker's sprigs clenched or plied . I have

gear .

found this method an excellent one. Watch the
Fastenings

(Fastenings
Beain

Original
line
of Frome
,

fostening Plon of Gunwale

from

Frome

Plon cfKeel

Fig . 9 .

direction of grain of the respective pieces as there
is a purpose in this - namely , that a screw nail does
not hold in end wood ; therefore, the grain of the
lower joining piece or strap will allow joining it to
the keel.

( To be continued.)

AIR WASHING . - Gratifying results are said to
have followed the installation of an air washing
apparatus in connection with the heating and ven
tilating system of the office building of a company
in Pittsburg, Pa. The fan , heater, and motor are
installed in the basement in conjunction with the
washer, which consists of a metal-supporting frame
filled with broken coke, over which water is allowed
to trickle,

the pulleys shown relate, mostly , to compensating
Yet, interesting as the ordinary signalmechanism
apparatus.

is, far greater interest attaches to interlocking

The object of interlocking apparatus is to ensure
that conflicting signals and points cannot be
perfection and almost
operated , and it is due to theinterlocking
mechanism
universal introduction of
that the safety of railway travelling is obtained .
Simply expressed , interlocking apparatus com
prises nothing more complicated than a rod or
device which, when a lever is operated , acts to pre
vent the rods or devices of all other levers whose
operation would clash from being moved. Several
detail variations of such devices are in use, but for
most signal frames the essential part comprises a
rod for each signallever which has a series of notches
or inclines which, when the rod is moved length

wise, act to cause long bars extending along the
signalframeto move a short distance longitudinally .
These latter bars have notches, or projections, on
them , and the notches, inclines and projections are
so arranged on the respective rods of bars, so that
as a lever rod is moved , one or more of the locking
bars is or are moved so that the various notches
or projections upon them take up positions which
prevent the rods relating to conflicting levers from
being moved .
In a large locking frame there may be a large
number ofthese locking bars, and in some cases one

locking bar may engage with the large majority of
the lever rods in the frame to lock them ; butwhat
ever the size of the frame, the principle is the
same, the mechanism being multiplied over and

over again . As the movement of each signal or
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Fig . 30 . - INTERIOR OF A RAILWAY SIGNAL Box .

Arce

$ 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

Fig . 31. - INTERIOR OF A SIGNAL Box SHOWING THE MECHANISM BELOW THE FLOORS.

For description ]

[see pages 34– 39.
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point lever is comparatively large, it is usual now
| but which give a reduced movement of two or
three inches, this being sufficient to give the re
quired movement of the locking bars.
Fig. 32 is a most interesting illustration (repro

One of the most generally employed systems of
electric locking (apart from wholly electrically
operated signal installations) is that known as
Sykes' " lock and block ," and the following descrip

duced from Messrs. MacKenzie & Holland 's cata

that the treadles are located at the end of each
ment of the next section, and they consist of
specially constructed bars arranged alongside one

to employ cam or like gear operated by the levers,

logue), showing the large locking frame fitted at

Liverpool Streetterminus (Great Eastern Railway),
and this will serveas a good example ofthe apparent
complication which results in the case of a large
frame, though in reality all is simplicity , the com

plication arising merely from extensive multiplica

tion in reference to Fig . 34 sets forth the main
features of the system . It should also be explained
block section, and, therefore, at the commence

of the rails so that it is depressed by the flanges
of the wheels of a train to complete an electric
circuit. These treadles are made sufficiently long

tion .

so that there are always at least two wheels upon

This frame, as fitted in the main signal cabin at
Liverpool Street, is shown in Fig . 33. There are
244 levers comprised in the two sets, and although
there is another important signal box in the station

it ; therefore, the treadle is kept down until
the whole of a train has passed over it. These
treadles are also employed for the various lines of a
terminal station so that as long as a train occupies

A
forr

iti

Fig . 32. -- LOCKING FRAME EMPLOYED AT LIVERPOOL STREET STATION, G .E .Rly.
- in the Eastern , or new , section — the main box
a line an electric lock is imposed on all levers and
really controls all trains entering or leaving the
station , for no train can enter or leave the new
portion of the station without permission from the
main box .

It is stated of the locking apparatus which was
removed to make way for the present apparatus
when the station was enlarged in 1893- 4, that the
old framewas in constant use for over twenty years ,
that an estimated total of 76 ,800,000 lever move
ments had been made upon it, and that although
superseded , the old frame was adapted for another
large station , where it is still in use. .
So far, nothing has been said about electrical
appliances used in connection with signalling ; but
nowadays the employment of electricity for other

instruments relating to signal and points governing
platform where one train is allowed to enter behind
another, two or more of these treadles would be
employed . At some stations notices are exhibited
instructing drivers of engines when occupying a
platform line, to take up a position upon the locking
ireadle to ensure thathe is properly protected .
Fig . 34 represents diagrammatically a section of

access of another train to that line. In the case of a

double track line with three signal-boxes A , B ,
and C , but includes only the mechanism and the
essential signals of one track .
The small semaphore arm over instrument, when
down, shows section in advance clear, while the
upper opening in instrument shows (“ locked ) ” the

than telegraphic purposes is a very important fac

starting signal lever is locked .

tor in the safe conduct of heavy traffic on crowded
lines ,

and tells him so on his bell instrument ; B , when

A has a train for B ,

ready to receive the train , presses the plunger M ,
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this causes the words “ train on ” to appear at the
lower opening in B 's instrument; theword " locked "
to disappear from the upper opening in A 's instru
ment, and the word “ free ” to take its place ; it
also unlocks A 's starting signal lever . A lowers his
starting signal, and the train goes on to B . B 's
plunging also raises the semaphore arm over A 's
instrument to " danger.” The lowering of A 's
starting signal causes theword “ free " to disappear
from theupperopening in his instrument, and brings
forward the word “ locked.” A , when train has
passed over treadle, which is a train 's length be
yond starting signal, raises his signal to danger
behind the train , and cannot lower it again without
B 's permission . Before B can lower his starting
signal for the train to pass towards C , C must do
for B what B did for A . This being done , B can
lower his starting signal, but the train must piss

over treadle (T), and the signal raised behind the
train before he can permit A to send on another
triin .
Thus it is impossible for two
same section .

trains to be in the

July 13, 1905 .

visible by the signalman ; lamp indicators which
when the signalman cannot see the light himself ;
and various other devices used according to circum
show whether a signal lamp is burning properly
stances .

A few remarks in reference to single line working
must conclude this section .

The essential condition of single line working is
that it must be rendered impossible for two trains
to occupy a stretch of single line simultaneously ,
particularly when travelling in opposite directions.
There are many short branch lines where the
rule is that “ only one engine in steam or two
engines coupled together (they must not be worked
independently , except for shunting, under any cir
cumstances) are allowed to occupy the line atonce " ;

but under these conditions all is plain sailing.
!
On most lines, however, more trains than one
may be in use, and then some protective means is
necessary .
The most frequently employed controlling means

for this purpose is the “ train staff.” This is a
beinz employed for each section of the line .
specially shaped and marked metal rod, one

With ordinary block working, practically in

TO

HEELS

8

0

T
SS2

DIH

B Fig . 34. - DIAGRAM OF SYKES' ELECTRIC LOCK AND BLOCK APPARATUS.
As no engine is allowed to occupy a section unless
fallible as it is in theory , there is a considerable
tax upon the signalman's memory , and this system
the driver is in possession of the proper staff, it is
steps in just where human nature is liable to fail
manifestly impossible for two trains to occupy the
section at once.
to preventmistakes being made.
But the train staff does not altogether meet
As reg irds the instruments employed in a signal
box, they include primarily telegraphic instru
requirements, for it may often happen that two
ments, bells and gongs, by which the necessary
trainsmay require to proceed in the same direction
messages are passed by one signalman to another,
according to the code in force (these messages are
usually conveyed by so many rings or a combination
of rings and pauses, thus : - - , - - - , or
- : or
pause - - - - pause - -or sometimes — pause - - - pause - - , and so
on ; the code being sometimes an elaborate one) ;

instruments which by their indications serve the
sime purpose (these are generally employed when
electric locking is fitted , in which case the circuits
connecting the instruments also include locking
devices which lock signal levers, other instruments
or the “ plungers " by which many operations are

effected, in the fashion already described with
reference to Fig. 34) ; " repeaters," which are small
reproductions of signals to show the position of a
signal, especially when the signal itself is not easily

before one returns to bring the staff back for the
second train , and so a system of “ tickets ” is em
ployed in conjunction with the staff. When a

second train has to follow another in the same
direction, the stationmaster prepares a " ticket "
which he gives to the first driver and shows him
the staff , thus giving him permission to proceed ;

and the second driver, or the last of a series, takes
the staff itself. This system is very extensively
employed , but still has the disadvantage that should
traffic become disorganised, and the staff become
“ hung up ” at the wrong end of the section , every
thing is at a standstill until the staff can be brought
either by a messenger on foot or horseback , or
travelling via platelayers' lorry, or by waiting until
a train or engine is available to proceed thro gh the
section .

On a Bank Holiday Saturday in
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August, the writer was witness of traffic being
miles from London for it hours through trains
arriving from London out of order, so that the staff

blocked on an important branch line about thirty

High - Speed Engines.

became blocked at the wrong end of the section .
Occasionally private sidings are located about
the middle of a section, and the work does not

By H . MUNCASTER.
(Continued from page 14.)

require a signalman in charge of the signal-box (if
there is one), or the levers for controlling the points,

and it is usual to lock the signal-box or the ground

levers for operating the points by means of an
“ Annett's " key . This key is usually formed on
the staff itself, so that it is absolutely impossible
for these points to be operated without the staff,
and according to the general rule, the station

DEFORE leaving the details of the cylinder ,
thewriter wishes to express himself in a way
that will not be misunderstood regarding
the necessity of having sufficient port area in the
steam cylinder, if any work is expected to be done
by an engine. It is generally an easy matter to
find fault in a way that discourages without doing
any good ; we hope that our readers will take it as
an honest endeavour to explain the reason for the

master who then possesses the staff, must himself
proceed with the engine and take control of the

most common cause of failure amongst small steam

shunting operations involved .

efficiency .
A great number of sets of castings and parts of

The train staff and ticket system has proved
suitable for controlling comparatively heavy single
line traffic, but on busy lines Tyer's Electric Train
Tablet apparatus has superseded it with advan
tage in many places. Essentially , this comprises
two sets of electric apparatus, one at each end
of a section, and between these two instruments a
certain number of “ tablets " - say twelve - are dis

tributed . The twelve tablets can be divided in any
though either apparatus can issue a tablet, never
more than one can be out at a time, and the re
maining eleven must be safely locked up in one or
other of the apparati ; and another cannot be
withdrawn until the previously issued one has been
reinserted in oneof themachines. This mechanism
also protects trains following one another, as well
as trains travelling in opposite directions, whereas
with the train staff and ticket it is possible for a
train taking the staff to overtake a train in front
with a ticket .

way, but the electric mechanism is so arranged that

With the tablet apparatus, as soon as a train

has cleared the section , another tablet can be issued
for either direction , and for asmany trains in either
direction as may be necessary within the capacity
of the instruments, so long as all but one of the

motors, viewed from a moderate standard of

engines, mostly of the single-acting type with en
closed cranks, suitable for powers of, say, 2 to 4
brake-horse, are on the market, and being made
up to details given by the makers. It has been
our lot, at different times, to examine several of
these in progress of construction by enthusiastic
amateurs as well as by trained mechanics, and in
variably we have found that the steam inlet and
egress, especially the latter, have been woefully
deficient in capacity . Unfortunately, the idea pre
vails that these motors represent the most recent

and approved practice in steam engineering, and

any doubt one may express as to the efficiency and
economy of themotor is only accepted as a proof
of one's ignorance. Subsequent events may, of
course, have, to some extent, served to modify
this opinion ,
Mushroom valves of small diameter are used for
steam inlet, and seem to work with satisfaction .
The exhaust is, however, left to take care of itself,
and a small hole in the side of the cylinder made
for its escape during the short period this is un
covered by the piston. A little reasoning willmake
it plain that it is more important the exhaust
should escape freely than it is that the steam

tablets are safely locked up .

should have a free admission ; assuming the same

In practice, the tablets are placed in small
satchels having large looped holders by which the
tablets can be easily caught over the driver's or

ducive to economy of steam .

power in each case, the former will be most con

station -master's arm without stopping the train ,
even at considerable speeds, while it requires con

In designing the slide- valve, we aim first at
giving a free exhaust, therelease commencing early ,
and the valve allowing a large area of opening

speed. On somerailways the tiain staff or tablet is

siderable dexterity to change a staff or ticket at
automatically picked up and delivered by special

during a great proportion of the stroke. In the
case of the engine under consideration , the exhaust
will have at the beginning of the stroke (assuming

apparatus fixed on the locomotives and to a con

1- 32nd in . lead and 3- 16ths in . lap ) an amount of
opening equal to 7 - 32nds in ., the valve allowing a

venient post at the stations. By this means col

lection of the new tablet and the delivery of that

full port of t in , during about six -tenths of the

for the section just passed is often effected at
speeds of 50 miles per hour.
In a few cases, especially over single line bridges,
a pilotman is employed , and he has to accompany
every train over his section . This method is also

stroke. As the port is 21 ins. long, the area equals
•56 sq . in ., and the area of the cylinder being
7 sq. ins., the proportion of exhaust area to
cylinder area is about i to 13 during this period,
giving an average speed to the exhausting steam

employed when it becomes necessary to introduce
temporary single-line working, in case of accident

of 6 ,500 feet per minute (nearly ). Under these
conditions there should be no difficulty in obtain
ing, with this engine, 2 b .h .-p . at 1000 revolutions
per minute , and a boiler pressure of 50 lbs., and
this with perfect smoothness and steadiness in
running.
In the case ofmodel engines, a small port is due
to the fact that it is difficult to put a port in any

on a double track line or for special purposes.
In some places electric locking is made to take the

place of train staff or tabletapparatus for single line
working,butthis is very seldom used in this country .
The writer is indebted to the firms mentioned in
the course of this article for valuable assistance ,
in preparing this short review of signallingmethods
and mechanism .

other way than by drilling a smill hole. Where
the engine is merely running lightly there is no ·
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reason why it should be otherwise, but where even
a small amount of load is applied - as, for instance,
in the case of a small locomotive working on a
track - an extra allowance of port area at once gives
a decided improvement in running.

A pair of model engine cylinders (trade make),
in . diameter , are now on the writer's desk , the
ports ofwhich have been drilled 1- 16th in . diameter,
a ratio of 144 to I, or only 1 -11 of the propor
tion given by the writer in the example of a 3-in .
diameter cylinder.

-

--
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very suitable for small work , being siinple in con
struction, and allowing the various parts to be
easily accessible . In the larger sizes the standard
ismade of the box section , but in the engine we are
illustrating it will be best to make it with an open
ing in front, so as to save core -making, as the pat
tern will form its own core.
In the patterns the part forming the guides
should be made loose to come away in the sand ;
also the front half of the hood and flange for bolting
the cylinder to . The moulder will , of course, pre
fer to have it to divide in halves down the centre
of the standard , and having the necessary prints
for taking the core and a separate core-box in which
to make the core in one piece. If it is intended
to makemore than one casting off the samepattern ,
the latter will be the better method of constructing
it. Allowance must be made for facing and turn
ing the flange, facing the foot, facing the guides,
and the attachment to the front stay . The pattern

for the bed will be like the casting : enough taper
must be given , as shown on sketch , to allow it to
draw easily from the sand. The facings for the
flanges of the bearing brasses must be loose, and
will be left in the sand when drawing the pattern
from the mould . Allowance should be made for
facing the bottom of the bed, as well as the parts
to be machined. Except in special cases, there is
no need to cut down the thickness ofmetal in these
castings, as the extra dead-weight will assist in
absorbing the vibration .

In machining the standard , the most important

point to observe is to get the guide surfaces
perfectly square with the flange to which the
cylinder is bolted . For this reason it will be better
to machine the slides before boring the flange. If
the boring or cutter bar be true in the lathe, it

may serve to set the standard by gauging the
position from the machined portion of the guides.
After machining the bottom of the bed , the caps

for the bearings of the main shaft should be fitted ,
and the seats for the brasses bored and faced , taking
care that the boring is parallel to the base . If
then the bed be set on a level plate, the standard
can be fitted by levelling the flange. The bolts at
the base of the standard may have a little play in
the holes to allow a slight adjustment. After being
set to its proper position , the standard should be

tightly bolted to the bed, and two holes for 1 in .
diameter steady pins drilled from underneath ,
and pins fitted . Care should be taken not to drill

ke
FIG , 15. - DETAILS OF CONNECTING ROD.
In very small work it has been the writer's
method to cut first a suitable groove of an oblong
shape for the ports, and carefully drill a hole as
large as practicable from each end of the cylinder
in cases where a good supply of steam was de
manded . As an illustration. If the cylinder be
1 in . diameter, a steam passage of 3- 16ths in .
diameter will equal one-twenty -eighth the area of
the cylinder (nearly ), which is ample for most pur
poses. A groove of 3 - 32nds in . wideby 5- 16ths in .
long, cut into the valve face, will form a suitable

steam port, the exhaust port being about $ in . by
5 - 16ths in .
The bed and standard shown in detail (Fig. 14 )
are of a type most common in vertical engines, and

through , so as to expose the heads of the pins.
The steady pins will enable the standard to be re.
placed , as it will be desirable to remove it when
fitting the slides, cylinder, & c . ; also the brasses
and the crankshaft .

The step brasses shown are intended to be bored
and turned on a mandrel. It will be necessary to

solder the halves together for turning ; this makes
a much more satisfactory job than turning them
out of one piece and splitting with a saw . A brass
peg , as shown, keeps the step from rotating ; a
piece of tube in the pedestal cup answers the same
purpose. By the aid of a bit of yarn in this tube an

excellent means of lubrication for the bearing is
provided . Somemay prefer to fit square brasses
to the bearing, as in the example on page 225

(Vol. XII) ; this is, perhaps, a better way, but the
round brasses can be so readily turned that they
savemuch time, both in the fitting and polishing.
The details of the connecting-rod are shown in
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DETAILS OF ENGINE BED AND STANDARD FOR SMALL HIGH -SPEED ENGINE.
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Fig . 15. This is made ofmild steel. The rod is,
first of all, turned ; a hole, i in . diameter, is next
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A Small Rotary Converter.

drilled at the crutch of the fork , and a cut at each
to meet the hole. The
sideismade with a hacksaw
jaw
then filed out to shape, the holes for the cross

head being carefully drilled ; the end is then shaped
round the bosses at the forked end , and the flat

sides of the large end trued up . The holes for the
.cap bolts can now be drilled , and the hole for the

By J. G . PERRY.
THE following description and photographs are
I of a rotary converter which I have just com
pleted . The field -magnet is a “ Simplex "
undertype, 20 -watt size. The single bobbin is
being cast with the field . The tunnel
was accurately filed out, as I am not
in the possession of a lathe. The cast
ing is fastened to the baseplate by
being bolted to brass blocks, which
are in turn bolted to baseplate. The
armature is a laminated drum , iš ins.
by i } ins., having eight slots, 1 in . by
+ in . The slots were insulated with
brown paper and wound with 2 } ozs.
of No. 22 D .C .C. wound in four sec
tions.
The commutator is a four-part one
made of 1 in . length of brass tube,
forced on a wood bush , screwed and
split. On the opposite end of spindle
are the four slip rings. These are
of the same diameter tube as the com

wound with 14 ozs, ofNo. 22 D .C .C ., the bobbin ends

inutator, and are also forced on a wood

bush , no screwsbeing employed . The

wires from the rings are passed to the
armature in channels cut in bush .
The spindle is a 9 -in . length of 5 - 16ths
the bearings.

Fig . 1. – MR. J. G . PERRY'S SMALL ROTARY CONVERTER.

inch steel rod turned down to 1 in . at

brasses bored out to ifins, diameter.
"The builder will also note that, when
ER
OL

When this is satisfactorily done, the
cap may be sawn off. The brasses will
be turned in one piece to fit in their

I

bored , the centres of the connecting
rod will be 1. 16th in . short of the
finished length .
place , but must not yet be bored .
The brasses will be split, and one half

fitted in the end of the rod, filed up
when in place flush with the rod . The
other half will be fitted into the cap,
and treated in a similarmanner. Two

brass liners in . in thickness are
roughly shaped , drilled to suit the bolt
fin . diameter. The end is now bolted
up with thebrasses and liners in place ,
and the bearing for the crank -pin
bored out to it ins. diameter . In
the case of a large rod, the bolts would
have a hole drilled up the centre , so

as to reduce the effective area of the

bolt to slightly under the area at the FIG . 2. - ARMATURE AND FIELD -MAGNETS OF SMALL ROTARY
bottom of the screw thread ; in this
CONVERTER SHOWN SEPARATELY.
case a hole of 4 in . full is shown in
The bearings are of cast gunmetal, drilled to in .
dotted lines on the drawing (Fig. 15,
and bolted to base by 3-16th in . bolts. The field ,
page 41).
armature, and bearings are shown in Fig. 2
To adjust the step when the engine has been at

work , the liner must be occasionally reduced to
suit the wear of the brasses, the bolts being tightly
screwed home when in working order ; no lock-nuts

separately before they were assembled .
The brush rocker is of wood, working on a pro
jection of one of the bearings. The brush holders

are thus required . A split pin , however, is desir
able to keep thenut from working back , if it happens
to slake loose .

are of brass rods, slotted and fitted with tightening

( To be continued .)

screws at one end, and on rocker end of which

terminals are screwed . Brushes are of gauze and

spring brass.
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The alternating current collectors are of spring
to base. These brushes are each fitted with a

brass screwed on two wood blocks, which are fixed
pressure screw .
The pulley is cast brass, it ins. diameter, fitted

with an } in . setscrew , and on the other end of

43

power ; but without load it runs beautifully, not
making the slightest noise.
The winding tables, & c., were taken from THE
MODEL ENGINEER handbook on “ Small Dynamos
and Motors ." I must say that in some of the
difficult parts, as in the brass blocks, base, & c., I
have been helped by my father , as
I am only fifteen and not yet as ex
pert as I should like in model engi
neering work .

An Electric Telegraph
Sounder.
Dam
e

By W . H . A .
THE following brief description
and photograph is of an elec
tric telegraph sounder which I
havemade, with the help of a friend,
in my spare time. The sounder cast
ings (Fig . 6 and 4 ) are in brass, and

Figs. 2 and 3 are in iron , Fig. 3 being
annealed . Both bases are walnut,
4 ins. by 6 ins. by } in ., French
polished . The bobbins are i in . long

by in . diameter, wound with No. 30
silk -covered wire. The cores are ,
screwed to the casting by 1-in . screws ;
the casting is then screwed
to the

FIG . 3. - PLAN VIEW OF SMALL ROTARY CONVERIER.
spindle a t-in . German ring, fitted with a similar

screw , is fixed . The bise is solid brass, 94 ins. by
51 i: s. by fin . thick .

To this everything is bolted ,

base. Fig. 4 carries the armature, and
with ina
end the
the opposite
back, ;which
the
is furnished
anvil, shown
taps on to
setscrew

is balanced between two setscrews, with a spring at
Fig . 6 . The anvil is screwed to the base by f-in .

screws, and has a setscrew on top. , Fig . 3 is the

o
tTapped

soft iron piece, screwed to Fig. 4. This completes
the sounder.

Tapped ģ"

5Tapped

115

to ped
Top

acHapped "

Fig . 1.

DO

en holes to
pped &
holes

of holes o

FIG . 2.
FIG . 5.
DETAILS OF TELEGRAPH KEY AND SOUNDER .

and this in turn is bolted to a polished mahogany

Fig . 3.

Terminal boards are screwed to sides of field
casting by 3 - 16ths in . screws, and have two and

Figs. I and 5 are for the key – No. 1 in brass,
No. 5 in iron. The brass casting is balanced by
two screws, similar to the sounder, except that
the screws are smaller. It has a setscrew at one

four terminals for the continuous and alternating
current, respectively .
The fieldcasting is

other end is an ebonite knob , fastened to the

enamelled chocolate, and all windings red . All
Fig . 3 shows a top view of machine. I have
not had it running much as I have not the available

casting by the top contact screw . A spring
slightly to this side of the centre point completes
the instrument. All connections are made under
the base.

base.

brightmetal parts are polished and lacquered .

end for regulating the contact screws ; at the
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Rendering Celluloid Incombustible.

[ Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL

IN order to overcome theundesirable quality of cel
1 luloid to ignite, a French chemist has adopted
the following method :- An ether-alcohol solution of
celluloid is made ; then an ether-alcohol solution of

ENGINEER without delay , and will be inserted in any par
date of publication .)

ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual

London ,
excursion will take place on Thursday, July 27th ,

EXCURSION TO CHATHAM . - The annual all -day

ferric perchloride. The two solutions are mixed ,
and a clear, syrupy liquid is obtained, of yellow
colour, yielding no precipitates. The

liquid is poured into a suitable vessel
and is left for spontaneous evapora
tion , and a substance of shell-colour
is produced , which , after washing
and drying, gives the desired result.
The celluloid thus treated loses none
of its properties of pliability and trans
parency, and is not only uninflam
mable, but is also incombustible. An
other method by which celluloid may

be rendered uninflammable, based on
the same principle, consists in mixing
bromide of camphor with cotton pow
der, adding castor oil to soften the
substance, so that it may be less brittle .
This product, though more easily pre
pared , is, however, not incombustible

like the former preparation .
BICHROMATE CELLS. — Old dry cells

will make good flask bichromate cells,

if the bottoms are cut off and the
filling and paper lining, if any, are re

moved . Be careful not to break off
the carbon rod . After removing the
filling, remove the paper lining as
follows : Drill an exhaust hole through
the cement in the top of the cell, stand
the cell in a watertight receptacle, and
fill the latter with water to within 4 in .

of the top edge of the cylinder. Let
it stand until the paper lining is loosened
and can be entirely removed . The

Fig . 7.— THE COMPLETE TELEGRAPH KEY AND SOUNDER.

electrolyte to be used is 7 ozs. of bi

For description ]

see page 12.

when a visit will be paid in the morning to the

of water. Add very slowly pt, strong sulphuric
acid, stirring the mixture slowly with a glass rod
all the while. When the mixture is cool, pour it
into a glass battery jar and add i oz. bi-sulphate
of mercury, which will amalgamate the zinc cylinder
and keep it amalgamated . The solution should be

chromate of sodium dissolved in i qrt.

the works of Messrs. Aveling & Porter , Ltd ., the
well-known manufacturers of road rollers and

traction engines, at Rochester.

The Secretary

will be glad to receive an intimation as early
as possible from those members who wish to
join the party , which will be made up of those
members who have signified their intention of
being present by Saturday, July 22nd. Pro
vided the party numbers at least ten , the railway
company will issue special tickets at the rate of
3s. 2d . each (third class ) for the return journey .
Cash for the tickets must accompany the intima
tion of any member to be present, or be sent to me
on or before July 22nd. The party will travel by
a fast train leaving St. Paul's Station at 9 .57 a . m .,
returning from Chatham at 7 . 37 p . m . - HERBERT

G . RIDDLE , Hon . Sec., 37, Minard Road , Hither

Green , S.E .
THE MUNICH TECHNICAL MUSEUM . — It is an
nounced by the secretary that the Hon. C . A .
Parsons has made a present to the Munich Technical
Museum of one of his first turbines,

♡

ped
T op
Topped

FIG . 6 .

GU

Dockyard at Chatham , and in the afternoon to

FIG . 4 .

DETAILS OF TELEGRAPH KEY AND SOUNDER.
sufficient in quantity to extend up the zinc cylinder
for three -fourths of its height. When not in use ,
take the cylinder out of the solution . If while
working with the batteries any of the acid or the
solution should get on the hands or clothes, rinse
off immediately with clean water.
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Queries and Replies.

smallrate
of pay work.
or none Your
at all trade
at first you
could get some
experi
ence inin thispractical
woodworking
help
you
; then after a time
you mayin succeed
in gettingshould
a footing

( Atention
especially
first notcondition
givenwithbelowthe
and nois notice
will bedirected
taken toof the
Queries
complying

with some large electrical concern . You could contemplate the
prospect of going
electrical
t ,livionasng thein chance
dwaycanplaces
bmine,
eereemploy.
e dooruabroad
hou coofulgetting
is lelessss
do inthere
tout-of-thement
in a Wmill
prejudice, and a man is judged by what he can do instead of, as
here,
" What have you done ? ” You could rely upon your present
trade as well to get a living in the meantime, if nothing electrical

directions therein sinted Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-handed corner of the envelope, " Query

Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries

envelope.
in thethesamescope
enclosedwithin
shouldon besubjects
of this journal are replied to
Queries
bywithpostdistinct
undersubjects
conditions :- ( I) Queries dealing
the following
should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only , and the sender' s name MUST be in
scribed on the back . ( 2) Queries should be accompanied,
e possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and
whera
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queriescorre
for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed, and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4 ) anQueries
willofbea answerod
as early
as possible
after
interval
receipt, but
few days must
usually
elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published . The
insertion
of Replies in this column cannot guaranteed
.
(O ) AH Oueries should be addressed to The Editor,be THE
MODEL
ENGINEER , 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .]

The following are selected from the Queries which have been repiled
to recently :
(14,247)
L . (Stokematter
Newington)
writes
: Will750you-watt
kindly Dynamo.
help me in theH . following
? I am

building a 750 -watt (50 volts 15 ampz.) dynamy, with an exactly
similar armature as that described by Messrs. F . L . and F . P . Spicer
in their prize design of February 5th and 12th , 1903, but wish to
construct
shunt-wound
bi-polarprint,
dynamwhich
) oalyI believe
, with isfields
builtas
up of steela forgings
as enclosed
known
Kapp type pattern . Will you please give dimensions of field

magnets to get the above output, with an armature 51 ins. long
by
ins, diameter
presume
the same
wire (18as B in. W Mr.
.G .)
for 41armature,
and ?No.I 22
for fields,
will gauge
be correct,
Spicer's
design
?
All
windings
for
armatures
shown
in
your
book
“ Small Dynamos and Motors,” are even number sections. Will,
you please advise winding for 25 -slot armature in twenty- five

sections
for above bi-polar machine?
The winding arranged for the armature

designed
Mr.twenty
Spicer
is not suitable for a two-pole machine. You
shouldbytake
four
slots
or
some
even
number.
If
you
intend
to
use
former
wound coils, the shapewill be quite different. They will be ofsimilar
shape to those described in THE MODEL ENGINEER for May 26th ,

1904,
page of your
The armature.
former will Ifrequire
to be shaped to suit the
proportions494.
you have

already 'smade
your
armature core with 25 slots, then you must leave
lot empty
and wind 24 coils into 24 slots : fill up the empty one
slots
with
any
insulating substance , such as vulcanised fibre. You will find rules

ofmagnetDesiga,"
and windings
our free.
handbook
«forThecalculating
ABC ofsizeDynamo
price is.given2d.inpost
We,

shall be pleased to criticise your design . For a dimensioned sketch
and
information as to windings, we must chargedyoudepending
to our Expert
Service Department, where a fees will be refer
upon
the amount of information asked
for.
(14,280) ElectricalEngineering
as aadvice
Profession
. F . A :. H .
(Bastbourne)
writes : I shall value your
on following

have been in trade with my father for eight years as carpenter
and staircase
am , of course, woodwork.
getting top pay, but have
never
set my builder
mind
to, and
carpentry
since I
can remember
I have
always hador any
an inclination forEver
electricity,

and that,

with the future
uncertainty ofmy present
trade,
has decidedcoupled
me to go right
in for that work which
I know I can
put
mymind
on
that
is,
electrical
engineering
.
Now
,how
do
advise me to prepare myself for the calling, which I am too oldyouto
apprentice
to, being
23, and
same time advanced
to earn my
living ? I myself
cannot leave
my job untilatI amthe sufficiently
to
command at least living pay in the electric
line. Do you advise
a course of about three
years ofthat“ Engineering
Taughtof bytimeCorre
spondence,"
you above
think
would
waste
and
money ? If oryoudothink
reliable,
pleasebe let
me know which

turns
doubt if correspondence tuition would be sufficient
ourup.caseWe; you
in yyour
want somea somewhat
laboratoryhumble
work as well.of Weadvise
you
to
look
at
things
view in, and
visions of from
position with point
not to havefuture,
a responsible
highplodding
salary
the
prepared
very
near
but
to
be
for
a
long
and
career
for some considerable time. Electrical engineering is not all
brilliant experimenting ; there is a great deal of digging trenches.

oiling
bearings,and
and hammer
as well,to and
some brain
wracking
specialisation
worry ; butfile there
is also work
a tendency
that is, a man becom 's a central station engineer, a telegraph or
telephone
engineer,
and sotheonoperatives
, and newmust
and bespecial
work
fromr time
tot time
where
trained
,u in occurs
which
ty
s
ici
en
es
rf
es
e
ctr
dr
e
s
knowledge
electricity
pr
case,
if
you
have
a
fair
working
of
,
your
ou
ad
els
.
at
Sta
th
ele
,
ha
yo
is as good as anybody else has at the start. If youcorrespondence
cannotchance
leave
your
thenpractical
you mustwork
makeas the
best
ofat home, As to
tuition,presentaddress,
and
do
as
much
you
can
correspondence institute you should join, we can only advise
which
you to get and study the various prospectuses, and see which you
prefer.
if we canWe
. shall be pleased to advise you further on this point

Recording
(14,258) Electrical
Winding.
H . A . W . (Kenley)
writes:Instrument;
I should esteemArmature
it a great
favour if you could inform me where I can obtain an instrument to

count a series of electrical impulse .e., every occasion on which
a circuit
to be shown on a dial
zeis tclosed
gthee ontotal
ra theof such
fenumber
apertormin
inat,atape,
recircuit,
o.;onwvoltage
orutstamped
latter Speed about 300 to
ppreferably
400
on
2
4
to
volts
;
'25 to '5 . Is
it possible to wind a 16-slot drum armature foramps.,
8 -section com .
mutator
? If so, should two slots on each side beanwound
together

as one coil ? The machine is a Kapp dynam ?, 50 volt; 6 amps.
Perhaps Morse
telegraph
(1)

a

instrument would

“
" tape
suit
In this apparatus amarker
clockwork shown
paper ;tape is passed
by would
under
anyou.electro-magnetic
impulse
ink
every
be
by a dot on the tape in ink . An inexpensive pattern of this
apparatus can be obtained from Messrs. John J. Griffin & Sons.
Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London . Of course,
Ltd ., 26 , Sardinia
this would require an additional mechanism to indicate the totals .
Perhaps the makers could add this for you, or you could arrange
your contact-making device to complete the circuit through the
Morse
apparatus atfurther
5ooth impulse,
or according
requirements
For every information
we must
refer youtoto your
our
Expert Service. Department,
through which
a
would
fee
be charged
according
information
the
the
extent
of
to
required
Mr.
.
A
.
Cole.
of m . Clapham Park Road , London , S . W ., would , perhaps, design
and make an apparatus to meet your wants. (2) A 16 -slotarmature
core will exactly take eight coils if one coil only is wound into a slot
because every coilmust go into two slots.
You will find the system

of winding shown in Fig. 42, page 34, of our handbook on “ Small
Dynamos and Motors," in which four coils are wound into an

8-slot core.

[14,261) writes
Small Motor
fan. likeC. toC. coolC .
During theforhotDriving
(Leicester)
weather Ia should
my bedroom with : a small electric
fan
,
to
be
driven
from the Cor.
poration supply,
is 100I have
volts , read
and one
to take
smallest
thebooks
amount of currentwhich
possible.
or
two
but
cannot
anything
find
so
small
to
should
run
off
100
volts,
and
much obliged if you would help me by giving the proper dimenbe
sions.
I notice
a recent M . E . & want
Three
Easily-made
Electroin Motors,"
but as I E . anit article
run offonittheto“ main
supply I don 't think they would do. I intend totoarrange
work
a quarter of an hour in every hour by a clock-controlled switch .
The small electric motors referred to would not be suitable. A
design which would answer your purpose is described in The
MODEL ENGINEER for January 8th , 1903, reply to Query No. 6 .953.
windings
probably
and 46.
The would
pages
be about
correct.45 Such
drivegiven
, diameter
a motor
fan very
a 9 -inwill
well.
taking about as much current as a 32-c . p . lamp. It is necessary.
for you to make a motor which is suitable for working with alter

crowded
We must warn you that electrical engineering is isa room
for
and that rates of pay are low , though there
business,
first-class men , and an extending field . Whilst theory plays a very
and

natingis also
current,
and
has a properIt isdrum
or ringfor armature
.
necessary
insulated.
and
well-built
and
madeupwhich
the field
magnet
stampings
be
same
to
with
soft
iron
the
in
way
as the armature core. The watts consumed by the motor will be
considerably less than the figure obtained by multiplying the
amps.
taken by the pressure
exactly
in volts,
areinnotconsump
in phase : probably
the equivalent
c .-p .twolamp
of a as16 the

, and to devote
or Glasgow
Birmingham
Londonto , evening
asyourself
of a
and laboratories
the class-rooms
work, inManchester
institution for, say, three winters, and then to try and
technical
obtain some post with a small electrical firm where for a very

They have helped me considerably . (1) I am going to fit up our
house with electric light. We have got gas pipes laid under the
floors
and to Ithewant
brackets
walls,
but the
been
taken away.
to know
if I can utiliseandthesemeter
pipeshave
to carry
electric
brackets,
the
wires
the
to
which
I
shall
the
to
fit
walls
close to the pipes. Is there any difficulty in doing this ? I have

are the better instructors - the English or American ? I shall
appreciatethatanywill practical
information
you may
forward
tend to help
me out of ormysuggestions
present difficulties.

training is also
practical employment
important
better if you
muchimportance,
wouldof begreat
of obtaining
chancepart,
vour
could obtain some practical experience in the handling of electrical
appear,
would
It
measurement.
and
in
testing
and
machinery,
therefore, that your plan should be to obtain employment at your
present trade in a large town possessing technical institutions, such

tion of energy should be about the amount, or even less.
Electric
[14,259)writes
& c. tomylast
F . W . queries.
C. B.
Oxford)
thank youWiring,
: I must Light
for your replies
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got your handbooksofon casing.
the subject.
By doingusingthis accumulators
I shall save
buying
(2) I propose
to start awithquantity
, and then use a dynamo.
I should like to know what
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from meanyhowironmonger
for thethrough
charginga defect
gravityin cell
(3 ) Please.
tell
fires are docaused
the? installation

(1)fieldAnymagnet.
pattern ofGetmotor,
preferably
onesize,
having
iron
one revolutions
ofbut
about
150 perwatts
wounda wrought
to take
12Forvolts
8
amps,
at
1,500
minute
approximately.
price apply to one of the firms advertising electrical goods in
MODEL ENGINEER,
see thebe" Sale
Exchangeshunt
" columns.
(THE
2) Onemotor
will do ; orit should
seriesand
wound,not
wound,
See
our
handbook
No.
14.
(3)
Six
accumulator
cells
in
give 12 volts ; cells to be of 30 amps.-hour capacityseries
: sizeto

shall be no chance of a fire or fusing
ofI amwiresvery
. anxious
I shall This,
usethattenI there
2 -volt
accumulators
of about
amps.
hours
capacity.
think,
means
thatfor Isixshall
get and
i60amp.
tixty
hours,
two
for
thirty
hours,
or
ten
hours,
so
onfor.
Am
I
right
in
thinking
that
the
amps.
I
take
from
the
accumulators
are governed
the lamp
I am using
I use from
a 20 -volt
lamp
taking byI amp.,
not more
than ? I For
amp.instance,
can be taken
the
accumulator,
and
consequently
the
wire
connecting
lamp
accumulator must be of such a gauge as to safely carry the numberto

bethegeared
the driving revolutions
axle by anyofconvenientform
of gearing
ratio oftooftwenty-five
the motor
armature
to onein
revolution
the
wheels.
It
is
necessary
to
have
a
differential
gear between the driving wheels if more than one wheel is to be
driven . An old tricycle axle would do for this. If you cannot
arrange for a differential gear, then the motor should drive one
wheel only, and the other on the same axle allowed to run loose .

kind
of lead ? to Would
buy forscrap
making
plates. Can Iforget roofs,
it at etc.,
any
ironmonger's
lead ,thesuch
do
? Also sheet
copper for charging
cellsas? isIsused
zinc easy to melt
?

Can it be melted in an ordinary fire ? Will perforated zinc or scrap

of amps, the lamps are taking. If I put two lamps together, I sup
pose I take 2 amp3, from accumulator, and that the wire will have

to carry 2 amps, and so on in comparison ? (4 ) I enclose a sample
ofIs wire
(black)formy
I intend
using? forI shall
the not
purpose.
Whatthangauge
it ?
it suitable
purpose
usemore
two islamps
HE. at once from one wire - -that is, in one room . Will this wire
safely
carry 20 volts 34 amps. ? (5 ) When you speak of a 60 -volt
16 -c. p . lamp and a 100 -volt 16 -c .p . lamp, or a 200 -volt 16 -c . p .
lamo. what is the difference between these three as regards the length

and
gauge any
of filament
? What
? Can
you obtain
voltage lamp
for 8 oramps.
16-c.dop . ? each
Whatrequire
candle-power
can you get for 20 volts ? (6 ) Re fuses. I read there are always
fuse wiresis passing
in ceilingthrough
roses. wires
Doesfromthis dynamo
wire fusetowhen
excessroseof
current
rose ,anor from

to lamp
? Should
there becasing
fuse towires
in brackets
7 ) Is totherebe
any
difficulty
in nailing
ceilings
? Does ? it (have

nailed to joists or anywhere to the ceiling ? Is there any danger
when
a ceiling has a number ofcracks all over it ? (8 ) Is there any
danger whether wires are carried in iron or lead gas pipes ? (9 ) How
are ring armatures mounted on armature spindle ? (10 ) Please
tell me what enclosed wire (white and green ) is suitable for, and
what gauge ? (11) When you speak of a certain wire carrying

3ä amps.,
whether
is to either
volts 3? amp3.
amps. ?doesWillit matter
the same
wire itcarry
Shall orI 100
havevoltsto
obtain
the
permission
of
the
landlord
if
I
instal
the
light
through
the pipes ? There is no written agreement. (12) Please show me

how the wires are carried .
you
for thefromwires;
conduits
used offas the
pipes can tobescrape
(I) beYes,verythecarefulnot
the wires
insulation
must

(2) Lead should be of best
when drawing them into the pipes. lead
merchant. We do not
quality obtainable , preferably from a
from

copper can, beZincobtained
scrap lead. SheetWarrington
advise you to use Golborne
melts easily,
Bertrand Garside, lead ; itStreet,
is necessary to use care, as it catches

readily as a green flame, producing white oxide of zinc.
almost
fire andasburnswith
with a lid . It is
The best way is to melt it in a fireclay crucible dealer
in electrical
a
from
battery
for
zinc
the
procure
to
advisable
that it is fairly
hope
and
piece,
scrap
any
try
can
You
supplies.
between two bare
pure. (3 ) Fires are caused by an arc starting stripped
insulation .
wires which have come into contact through
is
usage.YourThere
rough
mechanical
or
covering,
the
in
orlittledefects
other
piping.
iron
risk when the wires are run in
rate of dis
remarks are correct, except that there is a maximumworked
. See

charge beyond which the accumulator should(4)notThebe black covered
Small Accumulators."
on " for
our handbook
20 gauge,is
volts. (5)It isTheNo.filament
of 20 safely.
be used
couldcarry
wire
of 21 amps.
a currenta pressure
and will
in anyasdefinite
but not figures
voltage,
made
but
a guide,pro
the following
to take
reckon the
. Youthecanhigher
portionlonger
to the efficiency'28 ofamp.the;
varies accordingamp.
the amount of '9current
volts,
200
;
'56
volts,
100
;
amp.
volts,
60
:
larnp
16 -c. p . lamps are not made, as a rule, below 30 volts ; 8 -c .p . lamps
on
; for information
15 volts. on(6 ) “YesPrivate
can be obtained as low as handbook
House Electric

fuses. See our one shilling
Lighting." (o ) See MoDEL ENGINEER for June 2nd , 1904 , page
GIO. (ro ) Green wire would do for electric bell or telephone work : is

20 gauge. (11) Yes ; size of wire is not affected by the voltage.
No.
As far as we are aware the permission of the landlord would not be
to acquaintwiththe soFiresmallInsurance
be advisable
: ifit would
necessary
an in
is insured,
thelow house
Company and
is practically nothing. but
the riskthough
a pressure
stallation

it is just as well to keep on the safe side of the policy. (12) See
our handbook.
L . C.car(Brondes.
Car. motor
for Small
114.260)
to have
a small electric
to makeElectric
: I am going
writesMotor
bury)

questions ?
please answerwanttheit following
in the garden . theWillcaryouoblong
to go a fairly fast
. (1) I
I am making
walking pace. What motor should I need, and at what voltage ?
price if I got it new ? I should advertise for one cheap if
What
the new one is too dear. (2 ) Must I have one or two motors ? I
to
manyI accumulators
(3) Howshould
bestand(reversible).
should
alto
them them
wantwant
atwhat voltage
hours,
last forlikefive one
I
?
have
I
should
wheels
of
sort
What
(4)
gether ?
with solid tyres. I have never built anything before like . this.
I have got a good idea of things from your MODEL ENGINEER

about 970 ins.lbs.by (4)6 ins.
by of30 bicycle
ins. total
about
Wheels
patternspace;
, withtotal
largeweight
solid
or pneumatic tyres, about 24 ins. diameter ; the motor to

The object
this is toor allow
to run at different speeds
when
turningof corners
runningthewheels
on a curve.
(14,275]a dynamo
Cells for Running
Small ofMotor.
B . writesand:
I have
an output
20 voltstypeF2. amps.,
which
also runs verywhich
well gives
as a motor.
It is same
as Fig. 8 .

page 18, in your sixpenny handbook on “ Small Dynamos and
wire, and
lb . No.on 22endD .C.c,
wire. from
I wanta tobattery.
run it
asD .C.Ca .motor
(withmagnets
a fan i fixed
of shaft)
Would
you
be
so
kind
as
to
answer
me
the
following
questions
(1) Which is best and cheapest form of cell to make : Fuller, bichro
mate, or Bunsen-? (2) 'If Fuller, state percentage of sulphuric
acid
water cell,
in porous.
jar (not mentioned
in handbook
24) .
(3) IftoBunsen
state percentage
of nitric acid
to water, inpageporous
Motors," and has Siemens' H -armature wound with 4 Ozs. No. 20

cell (given in book as strong nitric acid , page 48). (4) State size

of cell and of plates, and also how long will the one you choose

run the motor at a stretch , and how long must it rest before it
will
give long
maximum
currentfluidagainlastso (a as) when
to runin useat intervals
(5(b )) when
How
will battery
as stated ?,
left idle ? (6 ) Is fresh fluid to be used when run down ,
or may crystals or acid be added ? (7 ) Which is best way to

clean zinc plates that came from Leclanché cells and are covered

with tocrystals
?or does
(8 ) Canthe zinc
plates
be used until
they
almost
fall
pieces, when
of the
as tocarbons
make
them useless
only a action
few pits
are chemical
eaten in ,soandact can
be
used
over
and
over
again
,
as
they
do
not
eat
away
?
(9
)
Could
agglomerate
have been
used cells
for two
yearsWhat
in Leclanché
cells be usedblocks
again that
, crushed
for dry
? (10)
size fan
shall
I
make
for
my
motor,
and
how
many
blades
?
I should
be
much
obliged
if
you
would
answer
these
questions,and
many
thanks
for
the
promptness
with
which
questions
have
been
answered
in
the past.
( 1) All much about the same: perhaps the simple form of bich
romate
but we recommend
Fuller pattern
the non
polarisingcell,bichromate,
described intheChapter
IV of ouror handbook
No. 5 ; this is practically a Fuller cell. (2 ) One part acid to ten
parts water approximately. ( 3) We do not advise a Bunsen

battery,
givesasoffyoufumes.
14 and
Make they
your are
battery
plates
and
cells asas itlarge
can afford
; the5) larger
the better.
The cells will only partially recover when resting . As soon as

you approach
limit ofdietheaway,
solution
andmust
current
will
drop and the
gradually
when, thenew voltage
solutions
be
put
in
.
You
must
find
out
length
of
timeby
experience.
(6)
Newthe
solutions
are
usually
required
,
though
you
should
also
try
effect of adding both acid and crystals until you find by experience
the best
manage
your
(7) Scrape thewithcrystals
off
and
washway
thecantozincs
then battery.
re-amalgamate
(8 ) Carbons
be clean,
used indefinitely
; it is thethem
zinc whichmercury.
is con
sumed ; it can be used so long as there is any of it left. (9 ) Not
worth
trying ; the
is probably
. ,(10)andAbout
9 ins, diameter
: fourcompound
blades will
do ; use exhausted
a fine pitch
allow
the
motor
to
run
fast,
say1,500
revolutions
per
minute.
advise you to connect the field coils of machine in series with We
the
armature to economise the current, as the present winding is of
rather
a
high
resistance
comparatively.
You
should
either
rewind
the magnetin with
, say, inNo.order
18 gauge wire,theor connect
the presentA
winding
parallel,
resistance.
shuttle armature
is more suited toto reduce
a series thantotala shunt-winding
en used as a motor. Shift the brushes until you getbest results.

Construction
of Small
Overtype
R .(14,301]
G . R . ( Thornaby-on
- Tees) writes
: I am making
a smallDynamo.
two-pole
overtype
dynamo
for :-35 Armature
volts 6 amps.,
600 revolutions,
the
following
dimensions
is 5 2,fins.
long
by 3of ins.
diameter.
It
is
built
up
of
140
laminations
of
twenty-four
cog
drum type; each slot is o '5 in . by 0 '125 in .; each lamination is
separated
side. Series
I am wiring
armature aswithFig.paper
47 inandyourvarnished
MODEL each
ENGINEER
No. 1o,thea
24-part
for
a
12-part
commutator,
and
as
I
have
made
a mistake
in not allowing enough winding space between the armature
end

and commutator, I can only get twelve conductors in each slot,

or 44 yds., which
equals
1 lb . ofequals
18 S . W l'5.G .lbs,D .C.C.,of 18instead
conductors
or 64much
yds.,difference
which
S .machine
W .Gof.,sixteen
D .Cif.C I.
Will
this
make
to
the
working
of
the
run at a higher speed ? The field-magnet is of soft cast iron, wound

with 5.5 lbs, of No. 20 S.W .G ., D.C.C. ; the diameter of yoke is.
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ins, bywithin
3'25 o'o625
ins. iAre
is2'375
running
n . ofthethedimensions
pole faces.right ? The armature
Withyoua will
lesserbenumber
in thespeed
slotstoit obtain
simply the
means
that
obligedoftoconductors
run at higher
re
quired voltage in proportion to the difference between the numbers
of the conductors, that is, half the number of conductors double

the speed and so on . We advise you to try the machine and see
what get
voltage
it gives
at about
revolutions
You
may
35 volts
or near
it if 2,400
the iron
is good per
; if minute.
not, the best
thing to do is to decrease the gap between the armature and pole
faces as much as practicable, and try again . If the core dimen
sions
are equal or near to the yoke dimensions, the machine should
do very well. We should prefer to use No. 22 gauge wire for the

field coils if you intend to work at 35 volts, as being more econo

mical as regards current. You could use No. 20 gauge wire for
the armature, and get a few more turns in if necessary. It will

carry the current quite safely.
(13,642)
Machine.
H . S.machine.
(Devon
port)
writesFour-plate
: I want to Wimshurst
build a four-plate
Wimshurst

Having read Mr. Tole's description in your issue of November 17th ,
1904 ; Mr. Percy Bown's description of February 9th , 1905 ; and
replies to queries at various periods, I am at a loss to decide upon
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I have cracked an ebonite cell : the crack isabout I in . long. How
can I repair same ? The cell is fitted with a wooden lid
cemented
in , I have tried filling up crack with cement, but the
acid works through in time.
rolled copper ; next cast copper or gun
(1 ) The best material is proportio
containing a large
metal
n of copper ; either of the last
two can be obtained from any good brass foundry . A very smal

soundness.
copper assists
in ensuring
proportio
inhasthea tendency
n ofissilver
contain
holes.Leclanché
air
(2) We
to
cast
copper
it
When
charge
try
should
understan
to
you
cannot
d why
accumulat
back
F . and
the
.
.M
E
If
batteries
not
ors.
are
they
;
resistance of the Leclanché cells were approximately the same
the current.
receive its share
of
of the accumulatorcharged
, it shouldparallel
as thataccumulat
to watch
is necessary
are receives inits proper itcurrent,
When
not
but does
that each set notorsonly
in series
discharge into the other cells ; therefore, always charge given
in
for 15 volts 2 amps. is
you can . (3 ) The winding
ifChapter
VI of “ A B C of Dynamo Design,” this being the output

selected in the example as worked out. No. 24 D .S.c , is given as
field-magnet.on Weas
and No,to22 uses.c.c,No.for 23thegauge.
armature winding,however,
the
should
and field ; about 1 lb Get
. for arma-can for both armature
much asbeyouinclined,

(4 )
ture and 1 lb . for field -magnet will be approximate weight.
and reaches the fully charged
When an accumulator becomes
is being charged
filled with small bubbles of gas, so
condition
, the liquid
has a milky appearance, and spits acid at the
much so thatboiling
surface as if it ; this condition is called gassing. It does not

hurt an accumulator to continue charging when this gassing is going

TPUTSTÄÄ
UTES

Spery 13642

length of sectors)
COLLECTORS FOR WIMSHURST MACHINE.
the following points , and would be grateful to have your advice .
( 1) Presuming that glass plates are better than ebonite, how are
they fixed to spindle ? They can be bought with central hole.
but
if screw holes are also provided , would this be a satisfactory
attachment ? (2 ) What cementing material could be used to fix
thin sheet tin sectors to glass or ebonite ? ( 3) Should the collectors
be ofBown
pointed
as per should
Mr. Tolethe,orbrushes
of flexible
as per?
Mr.
? Ifbrass,
the latter,
touchbrushes,
the sectors
(4 ) Would the arrangement of supports to collector arms shown
on tracing herewith be suitable ? Two glass supports as shown

seem to give
greatertherigidity
than toa form
tube one
through
neck ofof sup.
one
bottle.
I propose
condenser
of eachthediameter.
pair
ports,
and
to
consist
of
a
glass
tube,
it
ins,
outside
Is
there any objection to plaster-of-Paris i in , deep at bottom of tube,
then
2
ins.
of
small
shot
on
top
of
same
?
I
propose
the
outer
coating to be of tinfoil, 2 ins, high , with a narrow band of brass
at the bottom
to form
a finish
and also rod
for attachment
minals.
I propose
to insert
the , discharger
in the tops ofof ter
the

1 in(1). diameter
tubes,
Refer to THE MODEL ENGINEER of January 7th , 1904, page 23,
for method of fixing plates. It is a good plan to use a washer of

boss
very thin sheet rubber between each side of the plate and themust
and clamping ring . (2 ) Shellac varnish . (3) The collectors tinfoil
the
towards
point
and
to
near
very
are
pointsbutwhich
besectors,
do not touch them ; it is not usual to have onlybuta
as
shown in your drawing, and also by Mr. Tole,
point
single
to have several, as per sketch herewith . Mr. Tole , however, seems
It is important to avoid all points,
his results.
to be satisfied withelectricity
is collected , so as to minimise leakage ;
except where the

on the neutralising
the knobs A A . Brushes must beso used
hence
as to very gently brush
rods ; they should be of tinsel brass,
side
omitted the collectors in hisrods
against the sectors. Mr. Tolehe hasshows
;
are the neutralising
elevation drawing. What
his collectors are shown in Fig. 5 . (4 ) Your arrangement will do

a glass
for Leyden
glassa tubes
very well,
try different
can have
glass jar.jarsYoushould
complete
, so but
as totheforin
bottom

capacities of jar by varying the height of the inner and ofouter
the capacity will effect the character and rapidity the
coatings;
spark .
Alloy: ;(1) Charging
Cellsme; a Dynamo
W .(14,291]
A G . writes
Could you give
recipe of anWindings.
alloy suit
able for ENGINEER
making cornmutator
bars1, ofpage
small
(2) In THE
MODEL
34,dynamos
thereIn isseveral
a? diagram
for
connecting
up cells handbook
to charge No.
them in parallel.
answers

improves
is difficult
rathermarine
(5) Ebonite
onwith.; it Try
remedystuffis toa deal
new
The usual
glue itor. pitch.
cell,
(13,302]
s to Lathe.
W . H. C.
Banks)Fitting
writes : New
(Dee
been presented
I haveBearing
with a second-hand

lathe, which has seen a good deal of service. It is a screw -cutting
lathe of American pattern , with raised vees on straight bed , 4t- in .
mandrel runs split parallel bearings
centres
here ethere
is
a great deal of play, so inthat accurate work seems, and
impossibl
. The
headstock
has been raised apparentl
inserting
at
some
time
by
strips
about
y to bring up centre to correct
in , thick on top of vees,
filed asthethebrasses
after brasses had worn . I have
height
a little
matters,
now ,
caps are
but this has only partially mended
hard down, and I do not care to touch them . Any hints which
regard to the best way of going
able to give me with
you may
about the bejob would
be very welcome. I may
say that I am quite
thought of is
a beginner at lathe work , and the only way I have
to obtain a boring bar, made a good fit to the tailstock , and with
this to carefully bore out the brasses (after having been filled with

but II do not
by hand
bar by
metal)filleind thaposition
white
t this ,isworking
Having
practicabthei,bar
hand ;; but

Having filled your brasses, place headstock in centre of bed and
rig up a pair of strong wood standards each side
of it as bearings
carry the boring bar ; set the bar accurately to height and align
to
ment by testing its centres
with the poppet head centre placed
first one side and then on the other
up a temporary pulley
on the boring bar so as to get a very; rig
slow motion , and feed bar

through by means of the poppet head ; a spring should be fitted
SPRING

Wooo BEARINGS

overy15502

BED

FITTING NEW BEARINGS TO LATHE.
poppet centre

(see
of bar to press the centre against
at other). end
sketch
As travel will be limited , you can bore the bearings one
at a time. You could adopt the plan of accurately supporting the
mandrel in position and casting the white metal round it whilst
it is in place , pouring it through holes in the top brasses. If you
do this the bearing brasses and mandrel should be nicely warmed
to prevent chilling of the metal. The mandrel can be accurately

centred by the help of the poppet head centre, and be held in place

by wood supports clamped to the bed .

The News of the Trade.

to queries in THE MODEL ENGINEER lately I have noticed it is con
sidered not good practice to do so , and that the cells should be
charged in series.
I have
charging batteries
a small 4se-volt
accumulator
in parallel
with been
two Leclanche
veral pocket
times.
In what way will it affect the cells ? (3) Kindly give windings for
the dynamo described in " TheABC of Dynamo Design " for an
output of 15 volts 2 amps. The armature will be wound as Fig . 1o.

Lincoln Industrial Exhibition .
An Art and Industrial Exhibition will be held at Lincoln from
August 22nd to 25th inclusive, and prizes, open to competitors
Kingdom
of 198
will
, to theof value
residing anywhere in theofUnited
ironwork
examples
machinery,
, wood
be awarded for models
work , carving , painting, and photography. The last date for

(4) Please explain the meaning of an accumulator gassing ? (5)

Mr. R . A . MacBrair, Hon . Sec., Corporation Offices, Lincoln,

entries is August ist, and full particulars may be obtained fron

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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The Editor's Page .
WING to the large number of entries received
during the last few days of themonth for the
“ Gauge ” Competition , which has just
closed , it has not been possible to adjudge
them with the despatch we should have liked . We
hope, however, to be able to send prizes to all
successful competitors within a few days of the
issue of this number.

In connection with the article on page 578 of our
last volume, describing a self-acting feed for a hand
planer , the Liverpool Castings Company write

July 13, 1905.

C . H . R . (Prescot). - We thank you for your letter
and plan for a model railway . You do not in
clude sufficient practicaldata to warrant publica
tion .
A . H . G . (Ealing).- We would advise you to pur
chase - The Compound Engine," by W . J.
Tennant, A .M .I.Mech.E ., price 2s. 6d. net, or
25. 9d . post free from this office. This will
enable you to clear up your difficulties.
L . S. (Wimbledon ). — Many of the fine iron castings
now obtainable are machine moulded . You will
find malleable iron and cast steel very useful

materials in the construction of small power
engines, and, if you are likely to duplicate your
engines, a cheaper method than forging the parts.
Patterns for cast steel should not be very intricate

us that the attachment illustrated is identical with
that fitted to their medium size planing machines,
as made for them by Messrs. Shaw Bros., and they

Notices.

take exception to its being described by our con
being made. The writer of the article, in reply to a
letter from us, states that he has seen several feeds
similar to the one described , and that as he had
built a planing machine fitted with this device, the
article sent was intended merely to describe a
piece of amateur work, and not with the idea of
claiming any originality for the design . We think
the Liverpool Castings Company are entitled to the
acknowledgment which they claim , and we would
ask other readers who may at any time send in de
scriptions of work they have done to make it quite
clear as to whether the design described is original

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender' s name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions , whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance .
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per

or not.

All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26 – 29 ,

tributor without any acknowledgment of its origin

all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects.

annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.

Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
mentManager.

How to ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to be addressed

to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26 - 29 . Poppin 's Court

E Vertisements anandd dedeposits
erAll," Street,
VEB .CRT. ISEMtoENadvertisements
DeFleet
n
26 - 20.London
PE AD, relating
correspondence

to bo

addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , “ The Model Bagi
neer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , B .C .
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C .

Answers to Correspondents.
F . B . (Bradford). — Yes, all the back numbers for
1904 are in print. They can be supplied post
free 3d . each .
1. C . (Hull). - You will probably find a tool-holder
more convenient and economical for a small
lathe than solid forged tools. There are several
good patterns on the market ; see the lists issued
by those of our advertisers who supply tools.
F . H . T . (Edinburgh ). — The address of the Institu
tion of Mechanical Engineers is Storey 's Gate,
St. James's Park , London, S . W . .
H . C . (London, S .W .). - You will find a fine collec
tion of marine engine models at the Victoria and
Albert Museum , South Kensington ; many of
them are shown in motion .

.

L . N . (Clapham ). - We thank you for the recipe,
which we will use in an early issue.
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[ The asterisk (* ) denotes thatthis subject is illustrated.]
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K . L . (Sheffield ).-- Full particulars of windings for
various outputs are given in our sixpenny hand
book, “ Small Dynamos and Motors.”
E . F . C . (Brixton ). — The Allan Company's two new
boats are the first turbine ocean liners, though
several smaller passenger boats have been run
ning for some time on river and short sea passages.
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A Model High - Speed Vertical Engine.
By S. P . LOWE.

MR. S . P . LOWE's MODEL High -SPEED VERTICAL ENGINE .
THE accompanying photographs illustrate a
model high -speed engine which I have made
in my spare time from a set of castings
which I bought from one of the former advertisers

in this journal. The cylinder is 2 ins. bore by
1 } ins, stroke, and is bored out, in accordance with

the best practice, so that the working surface of the

cylinder is just equal to the stroke of the piston ,
thus preventing any ridge being formed.
The engine is very massive throughout, and is
designed for hard work , running very quietly at
high speeds.

The piston -rod and crosshead are machined up
from one mild steel forging, the latter being fitted
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with split brasses to take up wear. The piston is of
cast iron , fitted with two cast-iron rings machined
throughout. The connecting -rod is a mild steel
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Workshop Notes and Notions..

forging, the big end being fitted with split brasses
for wear.
The crank is machined up from a steel casting .

(Reiders
are invited to contribute short practical # ems for this
column , based on their own workshop experience . Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
ing to meril. AU matter intended for this column should be

The main bearings are of gunmetal, and are fitted
into journals previously milled out in the bedplate.
The bearing surface is very long, thus ensuring easy
running and durability .
All the bolts on the bearings and on the big end
ofthe connecting-rod are fitted with lock nuts.
The flywheel is 5 ins. diameter, of cast iron,
keyed to the shaft. The shaft is extended outside
the end bearing to permit of a pulley being fitted
if necessary .

The cylinder is supported by a turned steel
column and the main frame, the latter forming the

bottom cover of the cylinder. A splash guard is
fitted underneath the eccentric to catch any oil.

The oil box seen in the photograph lubricates the

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)

A Lathe Indicator.
By C. S.
In order to make this indicating tool which I
send a sketch of, I took a piece of 1 by i.in , iron
and got the blacksmith to forge it the shape I
wanted. I then made a small pointer with a ball
on the end, of tool steel, then made a spring out of
a light piece ofbrass wire, and fixed it to rest against
the pointer. This tool shows about four times the
amount that the job is out, and it is very easy to
set the job true. - American Machinist.
-

- -

A LATHE
INDICATOR .

- -- - -** *
:

Spring

- ---

- - - - -

main bearings, the slide and the crosshead, and is
fitted with drip taps to each pipe. The outside
bearing is fitted with an oil cup. The cylinder is
lubricated by a two-cock lubricator placed on the
top cover. A two-cock blow -off drainer is also
fitted to the cylinder, and a blow -off tap to the steam
chest. The valve spindle is prolonged through the
steam chest to the gunmetal guide above the latter,

thus giving good bearing to the spindle. The
cylinder is covered with asbestos, and lagged with
sheet Russian iron and brass bands. The engine is
designed to give } h .-p . at 2000 revolutions per
minute with a pressure of 60 lbs.
Unfortunately, having only a 7-in . by 14 -in . steel
biler, I have never been able to really test the full
capabilities of the engine,as the boiler cannot supply
sufficient steam . The bedplate is of cast iron , and

the whole engine weighs about 35 lbs.

- --- 2 .

.

- --

A Combined Drill Jig and Cramp.
By " SREgor.”

The accompanying sketches illustrate a combined
drilling jig and cramp, and is particularly useful
when drilling tubes, lugs, and stays , or any class
eDrill hole
779

Cromp screw (A )
Cramp
Lug and
lube in position

COMBINED

DRILLING JIG
AND

The

engine is painted a deep chocolate and lined
with silver paint, which gives it a very smart

CRAMP.

appearance.

N . E . R . ELECTRIC TRAINS. — The cost of working
trains electrically on the North -Eastern Railway is,
according to Mr. Wilson Worsdell of that line, 5.7d.
per train mile ; the average train , however, is only
composed of 2.75 cars.

Drill hole
of brazing work which requires drilling and pegging
together before brazing. As will readily be seen ,
the parts can be drilled while the cramp is holding
them together. It also forms a guide for the drills ,

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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sur
which prevents the drill striking lyoff the round
s, unless
face of the tubing, which general happen
a deep point has been previously formed with a
centre punch . The latter is, of course, unnecessary

using the jig . The body of jig can bemade
when
from an ordinary malleable casting, as used for a
hole
cramp. When the screw Ad is fitted , a suitabledrilled
for the work to be operate upon should be
through screw and bottom jaw of cramp. The
UNA

@ 7. Dan

LY
TOO CLAMP

DRILL

-

ST

metal is parallelwith thelathe bed . Drill through
set

with the drill it is required to hold , and fix in a
screw (a ).
A set of these will well repay the trouble spent
upon them as they hold the drill always dead true
without damaging it in any way.

Casting Lead Tops on Carbon Plates without
Sand .

By “ Round SQUARE .”
The following is the method I use for casting
lead tops on battery carbons : First cut a piece
out of carbon plate to allow a brass, cheese-headed
screw to rest in ; this is for the terminal. Cut a

few notches around the edges of plate to give the
lead a better grip ; then proceed to wrap some half
dozen turns of stout brown paper round the carbon ,
about } in . below screw -head, and on top of this a
further wrapping of paper the depth you need the
lead , the whole afterwards being firmly bound with
twine. It is then ready for pouring the molten

CENTRE
LINE
FACE PLATE

LAINE DED
HOLDING DRILL IN LATHE .

# Topped

hole should be central with pin , and continued
through jaw when screw is down against jaw .
This enables the operator to drill a hole in the
tube from each end of cramp, instead of having to
use a long drill to pass through thetube. As shown
in sketch , the jaw of cramp should have some

rough teeth filed in to grip the parts to be
operated upon and prevent the cramp slipping off
thework . The cramp screw should be of fine pitch ,
and be a fairly tight fit in the cramp ; otherwise
it is advisable to fit a lock -nut on screw to prevent

itslacking off when drilling.
A Useful Drill- Holder.
By A . E . SMITH.
It is often required to drill holes up to about
* in . in work revolving in the chuck or face
plate. Owing to the small size of the hole, the

use of a boring tool is impossible, and to ama
d

teurs who are not prepare to forge their own flat
Obtain several pieces of brass or steel about

drills, the following note may be of use :

2 } ins. long and 1 in . wide, and about 1 in . higher
00000001

Twine

Pourherlead
leod
-

o
n
Tit Brow
poper
Tube
Corbon
- - - - . . . JUR

First layers 1
of brown popest

Second love

:

lead in the top opening ; when cold , the paper can

be removed . The writer hasused the same method
to cast lugs on accumulator plates by making a
binding
tube of brown paper on a lead pencil, and how
this
same to the plate. The sketch explains
was accomplished.

e

in

"
Topped
bed á

A DOUBLE
STUD
DRIVER .

Twine

Accumulator
e
plal

CASTING LEAD TOPS ON CARBON PLATES.
than the lathe centre when tightly clamped on the

slide-rest
.
After squaring
the ends, mark accurate centres,
and fix tightly in the clamp, seeing that the drill

A Double Stud Driver.

By J. H . P . BOLDERO .
Procure a piece of good hexagon steel in . across
the flats and in . long ; square the ends with a
file, then set outtop and bottom as shown in sketch
for fin . by 4-in . tapping holes respectively. After
having drilled and tapped these, procure a f-in . set
screw in . long, and having a locknut on it ; screw
this in from the top side - i.e., as at B . If this fits
all right, take out the screw again , and carefully

harden the point to prevent it burring up ; then
set as shown for in .studs, or for { -in . studs, as the
casemay be. This willbe found a very handy tool.
GERMAN COAL BRIQUETS. - The output of coal

is exactly opposite the punch -mark , while the back

briquets in Germany in 1904 was 11,413,497 tons,
which exceeded the output of 1903 by 937, 297 tons,
which figures show the growing importance of the

centre touches the other. This ensures that the

briquetting industry .
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A Gold -Leaf Electroscope.
By NATHAN SHARPE.
THE instrument, which is described below is
one which can be made very cheaply, and
it will be found to be as reliable and sensitive
as any dealer's article costing a much higher price .
The materials used in its construction are as
follows :-- A wide-mouthed , square, clear glass jam
or pickle-jar, measuring about 21 ins. by 2 } ins. by
5 } ins. ; 6 ins. of 3- 16ths in . brass rod ; a circular
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will fit tightly over the rod. Cut off a piece
about
in . long, and drive it on to the rod
until the edge next the reduced end is about 34 ins.
from the same. Pin , and sweat with soft sold er,
then put it in the lathe. Turn up the edge next

the small end, square, but round off the other edge.
Now take the round -in . piece of scrap . Drill a
3- 16ths in . hole through the centre, and chuck it
in the lathe. Clean it up on both sides, and bevel
the edge of one face . Remove it from the lathe,.
3000000000
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and slip it on to the brass rod , bevelled edge upper

disc of brass about it ins. diameter, and between
fin , and 1 in . in thickness (a cylinder cover casting
will do nicely ) ; two pieces of oak - one pieceabout
51 ins. square, the other 3 ins. square by 2 ins.
thick ; two india -rubber washers, and about a foot
of black rubber tube, such as chemists sell for use
with sucking bottles. Some other small items will
will be required during the course of construction ,

but the scrap heap will supply all these.
Take the piece of oak, 54 ins. square by about
i in . thick, and centre it on a faceplate. In one
side, cut a recess & in . deep by 4 ins. broad. At
the same time, reduce the square block to circular
form , about 5 ins. diameter. Now reverse the work ,
face the other side and the edge, and turn the
moulding. Now cut a disc of thin wood (cigar
boxwood will do ) to fit into the recess tightly .
After having found the centre (of the thick piece),
describe a circle equal to the largest diameter of

the bottle ; inside this circle, describe a square the
same size as the base of the bottle, and cut out
with saw , hammer and chisel. Trim up with a
rasp or coarse file until the jar will fit tightly
enough to enable the base to be lifted along with
the air. Glue in the thin wood disc , and sand
paper and varnish . Now chuck the 3 ins. by 3 ins.
by 2 ins. piece, and turn up about a half to two
thirds its thickness until it fits loosely in the neck
of the jai. About half way down , turn a V -groove.
Reverse, and turn up the upper face to about
23 ins. diameter, and bevel the edge. Remove it
from the chuck, and bore through the centre of it
a 1 in . hole, working from the centre of both sides .
Sandpaper up smooth and varnish , using good
shellac varnish .

Now take in hand the 3-16ths in . rod . Chuck it
in the lathe, and turndown a length of in . to

A GOLD-LEAF ELECTROSCOPE .

3-32nds in , and screw it. Screw the other end for
about in , the full size. After this has been done,

most, until it butts against the square shoulder of
the tube. Now slip on a rubber washer , and then
the wooden top. Next to that put on the other
washer, and then a thin brass washer. Press the
whole well together, and mark just where the brass

search the scrap heap for some į in . or 3-16ths in .
sheet brass, a very small piece being necessary .
From this cut a piece á in . square, and another
piece about in . diameter, round. Clean up the

washer rests against the standard. Remove every

edges of the square piece, and in the middle of one

thing now , and drill a hole to take a brass taper

edge put a centre dot. About | in . directly below

pin , about 1-16th in , at its smallest part, and

it , but on one of the flat sides, put another dot.
Drill the latter dot with a 3-16ths in . drill ,
and very carefully drill a hole from the edge
into it 3-32nds in . tapping size. Tap the latter
hole, and screw in the reduced end of the
brass rod to make sure that it will fit. Unscrew
the rod, and, with a countersink bit or larger

long.

drill, remove any burr from all three openings .
Now file down the brass until it is less than 1-16th

in . at the side opposite the tapped hole, tapering
the metal gently towards that side. Polish up
smooth with emery cloth .

Take up again the piece of 3-16ths inch
rod and procure a short piece of brass tubing, which

in .

Now take in hand the cylinder cover casting.
This should be of as plain a type as is procurable,
the one used by the writer being flat on both sides,
except for a h-in . central boss on one face
Centre dot and drill as nearly in the centre as
possible, a 3- 16ths-in , tapping hole, and tap it 3-16ths
in . It will be found necessary to clear through the
hole with a plug tap, but any piece of steel of a
suitable length , and screwed 3- 16ths in . diameter,
will do quite as well, the object being to make the
fit of the pillar into the table such as will require
no vice to enable it to be driven home. Now chuck
the disc, and turn it up on both sides and edge
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true with the central hole . The edge must be care
fully rounded off.
After the table has been turned up, the pillar

should be screwed tightly into it , and secured by
carefully and lightly riveting over the end. The

whole should now again be chucked , and the riveting
cleaned up , and the whole thoroughly polished with
a soft rag, a high speed , and some globe polishing
paste. Holding the polished parts in a duster,
pass the various parts on to the rod in their order
thus : Thick brass washer, bevelled face next
table ; rubber washer ; now 2 ins. of rubber
tubing ; over this slip the varnished top ; rubber
washer ; thin brass washer ; then pin up. The

brass support for the leaves should now be screwed

53

cutting through both thicknesses. Now take up
the stopper, and smear very thinly with very dilute
gum arabic the square at the bottom of the stalk .
Lift off the upper thickness of paper from the gold
strips, and lift them by pressing down the gummed
brass upon them , one side to each . Great care.
should be taken to have the strips square with one
another, and with the brass. Trim the leaves until
they are about 2 ins. long over all. It will be found
advisable to place a few lumps of calcium chloride
in the bottom of the jar, for the purpose of absorb
ing any moisture which may find its way in . Now
very carefully close down the stopper tightly. The
instrument should be slightly warmed to remove
any external moisture before use.

CHOLESTEROL

Fig . 1. - A PART OF MR. SYDNEY L . SOLOMON'S MODEL RAILWAY.

( Photograph taken from the Window , see Fig . 2, page 54.)
on . Before going any further, take the remaining
rubber tubing, and lay it round the V -groove in the
stopper, cut off any surplus, and join the ends of
the packing piece with rubber solution . If it is
desired to lacquer the bright brass work , it should
be done now , all except the top surface of the
table. When the joint has set, the tubing ring
should be slipped into its groove, and when the
stopper is fitted into the neck of the bottle, the
rubber should press evenly on the glass all round,
forming an airtight joint. We are now practically
ready to attach the leaves. Having procured a book
of gold -leaf, proceed to transfer a leaf to a previously
folded piece of paper. This is best done by opening
the book of leaf, carefully laying the paper over
the gold , inverting every thing very carefully , then

lift away the book , and closing down the fold over
the leaf. In working with leaf, be very careful not

to breathe upon it, or very likely that particular
leaf will be of no more use.
Having folded down the paper, mark lightly on

its upper surface three lines, each } in , apart from
its neighbour, in such a position that they will pass
pretty well over the middle of the sheet.

Now with a ruler and a very keen penknife , cut
down through the paper along the marked lines,

My Model Railway.
By SYDNEY L . SOLOMON.
THE railway illustrated herewith I started
1 making about seven years ago . My brother
having completed the Doris engine (which
members of the Society no doubt remember having
seen running on the track ), we found it absolutely
necessary to have a line for running the engine. I
found that wooden lines were of no use for a decent
model. I might here mention that I had previously
made two elaborate permanent ways of wood , and
they answered the purpose fairly well for the small
locomotives of the tin variety .
The gauge is 31 ins. ; the rails are made from
strips, of wrought iron , jin , deep by } in . broad ;
it, is purchased in lengths of 6 ft, and makes a very
satışfactory .pertanent way. The chairs are made
from brass castings, cast in lengths of 9 ins., and
then c 'it into pieces - ir .. broad , each one drilled
with three holes ---one each 'side and one in the
middle ; the latter takes a metal screw which goes
into the rail, this having been marked out before

hand and then drilled and tapped . The chairs are
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fastened to sleepers, these being spaced about 3 } ins.
from centre to centre, but a little closer at points
and crossings. The rail joints are supported with
a chair in . wide, with a screw in each rail. There
is an immense deal of work in laying down a per

manent way of this description , but it seldom gets
out of order ; if I were making a fresh track I
should certainly use the new permanent way which

is now made, but which was not obtainable when
I started . The whole line is laid on a good founda
tion ; this, I find, is an important item .
The railway is 23 ft. long, but reaches 27 ft, on
the branch line. This is the limit of length I can
have in the present room . There is an up and
down main , a siding line which leads to the sheds,
and a single branch line which divides into two
after leaving the main : the whole running line
amounts to about 120 ft.
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Notes on Locomotive Practice.
By Chas. S. LAKE.
TANK LOCOMOTIVES ON BRITISH RAILWAYS.
(Continued from page 1o .)
DERHAPS the best example of the 046- 2
type of locomotive to be found on a British
railway is that illustrated in Fig . 23, which
shows one of themost recent additions of its kind
to the locomotive stock of the London , Brighton
and South Coast Railway Engines of this class
are performing meritorious service on the suburban
services of the line, and are not infrequently em
ployed for hauling heavy excursion and other trains
on the main line between London and Brighton ,

etc ., at respectable rates of speed . The boiler is
high pitched, and has ample heating surface, whilst
the proportions of thewheels and cylinders are well
Poltoral calculated to produce a powerful engine, and one
O Box
which may be relied upon for all round usefulness
and adaptability to varying circumstances. Stan
dard “ Brighton " details are employed throughout;
the cylinders have the steam chests below them ,
ir Window
inclined in the opposite direction to themselves ,
Tool
and Stephenson link motion is employed. Steam
ches/
sanding gear is fitted at both ends of the coupled
Door Bench
wheels, and the equipment throughout is of a
description . The cylinders are 18 ins.
· Fig . 2. - A PLAN OF RAILWAY
MR. S. L .. SOLOMON'S MODEL modern
diameter by 26 stroke ; coupled wheels, 5 ft. 6 ins.
diameter ; total heating surface , 1211.69 sq . ft. ;
working steam pressure, 160 lbs. ; total weight
There are sixteen signals, nine points, and two
disc signals for cross-over road . The line being
(loaded ). 58 tons.
The Great Eastern Railway possess a large
divided into two sections, these are controlled
number of small six -coupled locomotives specially
from a signal-box and a ground frame ; the latter
designed by Mr. Holden for working the Enfield
can be seen in the distance. Originally it had only
branch traffic, in which trains of seventeen coaches,
four levers, but these are now increased to nine.
equivalent (loaded ) in weight to 277 tons, have to be
The points are connected by brass wire, in .
hauled a distance of 10 miles in 40 minutes, with
diameter, running in guides. There is one facing
fourteen intermediate stations to call at. The first
point bar and lock fitted and point detector ; this
engine of the design illustrated was, put to work
has worked capitally many hundreds of times, and
as long ago as 1890 , and the design has been ad
ensures the point being properly closed and so saves
hered to in all its main features ever since.
derailment. An adjusting apparatus is fitted to all
the point rods as the changes in temperature affect
The latest additions to the class have slightly
altered dimensions, and others of the sametype are
the movement. The distant signals are all slotted ;
now being altered to bring them into line with the
the disc signals are fitted with small oil lamps,
newer examples. Thecylinders are 161by 22 ins. ;
which burn very well, but are a lot of trouble, and
six coupled wheels, 4 ft. diam . ; total heating sur
in the future should like to fit all with electric light.
face, 988:17 sq. ft . ; grate area, 14 :5 sq . ft . ; working
Being particularly interested in signalling, I have
devoted a great amount of time to the signals and
steam pressure, 180 lbs. ; total weight (loaded ),
42 tons 9 cwts.
everyone is in its correct position for controlling
the movements of the trains. The arms are
Themost powerful class of tank engine employed
in suburban passenger service on the railways of
cut from sheet brass and riveted to the spectacle
this country is that illustrated in the M . E . for No
plates and are mounted on brass, connections to
vember 19th , 1903 (soon after their first appear
the counter weights being made with 1-16th in .
brass wire.
ance). They were built to the design of Mr.
The rolling-stock consists of three locomotives,
H . A . Ivatt, Locomotive Engineer of the
a small four-coupled shunting engine, a six-wheeled
Great Northern Railway, for working the heaviest
suburban passenger traffic between Moorgate
outside cylinder single driver engine; and the
Street terminus and outlying stations on the
Doris, which has a single driver and a leading
company's main line in the London district. As
bogie. Then , as can be seen in the illustration ,
originally designed, the engines had heavier boilers
there are two wagons, one carriage 'trick and a
and longer side tanks, but the total weight proved
guard's van . These were built bº my brother and
too much for the track (other than that on the G . N .
all provided with axle spränigs and spring buffers,
main line) ; consequently lighter boilers were fitted
and run very smoothly . . . . . . . . . : : :
*
A platform is fitted at eiend of. ilre tine close
to the subsequent engines, and smaller side tanks,
whilst the pioneer engine was altered to allow it to
to which is a turntable and a pit. Thebuffer stops
are fitted with spring' buffers. The sleepers and
conform to the required restrictions of weight.
The eight coupled wheels are 4 ft . 71 ins. diameter ,
foundation are stained a dark brown, and the rail
and are spread over a wheelbase of 17 ft. 8 ins.,
way stands about 3 ft. from the floor.
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the totalwheelbase being 25 ft. 2 ins. The cylinders
of wheels. The valves work above them through
the medium of a rocking-shaft, the gear being of
the ordinary Stephenson pattern . The engines
are noted for rapid acceleration ,forwhich ,of course,
they are admirably adapted , and the present
totalweight of 70 tons 5 cwts. is decidedly moderate
are inside, driving the crank axle of the second pair

under the circumstances. The cylinders are 20
by 26 ins. ; coupled wheels, 4 ft. 7 ins. diameter ;
total heating surface, 1043.7 sq . ft . ; grate area ,
17 .8 sq . ft. ; working pressure, 175 lbs. per sq . in ;
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and tank capacity , 1500 .gallons.
With the increasing attention now being devoted

to electric traction, and the known advantages of
that system of conducting local and suburban

traffic, it is more than probable, of course, that

tank locomotives will gradually disappear from our
railways ; but the process will be a slow one, and
it will be many years, presumably , before any
appreciable difference has been made in themethods
of working local traffic. Still, it is certain that the
tank engine will be the first to go , for even the most
hardened enthusiast and upholder of electric
traction would hardly be so foolish as to say that

long-distancelmain line express passenger and goods
traffic on railways will be dealt with by means of

.LB&SCR IX
-C23
PA
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electric propulsion for a very long time to come.
Even in the case of tank engines, the thin edge of
the wedge which is to bring about their disappear
ance from the field of regular operations on railways

has hardly yet been properly inserted ; but it is,
nevertheless, almost certain that we aie to see,
within the next few years, a remarkable develop
ment in electrical methods in connection with
railway traction in local districts.

The Latest in Engineering.
Record Airship Flight. - The celebrated
Lebaudy airship recently created a new record

flight. It ascended from the ground at 4 .25 a .m .,
and continued in the air without even its guide
rope touching the ground for 3 hours in minutes,
subjected to manoeuvring tests all the time, going
to and fro between Moisson and Fieneuse, and re
peatedly circling the clock tower at the latter

not coming to ground again before 7 .36 . It was

.
IG

place.
Locomotives and Railway Wagons in
Private Grounds. - Our attention has been called
to proposed regulations under the Factory and
Workshop Act of 1901 for “ the use of locomotives,
wagons, and other rolling stock on lines of rails
or sidings in any factory or workshop .” These will,

299(

if carried out, render it impossible to work many
narrow lines of rail for removing coke, lime, and
other commodities in gasworks and factories,
and as notice of objection has to be given by

the 21st inst., there is no time to be lost in taking
the necessary steps. The notice required to be
given in the first instance is, we believe, purely
formal ; and the specific objections can be put
into more detailed form later, when possibly a
hearing will be granted . Any firm affected by the
Act should communicate with Mr. Taylor, the
secretary to the London Waterside Manufacturers'

Association , at Messrs. Tate & Sons, 21, Mincing
Lane, London , E .C .
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minium , so -called corundum . These two layers

Thermit

whilst still liquid are poured rapidly over the rim
of the crucible. It is not difficult to distinguish

For Alumino- Thermic Welding.
THE two elements of most frequent occurrence
on our planet are oxygen and aluminium .
By producing in a suitable manner the
chemical combination of these two , a temperature
is created , which is about equal

between the slag which flows first and the brightly
glittering overheated metal.

To demonstrate
the heat
created through
by this chemical
reaction,
a hole may
be burned
a 1-in .
wrought-iron plate.

It is noticed that in this case the crucible is

to that of the electric arc light.
On this discovery is based the

Alumino - Thermic system of
welding. Which is the proper
manner of combining aluminium
with oxygen ? By taking not
the atmospheric oxygen , but the
solid oxygen contained in the
oxides ; these are mixed with
finely granulated or pulverised
aluminium . The resulting mix
ture is the heat producer. The
next aim is to produce this great
heat in the simplest and most
efficacious manner, and then to
discover the fields on which it
can be applied to most advan

THERMET

HREI
6 . SC
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tage,

The first important discovery
in observing the properties of
this mixture was that when ig
nited in one spot thecombustion
continued throughout the whole
mass without any supply of heat
from outside. Themass is placed
in crucibles which are not in
contact with any external source

Fig . 2. - THERMIT RAIL WELDING WITHOUT CLAMPS.

of heat, and the combustion ,
tapped from the bottom , so as to allow

the pure iron , which has a temperature
of about 3000° C . (5,400° F .), to run

out first. The hole is perfectly smooth
edged ; the heat is so concentrated that
the plate is still cold after the reaction.
Nearly fifty years ago attempts were

made to apply the reducing properties

of aluminium . Without exception, the
experimenters heated their compounds
externally. The reaction was always
so violent that they could only operate
with very small quantities. It will
easily be seen that to arrive at alumino .
thermics on a commercial scale from
such a starting point required patient
study and assiduous work . Each of .
themixtures, although made according
to simple chemical rules, required study
ing out by itself .

The formula for

gunpowder or dynamite sound fairly
simple, but it requires more than a
mere mixture of the ingredients to ob

tain any effect sufficient for industrial
requirements,
Fig . 1. - WELDING A TRAMWAY RAIL WITH THERMIT, USING CLAMPS. R .Considering the innumerable details
connected with the application of so
once started , embraces the wholemass in a very short
new and practically unknown a force, it is not
time. This is the essence of alumino -thermics.
surprising that only since about a year ago the
In the crucible after the reaction there are two
process has been introduced on a large and com
layers. The bottom one is pure metal of equal
mercial scale.
weight to , but occupying only one-third of the
The most important of these welding processes

space of, the top layer, which is now oxide of alu

is the one by which a continuous rail - a necessity
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of modern tramway road construction — is simply,
cheaply, and effectively obtained . Engineers in
America, in which no less than 25,000 miles of
single track are in existence, are watching the good
results obtained in Europe with this system .
European authorities recognise its advantages over
all its competitors , about 20 ,000 joints having been
welded by this process since about a year ago in
forty cities of the old world .
A marked advantage enjoyed by this system is

ticularly great. Under hydraulic pressure the
break occurs outside the welded zone, as with the
iron shoe welded on to the section the joint is really
stronger than the rail .

The use of the rail-clamps is, however, by no
means obligatory. Without them the work is still
further simplified , as the time necessary for adjust
ing the heavy clamps and for chiselling off the up

set is saved . By practical experience it has been

the absence of any bulky equipment ; all that is
required is a crucible, a mould -box, and, in some
instances, where a complete butt-weld of the head
of the rail is desired , a rail-clamp. All these

materials , including the necessary quantity of the
welding compound, can easily be moved on a hand
truck . Each weld, according to section requires
from 15 to 20 lbs, of the compound.
Even where a rail-clamp is used the time em
ployed is less than that necessary for fixing fish
plates and copper bonds. The mould is made
according to a model designed specially for each
section . Its two parts, one on each side, firmly

Fig . 4. - FORMS AND MOULDS FOR RAIL WELDING .
a ,Model for the lip side with mould shell; 6, Appli
ance used when ramming the sand in ; c, Model
for tread side ; d , Finished half of mould for
lip side ; e, Half ofmould shell for tread side ;
f, Finished half of mould for tread side,

Fig . 3. - COMPLETE OUTFIT FOR RAIL BENDING.
enclose and exactly fit the rail. They are made
on a large scale by manufacturers of refractory
earthenware, or according to the requirements of
the trolley lines, in the repair shops, by tamping an
ordinary mixture of china clay and loam into a sheet
iron case placed over the model, which has after
wards to be dried during a couple of hours at a

temperature of some 100° C . The cost is only a
few pence (Fig . 4 ).
The iron running out of the crucible flows round
the web and foot of the rail and, melting them ,
forms one mass with them . The liquid slag which
follows the metal is diverted to the top of the rail
and brings the latter to welding heat. The whole
section is thus heated equally, and the rail ends will
not buckle ,

The weld can be made with or without rail
clamps. In the former case the rail ends are butted
together by tightening the screw two or three
minutes after the run. By using the rail-clamps a
perfect butt-weld , without even the smallest slit,
is obtained ; the slight and very short upset can be

10 10
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Fig . 5. - CRUCIBLES FOR THERMIT WELDING OF
RAILS.

found that the weld without clamps is quite sufficient.
Of late the clamps are being used less and less .
The use of clamps is based chiefly on theoretical
considerations. Even a butt-weld can be obtained
without clamps, particularly with rails already
embedded . At Barmen (Germany ) such work was

easily removed . The rigidity of the joint is par- į done very successfully about a year and a half ago
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The old fish -plates were taken off, the ends of the
rails were raised slightly by mean of a crowbar,
and a shim firmly wedged in between ; in this case
the shim is welded into the head of the rail.
When welding new rails not yet embedded , the
use of rail-clamps can be obviated by firmly wedg

ing up the rail from the next succeeding joint.
Working without clamps, the time consumed
per joint equals three-quarters of an hour for one
man ; trained squads of four men , including fore

Some Ingenious Models.
X

E

are pleased to be able to show in the
accompanying illustrations some very ex
cellent examples of model making executed

by Mr. Louis Nicole, who, for a long time past, has
been an enthusiastic reader of our paper. These
models possess an especial interest from the fact

man , did not use nearly so much time. At 45. 6d.
per day the wages item of cost is about 4d. per joint.
The use of the clamps doubles this amount. All

Eccentric

other labour connected with welding remains the

same, whether clamps are used or not. The
mould , which must be dry and porous, is screwed
on to the rail and the rims touching the rail are
carefully smeared with clay. Before doing so , how
ever, the rail ends are cleaned of dirt and rust with
a wire brush , and slightly warmed ; a sand blast is
superfluous .

In case the tops of the rails are to be butt
welded , the section has to be filed . This is all that
is required in the way of preparatory work . A
true alignment of the rail is, of course, an indis
pensable precaution . The rails require no bolt
holes, as no provisional fish -plates are necessary .
It will be recognised that none of this work de
mands special training. A certain supervision to
see that it is done carefully is a matter of course.

The welding is done automatically, and does not

BITA

require the trained eye of an expert welder.
In case of wet weather, the protection of a few
planks is desirable to prevent the mould and com

pound getting wet.
The next and only remaining appliancè necessary
for welding by the Alumino-Thermic process is the

crucible (Fig. 5). This consists of a sheet iron
mantle lined with magnesia. It is of simple con

Valve rod

То ритр - II

FIG . 1. - DIAGRAM SHOWING HOW BOTH PUMP AND
VALVE ARE OPERATED BY ONE ECCENTRIC .

struction, the lining being introduced by tamping

it round a cone which is suspended in the middle
magnesia stone provided with exchangeable out
lets, which will stand nine to ten runs. The
crucible, with the cone in it, is placed in the furnace

of the mantle. The bricom is formed by a hard

for only two hours, and finally brought to glow
heat. It is then ready for use. Crucibles will
stand about twenty -five reactions, and the wear

and tear will, therefore, amount to only a few pence
per joint. The welding compound is supplied in
small bags containing the exact weight which is
needed to effect the weld . These are called weld
ing portions, and are sold as such to the tramway
contractors. The contractors who make their own

Shaft

TILink

Steel Hul
plate
To eccentric LAB
Fig . 2. -- PUMP ROCKER AND SLOTTED LINK.
that Mr. Nicole has been working under conditions
of considerable disadvantage, having had no
training whatever in the use of tools or in engi

crucibles and moulds will, therefore, have to pay
freight only on the welding portions, which is con
siderably less than that on fish -plates and bolts. The
Essen Workshave a plant to supply over 500 welding
portions daily.
( To be continued .)

neering science, and having no model-making
friends to whom he could turn for advice or assist

LONG DISTANCE TRAINS. -- The New York City
and Pennsylvania Railway Company's first 18-hour
trains between New York and Chicago , a distance
of 912 miles, both eastbound and westbound ,
arrived three minutes ahead of time. One stretch
average speed - says Reuter - was a mile a minute ,

model work other than his own , and when we asked
him to show some of his productions at the last
Conversazione of the Society of Model Engineers,
he hesitated , feeling doubtful whether his models
would be worthy of the inspection of such experts
as are to be found in the ranks of that Society .
Our persuasive powers prevailed however, and
many of our readers will doubtless remember with

excluding the Ferry trip .

pleasure the admirable models he sent to that
gathering. Mr. Nicole is a musician by profession ,

of 131 miles was covered in 1144 minutes . The
and that was maintained for four long stretches,

ance when confronted with a difficulty. Indeed ,
that he has had the opportunity of seeing any

Mr. Nicole tells us that it is only quite recently
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but in spite of the number and exacting nature of 1 the rod being pinned to a plate, as shown in Fig . 2 .
On the side of this plate is a slotted link in which
the end of the pump rod is arranged to slide. This
slotted link is not pivoted centrally, but is attached
relaxation , such as bookbinding, medical research,
to the shaft at the top end (S ), so that the nearer
photography, and drawing and painting. Some
the die of the pump rod is placed to the shaft the
charming examples of pen and ink work which we
saw when at his house revealed the strong artistici smaller the travel becomes. In this way the
Il D Hand wheel Fig . 3. - PUMP ADJUSTING GEAR .

his engagements, he finds time not only for hs
hobby as an engineer, but for other forms of useful

Fig . 4 .
sad

Curved

.

DICT

200

*

Pump rod L

REVERSING
LINK .

- .

To ecoentric

g
GES

FIG . 4A.- PLAN OF
REVERSING LINK ,

JF

SHOWING ITS
ATTACHMENT TO THE

ROCKING SHAFT.

Fig . 3A, - END OF PUMP Rod .

Steam

Exhaust

Steam

Fig . 7. - VALVE AND CONNECTIONS.
A , Steam inlet ; B , Valve ; C , Cogwheel ; D , Nut
for cogwheel ; E , Washer ; F , Back nut; G ,
Exhaust through hollow valve.

Section

1 Exhaust

of AB

Fig . 6.-- SECTION OF Valve .
temperament with which he is imbued, and illus
trating as they did the beauty spots of Europe ,
they encouraged their author to chat of his varied
travels abroad .

But to return to the models. Our first photo
graphic illustration shows an ingenious model.
Horizontal Engine. — This model has a cylinder
I -ins. bore and it-ins, stroke. The engine can be
reversed , and has a pump, the stroke of which is
variable -- all this with one eccentric only , as the
accompanying sketches show . The eccentric-rod
actuates the rocking-shaft (C , Fig 1); the end of

Fig . 5. - SKETCHES SHOWING ACTION OF VALVE ,
amount of water forced into the boiler by the pump
can be altered at will. To accomplish this, the
screw gear shown in Fig . 3 is fitted . The hand

wheel D , which revolves in a frame, makes it
possible by means of the screwed and forked nut E

to raise or lower the end of the pump rod ( B ,
Fig . 3) in the slotted link T . The horizontal
lever is pivoted to the frame of the engine at F ,

and actuates the double link M (Fig . 3) (N in
photograph, Fig . 1 ). The joint in the pump rod
at L (Fig. 3) is a rigid one, and simply provides a
convenient means of attaching the round pump rod

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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The action of the boiler is obvious from its con

to the long forked end. The pump rod is pivoted
to the plunger beyond the hand wheel, as shown in
the photographic illustration on page 61.
The valve is operated from the other end of the
shaft C (Fig. 1). At this end a similar link to that
used to vary the stroke of the pump is employed,
but it is not pivoted in quite the same manner,
and is curved . Instead of attaching the link at
one end, it is arranged so that the centre of the slot
coincides exactly with the axis of the shaft, as shown
in Fig . 4 . The bracket F is securely fixed to the
shaft, and the curved link and the latter screwed to
the bracket in the manner indicated . To reverse
the engine a lever is employed , as will be seen by
the photograph . This lever is connected to the

valve-rod , so that when the die in the curved link
stands centrally in the link the valve remains
stationary , and the engine is in “ mid gear,” or
neutral. When it is placed in position i (Fig. 4 )

July 20 , 1905 .

struction , and the speed of the engine depends en
tirely on the adjustment of the pump (with a given
fire). Within the limits of the heating surface of
the boiler, the greater the stroke of the pump the

Fig . 9. - BOILER.

Water 0

from pump

the valve will have full travel , and the engine will
move in a reverse way to when it is at the other

end (position 2) of the link . The valve is some
what like a Corliss valve, except that it serves to
admit and release the steam from the cylinder ,

and is double-acting. As shown in Fig. 5, the one

D

FEE

Gas ring

Steam to
steam box

for something T o
To rocker

Fig . 8.
VALVE GEARING .

Bafflé
plole

valve doesduty for the four valves of a proper Corliss
The method by which the valve is actuated is
also very novel. This is shown in Fig . 8 , the valve
rod being attached to a cogged sector plate, the
teeth of which engage in a cog-wheel on the valve.
The sector plate is pivoted at P , and its motion
gives a rotary motion to the valve, the angle
through which the latter turns being, of course ,
greater than that of the sector plate.
engine.

UU

The Boiler. - This is of quite a novel type,
of a
and the steam generating portion consisting
coil of solid drawn copper tube, surrounded by
sheet asbestos and a casing of brass plate. Against
this shell a steam chamber (see Fig . 10 ) is fixed ,
the lowest coil of the generator being led to this
chamber in the manner indicated . The top of the
chamber is fitted with a baffle, and the usual wheel

more power is developed ; and , unlike most steam

of these
stop-valve and safety valve. The designtaken
from

plants, a model such as the one under consideration
can be run at low pressures without trouble in the

fittings, and also the water gauge, was
THE MODEL ENGINEER sixpenny handbook, “ Model
Boiler Making.” The lower tap of the water gauge
is used as a blow -off cock or drain for the steam
drum , and is operated when any water finds its

way into this chamber.

Steam from
boiler
Fig . 10. --STEAM CHAMBER.

matter of excessive cylinder condensation , as the
lighter the engine is worked , the hotter will the
steam be delivered to the engine. Again , with

şuch a boiler there is no fear of a serious explosion ,

( To be continued .)
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Fig . 11. - '[wo Views OF MR. Louis Nicole's INGENIOUS MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE AND Boiler .
A . Steam chamber ; B , Water gauge on steam chamber ; C , Stop cock ; D , Clack valve ; E , Pump ;
F , Valve gear ; G , Cogwheel on valve ; H , Exhaust of valve ; I, Pump regulator; K , Link for
pump ; L , Gas ring ; M , Reversing lever ; N , Lifting link of pump gear ; 0 , Valve rod ; P , Link for
valve ; Q , Exhaust pipe to feed tank ; R , Feed tank ; S , Scale of float actuated water indicator ;
T , Blow -off pipe from steam chamber ; U , Screw -down discharge valve on water tank R .
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Practical Notes on Model Boat

Building ,
By T . LOCHORE.

(Continued from page 34.)
THE bevels of the frames should properly be
taken off the water lines and buttocks
at different points, and wood on the

frames faired in between those points. A
good way — which the amateur especially will
find advantageous when the fairing batten is
on the frames for theplanking — is to obtain thebevel
of it, so that the batten will be flat on the frames.
In that case, when setting up the frames, the mid

ship side edge ofhis frames will cometo thesection
mark on the keel, thus allowing the wood to be,
taken off the fore and aft sides of the frames
respectively .

Setting up of the frames is a business that re
quires accuracy. The place of the sections has to
be marked on the keel and on the two battens
that go on the deck , these battens having one edge

shaped to the sheer of the vessel. In this way it is
possible to turn the boat upside down without
putting it out of shape, the battens being level
with each other .
Now set up the frames one by one, screwing to
keel and batten , and fixing the stem and stern in
position . One batten at the gunwale is, at least,
required , and this will keep the frames from turning
or slewing.

frames. The plank is then fixed and the remainder
continued in the same way. It will be found that
the plank with the greatest curvature is the one
before the bilge plank ; therefore, when there is
great curvature, it is sometimes advisable to halve
or butt the planks, so as not to get too much of
the cross grain at theends, the butts being arranged
clear of each other - tbat is, not directly over each
other , and made according to Fig . 8 .
The caulking of the boat may be done in either
of the following ways : ( 1) By painted calico on the
inside between the frames and lapping the frames ;
( 2 ) by running a thin wick of cotton with the point

of a knife in the close seams on the outside, taking
care not to push it right through to the inside, and
a little putty to keep the seams flush ; (3 ) by
raw oil varnish in the inside. The second method ,
I think , is the best. All you require to do each
season is to put a little putty here and there. It
also saves a pound or two of weight in varnish or
cloth , and causes little trouble to do it. The fin
comes next, and is best held by screws through

the keel, taking care that the fin is plumb in the
centre when screwing. The double diagonal built
boats, though decidedly most difficult to build , are
advantageous in this way - that ( 1 ) they do away

with a great many frames ; (2 they remain water
Mostholder
Elevation
rares
| Forward
Brózed

edge of the latter. " Take a pencil and scribe off,
thus obtaining the shape on to the plank that will
fit the edge of the first. Take care to let the wood
lie or clip on naturally without vertical bending of
the plank . Now carefully pare the wood to the
line, and try on until a close joint or butt is ob .
tained . The upper edge should now be trimmed
and faired off according to your breadths on the

.

the plank is intended to be cut, and clip or snib it
on to already fixed plank, the edge overlapping the

FIG . 10 .

Bowsprit holder

The planking comes next. Divide the midship

section into the number required , using planks not
broader than in ., and not narrower than } in .
amidships ; indeed , the broader you can make
them without capping the better, and easy sec
tions help this. Then divide, approximately, the
stem and stern the sameway. Take a thin batten ,
3-16ths in . by 1- 16th in . (say), and pin it flat on to
the stern midship section and stern at each line of
intended planking, in this way lining off and paring
the edges of intended planking, taking care to let
the batten lie easy and flat if possible. After the
batten is fair , draw by the faired edge of the batten
at each frame with a pencil. This method allows
you to see how best to work in your planking at
the bilge and the counter. The top strake of planks
are made thicker to take the screws of the deck ;
therefore, they are sunk partly into the frame to
keep the planking flush .
Having lined off the boat, planking is the next
thing to start. Thekeel plank , of course, is straight
on the lower edge to fit the keel, the upper edge
not being necessarily straight, but fair. In any
case, you will find, when about to fit the edge
of the second plank to this edge, that it is not
straight, the shape of the boat causing the differ
ence. To fit the edge of the second plank to the
edge of the first, take the piece of wood, from which
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FIG . II.

tight through several seasons ; (3) are stronger in
every respect. The keel, stem and stern -post are
made as described before , but the frames may be

shaped solid , and not built, if it is intended that
they come out again . Into the frames are im
bedded or sunk ribbands or stringers, as shown
in Fig . 9, and these take the place of the frames,
for the frames are cut out and these remain , floors
being put in at intervals , instead , as in Fig . 9.

The setting up of the frames is the same as be
fore - indeed, everything until you come to plank
ing. The two skins of planking run at right angles
to each other, except near the ends, as will be
described . Evenly divide the gunwhale into the
number of planks advisable, about 1 in . or in .
Take the mark of one of the pioposed planks near
amidships, and with a thin batten at 45° to gun
whale, bend round to the keel ; mark the keel and
divide in the number of planks on thekeel, gradually
working the planks near the ends of the boat
nearly to the upright, but not quite. This is for
the sake of avoiding short planks at the ends,

which , as one can see, would give trouble with their
short grain .

The planking is now proceeded with ,and is started

near amidships working towards the ends. The
first plank is straight on both edges before fixing,
but immediately it is on , it curves,'making the next
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planks respectively round and hollow on the fitting

But one way ofmaking themoulds for a metal boat

edge , the other edge of the planks being always
straightened before being put on. The first skin
planks are fixed to the ribbands with as few fasten

is of wood ,what is called a male and a female mould ,
one sitting inside the other. Then dust themoulds

ings as possible, and merely to the gunwhale and
keel, if the planks will lie.
When the first skin is on calico or thin close

well with whiting powder, heat your metal red-hot,
place it on the female mould , and crush the male
mould into it with great pressure, the whiting
powder preventing the wood moulds,from burning.

woven cloth is stretched over it, it being painted
to receive it, then the cloth is painted and the next
skin started . The next skin may be put on at

When doing this, it is as well to take care of your

right angles to the first, or run fore and aft. In
the latter case the planks are first lined off to suit

are the best materials for the different parts of the

the eye, and the shape of the fitting edges taken

For dug-out models, St. John 's yellow pine is

eyes.

The reader will probably be wondering now what
construction of the boats .

Scole of inches

Fig . 13. - A DESIGN FOR A MODEL SAILING Yacht.
By T. LOCHORE
with the mark of a little paint brushed on the out.
certainly the best, being very soft and workable,
side of the fixed planks. Of course, the frames in
solid , containing very little resin , and is not grainy
the latter case will have been built to remain , and,
like the Quebec yellow pine.
therefore , ribbands or stringers will not be required
For the keel, stern , and stern -posts of built-up
except at gunwhale. But where the second skin is
models, oak , Canadian elm , or ash ; for the counter.
at right angles to the first, the skin is put on the
piece and counter yellow pine,
same way as the first, only instead of putting in
The frames should not be spaced more than
a few fastenings, you put in the final fastenings,
3 ins. apart, for the sake of caulking the planks,
what is called cape and corner fastening (as in
Fig. 10 ), the planks starting amidships at 45° to
gunwhale, and at right angles to first skin . The
outside is then finished up with sandpaper , the

frames taken out by sawing through the middle ,
and the inside painted or varnished . As one can
see, this type ofboat is very adaptable for a steam
model where you require the inside free of frames
or bulkheads.

The metal built model is a very unsatisfactory
one to build , the metal working itself into many
bumps and holes, that one would require to make a
miniature set of rolls for rolling the plates, and no
end of time to spare . Furnacing over a metal slab
is the method adopted by the Steel Lifeboat Com
pany, and it is the best way, but involves a great ex

pense in moulds- one might as wellmake a casting.

and 1 in . thick and } in , to about

in . broad ;

this is quite broad and thick enough . They should

be made of yellow pine for lightness' sake, and
clenched with shoemakers' brass sprigs.
The planking, of } in . thick yellow pine,may be
either fastened with No, 1 or 2 1-in , brass screws, or

with thin copper nails.
Imademyown copper nails out of electric copper
wire, 1-32nd in . diameter, and filed them through
on the other side of the frames. They held exceed

ingly well, and I think they are the best, by their
size allowing more than one fastening for each
frame per plank.
The deck and fin are made of yellow pine ; in
deed , yellow pine is used wherever possible, for
the sake of lightness. A neat finish to the deck is
provided by screwing it down and running a
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} in . by t-in. beading, rounded on the outside and

The London County Council

chamfered on the inside, on the top of the screws
round the outside of the deck. The deck may also

be marked with black paint, ink or pencil for
planks, and varnished all over.
The fin is best with its grain running fore and aft,
for fastening it to the keel and the lead to it ; taper
the ends for entry , and run and slit each end with
the saw , putting in the slit a piece of hardwood
chucked or tacked through .
The rudder trunk is generally made of brass
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New Thames Steamers .
IT will be remembered that the construction of
T the thirty Thames passenger steamers for the
London County Councilwas divided equally be
tween the Thames Ironworks Company, of Black
wall, Messrs. J. I. Thornycroft & Co., of Chiswick,
and Messrs. Napier & Co., on the Clyde ; each firm
to build ten boats. A profile and plan of these

ONE OF THE NEW PADDLE STEAMERS FOR PASSENGER SERVICE ON THE THAMES.
tubing, and the rudder has a thin brass tube fast
vessels, reproduced from the Engineer, by kind per
and screwing it into the rudder. This makes an
excellent rudder stock .

mission of the editor, is given herewith .
In December last the work on the boats building
at Blackwall was being rapidly pushed on, and by

For the tiller and quadrant, thin brass, worked
to shape, is the easiest way.

been launched, and the machinery for them was

ened to it by splitting the lower part of the tube

the end of March of the current year seven had

RESULTS OF TRIALS OF ONE OF THE NEW L .C .C . THAMES STEAMERS.
Boiler
steam .

Steam
at
engine.

Vacuum .

Revs.
H .P .

Ist mile .........

I14

109

16 )

2nd mile ....
3rd mile ..... ........
4th mile ....

II2
II2
115

108
108

17

Totals......... 453

27
27

IIO

435 | 675

1073

253

The bowsprit, socket, mast-partner, and mast
deck -holder are very easily made of brass tubing

cut as shown in Fig. 12.
CANADIAN EXHIBITS AT LIEGE . - The large and
important collection of minerals sent by Canada to

the Liege Exhibition contains a piece of radium
found in the province of Quebec , a block of nickel
weighing it tons, some enormous sheets of mica ,
and specimens of asbestos, of which substance
Canada contributes 80 per cent. of the world's

L .P .

H .P .

L .P . | Totals.

76 .85

22:17 | 176 :9

1916

77.28
702

22:35
| 180º7
21.88 178.2

196 '21

192

75 -5

21.86 | 17100

1859

305-83 88.26 706 -8

765:8

Means ...... 113'25 108-75 | 16-875 26°91 63-25 76:45

consumption .

I. H . P .

M .E .P .

Receiver

368 5
376'9
370*3
3569
14726

22°06 1767 191'45 | 368-1

rapidly drawing to a finish at the Company's works
at Greenwich and Deptford . Since then work on
them has been continuous, and they are now all
complete and in regular service on the Thames.
These ten boats have been given the following
names : - Purcell, Vanbrugh , Boydell, Brunel, Morris,

King Alfred , Alleyn , Carlyle, Sloane, and Gibbon .
The first was launched on February 24th last, and
the last one on the 20th May . The first boat
completed being the Boydeli, ran her official
trials on the measured mile in Long Reach on
the 5th of June, four runs having been made,
when an average speed was attained of 131 miles
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The Society ofModel Engineers.
(Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual

date of publication .]

London .
EXCURSION TO CHATHAM . - The annual all-day
excursion will take place on Thursday, July 27th ,

July 20 , 1905.

., at
the works of Messrs. Aveling & Porter, Ltdreceive
Rochester. The Secretary will be glad to
as early an intimation as possible from those mem
bers who wish to join the party , which will bemade
up of those members who have signified their inten
tion of being present by Saturday, July 22nd . Pro
vided the party numbers at least ten, the railway
company will issue special tickets at the rate of

35. 2d. each (third class) for the return journey .

000

- ANA

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF COMPOUND DIAGONAL Paddle ENGINES, NEW L .C .C . THAMES STEAMBOATS.
(From the Engineer.)
[see tage 65.

For description ]

when a visit will be paid in the morning to the
Dockyard at Chatham , and in the afternoon to i

Cash for the tickets must accompany the intima
tion of any member to be present, or be sent to me
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on or before July 22nd. The party will travel by
a fast train leaving St. Paul's Station at 9.57 a .m .,
returning from Chatham at 7.37 p.m . - HERBERT
G . RIDole , Hon . Sec., 37, Minard Road , Hither
Green , S . E .

Model Yachting Correspondence.
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and midual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, — I am sending a sketch of a sprag for
main sheet for a model yacht, which I thought
might be of use to model yachtsmen . I have used
it with great effect for thelast twelvemonths. The
sketch I send is simple and effective. Some use a
cork for the purpose, but this is an improvement .
The idea is to keep a yacht on her course. When

PracticalLetters from our
Readers.
The “ Model Engineer ” Electric Locomotive.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, - A little time ago several letters
appeared in THE MODEL ENGINEER complaining
that the design ofmodel electric locomotives was not

up to the standard of model steam locomotives,
and , truly , the design of the motors in the electric
locomotive lately described is a good example
of what wasmeant. My objections to these motors
are as follows :
( 1) Field -magnets. - For a locomotive,where space
and weight are of the utmost importance, iron of a
high permeability should assuredly be used , and
where the armature has teeth , as in this case, the
pole- pieces ought to be laminated, so that the
whole magnet could be advantageously built up
of laminations, which has the advantage that they
could be cut out with snips. The shape of the
magnet is not unsuitable, but themagnetic leakage
between the upper pole and the frame will be very
large, as the cross-section of the magnet core is
large compared with the core of an armature pole.
( 2 ) Armature. I can understand the reasons for
using a three-pole armature, however unreal it may
seem , but has the designer never heard of eddy

currents ?

In a small dynamo I have which has

a toothed drum armature and cast iron pole- pieces,
the eddy current losses at a reasonable speed for its

A SPRAG FOR THE MAIN SHEET.
starting a race, whatever the tack the boat starts on ,
the terminal screw should be shifted over to the lee
side and screwed down on the traveller . Ifthe boat

should go on the opposite tack , the sprag will bring
her back to her original course.

The sketch shows the sheet on the port side, or,

size are so large that they absorb nearly all its
power, the other losses being small beside them .
And this machine has a three -pole armature, which
means dragging the whole magnetic flux right

across the pole-piece three times in a revolution,
and letting it fly back between ; consequently, the
eddy currents will be large in the pole- pieces, and,
the leakage being large and variable, there will also
be large eddy currents in the brass plates which
support thebearings.

in other words, on the starboard tack, so that the
screw would require sliding over that side and
screwed down. These terminal screws can be

This is apart from the eddy current and hyste
resis losses in the armature , which will be consider

bought at any electricalshop for one penny, but the
screw wants to be filed off so as not to come into
contact with the deck . I may say that several in
our Club have adopted it with success . The
traveller must not be too thick for the screw to
slide over, and before finishing the traveller put a
small ring on either side as shown in sketch . The
rings are for each tack. One end of traveller may
be plunged first, then the screw may be put on,
the rings can be put on - one in each side- before
screwing down to deck . I trust I have made it
sufficiently clear for anybody to understand. To
the end of the sheet I use a watch swivel as shown
in sketch . - Yours truly,
G . ANDERSON,
Liverpool.
Derby M . Y . C .

certain that a motor made of the same dimensions
at right angles to the shaft and half the size along
the shaft, and all laminated , would give the same
total power at the same speed , with vastly smaller
losses, so that thenet power would be much greater,
and this would leave plenty of room for wire at the
ends of thearmature.
I should like to know if anyone has yet made the
motor described , and, if so , whether it has been
tested as a motor running light, at different speeds,
to separate the losses and find out what the eddy
current losses really are. I would advise anyone

FRENCH ENGINE-DRIVERS . - Hitherto the engine
drivers on the French Northern Railway have
taken their stand on the right of the footplate ;
but the chief engineer, M . du Bousquet, has decided
that in future, on fast and express trains, they shall
stand generally on the left - that is to say, on the
side where the signals are placed .

able, especially if it is made of cast iron. I am

who is making this machine to insulate the brass
plates from themagnets, as otherwise there will be
eddy currents flowing round the circuit made up
of the two-pole faces and the two brasss plates.
I am , etc.,

R . C . SIMPSON, A .M .Inst.E .E .
To the Editor Of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - The design and specification for these
In planning the locomotive I intended that the

motors were not adopted withoutdue consideration ,

construction throughout shoull be such as would
attract the largest possible number of readers of
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The MODEL ENGINEER. When dealing with the
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motors it was decided that castings would be inex.
· pensive and easily put together by the less skilled

Queries and Replies.

amateur, and that they would probably be more
readily procurable than stampings. The tri-polar
motor, made entirely from iron castings as regards

[Attention
is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the

the field -magnet and armature, is a proved success ;
there are thousands in use and their users do not
appear to be much worried about the question of eddy
currents or a possible high efficiency so long as they
are running well.
The description of these motors given in The
MODEL ENGINEER sťates that wrought iron would
give greater power than cast iron ; but reduction
in weight in a locomotive is not wanted .; in fact,
undesirable, so that even if wrought iron is used,is
it would be better to keep to the same dimensions.
It is, of course, quite optional any reader who
is making this locomotive toformodify
not only
motors,
other
part
prefers
the
but
any
he
if
to
do so .
The various points raised by Mr. Simpson are all
familiar to the designer ofthesemotors. A laminated
armature and field -magnet would be better than
either solid wrought iron or castiron,but stampings
introduce mechanical difficulties which it was pre
ferred to avoid . As regards the suggestion that the
bearing plates should be insulated from themagnet
frame, this again will introduce extra trouble, and
a likely source of error in getting the bearings into
line. It is very doubtful if such a precaution will
be worth while adopting, ormake any appreciable
difference. It is only necessary to point to the
remarkably successful electric locomotives of
Lieut.-Col. Harvey (see issue of August 20th,
1903), to show that the designs of THE MODEL
ENGINEER locomotive are based upon a practical
acquaintance with the subject, and that there are
good reasons for the proportions and arrangements
adoptel. With regard to the weight question , the
addition of some 15 to 20 lbs. of lead to this loco
motive increased the actual tractive effort con
siderably , there being on the Colonel's railway
unlimited electrical power available.
It is desirable in motors of this type to have a
moderate magnetic density in the field -magnet,
owing to the long magnetic circuit ; also castings
such as the core are liable to contain internal blow
holes which are unseen ; the dimensions of the
armature were limited by the arrangement of the
bogie. After all, the whole of Mr. Simpson 's
objectionsmerely mean that he could possibly save
a few watts in themotorswhen running by adopting
a more difficult form of construction , yet a badly
arranged track , a tight bearing, or too strong a
spring on the brushes, would send up the current
consumption to a much greater degree. His letter
reminds me of the legendary senior wrangler, who,
although he could calculate the entire thermo
dynamics of the steam engine, forgot to oil the
bearings. - Yours faithfully ,
THE DESIGNER OF THE Loco.

directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.

Queries
on subjects
the scope
of this journal
are replied
by post
under within
the following
conditions
(1) Queries
dealingte
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back. (2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible , with fully dimensioned sketches , and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post- card )

should invariably be enclosed , and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon ” cut oud from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require

an answer inserted in this column should understand that some

weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published .

Insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. The
(6 )

AU Queries should be addressed to The Editor , THE MODEL

ENGINEER , 26 - 29, Poppin's Court, Fled Street, Londen , E .C .]
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replled
10 recently :=
(13,701] Tho “ M . E . " Steam Locomotive. W . C . (Man
chester) writes : (1) Can you tell me in what colours the M . E .
locomotive should be painted , and the kind of paint to use ?
(2 ) I have made the boiler as described, but with one of the new
style downcomers; but although I can get up to lbs. of steam in

about five minutes from cold water, I find when the regulator is
wide open the pressure runs down from 30 lbs. to about 7 or 8 lbs. ,
and it sticks at about this when loco is running. I have not a

track for it so have to run it on the floor, and, of course, this is

not satisfactory. What I should like to know is this : the lamp
instead of being designed as per your directions, I have made out
of two tin tanks about | in , wide, 5 ins. long, and i in , deep, con

nected
two pipes
the tank.are Should
as much
as
yourbydesign
? Theto burners
packed this
with give
cotton
wool heat
and
seem to give a lot of heat. (3 ) I have made the cylinders as
described, but somehow I made a mistake in the travel of eccentrics,
and to remedy this I filed off a little at each end of the slide-valves
and now find
they
the ports ; less than a 1.32nd in .
greacover
work.
left.onlyAA just
t deal
lap, I think,k. isis left.
great
of steam seems to be going up
the funnel without doing any work. Will
this teaccount
itco?s
am whwhenenforloloco
(4 ) Would forced draught assist to makeWillmorethissteam
motive is running by causing the lamp to burn better, or would
it waste steam from the boiler ? I have a superheater on as
designed. My idea was that the blower would only be useful in
getting up steam but not in keeping it up , seeing it would take a
certain amount of steam to work it. I should be obliged if you
would assist me on these points ; also say whether it is intended
that the boiler should keep up a constant pressure of 30 lbs. of
steam when running, as, if so , there must be something very wrong
with my boiler
So long as the boiler does not leak anywhere you have no need
to trouble yourself about its apparent non -success. The lamp
would be a little better if made as designed, but this point is not
so important as the fact that the slide-valves leak to the exhaust .
This is the reason the pressure falls so rapidly. Attend to the
valves (study the chapter on Valve Gearing in “ The Model Loco
motive " ), face them properly and see that there is no waste of

steam . With the regulator full open and the wheel held still, there
pistons as tightly as possible. Ordinary paint is of no use on this

should be no emission of live steam from the exhaust. Pack the

size of engine. Use Aspinall's or Maurice's enamel, and practice
on a piece of metal before commencing the engine. Bake the enamel

on by putting in a moderately warm kitchen oven , but be careful
not to touch the paint before it is dry or to have the oven too hot
In one case you will spoil the finish , and in the other helt any

soldered parts.
( 14 ,312 ) Electric Light lostallation .

T . T . (Blairgowrie )

writes : I am fitting up an electric light installation , which is to be
supplied from a dynamo of about 500 watts capacity (55 volts
o amps.), and would be greatly obliged if you would answer me
the following : - ( 1) Size of wire for main leads. (2). Size of
flexible twin wire from main leads to each lamp. (3) Size of fuse
wire on main leads. (4 ) Size of fuse wire in lampholders. (5 ) I
intend to construct a switchboard similar to that described on .

page
164 of your issue of April ist, 1902. What material do you
recommend for constructing baseboard of same for above pressure ,

CARBONISING WROUGHT IRON , — Wrought iron
may be carbonised by long heating in contact with
cast iron or steel, the effect thus obtained
analogous to that produced by the charcoal ofbeing
the

and where can such a switch be procured ready made ?

cementation furnace.

smooth , or coated with hard enamel. It is important, however,

( 1 ) No. 12 gauge solid wire or 7 19 stranded cable.

( 2 ) Standard

size
fiexible is sold by all dealers in electric wiring materials.
( 3 ) No. 20 gauge tin wire . (4 ) No. 30 gauge tin wire. (5 ) Pre
ferably slate, which can be obtained quite easily from slate mer
chants ; it can be used with surface and edges merely rubbed
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for the slate to be free from metal veins which would cause short
circuits. If you do happen to hit upon such a vein , the insulation

can be restored by fitting an ebonite bush to the hole, through
which the contact stud passes. Failing slate, use teak or any
hardwood . Switch can be obtained from one of the electrical

firmz advertising in THE MODEL ENGINEER ; it is a common form
of construction , though not perhaps in stock
(14 ,311] Condenser for Spark Coil. W . B . A . S . (Dublin )
writes : Kindly inform me on the following through your esteemed
columns. I have been told that if the condenser in a sparking

coil is suspected to be at fault in the event of coil not giving ex
pected length of spark, this can be tested by making up another
condenser extempore and then shunting it across the contact

breaker. Is this a good test or is there a better one ?
condenser
is a most itimportant
to a spark coil ;,
iftheThe
there
no condenser,
hasone-tenth
brokenaccessory
sparkis length
will be orabout
ofdown,
the orfullis disconnected
spark length
which the coil should give. The best way to test for a faulty con
denser is to remove it and connect a new one. If the old one is
at fault, the new one would, it a good one, at once make a great
improvement
in the spark length , even though of smaller size.
The trial can be made as you suggest, and probably the improve
ment would show at once ; but if not, it would be as well to dis
connect the old condenser temporarily when trying the
new one. An exception to these remarks is when a Wehnelt

electrolytic
is used
; theverycondenser
of little or nointerrupter
value owing
to the
high ratethenof becomes
interrup

in circuit once every four revolutions of crankshaft. A small shoe

orwhenbrush
bears. against this bush , and so the circuit is made just
required

(13.856! Steam
and working
Valve Gearing.
drawings Gfor. R a.
(Kilmarnock
) writesPorts,
: I amValves
making
model launch engine, boiler pressure, 45 lb . ; cylinder, 21-in . bore,
3 -in . stroke. Would you kindly give me the following dimen
sions ( 1) Size of steam and exhaust ports. (2 ) The inside and
outside
lap of slide-valve, and the lead. (3) The travel of valve.
(4 ) Throw of the eccentric pulley. (5 ) The size and weight of the
flywheel.

inse,
fin . byin . ;it lead
exhaust,1 -32nd
by it ins.
3-16ths in ,3 -16ths
(1) Steam ports, (outside),
in . ;; inside,

(2 ) Lap of valve
of valve (when new ), 11-16th
1- 16th in , or 1-20th in . (3 ) Travel
of eccentric sheave depends upon the design of
inlink. motion
(4 ) Throw
. See our new book , " The Model Locomotive," price

63. net, for detailed information (5 ) Wheel about 8 or 10 inse
diameter ; weight about 20 to 25 lbe.
( 14,230 ] Lighting Vacuum Tubes with High Tension
Machine
M . M . (Caterham ) writes : have bought one of
Dollond's improved high tension machines,I but
at a loss to
know how to connect it to som vacuum tubesI Iamhave.
tried
connecting them to the outer coatings of the Leyden jars, I but
can 't get them to light up at all, except when the spark leapsI
across the dischargers,

and then it is only a flash . I may say the

DA

tion . Condensers
insulation
between thebreak
tinfoildown
sheets.owing to sparks piercing the
(13,039: I) have
Smalla small
PetrolgasEagine.
A . E . 15S.-16ths
(Peterborough
writes
engine, cylinder
bore, and)
2 ins. stroke. I wish to know if the petrol carburettor for small
gas engines, described by C . N . Turner in the M . E . for October
Ist, 1902, could be used to work it in place of gas, as I have not

Query 14230

TUOL

gas on the premises ? If so, is there any danger attached by

LIGHTING VACUUM TUBES.

Fig . 1. -CONNECTION FOR ELECTRICAL IGNITION.
TITUITIATIITIT

machine
has given
The diameter
of thea il-in.
cylindersparkis 94to-day,
ins. although
I shall itbe isveryso damp.
much

E to coulInsu

latedad

the discharge sparks across from C to the little knob whilst the

Platinum

Insulated
Terminal

obliged if you will let me know where I am wrong .
The tubes should be worked from the main dischargers of the
AB
to theso knob
of thinbewires
connected
machine,
that there
adjusted
B should
knobmeans
. The by
herewith
in sketch being
is a gap between knob C and the little knob on the rod of B , so that

Wires
ja
Connected
Mela)
of Plug &to 30

loĚarih

Query 13039

be held in an insula
tube is at work . The tube must, of course,
the wires from the knobs.
ing stand holder , or hang by means asof you
cannot be sure how it
The knob B should be positive, and
will come, you ought to be able to interchange this knob with its
is positive.
as to jerky,
find out
pillar, so and
bar to iseither
disconnecting
the
try which
too irregular
discharge
Ifspark
the-gap
to the interior coatings.
Leyden jars by moving the connections should
be free from any
The thin connecting wires to the tube
; there
fromtheypoints
will leak
as the
protruding
pro
do not
so that
wire,away
the main
roundcharge
the ends
fore, twist ends,
speed by degrees,
slowly at first and get up
ject. Turn the handle
from
The sparks should go in a stream of short hissing sparks hand
.
knob C to the little knob on the B knob bar. (Also see our

on x -Rays.)W . H . (Brightɔn ) writos : Will you kindly
book20mNo. 19 Toiector.
INSULATING
MATERIAL

Query 13039

Fig. 2. - CONTACT-BREAKER ON CAM SHAFT.
leaving
for a isfewnothours
drive a as10-watt
dynamo.it working
The ignition
fitted? atI require
the enditoftocylinder
most
are, but near the centre of cylinder is a small hole, with gas burner
close
to
it,
and
I
suppose
the
flame
is
drawn
into
the
cylinder
and
the explosion takes place. About what fraction of horse-power
can I expect to get from it ? Would it be possible to fit electric
ignition to it ? If so , would you kindly tell me how ? If the
engine is noofuseoil forengine
driving
the dynamo,
dimensions
suitable
for doingwould
so ? you kindly giveme

Yes, this could be used . Fit several pieces of fine gauze wire

the back
petrol" supply
however, Ifto you
prevent
any daiger
"in firing
into thepipe,
carburettor.
converted
to electricof
ignition
you
would
have
to
introduce
some
mechanism
for giving
a make-and-break . The side shaft of engine would do, but we
suspect from your description that it has not got one. You might
try convertingbefore
it into
an . OttoAt orpresent
four-cyou
ycle explode
engine - the
i.e., charge
with
compression
ignition
at
somn
thing
below
the
atmospheric
pressure.
The
horse-power
obtained would be extremely small, and could only be found by

trial,unless the makers could tell you what they guarantee it to do.
If you ignition
fitted electric
you would
up the
present
hole andignition
bore a fresh
hole in have
the endto ofplug
combustion
chamber to take the plug . On the side shaft you must fit an

insulating bush, so that the primary of induction coil is only put

let me know what is wrong with the enclosed injector ? I cannot
get it to work atall. .
The reason for the injector not working lies in the incorrect
proportions of the details. The area of the steam nozzle
is actually

less than that of the combining cone, instead of being-- as it should
be
about
three not
timeslarge
as great.
coneareis too
too small,
short
overflow
and the
enough .TheThecombining
connections

and the diaphragm the body had better be dispensed with .
Make internal area ofinconnecting
pipes twenty to twenty- five times
area of combining tube.
latter from delivery tube so as
to leave annular overflow Separate
of fair size, Make length of combining
tube ten times its minimum diameter. Area of steam nozzle 28
times area of combining cone. Note. ---Areas and diameters in ans
minimum areas, etc.
(12,545 ) Model Marine Water Tube Boilers. P . M .
(Leeds) writes : Would you kindly oblige me with a sketch of isa
boiler of an engine, cylinder i-in . bore by i-in . stroke, which
intended to drive a boat 3 ft. 6 ins, long by 41 ins, wide (inside)
amidships. The boiler must be a fairly fast steim :r , simple in con

struction,
and must have a good water capacity. Water tubes
be preferred to flue tubes.
would

There are many types of water-tube boilers
may be
used for a model boat, but not one of them is far andwhich
away superior
the others.modification
towould
The
generating
best
from
a
steam
point
of view
be a
of the water-tub , boiler used for
THE
Model ENGINEER loco ; but
as you know , its centre of gravity
would comerather high in the boat and affect the design of the hull.
One of the best designs is that in our handbook , “ Model Boiler
Making,"
price 7d. post free from this office, on page 46. We
should prefer in place of the coiled tube that a steam
it ins. diameter and the whole length of the boiler, eachdrumend about
being
connected to one of the water druni. A “ blow -in " burner
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(benzoline,
paraffinand,ormethylated
spirit)may
beused
in conjunction
with
this boiler,
this means
the centre
of gravity
may be
kept comparatively
lowbydown
in the boat.
(13,052] Low Voltage Dynamo. G . W . M . (Yeovil,
Somerset) writes : Enclosed please find tracing of an undertype

dynamo that I am making. I want to get 5 volts , not more, and
as many amps, as possible. Please answer the following :- (1) How
much, and what size , standard wire gauge wire on the field -magnets,
double or single cotton ? (2 ) How much , and what size S . W .G .
on the armature (eight-slot, wound in four sections), and whether
double or single cotton ? (3) What output can I expect at 5 volts,
and at what speed to work ?
(1) It is not advisable to wind small drum armature dynamos
with
a thick gauge wire, so as to produce low volts, as they are
liable to refuse to excite . It is better to wind for about 8 volts

July 20 , 1905.

quantity
of air all
andthepetrol
vapour. in If toyoucylinder
make with
it largethe enough
and
then passed
air required
petrol,,
then all would be right. Failing this, you must retain an air inlet
to mix with and dilute the petrol vapour. (3) Yes. (4 ) Throttle.
(5 ) Not less than I in ., if both air and petrol are admitted by sam
pipe.

(13,660] Wimshurst Plates. A . F . C . (Sunderland) writes :
I am constructing a Wimshurst machine, and should be glad of your

advice re the following. I want to be able to keep the glass plates
separate from their respective pulleys, but fail to see how I can
fix them to pulleys in a sufficiently secure manner when in use .

My idea for having them separate is for ease of portability, as

?
Nut
Circular

and use some resistance in the main circuit. Weadvise you to use

Sheet
rubber
washers

query 13660

FIXING PLATES
OF WIMSHURST

MACHINE.
when the pulleys are fixed permanently it would necessitate a
box of 6 ins. deep : when loose one of 1 in . deep would be ample .
Hoping that the few particulars and sketch (not reproduced) will
be sufficient for you to give me some idea .
You will find a method of fixing the plates so that they could be
detached way
in THE
MODEL
January 7th , 1904, page 23 :
another
would
be toENGINEER
hold themfor with
circular nuts : the nuts
could be made thin and of some hard material. Try ebonite. A
brass sleeve could be threaded on the hub to take the screw on
to which the nut would turn . It would be a good plan to use a

To veits

Query 13052

Low VOLTAGE DYNAMO.
CONNECTIONS

No.
20 S . W .G . s.c .c. copper wire for the field , and to get on about
21 lbs. in all, or more if the coils will hold it ; half of this wire will
Switch
Lamps 100 klbeach

of course , go on each bobbin , the coils to be joined in series with each
other, and in shunt to the armature . We presume the cores are
circular
and of wrought iron ; they are insufficient in size for good
proportion . We advise you to make them at least 1 in . diameter,
I ins. would be better still. If you keep to 4 in . diameter, you
will get higher speed or smaller output. (2) Wind armature with
No. 23 S . W .G . double silk -covered copper wire , getting on as much
as possible ; about 6 ozs , will be required . We advise you to wind
eight coils instead of four, two being in each slot. (3) Output
6 to 8 volts and about 7 amps, at 3000 revolutions per minute.
You may be able to work at 5 volts at a lower speed . Exact out

FOR
GILDING
AND

PLATING ,
BATH

put and speed cannot, in small machines, be stated preciscly.

(14,334 ] Converting Engine from oil to Petrol. W .
1 . E . (Pontardulais) writes : I have recently bought an oil engine
and wish to convert same to use petrol (electric ignition ). Here
with I enclose rough sketch (not reproduced) and trust you will

plug in air-valve

understand same. (1) Could I fit sparking
marked A , back end of cylinder ? (2) Should I remove present
ignition plugs and fill holes up ? (3 ) Would Mr. Turner 's car
burettor (1902, M . E .) be suitable for above, or would it be best
to fit a “ Longuemare " ? (4 ) Would it be best to govern by
throttle, or wipe contact- ie., advance sparking ? (5 ) What

should be the bore of inlet pipe? Atpresent in.
(1 and 2) If you

would you put to pass
air-valve
? We
doubt whether thedidoil, where
inlet is large enough your
a sufficient

Cuery :0397
washer of thin sheet rubber on each side of the glass plate to help
to grip the plate and to form a soft bed to take the pressure of the
nut. We should recommend the rubber washers if you adopt the
plan shown in THE MODEL ENGINEER.
[13,997] Gilding and Plating. C. W . R . (London, N.W .)
writes : With reference to a former query re gilding and plating

(1) If I arrange the lamps as per enclosed sketch , will this be right ?
(2)
How many lamps should I require to reduce the pressure to
2 volts ? I have seen in shop windows charging boards for accu

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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mulators,
with a handle alteringmytheconnections
current. (3)? (4Can) What
I use will
one
of these , and how shall forI make
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The News of the Trade.

the voltage of the lamps be ? Will they all be the same, or lower

as (1)the The
pressure
lampsweakens
should ? be arranged in parallel as diagram , not as
in your sketch . (2) You need not trouble about the volts on your
bath , but should take heed of the amount of current. This you
can ascertain by knowing how much current each lamp
by
its candle-power. A 100-volt 32 C.-p . lamp takes about takes
i amp. ;

asterisknoticed
• Reviews
distinguished
have. been based on actual
Editorial
inspection by
of thethe goods
A Disclaimer.
We are asked by Mr. A . A . Maxwell, the managing director of

the Twentieth Century Motor, Co., Ltd., of Penge, to state that

lamp about | amp. ; an 8 c.-p. lamp about t amp.,
a 16 c.-p . average
reckoning
efficiency
lamps. You have merely
add
lamps in parallel until
you pass enough current throughto your

he is in no way connected with a person of the same surname en
convicted of
gaged
motor
robbingin a the
trust
fund.trade in Penge, who was recently
Model Workshop Tools.

bath
cannot possibly send current back because of the resistance
of the lamps ; hence
need not trouble about
;
all you need look after you
is the amount of current, as theit volts
is the

We have received from Messrs. W . J . Bassett-Lowke & Co .,
Northampton , samples of some realistic model workshop tools .
These tools are fully described in a new four-page leaflet they are
publishing (which will be sent to any reader on receipt of a stamp)
and are really excellent models. The lathe, a picture of which
we herewith reproduce , is a well-made model of a screw -cutting

As there are 100 volts forcing the current through the lamps,
itbath
is .bound
to goindeed,
throughnottheworth
bath astaking
well,intoas theaccount,
bath offers
very
little resistance
and your

current
metal. (3) Regulate by putting in more
less which
or
lamps ;deposits
you cantheregulate
by means of a contact switch if
you care to go to the expense, but
it is easy to take lamps out
by hand. (4 ) Lamps should be of 100 volts. A ceiling rose usually
is only of a capacity to pass about 2 amps. Stand the bath on a
rubber mat or a block of wood which has been well varnished ,
a sheet of vulcanite, and do not allow the liquid to splash over.

so that you keep your circuit well insulated from earth .

(14,299) writes
Electrolysis
of Calcium
Chloride.it stated
R . P.thatK .
(Windsor)
: In your issue
of June 15th
calcium metal is now made by the electrolysis Iofseecalcium
I have always understood that calcium carbide is infusible carbide.
even at
the
temperature
the electricof arc
furnace, andI should
also that
is made
by the ofelectroylsis
its chloride.
glad of
be calcium
further
information
the subject.
You are
perfectly oncorrect.
Calcium

MØDEL
SCREW

CUTTING
LATHE .

is made by electrolysis of

its fused chloride. The metallic calcium fuses at a slightly higher
temperature
than its chloride, and as electrolysis proceeds the

electrode
very gradually
from the fused chloride,
the metal isadhering
to it in a withdrawn
just solid condition.

(14,255] Transformers for Charging. J. W . T. (Upper

Tooting) writes : If not trespassing too much on your valuable
time
wouldhereyou ismind
the following
: - TheI want
voltageto
on mains
205 answering
volts, periodicity
85, andquery
at times

MODEL SENSITIVE
DRILLING MACHINE.

charge four large 40 -amp. ignition
and by using lamps for
resistance it will be very wasteful ofcells,
current ; therefore, how
can I
find out windings of a transformer
so made as to be insulated in oil ? to give out 20 volts 4 amps.
Some articles on the design of alternating current transformer
are given in The MODEL ENGINEER for December toth , 17th , and

24th , 1903. There is no need at all to use an oil 'insulated trans
former. Several designs for small transformers are also given in

MODEL ENGINEER' S
MACHINE Tools,
BY
W . J. BASSETT-LOWKE

numbers.
back(14,308)
To ) Become
Engineer. W . J.kindR .
(Ystyr -Colwyn
writes : Ianam Electrical
writing to ask you for your
advice on the following points. I am a farmer's son , twenty years

of age, and wish to become an electrical engineer, but my parents
will not about
pay fortheme to go asEngineer
an apprentice. of(1)Correspondence
Do you know
anything
Instruction conductedElectrical
by Messrs. WetzlerInstitute
& Martin ? If so , what
opinion of it ? I have one of their catalogues, and think
ofisTheyour
taking
coursethe (No.
electricalwithengineering.
price isthe13 complete
guineas, and
student7) isin furnished
a Refer.
ence Library and books for his study. By what I gather from
the testimonials, the student who takes this course gets a sound ,

his subject,
state that
it is
asinpractical
good asknowledge
a technicalofcollege.
I alsoandseethey
thatalso
something
appeared

Electrical Engineer ."
Would1902thesepapers
(2) your
be ofonany" Howsubjects,
ifto I Become
were
toamangetsure
them I ?should
I takegetgreaton
interest in any engineering use
and
well. (3) Kindly let me know , too, whether or not the statement
is true that engineers experience great difficulty in obtaining
employment ? (4 ) About what salary per year or week does a

good engineer get ? I hope you will kindly give me the informa
tion
I require, and any other points that would be likely to help

me.(1 and 2) We believe that the Institution referred to gives very
good
courses of instruction , and that you would get good
for the fees paid . The articles in THE MODEL ENGINEER, Vol.value
VII .

on " How to Become
Engineer,” should
useful
reading for you ; they anareElectrical
not course of instruction prove
in the(3 ) elec
trical engineering, but consist of aadvice
on
how
to
proceed.
The
business of electrical engineering is considered to be in a crowded
condition ; pay is low , and good positions difficult to obtain ; all
things are, however , possible to genius,and the field is an increasing

one. (4 ) About
rule, trained
for positions
of
responsibility
, but€200
thereperareannum
plenty, asof ahighly
electrical
engineers receiving about 30s, per

AND Co.
lathe with hand surfacing slide-rest. It has a planed iron bed
8 ins. long. It ins. centre, headstock with steel mandrel and chuck .
change wheels and tool post for a 3 - 16ths in . tool. Other models
drop hammer, power hammer .
include circular saw and bench , and
a sensitive pillar drilling
power punch , shears, grindstone

machine. The latter is one of the best of the set. It has adjust.

three-jaw chuck . The height over all is
91ableins.circular table, and

New Catalogues and Lists.
The “ Silver Queen ” Cycle

Edgware Road,

Co., ofLtd.,
56,
London , W . - We have to hand a copy
the new season 's list of
the
well-known high grade ,cycles
Company.
supplied much
by theuseful
aboveinformation
and contains
This list is well illustarted
and besides the prices and particulars of machines of various
qualities includes those of accessories and component parts. It

also comprises an illustration and specification of the 1905 " Royal
Ajax " 21 h .Accompanying

.
the list we re
Enquire
ceived a copy p of. motor
" The Cyclist's
a usefulbicyclepocket-book,
Within."

week . The best pay is given

Consett booklet
Consett, co.theDurham
Iron Co.,
. - Thiscommo
firm
send
particulars
givingLtd.,
engineering
dities ustheya supply , which
include allofgrades
of Siemens-Martin

THE MODEL ENGINEER last week ; we advise you to study it with
due consideration ,

steel plates, coal, coke, and firebricks, pig iron ,
plates.
and sectional steel bars. A trade card should be chequered
enclosed with all

for

practical nature ; you should get as much of
this experience
as possibleofin ahandling
electricalmachinery and published
testing workin
in a technical college.
A reply to a similar query was

enquiries,
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The Editor's Page.
IN this issue, on page 53, we reproduce a photo
I graph of the indoor model railway built
by Mr. S . L . Solomon, one of the oldest
members of the London Society of Model Engi
neers. Owing to the difficulties of the situa
tion - the railway is in a room very poorly
lighted — the picture does not convey the best
idea of the general excellence of the work ;
however, it may act as a stimulus to readers
who only take a passive interest in the sig
nalling portion of a model railway to devote
themselves to similar work. For our own part, we
may mention that we have, thanks to Mr. Solomon ,
spent several interesting hours manipulating the
various points and signals, and watching the shunt
ing ofthemodel trains.

cipal clubs were on your list. Such a register as
I suggest would make it much easier to get up
inter-club races, and would also cause many men
to join clubs who are at present prevented from
doing so by ignorance of the existence of a club in
their neighbourhood. I should be much obliged if
you could publish this letter, so as to get the
opinions of others of yourreaders on the subject."
A correspondent writes saying that he has some
thirty cloth -bound volumes ofthe Engineer and Engi
neering, dating from 1882 to 1888, which he must
dispose of very shortly . As he would like to give
them to the library of some society or other
properly -constituted body, where they would be of
real service to themembers, we shall be glad to hear
from any reader who can suggest a suitable " home"
for these volumes.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended

for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance . Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How to ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c ., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court
Fleet Street, London, E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MAXAGER , " The Model Engi
neer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26 - 29,
Poppin ' s Court, Fleet Street, London , B .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and

Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S . A ., to whom

all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.
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[ The asterisk (* ) denotes that the subject is illustrated.]
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We quote the following letter from a corre
spondent “ Oona," on which some of our readers
may like to express their views : - " In comparing
some of the back numbers of THE MODEL ENGI.
NEER, more especially those of older date, with
those of the present time, I have been struck by
the much larger space which you used to devote
to the subject of model yachting. Would it be
possible for you to give some space, say, once a
month to this subject. I do not mean to the
building, designing , or rigging of model yachts, as
on these subjects you have not only had several
excellent articles, but also published a book dealing
with thesubject. What I do mean is, if you could
give some space to reports of races, club doings,
etc. Theremust be a large number ofyour readers
interested in the sport, and I am sure that if you
gave more space to it you would have a number
of subscribers who, though not interested in model
engineering, would subscribe towards a paper
giving model yachting some space. I was lately
in the workshop of one of the principalmodel yacht
builders, and saw quite a number of models both
built and building, so that interest cannot be on
the wane. I greatly appreciate the articles which
have appeared in the VI.E . on designing and build
ing models, but I cannot help thinking that if some
space were given to reports of races, illustrations
ofmodels, and other model yachtingnews, it would
greatly increase the value of your paper to a !1
model yachtsmen . There should be no difficulty
in getting the reports, as in most cases club secre
taries would be very glad to send in accounts
of races for publication . I would also suggest that
a register of clubs published from time to time in
the M . E . would be most useful. If readers in
terested were asked to send in particulars of any
clubs in their neighbourhood , with the address of
secretary, it should not be long before the prin
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An Example of Fine Casting.

THE accompanying photograph was taken from
an ornamental plate sent for our inspec
tion , recently cast in Messrs. Drummond

Bros.' new foundry . It is really a beautiful piece
of work , and was cast from a plate bought by Mr.
Drummond some time ago as a curio , the only

other one he knows of being in the Geological
Museum , Jermyn Street, London . It is referred to
in the catalogue of this collection as follows :
“ . . . Some beautiful specimens of the deli
cate Berlin castings are in this case. At the time
when the final struggle commenced between Prussia
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and Napoleon , the patriotism ofthe Prussian ladies
was particularly conspicuous. With the noblest
generosity they sent their jewels and trinkets to
the royal treasury , to assist in furnishing funds for

Piston Rings for Small Power

the expenses of the campaign . Rings, crosses, and
other ornaments of cast iron given in return to
those who made this sacrifice, bore the inscription
* Gold für Eisen ' (gold for iron ), and such Spartan
jewels are, to this day, much treasured by the
possessors and their families. This led to the pro
duction of ornaments far more delicate than any
thing which had heretofore been manufactured ;
and these becoming known and admired in every
part of Europe, an extensive trade in them speedily
arose . The large circular ornamental casting, with

By SAMUEL KEIGHLEY.
SHOULD like to bring before your notice the
piston ring I have designed . I have tried
them both in large and small engines, and
several are working at the present time.
The ring is cut into four quarters, as you will

Steam Engines .

see by the photographs and drawings. The ring itself

the sand attached as it was taken from the mould ,

shows the perfection to which the processes have

+

+ E
Fig . 2. - RING AND VEE Pieceş.

Fig . 1. - Guide RING .

-

670

+ G
Fig . 4 .- PISTON COMPLETE .

Fig . 3. - PISTON BODY WITHOUT
GUIDE RING .

FIG . 5 . - PISTON Body
WITH LID ON .

been brought. It has been thought thatmuch of

the beauty of these castings depends upon thesand
employed in forming the moulds. . . .'
We think that the plate we show speaks well for
the general equipment and materials used in the
new foundry . It was cast in quite the ordinary
manner, with the usual moulding box, and with
the same sand and iron as used for all castings of
their well-known lathe, and without the very
specially constructed pattern used by the Berlin

founders. Of course, the principal credit is due to
Simpson, who made themould . The photograph
shows the plate just as it left the sand, without any

Messrs . Drummond 's foundry foreman , Mr. S .

trimming or touching up . The small projections at
the head are really casts of the foreman's thumb
nail, made as he lifted the pattern from the sand .
-*

-

Oil or fat exerts a most destructive influence on
Portland cement. The result shows in coarse cracks,
weakening and even disintegrating themass in the
course of a few months.

Fig . 6 . - View of RingS COMPLETE ,
I prefer to make of cast iron ; into these are fitted
four vee -pieces, for the purpose of adjusting the
wear that takes place. These vees are thrust out
by spring coil, as shown , or by spiral springs bedded

July 27, 1905.
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into boss of piston body. The novelty of this ring
lies in the fact that each vee -piece is dovetailed into
eich portion of the ring, thus maintaining a more
equal expansion of the ring. If one portion tended
t expand more than another, the fact of their

being dovetailed in the manner shown would lock
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Electrical Resistance of Steel.
THE May Bulletin of the Société d'Encourage
1 ment pour l'Industrie Nationale contains a
short but interesting article upon the “ Electrical
Resistance of Steel."

Following up some experi

ments made some time ago by Monsieur H . Le
Chatelier, the author of this article - Monsieur P .

Mahler - has carried out a series of tests on speci
mens of steel containing varying amounts of carbon ,
manganese, sulphur, phosphorus, and silicon.
Generally speaking, he has established the fact
which , in truth, is what might have been expected
— that themore impure the steel, the higher is its
electrical resistance .

For example, in one of his sets of experiments he
took five test-pieces, varying from soft steel with a
breaking stress of 40 kilos. per square millimetre of
cross -section, to hard steelwith a breaking stress of
70 kilos. The percentage of carbon varied from
0 : 16 per cent, to o•62 per cent., and of manganese
from 0 .70 per cent, to o 80 per cent. Theobserved
resistance was 14 .6 michrom -centimetres for the
soft steel, and 18.0 michrom -centimetres for the
hard steel. M . Mahler found that the total resist
ance varied in accordance with the formula R
= 10 + 7C + 5 Mn ; whe'e C is the carbon, Mn the
manganese, and to the resistance due to the iron

Fig . 7. - A COMPLETE 4 -IN , PISTON AND CLAMP.

that portion and retain it till the opposite side ex
panded . This also allows uniform wear on all parts

ofthe ring.

and tɔ the other impurities, such as sulphur, phos
phorus, & c. The 7 and the 5 for carbon and
manganese were the figures which M . Le Chatelier

had found in his experiments. The coefficient 10
has been found by M .Mahler, and within the limits

Another advantage is that there is no passage
for steam - as the ring wears the vee-blocks follow
up the gap, thus keeping the ring practically as
tight as a solid ring, with the advantage of being

as elastic as possible. I may mention that this
ring can be employed for pumping, instead of
bucket leathers. The photographs were taken
from a piston 4 ins. in diameter.
The “ Racing Engine.”
A FEATURE of the exhibition of the Royal
h Agricultural Society used to be the “ racing
engine.” A racing engine had to be built six or
special shed and worked by a special staff, and
every possible effort was made to get the highest
twelve months before the time of trial, placed in a
possible result out of it . When the trialat the show

grounds came on, the competitor declared what
power his engine was going to work at, and 14 lbs.
of coal were allowed per declared brake horse
power. The engine that ran the longest on the coal
allowance won the prize. Nearly all the engines
were fitted with jackets, so that steam could be
turned into them when necessary . Mr. Vaughan

Pendred , in discussing the recent report of the
steam engine research committee, called attention
to the fact that an examination of the reports of
the Royal Agricultural Society would show that

not one single engine which admitted steam to the
jacket had taken a prize .

At the Borough Polytechnic Institute recently
marble busts of Joseph Lancaster and Michael

Fig . 8. – VIEW SHOWING INNER CONSTRUCTION
OF PISTON RING .
of his investigations the formula appears to give
the resistance of any steel of known composition
very fairly nearly .
There are discrepancies, which are sometimes on
one side and sometimes on the other ; but in a
number ofcases the calculated resistancewas found
to be the same as that which was obtained by

measurement. Perhaps the balance lies rather in

the Institute by Mr. Passmore Edwards, were

the direction of the coefficient, to being somewhat
high , but this error is certainly on the right side.
The ability to estimate the electrical resistance of

formally unveiled by Prof. S . P . Thompson, F . R .S .

steels of known composition within a reasonable

Faraday (the work of Mr. H . C . Fehr ), presented to
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degree of accuracy is highly important, having re
gard to the increasing use of steel rails for con
ducting electricity, and it would appear that in
samples of metal known to be more or less oxidised
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How to Straighten Wire.
By W . P .
The process of straightening short lengths of

is taken as a basis. This means that, at any rate ,

thick wire which have been cut from a hank is
usually very laborious if done with a mallet. It
can be done in the lathe quickly and easily by a
method shown in sketch . Grip the wire in the

low side. — The Engineer.

chuck , and roughly straighten it with the hand , so
that it clears the bed . Now get two pieces of

ormore or less gaseous, the actual resistance is less

than whatmight be looked for if the above formula
the probabilities are that a calculation of the resist
ance is more likely to err on the high than on the

hardwood about i ft. by 2 ins. by } in ., and bore a

Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers
are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired, accord

Ing to merit .

Au matter intended for this column should be

marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

A Small Punching Machine.
By “ Round SQUARE.”

Section

The tool here described is known as a “ Fly
press.” I have used it for punching round holes

00002

Tapped ģ "

cole El

Hw to STRAIGHTEN WIRE,

hole in each about 2 ins, from one end to fit the wire.
C

Slip them on the wire close up to chuck, and start
the lathe. The pieces of wood are now gripped in
the position shown in the sketch , keeping the end

i-

farthest away pressed close together, and twisting

A HOME-MADE PunchiNG MACHINE.
in armature laminations, and thin sheet metal up

to 5- 16ths diameter. (For larger sizes I have a
bigger machine). It is intended to be held in the
vice. A is a piece of tool steel,fin. square, about
7 ins. long, bent to the form shown. B is a steel
spindle, screwed fin .Whitworth , and tapped 2 B .A .
fit tap wrench .
to take die, with square on top to narrow
slot each
It will be seen that the punch has a
side to fit spanner for changing. The points on
these are handy when using the press on marked
off work , such as rivet holes in a model boiler ;
but when using a jig it is not necessary. C is the
die in my case ; they are made from old smooth
files . When hardening these , I find it best to use
warm water, as it is not so liable to produce cracks.
Plenty of clearance must be allowed for the holding

down screwsof dies for the purpose of adjusting.

Polish for Brass and Copper.
Take Å lb . of rotten stone, it ozs. of oxalic acid ,

and & oz. of gum arabic. Finely powder these in
gredients. Then make a paste by stirring into the
dry ingredients i } ozs. of sweet oil and as much
water as necessary .

the pieces of wood in opposite directions. Now
move slowly along the wire, keeping in same
position. If the wire is not now straight, repeat
the process. When the holes get too big, new holes
can be bored at a little distance from them . The
way thismethod works is this, the wire gets slightly
bent while revolving in going through the holes in
the wood , and so takes up a neutral position as
soon as it is free from the holes.
Another “ tip " for when you have severalpieces
of sheet brass or copper to be filed or bored simi
larly, is to cut them out roughly , flatten , and
then grip them together in the vice between two
pieces of wood, and solder the edges together just
enough to hold them . They can now be shaped or
bored, and, if care is taken to file square, on melt
ing apart, they will be exactly the same shape and
size.

A Lacquer for Brass.
By J. H . P. B .
Take 2 qrts. of rectified spirits ofwine and 3 lbs.
of seed lac, picked particularly clean , and clear of
all black specks ; upon the cleanness depends the

brightness of the lacquer. Add the two together ,
put in a bottle, keep warm , and shake often till
dissolved . Apply to brass with a camel's hair
brush , taking care that the brass is perfec :]y cleri
and free from grease .
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The Latest in Engineering .
Portable Electric Power Station. -

which supplies steam to a turbine of the Parsons

Many very useful motor-dynamo plants have been

type. The turbine is directly coupled to an electric

introduced by the De Dion -Bouton Company for
where a supply of electricity is required in out-of
the-way parts. That which the Automotor Journal

generator of the multi-phase type, to an exciter

recently illustrated is a portable installation
mounted upon a tubular frame, and designed for
horse haulage. It has a standard four-cylinder
15 h .-p . petrol engine coupled direct to an un
usually light 10 -kilowatt dynamo, and is rendered
completely self-contained , with the necessary

of the bogie wheels. A controller, rheostat, etc .,
are provided for regulating the current and the

A

lighting country houses, and for other purposes

tanks, radiator, fan, and switchboard. The makers
also build self-propelled plants of a similar kind,
the power being transmitted electrically to the road

for the generator, and to a centrifugal air pump.
The generator supplies current to a series ofmotors
geared by gearing enclosed in gear cases to the axles
speed of the locomotive. A condenser is employed
for the exhaust steam of the turbine, the con

densing surfaces of which are cooled by air drawn
over them by the rapidity of motion of the loco
motive when running, and by means of a centri
fugal air pump when the locomotive is stationary .

wheels .

Dust - Laying on Roads. - The dust-laying
experiments which have been conducted on the
main road between Hythe and Folkestone are re
ported to have proved a success. The area treated

with the tar solution was 5,288 sq. yds. The cost
of this is reported by the surveyor to be a little over
£30 , equal to 1.38d. per sq . yd .
New Locomotives for America . - An order for
twenty -two large compound passenger locomotive
engines and tenders for the Buenos Ayres and Rosario
Railway Company has been received by Messrs .
Robert Stephenson & Co., Darlington . The engines

are to be of the six -wheel type, coupled , with leading
bogie and double bogie tenders. The firm have also
Railway Company for three tank locomotives.

booked an order for the Argentine Transandine

Messrs. Hudswell, Clarke & Co.,of Railway Foundry,
Lee Is, have lately signed a contract for supplying
some powerful bogie tender locomotives for the
Central American Railway.
Can Iron Grow ? - - That iron can be made to
Fianklin Institute has awarded the Elliot Cresson
Gɔld Medal. The process consists in heating and
cooling the bar of iron which it is intended to

grow is shown by a new process for which the

magnify to a “ critical ” temperature a number of
times. The results are extraordinary. To the
Mechanical Science Section of the American As
sociation two bars of iron cast in one mould were
presented for critical inspection . One bar remained

exactly as cast. The companion bar had been
caused to grow gradually in cubical dimensions till

Compound Gas Engine. — According to the
Iron Age, a compound gas engine has been built
with two high-pressure cylinders and a single low
pressure cylinder between them . Thehigh-pressure
cylinders work on the Otto cycle, the engine re
ceiving one impulse from them each revolution .
The exhaust from the two explosions is expanded
in the low - pressure cylinder, the crank of which is

180° behind the high -pressure cranks. Thus at
every forward stroke the low -pressure cylinder takes
the exhaust gases from one of the high -pressure

cylinders. The total effect is thus to produce an
impulse every half revolution. With a 12 h .-p .
engine 13 b .h .-p . were obtained with the low
it, 46'2 per cent. being thus added to the power by
the use ofthe low -pressure cylinder and without the
expenditure of any additional fuel.

pressure cylinder in use, and only 8 .9 h .- p . without

A Speed Indicator for Motor Cars.
Davis's speedometer is an extremely simple appli
ance for showing at a glance the speed at which a
vehicle is moving. There is only one working part,
and that is a small eccentric . The eccentiic carries
a short piston -rod, which actuates a rubber disc
forming one end of an air chamber, and oscillates
air over the end of a small air tube, creating a
vacuum . This vacuum varies with the speed of
the car. The indicator is connected by a tube with

the pulsator, and is fixed on the splashboard , and
a coloured liquid in a glass tube shows at a glance
the speed travelling in miles per hour. The indi
cator requires no timing. The apparatus is supplied
by the Wolseley Tool and Motor Car Company,
Ltd ., Birmingham .

it is now 46 per cent. larger than the other, the
weight remaining the same as before expansion .

Byth bars were machined on one side to show the
texture and metallic appearance ; and it was diffi
cult to detect any change except the very apparent
difference in size. It is said that important practi
cal applications have already been found for this
remarkable discovery .
Improvements in Locomotives, --Mr. Hugh
Reid, managing director of the North British
Locomotive Company, Ltd ., Hyde Park , Glasgow ,
and Mr. David M . Ramsay have devised a new
form of locomotive. Upon a frame mounted upon
two bogies is carried a modified locomotive boiler ,

The United States Navy . - The dynamite
cruiser Vesuvius is about to be put in commission
at the Charlestown navy yard . She is practically
a new ship , 200 ,000 dols. having been expended to
convert her into a torpedo training ship , and little

but the hull, engines, and boilers being left of the
original vessel. Built as an experiment to mount
dynamite guns, the l'esuvius was a failure. To
day she is a modern ship of probably greater speed
than her original 214 knots per hour, owing to im
provements in her engines and boilers, upon which
50 ,000 dols , have been expended . She carries
three above-water and two submerged torpedo

tubes, and also a few light guns,
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one for children ), and proceeds up to the gate at

New Locomotives for the

the platform , where the ticket is punched in the
orthodox manner by the ticket examiner. Tickets
are collected after the passengers have had their
ride, as they leave the station . The booking office
also contains a bookstall. Here the visitor can
obtain the current issue of THE MODEL ENGINEER
and any of the sixpenny handbooks, together with
post-cards and pamphlets illustrating and describ
ing the railway . On the fences and walls of the

Miniature Railways of Great
Britain , Ltd .
(Corcluded from paçe 30 .)
THE Blackpool Railway is situated on the
1

beach at the south end of the town, quite
near to the Maxim flying machine.
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Fig . 13. - " GIPSYVILLE " STATION, MINIATURE RAILWAY, BLACKPOOL, AND SOME OF THE STAFF.
booking offices are the advertisement plates of well
railway is a continuous one, about 455 yds. long,
and is laid on the flattest portion of the sandsil
known commodities. At the other end of the
such a way as to miss the sandhills and other
station is the engine house and water tank. The
permanent buildings in the vicinity, and to reduce
the amount of excavating to a minimum . It

was not, however, possible to obtain a really level

line ; and to open the line for the Whitsun holidays
- which was the chief object in view - only a small
amount of cutting was attempted , embankments

being raised to reduce the steepness ofthegradients.

Since, however, a cutting has been made at the
highest portion of the site, as shown in the accom

SL

panying gradient profile drawing.
The rails are of steel, rolled to the Vignolles or
flat-bottomed section . They weigh 12 lbs. per yard
and rest on pressed steel sleepers. The rails are
fixed to the latter by riveted clips on the outside ,
and dogs on the inside. On the softest portion

of the site the sleepers are supported by timbers
and stakes. A siding capable of holding four
carriages is also provided at the station as indicated
on the plan herewith .

FIG . 14 . - A TRAIN OF THREE COACHES.

The station is, of course, the chief feature of the
railway . From end to end it measures about

former embraces part of the siding, and when the

100 ft., the platform itself being 55 ft. long with

out theramps (or slopes) at the ends. The booking
office is placed at one end, and entering the barrier
the passenger passes the ticket window , purchases
his ticket (there are two fares — one for adults and

day's work is done, the engine can shunt the train
through the engine house up to the buffer stops
whilst it remains under cover for the night. The
station buildings areof quite an attractive character ,
and were built by Mr. H . Jarvis — who is perhaps
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known to many of our readers as a contributor to
The Woodworker - to the drawings of the engineer.
Mr. Jarvis was also responsible for the carriage
bodies. These are bogie vehicles, which are now
provided with a roof to shade the passengers from

Boiler Incrustation .
E . ASSELIN , of Paris, recommends the
. use of glycerine as a preventative of
boiler incrustation . It increases the solu
bility of combinations of lime, and especially of the
sulphate. It formswith these combinations soluble
compounds. When the quantity of lime becomes
so great that it can no longer be dissolved , nor form
soluble combinations, it is deposited in a gelatinous
substance, which never adheres to the surface of

the iron plates. The gelatinous substances thus
formed are not carried with the steam into the
cylinder of the engine. M . Asselin advises the em
ployment of 1 lb . of glycerine for every 300 lbs.
or 400 lbs. of coal burnt. Other preparations
are :
( 1) For a 5 h .-p . boiler, fed with water, which
contains calcic sulphate, take : Catechu, 2 lbs. ;
dextrine, i lb . ; crystallised soda, 2 lbs. ; potash ,
{ lb .; cane sugar, 1 lb .; alum , 1 lb .; gum arabic, { lb .
( 2) For a boiler of the same size, fed with water
which contains lime: Turmerio, 2 lbs. ; dextrine,
i lb . ; sodium bicarbonate, 2 lbs. ; potash , { lb . ;
alum , { lb . ;molasses, 1 lb .
(3 ) For a boiler of the same size, fed with water
which contains iron :Gamboge, 2 lbs. ; soda, 2 lbs.;
dextrine, i lb . ; potash , 1 lb . ; sugar, 4 lb . ; alum ,
1 lb . ; gum arabic, { lb .

Fig , 15. — The Water TANK AND ENGINE Shes.
GRADIENTS. MINIATURE RAILWAY BLACKPOOL .
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the sun , and to protect them from any smuts from
the engine chimney, and carry twelve adult
passengers in each. They measure 13 ft. long by
2 ft. 64 ins, wide over the bodies. The bogies are
cast in one piece,and are provided with solid wheels
8 ins. diameter and dust-proof padded axle-boxes.
The whole railway and staff are under the super
intendence of the station master, Mr. Geo . Mead.
The staff number a booking clerk, two drivers,
ticket examiner, guard , and two platelayers - all
of whom wear a uniform or uniform cap . The
station is named “ Gipsyville," owing to the
proximity of the renowned gipsy encampment.
The only drawback to the site is the sand, which
has considerably increased working expenses and
wear and tear of the engine and rolling-stock .
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ELECTRIC TRACTION is to replace steam power on
the Chicago and Evanston line of the Chicago,
Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railway, and the line will
be operated by the North -Western Elevated Rail
way, which will connect with the surface line by
an extension from its present terminus at Wilson

Ave. All passengers and freight traffic will be
handled by electricity north of this point, and
within a few years the railway will be elevated
from Wilson Ave, to the city limits. The cost of
electric wiring and equipment will be about
£200,000 .

NUM
ANN

Fig . 16 . - PLAN OF LINE AND GRADIENTS.
(4) For a boiler of the same size, fed with sea
water : Catechu, 2 lbs. ; Glauber's salt, 2 lbs. ;
dextrine, 2 lbs. ; alum , lb . ; gum arabic, { lb .
When these preparations are used add i qrt, of
water, and in ordinary cases charge the boiler every
month ; but if the incrustation is very bad, charge
every two weeks. — Chemical Engineer.
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Thermit
For Alumino - Thermic Welding.

(Continued from page 58.)
THE strength of the weld is about 80 per cent.
1 of the strength of the original material. The
shoe welded on to the foot of the rail not only
makes up for the remaining 20 per cent., but mate
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Alumino- Thermic process is in connection with
marine engineering. To weld broken stern -posts
or similar
of big transatlantic liners, or crankshafts
pieces, crucibles of 6 ft. in height, with a capacity
of 7 cwts., have been constructed . The reaction
in these takes hardly longer than in a small
crucible. The enormous advantage offered to

rially strengthens the rail at the joint (Fig . 6 ). The
head does not get softer , although it is brought to

welding heat, the reason being that the operation
NA

To

tikes place without the air having access to it.
Test rods cut out of rails brought to welding heat
by this process prove that tensile strength and

an

elasticity have not suffered — a fact which is con
firmed by three years' practical experience on
tram -roads.

The third rail of an electric railway is also welded
by this means. The skin resistance of copper bonds
increases with time, and frequent repairs are neces
sitated thereby. Welding obviates these repairs .
It can be done in two ways. The first is identical
Fig . 7. - WELDING A CONDUCTOR RAIL.
steamship owners by such repairs will be apparent
when it is remembered that a broken stern -post
would otherwise have to be replaced by a new one.

Besides this expense, the one incurred through loss
of time, the steamer being laid up in dry dock for
weeks and weeks in order to have the new part

Fig . 6. — A THERMIT WELDED Rail.

fitted in , is very heavy indeed .
To butt-weld the pipes, the ends must be made

with the one described before (but without the use
of clamps), and is now in operation on twenty
miles of road at Paris, France, where a short track
gave satisfaction after a year's trial. The second
consists in welding a small bridge of “ Thermit ”
iron between the feet on one side of the rail. Both

are in use on a large scale. The other side of the
joint, where there is no “ Thermit ” welded
" bridge,” is mechanically strengthened by an
ordinary
light fish plate.
In this case the crucible is superfluous. The
welding portion of about 3 lbs. only is placed
directly into the upper part of the mould , which is
prolonged by a piece of gas pipe (Fig . 7 ).
Steel girders for construction work can of
course be welded in just the same way as rails.
For really solid jointing equal to the strength of the

P .

W
ita

PARTING
,
il

girder itself, welding is necessarily cheaper than

|_LINE

li

riveting.

The next field of application is the repair of
solid iron and steel objects. The compound , as al
ready noted , gives 50 per cent, of mild , very over
heated steel, withinstance
o.I carbon , which
can be hardened
addition mangan

if desired , for
by an
of
ese . Whoever has a supply of the compound
“ Thermit ” has a supply of liquid steel. Accord

ingly, foundries can correct faulty castings, ma
chinery shops can mend broken or worn -out parts,
and last, but not least, marine engineering works
can iepair large steel castings, such as crankshafts
(Fig . 9), and particularly
broken stern -posts.
Wherever the distance from construction shops
is a matter of consideration, and in all outlying
districts, this is of particular value.

The most startling and, at the same time, most
effective work done in the way of repairs by the

1
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Fig . 8. - WELDING A BROKEN SHAFT.
to fit accurately on to each other, and must be
made bright with a file or emery paper. The two
pipes are then firmly pressed together by the clamp
ing apparatus, and the sheet iron mould , well
surrounded with moist sand, is attached . After
pouring the liquid contents off the crucible, welding
temperature will take place within a minute or two.
The clamps then want tightening one turn of the

screw,
and the weld is complete. The mould -box
is removed almost at once, and can be used several
times. The surrounding mass, containing the iron
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between the layers of slag, like the yoke in the white

of an egg , is easily removed with a hammer. Such
welds will stand pressure of hundreds of atmos
pheres ; as a matter of fact, as much as the pipe
itself. About 40 ,000 - 50 ,000 pipe joints have
been welded by this method, the advantages of
which are, shortly, that the operation can take
place anywhere in situ, and that it is cheaper than a
solid flange joint. The dimensions of the mouldshave

Model • Dunalastair " Loco
motive Tender .
By: H . A . STEVENS.
IT appears to be the rule among model engineers
Li who build locomotives to construct the engine
before the tender. I departed from this order
of work , and completed the tender

first, partly that it might be ready

when the engine was far enough ad
vanced for testing, but more parti
cularly for the sake of the experi
ence to be gained , as this was my
first serious attempt at model
making, and I was thus more
competent, after building the tender ,

to undertake the more difficult
work in connection with the engine.
I followed the drawings published
in the M . E . in 1901, and made very
few departures therefrom . The chief
differences are :
( 1 ) The brake rods, which in the
drawings cross the bogie pivots
centrally, have been set out to
clear the pivot nuts, enabling the
latter to be removed without dis.
mantling the brake gear.
(2) The rear buffer beam , instead
of being in one piece | in . thick , is
in two pieces each 1-16th in . thick .
Fig . 9. - WELDING A BROKEN SHAFT IN THE TRANSVAAL .
been carefully worked out and tabu
lated for every size of wrought iron

This allows the buffer stocks to be
screwed on from the back in one
piece,while the other piece is screwed

to the angles affixed to the frames.

pipe up to 6 ins. diameter. Any
workman will be able to make such

welds after very short practice by
carefully observing the few rules and
directions printed in the pamphlets
publ.shed by Messrs. Thermit, Ltd .
PRIMARY BATTERIES. – Two
cheap primary batteries suitable
for bells or telephones can be
made as follows : - ( 1) Mix equal
parts of mangenese peroxide, in
pieces the size of a pea , with coke
or retort coal, also in small pieces.
Put the whole in a wire-cloth bag,
and in the middle a piece of retort
coal. Tie the upper part of the bag,
and immerse in a kettle or jar con
taining a solution of chlorhydrate
of ammonia and a piece ofzinc. (2)
Take a porous vessel about 6 ins. in
diameter, and pile up round a piece
of charcoal and small pieces of coke
mixed with a little chloride of lime.
Add a little melted pitch in order
to avoid the odour of chlorine. Put
in an outer vessel water containing
5 Ozs. of table salt to the pint and
a piece of zinc. A little salt water
four times a year is sufficient to keep
the battery in condition .

TEL

MR. H . A . STEVENS' MODEL -IN. SCALE LOCOMOTIVE TENDER ,
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The interference of the two sets of screws is thus

Some Ingenious Models.

avoided . The two pieces are fastened together by
bolts placed where the side chains are usually fixed .
(3) The outer ornamental angle-brass along the
sides of the footplating, and the angle brass con
necting the footplating to the frames were made
in one piece, of
section. This somewhat sim
plified matters.
As the photograph shows, themodel is unpainted .
The mottled appearance, which is less marked in
the reproduction than in the photo , is caused , not

purpose of raising steam . The spirit passes from
the supply tank through the bunch of iron wire at

as might be thought, by irregularities in the surface,

G to the pipe C ; cup F having been previously

(Continued from page 60.)
THE exhaust steam from the engine is carried
by a pipe into water tank , where it warms
the feed water .
Fig . 12 is a view of the spirit lamp, which is
sometimes used instead of the gas ring for the

FIG . IIA . - ONE OF MR. L . NICOLE's MODEL RAILWAY CARRIAGES. ( Body made of Zinc.)
but by differences in the coating of oxide— some
having been removed in working — and by films of
solder where screws, & c ., are placed .
I must add my tribute to the excellence of the
drawings given in the M .E . I had only to make

B

DF

one reference to the Query Department, which was

answered with the usual courtesy and thoroughness.
The total time taken in construction was 345 hours ,

including pattern making. The cost was about £2.

Plan of Burner,

This is, I think , not excessive, chiefly because a
local firm of brass founders supply all my castings

and material, both brass and gunmetal, at 8d .
per lb . They take all possible trouble over these
little castings. I have received nothing but help
and encouragement from “ professionals ” in every
way . A well-known firm of locomotive builders in
this neighbourhood placed their experience and
resources entirely at my disposal, and though , like
most amateurs, I preferred to conquer my difficul

Fig . 12 . – VAPORISING
SPIRIT BURNER FOR
Coil Boiler.

ties by my own efforts, the kindness of the offer
remains.

MOTOR CYCLE DEMAND. - A Coventry firm is

said to have sold 6000 motor cycles, and that the
demand , instead of diminishing, is now greater by
threefold than it was a year ago. The firm says
that at the present time it has on hand a larger

number of orders than at any previous period , and

on all sides customers are clamouring for delivery.

filled with spirit and lighted vaporises the spirit
in the tube C , and the vapour issues by way of cap
D through the small holes B in the hanging tubes E .
The holes A provide small flames, which impinge
on the tube C , and maintain it at a vaporising heat
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Fig . 13. - COMPLETE TRAIN DRAWN BY Two ENGINES.

Fig . 14. - MODEL FOUR-COUPLED BOGIE EXPRESS ENGINE.

VO

Fig . 15. — MODEL 2 — 4 — 2 TYPE LOCOMOTIVE.

MR. LOUIS NICOLE'S MODEL LOCOMOTIVES AND RAILWAY CARRIAGES.
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after the cup F is empty. Three or four burner
Railway Coaches. These carriages are very
interesting, in that they are constructed of sheet

July 27, 1905.

Thematerial used is zinc, and the windows and doors
were cut out with a fretsaw . The accompanying
sketches of the sides, doors, and ends are two
thirds full size, the former being curved as indicated .

pipes E may be employed .

Washers, soldered on .

Doory
LIL

OUN

Handle mode

of brass
FIG . 17 . - Doors

wire
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Fig . 16.--MODEL RAILWAY CarriagE FITTINGS.
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Fig . 18. -- SIDES AND ENDS OF CARRIAGES .
Each compartment of the carriage contains the
proper seats, racks, straps for windows, and carpet.

The lamps are made as shown in the detail drawing

Brake
a pipe

Bellows
or pumps
connected
here

Fig . 19 .-- MR. NICOLE 'S PROPOSED AUXILIARY
BLOWER FOR MODEL LOCOMOTIVES.
metal. The passenger coach has four compart.

ments, and measures 18 } ins. long. The guard's
van is of similar proportions and construction.

(Fig . 16 ). The torpedo ventilators are made in
two pieces, as shown in Fig . 16 .
The Locomotives. — With regard to the locomotives,
Mr. Nicole seemed diffident about describing
these . He modestly said that far nicer ones had
been illustrated in THE MODEL ENGINEER in the
past ; however, he suggested one improvement.
For producing a draught during steam raising, and
before the blower can be applied , he advises that
the vacuum brake pipe should be used as an

auxiliary blower pipe in the manner indicated
in the sketch herewith (see Fig. 19). Both of the

locomotives are interesting types, the one in Fig . 15
more especially .
Model Man o' War. - Mr. Nicole's model battle
ship is 3 ft. 6 ins. in length , and has twin screws.
The motive power is electricity . The hull is made
of brown paper moulded on a plaster model. When
dry, the hull was coated with a couple of coats of
gold size, and then painted . After this was com

pleted , the whole boat was varnished with carriage
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Fig . 20. - MODEL ATLANTIC LINER.

IT

Fig . 21. – MODEL FIRST-CLASS BATTLESHIP,
TWO OF MR. LOUIS NICOLE'S SHIP MODELS.

For description

[see pages 34 and 86 .
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Steam
winch

nebelj1

varnish . The tubes for the propeller shaft are
fixed
with shellac varnish, and with bichromatised
glue (which gets insoluble when exposed to light),
and, finally varnished . This makes a good water
tight job. The fittings of the vessel are much the
same as those published from time to time in The
Model ENGINEER, more particularly

Smokin
room g

DATLANTIC
ECK
PLAN
BREADTH
LHALF
22ouis
-Fig
AND
LINER
Nicole
.Mr
'sMOF
ODEL

Seals

Stays

Skylight

Saors

156

following

those described in the issue of July ist, 1902 (Vol.
VII). The ventilators are cast, cored out to make

Venlitalors

B19 VO VAT

Z

FIG . 23. - BODY PLAN OF ATLANTIC LINER.
strips, and has fore and aft water-tight com
zinc
partments, which can be filled with water ballast,
through a valve which opens underneath , to get

dolor

Shyhant

the boat in proper trim . All the heavy ropes,
mast stays, & c ., are made of florist's wire twisted
չափելիս̀

103

Venlolor

,
ver
hloton

them as light as possible. Aluminium is suggested
as the best material for these fittings.
The Liner. - The hull of this model was made of

together andmade
painted dark grey. The coils of rope
on deck are
in the same way. the models, to
to the painting of

o

With regard
get the paint to adhere to thezinc he “ primes ” the
a special preparation. To make this
latter with
Dissolve in water . . . . 64 parts

Chloride of copper . .

..

.
1 part.

Nitrate of copper . . .. I .
thenTo add
commercialhydrochloric
acid .
use, one
cleanparttheofhull
and brush the preparation
Sal ammoniac

من
ويا

over it, when it turns the zinc a deep black . Allow
the model to dry for twenty -four hours, and any oil
colour will be found to firmly adhere to the metal.

in a letter received just as we go to press, Mr.
Nicole
says it may interest readers of the M . E . to
know that
he has successfully tried making ven
tilators and small boats from a lead mould by
electro-typing copper on to the mould . The fittings
made in this way are very light and strong.

Coolan

onshore
iPor

LIQUID CHALK . — A very handy thing to have on
the bench where there is much work to lay out on .
castings or sheet iron, is a solution made of chalk
glue, and water. Take a pint can and powder

full
enough
chalkof tocleanfill hot
it two-thirds
; then
filltwoit
almost
full
water
and
add
about
tablespoonfuls of liquid glue, and mix thoroughly

while itas is hot. This is much more handy than
chalk
, you can put it on with a brush the same
as
paint.
It will not rub off in handling, and gives
a nice surface
to work on. The chalk must be
powdered very fine, or it will be rough when dry .
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type or a Manchester pattern is superior, then adopt
that one, and do not be troubled because you might
have secured 2 or 3 per cent. more efficiency if you

Lessons in Workshop Practice.
(Continued from page 8.)

had selected some other type. There is, however,

one thing generally desirable, and that is, to keep

XX . - Notes on Design ofs.Small Dynamos and
Motor
W

By A . W . M .
HEN designing or testing a small dynamo
or motor, the amateur is very likely to

the speed down. There are special uses for high
and extra high speeds, but as a rule the lower the
speed at which themachine runs, the better. You
must remember, though , that for any given machine
the lower the speed at which it runs the less will be

have in mind some statement which he
has seen as to the efficiency of dynamos being

90 per cent. or 95 per cent., and expect his own to
have this efficiency also , being at a loss to under
stand why he cannot get it to approach this high
figure. Such a high efficiency is only reached with
machines of large size. Taking a { h .- p . motor or
500-watt dynamo as the largest size the amateur
is likely to construct, a commercial efficiency, as it
is termed , of 65 per cent. at full load would be
very good : that is, the proportion of watts given

FIG . 1.
FIELD -MAGNET
DESIGN .
its output - that is, supposing a dynamo
was designed to give 500 watts at 2, 500
revolutions per minute, you could not get

the same output if it was only driven at,
say ,

1 ,250

revolutions per minute - you

could only get 250 watts.

You could

get the same voltage by rewinding with suit

able wire, but you would only be able to
get half the amount of current. To take
a few practical illustrations of the pros
and cons of different patterns of machine,
we can start with those relating to the
field coils . If you select an ordinary Man
chester pattern dynamo, the field coils are
easy to make, as the cores are circular, the
bobbins can be quickly wound, and are

rea lily taken off and replaced by lifting off
the top yoke. If you select an ironclad
machine, with internal poles, the coil space
is limited if the machine is to be compact
and of reasonable dimensions, whilst if the

poles are cast in one with the yoke, you
are further limited by the distance be

Fig . 24 . — ANOTHER VIEW OF MR. L . NICOLE 's MODEL
ATLANTIC LINER .

tween the pole horns (see Fig. 1), the dis
tance Di limiting the depth, and the dis
tance 12 the over-all size of the coil. In
the case of a two-pole machine, the dis
tance D3limits the breadth of the coil, as, if
these dimensiɔns are exceeded, the coils can - .
not be slipped over the cores. Little limita
tions of this kind give a great deal of
bother to the designer who has not pre

out by the machine would bear that ratio to the

viously considered them . The following will
be found useful hints :
Field Coils. — Whenever possiblemake them ir

power in watts put into it. This efficiency would

cular ; they are then easiest to wind , and take

decrease with smaller sizes ; 60 per cent. would be

less weight of wire. Make them as long as con

near the mark for a 4 h .-p . or 250 -watt size, and

venient, as they become then less deep , and , there
fore, are economical in wire, and do not become so
hot in working ; make them removable , if you can .
If you cannot adopt circular coils, make them
square with rounded corners, as being the next best

so on downwards at an increasing rate.

As regards

choice of design , the amateur should select that

which takes his fancy, and not worry too much in
trying to decide upon some design which shall be
superior to all others in every respect. As a rule ,
any of the regular patterns can be safely selected ;
each one has its own good points. If you consider
from your particular requirements that a Kapp

thing to do.
Magnet cores should be made circular when
practicable. The next best section is the square
with rounded corners. Wrought iron is preferable
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to cast iron ,as the area of the core need then be only
one-half of that required for cast iron ; but magnets
made of cast iron entirely give very good results,
and there is no need to make any great effort to

limbs of the magnet are made separate to the yoke,
which, in order to obtain a good magnetic joint, is
inserted into the limbs, the joint being squeezed
FIG . 3.

EET

removed

Fig . 2.

Mogner limb

WMaqnel limb
Fig. 5.

up tightly by the rivets. The drawing ( Fig. 5)
clearly showshow the joint is made.
(To be continued .)

Recent Electric Locomotives.

1010 0101
FIG . 4 .
use wrought iron. As a matter of fact, with very
small dynamos, the one having its field -magnet
made of cast iron entirely has a better chance of
working successfully than one having a field -magnet

By Chas. S . LAKE .
1 is a scheme which has long been looked
upon with favour by the directors, and even
longer looked forward to by the travelling public ,
especially that portion whose lot it is to make daily
use of the underground section of the line. As
readers are doubtless aware , the scheme is now
practically complete so far as equipment is con

THE electrification of the Metropolitan Railway

baa loi

Fig . 1. — THE NEW METROPOLITAN RAILWAY ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE AND TRAIN .
cerned , but in the matter of traffic operation there
made of wrought iron . It is no disadvantage to
build up a field -magnet or its core by using strips
still remains something to be done before all is in
or thin bars of iron . It may be very convenient
order and the last of the old steam -propelled trains
for theamateur to do so if he cannot easily procure
has disappeared from view .
Even when things have been placed upon a
large iron, or wishes to use up some which he has at
permanent basis, with electricity as the sole means
hand. Fig. 2 shows a round core made up of iron
of traction, there will, of course, always be a certain
strip and riveted together . Fig . 3 is a field
number of trains running on sections of the line
magnet of single coil pattern made up with pieces
which will require a detachable form of motor for
of thick sheet iron . Fig. 4 is a Kapp or overtype
hauling them over the electrified tracks, such , for
magnet made in a similar manner, but the two

]
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instance, as the Great Western Company's trains

connecting Aldgate, as an eastern extremity , with
Southall, Uxbridge, Windsor, & c., on the main line

or branches in outlying districts ; also the L . and
N .W . R . trains running over the District Railway be
tween Mansion House and Earl's Court for Willesden .
These trains will continue to be worked as at present

bysteam locomotives upto the points — viz.,Bishop's
Road for the Great Western , and Earl's Court for
the London & North -Western trains, where the
new methods come into operation , and from
thence onward separate electric locomotives will

July 27, 1905.

The accompanying illustrations show the appear
ance of one of the new electric locomotives both sepa

rately and when attached to a standard 120 -ton pas
the Baker Street to Verney Junction services. This
locomotive is the first of an order of ten , weighing
50 tons each , now being supplied through the British
Westinghouse Company, and they have been de
signed to propel the above trains at a maximum
speed of 36 miles per hour on the level. The same
class of engine will be used
senger train of six bogie coaches and van, as used on

on the Metropolitan half

of the Inner Circle for goods traffic, and for hauling

OT

LEX
Fig . 3. - 25-TON ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE, Swedish STATE RAILWAYS.
be attached for hauling the trains to their destinations. The Metropolitan and District Companies'
trains on the same sections will, of course, be
worked on the muliiple unit system , with motor
cars at each end of the train .
In addition to this, there will also be necessary
an adjustment of methods with regard to propul
sion in respect of the Metropolitan Company's
steam trains coming up from Aylesbury and be
yond to Baker Street. In this case the steam
locomotives will be detached at Harrow , which at
present marks the extremity of the electrified
portion of the main line*, and electric locomotives
will be substituted for the run to the terminus, a

, the passenger trains already referred to, belonging
to other companies using the lines.
The locomotives are equipped with four motors
of 300 h .-p . each , and a feature of interest is that
owing to the terminus facilities being somewhat
restricted , it has been necessary to use motors of a
smaller size than usual, equipped with forced
ventilation , so as to keep the over-all length down

to convenient limits for handling at the termini.

The writer hopes to give further particulars of these
locomotives and possibly a detailed drawing in a
future issue.

electric trains, and in any case is not “ main ”

The British Westinghouse Company have also
recently supplied the Swedish State Railways with
a single-phase electric locomotive weighing 25 tons,
all of which is carried upon four wheels of 3 ft. 5 ins.
diameter. Particulars of this design were briefly
given in The MODEL ENGINEER SO recently as the
issue for July 6th , but in view of the fact that the

line.

locomotive is now illustrated , it may be desirable

similar change, only in reverse order, being made
on the return journey at Harrow .

* The Uxbridge branch is worked by three-car
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to restate the leading characteristics. One of the

train . Thanks are also due to Mr. C . Jones, chief

interesting features is the high trolley voltage for
which the equipment is designed - viz., 18,000 volts,
though connections are supplied for operating at

electrical engineer, Metropolitan Railway, for
facilities to inspect the Metropolitan locomotive.

several voltages lower than this, the minimum

being 3000 volts.
This high voltage necessitates the use of an oil

Practical Letters from our

cooled main auto -transformer and an oil break
circuit breaker, oil having insulating properties

Readers.

by service
which have been amply demonstrated
in high tension transmission . The intention is to
experiment at various line pressures, with a view
to ascertaining the highest working pressure suit
able for the conditions prevailing upon the Swedish
State Railways,
system is electro -pneumatic, and
The control
consists
of an air compressor driven by a single
phase alternating current motor, an air motor on

[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters

may be signed with a nom -de-plume If desired, but the full
name

and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication .)

A Model Steamer .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - I send you herewith some photos of

the induction regulator, air cylinders on the circuit
magnet
breaker, and reverser and the necessary gear
are

valves. The air brakes and air sanding

a model torpedo cruiser which I made last year
duringmy spare timeafter school. Asmay be seen
from the photos, the boat is not an exact model in
any way . Her only deck fittings are the guns

also supplied by the above compressor.

There are two connectors at each end of the
locomotive, so that two locomotives can be
coupled together and operated by one motor
switch . The master switch is in the middle
of the cab, and is so situated that the operator
has a clear view in all directions without

leaving his seat. Two 150 h .-p . twenty -five
period single-phase motors are geared , one
to each axle, with a gear reduction of 18 to

70 , and the locomotive so equipped has shown
its ability to handle a 70 -ton train 'at 40miles
per hour without exceeding the rise of tem
perature for which the motors were designed .
Ready access to all the parts has been
arranged for ; only the small operating de

vices have been placed in the cab, and the

lay -out is such as to allow of the greatest
convenience in operation with a maximum

of safety to the operator. The illustra
tion shows the locomotive as sent out from the
builder's works ; the buffers, collecting devices, etc.,

FIG . 2 . - WATER - TUBE BOILER FOR MODEL STEAMER .

(dummies ) and one boat, this making a much

handier boat to work on the water. The hull was.
are being fitted at the railway works, Stockholm . I made of small strips of sheet tin , which were bent
The design is that of Mr. Robert Dahlander,
over a framework of wood and soldered together,
the wood being afterwards
taken out, thus forming
a very thin and light shell of
tin of thedesired shape. This
shell having no stiffness , I
cut out a deck of in .
mahogany and let it in round

the top, tacking it every inch
or so , thus making a very
Fig. 2 represents the boiler.
It consists of two brass
drums set 5 } ins, apart, and
stiff and strong boat.

Fig . 1. - MR. GEORGE C . BERGIUS' MODEL STEAMER.
director of the Electrical Department of the Swedish
State Railways. The writer is indebted to Messrs.

The British Westinghouse Company for photo
also
graphs and particulars of the locomotives, and
to Mr. A . C . Ellis, general manager of the Metro
politan Railway, for the photograph of the complete

with nineteen
in . S. D .
copper tubes between them .
The ends of the drums are
cast, and the tubes are
widened out on the inside of

the drums and soft soldered.
the tubes
round half-round
The space
is covered
and between the drums
with a piece of tin which carries the inner funnel.
The forward funnel is used as a downward
ventilator to the spirit lamp, which is an ordinary
one with eight asbestos wicks. The fittings of the
boiler are — safety valve (blowing off at 35 lbs.),
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wa' er gauge, and inlet tap. The boiler steams
splendidly, getting up full pressure from cold
water five
in
minutes. The engine is a double
acting oscillating one, with two flywheels and
cylinder.

The principal dimensions of the model are as
follows : - Boat : Length , 42 ins. ; beam , 6 ins. ;
depth , 54 ins. ; weight, 44 lbs. ; weight of boat in
sailing trim , 144 lbs. Boiler : Length , 20 ins. ;
diameter , 3 ins. ; heating surface, 130 sq. ins.
Engine : Stroke, i in . ; boie, i in . ; propeller, 3 ins.
diameter .
The boat took about two months to build , the
engine and boiler taking most of the time (the hull
only took four days). Imadeallmyown drawings
and patterns, and did allmy own machining on an
old 7 -in . lathe centre, which was far too big for the
job, besides being rather shaky with age. I may
say in conclusion that she steamssplendidly,making
a speed of about 2 } miles per hour, which think
is not bad for a boat of her length . I haveI been
a
reader of THE MODEL ENGINEER for about two
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Queries and Replies.
[ Atlemion! is especially directed to the nurst condition given helore
and 110 110tice heill be taken of Oueries ilot coinplyingwith the
directions therein! stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query

Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the sameenvelope.
Queries 011 Subjects within the scote of this journalare replied 10
by post under the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subiects
should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only , and the sender's name MUST b . in
scribed on the back . ( 2 ) Oueries silould be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre

spondents are recommended to keep a
of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed copy
clll'clope ( 1101 post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . ( 4 Queries will be answered

as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a

few days
minst 1151ally elapse before the Reply can be forvarded
. (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some neecks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot
be guaranteed . (6 )ENGINEER,
All Queries 26should
be addressed
to
The Editor, The MODEL
- 29, Poppin
's Court,

Fleet Street, London, E .C.)

Thefollowing
are selected from the Queries which have been replied
lo iecently: —
(13,687]to make
Motor
for Phonograph
. J. J. (Moseley)
I wish
an electric
motor for phonograph
(style like writes
Fig . 5 :,
page 16 , of “ Small Dynamos and Motors ” ). I should be glad if

you would answer the following questions

( 1) Would 4 volts

be
sufficient for driving Edison home phonograph ? (2 ) Please
give sizes of fields and armature , also winding for same. (3) Would
it be best connected in series ? (4) Would a brake of any sort
be detrimental to motor for keeping speed down ? If so , say how

I could do the same, so as to obviate noise. I propose casting in
soft grey iron.
(1, 2 and 3) We advise you to take the 20 -watt size and to run
The dimensions are given
on page 23, the second scale from the top of the page. Wind the
armature , which should preferably be a cogged drum , having
eight slots and eight coils wound two in each slot - and a com

at slow speed , so as to obviate noise.

mutator with eight sections, so as to get steady running, with
No. 24 gauge D .s.c . copper wire ; about 3 ozs. will be required ;
wind field -magnet with 1 lb . No. 18 d .c .c. copper wire, and connect
field coil in series with the armature . (4 ) We do not advise a brake
to regulate speed , but recommend you to make an adjustable
wire resistance of 2 ozs, No. 20 gauge bare German silver wire,
arranged with a switch , and, say, six stops : a battery to give

4 volts and 2 to 3 amps. should do very well. Adjust matters

by trying several sizes of pulley on the motor,

[14,282)made
Morse
Recorder.
. D . (Faraborough
) writes
I have
a Morse
writer, butJ. I Wcannot
get the motion
of the:

FIG . 3. - ENGINE FOR MODEL STEAMER.

years now , and found it to contain a great many
hints which have been very useful to me in my
mocel making. With thanks to your very useful

and instructive journal, I am , yours truly .
GEORGE C . BERGIUS.

WATERPROOFING FOR LEATHER Boots, ETC. —
Boil an ox-foot in 2 qrts. of linsed oil for two
hours, then add 6 ozs, of india -rubber, and let it
boil until thoroughly dissolved. Apply this to the

armature shown on the paper tape. The armature has a little
wheel on its end ; this dips into the ink trough . When the current
passes through the electro -magnet coils the armature brings the
wheel up against a flat piece of brass over which the paper is
drawn by suitable clockwork. I should be very much obliged if
you could inform me on the following points : - (1) Is any special
kind of paper tape used , and where can I obtain it ? (2) Is any
special kind of ink used , and where could I obtain it ? (3 ) How
is the paper marked with the dots and dashes ? (4 ) In the wheel
I used the ink does not seem to stick to the wheel. Ought the
wheel to be notched or grooved in any way ?
(1 and 2) You can probably obtain ink and paper (which is
supplied in rolls) from Messrs. J . J . Griffin & Sons, Ltd . scientific
instrument makers, of 26, Sardinia Street, Lincoln 's Inn Fields,
London , W .C ., as this firm makes educational Morse telegraph
apparatus. If not, try Messrs. Elliott Bros ., Century Works ,

Lewisham , London , S . E . (3) The dots and dashes are formed
according to the length of time during which current is on ; for a
dot the current is sent in a momentary impulse ; for a dash the
current has a duration of a second or so . The wheel would then
be pressing against the moving tape and thus draw a line which
represents the dash . The impulses of current are, when sent by
hand, created by pressing down a tapper ; the operator, by prac

leather with a soft brush a little at a time. Or,
2 Ozs, of turpentine, i oz. of Burgundy pitch , and
melt it over a slow fire. Or, melt together 6 parts
of beeswax, 20 parts of mutton fat, 6 parts of
turpentine,
6 parts of olive oil, 12 parts lard , 5 parts
of lampblack. Stir the mixture up until it is all

tice , is able to regulate the duration with great nicety . There are
also repeaters in which the impulses are formed by a perforated
master tape at great speed . (4 ) The wheel is not grooved or

meltel. The mass may then be poured into boxes
and
allowed to cool. Apply with the fingers be
fore a warm fire. It wi'l soften hard boots as well

favour me by saying what kind of insulation
been allowed for
on the wires - D .c .c. or silk and whether it ishasintended
that each

mix i pint of linseed oil and 2 ozs, of yellow wax

as
make them perfectly watertight if they are
sound .

notched .
(14 . 2021 Windings for Small Motors.

H . R . B . ( Ton

bridge)
writes bookthe onwire“ Small
for armature
and F.M .'s given the
tables in your: Re
Electric Motors." Wouldin you
separate layer should be shellac varnished , or if it would be
sufficient to soak the wound armature in melted paraffin ? As I

am making one of these motors (I- Ioth h .-p .) I should be glad of
the above

information . Also, do you think that the separat e

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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bushes cut in half to show how they fit on to the ring. The two

laminations of the armature ring require any more insulation than
that already provided by the oxidation and scale on the lamina
tions themseves ?
For field -magnet, single cotton -covered will do very well for the
armature, double silk -covered by preference for so small a size,
but double cotton -covered can be used ; silk covered wire packs

shown in Fig. 13, so that they squeeze up the four pieces of the com
mutator and keep them tight. Each piece of the ring must b .

more closely and you can thus get more turns on , and, therefore,
slower
speedjob. to There
need
to varnish each
layer, but itwill
makesdo
a bettertwo
sois noforcoats
the armature.
with
or threedo good
on the top The
layer.field Ifcores
you do not
varnish
coat and
the
outside each
of thelayer
coilsofwellthe; armature
do not usewinding,
paraffin youwaxshould
; it melts

cut in for in . or so if you cannot get them to stick . Strips to be
thick.of The
than 1- to32ndthein ,pieces
in . thick
not more
the
are toor belesssoldered
the 1-16th
armature
from than
wires

flies out;
varnishthe motor
is muchis better,
but the
spirit should
be
well
dried shellac
out before
tested with
current.
The oxide
on armature laminations is sufficient, but it is better to varnish one
side of each with shellac varnish or thin Japan paint to make quite

fibre bushes slip on the shaft, and are pressed together by the nut

or fibre, so that they are not in
separated from the others by mica
betweenbuttheyoupiece
strips ofcutmicaintoor thefibre,bushes,
contact.
metallic
can;
necessarily
do notThe
of the ring

ring, as shown in Fig. 17, and opposite pieces are to be connected

P

sevelled Flange

BRASS RING

sure
if, however,
care to trust
will ;probably
keep yousufficiently
cool. to the oxide alone, themachine
(13.876 ) Four-pole Motor Construction . A . R . (Sunder
land) writes : I am building the four-pole electric motor, size D
(current required 3 amps. 20 volts), as illustrated in your hand
book
of SmallwhichMotors,
but one thing
I don't allunderstand
the
commutator
you describe.
I understand
the other isparts
thoroughly, and I hope you will answer the following questions
through THE MODEL ENGINEER : The commutator consists
of a abrass
bevelled atfibre.
the outer
lathe, and fitted
over
bush ring
of vulcanised
Whereedges
has inthea vulcanised
fibre

to be placed , and will this mean you have to turn a brass ring for
each
end ?of Would
the commutator,
put a tube
piece doof forcopper
top of?
the
rings
a piecefibreofandcopper
this onpurpose
Where
is
the
vulcanized
bush
?
This
is
undercut
to
take
the tube as shown in Fig . 13, and is cut right across by a thin saw .
What do you mean by undercut, and for what purpose is it
cut across
the becentre
is thisto tube
to bein made
of, that
and
where
placed? ? What
betheput
the cut
is acrossis ittheto commutator
? What
Wherehashave
fibre bushes
to be
placed ? What position are the four pieces of fibre to be
placed ? shall
HaveI these
touchwiresthe from
armature
as -shown
Where
connectto the
the shaft
armature
to the?

brass
or to the
copperthe? commutator
What thickness
has the fibre
to bethisrings
that
across
? Would
do
for
fibre ?runsHas
the wire
for the armature
and mica
the field
magnets to be silk or cotton covered or the bare wire ? Where
can I dry
get batteries
the armature
motorat ?a good
How
many
would stampings
it take to for
drivea foura 6 ft.polemodel
speed
?
What
dry
batteries
do
you
recommend
?
Kindly
draw me a sketch of this com nutator, aj in your handbook ,

FIG . 1.

Fig . 2.

Query 13870
Fig . 5 .

BRASS RING

FIG . 6 .

together by short pieces of copper wire (see Fig . 4 ). Armature
stampings can be obtained from Mr. A . H . Avery, Fulmen Works.

Park Street, Tunbridge Wells. Wire for armature and field
magnet
be silk
; weshould
cotton:
covered can
for the
field orandcotton
doublecovered
silk -covered
wire use
for double
the armature
bare wire is useless. We do not recommend dry batteries at all
for driving this motor, as they would soon run out ; accumulator
or2 volts
bichromate
pattern cells should be used ; either give about
per cell. You can start with , say, four cells in series, and
add
wantboats.
higherBrush
speed holders
; the cellscanshould
be asoflarge
you more
can getif you
in the
be made
brassas.

See our handbooks on accumulators and primary batteries.

(14,303]
Cellsa 3 -infor. sparkSpark
C. F.if (Wimbledon)
writes
: I have
coil,'andColl.
I wish J.to know
the following
accumulatorsthemareup.suitable
for working
and with
the two
best accumu
way of
connecting
The not
coil
workslongveryit,
well
lators in series, but does
run
enough.
Is it possible
to
join
the four oraccumulators,
say,tootwomuch
in parallel,
so as to theincrease
the capacity,
would that send
current through
coil ?
The cells Ihave are : Three 4 -volt accumulators, each cellwith three
31 ins. by 4 ins. plates, and one 4 -volt one, each cell with five
4 123. by 4 ins. plates.
to stand the rate of discharge

The larger accumulator may be able
required by your coil, but the smaller ones have not sufficient
do not dis
plate area : they may be used in parallel provided itsyou voltage
falls
anwe extent
to such
size one,
the ofsmaller
charge that
enough
you will getonly.
doubt ifthat
butspark
the larger
below
If
length at 4 volts
voltage to work the coil to full
get
may then
in parallel, younot
two setswill,
in series andlarge
two
worked
in
such
be
of
course,
cell
improved results . The
a discharged condition as the smaller ones, so that its voltage will
not fall so quickly ; therefore, you should see that thedoesvoltage
not fallof

the branch containing the two smaller cells in series
below that of the other.
should
Patents.
F . meB . anF . answer
(Ottershaw
(14,304]
following Iquestion
to the) writes:
would give
be
glad if you
re patents. A friend of mine has an idea for a patent, but he now

siri

serer
mire B

Guery 13870

finds that practically the same idea is now in use for quite a
it be possible
he would put it to . Would
different purpose to what
for the purpose he
for him to take out a patent for it, to be used
intends it for ? If the patent has run out for the article which is
this make any difference ?
use, would
nowYouin raise
a question which admits of considerable difference of
opinion , and the correct answer will depend upon the general
circumstances of the case . A method of accomplishing
result by known appliances is certainly good subject-mattera novel
for a
patent, or a result which is a distinct improvement upon the result
produced by the usual or previous method of accomplishing. The
fact that a previous patent has existed

prevent the new patent

Fig . 3.

Fig . 4.

for a four-pole motor ; sketch it as clearly as possible . Would
the brush holders do if cast in brass instead of aluminium ?
The commutator
ringcutcanintobe four
madepieces
of brass
or copper
it is
simply
a piece of tube
or segments,
and; these
pieces
are
clamped
between
two
fibre
or
ebonite
bushes.
The
segments are kept from touching each other by thin strips of mica ,

or fibre if you have no mica . The edges of the tube are bevelled,
soshows
as toringfit cutintointothe four
grooved
flanges of the fibre bushes. Fig. i
pieces, and Fig . 5 shows one fibre bush
cut in half to show the bevelled flange. Fig. 2 shows ring edges
bevelled before sawing into four pieces, and Fig . 6 the two fibre

and has lapsed need not

from hebeing
The question all
for an expert to decide, and
wouldobtained.
require to be informed isofone
the
facts
the
you
Expert Service
of
If
case.
will
apply
our
to
Department you can obtain expert advice at a reasonable
fee, or
you could apply for a " Provisional Protection " on the chance
of

application
your
being accepted. See our handbook No. 20 on
* Patents.
"

Electric Light Decorations. H . L . H . (Man
(14. 323)writes
chester)
: I should like to know how to set up some simple
effective electric
and
(or other ) illumination upon the face of the
house , whose photograph is enclosed . It must
and
comparatively cheap . I thought of electricity, as betheresimple
are easy
means of getting a supply from the nine lights in the various front

rooms of the house. All the lamps are 16 c.-P . ; voltage, 200 :
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amps., 3. The two lamps at the front door are 32 c.- p . each . Please

note athatlantern
the whole
as cheapslides,
as possible
. (2) inI
have
usual must
of the thing
size (forbe lantern
of course),
which was originally an oil burner. This was smelly and not par
ticularly successful. I use it mostly in Eccles, where the installa

tion is an alternating one. I have tried a Nernst lamp, with little
success. Is there no way by which an arc light can be used in this
case , without transforming, & c ., the current, and would it be

expensive to use an arc light in this manner ?
(1) The General Electric Co., Ltd., of Victoria Bridge, Man
chester, would probably be able to show you some cheap fittings

July 27. 1905.

therefore,
two insulated
wiresor oftwothelengths
same
length andpuzzled
kind areto know
to be iftwothelengths
of 12 yds,
of 6 your
yds, only. Could
kindlyyouhelpthink
me in thismethod
? I should alsoas
like
to you
whether
condenser.opinion
Anotheras matter
I should like to this
be put rightasin good
. After
having wound primary wire on core, in testing for leaks. Should I

a deflection
on galvanomster by touching core with one end
ofget wire,
meter
? the other end being connected to battery and galvano

able to make
lamps you
8 c.-P . current
form , . asIfyour
you use
àpensive
fair show
wouldshouldlightbeabout
available
twenty
lamps of this candle-power. Lamps coated with coloured varnish

We advise you to keep to recognised methods and use a con
it is another matter. We
denser. If you wish to experiment,
of 12 yds.
should take the author's meaning to require two lengths
that all professional
fact remainscondenser,
of wire for the primary. areTheaware)
and as the
a
coil makers (as far ashaswearrived at itsusepresent
stage by numberless
induction spark coil

are inexpensive and could be obtained from the firm referred to
above. You should run a pair of main cables from themain fuse
board
your installation
the device,
cables
of 3 /20
yousuchhave
triedas toansoldbeordinary
strandedoflamp,
that lamp,
(2)a DoProjector
you tomean
wire.
the
by
such
or
Nernst
Nernst
Electricalon Co.,
Ltd.,forofoptical
125, Charing
London,
and
purpose
lantern useCross? IfRoad,
not, you
devised
may find
it worth your while to try one of these. We believe that Mr. R .
W . Pau
of ty
Highofof Holborn
makeris,
scientificalternating
Paul,
instrument
kin,d London
also . ,Whilst
thi
l, Oli
current
a speciality
has
also
thiss kind
lantern wor
for lantern
workk,t, it willrbgive
not so good as continuous current for
ons
very fair results. An arc lamp of thehand-feed type, with carbons
both projecting forward , is, perhaps, the best form to use, the
of supply being
transformed
voltage transformer
a smallWealternating
shall be
to that
current
required down
by theby lamp.
Depart
through
Service
Expert
further
to
our
you
advise
pleased
of informa
ment; a fee would be charged according to the amount

(14,237: ]I Small
Low -very
reading
S . B . (Plumstead)
writes
thank you
muchVoltmeter.
for your prompt
answer to
my
last
query,
and
should
be
glad
of
your
kind
consideration
of the
following. The sketches below represent my idea of unsuccessful
voltmeter
a
for reading volts up to about 8 or ro . I have been
in my efforts to adapt the one that is shown in your handbook
No.brass,
24. a is the pointer orpivoted
at the c centre,
b is a flat piece
of
thereabouts,
D is
a soft ironsay,coretinto. square,
which is attached
at theistopa solenoid,
a brass and
or other
rod
of
the
same
diameter
as
D
,
and
b
rests
lightly
upon
it.
sketchit and
almost
explains the
. : the solenoid
drawssoldered
D The
up
into
the extension
rod action,
pushes bvizupwards,
and b being
on to the spindle pushes the pointer over. When the current is
off, the weight of b pulls the pointer over again to zero, and D

for making up into devices, or the letters themselves in an inex

required.
tion(14,335]
Dynamo.
50 -wattaccumulators.
fromabouta charging
Cellsto know
writes : I want
H . G . (Rye)Charging

I am going to charge about two at the tims, 10 to 20 amp.-hour

and volts each . My dynamo is IO volts 5 amps. I have your

small book, but can hardly gather how to go on. Could you tell
me in any way ?
24 volts would
be charged
for every
cell 15to volts
thus a sixmust
seriesThe; dynamo
accumulator
require
-cell give
to chargein

must exceed the charging rate allowed per
it.
current
The area
surface
of positivenotplate. An ampere meter inserted
in the
circuit will indicate the amount of current flowing , and it should
be
fitted
preferably
with
a
indicator
flow
to
the
current
show
that
is from dynamo to cells and not from cells to dynamo. If the rate
,
of
either
is
high
by
too
means
of
it
current
reduced
be
should
resistance or by reducing the voltage of the dynamo. The charginga
for cells of the size you mention should not exceed 4 amps.
rate
per sa . ft . of positive surface ; that is, reckoning the total active
area of each side of the positive plates added together. Two
plates,
and
4 ins.,
would have
of 64to sq.theins.,
ins. bypole
mustanbeareajoined
of dynamo
positive
so on . each
The 4positive
pole of accumulator ; continue the charging until the acid in the
cells bubbles
be rea
and turns
The dynamo
duced
it is the
lowermilky.
speed
bettervoltage
with can
soandsmall
dynamoby torunning
wire, but
insert at
resistance
between
dynamo
cells.
because the dynamo is more likely to excite, and the resistance
partially acts as a safeguard to prevent the current from flowing
cells if3 the
stop or the speed fall below
out of theAbout
normal.
yds.dynamo
of No. should
20 ; gauge
barebeGerman
wire
would make
a suitable
resistance
it should
used in silver
stretched
way
convenient
coils
so
that
or
any
out
adjacent
coils
do
touch . Dynamo should be run up to full speed before cells not
are
return
necessary,
connected.
Though
such notas absolutely
made by Mr.
current cut-out
Avery,anofautomatic
Fulmen Works,
Tunbridge Wells, is very usefulto prevent the cells from discharging

back(14,325
to the
dynamo.for Primary Battery. R . M . F . (Strat
] Zincs
) writes : I send you two zincs for batteries
ford -on -Avon
for
booktor" Electric Lighting
inan your
described
on WillforyouAmateurs,"
let me
accumula
settingifupthese
the
tell me
pleaseplease
all right? . If not,
would work installati
know
names of one or two firmswho would supply them .

ry, but we rubber
advise
satisfacto
these zincs
g wires
with insulating
copperfindconnectin
the will
paint you
youWetoexpect
with
contact
from
copper
the
keep
,
to
pitch
or
enamel,
,
or
varnish
the solution . Brush the varnish well down into the holes where

the top
the wires enter the zinc ; also arrange the solution soyouthat
find much
surface of the zinc is just out of the liquid . If well
to amalga
local action at the surface of the zincs, it will be
mate the surface with mercury.
114. 3131 Coil Winding and Testing for Leakage. H . H .
(Waterloo Road) writes . I am about to construct a I-in .
spark coil, and in looking through my back numbers of TIE MODEL

page
15th,Coil1900),
35 , Vol.
III (October
I find in No.
ENGINEER
which
," inon length
Induction
Making
in insulated
Method
243,
Improved
“ AnFirst
same
of
the
wires
Two
:
method
itand
sayskind are wound as one strand on the bobbin through their

entire length , & c . Now , in your book on “ Induction Coils ” it
gives this length of primary wire as 12 yds. of No. 16 . I am .

to

safe lines in keeping
trials and experiments, you would be on Chapter
VII of our six
this practice.'
24 . for leaks, see
handbookReNo.testing
penny

falls good,
just farand enough
for b to wire,
rest onandit.howDomuch
you shall
think Itherequire
idea is?
any
what
number
Ifbe Iwound
am unable
to
get
enough
wire
on
the
bobbin
,
can
the
overplus
on a separate reel and stowed away in the case ? Would

you kindly say what gauge wire the enclosed' is, and whether it
will be suitable for winding this instrument ?
Voltmeters made on a similar plan are already in use and have
been
forsuckedsomedownwards
years, thein difference
the instead
soft ironof
core ispulled
the upperthuzbeing
endsaving
ofthat
thethecoil
being
upwards
as
you
suggest,
weight
of the
long attachment piece connecting the core to the arm b . We

SMALL LOW -READING VOLTMETER .
think you will doIt well
adoptthis
in preferenceto toreduce
your own
arrangement.
is ofto the
greatestplanimportance
the
weight of the mɔving parts as much as possible. The power

available
ineliminated
such an instrument
is so pivots,
very smallthe that
unless force
frictionof
is almost
atto move
the spindle
magnetic
the
coil
is
insufficient
the
needle.
The
pointer
should
be
made of aluminium or som exceedingly light substance ; the bar
bofmust
also
be
extremely
light;
brass
in
,
square
is
entirely
out
the question , and the iron core D should consist of a bundle
ofshould
annealed
iron wirein , in(theweight
preferenceof toironbeing
its diameter
not exceed
core solid
in an ; actual
instru
ment is about 1-25th of a gramme), and it must be much smaller
than the tube in which it moves, to prevent friction with the sides ,
You will notice that as the arm b moves in a circle the core D will
not move up and down in a straight line, but will move side-ways
as
well. A suitable gauge of wire to use would be No. 34, the bobbin
being made large enough to hold about 2 OZ ;.; but it may be
necessary for you to try several arrangements of bobbin and
wire before you get just the right effect. You cannot calculate
exactly beforehand the proportions of these instruments. If

necessary, wire can be added to make up resistance by winding

it uponfinda frame
and fixing
it in any
. You
may
it necessary
to attach
an convenient
adjustable position
counterbalance
similar
to
that
shown
in
Fig.
18
of
our
handbook
,
because,
as you
will notice, the weight of the needle opposes the coil until it reaches
the
centre
of
the
scale,
and
then
aids
the
coil,and
further
the
is not constant throughout the movement. Your sample of force
wire
is No. 40 gauge.
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(12,542] Thermoplles. T. W . A . (St. Leonards-on-Sea)
generator
a thermo
I have beenIt using
about a year
: Formotor-cycle
writes
till
splendidly,
has acted
accumulators.
to charge
now it suddenly refuses to give more than I volt. It was a water
two outside
terminals,
threeburner
affair ifwith
cooled
it to
Haveonessentgiving
was alight.
insideeither
Bunsen
out current
he fears he can
-hand), butit,and
itproperly
(second
supplied
who
electrician
says maker's
understand
do nothing, as he does not
firm is not now in existence. Can you help me by giving name of

firm who would be likely to understand and repair
any
for me ?

The apparatus appears from your description to be a Cox ther
mopile : if so, it is very doubtful if the firm is now in existence .

The action of a thermopile depends upon the fact that if you join
apply heat to the junction an
two different
togethercurrent
is set up.metalsTheand
voltage is, however, very low , and
electric
to
couples inis series
number
large
a
to
use
itobtain
is necessary
that the
even 3 or 4 volts. The drawbackof tosuchthermopiles
continual heating and cooling causes the joints to loosen and
introduce resistance into the circuit, resulting in loss of volts. This

fery

THERMOPILES.
seems to have happened with your thermopile. Possibly if all the
segments were taken out, the joints separated , cleaned , and then
fastened
would be
all right.
It would upbe atogether
lengthy again
job, ,buttheif apparatus
done by yourself
in spare
time
might be worth the trouble, but it is doubtful if you will get any

firm to &do Sons,
it at Ltd.,
a quoted
price. Street,
You might
try 'sMessrs.
J. J.
Griffin
26, Sardinia
Lincoln
Inn Fields,
London
;
they
manufacture
scientific
apparatus
and
probably
ordinary lecture pattern of thermopile, so should understand the
the
work . The metals generally used are antimony and bismuth .
The water jacket probably is arranged to cool each alternate joint,
as by this means the voltage is increased . If you decide to try
and
repair it yourself, before taking out all the couples, examine
carefully to see if you can find a bad joint somewhere. It may be
merely
are joint
making
bad may
contact
with their
respectivethatendsthe: a terminals
single faulty
or crack
be causing
the

drop. The
principle
is shown
bismuth
; light
lines antirnony.

by sketch herewith. Dark lines

(14,328 ] Starting Resistance for Motor. A . T. (Stoke-on

a favour if you will give me
Trent) writes : I should esteem itWhat
is it ? I have a large
kind
enclose.
I
wire
the
of
particulars
a starting resistance for a
making
of
thought
quantity of it, and
, about
spiral fashionpurpose
winding the wire answer
. motor. DoI suggest
isI inb .h. .-pdiameter.
?
my
you think this would
What length of wire should I want before I commenced to spiral
of this
way of makingsaya resistance
it ? Can you suggest abebetter
might that we use 500
wire ? If so, I should pleased .on Ithe
when firsttheswitched
motorof starting
littleisload
is very
thereknow
andwill
volts,
motor
that it just a matter
on. You
passes through the resistance

steady. The current or next to none
you give me particulars of a
when
? on. Could
startingfullyswitchswitched
We cannot say exactly what is the composition of the wire you

send
appears to be resistance wire
of someGerman
kind. silver
You may
take :itsbeit resistance
to that
this
would
near enoughas approximating
for such a purpose
as a ofmotor
starter or ;speed
regulator ; its size is No. II S . W .G . For advice as to the con
struction of a starting resistance for a 14 b .h .-p . motor, we must
refer
you toto ourtheExpert
Servicerequired.
Department.
A fee will beshould
chargedbe
according
information
Full particulars
diven as to what is wanted . Some information on starting switches
for motors is given in our handbook No. 14 .

(14,302]
Correspondence
. C .meS. the(Ilkeston)
follow
be much obliged Instruction
writes
if you will answer
: I should
in queries with regard to an electrician 's course from the Electrical
it
EngineergoodInstitute
Would
Correspondence
of
:(1)
Instruction
taking this course, if I did not get the practical part
be any
at the same time ? At present I am unable to learn any of the
practical part, so I should be much obliged if you would let me
know
if I should have to go somewhere else to get practice after
I had gone through the course before I could get work as an
electrician,

essential
absolutely
(1) No. Itareis fairly
with that you have practical ex
conversant

practicalworkshop methods,
perience and
this youtowould
c. In fact,
& c ., & electrician
iastruments,
a job as 'tools,
a working
get
. Itwithout
both
is preferable
take never
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theory and practice at the same time, but you could take the
practical afterwards - -better have it even then than not at all.

The News of the Trade.
[ The Editor will be pleased to receive for reviete under this heading
samples and particulars of net tools, apparatus, and material
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial
opinion , no payment of
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves theanyrightkindto
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted, or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.]
* Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .
A Removal Clearance Sale .
la view of the forthcoming removal of Messrs. A . J . Wright,
Ltd., 318, Upper Street, Islington , N ., to new premises- the new
address and exact date of the change willbe advised later to save
cost of moving, a large portion of their stock is being offered at
greatly reduced prices ; and to enable readers
of the paper not
resident in London to avail themselves of the bargains
to be ob .
tained , an illustrated sale list has just been issued . This
leaflet
comprises prices and particulars of electric bells, indicators, indi

cator movements,
lanternsRobertson
and telescopes,
batteries,
switches,
pushes,
dynamos magic
and motors,
lamps,
andwhoother
electric
lighting
accessories.
No
MODEL
ENGINEER
reader
is
of electrical supplies of any kind should fail to send inforwant
this
list.

New Catalogues and Lists.
George Adams, 144, High Holboro, W .C. - This is a new

and shaping machines
illu trated catalogue of lathes,milling, drilling,
particulars and prices of some excellent tools. It comprises
giving
plain and back -gear lathes for driving by foot gear or power ;
three types of " A & B " screw -cutting lathes. The latest of

for light,
specially designed
improvedThetool
these is a new and work.
and
all Whitworth
lathe willa cut
accurate and speedy
will
wheel
127-toothed
of
addition
the
with
and
threads,
cycle
cone
three-speed
a
has
headstock
The
pitches.
cut most metric
pulley for flat belt, is fitted with back -gear with the usual eccentric
shaft, giving a range of six speed . The spindle has an unusually
large bore with a good strong nose to take large faceplate or chuck is;
are adjustable. Endbush
it is of caststeel, and the bearings
and
, pat
in a thrust
fittedoverhanging
The centres
ball-bearing.
up by ataper.
takento Morse
is ofthethebedarelatest
tailstock
The
are
,
lever
eccentric
an
by
to
locked
firmly
and
quickly
is
tern,
is provided with set screws for setting it over for taper work.
and
for
The bed is exceptionally broad, and is provided with V -Slides
a
. It has a gap provided with
and tailstock
carrying the saddle
can be
has broad and long slides,Theand
The saddle
bridge-piece.
compound
for facing.
locked on the bed whenever required
for turning
adjustable
and isplate,
slides,clamping
rst has very long heavy steel
and the leadscrews
cones , it has a triangular
dirt, & c. The leadscrew nut
are covered in to protect them fromapart
so that the saddle can be
is in two halves, and can be held
leadscrew in
moved along the bed by the rack and pinion1 .in . The
Whitworth , the
cut 6 to
size " B " is square threaded and
per
3 to 78thethreads
a range ofV from
giving ordinary
supplied
wheels
change
thread in leadscrew .
inch . The " A " lathe has the

cut 12 to 1 in ., and the set of change wheels for this size gives a

per inch . (Size A lathe is st centres,
to 64 threads
rangesizeof from
The " B " lathe has automatic cross feed .
B 6 + 3 ins...
and
size atan extra cost. The sliding,
"
A
"
the
to
fitted
be
can
which
surfacing, and screw -cutting feeds are all operated from the headthe.
altering
stock , and can be thrown in or out or reversedrunswithout
in long bearings,
The treadle notion
running ofin theall lathe.
directions; it has a heavy crank shaft, and is very
swivelling

and left counter.
required for power, a rightwheels
light running. When
are milled
. Allandchange
sameallpricescrews
at the and
isthesupplied
shaft
are Whitworth
bolts
metal,
solid
from
pitches. The rack and pinion are not driven direct, but by inter
appliB
gearing, so giving a much smoother feed . OtherA and
mediate
ances listed include boring table, capstan head for thehand
and
small
lathes, large screw -cutting and surfacing lathes,
power shapers, and several designs of milling machines. The list,

and illustrated, will be sent to all
printed
which
in stamps.
receipt of6d.
readers ison excellently

A . G . Thornton , King Street, Manchester . We have
received two leaflets describing instruments lately introduced by
this
firm .andThebuilders,
first is and
a newthesoffit
or suspension
level,
usefulwell-known
to surveyors
other
draughtsman
protractor.
This instrument
can be used
in the a same
way as 'sa
set-square, it being possible to set the arm to any angle. It is
made in electrum and engine divided .
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The Editor's Page.
D EADERS who have been following Mr. Chas.
S . Lake's contributions to our pages will be
interested to learn that we have arranged
with him to deal with a somewhat wider range of
subjects than he has hitherto touched upon .
Among other things, he will cont.ibute notes
upon the latest developments in marine engineer
ing and in traction work , on both of which topics

his experience enables him to bring expert know
ledge to bear. Wemay here say that should any
reader wish for information on any particular
innovation in the directions indicated above, or

July 27, 1905.

B . J. T. (Nuneaton ). - We cannot deal with this
matter as an ordinary query, and suggest that
you avail yourself of the Expert Service Depart
ment, 'particulars of which appear on another
page .
A . B . (Battersea ).- -The subject you mention has
been dealt with considerably in our recent
“ Queries and Replies ” columns.
W . D . G . (Shaw ). — Your query is not intelligible ,
but it has already been acknowledged . If you
can explain your difficulty a little more clearly ,

we shall, if possible, be glad to assist you.
E . L . P. (Dulwich ). - Contribution received . It will
be dealt with in due course.

Notices.

in locomotive matters, we shall be happy to re

ceive suggestions of subjects suitable for special
articles .

Mr. Lake has recently been engaged on another

important contribution to the literature ofthe loco
motive. This is a book entitled " The World 's
Locomotives," which will give a complete survey
of the latest practice in locomotive building in all
the principal railway countries of the world . The
book will run to about 370 pages, and will contain

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions On

all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
rejection Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance .
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per

panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of

annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Posta)
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment
e relatTOo AADDRESS
DDREA LETTERS.
new app dencHOW
to TallManager.
Order.

All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,

over three hundred photographs and working

and all new apparatusand price lists, & c., for review , to be addressed

drawings of locomotives of all types. It will be

toFloetTheStreet,
EDITOR,
" The Model Engineer," 26 — 29, Poppin's Court
London , E .C .

published from this office towards the end of the

presentmonth , the price being ros.6d , net, postage
extra. We shall give some further particulars of

this volume in an early issue.
We would call the attention of our inventive

All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be

addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, “ The Model Engi
Deer." 26 - 29 . Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co ., 26 - 29.

Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and

Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York U .S.A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be ,art-dressed
.

readers to the fact that the £150 prize competition ,

must be designed so that it can be sold at a whole

sale price of 2s . Further particulars may be obtained
from Mr. Arthur J. Giles, Hon . Secretary to the
Competition Committee, 49, Eastcheap, London ,
E .C . The competition closes on September rith ,
next.

[ The asterisk (* ) denotes thatthe subject is illustrated.)
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next, for the best constructed safety mineral oil
lamp, is still open to the public, the previous com
petitions not having produced a lamp which fully
complied with the two essential conditions of
safety and simplicity. Wemay add that the lamp
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to be held in connection with the Grocery, Oil, and
Italian Warehouse Trades' Exhibition , atAgricultural
Hall, Islington, London , from September 16th to 23rd
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Answers to Correspondents.
tribution.

J . C . (Ballylongford ). - Any of the electrical supply
firmsadvertising in our journalwould quote you .
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A Reader's Home-Made Lathe.
By A . AUSTIN .

MR. A . AUSTIN 'S HOME-MADE LATHE.
construction . The headstock has a two-speed cone
for gut belting , is back -geared , and arrangement is

EREWITH is briefly described a small lathe,
133-in . centres, 30 -in . bed , that took about fif
teen months ofmy spare time to construct,

made for adjustment for wear of bushes , and taking

but now that it is finished I feel in every way repaid

for the labour spent upon it . Most of the work I did
in a similar lathe which a friend of mine owns,
which in itself is proof of its practical design and

|

up of end thrust. The bed is of planed hexagon
steel, which is at once quite rigid and true ; upon
this fastens the stay-holder A ; the said stay
holder having provision for taking the stays as
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shown, and also underneath for taking one end of

Taking up Slack in a Cheap Lathe.

the pattern -bar B , the other end being held in a
similar arm under the tailstock . The pattern bars
consist of pieces of cast steel, 15 ins. by iin , by in .,

By A . L . HALL.
Unlike many model engineers, I am not the
possessor of a good lathe, the one I possess being a
24-in . centre “ Companion ” lathe and fretsaw , the
spindle of which passes through the headstock .
After five years it began to get very shaky in the
bearings ; so to take up the slack I proceeded in
the following manner :- I first drew spindle out,
which is fin . thick, and is provided with two cast
iron washers or discs for holding emery wheel at

in which may be cut inversely any pattern that it
is desired to copy. A knife edge on the toolholder
at C following the pattern in bar causes the tool
holder to swivel on the leadscrew and thus repro
duce the pattern upon the material revolving
between the centres. Cross traverse is given by
the screw which engages the circular rack and tilts
the turret head in or out as required .
The boring table seen at D has two bolt slots,

left-hand end of spindle. I then procured a in .

enabling any work of small size to be bolted down
upon it and machined by a boring bar between the
centres. A long nut turning in a sleeve in the
headstock engages the screwed end of the leadscrew
and gives a traverse of about 8 ins. in either direc
tion ; for screw -cutting the handle is removed from
thenut and thenecessary wheels affixed in its place.
The whole is mounted upon a light stand and
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driven by foot power, the weight of the flywheel
being about 40 lbs., with a diameter of 20 ins.

Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
Accepted
column . based on their own workshop experience.
contributions will be paid for on publication, if desired, accord .
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)

A Jig for Armature Laminations.

By " Round SQUARE.”
The following is a description of a handy jig for
using when punching round holes in drum armature

laminations :-- Procure a piece of f-in , sheet brass,
larger than diameter of laminations by } in ., recess
it in the lathe a good fit to discs, and get the centre
before removing it from machine ; afterwardsmark

METHOD OF TAKING UP SLACK IN A CHEAP LATHE .
drill, and slid back centre up, and held drill be
tween this and bearing in headstock , working drill
with spanner, and feeding with tailstock (this be
cause I have no othermeans ofdrilling) until I had
made a countersunk hole about in . deep. I
afterwards turned beadstock round, and counter
sunk the other bearing the same. I next procured
a piece ofbrass tube about fin . thick and a tight
fit on spindle , and cut two pieces fin . long off
same, placing one piece over the screwed end, and
forcing it into place with a thin nut, and turned
inner end of brass tube down to same angle as bear
ing. The other piece was forced on other end , and
turned down as before. After putting one of the
washers on the one on left-hand side on the flange,
I drilled and tapped two toles for 3 -16ths-in . screws,
Aftei screwing on to spindle with setscrew , I was

GA

able to tighten the front washer and brass cone,
which hasmade the spindle as rigid as ever. I can
also take up future slack . The sketches will help
,
to conveymymeaning
Face and Angle Plates.
By “ SREGOR ."
The object of this article is to describe a method
of producing accurate results in intricate casting,
etc ., on the ordinary face and angle plate of the

A JIG FOR ARMATURE LAMINATIONS.
off accurately thenumber of holes you need in your
armature , bringing holes to edge of recess ; then
drill holes the required size, and the jig is complete.
Place a blank disc in recess in jig, and punch the
centre holes first ; this is to allow a bolt to be in
serted through centre for holding disc firmly in
jig when punching outer circle of holes.

lathe without wasting a lot of time in setting true
to lines, and which is much more reliable to
produce accurate results .
Referring to accompanying sketches, A shows
elevation oflathe face and angle plates, B plan, and
C side elevation . The plate D is intended to be
used in conjunction with face and angle plates
and on which the casting, & c., to be machined is
fixed (as shown ). This plate should be of con
venient size and thickness, to suït the size of work

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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to be machined upon it, and should be planed up
flat and square and the edges parallel. " A slot at
each end should be cut in to hold plate secure to
angle-plate (as shown in sketch ). To use the plate ,
the castings, & c ., to be machined are fixed on it as

shown in Fig. (A ), which represents a twin cylin
der in one casting for model engine, and, as will be
observed , the bores and faces can allbe finished with
one setting of the casting to the plate, and instead
of moving the position of casting alone for each
operation , the plate is simply moved farther from
the lathe centre, to get the position ofthenext hole ,

etc., and keeping the edge of plate tight against
Foce plote to
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faced , the plate D can be turned round, keeping
The other
the edge of plate D against faceplate.
end of cylinder can now be faced or recessed , as
may be required in the design , and will guarantee
* the faces being parallel with each other.
Another very useful addition to the plate is a
V - grocve, or two grooves ; this is exceedingly
handy as a chuck for round work . The groove

must be planed square with the edges of plates,
as shown in B . To illustrate the usefulness of th 's
vee, suppose we wish to turn the small crank and
spindles F . Having turned the plain spindle
between the centre in the usual way with a rough

lump left on the end to form the crank pin , as
shown in sketch , fix the spindle in vee , with plate
on angle- plate and edge against faceplate, which
at once locates the spindle square with faceplate,
and the angle plate must be moved farthei or

nearer to lathe centie until the spindle runs true.
This is accomplished in much less time, and with
far greater accuracy than could be obtained by

A

Stop E LA

Angle plote

setting true in any form of chuck jaws, and, when
once set, could be used for any number without
again setting the plate.
The other groove, which should be planed at
right-angles to the other, and to run parallel with
the faceplate ; this will be found useful for many
pieces of work . An example is shown at G , which
represents a brass tee-piece which is to be bored
in the three branches, and screw -cut at one end to
receive a connecting union , such as is used on
lubricating pipes, & c. It will be readily seen that
the vees form a substantialbed to hold the slender
brass tee-piece in , besides ensuring the three
branches being true with each other.
Referring to the crank , of course the angle plate
must be set the required distance from centre of

lathe when about to turn the crank pin . This is
accurately obtained in a similar way to boring the
holes in cylinders the correct distance apart, only
that the stop E must be fixed against the face
plate and tight against angle-plate, and then angle

F

plate dropped away from these stops the required
distances. If it is a 4-in , throw , use a 1-in . gauge
to go in between the stops and angle-plate ; and, as
before, when this is done, it suffices for any number
of components to be produced similar to each other,
A NEW TURBINE T . B . D . - The contract for the
cured by Messrs. Thornycroft. She will have tur

" experimental” 36 -knot destroyer has been se

DETAILS OF FACE AND ANGLE PLATES.
faceplate, which ensures the two holes being quite
parallel.
To commence machining this cylinder casting,
fix the body of casting on movable plate, and square
with the faceplate, as shown, with one bore oppo
site the lathe centre ; then bore and face flange ;
then move the plate along faceplate the correct
distance of centres between the two cylinders ;
this is accurately accomplished by fixing a stop (E )
on angle- plate, and against edge of movable plate
D ; then when the first hole is machined , slide the
plate along angle- plate until the gap equals the
distance required . This distance is readily obtained
to an accuracy of a few thousandths of an inch,
which is impossible to obtain with certainty by
setting to lines in the usual way. When this dis
tance is obtained , and the second hole bored and

tine engines. The five 33-knot destroyers will be
built by Messrs. Beardmore, and, according to
report, will be of over 1,200 tons displacement.

These are the “ ocean-going ” destroyers. The
horse-power will be from 15,000 to 18,000.
SUBMARINE SIGNALLING . – The official trial of

the submarine signalling apparatus by the German
Admiralty took place recently in Kiel Harbour. A
bell weighing 140 lbs. was suspended at a depth of
20 ft. from the Gabelflasch Lightstip . The sound
of the bell was heard with such distinctness at a
distance of 34 miles that its position could be
readily located with precision . At a distance of
5 miles the sound was heard in sufficient volume,
but was disturbed by other sounds in the harbour.

The result of the trial was considered thoroughly
satisfactory, and an order for the adoption of the
apparatus was given there and then .
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A Kapp Electro -Motor.
By S . BARNARD.
THE photograph herewitn reproduc.d i; of
a small electro -motor which I have lately
constructed. The field -magnet casting. was

bought in the rough, and had to be filed
into shape, armature tunnel as well. The armature
is an 8-cogged laminated drum , and was built
block of 4-in . wood was drilled with a 4-in . hole.
At equal distances, and diametrically opposite from
this hole, two pieces of 3-16ths in , wide brass were
screwed and so arranged that any two slots in a
stamping could fit on them .
The next step was to drill a hard piece of wood,
as long as the finished armature, with an fin . hole
along its length , and then it was cut with a pen
knife until exactly the same diameter as the central
holes of the stampings, the -in , hole lying perfectly
in the centre of the cylinder. After the requisite
number of stampings were slipped over the brass
strips, this wood core was driven right through the
central hole in iron armature, and through its fin .
hole was passed the brass shaft. The armature
was finished off by having a layer of 1- 16th in .
celluloid , cut to the shape of a stamping, strung on
at each end , and the whole lot, after being clamped
together, secured by brass pieces soldered to
the shaft. The commutator was made from a

windings are taken from the M .E . 6 E . sixpenny
handbook on Motors, whilst shellac, silk , and

Shoff

Bross clamping
piece
Bross

strip
111IIIIIIIIIII

up as follows : -- All the stampings (Avery ) were
varnished on one side and whilst drying a small
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Fig . 2. — THE ARMATURE.
celluloid photography film are used as insulators.
No lathe was used in its construction, and the only
part which I put out to be done was the drilling
and tapping of the bearing holes in field -magnets.
A Gasoline Motor Car.
THE use of gas or gasoline engines in rail.
way work has been accompanied with more
or less complication for obvious reasons. The
Marinette Gas Engine Company has, however,
recently completed a car which has been in
successful operation on the line of the St. Joseph
Valley Traction Company between La Grange
and Middleboro , Ind., and which comprises the
essential apparatus of such a car. The car,

which is 34 ft. long, is equipped with a four
cylinder Walrath engine direct connected to a
Sprague generator. The engine has a capacity of
70 horse-power at 325 revolutions per minute, and
the current generated is fed to fourauxiliary
35 horse-power
motors
storage
on the trucks and to an

battery of 120 cells. The latter are so arranged
that excess current is fed to them automatically
when themotors are not taking it all, and current
from the battery is used for the abnormal require
ments when starting the car and getting it up to
speed . The engine also drives a small air-com
pressor, whicn is used for the air brakes and for
starting the engine. The generators may also be

Fig . 1. — MR. S . BARNARD 's KAPP MOTOR.
Bray's gas burner , mounted on a wooden cylin
der, which was cut in the same way as that for
the armature . It is slit into four parts and secured
by screws, four of which , nearest the armature,
are used for connections. As a dynamo, it is sup
posed to give 10 watts, and therefore as a motor
it should take about 25 watts ; but I had it working
from the mains with about 8 watts, although , of
course, delicate adjustment was necessary. The

run as a motor from the storage battery for this
purpose. The cooling of the jacket water of the
engine is accomplished by circulating it through
800 ft. of -in automobile radiator pipe, and thence
through a supply tank of 190 gallonscapacity . The
jacket water is positively circulated by means of a
pump, and two 42-in , fans revolving in a horizon

tal plane furnish a draught through the radiator
coils to assist in cooling thewater. The mechanical
and electric equipment of this car occupies 33 per
cent, of the floor space, and the weight aggregates
about 25 tons. — Power.
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Notes on Current Traction

verse, four fixed transverse, and four longitudinal

Matters .

dated . The cars are lighted by six 5-light circuits,
and motion is derived from four G .E . 74 motors

By Chas. S. LAKE.

having a rated capacity of 65 h .-p . with Sprague
General Electric control. Themotors are mounted
upon Brill 27 E i trucks, having four 2 ft. 9 ins.

G . W . R . RAIL MOTOR SERVICES.

wheels , with steel tyres and axles. These cars are
intended to be used as motors for trains consisting
of two cars of equal size, the train to drive from

THE rail car service on the Southall to Brent
ford branch of the Great Western Railway
is at present being partially worked by
means of a small four wheels coupled tank
locomotive hauling one of the new trailing cars
recently built at Swindon Works. The locomotive
is one of an old class built a number of years ago
at Wolverhampton Works. It runs upon six
wheels, with the front two pairs coupled together ,
and a small pair of carrying wheels below the
bunker. A smart appearance has been imparted to
the engine by painting it after the style of the
G . W . carriage stock - viz ., cream colour and brown,
the cab and front wheel splashers being of the
former ; and the tanks, boiler, and wheels of the
latter colour,with lining out to resemble the trailing
car. For some time after it commenced running in
this way, the engine had to run round the car at
each end ofthe journey ; but arrangements have now
been made whereby the engine can be controlled
from the end compartment of the car, as in the
steam motor coaches, thus
avoiding the necessity of
uncoupling - the locomotive
at the end of each run. A
similar method of working
is being introduced on cther

seats, so that fifty -two persons in all are accommo

either end and the second car being of the trailer,

type without motors. The East Boston Tunnel
contains long grades of 5 per cent. and less
and at present there are no facilities for “ running
round ” operations at the terminal.
THE " BRUSH ” ONE-MAN Motor OMNIBUS.
The writer is indebted to Messrs. The Brush

Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd ., of London, and
Loughborough, for the accompanying photographs
and particulars of their “ one-man " motor
omnibus.
A new department has been organised at the
Brush Works, Loughborough , for the manufacture

of motor omnibuses, and the one illustrated was
built there for the Potteries Traction Company and
exhibited at the Olympia Motor Car Show held in
February of the present year. The vehicle is
arranged so that it can be entirely controlled by

G . W . R . branch lines.
NEW STEEL CARS, BOSTON
ELEVATED RAILWAY.

Some new cars have re
Bartlett Street shops of the
Boston (U .S .A .) Elevated
Railway Company for use in

cently been built at the
the East Boston Tunnel ser

vice and the streets connect
ing therewith . Each car is
of a semi-convertible type,

allowing of its advantageous
use either in summer or win
ter. They are specially
designed for a maximum
carrying capacity, with
ample provision for quick
ingress and egress of passen
gers , whilst at the same time
the ends are closed by doors
whilst the car is in motion so
as to avoid accidents,
The floor of the car is
Fic . 1. — THE Brush ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING Co.'s
continuous at the samelevel
“ ONE-MAN " MOTOR OMNIBUS.
to its extreme ends, and
there are sliding doors at
the sides where passengers enter or leave, but
oneman ,and the entrance doorway for pa sengers
these doors give direct access to the body of
is placed at the frontend, givingaccess to the inside
the car, there being no " bulkhead ” separating
seats from the driver's platform .
The outside seats are reached in the usual way
the ordinary end platform or vestibule portion
from the seating accommodation . The construc
by means of a staircase, also leading from the front
tion is mainly of steel for the heavier portions,
platform . Seating accommodation for thirty -two
and the interior of the car is lined with sheet
passengers is provided , and an automatically
aluminium . There are fourteeen reversible trans
operated box is used for collecting the fares .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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The trailer used in the construction of the
treatment by the Brush Company's plant installed
for the purpose — a wise precaution where motor
propelled vehicles are concerned .
The one-man omnibus has been specially de.
signed for service in sparsely populated districts,
wherein only light traffic exists ; but which may be
linked with tramways and railways by means of

omnibus is rendered non -inflammable by chemical
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sets of wheels always in mesh. At one end of the
gear -box the usual coupling is fixed to the foot
clutch connected to the engine ; the other end has
three external drums, each running at different

speeds in proportion to the gear wheels mounted
on their respective shafts, the two outer shafts

being hollow to admit of their being driven
separately . The inner shaft is solid , and has the
smallest or inner drum connected to it so thatwhen
the small clutch is expanded ,
to grip the small outer clutch
the drive is straight through
from the engine to the cardan
shaft ; but as the medium or

larger clutches are expanded
into their respective outer
clutches, the drive is effected
through the small wheel on the
high speed shaft and through
the counter shaft back again to
the respective outer clutches, in
proportion to the ratio of the
wheels .
From this it will at once be
seen that in case of changing
speeds, nothing but the simple
movement of the lever is

necessary ; and as friction
clutches are the means of

E.H.2

transmission , there is no need
to work the foot clutch when
so changing. Sudden shocks,
such as are experienced with
other types ofgears, are entirely
avoided , thus effecting a great
saving in wear and tear and a
great reduction of vibration
throughout the whole frame.
The life of the tyres is also con

siderably extended , owing to
tne increase of speed being
gradual, thus preventing the

ripping action due to wheels
Fig . 2. - ANOTHER VIEW OF THE “ ONE MAN " MOTOR OMNIBUS.
suddenly brought into mesh as
in the ordinary gear.
motor omnibuses. The construction of the body
The
engine
develops
30 b .h.- P. at about 900
is principally in seasoned English ash for the
revolutions. The bore of the cylinders is 110
framing, mahogany and aluminium for the panels,
millimetres and the stroke 130 millimetres. The
transmission is of the ordinary type for chain .
and red deal for the flooring. The inside is framed
ard panelled in wainscot oak, and the seats are of
driven vehicles through differential and bevel
perforated veneer. Grooved rubber is used for
gears.
preventing rattling of the windows, and hinged
sashes over the side and end windows provide an
adequate means of ventilation . The engine is of
The timber exporis of Norway decreased 15 to
the four-cylinder type, governed on the throttle
16 per cent, during 1904, as compared with 1903.
with mechanically operated inlet and exhaust
— Dr. a Hans
valves (each driven by separate half time shafts ),
hasRADIOPHOR.
lately made
fresh Axmann,
discoveryof ofErfurt,
great
running at a maximum speed of 900 revolutions per
minute , giving 30 h .. p . on the brake. An efficient
silencer and water circulating pump are pro

and either theusual high tension ignition apparatus
or that of the Simms-Bosch magneto type is fitted.
King's patent friction clutc 'ı drive is employed,
giving three speeds at 14 , 91 and 44 miles per hour
and reverse at three miles per hour. The gear
wheels are of best steel, accurately machined for
noiseless running, and are always in mesh , conse .
quently obviating a l the disastrous effect of the
wear and tear caused by forcing one gear wheel
into the other when changing speeds. The

illustratio . (Fig. 3) shows the gear-box with three

importance in the matter of radium activity.

We are told he succeeded in producing a
radium
whichandhas
all can
the
propertiessubstance
of radium(praeparat)
in full measure
which
be made active by artificialmeans. This substance,

which the discoverer calls Radiophor, keeps its
activity just as long as pure radium , and is of equal
value with the latter for tecnical and especially
for medical purposes. It can be placed on and in
every part of the body, under the skin , and even
in cancer boils, and Berlin authorities have had
very good results with radiophor. It is manu
factured at a very low price by P . Beiersdorf & Co.,
of Hamburg .
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The Latest in Engineering.
A New Type of Locomotive. — The Rhymney
Railway Company has recently introduced the
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tion in all parts of the track ; they weigh about
one-half as much as wooden ties, and do not make
a heavy enough track ; the connection of metal
and metalbetween the rail and the tie is very detri
mental ; they are noisy ; they have not the elas

These loco

ticity or cushion that wooden ties have ; they cost

motives have six coupled wheels and a pair of

more ; they could not be used where the automatic

radially -fitted trailing wheels . The inside cylinders

signals are used , because they would connect the
current between the rails ; lastly , there is no diffi
culty in getting all the wooden ties required , and
the greatest standard road in England (the London
and North-Western ) is nɔw getting twenty -one
years oflife out of cross-ties by creosoting them , at

first of a new type of locomotive.

are 18 } ins. in diameter, with a stroke of 26 ins .
The coupled wheels are 4 ft. 6 ins., and the trailing

wheels 3 ft. 6 ins. in diameter. The coupled wheel.
base is 15 ft. 3 ins., the total wheelbase being
21 ft. 9 ins . Theboiler pressure is 165 lbs. per sq.
in ., and it has a heating surface of 1, 374 sq. ft., of

a cost of 7kd . a tie.

which 122 sq . ft. is contributed by the firebox. The
grate area is 21.5 sq . ft. The firebox is of the Bel

A Large Cantilever Bridge. A cantilever

paire pattern . The engine in running order

bridge crossing the St. Lawrence at Quebec, which

For description ]

Fig . 3. — THE GEAR Box OF THE “ BRUSH ” Motor OMNIBUS.

weighs 61 tons 6 cwt., of which 48 tons 14 cwt, is
carriel on the coupled wheels.

Corliss Engines. — The advantages of tail
power plant of the Camden and Suburban Railway

rods have seen a practical demonstration in the

Company, says Power , at which station there are
two cross-compound ondensing Corliss engines
direct connected to 800 -kilowatt generators. One

of these engines is equipped with tail rods, and the
other is not. The former engine has, in the three
years' service, worn out two sets of bull rings, and
the low -pressure cylinder has worn down i - 16th in .
The latter engine, in two years of service, has cost
nothing for repairs, the bull-rings have not been
changed , and the toolmarks are still visible on the
bottom of the cylinder . The engine with the ta
rods has also shown greater steam economy, and
can berun at about 10 per cent. greater capacity .

Steel Sleepers. - Mr. J. T. Richards, chief
permanent way engineer of the Pennsylvania Rail
road , has made the following objections to steel

cross -ties :-- They increase expansion and contrai-

(see page 102.

is now under construction, is credited with the
longest span ever built. The structure consists
of two approach spans of a length of 210 ft. each ,
two shore arms each 500 ft, long, and a great

centralspan of 1,800 ft. This bridge compares with
and the 1,596 ft. and 1,600 ft. respectively of the
Brooklyn and Williamsburgh suspension bridges.

the 1,710 ft . of the great Forth cantilever bridge,
The total length of the bridge is 4 ,220 ft ., which is

less than that of any of the other three mentioned
by 1000 ft. or more. The total floor width is 80 ft.,
provision being made for two railway tracks, two
roadways, and two sidewalks. The main posts of
the great cantilever have a height of 325 ft., and
each weighs 750 tons.

A New Magnetic Alloy. - This alloy contains
more than 65 per cent. of copper, 20 per cent. of
manganese, 10 per
of lead . It is said
the coercive force
mum permeability

cent. of aluminium , and a trace
to be easily worked , and to have
of prime cast steel. Its maxi
equals that of cast iron, and

increases considerably with age. Unfortunately, it
will not stand heating, and a temperature of 165° C .
permanently strips it of its magnetic properties.
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Design for a Model Electric
Travelling Crane.*
By C . W . SHERWIN .
I with its three distinct motions, and, of course,
a reverse movement to each , it is rather a
difficult matter to decide which would be the best
TN designing a model electric travelling crane,

arrangement to adopt - i.e., one, two, or three motors
for the three movements. To have one motor for
the three movements would require from fourteen
to sixteen gear wheels, with the necessary spindles
for them to work upon, the main shaft or spindle
requiring a long feather or key fitted , and keyways
in some of the gear wheels, whilst levers would

have to be arranged to slide them in and out of gear.
To have two motors for the three movements would
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our attention. This may be made from a piece of

mahogany 9 ins. by 6 ins. by } in , thick ,with a hole
} in . diameter drilled through the centre at 2 ins.
from the front end , and a il-in . diameter counter
sink or recess 1 in , deep cut out to take the top
discs of central pillar. The front end of this wood
is cut out as shown, leaving two lugs, through which
a bolt 1 in . diameter passes to hold the jib in
position . A hole } in . diameter will also have to

be drilled where the switch -box is situated, to
allow the wire connections to pass through to the
underside, and another hole 4 in . diameter for the
vertical spindle, which actuates the slewingmotion ,

to pass through , so that the pinion on the end may
engage with the large cog-wheel, shown fixed to
the top of the undercarriage. This large cog-wheel
is bored } in . diameter to fit the central tube, is

34 ins. diameter by 3-16ths in , thick , and was, in
my case, found amongst a lot of scrap brass, to
gether with the pinion ; and I have no doubt similar
ones may be obtained from an old clock , or perhaps
from a vendor of scrap articles.
The centre pillar or pivot shown in section
separately , is made from a piece of } in . external

certainly lessen the complication , but personally
I think that one motor for each movement works
out to be the least complicated arrangement. As
to the matter of expense, I very much doubt if the
difference in total cost of the three motors and
gearing would work out much more than one motor 1 diameter brass tube and three brass discs, each
and the extra gearing and fittings.
1į ins. diameter by } in , thick , with } in . diameter
The crane as described herewith cannot claim to
hole through centres ; one disc is sweated to the
be a special copy of any large one, but has been
top end of tube, the second disc is fastened to the
designed to meet the present requirements, and I
bottom of the countersink or recess in the top
think its general appearance is fairly realistic . I
platform , whilst the bottom end of tube is threaded ,
have very little doubt that it will prove a very inter
esting model, amply repaying anyonemaking it.
Starting with the bottom half or carriage, this

will require a piece of mahogany, or other hard
wood, 12+ ins. by 6 ins. by } in , thick , with a hole
} in . diameter through the centre, and a recess
i ins. diameter by i in , deep, cut out to take a

disc of brass for the centre pillar, which will be

described later. Two pieces of similar wood,
124 ins. by it ins. by { in ., thick are fastened , by
means of countersunk wood screws let in from
the top , underneath at fin . from either side. A
strip of brass 4 in . wide by } in . thick screwed to
the underside of each of these pieces, will form a
better seat for the bearings of the loco wheels,
which are screwed on to these brass strips in the
positions shown . Two end plates of in . brass or
iron , shaped as shown in the end elevation, will
be necessary to keep the two pieces of wood rigid ,
and can be utilised to fasten the buffers and hooks to .
The buffers and hooks of the usual pattern , whilst
not being indispensable, are often fitted if there is
other rolling-stock , and in this case rather improve
the appearance of the crane.
The bearings are of the solid type, with a fin .
hole for the ends of the wheel spindles to fit into ;
spring bearings, as used on locomotives, are not
generally used on cranes of this description , as they
cannot travel very fast to cause much vibration ,

and the distance is usually somewhat limited . The
loco wheels are ii ins. diameter on the tread, and

look better if mademore massive than the ordinary
type. The spindles for these may be turned from
pieces of silver steel in . diameter, reduced to
5 -16ths in . diameter for the wheels, and 1 in . for
the bearings, the wheels being fastened to them

Fig . 3.
SectioN OF
SLEWING GEAR .

FIG . 4 .

PIVOT AND CURRENT
COLLECTOR.

and the hole in the third disc is tapped and screwed
on , so holding the top platform in position. I have
found that this arrangement does not require any
ball or roller bearings, as the platform will revolve
quite freely without. In the sectional view of the
above will be seen a current collector, which enables
the top platform to revolve in either direction
continuously, without fear of injuring the connect
ing wires from the travelling motor and battery,
which pass up the centre tube, by their being twisted
up .
It consists of a piece of vulcanised fibre tube
in . external diameter, driven into the brass tube
a tight fit, and six thin discs of brass, each i in .
diameter, drilled to fit over the fibre tube ; small
washers are cut from another piece of fibre tube
9 - 16ths in . external diameter, and placed alter

either by screwing or by means of a grub-screw in

nately washer and disc as shown . A thread is cut

each .

on will hold all in position ; in the edge of each
washer and through tube is drilled a small hole,
through which the connecting wires are pushed and
their ends soldered , each to one of the discs. Of

The top part or revolving platform next claims

* The prize of two guineas was awarded for
this design in our Competition No. 41.

in the top end of fibre tube, and a brass nut screwed
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course, the bottom disc must be
then another disc and washer
another wire pushed through and
complete. Four of these wires are
the travelling motor, the fifth
lector on the track

soldered fi : st.
put on , and
soldered until
connected to
to the col

and the sixth to one of

the wheel bearings. A small piece of hard
wood , made as shown in perspective in Fig . 8 ,
will stand alongside of collector discs; six small
thin springs are screwed to this, so that each one
bears on a disc, making good contact. It should
be noted that this spring holder is shown straight
in the sectional view , to make it clearer, but should
be curved as shown in the plan of crane.
Six similar copper wires are connected to these
springs by placing the ends under a screw in each
spring. These wires are taken to the switch -box
and connected to the switches.
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being adjusted to work freely . Two screws will
fix this bracket to the top platform ,
The motor that actuates this gear is one as sold
by Messrs. Thompson & Co ., of Greenwich ; it has
a cogged drum armature it ins. diameter, wound in

eight sections, and connected to an 8 -part com
Scale of Inches.

--- --

----- ------

The slewing gear consists of a vertical spindle

FIG . 2. - DIAGRAM OF
CONNECTIONS.

Fig . 1. - A DESIGN FOR A MODEL ELECTRIC TRAVELLING CRANE.
mounted as is shown in sketch (Fig . 3), with a worm
wheel on the top end and a small pinion on the
bottom end. The bearing bracket is rather a peculiar
one, but is well suited for this purpose ; it should
be preferably a casting, but may be built up from
sheet brass. The bottom bearing will have to be
split to allow the spindle to be placed in position ;

mutator and one field -magnet coil. The castings

a small screw on either side of centre hole will hold

The lifting and lowering gear consists of a wind
down to i in . diameter by if ins. long, and two brass
end discs, each if ins. diameter by in , thick . These

the loose half in its place. The top hole is threaded
to take a pointed steel screw 1 in . diameter and

lock-nut, which engages with a small countersunk
hole in the end of spindle ; this allows of the spindle

and parts may be purchased very cheaply, and are
end of motor spindle, which works the worm
wheel ; this, in turn , drives the pinion that is in

not difficult to fit up . A worm is fastened to the

gear with the large cog-wheel, and so causes the
top platform to revolve.

ing drum made from a piece of mahogany, turned

are fastened to the wood centre by small wood
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screws, let into countersunk holes on the outside
of the discs. A fin . diameter hole is drilled right
through the centre of drum , and a steel spindle
in . diameter is fixed in same. The spindle is
reduced at each end to 3-16ths in . diameter, and
fits in similar holes in the two bearing brackets ;
these brackets are small castings screwed to a brass
baseplate 3 ins. by it ins. by } in ., this, in turn ,
being fastened to the top platform . A worm
wheel is fastened to one end of the spindle, and is
driven by a worm on the end of the armature
spindle of a four-pole motor, as described by
“ F . E . P ." in THE MODEL ENGINEER for June 15th ,
1902. This motor, shown in the drawings, is the
smallest size, the only difference from the published
design being the position of the holding-down
feet and the armature. This is an eight-cogged
drum connected to an eight-part commutator ,
instead of a quadripolar armature, thus having the
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on the pulley spindle before putting the nuts on .
The opposite ends of stays are cut to the correct
length, threaded and screwed into small pieces of
brass, shaped as shown in elevation , these in turn
being fastened to the top platform .

The travelling gear is worked by one of Mr. A . H .
ture spindle, which drives a worm -wheel in the
Avery 's tramcar motors, with a worm on the arma

centre of spindle of the front wheels, as shown
A complete set of parts, or the finished motor, can
be obtained , and will not present any great difficulty
in fitting up. The armature is wound with No. 24,
and the field -magnets with No . 20 d . c.c . wire.
We next come to the controlling gear. This has
been designed to represent the levers on the ordinary
crane, but is, in reality, two switches ; one is arranged

The armature should be wound with it ozs, of

as a three-way switch , to complete the circuit of
each motor in turn ; the other is a reversing switch ,
and reverses the motor which is in circuit with the
three-way switch .
The switch gear is shown in detail (Fig . 7) ,

No. 21, and the field -magnet coils with 4 ozs.
No. 20 D .C .C. copper wire. No brake will be

and is made from two pieces of vulcanised fibre
3-16ths in . thick ; these are shaped as shown, and

advantage of being self-starting.

Ol /
O
L

TILO

Fig . 5.--PLAN OF MODEL ELECTRIC TRAVELLING CRANE : JIB AND COVER REMOVED.
necessary on the winding drum , because the worm
will not allow the worm wheel to revolve, unless
the worm is driving it. Thus it acts as an automatic
brake, holding the load in any position .

The wire rope, as used on large cranes, may be
replaced by small round cord ; this is wound on the
drum and carried over the pulley wheel on the top
of the jib, and should be passed through the centre
of a small weight to keep it taut, and the end
fastened to a small piece of chain , and a small hook
made from stiff brass wire. The jib is composed
of two pieces of wood } in . wide by 3-16ths in .
thick and 154 ins. long, shaped as shown. Strips
of tin or brass may be fastened in crosses on the
top and bottom edges, with small round-headed

escutcheon pins to represent rivets ; it should
gradually taper from 2 ins. wide at the base to
Å in . at the top The pulley wheel is i in . diameter
by } in . wide, with a 3- 16ths-in . central hole, and
revolves on a small steel spindle with threaded ends
to receive small nuts. A small washer should be
placed on either side, between pulley and the sides
of the jib , to allow the wheel to clear. The two

stays which hold the jib in position may be made
from 3- 32nds in . diameter brass wire, the top ends
being bent to form small eyes or rings, and placed

each has a piece of brass plate fastened to it, tapping
holes being drilled through both fibre and brass,
and 3 - 32nds- in . brass screws let in from the fibre

side. The brass plates are then cut into three
segments to form contact pieces, the slots being
filled in , and the face of segments should be flat and
smooth to present a good contact surface. The
levers are pieces of thin brass strip fastened to the
lower ends of the fibre, with small brass screws and
nuts at the back, just allowing the levers to swivel
nicely on same. Small pieces of thin springy
brass are riveted to the under side of levers, so that
they make good contact with the brass segments.
The three-way switch has one lever, butthe reversing
switch will require two, with a separate central
handle. These are fitted as described, and will be
connected together by a small piece of vulcanised
fibre, which is drilled for four screws, the outer two
being screwed into the brass levers, thus causing
the two to swivel together. The central handle
is placed between the levers and fastened tightly
to the fibre by two screws. The two outer segments
in this switch are electrically connected to one
another. The two switches are enclosed in a case
made of thin brass sheet in one piece, cut to shape,

the joint being soldered. The switches are then
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inserted and fastened to the case with small screws

The roof is mounted on four pieces of 3- 16ths in .

let into the edges of the fibre. The top is made
from a similar piece of brass sheet, and fastened

diameter silver steel, each 7 ins. long. The bottom

in the same mannei.
It would be well to point out that the fibre

ends are drilled and tapped for fin . screws, which
are let into countersunk holes in the underside of
top platform ,and screwed into these pieces of steel ;

should project beyond the top and sides of the brass
segments, to prevent the brass case from short
circuiting any of them . Two lugs should be allowed

will improve the appearance and form a better

for when cutting out the case ; these being drilled
for screws,position.
and screwed
to the top platform
, will
Connections
motors

seat for them .

The top ends are fitted into corre

sponding 3-16this-in . holes in the framework of the
roof, and held in position by small screws, as shown
in end elevation . The back and front ends of
diece

hold it in
to the
may
bemade with No. 20 D .C .C . copper wire passed under
the head of a screw in each segment, although I
think in this case soldered connections would be pre
ferable. A diagram of connections is given (Fig. 2),
and it will be seen how the different movements are

a small washer or disc sweated on the end of each

FIG . 7 . - SWITCHES.
framework are made from two pieces of wood
* -in . thick , shaped as shown , the sides being made

from two pieces in . by fin . by 9 ins. long, the
outside top edges being rounded off to allow the
roof to fit nicely.

The roof may be made from a sheet of tin, but
ing purposes, looks more like the corrugated iron
roofs generally used on large cranes ; this can be
a piece of corrugated cardboard , as used for pack

fastened to the framework by small tacks, and ,
The crane may be made to perform the various
movements, without in any way touching it, by
having six central conductors instead of only one.
As the reason for making a crane in preference to
a locomotive is generally lack of sufficient space
to have a long track, it will not be very difficult to
fit six central conductors, because the crane can
work very comfortably on a track only 6 ft. long,
which is perhaps quite as extensive, in propor
tion , to the length of track that some large cranes
when painted, looks very realistic .

IS
H11

F

Fig . 6 .- -END ELEVATION .

Fig . 8.

carried out. A one-way switch is shown in the
circuit, and is intended to be fixed somewhere near

the track , and not on the crane itself. This is fitted
for starting any movement after having set the
three -way switch to the required position , and
stopping same without having to touch the crane,
and will be found to be a very useful addition ,
The collector for the centre of track is made from

a piece of brass it ins, by in , by 3-16ths in , thick ,
with two in . holes drilled in it, and another piece
it ins. by in . by in . thick , with the ends rounded
off ; this has two tin , screws in it, which hold two
small spiral springs, and the top of springs are

fastened to the other piece of brass by two } in .
diameter bolts and nuts. Two stiff wire stays hold
this to the underneath of crane, as shown in the
elevation .

have to work on - such, for instance, as the frontage
of a wharf. Of course, in this case six collectors
may be of similar
will be necessary, and they must
be narrower to

design to the one shown, but
accommodate them inside the track rails. They
may all be fastened to a piece of 3- 16ths in , vulcan
ised fibre sheet, to insulate them from one another ,
and perhaps it would be better to place them in

two rows of three, alternately , rather than in one

straight line ; this will allow more room and less
chance of their touching one another.
Another interesting addition would be to have
a small compound magnet hanging on the end of the
jib “ rope.” The “ rope " in this case would have
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to be two insulated wires twisted together, and
connected to the magnet. The opposite ends would
be soldered — one to the disc on the drum , and the
other to the drum spindle ; this disc must not make
contact with the spindle. I have found that the
very flexible twin electric light cord , if the outer
braiding is removed , leaving the black rubber
covering, makes a very good flexible “ rope.” A
light spring brush may be made to make contact
with
the disc, and the other connection made to one
of the drum bearings.

With this apparatus the crane could be made to
pick up small iron or steel objects,carry them along,
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Two Model Sailing Yachts.
By A . BEGBIE ,

THE model sailing yachts illustrated herewith ,
are the result of my spare time work during
last winter. No. 1, shown in Fig . 1, and
separately in Fig . 2, was made from the design of
Mi. A . Noble, which was published in THE MODEL
ENGINEER for Augustist, 1902. No. 2 yacht, also

shown in Fig . 1, and separately in Fig. 3, was made
from a model kindly lent to meby the same gentle
man , to whom I am indebted for much practical

FIG . 3. -SUE VIEW OF No, 2 MODEL YACHT,

and deposit in another position without having to
touch it . The switches may be placed somewhere
near the track , and the connections made by short
lengths of insulated wire from conductors and
battery. An extra switch would be necessary to

control the lifting magnet. A battery of four one
quart bichromate cells, or, preferably, a 6 .volt
accumulator, will be required to work the crane.

These need no special description .
The finishing touches, such as painting, & c., are
left to the individual maker's taste ; two coats of

good enamel would perhaps give the most desirable
finish .

advice, particularly concerning the rigging, etc .
The hull of No, i model measures 30 ins, long ; her
beam is 8 ins., and she is 3} ins. deep, with 5t-in .
fin keel, including lead. No. 2 model also has a
length of 30 ins., but a 10- in . beam , and is 4 ins .
deep , the fin keel, including lead, is 6 ins. deep .
The hulls are made from blocks of yellow pine,
hollowed out to 3-16ths in . thick , and the exterior
enamelled white. The decks are of pine, lined to
represent planking, and varnished ; the spars and
bulwarks are of ash , and the keels are bronzed .
Sailcloth and other fittings were purchased from an
advertiser in THE MODEL ENGINEER .
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exemplified in the book are illustrated by work on
a 30 ft. water line sloop, whose plans are given in
Plates I to IV, together with complete data on the
design of this craft. We can recommend all prac

tical yacht and boat builders who have not yet

the cost of postage.]
THE ELEMENTS OF YACHT DESIGN . By Norman
L . Skene, S .B . New York : The Rudder Pub
lishing Company . Price, 8s. 4d. post free.

The process of designing a modern yacht is gone
into in a thoroughly practicalfashion by the author.
Being interesting reading throughout, it will appeal
particularly to manymen who are better acquainted
with practicalmethods than theoretical reasoning.
That is to say, the pages are not overrun with
abstruse mathematical calculations ; the subject is
simplified to the last degree compatible with

accuracy. The first chapter deals with the various
types of craft , their peculiarities, differences, and

a general comparison of their advantages under
deal respectively with methods of calculations ;
displacement ; the lateral plane ; design ; stability ;
ballast , thesail plan , and construction . Theappen

certain conditions, and the following chapters

dix contains many useful tables, and a number of
plates giving plotted curves for determining the
proportions of sailing yachts ofvarious sizes---which
have been prepared by the author from data on
many existing yachts - will be found, as Mr. Skene

says, most useful in roughing out designs. The

various methods of designing recommended or

Fig . 1. — Mr. A . BEGBIE 'S TWOP MODEL
SAILING YACHTS.

done any original de
signing to read this
little volume.

SCREW -CUTTING .

By

Geo . F . Harrison ,

45, Rupert Street,
Nottingham . Price
60.net; postage id .
pocket book of twenty
pages, giving rules to
This is a handy little

N
A

find the train of change

wheels (simple and com
pound) required forcut
ting any particular
thread, a listofwheels,

tables of Whitworth
threads, rules to ascer
tain speedsofshaftsand
sizes of pulleys to give

L

a definite speed , table
and other notes useful

of twist drill speeds,
Fig . 2. - SIDE VIEW OF No, I MODEL YACHT,

in the workshop.
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High - Speed Engines.
By H . MUNCASTER.
(Continued from page 42.)
A N excellent form of vertical high -speed engine;
is shown by Fig. 16 , which is a front view ,
and Fig . 17, which is a side view , having the
valve gearing removed to show the bearings more
clearly .
The bed or standard is of the bored guide type,
and the engine is entirely self-contained. On
account of the simplicity of the design , and the ease
with which the parts can be machined , this class of
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in any other class, for, as will be readily seen , the
boring of the guides, the facing of the flange on
which thecylinder rests, and the machining of the
base are all operations that can be carried out with
the same setting of the casting. The base must
then be normal to the centre line of the piston .
The crankshaft bearings can be set off and bored
parallel to the base ; this will bring the shaft into

a line at right angles to the centre line of the guides,
the most important condition to smooth running,
the cylindrical form of the guides allowing for any

slight deflection in a horizontal plane.
There is no reason foi stinting the amount of
surface given to the guides, and as the crosshead
can be turned to fit the guides, the piston -rod at
the same time being turned in the lathe, there will
be no difficulty about getting the centres true.
The design is, however, not so well suited to
engines having a comparatively long stroke ; where

the stroke exceeds it times the diameter, the
standard begins to look gawky.
This design of standard is often used with a
shaped crankshaft shown in the illustration . With
the bent crank the bearings must be much further
apart, and this introduces a difficulty in getting
the eccentric placed so as to be in line with the
valve spindle , as the centre line comes approxi
mately over the centre of the bearing. In some
cases the eccentric is placed inside the bearing,
and the eccentric rod made with the jaw on one

crankshaft bent out of a round bar instead of the

side to accommodate its being out of line. In
another case the eccentric is placed outside the

bearings, and to bring the spindle more nearly the
line of the eccentric rod , the steam ports are
le.igthened by making the valve face farther away
from the centre line of the cylinder. As, however,
a bent crank, although it may considerably reduce
the cost of manufacture, is not suited to the high
speed engine, principally on account of the difficulty
of balancing, we do not intend at present to give it.
any further consideration .
A noticeable feature in this class of engine is the

large proportion of lathe work in the machining,
the rod, spindles, bearings, & c., all being round.
Referring to Fig. 16 , the solidity of the valve
gearing may be noticeable . In an engine running
at the rate we are assuming as the most suitable
speed for this engine- -say, 1000 revolutions per
minute-- the inertia of the valve group will be equal
to a considerable amount; there is also the friction
of the valve to consider . In the case of the piston
group the steam will relieve the strain due to
inertia ; in the case of the valve group , this does

Fig . 16 . - FRONT ELEVATION ,

(Scale :

full size.)

engine is particularly suited to economical produc
tion, and with ordinary care in machining the bed,
the chances of perfect alignment are greater than

not happen , and the effects of the inertia and
momentum come directly on the eccentric . The
momentum is , however, to some extent absorbed
by the friction of the valve against the face of the
steam ports, but the same cause aggravates the
effects of inertia. By the employment of a piston
valve in the place of the slide-valve, some of the
friction due to the latter may be avoided , but as a
piston valve will contain more metal, the greater
mass will give an increased amount of inertia , so
that there is in that and many other respects no
advantage to be gained by using a piston valve .
A means of adjustment should be provided where

the valve spindle couples to the eccentric rod. The
ordinary knuckle joint is not good enough if much
work is to be done, although if the parts be carefully
case-hardened and make a very good fit, they may
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last some considerable time before any rattle takes
place.

Harmony of design in the various parts is neces
sary if the engine is to look well. How frequently

we find that all attempts at a uniform character
in the details are quite overlooked, and the work
looks like a heterogeneous collection of parts from

iii

spindle ; or, if both be the same shape, one will
have the bolts arranged vertically and the other
horizontally . True, it is not always possible to
make everything uniform in character, and ways
and means have to be considered ; but the subject
is worth a deal more attention than it receives, not
only by amateurs, but also by engineers generally .
Lack of harmony in design is often due to the
fact that the engine has not been carefully set out
to scale. Before commencing the work on the
various parts the object of making a drawing is to
see how the design looks, not merely how any one

part looks, but how the whole as a complete ma
chine appeals to our sense of proportion. If any
one part is conspicuous, or advertises some feature,
it evidently requires some modification to bring it
into line with the rest, which seems to emphasise
the fact that it is not only desirable but necessary
to make a drawing first, and having done this, to

work carefully to the drawing.
There are not, as in architecture, such well defined
types as set forth in the various orders, nor is it
desirable there should be; but still, especially in the
case of models and small engines made for exhibi

tion , a sincere attempt at producing a pleasing and
attractive design, while avoiding all superfluous
ornamentation , ought to be the aim of every onewho
essays to produce original work of any description .
Returning to our subject. The dimensions of the
engine are the same as previously given : the
cylinder (already shown in detail) is 3 ins, diameter
by 3 ins. stroke. Suitable governor gear will be
shown in detail in a later paper, and fuller par
ticulars of the bed or standard, as this design may
appeal to some of our readers who purpose making

an engine suited for useful work.
(To be continued .)
RUSSIAN RAILWAY TRAFFIC. - Beginning with
next year, the passengers and goods traffic on
the Nicolas Railway between St. Petersburg and
Moscow will be almost doubled . for more than
120 trains are expected to travel daily on that
line. In fact, as the Russian press says, some
trains will follow one another so closely that the
the
will be well in sight oflively
driver of one train ahead
. There will be
tail car of the train

times next year on the Nicolas Railway. At
any rate, the authorities recognise that the
increased traffic will require a better permanent
way, so the present rails will be replaced by
heavier rails of 35 ft. in length , and the new
rails are to be laid down on metal sleepers and
fastened with four pins or bolts instead of with

Fig . 17. - SIDE ELEVATION .

(Scale : } full size.)
various sources, instead of a carefully thought-out
scheme. We see, for instance, a flat connecting
rod in close proximity to a turned eccentric-rod.
Sometimes a turned connecting-rod entirely finished
nicely
round
in the lathe, with a

jaw , the bosses

shaped and larger in diameter than the width of
the jaw . Alongside of this we have a flat eccentric
spindle with a square jaw of the same width as the
boss. Sometimes the cylinder has a round gland

for the piston -rod and an oval gland for the valve

three, as is the casenow . The Nicolas Railway
is absolutely the shortest distance between the
capital and Moscow , thus the risks of accidents
are less than if the line contained frequent curves.

A NEW AIRSHIP. - Count Zeppelin 's new airship ,
which has cost £50,000, has made its first successful
ascent, and has crossed Lake Constance. Three
expert aeronauts steered the airship from Monzell
to Romanshorn within three hours, while the Count

gave his orders from a motor boat, which was con
nected by telephone with the balloon . The ex
periments were completely successful, the airship

answeringto its helm in theair as if it were an auto
mobile. The balloon is driven by an 80 h .-p .
motor, and thematerialis chiefly aluminium .
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The Bursting Strength of

no harder than the boy pulls against him . If
he does, he will pull the boy off his feet, and

Boilers.

the strain on the rope will be only what one
of them pulls, not the sum of both pulls .

In

order that the man may pull with a force of

THERE are two ways that a shell, such as is
shown in the sketches herewith ,might break
under internal pressure. The sheets might
tear lengthwise, letting the shell separate, as in
Fig. 1, or they mighttear across, letting it separate
endwise, as in Fig . 2 .
Which is it themore likely to do ?
To push it apart endwise, as in Fig. 2, we have
the force acting on the heads. This force is the
pressure per sq . in . multiplied by the number of
sq. ins, in the head . The area of a circle is the
diameter multiplied by itself and by 3•1416 , and
divided by 4 ; or since 3.1416 divided by 4 is •7854,
" MI
the area is the square of the diameter multiplied
FIG . 4.
by •7854 .
Suppose the internal diameter of the shell to be
50 lbs., the boy must hold against him with a
48 ins., and the pressure 100 lbs. per sq . in ., the
pressure on eash head would be
force of 50 lbs. Both are pulling with a force of
50 lbs., but the tension on the rope is 50 lbs., not
48 x 48 x•7854 x 100 = 180956 :16 lbs.
or over 90 tons. This pressure would act on each I 100 . The boy might be replaced with a post (see
ANN

4800 lbs.

180956.16B
ON

| 1809.56 .16

4800 lbs.

Fig . 2.

Fig . 1.

head , and the effect would be the same as though
two weights of 180956 .16 lbs. each were pulling
against each other through the boiler, as in Fig . 6 .
If the shell were not heavy enough to stand the
strain , it would tear apart along the line where the

Fig. 4). Now , when the man pulls with a force of
50 lbs., against the post, you would not say that
there was 100 lbs. tension on the rope ; yet the post
is pulling or holding against him with a force of
50 lbs., just as the boy did . In Fig. 5 it is easily
seen that the tension on the cord is 50 lbs. You
50 lbs.

50 lbs

FIG. 3.
metal happened to be the weakest, as at A . At
first sight it looks as though the metal had to sus
tain both these forces or weights, and that the stress
little consideration will show that it is not so.

upon the shellwould be twice 180956 . 16 lbs. But a

One simply furnishes the equal and opposite action
with which every force must be resisted. A man
pulling against a boy on a rope (Fig. 3) can pull

Fig. 5.
would not say that it was 100 if the pull of the
weight were resisted by another weight of 50 lbs.,
as in Fig. 7, instead of by the floor.
The shell is therefore, in the case which wehave
imagined , subjected to a force of 180956 .16 lbs.,
which tendsto pull it apart endwise, as in Fig .6 .
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To resist this there are as many running inches
of shell as there are inches in the circumference,
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pressure in one direction only, we must consider
only the area in that direction . If we are studying

The circumference is 3.1416 times the diameter, i the effect of the pressure in forcing the shell in the
so that to pull the boiler in two
direction of the arrows in the lower half of Fig . 9 ,
48 X 3.1416 = 150 .7968 ins.
we must consider orrly the area which comes cross
of sheet would have to be pulled apart.
wise to that direction, the “ projected area ," as it

Fig . 6 .
180956 .15

180956. 16

The force exerted upon each running inch of
sheet would be the pressure acting endwise divided
by the circumference, or
180956 :16 • 150 .7968 = 1200 lbs.
The area is

is called ; the area which the piece would present if
wewere to hold it up and look at it in the direction
ofthe arrows, or of the shadow which it would cast
in rays of light running in the direction of the pres
sure . This, it will be easily recognised, is the

diameter ofthe boiler wide and i in , high, as shown
in Fig. 9, so that thenumber ofsq . ins. upon which
the pressure is effective in one direction is equal to
the diameter for a strip i in . wide. There is, there
fore, a force tending to pull each 1-in . ring of the
shell apart, as in Fig. 8, of

diam . x diam . x 3.1416
50 163.

48 x 100 = 4800 lbs.
Diameter

50 lbs.

50 lbs.

Fig . 7.
The circumference is

Diam . x 3.1416 .
Dividing the area by the circumference, we have
diam . x diam . x 3. 1416 _ diam .
4 x diam . x 3.1416
or the strain on each running inch of sheet per
pound of pressure is one-fourth the diameter.
Now let us see what it would be in the other
direction .

4800

4800

FIG . 8.
If we consider the pressure acting in all
directions as in the upper half of Fig . 9, we should ,
to get the total pressure on the area, have to multi

ply the pressure per sq. in . by the whole area,
which would be the circumference for a strip
I in . wide ; but if we are considering the effect of

Fig . 9.
and as this force is resisted by two running inches
of metal, one at A and one at B (Fig. 9 ), the stress
per inch will be
4800 = 2 = 2400 lbs.
This is just twice what we found it to be in theother

direction ; and it is plain that this should be so ,
for the stress per pound of pressure tending to burst
the boiler as in Fig . I, is, as wehave just seen,
diam- . , which is just twice the diam .
4.

which we found it to be in the other direction.
It is for this reason that boilers are double riveted
along the side or longitudinal seams, while single
riveting is good enough for the girth seams. — Power .
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giving at least a k-in . spark ? This will deter many
amateurs with smaller coils ſrcm attempting his
experiments

[Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of The Model

Practice has shown that up to 50 or 60 yds., or

ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par.
date of publication .]

even more, with a sensitive relay quite within the

ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual

amateur's power to construct, a coil giving an 1 - in .

spark is sufficient, and all the experiments he de

London .

tiils could be performed with a coil giving an t-in .

THE annual river excursion of the Society took

spark , although , of course, they would have to be
confined to very short distances. - I am , yours
“ ERG .”
faithfully,

place on Saturday, July 15th , when 120
members and friends spent a very enjoyable
afternoon and evening in a launch trip from Wind

Hereford .

sor to Cookham and back . Special arrangements

had been made with the Great Western Railway
Company for the conveyance of the party to and
from Windsor, and the change in the starting -point
this year from Richmond to Windsor enabled the
party to enjoy some of the loveliest spots on the
river, and probably accounted in a very large
measure for the great increase in tle number pre
sent. The catering arrangements on board were
excellent, and, combined with the perfect weather,
greatly conduced to the success of the trip . After
the head of the good ship Duchess of kent had
been set in the direction of home, an impromptu
concert was arranged , in which Mrs. Simmonds
and Miss Denton were heard to advantage in
several songs, the latter also rendering some banjo
solos excellently. Mis Bashford played , Mr.
Hildersley contributed two humorous recitations,
and the Secretary played the accompaniments.
HERBERT G . RIDDLF, Hon . Sec., 37, Minard Road,
Hither Green , S .E .

Dynamo Bearings.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
Dear Sir , - One often takes excessive care over

the construction of dynamo bearings, only to find
them , when fitted , an unmistakable failure. On
inspection, one finds the cause is obviously not due
to faulty design or building, nor is it due to bad
Jubrication ; the armature does not catch on the
pole faces, neither do the brushes press too heavily
on the commutator ; yet the shaft runs anything

Practical Letters from our
Readers .
The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full

name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,
though not necessarily intended for publication.]

Simple Experiments in Wireless Telegraphy,
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, — I trust Mr. Blake will not be offended
at a little friendly cri.icism of his article on wire
less telegraphy in the issue of The MODEL ENGI
NEER for June 22nd, 1905, for it is only by these
meins that perfection is attained - one of the
notable features of THE MODEL ENGINEER, I be .
lieve.
Mr. Blake has not chosen a very happy way of
explaining the causis of the resul's of his exper;
ments ; in fact, I am of an opinion that it would
have been better if he had omitted the explanation
he gave, failing a more extensive one, as it is apt
to “ fog " the beginner (I presume that the article
was intended for Suci) rather than help tim in his
understanding of theciuses of the results arrived at.
I fail to see how the electric spark or oscillations
occur between A and B in Fig . 3 (page 586 ), for
until the air-gaps H between G and A and G and B
(and not between A and B , as Mr. Blake explains,
contradictory to his diagrim ) break down, the
rods A and B are at a negaʻive potential.
Perhaps Mr. Blake wil kindly give a fuller ex
planation of the causes of these experimental
results, for ne benefit of those interested .

Why does Mr. Blake recommend a spark col

THE FAILURE OF DYNAMO BEARINGS.
but sweetly in its bearings, and the latter soon be.
come undesirably hot and develop signs of exces
sive wear and tear.
The reason is made clear by means of the accom
panying sketch . A is the armature, and B and C
the pole faces. The air gap between A and C has
purposely been shown greater than that between
A and B , though the armature does not catch on
either side. This inequality of a 'r şars causes the
lower pole B to exert an attractive force on the
armature much greater than that exerted by C ;
hence the pressure on the bearings of the machine
will be the weight of the armature plus the differ
ence between the two attractive forces, this last

force being often of considerable value.
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It is easy to see that for other positions of the

armature this force may act, as well as downwards,
sideways or upwards, thus producing increased
wear on the sides or tops of the bearings. In the
latter case the pressure on the lower part of the
bearings will be the weight of the armature minus
the diíference between the attractive forces. Of
course, this may very possibly be a negative quan

tity - i.e., the resultant pressure may be on the
tops of the bearings.

From the preceding, one may get the following
useful hints as to the setting of dynamo bearings :

If the armature is supported so that the upper air
gap is slightly smaller than the lower one, the
whole weight of the armature, & c., may be taken
completely off the bearings, thus occasioning prac
tically no wear on them whatever. In any case ,
care must be taken not to support the armature,
so that the upper air gap is the greater, since this
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is uniform , but in the given galvanometer this is
the roughest measurements. This difficulty is
accurately eliminated in the two-coil pattern and
also in the sine galvanometer. - Yours truly,

by no means the case, and should only be used for
A . G . WARREN ,
Abbey Wood.
Bicycle Driven Dynamos.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - Recently there appeared in The

Model ENGINEER an article on hand driven
dynamos . Why should not a bicycle be used ? My
idea is to mount the cycle on a stand , so that the

driving wheel runs free, the dynamo to be fitted
as this might not give sufficient speed , with inter
mediate gearing. I have never seen this sug.
gested before, but the idea must have occurred to

with a concave pulley in contact with wheel, or,

will only aggravate the ordinary wear due to the
London, N .W .
R . MILWARD ELLIS.

many cyclists — and everyone cycles now . Any
way, it would be a novelty for THE MODEL ENGI

[ This cause of the heating of bearings and method
of relieving the weight of the armature is well
known to designers of dynamos. It is not so

menting for myself. I can only offer the idea, and

weight of the revolving parts. - Yours truly ,

important a consideration in small machines as

in larger generators. - ED. M .E . E E .]

Tangent Galvanometers.
To the Editor of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
DEAR SIR , — In The Model ENGINEER, dated
July 13th , 1905, an ariicle entitled “ A Tangent
Galvanometer," by G . H . Wood , was published. In
this article Mr. Wood describes two methods of
altering the sensitiveness of his galvanometer.
(1) By moving the needle along the axis of coil.
(2 ) By connecting layers in series,
The first method is correct, though inconvenient,
and involving a fair amount of calculation . In
the second Mr. Wood states that in order to measure

a large current the coils must be connected in
series. This is entirely incorrect. It is obvious
that the magnetic field produced by current passing
through only one layer is smaller than that pro
duced by the same current through three layers,
Therefore only one layer should be used for large
currents, or, preferably , the three in parallel. This
error has been carried on to the calculation of the

various values of K .
Mr. Wood also gives certain values for K ; these,
according to the data given , are incorrect.
The formula to be used is :
- 5 Ha tan . a
Tn

Where C = current in amperes.

H = horizontal intensity of earth 's field =
•185 dyne.
n = number of turns = 5 (for one layer).
185 x 6*35 = '374 for one layer .
v 5
a = radius of coil = 21 ins. = 6 .35 cms.

3:1416 X 5

K for one layer = . 374 .
K for two layers = .187 (where C = K tan . a ).
K for three layers = .125.
Again , Mr. Wood gives the length of the small

needle as 2-5 cms. This length of needle should
not be used with a coil of less than 20 cms, radius.
The formula C = K tan , a is only true if the field

NEER .

I shall have no opportunity this year of experi

think that many of your readers would be glad to
experiment in this direction , if you could give a
few hints to guide them , or, say, a prize competi

tion - it would be a prize for originality, which
model making does not seem to me to encourage
much , I should define the latter as a slavish ad
herence to recognised forms.

Anyone trying to devise a method for driving by
1. The support to hold driving wheel free, and

bicycle would have to consider :

to hold dynamo in gear.
2. Governing the speed . It is not at all easy

to work a bicycle at uniform speed when fixed like
a home trainer.
3. Cutting out dynamo if the speed rises or falls
too much .

4. The size and type of dynamomost suitable.
Yours truly,
AUPHSYDE CRANK .

Mr. Finnin zhan's Working Model Loom .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
iss ie) is made to a scale of 3 ins. to the foot,
DEAR SIR , — This model (described in July 13th

and not } in ., as stated . From floor to the
top of an ordinary calico loom , is 50 ins. ; from

floor to the top of front rest is 34 ins. Tne
photograph appears to be quarter full size ofmodel,
as it shows a reed space of 13 ins . by 4 = 74 ins. X
4 = 30 ins, reed space, from floor to top of front

rest 2 ins. X 4 = 8 } ins. X 4
rest.
Assuming modelto be t-in .
would have 7 X 48 ins. =
height of rest, 81 X 48 ins. =

= 34 ins. height of
scale, the prototype
30 ft. reed space ;
34 ft. Such a loom

has never been built . The model is evidently a re

plica of a 30 -in . fast reed cilic ) loom to a scale of
3 ins, to the foot. It would be an impossibility to
weave cloth on a loom built to 1-in . scale. - Yours
truly ,
Rp. BRADSHAW .
Rishton .

MARTENSITE. --- The ingredient “ martensite " of
steel, though detected and identified by the micro
scope, has never been isolated . It seems to be a
specialised interlacing of ferrite and cementite.
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Queries and Replies.

be required for armature ? (4 ) What is the best way to magnetise

( Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Querles
should be enclosed in the same envelope.

netising ? (7) If armature it ins, diameter would do it does not

Queries
on subjects within the scope of this : fournal
are replied
by post under the following conditions
- ( I) Queries
dealingto
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side onof the
the sender's
MUST be in
scribed
the paper
back . only,( 2 ) andQueries
should name
be accompanied,
wherever
possible,
with
fully
dimensioned
sketches,
and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries
for
reference.
(3
)
A
stamped
addressed
envelope
(not
should invariably be enclosed, and also a “ Queries andpost-card)
Replies
Coupon
" cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before

the Reply can be forwarded. (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer
in this thecolumn
weeks
mustinserted
elapse before
Replyshould
can understand
be publishedthat
. some
The
Insertion
of
Replies
in
this
column
cannot
be
guaranteed.
(6 )
AU Oueries should be addressed to The Editor. THE MODEL

Fleetwhich
Street,have
London,
E .C.)
following are26-29,
selectedPoppin's
Queries
The BNGINEER,
from theCourt,
been replied
10 recenly :

Coils answer
Purposes.
(14,316]
for Medical
G . M ( .1) (Bradford)
writes
questions
: Kindly
the following
I have a
telephone
magneto
should
same
,
and
like
to
use
for administering
a current of electricity to the human body for the relief of neuralgia
and toothache. (2) Can I use same ? If so , what alterations
will have to be made (if any) ? Kindly mark the apparatus which
has to be used in this treatment on the enclosed page ; a few in
structions how to use same will oblige. (3) If [this cannot be used ,
state what amount of wire, and size , will have to be used for primary
and secondary coils of a shocking coil, and size of core, bobbins, etc .,
same purpose magneto.
have pieces glass

for to 18 ins, diameter
as , given (4a ) certain
I
two
cut
round
number of ofsectors, and
small Leyden jars ; perhaps this would be better for
medicalWepurposes.
Is this so ?
(1 ) cannot take the responsibility of giving ac
tual directions upon the application of electricity for
medical treatment ; our advice is for you to consult a
properly qualified medical man and act according to
his instructions. (2) In all probability you can use
machine ; if not powerful enough, the armature
this
could be rewound with wire of a finer gauge, and per
make-and-break contact fitted, so that the
haps
currenta is interrupted twice in every revolution of the
spindle . (3) You will find instructions for making a
very good type ofmedical coil in our handbook No. II,
Chapter iii. (4 ) The Wimshurst machine is used for
medical treatment, butwe expect either your magneto
or a coil will suit better for your case. The Wims
hurst
work, great care in handling when
medicalrequires
used formachine
Charging
Accumula
(14,314)C . Repairing
tors.
be much
J. H . (Salfordand
) writes
: I would
obliged if you would kindly give me some information
accumulators
concerning
have
six
set
of
a
that
I
just
received as being out of order, and I have examined
them and found two or three plates broken in the first
cell, but all the others seem to be in good order . Each
ceil contains seven positive plates and seven negatives,
by 3- 16ths thick , so will you kindly
4 ins. bywhat
4 ins.current
and pressure I should expect
tell me
from them when fully charged , and what size dynamo
and engine I should require to charge them with ?
I would like to charge them myself if it would be
cheaper . Will a gas engine or steam engine be the
cheapest ?
Cell: should have a capacity of about 20 amps.-hours ; a shunt.
wound dynamo giving about 15 volts 4 amps. would be required to
mean six cells in series of the
charge them ; that is, assuming youaccumulator.
Such a dynamo
size you give making one 12-volt
giving
require
would
engine
drive it ; a gas
l'ast
at
b
.h
I
.-p
an
to
.
engine would probably be the more convenient to use, and should
be inexpensive to work . We recommend you to read our six
penny handbook (No. 1) on " Small Accumulators.”
(12,922 ] Permanent Magnet Dynamo, P . S . T . (Sharrow )
writes : I am desirous of building a dynamo with permanent steel
magnets.
I want it for driving a motor taking 4 volts 2 amps,
atfull load , that is, a machine capable of being driven for about
8 watts, and I should be very much obliged if you 'would not mind
answering the following queries :- ( 1) What size steel magnets
and armature will be required ? (2 ) Which is the best
armature
to use ? (3) What amount and what gauge
would

wire

field -magnets
? (5 )fieldWhat
power last
will begoodrequired
to drive dynamo
easily
? (6 ) Will
magnets
time without
remag

matter
long)made
it wouldfrom bet-ieasy
for mespring
to procure.
) Would
forgedgethowmagnet
thick
steel be (8(9correct
Ia can
one forged
to any shapen . from
this material?
) Wouldas

enclosed
sketchbebecarried
a goodoutshape
go anfromordinary
? (10 )dynamo
Would
winding
ofrough
armature
as if ittowas
with regard to insulation , & c . (11) Need the air-gap be as small
as in ordinary dynamo ? ( 12) How would the different wire ends
of armature winding be connected to spindle , if, for instance, a drum
was used ? Perhaps an H armature is the only one suited to this
sort
of machine. (13) I do not mind making a bigger machine
and using a Siemens Harmature instead of any other if it is best

for this machine, as I have had no experience in winding arma
tures.

Armature,
if ins,
diameter
ins. high,
long ; asthemagnet
be(1)fairly
large, say,
about
5 ins, by
to 62 ins.
permanentshould
steel
magnets vary very much ; you can only approximate as to the
dimensions and adjust the voltage by running the armature at

higher
or lower magnets
speed. The bestside
wayto toboltmake
such a machine is
to place
iron
pole several
-pieces (see sketchside). byMagnets
aboutthemi in .to bysoft1 wrought
in , thick
would be suitable ; bore as few holes in them as possible. (2 and

3) The best armature would be a drum having say, eight sections,
and
woundH with
No. 25withgauge
D .s.c , copper
wirewound
; but with
you can
a Siemens
armature
laminated
core and
No.use
23
gauge
D
.s.c.
copper
wire
;
the
drum
armature
should
also
laminated core ; about 3 ozs. of wire will be required . (4)have
Placea
them
upon severallayers
the poles of a large
dynamo when pass
it isaatwork
or wind
them
with
insulated
current
the wire
; in each caseofthey
shouldwirebeandknocked
gently through
with a
hammer
help ifthemwellto hardened
take up theandmagnetism
. (5)steel;
Abouttungsten
1-20th
hsteel
.-p . is (6 the
)to Yes,
of
suitable
best kind. (7 ) Armature should be about 2 ins. long,
(8 ) Spring steel is scarcely good enough , but if you make a big
magnet and get it as hard as possible it may be worth a trial.
(9 ) The shape sketched by you is good enough to try. ( 10) Yes,

(11) Yes ; it is even more important to make the air-gap small,

as a permanent magnet is not so powerful as an electro-magnet

for a givenand size.
sixpenny
on pattern
“ Small,
Dynamos
Motors."(12) See
(13) our
The drum
wouldhandbook
be the best

Query 12922
PERMANENT MAGNET DYNAMO.
but .the H type can beused ; length and diameter the samein each
case
(14,236]
Gas
Engine
Derangement.
C . a(Odxford
writes
: Will
you
kindly
answer
these questions
? C.I have
h first
.-p.)
Crossley
gas
engine
which
I
bought
second-hand.
When
I
had it it worked very well, opening the gas valve once and then
missing
orsamework.
five times ;I now
it opens
the valve
two orexhaust
three
withfour
have had
istimestight,
andtheeverything
is about
the the
samevalves
as atfaced,
first.theWill
you
please
at first.let me know of anything that I can do to make it as it was

As you give very few particulars of the engine, it is not possible

to say precisely what may be wrong. It is evident that some of
te
conditions of working are altered . But the cause of trouble
may
not being
lie indriven
the may
engine
it :elf. more
The power
shafting
of
machine;
be taking
, eitherfordue some
to some
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derangement,
c., or to even
belts a slipping.
the engine
light, with all friction,
belts off,& without
loose pulleyRunrunning,
and
see what she does, and how many times she cuts out. We advise

you
to read our7d. newposthandbook
by W . information
C. Runcimanand, “ Gas
Oil Engine;,"
free, for further
hintsandon

a four-coil drum , with two
r . p .m . Armature should be wound azcommutator.
For method of
coils in each slot, and four-section

sent is

winding, see our handbook No. 10 . (4 ) Samplewellof aswirea motor,
No.
23 S.W .G . This in achine will run very

A % 6 "boits

this matter .

(14,364)) writes
Induction
Coilan Failure
. D.
(Sedburgh
: I have
induction; Accumulators.
coil which ought toG give
3 -in . sparks, but it does not give much more than i -in . sparks.
I have tested it , and am almost sure that it is the fault of the con
tact-breaker, so I wish to make a new one. I thought ofmaking
abe" too
tuaing-fork
" contact-breaker. Do you think that they would
hard for an amateur to make successfully ? If not, I sup .
pose the arrangement would be as sketch (notreproduced ). What
ought the needle that dips into themercury to bemade of ? About
what pitch ought the tuning -fork to be ? If the " tuning-fork "
contact-breaker would be too hard to make, what sortofcontact
breaker would you recommend ? I should greatly prefer not to
have one driven by a motor. One of the chiefuses of the coil is
for r -rays. I have made up some accumulators. Each cell has
three negative plates and two positive plates. The positive plates
are formed according to the instructions in your handbook ,but the
negatives are plain lead . After one cell had had one full charge it
was left for two days, and was then found to be entirely discharged .
It had not been short circuited in the least. Is this due to the
accumulator being new ? If so, how long will it be before the cell
is ready for use ? How many timesmust it be charged ? Could it
possibly have discharged through the battery, which was three
bichromate
cells ? inkCould
good sympathetic
? you please givemea good recipe for a
We
advise
you
to
try
breaktodescribed
6 of our handbook No, il.the Itmercury
is desirable
be able toin Chapter
regulate
the speed of the break , and to so adjust it that the duration of

II

* 32 * 12 +

* -

Query 14221

" make " is greater than that of interruption , so that the core of

the coil has time to magnetise. The dipper should be made of
copper. It takes some days to properly form a plain lead plate.

SMALC UNDERTYPE DYNAMO Field-MAGNETS.

Those in your cells are not in a sufficently porous condition , and

though it may not be successful as a dynamo. To test it as a

we advise you to replace them by pasted plates, or to form them
in separate cells , as the forming process consists of repeated
charging, discharging, and then re-charging in the reverse direc
tion , all the plates used being plain lead . Pasted plates also do
not
hold a charge well at first, but require several chargings. The
first one should be a prolonged one : they improve with each suc.
cessive charge. Try a solution of cobalt chloride ; the writing

appears blue on application ofheat (CoCl2)
(14,377
Electrical
. G . course
T. (Morriston
)
writes
: I) will
thankasyouan Engineering.
toelectrical
inform me
the Obest
adopt
for being
qualified
engineer.
I am 17 toyears
of
age, and have been through the Board School and Intermediate
School, and I am now being apprenticed in a general engineering
fitting shop for three years. Would be thankful if informed what
subject required to study ; whether attending a technical college
or
correspondence
tuition
necessary
or advisable
? is the better ; also what degrees are

As you
are an engineer's apprentice, you could
verywell tuition
acquire
some
knowledgeofelectricalengineering
correspondence
because
electrical engineering is largelybymechanical
engineering,
combined, necessary.
with electrical
. Somethispractical
experience
is,
however
You theory
could
acquire
, to an extent,
in the
laboratories
of a technical
college.
The determining
factor
in
success is experience. Becom : a3 good a mechanic as you can
during your apprenticeship , and acquire asmuch theoreticalknow
ledge as you can by evening study at the same time; then if you
can , either spend a year or two at a good technical college, or
obtain an improver's or similar position in an electrical engineering
works. If you can then make up yourmind as to which branch of
electrical engineering you will stick to, get plenty of experience
inyouvarious
places, being contentwith subordinate positions until
become qualified to take a better post, and lucky enough to

get it. Degrees
only incidentally
teaching,
almost are
essential,
however. desirable ; if you taketo

114.290 ] Making Amalgam . H . S . writes : I should esteem it

a great favour if you would advise me how to form the amalgam
mentioned in Query 14,155 in June 15th issue
ofof Mtin. E and
. & mercury
E.

absorbs
such metals
tin ; mix the two together
withMercury
a rubbing
movement
in a smallas cup.
(14,221)
Windings
forWould
Smallyou Undertype
Dynamo.
AB.
C . (Sharrow
)writes
letmehave
particulars,
through
your: paper,
of thekindly
enclosed
sketches some
of a
dynamy
I am making
? (1) The
and quantity
of wire
the
field -magnets
and armature,
andsize
method
of winding
? ( for
2 ) The

output of this dynamo ? (3) The speed necessary to run the
michins
at ? (4 ) The size of enclosed sample ofwire ? ! . . 1
Windas armature
with No.28
gaugeshould
s.s.c.becopperwire
as (1)
much
you can --about
2 ozs.
sufficient. ; geton
Wind
field -magnet with 1 oz. ofNo. 28 s.s .c . copper wire on each core,
both coils (joined
each will
other,excite
and initself,
shuntyouto may
the
brushez.
2 and 3 in) Ifseries
the with
machine
get about 2 or 3 volts and about amp, or so at 4000 to 5000

dynamo, try a 3 -volt 1 c.-p. lampof good make.

(14,372]writes
Manchester
Dynamo
S. B . (Cres
sington)
: I have been
making Trouble.
a dynamo ofG . Manchester
type,
as
per
enclosed
print
(
n
ot
reproduced),
and
cannot
it to
generate. I have on each bobbin of field -magnets getabout
33
yds,
of
s.s
.c.
No.
26
copper
wire.
Cores
are
fixed
to
field
magnets by iron screws (as shown). Also armature connections
are as shown in The Mode). ENGINEER handbook , “ Dynamos and
Motors." Will contact be good enough between core and field
inagnet castings ? I cannot get C . I. to magnetise from 4 -volt

battery with these bobbins - how is it that this is so ? Draw .
ing iswhat
full voltage
size, so how
muchat current
from it,of
and
running
3,500 r.pshould
.m . ? I expect
What power

steamYourengineshould
I require to drive it ?
field -magnet winding should be connected in

shunt to the

brushes-- not in series. Connect both coils in series with each
other, and be sure that they are correctly arranged to produce
Nand S poles (see page 12, Fig. 2 ,ofour handbook No. 1o ). Per
haps they are at present so connected that they produce two N
or two S poles ; or perhaps your battery is not very strong. You

donotsay whatgauge wire the armature is wound with . It should
beNo. 25 orNo. 26 gauge s. s.c . The clearance between armature
and poles should be less than 1-I6th in . - say 1 -32nd in , approxi
mately . Run at about 4000 r. p .m ., and test with an 8 -volt I c. p .
lamp of good make ; output, about 8 volts to 1 amp. Magnet
cores should make quite good enough contact with the cast iron ,
Ifmachine still fails, it is due to insufficient wire on themagnet
cores. There should be about 4 ozs, on each core ; that is more
than
double the amount on at present; and No, 24 gauge by prefer
ence. It is very difficult to state power required to drive this

machine ; probably 1-20 h .-p . would suffice,

[14,385[
Charging.
C . F four
. W . 30(Altrincham
writes
: WillAccumulator
you please tell mehow
to charge
amp.-hour,)
4used
-voltseveral
motor lamps
accumulators
from
a
110
-volt
D
.
C
.
circuit
? I have
in parallelbefore, but these we find too glaring,
and would like to use instead several arc lamp resistances (Crompe
ton ). They are wound with 16 S . W .G . “ Eureka " resistance
wire.
only requirein toseries
charge
or two at
a time.Sometimes
. Could I useI should
these resistances
withonea regulating

resistance
? If so, how must I proceed ?
Wedoubt if the resistance of these arc lamp resistances will be

enough ;butit dependsupon therate of currentat which your
high
cells may be charged . You do not state what this is. A 2 - cell
quite 5 volts to charge it ; so that four such
accumulator requires
cells in series would require about 20 volts ; this means that you
must absorb 90 volts in your resistances. The amount of re
sistance in ohms to absorb this voltage can be calculated by

dividing 90 volts by the current in amps, allowed to flow through
the cells -- that is,
Volts to be absorbed.
Resistance

Current to flow .

In order to keep the charging current at constant value, a regu .
lating
resistance should be inserted as well, to absorb a few volts .
Perhaps you can decide the problem by the aid of these remarks.
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(14,373) Direct Reading Measuring Instruments.

M . Hinformation
. L . (Winchester)
: Please
can youofgivemethe
ing
? I amwrites
making
a voltmeter,
theWestonfollow
mov

ing coil type, to register, on separate scales, 5 volts and 30 volts .

Could you give me particulars of the hunts, gauge of wire, & c . ,
for this , and where could I get a magnet suitable for the above

instrument ? I have made several other delicate instruments,
but
never taken
of these received
voltmeters
anyWehave
information
willyoubeonetogratefully
. in hand before, and
can only tell
make experiments. These instruments
aremade
in quantitySome
to a useful
patterninformation
evol. ed through
trials by makers.
is givena innumber
a paperof

which
read before
the Institution
Electrical
Engineers
(Londonwas
) byMessrs.
Edgcumbe
and Punga,ofentitled
“ Direct
Read
ing
Measuring
Instruments
for
Switchboard
Use."
It
can
be
obtained
in
No.
167,
Vol.
33,
Part
IV
of
the
Transactions
of
Institution , price 5s. The authors give the resistance of this
the
moving
coil
10 to, of20 course,
ohms, and
consumption of power to be
'or
amp.
; butas this
willthelargely
depend upon
perfec
tion
of
construction
of
the
instrument.
coil the
voltmeters
are not used with shunts when reading as Moving
voltmeters,
but
with a
high resistance in series with

themoving
they are
with
shunts when reading as ammeters.
This coil;
resistance
can used
be calcu

lated approximately by Ohm 's law -R equalse; that is, volts
divided by the current allowed to pass through the instrument.
You can probably obtain a Weston magnet from Messrs. Eliott
Bros., Century Works, Lewisham , Kent ; this firm is giving up the

manufacture of the Weston instruments. We believe they have

a stock of parts to dispose of.

(13,328] writes
Turning
up Cams.
W . oil(Melbourne,
Australia)
: In making
the model J.of aB.small
engine, I
am confronted with a problem , how to turn a cam , as described
by
the diagram
. Perhaps
you couldobliged.
help meWeoutamateurs
of the
difficulty.
If so,below
I would
feel greatly
out
here
are
handicapped
in
not
being
able
to
get
castings
and
catalogues such as we see advertised in your journal. I have often
wished that someone would start selling them in Melbourne.

You have set yourself a job if you want to turn this cam in the
lathe, but nevertheless it is possible to do it by proceeding as

follows:- Make a ring out of hardwood of the same shape as face
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efficiency, but for a given size ofmachine it means higher speed ,
which is not
generally so convenient, and is more conducive to

sparking and wear than a lower speed . Commercial efficiency
that is, ratio ofwork obtained at the pulley to electrical energy
supplied to the motor - of55 per cent. would be good for a machine

of this size. Youmay expect about 50 per cent, if a good design .

(14,362] ) writes
Ignition
Accumulator
Trouble.
(Caergwrle
: I shall
be greatly obliged
if you canA .sendO.meG a.
reply to the following query : I have a 2 h .- P . F . N .motor bicycle,
the accumulator
ofwhich
behaves
very peculiarly
may
go all right for
days, but
on occasions,
as soonsometimes.
as I give theIt
engine a few revolutions, the voltage drops instantly from 4 '5 to
disconnected

bicycle

tested

1'5 . If
from
and
, say , half
ansecond
-hour,ortheneedle
jumpif left
to about
3'5 , thenagainthe
runinaccumulator
down
in a
two to 1 '5will
. Yet,
forsomehours,
entirely recovers and shows 4 '5 steady. I suspected a leak from

positive
to frame,buthave
tested aswithtwogalvanometer
and find none.
Fault must
be in coil or wiring,
other accumulators
have
done exactly the same on mymachine. Any assistance would be
Cu .
gratefully received.
There appears to be a short circuit of a temporary and occasional
characterwhich
occursin your firing circuit; perhapsyou sometimes
stop the engine in such a position that the accumulator circuit

closed

minute

would discharge

is produce
This
for athe effectsorso.
the accumulator
and
you describe, which are those
of a cell re
covering from a sudden excessive discharge. Small cells, such as
are used for motor firing, are not intended to be discharged at a
heavy rate, and will run out almost instantly on short circuit .
Examine your engine contact-breaker and the circuits to see if this

is what happens.

H . S.will(London
(14,371] Sparking
greatly,
Your at toCommutator.
the following query

reply
W .C .) writes :
remedy for, sparking at com
of, and
the cause
oblige
:- onWhat
motor
of about 1 -30th h . -P ., 110 volts ?
smallis electric
mutator
Commutator was inadvertently oiled , but it, together with the
con
cleaned , but ,sparking
brushes, is used
beenin thoroughly
carbon
the sparking
photographic dark -room
tinues. As motorhas
months
twelve
for
well
Motor
run
has
iswithout
a mostthisseriousmatter.
trouble . Carbons are it ins, long, and are kept well
springs. Have bought your handbook
work by the although
up to their Motors,
the trouble is mentioned , can
but
" Small
on
I am giveme.
not an electri
for same. may
any remedy
not
any directionsyou
thinkyouIcangivefollow
,butthat
cian find

A broken wire in oneofthearmature coils or a broken connection
from one of the coils to the commutator will produce sparking.
this is the cause, you will find a fused place between two seg
If
ments to which the faulty coil is connected . If themachine has
brush rocker, perhaps the brushes are set in the wrong position a:

shifting the
rocker would
remedymatters.
com
The oiling or more
mutator
caused a would
may
short circuit between twoof the
commutator have

bars ; the result
be a burned out coil or coils .
which would be detected
by their insulation becoming charred
and brittle . They would have to be removed , and the fault
removed from the commutator. The surface of the com
mutator may be rough in places, or not true. The remedy would
be to true up and smooth it in a lathe. You could make a trial
by smoothing it with a piece of fine glasspaper in position , wiping

Query 13328

TURNING UP CAMS.
of cam , and fix it true on the lathe faceplate : next place the cam

shaft or fixed
piece onbetween
the centres,
then from
fix an the
end overhead,
cutter in drilling
spindle
slide-rest
and driven
then a
piece of metal to engage with the cam ring on faceplate is next
fixed
to
saddle
of
lathe
(say,
the
end
of
a
bolt
projecting
through
an angle plate), and a cord on the end ofwhich a weight is suspended
isstock.
then fastenedcutter
to saddle andstarted,
runs overanda pulley
fixedfaceplate
atend ofslowly
head
lathe
rotated , The
the cam on isplatethenpushing
the saddletheforward
and the weight

off all dust afterwards. Beware ofmetal dust between the seg
ments !

(14,374]
Green)
writesDynamo for House Lighting. c. S. (Lidget

Weshould
preferbut
to usetheNo.
30 gauge
for a ring anditself
No. 34to for
drum armature,
motor
will accommodate
somea

a reader of the M . E . & E .ofI making
should likedynamo
some
advice
about : Asfollowing.
to light aboutthetwenty -five 32I amc .- thinking
P . lamps. (1 ) Whata voltage
would
you suggest200.asbeing
house
I thoughtabout
(2 ) Isatisfactory
am making afor60private
-wattdynamo,lighting
4 amps.?
which
volts,
want
light
lamps.
15candle
About
I
to
one
two
or
-power would this machine give ? ( 3 ) How can I get atwhat
the
horse-power
motor,
of a water
the diameter
of60wheel
is 41sq ins.
number of buckets
twelve
pressure
water,
;
of
lbs.
per
.
in :.
diameter ofnozzle , 5 -32nds ins.
we,
voltagerequiring
such a highinsulate,
as 200 ; less
adopt easier
cause to being
(1) There
to being suitable
as battery,
adviseis no
should
50 volts instal
work
to
as
a
should
ever
cells,
you
if
for any generalwork ,
an arc lamp, and more generally useful take
per
about 3 watts
You canyour dynamoas
& c. (2 ) reckon
cells,lamps,and
such
approxi.
candleasforcharging
low voltage
drive a dynamo
mately 20 c.- P . (3 ) Only by a brake test. If youdouble
the horse
you could roughly reckon that the motor746gives
watts I b .h .- p . If
power output of thedynamo ; reckoning
would be
motor
giving aboutgo watts, the water
the dynamo was
dynamo,
efficient2nd,
assuming
than
an
more
.-p
b
.
h
.,
rather
giving
1903 ,
September
Also see article in TuEMODEL ENGINEER for
Wheels."
This
Pelton
Design
of
the
on
Data
“
222,
on
page
article gives directionson testing a water motor for b .h .- P .
(14, 378
) Batteries. W . H Bennett
also) writes
give me:
Can'youFordbichromate,
cell.
explain
Please
the .alsoH . of(Chandlers
theaction ofof this,
constant
resistance
the
the
internal
Daniell and dry cell ? In the article on " Simple Experiments in
Experiment 3 , Fig . 4 , it says at the bottom
Wireless Telegraphy,"

extent to the winding by running at a higher speed . The thicker
the gauge of wire on both armature and field the higher will be the

of page 586 that the other terminal of G is connected to the
positive terminal of the dry battery L . I have been asked if this

bringing it back, the cutter at the same time being fed into the

work
. However
, a simple
and abetter
particularly
one
isrequired,is
to bore
and turn
piece way,
of metal
and partifitonly
off into
two
lengths,
and
then
file
the
desired
shape
on
the
end
ofeach
piece,
making
twowhen
piecesthefit two
each ends
other,areorbrought
nearly so.together,
When a finished
that is bytothethe
say,
line,areas,
shown
sketch
,
should
run
round
the
shaft.
The
pieces
then placed
on, brazed
the cam
distance apart,
either
sweated
or -shaft
pinnedthein arequired
position.
isandto
mould
somehard
wax,, out
ofwhich
pattern is Another
made of way
the shape

of cam and a casting obtained .

R . B.
Wound a Motor.
.- p.youSeries
[14,361) I-roth
reply to theH .follow
favourmewith
writes : hWill
(Tonbridge)
ing : Given a motor, 220 volts, series wound, I- roth h .- p . , would26
agnet
the field-mNo.
? For
be suitable
winding-covered
the
S .W .G .
29 No.
the armature
, and for
G , single cotton
S . W .following
of this

a motor
double silk -covered ? Supposing the work fairon estimate
of the
be good, ?what would be a
description
efficiency to beto expected

be 26used,
forThis
the winding
field coilscan; No.
willbutNo.
probably24getgauge
ratherwould
hot atbefullbetter
load .
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means carbon or zinc, but as I am in doubt, I should be glad if you
will inform me which it represents . I find in your handbooks
diagrams as sketch . This appears opposed to Fig . 4 . Positive
all doubt.
removedBennett
would have
andA negative
cell is given in The
of a modified
description
very full sigas
, 1903. The internal
16th
and
9th
April
for
ENGINEER
MODEL
resistance of this cell is given as about ohm . The internal reas
sistance of any battery , however, cannot be stated beforehand,
it willvarywith the size and arrangementofthe cell and the distance
between the plates. A bichromate cell of single fluid type may
have an internal resistance of 'or to I- roth ohm ; constant bichro
mate with porous pot about to 4 ohm . Daniell may be from
t ohm .
I to 5 , or as much as ro ohms; dry cells about i- rothto beto the
one
The positive terminal of a battery is always taken
flows
current
the
that
attached to the carbon plate, as it is assumed

from zinc to carbon inside the battery and from carbon to zinc in
the outside circuito
(14,346] Iron Turnings for Battery. R . C . (Oxford)

inspection.
for your
a fewif iron
I herewith
writes
in the
for use
are suitable
inform me
theseturnings
kindly enclose
Would :you
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The News of the Trade.
[ The samples
Editor will
pleased toofreceive
for review
underandthismaterials
hea ling
apparatus,
new tools,
and beparticulars
cr:
reviews
these
that
understood
be
must
It
use.
amateur
for
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
mitted,
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers .]
• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .

* Combined Water Motor and Dynamo.
We motor
illustrate
a very neat
water
and herewith
dynamo, suitable,
wherecombined
the water, small-power
is available,
for charging ignition accumulators formotor-cars and cycles. Itis

made to work with ordinary house supply , and consists of one of
the well-known “ Hector” water motors coupled to an enclo ed

MR. PERCY PITMAN'S COMBINED WATER MOTOR AND DYNAMO.
batterydescribed
by “ F. E . P."do iyou
n thethink
M .E .ofApril9th
and wash
16th,
1903 ?' If these aresuitable,
they will require

field dynamo. The pressure ofwater should be 40 lbs. per sq . in ..
and the supply pipe in , in diameter. Further particulars and

ing before being used in battery ?
The turnings appear to be sufficiently clean to use without

prices mayLedbury,
be obtained
from the manufacturer,Mr. Percy Pitman ,
Bosbury,
Herefordshire.

washing. We think they are somewhat fine, and that larger chips

Small Spring Motors,
Many readers will be interested to know of the spring motors
which
are
now
being
by George
144, High
Hol.
born ,'London , W .C . supplied
These motors,
whichAdams,
are forof small
power
such as driving models , advertising novelties , mechanical toys.

would be better, but should certainly try them .

(14 , 348 ) Enclosed Arc Lamp. J . W . (Dunstable) writes :
I shall be extremely obliged if you will give me drawing of a
thoroughly
reliable
enclosed
work on 110-volt
and take about
5 amps,
workarcin lampto
single parallel.
I shouldcircuit,
like it
to be of decent appearance when finished . We have at present
TIO C.- P . incandescent, and the governor insists on running the
machine 20 to 25 per cent. above the normal, which , as you know ,
causes destructive sparking, so I have induced him to try an arc
lamp or two and run machine at speed wound for. I have the
sketch of one given in M . E . some time ago, but I don't think it
would
the undertake
purpose. to furnish you with such a design . It
cannot
We suit
inventing an enclosed arc lamp for you ,
would
practically
There are good arcamount
lampsonto themarket
ofenclosed pattern . Your
We shallbe pleased
columns.
of
theseour
scope
the
is
beyond
query
Expert Service Department,
through
advice
to
give
you
further
when a fee willbe charged according to the information required ,

gramophones, & c . — are elegantly finished ,and carefully put together,
The mechanism consists of a strong spring and train of wheels ,with

a regulating fan . An illustrated list, giving prices and further
particulars, will be sent to all readers for one halfpenny stamp.

New Catalogues and Lists.
W . Barratt & Co. , Sterling Shoe Works, Northampton
our
, who, .as- We
have received an attractive list from the above firm working
boot
readers well know ,make a speciality of a mechanic's
at gs. gd . ' The
list comprises quite a variety of styles of ladies' and
gentlemen
s footwear at very rea conable prices.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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The Editor's Page.

Answers to Correspondents.

IN view of the popularity of the crane as a proto
1 type for model-making, we would call our

F . W . (Wortley ). --We regret that we cannot accept
your kind offer of a contribution .
H . A . (Peterboro'). -- See the article in January ist,
1903 issue, page 7. Also recent Queries and
Repl

electrical readers' attention to the prize design
for a model travelling crane described on pages 104
to 108 herewith . This design is especially interesting,
owing to the fact that the use of toothed gearing is

reduced to the minimum , the various movements
being made by separate electro-motors.

ies.

J. A . (Govan ). – We think you will do better to buy a
complete set of castings from oneof our advertisers .
It would, we are sure,mean less expense than the
preparation of a design. We do not know any
book describing how to make a small lathe.
T. M . E . (Warrington ). - We regret that we can

letter, which contains an appreciation of ourmethod of
helping readers in difficult es by providing a series of
cheap handbooks. He rightly points out that many of

not obtain such information until the drawings
journals.
W . B . (Accrington). - We have already asked the con
tributor for drawings and further particulars of his

our querists would find all they want in these hand

model, which , ifwe receive, wewill publish without

books and save themselves much time by a reference

delay .

We quote below from a Brighton correspondent's

are published. Watch the electrical engineerivg

to one or the other of the now long list of books pub

Notices.

lished from this office .

Our correspondent writes :- “ Allow me to thank
you for the excellent little sixpenny work on 'Gas and
Oil Engines,' which I received a few days ago. I
have carefully read it, and shall always be willing to
heartily recommend the same to others desiring a

simple and handy book on the subject. I was very

much interested in the 'Little Giant's' trip in The
MODEL ENGINEER of the 13th ult.

The only fault

there was not enough of it. I could go on for hours
reading such matter. I trust that you will give us
another treat, or, rather, a glimpse of another 'Little
Giant' at some convenient date. Perhaps, not many
readers notice the humorous side of THE MODEL
ENGINEER.

The advertisement columns speak for

themselves. From time to time I notice the

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on

all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on ne side of the paper

only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
shoulri be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remurieration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will b : sent post free to any address for 13s. per

annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.

Advertisementratesmay be had on app.ication to the Advertise

ment Manager .

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,

and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E .C .

All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer, 26 -- 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to salesofthepaper
and boo ' s to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26 - 29,
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .

advertisement of the amateur who is ' giving
up,' which enumerates many valuable things - half
finished — going for a few shillings ; or, as

Sule Agents for United States, Can da, and Mexico : Spon and
Chimberlain , 123, Libèrty Street, New York, U .S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries hould be addressed.

advertiser sometimes finishes, Will exchange for
revolver or bath -chair ; in good condition . Hope
jess despair and reckless expenditure are written in

Contents.

between the lines. But why is it ? Can the Editor of
THE MODEL ENGINEER offer a suggestion ? Judging by
some of the queries, somemust evidently take you for
a mythological god and magician - onethat can answer
any question under the sun. In spite of your hand
books it is very certain that those who write such
brain -racking questions as appear in THE MODEL
ENGINEER are evidently not acquainted with the first
principles of mechanics. They seein to go on with
out first becoming thoroughly acquainted with what
they are constructing ; then , when half-way through
the job , they fly to the unfortunate Editor, who is
expected to understand all the conditions and find a

High -Speed Engines* . .
The Bursting Strength of Boilers * ...
The Society of Model Engineers
Practical Letters from our Readers*

way out of all difficulties. I, for one, would like to

Queries and Replies*

see, instead of the Query Column, a list of the six
penny handbooks, and opposite the various titles a

Catalogues and Lists
New Editor's

few of the points with which each book deals."
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An Electrical Experimental Set.
By H . L . Swan.

All

nd

Mi

MR. H . L . Swan 's ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTAL SET.
VERY many amateurs who are possessors of a
V
Wimshurst machine soon find the list of

graphy, only require such apparatus as can be easily
made by the amateur.

experiments that can be performed with it

This apparatus consists of a relay, two batteries ,
a simple coherer, and a Wimshurst machine, or
small coil capable of giving -in . spark or more.

running out, and they are at a loss to find new ones.
The experiments I am about to describe, while
embodying most of the principles of wireless tele

The object of the relay is to make the very feeble

I 22
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current passing through the coherer (which has
been acted on by the Hertzian wave, and its re
sistance partly broken down ) actuate a strong local
current which is sufficient to light a lamp, etc.
The following is a description of the way in which
I made my relay and coherer :
The base of the relay was made from a piece of
ebonite į in . thick , cut into a 3-in . circle. Not
being the happy possessor of a lathe, this was done
by holding down a piece of wood, 1 } ins. long,
with a point fixed at one end and a knife at the
other, on the ebonite, and revolving it round . A
hole was then drilled in the centre of the disc,
and the ebonite was screwed by a couple of l-in .
brass screws to a turned walnut base , obtained
from an old telephone transmitter. The magnet
for the relay was made by riveting two pieces of
round bar iron , in . by it ins. long, to a piece of
1 in . by } in . by ik ins. strip iron . On to these
cores were slipped two bobbins, i in . long by in .
diameter, wound with oz. each of No. 36 s.s.c.
wire ; the free ends of this wire were taken to two
terminals screwed in at the bottom of the relay.
The bracket supporting the armature is made of
a piece of 3 -32nds in . by 4 in . by i in . sheet brass ,
with a 1 in . at each end bent upwards and down

wards, and fixed to a piece of brass 3-32nds in .
by & in . by 1 in . long. The armature is suspended
between two screws, with sharp coned points,
these being cleaned up and kept bright, as a con
tact is made between them and the armature. One
of these screws is fixed , while the other is adjustable
by means of a milled head , seen on the right of the
photograph . The armature is a piece of tin .

strip iron 1 in . wide and it ins. long. This was
cleaned up , and fitted at its lower end with a plati
num contact made by riveting * in . of platinum
wire into two holes in the armature, making
a little horizontal contact. The lower pole of the
magnet is treated in the same way, only this con
tact is vertical, not horizontal. Two holes were

then drilled , 1- 16th in . deep and 1- 16th in . diameter,
in the upper end of the armature at each side, to
take the points of the suspending screws. A small
piece of brass bent at right angles holds the magnet
down to the base.
The yoke of the magnet is connected with one
terminal on the top of the base, and the bracket
with the other. The relay is screwed to a base,
made of two pieces of mahogany fin . thick , by
a screw passing through a hole in the centre, and
acting as a pivot for adjusting the relay by the
small pin seen on the left of the photograph .
The coherer was made of a piece of f-in . thin
brass tube, known as “ triblet " tubing, fin . long,
fitted with two wooden plugs 3-16ths in . long, and
a tight fit into the tube. Two pieces of No. 16
B . W .G . platinoid wire, 31 ins. long, are fitted
through the centre holes of the plugs. The tube
was next three-quarters filled with perfectly clean

nickel filings, made over a clean piece of paper with
a new file and clean hands ; the plugs were then
put in place, the ends of the platinoid wires being
1 in . apart, and painted over with shellac varnish
to make them air -tight. The coherer is supported
by two terminals screwed into oak blocks, 1 in .
thick by fin . square, fixed to the top of the base
by a couple of screws.
Tne wings were made of very thin sheet brass,
5 ins. long by i in . wide, fitted with a terminal and
setscrew to clamp on the coherer wires. This, with

two dry batteries, or, better still, a dry battery
and 4 -volt accumulator, completes the apparatus
required at the receiving station .
Now for an example of the experiments that can
be performed with it : - First set the sparking
balls of the Wimshurst machine about i } ins.
apart ; next set up the receiving station as follows :
Adjust the relay armature so that the contacts are
about } in , apart, connect one of the batteries
through the relay windings and the coherer, as
shown in the photograph ; although an accumulator
is in this, a battery will do almost as well. The
other terminals of the relay must be connected in
circuit with a bell and battery. If the Wimshurst
machine is now set in action discharging sparks , the
bell will ring, and continue doing so until the co
herer is tapped , when it will stop until more sparks
pass. The reason for this is that when a spark is
made it sets up Hertzian waves or vibrations in the
ether, which act on the filings and cause them to

cohere, thus allowing a feeble current to pass
through the relay windings, which draws up the
armature, and completes the circuit between the
bell and battery . The tapping causes the filings to
decohere, and the circuit is broken . This example
will suggest many other experiments to the ama
teur, such as lighting a lamp, firing a fuse buried
in gunpowder, & c. The experimenter will soon
find out the best distance between the transmitting
and receiving stations for himself, as it depends on
the delicacy of the instruments, length of
spark , etc.
In conclusion , I may say that this little piece of

apparatus should amply repay the time and trouble
taken to construct it.

Lessons in Workshop Practice.
XX. - Notes on Design
of Small Dynamos and
Motors.
(Continued from page 88.)
By A . W . M .
THE attachment of laminated pole-pieces
I or cores to a solid yoke presents some
difficulty , because it is impracticable to
drill and tap the laminated metal owing

Yoke

NILI

Pole piece

Fig . 6 .

to the liability of the tap to drag small
pieces out of the plates instead of cutting a
clean screw thread . A method of obviating this is
shown in Fig . 6 , where a hole is drilled through
into it . It now becomes comparatively easy to

the pole -piece and a plug of solid iron ( P ) driven
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drill and tap the holes for the screws into this solid
plug, which pulls the pole-piece up against the yoke
when the screws are tightened .
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upon brass brackets, so that the poles are clear of
the base. There is an exact distance at which the
poles should be set away from the base. It should
increase with the size of machine, but
the greater it is the less will be the
leakage. It should not be less than ,

say, four times the distance between
the armature and pole faces, so that
themagnetic lines of force will prefer
the shorter path to the armature
core.
Fig . 12 shows an ordinary under
type magnet bolted to an iron base.

FEARS

A , A are brass distance pieces ; the
screws are also preferably of brass.
Fig. 7 shows a similar magnet sup

GELE

ported by means of brass brackets

LÁ - -

B , B . In Fig . 8 is shown another
method of supporting the magnet by
means of four brass studs C , C ; lugs
are cast onto the magnet poles on pur.
pose to receive the studs. A neat
type of iron base is shown in Fig . 9 .
The magnet is supported by brass
brackets ( D , D ), so that it is well clear

-

Fig. 7.

of the base. In Fig . 10 this pattern of
base is applied to a Manchester
type of dynamo which could be
bolted directly to the yoke, no brass
distance pieces being necessary. This
construction reduces the magnetic
leakage which exists to a large ex
tent, through the bace , when , as in

FIG . 8 .
Of the various types of field -magnets, each has
its own good qualities and drawbacks. The
Manchester pattern is very well adapted for ring

armatures, so is the simplex or single coil type.
The overtype or Kapp pattern is well adapted for
drum armatures, and the brush gear
is easy to get
at. The undertype is also suitable for drum
armatures, and is a good type, though the brushes
are awkward to get at in small machines. Ironclad
machines - that is, those having internal poles, such
long drum or shuttle armatures, having a com

paratively small diameter in proportion to length .
The Kapp or undertype pattern is more con
venient in this case. One may say generally that
with
small machines, any of therecognised types of
dynamos or motors will give good results if well
proportioned and properly made. To guard against
unnecessary magnetic leakage, all patterns have a
certain amount. It is unavoidable. But it may
single horseshoe magnet is particularly subject to
magnetic leakage when mounted on an iron base
plate. In such a case, it is necessary to separate
the poles from the iron base by means of distance

wn

as the Lahmeyer and multipolar patterns, are suit
able for armatures having a large diameter in pro
portion to length . Tney are not so well suited for

bemuch increased by faulty design . The undertype

pieces made of brass, or to support the magnet

Fig . 9.
the usual Manchester pattern, it is cast on to the
lower yoke.
Bearing bracketsmust be made entirely of brass,
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diameter as large as practicable and free from

when they are attached to a pair of N . and S . poles
so as to form a bridge (see Fig. 11). The magnet
yoke should be at least equal in area to the core ,
when both are made of similar material. When the
core is ofwrought iron and the yoke of cast iron , it .

unnecessary obstruction, as the wire heaps up
inside the ring, especially in small sizes. If a
smooth core ring is used the depth of winding on
the outside should not be more than three or four

layers deep. A ring armature should have about
twice the number of coils,and its commutator about
twice the number of sections as a drum armature
of equal output.

When deciding the proportions of the brush gear ,
it is better, especially with dynamos, to err,on the
side of making the brushes too large than too
small. Even if the brush is much larger than actu
ally required to carry the current, it willwear better ,
and require less pressure than a smaller brush .

( To be continued.)

The Latest in Engineering.
A Time Recording Camera . ---Primarily in tended for the use of the police — to enable them to
obtain accurate evidence when operating their
“ traps ” - a new time-recording camera is now

being introduced by Messrs. Gibbs & Dumbell.

FIG . 10.

base.

As regards choice of armature,

MORE

should be double the area of the core.
Overtype machines of the Kapp pat
tern reckon in the base as part of the
yoke, when the magnet makes good
contact with it or forms a part of the

there is no such great difference in
efficiency between drum and ring
UL
patterns as to make it worth while
spending time to get in one form
when the circumstances under which
a machine is to be made favour the
other. If the diameter is to be small, a drum
armature is generally preferable ; if the diameter is

MMMMMM

FIG , 12.
It not only affords a picture showing the car and
its precise position at the moment, but it also
shows the exact time by the synchronised stop
watch, with a registered number on the case, and
this is sealed within the camera in such a way that
it cannot be tampered with . Above the watch is

FIG . II.

large, a ring armature is more convenient. Small
ring armatures are difficult to wind, but the system
is easily understood, and does not require so much
space for the end windings as a drum armature.
When designing a ring armature, make the inside

an opening for the date-card, and beneath it is a
numbering apparatus that enables each negative
to be identified , and the order of sequence to be
established .
Train Lighting on the L . B . & S . C . R .
The incandescent oil-gas lights fitted to one of the
suburban trains of the London , Brighton , and
South Coast Railway have proved so satisfactory
that the Pintsch 's Patent Lighting Company were
soon required to equip one of the Pullman
expresses running between London and Brighton.
A preliminary trip of the first of these trains thus
equipped was made on Thursday, July 6th. Each
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Pullman car is fitted with six lamps, which origi
nally had four ordinary gas-jets, giving a lighting
of thirty candles per lamp, and taking 3 cubic feet
of oil-gas per hour. These lamps have now been
fitted with incandescent burners suitable for in
verted mantles, and yield 80 C.- P . each at an ex
penditure of 1.3 cubic feet of oil- gas per hour. The
mantle is mounted on a steatite tripod, which fits

into a circular groove in the reflector. The latter
is hinged , and the mantle is inserted from the back ,
It can , therefore, be replaced from the interior of
the car. In spite of the vibration to which the
mantles are unavoidably subject, they have an

average of life of fully five weeks. The cost of
replacing is only a fraction of the saving effected
by the reduction in the amount of gas consumed .

This saving cuts both ways ; since, in addition to
the large decrease in the amount of gas used , there
is alsu a reduction in the labour account, as the
same reservoirs which would formerly hold enough
gas for thirty -six hours' continuous burning, will
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the fact that the walls are the hottest part of the
retort, and that consequently the zinc vapour can
not condense on them . Attempts are being made
to deposit other metals in a similar way , and a
certain success has been attained with copper and
with antimony, but the commercial stage has not
yet been reached with these metals.
Train Indicator for Goods Loop Lines, G . W . R .
- Our illustration shows an indicator upon
the post of a signal controlling the admission of
trains to refuge loops, which has been brought into
use at Maindee East Junction, Newport. The case

upon the signal post contains a circular “ window ,"
in which a number appears, corresponding with the

number of trains admitted into the loop ; so giving
information to drivers as to any trains thatmay
already be occupying the line. The disc carrying
the numbers is revolved by means of a lever in the

now suffice for seventy -two hours. The pressure
at which the gas is supplied is 8 ins. of water, that
in the reservoirs being 105 lbs. per sq . in . when
freshly charged . The average cost of the gas is

about 1os. per 100 cubic feet, taken at ordinary
pressure and temperature. We note that the first
train fitted , which is used in the suburban service

between London Bridge and Victoria , is about to
be fitted with by -passes, and the slight extra con
sumption of gas due to the use of them will, we
understand , be more than compensated for in the
longer life ofthemantles and the reduction of labour

in lighting up.
G .W .R . TRAIN
A New Galvanising Process - On Thursday,
June 29th , Mr. Sherrard Cowper-Coles exhibited
at his offices, 82, Victoria Street, S . W ., some very
interesting specimens of iron, copper, aluminium ,
and other metals coated with zinc by his new
galvanising process. The articles to be treated are
simply heated to a temperature of 500° F . in a
“ bath " of zinc fume. On removal, after a time,

which varies with the thickness of deposit required,
but is always small, they are found to be com
pletely coated with a layer of zinc, which has,
moreover, alloyed itself with the surface of the
metal, into which it penetrates a perceptible dis
tance . In the case of copper, a rod of the metal
heated as described can be converted almost

wholly into brass, although the highest tempera
ture attained is far below the melting point of either
metal. The coating is remarkably uniform , so that
bolts treated by the process will still fit their nuts,
whilst hot galvanised bolts have always to be run
through the dies again before being used , as “ blobs ”
of zincare invariably deposited between the threads.

A great advantage of the process is that the metals
to be treated require no special cleaning before
hand . Hence bolts and nuts can be Sherrardised
direct as they come from the machine, the oily laver
with which they are covered having, if anything,
rather a beneficial action . Works, in which the
process is being operated on a commercial scale,
have been erected at Willesden . The retorts in
which the articles are heated are of iron , and are
externally fired . A most peculiar feature of the
process lies in the fact that the deposit does not take
place on the walls of these retorts, which have re
mained quite clean after some months' work . The

explanation , according to Mr. Cowper-Coles, lies in

INDICATOR
FOR

Goods LOOP
LINES .

TRAINS

2

IN
LOOP

signal-box. There are notches in the curved guide
of the lever corresponding with the number of
trains the loop will hold ; and the numbers upon
the disc in the case upon the signal post correspond
with these notches. When the loop is empty the
lever is in its normal position and " o " appears

in the window . A train having been sent into the
loop, the signalman pulls the lever to the first notch,
which causes the disc to partially revolve, when
“ I ” appears in the window , and so on till the
maximum number of trains the loop will hold is
reached . A lamp inside the case illuminates the
wind Jw by night. - G .I .R . Magazine .
Boilers for Battleships. - The battleship k'ing
Edward VII was recently subjected to a series of
exhaustive steam trials, and competitive tests of
the relative value of the two types of boilers fitted

in her, viz., the Scotch cylindrical and the Babcock
and Wilcox water-tube boilers. So far as coal
consumption and development of horse- power are
concerned , the water-tube boilers proved tł eir
superiority .
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A Beginner's Working Model.
By C. Hutson.
THE engine and boiler illustrated herewith were
I made in spare time. The engine is built up
from part of a set of castings having a
cylinder -in . bore by it-in . 'stroke ; with the ex
ception of this, the bearings and flywheel were
made from scrap material. The crosshead and

guide are of cast iron with steel plates overlapping

the feet of crosshead to hold it down ; the guide
and plates are held down to bedplate with six screws

made from wire nails. The connecting-rod is of
steel with phosphor-bronze bushes each end, but no
adjustment. The disc was cast from my own
pattern and turned all over, and is driven tight on
to crankshaft , and a 1- 16th in , hole drilled half in
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boiler and up the other, which dries the steam well .
The engine exhausts into a box, which has a small
hole for draining the pipe of any water condensed
therein . The chimney was turned to the sizes of
M .E . loco chimney as given in THE MODEL ENGI
NEER. The steam and water taps I made, also
unions and steam gauge syphon. The lamp, which
burns methylated spirit, has six 7 -16ths in , wicks ;
the main tank, as will be seen , is part of a cocoa
tin , and has a needle valve in to regulate flow of
spirit. The boiler will raise steam from cold water
in four minutes, and I have had 50 lbs. in it before
the safety valve was finished , which now blows at
25 lbs. The engine works well under steam and
drives a model roundabout which I have made, the
platform being 161 ins. diameter, and is complete
with horses, figures, and organ. All turning for
these models was done on a 5-in , centre wood -turn

MR. C . HUTSON'S Model HORIZONTAL ENGINE AND BOILER.
disc and half in shaft, with a pin driven in to pre
vent it slipping. The eccentric I made from a piece
of cast-iron, turning the groove for strap and leaving
enough for a boss to take setscrew . It was cut off,
then mounted on faceplate , and the hole for shaft
drilled and the boss finished off on a mandrel.
The valve travel is in . full. The flywheel weighed
only 34 ozs. when received, but I have made it up
to io ozs, by riveting a brass ring each side and a

ing lathe without a slide-rest, and all work that

had to be “ chucked ” was driven in tight into
an adjusting chuck for square shank drills, which
was described in the M . E . for February uith , 1904 ,
and find it very useful. In conclusion , I may say

pieces of wood held on faceplate. I have also made

I have been helped considerably in my work by
reading The MODEL ENGINEER, this being my first

attempt at building a working model.

cist-iron ring driven on outside, which is 4 ins.
diameter by 4-in . face . The assembled parts are

fixed to a fin . steel plate, which in turn is screwed
to a mahogany base. The cylinder is lagged with
plaster of Paris and stained with wood stain , and
has given no trouble as yet.
The boiler is of the Smithies' type, having an
outer barrel 34 ins. diameter, and inner one 21 ins.
diameter by 9 ins. long solid drawn copper. The
boiler ends and downcomer are gunmetal castings ;
there are five copper water tubes, 4 in . diameter,
and a superheater 1 in . copper tube. Steam is
taken from a perforated pipe down one side of

WATER HARDNESS. It is stated that the hard
ness of certain waters can be partially , or even

largely , removed by simple heating under pressure.
This applies especially to the carbonates of lime
and magnesia , but not to the calcium sulphate
present,

ACCORDING to the Scientific American, the power
generated in a modern steamship in a single voyage

across the Atlantic is enough to raise from the Nile

and set in place every stone of one of the great
Pyramids.
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Wireless Telegraphy Apparatus.
By W . SCHNEIDER.
THINKING that some readers of THE MODEL
ENGINEER may be interested in wireless
telegraphy, I herewith give a description of
some apparatus recently constructed by myself.
The Coil. - The chief dimensions for this were
taken from The MODEL ENGINEER handbook No. 11,
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walnut. The whole secondary winding was soaked

in paraffin wax, and a layer about 1 in . thick left
all round the outside to keep out dampness. When
finished , the coil was tested but would not work at
all satisfactory, a i-in . spark being the maximum
obtained . On close examination the secondary
was found to leak , owing to some turns of wire being
drawn down into the lower layers. The secondary
was then rewound with more care. This was rather

a tedious job requiring considerable patience ; but

Poraffin wox

24

FIG . 1. - GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF COIL AND TRANSMITTER.
the final result was quite worth the extra trouble
“follows
Small: Induction Coils for Amateurs,” and are as
taken . On testing a second time, a full 3-in . spark
was obtained with a little adjustment of the con
Core, 84 ins. long by 4 in . diameter.
denser.
Primary, 1 lb . No. 16 S . W .G ., s.c.c . copper wire .
Secondary , 3} lbs. No. 36 S .W .G ., s.c.c. copper
The coil has two breaks, an ordinary hammei
wire .
make-and-break , and a mercury interrupter, and is
arranged so that either may be switched in . The
Diameter over primary , if ins.
, secondary , 41 ins.
Length of secondary, 5. ins.
_ 4"
Number of sections in secondary , 24 .

Condenser, fifty pieces of tinfoil, 9 ins. by 5 ins.

Alcohol a
Mercury

FIG . 2. - MERCURY BREAK .

FIG . 3. — RELAY .

An ebonite tube, 1 in . thick, insulates primary
from secondary . Four pieces of filter paper, soaked
in paraffin wax were put between each section, the
joints which were soldered being brought up be
tween the paper. The coil ends are 5 ins. diameter,
and 4 in , thick, and were turned from well-seasoned

pillars for the hammer break are gunmetal castings
turned up and polished . The hammer was turned
up from *-in . mild steel rod, and the spring which
supports it is an old broken hacksaw blade. The
mercury break is fixed on the same base as the
coil, and is shown in Fig . 2 . It was very easily
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made and when working the coil with it excellent
results are obtained. The magnet is an ordinary
bell magnet. Each bobbin is wound with about
I oz No. 28 single silk -covered wire . The break
works at a very high speed with 2 volts, and fat
flaming sparks are obtained with it.
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and polished. It is fixed on the base of the receiver
by three round-headed brass screws, so that the
whole relay may be rotated to get the swinging
armature in its correct position . This relay works
very well and is fairly sensitive.
The Bell. This hardly needs any description ,
being of the usual type and having a 2t-in . gong.

A piece of steel wire is screwed into the hammer to
steel wire hits the coherer and so decoherès the
filings.
The Batteries. — These consist of two one-pint
Leclanchés, and a 2 -volt accumulator. The
Leclanches are used between coherer and relay and

oul

act as a decoherer. When the bell is rung the

the accumulator for working the bell.

Bell

The coherer, relay, bell, and batteries are mounted
on a polished walnut stand and all brass work is

polished and lacquered .
So far I have not been able to test these instru
ments over very long distances, but for short

Relay
Decone

distances they work very well. The two photo
graphs give a very good idea of the two instru

' Coherer

ments .

For the Bookshelf.
(Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,
Fled Street, London, E .C ., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.]

Fig . 4 . - GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF RECEIVER.
The commutator (Fig. 5 ) has an ebonite roller,
the rest being made from scrap brass.
The coil, which is on a French polished walnut
base, is finished off with paper ebonite, which gives
it a very good appearance . All bright parts are
polished and lacquered . The coil is worked off four
2 -volt accumulators and takes about 4 amps.
The Transmitter. — This is fixed on the same base
as the coil. The sparking pillars are turned up from
gunmetal castings. The brass balls are 1 in .
diameter, and are screwed on to 7-in . brass rods
which slide into supports on the pillars, and can be
regulated to any desired sparking distance. The
sparking rods are fitted with ebonite handles, which
enables one to adjust the spark gap whilst the coil
is working.
The Receiver . - A sketch of this is given in Fig . 4 .
The Coherer (Fig. 6 ). — This consists of a piece of
glass tubing, 24 ins. long and 3- 16ths in . diameter ,
and has a bore of about -in . Into this are fitted
two small brass plugs which are held in their places

THE DESIGN OF Beams, GIRDERS AND COLUMNS.
By W . H . Atherton , M .Sc. London : Chas.
Griffin & Co., Ltd . Price 6s, net ; postage 4d.
In allmachines and structures, beams appear in
one form or another, and a proper understanding
of the fundamental facts and principles underlying
their construction is essential to scientific designing
FIG . 5. - COMMUTATOR.

by two small ebonite corks. The plugs almost meet
within the tube, and the space is half filled with

fine silver filings . This coherer has so far given
very satisfactory results.
The Relay (Fig . 3 ). - This is similar to the one
described by Mr. S . R . Bottone in his book, “ Wire

less Telegraphy and Hertzian Waves.” The
bobbins are ordinary bell bobbins, it ins. by # in .,
with a fin . pole for the iron core, which is made up
of No. 22 soft iron wire. These cores are soldered
on to a piece of right-angled brass, which fixes them

down to the base. Each bobbin is wound with
o . 36 s.s. c. wire, and is finished off
with black paper. The armature is a piece of
annealed cast iron, if ins. by 1 in . by } in . It is
supported by two screws fixed in a piece of brass
sheet. The base is a piece of walnut turned up
about 1 oz.

Brass plugs

Silver filings

ARAZA

Ebonite corks
Fig . 6. – COHERER.
For this reason, and also because the author has
specially considered the requirements of the
draughtsman, the book under notice is one which

should commend itself to young engineers and
architects. The various problems are presented in
a lucid and accurate fashion, without recourse to
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intricate mathematics, and a strong feature ismade
of illustrative diagrams. A number of numerical
examples in which theprinciples set forth are applied
to regular engineering practice are given , and these
will be found most helpful to the student who is
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MODERN PRIMARY BATTERIES. By Norman H .
Schneider . London : E . & F . N . Spon, Ltd .
New York : Spon & Chamberlain . Price is.6d ;
postage itd.
This is a useful guide to the better known forms

confronted with problems of this nature in his daily

of primary batteries. The various chapters deal

work .

with cells for intermittent use, acid cells, coppet
sulphate cells, miscellaneous cells, se
lection and care of batteries, and prac
tical notes on cells. The information

throughout is reliable and to the point.
THE PLEASANT ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY
MADE EASY. By “ Camera.” Lon
don : Guilbert Pitman . Price is. 6d .
This is a handbook for the beginner in
which the various processes involved in
producing a satisfactory photograph
are carefully explained . The author
adopts a light and chatty style, and

aims at showing that as a hobby
photography is not necessarily expen
sive or difficult. The result is a very
readable and instructive book which will
give the novice all the information he
requires.
The GUM BICHROMATE PROCESS. . By
J . Cruwys Richards. London : Iliffe
and Sons, Ltd . Price 25. 6d . net ;
postage 3d .
This process is par excellence the print
ing process for exhibition photographs,
and its leading exponent in this country
for some years has been Mr. Cruwys
Fig . 7. - MR. W . SCHNEIDER'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Richards, who in this book puts his
APPARATUS : THE RECEIVER .
knowledge and skill at the disposal of
all who would follow in his footsteps.
MODERN IRON FOUNDRY PRACTICE. Part II. By
The process is treated completely and practically ,
Geo . R . Bale, Assoc.M .Inst.C . E . Manchester :
and the book is fully illustrated with examples
The Technical Publishing Co ., Ltd . Price
both of finished prints and of the same prints at
35. 6d. net ; postage 4d.
various earlier stages. Every amateur photo
treatise
grapher who is interested in the artistic side
useful
on
part
second
of
his
In the
foundry practice, Mr. Bale
deals with machine moulding
and moulding machines, physi.
cal tests of cast iron, methods
of cleaning castings, foundry
accounting, & c . Foundry prac
tice has made such important
strides in recent years that it
behoves everyone concerned in
the production of castings to

be fully up-to -date in his
knowledge of the subject. We
can cordially commend this
written guide.
yolume as a useful and well

How TO INSTALL ELECTRIC
BELLS, ANNUNCIATORS AND
ALARMS. By Norman H .
Schneider. London : E .
and F . N . Spon, Ltd New
York : Spon & Chamber
lain . Price Is. 6d. net ;

Fig . 8. — THE TRANSMITTER.

postage itd .
essentially practical little manual. It deals with
the installation

of his hobby, should read what can be done

of electric bells , and also circuits for

Palm OIL. - Liberia exports about 50 ,000 ,000

burglar, fire, and water level alarms. The diagrams

gallons of palm oil a year. It is made from the
outer part of the palm nut, not from the kernel,

Like Mr. Schneider's other books, this is an

are very clearly drawn .

with “ bi-gum .”
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A Model Vertical Boiler .
By S . D . FRENCH .
THE accompanying photograph is of a model
1 boiler I constructed during the evenings
of last winter.
It is entirely built of copper, the outside shell

August 10, 1905.

The boiler and firebox shell have butt joints with
cover plates single riveted , both of which are run
in with solder to make steam -tight. The tube
plates were flanged after considerable difficulty and
constant annealing ; these were then riveted to
outer and firebox shell, and made tight in the same
manner as vertical joints. A pattern had to be
made for fire door ring, and a casting taken from the
same, which was fitted and riveted in the ordinary
way . Patterns also had to be turned for the bell
of chimney and casting at base of same. I formed
a superheater out of solid drawn copper tube,
f in , by 4 ft. in length , and fitted inside smoke
box. This I find greatly adds to the efficiency of
boiler, and is worth the time spent in making and
fixing. With regard to firing , I use coal and coke,
which raises steam well and maintains the pressure

with starting valve open full to engine. At the
suggestion of a friend , I fitted a steam blower,
which is most successful, steam being raised with
great rapidity . As will be seen from the photo
graph , the usual mountings are fitted to the boiler.

The Isle of Man Turbine
Steamer " Viking."
By CHAS, S. LAKE.
THE introduction of turbine-driven machinery

for the purposes of ship propulsion ranks
developments connected with marine engineering
which have taken place during recent years. Al
though we are, as yet, a long way from the time
which shall mark the disappearance of the recipro
among, if it is not the most important of any

cating type of engine for marine purposes, it is to

be noted that the turbine principle is steadily, even

if slowly, advancing in favour, not only where
coasting and similar vessels are concerned , but also

for the largest and swiftest ocean steamships ,
among them being some of the best known “ float
ing palaces ” of the day .
The steamer Viking, the subject of this article ,
is one of the latest and most interesting examples

of the turbine driven steamer to be constructed .
She has been built by Messrs. Sir W . G . Armstrong ,
Whitworth & Co ., Ltd., at their Low Walker Yard ,
Newcastle, for the Isle of Man service, and is the
first turbine vessel to trade from Liverpool, as well

as being the first of the steamers built on the

North -east coast for this particular service,
Special attention has been given in designing the
ship to the subject of water-tight compartments,
Matters have been carried in this respect to what
may be described as a point of finality, and as a

MR. S. D . FRENCH 'S MUDEL VERTICAL
BOILER .
and tube plates being 1-16th in . thick , and the
direbox shell 3- 32nds in thick . The chief
ineasurements are 18 ins. to top tube plate, 9 ins.
diameter, and 81 ins. to crown of firebox. The
tubes, of which there are nine, are if ins, diameter.

result the vessel may be confidently relied upon to
float with any two compartments full of water .
The Viking has been built to carry close upon 2000
passengers, whilst at the same time affording ample
promenade space for all, and every 'necessary
facility for the comfort and convenience of
travellers has been provided . The shelter deck

extends the whole length of the ship, viz., 361 ft.,
and above this is the promenade deck , about
one-third shorter and 42 ft. wide at its broadest
point. Spacious dining saloons are provided , and ,
in addition, there are refreshment bars, smoke
rooms, and private cabins.
The first-class accommodation is situated aft,
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whilst that for second -class passengers is forward ,

the boilers and engine room occupying a position
amidships.
The main saloon is the full width of the vessel.
It is lighted by means of a skylight, and also by
large rectangular windows at the sides. Dark oak
woodwork is employed for this saloon , and the
decorations include a number of black and white
reproductions of pictures by famous artists. The
entrance hall is also panelled in oak of the same
tone as that used in the main saloon , and here blue
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of turbines, manufactured by the Parsons Marine
Steam Turbine Company, of Newcastle. The high
pressure turbine is in the centre, with a low -pressure
turbine on each side of it. The surface condensers
are in the wings at the after end of the engine
room , with the centrifugal circulating pumps close

alongside them . Two large “ Weir ” air pumps are
fitted near the condenser, and these discharge into
a large feed tank , from whence the water is led to
the automatic float control tank, and so to the feed
pumps (two in number,and ofMessrs. Weir' s make).

Fig . 1. — THE TURBINE PASSENGER STEAMER “ VIKING."
Built by Sir W . G . Armstrong, U 'hitworth & Co., Ltd ., Newcastle-on-Tyne, 1905.
These pumps discharge to the boilers director
and
white Dutch tiles are introduced as a relief
decoration .
through an exhaust feeder on Parsons' system ,
The Parsons' patent vacuum augmenter is fitted in
The first-class dining saloon is entered by means
connection with the main condenser, enabling a
of a stairway alongside the main entrance to the
saloon , it has accommodation for 100 persons, and
oak panelling is employed , as in the other parts of
the ship referred to . The pantry arrangements
have been made very complete, and everything
possible has been done to allow of meals being
expeditiously served . The second-class accommo
dation forward consists of two large general saloons,
one being arranged for dining, and a ladies' saloon.
The propelling machinery consists of three sets

high vacuum to be maintained .
An oil circulating pump is employed for lubricat.
ing the bearings ; this drives the oil at a consider
able pressure through all the bearings, and into a

cooling and filtering apparatus on its way back to
the pump. The stern -way turbines are arranged
as usual within the low -pressure casings, and re
volve idly in vacuo while the vessel is steaming
ahead.
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There are four double-ended boilers, carrying a
These boilers are 15 ft. in diameter by 9 ft. 6 ins.
long, and the two boiler rooms are divided by a
water tight bulkhead. The funnels are fitted with
outer cisings, which are utilised as upcast venti
lators, and for this purpose are connected to com

working steam pressure of 160 lbs. per sq. in .

August 10 , 1905.

speed for nearly seven hours, and although a very
high power was developed , a considerable reserve

was available in the boilers.

partments in various parts of the ship . Each

The Viking is 361 ft. long over all, and 350 ft.
and depth to upper deck 17 ft. 3 ins.
The writer is indebted to Messrs. W . G . Arm
strong & Co., of Newcastle-on- Tyne, for photo

funnel is provided with a spark arrester on Denny

graphs accompanying this article.

long between perpendiculars ; her breadth is 42 ft .,

FIG . 2. - A VIEW IN THE ENGINE Room , TURBINE STEAMER “ VIKING ."

and Brace's patent system , and on the trial trip
no signs of sparks or cinders were manifested when
running at maximum speed .
On completion of the vessel two sets of trials,
independently of the builders' preliminary tests,
were carried out, the first of which took place off
the mouth of the Tyne, under somewhat unfavour

able weather conditions. On this occasion no
attempt was made to enforce maximum condi
tions. On June 14th last the Viking was taken out
for an extended sea trial. A course was set from
Souter Point to Flamborough Head, 68.277 nauti.

cal miles, this distance being traversed in both
directions. The southward run was made at a
speed of 23•684 knots, and the northward at

WATER SOFTENING . - It is stated that a water
20 per cent. loss of efficiency in fuel, due to scale

containing 20° of hardness will probably cause a

formation , more frequent cleaning out, and in
creased repairs ; and this means an increase of
IS , per 1000 gallons in the cost of evaporation .

Such a water, it is said , could be softened for 3d .
per 1000 gallons.
A PORTAGE railway around the rapids of the
Columbia River at the Dalles is being built by the
State of Oregon , and a considerable amount of
extension of railways in the district is projected :
but the actual iron laid during the year was only

23 miles in Oregon, 13 miles in Idaho, and 53 miles
in Washington . There are now 1,768 miles of

23.375 knots, or a mean speed over the whole dis

single railway track laid in Oregon , 1,451 miles in

tance of 23.53 knots. The ship was kept at full

Idaho , and 3,392 miles in Washington .
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Doubtless, if the transition could bemade a gradual

process, we might hope that the present method of

coupling would eventually become obsolete.
Pin

Bufler

Fig . 1

Fig . 2.

Fig . 3.

Fig . 4.

Fig . 5.

Fig . 6.

Fig . 7.

We are able to illustrate, and briefly describe,
some of the automatic coupling arrangements
which are now upon the market.
The “ A . B .C ." coupling, introduced by the
New Allison Smith Automatic Buffer Coupler ,
Ltd ., consists, as shown (Fig. 1), of three parts
only , which are precisely alike on both ends of

every vehicle. They are a steel buffer head,
a shackle, and a pin . Every part is allowed
considerable freedom , so that machining is un

necessary , except in the case of the pin holes,

COUPLING
ARAILWAY
A.BCFig
HE
9-T, UTOMATIC

Shackle.

.UP
COUPLED
TRANSITION
STAGES
OF
THE
THREE
SHOWING
WAGONS
GOODS
MODEL

THE universaladoption of an automatic coupling
for railway vehicles would undoubtedly be
an acquisition over the present methods of
coupling generally in use upon our railway systems,
It is, however, only a question of cost which hinders
the entire adoption of one of the new forms of
automatic coupler . by the railway companies.

COUPLE

Automatic Railway Couplings.
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thus ensuring cheapness of production and pre

underneath the one opposite to it , and in moving

serving better surfaces to withstand wear and
weather. The buffer head (weight 130 to 150 lbs.,

forward will come into contact with the inclined
surface of the hook (Fig . 4 ), up which it will be
forced, pushing the other shackle before it until it
attains an angle of about 45 degs. (Fig . 5 ). The
lower shackle then drops over the hook and effects
the coupling. Immediately after this action the

according to gauge) forms at once the buffer, the
hook, the buffer plunger, and the end member of
the draw gear. The plunger is passed through the
frame of the vehicle, and is designed for ready
connection to any convenient form of draw gear .

buffer faces come in contact and check further

The shackle (weight 27 to 30 lbs.), is a mild steel
drop forging, provided with two small lever ends
to which a suitable gear is connected for raising it
into a vertical position when uncoupling is required.
It is also provided with a stud of special design ,

movement (Fig . 6 ).

which serves a double purpose. Firstly , to prevent
any possibility of both shackles becoming engaged
at once ; and, secondly, to secure a rigid connection
between the shackle sides so as to prevent any
possible pinching action upon the buffer casting
which might interfere with its freedom of working.

The shackle nose tapers to a point in plan , and is
chisel-shaped in elevation, for reasons which will

The A .B .C. Coupler.

Simultaneously the upper

shackle drops on to the nose of the lower, securely
locking it and rendering impossible disengagement
due to shocks in running

The act of coupling is precisely the same as just
described , whatever the difference in level of the
trucks may be, due to difference of loading, so long
as the wagons are on comparatively straight roads.
On curves, however, before the shackle can drop
over its hook , thecentre line ofboth buffers must be
brought into alignment simultaneously with the
action just described .
To permit of the radial or swivelling action of the

Intermediate Stage.

Ordinary Couplings.

Fig . 8 . --MODELS OF RAILWAY TRUCKS, SHOWING THE APPLICATION OF THE NEW A . B .C .
AUTOMATIC BUFFER COUPLER.
readily be perceived from the description of its
keep collar and cotter to prevent loss .
The centre line of the shackle , looked at in
elevation , passes about ; in . above the centre of
the pin about which it turns ; if to this is added the
distance of the point or nose above that centre

action. The pin is a simple parallel pin , with a

line, it will be seen that if the extreme points meet
with mathematical precision turning moment

would be set up. The shacklesmust, therefore, rise
together instead of becoming buckled as might be
concluded . This action is secured by the con
struction adopted . The shackles and pin taken
together very nearly balance about the point upon
which they iest. There is, however, a preponder
ance in weight upon the pin side, which ensures a
horizontal position when the couplings are out of
gear.

When two trucks are being coupled, and there is
the slightest difference in the level of the two
couplings (Fig . 2 ), the shackle upon the lower one
will be depressed with trifling resistance (Fig . 3)

bufter, the plunger is made a moderately good fit
in the buffer plate, and the buffer beam behind is
backed off about į in . each side, permitting a
horizontal radial movement of 2 ] degs, on either
side of the centre line. This radialaction also plays
a very important part while the wagons are being

worked over sharp curves, because, especially in
pushing, a rigidly - fixed plunger does not give the
necessary flexibility and cannot accommodate itself
where necessary. Provided that the point of the

shackles will enter between the two buffing faces,
the coupling cannot fail to act. If on curves of
such abnormally short radiusas occasionally occur
in colliery sidings and on wharves, the point of the
shackle will not enter between the buffing faces,
all that is required is to raise the two shackles by
hand into a vertical position , and drop them again
after the buffers are brought into alignment. An
other position rarely encountered in practice, but
which is provided for, iswhen thecouplings actually
come into contact over the junction of a curve and
a length of straight. When the couplings meet on
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sharp curves the first tendency of the shackles is
to throw the buffers out of alignment.' . In the

position under consideration , however, they do
exactly the reverse. The lower shackle nose forces
its way by a peculiar wedging action between the
buffing faces. This has the effect of moving both
buffers in opposite directions horizontally untilboth
their centre lines are brought into alignment before
the buffer faces actually come into contact. This
are coupled after loading, but it sometimes happens
that at a loading platform wagons already coupled
are reloaded in such a way that the relative height
of the two couplings is reversed . With fairly equal

loads in each wagon this is of no consequence, but
with extreme differences of loading the shackles

should be reversed by the hand lever.
In Fig. 8 is given photographs ofmodel railway
goods wagons, by which are shown the present ar
rangement of buffer and coupling ; the intermediate
stage showing the “ A . B .C .” automatic coupler

applied and the old buffers retained , and with
holding-up gear which carries the shackle when
wagon is coupled up to the unaltered gear ; whilst
the third picture shows the complete transition . The
photograph reproduced in Fig . 9 shows three com
plete views of the model goods wagons shown in

Fig . 8. The threestages, aswill be seen , are coupled
together.
( To be continued .)

A Splendid Model of the West
Coast Joint-Stock Sleeping
Saloon .
.W

E

are enabled , by the kindness of Mr. C . A .
Department, to illustrate herewith the
model of the West Coast Joint-Stock sleeping saloon ,
which is on view in the large hall at Euston Rail
way station . The model is built to the scale of

Park , of the L . & N .W . Railway Carriage

3 ins, to the foot. Below are particulars of the
sleeping saloon which the model represents :
Length over body, 65 ft. 6 ins. ; width , 9 ft. ; and
height at centre of clerestory roof, 8 ft. 7 ins. (all

outside dimensions). It is mounted on two six
wheeled bogies of 1 ft. 6 -in . centres, with centres
of bogies 43 ft. 6 ins. The extreme length of the
vehicle over-all of buffers is 69 ft. 6 ins. The
vehicle is arranged to sleep eleven persons, having

seven single berths and two double, with corridor

on one side throughout, together with vestibule
entrances at each end . An attendants' and smok
ing compartments are provided at one end, and a
lavatory compartment at the other. The passen
gers' compartments are also fitted with combined
cabinet, writing-table, and wash -basin , together
with everything necessary for toilet. The vehicles
are fitted throughout with electric light on the
“ Stone " system , and heated by steam on the

consolidated principle. Electric communication to
call attendants is also provided , and the vehicles
are fitted with both the vacuum and Westinghouse

brakes complete.

SALOON
.SLEEPING
Coach
RAILWAY
COAST
-SOF
JOINT
WEST
THE
AMTOCK
ODEL

permits the shackles to take up their coupled
position .
The lower shackle always engages when wagons
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A Model Electric Tramcar.

wooden supports which are for the car body. The
wheelbase is 41 ins. The field -magnet is made
of wrought Swedish iron , and is wound on the part

By H . GREEN.

as shown in drawing, with as much No. 24 D .C.C .
copper wire as can be got on . The tripolar armature
is also wrought Swedish iron , and is wound until

THE following is a description of a model tram
1
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car which is made to a scale of tin , to the
foot. It is fitted with one tripolar motor,

detail sketches of which are given in Figs. 2 to 6 .
It is wound for 12 volts, and is made
to reverse by a switch which is placed
BALBY

IA

H. PARISH,
Game + Poultry Dealer

OR

TE

TH
MOOE
, P

111,

S

under the driver's platform ; the han
dle can be seen in side view of the
car. The fenders under the platform
are made to drop when anything is in
the track , and catch on the gate. The
car is also fitted with headlights and
lamps over the doors, the doors being
made to slide open and seats to re

each pole is full of No. 26 d .c. c. wire and connected
in series. The bearings are in phosphor-bronze,

FIG . 2 .
11

-

ARMATURE
AND

COMMUTATOR .

Fig . 1. - MR. H . GREEN 'S MODEL ELECTRIC TRAMCAR .

verse in the usual way . There are two controllers,
one at each end, which start and stop the motor,
The current is drawn from the overhead trolley wire

as it is of a greasy nature, and wears well for shafts
that run at a high rate of speed. The brush -rocker
is made of brass 1-16th in . thick . There are two

Brass

flange

ppedA yo
14lK
ToYB

Insulation

7 B.A .
clearing lo
hole <

Supporting bracket

Fig. 4 .— BARING .

Brush
Fig . 5. - BRUSH ROCKER.

Fig . 3. - SIDE VIEW OF MOTOR.
by the trolley boom , and returns through a brush
which presses on the centre of the trailing axle and
through the wheels to the rail. The following are

the leading dimensions :- Height from rail to hand
rail, 10 ias. ; over -all length , i ft . 74 ins. ; extreme
width , 4 * ins. ; wheel gauge, 3 7 -16ths ins . ; wheels,
diameter, if ins. ; armature, diameter, it ins.,
width , it ins. ; approximate weight, 8 lbs.
The frames are cut out of mild steel in , thick ,
with slots in for axle -boxes which are cast in brass .

Brush
ho

lder

FIG . 6 . -- END VIEW OF MOTOR .
At each end of the frames are drilled two small
holes, so that they can be screwed to two wooden
curved slots cut in it and two holes drilled in the
cross pieces, and they in turn are screwed to two i bearing an } fitted with two 7 B . A . screws, so that
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they lock the rocker in the proper position . The
brush holders should , of course, be well insulated
from the rocker. All the drawings are to scale, so
that any dimensions can be taken off. The motor
is to be fastened to themotor board by four brackets,
one being fastened to each bearing and two at the
back of motor.

Milling in Small Lathes.

August 10 , 1905.

minute, and dividing this by 12, which gives us the
linealspeed of the cutter in feet per minute : thus
Diameter x 3.1416 X r.pim . = ft. per min .
12
As, for example, the 2 in . cutter in the table work
ing on brass at 300 r.p .m .

2 * 3.1416 x 300 = 156 ft. per min .
12
Next in importance to the speed of the cutter
and the best lubricants to employ for the purpose ;
comes the question of the lubrication of the cutter ,

and it is not only essential that a lubricant should

By Chas. W . Cook .

(Concluded from Vol. IX , page 538.)
In this, the concluding article of the series, we
T shall deal with the speed and lubrication of
the cutters .
The first named is of great importance, as upon
this factor depends not only the successful and
satisfactory completion
of the work
in hand, but
cutter
most cutters

also the life of the
; and as
are
question , what is the proper speed the milling
cutter should be run at, deserves very serious con
sideration . To obtain a clear idea the worker must

troublesome to make, and expensive to buy, the

be used on and with some of the metals to prevent .
heating of the cutter teeth , and to produce a good
finish on the work , but also that the lubricant used
should not rust the work , the cutter, and the lathe,
as nothing is more irritating some time after the
work is finished to find spots of rust appearing on
the polished Surfaces of the apparatus ; conse
quently a lubricant should be used that will not

oxidise steel or iron ; and of the many and various
compounds used for lubricating, the writer recom
mends the following :

acquaint himself with the various factors that enter
into the question of the rate of speed - some of these
being the varying conditions and character of the
work , the nature of the metal, the pitch of teeth
and the diameter of the cutter, and the rate of feed,
etc. ; and as each of these have to be taken into
account, it will be obvious that any hard and fast
rule cannot be laid down .

1. Take, say, a quart of hot water, and in it dis
solve as much common washing soda as it will
take up ; keep this as a stock solution, and when
wanted take about the quantity required , and add
four or five times the amount of water ; mix, and
use this as the lubricant.
2. Two parts of lard oil and three of paraffin
oil mixed up together.
3. Two parts of paraffin ' oil and one part of tur
pentine, mixed well together .
Of the above, the first-named is about the best

For small lathe work we may disregard many of
these factors, and confine our attention to the dia .

all-round lubricant, and it has the merit of being
cheap and generally to hand ; and in regard to the

meter of the cutter and the particular metal to te
worked . Briefly, wemay say that the speed of the

second , machine oil, although not so good , may be
substituted for the lard cil, and the third gives
the best results when used upon cast steel.
Brass and cast iron do not require a lubricant,
but for steel, wrought iron , and some of the tough
bronzes it should always be used , and plenty of it ;
and in conclusion, the writer would like to impress
upon the mind of the user of the rotary cutter the

cutter should decrease as the diameter increases ;
that is to say, the revolutions per minute the cutter
makes must become less in number as the diameter
of the cutter becomes greater ; consequently a

large cutter must be driven at a less number of
revolutions per minute than one smaller in diameter.
The following table of speeds calculated by the

writer will be found to be approximately correct,

necessity of always running his cutters true and
keeping them sharp .

i icreasing in proportion as the diameter of the
cutter decreases.
The cutter used when making

t 'is table was 2 ins, diameter, and similar to those
illustrated in the article on cutters :
Metal.

Steel
Wrought iron . . . . . . . . ..
Cast iron . . . .

Gunmetaland bronze . . .
Brass . . . . . . . . . . .

Revs . per
Minute .

50

Surface
Speed in
feet per
Minute .

26

90

47

I 20
200
300

62

104

The above may be taken as safe speeds for light

A Miniature Steam Engine.
THE accompanying photographs show a minia
ture steam engine, the building of which
occupied the odd moments of Mr. Charles
E ."Fish , of Baltimore, Md., U .S .A ., for over two
years. It is a vertical compound , with cylinders
fin . and fin . in diameter and a stroke of g in .
The valve travel is 7 -64ths. The number of
separate parts,counting nuts, bolts, screws, & c., is

cuts for this diameter of cutter and for a i in .

368, the total number of pieces used in its make-up

cutter the speeds may be doubled , and so on in
like proportion as the diameter decreases.
The rate of speed of cutters is often regarded as

being 454. The smallest stud bolts are .027 in .
in diameter, and the largest .05. All the studs are
fitted with hexagonal nuts that measure 1- 16th in .

meaning the rate in feet per minute at which the
edge of the teeth are moving (called the surface or
lineal speed ), as distinct from the number of revo .

the largest. There are 76 hex -headed cap -screws

across the squares for the smallest , to 3 -32nds on

lutions per minute ; and to find this we multiply
the diameter of the cutter by 3.1416 , or 3 1-7th ,

and bolts of different diameters and length , the
smallest being .035 in . in diameter and 1- 16th in .
in length , and the largest .041 in . in diameter and

which gives us the circumference in inches, multi
plying this result by the number of revolutions per

in . in length, the head of each being filed to fit
a wrench with an opening of 3-64ths for the
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smallest and 1-16th for the largest. Altogether
there are 68 studs, 52 cap-screws, 24 bolts, and
114 nuts to hold the engine together.
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in diameter by 3 ins, long ; high -pressure eccentric
rod , 15 - 16ths in . long ; low -pressure eccentric rod ,
9 - 16ths in . long ; piston -rols, 1- 16th in . in diameter;
valve stems, 1-32nd in . in diameter.
The work is done so nicely and the
engine runs so smoothly , that it can
be run as slow as 100 revolutions per

minute, and it is strong enough to run
with an air pressure of 110 lbs. per
sq . in . Under this pressure it has
shown , with an indicator, a speed
of 4 ,700 revolutions per minute, and
without the indicator attached runs
considerably higher. All the work
was done without the aid of a magni
fying glass.
A SECRET WIRELESS SYSTEM . — Mr.
A . T . M . Johnson , Carlton House,

Shepherd 's Bush Road , W ., claims to
have invented an apparatus for send
ing wireless messages exclusively to
the one intended receiving station , and
which ,moreover, cannot be “ tapped "
in transmission. By a system of turi

FIG. 1. - MR. Chas. E . Fish 's MINIATURE STEAM ENGINE.
The cylinders, back columns, base, valve-stem
brackets, and eccentric straps are made up of pieces
ofsheet brass and tubingsweated together with hard

ing the electric current to a definite
number of vibrations per second, in
which a metal reed , fixed at one end

and free at the other, is introduced in
place of the usual coherer, it is contended that
secret messages can be secured not only in wireless
telegraphy, but in wireless telephony as well. The

FIG . 2. -- THE PARTS OF THE MINIATURE STEAM ENGINE READY FOR ASSEMBLING .

solder and finished by nickel plating ; the other
portions, such as the connecting-rods, front
columns, shaft, eccentric rods, valve stems, piston
rods, & c ., are made ofmachine steel. Some of the
main dimensions are as follows :
Connecting -rods, 15 - 16ths in between centres ;

cylinders, 11- 16ths in . centre to centre ; height of
engine from centre to shaft, 2 ins. ; height of
engine over all, 3} ins. ; crankshaft, 5-32nds in .

inventor is preparing for a series of long-distance
tests of his system at Eastbourne, the results of
which will be awaited with interest.
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONES. — When the long
distance wire now being laid between Denver ,

Omaha, and Kansas City has been completed ,

there will be a direct telephone communication
between New York and San Francisco , which are
nearly 4000 miles apart.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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Practical Letters from our
Readers.
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full

name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached,

Though notnecessarily intended for publication.]

on Carbon Plates.
Lead Tops
Casting
TO THE EDITOR
OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , _ With regard to “ Round Square's "

method
of casting
lead tops
carbon Notes,"
plates dein
scribed under
the heading
of “ onWorkshop
your issue of the 20th ult ., may I venture to say
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diameter, is divided into 16 sections, and he says put two layers
ofNo. 18 S . W .G , wire in each section . ( 1 ) Does thismean to wind
the two layers of wire in one continuous length , or wind on first
one layer, then cut off another equal length and wind on top of
other,
twisting them
the twoto starting
and the two
finishingin ends
together
and soldering
their respective
segments
commutator,
which is an 8 -part one ? (2 ) Would it be better to have a 16 -part
commutator, winding on first one coil ofwire and joining to seg
ments, then turning armature completely over and winding what
may
be called No. I coil on top of it, and eventually connecting it
to its proper segments ? (3 ) Is it better in a plain drum armature
of this size to solder the ends of the wires direct to the copper
segments, or through the medium of two copper strips soldered to
segments and cut off flush with armature diameter ? ( 4 ) Is it
necessary
to insert a thin piece of paper between each stamping
in the core ?

(1) This means that the armature is designed and intended to
16coilsspaces
to wind the coils into , it becomes necessary to wind two
into each space. These can be either wound side by side or

have 16 coils with a 16 -section commutator ; as there are only

that unless some method of keeping brass screw in
place
adopted
pouring
screwof
will liftis out
of thebefore
hole and
floatinonlead,
the the
surface
melted lead, being much less in weight bulk for
bulk of? some
This description
could be obviated
by screw
using ina short
rod
to hold the
place

venient way.
Eachfinishing
coil is toendhave
eleven
turnsup.in it,Ifleaving
beginning
and one
for only
connecting
you
useone
an
8being
-part incommutator
,
then
you
can
wind
in
eight
coils,
one
each
winding
space
,
and
consisting
of
twenty-two
turns
ofa 16wire
- all in series. (2) Weshould decidedly prefer 16 coils and
-part commutator : the coils must be all wound on before you

until the lead cools. - Yours truly, “ PLUMBUS."

half set is wound on top of the first set) is to continue winding

Queries and Replies.
(Attention
is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked
on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Departmens." No other matters but those relating to the Queries

should be enclosed in the same envelope.

one on top of the other ; the latter being, perhaps, themore con

do any connecting up. The method (assuming that the second

right
armature,
winding
edandbyfirstsimply
nce to the
raigh ionto.
cupithe
go stspace
simpcoilly from
ocround
are all
wind
ommeround
space
thanseshalf-way
As soonone,as less
the spaces
are all occupied
by one coil instraight
each , you
to wind
on top of onthem“ .Small
You Dynamos
will find some
incommence
our sixpe
ny handbook
and diagrams
Motors ."
Fig . 46, page 35, gives the complete winding for a 16 -coil drum
wound into 16 slots, except that the coils are shown side by side
instead
ofone on top ofthe other . You could adopt this plan , but
will find it rather awkward with the eleven wires ; it will help
you
,
however
, to understand a drum winding. (3) We should
prefer, with wire as thick as No. 18 gauge, to dispense with copper
strips and to bring the wires twisted together direct down to the
commutator bars. (4 ) No ; you can coat each stamping on one
side with a thin layer of shellac varnish , enamel, or paint, or even

Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions : - ( 1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in .
scribed on the back. (2) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should
invariably be enclosed, and also a " Queries and Replies
Coupon ” cu out from the advertisement pages of the current
Issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a fed days must usually elapse before
The Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks
must elapse before the Reply can be published . The
Insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed . (6 )

dispense with insulation entirely, as the black oxide on the stamp
ings
is almost
Try the
varnishenough
, in a smallmachineto prevent eddy.currents.
T. T. H .
[13,922] 150 -watt
Avery -Lahmeyer
to build anDynamo.
writes :Avery
I wish- Lahmeyer
(Christchurch)

Au Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
BNGINEER, 26 –29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied

shunt. About 8 ozs, of wire will be wanted for the armature.
Make the yokes i in . thick , Armature, 12 slots, cogged pattern ,
wound with 12 coils , two in each slot, and connected to 12- section
commutator ; speed about 2,500 revolutions per minute.
(14 ,351) Accumulator Difficulties. M . J . P . (Bolton )
writes : Will you please tell me what is the matter with my

to recently :- .
13.0731 Windings for th. - D . Electric Motor. H . E . B .

me with
(Hornsey) writes : I should be glad if you could assist which
I

regard to the undermentioned . I have a motor
brought with me from America, which was wound for 110 volts ,
but which I have unwound and wish to rewind as a dynamo for
about io volts. The motor was supposed to be h .-p . The
dimensions and particulars are as follows : - It is of the Simplex

No. 10 ,
to Fig.
5 in does
yournothandbook
a single coilsimilar
type, with
extend beyond
bobbin
that the coil
the exception
with
the field -magnet. The armature is of the plain drum type, wound
for a 12-part commutator. Dimensions are :
inDiameter
twelve sections
of yoke, 21 ins. ; diameter of bobbin , 4t ins. ; length of
22 ins. ; diameter of armature tunnel,
yoke (inside flanges),
2 13-16ths in . ; diameter of armature, 2 ) ins. ; length of armature ,
3 ins. ; length over all, 7 ins. Can you give me the following
( I) Amount and gauge ofwire for field and armature for 10 volts ?
( 2 ) Number of amps. ? (3 ) Speed to be driven ? (4 ) Horse .
to drive same? with No. 20 gauge d . c .c . copper wire ; about
power
( 1) Wind'armature
1 lb , will berequired , but get on as much as you can . Wind field
magnet with about 3 lbs. No. 20 gauge s. c . c . copper wire ; get on

dynamo to lightmy workshop . Will you please be kind enough

to answer the following queries re same ? Will field -magnets as
enclosed sketch (not reproduced) give about 150 watts ? If so ,

give weightand gauge ofwire for field -magnet and armature
please
to give 30 volts 5 amps. Would plain drum or cogged armature
be best ? If cogged , how many slots please ? Approximate
speed.
This machine is scarcely large enough for 150 watts output.
Weadvise
armature
ins, wire,
diameter
21 ins, long,
with No. 22angauge
d . c .c . 21
copper
and by
fieldswound
withwound
about
2 lbs. No. 23 gauge s. c .c . copper wire on each pole connected in

from instructionspagegiven109in? S I.
accumulators ,which I haveto made
Lighting,"
Electric
, " Guide
Bottone's book
given . I havenot pasted
as the instructions
the plates
havemade
by means of the current
form
to
trying
been
have
I
but
,
them
from my dynamo, which is a drum armature of 10 volts 4 amps.
them to light
them 2 hours
charged3 seconds,and
haveabout
After
, anda
out altogether
dies get
then I itcould
2 - volt Ilamp
not
could
I
-hour,
them for about half-an separately. They
when I furtherall.charged
I have been charging themsulphuric
get a light at
acid , I part
are single cell accumulators- -water , 4 parts;
byweight; specific gravity, 1.843.

You have not continued the forming process for a sufficiently

It requires
somedays
continuous
chargingdischarging
to properly,
"long
formtime.
" simple
lead plates,
and a process
of charging,
and then recharging in the reverse direction is used to obtain best
results. We advise you to study our sixpenny handbook No, I ,

which
is entirely devoted to the subject of small accumulators,
Someinformation on the use of plain lead plates, or Planté plates ,

as much as you can and join in

asabout
theytwelve
are called,
is given in continuously
Chapter I. ,Give
accumulators
hourscharging
and your
you should
find an

drive at anything like full output.

improvement.
(14,356]
40 C. -small
P . Dynamo
F . D . (Llanharran
writes
: I have
dynamo Failure.
is supposed
to light five)
8 c .- p . lamps at a2,500
revolutionswhich
a minute . The makers
that I
boughtthematerials from advised meto wind the limbs ofmagnets

shunt to the brushes. (2) About
8 amps. (3 ) About 2 ,500 revolutions
minute. (4 ) If driven
by a belt you would require an enginepergiving
about i b . h .. p . to
[13 .950 ) 500 - watt Avery Dynamo. N . W . G . (Edin

burgh ) writes : Would you kindly explain the following difficulties
tothemedesign
? I ofam A .inaking
a 500-watt
dynamo,
50 volts 10about
amps.,
H . Avery.
The plain
drum armature,
4 ins.to

with
layers ofoutenclosed
wire. havethere
doneis so,
but wrong
get anyseven
magnetism
of poles. I am Isure
nothing cannot
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the reverse direction
ing those on onepole.m
rotypthrough

for Decem
on winding field -magnet coils in THE MODELTheENGINEER
between theto
A connected
you.the otherjoint
will help, and
, 1903,insulated
24th
and
17th
ber
ends
well
be
must
coils
two
on insulating material.
should be mounted
two terminals,towhich
the mag.
chance of short circuits when
and boxed in avoidthe thescrap.
to
current
the
carrying
mains
The
into
dropped
is
net
same
the
for
the magnet should have their ends well insulated the coils should
inS . which
the direction
showsproper
reason . This diagram
N . and poles. The wire is to
be wound so as to produce

be No. 12 gauge d .c.c. copper wire, and the quantity required is
Joint A
4

in circuit, as I have lit three 50 -volt lampsand then cannot get any
filed
cells. I thin
also tried with three Leclanché
magnetism . I have poles
of
wrapped a small piece varnish
all roughness out of
with a little shellachope that
coated
poles which Iandjustthen
calico around then
layers ofwire onandeachif .sevenI layers is
to keep hard, put seven
is wrong,wire is rightsize ornot ?
me what
you will be able to tellmany
and whether
enough. Ifmynot,how
not like to fail. Poles are
I should
attempt
is first
As thiswide
. letter. If you will send
i in . thickyour
2 ins. deep by
by altogether
4 ins.
understand
We cannot
and give as full particulars
a dimensioned sketch of the dynamo
; but if
adviceDynamos
to help youNo.with1o onsome
wemay be ablehandbook
as possible
" Small
will read, ouryousixpenny
you
on the
will find a great deal of information
and Motors,"
and
of both field-magnets and armatures, and onsofaults
windings
that they
their remedies . Perhaps your field coils are connected
with
use
much
of
not
are
cells
Leclanché
oppose each other.
gives the directiona
size. Chapter I ofourhandbook
machineofthis
be
the wire should
that
important
is
it
-magnetsN .; & S . poles ; ifwoundwrongly
forasfield
ofwinding
you need
to produce
so the
woundon
in
currentgoes
the
that
so
them
not unwind coils, but connect

Query 12596
Fig . 2. - WINDING DIAGRAM.

n

) writesme:
F . S.too(Clapha
(14 ,448be] glad
Elect
you willhelp
much , ifCommo
, if not troubl. ingE .you
I shall
copper ;
in
in my difficulty . I am trying to do some electroty
pes
CuSO4 Sol. 25° B ., and for
size of bath is 2 ft. by 2 ft. by 6 ins., using
the difficulty is I get such a slow
electricity 2 qrt. Daniell cells. But
someis days
and it takes
depozit, usuallythevery
foot
about?to a Ifcom
(gutta percha),
mouldnodular,
pletely
so ,
and dynamo
motorwhich
Could I use a small watercurrent
square. cover
voltage is required for
please say where procurable, what
hour. such as “ The
day or ating,
used on- perelectrotpl
water ais book
such
Wework
advise, andyouhowto study
Electro
Plater's
Handboo
,"
by
Bonney,
price
3d. give
postabout
free.
k
A dynamo can be used . It should be shunt-wound,3s.and
5 volts and 10 amps, at least ; but you can find out just what to

theof
to, and tocomparing
handbook referred
consulting therequireme
specify
figures by
given
the ratewater
Accordin
g As regards
ntsthe. deposit.
current,
so willbybe your
the
character
of
motor, consult
the water
authority
to charge. inWater
motors
and dynamos
can supply
be obtained
from as advertise
rs The
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(12,596 haugh)
) Magnet
Scrapa magnet,
Iron. toJ.suspend
A . R.
(Derwent
writes : for
I wishLifting
to construct
from the hook of a crane, to be capable of lifting a quantity of

light
scrapgiveiron,
as sheet clippings,
cwt.
Can you
mesuch
the necessary
particularsweighing,
to makesay,
one—3 tothe5 size
,
shape,
winding,
current,
c.
&
? a magnet is that as the scrap iron
The difficulty in designing such
will vary very much in shape and distribution , the magnet will

½ dia .

14 !

about go lbs, each bobbin .

which
voltage is new
to that
If youramount,
must
winding
be
any large
acandifferent
have assumed
by voltage.
we
the
into
screwed
cores
The
be
the
suit
arranged
to
they
convenient
long
way,
as
as
any
fastened
in
or
yoke-piece,
make
a good joint with it. There is no need to machine the yoke or
cores. If more convenient, you can simply bend a large piece of
bar
iron
into a horseshoe shape, so long as you keep to about the
same dimensio
and get on about the same weight of wire. The
bar should havensalso
the same area cross-section

of
— that is , about
Simplex
Failure.
Dynamo
. A.
(14,352]rch10 ,-watt
made aL . 10 V-watt
New Zealand
(Christchu
) writes
: I have
is volts 2 amps.) Simplex dynamo, as described in your handbook .
Small .Dynamos
Motors,"
dynamo
The fieldand
ironcannot
-magnet
is castbut
, woundgetwithit tolb .work
of No.as 22a

7 sq. ins.

.c wire.

armature laminate

D .c . in four The
diameterall, 8right
it ins.Itworked
-slot
sections with itis ozs, ofNo.d 22.
wound
when connected to a 4 -cell bichromate battery
a motorexcite
as
but
,
driven
itselferawhen
will not
.m .,d although
atet4000
r . p ite
gh
l
ts
hou
s
ris
gn
itit
alt
exc
wa
ma
que
sev
ng
currentwhen
generated
m
excited
agnetwas
the
field
theabove
by
a
battery . Seeing several querists advised to wind the armature
with
No. s .c . asorpossible
but then iscould
not
dynamo., I didTheso ,armature
properly
get itasmuch
to work as a 25motor
wound, and free from leaks from wire to shaft. The magnets are

mounted on a wooden base ,and have N .and S . poles. The clearance
was rather large, but have'wound
armature with soft iron wire,
which
makes'the cleara 1 - 32nd
in . I tried connectingncethema

chine in shunt and in series, but
it had no effect. Have also tried
reversing connections between
magnet and brushes, but no
effect. I would like to get the

machine to work as a motor .
The battery is a 4 -cell chromic
acid , platescarbon
4 by it - one zinc

and
twowould bes. greatly
Any sugge
appres
tions
ciated .

You have done quite right
rewinding the armature with No.in
machine
25 s .c . wire, but as the
does not run as a motor
you
have introduced a fault some
where. Possibly you have a short
circuit
between
the coils.25
due ofto theNo.
The fault
is nottwo
gauge wire. The field winding

COILS IN SECTION 1

should be connected in shunt to
the brushes. If a dynamo will
not run as a motor current
it will cer

- -

Guery 12596

coils from the
or
and try if there is a leak between
brushes
the
Try
coils.
two
any
in different positions ; the fault is evidently somewhere in the
armature. For testing it as a dynamo, try a small lamp, say

Fig . 1. -MAGNET for LIFTING SCRAP IRON.
to graspat.theWepieces
out itscanmagnetism
to throwwhich
havedistance
a sketch
give inyoua direction
only be guessed
and
up sufficient quantity of
a
which
will probably
magnet
for
the ascrap,
on the
average,
your requirements.
to satisfypick
The yoke
iron .
piece and limbs should be made of good quality wrought
The coils can be wound direct on to the limbs, but it would be
the
that
so
the
slip
limbs,
to
on
to
bobbins
brass
make
better
to
could be completely enclosed and protected from damage by wire
the

scrap. The coils have been calculated to take 20 amps, of current
current ; they must be well in

at 100 volts pressure, continuous
sulated from the core upon which they are wound. The directions

as a
generate
tainly notDisconne
dynamo.
your arma
ctcommutat
ture

When current
startingisa fully
wound
shuntswitched
8 voltstheI c.-p
as a testbe lamp.
excited before
field., should
motor
may
effect
produced
motor
small
armature
be
this
a
in
;
the
to
on
by lifting oneof thebrushes for a moment, so the current is cutoff
from the armature.
Ammeter.
(13,994)to askSmall
. (HernewillHill)
questions.C . H (1). C Please
tell me:
you writes
you three
I wish
amp.
from
reading
ammeter,
small
or
way
construct
best
to
the
to 3 amps. ? (2 ) The best way to make an ohmmeter for reading
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*5 ohm which
to 15 ohms?
) The'oieasiest
make a I wish
small these
volt
meter
read (3from
volt way
to 10tovolts.
instruments
towill
be accurate.

(1) This range of reading is too great to beobtained on one scale

it clear divisions
, with The
ordinary
agnetic
instruments
such asareyourequired
could make.
limit iselectroaboutmten
times
the starting reading, so that you had better make three instru
mentshaving scales reading to ' i amp.maximum , i amp,maximum ,
and 10 amps . maximum , starting in each from 'or, 'I and I amp. ,
respectively.
makeuseoneit instrument
suitable
to readby
from 01 to 'I You
amp.could
and then
for the higher
readings
shunting
it with
a wirepasses
ofknown
resistance,so
thatonly
fraction
of the total
current
through
the instrument,
and atherefore
when the pointer is at, say, 'I amp., it really means i amp., and
with
the second
it would
meanammeter
to amps. ourYouhandbook
will find a
description
of howshunt
toMeasuring
make
a small
“ Small Electrical
Instruments."in For
reading up onto
" I amp. wire of No. 30 gauge would be about the mark , and this
couldbebenecessary
shunted informounting
the higher
will
andreadings
balancing; first-rate
theneedleworkmanship
and spindle .
For
information
and
rules
on
shunting
instruments,
see standard
text-books on Electricity, such as “ Electrical Engineering,"
by
Slingo & Brooker.
(2) Electrical
The Wheatstone
BridgeInstruments
described "inmay
our
handbook
on “ Small
Measuring
suit
to section
I re ammeter
; similar
remarks
applýyou.
here (3)alsoSee
. reply
To apply
one voltmeter
to read
as three,
you
would make it for the lower voltage, and then use auxiliary wire
resistances
in
series
with
the
instrument,
so
that
the
readings
were
multiplied accordingly, to i and 10 volts at maximum . These
resistances would be approximately 10 times, 100 times, and

1000 times the resistance of instrument, less the resistance of its
coil.
4 -in.bySpark
Coil.to myR. queries
S. (Edgbaston)
writesI hope
:I
amyou113,0961
much
obliged
your
reply
reforabove,
but
will
not
think
me
troublesomeif
I
ask
you
a
little
further
information . I am not at all satisfied with my coil, and I should
like,
, to make
it a success,
I do not, likebeing
beaten
I haveif possible
tried larger
batteries
as you assuggested
but without
any.
better results. The platinum contacts are 16 -wire gauge, which
is the size recommended . There does not seem quite so much
sparking now , and I do not think the fault lies there : in fact, I am

almost
convincedbareitmust
in theandsecondary
rather
faulty, having
placesbehere
there. Ofwire.
course,Itwas
I repaired
these where
I fancyinternalsparking
somemust have escaped
notice,
and, Iifsaw
so , them
there, isbutprobably
going on.myI
think now I shall rewind the secondary wire, using silk -covered
instead of cotton- covered ,but before doing so there are one or two
points
on which
to have
yoursections.
opinion.TheI
Fised filter
paper asI should
directedbeforvery
the glad
division
between
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try this,
but wespark
shouldwillprefer
to seek the
elsewhere,in
ascould
danger
of internal
be increased
. (6 remedy
) No advantage
using tinned wire, but a thin coatofvarnish is advisable . ( 7) Silk
covered wire will undoubtedly be an improvement, and we think
if you use this and take great care not to get any short-circuited

sections,ofyouyourwillsecondary
get a 4-insections.
. spark. Webelieve the fault is in one
ormore
(13.9771 Contact- Breaker. J. W . F . writes : Will you

please answer
following
I havedescribed
made a contact
breaker
for 1 -inthe. spark
coil question
similar to? that
in your
valuable handbook for a 4 -in . spark , except that the soft iron piece
iswhenin ,contact
instead ofis made
u in , thick
.
Now
I
find
thatthis
answers
very
well
on any part of the spring itself, that is , the
soft iron is drawn in on to the core of the coil, but when contact
is made in rear of the iron itself, or rather the small screw that
secures
the
toremains
it, therestationary.
is no such I effectalthough
therewasis
a spark
if thespring
iron
found
that
thewas
core
not
sufficiently
magnetised
to
attract
the
iron
.
Why
I have tried more or less tension on the spring, also strongerthisand?

weaker
springs, but to no effect.
Apparently due to bad contact between point of screw and
to have a platinum point to

hammer. It is absolutely necessary the vibrator at the point
the screw , and a piece of platinum let into
fitted these
where the screw makes contact with it. Have youwire
at least

be of
should
? They; the
contacts
platinum
are the better. It is
theyplatinum
thicker
in thickness
No. 18 gauge
expensive.
i
s
very
as
platinum
ofcost,
a question
(13.955 ] Trembler Coil. W . H . M . (York) writes : Will you
please
give windings
makingastrembler
for
motor
bicycle
ignitionandto particulars
take as littleforcurrent
possible coil
? We
handbook
have
your
on
coils,
but
thought
that
there
might
be
something more suitable, having read that it was possible to make

oneto
work atadvise
2 volts.you better than to make the -in . spark coil
We cannot
to the particulars given in our handbook , and to work at 4 volts.

You mustto be
be very
verysensitive,
particularso about
the contact-breaker,
which
requires
use a delicate
spring lighthammer
and large platinum contacts.

H . C, D . motor
(Jes.
Shunt-wound
(13,102]
construct a 4 Motor.
h .-p . (local
shunt-wound
desire
writes : Ih.-P.
mond
supply ), revo
volts
type totowork from 240
of the) Lahmeyer
lutions about 3000 per minute ; and should be obliged by informa
tion on the following points ( I) Diameter and length of arma

ture, and also the best type to employ - ring or drum ? (2) If

tissue paper was simply put on to hold the wire together tem
porarily . I enclose an unfixed photo of coil (not reproduced ).
The outer covering is varnished , and underneath is a coating of

paraffin
Is the disccoil,onexcept
discharging
rod large enough
? I made
nd put.notogether
contact-breaker
andIs there
commutator.
Having
lathe,
I
could
notmanage
these.
(1)
not the
too
much
between
secondary
I found
primaryspace
slipped
very the
easilyprimary
into theandebonite
tube,?leaving
a little

K
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Space between top of wire and inner wall of tube. Then there is

thickness
(t in .),inand
the space
between1 inner
coil
ofthe
section
and ofthethetubetube(3 -32nds
.),making
altogether
in . space.
I always understood that the closer the secondary wire can be
brought to the
the better
primaryresults
wire, can
consistent,
of course,
proper
insulation,
be obtained
. iron
(2 ) with
Would
it be
advisable
to
slightly
increase
the
diameter
of
the
core,
so
when the three layers of wire are on it would fit tightly into that
the
tube 16without
spaceon? instead
(3) Would
it beofbetter
No.
wire andleaving
get fouranylayers
of three
the No.to use
14 ,
ascould
easilythanbeddonein
-covered
wire
better
.c .c . forthesamespace
primary wire ?? (4 (5) )Issingle
Would silk
it not
be an
advantage
the
metalof disc
of theins.section
winder
a bring
little
smaller.
Saytoithave
ins.,
instead
I 1316ths
?andThis
would
the
secondary
a
little
closer
to
the
primary,
also
allow
of a
slightly
in each
(One
fault of larger
my coilquantity
is, Iknowofwire
, thatbeing
I waswound
not able
to getsection.
on the stipu
lated quantity of wire into the proper space.) (6 ) Is there any
advantagein electrical
in using tinned
ironand,
wireif forso,cores,
as? advertised
by the
the
dealers
things,
what
Would the
not
tinning
burn
off
when
the
core
was
annealed
,
as
although
wire
is sent outsoft I should notmake it up without annealing again ?
( 7) Do you think , if the secondary wire is wound equal to specimen

sent,
that allfromothercoilmatters
being with
rights.sI may
4 -in , spark
when wound
.c . wireexpect
? to get the
This
coil
looks
a
creditable
job
;
we
advise
you
to persevere
success is often gained through failures. Re discharging
rod :;

disc is quite large enough ; you will notice that the spark is
longest when the point is positive. (1) No, we do not think the
cause is in the clearance between primary and secondary. ( 2 ) No.

do not put more iron in core yet. (3 ) No, do not put on
four
layersbetter.
of No.Ofcourse,
16 wire ; can
the trythree
layers of No. 14
should
the
experimentwithout
a greatbedeal
of trouble
, if you you
feel inclined
. You
will increase the
self-induction , and probably find it necessary to use higher voltage
( 4 ) No ; use D .C .C . There is no advantage in silk here. (5 ) You

Query 13/02

LAHMEYER TYPE FIELD-MAGNET.
slotted core, how many slots ? (3 ) Number of conductors in arma
and gauge of wire on field -magnets ? (5 ) Di
ture ? (4)ofQuantity
mensions
field -magnets (cross-section of pole- piece, & c .) ; cast

number ofI
commutator
? (6 ) Size
to be used sketch
iron proposed
assistance.
wouldof be
of much and
? A dimensioned
bars
Design
Dynamo
," but
referred to voltages
“
A
B
C
of
Mr. Avery's
havetreats
than is available here. Any other infor
of less
he
mation will bemuch appreciated.
diameter,
Armature
toothed drum pattern , 31 inins.
should
having
, deep, to be
24 slots, eachbe1 ofin . wide by 1 in , or 5 -16ths
wound with
24 coils , two in each slot. Wire, No. 26 gauge p . s. c .
wire
as you
weight
. The get
in asi much
for armature
totalabout
probably
will be; getabout
36 turns
will can
in each
lb . You
18 turns per coil. Length of armature core
slot that is , about
Commutator
outside
sections
diameter
24
have
;
be 4 ins.
to
isof touseful
portion to be about 2t ins. ; length of brush surface
If ins. (can be less if desired , as a brush in, wide by 1 in , thick
the
will
current). Field -nagnet to be wound with 6 lbs. No.
carry
28 s. c .c . copper wire on each bobbin , the two bobbins to be joined
in series with each other, and in shunt to the brushes. The in
sulation must be first-class throughout.
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(13,970]
12 -volt
Lighting
Accumulator.
B . M . 10D . (Low
Fell,
Gateshead
) want
writes
:use I these
havefor three 4 -volt
amp.
accumulators.
I
to
lighting
12-volt lamps.
I have them

but they will not light a 12 -volt
lamp properly.connected
I tried in series,
10 -volt
lamps, and
gave a very
good light, but generallyusing
burnt out after about twothey
hours' burning.

Can you suggest any way of making the 12 -volt lamps light
properly
? Would putting a cell into the circuit do any good ?
If three
in series willarenotrunlightup
lamp
- well4 -volt
then ,accumulators
either the accumulators
down a to12-volt
some
extent
or there
too much
the connecting
we
suspect
the iscells.
When resistance
in a fullyin charged
conditionwires
, an;
accumulator
gives
about
25
volts
per
cell,
but
this
rapidly
drops
to 2 volts per cell when discharging, at which point it ought to
continue
someperconsiderable
voltage
then should
graduallybe
falls to 1.8forvolts
cell, at whichtime;
pointits the
discharge
stopped
and
the
cells
recharged
.
You
will
see
by
this
that
recharging is necessary , the lamp will begin to go dull, and before
to get
over
the usual
to have
cells which
are cutthisin difficulty
as the voltage
dropspractice
too low is(one
extraextra
cell would
do in
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of quick
, easy,
and secure
adjustment
of the(American)
tool. Iftool-post,
desired
English
the
tool-post,
in place
the regular
furnished
without
can be
extra ofcharge.
The automatic worm
cross onandthelongitudinal
are itsactuated
phosphor-bronze
lead-screw , feeds
receiving
power byfroma
the head spindle through the spur gears ; the lead -screw is splined
and simply acts as a feed -rod ; therefore, theonly wear on the thread
isfor in a screw
-cutting. The automatic feeds are almost indispensable
large variety of work, as they secure more accurate results
and smoother surfaces. ' The range of feeds is very large. The
range
screwor -cutting
is extremely
threads,forright
left (including
it and wide27 ins.)cutting
from all
3 to standard
64 with
out compounding the gears, and nearly all threads by compounding.
When desired to cut both standard and metric threads, can furnish ,
for a slight advance
in price
, transposing
index. tofor cutting
international
standard
threads gears
metric
from and
0 '5 mm
8 mm .

The lead -screw is cut fron , a master-screw by a new process, from

your case), or to use an adjustable resistance , which is slowly cut

out
as the
voltswhich
drop., by Such
an arrangement
wouldover-running
suit your
10-volt
lamps,
the way,
ought to stand
for morethan twohours ; theymay be low -priced ones.
(14,345) Engine and Dynamo for House and Shop

Lighting.
. H . H 16. (Leeds)
writes
: I want
make
electric
plant
to lightJtwelve
c .- P . and
twenty
8 c.- P to. 100
-voltanlamps
for
ourhouse and shop. They willnot all be required to be litat once,
the
twelve
16
C
.P
.willbe
lit
about
3.30
to
11.
30
thatis,
in
winter
the other as occasion arises. Could you give me the sizes of field;
magnet and armature, and the size and quantity ofwire for same,
and the horse-power
willthe
takework
to drive
I think
I can
manage
to get along itwith
, as Isame,
wantthen
to have
it finished
for the winter, as we have such poor gas here in Leeds. I shall
want a switchboard , etc.
You will need a machine of about 1 ,100 watts output, and will
have to have an engine of fully 2 h .- P . to drive it. You will find
instructions
for calculating thesizes and windings ofsuch a dynamo
in the “ AB C of Dynamo Design ," price is. 2d . post free. For

to wiring' and lamps, see our oneshilling handbook
oninformation
" Electric asLighting.

The News of the Trade.

THE ROKAGE

SENECA
THE“ STAR
FALLS MANUFACTURING
" SCREW -CUTTING Bench LATHE.Co.'s
30 per cent.
durable,
and only
most,
desirable
leadcarbon
-screw . steel,
Whenmaking
desiredan toaccurate,
cut metric
threads
can furnish metric lead-screw and index in place of the regular

lead-screw and index at same price. Patented spring nuts are
[ The samples
Editor will
be pleased to receive for review under this heading
and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and material
for amateur
use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion, no payment
of any kind
being required or accepted. The Editor
criticise or commend according to the meritsreserves
of the thegoodsright to

sub
mitted,
or to abstain from interest toa hisreview
in any case where
the goods are not of sufficientinserting
readers.)

Revicios distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.

A New “ Star " Screw -cutting Bench Lathe.
The latest " Star " lathe is a 5-in . centre bench screw -cutting

lathe, especially designed for tool, model, and scientific instrument
making,
and Falls
for general
experimental
laboratory
The Seneca
Manufacturing
Co .,andSeneca
Falls,work.
N . Y ., Messrs
U . S . A ...
the manufacturers, claim that much work that is now done on large
and expensive tools could more profitably be done on this lathe.
The bed is proportioned
46 ins. long, broad
, deep, thoroughly
, and.
accurately
throughout.
The rated wellsizebraced
is 46-in
centres,
but
the
centres
actually
measure
5
I16th
ins.
over
bed ,
and 24 ins. between the centres. The countershaft has friction
clutch
pulleys
easy
to
operate
,
strong
and
durable,
also
has
self
aligning and self-oiling shaft Bearings. The pulleys and friction
bands are provided with self-closing oil cups.
The headstock has large hollow spindle, made from a crucible
steel
forging,
with draw -inboxes,
chuckwithfor split collets
up to ball
f-in .
capacity,
phosphor-bronze
end-thrust
bearings ; the cone pulley has three stepsimproved
for
wide
belt,
and
with
strong back -gears gives six changes of speed ; a push -pin on the
head -gear allows the cone be instantly locked or unlocked with
out using a wrench , Theto tailstock
is the curved or cut-under

pattern,
and is arranged with side and adjusting screws for taper
turning.

The carriage has long bearing on the ways, is gibbed to bed both
front and rear, A cam locking device locks carriage to the bed
when using cross -feed . The cross-feed screw has a graduated
collar which reads in thousandths of an inch and can be set at
position
in anyplain
zeroEither
and are
are supplied
or compound
rendersto
andmade
180 degs.,
is graduated
The base rests
interchange.
easily
fine adjustment. Tool-post has im
the compound rest capable of exclude
all dirt and chips and admit
proved collar and shoe, which

used
connection
washers toto hold
the and
change
place.inofThey
are easywith
andsplitconvenient
operate,
allowgearsquickin
shifts
the change
gears.

faceplates, centre

Each lathe is furnished with large and small
rest, follower rest, two hardened and ground point centres, a full
taper
wrenches. Extra attachments,
set of change gears,and andgear-cutting
attachment,
for
designed can
are blocking
these lathes and
when desired . While attachment,
be furnished milling
screw chuck ,
working metals, with the addition of a hand-rest,

cup, and spur centres, they are suitable for wood turning.

* A Guide to Model Railway Builders.
We, have
received
a copy which
of a has
tastefully-printed
handbook
en
titled
“ Model
Railways,"
just been published
by Messrs.
W . J . Bassett-Lowke & Co., of Kingswell Street, Northampton , as
a guide to the purchaser of model locomotives, rolling -stock and
railway materials. This book has some72 pages and over 80 photo
graphic and line illustrations, and should prove of great interest to
allmodel railway enthusiasts. The first chapters include potes on
the choice and scale of model railway equipment generally, and
on the model locomotive in its many forms ; Chapter III, Tin
rail formations, the plans given in this chapter being arranged and
accordance

signalled in
with proper railway practice ; Chapter IV ,
onsignalling
the scale; model
; Chapter
V , on signals
and
and thepermanentway
final chapter on
model stations
and rolling
stock
. work
The pages
by excellent
of model
comprisesexamples
railway
, and arethe illustrated
book generally
such information
as could not very well be included in the ordinary trade catalogue.

Price 6d. net, or 7d. post free.

New Catalogues and Lists.
Dockyard
Clyde aModel
received
copy

Argyll Arcade, Glasgow . – We have

of a leaflet describing the new models brought out
by this firm . The list
is illustrated , and contains descriptions and
prices
of
the
model
steamer novelties
and grindstone
reviewed in these columns,
in thewhich
shapeweof have
" Boxrecently
” and
" Eddy " kites, and two new designs
of model sailing yachts.
Readers should ask for Pamphlet B , and mention THE MODEL
ENGINEER .
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The Editor's Page.

Answers to Correspondents.

NUR new book , " The World's Locomotives,” by
Mr. Charles S . Lake, of which we gave a pre

T . W . (Coskery ). - Your schemeis feasible. The boat
should not bemore than 9 ft. long.
“ Novice ” (Cambridge). — The arrangement is quite

liminary notice in these columns a few weeks
ago, is now ready. As we then mentioned, it is a
comprehensive digest of the latest practice through
out the globe, and contains 374 pages and over 300
illustrations. The price is ios. 6d .net, iis. post free

your petrol engine to work by steam .
A .Depart
G . A . ment.
(Newport). — Apply at our Expert Service
A . J.McK . - Write to themakers of the turbine. We
cannot possibly supply the information .

themselves well to model-making, and, in a future
issue, perhaps you will allow me to explain how this
is. I have a suggestion to make which might be of
considerable service to your oversea readers, and also
to manufacturers and small tool makers. Let all
inodelmanufacturers send their price lists (illustrated)
to either the public libraries of the principal Colonial
towns, or to one of your readerswho would be willing

to receive them and allow people to consult them
The catalogues should be as full as possible, and

post free.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only ,and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.
Advertisement ratesmay behad on app.ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,

and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for revie. , to beaddressed

EDITOR,
toFleetTHEStreet,
Model Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppin's Court,
“ The
London
, E .C .

All corre-pondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and boos to be addressed to Percival Mrshall & Co ., 26 -29,
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Can da, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S.A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries . hould be addressed .

Contents.
The asterisk (* ) denotes that the subject is illustrated.]
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strongly bound, and they should be as well illustrated
as possible, and always fully priced. Colonialbuyers
don't want to have to write home for prices of tools,
etc., and then have to wait weeks or months longer
than necessary. The manufacturer should advertise
in your paper that he has done this, and also the
names of persons and addresses at which their lists
could be seen. I don't know how other Colonies are
situated , but in Natal onehas to send home for almost
everything the model-maker requires, such as silver
steel,most small tools, lathes, shapers, planers, chucks,
turning tools, milling cutters, small and large
tubing; square, half-round, or any other kind of mild
or tool steel (except hexagonal or octagonal), sheet
steel,and all model fittings. I would be quite willing
to receive lists for this district, and all w all interested
to consult any lists submitted to me.”

this matter.
W . N . (London ). — " SmallDynamos and Motors,” 7d.,

AAAAwwww

A Natal correspondent writes : " I have just had
another annoying experience of the careless way
some of your advertisers carry out instructions con
tained in orders sent from the Colonies. I sent, in
February, an order, accompanied by a P .O .O . for 3
for some castings and tubing. The goodsarrived last
week, and were found to be two boiler ends, two
upcomers, and one pair of loco wheels short, and, with
the exception of the two pairs of bogie wheels, all
were wrong. I ordered four pairs of 31-in , coupled
wheels, and one pair of 38-in . outside cylinder driving
wheels. I got two pairs of 41 ins., and one pair of
54 ins. The result is that, after waiting several
months, and paying £i 25. freight and landing
charges, I shall have to make patterns and get the
wheels cast here, as I cannot afford to wait another
three or four months. I am not giving the nameof
the firın yet, as I have written to them and await their
reply. I am making a 1-in , scale model of one of our
very fine tender goods engines. Such engines lend

W . L . C . (Southall). - Your letter has been sent on to
· our correspondent.
G . W . (Firpark , Glasgow ). — Please comply with our
rules. See recent query replies for information on

: :: :: :

from this office.

suitable. Large bladeswould not be any advantage.
G . K . H . - Wedo not advise you to attempt to alter
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A Small Dynamo for Charging Accumulators.
By J. K . COBB.

MR. J. K . COBB 's SMALL UNDERTYPE DYNAMO

THE small dynamo illustrated herewith is one
1 I have specially made for charging up small
accumulators, which duty it fulfils splendidly .
The design is taken from the M .E , handbook No. 10 ,
“ Small Dynamos and Motors." All castings are
from my own patterns ; only wire, stampings, and
insulatingmaterials being bought. The field -magnet
is cast from soft cast iron ; after the two halves were

fitted together and the armature tunnel bored , these

were filled up and polished all over ; and afterwards
electro -plated . The bearing brackets, brush rocker,
and pulley are in gunmetal, polished and lacquered ;
these brackets are of ample proportions, to secure
rigidness, the bearings have a length of three
diameters of shaft . The brushes are carbon ; these
are held in contact with spiral springs, the tension
being adjusted by means of a collar on the brusl.
holder rods. The armature is an 8 -slotted drum ,

The Model Engloeer and Electrician .
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14 ins, diameter by 2 ins. long ; armature spindle
is cast steel, the stampings being secured by a collar

at one side and with a threaded screw and nut at
the other . The commutator (8 -segment) proved
the toughest job of all, the segment bars being
assembled and insulated around a gunmetal sleeve

similar to the one described and shown in the above
handbook (Fig . 54). The armature is wound (to
Mr. Avery's type of winding shown in his “ ABC
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tooth thickness). The wheels are drilled •75 in .,
and have keyways cut.
Taking the tools in the order shown in the photo
graph , the first is the templet for making themilling
cutter. This is set out as shown in the diagram ,
and must be made very accurately . The second

is the form tool. This is made to the templet

of Dynamo Design," Fig . 40 ) with 5 ozs, of No. 21
D .c. c. copper wire. The field coils are wound with
2 lbs. No. 21 S. c. c. wire. The magnet winding is
connected as a shunt to the brushes, as will be seen .
The terminals are mounted on and insulated from

the rocker arm . The machine is bolted to a
polished laburnum baseboard, and with plated
fields, lacquered brass work , shellaced windings,
and French polished baseboard , it looks superb .

Workshop Notes and Notions .
(Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column,
Accepted
based on their own workshop experience.

contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord .
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be

marked " WORKSHOP" on the envelope.)

A Pair of Mitre Wheels.

By “ Lex.”
The two photographs herewith show a pair of
mitre wheels and the tools necessary to make same.
The diagram (Fig. 1) shows how the templet for
making the cutter is set out, and Fig. 2 shows the
gauge for the teeth .
Referring first of all to the wheels, these are of

Fig . 3. — THE FINISHED MITRE WHEELS.

mentioned, out of a piece of tool steel of a con
venient size. Its form must be the same right
across the tool, sɔ that its shape remains unaltered
FIG . 2. when it is ground. This tool must be hardened ,
GAUGE and tempered dark straw . It is then ground and
FOR
placed perfectly upright in the tool-holder of a
THE

Template to

TEETH .

planing machine, and canted so as to give the
cutting edge clearance. The third tool is the
former. To make this a piece of tool steel about
.625 in . by .5 in . is taken and placed end -up in the

planing machine vice canted at 25 degs. from the
vertical. The end is roughed down with an ordinary
tool, and then the form tool is used to plane out its
counterpart in the former. This operation requires
carefully doing, the work must be lubricated and

BD

Fig . 1. - SETTING OUT TEMPLET

FOR CUTTER .
mild steel, having 38 teeth of 20 diametrical
pitch . The outside diameter is 2 ins., and the
inside diameter is 1.3125 ins. The largest pitch
diameter is 1 '9 ins., the smallest pitch diameter is
1.2125 ins. The outside tooth thickness is .079 in . ;
the inside tooth thickness is .05 in . The length of
tooth face is .625 in . (this, by the way, is rather

longer than is usually necessary ; the general rule
being to make the length of face five times the

very light cuts taken . The former must be hardened ,
and tempered dark straw . It may then be ground
on the top, finishing off on an oilstone. It will be
seen from the way in which this tool is made that
however much it is ground it will always retain its
shape. The former is a form tool for the lathe,
and is used for forming and backing-off the milling
cutter at one operation . The milling cutter is of
tool steel 1.875 ins. diameter, .3125 in . thick , and

has ten teeth . It is roughly turned to the shape
of the templet, and then put in the milling machine
and gashed with a gashing cutter. After this, it is
d -off with the former, either on a backing off

lathe or on an ordinary lathe with a backing-off
attachment. If done in this way it may be ground
as often as necessary on the face without altering
its shape. I may mention here that I hope soon to
send a description of a simple backing -off appliance
for the lathe which does its work quite as well as
the most elaborate backing-off lathe.

Referring now to the diagram (Fig . 1) as stated
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above, the wheels are 20 diametrical pitch , which
means that for every inch of diameter, measured
on the outer pitch circle, there are twenty teeth
on the periphery of the wheel. In our case the

wheel is 1 .9 ins. diameter on the pitch line, and
will therefore have thirty -eight teeth . Having
settled on the outside diameter of the wheels it is
desired to make, and the pitch they are to be, we
subtract two pitches (i.e., for 20 pitch .1 in ., for
8 pitch , .25 in .) from the outside diameter, and that
gives the pitch diameter, viz . : outside diameter =
2 ins., pitch = 20 , . . 2 ins. – .1 in . = 1.9 ins. =
pitch diameter. Then scribe a circle B from the

centre A with a radius equal to half the pitch
diameter, viz. : 1.9 ins; • 2 = .05 in . After scribing
circle B scribe circles C and D , which are .05 in .
larger and .05 in . smaller than B , respectively . Set
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for the thin end of the tooth, and the second for the
thick end . To find the tooth thickness at the thick

end, divide the circumference of the outer pitch
circle by the number of teeth and spaces in the
wheel, viz . :

1.9 ins. * 3.1416 • 76 = .079 in .
The diagram (Fig . 1) applies equally well to the
setting out of spur gears, except that in spur gears
all the measurements are taken on what is in bevel
gears the outer pitch circle.

It will be noticed that a bevel gear cutter is con
siderably thinner than a spur gear cutter for the
same pitch ; the reason is , that to form the space
between two teeth in a bevel gear the cutter has to
be passed through twice, the wheel blank being
olo

the dividers at half the radius of the pitch circle
'95 in , • 2 = .475 in . - and scribe the segment E .

Now find the tooth thickness on the inner pitch
circle. To ascertain this subtract two pitches
from the inside diameter and multiply the remainder
by 3.1416 , and divide the result by number of
teeth and spaces in the wheel. The quotient is the
tooth -thickness on the inner pitch line, viz .:
(1•3125 in . - •1 in .) X 3.1416 • 76 = .05 in .

Mark off this distance on the pitch line at F and F ',
and join these two points to the centre. Set the
dividers at half the radius, and from centre G scribe
H , and from centre G ' scribe segment H '.
segmentdividers

Set the
at quarter the radius — i.e ., .2375 in .,
and from centre Fscribe segment K , and from
centre F ' scribe segment K '. With the same setting
scribe the segment L from the intersection of K

and H , and segment L ' from the intersection of K '
and H '. The space included by L and L ' down to
the inner circle is the shape of the templet.

If no gear tooth caliper is at hand, it is advisable
to make a small gauge like Fig. 2, one end of which

To

A CHEAP CRANKSHAFT.
moved round on is axis for the second cut. The
second cut acts mostly on the thick end of the tooth ,
removing very little metal (if any) from the thin
end . It will be seen , therefore, that the cutter has
• to be ofsuch a thickness as to pass between the thin
ends of the teeth .without removing too much
meta ).

Bevel gears cut on an ordinary milling machine
are not cut theoretically correct, as the curve on
the tooth should constantly change from one end
to the other. It becomes necessary, therefore , to

round off the inner ends of the teeth to the required
curve with a file.

A Cheap Crankshaft.
By W . HOWARD
Having bought a second -hand
5 - in . B .G . lathe, minus the
crankshaft, an idea occurred to
me for replacing this part,
which is illustrated by the ac
companying sketch (see above).
The crankshaft consists of four
i -in . gas-pipe elbows, three
nipples , and two lengths of
1 -in . gas barrel, costing alto
gether about 3s. I drilled f-in .
holes at each end of the elbows
through the nipples, also where
the two lengths of piping are
screwed into their respective
elbows, and pins were put
through and burred over at
the ends. No brazing was re

quired , and the crankshaft has
been in use for a considerable
time and given every satisfac

Fig . 4. - TOOLS USED FOR MILLING THE MITRE WHEELS.
tion .
A Heavy Wooden Driving Wheel for the Lathe.
By E . W . P.

gives the tooth thickness on the inner pitch circle,
and the other end gives the tooth thickness on the
outer pitch circle. This gauge should be cut out
of a bit of flat steel, and should allow the tooth to
enter an amount equal to the pitch . In the figure,
one end of the gauge has an opening .05 in . by .05 in .,

and the other an opening .05 in . by .079 in ., the first

The following is a simple way to make a heavy
driving wheel for a lathe or circular saw : — The
wheel here described is 3 ft. in diameter, and weighs
I cwt. First place together on the bench a number
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of -in . boards of any width edge to edge, and

total cost of the five gauges shown in the photo

strike out a circle with a 19-in . radius. Cut out
two circular pieces to the same radius, and nail
them together to make a wheel i in , thick , with the
grain crossing, as at A in the section, Fig. 1.
Describe a circle with an 18-in . radius on one side ;
then , on a thin piece of board or cardboard, strike
an arc with the same radius, six of which will make
the circle. Place a piece of 41-in . stuff on the arc,
and mark down each side, and cut out the card
board for the template. Then mark six patterns
on a piece of 41-in . by 3 -in . stuíf, and cut out.
Nail these pieces on the prepared inch wheel to the
line of the circle, as at B in the view (Fig. 2 ), leaving

graph was only is. rod.
A is a hardened steel ball, such as are sold by
cycle and motor dealers, and are usually correct to
*0005 in ., and therefore accurate enough for ordi
nary work . B is a piece of mild steel rod, which
can be knurled or left plain ; the diameter is about
in , under size of ball. The handle B is first sawn
off and turned down, then the end is bored or cupped

a hexagonal-shaped space. Having bored the centre
for the crank, pack the space with scrap iron, old
lasts, weights, & c., taking care to see, by means of
a straightedge, that nothing is above the sides of
the box. Now place the crank in position, at a
perfect right angle with the wheel, or it will not run
FIG . I .
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Fig . 1. - A CHEAP SET OF GAUGES.
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Fig . 2. - ELEVATION OF A GAUGE.
out to suit the diameter of the ball ; then the cup
Hit - 1-1- HALS

Fig . 2 .

SIDE ELEVATION.
A DRIVING WHEEL FOR THE LATHE.
true. Then mix up some cement in water, and
nail a circle of 1 -in , wood C (Fig . 1 ) over all. This
results in a good heavy wheel at a far less cost than

pour in to fill up level with the sides, and when set
one of the same weight in a casting. – Work .

A Cheap Set of Accurate Gauges.
By J. Gass.
Herewith are a photograph and sketch of a set
of cheap accurate gauges which I have made, and

have found very useful when boring small holes.
Every mechanic , both amateur and professional,
knows the difficulty of calipering correctly small
holes, especially if they are at all deep , and the cost
of ordinary plug gauges is, to many readers, pro
hibitive ; and here we have a set for little over the

cost of an ordinary pair of inside calipers. The

and one side of the ball are tinned with ordinary
solder. Now hold handle B in the vice, in a ver
tical position , and place the ball in the cup ; apply

the flame of a blowlamp at the point marked c ,
at the same time pressing on the ball with a piece
of wood. Care must be taken not to get the ball
too hot, or it will lose its temper, and become soft.
When set, polish up in the lathe, and it is complete.
Making Electric Light Sockets Waterproof.
By W . T . MEINZER .
I recently had occasion to put some electric
lights in a position exposed to water, and so I was
forced to devise some means of making the sockets
waterproof, since I have had previous trouble from
water getting into the sockets in the base of the
lamp and thereby short circuiting them . Before

putting the lamp in I took a lump of soft putty
and put it into the receptacle, and then screwed
the lamp in , forcing the putty into all the crevices
of the socket, and making it absolutely tight. I
then unscrewed the lamp again , and cleaned the

putty from the threads, so it would not stick there
as it hardened . - Power .
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The Latest in Engineering.
New Form of Mercury Arc Lamp, — The
Jena Glass Works, Schott und Genossen , have
brought out a new form of the mercury arc lamp,
which, first described by Arons in 1896 , has success
fully been applied for special illumination purposes
by Cooper Hewitt. The mercury arcs abound in
ultra -violet rays, which are invisible to our eyes,
and useless for ordinary illumination . As glass
absorbs these ultra-violet rays, Heraeus last year

is booked to do the journey in 4 hours 25 minutes.
The actual times of the three trains were as under

tried quartz tubes, which are permeable to rays
down to 220 hp . These tubes are, however, too
expensive. The new Jena glass, styled “ uvio ),” is
permeable to rays down to 253 ure, and hence little
inferior to quartz in this respect. These tubes are

Average :p:ed.. .. .. ;6*3 miles 56'3 miles 57'5 miles
Altogether, it is a feat of which any railway might

Boat
Mail
Special. Limited. Special.

b. m .

5. m .

h. m .

Plymouth
crossing
dep. 11.57 a.m . 12 .35..p . m . 12.50 p m .
Plymouth ,, Milltay
North Road
..
Paddi: gton . .
. . .. arr. 4.19 p.m 4 .57
5.36 »

be proud. Sandwiched in between these three

trains were three ordinary expresses, each booked
fitted with two pointed carbon electrodes, joined
to run over 100 miles without stopping, at speeds
to platinum wires fused on to the glass, and they
contain the usual small quantity ofmercury. The I well over 50 miles an hour.

O

O

O

O 10

O

Fig. 1. - PLAN AND ELEVATION OF THE KROMHOUT Motor LAUNCH . (See page 150.)
tube-holder is fixed to a stand , so that the tube
can be tilted in any position . As both electrodes
are of carbon , either of them can be made the lower
negative pole, which must be covered by mercury ;
otherwise it would soon be destroyed . The arc is
struck by tilting the tube, on whose stand the
resistances, & c., of the new uviol-mercury lamp
are mounted. The rays from these lamps have
powerful photo -chemical and also physiological
effects ; they irritate the healthy skin , and are sup
posed to cure lupus and skin diseases .

G . W . R . Non - Stop Runs. – On Monday,
July 3rd , there arrived at Paddington Station ,
within an hour -and-a -half of each other, three
trains, each having accɔmplished the long run of
254 miles from Plymouth without a stop. Two
were “ specials," run in connection with the North
German Lloyd s.s. lironprinz Wilhelm ; while the
other was the daily " Limited ," which , as last year,

Ball- Bearing Experiments. - In an article
describing experiments on ball bearings made at
theworks of the Société Alsacienne de Constructions
Mechaniques, Mr. C . Gégauff states that it is im
possible with any reasonable sized hub to carry the
load on a large automobile wheel on two rows of
balls only , and still get reasonable endurance. The
load to be carried on one wheel may be taken as
not less than 4 cwt., and the speed as 220 turns per
minute . He suggests, therefore, that four rows of

balls should be used . The maximum load (in
kilogrammes) which can be carried by a ball
bearing
without undue wear is, he states, given by
formula
the

—

.
Q = in 20, 0:5

6000

D

where n is the number of turns per minute, and D
is the diameter in centimetres of an imaginary

cylinder touching the balls internally.
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The Kromhout Motor Launch. — The 40 -ft.

admitted . Some figures due to Mr. Strahl, of the

Kromhout motor launch entered for the Motor
YachtClub's Reliability Trials byMessrs.Perman and
Co., Ltd., left Amsterdam recently, the crew con

Vaughan , the superintendent of motive power for

Dutch engineer. The boat, of which we are able

to reproduce drawings and a photograph , is 40 ft.
long on the water-line, her beam being 8 ft. S ins.,
and draught 3 ft. io ins. She is completely decked
in , with the exception of a cockpit aft. A 12 h .-p .
Kromhout motor, working with ordinary paraffin ,
drives her at about 7 knots per hour, consumption
being about 9 pts. per hour. At this speed , judg
ing by reports of her trials, she should prove a
formidable competitor in the trials, both on account

the Canadian Pacific Railroad, in a paper read
before the American Railway Master-Mechanics'
Association are, therefore, of interest. The figures
are as follows : -Superheat.
Deg. Fah.

Water .

18

2.5

Percentage of Saving

oovune

sisting of three - two English yachtsmen and a

Prussian State Railways, and quoted by Mr. H . H .

Coal.

ΙΟ

I 2 .5

108

of reliability and low consumption . The hull is
built of steel throughout by Messrs. Goedkoop

14:5
16

144

126
162

18.5
20 .5

13
14 . 5

I 80

22

16

Ijmuiden , and displaces some 12 tons.
The L . B . & S. C . Railway. - There is a possi

198

17

bility that the brilliant chrome, with which many

288

24

FIG . 2. — The KROMHOUT MOTOR LAUNCH.
thousands
ofmore than one generation of travellers
have become familiar as the highly distinctive
colour of the passenger engines on the London ,
in a comparatively short space of time. Several
proposed changes in this direction are under con
sideration , and among other colouis experiments
are being made with green (a dark tint ), plum ,
Brighton & South Coast Railway, may disappear

and mauve. Goods and shunting engines, which

up to the present have boasted a livery of dark
green , will, in all probability, in the future be garbed
in a more sombre black. Several other changes
and developments in the locomotive stock are in

contemplation .
Superheated Steam . - Doubts are sometimes

expressed as to whether the use of superheated steam
effects any appreciable saving of coal, though the
reduction in the weight of steam consumed is

A New Ship Propeller, patented by R . S .
Crawford , carries an ingenious setting of the blades
on the screw , which is claimed to give a better grip
on the water, with less slip and less broken water.

The blades are not arranged perpendicularly to the
being curved circumferentially . The tip of one
blade overlaps the base of the next. The result

shaft axis, but are “ inclined aft from roof to tip ,”

seems to be that the equivalent of one old blade
is made up by a set of the new ones, perhaps catcl.

ing more water, and releasing it with less back suc
tion .

STEAM TURBINES. - Steam turbines are com .
monly supposed to require that the supply of hot
vapour be furnished at a high pressure : but a
recent innovation proposes to use exhaust steam
on low - pressure turbines. This phase of economy
in primemovers will bewatched with much interest .
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Automatic Railway Couplings.
(Continued from page 136 .)
ANOTHER ingenious device is introduced by
A
Mr. William Downing, of69,Burgoyne Road ,
Sheffield , which is a simple and effective
arrangement of mechanism by means of which
vehicles can be coupled and uncoupled without
the use of shunting poles , and by which the dan
gerous practice of passing under or between the
buffers of such vehicles is rendered unnecessary .

Drawings are herewith reproduced which serve to
explain in some measure the proposed arrange
ment. Fig . 10 is a side elevation and plan of the
apparatus eng iged with the drawhook of an
adjacent vehicle provided with a similar appa

ratus. Fig. II is a plan of the apparatus with
its position upon the wagon indicated only, to
prevent confusion . A cross shaft A is supported
in suitable bearings B , under the wagon frame,
and upon each projecting end is fixed a hand lever
C , by means of which the apparatus is operated
from either side of the vehicle. Upon the shaft A
and near its centre is secured a single or double arm
D ,which, when the shaft is turned in one direction
in its bearings B , is raised from its normal or
pendent position,and is lowered by a reverse move
ment. Upon each side of the drawhook E is pin
jointed a depending bar or arm F , the opposite ends
ofthese two bars being similarly connected with one
end of the coupling link G , and also to a single or
double carrier, its opposite end being pin -jointed
to the before mentioned single or double side arm
D . The carrier is made with projecting parts
upon which the coupling link G rests.
These component links and arms when in their

Fig . 10 . – PLAN AND ELEVATION OF COUPLING
ARRANGEMENT.

BOITO

FIG . II. - DIAGRAM OF MR. WM.
DOWNING 'S DESIGN FOR AN AUTO .

MATIC RAILWAY COUPLING .
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normal position (or out of use), assumeby gravita
tion the position shown on the right-hand side of
the figure or thereabouts, the coupling link resting
in an oblique position upon the projections of
{he carrier.
It is arranged that the hand levers C shallmove
between a double segmental guide, provided with
a number of pinholes and a retaining pin , or a
rack and pawl may be substituted if preferred .
When two adjacent wagons provided with this
invention are in position to be coupled , the hand
lever C on either side of the vehicle is forced
downwards, and this movement turns the shaft A ,
raising all the connected parts with the coupling

link G , and eventually bringing the link directly
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on curves, can be used with present couplings ,
and, in short, meets all the requirements of the
railway companies.

The coupler has been

thoroughly tested on some of the Great Northern
Railway Company's wagons with their other rolling .

stock , on one occasion coming from Yorkshire
with a train load of goods wagons, and returning
thither . The photograph (Fig . 12 ) shows the gear

attached to a pair of G .N . R . goods wagons.
ANOTHER NEW FUEL . - Recent tests of molasses
as a fuel show that under proper conditions i lb .
of the substance will evaporate 2 lbs. of water. At

present, waste molasses is sprinkled on bagasse

Fig . 12. – MESSRS. RUSHFORTH & SowdEN'S PATENT AUTOMATIC COUPLER, APPLIED TO Goods WAGONS.
(spent sugar-cane) on its way to the furnace .
over
thedrawhook
E , upon which it is then lowered
shown
drawing.

as

in the

In the application of this mechanism to railway
carriages or coaches, and for the purpose of drawing
back and tightening the hooks and links, when
coupled , it is proposed to screw -thread a portion of
the length of the draw bar, and place upon it a
toothed wheel (which is held in position between
fixed plates ) and which can .be rotated from either
side of the carriage by a toothed wheel operated by
a cross shaft provided with suitable handles.
Another invention, which we also are able to
illustrate, is that ofMessrs. Rushforth & Sowden 's,
Imperial Chambers, 62, Dale Street, Liverpool.
This patent automatic coupler is a simple and
efficient arrangement, which can be fixed practically
in a few minutes,there being no alteration to present
Tolling-stock necessary . It will couple and uncouple

Molasses has been used as a fuel in Hawaii, Java ,
Cuba, and Egypt.
A NEW EXPLOSIVE. " Vigorite," is the name of

a new explosive recently tested in Bavaria. It was
invented by Prof. Schultz and Mr. Gehre, and a
new type of nitrous compound is employed in its
manufacture. This compound , when combined with
saltpetre, gives extraordinary results. The ex
plosive is not affected by friction or impact, and is
not influenced by damp or frost. When ignited in
the open air it does not explode, but burns slowly .
During the tests comparisons were made with gela
tinous explosives, dynamite, special black powders,
etc. The results showed that " Vigorite " is about
ten times more powerful than the most violent
explosive. Works will before long be constructed
at Lohr-on -the-Main for its manufacture .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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Lessons in Workshop Practice.
By A . W . M . .

(Continued from page 124.)
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also be more efficient and take
power to drive it, so that if the
limited and you want to get as
you can from the dynamo, the

00000

a machine would
considerably less
driving power is
much output as

delllllll

XXI. - Practical Notes on Selecting and Using
Small Dynamos and Motors.
Dynamos. — The kind of armature fitted to any
dynamo, and system of winding employed for its
field coils, will determine whether it is adapted for
general purposes or for some particular kind of work
only . When selecting a machine, therefore, you
should ascertain what kind of armature it has and
the type of winding on tie field -magne '. If the
armature co 'e is solid , the machinewill not be suit
ab 'e for use on long periods of running ; the armature
will become hot and the machine will probably
have to be stopped after running for about an hour
to allow the armature to cool, though it may work
very well during this time. A machine having an
ar nature with a laminated core should be selected
if it is to run for more than an hour at a time; such
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brushes touching both sections of the commutator,
permitting current to flow back into the armature.
Polar armatures, such as the tripolar and quad
ripolar patterns, are not of much advantage for
dynamo use ; they are inferior to the shuttle arma
ture for such work as that pattern is adapted for ,
and very little superior to it for charging accumu
lators : it is better to choose a proper ring or drum
armature when it is desired to advance from the
single coil type. As regards results in working, ring
and drum armatures may be regarded as equally
good ; the drum is less liable to s parking, especially

when running in an unequal magnetic field ; but if
the ring armature has a comparatively large num
ber of sections in its commutator, and therefore

its winding divided into coils of few turns each ,
there is practically no difference in this respect :

It is, however, important that a ring armature should
run true : this type, beingmore difficult to mou it on
the spindle than the drum , is liable to have the core
eccentric to the spindle, causing vibration when
running . Drum armatures should always have
toothed cores up to about 2 ins. diameter, at least ,
if made with smooth cores it is doubtful whether
such small armatures will excite the field coils ;
six is the lowest number of coils to adopt as good
practice ; four coils can be used ; but the current
then fluctuates to a considerable extent, and so
low a number is preferably avoided .
The system adopted for winding the field -magnet

is of much importance. A simple series winding
should not be used unless the machine will always

elll

be worked at maximum current output or near it,

because the winding of a series machine is calcu
lated on the assumption that a certain current of
constant value will be flowing through the coils ;

this kind of winding is also unsuitable for charging
accumulators and electro -plating, as, if any current
flows back from the cells or bath the polarity of
the machine will reverse, so that it will send a

as

current in the reverse direction, damaging the
accumulator plates or the surface of the work which
is in the bath : it is a winding, however, which is
suited for working one or more arc lamps. The
Fig . 1 .

result will be very much better if the armature
his a laminated core . Where efficiency does not
mitter and the machine is to be used for experi
menting during short periods, a solid core may
answer sufficiently well.

The single coil armature, called a shuttle or
Siemens H pattern by reason of the shape of its
core, gives very good results when used for lighting
lamps , electr )-plating on a small scale, and general
experimental use, even working an induction coil or
driving small motors. It is , however, not good
for ciarging accumulators : though an ingenious
user may ucceed by some device in charging small
cells, it is better to regard the single coil armature
as practically useless for this purpose , the reason
being that such an armature gives a current which

is not steady, but drops to nothing when the coil is
touch both sections of the commutator simul
taneously and short circuit the accumulator, per
mitting it to discharge the current previously put
into it by the preceding half revolution of the
armature. As s' owiin Fig . 1, A is the dynamo
seading current in to the cells , and B the
at the neutral position , at which moment the brushes

shunt system of winding is a safe one to adopt : 11
is a most useful winding for lighting lamps, and is

the correct one to use for charging accumulators
and electro-plating. It is not well adapted for
fusing or heating wire, or working induction coils,
motors or arc lamps, though in experienced hands
it can be used for all these purposes. It is the best
winding for the novice to commence with ,
The compound system is useful for driving motors ,
an arc lamp, or an induction coil ; it is suitable for
general experimental work for heating and fusing
wires ; it can be easily converted to simple shunt

by disconnecting the series winding. One of its
chief functions is to keep the voltage constant
when used for lighting incandescent lamps the
number of which is not kept constant. But though
this automatic method of regulation of the voltage
with a varying load is fairly successful with well
designed large machines, it must not be expected
to give such close regulation with small machines ;

it is also necessary that the machine should run at
constant speed - even a large machine will not be
accurately self-regulating if the speed varies. There
are different conditions to be observed for each of
these systems of winding when testing a dynamo,
as, if the test is not made in the right way, the
result may be quite unreliable,
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Series Wound Dynamo. - If the machine

a correct speed for which it was designed
Testing
is run
at the
to give its full voltage, it will only give that voltage
when the correct amount of current is taken from
the armature. The reason for this is that the
whole amount of current given by the machine
must pass through the field -magnet coils ; there
fore, as the strength of the magnet depends upon
the number of turns of wire in the coils multiplied
by
ampères
flowing
them
the the
ampère
turnsofascurrent
the proper
termthrough
is - it follows
that the magnetism will only be at the right strength
when the full current is flowing through them at
which they were designed to give their proper
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in the iron of the field -magnet. A novice may
conclude from this that the dynamo is out of
order , and that there is something wrong with

it, and be confirmed in his opinion when , after
putting on a load of perhaps several lamps, the
sion might be quite erroneous, as the failure of the

machine still failed to give current. This conclu

machine to give current would very likely be still
due to the resistance of the circuit being too high

to permit enough current to flow and excite the
field -magnet. More lamps should be added in
parallel to the others to reduce the resistance of

the circuit, until a point is reached at which the
machine commences to give current : the voltage
will then rapidly rise if the machine is in
order. More lamps can be added until the
correct output is obtained , provided the
driving is regular : the machine will then
maintain a steady output. If more lamps
are now added in parallel, so as to draw more
current, the voltage may not rise or may com
mence to drop , depending upon the design of
field -magnet ; but having reached a steady
output, this should be considered as the cor
rect load at which the machine is to be
worked , assuming that the coils do notbecome
too hot. If they get over heated , it means
that you are taking too much current from
the machine and must reduce it until the
coils keep at a moderate temperature ;
perhaps you will then find that the volts are
too low or the machine will not excite with
the smaller current. This means that the
speed must be increased until you get the
required voltage with the lower rate of

Dmon
Field coil

Volimeler

Armalure

+ Lamps

current. Fig . 2 is an explanation of these

00000

Du

- Copper wire

Lomps

remarksby means of diagrams. C shows the
machine with open circuit on at which stage
it does not excite, the minute current taken
by the voltmeter having no effect. D shows
the machine loaded with a circuit of three
lamps, but it still does not excite, as the
resistance of the circuit is too high to permit
sufficient current to flow to start it. At E
the number of lamps has been increased to
six , reducing the resistance of the circuit to
the correct amount, so that sufficient current
flows and the machine excites . It will be

hereby understood that the series wound
dynamo is only suitable for working with

Fig . 2.

one definite value of current such as would

effect. If you have a series wound machine to test,
the first thing to do is to get it running at its proper
speed ; if this is not marked on the terminal board ,
you must guess it as near as you can . The diameter
of the armature will be a guide, a rough rate being
a surface speed of 1,500 to 2,000 ft. per minute for
the circumference.* With no load on at all - or
open circuit, as it is called - no current will be
generated , and the machine will not be doing any

be taken by an arc lamp or several arcs in
One way of testing if a series wound dynamo is
in working order, is to short circuit the terminals ;
to do this, join a piece of moderately thick copper
wire to them as F , Fig . 2 , whilst the armature is
running. If there is nothing wrong with the
machine, it will immediately excite ; in fact, the
rush of current will very likely cause the armature
to slow down so suddenly that the driving belt

work , because no current can flow through the field

may be thrown off ; but certainly the sudden drag

coils as the circuit is open . If a voltmeter be applied
to the terminals it will not indicate any volts at
all, or perhaps just show a slight deflection due
to a very small voltage and current generated
owing to residual or permanent magnetism existing

upon the armature is unmistakeable and proves
at once if the machine is in order. Such a rough

* A table of usual speeds for different sizes of

armatures is given in Model ENGINEER handbook
No. 10 .

series or a fixed number of incandescent lamps .

test would , of course, not be applied to a large
dynamo, but for sizes below 500 watts it may be

used , and if one end of the copper wire is only
allowed to touch its terminal for an instant the drag
on the armature will only last while the circuit is
complete, and the shock may be mitigated ,
( To be continued .)
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A 2 -in . Spark Coil:
By E . J. SZLUMPER .
THE photographs here reproduced are taken from
a 1- in . spark coil which I have just coni
pleted . As the build is rather a departure
from the ordinary run of coils, it may be of some
interest to readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
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tact pillar is the only part not made by myself.
This I had turned for me by a friend. It is made
of gunmetal, and is 21 ins. in height. The contact
screw is made from a steel bolt , with the top of a

carpet pin sweated on the head. As I could not

tap the pillar to fit , a hole was drilled through , and
a nut sweated on one side ; by using a lock nut the
screw can be fixed very firmly.
The armature is of the vertical type, with a head
of soft iron the same diameter as the core.
The dischargers are made of -in . brass wire,
with walnut handlesmade from tool handles,
and slide through large terminals, which are
mounted on wood blocks. The disc is made
of sheet brass it ins. in diameter. The
secondary terminals are situated on the side

of the coil above the reversing switch . The
condenser is of the usual type ; the paper
sheets are made from foreign notepaper
soaked in paraffin wax. After they had dried
they were placed one by one on a piece of
blotting-paper, and a hot iron run over them
to remove the superfluous wax. The lugs

are separate strips of tinfoil laid on the
tinfoil sheets, and the whole pressed together.
The body of the coil is made of 1-in .
mahogany, highly polished , and all the brass
work is polished and lacquered .
I have used the coil with two 4 -volt
pocket accumulators in parallel, and it has
worked very well, giving its full spark and
lighting Geissler tubes to perfection .
All materials, except discharger handles,
terminals, & c., were bought in the rough ,

Fig . 1. - A 4-in . Spark Coil.
The dimensions of the coil proper are taken
from the handbook on Induction Coils. Primary
winding, two layers of No. 18 D .C.C., wound on a
core in . in diameter, and composed of a number
of very fine iron wires. The primary is
insulated from the core by a layer of
shellaced paper, and after it was wound on
a piece of linen was glued on over all, and

An accidental shock from this coil is any
thing but pleasant.
In conclusion, I should like to say that

THE MODEL ENGINEER and your sixpenny hand
book have been invaluable aids to me.
The divisions of coil are as fc 'low — Length ,
101 ins. ; breadth , 54 ins. ; height, 6 irs. ; height of

coated with shellac until it was hard ; this
makes a good insulating tube.
The secondary consists of lb . of No. 36
s . c. c., wound in four sections. The bobbins
for the sections are built up of brown paper

tube about fin , thick , with cardboard ends.
The tube was first made in one piece on
the primary ; when hard , it was cut to con
nect length , and the ends glued on . Each
layer of the secondary was coated with shellac,
and between every two layers was wound a
piece of paper. Shellac makes a very satis

factory insulation for the bobbins, but as I
find the loose connections to dischargers and
Fig . 2. — THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY Coils.
secondary terminals shaking about inside
discharger from top of coil, 41 ins. The photo
the box, and sparking to each other, I intend

to fill the whole of the interior with paraffin wax.

graph Fig . 2 shows the coils before being mounted .

It will be seen from the photograph that I have
substituted a reversing switch for the usual type
of commutator. I did this because there is not
much room to spare by the contact-breaker, and
it relieves the side of the box .
The switch is placed on a separate baseboard ,
which is screwed on the side of the box. The
switch arms are pivoted on two binding screws, and

PLATINUM . — 95 per cent. of the world's produc
tion of platinum comes from the Ural district,
especially South Verkhotursk , Perm , North Verk
hotursk and Cherdynsk. Total production for 1902
nearly 6 tons, about 41 cwts. less than 1901. There

the four studs are made of carpet pins. The con

are two or three refineries in Russia , but most of the
product is exported in its raw state.

er
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A Model Surface Condensing
Tandem Compound Marine

Engine.
By “ BEGINNER.”
THE engines here illustrated are of the inverted,
1 vertical compound type, with four cylinders,
and outside valves and valve gearing ;
cylinders arranged in pairs, the two high -pressure
over the two low -pressure cylinders, with distance
piece between them . The exhaust steam from high
pressure cylinders is delivered through copper pipes

direct to low -pressure steam chests ; the low

pressure exhaust, through copper pipes into back
columns, and from

August 17, 1905 .

to condenser with in , diameter bolts. An inspec
tion door is fitted on the back of condenser.
Air and Circulating Pumps are both of cast brass .

Air pump 11-in . bore by 5-in , stroke, fitted with
foot and head valves ; the latter are of thin brass
scraped up to a good fit. Air pump is worked by
a set of links from crosshead of forward engine.
The circulating pump is a double-acting bucket,
the valves in separate boxes being circular balls .
this and feed pump, which is a single-acting plunger,
are coupled together and worked by links from the

after engine crosshead.
Crankshaft is of mild steel, built up and balanced
by extension of crank webs. It is joined in centre
by circular couplings and bolts. Diameter of shaft
throughout being 9-16ths in .

thence to condenser. The

cylinders are two of 11 ins. diameter high -pressure ,
and two of 24 ins. diameter low -pressure ; stroke,
It ins. ; speed , about 40 ft. per minute. Cylinders
are cast separately in brass ; thickness, 5 -32nds in .
Steam poris in high-pressure, k-in . by k-in . ; exhaust
poris, & in . wide ; low pressure steam ports, i il.
by in ., and exhaust ports, i in . by 1 in . Drain
taps are fitted to low - pressure cylinders ; also start.
ing valves to admit steam top and bottom of low
pressure cylinders, independent of the slides.
The valves are single ported , and made of hard
brass, I -16th in . lap, 1- 32nd in . lead.
Pistons are cast brass, turned up true, and eac!
fitted with one ring i in . in breadth .
Piston -rods of mild steel, 13-32nds in . diameter

at bottom and secured to steel crossheads by
5 -16ths in . nuts ; the low -pressure pistons being
secured to rod by nuts of same diameter ; tail end
of rods 9 - 32nds in . diameter ; also the high- pressure
rods, the rods being coupled together with a stepped
scarfed joint, with sleeve slipped over and held in
position by four in . diameter steel bolts. Tail
end rods through top of high -pressure cylinders
3 - 16ths in . diameter. Rods are kept steamtight
by means of glands and stuffing-boxes packed with
best cotton rope stranded to the required size.
Connecting rods are ofmild steel with two marine
ends to crosshead, and one to crank pin ; brasses
fitted in halves and adjustable.

Valve motion is of mild steel, the spindles being

in., 3-16ths in., and 5-32nds in , in diameter, the
and are arranged s) that they can be with
drawn for repairs. The
spindles are coupled by
secured by nuts top and
justable on the spindles,

high - and low -pressure
means of a short arm
bottom . Valves are ad
and the latter are fitted

with guides which are adjustable. The reversing
links are solid , of marine type, working in circular
brass discs, which are fitted in butt ends of low

pressure valve spindles. Eccentric rods and pulleys
of steel, and straps of brass. The reversing of the
valves is occasioned by means of a worm wheel

and pinion ; the latter is driven by a small inverted
vertical engine having a cylinder -in. bore by k-in .
stroke.
The bed is of cast brass, with square recesses for
journal brasses, which are adjustable and provided
with steel diameter.
caps, each being held in place by two

bolts in .
Condenser is of cast brass , having about 70 sq .
ins, of tube service ; the tubes are thin brass, and
secured in tube plates by stuffing-boxes with

screwed nipples, and packed with cotton strands
soaked in tallow . Doors and tube plates secured

For the Bookshelf.
(Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26 - 29, Poppin ' s Court ,

Fled
Street, London, E .C ., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.]
THE HAND CAMERA AND WHAT TO DO WITH IT ..
By W . L . F . Wastell and R . Child Bayley .

London : Iliffe & Sons, Ltd. Price is. net ;
postage 3d.
This work has taken the place of the book by
W . D . Welford . It will be found to deal with

modern hand cameras of all types, and to give full
instructions for all those forms of photographic work
which involve the use of a hand camera , or follow
from its employment. No form of photography at
the present day is so popular, yet no form wants
more skill and knowledge to get the best out of it.
The authors are well known as users of the hand
camera for many years, and the information they
give is copious, practical, and reliable. The volume

is neatly bound in cloth and contains some excellent

reproductions of hand camera pictures by the
authors.

The engineer of the Association Normande des
Propriétaires d 'Appareils à Vapeur, M . Maréchal,
who has carried on interesting investigations on
the steam engine and the proportion of calories
actually utilised , has arrived at the conclusion that,
even with the most perfect systems, as much as

59 per cent, ofthe total heat developed goes to the
condenser. When the engine is exhausting to
atmosphere 63. 6 percent. of the heat is
dissipated .
Perfect COMBUSTION . - For perfect combustion
8 lbs. of oxygen are required for every pound of
hydrogen , and 23 lbs. of oxygen for every pound
of carbon . With the contracted damper opening
of the modern locomotive this perfect combustion
cannot be obtained . One remedy that has been
suggested is the staying of the firebox with hollow
stays having an inside diameter of in . and not
over 3- 16ths in . The amount of air that can be
admitted through 1,000 or more of these hollow
stay bolts is sufficient to improve the combustion

very materially. Another good result of having
air passing through the stay bolts is that the risk
of burning them is decreased , the expansion of the
bolt is reduced and the likelihood of the plates

cracking is largely avoided .
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Notes on Locomotive Practice .
By Chas. S. LAKE.

(Continued from page 10 .)
THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN BRITISH LOCOMOTIVE PRACTICE.
are arranged in the same transverse plane at the
URING the past few months there have been
recorded one or two notable developments
bogie centre, with the high -pressure
between
connected with locomotive engineering in
the frames driving the cranked axlepair
of the first
this country , and by the time these notes are in
pair of coupled wheels, and the low - pressure outside
print it seems probable that the number will have
driving the second pair of coupled wheels. A
been increased . Locomotives of new types for their
separate set of valve gearing is provided for each
respective lines have been put to work upon the
cylinder, that for the outside or low -pressure being

11601Bewein

Coal 5 Tons

DLPU

Water 36 70 Gallons

-- - - - - - - --- - - -

- - - - 13. 0
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1812
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Fig . 23. - FOUR-CYLINDER COMPOUND EXPRESS PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE, G ,N .RLY.
Great Northern , Great Western, and London and
of the Walschaerts type, actuating valves working
North-Western Railways, whilst developments in
above the cylinders, and those for the high -pressure
respect of enlarged proportions for existing types
inside being of the ordinary link motion pattern ,
of engines have, in addition , taken place upon the
with the valves between the cylinders. The engine
G . W . and L . & S . W . Railways. On the Great

is provided with a " change" valve, allowing it to

Pressure 195perlbso "

Tonk copocity

:."6'8-

2000 gollons

Troclive
force
21190 lbs.

70
- - - - - - - - 12 ' 0" - - --

- - - 8' 6 "- - --- * - - - & ' 0 *- -

- -5

- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - 28 ' 6 ' - --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - 32 ' 0 " - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 41 ' 4 " - - - - - -- -

- - - - - - - - --

Fig . 24. - LATEST TYPE OF PASSENGER TANK ENGINE, G . W .R .
Northern Mr. H . A . Ivatt, the chief locomotive
be worked either simple or compound at the will of
engineer, has produced from the Doncaster Works
the driver. Two reversing levers are provided ,
a four-cylinder compound express locomotive of
with sectors placed close together on the footplate.

the 4 - 4 - 2 or “ Atlantic

" type,
similar in many
respects to his famous 251 class
locomotives already
illustrated in these pages. The new engine has the
same pattern of boiler, and also
the same diameters
of wheels and disposition of wheelbase as in the
251

class, but a marked difference exists in the
provision of the four compound cylinders, which

Thus an independent range of cut-off is arranged
for in the high and low -pressure cylinders.
The principal dimensions are : - H .- P. cylinders,
13 ins. diameter by 20 ins. stroke ; L.-P . cylinders,
16 ins. diameter by 26 ins. stroke ; coupled wheels
6 ft. 8 ins. diameter ; coupled wheelbase, 6 ft.
10 ins. , total wheelbase, 26 ft. 4 ins. ; boiler
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Two additional de Glehn compounds have been

diameter outside, 5 ft. 6 ins. ; length between tube
plates, 16 ft. ; total heating surface, 2,500 sq . ft . ;
grate area , 31 sq . ft. ; working steam pressure,
200 lbs. per sq . in . ; weight on coupled axles,

put to work on the Great Western recently . They
are numbered 103 and 104, and have about 10 per
cent, larger dimensions than those of “ La France,"

36 } cwts. ; weight of engine (without tender) in

the prototype de Glehn locomotive introduced on

working order, 69 tons. A standard six -wheeled

an English railway. The two new engines are now
working on the principal G . W . R . services, including

tender is provided having capacities of 5 tons of
coal and 3,670 gallons of water.

On the L . & N . W .R . Mr. Geo . Whale, the chief

the “ Limited ” expresses running from Paddington
to Plymouth and vice versa without stopping. The

mechanical engineer, has recently introduced a
new class of locomotive having inside cylinders

high- pressure cylinders are 14 3 - 16ths ins. diameter
by 25 3 - 16ths ins. stroke ; low - pressure , 23; ins. by
25 3- 16ths ins. stroke ; coupled wheels, diameter

19 ins. diameter by 26 ins. stroke, and three pairs

have been specially designed for working heavy

6 ft. 84 ins. ; total heating surface, 2,755 sq . ft. ;
grate area , 33.35 S 1. ft. ; working steam pressure,
227 lbs. perGlehn
sq . in compound
. ; tractive force,
27,713ofsq.similar
ft.
locomotive
The de
design built by the Vulcan Works Co., of Newton
le-Willows, Lancashire, for the G .N .R ., is just com .
pleting at the time of writing , but it is as yet too
early to give the dimensions. The five “ Atlantic "
type locomotives designed by Mr. D . E . Marsh .

express passenger trains between Crewe, Preston ,

the recently appointed locomotive engineer to the

of coupled wheels, 6 ft . 3 ins. diameter on tread .
The front end of the engine is carried upon a four
wheeled radial truck , thus making the 4 - 6 - 0

type, and the boiler is of large proportions, having
2 ,049 sq . ft. of heating surface and 25 sq . ft. of
grate area. The design conforms in respect of de
tails to Mr. Whale's 4 - 4 - 0 type express engines
of the “ Precursor ” class. The new locomotives
and Carlisle, on which sections some exceedingly
trying gradients have to be negotiated .

L .B . & S .C .R ., will also be delivered very shortly
They will resemble in many respects those of Mr

Fig . 25. - ONE OF THE NEW DE GLEHN COMPOUNDS ON THE G . W . R .
A new iype of passenger tank engine has recently
H . A . Ivatt's 251 class engines on the G .N .R ., but
made its appearance on the Great Western Railway,
will have several noticeable features identified with
having outside cylinders and the 4 - 4 - 2 wheel
“ Brighton ” practice as introduced by the late
arrangement. Some of the proportions closely
engineer, Mr. Billinton . Mr. Dugald Drummond's
County
express
follow those of the “
" class
loco
new 4 - 6 - 0 type passenger engines with four simple
motives on the same railway, but a slightly smaller
cylinders are nearing completion at Nine Elms
boiler is used . The engines, which are intended
works. Altogether the present year will have been
for fast passenger service on limited distance trains,
a remarkable one in the annals of British loco
have dimensions as follows :- Cylinders, 18 ins.
diameter by 30 -in . stroke ; coupled wheels, 6 ft .

8 ins. (the largest used anywhere for tank engines);

motive engineering.
(To be continued .)

coupled wheelbase, 8 ft. 6 ins. ; total wheelbase,

32 ft. ; boiler (coned ), diameter front end, 4 ft.
55 ins. ; boiler diameter, firebox end, 5 ft. } in .,
total heating surface, 1,518 sq . ft. ; grate area ,
20- 35 sq . ft. ; working steam pressure, 195 lbs. per
sq . in .

plement Age, a square foot of uncovered pipe, filled
with steam at ivo lbs. pressure, will radiate and
dissipate in a year the heat obtained by the eco

On the London & South -Western Railway Mr.

nomic combustion of 398 lbs. of coal. Thus, 10

Dugald Drummond has rebuilt the 720 class of four
cylinder simple express locomotives of the 4 - 4 - 0
(uncoupled ) type designed by him some years ago

for heavy passenger traffic. Larger boilers have
been fitted having 1,760 sq . ft. of heating surface,
but in the main the dimensions, except for those of
the boiler, have not been altered . The larger boilers

will, however, greatly increase the efficiency of the
engines, as with four simple cylinders all taking high
pressure steam , those originally fitted were hardly

adequate in generating power.

HEAT OF STEAM .- According to the Export Im

sq . ft. of bare pipe corresponds approximately to
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY FOR RAILWAY Trains.
The Chicago & Alton Railway Company has de
cided to supply with wireless telegraph apparatus
all the trains between Chicago and St. Louis, which

the waste of two tons of coal per annum .

will not only keep the trains in constant com
munication with the stations - thus, it is hoped ,

rendering collisions almost impossible - but also
permit the passengers to send what messages they
please,
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material, & in . or 5 - 16ths in . diameter, is cut to a
length of 8 ins., and tapped from eac'ı end towards
the middle to receive the two nuts L and M . The
threat is then cut off , either by file or in the lathe,
tur a distance of 4 in . at one end — the end which
fits into the bearing E , and for i } ins, at the other,
which latter end is filed square for about in .
along from the end to fit in the handle. Of course,

A Small Winding Machine.
By J. A . DICKINSON.
THE machine about to be described is intended
1 chiefly for model work , but may advan
tageously be used formore substantial jobs,
if made large enough for the work in hand .
It consists of a baseboard and two upright pieces
(A , B , C , Fig . 1), which latter are secured at a dis
tance apart large enough to allow of a fairly long
bɔbbin being wound. The baseboard (in this in
stance) is 10 ins. long by 5 ins. wide by { in . thick ,
and the uprights are 6 ins. by 4 ins. by 1 in ., placed
Sins, apart.
Bearings. — The general construction of the bear

any other approved method of securing handle to

FIG . 3.
DETAILS OF
BEARING .

ings is shown in Fig . 3 ; but as they differ in detail,
they will have to be described . A is a block of
wood i in . by in ., with a hole (equal to diameter
of shaft D , Fig . 1) bored about three-quarters of
the way through , when the block is cut out with a
chisel to the shape shown at B . A piece of wood
cut to the shape shown at C is next made, which
piece must be a good fit in the slot just described ,

(N t to scale.)

and form a true circle with the corresponding hole

shaft would do just as well. To place a bobbin on
the shaft, all that is necessary is to slide the lid of
the bearing E and lift out the siaft -- of course, the

in the block . This done, the remaining portion is

nut M being previously screwed on from the handle

cut as shown at D (Fig . 3 ), and a lid made to slide
over the whole length of the block - like the lid of
a domino box. The holes are then lined with red
lead putty to ease the running. In the case of the
bearing H , the hole is bored right through , and
the shaft made long enough to take the handle on
the other side of upright. In J' and Pa t-in , set
screw is secured into the block to take the winged
nut, as at E (Fig. 3 ).
The uprights B and C should be slotted in .
wide for a distance of, say, 3 ins. up , so that the
shaft J may be raised or lowered by means of

end before the handle is fitted. The washer N is
then placed on the shaft, followed by the bobbin
whic 'ı is secured tightly on the shaft by means
of the other washer and nut O and L ; after which

the other end of shaft can be replaced in its bearing.
A similar piece of shafting (J), cut to a length of
71 ins., is next secured in the bearings as before
described .
Q and Qi are pieces of fin . silver steel rod ,
tapped at both ends to receive nuts, and placed in
the positions shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The cariier

for the wire is very simple, and can easily be under
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Fig . 1. - FRONT ELEVATION.

Fig . 2. - EYD ELEVATION.

A SMALL WINDING MACHINE. (One-third fuil size.)
the winged nuts and set pins to suit the diameter
of any bobbin up to, say, 3 ) ins, or 4 ins. At the

bottom of the slot in B a semicircular hole should
be cut for the reception of the brake K (Figs. I
and 2 ). The bearings E , H , J ' and P can
then be screwed in piace on the uprights. This
done, a piece of silver steel rod , or other approved

stood from the drawing. The block R is bored so
as to be a good sliding fit on Q and QI. The arm
is made from steel rod brazed to the block Rat
any desired angle. A top (S ) is then brazed on to
the arm to carry the swivel T and pulley U , which
may be an old castor, with a blind -maker's pulley
I substituted for the wheel.
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Brake. — This is shown at K (Figs. I and 2), and

is for the purpose of preventing any slackness in
the winding, thus obtaining a fairly tight wind.
It merely consists of a piece of stout brass shown in
Fig. 1, which should be capable of being bent to
any angle according to the diameter of bobbin , and
fitted with a piece of indiarubber to engage on the
rim of the reel. It is secured in the middle by
an ordinary wire netting staple driven into a block
of wood secured to the base in the semicircular
hole before referred to . A hole is then drilled in
the other end of the brass a bit larger in diameter
than the screw , which is then passed through the

hole and tapped into the base, thus allowing of the
adjustment of the brake to any desired pressure .
A description of the handle is hardly necessary ,
as the reader, if not having a ready-made one by
him , can rig up one to suit his own convenience.
The rods and QI should be kept well oiled , as
also should the swivel T and pulley l", or else

there might be some difficulty in getting the wire
to run evenly. As the wire gets along the bobbin ,
the carrier slides along the rods, thus keeping the
layers nice and rigid .
Tuis little machine requires only a smallamount of
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Yard at 1.45 on a two-mile walk back to the centre
arch to the Royal Engineers who fell in the Boer
War, unveiled by his Majesty the day before. The

of the town, passing on the way the Memorial

heat of the day and the clouds of dust made the
rest for lunch , which was found ready for the party
at the Globe Restaurant, very acceptable, and after
ample justice had been done to the good things
provided , the party took entire possession of a
passing 'bus, and proceeded in the direction of
Rochester. The 'bus ride provided some of the
most exciting moments of the day, themain street
being, for the most part, “ up ." and side streets of
a steep and tortuous caracter having to be tra
versed instead, along which the 'bus hurtled , swayed

and jolted in most delirious fast ion . Rochester
was at length reached safely , and the party wel

comed by Messrs. Pitts and Eddison , of Messrs.
Aveling & Porter, Ltd ., and conducted by those
gentlemen over the very fine works of the com
pany. These much exceeded in size and com
pleteness what the party expected , and it was found
that a whole day would not have been long enough

tothemake
a complete inspection of the works, w ' ere
world - famous steam rollers and traction engines

trouble in making, and is very inexpensive, and will

are turned out at the rate of one a day. The works

be very useful to makers of medical and shocking

are most conveniently situated on the banks of
the Medway, all the raw material being conveyed
to the works by water. The company employs
upwards of 1,500 hands, and
the variousmachinery
shops are
collection

coils, or, in fact, any other branch of electricalwork .

The S .M .E . at Chatham and
Rochester.
THE annual summer all-day excursion took
place on Thursday, July 27th , when twenty
five members and friends journeyed from S :,
Paul's Station to Chatham to visit the Dockyard .

filled with a very fine

of

,

some of a very special nature for dealing with
the various parts of their engines expeditiously .
The foundry is very extensive, and the blast fur
naces were seen in full operation ; and the party

were fortunately in time to see one tapped and the

process of running one of the largest castings used
i . in a steam roller. Steam rollers and traction engines

The party was met at Chatham
Station by Mr. W . Munro , who had
most kindly consented to act as
guide during the day. The Dock

yard was reached at 11.30, and,
under the guidance of Mr. Huxham ,
of the Chief Constructor's Depart
ment, a tour of inspection wasmade.
To enumerate all the items of in
terest seen would be impossible.

Perhaps the most interesting item
was the partly completed hull of the
first-class cruiser Shannon ,laid down
in January of this year , the colossal

dimensions of the ship much im
pressed the party , as well as the
great exactness with which thehuge
plates were fitted together. The
workmen leaving for dinner shortly
after the party arrived enabled a
close inspection of the interior of
the vessel to be made, and the
SOME MEMBERS OF THE LONDON SOCIETY OF MODEL ENGINEERS AT
pneumatic tools for riveting, chip
ROCHESTER.
ping, etc., were shown in operation .
for the special benefit of the mem
bers, as also the large shearing, planing, and
are made throughout the works, from pattern
punching machines for working the plates. The
making to painting, and several were noticed
large machine shops were gone through , and the
undergoing steam and brake tests preparatory to
party then visited most of the large basins and
being taken to pieces for shipment. Two of the
docks where warships of every description and age
largest traction engines ever built by the firm ,
were to be seen , special notice being taken of the
which were almost ready to be despatched to
new 180 - ton shear legs, and the new crane, which
Siberia , were also viewed . The time spent here
is capable of lifting 120 tons. The party left the
passed all too quickly , and much that was of great
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interest had to be passed over very rapidly . At
the close a

hearty vote of thanks was pro

posed by Mr. Greenly to the directors and to
Messrs. Pitt and Eddison for permission and
guidance over the works. The party then boarded
the same'bus, specially retained, back to Chatham
and tea, after which a short walk to see some of the
landmarks of Chatham , under the able leadership
of Mr. Munro , was taken , until the time arrived for
the return to London, which the party reached at
8.45, all agreeing that one of the most enjoyable
all-day outings of the Society had come to an end .
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A Model Hotchkiss Gun , and
How I Made It .
By ARNOLD Riley .
EREWITH are photographs of a model

Hotchkiss gun which I have made from the
H
drawings given in Vol. III of THE MODEL
ENGINEER . I did not read the articles, but only
worked from the drawings given . First of all Imade
sketches, with dimensions of all the parts. In a few

Thanks are due to Mr. Herbert G . Riddle for the
excellent way in which he made arrangements for
the comfort of the members.
Fig . 1.

The • Holiday ” Competition .

THE BREECH
Box .

URING the present holiday season, we have
decided to award every reader who sends us

a description and original photographs of
anything of engineering or model-making interest
he may encounter during his vacation , which shall
be sufficiently good to warrant insertion in our
journal. The prizes vary in value from 5s. to
ios. 6d., according to merit . All winning com
petitors will receive a notice of the value of the
prize awarded , when they can choose the tools or
other articles they may wish sent to them . All
entries should be accompanied by a separate letter,

marked on the envelope “ M . E . HOLIDAY COM

PETITION.” This letter should include the title
of the article and any other information not neces
sary for publication. The article should be written
on one side of the paper only, with the name and ·
address of the sender on the back . The photo
graphs and separate sketches enclosed with the

contribution should similarly bear the name and
address of the sender, otherwise delay may arise
in the awarding of the prizes. It is essential that

cases I made full-size drawings to see if the parts
would work to these sizes. I then madea few altera
tions, as I determined to make it all of steel. I de
cided to make the barrel first, as this would be the

worst to do, on account of the bore and rifling. I
thought if I could get a rifle barrel this would
simplify matters a great deal ; so I went to a local

gunsmith 's, and there obtained a Winchester rifle
barrel about 2 ft. long, hexagonal in shape. This,
when turned up, was too small towards the breech
end , so I shrunk a piece of Bessemer steel on, then
turned and finished the barrel off complete (Fig . 2 ),
except the chambering, which I did later.
I now commenced the sleeve- bored , turned , and
ground it on to the barrel to a nice easy fit ; then
SEE

T --

1.00

13 "
Fig . 2. - THE GUN BARREL.
the copyright of the photographs must be the pro

made the recoil spring-box, and fitted both into

perty of the senders, and the covering letter should
contain a declaration to this effect. The competi

the rocking bracket. Next I made the piece which
fits on the barrel- end which holds the breech -box .

tion will close on October 16th .

Then I made the breech -box itself and the
mechanism inside. This breech -box (Fig . 1) I
made entirely without screws ; this way takes
longer making, but when finished is much stronger
and more serviceable. Then I made the recoil
box which fits at the side of the gun, with its

HERTZIAN WAVE MEASUREMENTS. - The new
oscillation valve of Prof. J. A . Fleming, F .R .S .,
makes ordinary electric osci latiors measureable
on a galvanometer by separating out the two
opposite currents. It consists of a bulb enclosing
a carbon filament, as in an incandescent lamp, the

filament being surrounded by a metal cylinder, and

the bulb highly exhausted . Negative electricity
passes through the vacuum from the hot filament

to the cylinder, but not in the reverse direction .
With a dead-beat galvanometer, the valve can take
the place of the coherer as a receiver in wireless

telegraphy,
the signals giving long and stort de
flections on the instrument.

mechanism ; then the cradle and stand .

I now purchased a box of .22 - 13- 45 Winchester

cartridges, and chambered the barrel out to suit.
Building the gun up , and working it by hand , I
found that it worked the wrong way about. By
the drawings given , to fire the gun the breech has
to be away from the cradle - i.e., in its recoiled
position - -whereas it ought to be hard up against
the cradle ; so I now had to re-make the recoil
mechanism , so as to work the reverse way . I
finished by making the shield and sights.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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Now came the critical time — the testing of the

gun by firing the first shot. My friend and I
fastened it to the work bench , and fixed a small
dynamo basecasting ofabout 20 lbs.weight against

163

both looked out to see if any gun was left, and I
am glad to say it was all there, and all right. We
then tried two other shots without the aid of the
box. Since then I have fired about thirty rounds.

Fig . 3. - MR. ARNOLD RILEY's MODEL HOTCHKISS Gux .

·

Fig . 4 . — THE PARTS READY FOR ASSEMBLING .

the wall for a target. We put a large box beside
the gun, and got behind the box. I then gave the
trigger a light hit with a small hammer. There
was a loud report, then silence and a smell. We

I completed the gun in just twelvemonths, the
total hours spent in themaking being 270 .
Tue gun is composed of 167 parts, including all
the screws, of which there are 40 .
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Queries and Replies.

Practical Letters from our
Readers.

Antenn.ion is csocially directed to the host condition given belone
and 110 notice will be taken of Oilerie's not comtlyingwith the
directions thereint stated . Letters containing Queries
be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope must
" Query
Department." No other matters but these relating to the Queries:
should be enclosed in the sameenz'clope.
Orries on subiects with at the score of this iournal are replied to
by post 1111cier the following conditions:- ( I ) Querie's dealing
with distinct subjects should be noritten on different slins,
on
one side of the paper only, aud the sender's nameMUST b . in
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries silould be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondentsare recommended to keep a copy of their
for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (IletQuiries
post-card )
should invarially be enclosed . ( 4 Oneries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a fare days
minst usually clapse before the Reply can be forearded . ( 5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must clapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies this column
cannot be guaranteed . ( 6 ) All Oueries should bein addressed
le
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26 - 2 ) , Poppin 's Court
Ficet Street, London , E . C .]

[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the fu !

discussion of matters of practical and mutual in 'erest. Lelters
be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
may
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication.)

A l- in . Scale Model Goods Locomotive.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - As I mentioned in the lettermak
you.

in the Editor'sthePage, I am Natal
recently publishedmodel
of one of very fine
ing a 1-in , scale
Railway goods engines. These engines have many
points of interest to the model builder, and have
very large boilers and fireboxes in conjunction with

driving wheels. The following are some
small
of the leading dimensions : - Length of frames,
31 ft. 11 ins. ; length of tender, 21 ft.lins. ; width
platform , 8 ft. 6 ins. ; gauge, 3 ft. 6 ins. ;
over
coupled wheel (four-pair ), 3 ft. 94 ins. diameter

The followingare selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: (13,938] Small Plant for Electric Lighting . C . S.
( Bristol) writes : I am hoping to light my work :hop with electric

(ten spokes) ; bogie wheels, 2 ft. 41 ins. diameter ;
cylinders (outside), 2uļins. by 24 ins. ; smokebox,
4 ft. 4 9 -16ths ins. long ; bciler barrel,
long 11 ft. 114 ins. ;

firebox (Belpaire), 9 ft. 91 ins.

light,and would be very gratefulif you could answer me thefollow
ing questions : - ( 1) What size ( candle -power and voltage) lamps
would I require for lighting my room (18 ft. by 12 ft .) in five places,
also two lamps in a small dark-room adjoining, making seven
and
lamps altogether ? ( 2) What size (b . h .-p .) oil engine would I
to drive the dynamo ? (3) What voltage and watts must
require
the dynamo be ? (4 ) Would it hurt sometimes to drive it off the
sameengineas I am driving a 5 -in , screw -cutting lathe ? (5 ) What
b.h .- p. enginewould I require to drive lathe and dynamotogether ?
( 1) This is rather a matter of taste ; wemay assumesix 8 c .- p .
lamps for the workshop and two 5 c. p . lamps in the dark -room ,
say about 60 с .- P . total. (2 ) Oil engine should give & b .h .- p .
(35 to) 6A amps.
dynamo(4 ) toThegive
about 200 watts, say 35 volts and
trouble with these small lighting plants is

by 6 ft. 21 ins.

wide ; diameter of boiler and smokebox, 5 ft. Ii ins.
All boiler sizes are external over cleading.
To enable this engine to negotiate the curves,
many of which are of only 3co ft. radius, and some
reverse curves at that, on a 1-in- 30 gradient, the
coupled wheels are flangeless, and their
leading
centres are at 4 ft. 3 ins. The valve gear is on the

of
Walschaerts system . I am making my boiler
the water-tube type, with a 4 -in , solid drawn
generator and f-in . and l-in . water tubes, with

tothegetsteady
;if you drive
lathea fair
aswell
itwillofnot
affect
steadinessrunning
much , provided
you aget
amount
flywheel
effect, such as would be obtained from a length of shafting and

upcomers as well as downcomers, as shown in

several pulleys. You want to wipe out the effect of starting and
stopping the lathe and variation in cut, & c., as much as possible ,

the design in " The Model Lccomotive,” ard with
MAWAWWWWW

MNNNNNNNNNRNNNNNNNNN

2 . 1 tubes

Gunmetol casting
WNNN

MC

PART CROSS SECTION OF Model Loco BOILER.
a couple of 1-in . fire tubes, as shown in sketchtie.
What do you think of the modification in ins.
boiler construction ? It will giveyetabout 100 sq.
gocd
extra heating surface, and will allow for a tubes
range in water level. I may put somewater

across the combustion chamber, in addition .
Yours truly ,
Natal, S . Africa.
W . G . E.
[ The only drawback to the alteration is the

extra number of joints, and ,again , large tubes must
used , oti erwise
the draught through them will
be poor.
The construction offers no advantage in
be

very small boilers. - ED., J E . E . ]
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(5) Engine for both lathe and dynamo should give about i; b .h .-p .
of 500 -watt Dvnamo. R . E . S .

(13,925] Size of Parts
(Manchester) writes : I am making a 500 -watt dynamo (Manchester
type). I got the size of the field -magnets out of “ Small Dynamos
and Motors." Will you please tell me if a shaft in . diameter
will a
will be large enough , and bearings 2 ins. in width ? Also,
commutator 2 ins.wide by 21 ins. diameter be correct ? Do I need
24 slots for the armature (drum ), and would you have a 24 or a
12 bar commutator. The armature is 44 ins. diameter.
We advise you to make the shaft i in . diameter at the centre
of core and in , diameter at the bearings, which should be then :
at least 2 ins, in length . The sizes you give for commutator will
do very well ; presuming you are winding for, say, not less than
25 volts, a brush i in . wide would do very well to carry the current ,
so you need not have more than it- in . length of useful surface if
you are at all tied for room . If you are winding for 100 volts .
ain . wide brush would be ample . Weadvise you to have 24 slots
incommutator
the armature core and wind with 24 coils, two in each slot,

to have, ofcourse, 24 bars ; 12 coils , however, would do
for anything up to 100 volts and 12-bar commutator, butwould not
run so nicely . Wedo not advise less than 24 slots in the core for
either case .

(14,354) Small Dynamo Failure. T. W . B . (Dartford),
writes : I have made a 5 -volt 2 -amp. Simplex dynamo to in
structions
in “ Small Dynamos and Motors ” (armature it ins..
diameter, drum 8 slots, commutator 8 bars, winding in eight
sections). No. 22 S. s. c . wire used throughout. It runs well from .
800 to 1000 r . p .m . from a 4 - volt 18 amp.-hour accumulator, but I
cannotget anything out ofit as a dynamo, although I have tried
everything I can conceive, both with speed (which is derived from
powerful water motor), changing connecticns, and exciting the
field -magnet coilwith two Leclanché cells. I have wound iron wire
over the armature to decrease air space, which is about 1.32nd in .
I wanted to charge a 4 -volt pocket accumulator from this aynamo .
Could you give meany advice as to finding what fault I havemade
orwhatare the likely causesoffailure in my case ? Also a diagram .
of connections. Do you think that the field-magnets are mag .
netised enough ? If not, what is the smallest current required to
do same ? In winding both the field and armature, I found there
were a few inches of wire which would not work in , so I cut them
off. Would thatmatter ? or would failure result if I did nothave
quite the full weight specified . If you can give me a few hints as

to remedy, Ishall be greatly obliged .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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with small
difficulty
a common
encountered failure
You havedynamo;---viz.,
the
is thisdrum
; especially
to excite
armature
pole -pieces.
very close toofthe
not run the
armature
if thething
case
number conductors on
to do does
is to increase
The best
the armature, and use silk covered wire, so as to get on as many
turns as possible . We advise you to rewind the armature with
No. 25 gauge s .s . c . copper wire ; get on as much as you can . Use
revolutions
an 8 -volt 1 c . p . lamp to testwith and run attoabout4000
per minute. If you can get the machine excite , do not worry
about the higher volts, butuse someresistance wire in series with
your accumulators, say, about 3 yds, of No. 28 bareGerman silver
wire. Leclanché cells are not of much use to excite the fields ; a
bichrom ate battery of two or three cells in series is better. The
it is due to the large gap
slight shortage of wire is not the cause. ; For
connections see our
and insufficient residual magnetism
handbook . Also try the brushes in various positions.
(14,450] Small Dyna noyouConstruction
. M .I
H . Kago,
. time
(Bearwood) writes : Thanking
for advice some
should be much obliged if you could assist me in the following :
I am making a dynamo as near as possible to the one described
by J . B . Emmont on leaf from THE MODEL ENGINEER herewith ,
with cog ring armature. In the making of the wrought field
magaet it got accidentally made 4t ins. inside height, instead of
al ins. Now , if I increase diameter of armature to 31. will this
put matters right ? Also , could you state what S . W .G . wire I
shall require to get output at ro volts. I suppose painting field
magaets will not hurt ?
The 31 ins. diameter armature will be an improvement. Use
the same field winding and No. 20 gauge D .c .c . for the armature.
You can adjust the voltage by altering the speed accordingly

speed, lower voltage. Paint.
lower atall.
voltage
higherwill
higher
do no; harm
field-magaet
the speed,
ing
T. (Tufnellin Park)
Trolley.trolleyC . ažR . described
Electric
an electric
MODEL:
THE writes
I (14,344]
am making
ENGINEER of May rith , 1905 (page 439). However, as I wish to

make mine a little larger, I shall be very glad if you will kindly
answer the following queries. The armature is tripololar, it in .,
by it in ., pole -pieces I 3- 16ths in . by tin . What gauge and
weight of wire would be the best to wind them with to take from
4 to 8 volts ? About how many amperes will it take ? If possible
I should like the samegauge wire on poles and armature. Could you
also give me a sketch of switch and connections for switching in or
out four cells of an accumulator to run the motor at different
? you to use a series winding for your motor, and not a
speeds
Weadvise
shunt winding asused by the author of thearticle, series beingmore
suitable for traction work . Wind the armature with No. 24 gauge
D .S.C . coppar wire and the field-magnet with No. 20 gauge D .C . C .
copper wire. both coil; being connected in series with each other
as you con
and in series with the armature. Get on as much wireThe
veniently can on both armature and field-magnet. in weights

should be rather more than those given in the article

proportion

to the enlarged size of your motor. By winding the field coils as a
FIG . I .

a
m
mam
series
Boih in
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coils would
N . andcoil S.onlypoles.in
are connected
care
thatthethemotor
run withto a produce
single field
Further,
series with the armature, the other being cut out of circuit,

and
thus give a third effect (see Fig. 3 ). Herewith is a sketch
of switch for accumulator. It is necessary for the switch
of ACCUMULA

Query 14344

Fig . 4. - REGULATING SWITCH FOR ACCUMULATORS.
contact to be of less width than the distance between any two of

the
contact ;, so that
it can never the two
contacts
same
at the
moment as this
would short-circuittouch
We point
out that
this method of speed
control will cause cell.
the cell; to be unequally
discharged,
of , as soon
so that
you cell;
shouldandtakehaving
the precaution
the
separate
voltage of the
them rechargedtesting
the
a3
end
one
(A
)
any
or
other
has
been
discharged
a
to
point
which its voltage is ri8 volts. It would be advisable to change overat
the connections from
time, so as to avoid always running
down the same cell. Figtime. 4 toshows
regulating switch similar to that

shown in Chapter 3 ofour Handbook No. 24 (page 33).
Machine
Magneto writes
a Telephone
Voltage Dynamo.
: A
T . W . (Hackney)
to[13,968]
Lower Converting
short while ago I bought a dynamo which had been taken from a
of THE MODEL ENGINEER
magneto telephone. I have gotmost
series ofElectricalHandbooks,but can only find a reference to this

this does not
kind of dynamo in the book about Telephones, but for
should
? I tried
help
me.
I
like
to
know
what
I
could
use
it
it on a bell, a small lamp, and a galvanometer,but it had no effect,
touching two wires from it I got a strong shock. The
by
although
dynamo is madeup of fourmagnets, with a Siemens H -armature,
wound with thin wire tied in place. What I want to know is :
( I) Can I use it for lighting ? If so, what alterations must I
candle-power lamp should I
make on it ? (2cannot
) What voltage andlighting,
what use can I make
be used for
use ? ( 3) If it
I may mention that
ofit ? I do not want to make a telephone. reader
ofyour paper
during the three or fourmonths I have been a
from
it.
I have
gotmuch
usefulinformation
is probably wound with too fine gauge
(1) Yes,
the armature

wire
to be of any use for lighting lamps ; we advise you to try
rewinding it with No. 24 gauge D .s .c . copper wire, and regard it as
an ordinary shuttle armature machine. You can either fit an

pom
FIG . 2 .

പ്
Both in n

Parallel

two-section commutator, joining one end of the coil to
ordinary
each section , in which case it will give continuous current, or you
can use it connected to a pair of slip rings, or with its present con
in which case it will give outalternating current.
tact arrangement,current
will light small lamps. ( 2) The voltage
Either kind of
will vary directly as the speed , so you can adjust it to suit your
lamps. Try running at about 3000 revolutions per minute, and
prefer
use an 8 -volt or 6 -volt I c.-p . lamp as a trial. continuous
We shouldcurrent,
to fit a two-section commutator and take off
as alternating will only be effective with special apparatus except

lamps. (3) See above.

თ
cal in action

FIG . 3:

L . H(not. (South
Windings.
(13,948] ) 300
-watt
Dynamoenclose
writes
a rough copy
repro
: I herewith
Kensington
duced) of the castings of a 50-volt 6 amp. dynamo. Will you

!

please tell me how much wire I shall want for the field -magnets,

coul cut out

mu
• - Query 14344

FOR AN ELECTRIC
DIAGRAMS OF CONNECTIONS
TROLLEY.
,
seriez winding you will be able to try them in two ways - namely
with
with both the coils in series with each other and in paralleleffect
perceptible
a
have
will
This
).
2
and
I
(Figs.
other
each
trying to
upon the speed with a given voltage, and is worth
find out which method suits best. Of course you must take

also for the armature? The core is i ins.,which , if I allow 1-16th
in . allround , willmake the stampings is ins. Whatsort ofstamp
ings should I want ? The gauge and
the amount, as the armature
..
5
be 4t ins, in length
would want tostampings
to have 8 slots, each 5 -16ths in . wide by
Armature
1 in . deep , and wound with eight coils, two in each slot ; wire to be
No. 22 gauge d .c . c. copper wire ; get on asmuch asyou can ; about
8A .ozs,H . will
be required ; commutator to have eight sections. Mr.
Avery, of Fulmen Works, Park Street, Tunbridge Wells,
per inch
would supply the stampings. He sells them at so much
of length . Field -magnet to be wound with about 3 lbs. of No. 23
copper
wire
on
each
core
:
both
coils
to
be
joined
in
gauge s. c . c .
series with each other ,and in shunt to the brushes ; spred about
2 ,800 revolutions per minute. You can adjust the volts within
limits by running at higher or lower speed . Get the armature to

run rather closer than 1- 16th in . ifyou can , say 1- 20th in .clearance,
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113.9741 200 - watt Dynamo Windings. “ SHEFFIELD "

writes : I am making a small two-pole dynamo of the following
for 35 volts 6 amps., 2 ,400 revolutions per minute.
dimensions
The armature is 3 '5 ins. long. 3 ins. diameter , built up of 140
lamination of twenty -four cog drum type. Each slotandis
is separated by paper,
., each I lamination
'5 in side.
in . by oeach
am wiring the armature for a 24-part
isO '125
varnished
commutator. What would be the width of these bars ? The
wire upon the armature is about 15 lbs. ofNo. 18 S . W .G . D . c .c ..
of sixteen conductors in each slot, taking 384 conductors about
5 '5 ins. long ; in all 58'2 yards. I am wiring the armature as
follows : - Starting at slot No. 1 , leaving the end loose, No. i to
13, 13 tap for commutator 13 to 2 , 2 to 14 , 14 tap for com
No.
mutator 14 to 3 , 3 to 15, 15 tap for commutator, and so on , until
once around containing eight conductors in each slot, which I am
calling the bottom coils, which are only half full. Now starting
with the top with eight more conductors in each slot, this time
with the top 13 to i, i tap
filling each lot in its turn2 tap
, starting
for commutator 15 to 3 , 3 tap for
for commutatorand14soto on2 , until
around once more, this time filling
commutator,
each slot up and connecting the finishing end 12 to the loose
end of No. 1 for the last connection to commutator, thus com - .
pleting the circuit . The slots are : lightly out ofparallel with the
Shaft. Does this matter ? The pole -faces are turned so as to
the armature by '0625 in . It is 3 '5 ins. long ; the yoke is
clear
2 'sins, high by 2 '4 ins, diameter. I am trying to putupon the two
field coils 5 . 5 lbs. of No. 20 S . W .G . D . c. c ., about 440 yds. in all,
upon a tin cylinder with vulcanised ends to slide over the yoke.
The commutator bars can be any convenient width ; about 1 in .
is a fair dimension. For armature winding, see our handbook on
and Motors," Fig. 48, page 36 ; you seem to have
“theSmall
rightDynamos
idea according to your description . When winding into
slot 13 you keep to that side of the shaft, so as to have shortest
the
length of wire. In the figure referrednotto in our handbook, are
coils are wound side by s de. It does matter if the slots
not quite parallel to the shaft. Your field wire is of too thick a

gauge for efficiency ; No. 22 gauge would be better.
. (Cam
S. DE N subject?
Motor.the following
Cells: WillforyouSeries
(13,958]writes
kindly Fan
help meon
berwell)

I have made a 4 -volt series fan motor by the kind help ofthe M . E .
(Query 12,165, June 13th , 1904 ), and I now wish to make a set of
batteries to work same. I came across a leaf of a trade catalogue
ago, which I have enclosed , giving
someof time
ame not known)
I type Edison Lelande cells , which you
of a set
a(ndescription

125 hours. I have your
work their
see they
claim will
but motor
Batteries,"
you do not give how to make this
. Electric
book
and I
type of cell. I likewise looked through my back numbers, about
" Practical Facts
see a form of Leclanché cells is given infrom
thecells in “ Electric
Batteries," June 25th , 1903, butit differs
Batteries," but the sizes given in this handbook seem near about
Could you kindly tell me
the same as this catalogue gives.
(1 ) Would a set of these cells work mymotor anyway near the
they claim for theirs ? ( 2 ) If so , could you give me sizes of
time zinc
jars, and cases to hold copper oxide ? ( 3) How many of these
cells would I require ? (4 ) Do you think the bladder valve on cell
is preferable to the oil to exclude the air from electrolyte ? If oil
is used , would it not cover the elements when cleaning cells out,
or how is this prevented ? (5 ) By the appearance of picture in
there is one plate each of zincand the copper
Batteries,"
Electric
“oxide
cell. Is that correct ? (6 ) Probable cost to make
in each
these cells,myself, a novice.
(1) Wecannot say precisely ; it depends upon how much current
your motor takes. Best thing to do is to make a trial. (2 ) The
larger you make your batteries the better ; actual sizes do not
matter ; but the zinc plate should be about the same area as the
iron plate . (3 ) The chief drawback to thi, cell is its low voltage,
that you would require six
which is only about volt per cell, so We
cells in series for a 4 -volt motor. (4 ) advise you to work to
the description in THE MODEL ENGINEER . (5 ) There is onein plate
of zinc and one plate of iron , with copper oxide attached each

case. (6) See MODEL ENGINEER, page 612, following the descrip
Small
Mains.
(14,432]writes
Running
. B.
(Barry)
: I have
beenMotor
lookingfromin the
several
books,W also
tion of the battery.

vour " Small Motors and Dynamos " handbook , to try to find the
dimensions and windings to make a small motor to run direct off
a 230 -volt continuous current circuit. I see in several of your
answers to queries that you recommend to run a small motor
in series
with a resistance ; but as a motor running on a low vol
tage will require more current than if running on a high voltage ,
one to run direct from the mains. I want to
I should like to make
make one to blow an organ which a weight of 24 lbs, will bear down
lever, which requires about 20 strokes a minute ; and I should
deem it a great favour if you would advise me the best dimensions
and windings, as I have looked in back numbers of your valuable
paper THE MODEL ENGINEER for the last three years, but cannot
see what I want. I have had several valuable hints from your paper,
but I can't find this one, so awaiting a reply at your earliest oppor
tunity
See .our handbook No. 14 , page 50 and Chapter IV , for small
motors to run direct from electric lightmains. Use a series winding
and gear motor down to a crank wheel, so as to give desired num
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ber ofstrokes per minute ; the 1-6th h .- p . size would probably suit :
220-volt speed will not be much increased at 230 volts. would

It
(14,4il26me
] hoAmalgamating
. H . W . (Harrogate) writes : Can
w to amalgamate
you tellmehow
brass wire and the insides
Willor itcover
curv ?? Will
it bebe sufficient
of brass
cups withtomercury
treatmtoenclean
withtheanbrass
t with
with emery paper, and fill the cups, or will treatment
acid
betus,requiredthe? Thesewhen
are for mercury
contacts
electrical
appara
for
and
cup :,
once filled with mercury, would be left
full,

be a good plan to put a flywheel on themotor shaft.

and the wire hooks dropped in when contact is desired.

readily amalgamates with
if the surfacecups.
It Mercury
will be sufficient to merely put thebrass
mercury
into the is cleanAs.
regards
may
necessary

the cleaned
wire, youwire fir t.find it
but try the

to use a dipping acid :

114 .1271 Bichromate Battery for Handelamo.
writes : I charge
have a chemical electric hand lamp, but I
(Walkford)
dotainer,
not know
howis todivided here
forms a con
it. sixThe compartments,
body of the lampFixed
which
into
to the
cover of the container are 24 carbons
and zincs, which are con
nected up in series, and allow four to drop into each division . As
you
carbons are
un crew the cover, the goes and
outchemist.
of the
fluid , and , course, lightzincs
out. have takenraised
it topotash
a ash
and he tellsof me the the
solution required is I bichromate
of
andd
ot
up
sulphuric acid . What Iwishould
( I) Whether anthe
chtoo know
th ththee like
know ofiiss -potash
bi
sulphuric
mixed
bichromate
is
be
to
with
whether
,
or
kept separate in alternate compartments ? ( 2) Whether the sul
phuric acid is to be pure or diluted ? (3) If diluted , to what specific
gravity
?
The chemicals are to be mixed together, as follows, into a solu
tion which is placed in each compartment. Bichromate of potasb

. 1 part by weight, concentrated sulphuric acid 2 parts by weight.

acid toBatteries,"
water
by weight
the water very
6 parts
handbook
slowly (ordinary)
post
on “theElectric
No. ;5 add
also see
our
better
solution
free 7d ;concentrated
powder,
chromic
5 ozs.,water
A
.
is
acid
sulphuric acid 3 ozs. But the first will answer
2 pts.,

very well.

Small Dynamo.
251 Winding
. (Plum stead(14,) 4writes
tructing
I am con for
a small dynamo, S . Bshown
Handbook No.: 10,
page 18, Fig . 8 . The field -magnets asare cast ironin
and I in . thick . The wire space on same
is4 ins.ins.highby, 22 ins.
ins.,wide,
and each
holds 1 lb . diameter
No. 20 D .C.c
and2 would
armature
hold
more
The limb
.
by . 2 wire,
is itsections,
ins.
long,
and
is
an
eight-cogged
drum
,
four
in
and
with about 2 ozs. No. 24 s. c .c . wire. What output may isI wound
expect
from the machine ? Would a water motor from the household
supply beback
powerful enough to MODEL
drive the
same ? Couldinstructions
tell
me
ENGINEER
what onenumbers
THE't think
give is you
for making
? If youof don
correct .
the above wiring
I should be very glad of your advice and corrections. I have built
the
armature
ordinary
they do
or must
they bewithcharcoal
iron sheet
? tin laminations. Will
you to
advise
gauge.
We
thick
a
m
agnet
field
too
of
Wire
is
on
and to get. onJoinas much
re-wind with
s.c.cto . acopper
wire,
No. 22 gauge
about
depth
botb
conveniently
in
as
of
up
can
you
coils in series with each other , and in shunt to the brushes . Arma
ture winding will do as it is . At a speed of about 4000 r. p . m .
you should get about 6 or 8 volts and 1 amps. Test it with an 8
volt I c.p . lamp. The voltage can be adjusted by running at higher

motor. 15th
You ,will
orTHElower
Re water
also Septemin
1901,findandparticulars
ENGINEER
MODELspeed.
for December
11 of our Handbook No. 9 . It
ber 3rd , 1903, and pages 10 and
very much upon the pressure of water supply , but in all
depends
drive such a small dynamo very well in they
this
probability you couldlaminations.
If material is tinned iron ,
way . Re armature
wilí do ; but this material is also made of soft steel, and may not
then be suitable Test a piece by means of a magnet : if it is at

tracted by it, thematerial can be used .

Machines.
(London
(14,394)
queries H: . ( 1)S. Can
answer Series
a 10)
writes
me the following
: KindlySmall
Small
book,
your
page
"
in
made
,
16
5
dynamo
,
watt
Fig.
as
be
Dynamos and Motors," and wound as a “ series " machine ?
must with drum armature
I require,
the purpose
(2 ) Forslots.
windingit for fieldbe-magnets and armature,
Kindly give
eight
wound
for a four-part commutator ?
be
(3 ) Can thethisarmature
make any difference in the amount of wire that
(4 ) Would
would be required if wound for eight-part commutator ? Please
give above for 5 volts ; also 10 volts.
but wewithpresume
you understand that a series machine
Yes, work
will( 1) only
a given load , or within very small range.
armature
with
Wind
No.
22 gauge D .s .c . copper wire for 5 volts,
(2 )
and No, 24 D .S. c. for io volts. Get on as much as you can . Wind
an eight-section com
armature with eight coils, two in each slot,and
mutator.
Wind field -magnet with No. 20 gauge D . C .C . copper
wire. Weights are given in the winding table on page 46 of our
handbook . ( 3) Yes, four coils and four-section commutator can
be used : but we should prefer eight, as above. (4 ) Wire is prac
tically the same for either number of coils ; four coils would take
slightly more, perhaps. For a given speed the voltage will only be
obtained at one definite rate of amperes output. On open circuit
themachine will not excite , and it will only do so when a certain
speed and current output is reached , which means when the re
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covered with water. According to Mr. Early , this should pre

sistance
circuitfalls
to a certaindynamos.
critical value. These
rernarks inapplythe toouter
all types
of series-wound

gradu
found ofthatthethejarmercury
; butatI the
havebottom
the amalgamation
serve
in a globule.
off and collects
ally comes

drawing& (ac.,copy
of those
sent withCancastings)
the(1)arrangement
valves,
at back
of cylinder.
you tellofme
What alteraof
tions
to
make,
so
that
I
can
use
electric
spark
ignition
of
hot tube with drawing ? ( 2) What size coil would be instead
necessary
toa very
supplysmallspark
?
I
have
a
small
one
about
24
ins.
long,
giving
(3 ) Canto the
you left
alsoofkindly
explain“ tap
the for
drawing
enclosed (notspark.
reproduced)
the words
oil,"

) I have
plates in good condition ? (2) Electric Lighting.you(atell
me of
1 -amp. lamp. Can
what professes to be an 8 -volt
any simple way of testing the amount of current flowing through
it without using a voltmeter or ammeter ? I have a standard

(12,512) Fitting Spark Ignition to Oil Engine. H . C . D .
(Orcheston-St.ary) writes
: I Madison
am making& Coan. Ioilenclose
enginea
from
castings Msupplied
by Messrs.

as I do not understand the drawing of the “ air regulator " ?
You would have to bore through into the combustion chamber
and insert a spark plug. This would be connected to the coil and
contact-breaker. You would have to fit an insulated collar on
relles

the half-speed shaft, so that only at one point in every revolution

FIG , 1.

Do you know of any method of preventing this, and keeping the

Daniell cell. (b ) What should the candle -power of the above lamp
be ? (c) How many lamps should I require for an ordinary deck

just finished
lamp ? (3 ) Induction Coil.downI have
room
little
4 of youra spark
in Chapter
coil, built after the pattern " laid(MODEL
No. 11).
series,
ENGINEER
Coils
on
“
Induction
book
Particulars are as follows : - Core : Bundle of soft iron wire, 23.
gauge, 6 ins, long, and 11- 16th ; in , diameter ; covered with one
No. 20between
D .C .C .
Two layers
Primary : core.
layer, half-lap, of top-in ,oftape.
Insulation
tape-covered
wire wound on primary
and
secondary
consists
of
three
layers
of 5 ins. width stout calico stitched on , and then

aSecondary
covering: Wound
of two layers
thick brown
in fourofsections,
ro ozS.paper.
No.
36 s.c .; layers are insulated with paraffined paper ;

FIG . 2 .

METAL TO

bobbins are i in . long, I in . internaldiameter, and
24twomiddle
ins. external
diameter
3ozs,
of wire
on eacb
bobbins,
2 ozs.on;sheets
each, 34two
Condenser
bins.
: Tinfoil
ins.outside
by 6 bob
ins.;

50in .sheets,
between
each sheet
marginparaffined
all roundpaper
tinfoi),
(a ) When
I put;
two
ordinary
6 ins. by
It ins.)
on to bichromate
coil, I can cells
only (plates
get a continuous
spark of 1 in . (carefully measured). Battery solu
tion was
not fresh
,but consisted
Cr2 07
and
H2SO2,as
mentioned
in book ofon K2
“ Primary
Batteries
"
(
M
ODEL
ENGINEER
Series
No.
can get small spark ; from the iron core or5). theI

" To EARTH OF
ENGINE FRAME

primary terminals
a wire
from theCansecondary
electrode,
the otherbybeing
insulated.
you sug

gest any reasons why spark is not longer ? There
is a small spark at contact-breaker while work
ing. Do you think condenser is too small or, per
haps, leaky ? (b ) How many of above-mentioned
bichromate cells (single fluid ) can I safely put on ?
(c ) Do you ofthink
that the not
trouble
the
insulation
the condenser
beingis due
quiteto per
fect ? (4 ) How much current would the coil take

muun
SECONDARY
Avery 12512

mm
PRIMARYSCOIL

when giving t-in .spark ?

This should
only between
be excesstheofmercury
mercury,andas
an( 1)amalgam
is formed

Fig . 3. . TTINI

FITTING SPARK IGNITION TO OIL ENGINE .
of the half-speed shaft the circuit in the primary of the spark coil
as shown
at Figsimilar
. 1. method
The circuit
would
be
aswould
Fig . be2 . closed,
Another
andinstead
rather
would
be side-shaft
asthen
shown
in Fig . 3 . In this case,
of
an
insulated
collar
on
(half-s . Se) you use what is really a cam . When the cam revolves it
allows the spring contact-maker to touch the platinum point P ,
and so make circuit through the primary. ( 2 ) A coil of at least
Hin
spark length in air will be needed . (3 ) By screwing in or out
the .set-screw
shown on your drawing
amount of air drawn in
at that pipe is limited . Judging from, theyour
air is ad
mitted at two places, viz., here, and also at drawing,
main air inlet
valve, which works by suction . We cannot give the
further particulars
from when
this drawing,
doubtcastings
you will
be able
sift trust
the matter
out
you have but
the no
actual
before
you.to We
these
details will assist you.
. B.
J.
H
Coil.
Spark
;
14
Accumulator
Plates
(
,438]
(Redcar) writes : Will you please answer me the following ques
tions ? ( 1) Is the chloride of lime used in forming accumulator
plates, the same as is used for disinfecting purposes ? (2 ) What
quantity should I put in one quart of water ? ( 3 ) Do litharge
plates want forming ? (4 ) What current will No. 20 soft iron wire
carry for resistance coils, same to be stretched on hardwood ?
(5 ) I have an unfinished spark coil ; primary wound with two layers
of No. 18 D . C .C . The secondary is wound 5 ins. long by 1 in . deep
with
enclosed
sample of wire. What size wire is this ? (6 ) How
much more
shall I puton to obtain a t- in , spark ? I have a condenser.
( 1) Yes. (2 ) Continue to put in the chloride of lime until the
3) No ; but you must not expect
water does not absorb any more. (well
the accumulator to hold its charge until it has been recharged
several times. The first charging should be continued until the

(6 ) You;
36 gauge.
amps. of(5)1 No.
gases well.
liquidprobably
the secondary
lb . for
a total6 weight
require(4) About
will

No. II.
see 14our.4311Handbook
; Induction
Batteries ; Electric Lighting
, N .). writes :- I enclose three queries,
(London
.
W
.
W
.
j
Coil.
together with stamped addressed envelope, for replies to which I
I haveI doamalgamated
(1) Batteries.
be thankful.
shall
use.
not very often some
battery, which
for a bichromate
zinc plates
As recommended by Mr. Early in a back number of THE MODEL
ENGINEER , I kept the zinc plates, without the carbons, in a pot

zinc all over the surface of the latter . We should

advise a small pool of mercury at the bottom of
the
that the Lighting
zinc is standing
cury.jar, (2)so Electric
(a ) Wein canthemer
only.

recommend
you to'005084
use an aampere
meter. One
deposit
amp.
grainandof copper
second. If you have
sensitiveofbalance
anwillaccurate
can rig per
up

a voltmeter, you may find out the current flowing through the lamp
from
this figure ; the current must be kept constant. (b ) About
I c. p. (c) make a upon yourInduction
requirements.
One
may suffice ;Depends
trial. ( 3 )
Coil. (a ) such lamp

The primary
winding is wrong. No. 18 gauge wire is given in our handbook
as
the proper size. Increase the battery power. As the coil gives
t -in . spark now , it will probably give in . if you have
power
a
more
d scarcely cells
ful battery. Try three to trfour
y yougoodwould
ries
diebichromate
get any
in seseries.
If the condenser was at fault, by
scarcely get
spark,

tly try by disconnecting the condenser.
e motYousay canexaceasily
onat thall.
Cannot

exactly
(4 ) the way the
say coil
- probably
2 or 3 amps. ; depends partly
on
is used
.
Troubles. E . J. onS.
(14,392)) writesSmall
six negative grids I wish to fill in , and
: I haveAccumulator
(Bapchild
that you recom
referring to your book on Small Accumulators, I see find
that it will
have tried , and tell me
precipitated lead . This Iplates
mendabout
if I use
, Can you same purpose,
18s, to fill all six
cost
the
, will that answer
litharge and sulphuric acidthere
any further process besides pressing
and come cheaper : and is
that
the paste into the plates ? Or is there any other kindOrofhadpaste
I better
will do ? The plates are 4 ins, by 3 ins, by in . about
?
rod
.
each
cost
formed , second-hand
will only
as
they
plates alreadybought
buy
accumulator, and on being
a
The fact is I have
cleaned
only
properly
,
as
it
was
to
be
were
plates
the
that
told
clean them , and now the charge
the lead that was wanted, I did
than about one hour. The moment I re
in longer
stopbook
will
I could see I had done wrong. I have filled the
ceivednotyour
positive plates in allrightby the recipe you give in your book.
Lithargeandcan 2beparts
used water.
; itshouldIt beis mixed
a pastewellwithinto1 part
sulphuric
merelyintopressed
the

grids and smoothed off. This method is very largely used . We
should recommend you to have a try at making the plates your

Remember
self. well
charging - fourthe liquid
to give a prolonged
gases
Twelve to twentyuntil
for the first charge.
morecomplete.
are often necessary ; and do not discharge until the firsthours
chargeor
is
note that an accumulator may not hold its
charge well at Also
first, but should improve with each successive

charge.
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The Editor's Page.

stances ? If you can see your way to acting on this
suggestion , you will, I feel sure, confer a boon on

A READER in Natal,whose letter on the difficulties
attending the purchase of model engineering
supplies direct from the manufacturer in the
United Kingdom appeared on this page in our last
issue, sends a further interesting communication on
the same topic. In this letter he proposes a remedy,
and,in mostcases,wedo notthink that any formidable
obstacle would arise were his suggestions adopted .
However, we shallbe very glad to hear from any other
of our large circle of Colonial readers on the subject.

your Colonial readers which will be greatly appre

“ Would it be possible for you, in connection with
your Expert Service Department,' to have a special
buyer,who would , for a fixed commission , undertake
to purchase, inspect, and stamp. with a specially
designed stamp to prevent substitution , machines,
tools, models, & c. (either new or second-hand), for
Colonial and foreign readers of your most useful and
interesting paper. Such an office would be able to
get us goods on the best terms, and wemight then be
sure that the goods were of the right quality, which ,
as an Englishman, I am sorry to say, is by no means
always the case when orders are sent direct, some
firms seeming to think that anything will do for the
Colonies. As a matter of fact, none but the best of
the class ordered should be sent,as, if anything is
wrong, long delays occur before the purchaser can get
any deficit made good, besides which , it leads to loss
of trade, as one can generally rely on Americans
sending the goods as advertised . Some years ago, I
imported a patentlathe shaper, which cost £15 158., or
thereabouts. When it arrived, I found that none of
the sliding surfaces had been scraped true --they were
leſt showing the planer or lathe (as the case mi ht be)
tool marks, and were rough to the touch . When I
tried to fit the vice table to my lathe saddle it would
not go on, though I had sent the slide as a guide, and
when this wasmade to fit the ram did not work truly.
I could get no redress. On another occasion I ordered
from a well-known firm of English lathe makers a
hard steel mandrel, and collar to be fitted to my
headstock. When it arrived and was put to work, an
iron turning got into the oil hole and jammed the
mandrel. On taking the mandrel out, I found both
mandrel and collar scored over 1-67th in . deep. This
surprised me, and I tried them with thetang of a file,
which easily scratched both. Since that I have sent
to America for my tools, including two lathes costing
£70 (second-hand), and got the tools I wanted accord.
ing to catalogue specification in every respect. Had
you had such a department I should certainly have
made use of it, as I should have saved duty, & c.,by
getting English goods. I have also seen lathes oftheir
make here that they would never dream of showing
at home- centres not meeting, pulleys and hand
wheels with blow holes filted, & c. Can you wonder
at the Americans gaining ground under such circum

W . F . (Reading) and J. L . (Bradford ). - We cannot

H

ciated."

Answers to Correspondents.
J. C . S. (Harrogate).-- Youmust experiment. See our
bandbook , " Model Steam Turbines," price 6d .,
post free 7d., from this office.
A . W . S . A . (London ,NW .). - Weunderstand that the

WirralModel YachtClub's Era covered a given dis
tance at a speed of ten miles an hour. The boat
was described in our issue of Nov. 26th , 1903. See
the articles on Speed Steamers in the issue of
June 11th , 1903.

consider
your queries as within the scope of the
department.
F. S. Y . (Croydon). Many thanks for your letter.
We do not think it of sufficient general interest to
publish .

Notices.
and original contributions on
invites correspondence
The Editormechanical
and electrical subjects. Matter intended

all amateur
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom

panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will b : sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order .

Advertisement ratesmay be had on app.ication to the Advertise

ment Manager.

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.

the paper,

All correspondence relating to the literary portion of
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., forreview , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
address. d to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
necr, 26 -- 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .

All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales ofthe paper
and boo s to be addressed to Percival Mirshall & Co., 26 - 29,
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
States, Can da, and Mexico : Spon and
Sole Agents, 123,
for United
Chamberlain
Liberty Street, New York , US. A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed. .
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A Small Oil Engine.
By H . W . DAVEY.

Mr. H . W . DAVEY'S SMALL OIL ENGINE.
THE photograph herewith reproduced repre
sents a small horizontal oil engine, of ļh.-p.,
which I fitted up a short time ago for the
purpose of driving a small corn -grinding mill,
which object the engine fulfils splendidly. The
dimensions of engine cylinder are 27- in. bore,
42- in . stroke ; flywheels are 13 ins. diameter, and
weigh 20 lbs. each . Ordinary paraffin is the fuel
used , and the lamp that heats the ignition tube
also heats up the vaporising chamber. The oil is
admitted to the vaporiser by the needle valve and
sight- feed plainly seen in the illustration . After
being vaporised in the hot chamber, it is drawn by

the piston to the admission valve, where it is mixed
cylinder for compression and explosion by the

with a suitable supply of air, and admitted into the
ignition tube at the back end of cylinder.
The governor, which can be seen on the side

shaft in the photograph , holds open the exhaust
valve when the engine runs above speed , prevent
ing a charge from being drawn into the cylinder
until the speed decreases.
I may say that, although the name-plate on this
engine describes the maker as an engineer, he is
really quite an amateur, having been greatly helped
by THE MODEL ENGINEER.
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Workshop Notes and Notions.

similar to D , passing through guide frame B . A
bolt (K ) also passes through frame B ; over this

(Readers are invited to contribute short practical Wems for this

bolt passes the spring L ; one end has a square hole
to fit square on catch ; this square is placed over
catch , and held in position by tightening the nut
on bolt K . I intend attaching to the end of bar A

column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication, If desired , accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should b .

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

A Novel Wire Strainer.

a Dutch tong arrangement. As it is, I have lifted
over 350 lbs. from the floor by fastening a strong

By John HEYES.
vals with holes. The bar slides through a guide ,
as shown at B in the drawing, consisting of a flat

wire to wall, and the other end to H , the guide
block being at X end of bar, and the weight
attached to the other end with a rope over a pulley,

This tool consists of an iron bar drilled at inter

the bar being racked through guide block .

iron plate, with the flat sides riveted on with
countersunk rivets ; along B slides a piece of iron ,

shaped as shown at C ; this iron piece is riveted on

A Method ofMaking Wing Valves.

to ]. Through J and C a hole is drilled to receive

By W . F . G . BRADFORD.

D , consisting of a piece of steel turned as shown

The following method of making wing valves.
with three or four wings, Suggested itself to me

and the ends filed . The square at top has a hole
drilled through to take a small pin ; over this square,

two or three years ago, when requiring valves for

B,
H

ols Rivers
To
Xooooooooo0 JOG @ booooooooooooo
Fo
To

0

l

0

Holes for rivets

DETAILS OF A NOVEL WIRE STRAINER.

on D , is slipped a strong spring (G ), with a square
ha sa hole to fit over E . Thebolt F is passed through
hole in handle (as shown ), then J is put on over the
handle, and the spring Gover J, and bolted up.
Through the end of handle a bolt is passed to fasten
it down to B . These bolts should have pins through
them to prevent them working loose. The action
in one end to fit top of D ; the other end of spring

consists in the part C sliding along a hole length
on bar ; when handle is pushed forward the bevelled

edge of catch D allows it to slide from one hole to
another. When pushed forward , but when over
a hole, the spring forces it into the hole. Now , on
pulling back the lever the bar is pulled back a
hole length . If there was anything pulling at the
bar, it would want something to hold it whilst a
fresh hole was being obtained with catch D .

Whilst in this position the bar is held with a catch

a model force pump.

For valves with only

3 -16ths in . or in , stem it does not seem worth
while to make patteras and obtain castings,
All the material required is a piece of stick brass
or gunmetal, slightly larger in diameter than head
of the valve required. Truly centre each end for
turning, not countersinking for lathe centres till the
last thing. On one or both ends scribe a circle
equal to the stem of valve. Equally divide this
into three or four as desired ; dot punch , and drill
parallel with axis of stick , using a drill which suits
the space required between the wings, taking great
care to drill to the samedepth each time, this depth
to equal length of stem .
Now countersink each centre mark as much as
possible in very small valves without running into
the already drilled holes.

The turning may now

begin , but great care must be exercised , and very
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fine cuts taken , on nearing the holes, in turning

stem ; and if in a single-geared lathe difficulty is
experienced with the S . R . tool or hand tool, pursue
this part of the work by carefully filing whilst
revolving, with safe edge next collar or head of
valve. Partly shape each valve, and caliper care

fully to match them , and when satisfied , cutting
off with parting tool may be continued . Have the
heads sufficiently thick to permit of a screwdriver
slit being taken a short distance in , as this will be
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The Latest in Engineering.
New Steamer for North Pole Expedition .
- The famous Arctic explorer, Lieutenant Peary ,
intends this summer to start on another voyage
in search of the North Pole. The steamship
in which he is to make the attempt is the Roosevelt ,
which has been built in Maine expressly for the
voyage. The hull of the vessel is of oak, with

heavily -braced oak and hard pine timber. The
hull has been constructed by Messrs. McKey and
Dicks, Buckport, Me., and the machinery by the
Portland Company, Portland, Me. The length of
the ship is 180 ft ., and the breadth 32 ft. She has

Bloo

A METHOD OF

MAKING
WING VALVES.

found very useful when grinding in, and preparing
the seatings. This last operation can be performed
in the lathe, very good results being obtainable.
A less shapely , but still satisfactory valve can be
made by turning straight away , and then before
cutting off, file three equal flats on the stem . But,
of course, the flow in this case is not equal to that
resulting with the former more detailed valve.

three masts , and is rigged as an ordinary three
masted schooner. Under ordinary conditions it is
intended to use the sails alone, but auxiliary steam
power may be used when required , either to increase
the speed or to force the vessel through the ice
floes. The engine-power is sufficient to enable the
vessel to proceed under steam at a good rate of
speed, without any dependence on the sails, if such
a course should be necessary. The hull is very
heavily constructed , so as to enable it to resist all
pressure, and the cross -braces, which are spaced
about 3 ft . apart, start at the bow and extend aft

as far as the boilers, which are slightly astern of the
middle of the ship. The keel is of 16 -in . square oak,
and the timber used to brace the bow is 16 ins. by
24 ins, oak. Outside of the bow , in the vicinity of

A Rivet Head Former.

By J. H . P . B .
The sketch herewith shows a simple rivet head
former, fitted with cup and conical head punches.
AA represent the punches ; these are made of
good quality steel, turned to a sliding fit to suit
the hole in guide B , one end beingmade to suit cup

or snap head ; these should then be hardened in
the usual manner. The guide B is made of cast
iron , a hole being drilled in the centre to take the
punches. The block C is also C . I., holes D D being
drilled in the top side to take various diameters and

ooOOO
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them were placed oil-heaters to keep the room warm ;
and it was discovered that the minute carbon
particles given off by the burning oil in these lamps,
although too minute to be visible in the air, were the
cause of the hands and faces of the patients becom

%

was seated was positive and the crown of the head
negative. In the room were open fireplaces, and in

0

A PECULIAR ELECTRICAL EFFECT. - According to
the American Electrician , a peculiar effect on patients
while being electrically treated has, under certain
conditions, been observed . It appears that while
under treatment the hands and faces of the patients
would sometimes become black , especially if the
weather were cold ; and on a thorough examination
being made, it was found that this peculiar condition
only occurred when the chair on which the patient

0

lengths of rivets. This will be found a useful tool
where several odd size copper rivets are required ,
as they can easily be made from copper wire of
the right size.

DETAILS OF A Rivet Head FORMER .
the water-line, there is an extra thickness of 3 -in .
planking, which is covered with 4-in , boiler plate.
The main engines are about 1,400 h .-p ., and are of
the usual compound marine type. The cylinders
are 24 ins, and 52 ins. in diameter, and 30 -in . stroke.
The propeller shaft is 12 ins, in diameter, and carries
a four-bladed propeller 8 ft. in diameter ; and
provision is made for removing two of the blades,
since two -bladed propellers are considered safer
andmore effective than four-bladed for ice -breaking.
There is a single Scotch boiler, 10 ft. in diameter

and 12 ft, long, with three furnaces. There are also
two Almy water-tube boilers.

ing dark . When the polarity of the chair and the
crown of the head were reversed , the phenomenon

could not be obtained , nor could it be produced on
days when the oil -stoves were not burning.

The New de Glehn Compound Locomotive ,
G . N .Rly . - - The particulars of the new de Glehn
four-cylinder compound locomotive, designed
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and built for the Great Northern Railway
Company by the Vulcan Works Company, of
Newton-le-Willows, Lancs ., which Mr. Chas. S .
Lake was unable to include in his “ Notes on Loco

motive Practice ” in last week 's issue, have just

come to hand. The engine has H .-P. cylinders,
14 ins. by 26 ins. ; L -P. cylinders, 23 ins. by 26 ins. ;
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hammered axle , is claimed for this method, be
cause the outer hard skin remains intact, and the
flow of themetal exists throughout the entire cross
section of the billet instead of only on the surface,
and the entire axle is exposed to an immense static
pressure from end to end, which should beneficially

affect the structure. It is also claimed that by this

rapid method of forging and by doing away with
rough turning and centreing — this latter being done
in the upsetting action - as well as by effecting a
reduction of 80 to 90 per cent. in scrap , a saving
of 33 per cent. is made in cost of manufacture ,

when taking the difference in prices between billets
and rough turned axles.

THE NEW DE GLEHN COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE , G .N . R .
coupled wheels, 6 ft . 8 ins. diameter ; total wheel

base, 2,514 sq . ft. ; grate area, 31 sq . ft. ; and work
ing steam pressure, 200 lbs. per sq. in . The boiler
is 5 ft. If ins. diameter outside, ii ft. Ii ins. long,
and is pitched with its axis 8 ft. 10 ins. above rail

level. The firebox is 10 ft, in length .
Improved Railway Car Axles. -- During 1904

Racing Motor Launches .
The New 300 h.-p. Boat, “ Brooke 1.”
AMONGST the English racing fleet on the Solent
A this year, one of the most prominent boats
is a racer which has just been built and
engined by Messrs. J. W . Brooke, of Lowestoft, for
the joint ownership of Captain B . D . Corbet and
Mr. Mawdsley Brooke.

The length of the launch

of railway car axles was patented in the United

is just under 40 ft., so as to comply with the 12
metre limit ; the extreme breadth is 5 ft. 6 ins.,

States, Europe, and Canada, and a plant for the
manufacture of axles by this method is to be erected

and the draft of water at the greatest immersed
section of the hull is 12 ins. only .

an important improvement in the manufacture

Notwithstanding that the cutting down ofweight
has now reached a fine art, this boat has been given
a heated steel billet, round, octagonal, or hexagonal
in cross-section, and depositing it in a system of dies i a good factor of safety ; it is all very well to design

in Germany shortly . The process consists in taking

ar
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Fig . 1. - PLAN AND ELEVATION OF THE 300 H .- P. MOTOR LAUNCH , “ BROOKE I."
all of which are split horizontally in order that the
upper halves may be lifted so as to enable the billet
to be introduced . The dies are then closed by heavy
hydraulic pressure, and while the middle part of the
die system , embracing the centre part of the axle,
remains stationary , the two outer parts, one at
each end, are moved longitudinally towards the

a hull on the egg -shell principle of construction ,
in a rough sea in a cross-Channel race , and strain
ing the motor to make record time. And when
dealing with such enormous power as this launch

metal, inside and between , then ejecting and shear

stationary centre part, filling and upsetting the
ing off the surplus metal, and finally, by a special

mine the size and distribution of the various
material, so as to meet these various forces .
As shown in Fig . i herewith , the motor bearers

arrangement of heading dies, forming the inside col
lars. Additional strength , as compared to the

are of ample strength , extending the full length
of the launch , and in conjunction with the American

but quite a different matter when one is pounding

possesses, it is absolutely essential to pay great
attention to strains due to propulsion , and to deter
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elm keel they form a splendid backbone to the

whole fabric, giving great longitudinal strength ,
and affording a solid foundation for the 300 h .- p .
motor.
The strength of the boat, although by no means
inadequate, has been increased by the addition of
steel angle-bars, stringer plates, and tie angles.
The diagonal lines of this boat are long and
narrow , showing just a slight roundness as they
extend from bow to stern ; they should , as the boat
forces her way ahead, offer very easy pathways to
the streams of displaced water. The underwater
body has been kept fairly flat, merging into a nicely

rounded bilge, which in its turn is gradually lost
as it approaches the transom . She has been given
a very fair freeboard , combined with a good fore
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the valve chambers are not set square with the
motor ; this helps to keep the crank-case narrow ,
with considerable saving of weight. The inlet and
exhaust valves are both mechanically operated , and

made interchangeable, the inlets being on the star
board side, and the exhausts on the port. The
hollow cam -shafts are operated by large outside
spur wheels, and by slightly moving the shafts the
exhaust valves are arranged to lift on the compres
sion stroke, in order to facilitate starting. Each
shaft has seven bearings, thereby ensuring perfect

alignment and easy running. The cast-steel crank
case is in two sections, with five intermediate bear
ings for the crankshaft ; the bolts holding these
down are continued up, and perform

the same

operation for the cylinders. Six large inspection

·Fig . 30. — THE 300 H.-P. ENGINES OF THE MOTOR LAUNCH , “ BROOKE I.”
turtle deck , ensuring ample protection in any ordi

doors are arranged on each side, through which all

nary weather, and for negotiating bad weather a
portable light steel superstructure can be fitted

the connecting-rods and bottom ends can be easily

completely over the well, with just a small aperture

aft for the steersman . This is shown on the accom

panying drawings, for permission to reproduce
which we are indebted to our interesting con
temporary the Motor Boat.
After the design of the hull, the chief considera
tion in a racing launch is the motor, and in this case
it is a six -cylinder engine developing over 300 h .- p .

got at if required .

The flywheel carries an internal metal-to -metal
expanding clutch , which conveys the power through
two universal joints to the reverse gear, which is of
the ordinary jar type, a through forward drive
being obtained .
Before the races a very smart piece of work had
been accomplished by the builders, Messrs. J. W .
Brooke & Co. Whilst running a trial at Southamp

(shown in the accompanying photograph ). It is

ton early last week , an exhaust valve stem had

very compact, and when looking down at it from
the deck it seems hardly possible that each cylinder
accommodates a piston 1o ins, in diameter and the
crank-case a six -throw 8-in , stroke crank. Each
cylinder is cast separately with its water -jacket ;

broken , and the valve had jumped into the com
bustion chamber of the sternmost cylinder. The

two water inlets are provided to each cylinder, one

above the exhaust valve, and one above the com
bustion chamber. By this it will be seen the cold
water enters at the right places.
As seen in the construction plans of the boat,

piston , on rising, drove the valve through the head,
and burst it. Mr. Brooke went off to Lowestoft,
a gang of moulders was started on a new cylinder
on Monday night. The cylinder, which weighed
over 21 cwt., was cast on Monday at mid - day, and
it was machined and completed by Friday evening,

work never ceasing for a minute during 4 days
22 hours, one gang of men being followed by
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another, and relief men coming on at meal times.
Mr. Brooke returned to Southampton with the

For the Bookshelf .

cylinder, and by Saturday night the engine was
again ready.
The eliminating race on August ist did not turn
out a success, only four competitors were able to
start, and of these the Napier broke down soon
after starting, Napier II being the only vessel to
complete the race. The Brooke I and St. Cum
ming's Competitor broke down at the fifth round,
the former, whose bilge pump was choked , having

(AnyMODEL
book raieved
under this heading may be obtained from The
ENGINEER Book Department, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court
Fled
Street,
London,
E .C ., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.]
ASTRONOMY FOR THE GENERAL READER. By C . F .
Chambers, F .R . A . S . London : Whittaker and

made the better time.

Co . Price is. net ; postage 3d .
general reader a comprehensive conception of the

This book' is an interesting one in that it gives the

FIG . 3. — MUTOR BOATS IN SOUTHAMPTON DOCKS AWAITING THE RACES.
The reliability trials, however, was a most repre
fascinating science of astronomy. It is an excep
tionally cheap book, and comprises some 250 pages
sentative gathering. Some of the competing boats
and 130 illustrations. We can therefore heartily
are shown in the accompanying photograph await
recommend the work to any of our readers wishing
ing the regatta .
to know something about the wonders of the
heavens .
THE HARDEST METAL . — The success of tantalum
CASSELL' S CYCLOPÆDIA OF MECHANICS (Fourth
as a material for electric lamp filaments has drawn
Series). Price 7s, 6d. ; postage 6d . extra .
attention to the remarkable properties of the metal,
and may lead to many demands if the supply can
be sufficiently increased . Chief of these proper
ties, as Dr. Mollwo Perkin points out, is extreme

ductility combined with extraordinary hardness.
A diamond drill, rotating 5,000 times a minute for
three days and three nights, penetrated only a
quarter through a sheet of tantalum 1- 25th in .
thick ; and the diamond was much worn . This
hardness suggests the use of the metal for drills,

in place of the diamond,

The fourth volume of this well-known series of

reference books sustains its excellent reputation
for usefulness to the mechanic. It comprises 350

pages and over 7,000 well-indexed items.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY. — The wireless telegraph
system is being tried on the Chicago and Alton Rail
way, and trains running at 50 miles an hour have
received messages at a distance of 30 miles from the
seading station .
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An Amateur's Steam Models.
By HENRY J. CROFT.
THE photographs shown herewith are of
my two model horizontal steam
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with cross tubes, and all necessary fittings. I
intend to fit pump to it eventually. All turning
was done in a small watchmaker 's lathe (being just
able to get the length of shaft between centres ),

engines

and boilers. Fig . I is the result of my
first attempt. The cylinder is 4-in . bore, i-in .
stroke, which I purchased ; but it was so badly
made that I practically re-made it, with gratify

ing results. All the other parts are made from
scrap, except the flywheel, which I bought. It is
mounted on a sheet brass plate, which is screwed
to a majolica ware bed , marked out to represent
brickwork , and makes a very firm one. With io lbs.
of steam it will travel over 1, 500 revolutions per
minute. The boiler is all copper, 10 ins. high,
41 diameter, with a 14-in , central flue and five t
in , cross tubes, all made from one sheet. All the
fittings I made, except the steam gauge (which
serves both boilers ). Water is supplied from the
tank seen at side with a hand-pump, the exhaust
steam keeping the water very hot.
The one shown in Fig . 2 is a reversing engine ;
cylinder 4-in , bore by 13-in , stroke, lagged with

mahogany. It is built up from f-in . thick solid -drawn
brass tube, with flanges brazed on . The reversing
motion is Stephenson 's link . Lever, quadrant, and

FIG . 2 . - A MODEL REVERSING ENGINE, AND
BOILER .

and with a bow , which is rather tedious work be
side a foot lathe.
I may say that I am indebted to THE MODEL
ENGINEER for many wrinkles, and have taken

advantage of them in these models.

The • Holiday " Competition .
NURING the present holiday season , we have
decided to award every reader who sends us
a description and original photographs of

anything of engineering or model-making interest
he may encounter during his vacation , which shall
be sufficiently good to warrant insertion in our
journal. The prizes vary in value from 5s. to
ros. 6d ., according to merit. All winning com
petitors will receive a notice of the value of the
prize awarded , when they can choose the tools or
other articles they may wish sent to them . All
entries should be accompanied by a separate letter ,
marked on the envelope “ M . E . HOLIDAY COM

PETITION .” This letter should include the title
sary for publication . The article should be written
on one side of the paper only, with the name and
address of the sender on the back . The photo

of the article and any other information not neces

Fig . 1 . - A MODEL ENGINE AND BOILER.
top of link can be just seen in photograph . All
parts were made from scrap , as in the smaller one,

and likewise mounted on brass plate, with turned
brass pillars on mahogany base . It does not travel
quite so fast as the smaller one, owing to its not
being able to keep up so much steam pressure.
The boiler is all copper, and was really made for a
launch .“ It has a conical flue, 2 ins. to i in ., a top

graphs and separate sketches enclosed with the
contribution should similarly bear the name and
address of the sender, otherwise delay may arise

in the awarding of the prizes. It is essential that
the copyright of the photographs must be the pro
perty of the senders, and the covering letter should
contain a declaration to this effect. The competi
tion will close on October 16th .
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requires a voltage so much lower than that which

Lessons in Workshop Practice.

the dynamo is intended to give, and which it does
give with only a voltmeter on , the lamp takes a
comparatively large current to light it well, and its

XXI. - Practical
Notes on Selecting and Using
Small

resistance is too low , so that any current which
may be generated by the armature is practically
diverted through the lamp, and there is not sufficient
flowing through the magnet coils to cause the field

Dynamos and Motors .
(Continued from page 154.)

By A . W . M .
Testing a Shunt-wound Dynamo. - - This method

of field -magnet winding is quite opposite in its
working to the series system of winding in this
respect, that whereas the series wound dynamo
will not excite at all at no load, that is open circuit,
the shunt-wound dynamo is more likely to excite
on open circuit than if a load is on ; and again , if
it is tested by means of a piece of thick copper wire
as a load , it would not excite at all. If themachine
is a small one, say, not larger than about 60 watts ,
it may be tested to ascertain that it is in working
order by means of a hand wheel or the driving

to build up, as it is termed . By joining two or three
such lamps in series with each other, or connecting
a 10 - volt lamp of small candle-power, say, I C.- P .,
the machine may excite at once, and light the

lamps. A similar difficulty would most likely
appear if the machine was used to drive a motor
which was wound with wire of a thick gauge, or
shunt wound ; in the latter case, the low resistance
of the armature would prevent the dynamo from
exciting, and the remedy would be to lift up one of
the motor brushes for a moment and drop it again ,
when the dynamo had reached its voltage ; the

wheel of a lathe ; do not put any lamps or other

motor field -magnet would be thus excited , its arma
ture start running and give a counter electro-motive

load on , or connect anything to the terminals , but

merely drive the armature at suitable speed . If the

force which would then act as a resistance, and the
dynamo would probably drive it satisfactorily ; but

dynamo is in order, a peculiar humming sound will
be heard , and the armature will commence to run

if the load on the motor caused its armature to slow
down to a low speed, the dynamo would loose its

moon
Field coils

prono

Armature

Voltmeter

Lamp

Fig . 3.
stiffly as soon as a certain speed is reached , whilst
sparks may appear at the brushes, these effects
disappearing when the speed is reduced . You

may now feel assured that themachine is in working
order and try it with a load on ; it is at this stage
that the novice may be puzzled to find that perhaps

the dynamo does not excite, though working well
without any load . When this occurs, it merely
indicates that the resistance of the circuit which
has been connected , whether lamps, resistance wires,
or accumulators, or whatever form it takes, is too
low to permit themachine to excite. Asan example
take a very small machine indeed, about 10 watts
output, a size often made by the novice as his first
attempt, the machine excites well on open circuit,

so the novice tries it with some load by connecting
a 4 -volt lamp, thinking that as the machine has
been wound for 10 volts, he is well on the safe side
in trying a lamp requiring very low voltage, with
the result that the machine fails to light the lamp.

The reason for this would be that though the lamp

excitation again and the voltage drop to zero. The
diagrams in Fig. 3 explain these remarks ; in G a
voltmeter only is connected , and the dynamo ex
cites ; H shows a single lamp connected , the dynamo
failing to excite ; K shows three such lamps con
nected in series ; the dynamo excites and gives

full voltage. The governing principle is there
fore the resistance of the circuit which is con
nected to the dynamo ; the higher this resistance
is the higher (within limits) will be voltage of the
dynamo ; the lower this resistance is the lower will
be the voltage, until a point is reached at which it
will suddenly drop to zero and the dynamo refuse
to excite.
As the voltage on open circuit is always con
siderably higher than that which it will be at full

load, the novice is liable, when the dynamo is driven
from an engine, to overrun or burn up the filaments
of his lamps if he happens to put a very light load
on , even though the dynamo may not be running
at more than its normal speed . To guard against
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this , the best thing to do is to put on full load , or

ance. The first method is the more economical,

rather more, at once. If the voltage is then too low ,
it shows that the speed of the dynamo is not high

but the second is very convenient ard to be pre
ferred for such purposes as charging accumulators
or electro -plating, where the resistance of the
circuit may be so low at first that the dynamo
would not excite without some extra resistance

enough , or that too much current is being taken
from the machine, Switching off lamps one at a
time will decrease the current, and the voltage will
rise steadily .

being interposed . After all, with small machines,
the amount of energy wasted in

Resistance wires M00
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matter, and is generally less impor
tant than convenience in working ;
the two methods may be used to
gether with advantage.
Testing a Compound wound Dy
namo. -- As this type of winding com
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M000000
Field coils

such a resistance is not a serious

bines the effects of both shunt and
series machines, the causes of failure
to excite, peculiar to either, are
neutralised . If the mac line is run
without any load , the shunt winding
will enable it to excite ; if a circuit
is connected which has a resistance

below that at which the shunt coils
would work , then the series coils
provide sufficient magnetism to

Lamps

Fig . 4 .

Though the voltage of a shunt-wound machine
thus rises and falls according to the load, it is more
under control than the voltage of a series wound

machine. If the armature has a comparatively
low resistance and the field -magnet worked up to

a high degree of magnetic density, there will be
very small variation between full load and, say ,
one quarter load voltage ; this winding , however,

does not give very satisfactory results when the
dynamo is used to supply current to an
arc lamp, and can only be used to a limited
extent for fusing or heating wires. It is

make the machine build up its volt
age. The simple way to test suc'i
a dynamo is to treat it at first as a
shunt-wound machine, and run it at
normal speed without any load ; if
in working order , it will give the
same kind of indication . It is a good plan to
temporarily disconnect the series winding, so
that you may be sure if the machine fails when
the series coils are connected, you will know that
they are causing the trouble. Having satisfied
yourself that the machine excites without the

series coils , connect them in circuit and run it at
out any load on ; then put on the load very gradu
such a speed that it gives the correct voltage with

Fig . 5.

the best type of winding for use when
charging accumulators or for electro

0am0
0
0
0
0
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convenient method of regulating the volt
age with a varying load is to interpose
an adjustable resistance in circuit with
the field coils (see Fig . 4 ). When the
dynamo is working at full load , the switch

is at L , all the resistance being thus cut
out of circuit, the field coils receive the
full amount of current allotted to them ;
when the load is decreased owing to lamps
being switched off and the voltage rises,
the switch is moved towards N , thus inter
posing resistance in series with the field
coils and decreasing the amount of current
flowing through them ; this causes a reduc
tion in the magnetism of the field -magnet,
and the voltage falls ; by adjusting the amount of
resistance, the voltage can be kept at the correct
value for any load .
Another method is that shown in Fig . 5, where
the resistance is interposed in series with the load ,

0000000) coon moon po

r
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plating and electro-chemical work .

ally. If lamps, switch on one at a time until you
are taking the full current ; note the effect on the

the movement of the switch being as before ; in

voltmeter. If the machine is correctly wound and
proportioned so as to be completely self-regulating,
the voltage should not alter, but remain the same
from no load to full output, provided the speed has

this method the dynamo volts rise as the load is
decreased , but the volts at the terminals of the
lamps are regulated to their proper amount as the

not altered . This is the real object of compound
winding, and large machines can be compound
wound to give very close regulation, but such

excess volts are absorbed in the coils of the resist

accurate results should not be expected from

a
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small machine. There are two ways of connecting
the shunt-wound coils. In the first, which is called
the short shunt method, the ends of the shunt
winding are connected to the brushes exactly as
for a plain shunt-wound machine ; the armature

current is then split up into two portions, one
Aowing through the shunt coils, and the other,
which is the whole currentflowing in the outer circuit
of lamps, & c., passing through the series coils (see
Fig. 6 ). The second method is called the long

m
m Shunt
coils

x Series
coils
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A 21/2 Horse -power Motor Cycle .
By S . BEALE and J. KIRBY.
I a 21 h .-p . motor cycle, the bicycle and
ignition being the only parts not con
structed by us.
The castings were obtained from the Noble
Motor Company (Pocock Street, Blackfriars, Lon
don , E .C .), and is the early type of engine brought
out by them , their latest 24 h .-p . engine being
THE photograph herewith reproduced depicts

actuated by a different gear . As no two engines are
a dimensioned account of same, so will content

alike in construction, it is not our intention to give
ourselves with giving our experiences as pure
amateurs (neither of us being in any way connected

with engineering), of the difficulties encountered and
overcome in the construction of this our first motor.
In the first place, our lathe is only a 34-in , screw

Fig . 6:
shunt, as one end of the shunt winding is connected
to the outer end of the series coils, instead of being

connected , as before, to the brush ; the result is
that all the current generated in the armature passes
through the series coils before dividing (see Fig . 7).
The effect of either system may be considered as

m

o
Shunt coils ?

Series
arvecollis

cutter, and to bore the hole in cylinder for exhaust
pipe we had to chuck the cylinder crossways on
building the lathe
faceplate, which necessitated ourexhaust
pipe being

head up to 5 ins., the hole for
} in , diameter, with screw , 16 threads to the inch .
The first things taken in hand were the fly

wheels, which weighed, before being machined ,
24 lbs., being 6 13-16ths ins, in diameter by it ins.
on face, and for which job we had to make a 12-in .
faceplate to bolt them on to . The turning, boring,
etc ., proved a very hot job , and we were not sorry
when they were finished , as we could not keep ofa
tool up to them very long, owing to the surface

wheels being chilled . However, with a bit of
patience and a good deal of pedalling, they were

coils

to ooo

Lamps I

satisfactorily finished .
The crank cases were then machined , and holes
bored to receive bushes, which were of phosphor
bronze . The shafts were then turned from it ins.
diameter mild steel.

The reason we turned them

from so large a diameter was to leave a large
shoulder to bed up to the wheels , the shafts being
screwed into same, and riveted over. The two -to

one gear was then taken in hand , the hole being
bored in crank case and bushed with phosphor
Fig . 7.

bronze. The shaft was then fitted , and gear

the same. Though compound winding on small

wheels being 16 and 32 .
The crank pin was also turned from mild steel
rod, being screwed into one wheel and riveted over,
while into the other wheel it is turned taper, being
pulled up with a lock nut. The connecting-rod ,
which is also of phosphor bronze, only required
boring each end to receive crank and piston pins.
The piston was a delicate piece of work, requiring
careful machining. It has three rings, these being
turned up from a casting, the pin being fastened by

wheel and cam keyed on, the number of teeth in
machines may not give good results as regards

regulation of voltage, it is very useful, as it will
prevent the dynamo from loosing its excitation

when the resistance of the outer circuit varies very
much , as would happen when current is used to
work an arc lamp or induction coil, the carbons of
an arc lamp must be made to touch when starting
the arc, and the contact-breaker of a coil is closed
when making circuit, so that in each case a 'shunt

machine is liable to drop its voltage to nothing.

owing to the very low resistance of the circuit.
( To be continued .)
PLATINUM , at the same time the most ductile
a higher price than gold , its value having increased
more than three -fold since 1890 . More than half

and the most infusible of metals, is now quoted at
the quantity is produced by the Compagnie Indus

trielle du Platine Paris , which produces a little
more than three tons yearly, valued at £720 ,000,
from its mines.

two gudgeon pins.
The cylinder was chucked on faceplate, and hole
bored first for exhaust valve stem , the valve seat
being turned at same time. To enable us to bevel
the valve seating, wemade a milling cutter from an
old file, and screwed it on to a piece of rod of the
same diameter as valve stem , this method enabling
us to get a smooth seating, and only requiring a
very little grinding in , the valves being turned same
bevel as cutter. The inlet valve is a separate cast
ing, and was machined with the above method ,
afterwards bolted to cylinder head with two 5- 16ths

in . set pins, being made gas-tight with a copper
washer .
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The valves are worked with a tappet gear, tap
pets being fastened on a single square rod , which

actuates both valves, a square groove being planed
out of side of cylinder to form a guide for same.
The pulley was turned from a casting, being screwed
and fastened on to shaft with a lock nut. Diameter
of cylinder 2fins, by 3 ins. ; wheels, 6 13-16ths ins.
by it ins. ; inlet valve, } in . ; exhaust valve, i in . ;
valve stems, cam , tappets and tappet rod all being
In conclusion , we might say that all the threads
in cylinder, shafts, and also on pipes were cut in

case-hardened .

the lathe, having no taps suitable for same. The
machine is a decided success, the engine taking any

though the carbide had been quite liquid.
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Fouché blowpipe should be of very great service
in the workshop , and also in the field . By its aid
a broken locomotive frame could be welded . It
should be useful at sea for repair work , and in a
thousand ways it will prove of service. The
apparatus is simple and consists of a supply of the
two gases, a suitable water seal, and the blowpipe.
A rod of pure iron serves as a soldering stick or
making-up supply . It is said that someof the carbon
from the flame combines with this pure iron and
converts it into mild steel. The blowpipe is, of
course, applicable to other metals. The superiority

of the acetylene-oxygen flameover the oxyhydrogen

hill without pedal assistance whatever, and is quite

flame lies in the fact that for each cubic meter of

capable of exceeding the speed limit. The engine

oxygen , there are theoretically required two cubic
metres of hydrogen , but the flame produced is so

was commenced last September, the making of it

K -835

MESSRS. S. BEALE AND J. KIRBY'S 24 H . P. MOTOR CYCLE .
oxidising that practically it is necessary to employ
wut being hurried , as we did not wish to register it
Theoretically,
a double quantity of hydrogenfor. each
until this year, it being registered in February, and
volume of
2ļ vols, of oxygen are required
has been running ever since.

Autogenous Welding of Metals.
IN the Fouché blowpipe, demonstrations of the

acetylene, but in practice only 1.7 vols , of oxygen
are used . The flame of acetylene is much less
diffused and the heat is , therefore, better applied .

and less is wasted in heating up surrounding metal
needlessly . Thus, for the two mixtures the heat
per cubic metre will be for acetylene 5,238, for

I working of which were given at the works of
Brin 's Oxygen Co ., Westminster, recently, engineers
will find an instrument of great power and flexibility .

hydrogen 2 ,473 calories . These and other considera

The Fouché blowpipe is simply a flame of acetylene

given piece of work , or one and a half times as much

gas blown in the usualway with a blowpipe,but with

oxygen . - Electrical Review .

tions are said to account for the fact that ten times

as much hydrogen as acetylene is required for a

oxygen gas, so that the resulting temperature is

enormous, not only because acetylene is endothermic
in manufacture, but because the flame contains no
inert diluent nitrogen . To show the effect of
temperature, a heavy iron bar was melted upon a
Newcastle firebrick . The corner of the firebrick

was run to liquid , and finally a piece of calcium
carbide was liquefied . A piece of the carbide
which had thus been liquefied and placed in water,

gave off acetylene, showing no chemical change,

SMART BRIDGE WORK. - Recently a 120 -ft. iron
on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, was removed

and steel span of the bridge across Crum Creek ,

and replaced by an entire new bridge between train
time on that much -travelled road, without the least
disturbance of traffic . The actual time occupied
by the work was just six minutes,
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Traction Notes on Road and Rail.
By Chas. S. LAKE.
hitherto not enjoyed by them , for reaching the

MIDLAND MOTOR OMNIBUSES.
The Midland Railway Company, who for some
years past have had in operation a horse- drawn

and the L . B . & S .C . R . main line at Haywards
Heath, and the advantages of this will doubtless
be felt by everyone concerned . The first bus

intended for this service has recently been de
livered by Messrs. Dennis Bros., Ltd ., of Guildford ,
and a trialtrip of 34 miles, at which representatives

SUISSSESSES

SUGESTE
LE

omnibus service between St. Pancras and
Victoria, via Charing Cross, have recently placed
a motor omuibus on this route ; and should this
prove successful, as there is every reason to believe
it will do, the service will at a later stage be en
tirely worked by motor vehicles. For the timebeiag

railway. Direct communication will be opened up
between Lingfield , Handcross, Cuckfield , etc .,

FIG . 1. - INTERIOR OF CAR : GREAT NORTHERN AND CITY RAILWAY. :

only four journeys are made in both directions per
day , the timings being arranged , so far as is possible,
with a view to connecting the most important
express trains leaving and arriving at the termini
of the three companies — viz., Midland, S . E . & C .,
and Brighton & South Coast. The omnibus
carries fourteen passengers, and a uniform fare of

3d . per passenger is charged for the complete
journey in either direction.
Motor OMNIBUSES FOR MID - SUSSEX .
A syndicate has been formed for the purpose of
providing a motor omnibus service in Mid -Sussex ,

and by means of this service the inhabitants of
several important villages will obtain facilities,

of the Press were present, demonstrated the suit

ability of the vehicle for the work it has been
designed to perform .
Seating accommodation for thirty -four passengers
(inside and out) is provided , with an additional

space for packages. The engine is of the enclosed
vertical type, with four cylinders, 4 1-5th bore
by 53-5ths stroke, developing 24 h .-p . at 900
revolutions per minute. The transmitting shaft is
of the Dennis spring drive type, by meansof which
jerking at starting is dispensed with .
The ignition is high tension electric, and the
Eisemann magneto is also fitted . The omnibus is
well and comfortably appointed throughout, and
on the trial trip was found to run with perfect
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smoothness, although the roads were unusually
loose in places.

THE ACCIDENT ON THE L . & Y . R .

Whatever the engineer's view of this might be
it is difficult to say , but of course all who have
acquainted themselves with the circumstances
know that the cause of the accident was wholly

disassociated with the form of traction employed.
ROLLING -STOCK ON THE GREAT NORTHERN AND
CITY RAILWAY,
The type of car used upon the Great Northern
and City Railway is illustrated herewith . The
dimensions of the motor cars and those of the
trailer cars — one of the latter being shown in the
photograph - are the same, viz., as follows : - Total
length over platforms, 49 ft. 6 ins. ; length over
corner pillars, 40 ft. 8 ins. ; width over panel at

window belt, 9 ft. 4 ins. ; total over-all height,
mounted on trucks, 12 ft. 2 ins.
The motor cars have vestibuled platforms, but

the trailing cars are provided only with collapsible
gates and railings, as on the Central London Rail
way. Themotor cars haveMcGuire trucks, and the
trailer cars have heavy service trucks, with 3 ft.
diameter wheels spaced out 6 ft. apart between
centres. The motor trucks carry series wound
direct-current geared motors, working on the line
pressure of about 550 volts, the current being
collected by two collector shoes per truck . Each
motor has a capacity of 125 h .-p . The trains really
consist of three motor cars and four trailer cars,
but the number of vehicles is generally restricted
to a smaller total, especially during the “ off ”
hours of the day. The motor cars seat seventy -one

and the trailers seventy -three passengers. Each
train of seven cars weighs 200 tons loaded , and seat
ing accommodation for 505 passengers is provided .
Sliding doors are fitted at the centre and at both
ends of the cars, and the roof is of the clerestory
type, with swinging sashes pivoted for ventilation.
The inside finish is of teak and mahogany,moulded
and panelled with an artistically decorated roof
framing of lincrusta millboard, moulded and
painted. A maximum speed of about 33 miles is
attained by the trains, and an average speed of

16 miles is maintained , including stops at the three
intermediate stations. The cars illustrated were

built by the Brush Company.
THE “ GAS AND OIL ENGINE RECORD ." — Wehave

received copies of Nos. 1 and 2 of a new and ex
cellent journal dealing with the manufacture and
application of gas and oil engines. The paper is
edited by Mr. W . A . Tookey, who is well known to
our readers as the author of several books on the

above and kindred subjects, and is published
monthly, price 3d ., post free 4d., the yearly sub .
scription being 3s. The editorial and publishing
offices are 2, Grocers' Hall Court, Poultry, London ,
E .C .
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yet imperfectly understood ."
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Commenting upon the recent lamentable accident
on the Liverpool and Southport section of the
Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway, an evening con
temporary remarked : “ There is now harnessed to
the shafts a monster (electricity ) which is only as
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desirable practice, until the demands of the screw
propeller compelled the engineer to put the cylinder
on top.
We need only mention the table engine as an
illustration of the complications that were adopted
to ensure the piston-rod working out of the top of

High - Speed Engines .
W
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By H . MUNCASTER.
(Continued from page 111.)
ORKING details of the standard or bed are
I given in Figs. 18 to 22, This form makes,

the cylinder. At the same time the compara
tively long stroke made it desirable to economise
space, and in this respect the table engine was a

perhaps, a type of engine that can be
produced at a less cost than would be possible in
any other type. It has other points to commend

means to an end.

A review of the steam engine shows its progress
quirements of the service to which it was applied :
and that practically no important feature has been
Te dua

it, such as its extreme compactness, its being self

to be merely a development controlled by the re .

16"

-- -

contained , and its neat appearance.
We do not claim that the design is new , although
several large engines have recently been made on
the same lines for high-speed direct driving of
dynamos.

-i

* - ..- 526

+ 6282

T

FIG , 19.
DETAILS OF STANDARD FOR A High -SPEED ENGINE.
invented in connection with the steam engine since
No great difference exists between the engine here
Trevithick and others put it into a workable form ,
illustrated and that made by Messrs. Hayward,
the modern engine having been gradually evolved
Tyler & Co. a quarter of a century ago . Indeed ,
from this ,
we might go back further and find a similar design .
Take the case of themarine engine, ofthe perform
An old book of designs published in 1853 gives
ance of which a great deal is sometimes said . A
details of an engine with a similar standard, the
careful search into the records reveals the fact that
cylinder, however, being at the lower end.
step by step the demand for more power has been
It is difficult to find any type of engine that
responded to by increased steam pressure.
is not merely a development from some previous
The need for more economy in fuel has been
type. The inverted engine was at first objected
to on account of the drip from the piston -rod
emphasised as ships were required to take
stuffing-box falling on the crank, & c., and it is
voyages of longer and longer duration . This led
more than probable that this objection kept back
to the use of compound engines, the success of which
encouraged the attempts at still further taking
the designer from following what seems the most
FIG . 18.
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advantage of the economy to be derived from high
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thoroughly understood the results obtained may
be still more satisfactory .

consideration is adapted to economical manufac
ture. There is, however, an amount of pattern
making to be done that where only one engine is
to be made the saving is not very apparent.
The pattern will be in halves joined along the
centre line, as Fig . 19, having core prints at the
top and bottom ; the flanges should be loose. The
openings should be cut in the pattern to a thickness
of 5 -16ths in ., so that the sand willmeet the core and
give it support. The outside edges of the opening
will be rounded in the pattern . It will be simplest
to round the edges on the inside with a file in the
casting itself.

In the case of the locomotive, the same remarks
apply , the advance made in , say, half a century ,

A core-box will be necessary ; it will be easily
curved out to the inside dimensions of the casting,

rates of expansion , and the triple and quadruple
expansion engines followed , as a matter of course.

The necessity of getting powerful engines into a
limited space led to a gradual increase of speed,
and, as a result, increased efficiency and reliability .
In most cases, the circumstances have compelled
the engineer to adoptmodifications, sometimes with
a feeling of misgiving, which in actual work were so
successful that the designers were themselves sur
prised , so that probably when the principles are

is scarcely noticeable, except that the increased

traffic and the need for more economy has induced
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a heavier class of engine and a greater steam
pressure. The necessity of a larger boiler has
resulted in a higher centre of gravity, and has
limited the size of the driving wheels. Locomotives
on any railway are all more or less copies of loco
motives on any other railway, with a few local
features retained .

With regard to the stationary engine, the develop
ment has been due to the necessity to economise

fuel, It used to be a commonplace amongst the

textile manufacturers that the only dividend it was
possible to earn was the result of the economy
of a good engine over a poor one. The fact that
steam engine economy was a vital factor led the
engineers to give careful attention to motive power
for mill work . It resulted in a crop of useless
inventions, generally of a complicated nature, which

eventually found their way to the scrap heap .
Perhaps in no case have the peculiar demands met
with more favourable results than in the case of the

engine for the direct driving of electric installations.
The high number of revolutions required has re
sulted in a marked degree of economy of fue), and
probably , what was less expected , a .decreased cost
for upkeep in repairs and renewals, and a less first

cost than would be possible under other conditions.

Fig . 21.
Fig . 22.
SECTIONS THROUGH STANDARD .
and the pieces forming the guides and the pedestals
afterwards fixed in . This will be found to be a
very simple matter:
It will be necessary to make templates of the
curve for the side ; these can be marked vif by
offsets similar to those shown in Fig . 20 , which are
2 ins, apart. A similar curve allowing for the
5- 16ths in . thickness will be required for working the
core-box to. Bosses will be required as shown for
the holes for the lubricators for the slide-bars ; also
for the holes for the foundation bolts. The pedestal
cups will be as shown for the box type of bed .

Allowance will, of course, be made for facing the
flange to the finished size given - - viz., fin . thick,
and on the edge for polishing to 5 } ins. diameter .
The method ofmachining the bed has already been

indicated ; this matter will not present much
difficulty to any one possessing a decent lathe.
As the lesser of two evils, the stuffing-box will in
this case be bolted to the cylinder ; the arrangement
shown in the details of the cylinder will be inverted ,
ludst

Fig . 20 ,- SECTIONAL PLAN OF STANDARD.
It must be of considerable interest to the model
maker to compare some obsolete type of enginewith
the latest practice, and to trace the causes that have
led to the change ; such a process must have a very
valuable educational result. And we should
strongly recommend younger readers of M . E . E .
to trace, if possible, the prototypes of any models
they may take in hand.
We have said that the type of engine under

In the casting there is no right and left hand,
and one side is in every respect like the other. At
every part the centre line passes through the
centre of gravity of the section . The strains due
to the load on the piston will therefore be of a
simple character, and it will be possible to make
a bed sufficiently strong with less material in this

than any other form . This fact may be considered
when extreme lightness is desired .
( To be continued.)

At the Barton Quarries, near Darlington , there
is a stratum of stone which is said to offer peculiar
resistance to the electric current. The North
Eastern Railway is using the stone on its electric
line to Tynemouth .
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The Wirral Model Yacht Club

spoke of the advantages that would be derived by
the members of both clubs by the afternoon 's pro

at Liscard .

ceedings, and said that Sefton and Wirral were the
first clubs in the United Kingdom to inaugurate
such a contest as they had had that afternoon , a

IN Saturday, July 8th , the above club held a
friendly social with the steam members of

thing to be proud of, and an event that they all
could look back upon with very great pleasure in

the Sefton Model Steamer Club on Liscard
Lake, Central Park . This was the first function
of its kind ever held by two model yacht clubs in
the United Kingdom .
The visitors were represented by Mr. H . Carter's
Kate, a very pretty model of an Atlantic liner.
Messrs. W . Hughes, senr. and junr., were repre
sented by two very serviceable torpedo boats,
which steamed up and down the lake in a very
businesslike manner. Mr. S. Thompson 's Dis
appointment was a most uncommon kind of model,
having twin screws driven by a pair of horizontal

years to come. Mr. Roberts, senr., spoke about the

o

engines , the propeller shafts being geared together
by means of bevel wheels. Mr. J. Smith , senr.,
had one of the prettiest little twin -screw steam

advisability of having model boilers properly made
and properly tested, so as to avoid at any time
lakes. Mr. G . Hastings alluded to thehandicapping
of model steamers so as to get the best all-round
results out of the models, and he hoped the two
clubs would soon meet again and have a good time
accidents occurring when running steamers on public

on Sefton Park Lake. He also stated that in the
course of his business he had occasion to see a

good many steam models in different parts of the
country , and he could say, without any fear of
contradiction , that no steamer club he had ever

seen had any boats that could beat, or come any

yachts ever seen on Liscard Lake, but owing
to some slight derangement of the machinery
he was not able to get a run out of her, which
was much regretted by the Wirral members, as
she was said to be a very speedy boat. Mr.
J. Smith , junr., had in his Zephyr a very service
able lookingmodel, whilst Mr. F . Roberts' Lily,
with its white funnel, presented a very con
spicuous appearance.
The Wirral Club were represented by two very

fine torpedo-boat destroyers and a cargo steamer
in Mr. J. Kirkpatrick 's Doris, Scout, and Priscilla.
Messrs. J. Tharme & Sons, as usual, were well
to the fore with three very fast torpedo boats,
the Express, the India, and Banshee. Mr. W .
R . Weaver's invincible Era , the fastest model in
England, and winner of The MODEL ENGINEER' S
Silver Medal, was also in evidence, and, judging
from the remarks of the spectators respecting
the speed she showed on Saturday , she will
prove a hard nut to crack should another boat
strive to wrest her title from her. Mr. J . B .
Birche's Three Sisters, another very fast torpedo
boat destroyer, was also in evidence, and so also
was Mr. H . Ashton's Dart, which , however, un

fortunately meeting with an accident at the com
mencement of the proceedings, was out of it alto
gether.
This exhibition of models was one of the finest
ever seen on Liscard Lake, and although the speed
of the Sefton steamers did not come up to the Wirral
·boats, for a club only established last year their
boats did them great credit, both for speed and

THE WIRRAL MODEL Yacht CLUB AT LISCARD .

where near the speed of the Wirral boats. Mr.
W . R . Weaver then suggested that both clubs should
try and arrange a friendly contest with each other,
and this was most enthusiastically taken up by the
members of the Sefton Steamer Club, and the Wir
ral members have arranged to go to Sefton Park
on August 26th .

finish .

After a most enjoyable afternoon 's sport on the
lake, the visitors were entertained to tea by the

Wirral members in the Park House, kindly lent for
the occasion by the Parks Committee, when the
opportunity was taken by the members of both
clubs to discuss, in a friendly manner, the events
of the afternoon . The Vice- President (Mr. G . H .
Willmer) spoke on the lessons to be learned from
the afternoon 's proceedings, and also proposed the
prosperity and future success of the Sefton Model
Steamer Club . Mr. P. Roberts, the hon . secretary,
suitably replied on behalf of the visitors, and issued,
on their behalf, a hearty invitation to the Wirral
members to come over to Sefton Park and have a
friendly run on their lake, Mr. W . R . Weaver also

A USEFUL New MATERIAL. - Calxia , a new sub
stitute for terra -cotta and plaster, is a mixture of

45 parts of calcined gypsum , 30 of water, 10 of
albumen , 9 of alum , 4 of sulphate of magnesia , and
2 of borax. It is stronger and lighter than terra
cotta or plaster.

A STEAM TURBINE'S LONG RUN . - It is said that
a Brown-Bouverie-Parsons steam turbine at the
Donnerswerk mine, in Silesia , has been in continuous
operation for over two years, with a run of over
17,200 hours. A recent examination showed no

trace ofwear either in the bearings or in the buckets
in the wheel.
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A Model G .N . R . 10 -Wheeled
Tank Locomotive.
By CLAUDE H . GAGGERO.
-in . scale locomotive, which is my first

THE following is a brief description ofmymodel
1
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I next made patterns for the funnel, steam dome,

safety -valve seating, and footplate edging ; and got
a plumber to make me brass castings from them
(not then having a foundry of my own-- I have
just finished making one). When I got the cast
ings, I first finished the footplate edging , and made
the footplates and running board in one piece of

tin plate, fixing this with screws (all of which I made

attempt at loco building. It has proved a
success, in spite of many disheartening experiments
which sometimes looked like failure. To relate all

myself).

my experiences in her construction would occupy

ments. It is of the “ Smithies " type, with 2 -in .
inner and 2 -in , outer barrels. I made the boiler
proper from a piece of solid drawn copper tube
with ends (1-16th in . thick sheet copper) jambed
in hard against a copper ring fixed with screws,
and the copper tube hammered over. (This was a
tedious job .) I put an t-in . brass stay in the centre,
and this barrel is 10 ins. long outside. It has
five 3 -16ths-in . water tubes and a built-up down
comer. The water tubes are screwed into the down
comer, and have a nut on the inside of boiler plate
at front end. All joints are thoroughly sweated
with soft solder. The outer barrel I made of tin

far too much space.

Having had no previous experience in fitting, I
started the cylinders and motion first. I bought
two sets of horizontal engine castings, using these
cylinders and eccentrics ; and as I ordered them
before a certain date, I got cylinders bored, a few
holes drilled, etc. It would have been impossible
for me to bore the cylinders accurately, as I only
have a plain lathe, with no slide-rest. The valve
and eccentric rods are 1- 16th in ., and the piston
rods } in . diameter, silver steel. All the screws I
made myself out of iron nails (cutting the slot in
head with a fretsaw ), and are 1 - 16th in . diameter .
The valves are on top of the cylinders, so that the
screws which fasten the horizontal engine cylinders
to the bedplate fasten these to the main frames.
The rockers are built up of sheet and tube brass,
and work on a 3- 32nds-in , steel rod fastened across
the frames. Slip eccentrics are used , and are
placed between the cranks.
The wheels are of cast iron , and were bought
ready-made ; they are screwed tightly on axles
turned from large nails. The crank axle is built up ;

it is in . diameter (crankpins 3-16ths in.), and the

The boiler now occupied my attention , and for
a few months I was engaged in constant experi

plate, and as it took me ten full hours to do the
bending to shape alone, I shall never adopt this
method again . The smokebox is separate (of tin ),
and has a hinged spun- copper door at the front.
The boiler fittings include whistle, safety -valve ,
regulator (a plug cock in cab), and test cock . I
made a hand pump to feed the boiler, and it worked
very well indeed, but the check valve on the boiler

did not. After a lot of trouble I got it so as not
to leak back ; but then , try as I might, the valve
its seat, and it then leaked worse than ever. Re
sult - no boiler-feeding apparatus. I also made a

(being so small) would not come back properly on

webs are } in , thick mild steel ; it is screwed tightly
together, and sweated , one joint excepted _ viz.,
one between an inner web and the centre portion,
so as to enable the eccentric sheaves to be put on
and taken off should they require repair, etc., at
any future time. Bogie and trailing axles are
3-16ths in . diameter, and coupled axle is in .
diameter. The connecting-rods are forged from
large nails , with brass big -ends dovetailed and
sweated on. These big -ends, however, are not of
orthodox design , being forked and finished , as

water gauge as described in THE MODEL ENGINEER
some time back , using bent brass elbows and rubber
connections to glass ; but this leaked unless the
rubber connections almost met in the middle of the
glass, so I had to abandon this and plug up the
holes,
When the boiler was fixed on the engine, and
steam got up with a temporary spirit lamp, the
engine would not go . The first regulator (an

small sketch (not to scale ) will show . The coupling
rods are cut and filed from an old fretsaw frame,

leaked badly, but invisibly, so I fitted a plug cock

1

Fig . 1. - BIG -END S
OF CONNECTING , Solder
Rod.
Steel

1 Brass

and the crankpins for same are turned from tin .
brass rod . I made a small pocket screwdriver out
of a broken hacksaw blade, especially for all small
screws.
The main frames and buffer beams are of thick
tin plate, and the axle-boxes are thick pieces of
brass soldered on. A rubber pad intervenes be
tween the bogie and the engine frame cross
stretcher, and the trailing wheels are in a pony
truck with vertical spring control. The bogie pin
is soldered to the engine stretcher , and works in a
slot in the bogie frame. The buffers are built up of

tube and sheet brass, are fitted with springs, and
have a 3- 32nds-in , silver steel centre pin .

orthodox one, so far as outside appearance goes )

regulator. Then she would not go — steam rushed
up the funnelwithout the engine moving ; so I had
to pull her all to pieces to see what was wrong
with the slide-valves - nothing. I found that the
pistons wanted packing, and this done, and engine
re-erected, she went all right. But the troubles
were not at an end yet. On this trial the water
ran low , and the solder round the back end of the
boiler melted , the nut at front end of stay stripped ,
and the end came out with a terrific explosion ,
snapping the steam pipe and tearing off the back
plate like pieces of paper.* No one was hurt ,
however, except the engine, which had the rear part
of the frames rather damaged . I had to take her
all to pieces again to get them straight, and I took
a few advantages of this event. I made a new
back end without plugged -up water gauge holes,

and fitted the final regulator, which has a filtering
pipe inside the boiler. The second plug cock regu
lator had an t-in . bore, and therefore was a large
* This is what caused me to hammer the ends of

tube over ; prior to this such was not done.
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clumsy thing. All went merrily now , and the rest
Although I have been relating all these boiler

of the loco was very plain sailing .

experiences, I have mentioned nothing (except a
temporary spirit lamp) as to firing. For the most
part I rested the buffer beams on supports, and put
a Bunsen burner underneath , getting up a good
pressure, and then lifting the engine on to the floor
and letting her run for as long as she would ; and it
was when I was so lifting her that the already men
tioned boiler explosion occurred , forcing my hand
off the back buffer beam , and letting the engine
drop, which was how the frames were damaged .
My object on these occasions was more to get the
engine to go than to get her to run continuously .
I made some experiments with a paraffin blow
lamp, this being a grand success, giving an enor
mous heat — too much , in fact : it would almost
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principles, so far as the motion goes. Some of the
improvements I shall make may be enumerated
as follows : - New frames (of sheet steel), new crank
axle (brazed ), spring-born axles, scale wheels ,
slide-bars (at present she has none of these , but
since fitting up the motion I have seen simple
methods of construction in “ The Model Loco
motive " ), boiler-feeding apparatus and water

holding tanks, new valve gear reversing from cab ,
etc.
I may add that the whole of this loco , except
two of the plug cocks, boring of cylinders, e c., and
the castings necessary , is my own work .
The following are her chiefdimensions : Length

without buffers, 18 ins. ; with buffers, 19. ins.
Width - over footplates, 4 ins. ; over steps, 4 } ins.
Height from rail - to top of chimney , 7 ins.; to
centre of boiler, 45 ins.; to footplates, 2 3- 16ths ins.

have melted all the solder on themodel. My chief
Diameter of driving and coupled wheels, 3 I - 16th
objection to it was the tremendous noise it made ; i ins. Diameter of bogie and trailing wheels,ains.
and also to refill I would have to
turn out fame, let out air, fill,
pump up, re-heat coil, and then
adjust the valve again — all just for
the usually simple operation of
stoking ! Now the engine has a
spirit lamp similar to that of The
MODEL ENGINEER locomotive.
There is a tin drum at back of en
gine, with centre- punch dots made
from inside before fitting together,

to imitate rivets ; a 3-16th -in. brass
pipe comes from the middle (seen
in photograph ), and runs all round
the firebox, feeding six -in . wicks
and one -in , wick, the wicks being
asbestos fibre. The whole of the
bunker is a spirit tank, and feeds
the drum via a small semi-rotary
slide-valve and a short piece of
3- 16th -in . brass pipe .
The side tanks (dummies), cab ,
and bunker are all of stout sheet

Fig . 2. - MR. CLAUDE H . Gaggero's MODEL G .N . R TANK

tin soldered , together with short
LOCOMOTIVE.
angle pieces at intervals, and have
an edging of small size copper wire soldered on .
I Cylinders, 4- in . bore by 1-in , stroke. Steam ports,
The dummy and non-working fittings are as
1-16th in . by } in . Exhaust ports, } in . by fin .
follows :— Handrails (of tinned iron wire ), two small
Port bar, 1- 16tn in , wide. Valve travel, 5- 32nds in .

headlights (of one piece of sheet tin ) with heads of
brass collar studs soldered in for chimneys, and

Lap, 1-64th in . Firebox, 17 ins. by 5 ins. Single

heads of ivory studs cemented in and painted green
and white for lenses ; several lamp brakes, draw
hooks and chains, vacuum brake connection ,

surface, 411 sq. ins. Rail gauge, 2 } ins.

steps (with dummy rivet marks), and destination
boards, the one in the front being square, and
revolving as on the real engine. It is marked with
these places — “ Enfield,” “ High Barnet,” “ Alex
andra Palace,” “ Main Line." The word " Bar
net " should just be seen in the photograph .
The painting is done in enamel, and is correct
except for the shade of green , this being darker
than the original - first, because I could not get

and forty additional locomotives will be sup .
plied to the North -Western Railway of India before
the busy season of 1906 .

the right shade ; secondly, to withstand heat,

The

lettering is in “ Ardenbrite ” gold metallic enamel,
and is done with an ordinary pen , the lining-out

being done with a drawing-pen . The letters do
not show well in the photograph , as there is hardly
sufficient contrast of light between gold and green .

Since building this loco I have bought “ The
Model Locomotive," and at some future time I
hope to rebuild this model on much more scientific

pipe flame superheater, & in . diameter.

Heating

New LOCOMOTIVES FOR INDIA. — One hundred
A New SUBMARINE CABLE. — The cable steamer
Nordenham , is reported to have successfully com

Stephan, of the North German Cable Works at

pleted the laying of a cable between Menado- Yap

and Guam , for the German -Holland Telegraph
Company, of Cologne. The length of this cable is
nearly 2,000 miles, and the greatest depth attained ,

2 ,300 ft. By it the Dutch -India Colonies and the
German Carolines are placed in communication
with the American Pacific cable. The Stephan next

proceeded to Shanghai to lay a cable 130 miles in
length along the coast, which will foim a part of
the Shanghai- Yap cable, of which the main line is
now being constructed by the North German

Cable Works, and which will be laid next winter.
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Practical Letters from our
Readers.
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the fuel

discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Laters
may be signed with a nom -de- plume if desired , bd the full
name and address of the sendor MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication.]

A Single Eccentric Reversing Gear.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

SIR, — Glancing through an old mechanical
publication, dated 1878 , I noticed a method for
reversing engines which (if not previously noted in
your Journal)might be of interest to your readers.
I do not know if it is workable, but it appears to
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Bicycle - Driven Dynamos.

To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir, I feel interested in “ Auphsyde
Crank 's " letter. Only last week , during a sleepless
night, the idea occurred to me to drive a small
shunt-wound dynamo from a motor bicycle, in
exactly the same way as your correspondent sug
gests .
I have been thinking of getting a motor bicycle,
but living 250 miles from a generating station
introduces a difficulty in the way of charging
accumulators.

My idea is probably impracticable, as the work
ings of a restless brain are not always of value. 1
shall be glad to see the idea criticised . — Yours truly ,
Shetland.
HENRY P . TAYLOR .

me to have some possibilities over the “ slip "
eccentric, which has been recommended , under
certain circumstances , in your paper :

" Fig . 1 is a view (lengthways) of shaft, which is

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR, - Referring to the letter of your
correspondent “ Auphsyde Crank " in issue of The

MODEL ENGINEER for August 3rd on bicycle
driven dynamos, I believe this method of driving
a dynamo was used during the late Egyptian cam
paign , under Lord Kitchener, for charging accumu

Fig . 1.

lators to work the x -ray apparatus out there. I
remember reading a description and seeing a re
produced photograph of the arrangement, but

forget what periodical it was in . The method
adopted was by belt from the bicycle driving wheel.
- Yours faithfully ,
HERBERT Wood .
Manchester.

T

Mr. Nicole's Model Atlantic Liner .

To the Editor Of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , _ Would Mr. Nicole kindly publish
in THE MODEL ENGINEER complete drawings of his
model Atlantic liner which was illustrated in the issue
for July 27th ? I consider his to be one of themost
realistic working model steamers of the larger " non

fighting " type that have yet been described in The
MODEL ENGINEER . We have already had work
ing drawings for model battleships, cruisers, etc .,
but none from which an up -to -date model liner

ΚΑΙΑ

could be built.

Re “ Oona's ” letter in July 20th issue, I should
like to suggest that a space be devoted in The
-

MODEL ENGINEER every fortnight to reports of

-

club doings, races, illustrations of successful yachts,
etc. ; and that a register of model yacht clubs be

-

FIG . 2 .

published every month , either in the literary por

Fig . 3.

A SINGLE ECCENTRIC REVERSING GEAR .
square ; B is a disc which slides on shaft A ; CC.

two wedges fixed to disc B ; D is an eccentric with
an oblong slot (shown in Fig. 2 and in section in

tion of the paper, or as an inserted leaflet among
the advertisements. - Yours truly,
" Sou'WESTER."

Generating Acetylene Gas,
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir, --Having seen somewhere a note men .
tioning the discovery that acetylene gas could be
produced by mixing carbide with some efflorescent
salt, I decided to try the experiment. The gener

Fig. 3) ; the slot and wedges are the same width as
shaft A . EEEE are plates fixed to the shaft, to
keep the eccentric D from moving lengthways of
shaft, by allowing it to move at right angles. In
sketch the eccentric is in the centre of wedges, and
therefore revolves true with the shaft ; but if the
disc B were moved towards the right or left, it

ator was made out of a sample Fry 's cocoa tin - a
small affair, about 2 ins. diameter and 4 ins.
high - fitted with a dished close- fitting lid . Into

would raise or lower the eccentric D ; So

when

the lid was soldered the burner, a short piece of

properly connected to an engine it would reverse
the valve. Disc B is moved with a fork and lever,
it has no sticking points, and can be reversed at

3- 16th -in . outside diameter brass tubing, bent at
right angles, with the free end flattened together,
and a jet punched in it to form a burner. The
charge was made by first putting a few very small
pieces of carbide on the bottom of the can, then a

any part of the stroke.” – Yours truly ,

1. C. T.
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I enclose also an altered diagram of connections

(Fig. 2), where it will be seen that only five collect
1o Ono

tance, of course- with the result that the character
istic flame of acetylene was seen . In about half an

hour, however, the flamewent out. The container
was then very hot, but whether from conduction
from the flame, or from the chemical action, I do
not know - probably from both .
Thinking that the cessation of gas producing
was due to the soda next the carbide becoming de
hydrated , I shook the apparatus, and again applied
a light, getting a flame for about a minute. I then
took off the lid , and put in more soda, and tried
again , but could get no further gas-flame. I then
carefully examined the charge, and found on all

punto

layer of pulverised washing soda, another layer of
carbide, and another of soda until the vessel was
full.
The lid was then pressed tightly in place, and
the can shaken , in order to thoroughly mix the
soda and the carbide, which must be loose. A
light was then applied to the jet- from a safe dis
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Collecling Rings .

WILO

the pieces of carbide the usual white coating de
noting overheating. I therefore came to the

following conclusions as the result of my experi
(1) That the carbide must be thoroughly pulver

ment :

ised , and thoroughly mixed with soda, either before
or after putting into the generator — the latter
preferably .

. (2) The generator must be kept cool by some
artificial means — say by a water-jacket (I refer
to all generators, whether with attached or separate

burners).
(3) That in mixing the charge the soda should be
far and away in excess. - Yours truly ,
Nathan SHARPE .
Kincardine-on -Forth .

The Model Electric Travelling Crane.
TO THE EDITOR OF TheModel Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - In the diagram of connections for
themodel electric crane in your issue of August 3rd
all the motor armatures are connected in parallel,

- I live rail . _

FIG . 2.-- AMENDED DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS.
ings rings on the pivot are required , instead of six,

as in the original design . - Yours truly , Synox .”

Queries and Replies.
( Attenion is especially directed to the first condition given belore
and 110 notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked
on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.

Queries on subjects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by post under the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subiects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST b in
scribed 011 the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,

arm
switch
Field

You
10

ieference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. ( 4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some wecks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column

OD

Armature
switch
orm

wherever possiòle, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for

Fig . 1. - A DOUBLE THREE-WAY Switch ,
so that when one motor is running its armature is
short-circuited by the other two. This can be
obviated by having a double three-way switch , as
in Fig. I herewith .

cannotbe guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26 - 29 , Poppin 's Court
Fleet Street, London , E .C .)

The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: (14,383]
Small
Gas onEngine.
. C. Engines,"
(Manchester)
I have
got your
handbook
“ Gas andR Oil
and writes
I read:
that the author does not consider it beyond an amateur to design
a gas and oil engine, provided he knows something of machine
eonstruction . I have decided to attempt to design a it b .h .- p .
vertical gas engine having two cylinders, and convertible to an
oil engine. Would you kindly give me the following particulars
(1) Bore of cylinders and stroke ? (2 ) Angle between cranks ?
( 3 ) Size of gas valve, air valve, and exhaust valve ? ( 4 ) Length of
connecting-rod ? I want the engine to drive a dynamo having
a 2 -in . pulley, and running at 2 ,220 r. p .m . ; and as the greatest
permissible
pulley ratio is 6 : 1, the engine willhave to run at 370
r.p .m . (5 ) Can I get this speed from the above engine, or shall I
have to have a greater pulley ratio ? If so , what ratio ? (6 ) What
factor is it that governs the speed at which a gas engine runs ?
For instance, suppose I want to construct two i b .h .-p . gas engines ,
one to run at 100 r.p .m ., and the other at 2 ,200 r.p .m ., what will
be the difference in construction or valve setting ? (7) Can you
refer me to a book which is not too expensive ? (8 ) Do the same
laws hold good with a vertical engine as to a horizontal one ?

(o ) What would be the difference in speed between no load and full
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the above engine ? (10 ) When I have finished the design,
load
wouldofyou be kind enough to criticise it ?
on a one-cylinder
bore,;
7-16ths (1)in . 33-in.
. stroke. you(2) toSeestart
5 -inWeadvise
diameter
above.
(3) Gas valve,engine.

at each end. made,
Is thistheenough
for
using fourthe No.
2 Leclanché cells
bobbins
ringing
are professionally
Would you tell me the
cause
of
wound with bells.
No. 24Theor bells
26 wire.

- chapter
(7) Grover'
4d .
post
cent.,Engine
with abook,
5 pers Gas
Yes. (9) About
free. on(8 )governing.
fairly5s.good
governor. (10 ) Yes, certainly.
(13 966) Windings for Small Dynamo. C. A M .
( Troyeville, Johannesburg, S . A .) writes : Sorry to trouble you

bemuch
' e a sketch of your connections, so we cannot
do not? enclo:
( 1) Youobliged

air valve, i in . diameter ; exhaust valve, I in. diameter. (4 ) Ap
proximate, 15 ins. Engine should run at from 400 to 450 revolu
tions easily . This will give you 2 ,400 revolutions at dynamo,
with 6 : 1 gearing. (5 ) Yes (6 ) The governor. See handbook

-eeeeeeeee

again , but I shall be glad if you can enlighten me as to the follow
ing. I have a dynamo- or rather it was bought as a motor from
the Universal Electric Supply Co., Manchester. It is an undertype
machine. I now want to convert it into a dynamo. I have re
wound the fields with No. 26 c .c . wire (sample enclosed ). The
armature is not yet wound, as I am ordering the laminations from
the above firm ; but I intend winding it with No. 22 c .c . wire

WINDINGS

meleeeeee

(sample enclosed ). Will that be all right, if connected in shunt ?
The armature is to have eight coils (drum ), two coils in each slot

FOR A

bells not ringing loud ? ( 2) Has the National Telephone Com
pany powers for taking down, or causing to be taken down, a
private telephone wire in cases where the said wire crosses the

public road ? If you can givemeany advice on theabove, I should
say definitely what is the cause of the trouble. You might try

will reduce
half in parallel.
the cellsofhalf
putting
to get
(2 ) YouThishave
batteryandsomewhat.
yourin series
the resistance
permission
from the local authority to run wires across a public
road. No telephone company has any power to take down , or
cause to be taken down, any wires on a public road.
Tramcar Brake.
“ Apprentice
(14,390]writesElectric
questions"
the following
(Bristol)
: Will you kindly answerme
iu Would it be possible to apply an electric brake to a tramcar by
supposing motor on full load takes
increasing current ? - e.g.,
6 volts by increasing current to, say, 8 or 9 volts, apply brake.
(2 ) Could itbe made to work by a magnet arrangementby increasing
current it cut off motor and cause brake to act ; brake and motor
are understood to be connected in parallel on same circuit.
( If you increase the volts, you increase the speed . A method
of using the motor as a brakewould be to cutoff the supply from the
armature of the motor entirely by means of a switch on the car .
field coils. At the sametime,
and leave it to still flow round the
means
the brushes being connected by

of a thick copper wire , or

short-circuited , as it is called , the armature would then require great
effort to turn it, and therefore act as a brake. ( 2) Yes, say, by
means of a magnetically controlled switch so arranged that its
magnet did not pull the switch over until the voltage reached a

certain value. The brakes could be pulled on by means of a spring.

the lever being held by a catch which was opened by the pull of an

SMALL
DYNAMO

electro -magnet as soon as it became of sufficient power due to the
increased voltage . An automatic Switch worked by the brake

lever could cut off current from the motor at the same moment.

In each case the rise in volts would operate an electro-magnet

arranged to effect the switching operations, etc.

Transformer. J. W . T. (Upper Tooting)

(14,300) Small
writes : Re small transformer . Thanks for referring me to back

numbers 137 , 138 , 139 for information. Although I have care
fully read same, I must admit they are too far advanced for me to

Query 13966
and is 2 ins. diameter by 21 ins. long. I can ' t remember now what
amount
have the field coils ; but in Query No. 12,619
I think ofI wire
statedI what onamount
was on . I have ordered 10 -volt
machine.
lamps foratthe2,500
I expectsketch
that asvoltage
whenof
taken from
from itone
r.p .m . ? CanI enclose
running

the firm 's catalogues of the motor. It is No. 2 size. I have
ordered your book on “ Small Dynamos the
and Motors " from the
same firm . How many 4 c.p . 10-volt lamps can I expect the
machine to light ?
As you cannot say what weight of wire is on the field-magnet,
we can scarcely advise you if
it is suitable ; butif you have anything
like i lb . or more, then it is too fine a gauge for ro volts. But as

fathom . As I have been travelling about for the last few years
my back numbers have not been kept. Could you turn up or work
out windings for transformer ? It takes 205 volts (periodicity 85)
amps.armature
deliver 20 volts 5plain
to Make
stampings ; outside diameter
a ring of
in . Wind on , first, a
47 ins., inside diameter 3 ins., depth i gauge
d . c .c . copper wire
primary winding of 1,230 turns of No. 24
and over thi; wind a secondary winding of 126 turns No. 17 gauge
secondary
volts can be adjusted exactly
D .c .c . copper wire. The
by winding on , or unwinding a few turns of the secondary wire .
The iron core must be insulated with tape or paper before the
primary is wound on ; some insulation should also be interposed
between primary and secondary . The method of winding is pre

you have the coils wound, you had better try the machine ; if it
does not seem to start up or work well, try putting the two coils in
parallel with each other , and in shunt to the brushes, as per sketch ,
try again . No. 22 gauge wirewill do very well for the armature.
and
As regards output, we cannot say what you may expect, unless you
send will
a dimensioned
can
40 watts.
The number
what- possibly
depend uponsketch
current they
of lamps
take ; small
lamps
able
be
should
to get 10 volts easily .
vary
in this respect. You
The voltage can be varied by running

TRANSFORMER

. P .following
Cooking Utensils. W . L the
(14,395 )be Electric
writes :
I should
much obliged if you would answer me

WINDINGS.

DIAGRAM OF

at higher or lower speed,

queries: - ( 1) What kind of wire is used for winding the resistance
oflastana decent
electrictime
kettle? ?(3) (2)
Can you recommend a wire that will
Can you tell me the resistance (about) of,

say,
100 yds. of a certain gauge which would carry about 5 amps. ?
(4 ) Where can it be obtained ?

construction
of electric
and arecooking
(1) noThemeans
is by
and there
easy ; various
used ,appliances
formsheating
ofheaters

of resistance
is(2) noTryparticular
whichor we can specify .
resistance
wire buriedwirein sand
manganin kind
to keep
it in its place ; it should be wound on to someasbestos
incombustible
material.
Enamel
baked
at
very
high
temperature
is
used
; but28
itgauge
would; 5 beamp3.
probably
out of your reach to do this. (3 ) Try No.
should bring it to a high temperature and yet not
fuse it. The resistance is , approximately , 344 ohms per roo yds.
)

(4 Manganin wire can be obtained
probability, from the
Universal Electric Supply Company,, in60,allBrook
Street, C.-on -M .,
Manchester.
writes:
. (Devizes)
. G . Pqueries.
Telepho
(14,164]for your
kind
be soMany
Will you
answernes.to myH recent
thanks

I have put up two
matters
the following
to helps, me150in yds.
astelephone
No. ? 10 (1)galvanised iron wire.
apart, using

— one at each end.
for line, and using two pumps for earth returns
The speaking is quite plain , but the bells will hardly ring. We are

Query 14300
matter in which
. cisely similar to a ring armature, and it does notprovided
it is con
direction either primary or secondary is wound,
tinued in the same direction throughout.

Standard Morse Taper. M . W B. (Ather

(14 ,268]
stone) writes : ( 1 ) What are the standard Morse tapers, and how

many of them are there ? (2 ) What is the correct taper for the
cones ofmandrel for back -geared lathe (3 -in. centres) ? (3) Where
can I get small strips (say 5 ins. by i in .) of thin sheet steel for
slide-restMorse
tools,taper
etc. ?is reckoned to be in , to the foot,
packing
W Theupstandard
is only one standard. ( 2) This
,
there
know
as
we
and
,
as
far
varies according to the whim of the maker, the taper we use being
1 in. in 7 ins., or + in . in of ins.; but, as a matter of fact, anything
about this is near enough . (3 ) An ironmonger or tool stores will

get this for you. We use all kinds of strip for this purpose , as thin
Sheet (strip ) brass, copper, saw blades, flat iron, & c . There is no

necessity for thin sheet steel.
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Re-winding
(14,278]
(Dublin
) writes
: Would youDynamo
please toobligeDrive
me reMotor.
the following
I have a locomotive driven by a Thompson B2 motor wound for
to drive
3 amps.
giving ifabout
18 voltsmotor
6 volts, WillI useit improve
a dynamomatters
same.
I re-wind
for 12 or 15

volts ; and what gauge wire ought I to use ? There is room on
armature
shaft for about an extra 1 in , of laminations. Will the
addition of these make any difference in the power ? The dynamo
I can only get thetoabove
is Thompson 's 4 amps. 20 volts. soButI want
motor wound best
18 volts 3 amps. with foot drive,

advantage.

drive
probably
If so, it bywouldadding
Is your dynamo shuntsome series
made ? compound
it waswound

the motor better if
top of
16 gauge
of layers
couple
say acoils
coils,shunt
beforeonaltering
to trywirethiswound
inclined
should ofbeNo.
. We
the
the motor winding. We presume the motor is series wound ; if
pot, by allmeans convert it to series. Adding laminations will not
do any good if the armature core is now as long as the bore of the
pole-pieces. Be careful to see that the series winding is in the same
direction as the shunt, so that it adds to the magnetism . If

necessary , take off a layer or two of shunt to make room .
for Gasit aBugine.
(13,630] SparkwritesCoil: I Ignition
favour ifJ. youJ.
should esteem
(Kidderminster)
will be kind enough to advise me by post, or through the Queries
and Replies column of THE MODEL ENGINEER , how to wire up my

Accumulators
(13,786)
Blower
Pan. 2 in“ CYCLOR
writes
made a small; lamp
: I have
as perorChapter
" Electric”
Lighting"
used
except
have
that
place
glass
a
;
lens
I
in
of
in front,
I propose to use it for a cycle lamp with a 4 or 6 -volt H . E . lamp
4 or 6 -volt accumulator ; also to charge and maintain
a
and
with
with gravity cells as per same handbook . Have read articles in
THE MODEL ENGINEER , December 17th , 1903 ; also March toth .
1904 . Proposed lamp,
For ; 4weight,
-volt 2 -amp.
For
16 ozs.8 -hour
by if by 31: - ins.
with H . E . size of2taccumulator
light
6 -volt it amp. 6 -hour light, H . E ., 41 by | by 41 ins.; weight, 20 ozs.
consume
lamp
?
does
.
E
What
current
H
.
4
6
or
8
.,
a
-,
-volt
(1)
4 or
above two proposals would you recommend - charge
) Which
? ( 3)ofHow many, and what size, gravity cells to charge
6( 2-volt
either of above ? (4 ) If I use, say, five gravity cells to
4 -volt installation , how long and how often can I use lamp
should there be week
in accumu
(5 ) How many plates,lamp
andfor,what
, what
five or ten hours per
say,size,
lator
? (6 ) If I use
amount of copper sulphate would the cells consume ? (7 ) I have

blower, as rough sketch (not reproduced ), some
domestic
a smallsimilar
thing
to the one described and illustrated in THE MODEL
ENGINEER forMarch 2nd,and driven sameway. Themachine to be
taken on knees and nozzle placed on fire-bar, It is rotary fan type
and is for three fans or blades : but I have taken them off, as they
is 19 + ins. circumference in
were worn and broken . Hand-wheel
slot, and pulley is 21 ins. circumference. Average revolutions
handle , 180 per minute ; spindle , 1.620 (about). (a ) Can I drive
above by a motor ? (b ) What motor is most suitable in Hand
Nos. 10 and 14 ? (c ) What power will it absorb (volts and
books
amps.) ? (d ) Can I couple direct on one spindle ? (c) Can I mount
takenwhere
by
motor and blower in one stationary box , blast to be use,
and size of piping to
so , what sort
flexible pipe ? whatIfprice
? (8) How much clearance should I give
obtained,
and

Kal

e

(21-in . bore, 5 -coil
in . stroke, Barker 's castings). I have
engineBassee-Michel
small
a wipegascontact,
(trembler), and a 10 A . H . Lith
anode accumulator.
The following diagram shows the connections and circuit of coil
ignition gear for gas engine. The primary circuit is from positive

Blade corri ecker
CARTH

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS

Ignition
Plug

Query 13630

FOR GAS Engine IGNITION.
Earlhed ?

of accumulator to positive of coil, through primary and out at G
and on to blade of contact-breaker, and so
screw T ,(i.e.,
frame of machine
toto insulated
earth ), and back to negative of accumu
lator. The secondary B is lead to insulated portion of spark plug,
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blades of fan ? (h ) Would another pattern blower
be better for working off motor (ventilating fan
type, say), will you please advise. (8 ) As I have a
quantity of telephone wire, covered with cotton (7 ),
with red and blue stripes on it, what can I use
it for, and what current will it carry in volts and
amps ?
Impossible
(1) the
to sayheexactly
; itn wouldYYou
udepend
st
mumust
candle-power
upon
therchalamp.
bWwhenofn pupurchasing
si . an oaccumu
sa
vi
om upon
ad
thande itis
frlator,
rely
themaker
it is advisable to try and obtain the lamp
from the same firm , as small lamps vary very much ,
and a maker of small accumulator outfits would
probably stock lamps to suit his cells ; about
amp. would be near the value. ( 2 ) As you intend
to charge by primary cells , the 6 -volt would be
preferable if lamps were of sar e candle-power as
the current would be less at the higher voltage.
(3 ) A gravity Daniell cell gives about i volt and

you require 21 volts to charge each 2 volts ofaccu .
mulator, so that a 6 -volt accumulator should re
would
gravity cells. (4 ) soThethatbestonewayis always
eighttwoaccumulators,
bequireto have

charging.
not good to run accumulators
right down , orItto isleave
standing for
themcondition
any length
discharged
time
of
a
in
. Reckon
lamp
which
the quite
two hours' charging for every hour during

is used . Even if only used for half an hour
should be filled up again at once, if possible .
mulator

the current jumps the gap, and so to earth , & c . We trust these
details will assist you.

Dynamo.
h . - P . beMotor
Building
if you
very muchor obliged
) writes : I should
. (Lewisham
W answer
C . (14F . ,380)
me the follow g queries. I have your Handbooks
would
"
Motors
and
and
Dynamos
Small
"
14
respectively,
10
and
Nos.
“ Small Blectric Motors." In the latter book , in Chapter 4 , is given
a design for a motor to supply circuit . I intend shortly to build
like it to work
I should
; butwork
. p . scale
a motor, using
sucha dynamo.
wellalsoas such ? As a
it would
you ththink
Do the
as
a workshop.
say,
for
lamps,
few
a
it
to
light
want
should
dynamo, I
like
I like the design and appearance of the machine, and should
details a
modifying
,
so
to keep to it, if you recommend me doing
split bearings, & c. Please state
little, such as self-lubricators,
whether the same winding is to be used as given in table , and give
output (volts and amps.) ; also any hints that might assist me, as
I hadjobbetter
Perhaps good
a model.a thorough
beyond
first machine
my every
this I ishave
of it
for making
convenience
say
mechanically.
If you adopt a shunt winding, such a machine will act both as a
dynamo and a motor, running in the same direction in each case .
The voltage that it will give as a dynamo will be approximately
the same as that of the main supply, for which it was wound as a
motor ; but it will require to be driven at slightly higher speed .
This machine
would only be suitable for use on a continuous cur
rent
supply and
not on an alternating current supply . As a
dynamo, it should supply current for about fifteen 8 c. p . lamps, as
is to be used as given in the
The samewinding
awinding
maximumtablesload; it. should
take 450 watts to give full power as a
motor and give out about 400 watts as a dynamo - rather less than
more,

query 13786
FIG . I.
Gravity cells should always be giving out a very small current, and
on small accumu
(5 ) See our handbook
never left on open circuit.
trial ; copper sulphate is cheap .
lators. (6 ) You must find this by motor
this
is very suitable forspeed
(7 ) Blower : (a ) Yes, an electric
work . (b and c) Any design absorbing about 20 watts : the

of blower will determine what power it will consume. (d ) Yes
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this would be the better method of driving. (e) Yes, you must
provide air access to the inlet of blower. ) Piping should pre
ferably be the same diameter as outlet of blower,but I in diameter
would do. Join on to the blower by means of a conical fitting
( Fig. 2) to avoid air friction , and avoid sharp bends in the pipe .
Ordinary rubber hose would do with an iron nozzle . If pipe is of

CBLOWER

FIG . 2.

PIPE

Query 13786
elee
metal, it can be zinc or iron gas barrel, or the tube used for EER
isers
ENGIN ,
THE MODEI.Fetter
in& Sons,
to advert
Apply
wiring.
light
tric
sh
ngers
Lane,
of
Melhui
.
Messrs.
or to nironmo
) Fan blades
Londo , would probably be able to supply you . (gtion
of sketch
should be well clear of casing, somewhat in then propor
force
best patter of blower totions
( Fig . 1 ). h (h ) No : this is the one
to
connec
for
Use
:
wire
(8
)
Teleph
pipe.
a
air throug
ly
amps.
is
carry
or
probab
lamps;
motor
(14 ,381) Electric Motor for Model Motor Boat.
H . F . (Herne Hill) writes : Will you please r,advise me on ther follow
an electro-moto with tripola arma
ing points ? (1 ) Would
ga
ture, it ins. in diameter, taking 4 volts, be suitable for .,drivin
boat TitantsIII ; length , 2 ft. 6 in beam ,
model of the motor
pro
new
remen
al
Avery's
of
one
using
),
measu
extern
ias, (all
6peller
,
blades (illustrated in THE MODEL ENGINEER of May 18th
boat
1905) ? ( 2 ) Would the followingmethod of constructing the
ng,
.
ft
2
able
planki
,
i
of
-in
pieces
six
obtain
shall
?
I
be practic
y tocuttheeach
shapepieceof
roughland
piececentre,
cutn one
I shall
; theng out
7 ins.cuttin
7 ins,ofbyboat,
in the
portio
plan
er they will form a rough model of the boat,
so that when fitted togeth
when it can be finished up. If you could suggest a simpler method

than the above, I should feel much obliged, as I have only com
al. it should drive a boat of this
my disposone,
toolsis aatwell-made
parati
motor
( 1 ) Ifvelythe few
size very well ; it should be series wound. The propeller is a most
motor
the expect
allow not
as toshould
tant
of finecablepitch,
it shouldasbepracti
impor
; butso you
to run at asitemhigh; a speed the
ler
to do
thing
.
The
tried
propel
first
with
to get best results
is to try several of different shapes, sizes, and pitch , until you find

ng ing
the
the princip
on isc
go nom
. Buteco
which pleases
one
mist.esle of(2)timallowi
ein
one
st asasyouyou
d
ise ono
metho
This shap
curren
will econom
you will
motorwhicto hrunpredfast,
g
is a well-known one, and often used ; it economises time in shapin
The
it.
use
e
safely
can
You
hull.
the
of
outsid
and
inside
both
d together with temporary screws, and when
pieces dcan be secure
roughe to somewhere near correct shape, glued together with marino
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later fires. If this takes no effect, you should see what de.
creasing the compression does. This will be an awkward job

possibly. The simplest way would be to take a trifle off the
length of the connecting-rod at the big end by chipping and filing or
in the shaper. Then supposing you found this did not improve
matters,
you could insert a thin plate to replace the metal pre
viously
cut admitted
off the rod.
you might
cut down a thechecktotalin volume
of mixture
to theOrcylinder
by inserting
the air
and
gas
supply.
This
is,
however,
not
a good , plan
, the
for power
the total
pressure
generated
would
thereby
be
reduced
and
engine diminished considerably . Are your valve settings all rightof?
And are there no sharp corners in the combustion chamber which
become red -hot after she has been running a few moments ; and
no carbon deposit which might also become hot and cause the
charge to be fired from the cylinder instead of the tube ? You could
settle this point by running with the tube for a few minutes until
everything has warmed up, and then put the tube burner out,
and see if she goes on running. If she does, it is evident the charge
is being fired spontaneously, due to compression , and the heat of
the cylinder and combustion chamber. We regret we cannot give

youmore
definite informat'on
and trust these
vou
somewhat.
For fuller , information
on fewthisremarks
subject will
see help
our

new handbook on “Gas and Oil Engines," by W . c, Runciman ,

price 7d. post free.

The News of the Trade.
[ The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and material
forfree amateur
use.of Itmust
understood
these ofreviews
are
expressions
Editorialbe opinion
, no that
payment
any kind
being required or accepted. The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted,
or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are notof sufficient interest to his readers. 1
Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual

Editorial inspection ofthe goods noticed.
Requisite.
A Workshop
herewith represents a metal box , 2

The illustration we give

ins

diameter,which is being supplied by The Charles Cohen ToolCo., 34

of brac
glue. The construction
kind
the best
is, perhapbys,means
pine thened
yellowr streng
strips inside. Canadiisanfurthe
ing
use. Firing in Small Gas Engine. A . C .
wood to Early
of(12,730]
(Manchester ) writes : I have just constructed a small gas

engine, I h .- P . tube ignition , water-cooled cylinder, Otto cycle ;
exhaust is worked from side, and gas and air is sucked in auto
matically at one time from another valve.
My trouble it fires
back too soon before it has got over the centre. I have istried
the
burner higher up the tube, but I get an occasional mis-fire, and
,
what
is
more,
it
does
not
ignite
any
later.
No
matterspeed
wherethat
I putit
the burner, I can get it going, but at such a terrific
would knock itself up very soon ; and the moment I reduce the gas
it will stop on account of igniting
too soon. If it ignited a little

later, I could reduce the speed, I cannot get it by making the mix
ture
poorer,
asengine
the slower it goes, it ignites beforensit turns the
This
nothing
ace withwill
on about
od-ieis it tooor good
ve yoisurhot
llenough
orevolutio
pressionon2000ggood
pistgocompressi
va
hacentre.
Tube
?
compression space withandpiston
right
in
fin
.
should
I
be
to
have your valuable opinion for a remedy . I have tried tubeglad
(
7
.)
in
from
jas.
4
to
6
ins.
in
or
7
3.
long,
with
no
better
result.
I
have
looked for a remedy in back numbers ofMODEL ENGINEER

. I am
sure that gas engine construction more gone into in your valuable
paper is just what is required , and almost sure a publication in
the form of your
handbooks would well re
pay you . Does thewell-known
heating upsixpenny
of cylinder
affect the power of ex
PissItionis ain difficu
e to edecide
a gasltengin
precisellyy what
codinaryof
what is the cause
ride
precise
matter
your trouble , as you have already taken all the usual and ordinary

to prevent early firing. There is one thing you
precautions
did
d to state , however — that is, whether your enginee ever
omitte
since it
run properly , or whether it has always given this troubl
you may have a troublesome
was built. If therslatter is the case,
the
designg may be at fault. Ontion
job to put matte right,n asholetheleadin
from tube to combus time
other
enlarging, or closing up, to get the desired
needignitio
may the
chamberhand,
extent by

great
The time of firing can be altered
of firing.
e. toWea advise
you , first
varying the size of the bore of this passag
brass tubing,
with a piecelyof thin this
of all, to bush the existingtheholeresults
some
has
If
.
careful
Watch
.
in
tight
driven
effect in right direction , insert a tube with slightly smaller bore
still, and try again . It is often found that starting with a hole

of certain bore, either increasing the bore or decreasing it, causes

AN AIR - TIGHT METAL Box.
Barbican, London, E .C. This box, being air-tightworkshops,
and with a glass
lid , will be found most useful in model engineers'
also
to watch and clock makers, for holding small articles, such as
screws, accessories, etc., etc.

Yachts and Motor Launches.
Mr. R . P . Kitchingman , of II, Marlborough Terrace , Kirkley
Street, Lowestoft, informs us that owing to his continued orders
for full-size craft, he is unable to undertake any further orders
for model work , but is prepared to design or build yachts and

motor launches for all requirements.

New Catalogues and Lists.
Portable
210, Shaftesbury
London
, W .C .Accumulators,
- We have receivedLtd.,an illustrated
leaflet fromAvenue,
this
firm
giving
prices
and
particulars
of
their
batteries
for
phonographs,
piano-players,
and
other
musical
instruments.
Lists
will
be
sent
to readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER upon application .
Scott Homer. Beecher Road , Cradley, Staffs., have sent us

their illustrated price list ofmodel engines, dynamos, motor drill
ing
machines, and finished parts. The list will be sent to home
readers upon receipt
of stamp to cover
postage, and to foreign
and colonial readers post free upon application
.
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in your article on same, and could not help writing

you.- A . BANNELL, 74, Onley Street, Unthank Road,
Norwich ."

W

E
I
Twist

have just published another handbook in The
MODEL ENGINEER sixpenny series, entitled
" A Guide to Standard Screw Threads and
Drills." So much uncertainty and confusion

prevails amongst amateur mechanics, and amongst
some professionals too, as to the specialfeatures and
the advantages and disadvantages of the various screw
threads used on small work, that we think this hand

book willmeet with a wide appreciation. Theauthor,
Mr. Geo . Gentry, has gone into the whole subject

very carefully and thoroughly in his own private

workshop, with the result that the information
he gives is of a thoroughly useful and practical
character. He gives full particulars, including diam
eters, pitches,and tapping and clearing sizes, ofthe fol.
lowing threads : - Whitworth Standard, British Asso
ciation , bicycle screws, V . Standard, U .S.A . Standard,

International Metric Standard, and watch and clock
screws ; while a further section gives in tabular form
the gauge numbers and sizes of twist drills up to 1- in .
diameter. A noteworthy feature of the book is that
all the tables are printed on one side of the paper
only, so that if desired they can be cut out and
mounted for ready reference in the workshop.

The Model Manufacturing Company writes :
“ Referring to the letter on your Editor's Page of ioth
inst. from a Natal Correspondent,we would be glad if
you would kindly give us this opportunity ofstating in

your next issue that we would be very pleased to
comply with the suggestion of your correspondentand
send out copies of our illustrated Locomotive
Catalogue and also Tool Lists in theway he suggests."
Answers to Correspondents.
“ Loco " (Hornsey). - Wewill write you shortly .
F . W . S . (Western Australia). - We regret that we
have not been able to award you a prize .

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender 's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. Should be accom

panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see theEditor personally can only do

so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will b . sent pos. free to any address for 13s. per
annum
, payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.

Advertisement ratesmay be had on app ication to the Advertise

Simpson, who was responsible for the production of
the plate illustrated in our pages, but we understand
that there is no relationship existing between these
two exponents of fine foundry practice. In reference
to this correspondence,Messrs. Drummond Bros.,Ltd .,
write to say that, of course, they make no claiin to
be the only firm who could inake excellent repeats if
desired of this plate. Their point is that it is a very
difficult thing to produce a result quite as good as the
original, and they doubt if it has often been done.

All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of thepaper
and boo s to be addressed to Percival M rshall & Co., 26 - 29 .
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Can ida, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, USA., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries hould beaddressed .

Contents .
The asterisk (* ) denotes thatthe subject is illustrated.]
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In case some of our readers may wish to obtain
plates of this kind, we reproduce the following from
among the various letters we have received :- " Ihave
examined the photograph carefully and compared it
with a pattern used at the firm where I am employed.
They are identically the same. This pattern has now
been in use for the last twenty-eight years, and during
that time hundreds have been cast, and they still con
tinue making them . If you wish I can obtain one
bronzed in antique green or brown at a cost of is..
postage extra , so that you can compare same, or
any number you inay require at the same rate.
Being a reader of your paper I was deeply interested

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All corresponden e relating to the literary portion of the paper ,
and allnew apparatus and price lists, & c., for revie .x , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
address d to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer, 26 - 29 , Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C .

:::::.: :::::::::::

of a cast-iron plate which we published in our issue of
July 27th , has brought us several letters from readers
who have similar plates of identical design in their
possession, which have been cast in local foundries in
this country. Curiously enough,one of these plates was
also cast some thirty years ago by a namesake of Mr.

ment Manager .

:: :::

The illustration and description of a fine specimen
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A Model Beam Engine and Vertical Boiler .
By J. W . BARTLETT.

MR: J. W . BARTLETT's MODEL ENGINE AND BOILER.
drilled , slightly tapered , for the reception of the
THE following brief description and photo
graph of my model beam engine may prove
five steel spindles , which after being turned in lathe
interesting to many readers of the M . E .
are driven into them ; these form the connections
It will be seen by the photogaph that the engine is
for the connecting-rod , pump, beam pivot, piston
mounted on a wooden box 9 ins. long, 4 ins. wide,
rod guides, and piston-rod, the working ends of
and 34 ins. deep , painted and lined to imitate brick
each being fitted with adjustable brasses.
The
work . To this the steel bedplate (9 ins by 4 ins, by
cylinder is brass, bored to i in, with a stroke of
* in .) is bolted with six bolts. The centre column is a
24 ins. The top cover is secured to cylinder with
casting turned and finished 4 } ins. long, and is
six I- 16th in . bolts ; the bottom cover is left square
bolted to bedplate from the underside ; on top of
which makes a better finish to cylinder than if it
this the two bearings which carry the beam are
were round ; six steel bolts passing through bed
bolted . The beam , a piece of mild steel, is 63 ins.
long, I in . wide at centre, tapered to 4 in . at each

in place.

end, and

exhaust 3- 16ths in . diameter , the motion being

in , thick . Through this five holes are

plate, cover, and cylinder flange hold all firmly
The ports are circular , steam } in . and
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imparted to slide-valve by a small rocking -shaft
fitted to bedplate under slide-valve chest. The
eccentric is the simple slip type, which enables the
engine to be run in either direction . To the slide
valve cover is screwed the throttle valve. A
lubricator fitted on top supplies the necessary lubri
cant to cylinder. The crankshaft and connecting
rods, which are of steel, were next completed ; also .
main bearings, governors, and flywheel, which is a
casting turned to 71 ins. diameter, andofis ofiniron
.
. and
The pump, which has a stroke
5- 16ths in , diameter, is fitted to underside of bed

micrometer screw , arranged so that its face is in
the same plane as the surface of the plate when
the reading is zero . When any definite height is

required to be attained , the screw is turned round
until this is reached , and then the point of a bent
scriber, held very firmly, is adjusted until it exactly
touches the face when slid over, without any jar
being felt as it leaves the edge of the face. Having
by this means “ made" a gauge of the particular
size needed , it is used , of course, in the generally

plate inside the box. In the mahogany stand a
brass well is fitted , from which the pump
small
takes its water ; from the pump it passes through
the feed -water heater, and thence into the boiler.
I may say the feed -water heater is similar to the
one which was described in THE MODEL ENGINEER ,
December ist, 1900, ajd I use the exhaust steam
from engine for this purpose. It is mahogany
lagged and French polished , and answers its pur
pose very well. The boiler was made from a piece
of brass tube, 10 ins. long, 41 ins. diameter, and
1-16th in . thick . The fireb x is a bell-shaped
casting, riveted to boiler shell with copper rivets
in . There are five - in , brass tubes
spaced
connecting firebox with combustion chamber. The
fittings are :- Water gauge, safety valve, water
filling plug, clack valve, and blow -off cock .
I find a small gas ring is the most convenient
method of firing, the ring being passed through a
circular hole in the stand right up into the firebox.
I have lagged it all over with mahogany, and

Surface Plate
Bronze

5

Tight fit by shartin
FIG . 1. - SIDE
ELEVATION .

French polished it, the lagging being held in place

Workshop Notes and Notions.

10019
an

building of this model occupied three years of my
spare time, by which I mean two or three hours of
an evening.

dobi.

by German silver bands in. wide ; small round
headed brass screws passing through these make
a nice finish to all. In conclusion, I may say the

(Readers
are invited to contribute short practical items Accepted
for this
column, based on their own workshop experience.
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be

marked " WORKSHOP" on the envelope.]

A Height Micrometer.
By R . J. MITCHELL.
In accurate mechanical work it is very often
needful to ensure exact parallelism and measure
ment between two fairly large and intricately
shaped surfaces of a casting which has been ma
chined and scraped , to ensure the ultimate
attainment of acc 'ıracy. The exact measure
ment of this thickness is difficult where the

article cannot be held between the jaws of an
ordinary micrometer, for it is by no means easy to
adjust a scribing block point to any absolute
height unless a set of test pieces is available, and

these are awkward , expensive, and must be
numerous to give a range of only slightly differing
heights. The tool indicated in sketch is intended
to supply the place of a set of test pieces ; by its
aid any vertical height up to 2 ins. may be readily
gauged in increments of half a thousandth of an

inch - -a range which would require a great number
of test pieces.

As will be seen, the tool really is an inverted

FIG . 2 . -PLAN .

A HEIGHT MICROMETER,
accepted way as an external “ feeler gauge." In
this connection it might be said that the method
advocated by the writer (in the issue for Febru
ary 23rd last) for setting a boring bar electrically
might be with advantage used in this testing of
surface accuracy. It must be remembered , though ,
that an extremely weak cell is best, and a detector

galvanometer is better than a bell as a “ touch
indicator " ; otherwise sparking would spoil the
result and be misleading.
With regard to the making of this tool, the writer
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is aware that, for a great number of those to whom
would be quite superfluous ; but for those not so
proficient a fuller explanation may be of use. The
first step should be to face up one edge of the
surface plate exactly at right angles with the
face ; to test this, lay a straightedge across at
right angles with the faced part, press it firmly so
that it is really in a line across the end , and then

this might be of interest, any hints on this

slide a large square across the surface plate, and
when the rule and edge of square blade are parallel

the end will be at right angles. The thickness of
most plates is insufficient for an ordinary test with
a square to be reliable. When a casting has arrived
of the bracket, which should be amply long in the

boss, this should be faced up at the back , and the
two holes marked out extremely carefully on both
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removed with a fine file and scraper . To harden
the screw , first besmear it very copiously with a
mixture of soap and blacklead ; this protects the
fine threads from being “ burnt.” Heat slowly ,
and very evenly ; among the ashes on a brazing
hearth if possible , or with a gas blowpipe on pieces

of torn up asbestos, until a dull red heat is attained ,
and then quench in a large volume of acidified
(HgSo , ) water by very slowly and evenly lower
ing the screw until entirely immersed . Leave the
screw in the water to thoroughly cool, and then
withdraw , dry, and screw the end B , which need
not be hard , into a chuck in the lathe, and finish
off by holding two pieces of soft wood, supplied
with a trace of four emery and lots of oil, diame
trically across the screw whilst it revolves. By
this means a highly polished screw is made.
The casting on the faceplate should now be

drilled out in the lathe to the nearest possible size,
and finished by a small boring tool to the exact
size of the diameter at the bottom of the thread
(gauge to ensure this could be soon made from a
piece of brass rod ). To cut the internal thread it
would be best to mount as a tool a chaser of the
required pitch in the tool-post, and feed it up to
its work very slowly until the screw is a very tight

fit, at which it should be left. When the saw cut

is made at A , the screw will be found to be a nice,
smooth , shakeless “ fit.” The measuring ring
should be divided into twenty -five divisions, and
these into half divisions. Means of accomplishing
this have, I believe, previously appeared in the
M .E . The other work is straightforward ; and
there now remains the finaladjusting, which should
be done as follows :

Fig . 3. - FRONT ELEVATION ,

plate and back of bracket, which having been done,
the top of the back -plate and the top of the boss
should be filed so as to be in one plane, and exactly
at right angles with the already finished back .

The bracket should now be mounted on a faceplate,
The screw next claims notice ; it is best made

and the boss centred .

from high quality cast steel, water annealed - i.e.,
dipped out from a black heat into very soapy water
mixed with machinery oil. This gives the steel a
curious property of turning very easily , and yet not
tearing -- essentially needful when a screw of fine
pitch ; in this case forty to the inch is contem
plated . Cut the screw in the usual way, and leave
it about five-thousandths over the ultimate size,
and then chase this off until the screw is half a
thousandth big , and as exactly parallel as possible.
Before cutting off turn the conical part shown at
B , and a screw at the end of this, say a quarter
Whitworth , for the thumb grip E to screw on to .
The measuring ring above should also be turned
in place, and must be very true. Now the screw
may be parted off, and should be faced very care
fully at its measuring end with a tool well “ got
up.” The slight excrescence left here may be

When bolted on to the edge of plate, arrange
that no part of bracket is on the same level as that
of surface of plate ; if this should be so , take a little
off end of boss in lathe, and then , if possible, pro
cure another plate, and lay it on its face overhanging
top of screw . Tighten up F , and move round the
measuring ring until the zero at its edge X is exactly
in a line with the zero line on rule at the edge.
Before all this the screw should have, of course ,
been turned until its surface just touched that of
the overhanging plate. Now remove the bracket,
and tighten up very firmly the small grub screw at
C ; put where it cannot be tampered with , and then
rebolt to plate also very firmly . Now turn screw
back , and find out if the two zeros coincide as be
fore. If not, adjust so that they do , and tighten
up all over except screw F , which should be so that
screw is fairly tight. It will be seen that a turn
of the screw is equal to twenty- five thousandths of
an inch .

Hints on Drilling.
By W . EARLY.
One of the most awkward jobs that fall to the
lot of the amateur mechanic is that of drilling a
hole diametrically through a circular rod or piece
of turned work , such as the screw hole in the con

tact pillar for a spark coil. The difficulty lies in
the fact that the drill seems to have an antipathy to

following a true diameter, and will run off at a
tangent, thus spoiling the piece. Of course, a
V -centre in the tailstock of lathe is a great help ,
but even this does not entirely overcome the
difficulty . It is , however, a very great improve
ment if the entrance and exit of the drill are
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accurately marked out on the work , and a simple
rig for accomplishing this is described below : it
occurred to me a day or so ago when I was engaged
on job as described .
Cut a narrow strip of postage stamp edging and

lap it tightly round the work , fastening the ends

together. Make a punch mark on work to form
the first centre, and put a corresponding pencil
mark on the paper. Now make a mark on opposite
side of work and paper, as nearly exact as possible.

Twist the paper round so that the mark just made
on it comes opposite to punch mark on work . If
the other mark on work agrees with that on paper ,
it is in the correct place ; if not, halve the difference
and put the second punch mark there.
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moved in relation to the crank so as to give any
required advance of eccentric due to lap and lead
of the slide-valve. The whole can then be fastened
by means of a small nut on the end of the sleeve,
which is screwed up for this purpose. The centre
line of crank and eccentric are divided up so as to
give various travels of piston and valve. These
small cranks are also cut from thin sheet metal, and

a few of these could be kept in hand and left blank ,
so that they would only require a small centre pop
putting in for the travel required . One leg of the
trammels is fitted or works in this centre pop ,
the other leg working in a similar centre pop on
the slide for the valve travel. For the crank and

that the two holes meet in the centre. If a slight

piston travel I use a pair of trammels, in one end of
which is fitted a marking pencil for marking off the
various positions of the piston in relation to the

inaccuracy is in evidence, owing to the drill run
ning out of truth, it can be easily corrected when

crank angle on the top part of slide arrangement
(see sketch ). The position of valve can also be

Now drill from both sides with a fine drill, so
the full-sized drill is run through . The whole

seen , showing clearly all themovements that take

operation of marking out only takes a couple of
minutes, and the drilling can be done with con

place at the various positions of the crank and pis

fidence, whereas if the drill is started and run from
one side only, a. very slight error in supporting the
wo 100
. 8080 70 .60
50

ton. The slides are made from small bar, the two
outside ones being fixed to the body of the model,
the inner one being movable to represent the valve.

A l'SEFUL VALVE MODEL.
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work causes the drill to be considerably out of
truth when it comes through .

A Useful Valve Model for Beginners.
By J. R . G .
This model I have found very instructive and
useful for working out the conditions resulting
from various valve and eccentric travels. It is
simply and easily made by anyone who can use a
few tools. It possesses great advantage over the
usual cardboard models sold , as this one can be
adapted to any particular case required , whereas
the cardboard model usually gives an explanation
for one fixed standard of valve having a certain
given travel, lap, and lead . The model consists of
a piece of thin sheet metal, about 15 ins. long by
6 ins. wide, upon which at one end is set out a
circle giving the various crank angles. In the

centre of this circle is fixed a small turned pin for

Upon these three bars are fixed , by means of small
clips shown, three strips of white paper. A draw
ing of the valve in section is placed on the centre
strip (either full size in case of a model, or to some
suitable scale if a large engine). On the bottom
strip of paper is set out the port-holes in the
cylinder face, and on the top strip is marked the

positions of piston travel. The trammels can be
set with centres equalling the centres of the con
necting-rod and eccentric rod, thus giving the
movements of valve and piston very truly . When
the problem has been solved, the strips of paper
can be taken off, marked at back with all particu

lars, and kept for future reference. This model
can also be used for expansion valve arrangements

by using two slides instead of one, and the extra
expansion eccentric, which can be clamped in posi
tion with the other, provision being made for it on
the sleeve-carrying crank. This model will explain
to the young engineer in a short time all the im
portant operations of the slide-valve with their
time of action in relation to the angularity of crank

the crank to turn upon. The crank proper is put
on a small sleeve, upon which is slipped the smaller
cranks representing the eccentrics for driving the

and the travel of the piston in portions of the
stroke. I think the accompanying sketch will

valves, both main and expansion. These may be

make all clear.
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The Latest in Engineering.
A Suction Producer -Gas Motor Yacht.
The gas engine in conjunction with a suction gas
producer, if properly designed, is the most econom
ical generator of power (apart, of course, from
natural sources ) which the world has known.

The consumption of fuel with such a plant is as
low as i lb . of anthracite per b .h .- p . per hour. A
good compound condensing steam engine uses from
2 to 5 lbs. per b .h .- p . per hour, according to size
and type. With the cil engine the consumption is
approximately I pt. ( = I lb .) paraffin per b .h .-p .
per hour. Anthracite costs about 19s . per ton , and
paraffin about 125s. for the same quantity . It
will, therefore , be seen that the respective costs for
fuel are : - For the oil engine, 6 :6 ; for the average

engine was of a heavy type and used gas as its
shore and stored under pressure in cylinders or
tanks aboard the vessel. The introduction of the
explosion motor using oil or spirit as fuel fol
fuel ; but in this case the gas was generated on

lowed, and it is only in recent years that the im
portance of the self-contained gas producer plant
has been realised .

Herr Emil Capitaine has fitted several vessels
with his gas engines and producers, with which he
has achieved some quite remarkable results in

good steam engine, 34 ; for the producer gas plant,

sheltered waters on the Continent.
herewith illustrated is constructed on
taine " system , and was entered for
Yachts' Club Reliability Trials , and
vessel of its kind to run in the

The yacht
the “ Capi
the Motor
is the first
open sea .

1. Then , again , with the growing use of the spirit

This yacht which , out of compliment to the

Fig . 1. — THE SUCTION PRODUCER-GAS MOTOR YACHT, “ EMIL CAPITAINE."
and the oil motor for small powers it seems to be
inventor of this system of propulsion , has been
evident that in the course of time the world will

christened Emil Capitaine, is built as a sea - going

not produce sufficient oil to keep pace with the
demand ; or, at least, the price of this fuel will so
increase as to make the use of the engine employing
it no longer sufficiently remunerative. The advan
tages, however, of the internal combustion motor

small motor yacht and is fitted with permanent
cabin accommodation .

for many purposes, and particularly for certain

been adopted in many of their boats, whereby a
broad flat stern is obtained , and the propeller works

classes of marine work , are so obvious that it is
desirable to retain it.
A paper was recently read before the Institute of
Naval Architects by Messrs. Thornycroft upon the
subject of gas motors, and shortly following this it

was found that the principle had been thoroughly

thought out by Herr Emil Capitaine. It is inter
esting to note that the first recorded instance of a
vessel being propelled by an internal combustion
motor was the auxiliary yacht, Djezirely , belonging
to the Marquis d 'Hare d’Aubaid , which , in the early
sixties,''was fitted with a Lenoir engine. This

The hull is built of galvanised steel plates, and
has a length of 60 ft. with a beam of 10 ft., and is
designed on the Thornycroft principle, which has
in a tunnel. This ensures great steadiness without
causing the stern to settle down unduly when run
ning in the water, and further a clear and unob
structed flow of water is maintained to the pro
peller . The yacht is provided with two saloons
one forward and one aft — both of which are hand

somely lined throughout with polished teak .
Lavatory conveniences are arranged off the after
saloon . The boat is intended primarily as a day
boat, but there would be no difficulty in arranging
bunks in the forward saloon for sleeping accommo
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dation . A neat hand winch is fitted right forward
for manipulating the cable. In the after part of
the boat is provided a steel lined well, with auto
matic draining valves, suitable for carrying luggage,
or a motor car if desired .
Altogether this vessel should prove a handsome,

comfortable, and economical cruising yacht, and
one which should be able to keep the sea in all
reasonable weather. The power for propulsion is
derived from a suction producer gas plant in con

junction with a specially designed gas engine.
These have been built by Messrs. Thornycroft from
designs and on the principle invented by Herr Emil
Capitaine. The engine is of the vertical enclosed
type, having four cylinders each 81 ins. diameter
by 11-in , stro se , and , running at 300 revolutions a

minute, gives about 75 h .- p. on the brake. The
inlet and exhaust valves are all mechanically
operated , the camshaft being placed above the top
of the cylinders and slightly out of the centre line,
the valves being actuated by means of rocking
levers. The camshaft is hullow and carries in it a
sliding shaft which , by means of radial arms pro
jecting through slots in the camshaft, operates the
low tension ignition s'rikers. The longitudinal
motion of this inside shaft, which is controlled by
the governor of the engine, varies the time of
ignition, advancing it as the speed of the engine
increases. Arrangement is provided whereby the
timing of the magneto machine is simultaneously
varied to correspond with the point of ignition .
The engine itself is controlled by means of a

throttle valve in the induction pipe connected by
a special arrangement to the governor. There is
besides, provision for completely cutting out the
electrical circuit when the speed of the engine
exceeds a certain limit. Half compression gear is
provided for starting the engine, which is done by a
separate 6 h .-p . Tornycroft motor through the
medium of a belt. The half compression cams are
automatically thrown out of action by means of an
attachment to the governor, when the engine is
running at normal speed .
A centrifugal pump, driven off the engine, is
provided for supplying cooling water to the com
bustion heads and cylinder jackets. The exhaust
is also water-jacketed, and the gases are discharged
up a funnel, no silencer being required . A recipro
cating oil pump of special design is provided for
forcing oil in turn to all bearings. Special provision

is made to facilitate the cleaning of the cylinders,
valves, etc., and a peculiar feature of the engine is
that although the combustion heads are separate
from the cylinder barrels , yet the explosive strain
on the combustion heads is not taken by the con

necting bolts, but by the whole frame-work of the
engine. Doors are fitted in the lower part of the
engine casing to provide access to bearings, etc.
At the forward end of the crankshaft is a pulley
for driving a gas dryer and a centrifugal pump for
pumping the heated and dirty water from the gas
purifier.
The gas producer is of the ordinary cylindrical
shape. It is lined with firebrick and has three
charging doors in the top which deliver into a
conical annular hoppe . A firegrate and air and
steam inlet valve are provided in thelower part, as
usual. A special feature of the gas producing plant
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enough anthracite for a ten hours' run at a speed
floor space occupied by the engine and producer is
12 ft. 6 ins. by 9 ft. 4 ins., and the height in each
case is 6 ft. 8 ins.

of about ten to twelve miles per hour. The total

Discharging Colliers. - An important altera
method of discharging cargoes of colliers brought
into the Camber. It has been the practice to dis
charge coal by raising it from the hold by a crane,
and conveying it to ordinary wagons drawn by
horses, and then hauling it to the place of storage,
but this procedure is to be abolished. A line of
rails has been laid from the storage ground at East
Lock roads round to the Camber jetty -side. Special
trucks have been constructed , on which are fitted
four buckets, each capable ofholding a ton of coal.
These buckets will be filled on the ship, and worked
to the trucks by means of Temperley transporters,
and the latter fittings will also be fixed at the
East Lock Road to empty the buckets on to the
stacks. It is calculated that the new system will
tion is to be made at Devonport Dockyard in the

result in from thirty to forty horses and wagons,
and a proportionate number of teamsters and
labourers, being dispensed with .

A Large Air Compressor. A vertical five
stage air compressor has recently been constructed
in England by Peter Brotherhood, the inventor of
the Brotherhood steam engine. At a speed of 120
revolutions per minute it has a capacity of 10 ,000
cubic ft. of free air per hour compressed to 3,000 lbs.

per sq. in .
Water - tube Boilers. - Some 80 ,000 h . -p . of

Babcock & Wilcox boilers are being put into the
new power station intended to generate current for
the electrification of the Long Island Railroad ,
which will eventually be tied in with the tunnel
system of the Pennsylvania Railroad under the
Hudson and East rivers and Manhattan Island.

A Novel Type of Boat. - A French engineer,
M . de Lambert, has just built a novel type of boat,
which is called in the French press the Skating
Boat, but which it would be more fitting to call

a “ supermarine,” for the boat glides along the
surface of the water by means of five inclined
planes fixed on its bottom at certain distarces .
When the boat is not moving these inclined planes
are several centimetres below the water ; but so
soon as the 12 b .- p . motor engine is started , then
the inclined planes are raised and the boat soon
glides upon a mixture of air and water until, as the
resistance is diminished, it is reported to attain
rapidly a speed of from 26 to 28 knots, a speed

which motor boats of 80 h .-p . cannot always reach .

A Powerful New

Salvage Steamer. - - A

remarkable-looking vessel of a bull-dog man -of
war appearance, named Wrecker, was launched
recently from the ship -building yard of Messrs.
Ramage & Ferguson , Ltd. The christening cere
mony was performed by Miss Armit , daughter
of Mr. Armit , of the East Coast Salvage Company ,

is the ariangement for drying and purifying the gas

Ltd ., for which company the vessel has been

without using any solid material in the scrubber

specially built. The Wrecker is 140 ft. long, 30 ft.
beam , and 13 ft. hold . She will te propelled by

as is usual. The hopper of the producer carries
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twin -screw engines made by Messrs. Ramage and
Ferguson, Ltd . When completed , the vessel will

The Generation of X -Rays by a

be the most powerful and efficient salvage steamer
in the United Kingdom . Her steam pumping power

Wimshurst Machine.

will be fully 4,000 tons per hour ; she will be pro

By MALCOLM E . MACGREGOR .

- - -

vided with all the latest improvements in pneu
matic drilling and cutting tools ; electric light

U

throughout ; also a portable saw -mill, driven from

d

one of her powerful steam winches. There is
accommodation for forty persons on board . The

AVING just fitted up an X -ray apparatus
for my own use, perhaps a few hints as to
its managementmight be of interest to some

of THE MODEL ENGINEER readers. I use one of

FIG . 2. — THE ENGINES AND PLANT OF THE SUCTION PRODUCER-GAS MOTOR YACHT.
Wrecker is the second salvage steamer the builders
pany .

Dollond's improved high tension machines, which
has a 9-in . cylinder, and under favourable condi
tions it gives a good 9- in . spark . The tube is one
of Cox's records, which I find works well in all

A New ANCHOR . - Experiments have recently
been made at Trieste with a new type of anchor,

weathers. The screen is one of barium -platino
cyanide. If the machine is of fairly large size, the
best results can undoubtedly be obtained by con

have constructed for the East Coast Salvage Com

known as the Langston , from the name of the in
ventor. In connection with the anchor is a tube
and pump connected with the ship , and water is
pumped into the tube till the anchor has reached
the bottom , descending at the rate of 12 ft. per
minute. Some time after it had time to “ grip, "
a steamer with engines of 500 h .-p . could not drag it.

necting the tube to the main dischargers. The
tive ( + ) discharger of the machine, and the cathode

anode of the tube should be connected to the posi

of the tube should be connected to the negative
( - ) discharger of the machine, having in circuit
a 4- in . spark - gap. When a tube is connected like

this, it should light up at once, and continue to give
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out X -rays without a flicker, if the machine handle
be turned at about three revolutions per second.
If it is found the tube only lights up with an
intermittent flash , and the machine discharges it
self on the outside of the tube, either in the form of
a brush discharge, or in sparks, the tube has too high

Lessons in Workshop Practice.
XXI. - Practical Notes on Selecting and Using
Small Dynamos and Motors.
(Continued from page 178 .)

a vacuum for the machine. To remedy this, the

tube should be carefully heated all over with a
spirit lamp, which appears to reduce the vacuum
slightly . If result is still unsatisfactory, the tube
has probably too high a vacuum for the E .M . F . of
the machine, and a tube which has a lower vacuum

must be substituted . Another method which seems
to give good results is to cover the annex of the
cathode (the concave aluminium disc ) with a ring
of tinfoil or gold paint, and to extend it from the
cathode terminal of the tube up to about one
third of the tube's length ,

But if when a tube is connected to the machine it
is filled with a red -purple glow , instead of showing
the well-known canary-yellow light of the X -rays,
then the tube is of too low a vacuum . This is a

bad sign , as it is very seldom that anything can be
done to remedy a tube like this. There is only one
way that I know of to try to remedy a low vacuum
tube, and that is to connect it to the machine the
reverse way to what it should be -- i.e., connect the

By A . W . M .
a compound winding ; one when the series

THERE are two faults likely to causetrouble with
1

coils short circuit theshunt coils (this is caused

by stripping of insulation between the coils ) ; the
series coils being wound on top or under the shunt

coils. If, for instance, the copper of the two sets of
windings should touch , say, at A (Fig . 8), by reason
of defects in the insulation, the shunt coils would
be practically short-circuited by the series coils,
and no current would flow through them . As this
would also form a short circuit to the brushes, the
machine would not give any useful output. The
other fault is wrongly connecting the series coils,
so that the current flows through them in the
opposite direction to that in which it should go ;
instead of adding to the magnetism produced by
the shunt coils, they then act in opposition to them ,

and produce precisely the wrong effect, as the

anode of the tube to the cathode of the machine,
and the cathode of the tube to the anode of the
machine ; and after working it this way for five
minutes, better results are sometimes obtained ,
but this is very doubtful.
When a machine is a small one, the tube should

be connected to the outside coatings of the Leyden
jars, connecting the anode of the tube to the nega
tive discharger's Leyden jar, and the cathode of
the tube to the positive discharger's Leyden jar,
having the dischargers in . apart. The reason for
this is that the outside coatings of the Leyden jars
are always of opposite polarity to the dischargers
to which they belong.
When a tube is connected as above, a series of
flashes are seen in the tube, and for this reason it
is little or no use for screen work ; but splendid
radiographs may be taken with a machine only

coil

D Series

A

coils

.

giving i-in . to 1l-in . spark .
For screen work the tube should be connected

Shunts ut

as directed where the tube was connected to the

main dischargers. The screen should be held with
the coated side facing the operator's eyes, and the
subject which is to be examined placed close against
the back of the screen , the whole being held as near
the tube as possible.

In taking a radiograph , the dry plate should be
covered with black paper, and the subject laid
upon the plate (sensitive side uppermost). For a
hand radiograph the tube should be held 6 ins. to
8 ins, from plate, and an exposure of from one and
a half to two minutes given . For metallic objects
an exposure of a few seconds is usually enough,
As to the plates to use , any good make will do ,
such as “ Ilford ,” Cadett's “ Lightning," and
Edwards' “ Cathodal, etc. It is generally better
to use “ medium " plates than the " extra rapid,"
and to use the developer the maker of the plates

Fig . 8.
object of the series winding is to increase the
magnetism in the field -magnet and thus raise the
voltage generated by the armature when an increase
of current occurs. Correct and incorrect connection
of the series winding is shown by the diagrams in
Fig. 9, the direction of current being indicated by

I have tried to make myself as clear as possible,

the arrows. It will be noticed that they all point
in the same direction when the connections are
correct, and in opposite directions when the con
nections are incorrect.

but should any reader not quite understand, I
shall be always pleased to reply to any questions

a compound -wound machine by merely winding a

that are in my power to answer.

set of series coils on top of the shunt coils, and

recommends.

Any shunt-wound dynamo may be converted to
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though it by no means follows that such a dynamo

ing current to them until the voltmeter once more

would be a good compound machine as regards
regulation ofvoltage, it would yet have less tendency
to lose its excitation when supplying current to a

indicates that the dynamo volts are normal. At

circuit of low resistance and probably give improved
results for the particular work already mentioned .
The amateur need not concern himself with the
methods which may be adopted to pre-determine
the correct proportion of series winding by de
signers of large machines, but simply wind one
or two layers of thick gauge wire on top of the
shunt coils and make a trial. For machines having
more than one bobbin of wire on the field -magnet ,
a single layer on each can be used. For macines
having a single bobbin two layers, or three if the
bobbin is of small length . A few turns can be
taken off or more added, according to results .
Adopt a gauge of wire which is ample to carry the
total current generated by the armature, say, a
current density of not more than 1000 amps, per

this second stage multiply the amperes flowing
through the magnet coils by the number of turns
in the coils and it will give the ampere turns re
quired by the machine at full load to keep the
voltage up to normal. The difference between the
value of the ampere turns at no load, and that
required at full load is the value of the ampere
turns which must be supplied by the series winding,
which is then calculated as the number of turns of

series coils multiplied by the current at full load
which will be flowing through them .
To be strictly accurate, two corrections should be
made. First, the full load should be increased by
an equal amount of current to that taken by the
shunt coils at no load ; secondly, the voltage should
be raised at full load to a value which is equal to
the voltage which will be lost in the series coils
when carrying maximum currents ; the amperes

Shunt

Series
coils

zu

zon

LH

.

coils

Correct

Incorrect

Fig. 9.
sq. in . of sectional area. There is a way of deter

flowing in the series coils will be slightly different

mining the amount of series winding with great
accuracy, though it is essentially a practical work
shop method , and may be useful to those who are
endeavouring to obtain a regulation of voltage as
near as practicable. The shunt coils are wound on
first and the total number of turns counted ; the
machine is then run at its normal speed , with the
shunt coils separately excited from another dynamo
or battery giving exactly the voltage at which the
machine is to work , the only load on the dynamo
being a voltmeter. At this stage the amperes flow
ing through the magnet cɔils are measured : the
value obtained multiplied by the number of turns
in the coils is the ampere turns required to pro
duce normal voltage at no load. The full load of
the machine is now put on , and the voltage will
fall and be indicated by the voltmeter. Now in
crease the amperes in the shunt coils by raising the
voltage of the dynamo or battery which is supply

according to whether the machine is connected as
long or short shunt. The speed must be kept con

stant, as the compounding will only be correct for

thatIt particular
speed . that a machine
will be noticed
can be over
compounded, so that its volts are higher at full
load than at no load, and by this means the loss of
voltage in the leads to the lamps can be compen
sated . Unless the dynamo has been designed with
an ample amount of iron in the field -magnet and
armature, it will not give good results as a self

regulating compound machine.

( To be continued.)
A MIXTURE of one part pitch , one part resin , and
one part plaster of paris is said to be a good cement

for coating acid troughs.
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Picturesqueness in Model Rail

will necessitate the laying of a " third rail,” that
signals should be worked by solenoids fixed at the

ways .

base of the pole in a watertight box below the
ground level, either of low resistance connected up
in series with the third rail, or high resistance in
bridge between the third rail and line rails, the

E

By E . W . TWINING.
have had from timeto time in the pages of

THE MODEL ENGINEER many excellent
articles on the planning, laying -out, and
equipping of model railways ; in no case, how .
ever, has the picturesque feature (the landscape,
if I may be allowed to term it, of the country
through which the line passes) and architectural
correctness been touched upon .
There are many model railway engineers who

third rail being divided up into block sections and
supplied with current at each section by feeders,
either well insulated and laid underground, or open

systems, a bare track upon which they can run
their locomotives being often considered suffi
cient. O .hers with more ambitious ideas decide
to have signals, a station or two, bridges and
tunnels ; and of these last it may be said that
few study accuracy of detail in their structural
work or adopt any definite architectural style.
Most amateurs make their tunnels too high and
too narrow , or else completely circular in sec .
tion ; bridges with spans too short or otherwise
out of all proportion to the scale of rolling-stock
and line. These are points that should be con
sidered if the truth , beauty , and realistic appear
ance of the whole is an object to be kept in
view .
Of these four items- signals, stations, bridges,
and tunnels — it is my purpose in this article only
to treat of the last two, and to do so in such a
way as will enable the amateur to make his line
both picturesque and architecturally correct.
The first item I pass over because there remains :

practically nothing to add to the articles which have

TECCESE

do not sufficiently study this beauty of land
scape and scenic effect in theirminiature railway
KILTETE

V
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Fig . 2. - WESTERN END TO TWERTON TUNNEL,

wires run on the telegraph poles. By this means
themovement of a switch , in the form of a lever in
the signal-box, will switch in or leave dead the
section in advance of a train as desired , the sema
phore arm being on or off as the case may be.
Of the second item , I can only say that I
personally fail to see the utility of introducing
stations at all, unless the scale of the railway be
a large one. It is practically impossible to make
a “ model ” of a railway station , which is to be
used in the open air , capable of standing all
weathers for any length of time. I refer, of .
course, to a perfect model with timber-built
booking offices, waiting rooms (with glazed
windows), awnings over platforms, etc. Any
thing but an exact miniature of a real station
more often than not looks crude, and detracts

from , rather than adds to , the beauty of the
line. Moreover, unless somemechanical or elec
trical arrangement is made for stopping and
starting trains, the stations are useless ; besides

which no miniature passengers can alight from
or depart by the trains.
The last two railway accessories are, in the
opinion of the writer , par excellence the picture

FIG . 1. - EASTERN ENTRANCE TO TUNNEL NEAR
TWERTON, G . W . R .

already appeared in these columns on signals elec
trically controlled and otherwise, except that I
would suggest, now that the attention of model
engineers is being directed to electric traction by
Mr. Greenly's fine design for a locomotive, which

makers of a railway. I will refer to them in the
order named above.
Of bridges, I would strongly deprecate any
attempt at modelling lattice girders,or bridges of
any of the steel girder types, unless they be made
true models, properly designed . This is, of course,
quite possible, but the labour involved would be
great. One sometimes sees on a model track bow
string girders, the arc of which is almost a semi

circle, making the depth nearly equal to half the
span . Models, too, of the Forth and other famous

The Model Engineer and Électrician .
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bridges are almost always built of wood, the fact
of their being of wood being quite apparent.
There is very little grace or beauty in steel
girder bridges of the ordinary lattice type, except
perhaps to the engineer with his head full of
formula , who loves to calculate the stresses set up
in each member by the passing of a train .
If we turn to the construction of models of
masonry arches, the case is different. No reason
exists why a viaduct or single arch should not be

August 31, 1905.

with pointed Gothic entrances, flanked on either
side by embattled turrets, nestling amid the trees
in a private estate, but which can be seen from the
railway carriage window .
For the benefit of those who do not often travel

to Bristol, I give views of three out of the four
entrances -- Figs. 1 and 2 being the eastern and

western ends of the longer tunnel respectively ;

fully chosen colour the effect of stone or brick

and Fig. 3 one of the ends of the short tunnel, both
ends in this being alike. Fig. 4 is a sketch of the
bridge over the Avon before mentioned ; and Fig . 5
a single arch carrying the line over a cart road near

work can be admirably reproduced , especially if

Saltford , also on the G . W . R .

modelled in wood, because if painted with a care
some definite style of architecture is adopted ,

Now few model railway builders attempt to

Fig . 4 . — GOTHIC BRIDGE OVER THE AVON NEAR BRISTOL, G .W .R .

either Classic, Renaissance, or Gothic. Such a
bridge would look infinitely more artistic and pic
turesque than a “ wooden -steel ” structure. Of
these three styles, I think the Gothic will be the
most easily copied . In the other two themouldings
of cornices, etc., would be much too intricate to

model on a small scale ; whilst the Gothic possesses
the advantage of extremely simple mouldings .
Personally , the writer prefers the Gothic style,
and who being familiar with the Great Western
Railway between Bristol and Bath can say that
Brunel's Gothic work on that portion of the line is

copy these imposing pieces of work. There seems

to be an idea prevalent that anything to hide the
“ end of a hole ” does for tunnel mouths ; conse
quently their lines are lacking in romantic scenic
effect. It is, therefore, my object to give a short
description and drawings showing how these Gothic
tunnels and bridges may be made by those about
to build a railway , or by those who think they may
enhance the charms of their back garden landscapes
on their already existing tracks. The dimensions
are given to suit the 4 -in . scale gauge of 3 ins.,
and are for a single line track ; these measurements

span bridge over the Avon at Bristol, on either side

not beautiful ? I may specially mention the three
of which, by the way, a hideous steel bridge has
been built, completely spoiling and partly hiding it.

may be varied in proportion to suit other scales or
double line.
The scale drawing (Fig. 6 ) shows a tunnel mouth
in the Tudor Gothic, which style not only yields a

And , again , the two tunnels near Twerton, each

good effect, but is less difficult than a Classic one

the Model Engineer and Electrician .
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to model, at the same time involving very little

French port on Thursday, July 6th , was made at

more work than the common red brick -and-mortar
style.

the average of 21 .523 knots, and the return voyage ,
on the following day, at 21.764 knots, giving a mean

( To be continued.)

speed for the double run - nearly 130 sea -miles
of 21:523 knots. When we come to describe this
vessel fully, we shall give the details of engine per

The Maneuvring of Turbine
Steamers .
HILE it has been admitted , practically
on all hands, that the steam turbine has
considerable advantages over the recipro

cating engine for ship propulsion, and that it is

formance, etc. In the meantime, it may be said
that the three shafts, each fitted with single screws,
and operated — the centre shaft by a high -pressure
turbine, and the two side shafts by low -pressure
turbines — run at a mean speed of about 640 revolu
tions per minute. As we have already indicated ,
however, the interesting features were the rapidity
with which full speed could be realised , and the

almost certain to be very widely adopted for
high-speed vessels, there continues to linger some
doubt as to facility in stopping and starting,

reversing, and generally ofmanæuvring turbine
driven steamers into piers and confined harbours.
This doubt should be largely dissipated by the
results of the official trials of the Dieppe, built
for the London, Brighton, and South Coast
Railway and the Western Railway of France,
for service between Newhaven and Dieppe.
The trials which were carried out between the
two ports named were interesting more for the

novel requirements in respect of stopping and
mancuvring than for their speed ; but in this
latter respect the performance of the steamer
was certainly remarkable, in view particularly
of the fact that the length of hull was limited ,
owing to the tortuous nature of the channel
within Dieppe Harbour. This required that
the length should not exceed 281 ft. on the
load -line. Fortunately, a scheme has now been

approved, which , when

carried out, will

straighten the crooked paths.

In the mean

time the dimensions of the Dieppe had to
be as follows:— Length over all, 282 ft. ;
length on the water-line, 280 ft . 6 ins. ;

Fig . 5. - OVERBRIDGE NEAR SALTFORD, G . W .R .
time taken to reverse. Moving away from
the quay, only the low -pressure wing-shafts
and propellers were in use, as this greatly
facilitated manæuvring . When the vessel had
got into the centre of the harbour, and the
order was given , “ Full speed ahead," barely
2 minutes elapsed before the high-pressure
turbine was running at a speed of over 600
revolutions per minute. From the time that
the vessel left Dieppe Quay until she was
passing the lightship at the entrance to the
harbour only four minutes elapsed, notwith
standing the tortuous nature of the harbour ;
this of itself is a very satisfactory perform
ance in respect of mancuvring. Before the
vessel had entered Dieppe, the contract re
quired that when running at a speed of 12
knots she was to stop within 10 metres. Two
boats had been moored to mark this distance,
and for two miles in advance of the first

boat the Dieppe's turbines ran at the rate of
revolution which previous performance on
the measured mile had determined as necessary
to give a speed of 12 knots ; within six seconds
Fig . 3. - SHORT TUNNEL NEAR TWERTON, G . W . R .
of the order, “ Full speed astern ," the tur
bines were running astern , and in 41 seconds
breadth , 34 ft. 8 ins. ; 'depth , 14 ft. 6 ins. On
the ship herself was moving astern , the dis
trial the mean draught was 9 ft. 3 ins., and the
tance traversed from the time the order was
displacement 1,360 tons. The vessel was required
to make the double passage within such time as i given to reverse until the ship began to go
necessitated a speed of 21. 19 knots. The run to the i astern being 100 yards— several yards less than
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the requirements of the contract. Thus, as regards
speed and mancuvring, every condition of the con
tract was fully satisfied . - Engineering.

H .M . Scout - Adventure.”

A New PHOTOGRAPHIC FLASH -LIGHT. — The
studio flash - light of a French photographer consists
of a large parabolic reflector of aluminium , with a
series of incandescent lamps around its edge, and

DRECISELY what is meant by a “ scout ” in
e marine, or rather naval, phraseology, may
not be altogether clear to those readers
whose acquaintance with such matters is only
slight in character, although very little knowledge

By Chas. S. LAKE .

of the subject of shipbuilding is necessary to make
it clear that a vessel built for scouting duties must

surely be intended for the work of reconnoitring,
with a view to ascertaining the strength and dis
position of an enemy's fleet. As torpedo boat
destroyersmay be looked upon as a naturaldevelop
ment of the torpedo-boat itself, so the scout class of
vessel may be considered as marking a further
stage in the evolution of such craft , designed for
the purpose of destroying hostile destroyers and
for acting to some extent as a “ parent ” ship
to the torpedo boat division of the home fleet.
The accompanying illustrations, for which the
writer is indebted to Messrs. Sir W . G . Arm

strong, Whitworth & Co., Ltd ., of Newcastle
on -Tyne, who built the boat, show a vessel of the
scout class, viz., H .M .S . Adventure, which has
- LWL recently completed her official trials of coal con
sumption , full speed , armanent arrangements, and

FIG . 2. - CROSS -SECTION LOOKING AFT.

Of
Ooon8
Fig . 1. - ELEVATION AND PLAN OF H .M . Scout “ ADVENTURE."
in the centre an arc lamp with three carbons - one
fixed and two movable. The small lamps enable
the photographer to give the subject the best pose.

When this is done, pressure on a rubber bulb draws
the movable carbons across the fixed one, producing
an arc for the fiftieth of a second, but closing a

circuit which energises an electro -magnet and pulls
the carbons away. The brilliant flash is said to
give life-like portraits.

steering and circling evolutions, the most successful
results having been met with in respect of each .
The vessel is 374 ft. long, 38 ft. 3 ins. beam ,
23 ft. 3 ins. depth moulded and 12 ft. 6 ins. draught.
The displacement is 2,620 tons, and comfortable
accommodation has been provided for 286 men
and officers inclusive. The engine room staff com
prises 160 persons of all grades, and the propelling
machinery , which has been constructed by Messrs.
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Hawthorn , Leslie & Co., consists of Marshall -Allen
patent six -cylinder type engines, designed for

The launching of the Adventure took place on
the 8th September, 1904, by Miss Barry, daughter

16 ,000 h .- p . at 250 revolutions.

of Captain H . D . Barry , the director of naval

In these engines, which have small cylinders and
comparatively short-strokes, the weight and height
are decreased , the strains due to moving weights
being also decreased , thereby giving equable

ordnance and torpedoes. At the trials the vessel
attained a maximum speed of 25.955 , knots,
and an average speed of 25.422 knots was
maintained for 64 hours ; revolutions, 251•6 per

torque ; all this being accomplished without in
creasing the piston speed .
The boilers are of the latest Yarrow type, all the
feed -water being caused to traverse the outer rows

minute ; piston speed for64 hours in feet per minute ,
1,069, and indicated horse-power, 15, 850 . Sufficient

of tubes before coming in contact with the boiling
water. The total heating surface is 42,686 sq. ft.,
and the total grate area 784 sq. ft.
Each engine has one surface condenser with io ft.

nothing was done to force the vessel to its maximum
capacity .
The bunker capacity of the scouts is sufficient

heating surface has been provided for 20 ,000 h .-p .

with the boilers at full pressure, but at the trials
for 4,500 knots at not less than 10 knots per hour.

Fig . 5. - H . M . Scout “ ADVENTURE ” ON HER TRIALS.
tubes arranged for allowing of a double flow of

The arma nent consists of ten 12- pounders and eight

circulating water, entering at the after ends of the

3-pounders, with two 18-in . Whitehead torpedo
having a capacity of about 220 rounds per gun ,
There is a sloping protective deck , i } ins. thick ,
and a circular conning tower 3 ins. thick. Space

lower tubes. Each condenser provides 6 ,800 sq. ft.
of cooling surface. The main engines have very
ample bearing surfaces, there being eight long and
two short bearings for each crankshaft, and the pins

tubes above water. Large magazines are provided.

of the connecting -rods are shrunk in place and
secured . Combination metallic packing is used
for the piston-rods, the high-pressure rods being
entirely without soft packing ; but the remainder

for one month 's baggage and stores for each of the
crew , taken at about 54 cwts. per man, is provided .
The diameter of the twin propellers is ni ft. 6 ins .,
and thepitch 12 ft. The blade surface in each cro

have the closed type of rings with soft packing
outside them . The engines are fitted with the
Surtees and Thews isolating valve, which automa

peller is 55 sq. ft., the pitch ratio being 1.093 sq. ft.,
and the disc ratio 1.888 sq. ft. A similar vessel

tically shuts off steam from the chests in the event
of sudden fracture. Each bojler has an automatic

to the Adventure, viz ., the Attentive, will shortly be
ready to commence a set of trials such as those to
which the vessel forming the subject of this article

feed regulator patented by Messrs. J. & G . Weir,

has recently been through .

who also supplied the main and auxiliary feed
pumps. H 'gh pressure feed water filters and evap )
rators arefitted , the latter capable of65 tons per day,
single effect. The electric lighting machinery is
by Messrs. Belliss & Morcom , and Brotherhood

How to SOFTEN IVORY. - Into i qrt. of vinegar
In this immerse the ivory
slice { lb . ofmandrake.
-eight hours in a warm place.

air compressors are employed .

and let it stand forty
At the end of that time it will be possible to bend
the ivory into any form desired .
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The Silver Medal “ M . E .” Loco
motive.
By T. P . LONGWORTH .
THE model locomotive, “ Lizzie ,” illustrated
herewith will be recognised by many readers
as being built from the coloured plate
design which was given in the M . E . for January 7th ,

209

small holes, about fin , diameter, drilled round the

marks, afterwards cutting with a cold chisel and then
filing (a very laborious job ).
Having got the sides and turned spindle, I
thought the crankshaft would be best to try next,
as I was not sure whether I could make it , as the
centres. The crankshaft is made from a solid piece
of 2 -in , round mild steel, and had to be very care

only lathes I had access to were 8 -in . and 10 -in .

fully marked out at ends for centres, and then

1905

FIG . 1. — SIDE View of MR. T. P. LONGWORTH's “ M .E.” LOCOMOTIVE .
1904, Vol. X . With the exception of the taps and
boiler fittings, smokebox door casting, and spirit
tank screw cap, lining and lettering, the model was
built entirely by myself, and was awarded the silver
medal at the test which was held early in this year.

turned a little smaller in diameter, between each
set of centres alternately, until reduced to size. The
first attempt was not successful, as when complete
I found it had sprung, and was not properly true.
The second attempt is the one now in the engine.

13
Fig . 2. - I'NDERSIDE VIEW OF THE ENGINE.
The side-plates were taken in hand first of all,
drawings. Two plates were riveted together and
then one carefully marked out (the error in dimen
sioning the smokebox part being found), and then

and made of hoop iron to the sizes given in the

The cylinders were then bored in the 10 -in . centre
lathe from an angle bracket, then cylinder ends
faced and valve face, etc., filed. The connecting
rods are of sheet steel, and all bolts for joints in
this and eccentric lever motion I turned from j-in .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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round steel or iron in a chuck I made, as shown in
Fig. 4 . The wheels are made from patterns of
white metal, and took a long time.

August 31, 1905.

The whole of the patterns have been made by
me, and all the small turned brass pieces are made

from small brass castings, k-in . round and about

After completing the engine and driving wheels ,
I made the bogie and bogie wheels, the axles being
made of cast tool steel.
The boiler is made of a solid - drawn copper tube,

with copper tubes and gunmetal downcomer and
ends, and is brazed . After brazing, and before
any holes were put in the ends for mountings, etc.,

it was tested by water to 100 lbs. per sq. in . I
had a difficulty in making the regulator valve
watertight, so altered the design somewhat to get
better results, as shown in section (Fig. 5 ). Tne

Fig . 5. - SECTION THROUGH REGULATOR VALVE.
74 ins. long, cast to fit the chuck mentioned, and
turned by hand in an 8-in . centre lathe.
All the turning, except the crankshaft and
axles, has been done by hand tools ,

Small twist drills have been used for drilling all
holes, and a set of circular dies and taps from

1- 16th in . to 5-32nds in . Weitworth for all the
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screws.

The • Holiday " Competition .
NURING the present holiday season , we have
decided to award every reader who sends us

Fig . 3. - FRONT View of MR. T . P. LONGWORTH's
MODEL LOCOMOTIVE .

a description and original photographs of
anything of engineering or model-making interest
he may encounter during his vacation , which shall
be sufficiently good to warrant insertion in our

journal. The prizes vary in value from 5s. to
TOS. 6d ., according to merit. All winning com

side-tanks, cab, and spirit tanks gave me a good

deal of trouble to make, and I had the engine
running under its own steam on February 24th
last, and so entered the model for competition ,
although previous to this I had no intention of
doing so .

After working the engine two or three hours,
and coupling the side rods, I ran it on a short track
made of square section iron , to see if I could get the
drawbar pull by means of a spring balance . I got
various results, from 2 lbs. to 34 lbs., but not having
had any experience in this line, I would rather it
was tested by an expert.

After satisfying myself that the engine and boiler

petitors will receive a notice of the value of the
prize awarded when they can choose the tools or

other articles they may wish sent to them . All
entries should be accompanied by a separate letter ,
marked on the envelope “ M . E . HOLIDAY Com

PETITION." This letter should include the title
sary for publication . The article should be written
on one side of the paper only, with the name and
address of the sender on the back . The photo
graphs and separate sketches enclosed with the
contribution should similarly bear the name and
address of the sender, otherwise delay may arise
in the awarding of the prizes. It is essential that
the copyright of the photographs must be the pro
perty of the senders, and the covering letter should
contain a declaration to this effect. The competi
of the article and any other information not neces

tion will close on October 16th .

To fit lathe spindle
FIG . 4. - CHUCK FOR TURNING SMALL BOLTS, & c .
were all right, I painted it with enamel and stove
varnish , and then asked a friend to line and letter
the engine.

ROUND THE WORLD IN SEVEN SECONDS. — Mr.
Morton , secretary of the American Navy, opened
a telegraph switch in the grounds of the Railway
Appliances Exhibition at Washington , which

started a time-signal round the world. The signal
21 ft. by 42 ft. showed the progress of the signal by
encircled the world in 7 secs., and a map measuring

means of electric bulbs.
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Readers.

field will be distorted , and may be supposed to take
Now , C may be resolved into two components,
D and E , the former being on the straight line

(The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full

joining the brushes, and the latter at right angles
the armature, but
to D . D produces no torque onexactly
the opposite

Practical Letters from our
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full

up a direction similar to C (Fig . 3).

E , it will be noticed , is acting in

name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

thougk not necessarily intended for publication.]

MOTOR.

Armature Reaction and Distortion of Field .

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — Thinking that the following experi
ment might interest some of your readers, I have
enclosed some particulars.

Every electrician knows that as a dynamo or
motor is loaded the current in the armature produces
a magnetic field , the strength of which depends on
the load on the machine. Thus, in a two-pole
machine (see Figs . I and 2 ) the resultant field
which was horizontal at no load - becomes inclined ,

and the brushes have to be shifted so that the line
joining them is at right angles to the resultant
field , to ensure sparkless commutation . In Figs. I

and 2, A is field due to field -magnets ; B , armature
field ; R , resultant field ; PP, position of brushes

for sparkless running. Supposing in the case of a

Fig . 3.

DYNAMO.

ATA

MOTOR .

Fig . 1.

Motor .

Fig . 4 .
direction to R in Fig. 2, and, therefore, will pro
duce a torque tending to turn the motor against
its brushes. If, however, the brushes are given a
forward lead (see Fig. 4 ), E will, relatively , be acting
in exactly the opposite direction , and the motor
should turn in its usual direction.
This experimentwas tried by myself on an 8 h .-p .
Goolden motor , taking 110 volts normally .

It was first “ started up ” in the usual manner
(fields excited ) from a battery of large accumula
tors, and the following particulars noted at no
load :
Volts across brushes = 120 .
Field current = 3.5 amps .
Speed = 1,550 revs. per minute .
This gives an absorption of 312 watts in the arma
ture, and over-all watts 732.
The machine was then shut down , the fields
disconnected , and the brushes advanced two com
mutator bars (about 13 degs.) from the vertical
position . A current of about 46 amps, was then
passed through the armature. This at first pro

Armature current = 2.6 amps.

FIG . 2 .
motor the fields are unexcited and a small current

is passed through the armature while the brushes
are in a position similar to that shown in Fig. 2,
a magnetic field should be produced in the direction
of the straight line joining the brushes, but owing
to the presence of the massive iron pole -pieces this

duced no effect, but on giving the motor a " start "
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it commenced to crawl up in speed , taking about
two minutes to acquire a velocity of 1,000 revs. per
minute .
At about 1,400 r. p .m , the brushes began to spark ,

and small movements of the brush-rocker would not
stop the sparking. After about five minutes from
starting the following readings were taken :
Volts across brushes = 11.9.
Armature current = 46 amps.
Speedslowly
= 1,800
revs. per minute (still very
accelerating).
Watts = 547.
Operations then had to be stopped owing to the
and the
commutator
sparking on the starting
excessive
resistance,
violent boiling
of the water
After the resistance had sufficiently cooled down,
a second set of readings were taken , the current
being considerably lower. They are as follows :---

Volts across brushes = 7.8.
Armature current = 30 amps.
Speed, 1,400 r.p .m . (fairly constant).
This gives the absorption of power as 234 watts.
The normal speed of machine is about 1,450 r.p .m .
when excited of 110 -volt mains. Will it ever be
possible to build a motor without fields ? — Yours
truly ,

Abbey Wood .

A . G . WARREN .

A Model Omnibus.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - In one of your issues some time since
I saw instructions for making a model 'bus. Being
fond of modelling in my younger days, I thought
it a splendid idea of trying my hand at one, but the

particulars given by your contribut r were so

vague, I had to abandon his particulars altogether
and go on my own lines, for on counting the spokes
of several'buses, I find instead of nine in the front
wheels there are twelve, and the hind wheels con
tain fourteen . In no case that has comeunder my
notice have I found a wheel to contain an odd
number, and then again I was at a loss about the
fore carriage or that part on which the'bus revolves .
There was no mention , as far as I recollect, so I
went about it in my own old -fashioned way, got
measurements, reduced them to scale, and went
to work . I have not quite finished it yet, but if
your contributor or any of your staff interested

in modelling would like to see it, I shall be pleased
Tilling's, Ltd., Deptford and Poplar 'buses, which
run through the Blackwall Tunnel. — Yours truly ,
R . W . PETERS,
224, Church Street,
Deptford , S .E .

to show it as far as it is done. It is one of T .
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Queries and Replies.
(Atteniion
is especially directed to the first condition given below
and 110 notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department."
No other matiers but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the sameenvelope.

Queries
on subjects within the conditions
of this:- journal
are replied
by post under the following scope
( I ) Queries
dealingto
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST b in
scribed on the back. (2 ) Oueries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope ( nuot post-card )
should
invariably be enciosed . (4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually ela pse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some wecks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,

Fleet Street, London , E .C .]
to recently: (14.433] Tesla Coil for Small Wireless Telegraphic
Apparatus. H . H . (Harrow ) writes : I want to construct a
compact Tesla coil to be worked by a small -in . spark coil, con
necting it to the condenser and spark -gap in the usual way. Will
you
kindly give me a rough sketch , and state about how much
wire is required for primary and secondary , and aboutwhat gauge ?

Thefollowingare selected from the Queries which have been replied

My reason for making one so small is that I want to find out how
much advantage over an ordinary induction coil (if any) there is
in using a Tesla for wireless telegraphy purposes, and not having
more space than about half a mile , I wanted to carry out my ex
periments on a very small scale . I have been through several
large books on electricity , but have found nothing of any practical
use, except perhaps Mr. Bottone's " Electric Apparatus and How
to Make It," which devotes about one and a half pages to the
subject.
We have not any data to hand with regard to the construction
of Tesla coils of such small dimensions as you speak of, and we
should not recommend you to attempt the experiment. Mr. J .

Pike in his article in THE MODEL ENGINEER describes a small
Tesla coil to work with a 2-in . or 3 -in , spark coil, and this might,
that, setting aside the difficulty of making a satisfactory Tesla
coil which will improve the results of a sin . spark induction coil,
you
will gain absolutely nothing by the addition of such apparatus
for the purpose of wireless telegraphy. Tesla coils are not used
perhaps, be some guide to you . We can confidently assure you

in wireless telegraphy, except in very large stations where a large

power is available, and even then their use is a questionable gain ,
and they introduce certain difficulties in small amateur stations

which,
even were there any gain of other kinds, would put them
quite out of court. For instance, they are worse than useless ,
unless
the oscillation frequency of the condenser and the Tesla
coil primary are synchronised or tuned to the natural period of
the aerial wire.

[ 12.591 ) Model Steamer Machinery. G . H . M . (London )
writes : ( 1) Would the boiler described on page 40 of " Model

Boiler Making," give enough steam (for aboutan hour) to two pairs
of double oscillating cyli iders, each - in . bore by 1-in . stroke, so

780° F . for an exhaust of 250° ; but ordinarily an

as to get the maximum work from them ? (2) What is the best
way of supplving air to the fire of a model boiler ? I find an
ordinary ventilating shaft does not give enough. Would a pump
or fan of some sort be of use ? ( 3 ) Would two pairs of double
oscillating cylinders , each -in . bore by i- in , stroke, drive a boat
5 ft. long, 10 -in . beam , 6 ins. depth , at a good rate, both pairs of
cylinders acting on the same propeller shaft, and what size ought
the propeller to be ? (4 ) It is my intention of making a launch
boiler described in " Model Boiler Making," page 40. What is the
best fuel for this boiler ? Could zinc be used to make it ?
( 1) Yes ; although for the purpose you intend the boiler is not
an ideal one. We would prefer the design on the next page, the
boiler
being made a little longer. The one on page 40 in the size
given is rather difficult to fire, Solid fuel would be the best to use,
but the firebox is small. The boiler is rather heavy for its power.
(2 ) By induced draught of the exhaust steam in the chimney :
use a blower when the engine is standing, and before steam is
raised employ an auxiliary blower (see issue of February 12th ,
1903). For further information see " Model Locomotive," by

of

H . Greenly , price 6s. 4d. post free. Do not think of pumps or
fans. (3 ) You will getmore power outof two single cylinder engines
with
$-in by I in . cylinders. We suppose you intend to go in for
twin screws ; therefore use a 3-in , propeller on each shaft. (4 ) See

SUBMARINES. - Dr. Varin , of Roumania

, has
proposed liquid carbonic acid gas as a source
of
power for the surface running of submarines. He
would employ
pressure
initial

of 1,000 lbs. per

sq. in ., and with a cut-off at one-third stroke a
15 h .-p . motor is said to use only 3.75 ozs, per h .- p .
hour, and as low as 2.45 ozs. at a cut-off of 0 . 1. By
means of a heater the initial temperature is made

initial temperature of 250° is found sufficient, the
final temperature being 100°. But the higher
temperature
To heat9 . 33
lbs.
of the gas peris more
hour toeconomical.
480° F . requires
ozs,
petrol to be burned in the superheater.

first paragraph as regards fuel. Zinc on no account should be used ;
you might as well employ sheet lead or brown paper.
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( 14 .411

Stationary Petrol Motor Trouble.

A. B.

(Hammersmith ) writes : I should be grateful if you could enlighten
It is an
a petrolmotor.
as to thebiketrouble
me
which works success
air fan,
withintoan with
fitted got
engine,I have
air-cooled
fully in cooling cylinder, etc. Bore is about 20 ins., and stroke
contact
typea; trembler
spraywith
is a sortusedof infloat-feed
2 ] ins. isCarburettor
conjunction
a simple " wipe,"
breaker
car
above
ft.
i
or
ins.
about
situated
is
tank
Petrol
coil.
burettor, which is close to engine combustion head to keep car

back If" action
“ blowing-fast.
There is awhenpeculiar
. inlet-valve
warm
burettor
only
working
it isblowing
engine
fromthethevalve
ceases. I The
back
this
.,
in
16th
1about
open
let
real trouble is this the engine was sold to me as a 1 h .- p .

the
get slip
and r.pwhen
dynamo,
-amp.about
50 -voltisroonly
motor, atbutfullI have
.m .-- I and
700-800
spced a- which
motor
The
, pullstheup.air inlet
struggle
brief
a
after
motor,
the
,
on
belt
the
dynamo has no load on, and I have tried adjusting
and petrol supply to carburettor, but with no result - otherwise

flywheel
9-in , outside
heavypulley,
asin above.
only
which was
motora cycle
original fitted
the recently
the place Iofhave
31 ins. diameter, and not large enough to give a speed enough for
two
has
motor
As
the
.
r.p.m
2,500
requires
which
dynamo,
the
flywheels inside the crank-case, do you think I have “ overfly

wheeled " the motor ? Would you think that if I put a
6 - in . wood pulley in place of the large one, that I should get better
results ? If I only allow inlet valve to open 1- 16th in ., I fancy

ofgas does not get to the cylinder.
the full charge
thatIt appears
as though your exhaust was not clear, and that too

much
pressure
is theresult
when ,running
normalsettings
speed .
Is yourbackspark
advanced
far enough
and areat even
the valve

correct
? Remember,
the settings
is greater that
thanforforhigh
slow-speed
-speed motors
spirit orthegasoverlap
engines.of

The extra flywheels would not account for loss ofpower --at least, to

this the
extent.
a break
out
h .-p . ?HaveHowyoudoestested
she engine
run withwithno load
- .e.,? and
quiteworked
light?
How
many
times
does
she
take
gas
(or
spirit)
?
Observe
this,simply
and
you
will
get
a
good
idea
of
what
power
she
takes
to
drive
herself. Write us again if you still have difficulties. Have you
got our new handbook ," Gas and Oil Engines," by W . C . Runci

man, price 7d. (post free) ?

(13,951)
Wiring.ENGINEER
W . ,L .I should
(Blaina)like,writes
Being
an oldElectric
reader of Bell
THE MODEL
if you:
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either building or repairing steam engines and boilers and also
one yearclass
in a offoreign
at seaBoard
vessel before
you can sit forabove
your
second
certificate.
Trade-going
Or, instead
mentioned apprenticeship , you can serve four yearsof the
at sea as
engineer on regular watch of a foreign - going steamer of not less
than 66 nominal h .- p ., or six years in a home trade
steamer. You

could experience
go away to you
sea athaveonce if youashore
can previous
get a steamer.
But the
the
more
to sailing
better. (2 ) See above. ( 3 ) had
In the case of serving part on land
and
part at sea, you would have
Trade. Provided such experienceto refer your case to the Board of

were deemed useful, it would
be allowed to count as qualifying service. (4 ) Most engineering
firms take improvers . Messrs. Doxfords, of Pallion , Sunderland ;
the North -Eastern Engine Works, Sunderland ; Palmers, on the

Tyne, papers
etc., andandmany
others.themLook; or,outbetter
a few firmsmake
in some of the
trade
application
Wageswrite
wouldto run
from rós. to still,
20s. per weekpersonal
. (5 )

Immaterial. We are preparing an article on this subject which
will
be published shortly.
( 13.812) Electric Railway Car. F . W . S . (Parel) writes :
car, 1-in . scale, the total finished
I am building
6 ins. electric
I desire to run it on the third rail system ,
being 5 ft.a model
length

cars on the Metropolitan Railway, and as the

similar to the new
be about 50 lbs. I should be glad if you will kindly
weight
let me will
know - ( 1) The size and strength of motor and dynamo ?
( 2 ) What type of engine would be best to drive the dynamo, and
I getlighted
the seven
(3) Where
of same?
the horse-power
? or eight
the car can
will be
with which
electric lamps
small
( 1) We would advise a small 50 -watt motor or two motors like

5th , 1905, but with drurn
ofwJanuary
coloured
those of our Use
a 75 plate
or 100att dynamo to make up for the
armatures.
engine

-speed ( 3) The
(2) A with2 -in.about
by it-in
. Stuart
lamps.a boiler
surface.
400 sq.
ins. ofTurner's
heating high
and
Universal Electric Supply Co ., 60, Brook Street, Manchester, will
supply you with the lamps.
14.509 ) Electrical Engineering as a Profession. R . E .
C . (Cardiff)a boy
writesof: 16Willonyouthekindly
as to athefully
bestmethod
ofK . starting
way advise
to become
-qualified
electrical engineer ? Also say whether, under the present crowded
state
of
the
profession,
referred
to
in
recent
MODEL
ENGINEER,
would consider pense
the future
prospects
sufficient to justify
the you
ex
of
a
college
theoreticalcourse
in
addition
doing practical work to enable him to get degreesto
if sufficiently proficient. Would you consider it
advisable
to attemptbefore
to passleaving
his London
tion Examination
schoolMatricula
? To do
So would delay him twelve months, and so make

PUSH

him
17 years
start
with (Cardiff
. The question is
whether
to sendoldofhimtotheoretical
to college
for a course
training. University)
which ex
tends over three years, first, and then go as im .
prover to the practical part ; or vice versa. The
benefit of your advice will be esteemed a favour.
A general outline of the advisable course to take
in such a matter is given in the article which ap
peared in our issues for July ist and 15th , and

La

Guery 13951

DIAGRAM OF ELECTRIC BELL WIRING.
would enlighten me on this subject. I want to know how to put
aI have
of wire without using a second battery.
length
secondonebellbellonona the
one end, but I want to work another on the

other end with the same battery. I find that it forms a cross to
it on by connecting the two wires, and I have tried the plan
put
given in the book on bells (MODEL ENGINEER Series) by using
I I want
a goodbetween
wire,
earth the
(Fig.bell44),nowbutandwhich
one
get to workand
The distance
. making
where cannot
to put the other is 1,100 yds. The battery I have for working the

length is 15 Leclanché cells, connected in series.
Will the above sketch suit you ? The points EI, E2, and E3
are all joined to either earth or return wire. The points D and E2
should be midway between the cells. If this does not suit, send us

a sketch of your present circuit. Regarding your failure to use an
earth connec
you did not make good enough
earth return, perhapsconsist
of a
plate about 24 ins. square

copper
tion. This should
buried in crushed coke about 5 or 6 ft . deep , in a damp place. It
is essential to obtain a wet contact. Water-pipes make very good
earth connections when available .

ring.

Wales)

F. R ng.. (South
Enginee
Marine
(14,347]
am nowit 18.be
engineeri
in for inmarine
going
: I intend
writes
(1)? IWould
fitting
aengineeri
years
two
served
have
and
ngshop.
If so, what
works
somemarine
go
to
to
advisable
period of time should I require to remain there before going to
sea ? (2 ) How long would I have to remain on sea afterwards
? (3)I Isserveit necessary
secondto engineer
sit for going
before
on landtoof
partnames
sea, or could
years before
serve fiveI could
and the remainder at seang? (4 ) Could you give me the and
what

then the profession hasbe
1902. Since
August 1st, crowded,
though , of course, electricity
comemore
being
now
so
universally
connection
question in whether
with trades, arts, and industries , it is proportion
a applied
the

supply exceeds the demand in a greater
or not. The
ideal training is to sandwich the practicalwith the theoretical year
and year about : but this cannot always be done. The next best
thing is a college course first, with as much practical work as can
be had at the college workshops, which most technical institutes are
provided with nowadays. A practical knowledge first, enables the

student itto aappreciate
more fully
theory afterwards,
making
pleasurethaninstead
drudgery.
of course
a the
We doprovided
notbesides
think
better
suggest,
you
can
do
take
the
you
the
prospective student " means business."
( 14.365 ) Horse- power of Engine ; Flash ' Boiler. W .
horizontal steam engine with two cylinders, 2-in , bore by 2-in .
stroke, developWould
at roo thelbs. small
to thepower
sq. in .flash
at 600steamrevolutions
per
generator,
minute
described? on( 2)page
278 of Vol. XII of THE MODEL ENGINEER, supply
the steam for the above engine ? (3) Would a No. 6 " Primus

R . J. (Regent's
Park) questions
writes : :I - should
be horse
obliged-power
if youwould
woulda
answer
the following
(1 ) What
burner be suitable for the steam generator ?

therefore,

P x L 33,000
X A X N = i.H.-P.;

75 X 22 X 2 X 1,200 = it i.h .-p .
7 X 12 X 33,000
for each cylinder, so that as regards size the boiler will be quite

a few marine engineeri firms who take improvers,

suitable. The use of “ Primus " burners is out of the question .

to get on

a reader of your paper and seeing various kinds of queries asked ,

be likely to have ? (5 ) Which would be the better
wages I would
- - a merchant or a passenger vessel ?

(1) Yes. Four years at least must have been served in a shop

(14,514) Electrical Training. “ KEMPTON ” writes : Being
I should be most obliged if you could tell me if it would be possible
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to obtain a situation as electrician with only a knowledge obtained
by correspondence from an Institute (of electric light and power),
and if it would be wise to go in for a course and obtain a situation
or something ofthat kind, and work my way up ?
as You
labourer
must have some the more the better - practical knowledge
If you
charge you
of machines.
you
take a's position
before
duties, wein advise
to get into some
refer to onlycanwiremen
electrical works or shop and work your way up. Correspondence

to a mechanic or elec
training is no use alone. It is very useful
trician
who has practical knowledge but no theory. See “ How
to Become an Electrical Engineer," in July 1st and 15th , and

August ist, 1902, issues.
. H . answer
K . (Liver
Proportions.
( 14, writes
179 ] Steam
obliged if youM would
the
pool)
: I shouldPort
be much
following queries : What should be ( 1) the trayel of valve, ( 2 ) lap,
( 3 ) lead, (4 ) advance of eccentric for an engine i-in . bore by in .

stroke, with ports arranged as below ? Also, what should be the
cavityareof- valve
The ports
are not
sketch , but
steam ? ports,
3 1- 16th
-in , exactly
holes ;
asdimensions
shown inof exhaust

STEAM PORT
PROPORTIONS.
With76

are kindly
the
within give
the holes
holes.
exhaust port,of the2 3-32nd-in.
you also
.ButWould
sketch gear
line on the
boundaries
?
same
for
link
reversing
otion
m
of
meThedetails
whole of the information you seek is to be found in " The
4d. post free
price 6s, net,and6s.motion
H . Greenly,
bychapter
Locomotive,"
Model
work ;.
gearing
on ofvalve
; see
office
this
from would
valve
travel
,
16ths-in
3:
lap
valve
.
-in
1-32nd
advise
We
no lead ; no inside lap . The cavity of the valve should be
7 -32nds x ( 1- 16th + 3 -32nds + 1- 16th ) = 7 -32ndssurroundings
largely on the in , square.;
of link motion
design
The
book . depends
above-named
see the
Plant. S. W . K .

Electrical
Driving
[14,449] Boiler
tell me the dimensions of
you kindly
writes :forWould
(Manchester)

a vertical boiler and engine that would drive an 8 candle-power
dynamo, and oblige ?
An 8 candle-power lamp will require somewhere about 32 watts .
Allowing for losses in the dynamobelt and in the engine, the i.h .-p .
will have to be at least double this equivalent of this output
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done in our handbook , " Gasand

(made of a piece of sheet tin , with a hole in it about in . diameter)
to the air supply , so as to regulate it to a nicety ? ( 3 ) You should
vary the distance until you get best results ; no definite distance

can beeachstated
you are still
try fitting
one
side. ofIf chimney,
steadilytwoallburners,
that flames play
so unsuccessful,
round
the tube.

G . (New
. E . furnished
(12,826) Corrected Telephone Connections. Ghave

castle-on - Tyne) writes : In January 1th issue you
a diagram and particulars referring to telephone intercommunica
tion (Query No. 12,826 ), which are not, from my views, correct.
It is indicated - " With the switch in the position shown B can
ring A up by means of bell B .and C signal with bell B2." If you
find, I think
connections shown,
you will
examine
B2. Further, the,
of station B are asjoined
to bell
linesswitch
that the the
through
pass
the battery
have
would
from
to
current
ringing
C
B could be actuated
and telephone at A before the bellconnections
shown. ,otherwise
Then , if
with
as
ring
not
the
would
bell
the
so , the bell at the distant station (C ) would ring continuously
along with bell B from the battery current provided at A .
switchsaygiven
in reply to Query
criticismweofmay
your issue),
regard to 19th
With (January
that we are perfectly
12,826 that
stations and
C cannot intercommunicate, as such con

aware
letter (not repro
for in our correspondent's
dition was not askedB arrangement
for effecting this is a perfectly
duced in full).butThe
would have complicated the switch : and in the

obvious one,
out the diagram
event of our correspondent not being able to work
shown would have involved two sketches. The transposition of
the letters B B2 is obviously an error, which is not likely to con
fuse anyone who has studied the diagram as you have. The in
ternal connections of the telephone set were not given by our

correspondent.
Dynamo.
Manchester
Windings for 240 -watt about
dynamo
to buildgivea me
writes be
: Igladam if you could
A . H . )(Huddersfield
J . (14.318
some
type), and ) should
(Manchester
per
asarma
of stampings,
in width
particulars re same. I have please
2 ins. give
both
windings
for
Will
you
enclosed
sample
.
o. 18 d .c .c .), which
4 lbs. of wirelike(Nthe
ture and field coils ? fieldI have
voltage to be 30 ,
I want to use for the coils. I should
and as many amps. as possible. Of course, I could get some more

say, 75 watts, which , of course, is 75 -746ths, equalling2 ,200i-roth h .-p.

The plantbeing very small, 1-10th h .-p.will require

having aboutModel
ten tubes, } in . outside diameter,
Locomotive.

" Lady of Lake " .
W
( 14.4601
scale model of
writes
:
I
am
about
to
build
a
1
-in
.
(the
Manchester)
“ Lady of the Lake ” (L . & N . W . R .), and I would be much
chief measure
forward me a sketch with thedriving
if you would
obligedmarked,
including
wheels.
ments
the size of cylinders and
You will find a scale drawing in the issue for November 17th ,
by i in . bore,
may be ļValuable
1904. The cylinders for a 1 -in , scale model
infor
and the drivingsubject
3 % ins. diameter on tread.
be found
in our ,"newprice
book 6s." TheModel
on the: Itswheels
mation
4d. net,
Construction
Designwilland
Locomotive
which book we would advise you to purchase before commencing
your model.

(14,493]writesSmall
Gas bought
Engineone Trouble.
R.
(Luton)
: I recently
ofMadison
's F.4 h as.-pW ..I feel
gas
cycle),
engines
(
O
tto
owing,
but
cannot
get
it
to
work,
sure, to not getting ignition tube hot enough . The compression is
good,
perfectly
; but
I havetonotgethadtheone
explosion
yet,
I and
wantvalves
to askactyour
as asto how
hotter.
I have your handbook
on advice
gas engines,
but do not seem tube
to find
information , except that the flame must be regulated, etc. theI
manage ?to get
red hot,is only
but that
is all. into
Is thisthe sufficient
mixture
Theitburner
casting. to( 1)fireIs
just pushed
flame
the
length
of
enough
?
As
you
see
,
it
is
only
aboutdown
1 in .
between end of Bunsen burner and ignition tube. Looking
distinguish
seems
ward,
I
cannot
the
blue
cone,
as
it
all
a
golden
colour. I have regulated the gas by tap , etc. ( 2 ) Is it necessary
to(sayhavein a., good
space between bottom of casting
and engine
or more, as I can regulate same)
for further supplybodyof
think
air
?
If
you
my
first
supposition
is
correct,
I fit from
in a
tube, or something, so that the end of the burner should
is it ins.
be
the
tube
itself
?
(3
)
Am
I
correct
that
that
should
about
the
distance ? If so, whatwould you suggest ?
Provided your gas pressure is fairly good, you should have no
difficulty in getting your burner adjusted properly , so as to make
tube bright red -hot. We really
cannot explain the methods of
or explicitly than Mr. Runciman has
adjustment more thoroughly

C /

= 220

sa . ins. of heating surface, under the best conditions. The boiler
should be 7 ins. diameter by 14 ins., and should be multitubular,

Engines."

Ifthe flame is a
good clear blue, and about 3 ins. Oillong. you should( 1) find
that quite
sufficient.
preferable
is
It
burner
enter
to
sloping
inthea blue
tion ; but this is not essential. You the
conedirec
will
not
see
un .
the
burner
less
you
take
chimney,
out
of
the
asbestos
the
as
and
tube will tend to colour the flame yellowish . ( 2) If it is this space
which regulates the air supply to engine, you will have to find
which is themost suitable
space by trial. Cannotyou fit an air check

3 'de W . I.

Query 14318

MANCHESTER DYNAMO FIELD -MAGNETS .
.
please fill in the dimen
not enough . ofAlso
if I have
18 gauge sketch
I cannot
, ashave
should
be glad anmayearlyaddreply
sions
. getI the
on wire
your
that
I
particulars.
I
until
much
I
do
handbook on small dynamos.

Wind armature with No. 18 gauge d .c .c. copper ; get on as much
as you 31canlbs.- about
Wind field coils with
2 gauge
lbs. will be required.
about
wire
.c. copper
both.
on each
coils joined in No.
series21revolutio
with eachs.c other,
brushes
and
shunt
in
to thecore,
Speed about 1,800
minute ; output,
ns
per
volts
30
and
about 8 amps. No. 18 gauge wire is too thick for the field -magnet
winding.
(13,546]be Bojler
very muchQueries
obliged. C.youC. A .you(Marlboro
I should
couldwant
suit.:
tellugh)
me writes
ofsmall
able type of boiler for a launch toengine if by
i. I
as
and
steamer
quick
,and
a very
workit atabout
, toofheating
lbs.beperpossible
Also
how
20facetoaswould
many
25lightas
sq.
in
.
ins.
,
sq.
required for an engine it by 23, pressure 50 -60sur?

You do not say whether the boiler is to go in a boat or not, and
therefore
it is difficult to give you definite advice. A small return
ins. long,boat,
boiler
tube
and
a 37-in, or 4 -in, outer shell, 6 to 7well
, with
furnace
with
tube diameter should work very
it

,

in a
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The return flues should be

in . outside diameter. The firing

should be a methylated spirit vaporising blow lamp, or a benzo
line
lamp. The latter will give the least trouble,

diffi
cult
make. , 3 -32nds
Of course,
a blowershould
shouldbe used
be usedto induce
,but
andisthemore
exhaust
steamto (nozzle
diameter)
a draught.
An auxiliaryboiler,
blowera simple
will bevertical
necessary
during
steamfirebox,
raising.will Forbe
stationary
boiler,
without
the
lightest
;
or
you
may
use
a
916ths-in
.
scale
loco
boiler ; inner tube, 21 ins. diameter, outer shell 3water-tube
ins. diameter.
The
fuel
may
be
a
simple
methylated
spirit
lamp
in
each
case.
With
requiredsteam
for a is1t-in
2 -in .
engine,reference
it dependsto the
uponheating
whethersurface
the exhaust
used, byto create
a draught. The average would be (for 300 r.p .m .) :
1002 XI
* 300( 5

= 500 sq. ins.

htly smaunt
ller amount
portion allowing a sligter
eds
othtinerg spe
face inforprohigher spe, eds
for lower
amo
grea
a
and
,
sur
ofForhea
ces
eren arising from radiation and
diffis-speeds
to ion
make upes forThetherule
.
loss
con100densat
x area
area pis
strooke v speed 2 = H .S . in sq. ins.
pisttonon x str

V.P.
The speed should be multiplied by two only where the engine is
double -acting. V . P . depends upon the pressure : it is the ratio of
the volume of steam evolved from a given volume of water (see
(Walthamstow )
Locomotives. ( L .S .& CY .. R F.). locomotive
(14 ,245) )Model
some
model
a cheapand
: (1 agoI bought
writes
at that time she went fairly well.
( 2- in . gauge),
three years
drives
and
,
fired
externally
long,
6
diameter,
ins.
it
is
The boiler
been going
a pair of oscillating cylinders in . by in . She has
just pullat herself
time, but now she canwasonlyworking
badyds.foratsome
gradually
35 lbs.of
a very slow pace,triedanda sheseries
for about 6 Several
experiments
I havecoupled the wheelsoftogether,
pressure. pressures, times
making
also
I
and
different
it 4 - coupled, with no better results . But when I lift her off the
goes
as a brake) shegauge)
fingers railway
and let her run
rails
model
havemy
( 2) (using
speed.lightly
a tremendous
at
a great deal(2 -inof . rolling
I ahave
,I and
garden
around my
running
for
of the same gauge, and I wish to build a modellocomotive
stock
like the one
this railway. Do you think an engine built something
ist,
December
for
column
Replies
and
Ulustrated in the Queries
1001. or do you think a tank engine would be better ? (3 ) What
motion would you employ for reversing the engine ?
thing
The aonly
are worn out. turn
( ) The pistons in thethatcylinders
groove in
you remove them and
that we can suggest isgroove
If
).
you
wick
lanp
(from
cotton
with
this
pack
and
,
thern
cannot do this, perhaps you can get new cylinders fitted to it.
advan
some
has
engine
A
tank
much.
matter
not
2) It--does
(tages
especially a 4 -wheeled vehicle considering the sharp
curves on your railway. ( 3) Use slip eccentric gear. See " The
issue of January 1st, 1902, page 22 ).

Model Locomotive," price ós. net, 6s. 4d. post free from this

office.
4 .5231 Model Marine Boiler. C . H . B . (Saffron Walden )
writes : Would the boiler, as described in Fig. 14, page 40 , of
*driving
be suitable cylinders
Model aBoiler
for a 3 ft. -in6 .ins.borelaunch
and.
pair Making,"
by 1-in
of D . A . Oscillating

stroke. Will charcoal work well, as fuel, and, if so, should there
not be a fire-grate for the draught from under or back of firebox ?
The boiler is rather heavy. We would advise you to go in for
a rather elongated form of marine return tube boiler. Barrel
may
be about 4t or 5 ins. diameter, and 8 or 9 ins. in length .
Furnace tube should be 21 ins. diameter and return tubes in .
diameter . Use a benzoline “ blow -in " burner. With the design

given , of course, a grate should be fitted, also a “ brick " arch.
( 12.5021 Boiler for Launch

M . B . (Newcastle) writes :

I will be much obliged it you will answer me the following :
(1) I am making a water-tube boiler twice the size of Fig . 17 in
*launch
Boiler Making."
Modelengine
Will the3 ins.
samebysupply
a single
having cylinder
? (2 to) Will
4 $ inssteam
the
drive
engine
boat,
above
heavy
16
long
ft.
5
by
ft.
beam
? (3 )
What size pump ought Ig to fit size of propeller ? (4 ) Approxi
mate speed of boat
)
? (5 Best position of engine in boat ?
w The boiler should be at least 4 times the size, and will have
to be constructed in a different manner entirely . ( 2 ) Yes, the
engine is quite big enough for the boat. ( 3) Use about II-in ,

diameter propeller. (4 ) Four miles per hour. (5 ) The disposition
cumstances. The boiler should be made of steel throughout, and
should
have make
a largethesteam
as well ifas a superheater. We
should only
boiler drum
as described

of the engine in the boat will be determined by a number of cir

it is to be fired by
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your degree ,
to obtain work.
if you wish ordinary
( 1) Latin would be requiredsuffice
( 2 ) It
for all
but a slight knowledge would
engineer-i.c.,
chemical
circumstances.
A
depends entirely upon

chemistry and engi
of bothemployment.
has a good knowledge
the man who usually
(3 ) For
of good
get toplenty
neering,
can you need
examination
of the Institute
pass
the
analyticalwork
of Chemistry. (4 ) Yes. (5 ) Anything from 30s. to 14owna week
might

that , of course, an assistant's post. A man " on his

makeismore or less.

"

Liquid
(14,506
] you
. G . Kammonia
. (Hungerford)
writes
kindly Ammonia.
tell me if I canW procure
: Will
gas in a
liquid form , so that I can evaporate
it the sameas liquid air, as I
want to experimentwith it ?

We think you will obtain
you require from John Orchard
and Co., 27, Hereford Road, what
W.

14.500 ] Pattern Making. H . C . (Didsbury) writes : I wish
engine
to [make
a pattern for a a pattern
bed for a small undertype
engine and boiler. I havecast-iron
maker's steel rule divided off
on

onfor one
side for single,
contraction
ble con
tracti
for double
dou
t to onknow
ch scale
whiside
knothew other
wanand
iron
must
I want
is, which
I work to ?
essofmetal
thi.cknWhat
The
The thickness
I intend to leave is in .
single contraction side from
of thethewooden
rule. Wepattern
take it,
thatWork
yourfrom
final the
casting will bemade direct
and not from a casting from the wooden pattern .
in , Ring
(14,402) KField
it in . by )itwrites
for Johannesburg
Armature.
K . (Troyeville,
. R . -magnets
: I
should be greatly obliged if you would kindly answer me the follow

I havewound
a small 8 -segment ring armature n ins. long by
ing query.
diameter,
with 8 ozs . No. 22 D .C .C . wire . What size
ins.
it
would
be suitable for it, and how much wire would it
field -magnets
require, and what size ? What will be the output in volts and
amps.
pattern, as Fig . 12 in
We ?advise you to adopt the Manchester size
20 -watt scale, as given onas
our Handbook No. 10. Take thewinding

page 23. and adopt the 10 -volt

for the field -magnet,

given on page 50 . The weight of wire which you state is on the
armature seems very large for the size. Have you not made some

doubtif the machine will be success
mistake in your figures ? We
with the present armature winding, but it should
ful asverya dynamo
well as a motor from three or four bichromate, or similar.
run
shouldasbea joined
in shunt
in series. IfField
cells
-magnetdoeswinding
dynamo,
reto
excite
notgauge
trywire.
machine
the brushes.
double-silk
-covered
with
24
armature
No.
winding
the
as a
will work
if machine
To testSpeed
so as to get
3,000 revo
dynamo,
use anon 8more
to be about
I c.p . lamp.
-volt turns.
lutions per minute.

The News of the Trade.
[ The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and material

understood that these reviews are
for
must beopinion
use. ItEditorial
expressions
free amateur
, no payment
required orofaccepted.
reserves oftheanyrightkindto
being
The Editor

criticise orortocommend
according
merits inof any
to thea review
the goods
sub
mitted,
abstain from
inserting
case where
sufficient
the
goods
are
not
of
interestto
his
readers.
l
Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .

Inexpensive
Those readers *Aawant
cheap

Chuckuseful
. lathe chuck

in
of a
and
will
find the tool advertised in a recent issue by The Liverpool Cast
ings and Tool Supply Co. well suited to their usualrequirements
pocket.
received
and
one ofarethese
inspection
quality
good for
, and We
findhave
that recently
thereversible
and finish
. our
The
independent,
operated
chuck
has
four
steel
jaws,
each
a separate screw , the ends of which are recessed , and adjusted by
by
a box key : and will hold work even larger in diameter than the
body
chuck
various
shapes,
round
square
of
the
,
and
of
such
as
,
or
irregular. The chuck is made to attach to the faceplate of the
lathe
means
screws.
Further
particulars
prices
by
of
four
and
may be had on application to Cathedral Works, Church Lane.

Liverpool.

methylated
spirit. ry. F. S . Y . (Cliftonville) writes: Thank
Chemist
(14,499]
for answering my query No. 14,219 on July 6th .
much
very
you

New Catalogues and Lists.

? ( 2) Is
be required , as this subject I have greatly neglected
there more chance of getting on in these and more pay than in
electrical work ? (3 ) Are any special examinations needed for

Victoria Street,
Electric
The Generai
71, Queen catalogue
Co., Ltd.,
London.
have received
E .C . We
an illustrated
of the
" Whitton " single and polyphase induction motors, giving prices
and specifications ; also a number of pamphlets descriptive of bells.
lamps, switches, cables, wires, also electricians' and wiremen ' s

take upLatin
any
:- (1) edIf , Iwould
the following
me sonwhich
kindly inform
Will
you enumerat
profession
of theyouchemical

for chemicalwork,must
If I went
them ? ? (5)(4 )What
pay of an analyst ?I study physics,
is theinaverage
etc.

tools and accessories.
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The Editor's Page.

Answers to Correspondents.

THCSE of our readers who are owners of model
I railways will, we think, find a subjectof special

F . C . B . (Nottingham ). - Thanks for letter. See
EditorialNotes in last issue.
F . W . S. (Parel). - Wehave perused your letter with

interest in the article by Mr. E W . Twining
which commences in our current issue. Althougli
we know of a number of cases of model railways in

which the question of pictorial effect has been care
fully considered , we are convinced of the truth of
Mr. Twining's remarks that there are many model
railway engineers who do not sufficiently study this
side of their hobby. The charming illustrations
which our contributor has provided show better
than any verbal description what the picturesque
possibilities of a well-planned model railway are, and

wehope his drawings and suggestions will be found
ofmuch assistance by those who wish to improve the
appearance of their railways. Itmay be worth while
emphasising the importance of accurate scale in pro

portioning the architecturaland constructionalfeatures
of a track , as this is a vital essential to a realistic

result. It would be helpful to have photographıs of
work of this kind which has already been accom
plished by other readers,and we shallbe very pleased
to receive correspondence from those who are
interested.

Wecontinue to receive picture post-cards from our
readers in various parts of the world , and for these

interesting evidences of our widespread circulation
we extend our best thanks. We may add that our
offer to send exchange views of London is still open ,
and we shall be glad to hear from those who have

not already written us.

We are occasionally asked to purchase goods by
readers abroad, who send us a remittance accom
panied by instructions of a general character, the
amount enclosed being considerably less than the

much interest. We will endeavour to do what you
request, but we too often must admit that, in the
matter of the length of and the amount of detailed
information contained in the article, we are entirely
in the hands of the individual contributor who is

describing the construction and design of hismodel.
We seldom , if ever , object to information that can

in any way be considered of practical value to the
J. C. (Workington). — Your query is not quite clear.
Try A . G . Thornton , King Street West,Manchester.
reader.

O 'D . (Co. Cork ).-- Thank you for your letter. If
your plate is an original from the Berlin foundry,
it might be worth from 10s. 6d. to £1 IS.;
but it is always difficult to put an exact value on
anything in which there is not a regular market.
See Editorial notes in last issue.
J. P . (Hull). - Messrs. Whitney's, 117, City Road, E .C .
could supply you.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of

rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so bymaking an appointment in advance.
This journal will b . sent post free to any address for 13s. per
Order.

annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal

Advertisement rates may be had on app'ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c ., for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppio 's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E .C .

All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, EC.
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Mirshall & Co., 26 - 29.
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , USA , to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

amount required to properly fill our correspon

dent's requirements. It appears to be assumed by
such correspondents that a certain article, such as
a lathe or a launch motor, can be obtained for a
certain sum , and without troubling to ascertain
whether or no their estimate of the cost is a reasonable
one, they send off the money and ask us to send
out something to suit. In several instances it has
happened that for the sum sent it has been impossible

to obtain anything at all suitable, and the correspon
dent has had to wait atleast twice as long for the goods
as he need have done, in order that we could notify
him of the difficulty and receive his further remit
tance. Wehope that those whom thismay concern
will remember that it is better to first ascertain

Contents .
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A Model Horizontal Steam Engine.
By A . E . NUTE.

MR. A . E . NUTE 's MODEL HORIZONTAL ENGINE.
slide -valve, which is of gunmetal.
THE accompanying photograph is of an engine
1

Imade some two or three years ago . Getting
out the drawings, making the patterns, and

then the engine, occupied my spare timefor nearly

The steel guide
The two drain cocks are screwed into the cylinder
feet on the far side of the engine ; the levers being

is bushed with a piece of brass tube.

two years, taking it comfortably and putting a
finish on the work . The cylinder is il- in . bore
and 3-in . stroke, is lagged with teak between the
cylinder, and the wood is a layer of asbestos board .
The ligging is held in position with two brass
bands. The cylinder is fixed by four 1 - ir.. screws
running up through the bedplate into the four lugs
or feet cast upon it. The piston is of gunmetal,
fitted with two hard brass rings , and 5 -16ths in .

connected with a light steel rod ; both cocks are
opened or closed together.

steel piston -rod .
The slide-valve rod is 7 - 32nds in ., where it works

to suit the steel strips bolted each side of the plate ,
forming a dovetailed guide. The crankshaft is
in , diameter, and forged from well-hammered iron ,

in the guide ; the remainder of its length is turned
down to 3- 16ths in ., and the part running through
the valve is screwed with a fine pitch and fitted
with four bronze nuts for the adjustment of the

The slipper plate and all the receiving or ma
chining pieces cast upon the bedplate are on the
same bevel plane, making it much more con
venient to level off. At each end of the slipper
plate a hollow is cast to retain any surplus oil.
The slipper is of gunmetal, and has a good area
of sliding surface, the two sides ofwhich are bevelled
the centre being forged solid and sawn out. The
forked end of the connecting-rod was also forged
solid and sawn out after it had been turned. The
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flywheel is 8 ins. diameter and i 5 -16ths ins. face.
much taken up with it that they are now making
Several that have seen this model have been so

one each for themselves

Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers are invited to contribute short practical Wems for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , desired , accord .
ing lo merit. All matter intended for this column should be

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)

-

A Cheap Parallel Vice .
By “ DARIUS."

The drawings and description herewith are of a
cheap parallel vice, which since being made has
quite repaid the labour and time. The patterns
were first made and castings obtained from them
at a local foundry. The holes for guides were first
of all drilled - two in the front jaw , two in the

sliding jaw , and two in the angle piece at the back
end of baseplate.

The holes for the screw were

then drilled , the one in the front jaw being a full
* in . to allow the screw to turn easily in it, and the

September 7, 1905 .

two workshops in our house, one being situated at

the top and the other on the ground floor - the
distance from window to window being 23 ft. - it
was decided to fix a speaking tube. However, as
the cost of lead piping stood in the way, it was
arranged to use the ordinary bamboo poles. Six

of these were obtained , about 6 ft. long by ļ in .
diameter , and a short length of lead piping. The
following particulus will interest those who may
be thinking of fixing a similar arrangement.
Tne bamboo poles must be cleared of the internal
partitions which exist at every knot ; this, of course ,
can be done by burning with a red -hot iron -rod .
A quantity of square pieces of tin will be re
quired, according to the number of joints to be
made. Tin canisters orbiscuit boxes will do.
These, if bent round the end of the bamboo and
soldered in the ordinary way, will make excellent

sockets ; then if a couple of indentations are made
with a punch or French nail, they will hold firmly
on to the pole. If the tube is to be fixed to a
wall, as in our case, hooked nails can be obtained ,
which are just the things.

Where a bend is required at each end of the tube
Steel
Steel

Whitworth
Guides

boir 5th long !
Fig . 1. - FRONT ELEVATION .

Fig . 2. - SIDE ELEVATION.

A CHEAP PARALLEL VICE .
for passing through the window frame into the
one in the sliding jaw was tapped 4 in . (Whitworth ),
room , the piece of lead pipe is used . This must be
to take the tightening screw , which was turned from
steel rod and screwed to fit the jaw , and then

inserted into the end of the bamboo ; if necessary ,

case -hardened in the usual way. The screw has a
hole drilled through the head, and a handle of steel
turned down to 1 in . to tighten the vice by. The
guides, as will be seen , are two ordinary f-in . bolts,

scrape a little from the exterior of the lead pipe

5 ! ins. long, on which the sliding jaw slides to hold
the work . The whole is fastened to the bench by
four large screws passing through the base, which
is 3 ins. by 6 ins, and } in , thick. On each of the
jaws is fastened a piece of roughened steel, which

was previously hardened to aid the grip and stop
the work from slipping while being operated upon.
The jaws in this case are 3 ins. wide, and admit

to make a good fit, and before inserting give the
interior of the bamboo a coat of seccotine. At
each protruding end of lead pipe, slip over a short
length of rubber tube, say about 2 ft. long . Obtain

two penny tin funnels, paint them black , and con
nect to the end of rubber tubing. When two penny
whistles are obtained and inserted in the funnels ,
the speaking tube is complete, the entire cost being
as follows : - Six bamboos , Is. 6d . ; rubber tube,
6d . ; two whistles, 2d . ; two funnels, 2d . ; lead pipe,

2d. Total cost, 2s. 6d.

about 24 ins. between them . Such a vice should
prove useful to anyone who needs one, and of course

A Useful Scribing Block.
By R . J. MITCHELL.
The sketches illustrate the principle of a novel
and very handy scribing block . It will be found
A Simple
Speaking Tube.
By J. W . A .
accurate ; that is, it does not vary its set when
Finding it necessary to have some cheap, and
being finally tightened up, as most scribing blocks
therefore, simple means of communication between I do ; easily set, and capable of minute adjustment.
the dimensions may be altered to suit the require

ments of the maker.
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work he has had to make recourse to several kinds
of washer -cutters. Some of these have been dis
tinctly bad in design , others have been indifferent,
whilst the remainder — the minority, however
may be classed as good. The best one that the
writer has yet come across is the subject of this
precise, to ensure a “ fit ” when the points are : article.
By its means washers of various sizes, he
inserted . The other end of scriber is cupped out,
range depending upon the size of the tool, can be
and contains a small phosphor-bronze spherical
cut, and that with a minimum of ex
pense and of labour. Also , the cutter

The scriber rod is made from drawn brass tube,
plugged up at one end with brass rod, where it is
also split into four, and externally screwed ; a lock
ring A tightening up the renewable points. Care
should be taken that the hole in this end is very

FIG . 2. - ENLARGED SECTION OF E .

can be made by the amateur, if he pos
sesses a lathe and a vice, together with
the ordinary attachments and tools.
The accompanying figures show two
elevation of the tool. The stock A is
made out of wrought iron , of dimensions
suitable for the work to be done. Bis
also made of wrought iron, and this is
Sput in For

screwed on to A , which is turned up tele

scopically, with themiddle portion screwed
and the smallest portion shaped like a
diamond- pointed drill. It is on the middle
portion that B is screwed . In B a large
number of square holes are cut, there
being two holes for each diameter of
washer, the two being diametrically oppo
site. Into these holes two cutters fit,
I being fastened rigidly to B by nuts at the back of
B . The two cutters are made of steel, and hardened

A
W

Split in four

RAL

ING IN MAL

SPIA SPR
T

UU

spiralSpring
WillCL

W

Stual

Fig 1. - SECTION OF
SCRIBING BLOCK

)

NET

FIG . 1.

bearing, which is held up to its work by a spiral

END ELEVATION .

spring ; this is to prevent the scriber falling down ,
and thus breaking the point ; the externally
knurled ring B holds the bearing up to the steel
ball C , which can be very firmly tightened up by

B . The central pillar has a thread of coarse pitch ,
and wide angle (about 90 degs.) cut thereon , and
the pin in E being pressed into this groove, a small
vertical raising or depression is obtained by turn
ing the whole casting round a small amount. When
setting the tool proceed as follows:- Unslack D ,
and pull pin at E out, slide whole block to nearest
convenient height until pin at E engages in slot .
Adjust point at A roughly, and then by finer ad
justmeit tighten round ring at D , and that at B ,
this before making finer adjustment. The writer

can confidently advocate the use of a ball joint
here ; for if well-made and the bearings are not of
the same metal as the ball, a most surprising grip
is obtained by a moderate tightening up of the
locking ring B . Otherwise the sketch will, it is
thought, be explanatory, and sizes are left to the
prospective maker's convenience. One hint, how
ever - make the ball fairly large, say, { in . diameter,

A

B

FIG . 2.

E- H

ELEVATION.

SIDE

A WASHER CUTTER .
to a high degree. They are of identical form and
size, and should be capable of being interchanged .
They should also be at the same distance from the

and the thread at B of fine pitch .

centre of rotation , and, for this reason , great care
must be taken in setting out the square holes

A Washer Cutter .
By G . W . BURLEY .
In making electrical apparatus, doubtless, many
readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER have had occasion
to make small round washers out of ebonite or
vulcanised fibre sheet. The writer has had, when

in the plate, and also in making the cutters. The
point of each cutter should be in the centre line of
the hole in which it is fastened . The stock is
placed in a self-centreing chuck , the speed being
moderately high for ebonite.

making different kinds of such apparatus, to make
ebonite and fibre washers, for insulating purposes
generally , of several sizes, and in the course of such

A few tenths per cent. of vanadium raises the
elastic limit of a mild structural steel one-half with

out impairing its ductility.
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The Latest in Engineering.
Gas- propelled Canal Boats. - On the Bridg.
water Canal there was a successful trial recently
of a new method of propelling barges. It is a
very simple system , and if it r alises the hopes of
its promoters it will work a great change in the
traffic on canals. Colonel R . Wilson Thom , of
Southport, has devised a plan by which compressed
coal gas may be used as the motive force, and the
chief recommendation of his invention is a reduction
of the cost of propulsion by at least one-half. As
an example of what he proposes to do , he has,
with the sanction of the Manchester Ship Canal
Company, who control the Bridgwater Naviga

tion , fitted up a 60 -ton barge with a small gas engine ,

an illustration of which is given herewith . This
very little space - only 64 ft.

2,400 metres (7,874 ft.). The device consists of a
transmitter, a receiver, and a timepiece. The
electro -magnetic transmitter sends to the bottom
of the sea a series of deep sounds, which upon their
return are taken up by the microphone, and repro
duced by a listening device or receiver. Naturally
the sound is exceedingly weak upon its return , so
that it is hardly perceptible , but it is rendered dis
tinctly audible by the vibration of the receiver or
ear-piece being reinforced by a sounding tube.

The Gülder Gas Engine. - This engine is a new

introduction of German design, and it seems to
realise a considerably improved efficiency . The

engine, with fittings, takes up

at the stern of the vessel. Gas
is supplied at the high pressure
of 200 lbs. per sq . in ., and it
may be as high as 600 lbs. The
gas is stored in twelve steel
tubes, six on each side of the
boat. Each tube is 15 ft. in
length , the diameter of the bore
being ro ins . Colonel Thom es

timates that only 200 cubic ft.
barge of 60 tons for one hour at
a speed of 41 miles an hour.
The initial cost of the gas will
be trifling. Another gain is as
regards labour. Fewer hands
will be required on board .
Then there is the advantage of
of gas will be needed to drive a

cleanliness and the absence of
un leasant smells, such as ac

company oil engines. A further
gain is in the matter of weight,
for 14 cwt. represents the total
weight of engine and machinery .
A single charge of gas will suffice
to work a loaded boat for twelve

hours and to propel it fifty
miles, with two other barges in its
train . It is intended to form a
company to bring the new
A Gis ENGINE FOR PROPELLING A CANAL BOAT.
into
use
of
propulsion
method
motor is of the vertical type, with crankshaft below ,
on our canals, and in connection therewith to set
where the familiar double-beam A -shaped frame,
up the necessary gas-producing plant at various
centres .

The by-products of gas are expected to

yield a considerable sum . If the new method
succeeds on canals, as it seems likely to do, one may
look for its use in other directions.
Electricity for Sea - Sounding. – For ascer
taining the depth of the sea without the use of the
sounding lead and similar devices, the Norwegian
engineer Berggraf sends sound waves perpendicu

they
larly into the water, and measures the time been
require to return to the surface after having
reflected from the bottom of the sea. The speed of
the sound in water being known, the length of the

space passed through is immediately determined ;
one-half of it is the depth of the water. A period
of four seconds, for instance , between the departure
and return of the sound corresponds to a depth of

derived from steam engine construction , has been
used to advantage. In the upper end of one of
the two beams is located the governing shaft ,
driven from the crank axle by means of a vertical
intermediate shaft . Its cams, by means of vertical
steel-tube rods, actuate the inlet and outlet valves ,
which are located in the cylinder casing. The work

ing cylinder, owing to this ingenious arrangement
of the governor and valve, is a smooth tube, free
from any projections that would interfere with a
symmetrical heat expansion in the cross- section of
the bore ; and, similarly , the internal compression
chamber is purely cylindrical and free from any
channels and pockets. Between the valves, and
surrounded like these by a water -jacket, is the

electric ignition device, the ignition current being
applied by a Bosch magneto machine inounted
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above the governor shaft, and moved by it, so that
by hand
the moment of ignition is readily adjusted speed

is
without stopping. The regulation of
effected by throttling the cylinder contents, the
composition of the charge being adjusted simul
taneously with the quantity, so as to maintain a
safe ignition mixture with any load. Complete
combustion is secured by the efficient position of

the igniter on the axis of the cylinder. The design
of the combustion chamber as a regular cylinder
with smooth walls greatly facilitates a thorough
expulsion of the exhaust gases, while avoiding a
dispersion of the fresh mixture, which is so preju
dicial to complete ignition . As the combustion is

started in the centre of the compressed charge,
whence it may spread to all sides by the shortest
possible paths through the whole charge of the

cylinder, a high heat efficiency is obtained . Six
tests made with ordinary coal gas, and on loads
varying from half to full, showed a remarkable
regularity of speed , varying only between 210 .7
and 214 :5 revolutions per minute. With the best
tests, a heat efficiency of 42.7 per cent. was re
corded .

The Lebaudy Airship. — A record trial has
been performed by the Lebaudy airship , keeping
longer in the air than ever before — 3 hours and
11 minutes in all - and circling to and fro between

Coil Winding Calculations.
By L . L .

D EADERS of this Journal are often confronted
R with the problem as to how to calculate the
size, diameter, length , etc., of wire required
to fill a bobbin. In this article it is proposed to
deal with the two formsof winding, i.e., rectangular
winding and conical winding.
Rectangular Winding. - The rectangular winding
is such that one layer lies exactly on the other layer,
and does not lie in the hollows of the superimposed
layer, and so forms a rectangle.
Fig . I represents a bobbin which is to be filled
with wire so as to form a rectangular winding.

Let D , = external diameter of bobbin (inches).
,, D , = internal
, i = length of bobbin inside cheeks ( inches ).
, b = thickness of coil in inches,
.. d = diameter of insulated wire in inches.
Now the number of turns per layer =
length of bobbin = ;1 = n and number of layers =
diameter of wired
thickness of coil b
diameter of wire = à nį.
.:. Totalnumber of turns = number of turns per

and repeatedly rounding the
Moisson and Freneuse,
latter
to its
clock tower of the
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D' -

place, and returning

starting place again a number of times. These
evolutions were cariied out with the wind blowing
8 miles an hour , and the great airship obtained a
velocity of 26 miles an hour with the wind, and
11miles against it — that is to say , hei average speed
through the air was approximately 19 miles an
hour, That an airship of this type succeeded
. egularly in accomplishing a speed of 11 miles an
hour against an 8 -mile wind is regarded as such a

practical triumph that it has been determined , as
soon as the weather is favourable, to take the air

ship on a protracted tour through France , visiting

the camp of Chalons to take part in the military

manquvres, and bring her back again to her
home at Moisson .

Fig . 1.

The synthesis of water, by the influence of
radium emanation , has been recently accomplished .
A GOOD RECORD . - Guard Mechin , who recently
retired from the G . W .R . after over forty years'
service , estimates that he has travelled 3,000 ,000

layer X number of layers = n x ni = '1 x 'h
1xb – S .
d2

miles without any serious accident. He was guard
of the last broad gauge train from Paddington to
Wolverhampton , and of the first Great Western
narrow gauge train to Plymouth . For thirty -seven

years he cariied the same Great Western watch
No. 400 ), except when , periodically , it was being
cleaned .

A NEW SUBMARINE BOAT. - From Germany it is
reported that an Italian engineer has invented a
submarine boat, not intended for war purposes, but
for picking up articles from the bottom of the sea .
To this end it is provided with strong grappling
hooks, which are moved by electrical power. It

was recently tested at Genoa . The greatest depth
yet reached by the boat was 348 ft., and the crew
did not experience any difficulty in breathing at
this depth .

id
id == NV

š == diameter of wire required to fill

a bobbin of given dimensions, with S turns of wire .
The method for calculating the total length of
wire of a given diameter required to fill the bobbin
is as follows :
The mean length of one turn = mean circumfer
ence of bobbin ,

The mean diameter of bobbin = 1 (D , + D.,) =
: : Mean circumference of bobbin = A D3 =
A (D . + D ,) = 1 m ; and since there are S turns it
D ,

wire in the coil, the total length of the wire =
mean length of one turn x number of turns =
Im x S = Z .
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D .).
But S = n * N,1 dland I m =
1b
. . Z = n x ni x A (D , + D2), but n x1, = d .
2 - Alb ( D

+ D ) ir ches .

2 dº

b is a'so equal to į (D - D ,).
. 2 _ AL (D , - D .,) (D , + D . ) - 4 d

A Cardboard Model G .NR.
Locomotive.
- - -

By F . HAMBLING .
T HE following is a brief description of a card
I board model of the G . N .R . . " Atlantic "
type locomotive No. 251, which I have made

to the scale of 1- in . to the foot. The model is

made entirely of very simple materials. The
main frames are made out of cardboard , about

ĀL(D - D )

fin , thick , and were cut out with a fretsaw . Then

4 dº
Conical Winding. - Conical winding is such that
the wires of one layer lie in the grooves made by

pinned and glued to the frames. The cylinders
were made from an empty gas mantle box, being
about the right diameter ; and the pistons are
made of thick pieces of cardboard glued together
and pressed , and then sandpapered round. Tin
bent into shape constitutes the slide-valves, and I
used wood for the valve spindles and slide-bars ;
after finishing the cylinders, I fixed them into the
frames with ordinary pins. The wheels are made
from thick pieces of cardboard , the spokes cut out
with a mount-cutter 's knife, and then glued to

I made the stays and buffer planks, which are

the lower layer . Fig . 2 represents a portion of a
conical winding. It can be seen from the figure

that the number of turns in each layer differs from
the other by one.
Let ng = number of layers.
,, a =
, of turns in bottom layer ;

then the total number of turns

S = a + (a - 1) + (a - 2) + . . . + [a --(N , - 1)]
= n , a + " , in , - 1)

gether with a larger circle of cardboard for the
axles, pinned and glued , and allowed to setpieces
well. of
The axles are fixed into extra thick

fange. They were then fastened on to wooden

2

In order to find the distance between each layer,

cardboard for the bearings. Connecting-rods are
made of wood, and the springs are pieces of card board glued together. After this, I proceeded with
the boiler, using a large sheet of thin wood pulp

board ; by damping, it was easily bent into shape ;

fixing the front tube plate and rings all along the
boiler to keep it in shape.
The top frame or footplating is made of thin
cardboard , pinned on the top of main frame.

The cab and splashers were nextmade and fixed .
Fig . 2.
join the centres of three adjacent turns at the
points a big
The distance between the centres of two adjacent
layers = a di
From Fig. 2 it can be seen that
(a , b )' = (a , d ,) ? + (b , d ,) : (I, 47 Euclid ) ;
but a , b , = diameter of wire = d .
and b , d , = radius of wire = \d .
. . d = (a ,d ) + (3d )?

The chimney and dome are of cardboard tube,
built up with glue. The safety valves and whistle

:: (a.d.)? = d - (} d)” = d . 4- = ida.

:. a, d, = v'id = 3 d = .8661
2

.:. Distance between each layer = . 866
diameter of wire.

It follows if n , = number of layers,
the thickness of coil b =

d (12, - 1) + d

-- - - - -

paper is used . The cab is complete with pressure
gauge, vacuum gauge, steam sanding gear, and

= d {V3in,- 1) + 1}
-- - -

MR. F . HAMBLING 'S CARDBOARD MUDEL G . N . R .
LOCOMOTIVE.
are partly of wood and cardboard, and the hand
rails are wire. The brakes are wood, the brak .
cylinders being cardboard ; and the buffers are also
of cardboard tubes. For the vacuum pipes rolled

-

vacuum brake handle, pipes, etc. The reversing
lever is tin , and lifts the link motion when moved .
The water cocks and damper also work . The
tender is complete with water tank , working hand

NEW JAPANESE FLOATING Dock . - A large steel
floating dock was recently launched at the Mitsu
Bishi Dockyards, in Japan . It is 387 ! ft. long by
85 ft. wide by 41 ft. 7 ins. deep . The largest of the
Japanese merchant vessels can be accommodated

the Russian Government. It is said to be of

in it.

316 ,000 ,000 candle-power .

brakes, and tool box, etc.
A LARGE SEARCHLIGHT. -- The greatest search

light in the world has just been built at Berlin for
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Slide and Micrometer Calipers .
By A . W . M .
THE slide caliper of which the Columbus gauge
1 is a good example (see Fig. 1) is now ex
tensively used by mechanics, and though in
its simple form scarcely needs explanation, yet a
recent letter from a reader of The MODEL ENGI
· NEER , who has received one of these gauges, shows
that some amateurs at least do not understand
YN

slide calipers of the most elementary type.
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of objects placed between the jaws ; a second mark
is therefore provided , which will be opposite the
mark on the bar corresponding to the width of the
projections PP when the jaws are completely
closed . It does not matter at what part of the bar
the graduated lines commence, as this will depend
upon the position of the edge or line on the movable
bar which is used for reading off the size indicated
by the caliper. In Fig . 3 this edge happens to be
in a straight line with the measuring part of the
movable jaw , and the lines upon the bar will com
mence from a point in line with the measuring
part of the fixed jaw ; but in
Fig. 4 the bar will be marked at
a point (C ) which is at such a
distance from the measuring
part of the fixed jaw that it will
be opposite to the outside mark
I upon the movable jaw when
the caliper is completely closed ;
the inside mark 2 will then be
opposite a line which gives the
width of the projections P , P .

If the smallest hole into which
they could enter is t in , diam .,
then the mark 2 will be opposite
to the in . line on the bar
FIG , I.

Sliding jan
A .
It has been said that an eminent and successful
engineer, when asked what was the secret of his
success, replied that he was never ashamed to ask

for information from those who could instruct him .
Following this sound principle, the reader referred

Fig . 2 .

Fine edge

to has had the courage to ask for an explanation of
the use of the parts of his Columbus gauge, and

THE MODEL ENGINEER herewith replies to him in
the form of an article, which may also be of assist
ance to others requiring information of a similar
nature.
Themost simple form of slide caliper is that shown
in Fig . 2. The object to be measured is placed
between the jaws, the sliding one beingmoved along
the bar until it touches the object ; on this jaw is
either a line or a thin edge which moves over the
graduated lines marked on the bar. The size of the
object between the jaws is known by reading the
line on the bar which is opposite to the mark or
edge on the sliding jaw . Fig. 3 shows a caliper
reading 2 ins. between the jaws, the size being
indicated by the fine edge on the movable jaw .
Fig. 4 shows a similar caliper, also reading 2 ins.
between the jaws, the size being indicated by the
outside mark on the movable jaw ; this caliper is
also arranged to measure the diameter of holes :
its jaws are therefore provided with projections
(PP) to go inside the hole to be measured . As
these projections must have a certain thickness,
it will be seen that the mark on the movable jaw
to indicate the size of the hole cannot be in the
same position as the mark which indicates the size

K2
FIG . 3.
(see Fig. 5 ). The first thing to do with an un
familiar caliper is to close the jaws completely ,
and then examine the movable one to find out

the mark or edge which is opposite to the zero

line on the bar. Note that the line on the bar at
which thismark points indicates the extent to which
the jaws are open , and therefore the size of the
object between them . Or if the calipers are to

measure inside dimensions, also as in Figs. 4 and
5 , the second mark should be noted as the one to
be used when inside measurements are made. To
become familiar with the caliper, set the marks to

various dimensions, and then test the jaws by ap
plying a rule to them . It should be noticed that
caliper jaws are sometimes relieved near the bar, so
as to confine the measuring edge to the outer part

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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(see Fig . 6 ). When this is the case, measurements
must be made with the parts of the jaws marked
M , and not between the parts marked R , as the
latter are not intended to be used , and would give
a false indication on the bar.

When the Columbus gauge (Fig. 1 ) is completely
closed , the zero line L on the bar is opposite to the
end line of each of the two small scales engraved
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making accurate adjustments in scientific instru
meats that an acquaintance with such a scale is
useful. The principle is that of subdividing a
scale division by comparing it with a division on
a second scale, which division is smaller than the
first by a definite and known amount.
Supposing a bar caliper (Fig . 7 ) is divided into

divisions of i in , each , and it is desired to be able
to measure to smaller amounts than i in . - say,
quantities of

in . - -then by marking a division

( C , D ) on the movable jaw , its lines being exactly

} in . apart, the measurement could be effected ,
because C , D being a certain fraction of the divisions
on the bar, themovement of the jaw by an amount

equal to the width of this division indicates
Inside
mark
Outside

mort 1
Fig . 4 .

P

that this fraction is added to the opening A when
ever the mark D is exactly opposite a mark on the
bar, the mark C being the indicating point for the
whole numbers. When the jaws are closed , C is
opposite to the zero mark on the bar. If now , the
jaws are opened until D is opposite the i-in , mark
the caliper reading is į in., because C has not yet
reached a point at which it would commence to
indicate, and we know by the proportion between

the divisions on the jaw and the bar that it takes a
movement of } in . to bring D opposite to any mark

3

کلارا

on the bar. If now the jaws are opened wider
until C is opposite the I-in . mark , we know that

they are open to the extent of i in ., because C
indicates units, and not fractions. Opening the

jaws yet more, until D is opposite the 2-in , mark ,
we know that the reading of measurement is now

1 } ins., because, as already stated, it takes a move

ment of } in , always to bring D opposite to a mark

PP
FIG . 5.

on the bar : the rule would , therefore, be to take

upon the movable jaw ; these particular lines are,
therefore, the marks to be used when reading the
measurements of the gauge, both for inside or out
side ; because in this caliper the jaws provided for
the two kinds of measurement are in line. If the
jaws are opened to the extent of i in ., it will be
found that the lines L on the movable jaw are
exactly opposite to the i-in . mark on the bar ; and
if a rule is applied to the extensions A and B of the
jaws, the distance will be i in , in each case. The
true reading is thus not the part of the scale on the

Fig . 6 .
1KM

bar at which the line A B of the jaws is situated ,
but that part of the scale to which the lines L are
pointing.
To facilitate the adjustment of the movable jaw ,
a clamp F is provided in the more expensive cali
pers ; it has a screw attached to it by means of
which the movable jaw can be slowly advanced or
receded , and its movement easily observed and
controlled. The depth gauge fitted to the Colum

bus caliper is also read to the samemarks (L ) upon
the movable jaw . When these marks are opposite
the 2-in . line on the bar, the depth gauge will (if
measured by means of a rule) be found to protrude
exactly 2 ins, from the end of the bar.

The Vernier Scale.-- It will be noticed that the
movable jaw of the Columbus gauge is marked with
two small scales, the end line L of each forming,
as already stated , the mark to which the scale on
the bar is read. The use and method of reading
these has puzzled many possessors of slide gauges ;

C
A

-

D
Fig . 7 .

the number nearest to the left hand of C as the unit,
and the distance from D to C as the fraction, D
being exactly opposite to a mark on the bar. The
sketches in Fig. 8 show these successive stages.
To carry the idea a step onwards, make the
division on the movable jaw equal to in ., and
divide it into four divisions of tin , each (Fig . 9 ).
If the inch divisions on the bar are subdivided into

they are called Vernier scales, after the name of

4-in , divisions,we shall be able to measure amounts
of 1-16th in . by comparing the movement of the

the inventor, and have been so largely adopted for

marks on the movable jaw CD with the marks on
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the bar. As before, themark C points to the units

division on the bar which was nearest to themark C ;

and the fractions are counted from D to C , the
counting commencing from the mark on the mov
able jaw which is opposite to a mark on the bar.
By taking three of the divisions on the bar for the
distance CD, and dividing this distance into four

nexthe would look on the vernier scale for the mark

parts, we produce four divisions, each of which is
0

which was opposite one of the small divisions on
the bar ; then he would count the vernier divisions

towards and up to C . This would give him the
value of the fraction by which the measurement

exceeded the unit. In this example it would be
3 - 16ths in , over 2 ins,
The object of the vernier scale is, therefore, to

.

Calliper closed

enable a measurement to be indicated to somefrac
tion of the smallest division on the bar. It is easy
to read a division of 1- 16th in ., or even of 1- 32nd in .,
on the bar, and no vernier is required ; but it is
more difficult to read 1-64th in . or 1- 100th in . ;
whilst to read a measurement to the thousandth
part of an inch would be very difficult , if not

impossible, as the lines would be so close together ;
and yet by means of the vernier scale a thousandth

part of an inch can be read if the divisions on the
bar are not finer than the fiftieth part of an inch ,
C

D

Colliper measuring o froction
2

27

CD
Colliper measuring a unit

Fig . 9 .

by comparing with them a vernier scale, the divi
sions of which are only slightly smaller than the
1-50th -in . bar divisions.
C D

Calliper measuring a

unit plus o fraction
Fig . 8.

The Columbus gauge has two vernier scales and
two sets of bar divisions ; one set - that nearest
the adjustment screw - enables measurements to
be made to one-thousandth part of an inch , and the
other to the 1- 128th part of an inch - that is, to half
of 1-64th in .
The 1- 1000th in , vernier is constructed and
used as follows. The bar is marked with divisions

of 50 to the inch as its smallest divisions. Now , it

three-fourths of one of the bar
divisions. If, therefore, the
mark C is exactly opposite to

one of the lines on the bar - say,
the 2 -in . line- the distance be
tween the jaws will be 2 ins.,
and mark No. 3 on the jaw will
be just one-fourth of a bar
division short of mark A . If,
however, the object between the
jaws has opened them , so that
mark No . 3 is opposite to A ,
the measurement will be 2 and
1 - 16th ins., instead of 2 ins ., be
cause the divisions on the jaw
being only three-fourthsof those
on the bar, it would require a
movement equal to a quarter of
a bar division to bring 3 up to A .
It will be seen that a further
movement of an equal amount
will move mark 2 as far as line B , and themeasure
ment would be 2 and 2 - 16ths ins.; a third movement

of an equal amount would bringmark i as faras line
E , and the measurement would be 2 3- 16ths ins. ;
and so on . The observer would first note the unit

Fig . 10 .

is easy to set the mark L (Figs. I and 10 ) on the
jaw to these lines, and so makemeasurements to the
one fiftieth part of an inch , or even to guess fairly
near to half a division , which would be the 1- 100

part of an inch . But it would be hopeless to try
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and set it to the 1-20th part of a division, which
would be necessary to measure the one thou
sandth part of an inch ; so the vernier scale is pro
vided to enable this to be done.
A distance (L , M ) is always taken to nineteen of the
smallest of the bar divisions, and this distance is
divided into twenty equal parts : each of these
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A Bazaar Shocking Coil.
By L . R . TANNER.
THE coil herewith illustrated is of the upright or
of a friend
vertical type, and is the propertywhom

of mine, Mr. Amos Paskin , to

I am

parts is thus smaller than a bar division of 1-50th

indebted for the following particulars :

in . by I- 20th of such a division ; but the 1 -2oth
part of 1-50th in , is the 1- 1000th part of an inch ,

The core consists of soft iron wire 6 ins. long and
fin . in diameter, to which is fitted the circular

So it follows that each vernier scale division is
the thousandth part of an inch smaller than a bar

coil ends, which are 3. ins. diameter and fin .
thick . Two layers of No. 16 d .c .c. copper wire,

division ; and that if you start at L , and count
along the vernier scale to M , you will count

wound in the space between the coil ends, viz.,
44 ins., form the primary winding . The secondary
winding consists of it lbs. of No. 36
D . C.C . copper wire, which fills up the

space between the primary winding
and the green velvet covering shown
in the photograph. The coil is screwed
down to a base 61 ins. by 9 ins., under
which all connections are made. Two
methods of regulating the shock are
provided , viz., a water resistance and
a four -way switch (photograph shows
switch handle partly on the fourth and
fifth studs). The water resistance
glass is 4 ins. high and i in . in diam
eter, and contains water to a height of
2 } ins. The four-way switch works as
follows : Before winding the secondary

wire it was divided into four equal
parts. When the first quarter was
wound a loop was left long enough to
quarter
connect to the switch . Each
manner

, so
was treated in the same
that when the winding was completed
two ends and three loops remained .
One of the two ends was connected to
the first stud of the switch ; the three

loops were then in turn connected to
the next three studs, and the remain
to the last stud. The first
ing ends
stud was then connected to one of the
secondary terminals, and the switch
- handle to the other.

The woodwork is mahogany stained ,
and the brasswork lacquered . The
coil is worked by two half-pint bottle
bichromate batteries, and the shock is
extremely powerful when the switch
handle is on the third stud, which
means that only half the effect of the
coil is being used .
REGULATION OF GAS ENGINES. - -

In order to regulate the supply of
mixture to a gas engine so as to enable
the relative proportions of gas and air
to be varied in proportion to the vary
ing calorific value of the combustible

A VERTICAL Type BAZAAR SHOCKING,COIL.
I- 1000th of an inch short for every division , until

has beento devised
heat a
the gas is caused
flamean ofarrangement
I by which a gas,

you come to M , when you will have completed

I metal rod, more or less according to the inten
sity of the flame, the expansion of the rod
effecting the regulation of the gas and air butterfly
valves by means of a lazy-tongs and multiplying
lever arrangement. There is an alternativemethod
by which the flame is made to affect the elec
trical resistan

twenty, which make up the one bar division by
which the vernier scale is shorter than twenty bar
divisions.

(To be continued .)

A BELT PRESERVATIVE, - Castor oil is an excellent
preservative for leather belts, and rats will never

ce of a wire, the change of resistance
accomplishing the same purpose by electrical

touch belts treated with it. Apply the oil warm .

means,
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Traction Notes on Road and Rail.
By Chas. S. LAKE.
THE NEW ROLLING STOCK OF THE District
RAILWAY .
Although July ist was the date appointed for the
inauguration of the electric services on the District

Railway, it is only quite recently that anything
like a complete organisation of traffic on that basis
has been effected . The scheme is a comprehen
sive one, inasmuch as it provides for a service of
electrically -propelled trains connecting Ealing on
the West with East Ham on the Eastern side of
London , passing over the City portion of the line

en route ; whilst provision is also made for gaining
access to the Uxbridge Station of the Metropolitan
Railway , via South Harrow .
The type of car employed, and the appearance
of a complete train of cars used on these services

platform side itself. The trailer cars and the middle
motor car accommodate fifty -two passengers, and
the end motor cars seat forty -eight passengers each ,
giving a total capacity per train of 356 persons, not

including attendants. The doors slide on ball
bearing rollers, and are worked by compressed air,
under the control of the guard of each car, by
meins of a three -way valve communicating with
the supply of compressed air for operating the
brakes. The doors are moved by pistons working
in small pneumatic cylinders. The whole of the
wood used for internal fittings, mouldings, etc .,
has been rendered non -inflammable by the Brush
Company's patent process. The cars are sheathed
on the outside in aluminium , finished with royal
scarlet colɔur painting. From thirty to thirty - five

70

Fig . 1. - AN ELECTRIC TRAIN ON THE DISTRICT RAILWAY.

Built by The Brush Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.
is shown in the accompanying photographic
reproduction , for the criginal of which the writer

employed in each car for lighting, and the up

is indebted to the builders, Messrs. The Brush
Electrical Engineering Company, Ltd., of Lough

holstering is mostly in non-inflammable rattan.

borough and London . Each train consists of seven
cars, three of which are equipped with motors, the
remaining four being trailers. The motors are
each of 200 h .-p ., so that an aggregate of 1,200 h .-p .

" Gold " electric heaters.
ADDITIONAL MOTOR BUSES FOR LONDON .
An additional motor omnibus service is, at the

per train is provided . The cars are 49 ft. 61 ins.
long over the buffers, 12 ft. 31 ins. high from rail
level, and 8 ft. 104 ins. wide over the outside eaves '
mouldings . As is usual in vehicles of this descrip
tion , the seats are mostly arranged longitudinally

time of writing, about to be inaugurated in
Western London, and by the time these
Notes are in print the service will probably have

along the sides of the car, leaving ample flooring
space between them . A few transverse seats are
provided , and drop seats are fixed at the central
doors, so that they can be used on the side opposite
to the platform , and dropped out of the way on tho

electric glow -lamps, of 16 candle-power each , are
In winter the trains will be heated by means of

been commenced . The vehicles will run between
Edgware Road , and theMarble Arch . They are of
the double-deck type , and of particularly substan

Kilburn and Victoria Station , via Maida Vale,

tial design . The seating accommodation is fo ·
thirty -four passengers, and the engine has two
horizontal cylinders, 6 -in . bore by 7 -in , stroke ;
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the maximum number of revolutions per minute is

Notes on the Treatment of

600 , and the horse -power developed is 20 . The
four speeds and reverse are worked by a hand
Jever, which is moved over a quadrant on the

steering column. The drive from the engine is
conveyed 'to the gear box shaft by means of a
Renold silent chain . The 'buses are provided with
electric bells both inside and out, and lighting is
effected by means of acetylene lamps. Two
windows on either side are made to open . The
vehicles, which are owned by the Victoria Omnibus

Company, Ltd ., are painted a bright red . They
have been built by Messis. Moss & Wood .
ELECTRIC TROLLEY CARS, MIDDLESEX COUNTY
COUNCIL .
.
The writer has received from Messrs. The Brush
Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd., of Loughborough
and London , particulars, with photograph , of one
of the
electric trolley cars supplied by them to
the Middlesex County Council.

These cars, which run as far afield as Edgware,
on one route, are of the double-deck type, and have
a total over-all length of 34 ft. 6 ins. Seating
accommodation for thirty passengers inside and
thirty -nine on the upper deck is provided , the
staircase being of the London United pattern with
intermediate landing.
The interior of the car is handsomely fitted with
rattan seats and stuffed cushions of old gold
material, the windows being provided with curtains
of a similar colour, while the ceilings are of three

ply maple veneer relieved by walnut mouldings.
Ventilation is effected by perforated panels above
the side windows, arranged in such a manner that

air is forced into the car in whatever direction it
may be travelling ; but, if desired , the amount of
ventilation can be governed by the pivoted sash
frames inside the car, which are arranged to be
opened or closed at will.
The bodies are mounted on maximum traction
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Tool Steel.
By J. M . T.
DEFORE going on to speak of its treatment, I

D

must commence by giving a very short
description of tool steel.

Cast or tool steel is composed of iron and carbon ,
and I think I need not go back any further in its
manufacture than to say that it is generally made
by blowing air through molten cast iron , and so
burning out all the carbon contained in the cast
iron . Then definite quantities of carbon are intro

duced in some form , and, when thoroughly mixed ,
it is run into suitable moulds. It is then taken to
the rolls and reduced in diameter, and is ready for
the market.
The amount of carbon in cast steel is sometimes
as high as 2 per cent. and sometimes only i per cent.,
generally about it per cent., and it should occur as
a chemical combination , and not as a mechanical
mixture. If too much carbon is introduced , the

iron will not combine with it all , and some will
very brittle. In fact, the particles of steel will be
surrounded with the very brittle substance, graph
ite, making it very weak . If this is carried to an
extreme, it will becomebrittle cast iron again .
We will next consider the most important point
in treatment of steel, and that is

remain free. as graphite, and so make the steel

HARDENING. - When steel is rapidly cooled from
a red heat (or any high temperature ) to a low one,
it becomes hard . The more rapid the cooling, the
harder the steel becomes. If the cooling is too slow ,

or if the steel was not lot enough , it will not
harden . It should be brought to the right heat
and cooled only sufficiently fast to get the desired

result. Steel is very sensible to heat. A high tem

with the pony wheels leading, the electrical equip

perature causes steel to assume a very coarse and
open grain , and if steel is hardened at a high
temperature it will retain this coarse open gain ,

ments being of the British Thomson Houston Co.'s
manufacture.

and consequently will not be able to resist strain
nearly so well as if the grain was close and compact.

Life-guards of the Willson -Bennett pattern are
fitted, and folding steps of the Brush standard
pattern are provided , to come in line with the
Board of Trade requirements.

There is a best temperature from which to harden
all steel, and that is the recallescence point of that

trucks of the Brush Company's standard pattern ,

THE TANTALUM LAMP. - A life test of tantalum
has given results that bear out quite fully the state

lamps, which has now progressed about 550 hours,

ments concerning the lamp made by two engineers
on the staff of the Siemens & Halske Company.
Two lamps with clear globes have been burning
about 550 hours, and they have not fallen off in
candle-power as yet by 10 per cent. The efficiency
is about 1.8 watts per c.-p . for the clear globe
lamp and 2 watts for the frosted globe lamp. The
filaments get beady in appearance after about 50
hours, but change very slowly subsequently .

Burned in a nearly horizontal position they sag
considerably during the first period of their life,
and then begin to tighten up again. The light has
almost exactly the same hue as that of the Nernst
lamp. In this test the tantalum lamps have held
up better in candle-power than an Edison lamp
burned and tested with them for a check , - Elec.
World ,

particular brand . The temperature is about
1,200° F ., and it seems that steel in cooling from
this point is less strained than from

a higher

temperature . The grain is found , when a piece is
broken , to be very close and fine, and so the steel
is in its strongest state, much stronger than if

heated to a higher temperature, with its consequent
open grain . If the fracture of a broken piece of
steel that has been hardened at the proper tempera
ture - that is, the recallescence point- is examined
under the microscope, it will look like (as an
example) fine sifted sugar ; but if a piece that has
been overheated or burnt is examined , it will
look like coarse Demerara sugar, and it will easily
be seen that there is no comparison between the

two in taking a fine edge or resisting strain .
It may be that steel hardened from a very high
temperature is harder than if hardened from the

recallescence point, but it is not nearly so tough ;
in fact, it is brittle too much like glass, hard , but
exceedingly brittle. probably illustrates the most
A really good razor
perfect hardening and tempering and grinding of a

very high grade of tool steel; but its edge, if
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examined under a microscope, would look like a
poorly sharpened saw ; but if another razor by the
same maker and same steel had been allowed to
get too hot in hardening, even if it had been

finished exactly like the first one, the edge would
look under the microscope like a badly ploughed
field . This point of temperature is a most im
portant one, and it must be remembered that the

grain of the steel is always fixed by the highest
it cools down to the recallescence point before being
plunged into the cooling bath . If the steel should
be accidentally overheated , it must be allowed to
and reheated
cool
thedown
point,to the proper temperature
recallescence

temperature to which the steel was heated , even if

or, as it is often called,
the refining point. To come nearer the beginning,
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extremely hard, cold water would be used ; but, if
wanted tough , to resist pounding strains, it would
probably be better to heat the water somewhat ;
and, if the piece is thin , and is required to resist

bending strains, as a spring , oil would be the best
to use, or, in some cases, boiling water . Imme

diately the hot steel is plunged into the water, it
and so will not allow the top of the piece to cool so
quickly, and consequently it will not be so hard
there. For this reason, it is best in some cases to
have a supply of water coming up from the
turns the water next to it into steam , and this rises

bottom of the hardening tub to disperse this
hot steam and water, and allow cold water

to reach the piece. If there is any soap in
the water, it is found much more difficult to

this recallescence point is a most in

teresting one. If a short bar of steel
is heated to a bright red , and then
taken from the fire and placed in a

dark place, it will, of course, cool
down,and soloseits brightred colour.

When it is a medium red , it will
gradually grow brighter, beginning at
the ends and travelling each way to
the centre. It remains thisbrightred
for some seconds, and then grows
dull, and finally black , as it cools.
The temperature atwhich the steel
recallesces is the best point atwhich
to harden . The temperature varies

with different qualitiesof steel,some

times being as low as 1, 100° F .,
and sometimes as high as 1, 300°
F . If steel is heated , and the
temperature taken by means of

Fig . 1. - MR. G . A . W . Roberts' MODEL MOTOR BOAT.

a thermometer or pyrometer, as
the heat increases, the thermometer will steadily

rise until the recallescence point is reached . Itwill

i get rid of this cloak of steam , and so if water
is used, it is very important to see that it is quite

then remain stationary for a few seconds, and then
Then if the heat is stopped , or
the piece is taken from the furnace, the temperature
will steadily fall until the recallescence point is

excellent hardening mixture, as the salt seems to

reached, when it will once more stand still for some
seconds, or even rise, and then begin to fall again .

steadily rise .

clean.

A saturated solution of salt and water is an
prevent any steam from staying round the piece ,

If the readings are compared , it will be noticed

and allows cold water to come in contact with it
all the while ; in fact, as it is often put, it seems to
bite the steel. The steel comes out very hard

that the stationary point is not the same in botn

with a small degree of heating, in consequence of

cases . I don 't know wiy this is, and I don 't
know that it is of any very great importance ,

the rapid cooling. Sharp corners and sudden
is to be safely hardened, and the reason is this :
when a piece of steel is heated , it xpands ; and
when cooling, it contracts. Sometimes after
hardening it remains just a little larger than it was
before beating ; but sometimes it is actually smallei
than the original size. Tapmakers , especially , find

because steel should always be hardened on a rising
and not a falling heat, if a fine grain is wanted.
It is stated that there is practically no expansion
or contraction in the steel if hardened from this
point, and also that the steel is much stronger or
tougher . The toughness is probably due to the
steel being hardened at a low heat. If it is true
that it does not alter in size, I cannot say why it is .
COOLING MEDIUMS. – We next have to consider
the cooling mediums, or hardening baths. The
most common are water and oil, though there are
plenty of other substances used , as mercury , to
produce extreme hardness ; sealing -wax and soap
for toughness, and to combine hardening and
tempering in one process ; tallow for the same
object ; and many others. As I said before , the
rapidity of the cooling affects the ha dness (sup
posing the temperature of the heated pieces to be

the same), so that, if the piece is cooled in water at
a temperature of 60°, it will be much harder than
if cooled in water at 100°. An advantage can be
taken of this very often , for if a piece is wanted

variations in diameter must be avoided , if the piece

this point troublesome, as it is scarcely possible
to g `ind the threads to the correct pitch after
hardening . Pack hardening (which I shall refer to
later ) is supposed to help in this matter, and no

doubt proper heat treatment will, too .
( To be continued .)

New T .- B . D 's. — The Admiralty have given
orders for a flotilla of twelve turbine torpedo-boat
destroyers to be built for the Royal Navy for

coast service. The displacement of the new vessels
will vary from 220 tons to 230 tons. Thedestroyers
will be named Dragonfly, Firefly, Grasshopper,
Greenfly, Gadfly, Glowworm , Gnat, Cricket, Mayfly,
Moth, Sandfly, and Spider.
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My Model Racing Motor Boat.

enables the engine to be started without starting the
boat.

By G . A . W . ROBERTS.

Hood

THE following is a description ofmymodel racing
motor boat, Nauteuse. The length over-all
is 6 ft. 10 ins., 10 -in . beam , and 2 -in . mean
gany, this being the easiest method with this de.
sign of boat. I first of all shaped the outside, and

draught. The hull is carved out of a log of maho

.

Wire
Plote

( bead

From
Fig . 4 . - METHOD OF

then dug out the inside with bits and chisels. This
I found not to be a very difficult task with the proper

FIXING THE HOOD

tools, a draw knife taking off all the rough outside,
and for finishing off inside and out I made a double
curved smoothing plane. Fig . 4 shows the method
of fixing the hood to the hull, a plate the width of
the hull being cut to the shape, and a wire put in
the edge, the hood afterwards being soldered to the
plate. The whole of the hood and cover, with

to HULL.

Bulwork.

Steering is effected by a balanced rudder worked
Louvres, being made of stout tin .
from the steering wheel. The coil and accumulator
The engine is placed just under the forward hood ,
for ignition is placed under the after hood. The
and it and the carburettor are quite accessible when
propeller is a three-bladed one built up on a boss
the cover is removed . The engine is a 2-in . by 2-in .
4 -stroke outside flywheel petrol motor, as usually
with 3- 10 in . brass plates sweated together and filed
to shape ; it is 5 ins, diameter, 7 -in . pitch . I have
fitted to low -powered motor bicycles, and is air.
Fig 2. - ELEVATION AND PLAN .
Fluwbee , Silencer
ri
-

- -

-- -

II

OR dder

Pemol tonk

Clutch

1 Engine
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-D
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m00
# pd
Fig . 3. - CROSS-SECTIONS.
A MODEL RACING MOTOR BOAT.
cooled by a fan placed behind the cylinder, which
not yet timed the boat for speed , the engine not yet
drawsair through the louvres in the cover, and keeps
being “ turned up " ; but I will take some tests and
the engine quite cool. The carburettor is a small

spray type. To start the engine a stout cord is
wound round the shaft and a smart pull given to it.
Petrol is stored in two tanks, situated under the
forward and stern hoods ;-both feed the carburettor
by a common pipe, and this preserves the trim of
the boat. The cowles lift out and form filling holes
for the tanks. The tail shaft is driven from the

ongine by an ordinary leather-faced clutch, which

send them to you as soon as possible. I anticipate
from the fine lines of the hull and the power of the
engine that the boat will have a remarkable speed .
The photograph will give a good idea of the lines

of the huil, and the drawings will also help to give
a better idea of the whole arrangement than any

written description . Any further particulars I
shall be pleased to send to anyone requiring them ,

on applying through the editor.
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A Single Cylinder Undertype
Semi-portable Engine.

Septenbèr 7, 1995.

top
of firebox shell to cylinder by neatly-bent-pipe,
fitting close to boiler.
In conclusion , Imay say that this engine has been

designed and constructed during my spare time on
By P . W . Wilson .
THE accompanying photograph represents an
engine that I have built entirely to my own
designs and ideas. The cylinder, as will be

noticed from the photograph , is placed at the fire
box end, leaving open and free access to the crank ,
eccentrics and bearings, while the piston can
easily be withdrawn by removing front cover and

guide, the latter being sufficiently strong to need no
bracket at the extreme end.

Fig . 1. - PLIN OF BEDPLATE .
The whole of the bedplate is built up out of
1 - 16th -in . Muntz metal plate, and secured by suit

able angle brass and riveted , the whole forming a
very strong and yet light frame, both the cylinder
and bearings being amply supported. The former
is secured by two in . studs and nuts, also two
1- 16th -in . “ steady " pins driven in a fit, so that no
alteration can bemade in the setting of the cylinder
in case of subsequent overhauling.
The valve (oruinary D ) is worked
from a rocking shaft, which latter is

long sea voyages, and it may be interesting to other

readers of The MODEL ENGINEER to know that this
little machine has been more than half-way round
the world. The nameplate, which reads
: “ P.
Wilson, Globe Works, Sunderland, 1905," was

made for me (to my own pattern ) in Calcutta by a
native Indian .

The crankshaft bearings I picked up in Ham
burg : the cylinder, shaft and countershaft, and
bearers, together with boiler mountings , were made
to my special order by Messrs. Bassett-Lowke and
Co., of Northampton ; and I have much pleasure
in stating that the entire satisfaction I have had in
the actual steaming of this small engine I attribute
to the good and workmanlike design of the cylinder

at
ports, and minimum allowance of clearance
each end of the stroke, which has been made
apparent to me, having tried the same bɔiler with
different engines, duly noting circumstances.
I append dimensions of the engine and boiler :
Diameter of cylinder, fin . ; Stroke, it ins. ;
diameter of flywheel, 4f ins. ; diameter of crank
shaft, 5- 16ths in , ; piston-rod, } in . ; width of con
necting -rod, 3- 32nds. in . by 3- 16ths in ., tapering down
to 5 - 16ths i , at big -end ; steam pipe, 3- 16ths in . ;
exhaust, & in . (passing under boiler barrel, and up
chimney , curtailed to } in . for blast, which I find
very effective). All feeds, both hand and main , are
3- 16ths in . fittings, and,' the revolutions of the

supported by two turned and polished
stanchions, which are secured to the
This rocking
shaft has three arms, one connected

motion plate by nuts.

to eccentric, one to the valve gear, and
one to the pump (not shown in photo .

graph ). The crankshaft is made of
steel (one forging), and presents ample
bearing surface, being designed for
high speeds, the width of the bearings

and crank -pin brasses being & in . and
} in , respectively .
The connecting-rod is made out of
an old broken shifting spanner, and is
bushed with brass at the crosshead
end, the big end being cut out to take
split brasses in the usual manner, and
secured by collar, which is in turn
secured by check nuts on underside.
The boiler is of copper, riveted and

tinned inside, with the usual internal
FIG 2. - MR. P. W . Wilson 's UNDERTYPE STEAM ENGINE.
engine with 22 lbs. steam running light mount
up into the thousands.
The fittings to this small engine include the
Total length of engine and boiler combined ,
regular Board of Trade water gauge, two test cocks,
15 ins. ; total height (without any additional
chimney ), 9 ) ins.; boiler, 34 ins. diameter by 13 ins.
steam pressure gauge, two safety valves, one feed
check valve, one blow -off cock , one steam whistle,
long by 2 -in . smokebox ; firebox shell : outside,
one hand feed -pump for emergency, and connected
41 ins. by 34 ins. ; inside, 34 ins. by 2t ins, by 4 ins.
to the steam pipe I have an automatic lubricator
high ; fue, fin , diameter, fired by No, i Primus
petrol burner, or gas Bunsen ditto, with asbestos
duplicated by an ordinary one -cock ditto , which
nuts on fire bars (both of which give ample heat),
affords ample lubrication to the steam (which I
find is needed , more especially in the use of brass
the steam being on the ascendancy with engine
cylinders). The steam pipe (not shown) leads from
opened out full, feed going in hot.
firebox (loco type), and has one tube

or flue ; and notwithstanding the com
paratively small heating surface, I have had fairly
good results on the trials.
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New Tank Locomotives for the

Donegal Railway .
D

Y
B

the courtesy of Col. W . Hamilton , J.P .,
whose contributions on the subject of model

railways are well known to our readers, we
ONE
NEW
GNARROW
.OF
AUGE
LOCOMOTIVES
TANK
DONEGAL
THE
IRAILWAY
RELAND
,FOR

are able to reproduce a photograph of one of

the latest tank engines on the Donegal Rail
way. The engines are of the 4 - 6 - 4 type, with
the frames of the coupled wheels outside. The
cylinders are 15 ins. diameter by 21 ins. stroke ; the
barrel of the boiler is 9 ft . 9 ins. long and 4 ft.
diameter . The driving wheels are 3 ft. 9 ins.
diameter on tread , and the weight of the engine in
working order is 45 tons. The standard automatic
vacuum brake apparatus is fitted , and works in

conjunction with Gresham & Craven 's steam
brake on the engine. The locomotives were built

by Messrs. Nasmyth , Wilson & Co ., Patricroft,

Manchester, the design being selected by a com
mittee of the directorate, of which Col. Hamilton
is a member. They are painted the company's
standard green , with a black band , edged on each

side with a narrow white line, the cylinders, buffer
planks, cranks, and underframing being finished
vermilion colour. Altogether the engines are fine
examples of narrow gauge practice, and form an
interesting addition to the excellent locomotive

stock of the Donegal Railway.

prize awarded , when they can choose the tools or
other articles they may wish sent to them . All
entries should be accompanied by a separate letter,
marked on the envelope “ M . E . HOLIDAY COM

HOURNE

URING the present holiday season , we have
U
decided to award every reader who sends us
a description and original photographs of
anything of engineering or model-making interest
he may encounter during his vacation , which shall
be sufficiently good to warrant insertion in our
journal. The prizes vary in value from 5s, to
IOS. 6d., according to merit. All winning com
petitors will receive a notice of the value of the

N°15

The “ Holiday " Competition .

PETITION.” This letter should include the title
of the article and any other information not neces
sary for publication . The article should be written
on one side of the paper only, with the name and
address of the sender on the back. The photo

graphs and separate sketches enclosed with the
contribution should similarly bear the name and

address of the sender, otherwise delay may arise
in the awarding of the prizes. It is essential that
the copyright of the photographs must be the pro
perty of the senders, and the covering letter should
contain a declaration to this effect. The competi
tion will close on October 16th .

national Exhibition at Christchurch , Canterbury ,
New Zealand, in which all the nations of the world
have been invited to participate. The object of

the exhibition is educational.

be

NEW ZEALAND EXHIBITION. - The Government
summer of 1906 - 7 (that is in December) an Inter

of New Zealand has decided to hold during the

The Model Englneer and Electrician.
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ing E .M . F . of other batteries, locating short circuits,

A Galvanometer Testing S

leaks, etc ., or, in short, anything a galvanometer
may be wanted for. When line switch is on C
stud , the galvanometer is cut out, and a battery
of from one to six cells is at hand for anything it

By S. EDEN GREEN.
THE set described here can be made up by

may be required . A pair of flexible wire leads, with
small brass or copper lugs soldered on to ends,

anyone possessing a salvanometer, either

vertical or horizontal type, and will be found
one electric model making. The galvano
meter I have is of the vertical type, as
a most useful piece of apparatus to any

will be seen from photograph ,and I found
it a great nuisance, while winding the
sections of a large coil, to have to rig it
up with battery , etc., every time I wanted

to test a section for continuity , so I
placed the galvanometer in a box with a
battery of six small dry cells, and con

nected the lot up as shown in the diagram
(Fig. 1). The cost for complete set (not
including galvanometer ) was under ros .
The cells are it ins. square, and placed
three abreast in the box . The switches
were made from some scrap brass ; i in .
brass round head wood screws did very

well for switch studs, with four f-in .
brass nails for stops. The number of
studs, of course, depends on the number
of cells in battery.

From the diagram it will be seen that
position - i.e., in the middle of G and C
studs, the galvanometer is in series with

when the line switch is on the “ off ”

cells for testing the continuity of circuits,
or for tracing the internal connections of,

Fig . 1. - MR. S . Eden GREEN 'S GALVANOMETER TESTING SET.
Ivanometer

DOI

Terminals

for
FIG . 3 - PLAN

Ballery

flexible
leads,

Line

Swilch
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2 3 4ryĞ
oliy Baite
Switch

Switch
Fig . 5.- DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS ,
2

completes a most useful and portable set of electrical
apparatus.
A COMPOUND PETROL ENGINE. - The Pollard en
gine has a single low -pressure cylinder between the
two high -pressure cylinders, and is of the same bore

Fig . 4. - SWITCHES.

as these latter. All the exhaust from the high
pressure cylinders is not used , a portion only of the

say, a telephone, and by manipulating the battery

gases being allowed to escape from ports uncovered
by the high -pressure pistons during the last portion
of their explosion strokes and the first portion of

switch any number of cells from one to six may be

used , according to length of circuit, or amount of
resistance to be overcome. When line switch is on G
stud, it will be seen that the battery is cut out,

and the galvanometer may be used alone, for test

their exhaust strokes, such gases expanding further
in the central cylinder . Additional power, it is
stated , is obtained by the use of the third cylinder
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For the Bookshelf.

A Novel Windmill .

(Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from THE
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26 - 29, Poppin's Court,
Fled Street, London, E .C ., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.]

By G . T . West.

THE accompanying photograph illustrates a
1

TRANSACTIONS OF THE G . W . R . JUNIOR ENGINEER

ING SOCIETY , SWİNDON. Pamphlets Nos. 44
and 55. Edited by E . G . Ireland. Price 5s.
net ; postage 4d .
This volume contains some excellent papers by

235

novel windmill pumping plant erected by
the farmer seen in the photograph and a

blacksmith residing near. The construction of it

occupied their spare time for about three months,
and the inclusive cost did not exceed £1.
Second -hand materials were principally used in

its construction, altered to suit the requirements,
and it has now run for seven months with only one
small stoppage, which is a very creditable perform

ance, considering the price. The only stoppage
was caused by the plunger leather leaking, and as

it was originally an old leather washer, no fault can
be found with the design of the windmill. Another
piece of leather put it into good running order
again , and it now continues to run quite satisfac
torily . The simplicity of the machine is apparent,
and, for the benefit of those wishing to make a
cheap, reliable, and easily constructed windmill,
the following particulars will give the principles
on which to work .

K8"—

K52"

FIG . 2 . - FRONT AND END ELEVATIONS OF THE GALVANU

The wheel is 6 ft. in diameter, and has twenty
four blades 6 ins. broad at the circumference and
tapering towards the centre. These blades are held
by means of two squares of wood , the outside one

being 5 ft. 6 ins. square by 2 ins. by

in . ; the

METER TESTING SET.

the members of the above society , the subjects of
which include railway carriage and wagon stock ,
modern automobile construction , G .W .R . express
locomotives, valves and valve diagrams, metal
lurgy of copper, and sewerage and sewage disposal.
The text is illustrated by some thirty - five plates

and smaller diagrams.

DI

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND HERTZIAN WAVES.
By S . R . Bottone. London : Whittaker & Co .
Third edition. Price 3s. ; postage 3d .
That this little handbook should have reached
a third edition says much for the interest taken
by the scientific amateur in wireless telegraphy,
and for his appreciation of Mr. Bottone's lucid
treatment of the subject. Theauthor not only gives
an excellent summary of the underlying principles
and the historical considerations of this attractive

branch of electricalwork , but he also describes in de.
tailthe construction of suitable experimentalappar
atus, and in an appendix refers to the latest develop

ments. The book is one which may be cordially
commended to electrical amateurs and students.

B . F . STURTEVANT Co., of Boston, U .S. A ., and
Queen Victoria Street, London , the well -known
firm of ventilating engineers, have lately pub
lished an interesting and useful treatise on the
principles and application of ventilation and heat

ing. The book is excellently illustrated , contain
ing many invaluable tables and diagrams, and can
be heartily recommended to all those who at any
time are likely to be confronted with the difficulties
of providing a building with an efficient system !'of
ventilation and heating. ..

A NOVEL WINDMILL PUMPING PLANT.
inner one being i ft. square. Small blocks of wood
are nailed to the squares, having sloping sides on
which the blades are fixed and kept at a proper
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angle to the wind. Two pieces of wood, 3 ins. by
2 } ins., forming a cross, the ends of which are
fastened to the corners of the outside square, are
fixed by screws to the squares, and a hole is bored
in the centre to receive the spindle.
The spindle is of f-in , steel, with a 12 -toothed
gear wheel keyed on to the end of it, while a 24
toothed wheel engages in this and reduces the speed
to half. The spindle to which the large wheel is
keyed is cranked , and a connecting -rod of k-in . iron
rod , which is continued down by a piece of square
wood to one foot from the pump, where it is fixed
to another piece of iron rod, produces the recipro

September 7, 1905.

Practical Letters from our
Readers ,
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the ful
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters

may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the fullt
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication.)

Making Small Wing Valves.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - With reference to Mr. Bradford 's

cating motion . Where the wood and iron are
joined at the top is a simple hinge, and at the lower
joint, a swivel. The bearings are of beech , each

notes on the making of small wing valve; in The
MODEL ENGINEER of August 24th , Mr. Bradford
advises filing the sten up , if any difficulty is ex

block holding one end of both spindles. The frame
consists of three legs, each 6 ins. by 2 } ins. by

ever ; while a hand -tool is not suitable for turning

perienced with the slide-rest or hand -too). If the
former is used , there should be no difficulty what

Fig . 1.

Fig . 2.
A METHOD OF MAKING
15 ft . long, which are sunk for 3 ft. into the ground.
These legs are kept rigid by six pieces of wood , as
seen in the illustration , while a piece of wood 4 ins.
broad by in . thick , and nailed to the lower stays,
acts as a guide to the plunger rod, which passes
through a hole in the centre of it. The tailpiece is
3 ft. long by 21 ft. by 2 ft., and the rod for tail
piece is 6 ft. long by ilins, square.
The apparatus for turning was constructed out
of three iron rings, the two outer being fixed at such

a distance from one another that the middle ring
moves round easily without unnecessary play
room . The middle ring is fixed to the two beech
bushes by means of four upright iron rods. A
small ladder is placed at one side for handiness in
oiling, adjusting, etc . The pump is also home
made, and into its construction comes two horse
shoes, part of a gas lamp, and a piece of cycle tubing.
It is 3 ins. stroke, 21 ins. in bore , with a i-in . de
livery pipe.

SMALL WING VALVES.

work of this nature. These small brass goods, such
as valves, gland nuts, unions, etc., etc., should not
be filed in any way, but be left from the cutting
tool. The following method of making valves is
employed by the writer, and those readers who
have the necessary apparatus will find it will give
every satisfaction :

At Fig. 1 is shown a valve finished complete, ex
cept cutting the wings and parting off. On the
right is shown a small end and side mill held in a
drill chuck which fits into a live spindle (not
shown ) driven from the overhead gear. Note that
the height of the drill spindle and the lathe centres
must be the same. The depth of cut having been
adjusted by means of the cross-slide, the index peg
is put in a hole in the so circle on the division
plate, and a cut taken up to the neck under the
valve seat, when the cutter is run back , and the
operation repeated on the other two sides. Fig . 2
is an enlarged view of the finished article , and the
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dotted circle in the end view shows the path of the
cutter. I should like, in conclusion , to advise any
reader who is making any kind of live or cutter
spindle for his lathe to make it so that the chucks

for it and the lathe are interchangeable. The

beauty of such an arrangement only requires
seeing to be at once appreciated. - Yours truly ,
Clapham , S . W .
E . W . FRASER.
Bicycle -Driven Dynamos.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir , - With reference to “ Auphsyde
Crank's ” suggestion as to driving small dynamo
by a “ push bike," and Mr. H . P . Taylor's by
al motor cycle, the first-named gentleman will
require something more than the ordinary cycle
stand to hold his machine. A friend and myself
just recently adapted a bicycle to get the necessary
speed up to start a petrol motor, and it was not
until I had made a most rigid stand of wood and
iron, and nailed the same to the floor, that the
machine would stand still at all.
Then there is the gear to keep speed near con
stant, which introduces fresh complications ; then
size and type of dynamo. “ A . C ." will find that a
very small one will do, if he is going to push it round
for long. “ Auphsyde Crank " is wrong in think
ing that a prize offered in connection with the idea
would be a " prize for originality." The idea is
not new , for a friend of mine has often told me of
a machine he saw rigged up as “ A . C .” suggests at
a shop where they taught cycle riding. The novice

learn to pedal, and was
on and resistance
was invited to getvarying
would be put
told that a little

on as he progressed . It was, for a thin round
leather belt went from the back wheel (minus tyre),

through a partition , and into a back workshop,
small
where a small boy was busy polishing up head,"
bobbing
“
light
plated goods aspiring
at a very
(and perspiring) novice.
driven by the
Mr. Taylor may do better with a motorandcycle,
his
speed constant

if he can only keep the
engine cool. The latter must be done at all cost,
or he will ruin his, machine. Of course, he will
take a belt direct from engine pulley to dynamo.
It is to be feared that, in any case, he will do his

machine but little good, as these things are not so
solidly built as the small stationary steam or gas
engines. - Yours truly,
Clapham , S .W .
E . W . FRASER.

The Society of ModelEngineers.
of meetings should be sent to the offices of The Model
(Reports
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual

date of publication .)

London .
THE first indoor meeting of the winter session
will be held on Thursday, September 28th ,
at the Holborn Town Hall, at 7 p .m . It
has been decided to make this a special track and
general exhibit night, and all members are par
ticularly requested to bring some exhibit, either
models (finished or unfinished ), tools

(home-made or
otherwise ), whether the articles have or have not
been exhibited before. To encourage members to
bring exhibits, a first prize of 15s., and a second one
of 7s. 6d., both in cash , will be awarded during the

evening for such model, or part,tool,etc., as shall be
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deemed by a general vote of the members present
exhibits. Each member
be the most interesting
topresent
will be entitled to vote for one exhibit
other than his own, the exhibit obtaining the highest
number of votez taking the first prize, and the next
in order the second. It is earnestly requested that

members possessing locomotives will bring
those
and run them at the meeting ; two straight tracks

will be fitted up side by side, so that races may be
The locomotives are, of course, included in
run.
the above prize scheme. - HERBERT G . RIDDLE ,
Hon. Sec, 37, Minard Road , Hither Green , S. E .

Queries and Replies.
( Atten .ion is especially directed to the first condition given beloro
and 110 notice will be taken of Queries not complyingwith the
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query

Department." No other mattersenvelope.
but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by post uuder the following conditions :- ( 1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
onle side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST b . in
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )

should invariably be enclosed . (4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must ustually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded. (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column

cannotbe guaranteed. (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to

Editor,

ModeL ENGINEER, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,

The , E .C .)
The Street, London
Fleet

selected from the Queries which have been replied
Thefollowingare
to recently: ( 14,400) Winding 10 - watt Simplex Dynamo for
Plating Purposes. S . R . writes : (1) Could a 10 -watt Simplex
dynamo be wound for 2 volts 5 amps . for electroplating ? If so ,
what with ? (2 ) Could a four-part drum armature be used ?
( 3 ) What size bichromate battery would it need to run as a motor ?
(4 ) What power could be obtained from a small gas engine, work
ing on the same principle as the Mitcham launch motor in your

issue of January 19th , 1905 (cylinder if in . bore , 2-in . stroke ;
electric ignition ) ? (5 ) Would it drive a 10-watt dynamo ?
( 1) It is very difficult to get small drum armature machines to
excite when wound for very low volts, and we doubt if you would
get a 10 -watt machine to work with a 2 -volt winding. ( 2) If you
decide to try , we should recommend six coils as the least number

to wind with . Try the design described in Chapter 6 of our Hand
book No. 10, and use the winding given . So long as the armature
does not get overheated , you can take more current than 2 amps. ,
if you can get the machine to give it. Work at 5 volts , and use a

resistance in series with the plating bath to regulate the current.
The voltage does not matter if the right amount of current is
passing through the bath ; electroplaters usually work in this way.
Two amperes would be strong enough for 20 to 100 sq. ins. of sur.
face , depending upon circumstances and the kind of metal to be
deposited . ( 3 ) A battery of 3 - quart size bichromate cells in series
would run this machine well as a motor. You could use smaller
cells, but they would then run down more quickly . (4 ) About

$ h.-p. (5) Yes, easily.
(14,391] Taterrupter . W . B. A . S. (Dublin ) writes:
(1 ) Could I increase efficiency of a good i . or i-in . coil by fitting
an interrupter, or would it be likely to damage the insulation
if such were not specially designed for such an instrument )
(2 ) Has the Wehnelt interrupter maintained its first faune during
practical trial and use ( continued) ? ( 3 ) You speak in your hand
book of different lengths and areas of contact platinums. Do you
increase the area of the platinum for higher E .M . F . or currents ,
or the reverse ? (4 ) About what distance should platinum point

be from the lead plate for best result with above coil ? If another
opposing platinum point were set in the lead , could the interrupter
work equally well with an alternating source of current supply ?
( 1) The damage is more likely to occur in the vacuum tubes than
in the coil. The condenser should be cut out of action , as it is not
required. We should not fear damage to a well-made coil, if not
allowed to heat. (2 ) It is not used for every kind ofwork. It gives
very brilliant effects for x -ray screens, and is useful for short ex
posures in radiography. Some form of mercury interrupter is
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more generally used, and we think you would do better by using
one of these , unless you particularly wish to experiment with an
electrolytic interrupter. ( 3) The area of platinum should be in
creased for heavier currents, but, as a matter of fact, the larger
The
be ;inplatinum
working.is very
will the forcoilwear
and easier
the better
the area,is merely
of allowance
a question
length
to keep the size small. (4 ) Read
expensive, therefore the tendency
the note on the Wehnelt break in THE MODEL ENGINEER for
February 5th , 1903, page 140. Doubtful, as the contrast between
pointand large surface is necessary.
(14.408 ] Working Small Coil from Magneto Machine.
spark
1-in.-It-inis .ample,
to work a Current
: I wishmachine.
) writesmagneto
. A . S a. (Dublin
W . Bfrom
small electrocoil
Campbell
use a alternating
I with
spark . Can
secondary
to
intensify
wish
I
but
Swinton liquid interrupter ? These work well
form of interrupter set up induced cur
or would
currents;
high ansuchE . M a. F . in the armature of magneto machine
rents of too

September 7, 1905 .

We have no other particulars than those given in THE MODEL
ENGINEER. The nickel bath would presumably contain enough
water to entirely dissolve the various chemicals. We suggest that.
having a certain amount of water to start with , the chemicals are
put in , and more water added until they are all dissolved . Red
stuff probably means rouge polishing powder , or any polishing
material.

(14,483] Model Vertical Boiler. H . S. (Birmingham ) writes :
I have a boiler 24 ins. by 10 ins. ; it is a plane drum made
out of a piece ofsteel tube,with one end welded in . I want to make
it into a vertical boiler, and inside firebox to supply steam at 45 lbs .
per sq . in. to an engine with a cylinder it-in . bore and 4 -in , stroke.
Would you please give me the size of the firebox ? I have several
as shown.
a manhole
-in.
me. The
shell is11provided
being
dimensions
ins. highwith
, other
a firebox
Wetubes
wouldbyadvise
as shown on the accompanying sketch . You do not give the thick

as to break down the insulation ? Or must I wind a specialarma
ture ?
What do you mean by small electro-magneto machine ? An
interrupter is usually considered to require at least
electrolytic
50
volts ; but webelieve it is possible to get it to work with as low

as 12 volts . An induction coil is liable to damage the insulation
not a very
is generally
it ; butif itit should
used tothework
of a dynamo
. Asgreat
the
be damaged
armature
to re -wind
matter
size, we should certainly risk the experi
coil is only a i -inuse. spark
ment. Why not a mercury interrupter, such as that described
in Chapter 6 of our Handbook No. 11 ? This would probably give

Manhole

better results with low voltage.

(14,401]
Wiring
for me
House.
dere)
writes : Electric
( 1) Will you
please send
a drawingL . W . (Belve .
board for 50 -volt 10 -amp. dynamo for lighting house ofanda switch
charg ing accumulators , and how to fit it up ? Also, size of wire required
for
lighting
same
from
dynamo
and
accumulators
?
(2)
Also
size of glass jars, and size and number ofplates formaking accumu
lators
?
I
believe
I
shall
require
about
27
accumulators.
Also
how
manyamp.hours they will have to be ? ( 3) Also state size of wire

Stoy idiom
a thick

required for wiring
house.
(4 ) Also
required
to drive
dynamo,
the ifKapp
type.horse-power
(5 ) Also? , (6will
a motor
cycleof
engine dowhich
to driveis ofsame
it is water
-cooled
) Also
number

F6or y tubes
diom

16 c.p . lamps dynamo will light. (7) Will ebonite do for a switch
board instead of slate ?
(1 , 2 , 3) See our shilling handbook on “ Private House Electric
Lighting,"
an engine of
haveaccumulators.
It would handbook
be advisableon tosmall
.-p . sixpenny
(4 ) About itandb .hour
It
is
assumed that the
figure.
this
than
less
than
more
rather
dynamo is of good efficiency. (5 ) Yes, if it is worked at steady load .

exponded
in
pilch about

☆

1%c"

(6 ) About eight 16 c.p. lamps of average efficiency. (7 ) Ebonite is

mahogany,
as teak orhowever
suchprocurable,
very expensive.
, fromcanslatebe
is easily
Slatewood,
for 50 volts.Hard
used
merchants, and is very cheap , even if enamelled ; but a plain slab
rubbed smooth on face and edges would do very well.

) Armature for Undertype field -magnets .
H .(14.399
H . writes
: I have lately purchased a small set of undertype
dynamo
castings,
consistingdimensions
of two F of. M .F .Mcastings,
brush -rocker in gunmetal,
. being bearings
as followsand
:
Height,
41
ins.
;
thickness
of
cores,
in
.
;
diameter
armature
tunnel, I 9 -16ths in . ; length of tunnel, 1 ins., theseofdimensions

Foundation
Xring
I byrå deepthick

being. asWill
whenthiscastings
received . toThetheironsuccessful
seems toworking
be ratherof
hard
make were
any difference
the
dynamo
?
(1)
What
size
of
eight-slot
drum
arınature
will be
needed ? (2 ) How far beyond the ends of the tunnel should
armature project ? (3) What quantity and gauge of wire will the
be

k9
"
> Query 4483
SECTION OF A MODEL VERTICAL BOILER.

needed
for F .M . andshould
armature,
whichbeis about,
to be wound
four sec
the output
atinhow
r.tions
p. m .? ? (4(5) )What
If run as a motor,
what current
will and
it take,
and many
about
whatwould
I havetypeyour
book on. "I Small
and Motors,"thebutpower
do notbe see? this
described
should Dynamos
be much
obliged if you would kindly supply mewith the above information ,

as this is my first attempt at model dynamo making.

(1)flushDiameter
ofarmature
stampings,
ins. there
(2) Theis core
shouldin
be
with
the
magnet
tunnel
at theifends;
no project.
gain
allowing
it
to
project
;
the
end
windings
will,
of
course,
( 3) Armature to be wound with No. 25 gauge single silk -covered
copper
wire ; get on as much as possible - -about 3 ozs. will be
required.
of 1 in . bewiththeNo.
24
gauge s.c .c Wind
. copperfieldwire-magnet
; aboutto4 aozsdepth
, will probably
weight
on
each core. Join both coils in series with each other, and in
shunt
(4 ) Output aboutTest8 volts
it to 2 amps, at
3.000 toto the
3 ,500brushes.
r.p . m . approximate.
the machine
8 -volt I c. p . lamp. (5 ) As a motor would take 6 or 8 voltswithandan3

toperhaps
4 amps.1-50th
at fullh.-p.
load,The
the current
willhard
vary need
with not
the load
; power
iron being
prevent

machine from working ; soft iron would give a better output. the
114.407) Nickel Plating . R . C . (Sowerby Bridge) writes :
With reference to the article on nickel-plating (Mitressey Process)
in your issue of the 6th , I have carefully perused same, but cannot

me by stating
understand the nickelling bath. Could you ,oblige
being
items
all the the
bath explain
this also
the
meaning
? Couldfor you
crystalsrequired
powder oforwater
eitherquantity

of the words " red stuff " ?

ness of the barrel, but we would prefer not less than I in , where
steel is the material employed . As the top end is welded in we
to prevent the joint being strained
a central
would adviseshould
numberstaysix or seven , and be placed around the
The tubes
less than
centre stay. The pitch of the tubes should notas beshown.
The
I 3 - 16ths ins.. The smokebox may be made
exhaust should be used to create a draught.
114.378A To Distinguish Positive and Negative Ter
for the
minals . W . H . H . (Chandlers Ford) writes : Many than ksreading
previous reply . In addition , could you give me the correct
reproduced) ? I have always
of the enclosed battery diagram (notrepresent
the carbon and the:
understood the short thick line to
jong thin line the zinc.
In the ordinary diagram for a battery in which it is represented
by alternate thick and thin lines, the latter being long and the
former short, it is usual to take the long thin lines as representing
carbon , and the
short thick lines as representing zinc. A careful
writer, however, would add the positive and negative signs, so that
there should be no doubt. When these signs are omitted , it should
mean that the diagram merely represents a battery, but that it
does not matter in which way it is to be connected .
( 14.412] Charging Secondary from Primary Batteries.
J. J . M . ( Thurles) writes : I enquired
Messrs. Dawbarn &
from would
Ward
, and I enclose their letter, re the timeit
take to charge
a ' 4 -volt 10 amp.-hour motor bicycle accumulator from a four-cell
quart-size Bunsen battery, as described in your series (No. 1) on
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small accumulators. I would feel

obliged if you would
kindly inform me in this matter, andmuch
send me the proper formula
for working out the charging of different
accumulators from this
battery.
The time required to charge any accumulator depends upon its

is charged ; but it does no harm to continue the charging.

(14.396) Marine Engineering. R . J. L . (The Hyde)

writes : Would you be so kind as to give me some information as
to where to apply ? I am an engineer. It has been my wish for
a long time to get on board boats, such as L .C .C . steamers, or those
that run out of Parkeston Quay to France and Holland. as
artificer. Age 26, height 5 ft. 6 ins. If you could furnish mewith
on as to where to apply, I should be extremely obliged.
informati
Provided you have served your time in some engineering work
or have had an experience in
of about four years,
for a period
have
extending over that period , you would
engineering matters sea
of Trade
to put in one year at before you could sit for the Board
in
examination and obtain the certificate which marineionsengineers
charge must hold . We cannot say what qualificat are neces
write
you
service,
suggest
but
.
.C
.C
L
the
to
in
berth
a
gain
sary
sary
to gamsa to the secretary
t Depart
aration
secretary to the Lib
L .C .Cart. Steamboa
icle in prep
for particular
ment, Spring Gardens, London . We have an article in preparation

on the subject ofmarine engineering, which will be published in an

issue. Tyres for Model Motor Cars. A . C . B .
early(14,456A)
(Bungay) writes: Would you kindly tell meif it is possible for me
to obtain model rubber-tyred
for motor cars, about 2 ins.
them ?d the use of the rubber rings, as employed
firmWewho
recommen
wouldstocks
on the spoolwinder of a household sewingmachine. These are made
wheels
in diameter ? If obtainable , could you giveme the address of the

( 14.420 ) Boring Armature Tunnel too High . H . N . H .
(Brighouse)
writesfrom: Idimensions
have just infinished
Avery-Lah
dynamo
meyer
“ ABCa 500-watt
of Dynamo Design ,
but cannot get it to excite. The armature tunnel
has been bored
a little too high, thusmaking the distance a little greater at top
of the pole tips and less between the bottom ones. I havethefiled
the corners off the pole tips. How will the above affect the
brushes, etc. ? The armature, a laminated 24-сogged drum ,
slots in
5 -16ths-fourin coils
deep each
, 4 ins.
diameter, is
with 18 S . .W .Gby., twenty
of eight turns ; twowound
coils
innoteach
slot
and
tested
for
at
230
volts
leakage,
The :wire
quite fill the slots to the top (nearly 1- 16th etc.in . left)
will does
this

F

condition and the charging rate of current, as stated themakers.
If this is not known, then for small pasted type cellsbyyou
take
the
figure given our handbook on page 35, namely, can
per sq . ft. of positivein surface
of plates in one cell, reckoning 4 inamps.
both
sides of the plates. You can charge at a lower rate and spread the
operation over a longer time,
or charge at the maximum
and make the duration of the charging as short as possible . Ifrate,
the
accumulator has not been charged at all --that is, if the plates have
been
merely
made
—
the
first
charge
must
continued
be
until
the
liquid gases or boils in appearance ; perhaps 12 to 24 hours may
required
be
.
But
after
this
first
charging,
accumulator
the
will,
discharged to about the lowest permissible limit, require aboutif
seven
eight
at the maximum rate to bring it to
cond
eig
itiocharging
sev
ht hours'
en totocharged
n . IfIf onl
a fully
condition.
onlyy in a partially
discharged
condi
unt
ofof the
the amo
tion , the time would be less, according to the
amount
the crcharge
remaining in the accumulator. You should never
entirely run out
the charge in an accumulator - I8 volts is the lowest value at
which the voltage should be allowed to drop to per each cell in the
accumulator.
of 24 volts, or slightly more, is required
for each cell inA voltage
the accumulator.
-volt
would
require 5 volts at least to charge it ; andA 4so on . accumulator
Three Bunsen cells
in series would be ample for a 4 -volt accumulator. An ampere
meter should be inserted in the circuit to indicate the amount of
current flowing, and , if necessary , some resistance put in series
with the cells to cut down the current to the proper value. About
2 yds. of No. 22 gauge German silver wire would probably be
sufficient to use as a regulating resistance, more or less wire being
inserted according to requirements of the moment. The boiling
or gassing state of the liquid is an indication that the accumulator
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alter itconsisting
at all ? There are three binding wires, each about 1 in .
wide,
of 24insulated
gauge tinned
iron wire, and
. The
laminations are not
in any way from thesoldered
shaft
;
necessary
? The tunnel is bored copper
in . larger,
viz., 41 ins. isTheit
commutator, a 24 -bar, built-up
one, is 27 ins. diameter,
tests all
and
The brushesandarebedded
of carbon,
carbons The
good contact right.
with the holders
commutator.making
on to the

size of carbons is in , wide by in . thick , covering one-and- a -half
sections at a time. The field coils consist of 15 lbs. No. 20 S . W .G .
series with one another. The dynamo refuses to excite itself,
inalthough
when the fields are excited from another small dynamo
(giving about 15 volts), I can get some current, but only about

brushes
10 volts.
set diametrically opposite. I have
changed brushTheconnectionsareall ways
and tried field coils in parallel,
etc.
The
right
pole-pieces
are
the
of
polarity, viz., N . and S .
respectively,
immediately
but
current
turefrom. The
ythingso does
r min . inCoulthe
e speed
eed isidynamo
an
I mausthe pecurrent
spsmall
Ththe
stops,
armature.
thed vo
about
1,900
-2,000
revs,
you
per
min
.
Could
enlighten
in
any
way
me on
anything I may not have tried ? The ring oilers have brass bushes
rings.
andThis
machine should excite, though the pole area is small for the
size of armature. The unequal position
the armature would
only affect the working of the machine as ofregards
at the
brushes ; it would tend to produce this. Try coppersparking
gauze brushes.
Raise
about
the
speed
revs.
to
2,500
try
brushes
per
min
.
;
the
in various

positions, and again try crossing over the brush leads.
not necessary
Ittheis fact
to insulate armature stampings
that armature slots are not quite filled withfrom the shaft ;

wire will not
make much difference. As the machine gives current
separately excited, it shows that there is nothing much wrongwhen
with

the windings ; we expect that a higher speed and gauze brushes
get ) theEstimating
will
difficulty. Power required for Driving
114,388over

Small Tools. A . W . (London , W which
haveconvenient
a number
lightmetalwork .C .) writes
would :beI very
ofto small
drivebytoolsan for
electro-motor for short periods on occasions, for which
purpose I am proposing
a small Manchester motor, eight-cogged ,
shunt-wound, as your diagram No. 12 in “ Small Dynamos and

Motors " ; but I cannot rely on my estimate of the power required ,
so will be thankful for your advice. What I require is sufficient
power to take a cut (in the lathe) off hard brass i in , diameter,
roo r .p .m . ; or to drill hard brass
about 1-64th in , deep and wide atmay
take it that the tools are all
up to 1 in , as a maximum . You
used at the
- -smooth working, and cutters
in perfect conditionidea
is rthat a 30 -watt motor would do it (with
correct angle. My
o
t
pulley
to
gear
down.
I
shall
be obliged
or without a transmission
a
l
d
t
he 2)motor
Wha would
woul bbee sufficient
ifIf you
will advise C: u- mu(I) If a to30 t-watt
?
not, what would be required ? ( 2) What is the most suitable

ement.

purpose ?
proportion of the voltage to theto amperage for theproduce
accumulator
the
be
in
series
to
cells
( 3) Takingwhattheshould
considering
voltage,
the two
be the total area (not
sides) of the positive plates per cell to produce the amperage suit

100 )
given in your number of March 26th , 1903 (Vol. VIII. No.
a torpedo

plates ? (b ) I have some commercial red lead ,bought from a general
chemist, not specifically for the purpose -- would it be safe to use

in several sizes, and are of white rubber. Apply at the local

Singer's " depot.

SteamerobligeDisplac
Model
SpiritwritesLamp;
by letting me
you kindly
: Would
G . B . (Poplar)
1. (14.466]
know what an alcohol lamp burns ? The description of lamp was
And could you also tell me what would be the draught of
destroyer measuring 4 ft. 6 ins. by 5 ins. deep by 5t ins. beam ,
weilamp
131 lbs.
and
and weighing
gh burnsmethyla
pure alcohol.
isthalmost
thoutted22 totospirit,which
22 1} ins.out frofomwater,
is meabout
e oraccording
to the
TheTheboat
willBurtdraw
lines of the hull. You can work it out from the drawings, remem
weighs 62} lbs.
bering that i cubic ft. of waterives.
J. F . (Coventry) writes:
Model
you please
obligeLocomot
will(14,487]
me by answering the following ? I have a

pair of I-in , by 1-in ., and also a pair of 1-in . by it-in ., slide-valve

brass
cylinders
esanfired would
amWhich
y foboiler
r f. rwith
bby. 9withins.,a length
intos. use
212 ins.
Sizeme
in , size
toyou25 advise
testedsmokebox
saloco
and
over-all 10 ins., and tested to 35 lbs. What dimensions would you

say for frames ? I wish to have cylinders inside frames. What
size driving wheels would you advise ? I should like to make the

model a 2 - 4 - 2 type. The depth of firebox is 21 from centre of
.would advise you to employ the by i-in. cylinders. The
boiler
cylinders would prove much too big. The valve chests
1will
bore
-inWe. have
to be arranged either above or below the cylinders, if
placed inside the frames ; but we do not see any advantage in the
2 - 4 - 2 type if the cylinders are so arranged. With outside
cylinders, the driving wheels may be from 2 } ins. to 3 ins. diameter,
and be placed about 31 to 31 ins. apart. We cannothelp you much
in the matter of design, as you do not send sufficient particulars.

over-taxing
able for running for half an hour at a time, without
the cell ? (4 ) ( a ) Can you recommend a London firm for lead for

plates ?to predetermine the power required to
this(1)in Itforming
is verythedifficult
drive a machine. The energy lost by friction
in driving belts ,
mandrel,
of centres,
variable . friction
We should
prefer & c., cannot be determined , and is

to use a motor of about # b .h .. p .,
series-wound , permitting it to run at about 2000 r. p .m ., and gear
ing down by light belt. The 150 -watt scale for Fig . 12 would be
suitable for such a motor ; probably the machine would be work .
ing in an under-loaded condition , but it would then run much
easier have
and smoother
than if worked constantly at full load , and
would
a reserve of
power. If this size is too large for you to
undertake, you could take the 100 -watt size ; but we do not
adviseis
anything smaller ( 2) Does not matter ; but a medium course
high
more
convenient
;
volts
mean
number
a
large
of
cells
; very
low volts mean large cells and very heavy winding on the motor
24 volts would be a good figure to adopt. The amperes will vary:
according to the load . (3 ) We recommend two accumulators of
the size described in Chapter 3 of our Handbook
Accumulators, connected in series to give 24 volts. No.YouI onwillSmall
find general information on the subject in
book (4 ) (a ) also
Try
Messrs. Farmiloe & Sons, Ltd ., 34, St. JohnthisStreet,. Clerkenwell
or Messrs. Stanton, Shoe Lane, Holborn Circus, E . C . (b ) Good ;
quality
red satisfactory.
for the positives,
and litharge for the
negatives,commercial
should prove lead
with 1 part commercial
sulphuric acid to 2 parts water in each Mix
e
ca
;
add
acid if the
red lead does not turn a dark brown colour. Pastemore
should be stiff

The Editor's Page.
THOSE of our readers who are attracted by the

1
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historical side of engineering will find an
article of considerable interest in the Con

W . D . M . (Chester-le-Street). - We cannot express any
opinion on your invention without knowing fuller
details. The hydraulic ram is a well-known device
for achieving a siinilar purpose.
C . E . B . (Rondebosch , S . A .).--- Thank you for your
kind offer to send occasional photos. We shall
always be pleased to receive these.

noisseur for August, under the title of “ Motor
Prints." The article is illustrated by a number
of reproductions of old prints of motor-cars of a
century or so ago , from the collection of Sir David
Salomons, Bart. Some of the reproductions are in

J. L . P. (Derby). - (1) We know of no paper of this

colours, and all are ofmuch interest as showing the
remarkable ability which was brought to bear upon

name. (2 ) Webelieve there is an Ainerican journal
of this name, but we have no parti. ulars. (3 ) The

the problem of road traction in those early days of

London, E .C .

H . L . H . (Whitby). - Thanks for your letter and en
closure. The latter is a curious effusion, the
writer's ideas of business being amusing, to say the

least. Weare glad you enjoy the M .E . so much .
address of Thermit, Ltd., is 27, Martin 's Lane,

engineering science. Another article of great in

terest, illustrating some very early forms of atmos

pheric steam engines, appeared in the Engineer for
August 1th. The prints from which these illus
trations are made were recently unearthed in the
British Museum by our contemporary, and are

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contribusions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It

students.

should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whe:her
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed 'envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.

“ A . M . H . S .” (London ) writes :--- " In reference
to single eccentric reversing gear illustrated on
page 187 in your issue of August 24th , this device,

Order.
Advertisement ratesmay be had on app ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.

which your correspondent mentions he saw in a
publication dated 1878 , is , to all intents and pur

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c ., for review , to beaddressed

poses, Dodd's expansion gear, which was invented

to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,

one of the forthcoming meetings of the Society of
Model Engineers. If he would do this , I am sure
it would be greatly appreciated .”
On the same subject, “ R . M . B ." (Bearsden )
writes : - " Referring to ' J. C . T.'s ' letter in
August 24th issue, a few months ago my father

showed me a sketch of a single eccentric reversing
gear which he had invented some years ago, and
had it fitted to a steam crane, which he said was
still working at Port Dunlas, Glasgow. Since
then my father has died , and I am therefore unable
to get more information about it. I did not pre

serve the sketch , but, as far as I can remember.
it was identical to that published in above issue.”

Answers to Correspondents.
A . B . (Partick ). - We have written to the firm
referred to , and trust the matter will be satis
factorily settled .

and boos to be addressed to Percival Mrshall & Co., 26 — 29,
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C .
Sule Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chimberlain , 123. Liberty Street, New York, USA , to whom
all subscriptions from these countries hould be addressed .
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model gear on the lines he suggests, and bring it to

Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper

: ::::::::

about 1845, and is described in D . K . Clarke's
* Railway Machinery .' This gear was introduced
shortly after link motion was invented , and was
comprised of a sheave with two pairs of wedges
in one piece with it. The sheave was movable
along the axle. The wedges acted upon corre
sponding slopes in the eccentrics. It would be very
interesting if your correspondent were to make a

This journal will be sent pos free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remitt.inces should be madeby Postal

::::::::::

well worth the careful attention of engineering
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An Electrically Propelled Model Yacht.
By A . C. Watkins.

Fig . 1. - AN ELECTRICALLY PROPELLED MODEL Yacht.
THE illustration (Fig. 1 ) shows a model of a
steam yacht,which , with the exception of the

line it has one coat of black shellac varnish . The

hull, is my own work . The fittings include
two small boats cut from pine, and four ventilators
made from scrap material, the rounded portions
are filled in with putty , which gives them perfect
form , afterwards being painted , together with the

give tie boat a fine finish , I being a lover of ap
pearance rather than speed . I may state the yacht
has been greatly admired when sailing. I have

port-holes are round circles of brass, taken from
rivets of registered packets , and screwed on ; they

switch is one I made from a design given in T4
MODEL ENGINEER handbook , and works well. The

only one 4 - volt accumulator, which enables her to
The model locomotive shown in Fig . 2 is one I
made four years ago, and , as can be seen , is of
American type ; but I am very sorry to state
she is no more, having come into a violent collision :

decks are made in three pieces of white holly . The
well rubbed down with finesandpaper ; abovewater

it fell to the ground, and was in a moment a huddled
and confused wreck . It was built entirely of wood ,
with a few exceptions. All the wheels were cut

funnel, a buff colour.

The boat is driven by elec

tricity , the motor being one of Whitney's “ Twen

cent," geared on to shafting. The reversing
hull has four coats of salmon paint, each coat being

maintain a moderate speed .
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from solid pieces of wood , and after cutting out
spokes, I flanged them with a penknife.
I may add that my stock of tools is very limited .
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How to Make a Box Spanner.
By A . G .
centre as in Fig . I, taking care to keep the drill
central, and to have the steel large enough , so that
when drilled the thickness of the remaining walls is

Take a piece of round mild steel and drill out the

from 1- 16th in , to } in ., according to the size of the
spanner being made. The steel to be drilled must

be accurately centred , and this is best done in a
lathe. Care must be taken to keep the drill well

lubricated (with soda water, the soda preventing
the water from rusting the steel) , or else the steel

FIG . 2. - A MODEL AMERICAN TYPE

will get hot, bind, and break . The size “ A ” of
the drill is determined by the size of the tool to be
made. Suppose the spanner is to fit the nut in
Fig. 2, then the drill to be used should be as near as
possible to the size of the mean of the distances a
and b . The method of converting the drilled steel

LOCOMOTIVE .

into a hexagon is simple. Take another piece of

I have no lathe, the greater part of my work being
done with fretsaw only .

Q Drilled- E - .

Workshop Notes and Notions.

-- -

-- -

To lote thick

Fig . 1.

" Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
Accepted
column, based on their own workshop experience.
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord .
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked “ WORKSHOP ” on the envelope. ]

Fig . 2.

Carbon Terminals .

By J. A . B .
The following will be found a thoroughly reliable
method of fixing terminals to battery carbons,
much superior to casting on lead caps, as it is im
possible for the salts to creep up and destroy the
connection ; also it can be fixed to any carbon up

FIG . 3.

ES
14800 . 00

Fig . 1.

FIG . 2.

CULOODIDO

VA

91

ft
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Fig . 4.
DETAILS OF A Box SPANNER,
round mild steel, place it in the vice, and file six

nosene 1 FIG.3.
Do
CARBON TERMINALS.
to å in . thick :- Obtain two terminals , as Figs. I

and 2 (usually sold at itd . or 2d . each ) ; unscrew
the wood screw from Fig . 2 , and screw one end of
Fig. 1 in its place ; put on a washer and the milled
nut, when it will appear as Fig . 3. To make the
hole in the carbon , file up the end of a piece of iron
or steel the same size as the screw of Fig. 3 to a
pyramid point ; fix in a handle, mark the place on
the carbonin. from the top, and work the tool
backwards and forwards. When the hole is through ,
thoroughly soak about i in . of the top of the car
bon in melted paraffin wax.

sides on to it, as in Fig . 3. The easiest way to get
the sides equal is to commence by filing on two
opposite sides, taking care to make them parallel.
Then grip the steel by the two edges f and g, in
Fig . 4 , and file away to the dotted lines. The
remaining two sides should be easy , but be sure all
the sides are equal. Now we return to the drilled
steel. Place the tapering hexagon (Fig. 3) inside
it, and hammer the round drilled steel to make it
take the shape of the hexagon . If the hexagon
thus made is not large enough to fit the nut for

which it is intended , drive the solid hexagon
further into the drilled steel, so as to spread it out,
and then hammer the sides again . The hexagon is
made tapering, so that it may also serve for nuts of
different sizes. The size X in Fig. I is determined
by two things — first, by the length of screw which
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will protrude when the nut is screwed up in posi
tion ; and, secondly, by the distance which the

Improved Form of Tool-Holder

tapering hexagon will have to be driven into the
drilled steel to make it fit.
A handle may be fitted to the spanner, as shown
in Fig . 3 . The tongue going into the wood is cut

out of the solid round with a hacksaw , and finished
with a fairly smooth file, a slight boss being made
at d , so as to obtain a grip on the wood .

A Useful Zinc Alloy .
A composition of 88 lbs, zinc, 10 lbs. copper, and
2 lbs. aluminium makes a useful zinc alloy. By

omitting the aluminium and using 12 lbs. of copper,
the alloy becomes harder. Melt the copper and
add enough cold zinc to kill it and to prevent it
spitting when added to the bulk of the zinc.
Separately melt the zinc, pour in the copper, and
well stir till thoroughly fluid ; then add the alu
minium , and, after well stirring, sour into fiat plates
about i in . thick . These plates, when cold , are
broken up, re -melted under small charcoal, and
then poured into horizontal covered sand moulds
to form l-in . bars. The alloy has a surface re
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for Lathe Slide -Rests.
By Percy M . Fowler.
M

O

doubt a great many lathe workers have ex

perienced the annoyance of packing ordinary
lathe tools up to the right height, as they
become worn through sharpening, and the difficulty
of finding just the right thickness of packing to
bring them into the correct position . This led the
writer to scheme out a tool-holder which would
overcome this difficulty , and, at the same time,
provide a ready means of setting the tools accu
rately at any desired angle without the use of
gauges, which at their best are only a makeshift
when used in this connection .
One of the main objects kept in view when de
signing this tool-holder was that it could be readily
machined on the same lathe for which it was in
tended. In the present case the lathe in question
was a 3 -in . centre screw -cutting lathe, with a

gap-bed , and no difficulties were encountered in

FIG . 1. — THE TOOL -HOLDER IN POSITION .
sembling
perfectly
iron . It
about as

oxidised silver, and is filed and polished
smooth , with a cut to the file like grey
tools well, and does not get so knocked
do white metals in which the lead is the

base .

A Case -Hardening Preparation.
Yellow prussiate of potash , by weight, 7 parts ;
bi-chromate of potash , 1 part; common salt, 8
parts. Pulverise the crystals and mix thoroughly .

Heat the piece to be hardened to a dark red , and
dip into the preparation , or sprinkle it on the piece.
Return to the fire and let it soak , then repeat
several times according to the depth of hardened
surface wanted . Finally plunge into water or oil.
This may be used on tool steel, soft steel, or
iron .

machining the forging8 to an accurate fit, and
Of course, this type of holder requires round tools,
The writer considers that round tools will be found
to possess such distinct advantages over the square
tools, that, when once used , they will be so
thoroughly appreciated that square or rectangular
making a thoroughly reliable job.

section tools would not be used again , except in
some special case. It will be found , also , with
this type of tool-holder that it is quite easy to
sharpen the tools in the lathe simply by mounting

an emery wheel on the lathe spindle, and setting

the tools in the holder to the desired angle by means
of the graduations on the base. Tools sharpened
in this manner produce much better work and give
very much greater satisfaction than those sharpened

in the ordinary way by hand on a grinding stone or
emery wheel.
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Turning now to the photographs ilustrating this

article, the first, Fig. 1, shows the tool-holder in
position on the lathe, carrying a tool ready for cut
ing the screw threads on the end of a spindle. This
photograph also shows the lathe on which the
tool-holder was made.
Fig. 2 is a photograph of the separate parts of
the tool-holder - i.e., the “ quill ” or block , and
the holder, together with some of the tools used in
the holder. The drawin ? s repro luced show the
general arrangement and dimensions of the tool
holder as made for the 34-in . centre lathe. Of
course, these dimensions would be varied to suit
when applied to a larger or a smaller lathe.

With this introduction , we will turn at once to
its constructional detail :

In making this apparatus to suit any particular
lathe, the first item to be determined is the distance
from the centre of the lathe to the top slide in the
rest, as this governs tie diameter of bore through

the quill carrying the holder. It is necessary that
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diameter, the boring of which should be dɔre
after the quill is finished .
First mount the quill on the faceplate of the latte,
and bore out the hole (5 in . diameter) to accurately
fit the stud on the top slide of rest, and also recess

the top to take a spherical washer, as shown on the
drawing and photograph (Fig . 2).
In the writer's case a groove had been turned in
the top slide,' and a corresponding projection
(2 } ins. diameter ) was therefore turned on the quill
to fit this ; but this is an exception to find the top
slide so fitted , unless it be specially ordered at the
time of purchase , and most will have to rely on the
top slide stud to form the fulcrum on which to re
volve this holder, so that it will be necessary to
bure the hole to a nice fit.
The next operation will be to turn up a mandrel
to fit the bore of this hole (fin . diameter) ; then
mount the quill between the centres of the latte.
Now turn up the base where it fits on the top slide,
and also the spigot (2 } ins. diameter), if it is decided

Fig . 2. — THE QUILL, HOLDER, AND SOME OF THE Tools,
the horizontal centre of the bore through the quill
should coincide wit , the centre of the lathe spindles
in height. Having determined this distance , a draw
ing should be made, proportioning the other parts
accordingly ; and from this drawing a wood pattern
should be constructed as a guide for the smith in
making the forgings of the quill. This pattern
should be made about 1- 16th in . larger than the
finished size, so as to allow for cleaning up and
finishing bright all over. The forging for the quill
should be of the best quality of mild steel, and be
fre getting it from the works it would be advisable
to have the large hole (1} ins. diameter) bored
through , say, about fin . less in diameter than the
intended finished size, and also the vertical hole

( in, diameter), to take the stud on the tool
box.

This should be about 1- 16th in . smaller than the

required finished size. Having these two holes
drilled at the works will assist very much , as the
remaining work to be done is light, comparatively
speaking, and the machining to the right dimen

to adopt this to fit corresponding recess. This
spigot (2 } ins. diameter ) should be of ample size ,
and accurately machined , as the adjustment and
steadiness will depend to a great extent on its being
nicely fitted .

The next operation will be to mill up the edge
of quill base ( 1 } ins, radius) to the correct size and
to a true circle, and polish same ready to receive
the divisions. If a milling attachment is not
possessed , the circle should be scribed off whilst
still between the centres, and afterwards filed up to
the line so marked . The divisions will start from
the centre at right angles to the bore of the quill,
and should be graduated from oº at the centre to
90° on either side. These divisions can be etched
in with acid , or cut with a V -shaped tool, the latter

being recommended on account of giving finer
divisions and more even spacing. The numbers
of the divisions can be put on with steel stamps.
Now mark off the top slide by means of straight
lines running at right angles to each other, one being

any great expenditure of energy (see Fige, 3, 4
and 5 ).
The tool-holder itself (Fig. 6 ) should be made

parallel with the other at right angles to the lathe
centres, their point of intersection being in the
centre of the top rest stud. Scribe the lines dis
tinctly , as these will form themarks for setting the
divisions on the quill base. .

out of a piece of best mild steel of a suitable

Now mount the quill in its proper place on the

sions can readily be done on a small lathe without
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top slide, setting the oº on quill base against the

line marked on the top slide drawn at right angles
with the line of the lathe centres ; bolt it down
solid , and run the rest in until the centre line of the

hole (1 $ ins. diameter ) through the quill coincides
approximately with the centre line through the
lathe centres.

Now mount a boring bar between the centres,
and bore out the quill to the desired size. This
will ensure that when the quill is set at zero on the
cross centre line, its bore will be parallel with , and
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meter by in . wide) so as to form a grip for the
fingers in turning and adjusting.
Now file up the quill to the finished dimensions,
and with a hacksaw cut a slot about 1-32nd in . wide
right through the front part on the horizontal line,
as shown by Figs. 3 and 5 and photograph. This
now forms a grip for fastening the tool-holder in
position . Put the tool-holder in place, and pass
a temporary bolt through the stud hole, and draw
up tightly with a nut ; this will clamp the quill
firmly on to the tool-holder , so that it can be placed
again in the lathe on the same centres on which the

Kobel-*

also that the centre line through bore accurately
coincides in height with the lathe centres. Of
course, it is understood that the boring out of the
quill is effected by feeding either with the leading
screw or the top slide screw , taking care not to feed
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Fig. 4 . - PLAN 0 : QUILL .
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Fig . 5 - FRONT ELEVATION OF QUILL.

DETAILS OF MR . PERCY M . FOWIER'S IMPROVED FORM OF TOOL-HOLDER. Scale : Hal! full size.)
too quickly, and be careful to obtain an even and

tool-holder was turned , and the ends of the quill

true surface in boring. Having got this correct,
now take the tool-holder itself in hand , and turn
up the body (14 ins. diameter ) for a sufficient length

for a distance of in . can now be turned up to form
collars of the same diameter (1 7 - 16ths ins.) as
the divided collar on the holder,

to accurately fit the bore of the quill. The middle

Now mark oif on the collars just turned on the quill

portion can be relieved slightly so as to give a good
bearing at the ends when clamped in the quill (see
drawing ) ; also turn up the collar (1 7 -16ths ins.
diameter by in . wide), and polish ready for re
ceiving the divisions. Cut these as before ex
plained , either with a v tool or by acid , and num
ber them . (In the writer's case this circumference
was divided into 100 parts, arranged in groups

the horizontal and vertical lines, taking care that

of 5.) Knurl the outside edges (1 7 - 16ths ins. dia .

the point of intersection is precisely in the centre
of the bore carrying the holder ; scribe these lines
in deeply, as these will form the marks for setting
the holder at any division corresponding to the re

quired height. Now mark off the holes (t in , and
in . diameter) to be bored through the tool-holder
to take the tools. Mount the quill with the tool
holder in place on the top slide in the correct posi
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tion , setting the oº division on base to the cross line
on top slide, and also setting the oº division on the
tool-holder collar against the top line scribed on
the quill. Bore these two holes right through the
tool-holder from end to end , being careful that they
are true and straight. If desired , these holes might
be first bored a little smaller than the finished size ,
and afterwards bored out to correct diameter with
a boring bar in the samemanner as the large bore
of quill. This will ensure their being accurate and
true. It will be seen that this operation must
necessitate the holes being on the true horizontal

centre line, and also of the same height as the lathe
centres, as they are bored with the various divisions
set and clamped ; accuracy is thus obtained .
Now clamp the tool-holder on top slide, and with
a circular saw of suitable diameter mounted in the
lathe, cut the slot (1 -32nd in . wide) on the longi
tudinal 'centre line, running it down as close as
possible to the collar. Now cut the cross slot in a
similar manner quite close to the collar and down
to the horizontal centre line ; this will form a clamp
for the tools in the same manner as the tool-holder
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The Latest in Engineering.
A High Speed Belgian Turbine. - The tur
bine steamer Princesse Elizabeth , built by the
Société Anonyme, John Cockerill, of Seraing and
Hoboken , Belgium , for the Belgian Government,
has very successfully completed her trials on the
Clyde. Constructed for the mail service between
Ostend and Dover, the Princesse Elizabeth has a
length of 344 ft., a beam of 40 ft., and a mean
draft of 7 ft. 9 ins. She has three propellers, each
driven by a Parsons turbine, and she was built for
a guaranteed speed of 221 knots. Her official
trials were run between the Cloch and the Cumbrae
Lights on Wednesday, when she attained an
average speed of 84 knots on four runs. The vessel
was also required to do 13 knots astern , and when

tried on the measured mile she averaged no less
than 16 knots on two runs. She is thus one of the
fastest, if not indeed the fastest passenger turbine
steamer in the world . The Belgian Government
was represented at the trials by M . Berbrugghe,
President of the Commission of
Reception , and M , Pierrard , Direc
tor of the Belgian Marine.

The

Princesse Elizabeth will be com

pleted for commission at her
about 8 " Long - - - - - builders' yard at Hoboken .
1425 Fig . 7. - AN INSIDE THREADING AND BORING Tool.
A 10 ,000 h . - P . Parsons Tur
is clamped in the quill. Finish the remaining por
bine. - Two steam turbine sets of 10 ,000 h .- p . each ,
tion that the circular saw did not reach by means
which are being installed at the Rhenanian West
of a broken hacksaw used in a handle, as you use
phalian Electricity Works, are the largest turbine
a file, and when complete it will be found that the
sets,and, in fact,the largest stationary engines in all
tool-holder, when clamped in the quill, will also
Europe. Each of these gigantic engines comprises a
hold the tools firmly in the holes that have been
turbine running at 1,000 r. p .m .,which is direct-con
drilled for them . Care , however, must be taken
that the tools are not too slack a fit when the
clamping screw is released . The two different
sizes of tools, viz., } in , and in . diameter , will be

found convenient for large and small work respec
tively ; two tools can also be used at one time- one
for roughing, and one for finishing. The object of
the two small studs (5 -16ths in . diameter) shown
at either end of the quill is to clamp the holder a
little more firmly at the outer end when taking very
heavy cuts. The writer has found , however, in
practice, that these are seldom required , as the
tools are held very rigidly with such a long length
of support in this holder, that the heaviest cuts
can be taken without any springing or chattering
of the tools .
If the foregoing directions have been carefully
followed . the maker of this tool will have some
thing waich is entirely satisfactory , and well worth
the labour expended . The one made by the writer
has been in use for over twelve months, with the
most gratifying results, and never yet has a lathe

job cropped up but that the boring or turning could
be carried out in the most accurate and expeditious
manner - due to the ready adjustments provided .
It is not possible in this article to deal with the
tools used in this holder, but posibly this may form
the subject of another article. Fig . 7, how
ever, shows a tool, one end of which is for cutting
inside screw threads, and the other end for boring.
It will be noticed that this tool has been turned up
and finished between the lathe centres, and that it
p .)ssesses some n vel features of construction ,

nected to a rotary current generator of 5,000 k .w .,
5 ,000 volts , and 50 periods per second, as well as
to a direct current generator of 1,500 k .w . and

600 volts, and to a central condensing plant. The
whole set is zom . in length , and weighs 190 tons, of
which 9.4m . and 107 tons correspond to the tur
bine. The maximum height of the turbine above
the floor is 2.6m ., and the maximum breadth like

wise 2.6m . The turbine is of the single-cylinder
type, and has only two bearings, one of which
serves at the same time as bearing to the alternator.
The governor is made to compensate to within
i per cent. for any oscillations in the angular speed
with variations in the load as high as 20 per cent.,

while the maximum variation in the number of
revolutions between running at no load and at full
load is not to exceed 5 per cent. Another unit of
the same size is shortly to be installed at the power
station in a Westphalian Mining Company.
A 10 ,000 H .- P. REVERSING ROLLING MILL EN

GINE. — This is now being exhibited at Liege and has
been built by the Cockerill Company to drive a rail
and girder mill. It is kept in motion for exhibition
purposes by an electric motor. The engine is really

made up of three tandem compound engines on one
shaft, with cranks at 120 degs. Each low - pressure

cylinder is 53 ins. in diameter, and the high - pressure
cylinders are nearly 36 ins., the stroke being 52 ins.,

and the pressure of steam about 114 lbs per sq . in .;

or, say, eight atmospheres. It is not intended to
jacketed .

use superheat in this engine, but the cylinders are
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Slide and Micrometer Calipers.
By A . W . M .
(Continued from page 226 .)
To use the vernier scale, close the jaws until they
division which is nearest to the left hand of the
mark L ; this gives the unit 'figure---say, I in ., as

touch the object to be measured ; then note the
Fig . II. Then note the vernier division, which
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division, just as explained in Fig. 7, when , for the
sake of illustration , a difference and movement of
half an inch was used .
When measuring sizes from o to i in ., of course
there will be no unit figure, as only fractions will be
involved ; but the method remains the same. You
take the largest bar divisions to the left of L , and
then add to it the amount in excess — say, 1- 10th in .
+ 1- 50th + 3- 1000ths would give •123 in . This
would mean that the mark L was beyond the first
large sub- division on the bar
by one of the smallest divi
sions, plus an amount which
is calculated by counting
vernier divisions.
The second vernier scale

on the Columbus gauge is
made and used in a precisely
similar manner ; but in this
case the smallest divisions on
the bar are 1 - 16th in . ; SO
that measurements are not
made to decimal fractions,

but to theusual subdivisions
of 1- 16th in . ; that is, to
1-64th ; and the half of this,
viz ., 1-128th in ., or half
sixty -fourths, as one would
usually call it when reading
from an ordinary rule.
An examination of the

FIG . II.

happens to come exactly opposite to a bar divi
sion , and commence to count towards L ; when you
reach L , the number of vernier divisions which you
have counted indicates the number of 1 -1000ths in .
by which the object between the jaws exceeds i in .
in size. In Fig. 11 the vernier division Pis the one
to commence counting from as the zero mark .
As there are twelve of these divisions between P
and L , the measurement is therefore i in . + 12
1000ths in . - that is, I 012 ins.

Columbus gauge will show that this vernier scale
divisions ; that is, 7- 16ths in ., and is itself divided

has a length equal to seven of the smallest bar

into eight parts. Each vernier division is there
fore 7 -8ths of one of the smallest of the bar divi
sions ; as these are 1- 16th in ., it follows that the
difference between the two is half 1-64th in . ;
that is, 1- 128th in ., as there are four 1-64tts in .
D C

If the mark L had been near one of the larger
sub -divisions on the bar - say, T (Fig. 11), the first
after the i-in . mark - then you would , of course ,
commence to add the I -1000th measurements
on to this, so that the measurement would have
been i in . + I - roth in . + 12 -1000ths ; or l'112 in .

А в

You should always proceed in this way, determin
ing first the unit, and then the fraction to be
added , each division on this particular vernier
scale counting as 1- 1000th in ., and the counting to
commence from the vernier mark , which happens
to be opposite to a mark on the bar, always in the
direction from M to L ; though it would come
to the same result if you commenced counting at
the vernier mark L and continued until you reached
a mark oppo : ite to a bar division ; this would only
be another way of counting . You can use the
method which seems the more convenient.
Supposing that the mark L was in excess of the
1-in , mark on the bar by a very small amount,
and that the mark R was the vernier scale mark
which was exactly opposite to a mark on the bar,
it would then show that the size between the jaws
was one 1 - 100oth in , more than I in ., because you
would count only one scale division on the vernier ;
and as by the principle of the vernier you know
that the difference between a division on the bar
and a division on the scale being 1 -100oth in ., a

movement of the jaw of exactly this amount has
been required to bring mark R opposite to a bar

FIG . 12.

A B
less 1000

O FIG . 13.
in one 1- 16th -in . division. This vernier enabies
comparisons to be made to small differences in
I- 16th in . measure, and is thus useful for the less
exact class of workshop measurements ; whilst
he other vernier can be used for measurements to

an accuracy of 1- 10ooth in . ; though it is quite easy

to reckon i - Iooth in ., as the vernier will count ten
divisions exactly whenever the amount is 1- 100th in .
Inside measurements and depths are indicated by

the same lines which caliper objects between the
jaws.
Some discretion is required occasionally, as no
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one ofthe vernier divisions may appear to be exactly
opposite to a bar division. When this occurs,
you should select the one which seems to be the
nearest to a bar division as the zero to commencing

A Small Water Motor and
Dynamo.

counting ; and remember that the starting vernier

mark is reckoned as o , and not i. It is necessary
to use a magnifying glass to properly read small
vernier scales, such as those on the Columbus gauge.
As well as its use in determining the size of a
finished object, the vernier scale serves as an
accurate means of gauging pieces made to given
larger or smaller dimensions than another piece.
For instance, suppose a spindle is a tight fit in a
hole, and you desire to reduce its diameter by a
very small amount to make it an easy fit, you would
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By W . P .

THEbelow
smallarewater
motor and dynamo illustrated
easy models for a beginner to con
struct. The watermotor is one I designed and
made over six years ago . Although mostly made of

FIG . 3.
BUCKETS.

set the jaws to I- 100oth in . smaller than the dia
meter of the spindle, and then turn it down until

it fits the smaller opening of the jaws.
the caliper to the exact size of the spindle,
examine the vernier to find one of its
Fig . 12 ), which was exactly opposite to

First set
and then
lines ( B ,
a line C

on the bar ; the movable jaw is then closed, until

the adjacent line A to the left-hand of B is exactly
opposite to the next line D on the bar (Fig . 13). The
opening between the jawswill now be smaller than
before by an amount equal to the difference between
the vernier and bar scale divisions. In the case of
the 1 - 50th in . bar scale on the Columbus gauge
this difference would be 1- 100oth in ; but if the

1 - 16th -in . bar scale and vernier had been used, the
difference would be 1- 128th in . ; that is, half 1 -64th
in . By moving the jaw to the right, the distance

to be measured would be made greater by the
same amounts. It is also as easy to measure to
greater amounts of difference by counting more

SIDE ELEVATION.

CROSS-SECTION .

FIG . 2. — THE WATER MOTOR.
Fig . 4. — DYNAMO BRUSHES.
Folded copp
Fibre

Fig . 5. - FLANGES FOR FIELD
COIL .
Fig . 1. - A SMALL WATER MOTOR AND DYNAMO.
wood , it has a very good appearance. The spindle is
than one division to right or left. For instance,
of silver steel rod with a brass bush sweated

two divisions would equal 1-64th in ., four divi
sions equal 1- 32nd in ., and so on ; the adjustment
being made by moving the jaw until the last divi
sion reckoned to right or left has been moved to a

a piece
on to prevent end play, the bearings projecting
inwards as well as outwards from the flange. The
wheel for the buckets is made of teak , with a wood

position opposite to the next bar division .
In Figs. 12 and 13 a few large divisions only are

screw to secure it to brass bush . The buckets were
made out of a piece of f -in . brass tube cut into
seven pieces, in . long ; these pieces were then cut
lengthwise in halves, giving fourteen buckets .
Pieces of thin sheet brass were cut roughly for the

shown, the scales not being complete or intended
as reproductions of the Columbus scales, but only
to explain the method of adjustment.
(To be continued .)

ends, and sweated on (Fig. 3). An easy method of
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soldering is to hold the buckets and ends together
with a small cramp ; apply spirits and a small
cutting of solder inside, then heat over a Bunsen

burner, the solder running round the joint, mak

ing a strong and neat job. The buckets are
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Picturesqueness in Model

Railways .
By E . W . TWINING,

screwed on with brass round-headed wood screws
(see Fig. 2). The case is made of teak , consist
ing of two sides, with a dividing piece at one
end and a small block at other end , and
baseboard iz screwed together with brass screws,
A strip of sheet zinc is screwed on as shown. The
particulars for constructing the dynamo are taken

(Continued from page 204.)
ITmay not be out of place at this point to mention
a few of the terms used by engineers and archi
tects when referring to the various parts of
masonry bridges, tunnels, and other arched struc
tures, such as are dealt with in miniature in this

from " Small Dynamos and Motors," with
slight alterations. The flanges for the field -coil
were turned from sheet ebonite, then cut half

article. Commencing at the lowest point, the
“ foundations” are,of course, the parts which carry
the whole work . Upon these rest, in the case of

5

. Jwilling
Fig . 7. — CLAYTON TUNNEL, L . B . & S .CR.

through , as shown in Fig. 5 ; they can then besprung
on to the field -magnet and glued in position with
" iron glue,” keeping joint in centre ofmagnet. The
brushes were made as shown in the drawing (Fig. 4);

the springs can beadjusted by turning the terminal
round . The water motor is capable of driving a
much bigger dynamo if required to do so . .
STEEL TEST. - It is stated in the Engineering and
Mining Journal that a steel containing 4 . 99 per

cent. vanadium and 1.084 per cent. carbon only

bridges, the “ piers."

The top course of stones

forming the pier is called the “ quoins " ; from these
the arch rises, the actual point of the commence
ment of the curve being called the “ springing."
The stones forming the rings if the arch are
called the “ voussoirs," and the underneath face
of the arch has been termed the “ soffit.” Rising
from the top of the rings are walls called " span
drils " ; these walls run longitudinally , the ex
ternal or visible walls being called the “ main ”

or " outer spandrils.” On the inner spandrils

the ballast, sleepers, and rails are carried . The

failed under test with a pull of 140 ,596 lbs. per

lighter walls rising from the outer spandrils above

sq . in .

the level of the track are called " parapets.”

The
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centre of the arch - i.e., its highest point, is called

tunnels, as well as the bridge ( Fig. 10 ), are intended

the “ crown." Between the rings of voussoirs
forming two arches at the point where they meet
on the pier,masonry in the form of an inverted arch
is inserted to assist in carrying a portion of the
thrust of one arch on to the two adjoining it ; this
has been given the name of “ backing ." It

to be made of timber.

usually extends for about one-sixth of the spans
on each arch to a point known as the “ haunch ."
The “ rise " of an arch is the clear vertical height
from the springing to the crown, and the " span ”
the clear distance between the piers at the spring
ing . . The “ abutments " are the piers forming the

It would be well before cutting any wood to make
full-sized drawings of each of the pointed openings ;
the dimensions and centres can then be copied
more accurately on to the wood. The openings are
all of the four centred form known as the Tudor

arch , with the exception of the small arches of the
bridge, which are two -centred only ; thelength of the
radius in each is different as shown . For themain
walls white pine boards may be used , i in . thick
planed on face : these boards should be clamped

edge to edge, and in the case of A and B (Figs. 6

EL .Finns
Fig . 8. - ENTRANCE TO SHUGBOROUGH TUNNEL, NEAR STAFFORD , LONDON AND NURTH -WESTERN RAILWAY.
ends of the bridge projecting from the earthworks.
In Gothic architecture certain courses of stone,
which run horizontally and are moulded on their
outer face, are called “ string-courses.” “ Drip
stones ” are those similarly moulded stones which
are used to carry rain -water clear of openings ,
such as windows, doors or arches ; these stones are

carried down on either side of the opening to about
the level of the springing.
The Clayton tunnel on the L . B . & S.C . Railway
is a fine specimen ofGothic entrance, the northern
end of which is illustrated by Fig. 7, whilst the
Shugborough Tunnel near Stafford on the L . and

N .W . Railway (Fig. 8) is good, being in the Norman
style with round-headed arch .
Another design for Gothic tunnel entrance with
out embattled towers is given in Fig . 9. These

and 9) placed vertically with stout battens screwed
to the back . For the retaining walls and the
spandrils of the bridge, it will be found more con
venient to place the boards with the grain hori.
zontal. It will be noticed that the opening in A
Fig. 6 , is struck from two centres only , that in B
alone being struck from four. B will be bevelled
as shown. In Fig. 9 four centres are struck on both
A and B . Care should be taken after cutting to
get these openings placed concentrically , when the
two can be screwed together .

It has been assumed that the railway at the
point where the tunnel is to be placed is running
parallel with and close to the garden wall. This is
the reason why retaining walls have been shown at
one side of the tunnel entrances, the retaining walls
having been placed at opposite sides to allow the
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designs to be used for the two ends of the same
tunnel. If there is room between the line and the
garden wall, both sides of the tunnel entrance may
be made alike. Examples of both arrangements in

Notes on the Treatment of

actual practice may be seen in Figs. I and 3, and

By J. M . T.
( Continued from page 2 30.)

2 and 7 .

The octagonal towers in a small tunnel, say, not
larger than t- in . scale, can be cut from square
quartering , the corners being chamfered and the
embattled tops cut from the solid ; but for anything
larger the method shown should be followed .

( To be continued .)

Tool Steel.

TOW , the outside naturally cools down before
the inside, and in cooling, shrinks, and exerts
enormous pressure upon the inside, and the
pressure is turned into heat,and so a tually keeps the
inside hotter than it otherwise would be. Then as
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It has been shown that small crystals, having the
lustre, hardness, gravity, and index of refraction of
diamond, can be obtained by heating in the electric
arc pulverised carbon on a spiral of iron wire, the
heating taking place in hydrogen , and under great
pressure - 3, 100 atmospheres.

the inside gradually cools, it shrinks also, and pulls

with enormous force upon the outside hard portion ,
so that there are very great strains in any piece of
hardened steel, and if these strains are excessive ,

the piece cracks. This is exactly what is happening
to the earth pow , and has been since it was flung off
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from the sun . The earth was thrown off from the
sun in a molten condition into cold space, and
straightway started to cool down. A hard crust

was formed first, and as the interior kept on
shrinking away from this, it pulled with enormous
force until the strain was too much for the solid
rocks in the crust to stand and they broke, forming
what geologists term a fault. Sometimes the
fault is only for a few inches deep , but sometimes
it was for thousands of feet.
If the rocks are soft and yielding we get the
phenomena of land rising or falling, at the seashore
for instance, very slowly . Steel will behave exactly

in this way, but in its hardened state it is so brittle

that it will not bend very readily , and'as the cooling
is much more rapid in proportion to the cooling of
the earth , we get sharply defined cracks, sometimes

going right to the centre of the piece, or even
beyond. The immense strain in a piece of hardened

A STEEL SECTION
REQUIRING
CAREFUL

HARDENING .

steel can be readily understood by putting slow

steady pressure on a short hardened piece and

noting the pressure required to break it.
Simultaneous cooling of the entire piece is what
is wanted for successful hardening, but this cannot

be accomplished if the piece has sharp corners or
great or sudden differences in diameter . A piece as
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Another method — and a very good one - to pre
vent cracking is to have a layer of oil on the surface

of the hardening bath . As oil is lighter than
water, it will always rise to the surface, and float
there. The oil should be, to a certain extent, in
proportion to the piece to be hardened , and to the
degree of hardness required . The oil, being a poor

conductor ofheat, allows the steel to cool compara
tively slowly at first, and then the water finishes
the cooling process. By this slow cooling the steel
is not strained to anything like the extent it would

have been if dipped in cold water at first, and yet
is much harder than if cooled off entirely in a bath of

oil, and tougher than if cooled off entirely in water.
A method used to get the surface extremely hard ,
and yet not to strain the piece unduly , is to exactly
reverse the above process . For this it is necessary
to have a bath of water and another of oil ; dip the
hot steel first into the water, and keep it there long
enough to harden the outside of the piece only , and
then instantly plunge it in the oil bath , and the
centre will cool down gradually . If the piece is a
fair size — say, a i- in . tap — this can be done quite
successfully ; but it requires a great deal of ex

perience and good judgment to know just when to
take it out of the water so that the outside may be
quite hard and the middle soft. Still, it is a com
mercial process, and is most useful when the piece
has to stand twisting strains, as in a tap.
EXPANSION OF STEEL IN HEATING . — When a piece
of steel is heated it expands, and when it is cooled
it contracts. Sometimes to its original size, some
times smaller, but generally it remains just a little

larger. I cannot definitely say how much high
carbon steel expands in hardening , as it is very
difficult to get consistent results, because of the
difficulty of having all the conditions the same in
all the pieces experimented upon, and, of course,
different percentages of carbon affect the expan

shown in the diagram above, hardened carelessly ,
would be almost sure to crack in two where A joins

sion ; but a very rough estimate might be perhaps
2 - 1000ths in . to 3- 10ooths in . for every inch in

B , because A would cool and becomehard long before
B was cold , and as B shrank there would be too
It could be overcome largely if the root were

length . To repeat, steel expands when heated, and if
heated unevenly, or too rapidly , it may expand so
fast that it cracks ; and probably as much steel is
cracked by improper heating as by too sudden or
unequal cooling. One can tell if a piece of steel

much strain at the junction for the steel to stand .

well rounded , and B plunged into the bath first;
then the hot water and steam rising would keep A

hot much longer, and as there would be no sharp
dividing line, the strain would be divided over a
larger area. If the corner must be sharp , then fill
it up with fireclay, or a loosely -fitting iron ring,
and dip B in first.
I have just mentioned fireclay. It is a most
useful material to have at hand when preparing a
piece for hardening. It is bought as a powder,
and is mixed with water to the consistency of dough ,
and is used to fill up sharp corners or holes, so
keeping the steel from losing its heat too rapidly .
But it wants careful using, because if too much
is used or the hole is long, the steel may come out
soft where the fireclay was by preventing the steel
cooling quickly enough. Sometimes this is very
useful, and I will touch on this point later on .
If a piece of steel that is to be hardened has a
hole in it near the edge, it should be filled up either
with a loosely - fitting piece of iron wire, or fireclay,
because when it is cooled suddenly in the bath , the
thin piece will set hard long before the thicker por
tion , and as the thick portion cools and contracts,

it will pull with sufficient force to crack the thin
piece.

has cracked in heating, or whether it cracked in
hardening, by observing the fracture. If it is quite
clean and bright, it is a hardening crack ; but if
discoloured, it cracked in heating.
Again , steel very rapidly absorbs impurities
when it is hot and, also , it rapidly loses its carbon .
For this reason it is bad practice to heat steel in
an open flame or in coke, as it will absorb the sul
phur from the coke and become brittle, and the gas
and air will cause the surface to oxydise and scale ,
and so it becomes brittle and rotten , and quite
unfit for use as a cutting tool. If it is necessary to
heat steel in this way , it should not remain in the
fire any longer than is absolutely necessary to get
the required temperature, and the surface should
be ground away to a considerable depth to get
right down to the unaffected steel. Small pieces
of steel, such as lathe tools, drills, cutters, etc.,
may be kept away from these impurities while

heating by putting a piece of gas barrel (closed
at one end) in a furnace or fire, and raising it
to a sufficiently high temperature, and holding
the pieces inside the pipe until they are hot
enough to harden . The pieces must not touch any
part of the pipe, or they will be heated there too
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rapidly . The tube should be evenly heated all
round, if possible, but if the heat comes chiefly
from one side, it will be best to slowly revolve the
piece so that it may be heated evenly .
PACK -HARDENING . – The best way to harden small
pieces of steel is what is called pack -hardening.

Notes on Locomotive Practice.

This is packing the pieces in an iron box, usually
cast iron , with some carbonising agent between

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES FOR THE N .E .RLY.
It is reported that the North -Eastern Railway
I have in hand, at the present time, at their
Gateshead Works, some four-cylinder com
pound express passenger locomotives, which are to
be the largest engines employed on any British
railway . It is understood that they will be of the
Atlantic (4 - 4 - 2) type, with high -pressure cylin
ders 144 ins. diameter, and low -pressure cylinders
22} ins. diameter. The inside valve gear will be of
the Stephenson type, whilst that for the outside

them , such as charred bone or leather. The rieces
must on no account come within about } in . of
the sides or bottom or top of the box , and they
should be separated from each other by not less
than 1 in . If they come near the sides of the box ,
the iron will extract some of the carbon from the
steel, and make it of inferior quality ; and this may
go on to such an extent that the steel will be, after

quenching , quite soft on the surface where it was
close to the iron box .

By Chas. S . LAKE.
(Continued from page 159.)

The cast-iron box filled with the steel pieces, and

cylinders will be of the Walschaerts' pattern in a

the carbonising mixture, is placed in a muffle

modified form . The boiler will have maximum

Fig . 26 . — BELGIAN LOCOMOTIVE FUR SHUNTING WORK AND DRANCH LINE TRAFFIC .

furnace, and gradually heated until it is red hot

proportions, and will be fitted with a Belpaire fire

entirely through . It is kept at this heat for a
time- perhaps about half an hour — and then taken
from the furnace, and the contents are either

box . Patterns for a locomotive of this description
were completed at Gateshead Works as long ago as
the middle of last year, but it is, of course, impos
sible to say whether these will be used in connec
tion with the new series of engines, or whether a
fresh set have been prepared to altered dimensions.
There can be no doubt, however, that the move
ment in favour of four-cylinder compound loco
motives having the 4 - 4 - 2 wheel arrangement is
a growing one in this country .
A STANDARD BELGIAN SHUNTING AND LOCAL
TRAFFIC LOCOMOTIVE.
The accompanying illustration shows one of a

tipped wholesale into the hardening bath , or are
quenched separately , according to the nature of
the pieces. To tell when the box is red -hot right
through , a few holes are drilled through the lid ,
near the centre, and iron rods are put through
these right down to the bottom of the box. When
the box is thought to be hot enough, a rod is with
drawn, and if it does not show the right heat, the
box is allowed to remain in the furnace until anther
is withdrawn which shows the desired colour. The
furnace is once more closed for twenty or thirty
minutes, and at the end of this time the contents
ought to be ready to be hardened .

( To be continued .)

number of six -wheels- coupled shunting engines

recently completed by the Société Anonyme des
Forges, Usines et Fonderies, of Haine-Saint-Pierre,
Belgium . The engines are of a handy type, and are
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possessed of greater power than their appearance
- judged by the photograph - might lead one to
believe . The cylinders are outside the frames,
with the steam -chests above them ; the valves are
of the flat type, actuated by means of the Wal
schaerts' valvemotion . The boiler has the standard
mountings of the Belgian State Railways, and side
tanks are fitted extending on each side from the
cab to the front end of the smokebox. These tanks
are connected by an equali: ing pipe passing below ,
and encircling the boiler barrel at the forward end.
The cab is of a comfortable description , with win
dows of circular pattern , fitted with shields at the
top in front and back . These engines, which are
used for working branch passenger and goods

traffic, as well as for shunting work , have the
following dimensions : - Cylinders, 163 ins, diameter
by 24 -in , stroke ; wheels, 3 ft. II ins. diameter ;
total heating surface, 1,044 sq. ft. ; grate area,
12:25 sq . ft. ; working pressure, 170 lbs. per sq . in . ;
tractive effort (65 per cent. of boiler pressure),

coal trains weighing 1,000 tons up gradients of i in
200 at Lens. The principal dimensions are :
Cylinders-- H .-P., 158 ins. by 26 ins. ; L .P., 24 . ins.
by 26 ins. ; coupled wheels, 4 ft. 9£ ins. diameter ;
centres of bogie pivots, 26 ft. 10 ins. ; total wheel
base, 38 ft. 33 ins. The boiler, which is pitched
with its centre line 9 ft. 21 ins. above rail level,
contains 130 Serve tubes 15 ft. 104 ins. long by
23 ins. diameter. The total heating surface is
2503:30 sq . ft. ; grate area , 32 -29 sq . ft . ; and work
ing steam pressure, 214 '7 lbs. per sq . in . The water
capacity of the rear tanks is 836 gallons, and that
of the forward tanks 1,980 gallons ; whilst a .bunker
capacity for 5 tons of coal is provided . The engine
weighs loaded (maximum ) 102 tons ; empty, 78
tons.

“ CRITICISING ” NORTH -EASTERN LOCOMOTIVES.
An amusing, but at the same time very foolish ,
article recently appeared in a Yorkshire contem
porary, in which it was stated that “ The monster
six -coupled express engines on the N . E .R ., with
their mammoth boilers and squat chimneys, burn

1 a tremendous lot of coal - they resemble torpedo
boat destroyers for their consuming capacity

57LAU

6 .870 kil.
ATLANTIC TYPE LOCOMOTIVES FOR THE CALE
DONIAN AND MIDLAND RAILWAYS.
It is stated that both of these railways have in
hand at the present time, at their respective works,

ports under the cab doorways. A similar engine to
that exhibited is now in service, engaged in hauling

FEFEE

2 -

LEBIH

-

JL .

Lo

51102 * 5-05 * 64 * 77** * 3-38* 74** * 6-46" * 5-05 * 5-103
Fig . 27. - HEAVY DUPLEX COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE : NORTHERN RAILWAY OF FRANCE,
new Atlantic type passenger locomotives. Those
on the Midland Railway will be compounded on the
Smith three-cylinder system .

COMPOUND DUPLEXGoods LOCOMOTIVE,NORTHERN
RAILWAY OF FRANCE ,
Among the locomotive exhibits at Liége Ex
hibition is a huge “ duplex " goods locomotive,
designed by Mons. du Bosquet, Chief Locomotive
Engineer of the Northern Railway of France, for
service on the Lens to Hirson section of the line.
The cylinders are four in number, and compounded,
the high - pressure cylinders driving one group of
six -coupled wheels, and the low -pressure driving the
other group . The actual wheel arrangement is
0 – 6 — 2, 2 - 6 - 0, and the coupled wheels are
arranged in the form oftwo bogies with frames com
plete, capable of independent movement the one

wcilst it is stated that two of the smaller types of
engines between them burn less coal on a run than

does one of the huge locomotives. It is stated that
Neilsons, the famous locomotive builders of Glas
gow , have challenged the N .E . R . officials to allow
them to take one of the old familiar 7 -ft. driving
wheel locomotives to reconstruct it, and that they
will hand over the sum of £100 to any charity the
company like to mention if it does not work as well
as one of the monsters of the new class." Such a
statement as the foregoing can only be described
as malicious nonsense, written by one who obviously

has no knowledge, worth the name, of locomotive

construction . It is stated on the authority of Mr.
Wilson Worsdell, Chief Mechanical Engineer of the
N . E . R ., that there is no truth in the allegation that
to reconstruct any North -Eastern passenger loco
motive. As a matter of fact, ten new 4 - 6 - 0
type express engines with 5 ft . 6 in , boilers are about

“ Neilsons " (i.e., the N . B . Loco , Co.) have offered

set from the other. The boiler side tanks, etc ., are
mounted on a central box section frame resting
upon the bogie frames, and the front bogie pin
takes the form of a spherical bearing of large
diameter, whilst that at the rear is a flat bearing.
The smokebox end of the boiler receives direct sup

FA CORRECTION. - In our issue for August 24th ,

port from the leading bogie frame, and circular
bearing brackets at the rear of the firebox are
attached to the trailing bogie, with additional sup

page 172, referring to the New de Glehn Compound
heating surface ,

to be built at Gateshead Works.
( To be continued .)
Locomotive, total wheelbase should read total
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Accident on the Groudle Glen

A Shocking Coil and Electric

Miniature Railway.

Alarm .
By Wm. PRINGLE.

A N accident, fortunately unattended with any
very serious consequences, occurred recently
at the Groudle Glen Miniature Railway.

THE shocking coil illustrated is similar, with
the exception of a few improvements, to

The Glen is a pleasure resort near Douglas, 1. of
Man , and the railway, which is about a mile in

the one described in THE MODEL ENGINEER
handbook , “ Induction Coils .” The baseboard was
made from an old piece of yellow pine, which was
veneered with mahogany, the edges being stained

1

length , is used for conveying passengers to an
enclosed creek of the sea , in which sea lions and
Polar bears disport themselves. The gauge is
24 ins., and the locomotives used are six -wheeled
tank engines, sufficiently large to enable the man to
stand upright in the cab , bi ilt by Bagn all's, while

black . The guides are screwed on from under

neath . I find that the iron wire core, after being
annealed , is not easily sweated together. A better
plan is after binding it together, to soak it in thick

the coaches are on the char-à -banc principle.
About noon a train fairly well filled with

passengers was proceeding along the line,
when the driver of the locomotive fainted ,
with the result that the train , which was
travelling at considerable speed , rushed
along until its career was arrested by the
stop-block at the terminus, and the locomo
tive and coaches were partially wrecked .
Eleven of the passengers were injured ,
but for themost part they only suffered from
shock . Steps were at once taken to assist the
injured people, and medical aid was quickly
on the spot. It is fortunate that the stop
block withstood the shock , otherwise the
train would have been precipitated over a
high cliff. The line was speedily cleared ,
and during the remainder of the day trains
were running as usual, and conveyed hundreds of
sightseers to the scene of the accident.

Fig . 1. - MR. WM. PRINGLE 's SHOCKING COIL.
shellac varnish , and bake in an oven , giving it an
occasional coat. After it gets hard, the binding
wire can be removed . As will be seen by a glance

The "o Holiday ” Competition .
URING the present holiday season, we have
decided to award every reader who sends us
a description and original photographs of

Rach

Fig . 2. - END VIEW
OF RACK AND

anything of engineering or model-making interest
he may encounter during his vacation , which shall
be sufficiently good to warrant insertion in our
journal. The prizes vary in value from 5s. to
1os. 6d., according to merit. All winning com
petitors will receive a notice of the value of the
prize awarded , when they can choose the tools or
other articles they may wish sent to them . All

Bross
tube

PINION.

mm

entries should be accompanied by a separate letter ,
marked on the envelope “ M . E . HOLIDAY Com
PETITION.” This letter should include the title
of the article and any other information not neces
sary for publication . The article should be written

on one side of the paper only, with the name and
address of the sender on the back . The photo
graphs and separate sketches enclosed with the

contribution should similarly bear the name and
address of the sender, otherwise delay may arise

in the awarding of the prizes. It is essential that
the copyright of the photographs must be the pro
perty of the senders, and the covering letter should
contain a declaration to this effect. The competi
tion will close on October 16th .

ELECTRO -PEAT FUEL. — The first plant for the
manufacture of electro- peat fuel has now been
erected at Kiberry Bog, near Athy, co. Kildare ,

upon the estate of the Duke of Leinster.

FIG . 3.- RACK AND PINION FOR SHOCKING Coil .
at Figs. 2 and 3, a rack and pinion is fitted.
A small pillar was turned , and the sheet brass base
sweated on and bored for two screws. A piece of
brass tube was procured to fit the spindle of pinion,
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and a hole was bored in pillar in to which the tube
was sweated in . A crank was sweated on end of
spindle, and a pin , on which the wooden handle

revolves, riveted on to the crank. I have found
that a good kind of paper to use for insulating
the secondary coil is foreign notepaper, being
very thin and close grained .

The electric alarm , of which a photograph is
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The Society of Model Engineers.
[Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .]

London .
THE first indoor meeting of the winter session
Il will be held on Thursday, September 28th ,
at the Holborn Town Hall, at 7 p .m . It
has been decided to make this a special track and

general exhibit night, and all members are par
ticularly requested to bring some exhibit, either
models (finished or unfinished ), tools (home-made or
otherwise ), whether the articles have or have not
been exhibited before. To encourage members to
bring exhibits, a first prize of 155., and a second one
of 7s. 6d ., both in cash , will be awarded during the
evening to such model, or part, tool, etc., as shall be
deemed by a general vote of the members present
to be the most interesting exhibits. Each member
present will be entitled to vote for one exhibit
other than his own , the exhibit obtaining the highest
number of votes taking the first prize, and the next
in order the second. It is earnestly requested that
those members possessing locomotives will bring
and run them at the meeting ; two straight tracks
will be fitted up side by side, so that races may be
run. The locomotives are, of course, included in
the above prize scheme. - HERBERT G . RIDDLE ,
Hon. Sec., 37, Minard Road , Hither Green , S. E .
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES IN EAST AFRICA . - Mr.
Arthur P. Jolly, who has lived in British East
Africa , Somaliland, and the countries which the
Juba River surrounds, for the last nine years, in his
report on the trade of those countries to the Manu
facturers' Association of Great Britain , Orchard
House, Westminster, emphasises the point that

immense openings for trade exist in foods, clothing,
iron, copper, brass-ware, hardware, glass-ware,

herewith reproduced (Fig. 4 ), is after the style of
the one described in The MODEL ENGINEER of

building material, furniture, agricultural imple
ments, etc., etc., and urges that British manu
facturers should set about capturing these markets
in a more systematic manner. The exports con
sist of ivory , indiarubber, copal, and aribica , hides,
skins, horns, grain , shells , mangrove, bark , copre,

July , 1900 , so that further description here is
quite unnecessary .

also capable of exporting large quantities of tim

ELECTRO-DEPOSITION OF NICKEL ON SHEET

be found oak, walnut, ebony, mahogany, and iron
red wood suitable for all purposes. These valuable
natural productions not only offer return cargoes

Fig . 4. — MR. WM. PRINGLE's ELECTRIC ALARM.

potatoes, beans, fibre, and wax.

The country is

ber , which is spread along the banks of the river

Juba for hundreds of miles. In these forests may
ZINC. — According to the Industrie Electro -Chimique,

zinc plates, on which it is desired to deposit a film
of nickel, should first be cleaned with a mixture of
chalk and oil, then well polished , and thoroughly
washed . They are next fastened back to back ,
and given a coating of copper by being immersed
for two minutes in an ordinary electrolytic bath .
All the copper salts are then most thoroughly
washed off, and the plates, separated from one
another by means of rubber bands, or coated on

their backs with paraffin wax, are brought into the
nickel bath . The latter is best made up from
600 grammes of nickel ammonium sulphate, 250
grammes of boric acid , and 10 litres of distilled
water. The current density must be 1. 2 ampere
per square decimetre. After thenickel is deposited ,

the plates should be well polished .

for shipping lines, but afford opportunity for the
investment of British capital and enterprise with
prospect of profitable returns. There are some
30 ,000 camels employed yearly in transporting
immense quantities of merchandise from the coast
towns to the interior. The greater part of the
business is at present in the hands of America and
Germany, who work the countries direct with their
own representatives. There is at present a splendid
opening here for agricultural implements and
mac'iinery , and good prices may be obtained .

Trarsport service is being established on the river
Juba to supersede the present caravan transport,
which is very slow and expensive. The new river

service will carry goods four times as quickly, and
at less than half the present camel transport rates
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Practical Letters from our

“ How to Make an Electric Telegraph ," the dia

Readers.

shows that two wires must be placed between the

gram siowing how to connect the two instruments

two instruments, viz., L ' and L ?

I The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de- plume if desired , bud the full

This need not be so. I'work my telegraph over

name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

.7

though not necessarily intended for publication .) .

A Single Eccentric Reversing Gear.
To The EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
SIR, - Being somewhat interested in the descrip
tion of arrangement for reversing' with one eccen
tric contributed by “ J. C . T.” in the last issue
of THE MODEL ENGINEER, I venture to send you
an arrangement which once attracted my attention ,
being somewhat novel in its appearance while at
work , and simple in its action .
Fig . I is a front elevation of sheave and crank
shaft ; B is a disc , or cam , bored and turned
diagonally as shown, and is keyed on shaft A , the

Fig . 1.

Fig . 2.

B ,MI

ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH CONNECTIONS.
a quarter mile of space with only one wire ; the
method of doing this is very simple, viz. :-- Connect
the wire L ' to L ' on the other instrument, and run

the wires L ' of both instruments to the earth , and
the earth will take the place of the other wire, thus
saving a considerable quantity of this material. -A STUDENT.
Yours faithfully,

TheGeneration of Acetylene Gas.
To the Editor of The Model Engineer.
Eccentric rod

DEAR SIR , I regret that when I wrote to you
describing my experiments in acetylene production
(published in your issue of August 24th , page 187 )
I omitted a marginal sketch which I referred to in

Eccentric
strop

Nozzle -

Fig. 3.

APPARATUS

A SIMPLE ECCENTRIC REVERSING GEAR .
throw at either end being equal to the travel of
valve, C is a loose sheave and lever -clutch , which
works on a feather-key let in B , and is operated by
a forked lever, which is fitted with a pawl, and
works in a quadrant placed horizontally, so that
when moving the lever from right to left, or vice
versa , it would operate the sheave and clutch , and
thus reverse the valve from full forward to full back
ward or cut-off at any point of the stroke by simply

Soldered

FOR
GENERATION
OF

ACETYLENE
GAS.

notching up , as in link-motion .

Fig. 2 is an end view of shaft and sheave, and
Fig. 3 s ows the eccentric strap with forked rod ,
of centre line with valve spindle.
The above attachment was fitted to a portable

in order to accommodate itself when thrown out

engine used for winding purposes at a small colliery .
-- Yours truly ,
R . A . PEAKE.
Horsehay.

Electric Telegraph Connections.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR , - In your interesting little book No. 8 ,
“ Simple Electrical Working Models," Chapter 1,

the text, and also the dimensions of the cocoa tin ;
these are as here shown.
You will see by this sectional sketch that tie
apparatus was by no means large, yet it worked ,
and showed the feasibility of the production of gas
by the use of an efflorescent salt. Subsequent
experiments in the same direction have shown that
the soda used must be freshly pulverised from
the crystals, as I have found that soda pulverised
in the morning would generate no gas in the after
noon.

Re the article on bicycle-driven dynamos, in the
same issue, may I add that a friend ofmine uses his

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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bicycle for driving his lathe during the winter
months. He turns his machine upside down, so
that it rests on the handle-bar and saddle. The
back tyreandbeing
removed , a cord is passed round
round the lathe pulley .
the rim
front
The

wheel having been removed bodily, the driver sits
in the fork , thus formed, and drives the pedals with
his hands, while the turner manipulates his tools.
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Queries and Replies .
Attenzion is especially directed to the first condition given below
with the
of Queriesnot complying
and 110 notice will be takenLetters
containing Queries must be
directions thereint stated .
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query

Department." No othermatters but those relating to the Queries

The same arrangement worked very well in con

'should be enclosed in the same envelope. journal
are replied to
s on subiects within the scope of this

nection with a small emery wheel used for tool
grinding, the necess ry speed being obtained with
very little labour. - Yours truly,
Kincardine-on-Forth .
NATHAN SHARPE .

with distinct subjects should be written on different siips, on :
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in

by post under the following conditions ( 1) Queries dealing
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
neference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (ilot post-card )

A Model Working Loom .

should invariably be enclosed . (41 Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

minst usually ela pse betore the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannotbe guaranteed. (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to

DEAR SIR , - In reply to Mr. Bradshaw 's letter,
which appeared in August 3rd issue, concerning my
model working loom , I must admit that the mistake

THE MODEL
The Editor,
Street, London,
E .C .) ENGINEER , 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,
Fleet

is mine. The scale I worked to was 1 in . to the
inch (quarter full size), so that he is quite right in
what he says. - Yours truly ,
J. FINNINGHAM .

selected from the Queries which have been replied
Thefollowingare
to recently: Switchboard
for Accumulator Charging. ,
(14,209]
G . H . (Bridport) writes : Will you please answer me the following

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND COLLIERY EXPLOSIONS.
that incan
- The opinion is veryvery prevalent
little heat, and can be
descent lamps give off
safety . That this
collier es with perfect
used in erroneous
has been convincingly proved by
view

want to charge one 4 - volt accumulator by itself sometimes. How
can I reduce the 25 volts to the 5 volts necessary to charge one
accumulator ? ( 2) Does a resistance coil reduce the volts , or only
increase the amperes ? If it is not asking too much, please send
a rough sketch of a charging board , with connections for ampere
and voltmeter and switches and resistances. (3) Should the volt.
meter be always working, or should there be a switch to cut it out ?
( 1) You can reduce the volts by means of a resistance. If the

questions ? I have a dynamo which gives 9 amps. at 25 volts at
1,000 r.p .m ., and I want to charge accumulators with it. ( 1) I

is

practical experience. In a paper read before the

North of England Institute of Mining and Me
chanical Engineers, Mr. Holliday stated that after
a fire in his colliery , he made experiments which
confirmed his suspicion that electric lamps were the
originating cause. The experiments of Mr. Holliday
were afterwards repeated by Mr. Hall, one of H .M .
Inspectors of Mines. It was then found that when
a 16 c p . lamp rested upon coal dust, heat was
generated with great rapidity . In one case, with

accumulator takes a very small amount of current, use a lamp in
series with it as a resistance. The lamp being one which takes
the same amount of current as the accumulator requires to charge
it, the lampmay be one of the 25 -volt lamps you generally use with
your dynamo, or may be a 20 -volt lamp. If one lamp does not
pass sufficient current, then you can put two or more lamps in
parallel, so that enough current passes ; it amounts to putting the

accumulator in the return wire from the lamps ; such an arrange

mmm

a slight covering of dust, the temperature rose to
370° F . in three minutes, and to 450° in four
minutes, when the lamp exploded . In other ex
periments tem peratures as high as 650° F . were
reached , and in some cases the coal dust in which

lamps had been placed was found to be red -hot
original source of heat had
for some time after the investigations
are sufficient
been removed . These
to suggest that great care must be displayed in the
use of electric lights underground , and a fatal ex
plosion of Sredamp, which took place recently in
the Gendebien Colliery, near Charleroi, owing to
the bursting of an incandescent lamp, shows that
the danger is one that cannot be overlooked .
Cost of LIGHTING BIG BEN. - It is stated that the
cost of lighting the dials of Bi? Ben electrically ,
amounts to £242 for the year. The green light is
incidental to the lamp used experimentally , and
the cost of the current, if it were adopted per
manently, would be reduced some 35 per cent. A
red colour is impracticable.
THE PEDRAIL . -- The Local Government Board
have just issued an order enabling pedrails (the
invention of Mr. J. Diplo k ) to be used in
England and Wales.B . Previou
s to issuing the order
a number of engineers of the Board attended trials
thoroughly satisfied with the demonstration .

of a locomotive mounted on pedrails, and were

Dress

WM

$c oc 02 02
Ordror or or
Every 14209

LoLcbchod tot - -

DIAGRAM OF SWITCHBOARD CONNECTIONS FOR
ACCUMULATOR CHARGING ,
ment has the advantage that the accumulator cannot discharge
back if the dynamo should stop or drop its volts - that is, it cannot
send back any appreciable current. (2) A resistance coil absorbs
So many volts, according to the amount of current flowing You
will find an explanation in THE MODEL ENGINEER for March 5th ,

1903, issue, page 237. Also see our Handbook No. 1. (3 ) De
pends upon the construction of the voltmeter. These instruments

are generally made now , so that they can be always on . You would
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be quite safe in trying it so : if it becomes warm , and the pointer
begins to drop, then it would be better to have a switch , so as to
put
on the instrument when required. This method of using
lamps as a resistance would do for accumulators of 2, 4 , 6 , and 8
volts, or so . L is lamp for resistance ; T , terminals. The lamps
are put into the sockets according to the amount of current wanted .
The voltmeter will show the dynamo volts. If you want to know
the volts on the accumulator, it should be joined to B , and not to D .
141.441) Magnetism in Fields of a 4 - pole Machine.
F . C . ( Tibshelf) writes : Will you kindly enlighten me on the follow
ing : Are the poles of a four-pole compound motor wound so as
to give polarity, as Fig. 1, and also how do the magnets , which are
not
wound , receive their magnetism ? And has the polarity of the
magnets anything to do with the position of the brushes, or is it

the winding of the armature ? Will you please explain how to find
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the efficiency and
is then higher. For a dynamo you can take the out
put in watts add to it the ohmic losses for any given output,
plus the friction losses in the machine, which can be approxi
mately determined by running it as a motor without load. The
horse-power absorbed can also be ascertained by using some form
dynamometer - 746 watts equals 1 h .-p . A very
ofgoodtransmission
book is " Dynamo Electric Machinery," by S . P . Thompson ,
TheDynamo,"
by Hawkins
12s. eachcircuit
vols.,155.priceClosed
; or,“armatures
2price
form a
which& Wallis,
have windings
completely closed circuit through the windings, and are tapped at
commutator barsOpen
(see
connect toourthe
intervals by wires which and
No. 10).separate
diagrams on pages 34, 35,
36 of handbook
connected
tohandbook
circuit windings have the ends of each coil
commutator bars, as in the diagram on page 25 of our

machines now except special

for large
No. 1o. They are not used The
remarks given apply, to continuous
machines
for arconlylighting.
currentmotors
.
Incandescent
Dry ) Cells
me how
kindly inform Lamps.
Would you
writes;: (1)Small
H . R . (Sheffield
R .(14,541)
to recharge those sixpenny refills for flash lamps ? I should also be
very pleased if you would give me full instructions for making a

electric
a 4-volthowordinary
dry battery
for iflighting
reliable hour
cheap forandaboutan
to recharge
possible,and
at a time,
lamp
platinumit,

for |in. and
gauge (S.Wa 4 -volt
of without
the bestlightwith
.G .) battery,
get the bestbepossible
wire(2 toWhatwould
fusing it ?
handbook, Electric
described in our
dry cell
(1) Use the
in series would be" needed
Batteries,"
free. About three
7d . post
have
a very efficient one,
be
lampwould
to
The
lamp.
for
4
-volt
a
as these cells will not give a heavy discharge. (2 ) Use No. 46
S.W .G . platinum wire.
. F . (Cambridge)
R . Mmains,
[14,339
which are
my line from the
electrify Railways.
writes
I wish toElectric
: ( I)] Model
sketch (not reproduced ) ?
220 volts. Would it do if I wired as which
ft. long ,
best to break the line, sectionsis aboutIf so, how
it befour
( 2) Wouldabout
?
? so
short branches, into
and has

Overy 14+ 41
FIG . 1 .
where could I get
the horse-power of a motor, and a dynamo, andbook
and also one
subject (a good practical and ),a motor
aongood book ofon that
arma
the flow a current in a dynamo armature
give a rough sketch of a closed circuit
ture
? Willandyouanplease
armature
open circuitmearmature, and how to find the seg
ments of the commutator where the brushes have to touch .
Yes ; the poles should be alternate N . and S . ; the poles which
are not wound
are magnetised the coils on the other poles, the
magnetism following the dottedby lines in Fig
. 2 herewith . The
magnetism produced by the coils follows a path through the
iron
of the field -magnet and armature ; coils placed upon the unwound
poles
would
increase
The
the
effect.
of
position
the
brushes
must
be such that they collect the current from points in the armature
winding which are approximately mid -way between the corners
of each pair of poles. The method of connecting
the winding
to the commutator will, however, determine the upactual

position

From Trock
Switchboard

Lamps

To Trock

To track

ed210-e vpeolt lemnlomp
Torrent
From Track

+

Switchboord
Query 14339

ELECTRIC RAILWAY
DIAGRAM • OF MODEL
CONNECTIONS.
supply from themains, but you would
(I) toYes,useyoumay
The
lampsthein parallel to get enough current.
several take
have
supports of paraffined
from the earththe: Cambridge
insulated
well
be
must
track
supply is
As
be used.
or shellaced wood maymust
be suitable . ( 2 ) You could make a
alternating, the motor
trial in any case. For other information see the issues of July

15th and August 15th , 1902.
(14,565] Ports for Produce Plant Gas Engine.
W . B . R . (Birmingham ) writes : I haver a gas engine, four years old ,
that
is to say, the latest type, compression, etc.plant.
; it isCanworked
by town gas. I want to drive itre with a suction
you
proportio
compared
tell
me
the
wants
inlet
the
with the
gas
to
n
be
air inlet ? Should the air inlet be reduced and the gas enlarged ,
shouldnotthegivealteration
orIt does
be made enlarging gas inlet only
this information inbyyour book onthe" Gas Producers."

Query #41
FIG . 2 .
in which the brushes are set (see THE MODEL ENGINEER for August
ith , 1904, page 126 ). The polarity of the magnet does not affect
the position of the brushes. The b .h . of a motor can only be
accurately determined by using some..pform
; it
of dynamometer
ascertaining
many watts
can be approximately reckoned
how
machine byis running
then adding
and
light,
are
when
absorbed
the
the calculated ohmic losses which would occur with the current
taken for any given load ; this would give the losses to be deducted
from the watts absorbed . An approximate rule is to reckon that
the motor gives out I b .h .-p . for every 1,000 watts absorbed ; for
motors of io h .-p . and over, 900 watts would be nearer figures, as

air
Enlarge the gas ports and valve to nearly the thesize of the
check matters
air by means
You canwhenthenadjusting
possible.amount,
fact, to any required
whilst
of- ina plate aslargeas
engine is running.
Engine.
(14.568 ] Tube ) Ignition
plant
electric
writes : I amTrouble
in chargewithof anGas

P . B . (Cleckheaton
for lighting a public building with an Otto gas engine, 20 h .- p ., and

tube

trouble atwiththethemostdouble
-ended time,
havingbreaking
accumulators.porcelain
I keep tube
awkward
ignition , the
when I have the whole building lit up. As the accumulators will

with the maximum load on ,
discharge for about half-an-hour
only lights
the
go very poor before I get a new tube back . Would
electric ignition be more reliable ?

W . C.
Gas andinformation
Oil Engines,”
on " useful
If you referyoutowillourfindbooksome
on thebysubject
Runciman,

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

on of why
ofburst.tube You
an explanati
ignition,
thesefitted
tubes, butoften
could ,andno doubt,
have electric
ignition
we
question if you could make the whole job a success yourself. We
should advise
you to get the makershandbook
to fit you isup 6d.,
with magneto
ignition
. The above-mentioned
or post

free 7d .
r made a tion
ies) ;writes
Voltmete
Difficult
orough
tion(14,246]
. J . Dry
set of.
A . B .Cell
: I haveConstruc
(Irthlingb
three dry batteries (2 ins. by 4 in .) for a flash lamp from directions
given on page 105 of No. 68 sof THE MODEL ENGINEER . They

were lined with three thicknesse of white blotting paper, and the
carbon mixture (equal parts by measure) was made damp with a

solution of 1 oz. N .H , CI, 2 fluid ozs. water, one teaspoonful of
glycerine,
rammed tight round the carbon. Foroff,twoanddaysat the
lamp and
to fall I then removed
the
it began
then made
lightedthebrilliantly
lamp was; only
red-hot.
a week
end ofwas
the
light
was
of
The
solution.
drops
few
a
sealing,
in
and
poured
then a trifle better, but not as good as at first. I then carefully
emptied of the cells was
damp

slightest bit of fitting nor am I likely to. I have heard the shop is
not much good, for they do not get a good class ofwork. You will

England - some small
the South ofasnew
to somemarine
pooris
such time
aplace
could shop
repairinwork
where
like toas well
pick up all ? I Havinghad
can before my
chanceI so far,getI should
my
be
think
now
,
and
would
position
you
will
understand
out.
I
some advice
on the
the matter.
grateful
give
me
ifsuggest
you could
very
endeavour
or
to
see
foreman
would
that
you
We
manager of your works and ask to be given a turn at some of
good, you can only look com
out
work. If this does nodistrict.
the better
Stipulate
in another
for another
not before
rough work
that you
have fitting, etc., and
work shop
mencing
We cannot advise any particular firm . You would have
take
or call on one or two, and see if they are open tomarine
toalone.
write fresh
the bestShields
for there
northNewcastle
-east coastandis North
hands. The
onengineering.
any
Round about

suit you.W . C. (Nor
should Cells.
yards which
smallSmall
are(14,393]
a good many
Secondary
Charging
wich ) writes : Having completed a small accumulator as de.

charge
anxious
handbook,
suitableI amfor now
and tocan get a
charging,
it,scribed
but asin Iyour
havesixpenny
no batteries
favour
should esteem it a great
if
connection
I
with
the
light
mains,
you will letmeknow if I have worked out the voltage and amperage
220Volt
Cams

overy 14393

move as much as that shown on the cover of No. 214, THE MODEL

ENGINEER.
The fault
is, asyou
at thelamppaper
Try
acurrent.
paper
which
is moresay,most
porous. probably
Perhaps the
takeslining.
too much
The makers of good

flashlight apparatus provide lamps
of
withsmall
theirlamps
batteries,
which take especially
a very small
rent.specialmake
Many of the
on the market,
the cur
low
priced ones, take a comparatively
large current. Rc voltmeter.
This
is
made
precisely
the
same
as
the
ammeter,
the
only
differ
ence

being in the
Instead of using thick wire,
is wound with verywinding.
thin wire, the gauge depending uponthethebobbin
volts
tosheetbe iron
measured.
The
action
as follows:
a piece
of Bthinis , bent
soft
( A ) is curved to fit isinside
the
bobbin
,
an
end
radially inwards : the needle spindle carries a flat piece of thin ,
soft sheet iron (C ), which lies parallel to B when the point of the
needle
is at zero; coilmagnetises B and C , so that they become
two bar magnets the
having adjacent N . and S . poles : C is therefore
00

Iror hace A

spread at flat

of learning engine fitting, and yet

stand

a very poor chance
see
I
I will have four years in out of five next month . My age is 20 .
Do you think there is any possible chance ofmy obtaining a shirt

NIVW

one
inside, and the paper
: it quite
lining was perfect and soft, except next the zinc, where it appeared
dry and was stuck , and was difficult to scrape off. This appears to
me to be where the fault lies - - please advise me how to correct it.
All the cells were amalgamated , and the one I emptied was not
black inside. Before I madesame
this quantity
set of cellsof water
and
I made, etc.;
others,
but the
used 1 oz. N . H . Ci, to the
the
light
same
the
about
down
cells
in
and
ran
so
was
good,
not
time. Please explain the method of construction and action of a
voltmeter on the same principle as the ammeter illustrated on
520 , No. 188 THE MODEL ENGINEER. I have looked through
page
all my back numbers from No. 22, but cannot find any information
on the subject. I have made a voltmeter on the solenoid principle,
No. 36 copper wire, but I cannot get as much de
wound
flection with
as I should like. One battery will move the pointer t in . ,
and so onnot
two
dittothe in.,
batteries
5 -16thsPlease
in ., three
pointer does
battery.
1- 16th in . for ineachseries
say why

September 14, 1905.
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NG
SECONDARY
DIAGRAM FOR CHARGI
CELL, SMALL
this I wish
The was
on ourmains
voltage
a 200 to-volt,reduce
16volts
c. top .
of doingisso220by; placing
thinking
5right.
volts, and
it
to
20
and
so
reduce
with
the
accumulator,
in
series
lamp
amp.:
., a current of about '33wanted
but, allowing 60 w . to the 16 c.phalf
so I
would only pass, and this is only gettingofwhat I require,
of 66 amp. at
to place two in parallel, thus

a current

to reduce by in
I intended
15 volts ohms
20 volts.a resistance
The remaining
in series with the lamp.
of about 22 72about
serting
15
volts, thus leay.
equal
by
66
amp.
would
asing22.72
ohms
me a current of 66 amp. at 5 volts, which is the right thing .
I give a rough sketch (not reproduced ) ofmy idea, and hope it is

it so. reducing the voltage by an
make about
right;
ifneed
not, kindly
notbuttrouble
You amount,
lamps of the same voltage as the
just
connect
exact
supply mains in series with your accumulator, using one or more

volts
Five prac
in series to obtain the correct amount of current. will
lampssinall
is so makea proportion of 220, that the accumulator
their
will
pass
almost
and
the
lamps
no
difference,
tically
full rate of current. Supposing your 16 c. p . lamps to take 60 watts ,
wili
in parallel
'3 amps.,required
so that two of these
they will pass about
through your cells. Length
pass the amount of current
of
the
ac
the
capacity
upon
depends
to
charge
ofcumulator.
time required
If the one described in chapter 2, it should take
about 6 hours, as you never get out as much as you put in . It

. The
been gases
discharged
muchon theuntilcellthehasliquid
again upon how
depends
thoroughly,
kept
first
first charge
require should
12 to 24be hours,
do not discharge untill
tmaycharging

is finished.

query 14240

VOLTMETER CONSTRUCTION.
repelled from B with a force depending upon the amount of cur
rent
flowing weight.
through theThecoil.
forcesoftis iron
balanced
spring,
or a gravity
shapeThis
of the
piece byA isa similar

to sketch herewith , being tapered off in

in which B is to
move from zero. Both A and B are madedirection
of very thin sheet, about
in
1-64th
.
thick
.
Re
solenoid
voltmeter.
Perhaps
your solenoid
is pulling against the weight of the
, if this hangs ver
tically . When at zero you can readilyneedle
see that the needle will
resist the sucking action with a rapidly
force as it moves
towards the horizontal; this is so, youincreasing
must counterbalance the
weight of the needle byif a suitable
counterweight. We may be
able to advise better if you can send a sketch of the instrument.
( 14.437) Apprenticeship Difficulties. W . H . (Dublin )

:
advice on the following matter
be glad of your
writes : I wouldyears
e shop,
locomotiv
in a Glasgow
and four
three a good
I served
to
a shift
I obtained
of work,
classmonths
not getting
but

a small firm in Dublin , Being a general shop, I thought I would
get a good all-round knowledge , but instead of putting meupin their
a lot

shops, I was sent to a brewery where the firm is putting
r. Well, I
of structural work - a rough class of work altogethenot
had the

have been in the place seven months now , and have

C. D rewinding.
. writes : (1)WhatI
for Small
(14,572]
Motor
which requires
motor Launch.
a " Don
" electric
have
gauge wires should I use to get the best results with a moderate
motor
three-pole.
Armature
current consumption
modeliscargo
boat 2 ft.(2)9 Will
ins. long
by
required
to be geared to? drive
4 ins. beam by 2t ins. draught at a moderate speed ? If so , will
should
propeller
What
size
3
-bladed
7I - use
1 or, or35 -would
1 be best
?
(
3)
two small 2 -bladed on same shaft give better
? do not state size of motor. Winding given in our hand
results
(1) You
Small Dynamos and Motors," should easily.you ; 7d. post
book,
“
free. (2 ) A 15 -watt machine should do thisassist
(3 ) About
i ins. diameter.

Experiments. A . E T.
(13,957] Induction Coilprivilege,

a short time since, to see
(Alfreton ) writes : It was my
coil.
aid ip
of ulanatinduction
with
some
or styled him
medthetothemanipulator
siinteresting
i and
aiand
d cartonexperiments
theman
ats , an
he clclaimed
hall
anatd heDerby,
a music
Itself
parawaslyProfessor
muscular
cure
to
able
be
paralysis, and certainly a demonstration he gave lent a great deal
object of this letter is not to dis
But thecurrents
to his ofclaimhigh. tension
of colourvirtues
as a remedy for paralysis .
cuss the
information
rather
possible,
ascertain
re hisin
a little
to
if
but
,
apparatus. This consisted of two tables
one was the
: on the
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duction coil and a Wimshurst machine, and on the other what

terminals on the
box withas guides
two veryto heavy
an oblongserving
lookedtheselike terminals
top,
very
thick todischarging
about,
Fastened
electrodes,
say,
thick.
the front
in
should
I
.
i
coil
of this box, and extending its whole length ,was a bright copper
of about No. 1o S . W .G . On a stand to itself was an iron cylinder,
with a thick brass rod with curved head and brass ball situated
as nearly
in my
accurate
the centre
of said
as
distance
from cylinder.
the stage Havingdescribed,
would permit, I will
proceed
with
a very heavy blue,
the performance.
on bythe itcurrent,
spark, quiteOnan turning
steady
inch thick
ins. long, crossed the ter
minals already mentioned , with a fierce roaring, crackling sound.
The " Professor " then seized two handles, and, judging by the
contortions
to bewere
having a rough
time.
seemed
of hisstruck
body,mehethat
his antics
counterfeit
But
a splendid
or hethehadthought
nervous system . When heeither
held the handles
about 4 ins. apart, the space was immediately crossed by a thick
spark.
stand hissuchapparatus
a high frequency
appearedfor atoman
be, orto was
current" asIs itthispossible
arranged
similar to an experiment
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copper wire on each core : both coils to be joined in series
each other , and in shunt to the brushes. You will not be ablewithto
get so large an output at a reasonable speed . At about 3,000
revolutions per minute, you may get, approximately, 30 volts
5 amps.
voltage may
be adjusted
at a higher
orandlower
speed.TheArmature
should
be madebyto running
run as close
to the

pole faces as practicable.
(13,835) Boiler Fittings. F . G . B . (Manchester) writes :
been intrying
a steel boiler, 14 ins. by
7I have
ins, and
, thickto. fixThea check
threadvalve
on thein valve
is B . A . and 5 -16ths
inwas. When
I
had
tapped
the
hole
I
had
drilled
Iinfound
the holeI
a
little
too
large.
I
can
screw
the
valve
, but itthatis loose.
should be very much obliged if you could tell me
how
to
remedy
this.

METHOD OF

. by Mr. Howgrave

described in the M . E
discharges--andI mean the prime discharge
Graham
on oscillating
Leyden
passing through
two
jars,be thence to a second set of
electrodes (in which case “it would
possible to handle the current
with
impunity)
The
Professor,"
?
after this startling demon :
stration, then , still holding one terminal in his hand , approached

the other hand to the cylinder, and when within about 4 ins. off the
handhisto
knob,
his keep
a wavy yellow; andsparkit wasbridged
beforecausing
he could
somethe
timespace,
jerk spasmodically
hand continuously before the nob . The noise of the discharge

FITTING

CHECK VALVE
TO A

Topped for
check valve

truly a and
was
the presence
was" distinctly
, and were
as affair
the lights
Professor
out, the of“ ozone
; fearful
noticeable

assumed
an appearance
closely hisresembling
and created
audience . Mephistopheles,
I have
awe among
Now , on the data
unbounded

been able to supply, could you describe to me the procedure
whether
it was a splendid scientific hoax, or was it really a genuine
affair ?
The exhibition you describe was probably a number of effects
exact
The direct
produced
frequency
the aid ofusedhighcannot
be givencurrents
the apparatus
details of with
, either. from
knowledge or from your description . It is not likely that the
exhibition showed anything which was not some modification or
production on a larger scale of the experiments now in process of
description by Mr. Howgrave-Graham in THE MODEL ENGINEER .
Wasnot the name and title ofthe exhibitor " Dr. Bodie " ? If so , the
experiments were certainly with high frequency discharges. We
believe Dr. Bodie's medical degree to have been taken in the United
States, and we do not believe treatment by high frequency dis
charges to be efficacious for sudden cures on the stage, though they
undoubtedly have good gradual effects by careful and regulated
daily application in certain cases. No doubt the exhibitor took
heavy oscillatory currents through his body. A current can be
borne with ease which would kill at ordinary frequencies, or if
continuous. By putting up with some degree of discomfort, a
considerably larger current could be taken . Weregret that we are
unable to give further information, and would suggest that you
should read Mr. Nikola Tesla 's book on the subject.

tion , B . B.questions
writes :
(Liverpoo? l)Enclosed
(14,1841willDynamo
me the following
you answerConstruc
Please
d ). What size of wire
is rough sketch of dynamo (noton reproduce
and quantity will I require armature and field -magnets ?

bendfor
wrought-iron
thicknessmust
Also, what
ly give
give mamegnaetfews ?
?? KiKindly
hamocores
dynamo
the
of
output
the
be
will
What
lp
at
e.
ll
at model
attempt
first
my
is
s
this
as
he
m
wi
me,
th
help
particular thatwill

field -magnets ?

making.
on
wire. . Get
. copper
with canNo. about
20 gauge
d .c .cwill
as Wind
turns as you
many armature
Field
be required
it lbs.
magnet cores to be of wrought iron, circular section it ins. dia

meter
withcoils
be wound
about
22 gauge
wire, onto each
copper each
core, both
to be3 lbs.
joinedNo.in series
with s.c.c
each.
in
other,
and
shunt
about
to
30
Output
the
brushes.
volts
6
amps.,
at 2.800 revolutions per minute (approximate). The volts can be
adjusted within limits by running at higher or lower speed. Test
with
a 30-volt 8 c.p. lamp. You will find a great deal of useful
information in our Handbook No. 10.
A . Aand. (Gilling,
Smallof a Dynamo.
should
small30dynamo,
: I have stheforcastings
) writes Winding
ham(14,474)
volts. The dimen

like to wind to give an output of 10 amps. at
: - Length of drum is 2€ :
the armatureandarealsoas itfollows
sions ofslots
is laminated with twelve segments
square,
twelve
on commutator. (1 ) How many turns will I want for each slot.

are- bobbins It core, 21 in .
of the 27fields
The sizesturned
and also the gauge ?tunnel
; the width , 20 ; height, 67.
is
length : armature
( 2 ) How much wire will I want for each field , and what gauge will
so that
fields,speed
a rough
? Iclass
haveofmade
I require to getwhat
will
Aboutofwhat
it is.sketch
dynamo

you will know
the dynamo have to run to give the above results ?
wire
armature
22 -gauge
D .C.C. ofcopper
2) Wind
No.slot
(1 and
getas
many
turns as
in each
a quantity
about 1 lb ;.
you canwith

will be required ; two coils to be wound into each slot. Field
magnet to be wound with about 3 lbs. No. 22 gauge S .C .C .

Model BOILER.
Query 19835
The best thing you can do is to screw a plate on to the check

valve
and to affix the plate, which should be faced to the barrel
of the boiler, to the boiler shell with three or four small brass screws.
Solder the check valve to the brass plate or pad in addition

to the screwing .

(14,512)" writes
Generating
s Duties.
“ EN
OUIRER
: Will youStation
kindly Attendant'
supply me with
information
concerning ( 1) the whole duties, or likely duties, of a dynamo
attendant over a main generating plant installed with two West
inghouse-Parsons steam
obh.-p.
stopeareWestinghouse
at with
neofrá3 to,000r
essu3,000pocapacity
at a a prnormal
25 periodturbines,
h .- P ., directlyatconnected
.- p . gegenerator,
which generates electric current at a pressure of 11,000 volts,
three-phase,
25 periods per second ; with other accommodation
its room2,000at, which
r ununits
for
k .w , 3,500
kw ., and 9,500 kw . ; also two exciters
info same
consist of a Westinghouse vertical compound
engine, running at 290 revolutions per minute, coupled direct to a
compound wound dynamo, generating direct current at 125 volts
pressure ? Secondly , the knowledge expected of a man who is
to be in attendance ? Thirdly , from what source, and by the aid
of what books, can a man thoroughly equip himself in order to
undertake and be master over any above like-mentioned plant ?
And,
whattoextra
duties, ?or likely duties,may crop up thathe
will belastly,
expected
undertake
This is rather a question to address to the chief engineer respon
sible for the plant described , who would define the duties of such a
would
position according to the circumstances of the case. Yousystems
probably be expected to have a knowledge of the various
to trace out cir
of winding dynamos and alternators, sufficient about
the theory
cuits and connections ; also to know something
of such machinery, the effects of alteration of brush position ,
variation in excitation , and so on, so that you could have some idea

when troubles
But your
most
occurred.
happening
as to whatwas
electrical
experience
in running
be some
wouldstudy,
valuable Asasset
regards
you should apply to a local technical
plant.
of Corres
college, or enquire of the Electrical EngineerSouthampton
Street,
Instruction , 488, Norwich
House,whichInstitute
pondence
would be of ad
have

Holborn , London ; they may

a course

vantage to you to follow .
writes :
. W . (Inverness)
Gear.give meH . a M description
(14.480]be gladEpleyclic
of an epicyclic
if you could
I shall
gear reduction 4 to 1, suitable for a small lathe ; something similar
to that fitted on the Pittler lathe.
The principle of the working of epicyclic gearing explained
in " The Elements of Mechanism ," by Goodeve ; if youis will s .udy

this book you may be able to work out the proportionsofwheels ,
and then adapt a design to suit your lathe. A patent was taken
out by A . G . Meeze in 1885 for an epicyclic internalgear for lathes ;
this might suit you, as the patent is now expired . You would be
quite at liberty to make and use the mechanism . You can obtain
the patent specification from the Patent Office,
Southampton

Buildings,
London,
., price
postage
(if still
giving the
by
numberW .Cand
year 8d.
follows
as and
: - Patent
No.in 5 .9print),
12 of
1885. This contains a drawing of a lathe headstock , showing the
gear, with a complete description of its construction . It is, of
course,
not a working drawing ; but that you could make for your
self.

British battleships and cruisers - the Su'iftsure,

Terrible, Cape of Good Hope, Argyle, and other
modern types, together with scouts, torpedo boats, and
toipedo boat destroyers. We also noticed models
of the ill-fated Viper and the Hon . C . Parsons' first
turbine bɔat, the famous Turbinia ; and amongst
the working models a very interesting one showing
Messrs. Yarrow 's in genious system of hull construc
tion for screw -propelled shallow -draft river stcamers.
Actual torpedoes and torpedo tubes, naval guns up to
12 inch bore made by Messrs. Vickers, Sons & Maxim ,

Ltd., are also on view .
Although during our visit we did not come across
the model, we understand froin our contributor that
the model submarine Nautilus, which we illustrated
and described in our issue of June rith , 1903, is also
to be seen at the Exhibition . Asusual the Exhibition

is provided with numerous side-shows, someofwhich
are quite new . Messrs.West's cinematograph enter
tainment, “ Our Navy," and the “ Entente cordiale,”
which is given in a full-size model of Nelson's Victory,
and · With the Fleet," in the Empress Hall, are well
worthy of a visit.
To give an idea of the interest which many of our
readers find in the perusal of the “ blue covered
shtet," as we have heard it affectionately termed, we
quite from a letter received from Auckland, New
Zealand. Our correspondent writes : - “ I am one of
your old English readers, though I have been out in
the Colony fornearly twelve months. My back num
bers of the good old M . E .bave filled in many a lonely
hour,andhave been quite a boon to me. I havemissed
the last two volumes through having to keep moving
about ; but I am hoping to be more settled soon,
when I shall get them sent out to me. I sincerely

add my wishes to themany you have received for the

Answers to Correspondents .
M . J. M . C (Leeds).--We thank you for your kind
letter, and will do our best to obtain from time to
time such information as you request.

H . J. P . (Sutton ). - We are arranging for some
articles on this subject at an early date.
J. S. (Crosby). - A machine of 1,400 watts 50 volts,
and giving 28 amps., would be requii ed . See
Perrin Maycock 's “ Electric Wiring, Fittings,
Switches, and Lamps." 6s. 4d. post free. Read
also recent query replies.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only ,and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of

rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editorpersonally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.

This journal will b : sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.

Advertisement ratesmay be had on app ication to the Advertise

ment Manager .

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatusand price lists, & c., for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer ," 26 - - 29, Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be

addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , “ The Model Engi

neer , 26 — 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of thepaper
and books to be addressed to Percival Mirshall & Co., 26 - 29 ,
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Can da, and Mexico : Spon and
Chimberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U S .A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries hould be addressed .
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welfare of your paper, and with this I close."

W . J . P . (Erith ) and J . J. B . (Ashton -under-Lyne).
- See Editorial Notes in our issue of August 24th .

: : :: : ::

would remind provincial readers visiting the
atEarl's Court. This Exhibition should prove
interesting to the model engineer by reason of the
excellent collection of models on view in the several
halls, those in the Prince's and Ducal Halls being
especially fine. They comprise scale models ofmost
of the best ships of the Cuvard , Orient Pacific, Allan ,
P. & O ., White Star, Donald Currie, and other well
known companies --the new turbine steamer for the
Cunard,and the Allan turbine Virginian . Cargo and
smaller passenger vessels are well represented and in
clude several really instructive sectional models.
Amongst the war craft are models of the latest
Metropolis not to forget the Naval Exhibition

:* . . .

E

“ STORAGE." - A I} b .b .-p . engine would do it coin
fortably. First cost about $ 16 to £19. Cost of
running such an engine would be about { d. per
hour.
J. E . H . (Coburg). - Shall be pleased to have your
Cntry for our next " Gauge ” Competition . Glad to .
hear from you , and to have posl- cards.
R . G . B . (London , N .). — Thanks for yours, which we
will bear in mind.
C . A M . (Flen , Sweden).— You can get what you
require from Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd., Great
Eastern Street, London , E .

:::: :
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A Model Double -cylinder Marine Engine.

FLA

By DAVID CHARLESON.

MR. DAVID CHARLESON 'S MODEL MARINE ENGINE.

THE

illustration above shows a double

cylinder marine

engine

which

I made

last winter. Drawings for all the parts
were made first, then the patterns. The descrip
tion of themodel is as follows :
The cylinders are each it- in . bore by it- in .
stroke. The bottoms are cast on the cylinders,
saving extra trouble in making another joint with
a bottom cover. The pistons have each two hard

brass rings, turned in . larger than the diameter of
the cylinder, to give the necessary spring ; then an
-in . piece cut out with a fretsaw . Crankshaft is
made from a piece of mild steel, it ins. by 1 in , by
8 ins. long, cut out to shape, then brought to a
white heat and twisted to right angles, centred at
both ends, and turned to 13- 32nds in . Then the

sizes drawn on the shaft, and the metal that is not
required between the webs drilled out, and the
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corners of the pins rounded with a file to save time in
turning. Two discs were then made to turn the
crank pin from a piece of cast iron 2 ins. diameter,
* in , thick , drilled to fit on ends of shaft ; then a
small key driven in to keep discs in position. The

centres of the pins were then marked on the discs
by means of a surface gauge. The shaft was then

September 21, 1905.

vertically to the front of a casting whose base has
been made flat ; this is most easily done on a flat
emery lap , and front side filed at right angles.
The foregoing is elementary , and the only other
point to be observed is to make the screw holes

in the rule of a full clearing size, so as to allow of a
slight initial adjustment.

ready for turning, which was a very
slow job , as by taking a large cut it
would bend and fly out of the centres.
The pins were roughed out first,
leaving a little for finishing. I found it

necessary to jamb a piece of hardwood
between one crank while working at the
other, as it helped to keep the shaft
steady in the centres of the lathe.
After the pins were finished , the shaft
was turned to f in . diameter. The
feed - pump (5 - 16ths-in . bore, {-in .
stroke) is geared 24 from engine ; the
pump is fitted with phosphor-bronze
valves. With an air pressure of 40 lbs.
per sq . inch , the engine, running light,
makes 2 ,000 revolutions per minute .
In conclusion , I might add that most
of the forgings were made in the

kitchen fire, and the lubricators turned
on a sewing machine. Other details
may be gathered from the photograph
reproduced on the front page.
A

EULUDIVITIIMIL

SIDE ELEVATION ,

FRONT ELEVATION .

Workshop Notes and Notions.
[ Readers are inutted to contribute short practical Hems for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , If desired, accord
In to merú . Al matia Intended for this column should be

marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)

Bending Small Pipes.
By Eric LIDDELL.
The following method of producing a neat
rounded bend in copper piping of about 3-16ths in .
outside diameter occurred to the writer, and has
been tried with great success.
The tube to be bent has pushed into it a length
of the metal spring part of an ordinary Bowden
wire covering ; the tube is then bent (a little more
than the finished bend is required ) : the tube is then

bent back to size of finished bend - this easing the
spring inside - which can now be withdrawn by
twisting and pulling simultaneously. The spring
should be twisted so that its diameter is reduced ,
not in the opposite way .
The wire covering has also been used for springs
- the whole of the springs in a motor bike clutch

being replaced by pieces cut off a length of the cover
ing and acting very successfully.
A Height Gauge.
By R . J. MITCHELL,

When setting a scribing block for marking out,

Height
GAUGE.

4RA

PLAN .

Hard Solder for Silver .
Equal parts of silver and brass make a good ,
hard solder for silver, which will fuse much easier,
however, by the addition of 1-16th part of zinc.
In soldering either silver or gold it is well to draw
the solder into a wire, or to flatten between rollers
and then cut into small bits, which may be used as
required. To perform the work , first join the parts
to be soldered together with fine, soft wire. Have
ready some finely powdered borax, well moistened
with water, into which dip a camel hair brush , and
touch the joint to be soldered , placing a little solder
on the joint. Apply a large piece of charcoal to
the joint, and then with a blowpipe and lamp

it is often needful to set its scribing point at some

blow upon it through the flameuntil the solder melts .

definite height. The tool shown in sketches well
repays the trouble of making, and ensures more
positive results than when a rule held against a
square is used for this purpose. As will be seen , it
is simply a rule, say, a Chesterman 's 3-in ., fastened

Marking Steel Tools.
This is sometimes done in the trade by an etching
rocess carried out as follows : - A rubber stamp,
P aking white letters on a black ground , is required .
m

September 21, 1905.
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Then an ink to use with this stamp is made with
resin , } lb . ; lard oil, i tablespoonful ; lampblack ,
2 tablespoonfuls ; turpentine, 2 tablespoonfuls.
Melt the resin , and stir in the other ingredients in
the order given . When the ink is cold , it should
look like ordinary printers' ink. Spread a little of
this ink over the pad , ink the rubber stampas
usual, and press it on the clean steel -- on a saw

tiveness should commend itself to all amateur
instrument makers, should be of interest to readers
of The MODEL ENGINEER.

The construction is clearly indicated in the
accompanying sketch , and consists in fastening the
needle to one end of a piece of stiff wire bent into
the shape here shown, while the other end forms
Gloss cup

blade, for instance. With a strip of soft putty ,
make a border round the stamped design , as close
up to the lettering as possible, so that no portion
of the steel inside the ring of putty is exposed
except the lettering. Then pour into the putty
ring the etching mixture, composed of 1 oz. of
nitric acid , i oz. of muriatic acid , and 12 ozs. of
water. Allow it to rest for only a minute, draw off

the acid with a glass or rubber syringe, and soak
up the last trace of acid with a moist sponge. Take
off the putty , and wipe off the design with potash
solution first, and then with turpentine. - Work .
A Small Brass Furnace.
By E . SCHOLFIELD .
The following is a description of a small brass
furnace I have made and had in use for a long time.
The furnace is i ft. high and 6 ins. inside diameter.
To make it, a piece of stout sheet iron 23 ins. by
12 ins. is required ; this is bent round , so that after

riveting the seam it measures 7 ins, diameter. For
the bottom a round piece of sheet iron must now be

fitted in . A hole about the size of a shilling should

be made in the side, about 2 ins. from the bottom ,

METHOD OF SUSPENDING A GALVANOMETER NEEDLE .
a pivot working in a small glass cup - such as might
be formed by the sealed extremity of a small glass
tube.
Much less mechanical skill is required to reach a
given degree of sensitiveness by this means of
suspension than by the forms of pivots usually
described in this journal, while the mechanical
advantages of this suspension over the more
physicalmethod of suspending by means of a thread
of unspun silk need no pointing out. It should be
mentioned that either type of needle may be em
ployed , depending on form of instrument and

H- ole
for
blowing

scale.

Fireclay

A SMALL BRASS FURNACE.
for the purpose of blowing. The furnace would
then be ready for lining with fireclay, which must
be done to a depth of į in. all round ; also the
bottom , no firebars being needed . Reference to
the sketch will show how it is made. I use charcoal
in mine, and for blowing I use an ordinary bellows,
and get good results from it. For very small cast
ings it is very satisfactory. I may mention here
that a better blast is obtained by having the nozzle
of the bellows about an inch from the hole, instead
of quite close.

The Latest in Enginaering.
Improved Railway Points and Switches.
of railways there is probably none which costs so
much in attention and upkeep as the points and
switches. The cost of oiling and cleaning of railway
switches, the danger to the man engaged on the
work , and the greater danger to the public if it is
not done effectively, all enter directly or indirectly
into the working expenses of the line ; and the
number of derailments when shunting, and the time
and labour they involve, are almost alldue to faulty
operation or maintenance of the points . Messrs.
W . J. Jenkins & Co ., Ltd ., of Retford , Notts,
are now manufacturing an improved pattern of
railway points, the chief feature of which is that
there is no sliding motion whatever of the switch
tongues over the chairs, and consequently no need
of the perpetual oiling and cleaning necessary to
keep the sliding surfaces in good order. The tongues
are connected by the usual cross-ties, and are
carried from one position to the other by the ends
of a pair of small vertical levers set crosswise in
the track between the rails . The weight of the
tongues renders the combination only stable in its
- Of the details of the permanent way equipment

By “ SERIES WOUND ."

The following description of a galvanometer

extreme positions, so that the points cannot remain
in any intermediate position. The elimination of
the slides renders operation very easy, and the more

needle suspension , which for simplicity and sensi

so as no balance weight is required on the operating

A Simple Galvanometer Needle Suspension .
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lever. In fact, the latter can often be replaced
, so
with advantage by a simple pedal mechanismhands

Slide and Micrometer Calipers.

pole. The ease and certainty of operation are very
noticeable, and we understand that four sets of the
points have been working day and night in a very
busy yard for over two years without a drop of oil

(Continued from page 248.)
Micrometer calipers, like ithe vernier calipers, are
used to measure very small fractions, such as the
1- 1000th in . Instead of a scale, however, the

that a shunter may work it with his foot if his
are encumbered with the usual lamp and coupling

and without cleaning. One of these sets, installed
where derailments due to flying shunting were par
ticularly frequent, has entirely eliminated the
trouble from that source. The mechanism is ex
tremely simple, containing neither balance-weights,

springs, nor sliding surfaces, and can be applied to
any existing points, whether worked by hand,
electric, pneumatic, or other power. - Engineering .

By A . W . M .

measurement is made by a means of a screw of
accurate pitch . Suppose a screw is cut with a
pitch of 1- 10th of an inch - that is, the distance from
the top of one turn of the screw to the next is
I - roth in ., there would then be ten complete turns
in i in . (see Fig . 14 ). If this screw was made to fit
nicely into a nut, the following actions could be
effected : - ( 1) If the nut was fixed so that it could

Trial of a New Channel Turbine Steamer .
- The turbine steamer, Princess Elizabeth , built by

the Société Anonyme John Cockerill, of Seraing
and Hoboken, Belgium , for the Belgian Govern
ment, has very successfully completed her trials
on the Clyde. Constructed for the mail service
between Ostend and Dover, the Princess Elizabeth
has a length of 344 ft., a beam of 40 ft., and a mean

WWWWWWWWW

draught of 7 ft. 9 ins. She has three propellers,

each driven by a Parsons turbine, and she was built

in

for a guaranteed speed of 224 knots. Her official

- 10 turns —
Fig. 14.

trials were run between the Cloch and the Cumbrae

Lights recently, when she attained an average speed

of 24 knots on four runs. The vessel was also re
quired to do 13 knots astern , and when tried on the
measured mile she averaged no less than 16 knots
on two runs.

The Mond Gas Plant Tests. — The official
tests of the 1,000 h .-p. Mond gas plant erected
for the Midland Railway at Heysham Harbour
have now been completed , the actual results being
10 per cent. better than the guarantee. The heat
units in the gas produced from 1 lb . of fuel amounted
to 9,720 British thermal units ; the quality of the
gas varied in different tests from 185 .6 down to

158 .3 British thermal units per cubic foot.

The

plant consists of two producers and their acces
sories, and four gas engines rated at 250 b .h .-P .
each . The fuel used was a bituminous coal, and
the amount required amounted at full load to
1•28 lb . per b .h .-p . Two men suffice to look after

neither turn round or move and the screw was
rotated , its end would advance, the point being
flush with the face N of the nut (Fig. 1 : ) at the
commencement wouldmove forward to P , a distance
of exactly i in ., when the screw had been rotated
by exactly ten revolutions ; with five revolutions

it would move { in .; with one revolution 1-10th in .;
free to move, it would travelalong the screw a dis
tance of 1 in . (Fig . 16 ), when it was rotated through
ten revolutions, or i- roth in , for one revolution ; and
so on . (3) If the nut was only free to rotate but

and so on . ( 2 ) If the screw was fixed and the nut

not to move sideways, and the screw was free to
move but not to rotate, ten revolutions of the nut
would cause the end of the screw to move exactly

A

the whole of the gas plant.

Automobile Speed Limit. – A prominent
French automobile engineer recently stated that it
would not be possible for a modern racing auto
mobile to exceed the speed of 130 miles an hour
while it is maintained at the present weight. M . !
Serpollet, the designer of the well-known steam car !
Fixed nur
of that name, has therefore decided to approach i
FIG . 15.
this maximum as near as possible during this year.
He is now constructing a steam car which he is
i in . from N to P (Fig . 17 ) ; one revolution of the
confident will accomplish the kilometre in 18 secs., 1 nut
would cause it to move i- roth in .; and so on .
or at an average speed of 125 miles an hour. The
It will be seen from this that we have here a means
motor will develop over 200 h .-p ., and the weight
of measuring the movement of a surface attached
of the engine without the steam generator or boiler
to a screw or a nut, provided we know how many
will be only 150 kilogrammes (330 lbs.).
turns the screw makes round its axis in a given
distance, and that if the end of the screw formed
themovable jaw of a caliper we could measure the
In South -Western Finland, deposits of zinc

copper, and lead ore have recently been discovered .

There have also been found traces of gold and
silver .

amount of opening of the jaws by counting the
number of revolutions of the screw or nut which
had taken place to open the jaws to any amount.
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To measure very small fractions we can count
portions of a revolution. For instance, if only half a
revolution had been given to the screw or nut, the
amount of movement would be half 1- 10th in .,
that is , 1-2oth in . ; if only the 1- 10th of a revolu
tion had been given , the movement would be only
the tenth part of I- Ioth in ., that is, 1- 100th
part of an inch ; and so on . To ensure that the
correct amount of movement shall take place it is
necessary to provide some kind of indicator to show
when the screw or nut has been turned through a
complete revolution or fraction of a revolution ; it
is also essential that the screw is made of accurate
pitch , or else the measurementwill not be correct .
Though it is possible to compensate for inaccuracy ,
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would now be divided into fifty parts, so that the
1 -50th part of a revolution is indicated , and the
pitch of the screw being i-roth in , it is advanced
1 -50th of its pitch , that is, 1-50th of 1-10th in . =
1-500th in . for each small division moved past the
edge A . Such an instrument is called a micrometer
caliper, and is an application of the principle illus
trated in Fig. 15. The commercial form of this .
kind of caliper is an improvement upon the con
struction , as shown in Fig. 18, the screw bein
Nut free to
rolole only
k _
1"

the screw is usually cut sufficiently good to render
The method adopted to show the amount of

such precaution unnecessary .

rotation which has been given to the screw , is to
provide it with a plain circular head marked with
a convenient number of equal divisions — ten , for
instance ; the lines dividing the circumference of
the head exactly into ten parts (see Fig. 18 ). A
complete or fraction of a revolution can then be
accurately determined by adjusting the lines on the
screw head so that they come exactly opposite to
a fixed line on mark . such as the straightedge A
(Fig . 18). The number of revolutions is deter
mined by observing the position on the scale A of

- VI
Screw free to move only

_ in direction of its length
FIG . 17 .
protected as much as possible and adjustments
provided to compensate for wear and to lock the

screw in position ; but the principle is precisely the

the edge B of the divided head : A is marked with
divisions corresponding to the pitch of the screw ,

same as described .

one complete revolution of B will cause the screw
to advance one division along A . To ascertain the
size of a shaft, for instance, you would place it
between the end of the screw C and the face D ; the
screw is then rotated until the shaft is just touched
by C and D . If it was exactly i in . in diameter,
for example, the edge A would be opposite to the
i in , mark on A and the o mark on B would be in

calipers for making accurate measurements to
small amounts instead of a vernier scale, re
moving the uncertainty of deciding at which
line to commence the counting ,as with the ver

line with the edge of A . If, however, the diameter
of the shaft was slightly larger than i in ., the o

The micrometer principle is also applied to slide

nier.

A common form of micrometer slide caliper is
shown in Fig..19. In appearance it is very similar
to the caliper described in Fig . 1, and the general
remarks regarding the marking of the scale , method

of determining the division to be taken when
reading a measurement, and construction , are

applicable to these calipers. The distinguishing fea
ture is the use of a micrometer screw and nut

V Fixed screw !

Movoble nut !

instead of a vernier scale to indicate minute frac
tions of the divisions marked on the bar ; it is an
application of the arrangement explained in Fig . 17 .
The movable jaw B is provided with a screw S
fixed so that it cannot rotate ; upon this screw is
threaded a nut M which can rotate upon the screw
but cannot move along it, being held between the
arms of the sliding clamp F . When this clamp is

fixed to the bar by means of the setscrew N , the

Fig . 16 .

jaw B will be moved along the bar if the nut M is

mark on B would not be in line with A but one of
the other marks would be there,because B would

or part of one depending upon the pitch of the
screw .
Suppose now that the bar is marked into divisions

rotated , the amount of movement per revolution

have made a fraction of a revolution more than the
exact number of revolutions necessary to move the
end of the screw a distance of i in ., and the number
on B , which was in line with A , would indicate the
value of this fraction . If the pitch of the screw
was I- Ioth in , and B was marked with ten divisions,
the shaft would be i in . X I -Iooth in . diameter if

mark I was in line with A , or x 5- 100ths in , ifmark 5
was in line with A , and so on . By sub -dividing the
ten divisions on B , the measurement can be made
to a greater degree of accuracy : a sub-division to
five parts would mean that the end of the screw
would advance 1- 500th part of an inch for each
small division moved past the edge of A because B

of 1 in . each as its smallest divisions, and that the
screw has a pitch of 1 in . also , it is evident that B
will move that amount for one revolution of the nut
M ; for half a revolution of M it will move half a
quarter of an inch , that is, fin . ; or for a quarter
of a revolution of M the movement of B will be

a quarter of a bar division, that is, 1- 16th in .; and
so on . It will be seen , that provided we can
accurately determine small fractions of a revolu
tion of M , we can easily measure to very small
fractions of a bar division . This is where the

benefit of the micrometer screw principle appears,
because we have only to mark the surface of the

• The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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nut M into divisions corresponding to the smallest

would therefore be 1.001 in . If the bar had been

fraction of a revolution which we desire to indicate
and to provide a fixed zero mark on one of the jaws
of F to enable any fraction of a revolution of M to be
determined ; and , further , by making the diameter
of M large enough, we can ensure that the divisions
marked upon it are so large that they can be read
without the aid of a magnifying glass.
As very small fractions are more conveniently

smaller than i in ., the operations would have been
precisely the same, except that the nut M would

expressed as decimals of an inch , it is usual to
arrange micrometer calipers to indicate to the
I- 1000th part of an inch ; the actual size of the bar
divisions would depend upon the pitch of the screw :
a convenient division is the 1-40th part of an inch ,
the screw being of the same pitch . If the surface
of the nut M is then marked into twenty-five
divisions and it is turned through that part of a

revolution , the jaw B will be moved an amount
equal to thecne- twenty - fifth of a bar division , which
is equal to 1- 1000th in ., because 1-40th X 1-25th =
1- 100oth .

To use such a caliper, the object - say , a round
piece of steel - to bemeasured is placed between the
jaws A and B , and they are closed until they just
touch it ; the position of the indicating mark L on
the movable jaw is then noted : if it is exactly
opposite to a bar division , the size can be at once
noted ; but if the mark is slightly to one or the other
side of one of the marks on the bar, you must
use the micrometer to determine the fraction
of a division by which the measurement is short
of or beyond the mark on the bar. For instance,
suppose the bar to be exactly i in . in diameter,
then the mark L will be exactly opposite to the
i in . mark on the bar ; but if L is slightly beyond
the i in . mark it would show that the bar was
larger than i in . in diameter by some small fraction
of an inch . To determine this fraction , first clamp
the jaw B by means of its setscrew D so that it
cannotmove, i nd remove the steel bar from between
the jaws, leave N slack , then rotate the nut M until
its o line is exactly opposite to the mark P ; now

have been rotated in a direction to open the jaws
until the mark L had reached the 1-in . line on the
bar; the reading would then show
that the steel bar
was .001 in smaller than i in . in diameter .

You would proceed in exactly the same way if
you wished to make one bar smaller or larger than

another by a certain amount - say, 3- 1000ths in .

You would set the caliper so that it measured the
diameter of the bar which was not to be altered ;
then tighten up D , slacken N , set M so that its o
line was opposite to P ; tighten N , slacken D , and
rotate the nut M by as many divsions as required
by the alteration in size : in this case, three divi
sions one way or the other would move the jaw B
by 3- 1000ths in . which is the difference requiredbar;
then finally tighten up D , and turn the new

until it fits exactly between the jaws. If the jaws
were fitted with projections(H , H ) formeasuring the
diameters of holes, the same operations would be
used to measure holes of different sizes, to alter a
hole by a given amount, or to measure the sizes of
spindles, etc., which were required to fit into a
hole with a certain degree of fit.
Micrometer slide calipers are sometimes arranged
with a movable screw (as in Fig . 18 ) fitted to the
sliding jaw , instead of the arrangement of nut as
Fig. 19. With these instruments the mark L is
first set exactly opposite to a line on the bar which
corresponds nearest to the size of the object to be

measured ; the micrometer screw is then adjusted

until the object to be measured is clipped between
the jaws ; the difference in size is then read directly
from the divisions marked on the micrometer
screw -head .

The vernier caliper depends for its results largely

upon the accurate marking of the scale ; the mi
crometer depends, as well, upon accuracy in the
pitch of its screw . The backlash , or movement,
which is always present between a screw and nut,
is counteracted in the caliper shown in Fig .
19 by means of a spring which is coiled
round the screw and, pressing outwards
between the jaw B and clamp F , always
keeps the nut M tightly against the thread
of the screw . In micrometers such as shown

in Fig. 18 thenut in which the screw works is
usually split, and clamped by means of a
screw , or screws, in such a manner that

the backlash is eliminated .

the list

Fig . 18.
screw up N so that the clamp F cannot move
along the bar ; slacken D so that B is free
to move. The nut M is now to be rotated
until the mark L is exactly opposite the i in , mark
on the bar ; the amount of rotation of M will in
dicate the distance which the jaws have required
to be closed to bring L to the i in , mark , and , there
fore, the exact size of the bar which is being
measured . If the nut only required turning
through an amount equal to one of its divisions,
the jaw B would have only moved 1- 1000th in . ;
therefore, this would be the amount by which the
diameter of the steel bar exceeded i in . — its size

It will probably occur to the reader that
by combining the principles of the micro
meter and vernier,exceedingly small measure
ments could be made ; this, as a matter of
fact, is sometimes done in calipers to measure
to the 1- 10,000th part of an inch . If, for
example, a circular vernier scale was engraved
on the extension of F , in place of the single mark
P , the marked surfaces of P and M meeting one
another, a movement of 1- 10th of a division on M
could be easily read by the aid of a magnifying glass :
this would indicate a movement of the jaw B of
1- 10 ,000th in . Such calipers are only used for

exceedingly accurate work . The usual workshop
micrometer or vernier caliper reads to the 1- 10ooth
part of an inch .
It is necessary to take some precautions when
using slide calipers and micrometers, if reasonably

reliable measurements are to be made. There may
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be some slight error in the divisions, or the opening

that one of the screws - D or N - is slack before

between jaws may not exactly correspond to the

using the adjustment screw , as if the jaw and clamp

indications of themark which points to the divisions

should happen to be fixed tightly to the bar, there
is risk of straining the screw and nut. These re
marks also apply to the caliper shown in Fig. 1,

on the bar, as it is almost impossible to make such

articles free from error. A new caliper should be
examined , and if an inaccuracy in the reading is
detected , the amount should be noted , so that it

may be allowed for when measurements are made.
Close the jaws and note if the indicating edge or
line is exactly opposite to the zero mark on the bar ;
it may be slightly to one side or the other ; if so ,
all your measurements should be made on the basis

of this error. Be careful not to strain the caliper

as, though the screw here is not a micrometer
screw , and therefore not used as a means ofmaking
measurements, yet it is better to avoid straining
it.

Good bar calipers are usually fitted with flat
springs between the points of the clamp screws
and the bar, or the clamps and jaw are made to fit

spring tight upon the bar, so that it is possible to

ht
LAIVAUVA

Spring
Fig . 19 .
B :

make them slide with a certain amount of friction .
The object of this is to prevent the jaw from
shaking about, and to preserve accuracy of mea
surement ; you should therefore adjust the clamping
screws so that a slight effort is required to move the

when closing the jaws, especially is this the case
with micrometers and screw adjustments ; the

screw should only bemoved with the lightest possible
pressure , so that you can feel the contact between
the measuring surfaces and the object to be
measured . When comparing two articles, unless
they are clipped between the jaws with exactly the
sameamount of force , the measurement as indicated
by the caliper will not be correct. To guard against
this fault, some micrometer screws are provided
with a ratchet in the milled head , by which the
screw is rotated ; this ratchet slips as soon as the

jaws grip the object with a certain pressure, thus
ensuring that all objects are subjected to the same
force, and, consequently, any difference indicated
by the caliper must be due to size. It is quite easy ,
for instance, when measuring the diameter of
copper wire, to flatten it to some extent when
clipped between the jaws of a micrometer caliper,
and thus obtain a false measurement. With all
patterns of bar calipers it is important to tighten
up the setscrews, such as D and N (Fig. 19 ), when
the final measurement is made, except for tem
porary or approximate measurements, as the jaws
may not be accurately square to the bar when the
setscrews are loose.
To make a fine adjustment of the movable jaw

by means of the screw S (Fig. 19 ), the clamp F
should be fixed by means of its setscrew N , whilst
the setscrew D is slackened so as to allow the
jaw B to move along the bar.

Always see

jaw and clamp when making a measurement. An
experimental trial will show just the amount of
stiffness which gives good results. Remember that
calipers which are to be used for measurements of
1- 1000th in . should be carefully treated ; if allowed
to fall or be strained , they will not be reliable. The
screws of micrometers should be kept in good
preservation, as upon their condition accuracy of

measurement depends.
NEW WIRELESS STATION IN CALIFORNIA.
A company is erecting a wireless telegraph station
at Mount Tamalpais, California , whence they will
communicate with Hawaii - a distance of 2,000
miles .
UTILISING BLACK SMOKE. - In many Belgian
factories black smoke is utilised instead of being
allowed to pass off into the open air. Fans drive
the smoke into a porous receptacle, over which
flows a stream of petroleum or other liquid , and the
smoke is converted into gas. This gas gives a high
heat, and is used for running gas engines.
UNIDIRECTIONAL WIRELESS TRANSMISSION. - An
important improvement in space telegraphy is
announced by Professor Braun , of Strassburg ,
Germany, the inventor of the system which bears
his name. The Professor has succeeded , it is said ,
in sending wireless electrical waves in a single
direction . Up to now it has been possible only to
transmit waves in all directions. Much energy will
be saved by the new invention , if it proves successful
in practice.
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Traction Notes on Road and Rail.
By Chas. S. LAKE.

L . & N . W . R . MOTOR DEVELOPMENTS.

inaugurated a road
companybetween
has recently
This service
motor
Connahs Quay and Mold ,
connecting
the maincovering
Holyhead
line with
that
from Mold toupDenbigh,
a distance
of about
eleven miles, through charming scenery, and passing

through a number of villages - hitherto remote
during the journey.
The cars are painted the well-known L . & N .W .
colours, viz., white and chocolate-brown, and they
present a very attractive appearance. They ac
commodate thirty -four passengers, and carry a
limited quantity of luggage. The need of such con
veyances has long been felt in the district, and the
vehicles are being especially well patronised .
The company have also put in service a steam
goods lorry between Holywell Station and town,
capable of taking a load of 5 tons, and also a trailer
1

it is not better practice to have the cylinders and
gear outside. The appliances for controlling the
car are duplicated, so that it can be operated from
either end, according to the direction of running,
and with equal facility . The car bodies are being
built at Wolverton Works, from the designs
of Mr. C . A . Park (Superintendent), while the
engines are under construction at Crewe, these
having been designed by Mr. Geo. Whale (Chief
Mechanical Engineer). An illustration of one of
these cars will shortly appear in these columns, to
gether with dimensions.

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES ON THE DISTRICT RAIL
WAY.
Quite recently a trial trip was run for the purpose
of testing two of the new electric locomotives for

the District Railway. A standard L . & N .W .
Working pressure
100 145

bunker
Copacity
of

9cws

Scale of Peer

Capoeily od
Ilonks

sogallons

FRONT ELEVATION .

REAR ELEVATION .
SIDE ELEVATION .
Fig . 1. - THE TAFF VALE RAILWAY STEAM Motor Car.

with a capacity of 2 tons. This is also proving of
great benefit to those who have business with the
railway.
The new steam motor coaches nearing completion

atWolverton for branch line traffic on the L . & N . W .
Railway have two large passenger compartments,
with a centre vestibule between them ; also a
luggage compartment and engine room . The centre
vestibule is for the passengers to enter and leave
the car by, and is controlled by the conductor,
The seats in the compartments are arranged trans
versely along each side of the car, with a gangway
down the centre. The engine is of the locomotive
type, and, contrary to usual practice for these cars,
the cylinders are carried inside the frames, as is also
the valve gearing, so that all that is visible of the
mechanism and parts are the coupling rods. This
gives the design an especially neat and pleasing
appearance, but it may be considered doubtful
whether in an engine contained in such a small com
pass , and under the special conditions of working,

“ Underground " train of ten coaches was hauled
by the locomotives from Mill Hill Park to South
Harrow and back, and a good speed was main
tained , in spite of the gradients, for which , of
course, the engines have not been designed . In

ordinary working, the electric locomotives will
replace the steam locomotives at Earl's Court for
hauling the trains coming from Broad Street to the
Mansion House. They have steel sides and frames,
and are fireproof throughout. They are painted
red , with gold lining, and resemble in shape an
ordinary brake van.
STEAM RAIL MOTOR CARS, TAFF VALE RAILWAY,
The writer is indebted to Mr. Thos. Hurry
Riches, M .Inst.C . E ., Locomotive Engineer of the
Taff Vale Railway, for the accompanying illustra
tions of one of the steam motor coaches designed
by him for working on that line. Each car is
58 ft. 9 ins. long over buffers, and runs upon two
four-wheeled bogies, spaced with their centres
40 ft. 94 ins. apart, the total wheelbase being
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49 ft. 34 ins. Seats for twelve first- and forty

Straker & Squire, of Bush Lane, Cannon Street,

third -class passengers are provided in some of the
cars, but others have third -class accommodation

E .C ., for the London Road Car Company. The
vehicle is of the “ double-decker " type, and ac

only . Luggage space, measuring 3 ft . In ins. by

commodates thirty -six passengers in all. The

8 ft., is included in the design .

engine is petrol driven , and has four cylinders cast

There are two entrance gangways fitted with
steps, which may be lowered and raised as desired .
The car framing is constructed of steel channels

portions, so arranged as to completely surround

the explosion chambers of the cylinders and also

and angles , stiffened by truss rods, and the body

the'valve chambers. The water enters at the ex

and frames are suspended to the bogie frame by
eight spiral springs arranged to admit of passing
round a five-chain curve.
The engine has two 9-in . by 14 -in . cylinders

inlet side. The engine is securely bolted to the side

in pairs, with a water-jacket of specially large pro
haust side of the cylinders, and passes out at the

members of the frame by means of lugs, or feet,

placed outside the frames, the connecting-rods

cast in one with the bottom portion of the crank
chamber, which is formed of two aluminium cast

driving the end pair of wheels. Stephenson lipk

ings, jointed horizontally along the axis of the
crankshaft, the latter being of forged nickel steel,

motion is used for actuating the valves, which work
above the cylinders by means of a rocking shaft.

and of very ample dimensions. The transmission

DRIT CLASS
TXIRO

CLASS

FIG . 2. - STEAM RAIL MOTOR COACH, TAFF VALE RAILWAY.

Theboiler is of themultitubular type, constructed

of power is effected by clutch , through a change

of steel plates, with a copper firebox. The barrel
portion is placed tran versely, and the tubes are
divided into two groups of 156 in each group.
The total heating surface is 338 .5 sq . ft., and the
grate area 8 sq. ft. ; and the working pressure
160 lbs. per sq . in . The engine bogie has 2 ft.
10 ins. diameter wheels, and a wheelbase of 9 ft.
6 ins. (in all the cars except No. 1, illustrated here
with, where it is 8 ft. 6 ins.) The water capacity
of the tanks is 530 gallons, and the bunker holds
10 cwts. of coal. At 80 per cent. of the working
pressure the tractive force is 4.263 lbs. The cars
are proving successful in every way.

speed box immediately at the rear of the engine,
and from thence to a second change speed box in
front of the back axle. There are three changes of
speed , and one reverse in the first speed box , and
in the second speed box, which contains the coun
tershaft and differential gear, there is a gear ratio
change on the third motion shaft, which , in turn ,
drives by chains on the back axle. Two levers are
employed for effecting change of speed ; and by
actuating the gear change in the second gear-box
the three speeds contained in the first gear -box can
be either doubled or halved. In this way six
speeds can be obtained without the complication
of a six -speed gear-box. The speed ratios are ,
approximately , 3, 9, and 14 miles per hour on high
ratio ; and 11, 41, and 7 m .p.h . on low ratio. This
arrangement of six speeds gives a wide range for

MOTOR OMNIBUSES IN LONDON .
The motor omnibus shown in the illustration
on page 274 is one of several built by Messrs
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use under every possible condition of traffic, load ,
gradients, and weather.
The bore and stroke of the cylinders are 105 and
130 mm . respectively , and the horse-power de
veloped is 24. The wheelbase of the vehicle is
13 ft . 6 ins., and total width over the hubs 6 ft.
5 ins. The normal engine speed is 950 revolutions
per minute. The vehicles are fitted with “ Royal

Sirdar-Buffer " tyres, and are well and comfort
ably appointed in every way.

A Large Pumping Plant.
THERE has just been completed , for the Tasmania
1 Gold Mining Company, oneof the largest pump
ing plants in theworld . It is capable of dealing
with 8 ,000 ,000 gallonsof water per day from a depth
of 2,000 ft. The plant is divided into three units.
Each unit consists of a steam engine placed upon

FRENCH SUBMARINES. - Three new French sub

the surface, actuating four pairs of plunger pumps
fixed in the shaft, raising the water 2,000 ft. in four
stages, each of 500 ft. The engines are compound ,
differential condensing engines of unusually large

marines, theOpale, the Emeraude, and the Sapphire

size, and built for a steam pressure of 150 lbs.
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Fig . 3. - ONE OF THE “ STRAKER ” MOTOR OMNIBUSES FOR THE LONDON ROAD -CAR COMPANY.
will be the largest yet constructed . Their displace
Each engine has a low pressure cylinder 108 ins. in
ment is to be 422 tons, their length 1464 ft., and
diameter, with a stroke of 10 ft., and a high
their beam 12 ft. They will each have two pro
pressure cylinder 50 ins. in diameter, also with a
pellers, worked , when on the surface, by gas engines,
stroke of 10 ft. The quadrants, the arms of which
and when submerged , by electric motors drawing
are 15 ft. centre to centre, are built up of steel
their current from accumulators. The engines will
plates blocked with pitch pine. The main quadrant
develop 600 h .-p ., with a corresponding speed of
bearings are 18 ins. in diameter by 24 ins. long.
12 knots per hour. Each boat will carry six
The spear rods themselves are 22 ins. square, and
torpedo tubes. They will be more habitable than
in lengths of about 47 ft., the joints being made
boats of previous types, and they will have an
with steel spear plates and bolts in the ordinary

increased radius of action.

way .
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A Small Electric Furnace and

How to Construct it.
By H . MEYRICK -OSBORN .
THE accompanying photograph Fig . 1) shows

or I daresay the wire may be bought the required

thickness to avoid any trouble and waste. Join up
the length of wire in circuit with a lamp, using in
the samemanner as one would a resistance, and see
how long a length is required to kill the light of the

lamp; then cut out the lamp,and move one terminal
down the length of platinum until it gets red -hot ;

a first-class working electric furnace, with

then adjust until the greatest heat is obtained .

which enormous heat can be attained quite

Mark the length of wire, and cut off at this point.

easily. The method of constructing the furnace is
First make a wooden core, the shape and size of
the muffle required ; this is constructed with three
strips of wood in the manner shown in Fig. 2.
Two pieces (A and B ), 4 in . by in. by 4 ins., and
one piece (C ) tapered from } in . by fin. by 4 ins.

These experiments are best carried out on a sheet of
asbestos board. In this particular furnace illus
trated the current was obtained from a dynamo.
The length of wire used was 14 ins., the voltage

I

as fo lows :

to

in . by

in . by 4 ins. These three pieces are

screwed together by means of two screws at one
end , the tapered piece C being in the centre. Mark

off 2 ins. at the unscrewed end, and carve this into

Fig . 2. — THE WOODEN CORE.
required to obtain the greatest heat was about
30 , amperes 5.
When the layer of fire-clay is fairly dry (not
hard ), wind on the length of platinum wire, leaving
the two ends out to connect to terminals . The
wire is best kept in position by means of binding
with cotton , which will burn out when furnace is

first used . Fig. 3 shows wire wound on. Now

FIG . 1. - MR. H . MEYKICK -OSBORN'S SMALL

a e -shaped core i in . wide and in . high. The
tapered piece should be left longer than the other
two pieces to facilitate extraction later on .
When carved to proper shape and thoroughly
smoothed , a piece of parchment paper is wrapped
round the shaped end, a piece fixed at the end, and
then secured with wax.

L

/

ELECTRIC FURNACE.

Ends of

plolinum wire
Fig . 3. - METHOD OF WINDING .

All now being ready for the building up of the

muffle, take some finely powdered fire-clay cement
(previously damped ), and mix to a thick working
consistency with silicate of soda (water -glass ) ;
spread a very thin layer all over the parchment paper,
and place in a warm place to slowly dry .
' The heat is to be obtained for the furnace by
means of platinum wire. First of all, decide the
voltage the furnace is to be worked with , then take
a piece of platinum wire,and pull it down through a

drawplate until about No. 24, or a little thinner ;

cover platinum wire with a fairly thick layer of fire

clay cement, and place in a warm place to harden .
Next make a box of thin sheet iron, a square
the front rivet a shelf (B ) (see Fig . 4 ).
In the side A a piece of slate is riveted at D ;
holes are drilled in slate E E , large enough to take
(as at A ) cut out of one side ; also one in front. To

two terminals, which are screwed in and fixed by
endsof wire through. When the fire-clay is nice and :

nuts at the back . The holes F F are to bring the
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dry, have a long length of thin asbestos string ;
wind this round and round the fire-clay , then have
plenty of asbestos waste, place a little at the bottom

September 21, 1905

now seen in the shops, by fusing together ordinary
glass beads that have previously been crushed to
a powder, and mixed with water to a thick paste.

ofbox, place muffle in side, bringing ends of wire
through the holes FF ; pack more asbestos waste
tightly all round until nearly full, then seal top

with a mixture of 1 part plaster of Paris and 2 parts
fine silver sand (powdered granite stone is better
still) ; make into a thick consistency with water.

Design for a Model Compound
Horizontal Steam Engine.

When hard , cut off surplus, and leave level with
By RICHARD W . ELTON .

front of case.

LOR this design of a model compound horizontal
r engine I have assumed a pressure of 80at lbs.
the

To

per sq. in . gauge, or 95 lbs. absolute
valve chest of the H .-P . cylinder. It is required

i
-5o

cylinder engine, i in . diameter by 2 ins. stroke.
The simple engine will use .78 x 12 x 2 = 1:56 cubic

790 T

that the H .- P. cylinder of the compound engines
shall use the same amount of steam as a simple

ins. per stroke. If we keep the stroke of the com
three-quarters of the stroke = 1.5 ins., the H .-P .
cylinder of the compound will require to be if ins.
diameter ; this giving 1•122 X •78 X1.5 = 1.48 cubic
ins, of steam per stroke ; near enough for our pur
pound engine the same- viz., 2 ins. and cut-off at

pose,

On drawing the theoretical indicator diagram for
IR

the H .- P. cylinder, cutting off at three- quarter
stroke, we find a mean theoretical pressure of 77 lbs.

per sq. in ., and a terminal pressure of 57 lbs. per

Fig . 4. - Sheet Iron Box.
Now place thewhole box in a warm oven for about
six hours to dry gradually ; take out, secure ends of
platinum by clamping under bottom ; screw nut of
terminals, take out the binding screws in wooden
plug , carefully withdraw centre tapered strip ;
then the other two pieces can be easily withdrawn ,
and the parchment peeled off with out injury to the

muffle. Now place it back into oven and thoroughly
dry, gradually increasing the heat until the fire
A very good and serviceable clamp for the box
can be made by means of utilising a globe holder ,

clay is baked .

sq . in ., both by gauge. Multiplying these values
by a diagram factor of .8, this being the relation
of the probable to the theoretical diagrams, we find
a probable mean pressure of 61.6 lbs. per sq . in . ;
and a terminal pressure of 45.6 lbs. per sq . in .
Reducing these values still more to allow for back

pressure, we obtain , say 55 lbs. per sq. in . average,
and 40 lbs. per sq. in . terminal pressures by gauge.
Drop at receiver assumed as 5 lbs. per sq . in .
Pressure at l.-P. valve chest = 35 lbs. per sq . in .
gauge, 50 absolute.

Proceeding as before, the theoretical diagram

gives 33 lbs. per sq . in . average, and 22 lbs. per
sq . in , terminal pressure, cutting off at three -quarter
stroke. Mulitplying by diagram factor of 8
reduces these to 26 .4 average, 17.6 terminal pres

sure — both by gauge. Les back pressure, these

become (say) 20 lbs. per sq. in , average, and 12 lbs.
Fig . 5. - Gas

BRACKET USED
AS A CLAMP.

JOH

per sq . in . terminal pressure. Now , we wish to
equalise the crank pin efforts as much as possible,
for the engine to work smoothly , so we must obtain
equal impulses in each cylinder. The mean total

forward pressure in the H .-P . cylinder works out at
•78 x 55 (mean pressure per sq . in .) = 42.9 or, say,
43 lbs.

The mean pressure in L .- P . cylinder being

20 lbs., we must have an area of piston
as found on gas brackets, provided it is of the

proper shape ; the two front teeth clip the front of
the box, whilst the screw at the back tightens up
the box. Any desired shape of stand can be turned
up in the lathe, metal being the best material on

account of the heat. When stand is ready, place
furnace in position, connect up with dynamo

through a resistance, and run the current through ,
care being taken to cut out the resistance and raise
heat slowly the first time of using. After using
once or twice, the furnace will be in perfect con

= 43 = 2. 15 per sq . in .
This gives an area of, say, I 11-16ths ins, for the
20

L .- P. cylinder . Thus, we start with these impor
tant points settled - H .-P . cylinder, if ins. diameter ;
L .- P . cylinder , III- 16ths ins. diameter , both 2 -in .
stroke, cutting off at three - quarter stroke,

Looking at the elevations and general plan of the

dition , the muffle hard as a brick , and enormous
heat can be obtained ; pure gold can be melted with

engine (Figs. 1, 2 and 3), we see that it is of the
coupled compound type, the high - and low -pressure
cylinders being on either side of the flywheel. The
H .-P. cylinder is governed , and on the opposite side of
the bedplate is the pump. The engine being

ease. Very pretty jewellery can be made, such as

designed for a speed of 600 revolutions per minute,

-H. P
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pump has, therefore, been arranged to be driven
through the medium of worm gearing ; the worm

make the casting too complicated , these might be
cast in one with the cylinder, thus making a better
job. The cylinders should be lagged with non

being double-threaded and the wheel having
twenty teeth , gives a speed reduction of 10 to 1,

conducting material, and covered with sheet brass

a direct-driven pump would be inadmissible . The

or a speed for the pump of sixty strokes per minute
withBetween
the engine
at 600 revolutions per minute.
the stop valve and the H .- P . valve

or steel, at the discretion of the maker. The
sheeting can be screwed to the lugs shown , by
1- 16th in . snap head screws. The method of
fastening on the valve chest should be noted, as it

chest is a throttle valve, acted on direct by the
governor through rods. Between the cylinders is
the receiver.

enables the cover to be removed and the valve set
by sight.

The back covers present no special features, the

Elevation
1, Half sectional SideBosse

34 dia i diameer steel

rerecotor
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Cover for lagging
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Fig . 5. — DETAILS OF H .-P. CYLINDER.
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1 24 Picir.
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Pédia
14 .. of..Cylinder
Holt sectional
Flevolion
from Crank Shaft
OF L.-P.. CYLINDER.
usual central recess being for the piston -rod nut to
pass into .
The belplate should be of cast iron (see Fig. 8),
but if considered better, a plain plate may be
substituted without any alteration, except lengthen

holding
Sheer sleei laggin
L Strips
g 4tum
790 .

Holt sechonol Side Elevation
FIG . 6 . - DETAILS
The cylinders, perhaps, rank first in import
ance. (Details are shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7.)
They may be cast in iron or gunmetal, as desired .
The ports are cast in . It will be seen that the
ports are in . wide, and the eccentric only opens
the valve 3- 32nds in . This gives sufficient steam
opening, and the full width of the port will be
available for exhaust. The cylinders are drained
at each end ; the drains are better drilled from the
bottom of the cylinder, and plugged as far up as
necessary, as shown by black portion . The cylinders
are fastened down to the bedplate by angle brackets,
shown dotted on end elevations. If it would not

ing the governor casting.

( To be continued .)

New FRANCO-SPANISH RAILWAYS. - A convention
the construction of three new railways through the
Pyrenees - viz ., from Aix -les- Thermes to Ripoli,

has been concluded between France and Spain for
from Oloron to Zuera, and from St. Giron to Sort.
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pure metal. It drags and tears and clogs the

Notes on Magnalium and other

cutting edges. Very small cuts have to be taken
at high speed , with good lubrication . The case is

Light Alloys .

very different with magnalium . It works cleanly
100 ft. per minute, without any lubricant, long
spiral shavings come off and the surface left is free

in the lathe. When turned at a surface speed of
are indebted to Mr. R . E . Barnett, B . Sc .,

for permission to extract the following
passages from a paper recently read by
him before the Yorkshire Section of
the Society of Chemical Industry : — .
At the present time, three magnalium
alloys are in regular use, denoted by the
letters X , Y , and Z . The first of these
is for forging or for castings in which
strength is a primary consideration .
Forging is done at about 330° C .,special
care being taken to avoid oxidation .
The second, Y , is ordinarily used for

. Fre
annealing is necessary, unless very hard
sheet is required . Apart from the

drilled
--

Beer

ó 'high' ...

S
s high ,

ó high
H .

-14

done
isque
for rolling and drawing. Rolling
nt
between 300° and 350°
C

Section on a

bu

casting. To secure good results, oxida
tion must be carefully guarded against,
the melted metal must not be agitated
or overheated , and after pouring the
casting should be cooled as quickly
as possible. The melting point is
slightly above that of aluminium : The
castings when properly made are clean
and sharp . The third alloy, Z , is used

from any signs of dragging or tearing. It is also

- -- -

E

lume

W

- 4 .... ..
Governor

Guides.

Guides

method pursued in rolling, it is stated

s'high ' ........

that soft sheet can bemade springy by
heating to about 390° C . and slow cool
ing. Rapid quenching makes it soft.
Similar considerations apply to draw

Plan
s'high. I

ing into rod , wire or tube. Frosting
is done, as with aluminium itself, by
alkaline liquors .

Vje .......
high.-- - 9 :.....

It will be noticed that except for

The col
... i .

its greater tendency to oxidation when
hot, the treatment of magnalium by

the foregoing processes is very similar
to that required for aluminium . Mag

nalium has, however, two advantages
at least over pure aluminium . Its ten
sile strength is decidedly higher. This
is said to range from 81 to 10 tons in
the case of ordinary castings ( Y ), up
to 23 tons for Z when rolled hard . The

Elevation
Fig . 8. - Details of BEDPLATE .
free from tool-marks, a circumstance

most conspicuous advantage is in its

- 14"

--- -

Front of Cover
Scale of Inches
Fig . 7. - 1.-P. STEAM CHEST.

which suggests that the softness of
the metal makes it flow on contact
with the cutting edge. This idea
is supported by the curious way

in which the metal builds up on
to the tool-edge when being turned
or drilled without a lubricant. I
find that a cutting edge, whose
angle is about 65 degs., such as
would do for steel, serves very well
for magnalium . A less acute angle,
such as is used for brass, is not so
satisfactory. When turned in the
manner here described , a silvery

white surface
is produced on which
behaviour with cutting tools. It is painfully : any polishing operations
seem superfluous.
familiar to all who have had to use aluminium ,
In order to see if the presence of magnesium
that such operations as filing , turning, drilling ,
would render aluminium susceptible to corrosion, I
and screwing are far from satisfactory with the
made a comparative test by exposing sheets of
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magnalium to the laboratory atmosphere for three
weeks, side by side with sheets of aluminium , zinc,
copper and brass ; all the surfaces being in a pre
cisely similar condition . The magnalium showed

A 1 - in . Scale Model Broad

no special signs of corrosion, and the laboratory

By the Rev. E . H . ASTON, M .A .
THE illustrations herewith reproduced repre
sent the locomotive and tender which I have

atmosphere had decidedly more effect on the zinc,
copper, and brass.

" Zisium ” and “ ziskon " are two light alloys
prepared for use primarily in scientific instrument
making. Zisium was first named zalium , but it
was found that this name could not be registered .
Both alloys are silver-white in colour and make
good castings, in which form only they are supplied .
Zisium is the lighter , having a density of 2.95 as

Gauge Locomotive.
built in my spare time, and the former, I

compared with 3.35 for ziskon . The latter is, how
ever, much harder and stronger. The tensile

strength of the metals (cast in sand) is stated to
be nearly 5 and u tons per sq. in., respectively,
according to tests made at the National Physical
Laboratory . My experience of their working

properties is confined to themaking of turnings for
the purpose of analysis . Zisium cuts like very soft
brass, in short curly chips, using a tool as described
for magnalium . Ziskon seems to have a texture
resembling that of cast steel, though , of course,

much softer. It needs to be cut at a slower speed
than zisium and gives long shavings.
Want of time has prevented my doing more than
making a qualitative analysis of each of the two

sample castings of these alloys which I have had .
The results show , as might be expected from the
specific gravity , that both are aluminium alloys.
Zisium , like magnalium , appears to be essentially
aluminium , modified by the presence of small
amounts of other metals. I find in it zinc, tin , and
copper, with a trace of antimony, and a minute
trace of bismuth and possibly thallium .
Ziskon has a different character. It is a zinc
aluminium alloy, containing perhaps one-fourth its

weight of the former metal, as far as could be
judged by a rough weighing of the zinc sulphide
obtained in the qualitative analysis.

Fig . 1. - INTERIOR OF CAB .

might say, is the first steam model that I have con - .
A GASOLINE SCHOONER. — The Sotoyome, said to

structed . It is a i- in , scale model, broad (i.e., old
be the largest gasoline schooner in the world , made 1 G .W . R .) gauge. Castings for engine supplied by
Martin & Co ., West Ham ,
for model of G .N . R . (Mr.

Patrick Stirling's) single
8 -ft. express bogie engine.
The boiler is of G . W . R .
type, as used for Mr.
Dean 's single 7 ft. 8 ins.
express bogie engines.
This model has outside
cylinders 17- 16ths in .
diameter and 21 ins.
stroke ; driving wheels,
8 } ins, diameter ; working
pressure, 55 lbs, on sq . in .
It is fitted with steam

brakes on the engine,
Fig . 2. - UNDERSIDE View .
her trial trip in San Francisco Bay on July 16th .
She is 680 tons, and is equipped with Union gas
engines burning crude oil, and developing 300
horse -power. She will run between San Francisco
and Albion .

worked by brake cylinder
beneath footplate, and
hand-brakes on the tender;
steam sanding gear, ring-blower under chimney ,
cylinder drain cocks, forward and back ashpan
dampers, steam valve and pipe to warm the tender
tanks, butterfly regulator valve in the steam dome,

Eaton 's injector, large hand-pump - all operated

· The Model Engineer and Electrician .

from the cab . Stephenson's link-motion reversing
gear, worked by hand-wheel and square-threaded
screw . The smokebox is extended , with circular
front. Two small feed -pumps are worked by
eccentrics on the driving axle.
The eccentric rods, etc., are made of steel. The
boiler (6 ins. diameter) and firebox, which are of
copper, are strengthened by 85 stays, and have
gunmetal foundation ring and fire-hole ring. There
are 13 copper tubes, solid drawn, in . outside
diameter. The fire is lighted with charcoal, and is
continued with coke ; and the boiler steams very
freely when helped by the blower.
There are two safety -valves, controlled by spring
balances. The pistons are of gunmetal, packed
with two brass rings. The engine will move with
5 lbs, of steam .
The painting is according to G . W . R . colours,
The weight, engine and tender empty , is about
100 lbs.; in working trim it is about 130 lbs.
Length over all is 54 ins. ; breadth , 11 ins.

The “ Holiday ” Competition .
URING the present holiday season we have
decided to award every reader who sends us
a description and original photographs of
anything of engineering or model-making interest
he may encounter during his vacation, which shall

be sufficiently good to warrant insertion in our
journal. The prizes vary in value from 5s. to
1os. 6d., according to merit. All winning com
petitors will receive a notice of the value of the
prize awarded , when they can choose the tools or
other articles they may wish sent to them . All
entries should be accompanied by a separate letter ,
marked on the envelope “ M . E . HOLIDAY COM
PETITION." This letter should include the title
of the article and any other information not neces
sary for publication . The article should be written
on one side of the paper only , with the name and
address of the sender on the back . The photo
graphs and separate sketches enclosed with the

contribution should similarly bear the name and
address of the sender, otherwise delay may arise
in the awarding of the prizes. It is essential that
the copyright of the photographs must be the pro
perty of the senders, and the covering letter should

contain a declaration to this effect. The competi
tion will close on October 16th .

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN BI-CENTENARY. - A move
ment is on foot among American engineering and
scientific societies to celebrate next January the
200th
anniversary of the birth of Benjamin Frank
lin
.

POWER IN CALIFORNIA . — The Central California
Electric Company is to construct a 25,000 h .- P .

hydro -electric plant on the banks of the river

American at Alta station, about 60 miles from
Sacramento. After passing the present pumping
station at Alta the water will be conveyed by means
of a short canal to a point where a drop of 2,100 ft.
can be obtained . There will be four direct-connected
turbines of a capacity of about 6 ,500 h .- p , each ,
with polyphase generators working at a speed of
750 revolutions per minute.
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A Model Force Pump.
By W . F . G . BRADFORD.
T

HE sectional drawing and photograph given
herewith illustrate the construction of a
force pump, designed and made by me some

years ago for two purposes — firstly, to pump water
into the boiler of a compound horizontal steam

and fascinating hobby to save remnants and scrap,
if there seemsthe faintest chance of it ever becoming
useful, either by reason of its shape or size.
The delivery jet has an exceedingly fine bore,
and is , I believe, part of a blowpipe I used at
chemistry in my young days.
I was agreeably surprised by obtaining, after air
pressure had been created , and then opening the
cock , and evenly continuing the pumping , a throw
which generally reaches between 25 and 30 ft.,
which is a very satisfactory result to me, an amateur.

Should any readers wish for any constructional

Hardened steel lever
Steel
Tink

Delivery
WNNNNNNIINIINNIKE

NHNNNNNNNNNNNNNNA

engine (upon which I have been engaged in my
spare time during the past nine years, and which
I hope very shortly to complete for a trial run) ;
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nozzle

( Placed in
front on

model.)

Brass
packing

rings

Thumb-nut
k

te

Tank

Suction
Fig . 1. - SectionAL ELEVATION OF A Model Force PUMP.

and , secondly , being a schoolmaster myself, I re

quired such a model for illustrating object-lessons
on the subjects of pumps, levers, cylinders, air
pressure, etc., and in machine and mechanical
drawing classes.

The principle of this machine is so well-known,
but a few remarks re the construction of this
specimen may not be out of place. The base is of
3 -in . American walnut, varnished . Valves are of

details beyond the following, I should be pleased
to supply the same : - Base, 2 } ins. high by 9 ins.

by3 ins. ; plunger or ram , } in. diameter by
9 - 16ths-in . stroke ; air chamber, in. diameter
(internally) by 2: ins. ; total height ofmodel,64 ins.;
centres of ram and air-chamber, 2 ins. apart.

that readers will require no explanation of that ;

the three-wing type, nicely seated by grinding in
the lathe with fine emery and pumice and oil.

The small delivery cock, and nuts and bolts, I did
The remainder is practically made from
odd pieces of material, of which I have a box full,
and often find a rough remnant from some other
job which I can easily turn to account ; and I would
urge young beginners in this useful and instructive
not make.

AN EARLY TELEPHONE. — What was probably the
country has just been taken down. It was con
structed in 1870 by the late Mr. Alfred Cunningham

first telephone used for practical purposes in this

and his brothers, and installed between the old
Town Hall, Devizes, and Southgate House, the
residence of the Cunningham family. It was made
from the description and sketches which Edison
contributed to the Scientific American about that
time.
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Practical Letters from our

Readers.
(The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and midual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired. bud the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication.)

Model Railways and Signalling.
To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — I would like to call your attention to
a couple ofpoints in connection with railwaymatters

in your issue of July 6th .

In connection with the G . W . R . signal model, on
page 16 , “ Description of Signals," I should imagine
that signals Nos. 23, 24 and 25 would refer to direct
M .L . movements, viz., down main line starting,
home and distant, respectively.
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ings to become very hot, if not over-heated , and
also would the field -magnets still have their residual
magnetism left after this experiment ? Does the
armature depend upon its own magnetism for a
field ? If so , how can it revolve ? I should rather
think that themagnetism produced in the armature
core would tend to rob the field -magnets of their
small amount of residual magnetism , instead of
building it up to make a field strong enough for the
armature to work in . I came across a case a few
months ago where the field of a 210 - voltmotor had
been discharged first in the operation of shutting
the machine down , with the result that the arma
ture was completely shattered , all the windings
being spread open. Would not the same thing have

happened in Mr. Warren's case if he had applied
proper conditions ? - Yours truly ,

the pressure necessary to drive the motor under
“ FIELDLESS."

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model
Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — Noticing the query (of
your correspondent, Mr. A . G . Warren ,

in the issue of 31st ult., " Will it ever
be possible to run motors without

fields ? ” I shall be pleased to show
two large 250 h.-p. motors, the fields of

him the photograph of the REMAINS of
w ich were broken by misadventure
on the part of the attendant.
.
(Should also like to know what work
he could have obtained from his motor

running with fields unexcited . - Ycurs
S . G . Dix .
truly ,

Tonbridge.

On Buying a Business.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model
Engineer.

Fig . 2 — MR. W . F . G . BRADFORD'S MODEL FORCE
The other is a criticism on “ Midland 's ” design
for a model railway (page 19), which , if he runs his
trains on the “ right,' track , viz ., the left-hand one,
in railway practice the cross-over roads near cabins
I and 2 would be reversed - i.e., put in trailing
way, instead of facing as shown on page 19, so
facing points must be reduced as far as possible. —

Yours truly ,

WM . F . ROGERS.

Buenos Aires.

SIR, — Permit us space in your valu
PUMP.
able journal to make an enquiry as
to the probability of obtaining sup
port for a mutual Co-operative Society or Asso

ciation , on building society lines, to collect
and utilise subscriptions from

engineers, iron

mongers, assistants, foremen , workmen, and others,
in order to assist them to acquire (wholly or in part)

existing businesses, or to extend those already
established in themetal trades. A large experience
in the transfer of businesses has convinced us that
there is need of such a society, and we believe
there are many assistants and others who now place

Armature Reaction and Distortion of Field .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Referring to Mr. A . G . Warren 's

their savings in other channels to whom it would be

a great benefit, enabling them to look forward to ob
taining at a much earlier date the position of prin
cipal or manager than would otherwise be the case.

letter under the above heading in your issue of
The rapid spread of industrial and trading com
August 31st, I notice that in the second experi
panies, and of co-operation in various forms, is
ment the field coils were disconnected , and a current
giving rise to a demand for qualified men as mana
of 46 amps. passed round the armature, which
gers and secretaries of limited companies, and
reached very nearly full speed , and ran under these
these posts are preferably filled by those who con
conditions for five minutes .
tribute a portion of the capital. The proposed
As this is the first experiment of its kind that I
company or society would fulfil two correlative
have ever heard of, I should be greatly obliged if
functions, namely :
the following particulars could be give through
1. Assisting young men to obtain partnerships
and businesses by means of advances and recom
your columns.
Would not this current cause the armature wind - i mendation ,

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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2. Supplying
vendorshaving
and owners
with purof
chasers
and managers
the command
capital and the qualifications likely to ensure
success.
Please allow us to say that we are willing to lend
our aid in organising and starting such a society ,
if assured of adequate support ; and we shall be
glad to hear from anyone desirous to join such an
association .
Wehave given much consideration to this matter,
and are preparing a short pamphlet explaining its
objects and mode of operation, which we shall be
pleased to send to anyone interested. — We are,
yours faithfully,
BROMHEAD & Co.

33, Cannon Street, London .

The Society ofModel Engineers.
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Queries and Replies.
(Attentton is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions thercin stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query

Department." No othermatters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Querles
on subjects
the scopeconditions
of this : journal
are replied
dealingto
- ( 1 ) Queries
the following
under within
by post
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender' s name MUST be in
scribed on the back .

( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,

wherever
possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed cnvelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed , and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon " cu out from the advertisement pages of the current

Issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded. (5 ) Correspondents who require

an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
The
Insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed . (6 )

weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published .

(Reports
of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
dicular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual

date of publication .]

London .
THE first indoor meeting of the winter session

will be held on Thursday, September 28th ,
at the Holborn Town Hall, at 7 p .m . It
has been decided to make this a special track and
general exhibit night, and all members are par
ticularly requested to bring some exhibit, either
models ( finished or unfinished ), tools (home-made or
otherwise), whether the articles have or have not
been exhibited before. To encourage members to
bring exhibits, a first prize of 158., and a second one
of 7s. 6d., both in cash , will be awarded during the
evening to such model, or part, tool, etc., as shall be
deemed by a general vote of the members present
to be the most interesting exhibits. Each member
present will be entitled to vote for one exhibit
other than his own , the exhibit obtaining the highest

number of votes taking the first prize, and the next
in order the second. In addition to the foregoing
prizes, an extra prize is offered by the Southwark
Engineering and Model Works, consisting of a set
( f castings, materials and working drawings for

one of their fin, scale Tilbury locomotives. It is
earnestly requested that those members possessing
locomotives will bring and run them at the meet
ing ; two straight tracks will be fitted up side by
side, so that races may be run. The locomotives
are, of course, included in the above prize scheme.

- HERBERT G . RIDDLE, Hon . Sec., 37, Minard Road,
Hither Green, S. E .
of lead and silver has been
A GREAT Discovery
Laxey Mines in the Isle ofMan .

made in the Great
The main vein has proved to be 21 ft. wide, and its

Au Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL

BNGINEER, 26 - 29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Stree , London, E .C .)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently E . H . M . (Ramsgate)
(14,463] Charging Accumulators.
obliged if you will favour me by answer

writes : I shall feel greatly

ing the following queries : - I have bought a charging dynamo
(8 volts 3 amps.), and wish to drive it off a water motor for charging
motor cycles.
the ignition accumulators of my own and brother's
4 - volt accumulators

What I wish to know is ( 1) Can I charge two

say, one of 8 amp.-hour, and one of 20 amp.-hour capacity - in?
dynamo
sametime ? I meantimeoff? theabove-mentioned
series at the only
I should be greatly obliged
do one at a
Or, can I
,
voltmeter
dynamo,
up
connect
to
how
showing
sketch
rough
a
for
ammeter , and cells ; also pilot light, if needed . ( 2) What is the
rate of charge for cells of the above capacities when charged in
to put a resistance of,
series ? Also, atwhat voltage should I have
say. a 4 - volt lamp when charging the accumulators singly ?
? Mine seem to gas
charged
fully
are
cells
when
tell
I
can
How
(3)
the whole time when charging from four “ Fuller " bichromate
cells, each giving i volts. What current will four “ Fuller "
cells give when connected up in series ? (4 ) What is meant by an
accumulator being so many ampere -hours ? Does it mean that
they will give a currentof so manyamps. for onehour, or i amp. for
so many hours ? (5 ) For how many hours will a 4 -volt 8 amp.-hour
light a 4 -volt H .E . lamp on my motor cycle when
accumulator
fully charged ? (6 ) I connected up the above-mentioned dynamo
to two 4-volt accumulators in series, but it only ran for a few
seconds, and then stopped. Why was this ? (7 ) How can I tell

the positive terminal ofmy dynamo ? Neither is marked
which iscross.

.
with a
( Yes, by running the dynamo at a speed at which it will giv
full 10 volts, and adjusting the current to that at which the smaller

cells may be charged . The charging must be continued until the

charged , but it will not harm the smaller cell,

larger cell is fully
which will, of course, become charged before the larger one. You
, if preferred , remove the smaller cell wben it is in a charged
can
condition , and then continue charging the larger one at its proper

as you can get to the proper rate, the volts of the
handbooks on small accumulators and on “ Small Electrical
Measuring Instruments. " (2 ) See above handbooks. ( 3 ) Per
rate, or as near
dynamo being readjusted . For diagrams of connections, see our

haps you are charging at too high a rate of current. A fully

give 24 volts per cell on open circuit.
charged accumulatorbyshould
any battery depends largely upon the re
The current given

sistance of the circuit connected to it, and will vary, therefore,
according to circumstances ; use an ampere meter. (4 ) See our
) Depends upon the candle
handbook on Small Accumulators. (5hours
with a low c.p . lamp :
power of the lamp- possibly for 12

sides have not yet been reached . It runs upwards

through two levels a distance of 90 ft., and there

can easily try. (6 ) Do you mean that the dynamo stopped
you
giving current ? If so , it was probably due to the resistance of
being too low . Put a couple of yards of No. 20
accumulators
the
gauge bare German silver wire in series with the cells, and try

is every indication of its continuance upwards.
VILLAGE LIGHTED BY ELECTRICITY. - Bridgetown,
situate a few miles from Dulverton , Somerset,

again
strength . (7 ) Buy some pole -finding paper from Mr. Avery, Ful
men Works, Park Street, Tunbridge Wells ; also see our Handbook
No. 24 . Place two pieces of clean lead in dilute sulphuric acid ,

claims to be the smallest village in England sup

light. A local wheelwright
plied with the electric
his own premises. His
plant to supply
laid down a expressed
a desire for similar illumina

neighbours
tion , so the wheelwright added to his plant, and is

now supplying electricity to others in the village.
The population is less than 100.

. Adjust length of thewire until you get current to required

for a
the poles of the dynamo ; sendpolecurrent
and connect them theto one
will become
connected to the positive
few minutes, and
brown. The lead pieces must not touch one another.
14. 452 Lines of Force ; Interrupters . W . B . A . S .
) writes : Could you inform meof somepractical test whereby
(Dublin
the number of lines

of force passing through the field of any
permanent magnet could be ascertained and estimated, with a
view
to find out how much the magnetic strength had probably
deteriorated since magnetisation to saturation ? Would a
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type put
liquidaninterrupter
of, say,machine
Campbell-Swinton
on in inseries
with
electro -magneto
set up induced
currents
the
armature liable to break down insulation owing to the rapid breaks
of this form of interrupter ? Would a condenser shunted directly
across the terminals of the interrupter itself lessen these induced
armature ?
currents in theknow
of any simple method of making such a test
We do not
which would give accurate results for small differences of mag
netism . You could try measuring the pull of the magnet upon its
armature by means of a spring balance, or the power exerted by
needle being compared
at a distance,
the
its poles upon
deflections
; but you
of thea magnetic
needle from zerosuspended
would not know if the needle had remained of the samemagnetic
value, without comparing it with some standard , such as a coil of
flowing. You will find
definiteincurrent
was Light
wire
through onwhich
information
and Power Dis
the asubject
“ Electric
tribution ," by Perren Maycock , Vol. I. Re electrolytic inter
for experiment. We doubt if a
rupter. Possibly it is a matter
condenser would be of any use ; in the case of an induction coil

worked with an electrolytic interrupter, the condenser is dis

connected,
as it becomes of no value, owing to the rapidity of the
interruptions.
Charging
(13,962]
of Accumulators.
F . F . (Bishops Stortford)Varying
writes : Numbers
I enclose herewith
a rather long

query, and should be grateful if you would give it your kind atten
gives 10 volts ; but as soon as I switch accumulators
on,
the voltagefullacross
the dynamo mains drops considerably and
this drop varies, so that sometimes it reads 3 or 4 volts only ;, and
sometimes 7 or 8 volts, according to the way of arranging and the
number of accumulators in the circuit, as sketches show . As
arranged in Fig . 1, with two 4 -volt accumulators
in circuit, the
show 31, or 4 volts, depending on what
mains
voltagewould
there is in 3, cells
when switched on. As theamount
cells getof

tion. II have
charging dynamo (10 volts 4 amps.),
a small Crypto
which
use to charge
motor cycle accumulators.
When I run it
light, it

charged the voltage across mains will rise to 5 volts, or so. When

Fig . 1.
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ran the machine
then the tube was dimly lighted up. The wire
disconnec
ted was ; insulated , and was not connected with the earth
the tube
light
this ? ? Should
explain
way.theCanwiresyouwere
inwhenanyboth
connected
withnotshellac
(2 ) I stuck
varnish some
plate glass. joined two wires it

tinfoil to a
of
I
to
one at opposite corners (as described in an issue of THE MODEL
ENGINEER ). This tinfoil was then scored with a needle. It was
supposed to spark at the different sections when connected with
Wimshurs machine,

a

t

but I could not get any result. Could you

recommend a book of experiments for Wimshurst machines ?
dischargiENGINEER
gap on467oneofofTHE
the MODEL
a sparkon page
ng rods of theWimshurst
(as Trysketch
for November
17th , 1904) ; or arrange the tube as diagram ondischargi
our
Handboo
No. 19. When you connect both page 80ngofrods
together,keven through
a vacuum tube, the charge leaks away as
fast as generated ; hence it is almost necessary to interpose gap
across, which the spark must pass. When you connected onea end
tube only , you obtained a discharge through it, but not the
of the
full strength of the machine - only a kind of leakage discharge
. You
should also see that the smaller ball is connected to the discharge
r.
which is positive, by changing over the balls until best results are
obtained
experime

, when you have thern correct. Re

nt 2. Try

the spark
also. We do not know any such book, but
you mightgaptry here
the experiments given in “ ofThe Induction Coil in

PracticalWork," by Lewis Wright, price 4s. gd. post free.

Dynamo
(14,520) writes
Water
J. G .
making a bydynamo
(Barnsley)
: I am Driven
should . pleased
, and Motor
if you would kindly answer the following : - ( 1) The drum bearmature
has 24 slots and 12 sections, 5 ins, diameter by st ins. long - will
this do ? ( 2) I have 3 + lbs. of No. 20 D c .c . wire for the artnature ,
and 16 + lbs. No. 21 D . C .C . wire for the field -magnet. ( 3) What
speed is necessary to obtain 110 volts ? I want to run eleven
16
c.p . lamps ; and what speed will be required
fromand fifteen
to twenty lamps ? (4 ) Please tell me quantityto oflight
wire
num
ber of slots. (5 ) The dynamo is to be driven by a water motor.
What power will be necessary to light fifteen to twenty lamps ?
The sizes given for armature will do. (2) No. 20 gauge is
not(1)large enough to give current to light fifteen to twenty 16 c.p .

lamps at rio volts ; it would do if you ran at a speed to give 200
16 CD lamps
or 210 volts. At 110 volts you will find twelve
about as much as the armature will stand without overheating.
No. 21 gauge wire is too thick for 110 volts to use on the field
be ebetter
22 gaugeutwould
magnet ; for good efficiency,geNo.
i.ls 'oYougetu
n hexpect
nfind
o26 vogauge
inecocoils
B Mthewire
No. 21 gauge, butthereabou
can
veberyusedtryhohot.ttheforforFor
should
voiltghs,ts,aabforoyouNo.110twill
very
ththee210fifieldeldvolts,
cocoils.
llforor 21(3we0.) Speeds
volts, about 1,000
revolutions per minute ; for 210 volts, about 2,000 revolutions per

the
speed .wire,If you
rather a highcopper
minute.
This latter
then
could
you wound
armature
with No. 18is 16gauge
D .C c . at ito volts,
speed
with
light fifteen toe twenty
lamps
a
.
p
c.
d
i
aboutcan1,500
on threvolutio
volut ns16 per minute . (4 ) Get on as much wire asof
you on the armature slots. A good size for these slots would
taken
the size power
by in . deep,machine.
be 5 -16ths in . wideoutput
The we haverequired
of this which is (5)
in estimating the
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FIG . 2 .
ACCUMULATOR CHARGING DIAGRAMS.
arranged
fourdepending,
4-volt accumulators
in circuit,
the
mains willasshowFig.612,orwith7 volts,
etc. (as above)
, and rising

to 8 volts, but never more than
thusThe? voltage
If not, will
give explanations
kindly
correctme.to the
of ayoushunt
dynamo
variesandaccording
amount of current
taken from it. always
In
machine
a
small
varia
tion will be very great. Your dynamo is behaving this
correctly
When you have the two 4 -volt accumulators
on , they evidently.
draw
morethecurrent,
do so ,lower.
try to drops
than when
you have accumu
on ;
therefore
dynamoorvoltage
Ifyou put two four
lators only in series with
will
each
other,
you
find
the
volts
rise.
Always atcharge
possible, and not in
parallel
all, ifaccumulators
you can avoidin it.series,
You ifcan compensate
for the
variation
the
running
in thevolts
by
the use
dynamo
at higher resistance
speed, or
by regulating
field
regulating
strength
the
by
of
a
in series with the field -magnet coils. Try also a small amount of
resistance couple of yards of No. 20 gauge German silver
witha the
wire in seriessay,
cells, arranged so that you can cut outmore
or less wire, according

Is this all correct and
it should be, and am I doing right8 volts.
in charging 4 -volt accumulatorsas

the volts. Try three accumulators in
series. The machine mayto stand
15 volts without getting too hot.

(14.521) Experiments with Wimshurst

Machine
H.G .
(Penarth ) writes : I tried the following experiment
with a is in .
machine, but could get no results ( 1) I had a vacuum
Wimshurst
surrounded with a red
liquid ; I connected the two terminals of
the vacuum tube- one to the positive comb, and one to the nega
tive. On starting the machine, and with the spark from in , to
1 in . long, Iobtained no results. I then disconnected onewire, and

will depend upon the number of lamps which the dynamo is light
ing. Twelve 16 c.p . lamps would require about it b .h .-p . at the
pulley : twenty 16 c .p . lamps would require about 21 b .h .. p . at
not allow for losses in belt, if a belt is used.
the pulley. This does
The voltage can be adjusted by running at a higher or lower speed .
Manches
. writessize:
W . F: . GWhat
Will114,523]
you please
me anDynamo
send ter
answer toWiring.
the following
wire, and how much , for Manchester type dynamo ? The size of
armature
ins. diameter , 2 ins. long, core of fields Itins.
diameter , is31 2fins. long ; armature
ring type 12 slots. Could I get
400 watts out of it, and what speed shall I need to run 105
it ?
No. About 100 watts atmost. Speed about 2,900 or 3.000 revo

lutions. Wind armature with | lb . No. 22 S . W .G ., and fields with

lbs. No.
See Handbook , " Small Dynamos and
Spinnin
] Screw-on-Cutting
the -cutting
; Metal
Lathe.
not hadg ina screw
L . (Newcastle
A . (14,516
- Tyne) writes
: I have

25 S.W .G .
21
Motors,”
7d. post free.

lathe very long - only a few weeks and have got your book
“ Practical Lessons in Metal Turning," by “ P . M .," and find the
screw -cutting wheels for several la thes with two, four threads to
the inch , etc. Butmine has six threads to the inch ; and I would
like to know what pitch you would call it ? Would you give me
some information on spun work in the lathe ? I have watched the
ENGINEER for about three years, and have
pages of THE MODEL
never seen an article describing what tools, etc ., are necessary :
and as I would like to make a trumpet for my phonograph , also
some other little jobs, also state if it can be done on a 31-in . screw
cutting lathe, and what tools are required , and what metals are
most suitable.
Your leading screw is 1- in . pitch . The rules for finding the num
bers of teeth in change wheels given in the chapter on screw -cutting
any
mentioned are applicable necessary
to leadingto screws
the bookthreads
innumber
substitutofe six
per inch ; it is only
of

per inch
given for the number
for .theAsfigure
ofit threads
inin your
chapter,
leadingcasescrew
is, usually
threads
convenie
number inof this
the
and notmore
per inch
theexplained
nt to take

pitch . For many threads the following is a simple rule for finding

The Model Engineer and Electrician .

change wheels : - Take any convenient wheel for the one to go on
the mandrel ; multiply the number of its teeth by the number of
threads per inch in the screw to be cut, and divide the result by the
in the leading screw . The answer is
number of threads per inch must
be in the wheel on the leading
the number of teeth which
a transmitter of the
screw . The intermediate wheel is tmerely When
you cannot find,
size.
convenien
motion , and may be of any
you must use a com
amongst your set of wheels, correct numbers,
g
in the book
given
are
which
calculatin
pound train , the rules for

s for spinning a phono
in question. Re spun work.THEDirection
MODEL ENGINEER for July 28th ,
graph trumpet are given inmetal
can be used .
1904, page 95 . Any soft
114.514 ] Dynamo (Output and Winding . H . S . (South

queries
the following
answer; what
you kindlycastings
Hackney)
writes:
I ex?
output shall
of 16 Will
c. p . dynamo
I have a set

110

1101

Jacket

Taper
take
to
Ring

joints would
have tohavebe toverybe
some suitable
cover would
and the outer,Allor jacket,
made,arrangement.
carefully
made up in the form of a tube from sheet copper neatly brazed up,

purchase wire which has a lead sheathing over
(14,442]
from accumulators
Mains. W in. about
P . (Dovercourt)
writes
: Is it Charging
possible to charge
four to five
can, however,
You insulation
; this will do very well for outdoor service.
the

hours' run ? The plant that I have charge of has 30o lights, and
the dynamo
65 amps.
230 volts,
and the circuit
that aI
should
like togives
charge
small atmotor
car accumulators
is from
5toamp.
circuit.
The
voltage
of
my
lamps
is
220,
and
if
it
is
possible
do them will you please tell mewhat resistance I should want,
and
give diagram ofsame? Wehave no storage here, but run direct
from dynamo to lamps.
Depends
what
the how
maximum
by themakersupon
of the
cells,is and
far the charging
cells havecurrent
been runallowed
down,

We
doubt inif less
you than
will eight
find any
makers'
be safely
recharged
hours,
if run cells
downwhich
to nearcantheir
limit.
Why not charge in two periods of four to five hours each ? Charge
through several of your 220 -volt 16 C.- p. lamps in parallel for each
NIVN

pect to get from them when wound ? What gauge wire shall I
field -magnets with to get the greatest out
armature
thewhat
wind
to run it at ? Will it do for an electric furnace
speedand
put, and
(Query 14.326 ) to melt 30 lbs. of iron ? If not, what is the
greatest quantity of metal it will melt ?
Wind armature with No. 26 gauge single silk -covered copper
; get on as much as you can - about 3 ozs. will be required.
wire
Armature to be a laminated cogged drum . If a Siemens Harma
ture, then it should be wound with No. 23 gauge D .s.c. copper.
with about
-magnet
wire.
of No. 24in gauge
copper Wind
wire onfieldeach
coils to6 beOzs,connected
core, both
series s.cwith.c
and in shunt to the brushes.
8 volts it
about
Output
each
other,
to 2 amps., at 4,000 revolutions per minute (approximate). Test
machine at first with an 8 -volt I c. p . lamp. This machine is far
too(14,small
to be ofany use for melting metals.
166 ] Converting from Alr to Water- Cooled Motor
for Boat. J . G . (Greenock ) writes : I would be glad of your
opinion
on the following : -(1) Would it be practicable to run
2 h .-p . petrol motor, air -cooled , cycle pattern , to drive a 15 -ft.a
rowing boat ? (2 ) Using a fan for cooling purposes ? (3 ) Fitting
a water -jacket of copper over the radiating fins, with a pump to
force water round the jacket ? (4 ) Can you recommend a method
of (1)fitting
such a jacket, either of copper or cast iron ?
Provided you could keep it cool, and could devise some way
of connecting to propeller shaft. (2 ) Yes. (3 ) This would answer
also . (4 ) You might try fitting a circular clamp or ring at top and
bottom of cylinder casting, as Fig . 1 . The fins would have to be
cut off, and the cylinder walls turned down so that the bottom
ring would slide over the cylinder till it reached its proper position ,
at which point a slight increase in diameter would have to be left
when turning, and also slightly bevelled , as shown in Fig . 2. The
top ring would go on last, and would have to be held in place by
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I query 14442
CHARGING ACCUMULATORS FROM MAINS.
accumulator
or five lampsbutshould
enough calculate
current by
for
the average ;carfouraccumulator,
you pass
can easily
knowing
the
charging
rate
for
the
cells
and
the
current
taken
by
one lamp. We advise you to read our handbook on “ Small

Accumulators."
114.591 ) Running Small Motor from Primary Cells.
F . W . (Peckham ) writes : Could you kindly give me a few hints
onthrough
how to arunfriend
a toyshowing
electricme
motor
? I am interested in electricity
a copy of THE MODEL ENGINEER ,
and I have bought a battery and motor and lamp ; also THE MODEL
ENGINEER Handbooks Nos, 5 and 22. The battery is charged with
water, 8 ozs.; sulphuric acid , 2 ozs. ; bichromate potash , 2 ozs. ;
and the zincs are so fitted to be withdrawn when not in use. The
name of the battery is the “ Medical," and on the label is a red

cross. I bought some wire (rather thin ), and don't know the num
ber, but it was sold at 2 yds. a penny. I removed the end cover

ing, and put it in the terminal, and screwed it down, and the other
end I connected to the motor terminal. I then took another piece

ofseewire,
and connected
other two
expected
the motor
start workthedirectly,
but terminals.
it did not ; Ineither
did toit
after
waiting
an
hour.
I
then
proceeded
to
investigate
matters.
Itouching
heard ait rhythmical
sound coming from the battery, and on
I discovered the glass jar was quite warm ; also the
zincs and carbon . I took out the carbons and zincs, and found the
zincs,
as the
reached,
were quite
white ; and your
that
is all Iascanfar tell
you.solution
I havehadordered
, through
my newsagent,
Handbook No. 14 on Motors, to see if there is any help for me. I
could get no information from the shop where I bought the battery

and
motor,according
it being a totoyyour
shop,book,
and willwant
in charge four
of females.
ofcourse,
batteries.The(1)lamp,
Did
I do right in using two pieces ofwire to connectmotor to battery ?
( 2) Shall I require more than one battery to work it, the same as
the lamp
me 25.and6dscrew
. Isthem
it enough
insert
the will
ends? of The
wire motor
in the cost
terminals,
down if: isI

Efecylinderwalls

it sufficient to connect it with the battery ?
corner ring
with
Groout

Croooo

SECTION ON A . B

Query14166
FIG . I.

Fig . 2 .

and of the exact diameter of the slot in the top and bottom ring.

Much depends, of course, upon the general design ofmotor whether

this arrangement can be adopted or not.

(14,574 ] Electric Lighting for House . I am hoping to
if you
light my house with electric light, and would be grateful
b .- p . steam
following questions : (1 ) Wouldhow i many
would answer 450the-watt
8 or
dynamo ? If so, state
engine drive
16 candle-power lamps the above will supply engine-house (40 yds.
from shop ). ( 2) What size of wire should I lead from engine
house to shop ? Does the rain or damp affect the above wire ?
( 1) Possibly, if everything was in good adjustment and dynamo
efficient. You would get some output, of course, even if the

engine
did depend
not driveuponthetheir
machine
up to full
lamps will
efficiency.
If yououtput.
can getNurnber
450 wattsof
out of the dynamo, you would be able to light about eight 16 c. p .
lamps, or six teen 8 c .p . lamps. ( 2) We cannot tell you what size
of wire to use withoutknowing the voltage of your dynamo. Rain
and damp will decidedly affect thewires, unless they are protected .

(1)when
Yes,youdid
quitethemotor
rightin connecting
themotor
to thebattery,
but
you
found
didzincs
not start,
youthe should
have dis
connected
one
wire,
or
lifted
the
out
of
solution,
you investigated the cause of the non -starting. There waswhilst
very
likely. some
, or, and
it required
a start
by
hand
As yousmall
left adjustment
the battery wanted
connected
waited , the
current
simply
ran
to
waste
through
the
motor,
exhausting
the
solution
and wasting the zinc. When starting a small motor, you should
leave itoneto end
a connecting
touchit its
terminals
with
see ifof the
motor willwire
start,free,andandnotjustscrew
down
to the
terminal until the motor is in adjustment and starts free. ( 2) One
cell ought to run such a small motor very well ; you can try two
ifteryyou. You
intend
get somemore
cells.either
You themotorhas
have the rightkind
bat
willtoprobably
find that
a dead ofpoint,
and requires a slight push to start it, or the contact spring which
makes and breaks the circuit requires adjusting, so as to make con
tact
be ableis now
to getappearing
somehelpin
Handbook , andYouanmay
from atourjustNo.the8 rightmoment.
article
ENGINEER,
Workshop
THE
MODEL
under
“
Lessons
in
Practice,"
which deals with the testing of smallmotors. These little machines
can , as a rule , be made to run splendidly with a small amount of
understanding and perseverance; even if out of adjustment they
can be made to work . We advise you not to give up, and to

remember knowledge is gained through failure. Shopkeepers
often know that
nothing about these motors, which get out of adjust

ment in stock . An expert would
probably put it right in five
minutes.
Be sure that your battery is in good order .
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[14,600) Gas Engine for Sawing. A . E . H . (Alvaston
by-Derby) writes : Will you kindly tell me if a one horse-power
gas engine will be powerful enough to drive a 12-in. circular saw
from r in . to 4 ins. thick wood ? Also, will the engine ha ye
a good enough supply from the house three-lightmeter ?
Yes, if you do not feed too quickly , and the saw is quite sharp .
A three -lightmeter is rather too small ; a five- or ten -lightwould be
better. Perhaps if no other gas was being
used but
for the
engine,
a good pressure is available, a three -lightthat
one would
give youandenough
. But the chances are the ignition burner
would
give trouble .

Old ifCells.
J. W . kindly
H . (Leithinform
) writes:
me
you would
feelRepairing
much obliged
I (14,494]
should
which
have
how
to
repair
two
motor
cycle
accumulators
allowed to stand uncharged for about a year. The cells arebeen20
amp.-hour
and 12 amp.-hour at 4 volts pressure ; and when I first
examined them they appeared to be pretty badly sulphated . I
have had them charged, and I was able to run my machine for
about
twenty miles, when they both refused to fire the engine.
I allowed them to stand for a week , and on trying their voltage

with the meter, they showed 4 volts and 3:7 respectively. They
length of time,
however, keep upto this
did not,
pressure
venture
out for
againany
, in case of being
and
I have been unable
some of its sul
to
have
lost
.
The
larger
one
appears
stranded
phate, but has assumed a darkish -red colour. (1 ) Can I joint the
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The News of the Trade.
[ The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and material
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
Editor reserves the right to
. The
required or accepted
boing
according
to the merits of the goods sub
criticise or commend
mitted , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
are not of sufficient interestto his readers.)
the goodsdistinguis
Revietos
hed by the asterisk have
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed . been based on actual

*Motors and Castings for the " M . E ." Electric :

Locomotive.
M . E ." Model
In connection wit' the supply of castings for the " coloured
plate
Electric Locomotive, the design ofwhich formed thesimultaneously
issue of January 5th last, we have received
infromourMessrs.
W . J . Bassett- Lowke & Co. ,King well Street, North
ampton, and Mr. A . H . Avery, Fulmen Works, Tunbridge Wells ,
model.
sample of finished electro-motors for this interesting
aThese
motors, which are made specially for the first-named firm
by Mr. Avery, are excellently made and finished, and conform to

celluloid cell satisfactorily when I cut it open at top to withdraw
withsulphate,
(2) What
shall reme
I use
what solution
and the
thoroughly
remove
and canor cement
the plates be
toplates,
be
When
treated
with
to
died
?
(3)
cleaned,
do
the
plates
require
anything to restore their former capacity ? (4 ) How long do the
cells require charging after being cleaned and cemented up again ?
theyacetate.
before glue. ( 2) The only
be quite Failing
as reliable
And(1) should
this,asmarine
Try amyl
way to remove the sulphate is by prolonged charging at about
charging rate of current until the sul
maximum
three-quartersbecomes
loose and falls off. ( 3) Asto whether the plates
phate scale
can be restored to full capacity again , or near it, depends upon their

again ,
can nevermaybe brought
condition.
doingcapacity
considerable
be capableup toof full
but
if in fairTheycondition,
useful work . (4 ) After the first prolonged charge, do not let the ce
prolonged

run down much , but keep them well up, and give repeated
disappeared
time, until
all theto loosen
sulphateor has
for besomecarefully
charges
the scale.. The
detach
scraped
plates may

(14,590 ) Accumulator Upkeep. W . T. S. (Stockton

? I
Heath)bought
writes :a Will
you pleaseaccumulator
help me in this
cell,matter
Seventeen
(glasssmall
second-hand
have
plates, size to ins. by 9 ins. by 1 in ., nine negative plates, eight
positive), and I want to use it for an hour or so when our engine has
stopped . Our supply is 220 volts 170 amps., shunt-wound, con
tinuous current; and as I can disconnect my lights in the small
office
I work in from the main supply, and put them on to an
accumulator, I bought this ; and I should like to know the best
way to charge it when required . ( 1) Can I charge it from the ordi.
nary pendant in my office ? If so, will you kindly fill in con
nections of the accompanying sketch (not reproduced ), together
with resistance required ? (2 ) Or could I charge it direct off the
bus bars of our Switchboard ? If so, would same connections do
as in Question i ? ( 3) Will you please give me the output of this
cell ? It has been working all right up to three weeks since, but
now wants re-charging. The voltage at present is 1'75 gravity of
acid 170. I have looked through your handbook , but shall
have to ask your advice, on account of not being able to follow
your instructions properly as regards resistance. Trusting for an

early(1) reply,
and hoping
this this
is notsizeasking
too much.
about 30 toLihat
40 amps.
; a cell
requires
Not properly

THE MOTOR FOR THE " M .E .” ELECTRIC Loco

would probably
Your pendant
to charge
in a2 amps.
reasonable(2 ) time.
bus
a resistance. Your
only
carry itI or
Yes, through

MOTIVE .

bars will be at 220 volts pressure, whereas a single accumulator
cell does not require more than 24 volts to charge it. It will also
only give 2 volts when discharging, so would be useless for lighting
your ordinary office lamps ; it would only light one or more 2 -volt

the published drawings in every particular. Castings, stampings,
wire, and other material for constructing the motors, as well as
finished machines , can be obtained from either firm . Messrs . W .

lamps. (3) This cell would probably have a capacity of about
160 amp.-hours at low rates of discharge. You could ascertain by
writing to the makers. It is rather a problem to charge such a
large cell from a small private plant, unless you are content to
charge at a low rate and allow it to go on for a long time. You
should ascertain how much current you are at liberty to take from

and then rig up a resistance to suit. Do not run the
your
cell lowsupply,
down, if you
can help it, but charge every day, and so keep

By this system
condition aspossible.
ityouin may
as nearbe aablefullyto charged
in theofshortest
currentpracticable
will letdous your
you have
know charging
what amount
time. If you
can advise
you asG to. G resistance.
available,
14 .4061 weFusible
Plugs.
. (Peebles) writes : When the
lead plug in the firebox of a locomotive fuses, how is a new one put
inyou? give
" Is me
it necessary
to
go
inside
the
a sketch of a lead plug ? boiler to replace it ? Could
No. but it is necessary to draw the fire and enter the firebox.
The plug is withdrawn, and the lead or other fusible alloy, which
melts out when the water is allowed to run short, is replaced. It
is then screwed into the crown again , and the working conditions
of the boiler resumed .

Bassett-Lowke

also supplying sets of parts and

Co. are
J.
materials
for building& the complete locomotive.

Mr. Stuart Turner ' s New Works.
opportunity of inspecting a productio
Wehave recently Stuart
had anTurner,
works
Shiplake, for the new
built by Mr.

n
S. M .
of
of his specialities in high -class engineering models . The equip
ment of the works has been carried out on excellent lines, and
comprises high
lathes, drilling and milling machines , shaping
comprehe
machine, and a -class
nsive assortment of small tools . Not
the lea t interesting features of the plant are the numerous special
machine tool jigs and attachments which Mr. Turner has devised
for the accurate and economic tooling of the various parts.
large number of sets of castings were being put through in viewA
of the coming season 's requirements, and the various samples we
picked out at randomsatisfacto
and examined both for quality and accuracy
were every way
ry. In addition to his already well
knownin patterns, Mr. Turner
has several new designs
which we shall give full particular
s in due course . Theinnewhand,
workof

shop is under the supervision of Mr. Turner' Henley agent,

Mr.
Masters , who is an enthusiastic model makers and an admirabl
e
mechanic,
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The Editor's Page.
DROBABLY most of our readers will remember
the description of the splendid model G .N . R .
locomotive built by Mr. F . L . Baines, of
Gainsborough , which appeared in our issue of
March 9th last. We are now informed that this
model will be on view in the window of Messrs .
Clark & Co.'s establishment, Station Street, Don
caster, from October 16th to 21st, and in the
window of the Rover Cycle Company 's depot, Hol
born Viaduct, London , E .C ., from October 24th to
about November ioth . During the following week
it will be on view at the Rover Cycle Company 's
stand at Olympia . We can heartily recommend all
our readers in these districts who are interested in

good work to make a point of seeing this model if
possible.

A somewhat novel departure is being made by
the London Society ofModel Engineers in connec
winter session , to be held on Thursday next, Sep
tember 28th . Prizes are being offered for the most
interesting exhibits by members on this occasion,
the awards being allotted on a vote taken among
those present. This should give an additional in
centive to the exhibition of members' work, and
we have no doubt that a very good show of attrac
tive and interesting models and tools will be the
result. The Society appears to be in a thoroughly
healthy condition, and its enterprising committee
apparently intend to make the ensuing season 's
programmemore attractive than ever. The present
timeis a very appropriate one for intendingmembers
to send their names in to the hon. secretary .
tion with their first indoor meeting of the coming
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which he has no further use, and he thinks of others
which he would like to have. There is a simple
and inexpensive method by which he can usually
turn the one into the other, viz., an advertisement
in our Sale and Exchange column, through which
he may either dispose of the goods he no longer
requires, for cash , or may exchange them for some
tning he really wants. With so many of our
readers on the point of re-commencing winter work ,
tre Sale and Exchange column ought just now to

be in very general request. :
Answers to Correspondents.

G . M . (Brighton). — Thanks for cutting. You will
see we have a note on the subject.
J. C . (Maghull). – J. D . Wilson, Chippenham Mews,
Harrow Road, London, W ., supplies small quan
tities of moulders' materials.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender 's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editorpersonally can only do

an appointment in advance.
so by making
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per

annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on app'ication to the Advertise
ment Manager. HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c ., forreview , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,
E .C . to advertisements and deposits to be
London
Fleet
dence, relating
correspon
All Street,
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, “ The Model Engi
neer, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26 - 29.
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .

and
and Mexico : toSponwhom
Sole Agents for United States, Canada,York
, U . S. A .,

Chamberlain , 123. Liberty Street, New

all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.

In this issue we conclude a very instructive

include either a micrometer or vernier caliper in
their kit.

The amateur mechanic is now returning to his
workshop , refreshed by his summer recreations,
and imbued with new desires and ambitions in the
model-building line. In looking over his stock of

materials , parts, and tools, he finds somethings for
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given by our contributor will assist in clearing up
the many little puzzling points which the use of
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A Model Winding Engine.
By E . L . P.

Fig . 1. — A MODEL WINDING ENGINE.
THE accompanying photograph is taken from
two cylinders. This is moved by a lever, and will
start the engine in either direction , according to
I a model winding engine I made for a friend
which way the lever is moved .
a few months ago. The engine has two
The boiler consists of a piece of brass tube 2 ! ins.
double-action oscillating cylinders, 7-16ths in .
bore and 1- in . stroke, the crank pins in the discs
being fixed at right angles. Steam is taken from
the boiler at the safety -valve fitting ; the pipe

copper water tubes springing from two f -in . hori

passes through the boiler casing to dry the steam ,

zontal water tubes, with a t -in . down tube at each

which enters a four-way cock placed between the

end . Four water tubes enter the lower part of

diameter and 6 ins. long, with cast brass ends and
one 3 - 16th -in . stay. It has eight 3 - 16ths-in .
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boiler at each side. The tubes are enclosed in a
sheet iron casing, which also supports the boiler.
Steam is generated by a spirit lamp, the working
pressure being 10 lbs. per square inch .
The exhaust steam from engine is taken to a tank
at rear of boiler, and passes through a coil of pipe ,
the tank being filled with cold water. The steam
is condensed and the water is warmed up, and can

For solely volve
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a small model magneto machine for giving shocks ;
they were quite strong enough .
The spur wheel gears into a cog wheel on the
winding drum in the proportion of 1 to 5 ), and it
has lifted a 5-lb . weight to a height of 3 ft. before
the steam had run down to too low a pressure ;
but it will raise a weight of 1 lb , to a height of 25 ft.
There is a hand brake at one end of winding
drum , and the lever operating it can be seen rest
ing on the base. When the engine has raised a
load , steam is shut off and brake applied , clutch
thrown out ; the load can then be lowered by easing

off the brake.

-
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
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Readers are molted to contribute short practical Items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience.
Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publicatinn , if desired , accord .
ing to morit. All matter intended for this column should be

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

Lapping Cylinder Liners, etc., in Lathe.
By “ SAND.”
As a good finish on the inside of cylinder, and
especially piston value licers, is necessary in the
construction of a successful engine, the following is
a method which I adopted for lapping a piston
valve liner : - When turning the liner, leave it a .
shade smaller than finished size inside. Obtain a

Fig . 2. - SECTION THROUGH BOILER.

be used for refilling the boiler. It was intended to
pump thewater into the boiler, but the pump failed
to act when tried , and has been put on one side for
overhauling.
At the centre of engine shaft there is a double

A .

A

ended four-jaw clutch , which revolves with the shaft,
A METHOD OF LAPPING CYLINDER LINERS IN
THE LATHE.

a

piece of rolled or turned hard steel rod an easy fit

Plug for
refilling

in the liner and about four times its length ; file two
grooves in it as shown in sketch ; fix it in thelathe

chuck , and , if overhead gear is used , fit a belt to
drive the liner on the mandrel in the opposite
direction to the lathe. If overhead gear is not
fitted , wrap a piece of strong cord around the liner
twice, and then crossed ; the cord , being crossed in
front, will prevent it working off the end of liner
too quickly . Apply fine hard sand and oil to
mandrel, and while the lathe is running at a high

Sheet
26 gouge
iron

speed , keep the liner in motion by pulling the ends
of the cord alternately , also moving it along the
mandrel. After grinding sufficiently, clean the
liner and mandrel thoroughly, and give them a

Ř woler drums
Fig . 3. - END
ELEVATION .

3

good hard rubbing, as before, but with dry mandrel.
This will give a highly polished and superior finished

wicks a

liner. The use of fine emery and oil for lapping

Fig . 4 . - CROSS
SECTION .

and can be thrown into gear with a spur wheel for
driving the winding drum on the left, or when thrown
to the right, it drives a loose eccentric for working
the feed pump. In the central position the engine
runs free, and can then be used for driving any light
model work from the grooved pulley, if ins. dia
meter, fixed to the centre of clutch . It has driven

purposes is bad practice, as it has been known
with valve faces, etc. , which have been ground in
with emery , for the emery to stick into the metal
and grind the face into holes when in use, nomatter

how they have been cleaned . Fine hard sand is

now greatly used in preference.
Lubricating a Plain Bearing .
By “ SREGor."
The accompanying sketch illustrates a simple
and efficientmethod of lubricating a plain bearing.
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the crank when revolving, some of which drops in
the hole ( E ), and runs along the groove which ex

tubes of a loco type boiler with tubes of in .
diameter by 12 ins. long. Take a piece of steel rod ,
14 ins. long by in ., and screw each end about
2 ins. up (Fig. 1 , A ). Turn two nuts screwed to
fit this rod and shaped as shown in Fig . 2, squaring
the end of each for a spanner or wrench .
To use tool, put rod through the tube and screw
on the nut at the firebox end ; screw the other on
at smokebox end (Fi: . 3 )and tighten up with spanner.

tends nearly to the end of bearing, and then falls

A few turnswill make the tube as tight as possible,

and which I find very effective on a main bearing of
a motor bicycle running at high speed . As will
readily be seen by the sketch , the oil gets a through
passage in the bearing. Fig . 1 is a section
through centres of crank case X Y ; B , the crank
case ; C , the brass bearing ; and D , the crankshaft.
The oil is splashed about the crank case by

12

Glut
Fig . 2. - SIDE ELEVATION.
Fig . 1. - LONGITUDINAL SECTION.
METHOD OF LUBRICATING A PLAIN BEARING .
through the hole in the bearing on to the shaft.
and that without damaging the tube "plates.
From this hole a groove is cut along the surface of
The expander can be used for any size or kind of
the bearing to the inside edge of same, cut spiral,
model boiler and has the advantage of expandin ;
so that when the shaft is revolving it tends to wind
the oil along the groove back into the crank case,
and lubricating the whole length of the journal,
also minimising the possibility of the oil leaking

Fig .
3.

out at the end of bearing, which is a serious defect
in most bearings of this type. The groove must be
cut according to the direction the shaft is to run ;
if cut the opposite way, the shaft will tend to wind
the oil out at the end of bearing.
Another hole (F ) is shown in sketch , which com
municates the outside edge of bearing to the inside

of crank case, which provides a passage for any oil
that may leak out at this end. A metal washer (G )
is fitted in the end of crank case, leaving a small
space between the end of brass bearing and washer ,
leaving room for any oil to find its way into the
groove F , and preventing it from getting outside.

A Simple Tube Expander.
By GEO. WANDS.

The difficulty found in expanding the ends of
tubes in a model locomotive boiler (1-in . scale), led
the writer to invent an expander easy to make and
one which was found itto isdodesired
its work thoroughly
the.
Taking, for example, it is desired toto expand
expand the

Fig .
2.

K2
Ka
AB
HIVII
i ATOUTOUTIN

b

Squared for sponner

-

145
FIG . 1 .

A SIMPLE TUBE EXPANDER .

both ends of tubes at the same time. The length
of
size ofto nuts
being
on.made to suit
be used
boilerandit istheintended
the rod
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The Latest in Engineering .
Wear of High -speed Engine Bearings.

As an illustration of the small amount of wear
in machinery bearings, even when running at con
siderable speed , provided the bearings are of
sufficient area, with true surfaces and well-oiled , a
high-speed engine, which was supplied for the
electric plant at Digby, Nova Scotia , in June,
1892, has been running on an average ten to twelve
hours each night until replaced by a larger engine,
for over thirteen years. The engine is of the Robb

Armstrong, high -speed , centre-crank type, designed
by E . J. Armstrong, M .E ., the cylinders 10 } ins.
diameter, and stroke 12 ins., speed 275 revolutions
per minute. The main bearings of the crankshaft
run in solid sleeves or shells, lined with babbitt,
the journals, of forged steel 3} ins. diameter by
12 ins. long, were ground and lapped , the shell
being 2- 1000th in . larger than the shaft journal,

to allow for oil. The journals were oiled con

concentrated with two-thirds of green ore on the
charge, and the necessary quartz and limestone,
using 3 to 4 per cent. coke on the charge and pro

ducing a matte with 45 to 50 per cent. copper.
The blast temperature is from 460° to 700 F .,
being lowered for the second concentration to in
crease the copper content. The matte is tapped
into moulds resting on lorries. The furnace gases
enter a flue chamber of bricks with walls covered
with wire netting and it ins. of concrete , the face
of which is painted with graphite to prevent the
action of the sulphur upon the lime in the cement.

The flue dust settles into steel hoppers, from which
it is drawn off into small wagons on lines of 18-in .
gauge, and cairied to the briquetting plant. From
the brick chamber a 21-jn . steel pipe extends up a

hill to a steel chimney 67 ins. diameter and 125 ft .
high . A continuous scraper conveyor in the pipe
drags down any collection of dust and delivers it
into the last hopper of the flue chamber.

The

tinuously by ring oiling and oil cups to keep up
the supply. The shaft journals, which have not
had anything done to them since the engine was
started, were in good condition , and show a wear
of only 1000th in . The shells or sleeves were re
placed six -and-a -half years ago, and during that
time show wear of only 6 -1000ths in . The crank

erection of a two-stand converter plant is con
templated , with a continuous reduction process.
The matte from the first concentration will be con
verted , using silicious gold -bearing ores for the

pin for thirteen years' running was reduced only
7 -1000ths in . at the centre and 5- 1000ths at the

According to the Western Electrician , electric fur

ends. The steam valve, which is of the “ Sweet ”
flat balanced type, was reduced only 3-1000ths in

thickness by wear, and , when scraped perfectly

lining. — The Engineer.
Electric Furnaces and

Metallurgy.

naces play a constantly increasing part in metallur
gical processes. One has been designed recenlly
to deal especially with the iron sands which are

parallel and true, was only 5 - 10ooths under the
original size. -- American Machinist.

found in very large quantities at Calliope Dock ,
Auckland, New Zealand , and elsewhere in thai

An Improved Railway Chair. - A new form

it consists almost entirely of magnetite. The
difficulty has been to reduce and smelt the sand ,

of rail chair has been patented by a German
inventor, which permits of a ready and quick

colony. It is said that all previous attempts to
treat this sand have failed in spite of the fact that
which chokes up all the types of blast furnaces
The new
electric furnace enables this sand to be treated

setting of the rails, as well as a rigid fixing. The
chair is formed with a long base plate having a

which have been experimented with .

projection or block formed integrally with the base
plate . A recess is provided in the base of the pro

continuously, and the inventor's figures give hope
that the cost of treatment where cheap water power
is available will be sufficiently low to make the
process a commercial success. The furnace is used
to reduce the iron sand into metallic iron or steel
by the intense heat, impurities being removed after

jection into which fits the lower head or plate of
the rail, or the flange of the rail in the case of a
flanged rail. When the rail is in position the fixing
or coupling-piece is bolted down upon a tapered
projection or boss formed integrally with the base
plate of the chair, so that as the nut is screwed

home on the bolt the tapered hole in the coupling
or securing piece of the chair fitting over the
tapered projection, tends to secure the rail more
rigidly , and to tighten the rail in the chair.

Blast Furnace for Copper. - A smelting
plant for copper - pyrite with chaleopyrite - has
recently been started in California . The blast
furnace is water jacketed, and is 57 ins. by 96 ins.
at the throat, 40 ins. by 96 ins. at the tuyeres,
which have an area of 26 .67 sq . ft., or 5 .06 sq. ins.
per square foot of hearth . There is a tap hole for
copper or for matte separation inside the crucible
at each long side, and a slag tap hole in each short
end. The matte tap hole is 9 ins. above the brick
bottom , leaving always a bed of matte inside the
fore hearth . In the first concentration , with 2 per

cent. coke in the charge, a matte with 30 to 35 per
cent. copper is produced . This is broken and re

wards. The attempt is interesting because the
furnace is designed for a special object - the treat
ment of material which, although exceedingly rich
in iron , has hitherto defied all the efforts of the
metallurgist.
DISCOVERY OF NEW CABLE DESTROYER. - Several

lead -boring insect larvæ are now known. In Australia ,

for a number of years, perforations have been
noticed in the lead covering of telegraph cables
suspended from poles by twisted steel wire, and as
these have given trouble in the season of thunder

storms, they have been attributed to electricity .
An investigation recently showed holes in the lead
up to 1 in . in diameter, as many as fourteen being
discovered in a length of 16 ins. The little black
insects (bostrycus jesuica ) were found, and have

been watched at work , their purpose seeming to be
to reach the tarred linen covering portions of the
wire under the lead . Other insects bore through
lead to escape from confinement.
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difficult job to have fixed the work to it ; so , to get
over this trouble, and also to be of service for other
jobs, a pattern was made and a cast- iron plate ob
tained and planed on both top and bottom sides, so
that it should sit flat and level on the lathe siddle.
This iron plate was quite plain on the top side
or face, and ribbed on the underside to strengthen
it, and to allow it to stand clear of the projections
on lathe saddle, and was about į in . thick when
finished. After the cross or surfacing slide and

Lessons in Workshop Practice.
(Continued from page 201.)
XXII. - Metal Finishing : Polishing, Colouring,
and Lacquering.
(Continued from page 462, Vol. XII.)
By Chas. W . Cook.
description of how a number of gunmetal

screw was removed from the saddle, the plate
covered the greater part of it, to which it was then
fixed by means of screws, and made quite level and

cylinders were bored and faced will, it is hoped by
the writer , serve to explain the method , and at
the same time, point out a way of doing similar

parallel with the lathe bed , this being effected by
a judicious use of the scribing block gauge and
sundry pieces of thin paper, the result being a useful

work .

little table on which these cylinders and many
other jobs have been fixed and machined .

IN continuation of the tool method for finishing

1 and polishing metallic surfaces, the following

It is often impracticable , owing either to the
F - -- - - - - -

- -

- -

- - -

Fig . 1.

shape or length , etc., of the job, or on account of

The advantages this little appliance possess

the size or unsuitability of the lathe, to fix work
to the chuck or faceplate of lathe for boring or
facing ; consequently, under these circumstances,
the alternative is to fix the work to the lathe saddle,

are that, owing to its being machined on both sides,
it is parallel, and in the same plane as the lathe
bed , and consequently square with the lathe face
plate, it is also a miniature marking-off table,
saving a great deal of trouble and uncertainty
when setting a job , and with the aid of V -blocks

and rotate the tool, this method of lathe working
being exactly the opposite to that usually em

ployed where the work is either held in the chuck
or faceplate or between the centres and rotated ,
the tool being stationary, fixed in the slide-rest.
For polishing this class of work , the use of the file

and parallel strips of different thicknesses, work of
a varied character and of smaller dimensions than

these cylinders may be operated upon by both
boring and milling tools .

and emery cloth , etc.,
is obviously out of the

question ; weare there
fore compelled to both
cut and polish with the
boring or facing tool,
this being done in the
following instance :
A number of gun
metal cylinders were
required , each cylinder to be bored parallel through
out its length , and faced at either end square with
the bore, exactly alike with each other, and smooth
and highly finished . Fig. I will give a rough idea of
the job, the cimensions ofwhich were 4 ins. diameter
of the bore and about 16 ins. long over- all, the ends
of flanges being square shape , upon which a ( ir
cular boss was turned , attached to this by means

- -- D
FIG . 2.

After the plate wasmade, the next tool required
for the job was a boring bar, and this was made
from an old piece of 21- in . steel shafting about

down to the lathe saddle on wood blocks, but in
this case - the lathe was an ordinary 6 -in . screw
cutting one- the saddle was quite unsuitable for

6 ins. longer than twice the length of the cylinder.
It was centred and well drilled up, and a cut taken
over it from each end , for the purpose of trueing it
up, and wearing down the centres, in order that
when the bar was at work it would be less likely
to lose its truth , and also for the purpose of bring
ing the lathe centres into alignment.
After this was done, holes were drilled in the bar
(as shown at Fig . 2 ), the one at the end for a piece
of -in , steel to act as a carrier, the steel rod being

this class of work , and it would have been a very

driven tightly through the bar, and the one in the

of eight studs being the cylinder cover.

In the ordinary way a casting would be bolted
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middle of bar for a piece of l-in . tool steel, this being
the boring tool, and held in place by a -in . set
screw .
The boring bar was then ready, and as each
cylinder had three cuts taken through it, three

or, rather, in this case, the work brought up to the
tool by the leading screw of lathe, which was put
in gear with the saddle, and , of course, out.of gear
with the mandrel, a large change wheel being fixed
on end of screw to facilitate its movement by the

tools of different lengths were required , this being
necessary , as each tool was double- ended - the

hand.

first one 3 15-16ths in . long, the second 3-64ths in .
longer, and the last 4 ins, long. These tools were
shaped as shown at Figs. 3, 4, and 5, being rough

the necessary tools were made was as quick as any
other, with this advantage — that the work was very
highly finished and accurate ; and, from start to
finish , no abrasive material of any kind was used ,
the work being finished " off
Fig . 5.
the tool." Of the two remain
ing methods of metal finishing
by means of the tool applied

ing, cleaning up, and finishing respectively ; the
Fig . 3.

FIG . 4.

The above method worked admirably , and after

direct to the work , viz., metal

spinning in the lathe, and that
of burnishing by hand, it may
Fig . 6 .
last-named being also the “ burnisher " (as de
scribed in the last article), and hardenect and tem
pered to a pale straw colour. The speed at which
the bar revolved was slow , and the feed fine, no
lubricant being used , and the cut allowed to go
right through without stopping, the result being a
perfectly parallel hole of a really beautiful finish .
Having bored the hole , the next consideration
was the facing of the ends ; and as these were re
quired to be absolutely square with the bore, and of
a high finish , it was necessary to
devise a means of doing it with
out shifting the cylinder, and
the following will explain how it

be mentioned that, as regards
the first, an article dealing with
the subject will appear later on ;

and of the second, that, although
seldom used in the average mechanical workshop
- being employed chiefly by the silversmith and
for plated goods and high-class copper and brass
work - nevertheless, a brief description of the
method may be of interest.
Burnishing is simply rubbing or pressing a softer
metal by means of a harder one, as, for instance,

copper burnished by steel, the burnisher being
made of either steel or stone, and of various shapes
to suit the work to be operated upon . The effect

was done.

A special form of slide-rest
was designed (Fig. 7 ), a pattern
was made, and a cast -iron cast

ing obtained from it. The cast

ing was then bored a good fit
to the boring bar, and, as shown

in the photograph , was sawn
through, and two set-screws

fitted to clamp it on the bar,
this method of fixing being
adopted to allow of the slide
rest being fixed at any part of
the bar, and at the same time
ensuring it always being square
with it.
It was then planed , and a
tool-rest, fitted in exactly the
same way as a lathe slide- rest
would bemade, and a V -threaded
screw (of twelve threads to the
inch by fin . diameter)was made

and fitted , and attached to the
end of this screw was a five
pointed star wheel (as shown in
Fig . 7. — A SPECIAL FORM OF SLIDE-REST.
the photograph ), which , striking
at each revolution a projection fixed to the lathe
of rubbing and pressing upon a soft metal by means
bed , gave the necessary feed or movement of the
of a harder one is to make the metal flow , pressing
tool along the work , a fifth of the pitch of the
down the small eminences on the surface, and
screw being thus the movement of the tool at each
filling up the hollows and furrows, of which even a
revolution of the bar.
highly polished surface is made up, thus reducing it
The tools were pieces of l- in . square steel, the
to a flat, smooth condition and, in consequence ,
finishing tool being both cutter and burnisher (as
considerably enhancing its lustre.
described in the last article), the depth of cut being
Steel burnishers for flat surfaces may be made
from old files, the teeth of which have been ground
regulated , and the tool brought up to the work
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out, an 8-in . flat smooth and an 8-in . half-round
smooth making very good burnishers, the edges
and end of the flat file, and the half-round part of
the other being filed up and nicely polished and

or filed up work in the vice, the polishing medium
usually employed at this point is emery powder,

hardened dead hard ; while for small work , the
tools may be made from smaller files.

polished surfaces. As mentioned in the previous
article, the polishing process consists of scratching :
the finer the scratches, the higher the polish ; and
when the emery stage has been reached , the scratches
left by the file should , by this time, be compara

The shapes and forms of burnishers are many and
various, a few of the commoner types being shown

paper, or cloth ; and with this substance, if pro
perly applied , it is quite easy to obtain really fine

tively small and few in number, as the files employed

on the work immediately before using emery cloth

or paper ought to be smooth , and even dead smooth ,
for brass and gunmetal.
When filing with the object of ultimately polish
ing, care should be observed that the marks of the
file are all in one direction ; and to facilitate this,
where the nature of the work permits, draw - filing
should be resorted to , this
being simply the holding
of the file with both
hands, one at each end
in exactly the same man

Fig . 8.

ner as a spokeshave is
– pressing it flat on the
wood , and drawing it to

held when working wood
Fig . 9 .

in the illustrations . Fig. 8 is turned from a piece

of tool steel, highly polished and hardened glass
herd , again polished , and fitted with a handle ;
Fig . 9, made from a piece of tool steel, and turned
to a rounded point ; Fig . 1o , also turned to the

shape shown ; Fig. It is the tang end of a flat file
filed up on all sides and nicely rounded and
hardened glass hard ; and Fig. 12 is also the

and fro along it, the filing being thus at right
angles to the length of the file.
Another way of obtaining a very good finish
with the file is to use a dead smooth one of suit
able size, holding it in the ordinary way, but in

stead of filing with the whole length of it, press

end of a flat file filed to the curved shape
shown, these being a few of the many shapes
used , one used by the writer on several occa
sions being the face of a good hand hammer ,
as, with all of them , the principle is the same,
the production of a highly finished surface

by the pressure of a polished piece of steel of
suitable and convenient shape upon the
softer metal of the work to be operated upon.
The process consists of producing a series

F . 12.

of lines by moving or gliding the burnisher
backwards and forwards over the work , each

line or stroke overlapping the one previously
made, until the whole surface resembles that
of a mirror.
The burnisher must be kept in

Fig . 11.

good condition by rubbing it when
it becomes dulled upon a piece of

hide or leather charged with rouge
or putty powder, and , when not

in use, must be carefully pro
tected from rust. It is also most important that a
lubricant be always freely used on the work, or the
burnisher would drag the surface and spoil the
work , two very good lubricants for this purpose

being newly made soap suds and vinegar water.
Having now brought to a conclusion the tool
methods of polishing, or what may be regarded as
such , since each of the methods described have
been those where the work has been finished

directly off the tool, we now come to the remaining
We will assume that the work to be polished has
progressed beyond the preparatory stages of rough
filing and grinding , etc., and whether the work to

methods and operations employed for the purpose.
be turned out in the lathe, or work that has been

operated upon by one or other of the machine tools ,

Fig . 10.
lightly on the work with the point, always rubbing
filing, that very objectionable scratches are made

in the same direction . It often happens, when

on the work , due to minute pieces of the metal
sticking to the teeth of the file ; this is called
“ pinning," and can be generally prevented by

well chalking or oiling the file.
Having now to obtain a still finer scratch , we
employ emery, the method favoured by the writer
being to tear off a length of No. o emery cloth ,
sufficient to wrap once round a suitable size file,
rubbing the piece of cloth upon itself before using
to remove any sharp , scratchy particles, and then
rubbing the work in one direction until as high a
polish as is possible has been obtained with this
number of cloth , when we proceed in exactly the
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same way with the next number, 00 ; and so on
until we arrive at the last and finest grade,
No. 0000, paper ; and this, used with a little oil,
will effect a polish that, as a rule, will be found
sufficient for all practical purposes.

Marine Engineering and Ship

building Notes.
By Chas. S. LAKE.

If, however, a still higher degree of polish is
required , we must employ still finer abrasive pow
ders, such as putty powder, crocus, rottenstone,
tripoli, rouge, etc., the writer's method of applying
these being as follows :

Obtain a piece of thick “ baize,” or “ felt,"
of either of the above powders, mixed up with
paraffin oil or methylated spirit, the final touch
being given by rubbing with the base of the thumb,
free from dust, and use this to apply a paste made

using dry rouge or tripoli powder. The above

mentioned material, felt, is extremely useful for
polishing metallic surfaces, a piece about fin , or
in. thick , held in the hand, and cut to a shape
suitable for the work to be operated upon , and
charged with well-washed emery flour powder and

paraffin oil, being very effective in getting up
irregular shaped surfaces and tarnished brass work,
etc .
The nextarticle will deal with colouring , figuring,
and lacquering .

( To be continued.)
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TURBINE STEAMERS FOR THE IRISH SERVICE.
ESSRS. JOHN BROWN & CO ., of Clyde
M
bank , Glasgow , have in hand at the present
time the construction of two turbine
steamers, which have been ordered by the Great
Western and Great Southern & Western Railways
for the new South of Ireland route between Fish
guard and Rosslare. The vessels will have a speed
of 23 knots, and will have accommodation for 220
first-class and 100 second -class passengers. The
new service will, it is expected , be inaugurated in
the spring of next year.

New STEAMER FOR THE CHINA TRADE .
The trial trip of the Fook Sang, a large steamer
built by Messrs. Wm . Dobson & Co., of Low ,
Walker-on -Tyne, for the Indo-China S . N . Com
pany of London , recently took place off the Tyne,
and was in every way successful.

The vessel is

330 ft. 6 ins. long, between perpendiculars, has a
breadth of 44 ft ., and depth moulded to spar deck

of 26 ft. 6 ins. She is built to the highest class of
Lloyd 's , and to the Board of Trade requirements ,

At the Greencroft Mill, Hyde, a new steam
turbine, the first of its kind to be used in Hyde,
has been installed . The beam of the old engine,

for passenger certificate, and is intended for the
Hong Kong and Java trade, being specially fitted up

which ran up to a week or two ago, had been in use

carried , and these are accommodated on the bridge
! deck
, where there is also a large dining -room , with
captain 's apartments and chart room in a separate

for a hundred years. The crankshaft of the old

engine made thirty revolutions a minute. The
turbine shaft makes 10 ,500 revolutions a minute .
HEAVY RAILS. - The rails on the Belt Line Road
around Philadelphia are said to be the heaviest

for this service. A few first-class passengers are

“ house." The ship is lighted throughout by

electricity , and the 'tween deck is arranged for
carrying coolies. The engines are triple expansion
type, with cylinders 234 in . H .-P. (39 ins. inter
rails used on any railroad in the world . They
mediate), and 66 ins. L.-P. diameters by 45 -in .
weigh 142 lbs. to the yard , and are 17 lbs. heavier
stroke, supplied with steam from two large boilers
than any rails ever before used. They are ballasted
in concrete, and 9- in . girders were used to bind i fitted with Howden 's force draught system , and
working at a high pressure.
them . All the curves and spurs were made of the
The machinery was supplied by Messrs. The
sameheavy rails, and the tracks are claimed to be
superior to any railroad section ever undertaken .

NEW COALING FACILITIES. - Considerable interet
is being taken at Liverpool in a new coaling
appliance which has just appeared . This appliance
is a kind of floating elevator, which puts coal into

the bunkers of a steamer at a rate of about 150 tons
per hour. It is a barge capable of holding 1,000
tons of coal, and the method of working is very
simple . The hold is made in sections, each having
false floors, and these can be raised to any angle
so as to send all the coal to the centre. In the

centre of the bottom of the barge is a continuous
belt of buckets, which pass under the false floors
and pick up the coal as they travel. On reaching
the forward part of the vessel the buckets are raised
to a great elevation in an upright position , and the
coal is then placed into a weigher, which dips at
each quarter of a ton , and sends the coal into a huge
cylinder, through which the coal is conveyed into
the bunkers of the steamer. Thus the coal is not
only taken on board , but is weighed as well. The
elevator works very smoothly, and experiments
carried out at Birkenhead have proved the value
of the invention. It is believed that this is the
first of its kind in this country .

North -Eastern Marine Engineering Co., Ltd ., of

Wallsend -on -Tyne. On the trial trip a mean speed
of 12 knots was attained , and everything was
carried through without any hitch of any kind

whatever. After the trial the vessel proceeded on
her maiden voyage.
A New AMERICAN Motor Boat.
The Olds Motor Works Company, of Detroit, have
. recently built for the Detroit River a new motor
I boatmeasuring 35 ft. in length , 4 ft. 6 ins. in breadth ,
and 2 ft. 3 ins. deep . The hull has a double skin ,

the inner one being in . thick , and the outer one
3 - 16ths in . mahogany. The keel is formed in one
piece, ofwhite oak , and the engine floors and beams
are also of oak, being continued for some distance
aft of the engine space by a gradual taper, thus
very greatly stiffening the construction.
The decks are made of 3-16ths-in , mahogany,
and , except under the weights of the engine, the

frames measure } in . by 4 in. The motor is of the
six -cylinder vertical type, and the intake and
exhaust valves are placed side by side. The six .
throw crank is of nickel steel, carrying the flywheel
at the front, and at the rear a flange bolted to a
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short length of shafting carrying the transmission
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gear.

cient for to give a radius of action of 2 ,800 nautical
miles at a speed of 15 knots per hour. Three boats

It is stated that very little vibration is experi
enced when the revolutions are 1,000 per minute,

are carried on davits, one of the number being a
Thornycroft petrol motor gig, 22 ft. long , driven

owing to the reciprocating parts being well balanced .
The cylinders are 5 ins. diameter by 5 ins. stroke,
and the horse-power developed between 50 and 60.

by a io b .h .- p . motor. The others are respectively
an 18 -ft. cutter and a 14 - ft. dinghey . Accommoda

The ignition is of the high-tension type by means

each officer having a separate cabin .

of an accumulator and spark coil,and a single car
burettor is fitted for the six cylinders. On the
trials the vessel made 20 miles per hour on the

The armament consists of six 57millimetre quick
firing guns, one mounted on the conning tower, one
aft, and four on the broadside, and there are, in
addition, two 45 centimetre revolving torpedo
tubes. The vessel is sub-divided into several water
tight compartments by means of transverse bulk

river.

A New SWEDISH TORPEDO-BOAT DESTROYER.
The writer is indebted to Messrs. John I. Thorny.
croft & Co., Ltd ., for the accompanying photo

tion for sixty-four officers and men is provided ,

heads,and water-tightdecks under the living spaces.
She has a guaranteed speed of 304 knots, to be

Fig . 1. — THE DESTROYER “ Magne " ON THE STOCKS BEFORE LAUNCHING .

graphs and particulars of the torpedo -boat destroyer
Magne, recently built by them for the Swedish
Government. The vessel is of what is known as
the Shirakumo type, which has proved very success .
ful in the recently concluded Russo- Japanese war.
She is 219 ft. 9 ins. 1 ng over all, 20 ft. 9 ins. beam ,
and has a draught of 8 ft. 3 ins. at the screws. The

maintained for three hours, with a load of 55 tons
on board .

machinery consists of two sets of four-cylinder
vertical triple compound condensing engines, and

great deal of interest in shipbuilding circles. The
vessel left Lough Foyle at half-past four on Friday ,
August 4th , and passed Belle Isle at seven o'clock
on Tuesday, August 8th , thus making the run
across the Atlantic in 4 days 21 hours ; or, allowing

four Thornycroft water-tube boilers, worked under
forced draught on the closed stokehold principle.
The coal capacity of the bunkers is 80 tons, suffi

THE “ VIRGINIAN ” RECORD.

The record trip recently accomplished by the
Allen turbine liner Virginian has aroused a very
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for difference between English and American time,
4 days 6 hours.

tic

.

4

. **

1. No steamer propelled by reciprocating engines
has, so far as is known, ever made the trip between
the points named in this time. The Virginian
made the run from Moville, Ireland , to Rimouski,
Quebec, in 5 days 22 hours 20 minutes. The latter
place is the mail station , and is some hundreds of
miles beyond Belle Isle. A record fo rapid de
livery of mails in Canada was effected , and but for
the delay of seven hours caused by fog , a still more
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Picturesqueness in Model
Railways.
By E . W . TWINING

(Continued from page 251.)
THE string - course mouldings and dripstone

I will require a few words. Fig. 11 CD
shows the true Gothic sections for these
three -quarters full size, and they should not be

Fig . 2.— THE Swedish TORPEDO-BOAT DESTROYER “ MAGNE” UNDER Tow In The Thames.
(Built by Messrs. J. I. Thornycroft, Ltd., Chiswick.)
noteworthy

performance would

have been

achieved.

departed from . The smaller size C is for form
ing the dripstones of the battlements, and

capping of all walls ; the larger D for the string
S . E . & C . R . MOTOR TRAINS. -- The experimental
motor train service tried by the South -Eastern and
Chatham Railways on the Sheppey branch has

proved so successful that it has been decided to
place them on other branches, and six new trains

are being constructed for this purpose at the Ash
ford works.
BOARDITE . — This is the name of a new article
recently introduced for railway carriage wheel
centres in place of teak segments. The materialhas
strength of teak, and is not affected by fire or water.
Its trial on the Great Western has been so satis
factory that an order has been given to the manu
facturers. The material is also used for platform
trucks.

been proved , on test, to be two and a -half times the

courses and the dripstones over the tunnel (Fig . 9 ).
These are to be cast in lead, the moulds being made
in the following way : - Chuck on the faceplate of
the lathe pieces of mahogany or other hardwood
I in . thick or thereabouts, true on the face and as

large as will revolve in centres clear of the bed ;
turn a ring or groove in each of these to the exact
shape of the mouldings, large and small, respec
tively . When these are clamped in the vice as
shown in Fig. 12, each with another piece also true
on one side, capital moulds are formed . After
casting no difficulty will be experienced in turning
the top where the metal was poured and straight
ened out, when they will be found to bend easily
round the towers, and may be cut and mitred or used

out of the mould ; the ring should then be cut at

straight on walls and buttresses. Small brads
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about in . long can be used to nail with , the brad
being passed through the lead in the hollow as

cement will run round these and make the whole
work secure. Concrete should be thoroughly mixed

indicated .

whilst dry on a board , then spread out roughly to a
saucer shape and water poured on, stirred well, and
notmade too wet. For concrete,use Portland cement
I part ; sand, 2 parts ; fine gravel, 4 parts. Before

The same methods and mouldings will be used
for both tunnels, and also for the bridge. Two
special mouldings will require to be cast (moulds
for which will be made in the sameway as others)
viz., a cavetto' to fit in the angle between AB,

putting in concrete, plaster cement and sand equal
parts around the centreing to a thickness of about
I in . This will ensure a neat smooth
soffit. When the concrete has set, the
centreirg can be removed . This method
of arching can be adopted right through

the tunnels or only for a foot or so from
the entrance. Nothing can be better
than the large earthenware drain pipes
already suggested in the M .E . for the
middle of tunnels.
In place of inner spandril walls to
the bridge, the space above the arch
and piers may be filled with gravel
up to the level of the print at which
ballast commences. The locomotive
shown on the bridge represents in .
to the foot scale model. It is intro

dK ay

duced to enable the reader to get a
clearer idea of the intended propor
tions of the bridge. The distance of
60 ins. between the piers would repre
sent in practice a span of 80 ft.
The woodwork should be painted
all over thoroughly before putting in

place, and cracks puttied up. Make
your own paint ; you will then be more
sure of its quality . Use best white
lead with patent driers and boiled
linseed oil, thinned with turpentine,
colour with lampblack and a little light

FIGURE 11 -

Brunswick (chrome) green until a light

Figs. 6 and 9, the cross section of which
will be a : at E , Fig. II, and a spandril
moulding for the bridge to the shape F ,
Fig . II.

The spandril walls of the bridge should
be held the required distance apart by
wooden ties as shown. The arches of
both tunnels and bridges should be formed
of concrete in their proper places in the
track . In the case of the bridge the thick
ness of concrete at the crown of the
centre arch should be about 3 ins., and
should gradually increase in thickness on

each side towards the piers ; at three
fourths of the distance from the crown
to the centre of the pier the thickness
should be about 4 } ins., at which point
the curve will reverse until the centre of
the pier is reached - this will form the
backing . As the cubic contents of con
crete will be considerable, these measure
ments should not be exceeded on the score
of economy. A single course of bricks should be
placed underneath each pier, as well as the abut

FIGURE 12

ments, with a cement grout worked in between

each brick . This will form a good foundation . A
piece of thick strawboard or sheet zinc, bent to the
shape of the arch , tacked across between the under
neath edges of the spandrilwalls, will serve as centre
ing to support the concrete whilst it is setting. The

woodwork should be keyed to the concrete by large
screws passed through before putting in place ; the

greenish grey is obtained . Do notattempt to paint
the mortar joints between the courses of stone .
These may be represented either by drawing lines

with a hard blacklead pencil before the final coat
of paint is applied , which in this case should be well
thinned with turps, the paint being nearly trans
parent ; or they may be indicated by indenting

with a cold chisel driven on to the wood in straight
lines , horizontally and vertically . Remember , the

sizes of the stones are not uniform like bricks.
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Fig. 14 is another example of Gothic bridge
under the superintendence ofMr. Robert Stephenson
in 1837, and its ornate style is said to have been
made compulsory on the railway company (then the
London and Birmingham Railway, now London
and North -Western Railway) by the authorities
building, and spans a road at Rugby. It was erected

of the neighbouring Rugby College,

Not all readers, perhaps, will share in the writer's

preferment of Gothic architecture as applied to
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“ Tee " iron has been advocated, and many times
used for rails. It has been , I believe, invariably

used in conjunction with cross sleepers, to which it
has been screwed . Tee iron SO used has two
disadvantages. First, it does not in the least

resemble bull-headed rails, using chairs on cross
sleepers ; second, it will not keep to gauge, on
account of expansion and contraction longitudi
nally .

The latter fault may be overcome by cutting the

railways. Some, no doubt, with classic taste

tee iron into lengths of about 2 ft. or 2 ft. 6 ins.,

would rather see a Grecian order or Italian Re
naissance adorning their tracks. In the hope of
assisting these, I would suggest that their bridges
should be modelled on the lines of, say, Waterloo
Bridge, with Grecian Doric columns at each pier.
These columns could , of course, be turned up in
the lathe, but as I have already said , the mouldings
and heavy cornices in Classic and Renaissance will

but this introducesanother difficulty - viz ., that with
cross sleepers some form of fishplate is required to
bond the rails and keep them in line, otherwise the
sleepers may shift to one side and the rails become

be found more difficult to reproduce, as a little

consideration will show .

out of alignment.
The suggestion I have to offer is this : that cross
sleepers be abandoned and that Brunel's system of

longitudinal sleepers, as used on the Great Western
Railway until quite recently , and which may still
be found in many places on that Company's system ,
be copied .
This arrangement will be
found to possess many advan
tages over cross sleepers ; to
commence with , the expan
sion difficulty is overcome.

The iron having been cut
into 24 -in . or 30 -in . lengths,

is screwed down to the sleeper
with an allowance of about

1- 16th in . between the ends
of the lengths. The wood
for the sleepers can be ob
tained from timbermerchants
in the form of laths 9 ft. long.
2 ins. deep , and in . thick ;

they are kept in stock to
these sizes for building pur
poses, ard are sold at about

d . per foot run . For our
work they will not require to
be cut in any way, except,

perhaps, planing true on the
top edge. One advantage in

the use of these lengths is
Fig . 13. - A SKEW BRIDGE ATRABOXMOOR,
that they can be made up in
ILWAY. LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM
the workshop complete, the
Fig. 13 is a reproduction of one of the skew
rails being screwed on to one edge. The sleepers are
bridges on the London and Birmingham Railway, at
kept apart by distance pieces, which serve also as
Boxmoor, and although it follows no particular
cross ties.
Another advantage is the simplicity of laying the
style of architecture, is massive and bold in its pro

portions. The illustration (Fig. 15 ) is of the Colne
Valley viaduct near Watford Junction , on the same
line. The picture shows the viaduct as it was in
1837, since when it has been , like the other bridges,
very much altered owing to the wi ening of the
lines. The above figures are reproduced from
original prints lent to the author by Mr. Henry
Greenly . If Gothic be the style decided upon,
before commencing work let the reader take a look
at the towers and mouldings at Westminster Hall
or any of the fine Tudor mansions scattered
throughout England, and mark each feature of the
style, then copy them in tunnels and bridges.
His masonry will then have the merit of being
built in a style of pure architecture, and not in a

mongrel style or no style at all.
Now a few words about permanent way. The
correct form of this will add considerably to the

picturesqueness and realistic appearance of the line.

track , since it is only a matter of placing the com
pleted lengths end to end in a shallow trench in
the ground , with hardwood ormetal plates screwed
on each side of the ends to connect them , the space
between the longitudinals and for a few inches on
either side being packed with ballast .
Yet another advantage lies in the rigidity of the

sleepers. A local disturbance of the ground under
neath will not affect the truth of the line as it would
with cross sleepers, by causing a settlement.
Curves may be worked by making a succession
of saw cuts vertically in the lath to a depth of about
* in . at every 6 or 8 ins., the distance between the
cuts depending on the radius required . These cuts
will allow the lath to bend, the bend being made
in the direction which tends to close up the saw
cut. On such curves where this method is em
ployed , it will be advisable to nail boards on the
underside to keep the curve from spreading and
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Fig . 14 . - GOTHIC BRIDGE OVER ROAD AT RUGBY, LONDON AND BIRMINGHAM RAILWAY.

Fig . 15- _ " THE FIVE ARCHES,” WATFORD . IN 1837 .
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increasing in radius. The writer found that a very
good way to get the curves true was to strike the
radius with string and chalk on the floor of the
workshop , and then after saw cutting the sleepers
to build them up to the chalk line.
Those who have built or possess models of the

Great Western broad gauge locomotives should
certainly run them on a track as abovedescribed , as
not only does tee iron closely follow the shape of the

“ bridge ” rail, but the broad gauge engines never
ran over cross sleepers. For ballast, finely broken
yellow gravel or sandstone has a good appearance.
A special drawing of the above arrangement is
deemed scarcely necessary , as the track is clearly
shown in section and plan in Fig . 1o .
In conclusion, all earthworks, cuttings, and
embankments should be thickly sown with best
lawn grass seeds, which should be carefully cut
when it has grown to the height
of about 3 ins. The best time
for sowing is themonth of April.
Cork or rocks, the latter prefer
ably, may be used to support
the piling up of earth on the
outsideof tunnels, between whicl:
variegated grasses, moss, ferns,
and ivy may be planted , whilst
evergreen bushes, box, rhodo
dendron and laurel may be set
on the top.' All these, especially
ivy and ferns, are things which
will lend a charm to the em
battled turret and pointed arch ,
and make the iron track a thing
of picturesqueness and beauty .
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Model 10 -Rater Double - Fin

Keel Sailing Yacht.
By Capt. W . S . WALLACE.
THE accompanying photographs are of the
1 model sailing yacht Irene, built to the de
sign given in THE MODEL ENGINEER (1901),
by the late Mr. W . H . Wilson - Theobald . The

design and construction were adhered to, with
very few modifications and additions. It is the
design for a 10 -rater double- fin keel which is now
described in THE MODEL ENGINEER shilling Hand
book on Model Yacht.

She is 51} ins. on deck L .0 .A . by 11:6 ins. beam ,
draws 3 ins. water to bottom of hull at midship
section, and has 24 ins. freeboard . She is built of

VARNISH FOR CAST IRON PAT

TERNS. — For small cast iron
patterns the following is a very
satisfactory method of v rnish
ing : - Apply boiled linseed oil to
the iron , the pattern being heated
to a temperature that will just
char or blacken the oil ; the oil
appears to enter the pores ofthe
iron , and after such an applica tion themetalresists rust and cor

Figs. 1 & 2 . - Deck AND SIDE VIEWS OF HULL OF CAPT. W . S . WALLACE ' s

rosive agents very satisfac
HARPER & BROTHERS have just added to their

cilv .
torily
.

list of Electrical Handbooks a volume entitled
“ Practical Electric Wiring for Lighting Installa
tions,” by C . C . Metcalfe, A .M . I. E . E ., of the Man
chester School of Technology. The book is written
for foremen , wiremen , and students, and for those
who wish to acquire a practical knowledge ofwiring,
jointing, and fitting for the installation of electric
light. The book is fully illustrated , and the price
is 5s. net.

A MOTOR BOAT RUN. - A remarkable run for a
motor boat was accomplished by Lord Howard de
Walden 's racing craft Napier , which, on August
24th , made the trip from Cowes to Yarrow 's yard
at Poplar without a single involuntary stop. The
actual running time was 9 hours 55 minutes. On
the previous day the boat ran from Cowes to the
Werner Light and back in weather so heavy as to
cause the suspension of the ordinary traffic from

Portsmouth to Ryde.

MODEL SAILING YACHT.
pitchpine planks, bare 1 in , in thickness , and there

are nine planks each side.

The keel, stem , and

stern piece are of good yellow pine, the frames of
Ame`ican elm , also the gunwales, the frames
being recessed into the latter. The bulkheads are
# in , cherry wood, and the deck - in one piece — is of
white holly. There are five bulkheads, or per
manent moulds, and twenty -one frames or ribs, all
spaced i } ins. centre to centre. The stem is brass
sheathed ; the mast tubes, fin , steering gear, and
all deck , mast and spar fittings are of aluminium .
The steering gear adopted is the sameas that used
by Mr. Savage in his fine sea- going model yacht
Hilda, and is described in THE MODEL ENGINEER

(May, 1903) by Mr. Rhodes, the inventor, and is all
he claims it to be. As will be seen from the photo
graphs, she can be rigged either as a cutter or fore

and aft schooner, the same mainmast doing duty
for both .
Rigged as a cutter (Fig . 3), her actual sail area is
1,500 sq . ins. (measuring the head sails as one

triangle, it comes to 1,651 sq. ins.) ; rigged as a
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schooner (Fig. 4), theactual sail area is 1,553 sq. ins.,

the outside painting is being done, but each coat

or 1,668, taking head sails as one triangle .
Her displacement as a cutter is 22 lbs. ; as a

of paint must have sufficient time to dry and

harden ; and it fully repays one for the trouble
afterwards by the superior finish and appearance,

to say nothing of the wearing qualities. Masts and
spars are French polished ; gaff jaws, goose-necks
on booms, spider bands, and all other fittings to
spars are aluminium .

The sails are of the best model sail cloth , and
taped ; tacks and clews of all sails strengthened by
gusset pieces ; fore and aft head sails fitted with
hanks travelling on stays, try -sail and mainsail
with rings on masts, all sails being easily hoisted
or lowered as required .
The hull, when finished and minus deck , weighed
only 4 lbs., but it is surprising how weight gets
piled on afterwards ; the paint is accountable for a
good deal, put it on ever so thinly ; the deck adds
about another i lbs. ; the mast tubes and flanges ,
deck fittings, steering gear, fins, masts, spars, and

sa ils are responsible for the remainder.
According to the specification by the late Mr.
Wilson Theobald , this vessel should only have a
displacement of 16 to 17 lbs., and a 36 -in . L . W .L .

Buttwo friendsofminehaveeach constructed a model
to the same design - one of pitchpine, the other of
yellow pine, and there is not } lb . difference in .
There are nearly 2 ,000 1-in . brass screws in this

weight between any of the three.

Fig . 3. — RIGGED AS A CUITER .

model, and it took me four months' spare time to
build . I made full size working drawings of all
parts, putting in all the water-lines and buttocks ;
and it well pays one to do this for ease in working

schooner,-234 lbs. ; but this can be varied to suit

afterwards. It is the second model I have built to

circumstances, as the bulb ballast is so fitted that
1 lb . weight can be added to both ends, or a smaller
amount as desired , just putting in sufficient at either

end to gain the weight and trim desired . The fin
keel slides in a groove in the bulb up to half its
depth , and is held in place by two - in . bolts pass

ing through slots in fin keel, the length of the slots
allowing the ballast to be moved bodily forward
or aft for extra trimming purposes. The bulb is
made of gunmetal. The deck is lined off į in ., to
represent planks and covering board . After it
was in position it was given as much raw linseed
oil as it could take till saturated , and afterwards
heavily French polished . The coamings on deck
for hatch are aluminium , the hatch cover is ma
hogany, and top aluminium .
The inside of boat was given five coats of white
zinc pain , put on very thin , and each coat given one
week to dry and harden ; but the boat was perfectly
water-tight without anything inside or out. The
outside was painted with five coats of white and
red lead mixed , put on as thinly as possible ; and
after hardening, each coat was well rubbed down
with fine, worn glasspaper. The outside painting
was completed by the under water body having

three coats of " Ardenbrite ” copper enamel. Two
coats of drop black , ground in gold size , were given
to the top sides ; the oak moulding round deck was
gilded , and the water-line and name painted in

aluminium ; the whole afterwards receiving ' two
coats of best carriage varnish , well thinned down
with turps.

The painting is perhaps the only part which one
may describe as being tedious ; but it need not be
made so , for the deck and deck fittings can be under
way while the inside is being painted , and the
masts, spars, and sails afford 'sufficient to do while

FIG . 4. — RIGGED AS A SCHOONER.
this design , the first being scale, and makes a
fine model, but rather small for racing purposes.
In my opinion , this form ofmodel is an ideal one,
and it is a pity that so many model yacht clubs foster
a form of yacht which is not a model of anything in
existence — a mere plank on edge, with a centre fin
16 ins. or 18 ins, deep that can only sail “ tacking
ward each time to make another series of tacks,

to windward ," and has to be towed back to lee
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Mr. R . P . Kitchingman's design and specification
clescribed in a recent number of Ours, a 36 lineal
rater, about same length and beim as the double
fin boat here described , has a displacement of
24 lbs., which seems to me to be about what she
could be built to have ; but I think 16 to 17 lbs.
is too light an estimate for the double- fin keeler
if the specification is carried out. Atthe same time,
I much admire the design, and the description in

your handbook is so lucid , that it ought to enable
anyone with “ gumption ” to build a fine and most
satisfactory craft.
The lifeboat shown in the photograph of the hull
is one of the boats belonging to a steam schooner
yacht, 7 ft. long, which I built twelve years ago ,
and is an exact scale model, with correct number of
planks, ribs, knees, breast hooks , bottom boards,
ring-bolts, etc., and is ro ins. long over-all .
In conclusion , I may say that the whole of the
work on this Irene has been done during winter

months in the North Sea , and has often had
to be lashed down to the cabin table to keep it from
being flung about by the rolling and pitching of
the ship when coming back to the Tyne with water
ballast only.
-- -

-

The “ Holiday " Competition .
URING the present holiday season, we have
us

decided to award every reader who sends
a description and original photographs of
anything of engineering or model-making interest
he may encounter during his vacation , which shall
be sufficiently good to warrant insertion in our
journa). The prizes vary in value from 5s. to
ros. 6 ., according to merit. All winning com
petitors will receive a notice of the value of the
prize awarded , when they can choose the tools or
other articles they may wish sent to them . All
entries should be accompanied by a separate letter,
marked on the envelope “ M . E . HOLIDAY COM
PETITION.” This letter should include the title
of the article and any other information not neces
sary for publication . The article should be written
on one side of the paper only, with the name and
address of the sender on the back . The photo
graphs and separate sketches enclosed with the
contribution should similarly bear the name and
address of the sender, otherwise delay may arise
in the awarding of the prizes. It is essential that
the copyright of the photographs must be the pro
perty of the senders, and the covering letter should
contain a declaration to this effect. The competi
tion will close on October 16th .

ELECTRIC LIGHT FOR Arctic EXPLORERS. -- The
Canadian steamship Arctic, which is at present
under the command of Captain Bernier and pre
paring for an extended Arctic voyage, is to be
provided with a novel electric light installation .
Since fuel cannot be obtained for the generation of
steam , and as the ship will have to spend many
months in darkness, it has been decided to instal
an air-compresser plant which will be operated by
a windmill. The compressed air will then be used
to drive the generators, which in turn will furnish
current for charging the storage batteries used for
lighting the vessel - Electricity.

A New Water- Tube Locomotive
Boiler.
M
M

R . J. BROTAN, chief engineer and deputy
chief of workshops of the I. R . State Rail
ways, Pilsen , and a locomotive engineer

of considerable experience, after making a particular

study of the subject and carrying out numerous
experiments, has desi ned a boiler which , he
thinks, will be most suitable to present and future
requirements.
This boiler is of exceedingly novel construction ,
and consists essentially of an ordinary cylindrical
tubular boiler, with a water-tube firebox, the former
being provided with what is known as a steam
collector, and the latter with what is known as a
collector- tube, the one being connected to the other
and arranged above the boiler and firebox respec

tively. The dome is situated at the front end of
the engine, on the top of the steam collector.
The cylindrical portion or barrel of the boiler is
built up of three mild steel plates 14 millimetres in
thickness.

An engine fitted with this boiler was tried on the
I. & R . State Railways, Austria , in January of
1901, and gave such satisfactory results that in the
following year four more were ordered . These
boilers had certain minor defects in the design of

the firebox, which , however, were very soon
remedied ; and a boiler improved upon the lines

suggested by the experience gained from them was
constructed in 1904, and fitted into a four-coupled
express engine. This engine has been running fast
trains from Divaca to Pola and back ever since .
Compared with other engines of the same class
fitted with ordinary boilers, it is claimed that a
saving in coal of 20 per cent. results in its favour.
With regard to the heating surface , it should be
observed that, in reckoning that of the firebox,
half the circumference of the water-tubes is con
sidered as being effective, while the area of that part
of the collector tube in contact with the fire is, of
course, also taken into account.
In conclusion, one is forced to admit that the
absence of all firebox stays and of rivets in connec
tion with the fire is a tremendous advantage, apart

from any other ; for, without doubt, 90 per cent.
at least of the ills to which a boiler is heir are trace
able to these details.
ACID - PROOF VARNISH . - A

new

acid -resisting

varnish called “ Yar Ring ” has recently been in
troduced by Messrs. Edwin Cooper & Co ., Ltd ., of
88 , Leadenhall Street, E .C . It is claimed by the
makers that this varnish will permanently resist
the action of sulphuric acid , and that it is also not
liable to peel off, even after prolonged use. It is

therefore stated to be specially adapted for painting
bars used in connection with accumulator work .
It is well known that when charging secondary
batteries acid vapours are given off. These are
deposited on copper bars, in the shape of small
globules, which finally coalesce into large drops,
and become concentrated by evaporation . The
drops frequently contain as much as 40 per cent.
of acid . It is put forward as a special feature of
" Yar Ring " that it does not contain any sulphuret

of carbon, a substance which is injurious to the
attendants. The varnish has been well tested , and
the results are said to have been most satisfactory .
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A Model Triple Expansion
Marine Engine .

filed up ; and the webs are
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in. thick by } in .

broad .

By J. AIKEN.
THE model shown in the accompanying illus
I
trations is the result of my spare timework
during about twenty months. In the con
and it has been built almost entirely without the
aid of any drawings . It is complete excepting the
pumps, which , at the time of writing, were not

struction of this engine no castings have been used,

quite finished . The cylinders were made of solid

drawn brass tubing, in. thick .
The dimensions are as follows : - High-pressure,
I 1-16th ins. diameter ; intermediate, 2 } ins. dia
meter ; low -pressure, 3 ins. diameter by 21-ins.
stroke. The bottoms of the cylinders are in one
piece, and the tubing for each is sweated on. The
steam chests, of 1- 16th -in . brass, are also sweated
on to the cylinders.

The pistons are built up of 3- 16ths-in . and 1- 16th
in . sheet brass, and riveted together, making them

5- 16ths in , deep. Covers for cylinders and steam
chests are of 3- 16ths in . brass, with stuffing-boxes
and escape valves screwed in , all being entirely
made by hand . The L.-P . tail rod is made of a
French nail, 5 -32nds in . thick, and the piston -rods
(# in . thick ) and connecting-rods (5 - 16ths in . thick )
are rough forgings, finished off by the aid of a hack
saw , breast brace, and files ; the reader will
understand that the job was not the easiest.
In the condenser and back columns there are six

teen pieces of 1-16th -in , sheet brass, sweated to
gether. The condenser contains thirty-six tubes,

Fig . 2. - END VIEW OF MR. J. AIKEN'S
MCDEL ENGINE .
Eccentric rods are made of 5 - 32nds-in .
French nails , and the ends are cut out of

in . mild sheet steel with a hacksaw . The
French nails of 5 - 32nds in . thickness also
form the slide rods, and the glands are filed

straps are cut from 1 -in . sheet Muntz metal.
from Muntz metal rod.
The only turning that I have had to put
out to be done — not possessing a lathe - is

the eccentric sheaves. The pump levers are
made from 1 -in . sheet steel, also the slot
links, and the tumbler blocks are of Muntz
I have lagged the cylinders with teak wood

metalrod .

and brass bands. The cylinder feet are of
sheet brass, sweated on, and the whole en
gine is mounted on a teak wood base .
In conclusion, I might add that the only
sketch that I made was of the eccentric
rods, in order to obtiin the radii of the
links.

An electrically -driven oil boat, 245 ft. long,
32 ft. beam , and rated at 1,100 tons, has
FIG . 1. - FRONT VIEW OF MODEL TRIPLE EXPANSION
MARINE EIGINE .

each i ins. by in . Thebed -plate consists of twenty
separate pieces of brass , riveted and sweated to
gether. The main bearings I filed out of 4-in . sheet
Muntz metal. The crankshaft is composed of
thirteen pieces, the shaft being ! in , mild steel, and

been built for the Russian oil trade, using
three Diesel oil engines for the produc
tion ; of power, which is transmitted to
electric motors operating the pro
pellers. The engines are placed amidships , and
the oil tanks forward and aft. The entire control
equipment for the motors is situated in the pilot
house , thus doing away with all signalling apparatus
to the engine-room .
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If one were to have several cells of fairly high in

Practioal Letters from our

ternal resistance in series, one could not get a pro
per reading. owing to the resistance of the volt
meter being so low . This seems to me to be a very
bad sort of instrument to be on the market. Why
not use more wire of a finer gauge, and so increase
the resistance ? Could any of your readers en
lighten me on this matter ? - Yours DYNAM
truly ,

Readers.
The Eduor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de- plurne if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication.1

“

A Model Reversing Gear .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , A description of my reversing gear
for model steam enginemay be of interest to readers
of these pages. The full-size sketches herewith
serve to illustrate the arrangement. A (Fig. I) is
a side view of the eccentric complete ; B and C
u

FIG . I .

September 28, 1905 .
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Model Railway Design .
To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir , In reply to “ Charon " and your
request for further correspondence on railway de
sign , the following is a description of a railway
track to meet “ Charon 's ” re
quirements, the principle of
which is embodied in a track
we have nearly finished build ing, the trains being controlled
by the signals , through the

FIG . 2.
NO

C

medium of electric brakes.
The brakes apply themselves
by virtue of springs, and are
kept off when the vehicle is run
ning by an electric solenoid ; the
automatic coupling, and the un
coupling and reversing of engine

U

Fig . 4 .

Fig . 3.
A MODEL REVERSING GEAR.
(Fig . 2 ) are side and end views of the sheave. A
bush turned to fit on the axle is shown at D and
E (Fig. 3), secured by two set-screws (H ), which
are 1- 16th in . diameter. The pulley, as can be
seen at Fig. 5, is slipped on to the bush , and is
allowed to turn on the bush loosely .
The method of fastening the reversing gear to
the pulley and axle is also shown at Fig. 5. The
set-screw G bolts the gear to the pulley. - Yours
FRED Wilson .
truly,
West Hampton .
Resistance of Voltmeters.
DEAR SIR, - ) have bought a small voltmeter,
reading up to 8 volts, from a firm who make elec
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

trical apparatus. It is one of the ros. 6d. type, as
advertised by firms in your paper. The other day
I was experimenting with a 4 - volt accumulator, an
ammeter, and my voltmeter. I discovered that the
voltmeter, when placed in series with the accumula
tor and amperemeter, allowed it amps. to pass ,
Surely this is far too much , for if we were using
6 volts, instead of 4 volts, the current passed would
be as much as 1.87 amps. The resistance of the
voltmeter is therefore only 3. 2 ohms.

Fig . 5.

to be described , being a sugges
tion which we hope at some
future time to adopt, and on
which I particularly invite criti
cism .
The principle of control is as
follows : — Between the running
rails is a third live rail, divided

into sections between the signals,
and supplied from a main cable
under the track ; all signals pro
tect the section behind them by

cutting out the current when
they are at danger, so that a
train
approaching a signal at
danger gradually draws up and stops ; and not
until the signal is lowered, whereby the current is
switched on and the brakes pulled off , can the
train proceed . This presents a difficulty in work
ing at terminal stations, and also creates an ex
ception to the above rule of the signal controlling

the section behind it. Reference to drawing will
help in following the explanation.
It being desirable to make the working realistic
by letting a train pass a signal that is off, it will
be understood that the “ home ” signal being
down, the train will run by into station ; but, see
ing that there is no starting signal at far end of
platform to protect train through station (as there
would be in the case oí a through station), the train
would rush on and dash into buffers. To prevent
such a disaster, two armsare placed on the “ home ”
signal-post at terminal stations. The top one we

term the “ main home," the lower the " calling
on home.” The “ main home " is interlocked in
the signal-box with the “ distant " signal, so that
this latter cannot be pulled off till the “ main
home ” has been , and must be replaced to “ dan
ger " before the “ home” signal can be. Th

" distant" signal, when at danger, cuts out th
current between A and B (see drawing), and s
brings a train to a standstill at the “ home ” signal

The Model Engineer and Electrician .

main cable to supply electricity to the third rail.
It will be seen by this that the driver has perfect
control of the train , but he cannot work it against
the directions of the signals.
By means of a resistance placed in the main
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same time switches in third rail ; but even then the
train will not start till the driver switches in the
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but, when pulled off, allows a train to pass ; but
the pulling off of “ home” signal does not switch
the current on between b and c, but leaves it cut
off, as when signal is at “ danger," so bringing the
train to a standstill in station .
Now , supposing it is required to take an engine
down to turntable, the current must be on to allow
it to pass, and the lowering of “ calling-on " signal
switches current in between a and C, permits
this. To ensure safety, the lowering of either
" calling-on ” arm locks “ distant ” and “ home ”
signals at danger. Themain cable is controlled by
a switch situated in any convenient place along the
line, or in the signal-box, and worked by the driver
of the train . The driver can be the signalman, or a
separate person .
Example of a train 's despatch , thus : - Train
ready to start from departure line ; signalman
lowers outdoor “ starting ” signal, which at the

goods
and
Tocorriage
sidings
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cable he can regulate the speed of train , or, by
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have a second live rail between the running rails

to supply current to a motor for reversing the
engine. The second live rail will only require to be
for a few feet in a few places at stations, at points
where it is determined it will be necessary to re

éan

worked from signal-box, would unfasten the auto
matic coupling.
This being efficiently arranged , it is necessary to

DON.
ovo
buvo

carriages by some simple form of automatic coup
ling, such that when the engine is backed on to the
train it automatically connects up. The engine to
have a small catch either side of it, which , when
raised by a bar fixed by the side of track , and

Souhis
puoL'
Sol

it would be quite impossible for the other to send
train independent of him .
No matter how large or complicated the railway,
and whether single or double line, this system of
control of the trains by the signals by suitable
switches can be adopted .
Steam is turned on and off by the same solenoid
thatworks the brake - that is,when brake is applied ,
steam is turned off ; and when brake is pulled off,
steam is turned on .
Next the suggestion for the automatic coupling
of the engine to train , and the uncoupling and
reversing of engine from signal-box. First, it is
necessary that the engine be connected to the

sienol
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advance ; and if one signalman did not switch in ,

30d
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model railways, inasmuch that if the signalman was
made driver as well, and a switch in the main cable
placed in each box, it is obvious that before a train
could proceed it would require the consent of the
signalman sending train and the signalman re
ceiving it to switch in main cable before train could

,ond
Through
siding

ger,” he cannot make it go by, for the switch of the
third rail, working with the signal that protects
that section , is cut out, and so the train stops,
whether current is on in main cable or not.
Again , this main cable could be made to answer a
modified form of block signalling, sufficient for

bony
Uncoupling

anywhere on the line. But if a signal is at “ dan
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above running rail, and 5 -32nds in. above the live
rail for working brakes, and should not be placed
where lines cross one another, or the collector of
current for brakes, being below the level of this
second live rail, would strike it, and accident result.
The second live rail must be placed about 5 -32nds
in , above the brake live rail, otherwise the reversing
motor collector will take current from brake live
rail, and actuate reversing gear when it was not
required .
The turntable is intended to be turned round by
spur and rack gear actuated by rods from the sig
nal-box, and locked in position therefrom .
The “ calling-on ” arms on “ home” signal
should be rather shorter than the “ main home,”
and painted red both sides, being distinguished
by a cross fixed near the end of arm ; they can
then be used also for bay signals for exit
frory " arrival” and “ through ” roads.
Method of using above appliances for a train
arriving :

Train arriving runs into arrival line ; the lever
in signal-box actuating uncoupling bar is pulled
over ; the engine is then run on to turntable ; the
turntable turned and locked in position for

September 28, 1905.

The Society of Model Engineers.
of meetings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
(Reports
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
ticular issue iſ received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .)

London .
THE first indoor meeting of the winter session

will be held on Thursda September

y,
28th
at the Holborn Town Hall, at 7 p.m . It,
has been decided to make this a special track and
general exhibit night, and all members are par
ticularly requested to bring some exhibit, either

models ( finished or unfinished ), tools (home-made or
otherwise), whether the articles have or have not
been exhibited before. To encourage members to
bring exhibits, a first prize of 15s., and a second one
cash will be awarde during
the
,
of 7s. 6d., both in
d
deemed by a general vote of the members present
to be themost interesting exhibits. Each member
present will be entitled to vote for one exhibit
evening to such model, or part, tool, etc., as shall be

other than his own, the exhibit obtaining the highest
number of votes taking the first prize, and the next

circuit, and engine reversed , and on arrival " call

in order the second . In addition to the foregoing
prizes, an extra prize is offered by the Southwark
Engineering and Model Works, consisting of a set
of castings, materials and working drawings for
one of their in , scale Tilbury loccmotives. It is
earnestly requested that those members possessing
locomotives will bring and run them at the meet
ing ; two straight tracks will be fitted up side by
side, so that races may be run. The locomotives

carriage siding or to departure line ready to start

are, of course , included in the above prize scheme.

again .
It should be possible, and is intended, to per
form the whole of the above operations without
the signalman moving away from his box ; in fact,
it should be possible to run trains up and down the

Hither Green , S. E .

“ through " road, and on the “ through ” road
“ calling-on " arm being lowered , the engine runs
up to just beyond the “ home” signal gantry, where

it is stopped . The reversing switch is then put in
ing-on ” signal being lowered , is shunted back on
to train , automatically coupling itself, when it is
again reversed , and draws out with train to “ dis
tant ” signal, when it can be shunted back into

track, the signalman only requiring to move when
the engine wanted attention .
Apologising for this long and rather late letter, - Yours truly ,
WILLIAM E . WEBB,
Harlescen , N .
Armature Reaction and Distortion of Field .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - A rather curious letter appears under
this heading in your issue of August 31st, and in it
occurs a mis-statement. I should like to point out
to Mr. Warren that the component D does produce
a torque, and that E does not. “ E , it will be noticed ,

is acting in exactly the opposite direction to R

in Fig. 2,” says Mr. Warren . That is quite correct ;
but it must be evident from this that E does not
produce any torque.
“ Will it ever be possible to build a motor with

out fields ? ” he asks. For reply, I should be in

clined to ask him — “ Where do you think the
Yours truly
torque is to come from ? ” Forest Gate.

,

F . J. KEAN .

- HERBERT G . RIDDLE , Hon . Sec., 37,Minard Road ,

Queries and Replies.
( Attention is especially directed to the first condition given belor
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department. " No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the sameenvelope.
are replied to
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal
by post under the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUSTbin
scribed on the back . ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope ( 110t post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . ( 4 . Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
minst 11sually clase before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some wecks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26 - 29 , Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E .C . ]

The followingare
selected from the Queries which have been replied
recently:

to
(14,511) Small Dynamo Details ; Accumulator Charg
ing. H . H . (Liverpool) writes : Since my last query (No 14, 399 )
re small dynamo castings_ which I have decided are not worth the

trouble of fitting up, as the iron seems to be bad stuff - I have
obtained, through the “ Sale and Exchange ” columns, a complete

Oil fuel is used at the central power station oi
the New Orleans drainage works, which supply
current to a number of electric pumping plants.

Sudden heavy rains make it necessary to start up
rapidly, and oil has prover more efficient than coal
for the purpose.

field -magnet (undertype), as Fig. 8, Handbook No. 10 , and wire
for same. I should be much obliged if you would give me some
information to queries below , dimensions being as follows :
Height of field -inagnet, 51 ins., bolted together as Fig . 8 in hand
book ; cores, it ins. by itins and 2 ins. high ; the yoke at top is
44 ins. long and it ins. across top ; armature tunnel, I 9 - 16ths ins.
diameter, 21 ins. long ; poles, i in , thick from the centre of tunnel
edge ; weight about to lbs. Wire as per sample enclosed, I lb .

12 Ozs. I was told this F .M . was 50 watts size - is this so ?
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( 1) Would an eight-cog drum armature be suitable, and should it
armature
connected
shunt,? and(3 ) about
quantity,
as ?I
can
obtain ifplenty
of thatin gauge
If not what
26, what
other size

have four wire sections or eight ? (2) Will 26 s.s. c. wire do for

(9 ) We can recommend a mercury break , but not as essential on a

of thissomething,
size, if thethen
hammer
is amake
good one.
want
tocoilmake
by allbreak
means
and tryIf ayou
mercury

break ; it is an interesting thing to experiment with .

(14,488) Model “ Atlantic

" forLocomotive.
C. A. H .
(Bolton ) writes : I should be obliged
the advice of one of your
model locomotive correspondents as to a 2 -in . gauge track and
locomotive I am proposing to build for my son. As the railway

will have
to be inside a not very large room , I have decided on
above
gauge,
as
allow , soI have
as toMr.steam
as long
as possible
with
outappearances
being short will
ofwater.
Greenly
's book
on the Model
Locomotive,
and,
briefly,
the
points
on
which
I
need
special
advice
are : ( I) size of cylinder, (2 ) size of wheels, (3 ) centres of ditto .
(4) Would
“ Atlantic ", model
advisable
as tocaseget Ia would
larger
boiler
and ,anconsequently
longer berunning
? Inso this
put
trailing
axle
on
a
pony
truck
.
(5
)
How
much
lateral
play
bogie and trailing axle ? (6 ) If an " Atlantic " is not advisedin,

and maximum
curveofradius
will bebogie
5 ft.express
I wantloco
the
model to be fairly
representative
a modern
motive single inside cylinder for preference-- and
as large a boiler

would
.W ., beobject
betterin
(" Lord a offour-coupled,
the Isles ” ) ? or (7)a single-driver,
Size of boiler like
with G above
view
?
And
would
a
water-tube
or
a
firetube
boiler
be
preferable
(8) How long should like torunincrease
(approximately)
with one supply
of?
water ? I should notengine
gauge, and as I do not
antici
pate purely mechanical difficulties will hinder me very much .

Wewould
model,
herewith
duce
a suitableadvise
designa 7-to 16ths-in.
a scale ofscale
quarter
full and
size for
a 2 -in . repro
gauge
model. It would have made a better working model if you had
allowed us to choose some simple type of tank engine. It is always

advisable to provide a single-cylinder model locomotive with the

smallest matter
possible todiameter
drivingaccomplish
wheels ; but,
it isana
difficult
satisfactorily
this ofin course,
modelling

express type. We tried smaller driving wheels in the design here
with,
but
the result
was not
It is also inadvisable
to One
em
ploy
outside
cylinders
forbepleasing.
aa single-cylinder
locomotive.
cylinder
would
have
to
"
dummy”
;
indeed
,
the
whole
arrangement would not be good , and it is doubtful whether any
advantage
over a two-cylinder model would be obtained , therefore
we adopted the L . Y . R . style of 4 - 4 - 2 type locomotive, reducing
the
wheelbase
to the smallest possible dimensions. The box at
the side of firebox and between the rear splasher and the cab is

introduced to cover the sides of the firebox at the point where in
small models
withmaythebewater-tube
most.
(1 ) Thefitted
cylinder
in . by #boiler
in . - thistheis paint
a stocksuffers
size,
but a larger one will not spell failure if the superheating or drying
ofshould
the besteam
is
carried
to
a
sufficient
extent.
The
cylinder
set forward of the centre line of the bogie and chimney,
soThisthat
the longest length of connecting-rod will be obtained .
method of reducing the wheelbase is shown in the series of
articles on " Atlantic " type models contained in the issues of THE
MODEL ENGINEER for August 25th , September ist, September 8th ,
and September 15th , 1904 (see particularly page 223, September
8th number). ( 2 ) The driving wheels are 24 ins. in diameter.

(3 ) The wheelbase dimensions (and all other proportions) may be
scaled
from the drawings. (4 ) See general remarks above. There

feet
pScale
aof
for
ossible
prololype

ENGINE
YPE
4-2T.GFOR
MODEL
AUGE
DEXPRESS
AINESIGN

1112

model
for
ofinches
Scole
6
5
4
3
2

1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

iscanof betoo regulated
thick a gauge.
Output
about
volts 2 atamps.,
to some
extent
by 15running
higherbutorvoltage
lower
speed. (4 ) Commutator, I in . diameter by I in. long ; pulley to be
not less than'ı in. diameter - the larger it is, the better, as you will
have less trouble with belt slip . (5 and 6 ) Depends upon the charg
ing
-say, wire
2 amps.
No. 22of
gaugecurrent
bare allowableGerman silver
would; thendo. about
Adjust8 yds.
the oflength
wire
and
speed
of
dynamo
until
current
is
of
correct
strength
(7) Try marine glue. (8 ) Yes, it should work this coil very well ;.
a very small length of resistance wire will do . Try one yard .

1

better.
No.can26 . s.s.c.
can -mbeagnet
used should
for thebearmature.
GetNo.
on
as much as(2) you
( 3 ) Field
re-wound with
24 gauge s . c.c . copper wire ; sameweight as present winding, which

0

revolutions
perarmature.
minute, we(1)should
about 30 drum
watts, wound
output
with
aeight
drumcoils,
An to8 expect
-cog
laminated
with
and
connected
an
eight-section
commutator
would be suitable ; four coils could be used , but eight would be

14438
Query

(4) What size commutator and pulley ? (5) How many volts and

amps, will it give, and at how many r.p . m . ? (6 ) What resistance
must be used to charge a 4 -volt 20-amp.-hour accumulator from
it20- amp.-hour
would a small
6 -volt lamp
do ? I have
4-voltto
accumulator
in celluloid
case, also
whichobtained
I havea had
open
to
put
in
two
new
positive
plates.
(7
)
What
can
I
use
for
cementing celluloid lid and fastening rubbers through which lugs
pass
?
(8
)
Will
this
accumulator
do
to
work
t-in
.
spark
coil,
and
what length of fine iron wire would be needed for resistance ?
(9) Would a mercury break as described in Handbook No. 11 be
better than a hammer break for a 1-in . spark coil I have made ?
The you
output
a dynamo
at double
the
speed
wouldof get
doi n . depends
the outputupon
: so itsthatspeed
this :must
be stated
before
you
can
say
wha
ne
output
i
s
likely
to
be.
At
a
reason
able speed for an armature of this size, namely, about 3 ,000
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are some advantages in an " Atlantic " over a 4 - 4 - 0 type ex
pressreduced
enginetoifa the
curves are
or ifwheel
the wheelbase
be
reasonable
limit,notandsharp
the, rear
under the can
cab
given lateral play or mounted on a pony truck. (5 ) In the design ,
large bogie wheels are provided ; but if any curves of the railway
are suchthem(i.e.to, swing
under right
5 - ft. radius)
it would
advisable
to
allow
under thethatframes
— as inbemany
designs
you
understand
we
which
Locomotive,"
Model
in
"
The
contained
have- then the diameter may be reduced to , say, I 5 - 16ths in , or

from the Cale
I 3 -16ths in , and the profile of the frameG .N altered
lateral. play
.R . will
The allow
on, say, asthethe frames
that usedbe asmuch
shapepintoslotmay
donian
in the bogie
The
lateral play of the trailing carrying wheel will depend on the frame
and lamp arrangements ; in . each side of the centre should be
sufficient. (6 ) A single-wheeled express engine would , of course,
look well , but would have to have large driving wheel to gain a

practice in con
This, however, is not the(7) best
appearance.
good
The
external
cylinder.
the usewhich
of a single
junctionof with
pre
type indimen
-tube
water
be
of
the
may
boiler,
the
sions
ference to the ordinary type, can be scaled from the drawing.
The
outer tube may be 21 ins. diameter, and the inner barrel it ins.
(stock
sizes).
Water
tubes,
three
or
four
in
number,
1
in
.
outside
diameter ; see Plate II in " The Model Locomotive." (8 ) Every
thing depends on the workmanship , load , and track . Under the
best conditions the water should last eighteen to twenty minutes.

As you say that mechanical difficulties of construction are of

secondary importance to you, a pump may be carried in the tender

Winding Small Dynamo, A . F . (Bristol)
writes : I should be much obliged if you would give me a little in
I am making a small dynamo, of
formation on thea following.
(not reprodu ed ). I have been ad
encloseitwithsketch
ch toI wind
wh
vised
ifozs.
No.
ozs. No.will
24
on fields, to give 12 volts 1 } amps.24 onDoarmature
you think, and 12winding
give this output, or do you think it would be more this
likely to excite
to
of much advantage
? Wouldwireit ? beWhatwould
winding
otherwith
with
wind any
armature
silk -covered
be the effect
of a commutator whose slots were of different widths ?
We should not expect more than I amp. at the outside with
12 volts from so small a machine. We advise you to use No. 26
gauge s.c.c . wire for the armature ; No. 24 gauge will do for the
not
No. 25 gauge,
to tryadvantage
should beIt inclined
fields, though
taking
so muchwecurrent.
is a decided
to useas silk
covered wire for the armature, as you can get on more turns - a
vital
vital matter
mo at twith
he pesuch
r minautsmall drum armature. Liability to

sparking at the brushes. Dynamo should be driven at about

4,000
revolutions
minute.
(13,987]
KappperType
Motor. H . R . G . (Ahyab) writes :
Would you kindly elucidate the following re the Kapp motor in
your book on " Small Dynamos and Motors " ? First of all, It
wish to know if the diagram is half-size, as I took it to be full-size ?
In calculating the amount of wire , I find the space available on the

magnets is not large enough . I was intending themachine to be a
40 -watt
machine,onsoparticulars
the amount of wire is 1 lbs. No. 24. I based
my
calculations
given in a wire table in the “ Prac
tical Engineer Electrical Pocket Book," which gives the turns per
inch as 26 '3, and the feet per lb . as 683. As I was intending using
lamps as a resistance,
would you inform me as to what is the volt
age and amperage of a current after passing through a 16 c .p .
lamp on a 100-volt circuit ?
The diagram of Kapp type machine (Fig . II, page 18 of " Small
Dynamos and Motors " ) is to scale. Its scale for various outputs

September 28, 1905.

(14,473) Magnetic Type Cut-outs ; Meter Connections.
F . C . writes : In magnetic cut-outs, does the positive current flow

round the coils of the magnet, and is the switch itself on the
negative main , as sketch ? How are meg-ohmmeters and
ammeters and horse-power meters connected up, and which cables
are
they inconnected
to ? ? How
do are
you their
detectsymptoms,
eddy (or and
Foucault's
do they)
What
an armature
currents
cause any trouble ?
connections depend upon the

Cut-outs of magnetic type : the
use for which the cut-out is designed for. Can you not trace out

the connections
yourself,
to thewould
makers
? From atyour
sketch
, it would for
appear
as if orthewrite
current
be positive
the
top connection , and pass through the switch (when closed ) to the
magnet
then fromin the
coil book
to theby negative
entitled
Andrews,terminal.
a large
information
find and
You willcoil,
instruments, the best course
“ Electricity Control." Regarding
is to write to the various makers, who will, no doubt, be only too

pleased to give instructions for proper connections. Eddy, or
name
orFoucault,
whirlingcurrents
currentsinofarmatures
very low are,
E .M .Fas. the
; they
existimplies,
in , andeddying
cause

heating of theTheycore,alsoandexist
are usually
in the designofoflarge
the
machine.
armaturefor conductors
in solid allowed
size
or
smooth
cores.
You
could
not
deal
with
them
,
except
by
reconstruction ,
(14,447] SRe-Winding
Motor
as a helpDynamo.
G.K.
mewith theJ.follow
you kindly
. A .) writes : Would
(Wynberg,
fan motor, and would like to
ing ? I have a four-pole enclosed
re-wind it as a dynamo. The size is - - armature, laminated drum
3 3- 16ths ins. diameter by ik ins. broad ; twenty - three slots
type,
7 -32nds in. wide by in. deep ; commutator, 23 segments, I 3
32nds ins. diameter by in. broad. Shell and magnet poles are
built up of thin iron laminations. Will you kindly answer the
following queries ? (1 ) Number of wire to wind on armature, (a
how much , (b ) how to wind it ? ( 2) Number of wire to wind on )
field -magnets, (a ) how much , (b ) how to wind it ? (3 ) What power
will machine develop as a dynamo,
driven at 2,000 r.p .m . ?
(4 ) Would bushes do in same ? If not, what would
be
prsition for them ? Sketch enclosed (not reproduced ). the best
(1) Armature to be wound with No. 20 gauge d.c.c. copper wire.
Get on as much as possible -- I lb . should be ample - winding to be
as article in THE MODEL ENGINEER for February 5th and 12th ,
Pa-ma
1903 . (pages
148).
canbebein hand
wound .
gn126et and
selb ri. No.
coi
undCoils
esor 24former
magnet
wound
(192)03Field
be wo
withls toabout
toto be
gauge s. c .c ,
copper wire on each pole, all coils to be in series
with
each
other
shunt to the brushes. (3) Output about 30 volts 6 amps.
and involts
The
can be adjusted by running at higher or lower speed .
brushes
exact position must be found
(4 ) Two
can beshift
used ; thebrushes,
by
trial. If youonlycannot
the
then shift the com
mutator round
on the shaft, or alter connections to bars until best
results are obtained. Coils midway between poles should be
tapped by the brushes at any moment. If machine does not ex
cite, try copper brushes

(14,535)
and Dynamo.
A . help
R . C me(Lincoln
)
writes
should Engine
: I Steam
feel obliged
it you would
difficulty. I have two 4 -volt accumulators
9 amp. inhoura
of about
capacity . What size dynamo will be necessary to charge
them ?
What voltage and amperage ? What power engine will be needed
to Employ
drive dynamo
? giving about 30 or 40 watts at 15 volts
a dynamo
2 or 21).
(amperage about
engine ifsurface
by it
-speed Heating
stroke shouldA dovertical
require.
all youhigh
of boiler should be 250 square inches or there
abouts.

Clamps

1 query 13967

DIAGRAM OF ELECTRO-MOTOR CONNECTIONS.
is given on page 23 - the middle set of scales. Ample allowances
of wire are given in the winding tables. Get on as much as you
can . A 16 c .p . lamp of normal efficiency takes about 60 watts
that is, 6 of an ampere at 100 volts, if the lamp is a 100-volt lamp.
voltage " after it has passed the lamp,
trouble about
not express
Do
as you
it, butthemerely
put enough lamps in parallel - all
runs well enough . If you can
100 -volt lamps - until the motorvolts
will take care of themselves.
,
the
through
current
enough
get
The lamps will be dull, as owing to the resistance of the motor,
their proper current ; and for this
less
than
take
each
will
they
reason there will be some volts left to drive the motor . If you can
not get enough speed, 'ry go -volt lamps.

(14,610 ] " M . E . " Electric Locomotive .
F . J . G . writes : I should be much obliged if
you would let me know if any model- inaking firm
has put castings of THE MODEL ENGINEER Elec
tric Locomotive (1905) on the market. I have
as yet seen nothing in your advertisement
about this fine model, but think that surelyof pages
some
firm must have brought out complete sets cast
ings.
Messrs. W . J . Bassett-Lowke & Co., North
ampton, are bringing out complete sets of castings
for
the locomotive
motors.
latter canfirmalsoor
theabove
from The
finishedandeither
be obtained

from A . H . Avery, Tunbridge Wells.
] Chloride
Battery.
H . E . (Wood
mancote)
: (14,478
I ama week
looking
after lately
a chloride
I charge writes
about twice
. Just
I have battery,
noticed awhich
kind
of furtoldon that
the negative
particularly
I have
the
something
to put in onthetheacidtops.to keep
there is plates,
been
plates clean
, but the
haveendnever
of itwhen
before.the cells
I addarecleangassing
rain
a charge
of heard
at nearly
water

freely-- is this correct ? If there is anything to keep plates from
fur,Write
wouldto youthetellChloride
mewhat,Electrical
and how much
?
, Ltd .,
Syndicate
Storageto use
Clifton
Junction,
near
Manchester
;
they
will
no
doubt
advise
you
as
to
what
to
do,
and
probably
send
you
a
sheet
of
instruc
tions.
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The News of the Trade.
be pleased to receive for raiew under this heading
Editor will
I Thesamples
and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion ,

3 І

-driven
electrically
downofmodel
is laying
Ty hing,
atplant,
58, and
and electric
any class
in a positionHeto do
will beWorcester.
work, as well as supply material for amateurs' use. It is also pro

classes in mechanical and electricalwork.
instruction
to hold should
posedenquiries
be addressed , in future, to Mr. F . Westrup Com
All

ber at the new address.
A Revolution
inthetheManufacture
of process
Surfacein Plates.
We have
to record
introduction
the manu
facture
ofsurface
plates,
which
should ofleada newto themore
general
use,-

no payment
being required or accepted . The Editor
reserves ofthe anyrightkindto
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted, or to abstain from inserting a review in any
where
] case
o his readers.
interest thave
are not of sufficient
the goodsdistinguished
actual
on
based
been
asterisk
byof thethe goods
Revieos
noticed .

by
the amateur especially, of this invaluable to the expense
In the ofpasta
model engineers — owing, in some measure,appliance.

* The “ M . E ." Electric Locomotive Castings.
We have received from Messrs. W . J. Bassett- Lowke & Co., a
new design of point lever for model railways which they have
designed and are now making in large quantities at their works

perfecting a mechanicalprocess of surfacing which will compare in

Editorial inspection
A New Point Lever .

really
and true
surface plate
of all-round
usefulfor sizehave
been in good
the habit
of employing
various
substitutes,
instance,
the
bed
of
the
lathe,
or
a
piece
of
plate
glass
;
but
Messrs.
C
.
W.
Burton
& Co.'sAfter
newexhaustive
“ Perfect " trials
surface
should alter
this stateGriffith
of affairs.
theyplates
have succeeded
in

NO
W

MESSRS. W . J. BASSETT-LOWKE & Co.'s New
POINT LEVER FOR MODEL RAILWAYS.
The lever is very ingenious and, at the same time,
ina very
Northampton.
simple device. It ensures a perfect closing of the points in
or catches. The boss
either direction , without the use of springs
; thisworm works
a worm

rotates is isprovided
the leverbar,which
which
to receive the point rod . The
drilled with
into a moving
made in cast iron and

point lever, which works very sweetly , is
neatly painted, and is suitable for railways up to about i in . scale .
.
upon application
be obtained
prices
FullWithparticulars
the pointandlever
received
we may
a set of castings
of the MODEL

ENGINEER
Locomotive,
are excellent
in every way
true to the Electric
design, clean
good metal.
, and ofwhich
We understand
that
a list of castings, and prices will be ready in a few days after the
publication of this issue.
Volt and Ammeters.
We illustrate herewith the latest improved meter to indicate
Universal Electric
suppliedC .-onby- M the
beingStreet,
now
or
amperes,
volts
Their
., Manchester.
Supply Company, 60, Brook

& Co.'s
BURTON GRIFFITHS
. W . SURFACE
MESSRS. CNEW
PLATES.
a position
therefore
and are
hand-scraping,
with costly
accuracy
finishedto
All inplates
prices.
greatly reduced
platesat
offer first-class
by this process are carefully checked by micrometer before leaving
the works, and are guaranteed not to vary from the mean surface
by more than 1-500oth in. at any point. They also supply

use,inand
ordinary
accurately
the meanin.
. fromguarantee
10ooth
than 1-shop
of notformore
variationplates
this case a planed
they are able to
As these plates are made in large quantities,
supply them at an extremely low figure. The plates are accurately
on all the sides, and are provided, in the smaller sizes
machined
with convenient hand-holes. Hard close-grained iron only is used
thorough ageing between the various
and all the plates undergo
processes. Rigidity is secured by ample ribbing ; at the same time,
however, the weights of theplate have notin any way been cutdown .
as mentioned
- 8 A ins.andby 12B - ins.,
made in twoby grades
The plates are sizes
by
12 ins. are
ins.,well4and
four18 ins. :by6 ins.
above,
covers
wooden
ade
m
12
ins.,
12 ins.,inand
be
obtained
may
supplied at a nominal charge. Full particulars
Square, London, E .C ., and
from C . W . Burton Griffiths, Ludgate

when writing, mention should be made of this journal.

readers that Mr. T . W . Suter, who
our Premises.
We are asked to informNew
supplies electrical and mechanical novelties, has now opened new
premises at Bruce Grove, Tottenham , London , N .

THE UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co.'s
VOLTMETER.
list of electrical supplies, together with a new supplement dealing

with the various tools now supplied by them , will be sent to any

readerChange
of this Journal,
post and forExtensi
two penny
on ofstamps.
Business.
of Address free,

title of the

under the
lately trading
Comber,Worceste
WestrupCompany,
Mr. F .Electric
r, is removing
to new premises
London

New Catalogues and Lists.
Geo. Wells, Needham Market, Suffolk , has sent us his new

price list of tools and general requisites for the amateur's brass
foundry.
The list, together with “ The Amateur Brass-founder's
Instructor," will be sent to any reader of THE MODEL ENGINEER

post free for two penny stamps.
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The Editor' s Page .
M

ANY of our readers are probably thinking over
the momentous question as to what they shall
make during the coming wintermonths. We
would suggest to new readers a careful study of the
back numbers of our journal, and to all readers a
study of our present advertising pages. Apart from
a number of new patterns which are being introduced
by the variousmodel engineering firms, there is now

an excellent assortment of sets of castings of all
descriptions on the market, and there should be little
difficulty in the way of any amateur finding some
thing worthy of his skill and full of interest in the
prize offer for the best model electric locomotive
built to the design we gave in the first issue of the
making. Incidentally , we may draw attention to our
present year.

We give a further instalment this week of Mr.
Model Railways." The author gives some practical
instruction on the actual carrying out of someof the
designs he suggests, and we feel sure these hints will
be appreciated by our model railway readers. Per
haps those who have tried their hands at similar
work will have emploved other methods with equal
success, and as this is a subject on which very little has

Twining's interesting article on “ Picturesqueness in

been written we should be pleased to have Mr.

Twining's article supplemented by correspondence or
notes from other reaclers.
Answers to Correspondents .
J. W . (Aberdeen ).- We regret that it is impossible to
advise you on the matter. Your stateinents are
very vague.
W . S . W . (ss. Martin ).--- Thank you for post card from

Messina.
To what address can we send you one in
return ?
F . B . (Liverpool). --Sorry we cannot use your article,
which is beyond our scope.

T. C . (Leeds). No coupon enclosed with your query. .

A . H . F . (Brighton ).-- An amateur's wireless tele
graphy outfit was described in our issue for
August roth last.
F . A . (Coventiy ). - The German firms only supply
wholesale, and do not execute single orders. You
cannot do better than buy through one of their
agents in this country .

J. K . (Margate). - See notes on compound -wound
dynamo on pages 200-201 of August 31st issue.
G . A . (Monkwearmouth ). — Thank you for your
letter ; we are interested in contents, and are
sorry to hear that the clubs have since gone out

of existence. Why not try to revive one in your
district ?
W . W . (Dartford ). - Yes, if the valve opens and
closes quickly , a much fuller indicator diagram is
obtained . We would advise you to study our
little handbook, “ The Slide-valve Simply Ex
plained,” by W . J. Tennant. A .M .I.Mech .E .,
price 6d. net, 7d . post free from this office. You
will also find information to help in the chapters
on valve and valve-gearing and motion work
in “ The Model Locomotive," by H . Greenly ,
price 6s. 4d. post free from this office .
S. H . (Burnley ). -- Please refer to recent Queries
and Replies, which give full details.
N . B . (Eccles). - Wehave no letter of yours in hand .
T . C . (Walton ). - Wehave no other drawings but
those already published.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. Should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointmentin advance.
This journal will b . sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal

Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and allnew apparatusand price lists, & c.,for review , to beaddressed
toFleetTHE
EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26 - 29. Poppin 's Court,
Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and boos to be addressed to Percival Mirshall & Co., 20 - 29,
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E . C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U .S.A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed,
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Please observe our rules.
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An Old Style Model Steam Engine and Boiler.
By S . E . HOLMES.

Two VIEWS OF MR.' S . E , HOLMES' MODEL VERTICAL STEAM ENGINE
AND BOILIR.
THE photographs herewith reproduced repre

There is a cover over top of the boiler to hide the

sent a small steam engine that I made during
my apprenticeship days. It was my first

nuts on stays ; this is made from a stamping of
I- 16th - in . copper ; and was fitted to a piece of the
barrel which projected over the top of boiler. The
barrel was turned on the inside to reduce its thick

attempt atmodel-making. The barrel of the boiler
is made of a piece of solid drawn brass tube, 44 ins.
diameter by 3- 16ths in . thick by io inse high ; the
top is a stamping of 1 -in . sheet copper ; the crown

of firebox is the same, but smaller diameter. There
is a water space around the firebox , and a Central
flue it ins. inside diameter, with three cross tubes ;
there are also six longitudinal stays. All joints
are riveted and caulked , and the boiler is tested to

200 lbs. hydraulic.

n'ess, and the cover is kept in place by four small
countersunk set-screws. The fittings of the boiler
are as follows : - Weight lever safety -valve , steam

feed cock , filling plug , blower cock , two test cocks,
and a two-cock water gauge, and were made out of
bar brass.
All the patterns of the engine were made
by me, the cylinder being 4-in . bore by

The Model Bogineer and Electrican .
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It-in . stroke ; it is lagged with mahogany.
The crankshaft is supported by two high

turned brass columns. The flywheel is 64 ins.
diameter and f-in . face ; it is a brass casting, as are
also the pulley wheel and discwheel. Everything is
highly polished to give it a pleasing effect. The
boiler and engine stand on a cast- iron bed , and I
usually burn charcoal to get up steam . I have
tested the boiler for safety to blow off at 65 lbs.,
which is also about the usual working pressure .
The engine is capable of driving an ordinary Singer

October 5, 1905.

· A New Lathe Tool-holder :
By JAMES MUSGROVE .
The difficulty of forging and grinding lathe cut
ting tools from heavy square stock has led to the
devising and patenting of large numbers of holders,
in which the cutter is a small section of steel held
at a certain suitable angle . None of these have
come into general use, as they have all had defects
FIG . 1. — SIDE VIEW .

sewing machine.

Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers are inrited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , sf desired , accord .
Inglomerul
All matter intended for this column should be

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

Fig . 3. - SPANNER.

My Slide- Rest.

By W . Hall.
The photographs reproduced herewith are of my
slide-rest for a 31-in . centre lathe which I have
built in my spare time. It is made entirely of steel
forgings which an obliging blacksmith made for me,
slides, which are of brass. The photographs

with the exception of the handles and adjusting

Fig . 2 . - PLAN .

A New Lathe Tool HOLDER.

(Figs. i and 2 ) show the rest in two positions, Fig. I

which counter-balanced their good points.

complete and Fig. 2 in two halves, showing the
slides and adjusting pieces. The screws were turned

introďuction of the new and costly high -speed
steels led me to think the matter out, and the result

FIG . 1. — THE SLIDE-REST COMPLETE .
on a friend' s lathe, but as it was not a screw -cutting

lathe, I had to thread them with a pair of stocks
and dies, -in . Whitworth . I did all the shaping
of the slides myself on a machinewhich the foreman
kindly allowed me the use of after the ordinary
working hours. The tool-holder I copied from
one in the workshop ; it is made from a flat piece
of steel 4 in . thick, which works on a central stud .
It has four setscrews, one at each corner for holding
the tools, as will be seen in the photographs. The
whole rest is a perfect success, and is a great

improvement to my lathe, which originally had only
a hand tool rest.

The

Fig . 2. — THE SLIDES DISCONNECTED.
has been the construction of the tool of which par
ticulars are now given . The tool follows the lines.
of the one manufactured by Messrs. Smith and
Coventry , but with an important improvement
which entirely obviates all risk of slipping through
downward thrust. In the drawings (Fig . 1 ) is a side

view , and Fig. 2 a top view of a right-hand holder
which , with a left-hand one with cutter raked to
the left, will do all plain turning and surfacing.
This holder is suitable for a 6 -in . or 7-in . lathe,
and the stock is a piece of -in . square mild steel
bent over at the end and forged in a die to the shape

of the socket as shown. The cutter C is a piece of

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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-in . round self-hardening steel, and the hole

tightly, or ailer it has become corroded through age.

through socket for same is drilled with a clearance
angle, front and sides of 10 degs. The bottom part
of the socket is turned concentric with the hole
and screwed externally. A thimble T is threaded
internally to fit over this socket, and the closed
end forms a seat to take the thrust of the cutter.
This thimble absolutely ensures the cutter from
downward slip , and at the same time enables the
height of the cutter (a most important point) to be
adjusted with the greatest nicety. The cutter is
finally secured by the hob -headed side screw as

The usual method is to drive out the key from the
tail-end with a drift and a hammer ; but in this
case the only effect of the drift is to burr up the
tiil-eal oi the key , thus making it more of a fixture
than ever. Fig. I shows a very easy method of
getting over the difficulty. The only articles re
quired are a couple of U plates, as at Fig . 2, a clip

as at Fig. 3, and a couple of stout bolts about 2 ft.
long. The clip C is bolted on the shaft about a
foot from the pulley , and on the same side as the
tail-end of the key. One of the U plates is placed
ag iinst this clip , the other plate against the pulley
boss, the bolts passed through , and the nuts
tightened up moderately, their relative positions
being shown in Fig. 1. After a little oil has been
smeared on that side of the shaft where the pulley
has to be drawn , the nuts are tightened up in turn .
If the pulley refuses to move, the plate A should be
struck with a hammer smartly , but not heavily .

shown at side. The bottom ofthe thimble is shaped
to a hexagon the same size as the head of the side

setscrew , and a convenient spanner to fit both

(Fig. 3) may be stamped from } in . thick sheet
steel with gauges on either side of the proper angle
for grinding the cutters for wrought or cast-iron .

when the pulley will begin to move, and will come

off quite easily. If the pulley happens to be near
the end of the shaft, the U plate (B ) can be dis
pensed with , and a flat plate with holes for the bolts
TUU

E
FIG . 3.
A & B.
.

FIG . 2.

Fig . 1. - GENERAL
ARRANGEMENT .

No turner having once given this tool a fair trial
would ever go to the trouble of forging, shaping, and
grinding his cutting edges out of the solid and ex
pensive square stock , that is, for all plain turning

METHOD OF OVERCOMING A Tight
PULLEY DIFFICULTY.

to be passed through can be used instead . This
plate can be butted against the end of the shaft,
thus doing away with the clip C also , and consider

ably simplifying matters.

and surfacing .
To sum up, the great advantages of this holder

are as follows : - ( 1) The thrust of the cut being in
the direction ofaxis of cutter enables small sections,
of costly steel to be used with the greatest economy.

( 2 ) There is very little overhang. (3 ) The height

and position of cutting edges can be adjusted with
the greatest facility . (4 ) There is no risk of the
cutting slipping under heavy strain . (5 ) There is
no forging about the.cutters, which are simply cut
off and ground to the proper angle. (6 ) In re sharp
ening, the surface to be ground is reduced to the
minimum . Finally the saving in time, forging,
shaping, and cost of solid steel, would soon pay for
the holder many times over. - Engineering Review .

Overcoming a Tight Pulley Difficulty.
By JAMES TRELOAR .
It is very oíten a difficult matter to remove a

pulley off its shaft after it has been keyed on very

THE FORMATION OF RADIUM FROM URANIUM . —
A very interesting discovery made by Mr. F . Soddy
furnishes new evidence in support of the now
generally accepted view that one element can, under
certain conditions, be transformed into another.
A solution containing over 2 lbs. of uranium nitrate
was freed from all radium that it contained by re
peated precipitation , and was then kept for eighteen
months in a closed bottle. It was examined from
time to time, and it was found that it gradually
acquired the power of emitting an emanation
absolutely identical in characteristics with that
given off by radium . Hence the conclusion was
arrived at that the uranium was very gradually

transformed into radium , though only traces of
the latter substance were present in the solution
at the end of the period of observation . - Know
ledge.
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A 34-in
. Scale Model G .N .R .
***Atlantic " Type Loco .
By H . G .
adoption of the
that thewill
saidprototype
generallyposbeible
largest
result in the

ALTHOUGH it is not true in every case , it may

A

most powerful model locomotive being obtained .
This fact, amongst other things, led to the build
ing of the splendid working model of the well
known G .N .Rly. “ Atlantic ” type locomotive
Nr. 251 shown in the accompanying photograph .
The model was built to the order of a gentleman
who is an enthusiastic admirer of locomotives —
G . N .R . in particular - both real and model - by Mr.
Stuart Turner, of Shiplake, Henley -on - Thames .
Mr. Stuart Turner's model and small power engine
work is well known and appreciated by many of our
readers, and its general excellence is reflected in

October 5, 1905.

width of the engine. To this cross frame the outside
frames for the trailing carrying wheels are attached .
In the locomotive under consideration these frames
are of cast gunmetal, with flanges for fixing to the
footplates, cross beam , and buffer plank cast in
together. The laminated springs, which are
dummy, to save expense and labour, and the horn
plates are cast with the frames, a spiral spring
being concealed in the buckle of the laminated
spring. The absence of inside frames at the fire
box end allows ample room for the firebox and
burner arrangements, as well as simplifying the

construction of the frames.
The driving wheels are 4 ins. diameter on tread,
trailing wheels 2 ins. diameter, and the bogie
wheels may be 21 ins. or 2 ins., according to the

reversing arm
11 i opening

the work to this locomotive.
The design is one which the writer has included

in his book “ The Model Locomotive : Its Design
and Construction ,” where the drawings form two
of the large folding plates given with this volume,

Trevrod
ersing

FIG . 1. — THE
METHOD OF ATTACHING
REVERSING ROD TO ARM
SUGGESTED IN “ The

Model LOCOMOTIVE ."

The prospect owner of the model stipulated
large cylinderive
s , the ample proportions of the boiler

exigencies of the railway on which the locomotive
is to run. The shape of the main frames at the
bogie is arranged so that if the bogie wheels of
small diameter are employed , they can swing under
much fear of failure in the matter of supplying
the frames, and the maximum lateral movement
them with sufficient steam .
be obtained . In the engine shown two bogies are
The cylinders are, of course, rather large for a
provided - -one with wheels of the scale diameter,
model running alone ; however, in the present case
and the other with 24-in . wheels. The cylinders
it was intended that the engine should always haul
are i-in . bore by 14-in . stroke, with a single steam
a passenger. Under ordinary circumstances, as the
chest, and self-contained exhaust passages. The ports
writer suggests in the above-named book , F -in .
are 7- 16ths by 3 -32nds in . steam ,
rsing buckling and 7 -16ths by 3- 16ths in. exhaust, the
ChClipip reto veprevent
Reversing
port bar being 3- 32ndswide.
/
& shaft
lever
The valve gear is the Stephenson

wheel
Coupled

provided in the prototype making it possible to
employ cylinders cf cne inch diameter , without

II

link motion , but is a modification of
that used in the prototype. To ob

tain the required valve travel the
rods are lengthened , and are curved
to clear the coupled axle, an inter
mediat
e valve spindle working in a
Main
guide in the motion plate being used
Curved slot
frome
instead of the swinging intermediate
cut in main
valve rod employed in the prototype,
prome
As the original engine is fitted with
Reversing Front
* Front edge a complex system of levers and bell
of driving
orm
edge of
Reor edge of 1
cranks to connect the weigh -shaft to
wheel
coupled wheel
coupled n
the lever in the cab — this being neces
wheel
sary owing to the presence of the
FIG . 2. - METHOD OF ATTACHIXG REVERSING ROD TO ARM ADOPTED wide
firebox — and such an arrange
IN THE ENGINE ILLUSTRATED HEREWITH .
ment being out of the question in
a working model, a short lever in
bore cylinders would suffice, and the engine would
the cab , which is coupled direct to the reversing
then not be so likely to get out of hand if run on a
rod, is employed . This rod runs under the fire
track without any special means of control.*
box, through a notch in the cross-beam , and passing
behind the driving and coupled wheels between the
Themain frames are of 3- 32nds-in . planished steel,
latter and the frame, it joins the reversing arm of
and are continued from the frontbiffer plank inside
wheels,
the
the weigh-bar shaft. There being very litt e room
to the rear of the driving wheels, where
between the frames and wheels for this joint, a
they abut on a cross beam extending the whole
lozenge- shaped opening is made in the former to
* During the very first trip the engine made on
accommodate the fork and pin of the reversing-rod .
rails, in the writer's presence, it got out of hand,
Mr. Stuart Turner, however, devised an alternative
and was with difficulty stopped without serious
plan of overcoming the difficulty, which was used
damage occurring, the pressure at the time being
in the present engine with success. Instead of pro
viding the reversing-rod with a fork , a 5- 32nd-in .
only 25 lbs. per sq. in .
Reversing

w

lever

- t & TIS
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versing-rod in a straight line, and to prevent it
buckling and rubbing against either of the coupled

firebox in the series of articles on the subject of
modelling “ Atlantic ” locomotives, which appeared
in THE MODEL ENGINEER last year (see issues of
August 25th , September ist, 8th , and 15th , 1904 ;

wheels, a clip is attached to the main frames mid
Fig. 2.

Vol. XI). In these articles the drawbacks to the
wide firebox are pointed out. For solid fuel the
firebox is too shallow , and the space between the

pin was riveted into the end of the reversing-rod ,
as indicated in Fig. 2. To maintain the re

waybetween the two coupled wheels, as shown in

Fig . 3. - A 3-IN , SCALE MODEL GREAT NORTHERN “ ATLANTIC " TYPE LOCOMOTIVE, 251 Class.

Designed by Henry Greenly.]
This clip , and the placing of the reversing arm
of the weigh -bar shaft outside of the reversing-rod ,
renders the use of a forked or bolted joint un
necessary . The footplates are of planished steel

[Built by Stuart Turner, Shiplake-on -Thames.
ashpan and the bottom of the fire bars just above
the trailing wheels is much too small for practical
purposes of a working model. Again , although a
single 3-in . diameter silent Primus burner works very

Fig . 4. - UNDERSIDE OF -IV. SCALE WORKING MODEL G . N . R . “ ATLANTIC " TYPE LOCOMOTIVE.

plate, bare 1- 16th- in. thick , and brass angle is em

well, and where the locomotive is required for ordi

ployed for the edging.
The chief feature of the whole design , however,
is the boiler. Readers will remember the writer's

nary working on a model track with a load of, say,
four to eight carriages or trucks only , should do all
that is required , the full value of the heating sur

remarks with regard to the possibilities of the wide

face the boiler provides i; not obtained , and the
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fact remains that the more usual pattern of firebox
with two burners would work equally well, if not
bett r. However, the wide firebox has one great ad
vantage in the matter of tube spacing. Model
locomotive tubes are of necessity larger in
diameter than the scale equivalent of those

of the prototype, and therefore a comparatively
large amount of the tube-plate area is not utilised .
The wide firebox allows the maximum width of
tube plate (see page 196 of the issue of September

October 5, 1905:

tubes in the firebox , which got in the way, the small
grate area available for coal firing, and the inade
quate size of the fire-hole * .
As a result of observations, the writer suggested
the fitting of a special burner to fit the square fire
box. This burner was made by Mr. H . E . Morriss ,
and was an adaptation of the petrol burners used
on the “ Locomobile " steam cars. It mainly con
sists of a square box , with air tubes of about } in .
diameter through it. Petrol is the fuel, and, alto

ist, 1904), and a greater number of tubes can be
arranged with a given diameter of boiler shell. It

was this important factor, in conjunction with a
desire on the part of the prospective owner for a
model approaching in most of its main features to
the original No. 251, that led to the adoption of the
wide firebox , instead of the alternative suggestion
given on page 176 of the issue of THE MODEL ENGI
NEER for August 25th , 1904. Several experiments

odoo
Vo
ΟΟΙΟΟ
Α,

Tempo
rary
fire

Α
Summm.

(which , however, were not altogether conclusive,
owing to the fact that proper arrangements for fuel
and water supply were not available, the tender
being then un-completed ) were made, and it was
forcibly demonstrated to the writer that the single
Primus burner was not quite sufficient to keep a

FIG . 6. - SECTION OF FIREBOX, SHOWING
TEMPORARY FIRE GRATE BARS.
gether, the principle is almost the same as that on

which the Primus burners work. Although the

square box with the central air tubes is, perhaps,
the better method of arranging a burner for the
No. 251 style of firebox, as then the cold air cannot
get to the sides of the firebox, the writer is of
opinion that a cluster of petrol burners , of the type
illustrated in THE MODEL ENGINEER, A ril
27th last, would do equally well, and he hopes
that the recount of the experiences with the firing
arrangements of this model will be of use to readers
who are desirous of adopting this fine prototype.
The safety - valve of the model is a single one, but

the exterior casing in a measure follows that of
the original engine very closely . In “ The Model
Locomotive " (see Plate IX ) a duplex safety
valve is shown. Further, instead of the ordinary

regulator in the dome, one of the “ undertype "
pattern is employed . Small variations like these,
however, do not affect the general design of the
“ ATLANTIC ” Locc MOTIVE.

engine, and builders who wish to do so may modify
the design . The sets of castings for the engine and
for the tender ar · bein su plie1 by Mr. Stuart

high enough steam pressure to continuously allow

Turner. They are in every way excellent, and
can be recommended to the reader who is anxious

Fig . 5. - CAB VIEW OF WORKING MODEL G . N .R .
of one person riding behind the engine. The boiler
was sufficiently powerful, as the experiment of
using solid fuel in a grate, temporarily placed near
the bottom of the flame guard , clearly proved . With
such fuel, a constant head of steam of 50 t )
60 lbs. could be maintained in spite of the water

to build a satisfactory working model of the now
world - famous G . N . R . monsters .

* This, of course, was not originally intended for
use as a medium for transferring fuel t ) the firebox ,
but simply for inspecting the burners.
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The Latest in Engineering.
The Solignac Boiler. — The principle upon
are U -shape, but laid on the side, one leg of the U

early in July .

The Majestic on her voyage to

which this boiler works is as follows : - Its tubes

New York met with a serious accident in her star

being over the furnace, with suitable baffles to give

board engine-room : the cylinder, column, and bed
plate of the middle pressure engine were practically
destroyed . It was decided to bring the ship back

proper flow of the gases. The supply of water to
each 1-in . tube is through a small hole in a dia
phragm , and the tubes are thus limited in their
water supply , and since the tubes are so short the

circulation is perfect. In fact, the lower tubes
convert all their water supply to steam . All the
tubes deliver above water, and the mixed discharge
descends in the drum , and steam separates out of
the descending shower in a dry state. The boiler
is cleaned by a reverse flow of steam . It is a very
powerful steamer, gives an enormous output per
square foot of floor space occupied , and can be got
into full steam very quickly . With liquid fuel and

fully heated feed it can , of course, be made to give
full steam output immediately the liquid fuel is
ignited , for it is safe to work the boiler as soon as
there is water to cover the lower ends of the tubes,
and it is not even necessary to wait until the full
water level is attained in the drum . These qualities
render the boiler particularly suitable for the

exceptional loads of electric light stations, which
have now to be met by keeping ready a large

number of heavy boilers that are all the time losing

heat by radiation. The Solignac boiler only re
quires a store of heated feed -water of a few gallons
to be able to meet the most sudden extra load .

The Largest Atlantic Liner. – The new
Hamburg-American liner, Kaiserin Auguste Victoria,
the largest steamer afloat, was launched recently
from the yard of the Vulcan Shipbuilding Coni
pany at Stettin , in the presence of the German
Emperor and the Empress. The Kaiserin Auguste
Victoria, which the Hamburg-American Line has
had built for passenger and freight service between
Germany and the United States, is 705 ft. long,
77 ft. wide, and 53 ft. 9 ins. deep ; is constructed to
carry 16 ,000 tons of cargo , with a displacement of
about 40,000 tons, and her engines are designed to
develop 17 ,500 h .-p . The speed of the Kaiserin
Auguste Victoria will be moderate - 17 knots an
hour. This speed will enable her to reach Plymouth
and Cherbourg in about seven and-a-half days and

to Liverpool after partial repairs, and the disabled
engine was thrown out of commission and the
machinery on the port side worked as a high
pressure compound. On July 11th , Messrs. Rollo

and Sons obtained the order from Mr. Ismay to
commence the repair work on promising a trial of
the engines on August 26th , the owners wishing to
make every endeavour to prevent the Majestic

missing more than a single trip , and naturally being
unwilling to allow the boat to lose the splendid
reputation she has achieved as a fast steamer
by permitting her to continue runnin ; with a
compound engine on one side. It was found that
practically a new middle pressure engine had to be

built, the cylinder weighing 19 tons, the engine
column weighing over 104 tons, the cylinder liner
weighing nearly 54 tons, and other heavy pirts
having to be cast and completed within the short
period of six and -a -half weeks. Such a job to be
it all round it may be asserted that the engine
builders set themselves the task of constituting a
new record in this kind ofwork. The castings were
put in hand long before the Majestic reached Liver
pool, from the dimensions of the Teutonic, her
sister-ship . By dint of continuous and never
ceasing work the operation, meaning as it did the
casting of more than 45 tons of machinery and the
finished in so short a time was a big one, and taking

complete fitting of the new engine on the steamer,
were satisfactorily performed so as to enable the
Majestic to sail on August 30th .
Steam Coaches in Lincolnshire. -- The Great
Northern Railway Company has commenced the
erection of platforms or landing stages at various
level crossings between Louth and Grimsby, as a

preliminary to the provision of a new service of
team coaches to run over its system in the intervals
between the ordinary trains. The new service will
supply several villages which are now some miles

from a railway station .

Hamburg in nine days. A welcome feature will be
the three great promenade decis of enormous

length and width , one of which will be reserved
exclusively for promenading , while the others will
be used for the placing of deck chairs. Like her
sister ship , the America , the kaiserin Auguste
Victoria will have accommodation for 600 first

class passengers, 300 second-class, 250 third -class,
and 2,139 steerage, a total of 3,289 passengers,
while the crew , including stewards, will number

some 600 officers and men .

Smart Marine Engine Work . - A record for
smart repair work of the very highest class was
recently achieved by Messrs. David Rollo and
Sons, of the Fulton Engine Works, Liverpool, in
connection with the replacing of the intermediate
starboard engine of the White Star liner Majestic,
in consequence of the breakdown on that vessel

Novel Motor Boat. - A novel type ofmotor boat
Cup. The hull has an absolutely flat bottom , 8 ft.
wide in the centre of the boat. The principalnovelty ,
however, is the propeller shaft. No part of thelitter
is either inside or in contact with the hull itself:

has been designed in France for the International

It is attached at the rear extremity to a bracket
projecting from the bottom of the keel, and the

other extremity rests in a special casing, also pro
jecting from the keel. In the casing is a chain
wheel connected by a chain with the motor shaft
above . A large De Dietrich engine is employed to
drive the boat. It is claimed by the designers that
by the novel shape of the hull “ skin friction ” is
reduced to a minimum , for the vesselmerely glides
over the water, the propeller shaft, its supports,
and the lower part of the rudder alone being
immersed .
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An Amateur's Lathe.
By “ SCHOOLBOY."
THE accompanying photographs are of a 27-in .
1 single-geared lathewhich I made in my spare
time, and which took about six months to
complete. It is built up of castings, the patterns

October 5, 1905.

Though small and simple, I have found this lathe
very useful in turning various pieces of work which
were too small to centre in a lathe of larger dimen
sions.

for which I made myself, with the exception of the
flywheel, which was cast from an old barrow wheel.

The crankshaft was also made for me by a local
smith .
Before mentioning a few of the details, I may
say that I had access to a well- equipped engineer's
shop, which contained planing, shaping, milling,
and slotting machines, two vertical drills, and
several lathes of various sizes, and many other
auxiliary accessories,which were found very useful.
The fast headstock has conical brass bearings. The
cone pulley has two speeds with V grooves, and
there are also corresponding grooves on the fly

wheel. The hand-rest is made from a casting and
a T forging. The loose headstock was bored out
and a tight- fitting “ spindle " inserted , with a
hardened centre at the one end and a feed screw
at the other, to which the hand wheel is attached .
The bed is fixed to the dwarf legs by means of
countersunk screws.

The stand consists of two cast-iron standards of
half-round section , and an oak top, which is bolted
to them . The boss of the flywheel was bored out

a tight fit for the crankshaft, and is affixed to it by
means of set-screws. The treadle is made from
two pieces of flat iron , and a footboard , hinged to
the stiffening bar at the back by means of T pipe

joints. A small pulley runs on a spindle fixed at
right angles to the flat iron . The motion is trans
ferred to the crankshaft by a {-in . pitch chain ,
which I find gives better results and causes less
friction than a connecting-rod . The crankshaft

Fig . 1. — THE LATHE COMPLETE .
SOLDER FOR ALUMINIUM , ETC. —
An alloy of zinc and cadmium ,

containing about 20 per cent. zinc,
constitutes the best solder for
aluminium , nickel , German silver ,
copper, iron , and steel, says M . le
Chatelin ; but as little as 15 per
cent., or as much as 30 per cent.
of zinc may be suitable in special
cases. The alloys are prepared by
adding the zinc to the cadmium

while fused in a crucible.
A DEVICE hsa been patented in

FIG . 2. - ENLARGED VIEW OF LATHE BED.
runs in bearings which are only holes bored in the
bosses of the standards, and it is kept in
position by collars which are fixed to it with set
screws.
I have also nearly completed a slide-rest, made

from castings which I procured from S . Holmes
anlCo., Bradford .

Australia whereby a number of
radial or curved V -sectioned vanes
or blades are disposed between
the hub and rim of the wheel of
a cycle for the purpose of assisting
the propulsion of the vehicle by
means of the air currents induced by
the vanes.

WATERPROOF GLUED JOINTS. — To render glued
joints waterproof, rub common chalk on the sur

face of thewood where the glue is to be applied , and
The chalk will protect the glue from moisture so

then coat with ordinary glue in the usual manner .

that the jointwill hold aswell after being soaked in
water as before.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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Notes on Locomotive Practice ,
By CHAS. S . LAKE.
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RECENT LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING .

THE first series of express passenger locomotives
1 to be built from the designs of Mr. R . M .
Deeley , Locomotive Superintendent of the
Midland Railway, have now been completed at
Derby Works. The engines are similar in all im
portant respects to those of the same type which
preceded them , but a few modifications have been
introduced which tend to their improvement. A
more liberal cab roofing has been provided - a
sadly needed reform — and the boiler pressure has
been raised . This is now 200 lbs. per sq. in . The
cylinders are 194 ins. diameter by 26 ins. stroke,
and the coupled wheels have a diameter on tread
of 6 ft. 94 ins. The engine number is set forth in
extra large gold figures on the sides of the tender.
One of the “ Metropolitan ” type tank engines

owned by the Midland Company has been rebuilt
frames lengthened and a pair of trailing carrying
wheels added to support a large bunker which has
been fitted. A covered in cab has also been pro
vided .
On the L . & N . W .R . several new engines of the
“ Precursor " class have been completed at Crewe,
and a number of Webb 3-cyliner compound goods
locomotives have been converted to 2-cylinder sim

NORD

and converted to the 4 - 4 - 2 type by having the

ple engines. The first of the new 4 – 6 – 0 type
express locomotiveswith four simple cylinders is now

out on the L .S. W . R . The cylinders are 16 x 24 irs.,
coupled wheels 6 ft. diameter, and totalheating sur
face 2,727 sq. ft.
NORTHERN RAILWAY OF FRANCE COMPOUND
LOCOMOTIVES.

Readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER who have an
especial interest in matters relating to locomotive
engineering will doubtless be well acquainted with
the outward appearance of those celebrated loco

motives, the de Glehn system compounds of the

NORD
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4 - 4 - 2 type in service on the Northern of France

and other railways in that country. By the courtesy
of Mons. du Bosquet, Locomotive Superintendent
of the Nord , the writer is enabled to refer in greater
detail than before to the latest series of engines
put to work on that railway, and to illustrate the
description with sectional drawings kindly provi
ded for the purpose by the designer. The loco
motives of this class are virtually of the same size
and power as the first of the de Glehn compounds
supplied to the Great Western Railway of England.
The cylinders are four in number, two high- pressure
and two low -pressure. The former are placed out
side the frames and drive the second pair of coupled
wheels, whilst the low -pressure cylinders are located

between the frames, below the smokebox, and drive
the crank axle of the leading pair. Both the H .-P.
and the L.-P . cranks are set at right angles to each

other, and the angle between the two cranks on

each side of the engine should be 180 degs.,
strictly speaking ; this being the most advanta

geous position for steadiest working of the moving
parts. Instead of this, however, they are fixed
at an angle of 162 degs. to one another, the L.- P.
crank leading at that angle in front of the H .- P .
crank. The object of this is to preventany loss of
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time at starting, and by its adoption the admission

of engine loaded , 65 tons. These locomotives when

of steam to at least three of the cylinders is ensured .

tested on the Northern Railway have hauled loads
of 360 English tons behind the tender a distance of
954 miles, including one 13-mile bank at 1 in 20 )
and another of 1 in 333 for ten miles, at an average

This disposition of cranks is also favourable to
greater regularity of the torsional moments acting
upon the axles. The steam chests are placed above
the cylinders in each case, piston valves being used
for the high -pressure, and D -shaped slide-valves
for the low -pressure, actuated by Walschaerts'
motion throughout.

The boiler is of large proportions, and has a
Belpaire pattern firebox, upon which the safety
valves are mounted , in a casing of neat design. The
regulator is located in the dome, and from thence
way
steam passes to the high-pressure cylinders byAfter

of a pipe encircling the outside of the boiler.
having propelled the pistons in these cylinders, it
passes forward to the low - pressure pair, and there

pistons. A starting
acts expansively on the larger the
valve is provided to allow of driver admitting

OOOOOOOOO
OOOOooooo

OOOOOOOOOO

banks being 52.2 miles per hour.
A HUGE AMERICAN SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE .
The “ switching ” or shunting locomotive in this
country is generally quite a small type of engine
without tender, and although possessing consider
able hauling capabilities, is in the large majority
of cases only ofmoderate size and weight. In the
United States, where goods trains are made up to
equal loads of 3.000 tons, and even more, without
the engine, shunting locomotives are to be found
which are equal in proportions to some of the
largestmain line ones. Quite recently the American
Locomotive Company have built at their Brooks

0701037009
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2

9

0

0

2

boog
oooooooo

boiler steam at a reduced pressure to the L .- P .

speed of 56 miles per hour, the lowest speed on the

Fig . 2. - CROSS -SECTION THROUGH H.-P.

Fig . 3. - CROSS-SECTION THROUGH L.-P.

CYLINDERS AND BOILER.

CYLINDERS AND SMOKE - BOX .
Works some exceptionally powerful engines having

.

cylinders when necessary , and at such times other
valves are brought into play, by means of which a
direct escape is provided for the exhaust steam
from the H . -P. cylinders into the atmosphere.

In this way the engine may be worked to suit
the varying conditions met with in hauling heavy
traffic at high speeds, additional power being avail
able when required , such as on banks and at
starting, when train resistance is, of course, most
severely felt. The engines have dimensions as
follows : - Cylinders (H .-P.), 13 3- 16ths ins. diameter;
L .-P. , 22 1 - 16th ins. diameter ; stroke, 25 3 -16ths ins.;
coupled wheels , 6 ft. 84 ins. diameter ; trailing

wheels, 4 ft. 7 } ins. diameter ; bogie wheels, 2 ft.
11} ins. diameter ; coupled wheelbase, 7 ft. of in . ;
total wheelbase (engine ), 27 ft. 10 ins. ; boiler

4 ft. 9 5-16ths ins. ; number of tubes
(diameter),
ribbed ), 126 ; diameter of tubes (outside),

), outside cylinders 24 ins.
ten wheels (all coupled
diameter by 28 ins. stroke, and a boiler 6 ft.
8 1- 16th ins. diameter at the front end . Other
equally remarkable dimensions are associated with

the design , the total heating surface, for instance,
being 4,625.4 sq . ft., the grate area 55 sq. ft., and
the working steam pressure 210 lbs. per sq. in .

Perhaps the most noteworthy feature is , however,
the weight of the engine, which is no less than
order.
in workingadhesion
tender)available
1204 tons (withoutofcourse
,
for
,
The whole of this is,
carrying
beyond
wheels
additional
there being no
the five coupled pairs, which are 4 ft. 4 ins. diameter.
The engines work in gravity distributing yards,
and have to work over “ humps ” or summits having
grades of 0 .67 per cent. and 2 .00 per cent.

(Serve,

2 9- 16ths ins. ; working pressure, 228 lbs. per sq .

EMANIUM . - A new radio -active substance ex

in . ; grate area , 29.5 sq. ft. ; heating surface (total),
2,325 sq . ft. Adhesion weight, 34 :5 tons ; weight

tracted from residue of thorianite is named emanium ;

it is said to emit the Leta rays abundantly.
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The Smallest G . W .R . Station.

Design for a Model Compound
Horizontal Steam Engine.

THE distinction of being the smallest station on
1 the Great Western Railway belongs to Wan
strow , which is situated on theWells Branch in
Somersetshire, between Witham and Cranmore.
Before the station was erected - about fifty years
ago -- the parishioners, feeling the disadvantage of
miles tothatjoin a train or
threerealising
go someand
having
despatchto produce,
it would not
pay a railway company to build a station in their
midst, decided to provide one at their own expense.
This was done, the structure consisting of a plat
form about 24 yards long
and a small waiting -room .
On the platform is one

Worm

of
diod
pilch

driver draws the train up
carefully to the required
position to stop.
- Pas
travel with
out ticsenketger
s , sand are " ex
cessed " when they reach
the next station. The
dia.
--

- lá

By RICHARD A . ELTON .

thread
fine
milled

.
dia

cover
held
by
s4 tuds

Delivery

(Continued from page 278.)
ONTINUING the description of the design , the
front covers are made thick in order that the
ends of the bored guides can be recessed into
them . They and the guides are clearly shown in the
details. The guides are bored and turned ; the
Worm
Wheele byfired
on spindl
on set pins.

Worm on Engine sholl
Suction
rilled
Fred

.
nuts
and

FIL

.io

Section

7. A . A .

dia
LO

-- - te ... ..
Suction

lamp. No stationmaster,
porter or other staff is
kept at Wanstrow , the
station being under the
supervision of the Witham
stationmaster, who pays
occasional visits to the
place. There are no sig
nals , and consequently a
signalman is not wanted ,
and the line being single,
worked on the ele tric
train staff system , the
stoppage ander such con
ditions can bemade with
perfect safety. The daily
service is now five trains
in each direction . Owing
to the shortness of the
platform , not more than
the guard 's yan and one
coach can stand at it.
To enable passengers to
readily alight, the ticket
collectors at the stations
on eitherside ofWanstrow
request them to take a
seat in the coach next
the guard 's van , and the
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D ebore

central portion (outside) will look better if left as
a casting untouched by the tool. The crankshaft
end of the guides is supported by the bracket

guard takes notice if the number and class to

shown , which is bored out to fit the front end and
fashioned with three screws as Fig. 19. Guides and
brackets can be cast iron or gunmetal. I have
shown no rings on the pistons. It seems to be an
open question among model makers as to whether
they are any use on such small engines, or only
conduce to friction. My own opinion is that the
engines are better without them , granted good
workmanship and high speed .
The piston -rod and cylinder head are steel, also
the connecting-rod. All nuts on moving portions
of the engine must be pinned to prevent slacken

enable correct charges to be made - G . W .R , Mag.
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The cranks are of the disc type, fastened to the
shaft by a screw , half in shaft and half in disc .
The discs are balanced by cutting away at the back
on one side ; they should be cast in iron or gun

metal- details are given in Fig. 11. The main
shaft may be turned down from mild steel. This is
shown in Fig. 14 .
The flywheel, in cast iron , is all straightforward

passes through the upright pedestal of the worm
wheel. The suction valve is a bronze ball, the
delivery valve a flat brass valve. The governor,
arrangement and details of which are shown on
opposite page, is belt driven from the shaft. It
may be adjusted by altering the length of the
connecting link, by shifting it to a fresh hole ; also
by the spring at the H .-P. valve chest, acted on by
the wing nut shown in the details (Fig . 21).

work ; the rim can be rounded for belt driving, or,
as shown in Fig. 4, grooved for rope driving.
Diogram
or Hand L .shewing
. Cronksrelative
and posilons
their
Eccentrica
125
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Notes on the Treatment of

H .P . Ecc .

Tool Steel.

L .P . ECC

By J. M . T.

H . P.Cronk.

(Continued from page 255.)
THEWATER ANNEAL. - Sometimessteel is received
from the maker so soft that it drags very much
when it is cut in the lathe - very much like copper ,
This can easily be done by over-annealing, and if
steel is over-annealed , it is impossible to leave a
nice smooth finish on the work , especially if it is a
thread that is being cut. This can be cured by

I .P. Crank.
Fig . 18 .
The eccentric pulleys and sheaves should be
gunmetal, the rods and valve spindles steel. The

slightly hardening the steel, and it can be done in
this way : heat the piece of steel to the recalles

valve can be adjusted slightly by screwing its spindle
in or out of the fork at the end of the spindle.
The worm on the shaft is double-threaded ; it
would be better if cut from the solid shaft, but this
is a matter for the maker to settle. If separate, it

cence point- that is, to a medium red - and then
take it from the fire and let it cool in a dark place

until all the colour has disappeared ; then plunge
it in water. This is called water annealing ; and the
reason why it cuts better is that it is not quite so

lép
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4 cst screws
dia

Fig. 19.
be gunmetal. Details of this are shown in Fig. 9,
on page 324 .
The stroke of the pump can be reduced to half,
by screwing the crank pin , driving it into the hole
in the disc nearer to the centre. Or if the pin be
screwed into the central hole, the pump can be
stopped altogether. The valve boxes are of gun
metal cast solid , and bored out to requirements.

It should be noted that the suction of the pump

soft as before — in fact, it is slightly hardened . If
steel is allowed to cool very slowly , it becomes very
soft. The water annealing hastens the cooling just
enough to leave the steel in the best cutting con
dition. If properly done, it leaves the steel soft
enough to cut without undue wear upon the cutting
tool, and without breaking in advance of thecutting
edge, and hard enough not to drag like copper.
Tempering Steel --We next come to the process
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of slightly softening hardened steel, known as " tempering.” This is accomplished by slightly
heating the hardened steel, and then allowing it to
cool ; and this may be done in a great number of
ways . Perhaps the most familiar way is to
brighten part of the piece and hold it over a fire,
and watch the surface change colour, and then
plunging it in water, when the desired colour shows

October 5, 1905.

would be most suitable, and certainly easily
done.
It is a very good plan to take the steel from the
hardening bath, just when all vibration on the
tongs has ceased , and put it into boiling water for
an hour or so ; this will temper it slightly (enough
for some purposes ) and tend to remove hardening
strains. All steel,after hardening, has strains left in

itself. This colouring of the surface of heated steel
is caused by the steel combining with the oxygen

it, no matter how carefully the hardening is done.

in the air, or oxydising, and for some unknown rea
son the oxide assumes most beautiful tints . Why
it should give such beautiful and different colours ,
I do notknow ,unless it is the depth of the oxide that
determines the colour. These colours are very useful

bath , sometimes very soon after removal, and some
times it will be several minutes, or hours, or even
days, before the cracks show themselves . Sometimes
the pieces will crack while they are being held in the

in determining the temperature to which the piece

has been heated , as each individual colour always

occurs at a particular temperature. For instance,
the first colour noticed is a pale straw colour, which
is equal to a temperature of 430° F ., then comes full
straw at 460°, dark straw at 470°, brown at 500°,

purple at 530°, blue at 550 ", light blue at 580°.
After this the steel becomes dull red (760°) right
through ,and we pass beyond the tempering colours ;
and if steel is wanted softer than light blue, it is not
worth while hardening it at all : it could be more

easily done by rolling or plunging in some heate1
liquid .
A difference of a few degrees is sometimes
quite sufficienttomake a piece of steel either suitable
for the work required of it, or practically useless ;
and it will be seen that for really fine work it would
be very unreliable to trust to getting just the exact
shade of colour that would indicate the right tem
perature, so other ways have to be used . Perhaps
the best way is to heat the pieces in a muffle out of
direct contact with the fire, and gauge the tempera
ture with a thermometer, keeping the pieces at the

desired temperature as indicated by the ther
mometer for a few moments, and then allowing

them to cool gradually. A piece of steel could be
kept at a definite temperature for any length of
time, and it would not get softer and softer - in
fact, it would be greatly improved , because it would
help to relieve strains, and make the piece tougher.
When there are only a few pieces to deal with , a
very good substitute for the muffle is some sort of
Bunsen burner and a kettle of oil, gauging the
temperature with a thermometer suspended in
the oil. Oil is a bad conductor of heat, and so it
must be well stirred about all the time, or the
pieces at the bottom of the pot will be much hotter
than those higher up, and the thermometer will not
register the heat properly. It is best to let the
pieces cool down with the oil, in order to relieve
strain and toughen them . This is no use if the
piece is required to show the tempering colour, as
they are protected from the air by the oil, and so
oxidation cannot take place.
If they are wanted coloured , they must be
brightened after removal from the tempering bath ,
and coloured in an open flame. I might say here

that the colour of springs and other things does not
necessarily mean that they were tempered to that
colour ; in fact, they may never have been hardened
at all. It is very often done to give the piece a
good appearance , and may be no indication of the

temper to which the piece was drawn. Then ,
ag iin , light straw may be too soft for a certain tool,

Sometimes the pieces will crack in the hardening

hand, and I have seen pieces literally hopping about
the bench when , a few minutes before, they appeared
quite sound . For this reason , it is best to temper
as soon as possible after hardening, or , at any rate ,
to put them in hot water or oil, where they can cool
slowly, and so relieve some of the strain . It is the
practice for some work to “ age " the steel, as it
is called , by keeping it in a hot-water tank for

months, perhaps, and also to place a number of
pieces in a slowly revolving barrel, so that they

may be considerably knocked about and jarred .
As will be seen , if the piece has to stand much
concussion in use, this is a very good way of sort
ing out these with bad hirdening strains,
When polished steel (and , of course , other metal

and substance) is brought into contact with a
flame, the moisture in the atmosphere is condensed
on the surface, and forms a thin coating of water.
This water is quickly boiled away ; but as it goes
you will see that it is rusting the steel, and it gives
the steel the appearance of being tempered to
straw colour, and also it prevents the temper colours
showing plainly . This can be overcome in two

ways - either by re- polishing the steel after it has
got beyond the temperature of boiling water, or

heiting it up in an already hot and dry atmosphere,
either in a muffle , hot tube, or hot sand. It can
also be overcome by coating the steel with a thin
film of oil ; but this needs great care , as the steel

does not colour so well under oil, and, also, the
colours are not the same for the same temperature
When a greatmany pieces of one kind are made,
it s .ves a great deal of timeand expense if the two

in the two cases.

operations of hardening and tempering can be done
in one operation . Experiments are made with

different hardening compounds until one is found
that gives this piece the desired hardness and
toughness on being plunged into it. Some springs,
for example, are treated in this way. Small ones
are plunged into a mixture of oil and tallow , and
large springs into boiling water ; but it must require
a good deal of experience to get satisfactory re
sults. Milling cutters are treated in this way, and
no doubt many other things. I have noted down
some points to be remembered if the steel is to be
hardened successfully . It is well known that steel
is reduced in size by successive passes between
grooved rollers while in a red-hot state. Three ob
jectionable things take place — the piece is scaled ;
it is decirbonised at the surface ; and the outside
is more compressed than the inside. This is very

noticeible in bars of steel above ii ins. diameter,
and it can be seen by examining the fracture of a
bar of steel of large section . After it ins, or it

but it can easily be brought to the right temper

ins. diameter, the bars are annealed , and the sub

in the oil bath , or possibly boiling water 212° F .

sequent passes are not heavy enough to produce
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any effect that could be seen by the eye. Never
theless, the steel is strained , and unless the piece
is turned upon centres that are truly in the centre
of the piece , more strains will be relieved on the

siderably as it dries. When the tube is formed ,

light cutmay now be taken off the mandrel just to

one side than on the other, and these strains will
manifest themselves when the steel gets soft, by

paper tube. Slip the mandrel into the tube, and
place on the two ends, so that the measurement

slip it off the mandrel and allow to dry . A very
allow it to make a moderately tight fit into the

being made red -hot, ready for hardening. Steel

from outside to outside is 81 ins. Fasten them

for cutting tools should always be reduced con

well in place with glue or seccotine, and when dry,
Winding - 10 layers of
Base-boord
20 pouge wire
Paper Tube

siderably in diameter to get below the scale and
the decarbonised portion. The scale is, of course,
absolutely useless, and the decarbonised portion
will not harden properly, and so cannot keep a
fine cutting edge.

end
Coil

A Primary Spark Coil for Gas

core
wire
Tron

(To be continued.)

Lighting.

U U | | |
o

By GEO . W . STEAD.
THERE are many amateurs who do not possess
sufficient courage or skill to make a proper
induction coil with primary and secondary

windings, and the following description of a spark
coil, which contains a primary winding only , may
be of interest to such. It can be made very cheaply,
and the most unskilful amateur need not despair
ofmaking a really efficient piece of apparatus. The

Bollery

Spork

Fig . 2. - DIAGRAM OF WINDING AND
CONNECTIONS.

dimensions need not be strictly adhered to, as a

few yards of wire, more or less, makes no appreci
First procure the baseboard , any good wood ,

able difference to the efficiency of the coil :

such as walnut or mahogany, which must be io ins.

long, 4 ins. broad, and fin . thick ; plane and sand
paper this smooth . Next procure two pieces of
the same kind of wood for the coil ends
; these are

the coil is ready for winding. Ten layers of 20

gauge cotton -covered copper wire, weighing about
24 lbs., are put on winding as closely and evenly as
possible. A coat of shellac varnish puts on a finish ,
and keeps out the damp. If 20 gauge wire is not
at hand , a few gauges thicker will answer quite as.
well.
The paper tube can now
be cut off straight with the
ends of the coil by running
a sharp penknife round
while still on the mandrel.

The coil is now slipped off,
and the paper tube filled
quite full and tightly with
lengths of soft iron wire, 20
or 22 gauge, and about in .
shorter than the length of
the coil.
The coil is now prac
tically finished , and only
requires to be screwed cen
trally on to the baseboard by
two screws passing from

Fig . 1. - A PRIMARY SPARK COIL FOR GAS LIGHTING.
2 ins. square and 7 - 16ths in . thick . After smooth
ing up, mark the centre and drill a hole in each
if ins. diameter. To make the barrel of the coil,
which is a paper tube, get a piece of wood about
12 ins. long, and turn or plane it to exactly i in .
diameter. Now procure some brown paper about
9 ins. broad and, as long as convenient ; brush one
side well with flour paste, or very thin glue, and
proceed to wrap this round and round the wooden
mandrel until a paper tube is made it ins. diameter ;
that is, 1 - 16th in . thick of paper all round. Do
not wind too tight, as the paper contracts con

underneath into the coil
ends. The starting and

finishing ends of the wire
are brought through the
baseboard , and connected respectively to the
two terminals . The woodwork may be either
French polished or varnished .
To work the coil, it is only necessary to connect

two or three Leclanchés or dry cells, as ' sketch .

When the two free ends of the wire are brought into
contact and then separated , a fat spark is produced ,

which ignites the gas easily. Of course, the wire
must be insulated when making this experiment,
or a rather smart shock will be felt. This coil has

been used to light a gas stove : instead of striking a
match every time, a kind of trigger arrangement
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being used to make contact. Of course, neither the

high pressure of steam carried , this form of valve

coil nor the battery need be near the place where

is the only one that can be successfully employed .

the spark is required , but may be stowed away in a

These photographs show a stern wheel boat,
which is like the majority of those employed on the
Mississippi, Ohio, Missouri, and Red Rivers, and ,
in fact, all the rivers of the West and South -west.
There are a few side-wheelboats which in general
appearance resemble the steamer shown in the
photographs. The side wheels are placed well aft,
about one-third of the length from the stern , and
each wheel was operated by an independent engine
of the same type as that used for the stern wheel

cupboard or ceiling out of sight, and wires led down
to the place required . To those who wish for a
more elaborate system , special gas burners are sold
which contain the necessary make-and -break con

tact, and only require the two ends of the wire
connecting to them .

Practical Letters from our
Readers.

boat, there being no connection between the two
wheels . This was necessary because of the narrow

and constantly changing channels of these rivers,
except in the service between New Orleans and St.
Louis, have almost gone out of service, and been
replaced by the stern -wheel boat, which is considered
best adapted to the peculiar conditions on these

due to the rapid currents. The side-wheelboats,
[ Tne Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full

discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attachea ,

though not necessarily intended for di hlic, dion .1

A Mississippi River Steamer.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

* DEAR SIR , - In THE MODEL ENGINEER for
June 15th , 1905, there is a “ cut ” taken from a
photograph of what is erroneously called a “ Mississ

ippi Saloon Steamer." I say erroneously because
this type of steamer has never been used on the
Mississippi, it being unsuited for service on that
river.
The model in question is an excellent representa
tion of what we call a “ Sound ” steamer, and they
are employed on the land-locked waters along our

coast, and reach their highest development in the
steamers plying on Long Island Sound, between

rivers.
You will note the great gang planks hanging
from derricks at the bow of the boat. These are
always carried swinging out ahead of the vessel
when under way. Landings are made anywhere
along the river, the bow of the boat simply being
run up to the bank, held in place by the motion of

the wheels, the gang plank lowered , and as soon as
the cargo is aboard the boat is backed off. Lines
are never carried ashore, except when the vessel is
moored at the end of her run. For making river
landings along the route , the boat is never made
fast. - Yours truly,
New York , U .S .A .

P . D . JOHNSTON.

New York and Newport, and on the Hudson River
between New York and Albany.

The Mississippi steamer is shown in the two
the bow and stern views of the steamer Valley
Queen , and were taken by me while on a visit to
New Orleans about four years ago .
The Mississippi steamer is a queer-looking affair
to one who is accustomed only to the types of
vessels to be found along the sea coast. They are
long, narrow , shallow draft boats, with very high
superstructure. The hold is never employed for
the stowage of freight ; all freight is carried upon
the main deck , which is open , as you will see by the
photographs. The engines are very long stroke,
small bore cylinders, working at extremely high
pressure. The boilers are mounted on the deck ,
with a sheet iron casing, lined with brick , which
forms the furnace. The boilers are of small
diameter, and very long, frequently as much as

photographs which I enclose herewith. These are

40 ft., while the diameter rarely exceeds 48 ins.
They usually have five large flues running the full

length of the boiler, the furnace being underneath ,
the hot gases travelling the full length under the
bottom of the boiler, returning through the flues ,
thence up the stacks or chimneys. These chimneys
are very tall and are surmounted with a fancy cap ,
as shown. The connecting-rod (or “ Pitman," as
it is called on these Mississippi steamers) is made up
of a large piece of timber, frequently as much as
30 ft. long, with a wrought- iron strap around the
edges, often having a depth of 18 ins. at the middle,
tapered towards the ends, the wrought-iron strap
carrying the connections for crank -pin and wrist
pin . The valve gear is a very queer arrangement
of levers operating a poppet valve, as, owing to the

Making Small Wing Valves.
TO THE Editor of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Referring to Mr. E . W . Fraser's

criticism and amendment (in your issue of Septem

ber 7th ), of my contribution to “ Workshop Notes
and Notions ” in the issue of August 24th , 1 beg
courteously to thank him for the same, but to
emphasise the fact that at the time I happened
upon the method I advocated , my resources

is regards machinery and apparatus were limited .

True, I had a single gear lathe _ very small
and a compound slide-rest, but the poppet, or

back centre, was very shaky; moreover, I had no
up-to -date chucks, nor milling spindles, and it was
for the benefit of others in a like position to my
own that I gave publicity, through the medium of
that most useful section of your splendid journal,
to themeans I was forced to employ at that time of

producing the valves I required ; and though
theory may have it that no file should touch the
stem of the wing valve, my results prove that
nothing has been lost in practice.
Some day I trust I may find myself as well
equipped as Mr. Fraser evidently is, then I shall
not need perhaps to so frequently call in originality ,
nor employ non - professional methods. With the
limited amateur, it is well to remember what a
sage once said, “ Necessity is the mother of in
vention , and one of the greatest benefits derived

from my hobby has been the compulsion to think
and scheme. It hasmeant concentration , and has
made my humble engineering attempts a true
recreation and change from my daily routine of
school teaching. I trust many more have had a

October 5, 1903;
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Apologising
Queries and Replies.
this replyexperience.
. - Yours faithfully
, for the length of
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New Cross, S .E .
W . F . G . BRADFORD.
Making a Box Spanner ; Acetylene Gas
Generator.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - In the M .E . for September 14th
there is an article on “ How to Make a Box Span

ner." I think " A . G ." is going to a lot of un
necessary trouble in the matter, as a drill can be
made to drill directly either a triangular or hex

agonal hole quite easily. If " A . G .” cannot drill
holes with corners, I think he could do it much
cheaper could
and better
mild steel tube, and
work itbyin buying
then he
thesame way as hesuggests.

Referring to the letter by Mr. Nathan Sharpe on
the generation of acetylene gas, I think his gen
rator would be very suitable for a bomb, as the jet

is liable to get choked either by chemical action or
by
chemicals getting blown into it. If your
correspondent
had been in , or seen , as many bad

accidents as I have he would not use a closed
generator. - Yours truly,

“ PRACTICAL.”

ADVANCE OF MECHANICAL TRACTION. - A record
was
recently taken , from nine in the morning until
nine in the evening, of all vehicles passing to and
from London along the main Bath road through
Hounslow , and the statistical results were as

follows :- Cycles, 4 ,577 ; motor vehicles, 557 ;
lectric trams, 407 ; horse vehicles, 209 ; total,
5 ,750. These results show the enormous strides
that have been made in mechanical traction.
AN EXHIBITION OF MODELS AT YARMOUTH . — A
very successful exhibition in aid of the Hospital

has recently been held under the auspices of the
local branch of the Eagineers' Society, in the Coin
Hall, Yarmouth . The exhibits include a large
number of interesting model steam engines, sailing
and steam yachts. Mr. F . Brown was awarded a
first prize for his cutter Bri:annia , and a special
prize for excellence
to Mr. W . Brownmark
for
the cutter San Toy.wasThegiven
highly commended
was given to an old three-masted Yarmouth yawl,
Royal Sovereign which was loaned, and also to Mr.
H . Critten for his model wifeboat. Mr. A . E . Beech
ing was commended for his model lifeboat, and a
similar mark was given to a four decker man-of
w .tr lent by the Telhouse Museum . The model
the Silk Factory plant was exhibited by Mr. J.
Fisher Bexfield . A first prize was awarded for a
compound surface condensing engine, made by Mr.
F . Lepard , and a second prize for a horizontal
reversing enginemade by Mr. H . Harper
; the third

fell to Mr. T. Brown for his splendidly made vertical
boiler, and the fourth to Mr. J. Redgrave for his
horizontal engme,
the fifth went tɔ Mr. J. W .
Grimwood for a while
horizontal engire.
Some other
prizes were given to Mr. C . Duncan for a marine
engine, driving a screw ; to Mr. Wade for a well
finished dynamo ;
to Mr. Rumblelow for his
ingenious model ofanda domestic
hot water supply.
One of the engines exhibited was a model of one used
Yarmouth
in
silk factory thiity years ago There
was also a model of the old Southtown bridge, and
one of the bridges proposed to replace the present
structure spanning the Yare between Southtown
and the Hall Quay.

( itten .ion is especially directed to the first condition given below

and 110 notice will be taken of Queriesnot complyingwith the
therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be

directions
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Query
Department." No othermatters but those relating to the Queries :
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subiects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :- ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only , and the sender's nameMUST b . in
scribed on the back . ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope ( 110t post-card )

should invariably be enclosed . ( 4 . Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26 - 29 , Poppin 's Court .

Fleet Street, London , E .C .)

Thefollowing are selected from the Queries which have been replied
lo recently: (14,476 ] Silver Plating. P . H . (Bristol) writes: Is it
possible to silver plate with an ordinary bichromate battery
or salammoniac battery ? If so, may I ask you to tell me the most

simple way of obtaining the solution to plate a cornet, and what
time will be necessary to do this ?
A single bichromate cell could be used . but it is scarcely worth
while making up a plating bath for a single article. The article
to be plated must be perfectly clean , and free from grease ; it is
placed in a solution of cyanide of silver dissolved in cyanide of
potassium , and connected to the zinc of battery. A sheet of silver
is connected to the carbon of the battery, and also immersed in
the solution . The current strength is regulated by means of a
resistance . The sheet of silver and article to be plated are sus
pended in the solution , and must not touch one another. For

further particulars, see " Electro-Platers' Handbook ," by Bonney ,
price 38. 3d, post free, or Fowler 's “ Electrical Engineers ' Year
Book," price is. gd . post free, which also gives scme information

on the subject.
( 14,490 ) Steam Screw - Down Valves. W . 1 . (Briton
Ferry) writes : ( I) How should an ordinary steam stop valve (any

size) be connected, the steam to enter under the valve or on top
of the valve ? I connect all stop valves with the steam from
the boilers to enter under the valve. If this is not correct, and the

steam should enter on top of the valve, will you please give reason

whyIt ?is generally advisable to arrange for the steam

to enter under
the valve, as then the stuffing-box and gland are relieved of all

duty when the steam is shut off.
( 14,453 ] Oil Filter.

H . J . B . (Middlesbro ') writes : Will

oil filter ?
you kindly give me some idea how to make a small Price's
gas
I am running a small gas engine ( 15 h .- p .) and using
engine oil, and am under the impression that if oil could be cleaned ,
it could be used over again . I have a light copper vessel, 12 ins.
high by 8 ins. diameter, which I think I could utilise. I thought of

using asbestos fibre, or slag wool, as a filtering medium - would
either be satisfactory ? Or could you suggest any better medium ?
We do not advise you to use the oil twice over for the cylinder.
It could be filtered and used for bearings and
use.
A pad of slag woolmight be used successfully . generalmachine
Pack it well into an
inner vessel, and allow oil to percolate through and drip into a
reservoir underneath . The inner vessel must be perforated at the
bottom with a number of fine holes.
14.4577 Rust in Gas Engine Water Tank . C . B . (Dorsel

square , N . W .) writes : Will you kindly advise on red iust forming
inredwater
tank of gas engine ? There are two water tanks. The
rust only appears in the hottest of the tanks (the one with
water from the engine). The rust collects in small patches about
6 ins, apart all round the circumference of tank , and about 6 ins.

below the surface, and then collects in larger quantities, about three
parts the depth of tank , and in perfect line with the small patches,

near the surface, mainly collecting on the ridges of the hoops or
bands, of which there are three . My opinion of the cause of this

is that rust collects from the joint made of iron piping from the
engine to the tank , which rusts and floats in the water, and collects
on any rough part, and then dropping and collecting in larger

quantities on any protecting ridge, viz., bands of tank . Do you
think emptying tanks and giving interior a coating of a preserva
tive paint will prevent this ? I might add that where these larger
quantities of rust form it eats through and perforates the tank .

Probably the coating of zinc is worn off the inside at parts.

You could have the tank cleaned and re-galvanised , if it is worth
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orhadsimply
coat
t with somepreservative
compound,which
could
beit, (14,382)
from Petrol
any ibuilders',
ironmongers',
or
engineers'
stores.
Motor Valve Gear.

H . C . F . (Bex
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Yes, ofyoupresent
may reduce
engine considerably,
two.
becoming | bysay, about
in . instead
size, thethecylinders
thirds
of 4 by in . : but we would advise a single cylinder, by t-in .

be much easier to construct in this way than with

stroke
in preference to the double cylinder engine. The boiler
you have sketched is impracticable, owing to very small furnace
Wesuggest
a orsingle
flue boilerin 34length
ins. diameter
of light tube,
solid -drawn
tube, 7 beins.placed
thereabouts
. The furnace
whichin
should
as
low
down
as
practicable,
should
be
it brazed
ins.
diameter, with the cross-water tubes, ; in . outside diameter,
benzoline

work it with a piston -rod and cross
? I intend ,to instead
the ignition
head,
and connecting-rod
of the usual gudgeon pin and

(14,677)trouble
Electric
F . J.I Gfind. (Sheerness)writes:
I am
sorry
you Locomotive.
again sois soon,
but
thattheMODEL
you
WillENGI
an undertaking.
Locomotive
too great
NEER toElectric
give
the leading dimensions, or (better) outline drawings of the
Swedish State railways locomotive, described and illustrated on

connecting-rod. Will this do ?

page go of your issue of July 27th ?

bill) writes : I am building a petrol motor, air-cooled with radia

tors, from a set of castings. What I want to know is-- can I use
eccentrics to work the valves, instead of cams and springs ; and
would I need any springs to hold the valves down on their seats
when they have to be, or will the pull of the eccentrics be enough ?

I think it would
cams and springs, as there is no chance of springs getting weak
the eccentrics
is, willsprings
thingI need
The chief
cams getting
and
be sufficient
to workworn.
the valves,
or shall
as well ?
The cylinder is 21 bore by 2 stroke. What power ought it to
develop (a ) with petrol, and (b ) with oil, and (c ) with gas ? I
have a t- in . Spark coil - will this be a large enough spark to work

burner
tube. Employ
into the furnace
27th ,or1905, for a suitable
Aprilpetrol
horizontally.
arranged
See issueaofsmall
design .

We do not think any form of eccentric without springs for

We herewith reproduce a sketch , in outline, of a model 3t-in .

closing the valves would be successful. With eccentrics, the ad

gauge electric locomotive, following the lines of the Swedish State
engine, a photograph of which was published in our issue of July
27th
last. The MODEL ENGINEER Locomotive motor may be
adopted, and if it is thought that the adhesion will not be sufficient.

justment would have to be made to the minutest fraction of an
inch
, and then the slightest wear would upset the working ofvalves.
About 1 to b .h .-p . The difference between petrol and gas,
with this engine,would be inappreciable . With heavy oil (paraffin ),
itThiswould
be slightly less. Spark coil might do;" try it.
has no advantage. See our new handbook , “ Gas and Oil

then somemethod of coupling the wheels together can be employed
(see issueasoftheMay
11th ,ENGINEER
1905). The
wheels may
same
Locomotive
; also bethethegearing.
diameter
MODEL

Engines," by W . C. Runciman , price 7d ., post free. It willhelp you
considerably.

ing 51 ins. The switchesmay be placed in the opposite end of the

( 14 ,712) Induction Coil .

Themain framesmay be 4 ins. apart, and the width over footplat

B . H . (Oldham )

writes : I bought an induction coil at a clear
ance sale ata good shop in Manchester for IIs. 6d..

of
condition. . Core
in perfec
tocoilallis appear
31 ins.ances
in .t diamet
long and
er The Bobbin
is
wire
.
wound
ins. diamet
fully
when
issilk2 covere
er
d , though I do not know whether double

Query
No14677

or not. Condenser in . thick , leaves and plates as

per sample which I enclose for your inspection .
I use four double fluid bichromate cells, all in
perfect order and newly charged , and I find the
mutiple arc connection gives the best result . See .
ing where the primary wires go in and come out
of the bobbin ends, I fancy there will be two layers
to the primary coil. What I want to know is
What is the proper length of spark for a coil

. for a regula
asthing,
I get 3- 16ths-in
abovebut? someti
first spark I getr
for .theto 1-in
Whatmesnunber of cells and what
would give the best results with the
combin
If I do not get better results after your
coil ? ation
advice, would it be in the power of a novice to un
5 -16ths-ir .

tact-breaker is a vibrating hammer typewith con .
tacts of platinum a little thinner than the primary
wire. The break forms quite a bright little point

_2ź K -- A MODEL 31 -IN. GAUGE ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE,

of lightwhen seen in a dark room . Would a mer
cury make-and-break act more efficiently than the present one ?
Any advice on the making of such a make-and-break will be
gratefully received.
We consider that you are obtaining very good results from this coil,
and should not expect better. The battery power is a matter for
is, however, not advisable to force too much current
trial.
throughIt the
primary. Your present battery seems ab )ut right.
This
spark
length
is sufficient to produce beautiful effects with
small vacuum tubes up to about 6 ins. long. The platinum
contacts have considerable influence upon the working of a coil

The larger they are the better will the coil discharge. If you wish

platinum
madethinkof thicker
contacts
new We
fit someones.
to experiment,
wire
than the present
do not
a mercury
break
would make much difference with SO small a coil, but it is an
interesting piece of apparatus to make and experiment with . The
condenser is to make it in several
withor a more
to experiment
best way and
sections,
try them one
in paral el until you find the
any) difference
best effect. It will probably not make much (if which
you sent
in the spark length . The sample of secondary wire
is No. 28 gauge ; it is probably not a piece of theThetrue
secondary
truesecondary,

but only a thickened end of it for connections.

gauge.
36 or 40 Machinery.
be No. Steamer
is (14.549)
likely to Model

F . H . (Forest Gate)
writes : As I am building a model T . B . destroyer, I should be glad
if you would advise me on a few matters concerning it. It is
40 ins. long, 4 ins. beam , and 2 ) ins. internal depth , so there is very
and boiler. It was originally designed
the engine
room for but
little
for electricity,
I found the castings, zinc, carbon , etc ., much

too heavy. I got the design for the engine from your handbook ,
“ Machinery for Model Steamers," Chapter V , Fig. 33. As it is
high to go into
the given
boat, ?would
it beit drive
practicable
to atreduce
totoothree-quarter
the size
Would
the boat
a goodit

speed
(using four small propellers) off the boiler shown in sketch
(not reproduced) ?

M

wind and exami the secondary coil and rewind
done now ? Would a condenser
as well as it is ne
with sheets of foreign notepaper act better than
one with sheets as per sample ? The con

cab to the motor. The motor may be slung to the crossbar shown

in the sketch, an eye-bolt taking the place of the screw in the
cornera ofvertical
the bearing
plates ofthethe spiral
motor.springs
Through
the eye
of this.
be placed
should
bolt holding
bolt

The controlling of the locomotive will have to be effected from the
track by resistances or other suitable means.

(14,626] "Materials
Scaleis Model
Locomotive.
strength of
the relative
: What
writest-in.
(Sheffield) for
“ DEESAG
mild steel, copper, an i brass used for making (a ) frames, (b ) boiler,
(c) cylinders, (d ) axles and bearings ? Which metal would you
advise me to use in the construction of the above-mentioned parts
of a -in. scale locomotive ?
The difference
in the strengths
of the materials is not an all
important
consideration
in a model locomotive - except, perhaps,
in thematter of the boiler----So much as their suitability for thework.

MILD
wouldstrength
be used about
for frames,
axles,motion
work,ofandsection.
foot
per sq . inch
25 tons
; tensile
platingSTEEL
CAST IRON for wheels, chimney, and other odd parts : 5 to 7 tons
per sq . inch . COPPER for boilers ; 12 to 15 tons per sq. inch . GUN
METAL (cast) for cylinders, angles , motion plates, brasses, axle
boxes, horn plates, wheels, and all small cast parts ; 10 to 12 tons
per sq. inch . BRAss for similar purposes to above ; 9 to ro tons per
sq . inch of section .

( 14 ,638) Cranks for Petrol Engine,

A . K . (Kirkwall)

writes
I am making
petrolmotor,
and them
I wouldsetlikea
I have seen
set the cranks.
angle toa two-cylinder
to know: what

90° ; but would it notbe better to setthem at 180° ?
Wewould strongly advise that the usual practice of setting the
cranks of a two-cylinder engine at 180° apart should be adopted .

The reciprocating parts are thereby placed in much better balance.
(14,534) Model
Machinery.
S. EI. require
T. (Bastern
Transvaal)
writes : (1Steamer
) What length
of boat shall
and

beam for a set of Mr. Stuart Turner' s twin -cylinder launch engine,
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Will theenough
1-in.Model
bore,Steamers”
-in. stroke) be? (2)powerful
boiler? (Fig. 9 re " Machinery for
( 1) The engines in question are suitable for a boat of about 6 ft.

return tube
We would
. (1) tubes
beam cross
9 ins.with
length ,fiueandboiler
surfaceor
total aheating
; theadvise
ain single160 arrangement.
. ins. A benzoline burner will
sq
at
least
should
to
amount
prove the most reliable heating
(Har
Dynamo.
andengine,
,685) :Engine
(14) writes
3-in. boreG .byS.4 -inJ.. stroke.
horizontal
have a Boiler
Idynamo
low
What
engine
)
?
(2
satisfactorily
drive
would
size
What
(1)
would be the approximate b .h .-p . of the engine ? (3) With what

shouldat?boiler be ? (4) How many
size
Whatthetype
? I run
dynamo
.Atshould
r.p.m(1) boiler
and
oo lbs. pressure 300 revolutions per minute the engine

giving an output of 350 watts. (2 ) The
a dynamo
drive-power
should horse
brake
of the engine would be about 1. The boiler,
sq. ins, of heat
have at least 1,000
working under draught,theshould
probably 1,500 sq .
the exhaust,
surface. Without aid) Theof boiler
ing
may be of any type. A
ins. would be required .or (3locomotive
boiler would work well, and
vertical,
multitubular,
take up less room than one of the verticalcentre-flue type. (4 ) The
dynamo will probably require to run at 2,600 to 2,800 revolutions
per minute.
(14,671) Coal for Ignition Purposes. H . H . (Black
heath ) writes : I should esteem it a favour if you would be kind
enough to help me in building an ignition coil for a small gas
and
engine. What
, on primary
of wire,
secondary
? I have
partsandaresizerequired
, what other
Also amount
coils ?is the
think
that
I
and
capacity
accumulator,
20
awithgoodyour4 -volt
amps.,
help I shall easily make it, as I have made all sorts of

shocking
coils.
Try the t -in . size spark coil, as per particulars given in our Hand
book on Induction Coils . You will require a sparking plug fitted

; also a timing
make-and-break
to the cylinder, or some formof ofconnections
for ignition arrange
arrangement.
See diagrams

ments in recent issue.
Lamps

Secondary

from
Cell.
(14,707]
Lighting Small
. (Highbury) writes : I have a 4 -volt 12-amp.-hour accumu
E . G . Gconsisting
lator.
of two cells, each containing seven plates, size
31 by 21. Could I light eight 3 -volt lamps connected in parallel
(each lamp takes 4 amp.) for three hours right off withoutdamaging
eightlight
? If number
please.
lamps,
it will notI canlightsafely
accumulator
the
accumula
this you
withcould
me the largest
inform
tor ?

Its capacity
is about
Cell will giveatabout
the
when well.
are in series,
both cells
i.e., fairly
4 volts4 - amp.
8 amp.-hours,

estimate,
yourshould
eightas lamps
will take,goes,at cell
ratherasa
amps. ;ishence,
do itabout
; but 22 amps.
far
the capacity
heavy current to draw from such a small cell. If cell is a good one,
itmight stand this discharge.

F . C. (Pad.
Room
. -room
for Dark
(14,698]writes
Electric
dark
thinking
my Which
fitting-hour.
dington
I am Light
wouldwithbe
use of ofhalf-an
electric )light
for: occasional
(Chapter
4) elec
bichromate
a
-polarising
non
least
the
trouble
tric battery, or a Bennett tin pot battery, described in THE MODEL
the
requires
If
?
Bennett
the
1903
,
16th
April
and
ENGINEER
9th
least2 attention,
using
gauge, lamp.
iron i-amp.
please and
statehours
cell and of4 -volt
size ofof lightwith
Leclanché
zincs,
No.
In place of iron borings, could I use old cocoa tins and iron wire
cut up ? If the constant bichromate is best, how much sal
ammoniac is required , and how much bichromate to the pint of
would a quart Leclanché
cell and
hours'oflight
water
? potHowandmany
give at
cylinder
zincwhen
poroussolutions
both
runs out,? orDois
renewing
battery discharge
the i-amp.
require
salammoniac only necessary ? Would iron tacks be better than
cocoa tins and wire ?
You must be prepared to experience a certain amountof trouble
with any battery to keep it in good order.

is difficult to say
which would require least attention ; in yourItcase
we
be
inclined to try the Bennett tin pot battery, as describedshould
in THE
MODEL
ENGINEER.
The
larger
you
make
the
cells
the
better
any convenient size tin will do. The cells described in The MODEL:
ENGINEER
should give
oflamp
aboutwould
fifty require
hours' four
light cells
with ina
lamp taking i amp. ; a a 4total
series, but you will do well to-volt
make
up
a
fifth
cell,which
be
con
can
nected
to the
others
if the voltage
dropsmust
a little.
As soon as You
the
cells
show
signs
of
running
down,
they
be
re-charged.
can use tacks or sinall pieces of iron wire, but why not keep to the
directions, and use iron borings ? They can be obtained from any
engineering shop, or from the firms mentioned in the description , at
trifling cost. The description is so complete that we must refer
you to it for further information .
(14 ,701 Motor for Electric Loco. H
(Acock's
Green ) writes : I am making a small electric loco, .andE . amN . fitting
with a 10 -watt motor, as described in your Handbook No. 10it,
Chapter 6 . I find it will only just revolve the armature, and has
not
the slightest
arma
ture, and wound itpower. ( 1)ozs,I have made ait. - istripolar
this enough ,
or would it be betterwithto tryit finer ofwireNo.? 22Ifd so,.c .cwhat
size
?
(2 ) I
have made the field -magnets it ins. wide to take the larger arma
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ture, and they are not so thick as specified in your book , because
10 ozs,is, ofI
with my
about
room tell
. me
Theywhere
are wound
I am 22.cramped
mistake
you think
No.
If youforcould
should be very much obliged.
(1) We should advise you to re-wind the armature with No. 24
necessary,
this again
is not; but
absolutely
. copper wire,canthough
gaugetheD .s.c
ad
presentwinding,
we decidedly
be tried
and
agnet with No. 19 gauge s.cfield.o.
vise youwireto re-wind the field -mwith
armature. (2 ) This
copper canconnected in series thethepresent
winding
be used
either Ifwith
suggested new
new field winding,
you will try this armature
winding.
orwinding
of
cells
in
series
bichromate
say,
three
and
use
a
good
battery
about quart size each we think you will be satisfied with the
into
adjusted
until
you
get
them
The
be
should
brushes
result.
position for best effect.
)
ELECTRO " (Darlington
Liquid.with“ somechemical,
(14,710) Pole - Finding
and sealed
glasswith
tubetwo
filledterminals, and on touching
(1 ) I have
writes
these
It is afitted
atboth: ends.
leads, the positive end at once turns the liquid a reddish
with
colour.two I have broken the glass, and wish to repair it. What is
the chemical ? (2) Do you know any book dealing specially with
can it be obtained
; andofwhere
and metalplate
marking-off
coloured?
sodic sulphate,
: try a work
solution
(1) Re pole-finder
the
through this,Metal,
is
passed
When current
violets. red,
with syrupendofbecomes
and negative end green . (2) " book
positiveWork,"
Millis,
price
95.4d.
post
free,
is
a
good
by
C
.
T.
Plate
on the subject.

W.
Small
(14,714) Common Fault with
bought
book on “ T.Smal)
yourDynamos.

B . (Dartford)
writes : Having
dynamo
I set-to
andwound
made it a forSimplex
and
Motors,"
Dynamos
time
the third
2
amps.),
after
having
(5 volts
I tried it
occasions),
on previous
insulation beinganddefective
(my dynamo.
the
watermotor,
and
I
drove
is
a
power
Mymotive
as
a
but I cannot get it to excite .
speed up to 5 ,000, runs
dynamo every
a
4
-volt
from
as
beautifully
the
machine
a
motor
whereas
accumulator. When trying it as a dynamo I have
18 amp.-hour
tried reversing the direction of rotation , connections, etc., each
having
in the circuit
time,
(which; butis
got the armature
have resistance
get ait 3-volt
to buildlampup.andI wire
I cannot
within 1-32nd in . of the pole-piecesI
an close
eight-cog
drumsafely
) running
get it, but with no result. Do you think
as
as I can
have
have not got the residual magnetism strong enough ? I What
fields with
thenecessary
4-volt accumulator.
separately
excite
or
mag
current
to
is thethesmallest
do
you thinkexcited
conductors on the armature are too few

netise the fields ? If the
in number, could I take someoff the field coil and equalise matters ?

I have used No. 22 S.S.c . wire -- 1 } ozs, for the armature, and 8 ozs.
for the field-magnets. I do not feel inclined to unwind this machine
again , so I hope you will be able to give me a hint to get out ofmy
difficulty
commondoing
This is awithout
fault sowith. very small dynamos, especially when
fitted with a drum armature. It is sometimes impossible to remedy
it. The only chance is to increase the number conductors
on the armature by re-winding with finer wire. In ofyour case we
advise

you to re-wind the armature with No. 26 gauge s.s .c , copper
wire, and get on as much as you can. Test with a 6 -volt one c .p ..

lamp, asit well
the there
present
the machine
one. Ifwrong
well as a.
motor,
showsasthat
workmanship
is nothing
with the runs
coil
should
connected
shunt
The
field
brushes,
be
in
the
to
and the
latter moved until
position
you get them to the
for best effect :
it should be driven in the same direction as that in which the arma

as a motor.
ture
runs rather
wire off .theIffield
Do not
it should
be wound
withtake anygauge
you-magnet
find re;
advise youwire
sults sufficiently encouraging, wefiner
to re-wind the field
coil with sameweightof No. 24 S.C.C. wire.
(14 .581] Steam Engine Proportions. H . (Gorton ) writes :
I am making a steam
(horizontal type), i-in . bore , it- in .
stroke, valve face if ins.engine
by i in . ; and I should
feelmuch obliged
ifa you
will with
tellmeit, (1)so the
best sizeit will
of thehaveports.
drive?
dynamo
I suppose
to runWeat intend
good tospeed
( 2 ) The amount of lap it will be necessary to give the avalve,
the
and
amountpressure
of travel ? (3) The size of dynamo it would drive at a
given
of steam , and the output? I have not yet made
the boilermeforthethefollowing
above engine,
should be pleased
and size
if you will
answer
: - (4 ) The
and number
and
size of tubes ? (5 ) The working pressureoftoboiler
drive the engine at a
good speed ?
The steamshould
proportions
portsbeofabout
a horizontal
you
have(1) adopted
in . by engine
3-32ndsof inthe., port
bar 3-32nds
inyou., exhaust
ports
in
.
by
3inwith
. However,
if there
can make the port in ,16ths
advantage.
long,should
(2 ) isTheroomlap.
should be 3-64ths in . The lead
be about 1-64th in . (not
more). The valve travel will be 9 - 32nds in . (3) We would not
recommend
dynamo larger than 20 watts, which the engine
should easily adrive
pressure. (4 ) The
at 400 r.p .m and 50 lbs.boiler
boiler should have at least 150 . sq.
ins. of heating surface, and we
would recommend a locomotive type with 44-ins. diameter barrel.
o ins. long, and a firebox, 4 } ins. by61 ins. long, fired by two Primus
burners,
by coalandbriquettes
should A be vertical
about ten
to
twelve in ornumber,
diameter
multi
in . outsideTubes
tubular boiler, without
firebox
by, say,. three
small
,
Primus
fired
burners, would also be successful. This boiler should be about
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7 ins. in diameter and 8 or 9 ins. high, with about fifteen

tubes, 1 in. in diameter. (5) Working pressure about 45 to 50 lbs.

Botlerbe theQueries.
C. A . necessary
K . (Birkenhead)
What would
(1)(14,602]
heating surface
engine,
forHowS .V .iswrites:
2culated,
ins. byandI-in .is bore,
at
)
.m
250
,
.
(2
at
?
80
r.p
lbs.
cal
there any difference in the calculation for an itordi
nary
and
for
a
flash
3)
boiler
?
What
(
would
the
be
heating
surface necessary for the t h .- p . turbine described in No. 109 of
THE MODEL ENGINEER , Vol. VIII ? (4 ) What size force pump

would
be required (a) for the engine, (b) for the turbine ?
( 1) Calculate the heating surface according to the tables given
in the issue of January ist, 1902 (page 22), always allowing more
for losses in a small engine than in a large one. The heating sur
face recommended would be 180 to 200 sq. ins. (2 ) No, not very
much , but the weight of the boiler is a consideration . ( 3) We
boiler
mohaving
reatckleast
heatshould
th600
should
uld reckon
on that
inp .s.turbine
ataa sq4sa.h. ..ins.
mpbecauseby anatural
of heating
in Thsurface,
ebepusupplied
of
would be about
on . (4 ) The pump
to be relied
draught would inhave
the same size each case that is, if the engine and turbine are of
approximately the same efficiency.
A . B . (Black
[14,540
Ste
114
am :Dynamo
.,540S . E)) .)Steam
about
should Driving
Wa
very Plant.
thankful
be very
s dunaif moyouof would
I should
heath
writes
advise me as to the following. I have a small dynamo of about
6 volts, and I am desirous of having a launch type engine to drive
Would you please give me advice of what type of boiler
same.
and best method of firing ; bore and stroke of engine ; approximate
s ? that a 12 or 15 watts (i.e., 6 volts, 2 or 2 : amps.)
dimension
We presume
would be about the output of your dynamo ; if so, a high -speed ver
tical engine i in . by I in ., running at, say, 400 revolutions per
minute, with a boiler supplying steam at 50 lbs. pressure, will suffice.
The boiler, which should have about 160 sq . ins. of heating sur
face ,may be a vertical one, without firebox , and be fired by a single
3 -in . (No. 5 ) Primus burner. It may be 5 ins. in diameter and
9 ins. high with out, about eighteen tubes - in outside diameter
running through it. We should advise you to . obtain
an ordinary
Primus stove, and simply cut off the irons which hold the ring.
(14,525 ) Launch Boiler. B . M . H . (Sierra Leone) writes :
the columns of your paper,
Would you kindly advise me, through
on the following ? I have built a model steam launch cylinder,
I in . by r in ., which I want to run at about 400 or 500 revolutions. I
boiler, but I find it quite unable to keep up a
have a modelmarine
good head of steam ; also it is too large for the model. I want to
know what would be a good type of boiler, smallest size suitable
(space available to ins. by 6 ins. by 4 ins.). Model-making, with
the help of your paper, helps to pass many hours in this out-of

the-way spot.

d you to use a single -fue horizontal boiler,

We would recommen
in .
the furnace of which should be provided with cross tubeslength
in diameter. The diameter of the shell may be 5 ins., the

about to ins., furnace tube 27 ins. diameter. The firing should be
a benzoline burner.
(14,648]
Pistons.
. A ,. stroke,
(Nottingham
writeshalf:
I have
got a Leaky
small engine,
i-in . boreE . , M 1-in
and I) lose
the power with the piston leaking.
I
have
tried
a
brass
ring
on the
piston, but the engine seems too small for that. Could you advise
mewhich
would
be
the
best
packing
to
use
?
A good many models suffer from the same complaint, and all
sorts of things are blamed instead of the real cause. The only
hip . For
workmans
method of ensuring a tight piston is good advise
piston rings,

packing such a small cylinder we would not
but
a deep groove filled with darning cotton. See * The Model
Locomotive," price 6s. net., 65. 4d. post free.

The News of the Trade .
this heading
[ The Editor will be pleased sto receive for review under
samples and particular of new tools, apparatus, and material
d
reviews are
these
that
be
must
understoo
use.
It
forfree amateur
expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of anyrightkindto
being required or accepted . The Editor reservesthethegoods
sub
criticise or commend according to the merits of
mitted, or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
his readers.1
the goods are notof
been based on actual
asterisk have
by the interestto
distinguishedsufficient
• Reviews
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .
Milling and Cutting Tools.
We are informed by the Model Manufacturing Co ., 53, Addison
Road
, London,
., that they, inareaddition
now making
large
variety North
of millig
and Wcutting
to theira usual
model specialities. As a sample oftools
their work , they have sent for
our inspection one of their spiral fluted hand reamers , which they
making inspecimen
all sizes offromworkmanship
/ in . to i in ,. diameter. The sample is
anare excellent
and speaks well for the
quality of this line of tools. The spiral flutes are left-handed , this
making
smooth
for
cutting
and
preventing
chattering.
Full particulars may be had on applicationseizing
to theorfirm
at the
above address .
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" A NewhowDesign
Engine.users the
Considering
greatofa Model
favouriteHorizontal
amongst power

horizontal
steam engine is, it is not in the least surprising that
this type of prime mover is so popular with model engineers
generally. Nearly every beginner makes this his first model.
With
these two facts in mind, Mr. Stuart Turner, of Ship
lake, Henley -on- Thames, has just brought out a new set of cast
ings, which will enable the novice to make up an efficientworking
model of a horizontal engine ofmodern design . Mr. Stuart Turner
also,arerecognising
that many
of thenumber
prospective
of his
set
likely to have
a limited
of toolspurchasers
at their disposal
to help them in the construction of themodel, has arran zed to in

MR. STUART TURNER's New MODEL HORIZONTAL
ENGINE.
clude several of the most important portions of the engine
partially finished. The model has an overhung cylinder , rin .
bore by i in . stroke, with double-webbed crank , and is of a type
eminently suitable for dynamo driving and high -speed
gener
ally. The bedplate, base, flywheel, cylinder valve work
chest, and
eccentric sheave are of clean soft cast iron, and the cross-head,
connecting-rod, eccentric straps, bearings. and valve spindle glands
ofan excellent quality of gun -metal. The bedplate is sent out

planed for the guides and the base, and also truly bored and faced
for
the cylinder. The latter is bored, faced, andwith
has portsmilled.
The piston is completely finished , and

fitted
a gun -metal
piston ring. The crankshaft is of cast steel, and the piston and
rods ofwitha non
valve
drawings
despatched
castings ;alloy.
imaginearea
the -rusting
indeed,Workmanlike
we can hardly
the
We
on
better set of castings
market.
placed
also
being
under
castings

stand that the
are to be obtained at a specially low price
for the next fourteen days.

New Catalogues and Lists.
Portable
Ltd
.,list210,issued
Shaftesbury
Avenue,
London
, W .C .Accumulators,
- of
Thetheir
illustrated
priceand
bybatteries
this firm
con
tains
particulars
single
cells
complete
in glass,
ebonite, and celluloid . A leaflet has also been sent to us descrip
tive ofthethePfluger
Pflugervoltmeters
ignition accumulators
for motor-cars
and boats
and
and charging board
.
Ford & Co ., 55.Market Street, Stalybridge. Wehave to hand
a catalogue giving prices and particulars of the small electro motors
dynamos, coils, battery lamps, volt and ampere meters, portable
accumulators, small power gas and oil engines, electric bells, and

many
electrical
supplied
by tothecover
abovepostage
firm ,
List willbe
sent tonovelties
all readerswhich
upon are
receipt
ofstamp
W . Macmillan & Co. , 34, Mar Street, Alloa, N . B . - The new

illustrated
list and
ofthis
firm 'smotor
specialities
been motors
sent to for
us,
dealing withprice
petrol
paraffin
boats,has
finished
the same, complete sets of castings and forgings for these, as

well
as for petrol cycle motors, small power gas and oil engines,
high -speed enclosed type steam engin 's and dynamos, and general
motor
accessories. The list will be sent to readers of THE MODEL
ENGINEER for one penny stamp.
s . Holmes & Co., Albion Works, Bradford . We have received

atheir
neatwell-known
little booklet
illustrating the “ Gem " specialities, such as
twist drill grinders, high -speed sensitive drilling
machines,
and
the
combined
bench grinding and drilling machine.
The list will be sent to readers of this Journalupon receipt oftamp

to cover postage.
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The Editor's Page.
A

CONSIDERABLE number of our readers take
· an interest in electricity from other than an
amateur's point of view , and are desirous of

distinguishing themselves at one or other of the
various examinations in electrical subjects. Those
who are in a position to attend classes at sometech
nical institute have considerable advantage over those
whose occupation or location is such as to prevent

October 5, 1905.

F . S. Y . (Margate). - (I) Wewould advise you to write
to the secretaries ofthe several societies. Address of
the Institute of Chemistry, 30, Bloomsbury Square,
and of the College of Preceptors, 2 and 3, Blooms
bury Square, London , W .C . (2 ) We think Latin is
compulsory in theMatriculation Examination .

J. H . W . ( Burton -on- Trent). -- You would need a 40
wattmachine, giving 20 volts 2 amps., or a battery of
9 or 10 accumulators of, say, 20 amp. hours each .
A . B . (New Cross, S. E .) — An illustrated description of
a Perfect Scale Model Locomotive was given in our

“ A Guide to the Electrical Examinations." This has

issue ofMarch 9, 1905, Vol. XII.
W . P . (New Zealand). - Copper pipe is unsuitable
for flash boilers. Our Colonial and foreign
querists need only send us a coupon from the last
issue they have received .
R . A . P . (Shropshire). - We doubt whether your

been specially written by Mr. F. H . Taylor, A .M .I.E .E .,

suggestion is the best one. If you do add fur

who, in addition to being an able electrical en

ther tubes, have them expanded in . See page
April 15th , 1902, for a method of improving the
output of a vertical centre- fiue boiler.

their obtaining personal advice and tuition . To assist
all electrical students, and isolated students in par
ticular, we are publishing a little handbook, entitled
gineer, has had a long experience in teaching
and preparing students for examination. He
will be known to many of our readers as the
author of the articles we published sometime ago on
" How to Become an Electrical Engineer," and
" Private House Electric Lighting." The price of the
book will be is., or post free is. 2d. For those who
prefer it in a more permanent form , it will be supplied
bound in cloth at is. 6d., post free is.gd. In addition
to complete information as to the places and subjects
of the various examinations, certificates and awards,
and other official details, the book will contain some
practical hints on preparing for and dealing with
examination papers, and also an extensive appendix
of selected questions from recent papers, with their
solutions.

189 of the issue of THE MODEL ENGINEER for

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on

all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper

only ,and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whe her
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.

Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.

All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c ., for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,

Wefrequently hear from readers who express their
gratitude to the pages of The MODEL ENGINEER for
knowledge which has been of service in enabling
them to improve their position. In a letter received
the other day, the writer informed us that he had just
obtained a position as driver of a motor omnibus, for
which he had qualified himself through reading the
M .E. and also the M .E . series of handbooks. We
need hardly say that we are always pleased to hear
thatour journal has been of such practical service.
Answers to Correspondents .
Loco (Liverpool). We regret that we cannot fuliy
describe the arrangements of link motion, slip
eccentric, and other gears, when such are so com

through the post.
W . J. W (Enniskillen ). -- As far as we know the idea
is novel, but is not worth jatenting. It is doubtful

whether it would be mechanically successful.
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pletely dealt with in the book you name. Yes, the
cylinders are correct for the size of driving wheels.
W . W . K . (Bothwell). - See our issue of December
15th , 1905. This motor would drive a 100-watt
dynumo.
R . S . (Oldbam ). — Your query has been returned
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A 20-Rater Model Sailing Yacht.
By H . E . B .
-

-- -

--

Fig . 1. - A 20-RATER MODEL SAILING YACHT.

S will be seen from the photograph , the model
here described is of a type familiar to the
yachting readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER,
viz., that produced by the L . & S. A . or 6 ,000 Rule .
A

As a description of so large a model as a 20 -rater

is so very seldom seen in these pages, I thought

The
the following would prove of interest.
dimensions are as follows : - L .0 . A ., 72 ins. ; L .W .L .,
48 ins. ; beam extreme, 16 ins. ; extreme draught,
14 ; displacement, 34 lbs. ; S . A ., 2 ,475 sq . ins.
The model is built up with pine planking on oak
timbers, the deck being made of mahogany, and the
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mast and spars of spruce. In the construction a

departure was made from the usual method of
building a keel boat; in this instance , the model was
built wrong side up on moulds as described in that

excellent article on “ Built-up Models,” by the late
Mr. Wilson Theobald , but instead of the usual
narrow keel, a broad keel, 4 ins. in width at the
widest part and tapering to i in . at either end,was

inserted in the moulds, then themodelwas planked
in the usual way, the planks being riveted to the

timbers with 4-in , copper pins. Having proceeded
so far, the outside keel was cut to the required
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explain much better than words can describe the
general shape and method of construction of the
fittings, and as will be seen from the photograph ,
the finished article appears fully worth the trouble
expended .

Workshop Notes and Notions.
are invited to contribute short practical Hems for this
[Readers
column,
based on their own workshop experience.
Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publicatinn , if desired , accord

ing to merit.
All matter intended for this column should be
marked
“ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)

shape as Fig . 6 , and pieces of pine were bent and
screwed on the inside of various widths to obtain

Colouring Metals.

the required hollow joining the hull and keel to

Iridescent blue colours on metals can be produced
gether ; then by taking off the corners with a gauge , I with a solution made by dissolving 7 ozs, of cream
Fig . 2 .

Gaff

L .W .L .

-

Rivets

Ezz
Keelson
el

Bross goft

Filling

Brass Tube

fitting

piece

with Tonque

FIG. 4.
Keelson

Heelson

Gooseneck or

Filling pieces

ok boom fitting

Keel tl
Bross Tube
with tongue

Lead bulbut

Most-bond

Fig . 5.
Fig . 6 .
Fig . 3.
DETAILS OF A 20 -RATER MODEL SAILING ' YACHT.
a keel boat was obtained with very little more
of tartar in i gal, of water, and 3 } ozs, of tin salt in
trouble than a fin keel.
I quart of water. The two solutions are mixed and
Experienced readers will know how much more
boiled, and the precipitate allowed to settle ; the
troublesome a keel boat is to build owing to the
clear solution is poured off, and added with con
reverse curve of the planking into the deadwood ;
stant stirring to a solution of 67 ozs. of sodium
WW /

my object was to overcome this. The samemethod
can be used with any section . Other points of
interest are the gaff and boom fittings, as shown

in Figs. 2 and 3 ; these are perhaps a little more
elaborate than are usually fitted to model racing
yachts, but I think the strength and efficiency
obtained will more than repay the extra trouble
incurred . The sketches herewith reproduced will

hyposulphite in i quart of water. The combined
solution is then heated to boiling, and the articles
are immersed . They have to be taken out when the
requisite shade is obtained . Another solution is
obtained by dissolving freshly precipitated carbonate
of copper in ammonia water. Copper-sulphate
solution , of the strength of lb . to the gallon, is
precipitated by the gradual addition of a concen
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have made for a 3 -in . centre screw -cutting lathe.
A drawing and two photographs are also reproduced .
The lubricators are a similar type to those fitted to
Drummonds ' 34-in . centre lathe, and the pin for
putting in and out the back -gearing is not very
dissimilar to the method
employed on Hendey Norton
lathes. These have been
omitted from the drawing.
The first job I took in hand
was the turning and boring
of the gear blanks ; they were
then sent away to be cut ;
the teeth are 1-in . circular
pitch . The small gear secured
to the speed cone is of steel,
and was made a tight driving
fit, then drilled and tapped
and plugged up as shown in
drawing. The speed cone
was the next item . It is
turned all over and has
speeds of 41 ins., 3. ins., and

trated solution of sodium carbonate. The resulting
copper carbonate is filtered off and well washed on
the filter. It is then brought into another vessel

and dissolved in ammonia water in such a manner

that a small quantity of copper carbonate still re

21 ins. diameter, respectively .

The spindle is of steel and
has a fin . clearance hole
right through . The bearings

Fig . 1. - FRONT VIEW OF HEADSTOCK.
mins undissolved , and the
solution is therefore not too

are taper. The front bush
was turned to a tight driving
fit; and afterwards drilled
and secured in place by a
setscrew . Both bushes are of

ammoniacal.

To File a Sharp Scriber .
To file a scriber point, take
ordinary drill rod of any size
desired and catch same in a
lathe chuck , leaving, say,
about 7 in . or i in . projecting .
Then with a good sharp,
smooth file start the point
by filing it blunt, say, at
about an angle of 60°; then
gradually file the angle
sharper and sharper bymere

ly changing the position of
the file (which should be at

least i in , wide), so it stands
more and more in a line
parallel with the piece being
filed . By this method it is
possible to get a long slim
point, whereas if the file is
held at the finished angle to
begin with , difficulty arises
due to the fact that the file

has too much surface to cut,
Fig . 2. - REAR VIEW OF HEADSTOCK .
weak byandholding on side of good
getspoint
point
the
and
hard brass, the back one being adjustable by means
springy . Finish
straight emery wheel or disc grinder while soft, so
that the grinder marks run from point to back ;

of two collars. The headstock was first planed on
the bottom , then roughly drilled in drilling machine

after hardening, oil stone only. — Machinery.
A Headstock for 3 -in . Centre Latlie.
By G . WoOLSTENCROFT .
The following is a short decription giving a few |

previous to boring in the lathe. All final boring
and facing-up of bosses was done in the lathe. The
back -gear is thrown in and out by eccentrics oper
ated by handle shown in the photograph. All parts
were made on a 34-in . centre Drummond lathe,

of the leading particulars of headstock which I

without the use of a chuck of any description , all
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work having to be clamped to the faceplate. The
spindle nose is i in . diameter and is screwed 12 per
inch . All collars, etc., are 24 threads per inch .
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been rounded off, a handy tool is provided , which
is useful in , any workshop. In the drawing given
below A is the handle, B the blade, and C the case .

.
Fig . 3. - LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF HBADSTOCK FOR A 31-IN . CENTRE LACHE.
The taper of bearings is i in . in 8 ins. All castings
To BLACKEN BRASS FOR TEMPLET WORK AND
were obtained at a local foundry. I shall be pleased
OTHER PURPOSES. — The brass must be thoroughly
to give interested readers any further particulars.
cleaned , and then heated slowly over a charcoal
fire, care being taken not to allow the brass to
An Easily -made Feeler Gauge.

By JAMES TRELOAR .
The only materials required for this handy little
tool are a broken hacksaw blade, and a piece of
šbrass gas pipe. The saw blade should be ground
down to the required thickness on an emery wheel,
and the heat generated during the process will be
found to have brought the hard steel down to a nice

Ő gos pipe

touch the charcoal, or, indeed , not to allow any
the brass, or it will cause red spots. As soon as the
sparks from the charcoal to come in contact with

brass is slightly red , dip it into nitric acid and re
heat, just short of red . Rub strongly with a stiff
bristle brush , and clean with a greasy cloth . This
gives a fairly permanent dead black finish .
Fast Sailing Ships. - Germany's superiority in
the matter of speed under steam is well-known , but

Hack saw blode
B
AN EASILY-MADE FEELER GAUGE.

temper. If an emery wheel is not handy, the blade
can be softened , and then filed to the necessary
thickness , afterwards being slightly hardened . A
piece of tube , about an inch long, should now be
cut and flattened down until the blade just enters.
A few additional blows will now make it quite tight
on the feeler, thus acting as a handle for it. Another
piece of tubing a little longer than the projecting
portion of the blade should now be taken and

Aattened out until the blade will slip into it ; this
serves as a case for the feeler. After the ends have

it is also interesting to mention that she likewise
holds the record for speed under sail. The huge
five-masted Hamburg ship Preussen , 5,081 tons
gross, has done 368 miles in twenty -four hours, and
under good conditions has attained to seventeen

an hour. The five -masted bark Potosi , 4,926 tons
gross , has a record of 16ļ knots, and she has done
fine work — for example, Iquique to the Lizard , in
fifty -seven days. The Preussen has done even
better - Hamburg to Iquique in fifty -seven days.
Shipping Ilustrated .
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Experiments on Electric Oscil
lations and Waves .
BRUSH DISCHARGES.
(Continued from Vol. XI, page 493.)

By R . P. HOWGRAVE-GRAHAM , A .I. E .E .
(2 ) To each terminal of the Tesla coil a wire
3 or 4 ins. long is fastened - the points directed
straight outwards from the terminal. As
this experiment puts a greater strain on the in

sulation than the preceding ones, it must be com
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In this and most of the succeeding experiments
the whole apparatus presents a very striking ap
pearance, all wires leading from the secondary to
other apparatus giving out brush discharges along
their whole length ; any points allow a much
easier formation of these discharges, as do sharp
edges, though to a less extent : the zinc plate will
therefore glow all round its edges, but the four cor
ners will give off tufts or spurts of light to a con
siderably greater distance. For further illustra

tion of this point, see Fig. 37 in the last article,
where the brushes can be seen " spurting ” out
from each of the points in the knurled head of the
terminal.

Fig . 38 is from an untouched photograph of a

Fig . 38. (From a Photograph oj Brush Discharge.)
menced with a small amount of power , and the coil
watched carefully as the power is increased .
At the points of the wires a brush discharge will
appear branching out in all directions, subdividing
into finer and finer purple twigs, and ending in
radial blue lines, which form what might almost be

described as a ball of light-bristles. The effect is
greatly increased by connecting a fairly large
capacity area with one of the terminals , in place
of the piece of wire. A sheet of zinc 12 or 15 ins.
square held in a wooden retort-stand forms a

sufficiently large and well insulated capacity .

wire arranged as described above, and , as was the
case in the photograph shown in the last article,
only the brightest part of the discharge appears,

the finer purple branches and the straight blue
streaks notbeing even suggested . The width of the
bunch of purple branches of which this is a photo
graph was about 34 ins., and the diameter of the
sphere of radial blue lines was from 7 ins. to 8 ins.
Fig . 39 is from another photograph , and has been
worked upon and manæuvred with asmuch accuracy
as possible to give the reader a more correct idea of
the appearance of the discharge than the photo
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graph Fig. 38 is capable of doing . The purple
branches have not been greatly added to , but an
attempt has been made to draw in the blue
streamers somewhat as they actually appear. Un
avoidable loss of detail in the process of preparing
the block has somewhat falsified the effect, which
after all must be seen in reality to be appreciated ,
for no representation on paper can really do jus
tice to the subject; the huge ball of blue streaks
springing from a bunch of purple ramifications,
and all converging towards the centre, is perforce
represented in one plane, which does not permit of
any true perspective effect.
(3) The insulated plate may now be brought well
in front of the coil and connected with one ter
minal of it by a wire, everything being so arranged
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they hang parallel and a short distance
apart. The best distance and the best length of
the wires must be ascertained by experiment. If
the wires be too long, their capacity becomes too
great, and there is not sufficient electricity to charge
them to the requisite potential. The broad band of
glowing brushes and streamers between the wires is
very beautiful, if matters are properly adjusted .
(5 ) If a ball connected with one terminal of the
coil be brought up to a large plate or ring ofmetal,

the distance being just over the sparking limit,
fine brushes are produced , and a very curious effect
can sometimes be seen : a brush starts at some
point on the ball, and travels along the surface in

an irregular line. In reality, of course, each suc
ceeding spark produces a brush a small step further

Fig . 39.
that there can be no possibility of a spark passing
One of the pointed discharge rods is similarly con

to the body of the coil from the wire or the plate.

nected with the other terminal of the coil, and is
placed just outside the distance at which actual

along the line of travel ; but there is a very curious

effect of continuity. The writer used a ball of
about 2į ins. diameter, which had , at one time,

been lacquered , and it is probable that the presence

sparks pass from it to the plate. The discharge

of the lacquer was concerned in the production of
this brush with a moving point of origin , for though

spreads outwards from the point, and renders the
separate brushes and streamers more easily dis

it did not seem specially to follow the lines where
the lacquer had visibly gone, it often appeared to

tinguishable than those produced by the point-to
point discharge.
(4 ) A very striking effect can be produced by

start afresh along a line already once travelled over .
(To be continued .)

leading off a pair of thin wires, 3 or 4 feet

long, and cotton- or silk -covered or bare, from
the two terminals, and Suspending them from
a horizontal string or dry wooden rod, so that

£10 ,000 has been placed by Mr. Yarrow with the
Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers. This
money is to be utilised for educating the necessi
tous members of the profession.
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Lessons in Workshop Practice.

tactmagnet
spring, and thus allowsarmature
current to flow
through
approaches

(Continued from page 296 .)

the magnet poles, and breaks contact as each bar
arrives at the centre, or slightly before the centre
of the poles. It is quite possible for such a motor
to be fitted with several field -magnets, so that
several armature bars are pulled simultaneously ,
thus increasing the power of the motor, or in
succession , so that practically one bar is always
being acted upon and the dead point eliminated .

XXIII. - PracticalNotes on Selecting and Using
Small Dynamos and Motors.
(Continued from page 201.)

By A . W . M .
poses. All dynamos can be used as motors, but
many motors are useless as dynamos, though good
machines for their particular work . The most
simple kind of electric motor is that in which no
winding is used on the armature, which consists
of an iron bar, or series of iron bars, mounted on
a spindle, so that they are attracted to the poles of
the field -magnet, but not repelled , current being

cut off from the field -magnet coils at the moment
when the armature is exactly opposite to the poles.
These machines are often called contact motors,

spring. Though this class of elec
tric motor is generally of very

coils as each

bar

In all these motors the same kind of action takes

Motors, like dynamos, have various types of
armatures and systems of field -winding, each hav
ing characteristics which adapt it for certain pur

because the current is interrupted
by means of a rotating contact
breaker acting against a fixed

the

place , and the successful working of such a motor

depends upon the contact- breaker completing and

breaking the circuit at just the rightmoment. The
order of proceeding is to first make sure that your
battery will give a fairly strong current, then
ascertain if the field -magnet receives magnetism
when the contact-breaker touches the contact

spring ; lastly, adjust the timing of the contact so
that the armature is pulled and released at the
correct moments. The contact-breaker should be

fitted with silver or platinum contacts if good re
sults are to be obtained . Brass and iron or steel
corrode, and become coated with a deposit at the
places where the contacts touch , which prevents the

Contact

1

breaker

Contact

breoker

small size , a number of them have

dimensions, and the type is still
in commercial use for working
scientific apparatusofvarious kinds.
When testing a motor of this kind,
the first thing to do is to ascertain
if the field -magnet winding is in
order by sending a current through
it, preferably from a bichromate
or other powerful battery . Le

levo

been made of comparatively large

Armature

Armolure
Contact

Contact
spring

spring
Ballery

Ballery

clanché cells are not, as a rule, suit
able, as they do not give sufficient
current, except for very small
The contact-breaker
motors .
should be cleaned , and the
armature held in such a position that the contacts
touch ; then connect the battery . If the field
magnet is in good order, its poles should strongly
attract a piece of iron, or exert a decided pull on
the armature. If it does not do this, there is prob
ably a break somewhere in the winding. The field
magnet being in order, the important thing to attend
to is the timing of the contact-breaker . This
should make contact, and permit current to flow
through the magnet coils when the armature ap

proaches the poles, and itshould break contact when
the armature has almost reached the poles. If
the time of contact is prolonged until the armature
is exactly opposite the poles, there is a risk of a
backward pull on the armature ; and it is better to
make sure that the magnetism has died away by
the time the armature has exactly reached the
centre of the pole.
Fig . 10 shows such a motor, having a single bar
armature with the contact-breakermaking contact as
the armature approaches the poles, and breaking
contact as it is opposite the centre of the poles.
When the armature has more than one bar, the
contact-breaker has a series of contact points,
each of which makes connection with the con

Fig . 10.
current from flowing, and will cause the motor to
ture fails to rotate, examine these contacts and
ascertain if they are dirty. Motors of this class are
also made with fixed armatures and rotating field
magnets. The principle upon which they work
is, however, precisely the same, and similar contact
adjustment should be made.
The next stage in motor development is that in
which a winding is placed upon the armature. All
continuous currentmotors of this class have a com
mutator, as it is necessary for the current to be
reversed in the armature winding at certain times,
either in the whole of the winding at once, or in
stop. The contacts must be clean . If the arma

successive portions. If the current is reversed in
is used . When the winding is in sections, the com
the whole of the winding, a two-section commutator

mutator has as many sections as there are coils in
the armature.

When testing motors having wound armatures,
it is a good plan to still adopt the system of first
ascertaining if the field -magnet winding is in order
by sending a current through the coils , and trying

if the poles will attract a piece of iron , the arma
ture being disconnected , so that no current can
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pass through its winding. If the magnet poles do
the winding is connected to some source of elec
tricity, the fault may be due to one of three causes
- first, a break in the wire ; secondly , a short
circuit ; thirdly , coils acting in opposition . The
first cause may be determined by placing a galva
nometer in series with the battery (see The MODEL

not exert a strong pull upon a piece of iron when

October 12, 1905.

tion , disconnect one of them entirely , and connect
the other to a battery . If the magnet poles are
then magnetised, it will prove that the other coil
was not connected correctly, or that some fault
exists in it. To make sure if the fault is merely one
of connecting up, join each coil separately in turn
to the battery : if each one produces magnetism in

the poles, the fault was in the connections; but if
one coil fails to produce magnetism in the poles,
be
there is some fault in the coil itself, which must
found (if necessary ) by unwinding it.
The field -magnet of machines of Manchester
type (Fig. 14 ) and four-coil type ( Fig. 15) is, to
some extent, an exception to these directions. The
field coils of the Manchester machine really oppose
one another, but produce a useful effect, because
each core carries its own magnetism independently
of that of the other. There are really two magnets

1 Battery

side by side ; if the coils do not oppose each other,
the magnetism will be contained in a closed mag
retic circuit, and no definite N . and S . poles will be
produced . A safe way to test if both coils are in
proper working condition is to remove the top

S

tng, it must be found (if necessary ) by unwinding
the coils, and when located , the broken ends
should be joined together and preferably soldered .
The second cause is more difficult to detect ; it
means that the current, after entering the coil, is
diverted , and instead of flowing through the wind
ings, manages to escape and reach the outgoing
end by a short cut, the coil as a whole thus being
inactive. Such a fault would exist, for instance,
if the end wires A and B (Fig. 11) of a magnet
winding formed the ends of the bottom layer of
each coil, and each made a metallic connection to

yoke and test each coil in turn ; if in working

til
Boi

Fig . 11.
ENGINEER Handbook , No. 24), or by the absence
of a faint blue spark when the battery wire is sud
denly disconnected . If there is a break in the wind

AA
to
FIG . 12.

the core of the magnet, owing to defective insula
tion : a current would flow from the battery ; but,
instead of circulating through the magnet coils ,

it would leak to the core at A , and flow through it,

as indicated by the arrows leaving at B ; so that
though there was no break in the winding, yet no
magnetism would be produced .

The fault must be

found and the leaks stopped before the motor can
be made to work . (The way to test for such a leak
No. 24.)
The third cause of failure does not often exist
when a single bobbin only is used to excite the field
magnet, but it is not uncommon when there is more
is explained in The MODEL ENGINEER Handbook

than one bobbin on the magnet core. As an ex

ample, Fig. 12 is a diagram of the winding of an
ordinary horseshoe magnet, showing the direction
of winding and current, the coils being connected
correctly to produce N . and S. poles. Suppose

FIG . 13.

that by some means the coils had been connected

order, each should produce a strong magnetic pull

as in Fig. 13, they would now be in opposition , and
no magnetism would be produced . The fault is
rectified by so changing over the connections be
tween the two coils that the direction of the cur
rent is reversed in one of them . When doing this.
you merely regard the current as flowing out from
one coil at its end , which is not joined to the
battery (as A , Fig . 13) ; so , to reverse the current
in the second coil, you would join A to end B of the

at the exposed end of the core. It is not necessary
to disconnect the wire joining the two coils in
series.

second coil. To ascertain if the coils are in opposi

principle, and themotor power is electric.

(To be continued.)
ANOTHER NEW AIRSHIP. - Mr, J. Sawyer, of
Beckenham , has invented a flying machine without
a balloon , but which has an areoplane on a new
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Notes on the Treatment of

Tool Steel.
By J. M . T.
(Continued from page 329.)
Annealing. - By annealing is meant allowing the
strains may be relieved , and the steel left in a soft
steel to cool slowly from a red heat so that all
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according to the size of the piece. Heat the whole
thing up, and dip wholesale into the bath .
Fireclay, being mixed with water, contracts and
cracks when heated , and so it is best to wrap the
piece loosely with soft iron binding wire, bedding
it into the fireclay, and so give the clay something
to keep it together, and prevent it falling off, and
so exposing the steel.
Sometimes a thick iron ring, or plate, can be
used , but generally fireclay is best, as it can be put
just where it is wanted , and can be so shaped that
there will be no sharp dividing line.
Case-hardening. – Some tools, and certain parts

of machines and other things, are required very
hard on the outside, and yet they must be very
tough , and tool steel is not very suitable for this
class of work . A better way is to make the piece
out of mild steel or iron , and case-harden it - that
is, to allow the mild steel or iron to absorb carbon
for several hours while at a red -heat, and then
plunging it into water.
It simply means turning the mild steel into cast
steel ; the depth to which this change takes place
depends upon the time that the steel or iron is

kept at a red -heat in contact with the carbonising

+
+:

material. Mild steel only absorbs carbon slowly
perhaps 1- 100th or 2 - 100ths in . per hour — so that
if the box is run about two hours, there will be a

thin skin of cast steel on the outside, and all the
rest will be soft mild steel, or iron , as the case may
be, and it will possess the valuable quality of tough
ness, as well as hardness on the outside.
It is often much better to make parts of ma

11

Fig . 14.

chines of mild steel, and case-harden them , as they

condition . It is accomplished by treating the steel
just as you would for pack -hardening, only leaving
any rate, for several hours.
It may be done though , by heating the piece in
an open flame or fire, and plunging into a bucket of

it to cool down with the muffle overnight, or at

sawdust. The steel thus forms for itself a very
hot covering, and may even be too hot to handle
two days after placing in the sawdust. If the piece
is slender and, for any reason, has not been turned
on closely-centred stock , or if it has been ham
mered or bent cold , it should certainly be annealed
before hardening, or the piece is sure to warp .
Sometimes a piece of steel is required only hard in

parts, and then the part required soft must be pro
tected from the contents of the hardening bath in
some way, so that it is not chilled suddenly , or only
heated to redness for the required distance, or only
plunged in so far as the piece is wanted to be hard
ened .

If the piece is heated up farther than is wanted ,
it must not be plunged into the bath and kept
there rigidly, but must be moved up and down
slowly for an inch or so , in order that there may
not be any sharp dividing line between the hard
and soft portions, or the strain at the point where
the steel projects from the water will be excessive,
and the piece will be very liable to crack ; or if it
does not crack , a very little pressure or a blow will
cause it to do so. A much better way is to heat it
up only just far enough , so that it may be plunged
right into the bath . In this way the strains are
spread over a considerable length , and there is no
sharp dividing line. The other way is to protect
the parts with fireclay to a depth ofan inch ormore

DIANETER
ARMATURE

Flu . 15.
often stand better in use than cast steel would .
They are cheaper to make, and there is much less
risk in hardening. It is found best to allow the
box, after it has been kept hot the required number
of hours, to cool down quite cold , and then to re
heat the contents, either separately or in the box ,
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and harden them in the ordinary way. This closes
the grain of the steel, and some say the outside is
much harder. I do not know whether it is really
harder ; but it certainly closes the grain , and so
makes the piece tougher. Sometimes case-hard
ened work is required soft in parts, and this can
be done in several ways. One is to protect the
parts with fireclay, as mentioned for cast steel
work. Another way is to leave the parts wanted
soft, large , and after casing it allow the piece to

cool ; then cut away the material where wanted ,

in the ordinary way.
heat up again , and hardenof cast
steel is removed ,
By this means the casing
and the piece will only harden where the casing
that must be hard with the carbonising material
and the rest with dry fireclay , or something that
contains no carbon, and heat up and harden in the
ordinary way. It could also be done by dipping
the piece only as far into the water as it is wanted
hard , but the use of fireclay, as just mentioned , is

remains. Another way is to surround the parts

just as good , and much cheaper. Then nickel will

not absorb carbon, and the piece might be nickel
plated and the plating removed where the piece was
as usual. The material
wanted hard , and treated
careful choosing.
needs
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Two Fast Model Steamers.
By J. E . GREENWOOD.
both designed and built by the writer during
the last eighteen months. They were not in

CHE two boats shown in the photographs were
tended to be models of any existing Loa 's, but were
built with the idea of getting the best possible
speed out of them , and in this I think I can claim
to have been fairly successful.
The smaller boat (Fig. 1) I built last year with
the intention of entering her in THE MODEL ENGI
NEER Speed Competition . Her speed , however, did

not come up to my expectations, so I did not enter
her. She is 42 ins. long by 6 ins. beam , and draws
about 4 ins. in running order . The hull is ofwood ,
and is partly cut out of the solid block and partly
built up. She was originally fitted with a single
cylinder engine, with a cylinder 4 -in , bore and t-in . .
stroke, driving a single propeller 2 } ins, diameter

be too brittle if hardened in water and left at that.
This brittleness can be overcome by tempering,

by 6 ins. pitch . The boi er was marle o tinned
steel,and was 41 ins. diameter by 8 ins. long, with
one furnace tube fitted with ten cross tubes, giving
a total heating surface of about 90 sq. ins. This
boiler, fired with a paraffin blast lamp, supplied
the engine with steam at 30 lbs. pressure and drove
the boat at just over three miles per hour.
During the past winter, I have fitted a new
engine and boiler to this boat. The engine has a

but then the piece is too soft for many purposes.

single cylinder # in. by

Many of the cones in cycle bearings are case

crankshafts which are geared together by two

hardened .
Gun parts, sewingmachine parts, wrenches, screws,
andmany other parts ofmachines are case-hardened .

steel gear wheels if ins. diameter by

This engine drives twin screws which are 21 ins.
diameter by 6 ins. pitch . The boiler is made of

They are cheaper to make this way, instead of being
made in cast steel, and better for their purpose.
The very pretty mottled appearance of case
hardened work is sometimes only produced for

one furnace tube 21 ins. diameter, with seventeen

appearance , and because a piece has these pretty
marks it does not necessarily mean that it has been

sheet copper and to strengthen it I have wound
I- 16th -in . copper wire spirally round it the whole
length , the coils being about in . apart and each

very
for case - hardening
Some Bessemer steels have just enough carbon

combined in them to cause them to harden right

through slightly ; and if this is the case, they will

case-hardened . The pieces are polished , and then

in., which drives two
in . thick .

copper and is 41 ins. diameter by 8 ins. long. It has

cross tubes in, diameter, which gives over 100 sq.
ins. of heating surface. The shell is of very thin

treated in just the same way as if they were to be

coil soldered in four places. It has stood a test of

hardened ; but they are not quenched at a high
enough heat to harden , and they are only kept red

100 lbs. per sq . in ., and supplies the engine at about
40 lbs. pressure. Since these alterations have been
made I have run her several times over a carefully
measured course of 58 yards. Her best time for
the distance is 35 seconds, which works out to
about 34 miles per hour. I have shown the engine

hot for a short time; in fact, I am not sure if they
are quenched at all, but simply left in the closed
boxes to cool naturally .
( To be continiled .)

separate in the photograph , as it is a rather novel
design . I have also taken the lagging off the boiler
to show the copper wire. The smallest of the four

A MAMMOTH Drop-HAMMER. — The Billings

propellers shown is the one I originally fitted to

and Spencer Company, Hartford , Connecticut, are
constructing a 2 - ton drop -hammer which , it is
believed , will be the largest friction -board lift drop
hammer in the world. It is being constructed for
the Bethlehem Steel Company, South Bethlehem ,
Pennsylvania . It is to be used in the manufacture
of heavy gun forgings which the latter company
make for the United States Government. The
Billings & Spencer Company are working on the

this boat, and the other three are for two boats

hammer day and night. The base weighs 36 tons,
the shoe forging weighs 1 ton , and the shoe-key
weighs 160 lbs. The dimensions of the driving
pulleys are 60 ins, by 13 ins. by 44 ins. The length

now in course of construction , one of them being a
twin -screw boat. This boat is painted red up to
the water-line, and black above, with a narrow
green band between ; the deck is white.
The larger boat (Fig. 2) is only just completed ;

in fact, I am still experimenting with her to try
and increase the speed . She is 54 ins. long by 7- in .
beam by 44 ins. deep amidships. She draws about
2 } ins. of water (exclusive of the propeller), and
weighs about 16 to 18 lbs. in running order ; the
weight, of course, varying with the quantity of
water in the boiler. She is built of tin -plate in

of the rear roll shaft is 94 ins. ; that of the front
roll-shaft, 60 ins. The distance between the points

MODEL ENGINEER handbook on “ Model Steamer

of ways is 30 ins. ; the extreme fall of the hammer
is 6 ft. 4 ins.

Building." She is extremely sharp at the bow ,
well rounded amidships, and the bottom slopes up

narrow strips in the manner described in

THE
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to a very broad flat stern . Her shape is very
She is very stable in the water, and shows no in
clination to heel over from the reaction of the
propeller, and she is fitted with water - tight com
partments at each end and is quite unsinkable.
The rudder looks rather small, but it is very efficient.
The en yine of this boat is the original single engine

similar to several of the French racing motor boats.

out of the 42-in. boat. It drives a single propeller,
34 irs. diameter and about 7 ins. pitch , which is
built up , the blades being let into a long torpedo .
shaped boss. The propeller shaft fits the stern
tube for about 8 ins. of its length , and when lubri
cated with vaseline, works perfectly free, but is
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For the Bookshelf.
[ Any book ra leived under this heading may be obtained from THE
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26 - 29 , Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E .C ., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage. ]

THE TELEGRAPHIST'S GUIDE. London : S . Rentell
and Co., Ltd. 25. net.
This is a thoroughly reliable practical manual
on technical telegraphy, and will be found useful

to the student who wishes to qualify for the City
and Guilds or the Departmental technical examina
tions. The book is extensively illustrated by line
diagrams, which are excellently done,
and some photographs of apparatus are
included, and form a commendable fea
ture. We observe that the correctmathe
matical meaning is attached to the time

constant of an inductive resistance L ,

Fig . 1. - A MODEL STEAMER AND MACHINERY.
quite water-tight. I have tested the engine with

an indicator with the propeller out of water and it
runs at over 3,000 revolutions per minute. In the
water I should estimate the revolutions at about
1 ,500.

The boiler is made of 20 B . W .G . tinned sheet
steel, and is 5 ins, diameter by io ins, long Over
all, and 8 ins. long in the water space.

There is

one furnace tube which is oval in cross section ,

over which a good deal of confusion exists
in theminds ofmany technical telegraph
ists. The section on repeaters and the
new quadruplex arrangement are well
done, and, generally, the book will be a
most valuable aid to the enquiring tele
graphist. Considering the importance to
which 'type printing instruments are likely
to attain , it is to be regretted that the
authors have not seen fit to include a
description of the Hughes' instrument,
which has been in use in the Service for some years ,

and would form a good introduction to the compli
cated mechanismsthe telegraphist will have to deal
with in the near future. It is, however, only fair to
point out that, in this respect, all English books on
Telegraphy arealike,as they either ignore,oronly cur
sorily mention , the beautifulapparatus ofHughes.
SWITZERLAND has a great scheme in view — the

being 31 ins. wide by 24 ins.
high .

It contains twenty

three cross tubes arranged
vertically in three rows, and
the heating surface is about

130 sq . ins. The firing is by
a blast lamp worked with
petrol, the tank for which is
just behind the engine under
the deck . This lamp gives
a large and very hot flame
quite free from smoke or soot,
and keeps about 50 lbs. pres
sure. I am going to cover
the boiler with asbestos and
fit a superheater in the smoke
box, and 1 then hope to get
FIG . 2. - ANOTHER OF MR. J. E .GREENWOUD's Fast Model STEAMERS.
better results. The best re
measured i conversion of all its State railways to electric
a
carefully
over
present
the
to
up
sult
traction . They cover 1,520 miles of route, 242
course of58 yards is 20 seconds. This was the best of
being of double track .
severalruns, the others varying from 21 to 25 seconds.
SPEED OF VESSELS. - An English writer quoted
The fastest run works out to a speed of about six
miles per hour. I hope to improve on this speed
in Consular Reports says : “ The highest ambition
when I have completed the alterations.
of those who aim at speed is to exceed a speed in
The colour of this boat is light green up to the
knots greater than the square root, and a quarter
water-line, and above this the deck and coamings
of the vessel's length . The Atlantic liners cannot
are white. The inside of the boat and the boiler
do it ; motor boats and the torpedo-boat destroyers
is painted with Brunswick black , which stands the
can, but such speed is attainable only at enormous
heat very well.
extravagance. "
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The Latest in Engineering .
An Articulated Locomotive. - A unique type
of locomotive has been recently introduced into

service on the Rhodesian Railway, which has just
been extended to Kalomo, ninety miles north of
the Victoria Falls . This locomotive was built by

Messrs. Kitson & Co., of Leeds, for the purpose of
working heavy freight trains over the severe grades
and sharp curves of the line, and has been capable
of drawing twice the train -loads hauled by the
most powerful locomotive on the Rhodesian rail
road . The engine is divided into three main por
tions — the superstructure and two steam -driven
bunker, water -tanks, and cab, which rest on two

trucks. The superstructure consists of boiler, coal

long girders that are themselves carried at two
pivot-points on the six -coupled trucks. By this
means the whole weight of the engine is upon the
coupled wheels, and is on that account available for

adhesion. It can be accurately adjusted by means
of a special spring connection introduced at a
selected position away from the bogie. Each bogie
is in itself an engine with a pair of cylinders , valve
motion , brake-gear, and sanding-gear complete,
and bears the weight of half of the superstructure
on a recessed steel casting. There are bolts passing
through slot -holes in these castings which form a
connection between the bogie and the superstruc

ture, and a further security against an excess of
chains. The mechanical details by which the
power is supplied and controlled for each of the
bogies has been carefully designed. The steam is
carried from the front end of the boiler by means
of ball-and-socket joints to each pair of cylinders.

movement is provided by the addition of check

The exhaust of the front bogie is carried through

2,000 tons ; radius of action at 12 knots with 2 000
twelve 8-in ., sixteen 3- in ., two 2.95-in ., and ter
1 .85-in , guns, two mitrailleuses, and four torpedo
tubes. Her armour belt will run her whole length

tons of coal, 10 ,000 miles ; armament, two 12 -in .,
and be 9 : 18 ft. broad , with a maximum thickness

of 9 .84 ins. Protection for 12-in , and 8 -in . guns,

7.87 ins. ; for small guns, 3.15 ins. ; for conning
tower, 9.84 ins. Her complement will be 36 officers
and 679 men , or, when serving as flagship , 44 officers
and 760 men .

A Steam Engine Improvement - -An in
genious arrangement, chiefly designed for locomo
tive engines, for keeping the exhaust port open a
longer time and for reducing back pressure, has
been invented by Mr. R . Eltringham , of Fourth
Avenue, Heaton, Newcastle-on- Tyne. The
main piston valves are used for the ad
mission of steam only, and not for the exhaust.
An exhaust port of ample area is placed in the
middle of the cylinder so that the trunk piston just
leaves it full open at each end of the stroke. Two
valve spindles are provided , each of which passes
through from end to end of the trunk piston , which
has a central space. Each spindle has a valve
head at each end fitting a seating in the piston ,
and the spindles are of such length that when one
valve is closed the other is held full open . When
the steam is admitted to one end of the cylinder
the pressure closing the valves at that end opens
the others fully to the exhaust, so that when the
piston again covers the exhaust port, the exhaust
steam for theremainder of theexhaust stroke passe3
through the valves in the piston to the central space

the smokebox , and is sufficient to keep up a draught

then open to the exhaust port. The exhaust port

through the firebox, and so maintain steam . The
exhaust steam of the hind bogie is passed into the
atmosphere, but could be utilised either for the pur
pose of increasing the draight or for an exhaust
steam injector if required . Thedriver suppliessteam
to both sets of cylinders by one movement of the
regulator handle , and in the same manner he is
enabled to reverse both engines, put the brake on ,

is always open to the condenser or the atmosphere.

A New Propeller. – We are enabled to illustrate
on opposite page a new biconcentric screw propeller,

each of the handles concerned . Each bogie has

with which experiments have been conducted at
Valencia with very remarkable results. It is the
recent invention of a Spanish engineer, Don José
Fola. The steamer Monserrat was fitted with the
propeller and made a trial the other day, at which

six wheels coupled , each of 4 ft. diameter, and two

Señor Enriquez and Dr. Barrachina , who are asso

outside cylinders of 16 ins. diameter by 24 -in .

ciated with Señor Fola in the invention . The
result of the trial trip is said to have confirmed the
extraordinary propelling powers of the invention,

and actuate the sanding-gear by one movement of
stroke. When in working order, the total weight
of engine and tender is nearly 125 tons.

a large party of scientific men were present, with

the speed being, it is alleged , 60 per cent. higher
New Italian Battleship . -- The new Italian
battleship Napoli was launched recently at Castel
lammare. The Napoli will form a division of four
homogeneous ships with the Vittorio Emanuele,

Regina Elena, and Roma, but this last will not be
launched until this time next year. The Napoli
was laid down on October 21st, 1903. Her length
over all is 474 ft. ; between perpendiculars, 435 ft. ;
beam , 82 ft. ; draught, 25.8 ft. ; displacement,
12 ,624 tons ; number of engines, two ; number of

cylinders in each engine, four ; number of boilers
(Babcock & Wilcox), 22 ; engines, 15,200 h.-p .
under natural draught, and 19,000 h .- p . under
forced draught ; speed , probably 22.5 knots ;

ordinary load of coal, 1,000 tons ; special load

than with ordinary screws, and with an economy

in fuel. The invention of Señor Fola is hailed as a

scientific event of the greatest importance.
Automatic Railway Booking. – The L . and
N . W . Railway Company are experimenting with the
“ penny-in -the-slot ” booking system . There is a
very popular twopenny journey on this line, namely ,
that between Willesden and Uxbridge Road , and to
save the time of booking clerks and for the con

venience of passengers, the trip can now be booked
a penny must be placed into each , then upon
pulling the handle a dated third class, single-journey
ticket is delivered .

automatically. There are two slots in the machine,

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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Traction Notes on Road and
Rail.
By Chas. S. LAKE .
ROAD SERVICE BY THE NORTH -EASTERN RAILWAY.
The N . E . Railway Company has recently put

into service between Bridlington and Flamborough

a series of motor char-a-bancs, each capable of
accommodating thirty -four passengers.

October 12, 1905.

BRITISH VACUUM CLEANER COMPANY'S VANETTE ,
The writer is indebted to Messrs . John I. Thorny
croft & Co ., Ltd., for the photograph and drawings
herewith reproduced . The chassis is of the firm 's
own construction throughout, and is fitted with a
four-cylinder, 20 h .- p. engine, and arrangements

are made to rrovide for driving the British Vacuum
Cleaner Company's pump by a Thornycroft en

gine when it is not driving the car. The body con
sists of a box containing the plant referred to above,
and fitted with a rail on top to carry any tools and

The total length of the vehicles is
22 ft . 6 ins., and the wheel-base is
13 ft. 9 ins. The seats, of which there
are seven , placed in the usual manner
for this kind of conveyance, viz.,
transversely, are arranged in tiers, so
that passengers can obtain an un

interrupted view of thecountry as well

from the rearward seats as from those
in front. The body of each vehicle is
mounted upon a “ Durkopp " chassis,
fitted with a four-cylinder petrol

.

engine developing 24 h .-p . The cars
have so far given very satisfactory
results.

A SIMILAR SERVICE ON THE NORTHERN

COUNTIES RAILWAY (IRELAND).
(Midland Railway), Ireland, have also
recently inaugurated a motor char-à
banc service, using Messrs. John I.
Thornycroft's standard 24 h .-p .
char-1-bancs,which are similar in size
The Northern Counties Committee

and design to those referred to above.
One of the vehicles, when tested ,
climbed with ease a hill graded at i in

7, with a full load . The petrol tank
gave an ample head of petrol in its
usual position .

FIG . 2. - SECTIONAL PLAN AND ELEVATION.
materials necessary , and has
seating accommodation for
five persons. The great ad
vantage of this vehicle is that

it is self-contained . At a
moment's notice it can go
VACUUM CLEANER CLP3
TheBRITISHOPERATINO
BOCAS POTENTS

rapidly anywhere, and, hav
ing arrived at the premises
where the cleaning work is to
be done, the petrol engine
is used to drive the cleaning
plant instead of the car ,
which remains stationary ;
and thus the work can be
done in the minimum time,
and, consequently , with the
minimum of inconvenience
to the owners of the house,

From this it will be noted
that the machine possesses
numerous advantages over
any other kind of cleaning
plant, and there are un
Fig . 1. - A THORNYCROFT V NETTE FOR THE BRITISH VACUUM
CLEANER Co., LTD .

doubtedly very gieat pos.
sibilitiesin the use of it. The
British Vacuum Cleaner Com

pany, Ltd ., are already very
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well known in connection with their extremely
eficient and rapid method of cleaning 'carpets,
etc., and there is no doubt that this new motor
self-contained cleaning plant will result in a very
great increase in their business.
ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES FOR THE GREAT NORTHERN

One of these locomotives is, by the courtesy of
the builders, illustrated herewith . The main floor

is constructed of steel girders and plates, having
built upon it a casing which runs practically the
whole length of the vehicle. The locomotive
measures 50 ft. 6 ins. over buffers, and is 8 ft. wide.
A driver's cab is provided at each end, fitted with
a

master -controller

of the

British

Thomson

Houston type, whilst one of the cabs also contains
the electrical and brake apparatus. The power is
obtained from the battery , and there is no need
for collector shoes. The main battery compart
ment accommodates about 36 tons weight of
accumulators, and the equipment of each car con
sists of eighty cells, each having twenty -one plates.
The normal discharge current is 179 amps., with a
maximum emergency load of 800 amps. The

locomotives each weigh about 64 tons, and their
free running speed when hauling a train load of
60 tons varies between 7 and 94 miles per hour.
The batteries have been supplied by the Chloride
Electrical Storage Co., and are capable of storing
sufficient energy to operate for a whole day without
recharging. The locomotives are equipped with
automatic centre coupler buffers and with the
Westinghouse, as well as hand brakes. They mark
one more interesting development of electric
traction methods in London .

METROPOLITAN RAILWAY ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.
No. I electric locomotive on the Metropolitan
Railway , which has already been illustrated in The
MODEL ENGINEER, recently hauled a goods train
composed of eighteen loaded wagons and two
brake vans, weighing in all some 280 tons, from
Willesden Green to Uxbridge (Metropolitan ) and
back without difficulty . This load is much in
excess of that for which the locomotives, which
weigh 50 tons each , were designed , but there ap

peared to be a margin of power in hand even then .
L . & N . W . R . STEAM MOTOR -CARS.

Reference to these cars wasmade on page 272 of
THE MODEL ENGINEER of September 21st. By the
courtesy of Mr. C . A . Park , M .Inst.C .E ., Carriage

Superintendent of the L . & N .W . Rly., we are
enabled to illustrate the design herewith and give
the principal dimensions. The car body is 57 ft.
long over all, and has rounded ends. It is 9 ft.
wide, 8 ft. 5 ins. high at centre, and 6 ft. 7 ins. at
side cornice .

The engine is of the locomotive type, with hori
zontal inside cylinders, 94 ins. diameter by 15-in .
stroke, and wheels 3 ft. 9 ins. diameter.

The

boiler, which is also of the locomotive type, has a

working pressure of 175 lbs. per sq. in ., a total

3-STORAGE
LOCOMOTIVE
RBATTERY
AILWAY
.:GNP&BFig

storage battery locomotives for service on the Great

Northern , Piccadilly , and Brompton Railway.

NORTHERN PICCADILLY
GREAT
&

the London Underground Railways Co., Ltd ., two

BROMPTON RAILWAY

P . AND B . RAILWAY .

Messrs. Hurst, Nelson & Co., ofMotherwell, near
Glasgow , have recently delivered to the order of
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heating surface of 317. 27 sq. ft., and a grate area
of 6 :38 sq. ft. There are two sets of water tanks,
one set fitted on the engine truck , and the other
suspended from the underframe. The total capa
city is 455 gallons. The coal is carried in bunkers
in the engine compartment, the capacity being
14 cwt. The engine can be operated from either
end of the car. From the plan view (Fig . 3) it will
be noticed that the car is divided into six compart
ments as follows : from left hand : - Engine room ,
luggage space, passenger saloon , vestibule passenger
saloon , driver's end compartment. Passengers enter

and leave the car by the centre vestibule, which is
controlled by an attendant. Direct access to the
saloons is given by this vestibule, and the seats
are placed transversely in each , with gangways down
the centre. Accommodation is provided for forty
eight passengers with a limited amount of luggage.
The weight of the entire car,with tanks and boilers
full, is 43 tons 8 cwts. ; 27 tons 8 cuts, being carried
by the engine truck and 16 tons on the carriage
truck .

The Society ofModel Engineers
[ Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
Nicular issue if reccived a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .]

London .
THE first indoor meeting of the winter se sion

was held at the Holborn Town Hall, Gray's
Inn Road, on Thursday, September 28th . The
chair was taken by Mr. D . Corse Glen , and upwards

of seventy members and visitors were present. The
minutes of the previous meeting having been read
and approved, eleven new members elected , and date

of next meeting announced , the Chairman read the

rules governing the competition to be held later in
view , nearly all of which were entered for com
petition , the workmanship on the greater portion
of which being of very high quality. Many
of the locomotives were shown at work on
the evening. A very fine show of models were on

the Society's tracks, and some of the other models
were under steam . The models entered for competi
tion were the following :- W . Clayton , hydraulic
capstan , elevating slide-rest, and pair of cylinders for
horizontal engine ; F . R . Welsman , hydraulic buffers
(unfinished) ; H . T . Smith ,main frames, bogie trucks,
and portion of controller for M .E . electric locomotive ;
H . F . Jefferson , wall telephone instrument; H . G .
Riddle,travelling crane ; Dr. Hovenden ,model single

L .B . & S.C . Ry. locomotive (clockwork), and track ;
W . H . Dearden , calipers, gauges, squares, scribing
blocks, drill chucks, etc., and a partly finished model
Caledonian locomotive ; H . C . Willis, 10 -wheel tank
locomotive; H . Hildersley, screw -cutting attachment

for plain lathe; J. Glover, horizontal steam engine ;
W . W . Deacon , shocking coil apparatus and needle
telegraph instrument ; J. C . Taylor, “ Agenoria "
locomotive (unfinished) ; J. W . Webb, -in . scale
guard's van ; W . F . G . Bradford, model force pump

and coupled steam chest and cylinders ; A . J. Coe, pair
of cylinders I-in. scale Caledonian locomotive ;
A . Bowling, G .W . Ry, type single locomotive.
Amongst unentered models were a model water
tube boiler by Mr. Allman ; Mr. Crebbins, locomotive
, Cosmo Bonsor " ; and several locomotives and parts
shown by Messrs. Wright, Clark & Wallis.

October 12 , 1905. '

The votes of themembers were taken during the

evening, resulting in the first prize --a set of castings,
materials, and working drawings for k- in . scale Lon
don , Tilbury and Southend locomotive, offered for
competition by Messrs. Wright, Clark & Wallis
being awarded to Mr. J. C . Taylor, for his partly
finished “ Agenoria ” locomotive ; the second prize
(155.) was awarded to Mr. W . H . Dearden for his partly
finished Caledonian locomotive ; and the third prize
7s. 6d.) to Mr. H . T . Smith (new member ) for his
partly finished M . E . electric locomotive . The Chair
man presented the prizes amid much acclamation , and
a very enjoyable evening then came to an end.
FUTURE MEETINGS.- The nextmeeting will be held
on Monday, October 23rd , at 7 p .m . - HERBERT G .

RIDDLE, Hon . Sec., 37, Minard Road, Hither
Green , S.E .

Practical Letters from our
Readers ,
[ Che Editor invites readers to make use of this column to the fuli
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interesi. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de- plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached .

Though not necessarily intended for publication .]

Bicycle -driven Dynamos.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Seeing several paragraphs on the
above subject in the M . E . & E ., I thought a descrip
tion of one I made nearly two years ago might be
of interest to some of the readers.
I took off back tyre of bike wheel and pasted
a strip of stout canvas around inside of rim to
reduce the rough surface where spokes entered rim .
The back wheel was now mounted in this way :
Two pieces of wood about 5 ft. long were nailed
to a cross -piece about to ins. long , one at each end ,
a notch was cut out of the middle of the smalle

piece for the fork of the bike to rest in . This was
placed under the point where the forks of frame
meet, just under the saddle, and the other long ends
of the pieces of wood were nailed to the floor.
With about fifty turns of the pedal per minute
I can get 3,000 (approx.) off dynamo. One can
either sit on saddle and pedal or turn with hand.
The front wheel is fixed to floor. I often have
half an hour's “ grind ," and charge up, or partly so ,

a small accumulator ; but it is tiring work to keep
up for any length of time. In conclusion , I might
say the dynamo is an 8-section cog -drum , shunt
wound , with an output of 10 volts 4 amps. I find
that three stranded whip cord , well stretched before
joining, makes an excellent strap, equal to leather ,
besides being far cheaper. -- Yours truly, D . R .

Armature Reaction and Distortion of Field .
TO THE EDITOR of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — Referring to the queries of " Field
less ” in your issue of September 21st re my letter
on “ Armature Reaction ," published in your issue
of August 31st, I will deal with them in the order
given :
( 1) Overheating of armature .

The motor was, as stated , an 8 h .-p . one, taking
110 volts, thus requiring nearly 70 amps. at full
load, with an efficiency of about 80 per cent. A

current of 46 amps. would , therefore, not overheat
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the armature, especially as it was running at
considerably above its normal speed .
( 2 ) Loss of residual magnetism .

It will be noticed in Fig. 4 (see my letter of
August 31st) that the direction C of the armature
field is nearly perpendicular to that produced by the

field -magnets, which will, therefore, be practically
uninfluenced .

(3) “ Does the armature depend upon its own
magnetism for a field ? " Yes. The field -magnet
poles are only used to distort the field thus produced.

(4) “ If so, how can it revolve ? ”
I think your correspondent will agree with me
that if the armature were isolated , no iron but the
core being present, the field produced would be

in the direction of the line joining the brushes.
Also that the presence of the field -magnets will
cause a distortion, and that the direction of the field ,
where it passes through the conductors, may be

considered to be similar to C (see Fig. 4 ). Now C
may, as I stated, be resolved into two components,

all I can say is that the motor would have ceased to
exist ; but “ Fieldless " will notice that the maxi

mum voltage applied was 11.9 .

In reply to the latter part of Mr. S . G . Dix's
letter, I hope he is not under the impression that it
would be possible to get much work from the given
motor without the fields excited . If he has noticed
my figures he will see that the design must be con
siderably altered to adapt itself to low voltages
and high currents. This would bring about a
corresponding increase in the field strength , and I
think it quite possible to build a motor on this
principle. I have not had the opportunity to try
this experiment on a low voltage machine, but there
are small machines used in practice as charging
dynamos giving about 11 volts 300 amps. ; I think
if the experiment were tried on one of these, a very
reasonable amount of work could be obtained from
themachine. Hoping I havemade these few points
clear. - Yours truly ,

D and E . But D being in the line joining the
brushes, will produce no torque on the motor, and
as far as we are concerned may be neglected . E ,
then , is the only useful component. Now we
have an armature conveying a current as in
dicated , and a field , due to the armature, in a
direction at right angles to the line joining the
brushes. These are the essential
conditions, and therefore the motor
should revolve.
With regard to the breakdown

of the 210 -voltmotor, “ Fieldless "
states that the armature was shat
tered , and the windings spread
open. From this I infer ; that the
armature burst, and was not burnt
out. The explanation for the

A . G . WARREN .

Abbey Wood.
Model Railway Design .

To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,- With further reference to this inter
esting subject, I thought I had described my
sign for the above in your issue of July 6th clearlyde;
if not, allow me to point out to Mr. Rogers (Buenos
Setting back

Down line Vi

siqnal. down to up

Up line

Siding signol to down line

Siding signal to up line
necessary rise in speed to bring
about this is fairly simple . If for
Part PLAN OF MODEL RAILWAY. By " MIDL IND.”
any reason the torque on themotor
becomes great the speed will rapidly rise, with
Ayres) the paragraph commencing — “ If, how .
disastrous consequences. Now the torque on the
ever, the trains were not run according to the usual
motor is proportional to the field strength F
practice - i.e., run on the left-hand set of metals,
multiplied by the current C , but
the facing connections of the cross-over roads
would become trailing ." The reason for this is
.
V - KSF .
owing to my obtaining them second-hand from a
=
R

where V = voltage on mains, K = constant

friend who
gave uphadhisthe
model
railway
material,
portion
of which
points
in the
oppositea

for motor, S = speed, R = resistan e of arma

direction to what I required , which causes the
diversion from the trailing position.
Since writing my description of July 6th , I have
altered the cross -over at Station B , as shown in the
sketch above. You will see this arrangement gives

ture.

- KSFX
F
.:: Torque is proportional to V- R

i.e., is prop :rtional to F V – KS F2
Now if the machine is running under ordinary
load , KSF2 will be nearly as large as V , and a
decrease in F will produce a large increase in the
torque at that speed , and the speed will rise until
steady motion again takes place. If the fields are
broken when the load is not too heavy this is what

takes place, and the terrific rise in speed is enough
to burst the armature. If the motor had been on a
heavy load ,KSF would have been small compared
with F V , and a decrease in F would have caused a
proportional decrease in the torque, and the motor
would stop . This would mean that the armature
would be developing no back E .M .F ., and the
currentwould either blow the fuses, or if there were
none, would burn out the armature

In my case, if the full voltage had been applied ,

facilities
for or
attaching
and line,also
detachingadmits
vehicles
from
either theup
down main
of trains
used as a cross -over.
intend to install electric bells between stations
A Iand
B ; also mechanical block instruments (my
own construction and design ), so that the block
system may be worked , and , when completed, I will
send you illustrations of the apparatus, together

shunting to allow others to pass, in addition to being

with a description of its working.

I should
like enthusiasts
to see someandfurther
model
railway
their designs
methodsfromof
working either from a practical or as a pastime

point of view .
With regard to Mr. Rogers' remarks respecting
, re Signals 23, 24,
the G . W . model signalling plancorrect
in assuming

1 and 25, I concur that he is
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these should be main line movements, as signals
Nos, 22, 21, and 20 are applicable to the branch line.

In conclusion , allow me to mention that there

are some good designs in the handbook on Model
Railways published by Messrs. Bassett-Lowke re
specting
signalling arrangements, etc. It issmaller
very
concise, and
gives some good ideas for the
gauge railways. - Yours faithfully ,

“ Midland."

Carbon Terminals.
TO
THE
EDITOR
OF Theto Model
DEAR SIR, - In reference
" J. A . Engineer.
B .'s " method
of fixing carbon terminals, which was given on
page 242 of September 14th issue, I should like
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Queries and Replies.
[ Atten . ion is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the sameenvelope.
Queries on subiects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by postunder the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing

with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )

should invariably be enclosed . ( 4 Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days

must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published. The insertion ofReplies in this column
The Editor THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26 -- 29 , Poppin 's Court.

A CARBON

cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to

* TERMINAL .

Fleet Street, London , E .C .)

The lofollowingare
selected from the Queries which have been replied
recently: to say that a certain wholesale firm manufactures
terminals as shown in the accompanying illustra

tion, and I venture to say that it would save time,
labour, and expense to buy these ready made.
Yours truly,
ALFRED GAIN .

Oxford Street, W .
THE “ Magic SPHERE " is the name given to an
invention by Sir Hiram Maxim which is said to

neutralise
the law of gravity. The machine is to
be erected in an open air pleasure resort, and will
take the form of a miniature “ earth ,” 50 ft. in

diameter and raised 20 ft. above the ground on a
pedestal which will revolve. making the sphere
revolve also. It is claimed that people walking in
the sphere will imagine that their bodies are leaning
outwards in mid -air.

A LARGE LIFTING MAGNET. - The Electric Con
troller and Supply Company, Cleveland, Ohio, have
recently brought out a very large lifting-magnet,
which has been designed for handling stock such as
pig -iron, light or melting stock , small castings,
bolts, rivets, etc.

It has a lifting capacity of

1,200 lbs. of pig-iron, small castings, bolts, nuts,
etc ., and 1, 100 lbs. ofmedium
castings. As
a magnet will of course, lift a weight
much greater weight
when the latter is in one piece than when in a

number of small pieces, the one in
is used
for lifting a large ball employed question
in
up
scrap iron . This ball weighs 11,000breaking
lbs. The

magnet is in the form of a disc,and is slung with its
faceshorizontal from three chains attached

to a ring.
NEW ELECTRIC DELIVERY VAN. — A somewhat
novel form of electric motor delivery van has
recently been brought out by the Titan Maskin

fabrik, of Copenhagen. It is a three-wheel vehicle
intended for loads up to about 5 cwt. A 14 h .-p .
electric
motor of the double-pole type drives the
single rear wheel through chain gearing. The
electrical energy is furnished by a battery of forty
cells of Cologne Accumulator Works type, arranged

in two groups in the bottom of the van body. The
two
braking positions, and a reverse motion. The
driver is mounted over the rear wheel, and controls

(14,559] Spark Coil. K . S . W . (Bradford ) writes :
thinking of making a 6 -in . spark coil from particulars given in
your MODEL ENGINEER Series No. 11, but before commencing
would like you to answer a few questions for me, if possible.
In the particulars it gives quantity of primary wire as 2 lbs. No. 12
D .C .C . ( 1) How many layers would this make ? ( 2 ) Is insulation
by using shellac varnish necessary between each layer ? (3 ) Has
the number of layers to be odd or even , as, if the number of layers
are even , both ends of primary wire will come out at the same end
of coil ? Does this matter ? (4 ) What should be the length of the
primary coil ? The secondary is 8 ins. long. (5 ) Would a coating
of shellac varnish be any good between each layer of wire in the
secondary sections ? I intend to use s.c .c . wire, number 36 gauge.

(6coil) Would
twelve bichromate cells connected in series work this
satisfactorily ? In your handbook it says the coil requires
20 volts 6 amps. to use coil to any purpose. How could I connect
the twelve cells up to obtain this ? ( 7 ) If twelve bichromate cells
will not do, how many should I get, and how would you
advise me to connect them - in series or in parallel, or ten in series
and two in parallel, or how ? (8 ) Will a mercury break put into
the circuit be of any consequence, or would it be likely to do harm
to the coil ? (o ) How many paraffined waxed filter papers should
be put between each section of secondary coil ? ( ro ) Does the

ebonite easily split when drilling holes for the screws ? (11) Is it
necessary to have ebonite ends for the bobbins ? If not, what is
the next best thing to use that is not so expensive ? I hope I have
not asked you too many questions, but I wish the coil which I shall
make to be perfect, and if careful work will make it so, it will be.
(r and 3) There should be three layers on the primary. ( 2) Not
necessary , but preferable ; we advise you to use it. (4 ) The
primary winding should be slightly longer than the secondary .
The exact number of turns does not matter . You can find out how
many turns of wire go to 1 in . of length , and the length of a single
turn , by trial winding, and from this calculate about what length

the weight will come to ; but as before said , the exact number of
turns and weight does not matter . (5) We think you will do well
to use paraffin wax throughout for the insulation of the secondary :
silk -covered wire is better if you can afford it. (6 ) Use large size
cells of at least 3-pint capacity. (7 ) Try six cells in series to com
Inence with , and increase the number in series until you get full
spark length . Make ample trial adjustments of the contact-breaker
as large as you
with each number of coils, and use platinum contacts mercury
break
can afford ; the larger they are the better . (8 ) A

an
would be a very good thing to use. You can try the coil with
ordinary hammer contact-breaker first ; an independent break
can be used at any time by merely screwing up the hammer break
with a piece ofpaper between the contacts, so that it will not vibrate ,
and connecting themercury break across the contacts to act instead .
(9 ) Four (10 ) No, but it is a material that requires careful
handling , especially in cold weather . (11) Preferable , and we

advise you to use ebonite. Failing this, try teak or mahogany
well boiled in paraffin wax.
(14,588 ] Steam Engine Proportions. R . S . (Manchester)
stroke.
(1 ) Length of bed , piston -rod , and connecting -rod, weight of fly

, it-in .
horizontal engine, 1-in . bore
am making a built-up answer
writes : IWould
the following questions ?
you kindly

controller is adapted to give two forward speeds,

of valve ? (3 ) What pressure
wheel ? (2 ) Size of ports, attravel
would be needed to drive it 200 revolutions per minute ?

the steering by a lever at his right. A pedal oper

of piston -rod should equal thickness of piston plus clearance at end
of cylinder plus depth of gland and stuffing -box and clearance .
plus the amount fitted into cross -head . The connecting -rod
should be about three times the length of the stroke- say, 44 to
41 ins. centre to centre of brasses. ( 2 ) Steam ports by 3 -32nds in .,

ates a band brake working on a disc attached to

the rear wheel ; when the brake is applied, the
current is cut off.

( 1) These dimensions depend on the general design . The length

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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travelplusof
exhaustequals
f by 3-16ths
in.portLapopening
of valve,by 1-20th
; bare(1-20th
equals
2 travel.
plussay,
valve
(3) Depends
3-32nds) by 2 lapequals,
9 -32nds in . valve
on the friction of the engine.

Undertype Dynamo
(14,545 )) writes
Construction.
(Lichfield
a small
a Fset.withDof:
castings
advertised: Iasam16 making
c.-p . The
agnet isfromwound
field -mdynamo

1 lb . No. 24 S . W .G . s .c .c. copper wire, there being thirty-two layers
(about 1,300 turns) in all. The armature is built up
of stampings,
and is Itins. diameter, 17 ins. long. I intended winding
it in four

sections, as in your handbook, “ Small Dynamos and Motors," as
it is my first attempt at dynamo building. (1) Will you please
advise me what gauge wire to use for armature,
and how much ?
(2) What should be the output of above dynamo
in volts and
amps. ? (3) Also, what current will

it require to work same as a
motor ?
( 1) Wind armature with No. 25 gauge s.S.C . copper wire. Get
on as much as you can ; about 41 ozs. will be required . (2 ) The
output will depend largely upon the speed. Try it at about
3,000
revolutions
per airminute.
12 voltsvery
mayandgetironabout
and good.
2 to
space isYoushort
3 amps, if the
of magnet

Test withcurrent
a
21 c.-p . lamp tomotor
find out ifmachine
is working.
(3)
The put12-voltit will
partly depend
take as a light
willabout
upon
the
load
upon
the
pulley
;
at
load
with .,
it
amps.,
say, 8 to 12 volts. You could load it up to 4 amps. without harm
probably
Themachine
with
would
minimum
run
4
volts
a
as
,
and,
of course, give out less power . The field coil should be connected

in shunt to the brushes for both dynamo or motor use.

[12,664) Water Motor; youSealing
Accumulatore.
following
kindly upanswer
give me a drawing thefor a water

W . L . (Chorley)
writes Will
questions
: Could you :kindly
motor or tell me where I could
to make to drive a dynamo to

get one to work to . This I want
light eight 8 c.- P . lamps at 25 or
50 volts. What horse-power shall I require , and what voltage
in

Now
Strupy Vukanita
Lugs sze

Dyoamo
. B . me
(Aberdeen)
would be
pleased forif Charging.
I (14,543]
you would W give
drawingswrites
and:
windings
of an undertype dynamo, 15 watts, 15 volts, I amp. at
1,000 r. p .m . I would like
speed kept low as possible , as
it is to be driven by a hthe
.-p . water motor,as run
at about60 lbs.
which is useless on a 601 -watt
machine. We have
a splendid
pressure here, not far from 60 lbs., and it is rather
disappointing.
to pay 30s. for a thing they said would drive a 100 -watt dynamo
easily ; more than that, the pulley on it was about a foot out of
truth
Would
loading the wheel with lead do any good ? The
.
dynamo
is for charging.
mention very for dynamo of th .s output,

speed youis to be of issmall size.
low Fora design, we refer you to
The machine
if the
Fig . 8 , page 18 , of our Handbook No. 10, made to the 60 -watt

pattern,
drum
and
scale
be of
tocoils,
; armature
nnect eight
ot, coconnected
oin . each
to cogs,
twoNcogged
wound
with eight
26 gauge
slslot,
8-section
commutator
copperan wire.
wound with No.
26 requireds.s.cField
.
A
.
-magnet to be
quantity
of about
t 5 ozs. will be
u
o
D
nd
th
pu
wi
wound with it lbs. No. 22 gauge s.c.c. copper wire on each coil,

or more if you can get it on in the space. Coils should be con .
nected in shunt to the brushes. As regards speed , this must be
found by actual trial ; it may be anything from 1,000 to 2,000
r.p .m . approximately . To get lowest speed practicable, the
should be necessary.
armature
to the pole-faces.
very close indeed
-volt
with a good A 15bored
Testmachine
out tunnel would run

would
Re water
5 C.-pits. lamp.
less than A1 hgood
with motor.
give
Beforedynamo
.- p . 60-watt
you condemn
full output
House
motor we suggest that you make further trials.
water
your
water pressure is a variable and deceiving quantity ; besides, the
jet
but flow also you
of pressure,
not only onequantity
. Your
question
may
of water.of Perhaps
are not
not ispass sufficient
giving themotor a fair chance to do its work . Fit it with a smaller
speed, couple

dynamo

to allow together
the
or coupling,
high a flexible
asspindles
pulley,so
it to run atby ameans
and motor
ENGINEERand
MODELWater
the article in of
trials. Read
make
for
THE
some
Motors."
September 3rd , 1903, on " Designing and Testing
If the pulley is out of truth , it should be turned up in a lathe :
balancing with lead would cure vibration. How did you test the

dynamo? Perhaps the fault is there, and not at themotor.
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( 14,529 ) Four - pole Dynamo, W . R . (Dursley) writes :
should be glad if you would kindly help me out of a little muddleI
I am in just now . It is with four-pole dynamo.

The yoke of
measures 27 across, with a inside
The poles are made of wrought iron, it ins. long, 1 in . wide, and
# in . deep, and a cast-iron cap (or shoe)
in . thick,
I ins.
(on long) across, and is ins. wide. The3- 16ths
core has a
diameter of 21 ins. with 12 slots fin . deep armature
and
t
in
.
wide,
and
measures i ins. long. The armature was coil wound with twelve
coils, each containing sixteen turns of No. 22 S . W .G ., and was
connected parallel. containing
field coils200 were
of
No. 25 S . W in.G ., each coil The
There800wasturns
turns.wound
also a
it
diameter 4 + ins., and an
outside
diameterins,of 5 ins., whichan leaves the yokeofjust
in , thick .

rocker-arm which could be shifted to any position , and for gauze
brushes set at equal distance. But it took 15 amps. to start as a
motor, I cut out one coil and one bar (com .), and made a series
wound soarmature,
and then it ran with 5 amps. but gives no out.
put at all as a dynamo. If you would kindly
give me instructions
could get
asbe togreatly
outofcoil
how Iobliged
machine
30 volts 5 armature
thiswas
I should
. The span ofamps,
from slot i to

Rubbershoes

Rewind
withturns
No. as25 you
copper
gaugepossibly
single silk-covered
wire.
Get armature
on as many
can .No.Wind
on the
plan shown in Fig. 49, page 36 , of our Handbook
1o, but, of

Plate

-Places

slot see
4 , and
to 7,coilandwas7 exactly
10 toof1,each
to 1o , and
and pole
so on. ; so you
will
that4 each
in centre

course, with twelve coils to suit your core, instead of sixteen ,
as given in the figure.
The commutator need not be cross

connected, as you have four brushes.

instead, crois
connect opposite brushes. Can you notYougetwill,
more wire on the

Puery 12664 in Rubber Shoes

poles ? The field winding should have a resistance of at least
35 ohms. Your present winding will take too much current for
20 volts. You will have to run at about 3,000 revolutions per

SECTION OF ACCUMULATOR.
you think best ? beenThe water pressure is on an average of 45 lbs.
do
per sq.

making a -volt accumulator and when I
in. I have
charged it all the red lead dropped 4 off
the positive plates. Could
me
you
give
a
kindly
reason
Willwill
?
you not
top up with so that the acid
spill,tellmewhat
as I intend toto make
use it the
for
my bicycle ?

A | h .-p.inwater
motor 15th
foundissue.to have
will ,be1901
illustrated
December
Thisbeen
woulddescribed
have toand
enlarged somewhat to give sufficient power to develop current bein
dynamo64 toins.light
8 c.pall. lamps.
wheel
or 7 eight
instead Make theas diameter of cup
ins. over
of 5 ins. shown

draw

ing (page 270- 271), and the casing, of course, larger on corre
spond. The nozzle would be about 3 -16ths-in. insteadtooof, to5 -32nds
however,
in . The| hprecise
will be found
by 30trial.or
About
.- p . willdiameter
be neededof .this,Voltage
could be
of dynamo
50 , and should give respectively 6 .5 or 4 amps. - i.e., approximately
200 watts. Re Accumulators. Either have
charged withgrids,
too
heavy a current, or paste has not been you
well pressed
the
or has been too moist or soft when supplied. Fill in into
top with pitch

(molten ) to which has been added a little bee's -wax to make it less
brittle
when cold . We trust these details will assist you.

minute. If you will say what weight of wire you can get on the
field
coils, we canvarious
advise you as to gauge. We advise you to try
ihe machine
at machine
speeds with the present field coils, and
ascertain

if the
excites, and what output you can get
without undue
heating of the
field winding. We doubt if you will

than

get more
15 volts 5 amps. from this machine. It should ,
however,
work very
well as a motor with 15 volts pressure.

(14,

Telephone

715) the wall telephone
Failure.
S. R . in(York)
We
have made
page writes
as described
35 of: your
sixpenny
handbook on " allTelephones
and Microphones,"
and find
that we cannot
anyone
at ofwhen
through
the
is speaking
transmitter,
whichhearconsists
pencil carbons
as described ; but we
distinctly
can
slight
hear
any
board
which
knock
tap
or
the
on
on
the transmitter
is fixed . We

should be very glad if you could
tell uswhat you think is wrong with
it.
be
This
may
carbons
sticking
due
to
the
or to the boardtonein which
they are mounted not responding to the high frequency
the
ofwith
voice.
The board should be as thin as possible, consistent
mechanical
conditions,
small
should
and
not
too
possible
;
and
it
be
to rotate the carbons without their jamming at all. As you can hear

taps distinctly, itwould appear that the circuit is correctly joined up .
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Proportions.
S. R . queries
W . (Popre
writes : Steam
lar)(14,554)
kindly answer
Will youBngine
me the following
model launch engine I am about to build
? (1 ) Engine to be r -in .
bore, 4-in , stroke. Am going to build cylinder up from s.p . brass
tube, 1 in . inside diameter ;
will be 3-16ths in .
long should cylinder tube be piston
to get best working resultsthick? .( 2 )How
Size
of steam and exhaust ports ? ( 3) Size of steam and exhaust
pipes ?

(4 ) Also would it be any disadvantage to use the same size tubing
for
providing the tube is large enough for the
steam stearn
and exhaust,
exhaust
?
( 1 ) If the clearance at each end of the cylinder is 1- 16th , and the

" of the cover 1- 16th in ., then, with a piston thick
“ checking-in
of 5-16ths in ., then (2 by 1- 16th ) + (2 by 1-16th ) + 5- 16ths
ness
= t + + 5 - 16ths in. = 9 - 16ths in . This amount added to the
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plates ; sizes as given in your book ? Also how long would it take to

be too
cellsas? a (3)nightWould
12 gravity
with going
fully
? (4 ) Would
lightcurrent
all night
one lamp
to keep them
great charge

this installation give sufficient current to work a motor powerful
so , lights
I suppose
an ordinary
enough notto drive
on asit
sometimes Ifwith
to runsewing
motormachine?
be possible
would
out one
re inserting resistances or cuttingwould
? I note your reply say
well
not
mplest plan
or two cells. (5 ) Please whether the scharge
set direct
accumulators
two sets
be
then
for onelights,
straightandto wires up
then ofconnect
batteries,
fromto have
one set charging
connect other set to batteries ; so alwayskeeping
quite under
(6 ) Also, I cannot
while the other setwasdoing work.Accumulators,"
pages 40 and 46 .
stand your remarks in “ Small

in ., whichmayis the
- 16ths = I 5 -16ths
= + 9 tube.
of the ofpiston
stroke
be
total
in . ; port-bar,
by 5steam
- 32ndsports
exhaust ports ( 2)in . The
in . bylength
3 - 32ndsthein . ;cylinder
steam and
in.
diameter
in
.
(3
)
3
16ths
in
.
or
3-32nds
5 -64ths
in . diameter exhaust pipes. (4 ) No trouble will ensue ; 3- 16ths

in . diameter pipe really would do for both steam and exhaust.

Small Motor from 100 - volt Mains.
G . (14,5131
P . (SouthRunning
Shields) writes
: I would be very much obliged if you
would put me right in the following. I have a model dynamo (as
per sketch ) which I wish to drive as a motor for a fan , from
dynamo working at 65 volts. Armature of model is Siemens N
wound
with about
3 ozs, 12ofOzS.
No.No.
22 22cottonwire. Fields,
series wound
with about
c . c . covered
wire ; commutator,
of
course,
in
two
sections
cut
slantwise.
Brushes
are
just
thin 3strip
of brass , and model lights a small lamp when running about
,000

Og

with
a good
and I that,
course,tocuts
it. to Idrive
shouldit aslikeI
to know
whatpressure,
alterations
wouldofrequire
make
say
,
and
what
size
wire
to
connect
up
to
mains
;
also
would
same
do to drive from dynamo running at 100 volts pressure ? theWould
making
a
drum
armature
be
better,
and
what
size
wire
and
quantity
should
I put12 onins, and
wouldbecarbon
diameter
suitablebrushes
fan about
for it ?be better
. ? Would a
You can use the Siemens N -armature , but a drum would be
preferable . If the motor is wound to suit 65 volts it would beto
connected
to use aWindings
resistanceforin 65seriesvoltswithareit aswhenfollows
necessary
:- Field
100-volt mains.
the
about
.c
.
copper
26connected
gauge s.c
with No.
magnet to beaswound
the
arma
with
in
series
and
at
present,
sameweight
ture : Siemens armature to be wound with No 30 gauge s .s. c .
wound with eight
with eightto cogs
wirein; oreachdrumslot,armature
coppertwo
com
an eight-section
and connected
coils,

Query73720
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н сан

revolutions, but requires to have brushes pressed on commutator

mutator, wound with No. 34 gauge s .s.c . copper wire ; get on as

OB

OD

DIAGRAM OF COIL CONNECTIONS.
You give, in the first place, a method for working out the capacity
plates, but on the latter page (in giving an example
ofof accumulator
same) you seem to go on another method. (7 ) What difference
in current capacity, having two negatives to
it
make
ifoneany,
does
pos'tive plate instead of one negative and one pos tive ? Also
what advantage is it to have 3 - 16ths in , or 1 in . instead oftin ,

what
from asodynam
8-voltaccumulator
? (8 ) In E charg
as to )charge
one could employ
.M .F . ngandancurrent
isplates
the greatest
up in quickest possible time ? (9 ) Re zincs for using in gravity cells
to use sheet zinc ? Also, are there several qualities of

is it possible
electrical
in most catalogues
asis.I notice
same,
3d .orprice
4d . quoted
perquite
Ib .
aboutgoods
hereofquote
per lb .,whilelocalmen
isabout
I have also bought a second -hand shocking coil, and cannot
understand the connections. I give a rough sketch above : Dotted
indicate direction of wires seen underneath the board. The
lines
connection of wire for primary coil I can clearly understand .
(1) Will you say what is the object of having the four terminals.
in any

A , B , C . and D , as B and C do not appear to be connected
? (2) What is the object of switch H ? I was told that a
way
quart bich , cell was usually used for this size coil, but that a pint cell

cell of latter size, and with switch Hat E
work it well.fromI tried
would get
a shock terminals A and D , butwith switch atFor G
could
could get no result. (3 ) What voltage and current would the
coil take ? Its size is 8 ins. long by about 3 ins., excluding ends.
14) How is an indicator made to use with coil - one with clock face
? efficiency, for about
travel right
and( 1)pointer
Three to8 -volt
1-C .-P round
. lamps,theifcircle
of good
three hours. ( 2) About 7 amp.-hours ; probably take about
twelve to fifteen
hours.thatYouitsshould
however,
discharge
an
accumulator
so much
volts never,
fall below
1.8 volts
per cell,
(I 3)C.-PNot. andif lamp
was
of
very
low
candle-power
;
not
more
than
of good efficiency . (4 ) It would not be advisable to
run motor and lights as well as there would be too great a drain
on the cells ; for very lightwork and a first-classmotor speeded so
as to allow it to run at a high speed with moderate speed of sewing

JQuery1513
FIELD -MAGNETS FOR OVERTYPE DYNAMO.
much as you can ; about 4 Ozs, will be the weight. Weadvise a

10-in . diameter four-blade fan. You can adjust the speed by
altering
the pitch
blades. Ifmotor
doestaking
not run fasttoenough
,
put
the field
coils of the
parallelwith
each other,
N . and S . poles . in Carbon
or copper gauze
brushes care
would obtain
be an
improvement.

) Electric) writes
Light: Many
Installation
; Shocking
G . (13,720
R . (Weymouth
thanks for
your reply toCoil,
my
enquiries re Accumulator Installation (February 16th , No. 13,618).
I find that I made a mistake, and quoted you the wrong book . The
one
I meant to refer to is No. 22 M . E . Series on " Electric Lighting,"
and the installation (or one somewhat similar) I wish to set up is

described
on pagesbefore
54 to 60.
the three
questions
you
unable
to replyIandtherefore
towhat
. (1) repeat
How many
8-volt
couldwere
be lighted
at one time,
candle-power
would lamps
these

lamps give ? ( 2 ) What current capacity are these accumulator

machine,
you could
this, especially
purpose. if (5the) Yes
; we
should consider
this use
wouldthebecells
goodforplan
charging
isDaniell
done atcelllowalways
rate ofdischarging
current, as itto is prevent
advisableintermixing
to keep a gravity
the
solutions and deposit of copper on the zinc block . Youofmust
remember that as all the current has to come out of the 'Daniell
battery40 itsthe capacity
is a measure
what foryousmall
can cells
do. on(6 ) the
On
page
rate of charging
is dealtof with
basis of 6 amps. per sq . ft. of positive plate ; page 46 deals with
larger cells, but the basis of 6 amps. per sq . ft. of positive plate can
still
be considered a fair charging rate. It is simply a question of
not exceeding the maximum charging rate and continuing the
charge until the cells are full. Capacity per area of plate will be
greater in proportion the larger the cell, different makes of cells
and plates also vary. Chapter 3, perhaps, will help you, as it
deals with plates not very much larger than those you contemplate
using. (7 ) If you only use one negative to one positive plate you

very positive
much increase
internalresistance
ofthecell
the cell,
as bothefficient
sides
ofa
plateonearethe
active
;theconsequently,
is travel
notso
as
current
from
side
of
positive
plate
must
a
longer
distance to the negative. A negative, on each side of a positive,
should always be used . Up to a certain limit the capacity of a
plate increases with its thickness, and the plate is also mechanically
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required to drive it ? Size, 4 ins. by 3 ins, by i in. ; 4 volts 0- 5

volts
) Ten plate
to 11(reckon
stronger.
16ths-inper, sq.
plates.
couldratetryof 3-6 amps.
ft. of (8positive
and currentYouat the

both sides), if you exceed a certain rate the plates buckle and the
cell becomes hot. (9 ) Yes ; but a block is better : zinc for batteries
to avoid local
as possible
must
be of as high a degree of purity which
zinc,
occur inzincimpure
action that is , small, wasteful currents
and deal
advice is to avoid cheapgood
and waste it away. Our
quality,
guarantee to supply zinc of
with the firm who will
Shocking Coil. ( 1) TerminalsBand C were possibly intended to take
a primary shock , but have not been connected . (2 ) Switch at H
as to
in sections of the secondary coil so should
appe.rs to be to switch
G you
on to F and the
increase the shock , when you move it according
of
method
decreasing
to
increasing
or
result
get
an
connectio
ns. Perhaps the switch is not making contact or some
of the connecting wires are broken . ( 3) Four volts , and 2 or 3 amps.;
but you ought to be able to get shocks with a single bichromate cell
coil
of i pint size. (4) A cord from the regulating handle of pointer,
of ofthethethecord
spindle
pulley onat the
roundof aa weight
carried
switch
can
be
,
end
other
the
means
tight
by
and kept
you would only get three movements of the pointer ; to get a
but
constant and gradual regulation you require a sliding tube over the
core of the coil as explained in our handbook , “ Induction Coils."
( 13.945 ] Wiring for Small Workshops. S . M . G . (Hunslet)

writes : (1) I have seven Leclanchés which I want to use to light a
6 -volt lamp. Please state how many cells are necessary for, say ,

makes a dull light with

at a had
only put in my workshop at a .
minutes
time. Itmains
to seven
five seven
( 2 ) I have
the
pressure
200 volts.
ofcells.
other requisites are already
The metertheand
fitted . I have wired for lamps as per sketch , Fig . 1 , A and B being

main switches. Please sketch diagram for fuses and switches ; two

FIG , I.
SWITCHES

amperes.
We cannot recomme
purposebe.
.- p . for bsuch
.h .-p .a would
at leastof Ithisb .h type
You require a motor tondgivea motor
designs are given in our Hand -

number of
better for river use.sizeA would
be 150 to 300 watts, series wound
book No.
10 ; the
accumulator cells, or three accumulators
for 36 volts - say,sizeeighteen
3 of our Handbook No. I .
in series of the described in Chapter altogether
too small. Of
The size mentioned in your letters is
:
course, you can use a much smaller outfit just for amusement
designs of
find
You will
use. numbers
but it would be of littlect practical back
S
MODEL
THEE VO
sketch
u
incan find. ambers of TH
motors similar toill your
e
le
yo
th
se
ENGINEER
largest
can wewill
find, andadvise
have you
amplefurther
battery.
power. If. youTake
willtheselect
the you
design,
as

to winding and battery.
Loco . H . E . N . (Acocks
for Electric
(14,690 ) Motor making
a small electric locomotive, and am
Green ) writes
I am
fitting it with :a 10 -watt motor described in your Handbook No. 10 ,
when putting current of about 10 volts
Chapter 6 . willI find,
not start itself, but awhen you help it over with
through , it
some force it will run, but it has not the slightest power. (1 ) I
have made a il-in . tripolar armature for it, and put it Ozs. No. 22
wire on it. Is this enough ? I have been recommended to try
finer wire. ( 2) I have made the field -magnets it ins. wide,yourbecause
book ,
as in
they are not so thick
of the larger armature, androom
. Their chief dimensions are as on
because I am cramped for
sketch . I have wound them with about 10 oz . of No. 22. , If
you will advise me what to do on these matters , I shall be very
much obliged .
(1 ) Tripolar armature will do very well. Perhaps you have con
nected the field coils in series with the arma
ture. If so, this would account for the trouble,
as No. 22 gauge wire would not be suitable for
series
connection. It shouldA series
be connected
in shunt to the brushes.
winding

is, however, the correct thing for traction

Lomaso ¢ ¢

MAINS

purposes. with
re-windcopper
the
We suggest
armature
No. 24 that
gaugeyou .S.C
wire, and the field -maguet with DNo. .18 gauge
S.C .C . copper wire, connected in series with
armature.
theamps.
volts
give about
shouldA battery
2bichroma
be used to say,
two or6 three
te cells in series . - Perhaps your
pre
sentstart
batteryshunt-wound
will not givemotor,
enoughone current.
To
a
of the
brushes
be lifted up for a momentwhilst
current isshould
on . A series wound motor will
without this being done. You could try start
your
present
winding
coil plenty
in shunt.
The battery
mustwithbe the
able field
of
to give
current- say, 3 or 4 amps. ; 6 volts is ample
pressure.

[14,508) Overtype Dynamo.construct
T. T.

мб
Fig . 2.

Query 15945
light with one switch on switchboard. (3 ) I also wish to do a little
plating (silver). What resistances should I use if I connected in
place of lamp M ?
more than I volt, say about
( 1) A Leclanché cell gives rather
seven cells in series should light your lamp very
so that
If volts,
well,
if it does
not take too much current ; we suspect it takes too
their contents old and
pots
porous
much
currentThisor your
of cell minute
worn current
cannotandsend any but anareextremely
out.
type than
small
for more
a
or two, as it rapidly polarises.
The remedy is to obtain a lamp which is made to take a very small
then ) iftotheobtain
current,
refuse to run it and try they
cells still
are
condition
in good and
a second lot of cells(provided
them in

parallel
a tthird
if necessary
withthetheloadfirst
lot, they
, until
cell and
amoun
you reduce
per lot,
to anthen
atwhch
willmaintain
battery
described
bichroma
as
the light. Ormake a non-polarising
As far as we are aware
. 2. (3) tecurrent,
handbook
(2) See Fig
No. 5.in Leeds
in ourcurrent
alternatin
supplied
and therefore
is
the
rectifier,
rectifiedg bymeansofa
electro-plating unless it isindirectly
useless
for
use
current
continuou
turned
an alter
thehaveofcontinuou
or currentmotor
into
s a dynamo. Youbymust
nating
driving
s
current for electro -plating and charging accumulators.

(Kingston
(14,6 Motor for Small
sculling skifl,” and how many accumulators of the following size

86] you kindly let meknow what
Boat.size motor
F. P. the style
: Will not
drawing,
reproduced) would be required to drive(after
ofwrites
a “ double

writes : dynamo
(Montrose)overtype
I desire to compounda
bipolar
windings of i k . w , capacity, with
at a pressure of
, an armature of 24 slots to be used
50 volts
(two windings in each slot), with 24-segment
commutator ; Speed 1,500 r .p . m ., armature to
be made of approved laminations, field -mag .
The
iron . advice.
be castI wish
and pole-pieres
nets
questions
follow upon to which
What diameter and length should armature
diameterbetween
And
? The proper
beshould
of its shaft
be placedbe the
the ?width
lami
nations paper
depth and
? Whatshould
of the slots
? The
B . andto Sbe.) connected
D .C .C cop
of each
coi size
per wire, and the length
(24 ( coils
as follows), beginning with ending 24, etc. The length
about the
and diameter of winding Space on field-magnetshorns
? The
base to top
of
of magnet from about
entire length
sketch
the style of magnet that
(not reproduced ) showsarmature
should the pole -pieces en .
will be used . How much of
close- - that is, what opening should exist at top of horns ? The
size (B . and S .) D . or s . c .c. wire for shunt, and the length for each
series winding ? The dynamo will be belt
spool, and dittogasolene
for theengine,
and of what h .-P . should this engine
driven from a
be ? In making answer, please let your calculations be liberal,
so that the thousand watts will be obtained with ease without
extra demands upon the machine.
We can
The query is beyond the scope of our query columns.
our Expert Service Department at
give a complete reply through
the information required . The fee for a reply
to
a fee according
giving the information asked for in the letter, without any drawing
except an outline sketch giving proportions of field -magnet, would
the rules given in the
out, however, thatAvery
be ros. 6d. Dynamo
We pointDesign
, price is , 2d ., are
," by A . H .
“ A . B .C . of
selected by the
particular
designs
applicabl
than
the
e to aother
dynamo couldonebe designed from
author ; and
two-pole overtypeapproxim
ate data to go upon :
them The following would be
Armature 41 ins. diameter by 51 ins. long, shaft i in , diameter
at centre of core, magnet cores 31 diameter, of circular section

wrought iron, wound with about 15 lbs. No. 19 B . and S . gauge
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copper
and S. gauge d .c.c.
1427B .b.h.-p.
wound with
armatureshould
S.C.c.;
wire.'
each,areandof
20 sq. ins.cores
of aboutIfmagnet
an area
haveabout
they should give
cast iron,Engine
a greater weight of wire will be required.
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the delivery is shown in section on the top of the body, the
the side facing the reader. These
suction valve box goingbein at
valves, which may also used for other purposes where a non .

A . H . (Rondebosch )

(14,567] Smul Electric Lights. S.
in a
writes : I would like to fix up an electric ight, and not being shall
get one charged, I
position to charge an accumulator, nor kin
ily let know what

Liner

wire will be required for connecting, battery being about
gauge
10 ft, from lamp ?

Delivery

me
Will you
have to work it with cells. (1)will
a i.
light about
be required
of cell, andto how
class
in) When
every
minutes
than tentobattery.
use for notmore
be inmany,
c.p . lamp, lamp
(2
bichromate
a
want
't
don
I
?
hours
twenty-four
buying the lamp, what kind shall I have to ask for ? (3 ) What
( 1) The best cell is the constant pattern bichromate, but it you
will not have this, we recommend you to obtain copies of The
MODEL ENGINEER for April 9th and i6th , 1903, and try themodi
in those issues.
fied “ tin -pot " battery, which is very fully described
Failing this, try the gravity Daniell pattern, as described on page
59 of our Handbook No. 22. ( 2 ) When buying the lamp, you must

el

rr

Union

Bo

voltage
be worked
state
do well to getPaya
You itswillcandle-power.
lamp. with
and itgetis ato good
a goodtheprice
volts would be a
spare one in case you burn out the first one. Six
convenient pressure to work at. Such a lamp of 1 c.p . would take
about amp., if of good efficiency. (3) No. 22 gauge wire.

(14,538]
Spark why
Coil.my C .inH..spark
(Kentishcoil Town,
.) writes
Could
you explain
which N I.Whave
made:
will not spark at secondary terminals, even at 1 -32nd in apart ?
I can get a fair shock from secondary coil, but not as strong as that
from the primary and ought
this to be so ? I for trying
got twoto
bichromate batteriescoilone dry cell, which I usedhave
coil,
spark
the
and
I
find
I
a
get
stronger
cracking
spark
primary terminals (by making and breaking circuit with at the
without dry cell. Could you explain this ? I may state thatwire)
all
connections are all right. For the condenser
twenty
-five
sheets tinfoil, 3 ins. by it ins., as you say inI have
your handbook ,
interleaved with waxed paper, and this I have got doubled as
sketch
,
so
as
it
wil
fit
at
bottom
of
coil
case
;
this,
up,
seems to make no difference to the violent sparkingconnected
at contact
breaker.
I maywound
state,onthequite
secondary
is perfect in
insulating, Also,
but not
level. winding
This, I think,
ought
not
with inthe
so much as not to get one
Sparkto atinterfere
least 1 -32nd
, in sparking
length . Also
will you, when replying
to this letter, give me sketch of connections for t-in . spark coil,
with no trembler blade, with four terminals and condenser ?
The shock from the secondary of a + in . spark coil should be abso
lutely unbearable in fact, should not be voluntarily taken. A
cell is not suitable for working such a coil - it should not be
dry
used . The two bichromate cells, if of fair size - say quart size,
or larger - should work the coil very well. Perhaps your cells are
not in proper condition . Try the coil with the condenser laid on
the flat. Perhaps you have short-circuited it. If it still does not
give any better result, make a new one ; you may is absolutely
spoilt the
present one when bending it. A good condenserhave
necessary. If you still fail, the fault may be in crossed turns
in the secondary winding, which short-circuit one another. A
few such turns would be most detrimental. Re connections, you
merely join the primary and secondary to their respective sets of
and connect the condenser across the break, Fig. 9,
terminals,
page 19 of our handbook. The break can be placed asanywhere
convenient.
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Pump body

Suctionet
STUARTAS TURN
Valve Box
ER 'S TOINTE
RCHANGEA
BLE PUMP.
FORCE
A MODEL
APPLIED
in , diameter
a 3- 16thsfigure
to suit
, areatmade
valvecan is berequired
return
from Mr.
reasonable
a very
obtained
pipe, and
Stuart Turner, Shiplake, Henley-on- Thames , or from Messrs. W .
J . Bassett-Lowke & Co., Northampton .

*Automatic Cut-in and Cut-out.

Avery 's

A . H .cut-out,"
illustrat on we give herewith represents Mr. and
newTheand improved form of automatic “ cut-in
one of which has been sent to us for inspection . The ad
vantages of such a compact and efficient instrument are obvious

to those who have to deal with accumulator charging to any ex
tent. When once adjusted , this instrument automatically close.

MR. A . H . Avery's
AUTOMATIC CUT-IN
AND CUT-OUT.
the circuit when the charging pressure rises to the correct value.
and similarly breaks is performed
circuit should
the voltageor slackening
fall for anyof
reason . Aujustmentthe
by tightening
the milled -head screw . Piices and further particulars may be had
of Mr. A . H . Avery, Fulmen Works, Tunbridge Wells.

The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials

for amateur use.s It must be understood that these reviews are
, no payment
Editorial. opinion
free
reserves oftheanyrightkindto
The Editor
required orof accepted
beingexpression
to
of the goods sub
merits
the
according
criticise
or
commend
mitted , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where

the goods
are nothed
of sufficient
interest tohave
his readers.
) on actual
• Reviews
distinguis
by the asterisk
been based

Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .

Address.
Change ofLtd.,
inform usTheirthat
Archibald
Messrs. from
only
and have
new they
to larger premises.
IslingtonJ. Wright,
removed
London, N .E .
address is now Leyton Green Road,
e
angeabl
Box for Pumps.
*An
Valve
Interch
To obviate many of the difficulties experienced in making up
force pumps from castings, Mr. Stuart Turner has designed
model
a neat self-contained valve box and valve which , by simply ex
the suction or delivery
changing the union , can be used for either
side of the pump. As the accompanying illustration shows the
pump barrel casting having been drilled for the plunger, two
tapped holes at rightangles to each other are all that are necessary
to attach the valve boxes and complete the pump. In the sketch

New Catalogues and Lists.
The Charles Cohen Tool Co. , 34, Barbican , London , E .C .
- The new illustrated price list which we have received from this
firm should be of interest to all model engineers and electricians,
as it deals with watch and clock makers' tools and materials,
which are specially suitable for model making ; also tools for
instrument makers, model makers, etc.
electricians, scientific
Amongst the many items dealt with may be mentioned the variety
trays for holding tools and small acces
bench
and
chests,
cabinets,
of
sories ; watchmakers' sets of punches, drills and drill sto ks and

pliers, nippers, files and bur
turns, riveting tools, anvils, clamps,
serewpla tes, stocks and dies, sliding gauges, calipers and
nishers,
compasses. The list also includes hand and bench vices and

drilling machines, small lathes and accessories, hand and circular
and hand saws, and frames for same.
buffs, emery wheels, circular
ons are contained in the list,and a distinct
About
e willillustrati
be found in the fact that the price of each size of
advantag2,000
every article is given . The list will be sent to any reader post

free for six penny stamps.
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The Editor's Page.

not wish us to take it too seriously. There are surely
enough models described in our pages to enable him
to keep his lathe going as hard as even he could wish .

READER whom we recently advised with
regard to some alterations to his lathe,
writes us as follows :- " I am able to con

gratulate myself on two things — firstly, that I ob

October 12, 1905.

Answers to Correspondents.

up to it as far as I was able in the time at my

M . W . B . (Atherstone). - If you can take a photograph
of the lathe,we should be pleased to have it. Glad

disposal. I have fitted a new tool-steel mandrel to

J. N . F .- S. (Newcastle-on -Tyne). - (1) There are

tained your advice, and secondly, that I acted

my lathe, and had the headstock re.bored. I was sur
prised when I took out the old mandrel of mild steel
to find how little wear there had been, and I
think I can safely say that, except for possible

accidents, my new mandrel will last for my
life time. I have run a t-in . hole through the
mandrel (94 ins.),which took me 51 hours, which was
considerably less than I expected : and was also very
pleased to find that the drill emerged exactly in the
centre of the end. I cut the thread on the nose, and
also for the lock -nuts, and they are both quite success
ful (though I say it), and though they were almost

my first atteinpts at screw -cutting. I have also made
a pair of taps to fit nose , and bored out a face-plate

and two chuck plates. I had a taper reamer (Morse)
broken in half, the larger end being fin ., so I ran that
into the end of the mandrel, and that seems to work
all righ : for centres, though perhaps a larger hole

to hear you have been so successful.
several good books on the slide rule. See " The

Slide Rule,” by C . N . Pickworth , price 2s. 2d. post
free from this office. (2) Yes. The 84 was a
printer's error. It should have been 24 . (3) We
will try and obtain some further particulars of
water motor and dynamo.

H . T . (Aston Manor). — You are not sufficiently precise
Give fuller details, and comply with our rules.
A . L . (Hailsworth ). - See some text-book on applied
mechanics.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom

panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.

would be better. I think I can now consider that the
headstock is practically complete, though I shall have
question or two to ask you some time soon .

This journal will be sent post free to any address for 138. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order .
Advertisement ratesmay be had on app'ication to the Advertise

I had my driving wheel bored out to inch from

ment Manager.

-in ., and it now works on a straight shaft with outside

cranks instead of on a pin -- a great improvement.
The shaft runs in ball bearings , obtained from an
ancient tricycle. The slide-rest still remains too high .
The top plate is full -in . thick, but I am afraid to take

it down, as I find thatwhen a tool is screwed down
the slide does not work so easily as when there is no
tool in , and I am afraid of making it any worse.

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.

All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., forreview , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,

Fleet Street, London, E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, “ The Model Engi

neer, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptionsand correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and boo is to be addressed to Percival Mirshall & Co., 26 - 29,
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and

Chamberlain , 123. Liberty Street, New York , USA., to whom

all subscriptions from these countries -hould be addressed.

I was much interested in the tool-holder, which ap
peared in the M .E . about three weeks ago, but I am

Contents.

afraid that with my slide-rest it is quite impossible.
Northcote, in his book on " Lathes and Turning,'
is very down on amateur-made lathes ; but mine has
been inspected by a professional and found quite

[The asterisk (*) denotes that the subject is illustrated.)
PAGE
A 20 -Rater Model Sailing Yacht*

Workshop Notes and Notions*

readers discuss their workshop difficulties and the

Notes on the Treatment of Tool Steel. .

means they have adopted to overcome them are
always of interest, and we should be pleased to see
more of them . Our regular “ Practical Letters "

Two Fast Model Steamers*
For the Bookshelf
..
The Latest in Engineering *

column is always open for such correspondence,

The Society of Model Engineers

338

Experiments on Electric Oscillations and
Waves *

.

..

Lessons in Workshop Practice*

Traction Notes on Road and Rail*

: ::::::::::

.

Practical Letters from our Readers*

mutual interest. We are somewhat struck by our

Queries and Replies * . .
The News of the Trade*
New Catalogues and Lists
The Editor's Page
..

correspondent's last remark , butwe presume he does

Answers to Correspondents

..

:::: ::::::::

and we hope that full advantage of this section of
our paper will be taken by our readers during the
coming winter months for the discussion ofmattersof

337

. .

satisfactory. Myonly regret is that it is now finished,
and consequently I do not know what to do .” We
feel that practical letters of this kind in which our
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A Model Electric Beam Engine.
By C . M . WALTER.

MR. C. M . Walter's MODEL ELECTRIC BEAM Engine,
CHE photograph herewith shown is that of a
I model electric beam engine which was made
by my father and myself a few years ago. The
idea I got from the M . E . Handbook No. 8 , entitled

“ Simple ElectricalWorkingModels."

The wooden

parts - consisting of the bed , flywheel, beam , beam
supports,and bearing pedestals — are allmadeof oak,

the flywheel beam supports and bearing pedestals
being turned on the lathe. After finishing the
model, another eccentric set exactly opposite to
the one already on was attached to the shaft, so
that by moving a lever, which is attached to the

brush , the brush is moved from one eccentric to
the other, and in this way the engine is reversed .

The beam is balanced so as to prevent the engine

stopping on dead centres, and if, when running in
one direction , it is suddenly reversed after coming to
rest, it invariably starts in the opposite direction
without any assistance whatever . I may add that

the engine was almost entirely built up from work
switch and reversing levers being turned from a
broken billiard ball, and the oak for the woodwork

shop odds and ends, the ivory handles on the

being supplied by an old gate post ; the only parts
requiring to be purchased being the wire for winding
the magnet bobbins, and two brass terminals . The
engine, when worked from a small 4 -volt accumu

lator, attains a speed of 1,500 to 2,000 revolutions
per minute, and is, I think, well worth the trouble
of making .
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
[ Readers are invited to contribute short practical Mems for Info
own
based

workshop experience. Accepted
on their
column.
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord .
ing to merů . All matter intended for this column should be

marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)

A Centre Bridge Piece.

October 19, 1905 .

is turned to shape (shown C ), and a hole drilled
through centre to allow it to be just a sliding fit on
rod. A disc of brass is then filed out to shape
(shown in Fig. 2), and a hole drilled to fit the rod
on which it has to slide) through the centre ; the
hole for the set-screw must also be drilled and
tapped . The sliding block and the fixed block

(Fig. 2) must be put on the rod tight together, and
D drilled right through them both , to be afterwards

By E . FITZGERALD,

a hole somewhat smaller than the adjusting screw

hole , such as the hitch line for the studs in a cylin

Very often it is necessary to scribe a line round a
der flange. The usualway is to fit a bridge ofhard

enlarged through Fig . 2 to allow for adjustment,
the adjusting screw to be of the shape shown in

wood , and mark the centre on this. In the sketch

block, and riveted and soldered in a countersunk

herewith a centre is shown that will answer the

place of the wood bridges used .

A

D

B

Fig. 3, the thinner part to pass through the sliding

hole in face of sliding block . A knurled nut to fit
screw , and also fit nicely in slit of Fig . 2 , must be
made. Procure a set-screw with a large knurled
head for the fixed block , and the result will be an
inexpensive and useful tool.

How to Make a Plumb Square.

By M . J. BOALER.

SECTION AND
PLAN OF A

Procure a piece of saw -blade or steel plate, and
mark

CENTRE BRIDGE
Piece .

shown in the sketch herewith . The holes for the

it outand cut with a chisel to the dimensions
plumb-bob being drilled and filed out to just clear

the same. Now get the outside edges perfectly
square with one another. If the other two squares
have been made as described , by putting all three
on a straight-edge alternately in pairs, the slight

variation from the true square can be easily rectified
The cone A is turned from it ins. mild steel rod ,
and recessed at B (section ). A t-in . hole is drilled

in the central piece, and is split with a metal saw ,
as shown in plan at C. A piece of -in. rod in .
long is square- centred and fitted to the central
hole, as shown at D (section ). The square centre
is used for the centre of the desired circle. Of
course, the centre of the 4 -rod should be true with

the cone. A ring ( E ) will be necessary to keep the
piece D in any desired position . If a larger cone
is needed , it should be cast iron , as cutting it from

a steel rod will be rather hard work on a foot lathe.

A Finely Adjusted Marking Gauge.
By John HEYES.
· The following is a description of a marking gauge
with a fine adjustment. A steel rod 5- 16ths in .

k

-

24" - -

1 -

A PLUMB SQU'ARE.
by noticing when the edges touch one another,

-

da 30200 VUOOCOOO?

. Fig . 2 .

-
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FIG. 1.
JA
!!
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Fig . 3.

DETAILS OF A FINELY ADJUSTED MARKING GAUGE .
diameter has a 1- 16th -in . hole drilled at one end ,
as shown . This marker is secured with a set-screw
B . A piece of brass i } ins. diameter, in . thick,

being very careful to file the metal off where it is
required . To complete the plumb square, make
three little notches (as shown) with a saw , to fix
the string with . Scribe a line through the middle
notch quite parallel to the edge of the square, and

treat the other edge in the sameway. The square
may then be used both ways, which will be found
handy in confined places. The plumb-bob may be
with a pattern larger than the finished size . A

made of lead by making a mould of plaster of Paris

piece of straight bright rod being placed in the

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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mould so as to pass as nearly as possible through
the centre of the casting. The size of the hole
should be just large enough to admit the string to
be used. The pattern should be a cylindrical piece
about 4 ins. long, so that it can be turned in the
lathe, using the hole in the casting as the centre.
This ensures the hole being in the centre, and the
plumb hanging vertical. Or the plumb-bob may be
as suits the convenience of the maker. This instru
ment will be found very handy in getting pieces of

made of some other metal - iron or brass — just
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Roller Bearing Loose Pulleys.
By F . C . MASON ,

By accident, chiefly , I solved the loose-pulley
problem four years ago. I was designing a wood
pulleys ; the pressure on the bearing, I would say,
was about 50 lbs., and the speed of the pulley about
7,000 . The bearing was I in . diameter by 4 ins.
long. It was where all the dust would settle on it
most of the time. For an experiment I made the
planer or sticker. I had to have tight and loose

machinery vertical where the level cannot be
used .

A Pocket Slide Gauge and Vernier.

By “ Split Pin."

on Hole

Rollers

The design shown in Figs. I, 2 and 3 is for an
inside, outside, and height sliding gauge, and is

intended as a suitable size for a pocket tool. The
body piece shown in Fig. 2 is cut out to form fro.n

o

SECTION THROUGH A ROLLER BEARING LOOSE

PULLEY

SLIDE GAUGE AND
Fig . 1. — THE COMPLETE
VERNIE
R.

cast stee:. Fig. I shows the finished tool when

louse pulley like tine sketch , which is practically
constant
seif- explanatory . This pulley has done
service for the past four years, and is as good as
ever. After having used this scheme two years,
every time we have had trouble with a loose pulley,

assembled . In Fig . 2 is shown the sliding and the
back saddle, with the vernier plate secured to it by
the two small screws. These saddles, when built up ,

should be a nice sliding fit on body-piece. The
two small gibs shown in Fig. 2, and an enlarged
view in Fig. 3, fit in the saddles, and slide along top

Fig . 3. - JIB FOR SLIDE GAUGE.
of bar, and act as a spring to keep the saddles

rigid when being adjusted to different positions by
means of the knurled nut and the screw , after which
they are firmly secured by the knurled-headed
pins on top. The gibs should be made from har
dening steel, and tempered . The centre part of the

Fig . 2. - DETAILS OF Slide GAUGE.

the gauge must be hardened , and ground parallel,
and of even thickness. The outside end of main
bar must be ground right along, as this forms the
base of gauge when used for taking heights. If
the tool is completed as a vernier, the main bar and

we have converted it into a roller-bearing pulley .
I have never found a pulley with the hub so small
that I could not bore it to take a roller in . dia
meter. I prefer to make them in . if the hub is
large enough to stand it. I make the rollers of
drill rod with the ends slightly rounded . I can
convert a standard pulley in this way more cheaply
than I coud re-babbitt and re-bore it. — American

the vernier plate must be graduated .

Machinist.

sliding surface is filed away, which ensures them
bedding only at the two ends. The two jaws of
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A Small Pelton Water Wheel.
By G . TREVOR WILLIAMS.
1 out
— first,
to produce a machine capable of giving
a moderate amount

October 19, 1905.

are quite a success, and I can assure other amateurs
who find the proper metal nozzles too awkward to
make, that if they try glass ones they will find
that they are able, after very little practice, to turn

have not yet had time to measure it.
Figs. 1 and

} in . by about 8 ins. ). Heat this, gently at first, for
I to 2 ins. of the middle in a large Bunsen or blow

The wheel, which is of cast iron , I picked up for
6d. at an old iron stall. The shaft is of cast steel,
The bearingsare of brass tubing ; driven a tight fit
into the wooden casing and strengthening piece ;
they are oiled through thin brass tubes (not shown
in the drawings). The casing is of wood, and is

lamp flame ; revolve it continuously , and when al
most red hot, remove quickly from the flame, and
draw out with a long steady pull. The two nozzles
should then be cut off by marking with a sharp
three-cornered file, and breaking between the
fingers. The tube will be found to break off quite
nice and round. The nozzles are then complete.

of power ; and, second ,

2 show the general arrangement.
The wheel and shaft were the only parts purchased .
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to do so at a minimum of expense. On the whole I
consider that I succeeded tolerably well,as the total
cost only amounted to about a shilling, and the
power developed appeared considerable, though I

out a satisfactory article. A good way to fix them ,
and yet allow of easy removal, is rather hard to
find, but my method of using a large cork , though
somewhat crude, is nevertheless quite practicable.
The method of making these nozzles is as follows :
- Procure a piece of hard combustion tubing of a
suitable size and length for two nozzles (in my case,

IN building this model I had two objects in view

W

FIG . 3. - DETAIL OF
01001

Fig. 1. - PART LONGITUDINAL Section .

BUCKET.

Fig . 2. - CROSS -SECTION.

A SMALL PELTON WATER WHEEL.
fixed with screws so that it can be easily opened .
Theknack of getting the required angle of taper
comes only by practice, but the following hint will
It has two coats of waterproof enamel inside, as
act as a guide to individual experiments. To get
have also the wheel and cups. Outside it is stained
a small angle of taper, heat more of the tube and
and varnished , and -covered round the top and ends
with thin copper sheeting.
draw out slowly ; for a greater angle, heat less of
the tube and draw out sharply .
The cups, of which there are twelve, at first
presented some difficulty , as I did not wish to go
These nozzles are, of course, very easily broken ,
to the expense of castings, besides not having proper
but they are also very easily made, and as it is
tools to machine them . Eventually I cut them
simplest to make two at once, there is always one
to fall back on in an emergency . Different sizes
out of thick sheet tin to the shape and dimensions
of Fig . 3. On bending these pieces at the dotted
and shapes can be drawn by the samemethod , so
lines and soldering up they made quite strong and
that an interesting field of investigation to deter
mine the most efficient shape under varying con
serviceable cups. Four holes were drilled in the
ditions is open to any one willing to go to a little
curved side of each cup, and they were then riveted
trouble. I have not yet been able to test the
to the wheel.
The nozzles I use are of hard-drawn glass. They
model, but I shall do so before long.

October 19, 1905
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The Latest in Engineering.
A New Monorail. — In a recent issue of

l' Industrie Electrique there is a most interesting
account of some experiments undertaken during the
autumn and continued last spring on an electrical
letter and parcel post tube, designed to do for the

Terrace) has just provisionally protected a brake
which , whilst complying with all the Railway
Clearing House conditions, differs in action from

the majority of brakes, inasmuch as the brake
block pressure may be gradual, and to relieve that

country what a pneumatic post does for towns.
The speed is to be 156 miles an hour, and the least
radius of curvature in the track is to be about

off, as is the case in most either-side brakes. The
new mechanism is readily affixed to e . isting wagons,

1,640 ft. The experiments have been conducted

is safe and easily operated , and the major portion

in a circular tube track built of timber of this radius,
and the possibility of such high speed was fully
demonstrated . The vehicle is 28 .8 ft. long, by 3.5 ft.

operation of hand levers is the sameas in all existing

wide,and is divided into fivecompartments, ofwhich
the middle one is for letters and parcels, those next
to it contain the motors, and the end compart
ments, which are parabolic in contour, are given

up to the braking and lubricating apparatus. There
is only one running rail, with a guide rail opposite
to it gripped by two rollers. The plane of the rails
is inclined to the vertical according to the curvature
of the track , so that the pressure may always be
normal to the running rail. This, of course, implies

a const int speed , which is secured by the use of
polyphase induction motors. Since no conductor
travels with the car it is important that the speed
be maintained autom tically and that the braking
arrangement should be also automatic . The one
follows from the use of the induction motors, and
from the fact that themain resistance is air pressure,
which is a function of the speed ; the other is ar

ranged forbvawind resistance brakewhich is brought
into operation by the cutting of a wire when the
car passes a knife fixed in the tunnel. Of course,
the current is cut off when it is desired to stop the
car. The voltage is 1,000 at a periodicity of 40 .
Current is collected from three wires stretched on
insulators and kept tight by springs. It was found
that the speed rose in five minutes to its maximum ,
and in the same timethe car came to rest on current

being cut off ; but the period of acceleration could
be greatly reduced by diminishing the periodicity at
its beginning, and that of retardation by the use
of the brakes. Forced lubrication is effected by oil
pumps driven by a continuous current motor,which
takes its current from a set of accumulators.
Unlike Mr. Behr's monorail, this one does not
profess to carry passengers ; it is more mechanical

in its design, since the angle of the rails is tilted

pressure it is not necessary to take the brake entirely

of the existing brake rigging is retained . The
independent brakes. By simply lowering and
raising the hand-lever block pressure is controlled ;
whilst to bring the vehicle to a standstill the lever
is pressed down hard , and automatically remains
in that position until released. The hand levers,
when in the “ off ” position , are supported so as to

resist direct downward pressure , but when slightly
any desired degree of force, and remains in position .

lifted , and then depres ed , the brake is applied with

The brake levers are arranged either “ cross corners ”

or " right-hand both sides," and do not in any way
interfere with the working of bottom doors. One
special feature of this brake is that it is especially
adapted for braking not only the ordinary 10 -ton

wagons, but also the 20 -ton and 30 -ton high
capacity steel wagons. The inventor is now per

fecting a working model - quarter size - on which
to demonstrate the efficiency of the brake to persons
inter sted .

A Turbine Locomotive. -- According to the
Daily Telegraph, " Mr. Hugh Reid , the managing
director of the North British Locomotive Company,
has patented a self-contained electric locomotive

in the form of a miniature central station on wheels
boiler and a condensing Parsons turbine ; it is
somewhat on the plan of Heilmann's experiment,
with the difference that the latter used Willans
high-speed engines in the place of a turbine. In
addition , Mr. Reid proposes to use an air-cooled
condenser of somewhat novel design.

which will generate its own current by means of a

Submarine Signalling. – Some interesting ex
periments in submarine signalling were made re
cently in connection with the outward -bound

Mersey Docks
Cunard steamer Lucania. The the
north -west
and Harbour Board have had

according to the curvature of the track , and , run
ning in a tube, it is not liable to the danger ofcattle
straying on to the track . The motor is curiously
constructed with the rotor outside the stator, and
the power is transmitted by belts to the driving
out by

lightship in Liverpool Bay fitted with a sub
marine bell,which was sounded when the Lucania

the Société des Chemins de Fer Electro-Postaux.

ment was considered highly satisfactory , inas

wheels . The experiments have been carried

approached. The bell was heard distinctly on
the navigating bridge of the Lucania when she
was 9 knots from the light-vessel.

The achieve

much as the Lucania approached the light-vessel
Either - Side Brakes. — The need of a simple

and effective either side brake for railway wagons
has long been generally recognised by the great
railway companies , and quite recently Colonel
Yorke, of the Board of Trade, and representative

almost bow on and at a high rate of speed . Had
she been slowed down, or if the bell had been
abeam , or somewhere nearly abeam , the vibrations
from the bell would probably have been audible
by means of the special apparatus with which the

Lucania is fitted 12 or 15 knots away. In view of

officials from the various trunk -line railways,
witnessed trials at Liverpool of several devices ,
none of which, however, fully met the difficulty of
exercising gradual pressure on the brake blocks.

other Cunard steamers are being equipped with the
submarine signalling apparatus, the Saxonia hav

A Darlington engineer (Mr. J. Noble, of Brook

ing been already fitted .

the success of the installation on board the Lucania ,
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venient lengths, and soldered angles of copper
9 ins. apart, and nailed them down to the con
tinuous boarding. This answered very well, and
stood the wet and damp excellently, and only re

Model Railways .
No. XV. - A Beginner's Model Railway.
By Rev . T . B . PARLEY.
IN writing this short account of my model rail
I way, I wish to make it quite clear that, as I
am a mere tyro at mechanical work ,and have
had no mechanical training whatever, it is evi
dently quite possible for anyone with a decided

quired , every now and then , a little filing on the
surface to smooth the track ,
The semi-circular ends of the track I laid on
square blocks of wood , soaked in tar, 6 ins. by
6 ins. by 4 ins. ; these , well bedded in the earth ,
stood the strain of the rails, being bent round to

the necessary curvature, and never gave way in the
least degree.
It was particularly easy
making the points and
crossings in the strip
iron ; the only tiring work

consisted of filing the
points,so that they pressed
perfectly true against
the stock rail. I perhaps
should add that I did get
rather tired of soldering

the chairs on ,as they were
fairly numerous in a line
106 ft. round , with many
points and crossings.
The terminus was ap
proached by a branch from

the main line, and origin
ally possessed two passen

ger roads and one side
steam . The photograph
(Fig . 1) shows the simple

road for engines getting up

Fig . 1. – VIEW OF SIGNAL Box AND STATION .
taste for railways and locomotives, and who is not
model that will bear a respectable resemblance to
afraid of worrying over details, to construct such a
the real thing.
1 was fortunate in having a strip of kitchen

garden that would allow an elliptical railway of
42 ft. extreme length . The ground , however,
sloped down very considerably , and so the earth
which I removed from the high part formed the

construction . The large
cabin at “ King's Cross " was made of a suitably
shaped wooden box . The roof was tin .
" York ” station was on the curve at the other
end of the ellipse, and simply consisted of pieces of

broomstick cut into equal lengths, driven into the
ground , and a simple roof fixed over - similar to
The roof was a little more diffi
cult to do , as the station was built on the curve . .
There was also “ Grantham " on one of the

* King's Cross."

embankment of the lower side, over

a foundation of broken bricks, oyster

shells, and general rubbish .
There was an old broken -down sum
mer-house, through which the line had
to be taken , and so , with the help of
a mason , who knocked appropriately
shaped openings in the two walls, a
tunnel was very successfully contrived ,
which had the great advantage of not
being underground , as, in case of disas
ter, the top could be taken off and the
rolling-stock got at.
The track on the straight portions of
the line was at first constructed of the

ordinary hollow tin rails soldered to
tin sleepers, and the tin sleepers fixed
to continuous boards about 5 ins. wide.
The gauge of the railway was 21 ins.,
this

FIG . 2. — THE MODEL N . E . R . “ ATLANTIC " . Loco.

being a convenient size.

The continuous boards were nailed at intervals

straight pieces : that is shown in the photograph

to strong uprights driven into the earth ; but, of
course, in spite of their being painted (lead or slate
colour), in time the tin rails rusted right through ,
and would not bear the weight of the engines. So
I took them all up , and procured at an ironmonger's,
strip iron , } in . by 3-32nds in . ; cut this into con

(Fig. 2 ), with the N . E .R . “ Atlantic No. 532
standing there (this is not quite the place for such
an engine, but one must not be too particular).
“ Abbott's Ripton " was a small wayside station.
with a cabin and siding.
The original engines consisted of two “ Black

October 19, 1905.
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Princes " (L . & N . W .R .). These ran very well on
the tin rails (whilst new ), but being only small
engines, one could not expect much power ; and
so I began to wonder whether it was possible for
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through a thin rubber pipe, controlled by a tap,
to the lamp. I fixed a piece of fine glass tubing
into the lamp, and thus can see at once the height
1 of the spirit. The engine,which is shown at Fig. 3,
ran at a great rate on her trial trip , and

keeps in very good order, and will pull two

or three carriages round the line once.
The next engine I set to work on was the
N .E .R . “ Atlantic " type No. 532 (the first
of her class ). The model is shown in Figs.

2 and 4. Here, of course, with small driving
wheels, we had abundant boiler capacity .
The wheels of this engine were taken from

the old “ Black Prince, which came in very
handy. The cylinders are i in . by 18 ins.
stroke, fed by a boiler 34 ins. in diameter,
9 ins. long, with three water tubes, fired by a
lamp underneath .

If I ever rebuild this engine, I shall
have a Smithies’ boiler, as the present one
takes about fifteen minutes to get up
FIG . 3. - MODEL GN. R . LOCOMOTIVE .
t 40 lbs. pressure, and then does not
last very long. However, she pulls my
one who had had no mechanical training to pro - I four E .C . J.S. corridor carriages shown in the illus
duce a loco that looked like a loco , and not a
tration (Fig. 5 ), each 26 ins. long, twice round the
heterogeneous collection of wheels, cranks, and
pipes.
My choice for a start was,of course, one of Mr.
Stirling's 8 -ft.bogie engine (G . N .R .); and so I set to
work on No. 1007 . I made my drawings,
procured two cylinders, and a pair of driving
wheels 4 ins. diameter. Being absolutely a
first attempt, there were some things I could
not do, as I had not the tools. A friend very
kindly fixed the wheels on the axles, and
fixed the boiler up for me, etc.
The frames consisted of 1-16th -in . brass
sheet , and I drilled these out - and a tedious
job it was ; I never did it again ,butchiselled
them out. I fixed the cylinders in (i in . by

railway ; so I must not grumble . She runs fast

with the train , but by herself goes at a terrific speed ,
and it is a wonder to me how she keeps the rails

on the curved ends of the track, which are 7 ft.

KINGS +

it-in . stroke), cut the connecting -rods out of
brass .

The foot plates were of thin copper, fixed
to the main frames by angles riveted on .

The boiler was a plain piece of seamless
copper tubing, 2 ins. diameter, with five f-in .
copper water tubes let into the bottom of the
boiler, the down -comer forming the firebox
end , and fitting in nicely between the frames.
I soldered two plates of thin copper - one
on each side of boiler to confine the flames
from the five-wick lamp, which was hung

underneath . The smokebox was also of
copper, soldered up, and looked very realistic.
The most difficult job was getting the
boiler low enough down to give the true
G . N . effect. I worried here and there, and
cut a bit here and cut a bit there, until I Fig . 4. - ANOTHER VIEW OF THE MODEL N . E .R . LOCOMOTIVE.
got it right down , so that the eccentric
just cleared the outside water tubes. The cab
6 ins. radius (outer rail raised in.). There are
fittings consisted of one of Stevens' regulators
many details in this engine that are made of very
and two cocks. The bogie splashers I had to
homely materials. The dished cylinder cover
fix on the inside frames, and they moved , of course ,
with the bogie. The real way would have been

impossible on such a small radius curve,as the front
of the engine swings right over the bogie wheels.
The safety -valve cover is of wood , and is just
placed over a cheap form of safety -valve and water
filler combined . The tender is built on a wooden
foundation , and has two 4-wheel bogies. It con
tains a tank for the methylated spirit, which runs

front ends are made out of the cymbals of a toy
tambourine. The chimney - publish it not in
Gath — was made out ofone of the candle sconces of
a Broadwood grand piano. The mouldings of this
were so much like the real thing, that the tempta
tion could not be resisted . The flutings, or H sec
tion , of the connecting-rods were made out of the

homely square skewer soldered on ; the lamp out
of an old cycle pump, etc. The Westinghouse
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pump arrangement seen on the side of firebox
consists of two cylinders, into which oil is put ;
it then flows through the small pipes seen , and

lubricates the slide-valve spindles. There is also
an oil cup between the splashers fixed to pipe by

which the eccentrics are lubricated . The blower
pipe is seen also running along the boiler side ;

this really works by means of a cock in cab, and,
of course, although it does not induce the fire, it

October 19, 1905.

wire, etc ., but actuated them by hand when neces
sary .

If there is anything in this necessarily cursory
account of my railway that is not quite clear, I
shall be most happy to explain further, and give
dimensions ; but the photographs will show what
can be done by any amateur who has an " eye ”
for locomotives, and who does not mind worrying
out details .

produces a splendid jet of steam from chimney.

Education of Apprentices.
THE Board of Education have

1 issued a memorandum on the
subject of co -operation between
employers of labour and school
managers, with regard to the in

Fig . 5. — Model E .C. J.S. CORRIDOR COACHES.
Cab fittings consist of two bib cocks, pressure

gauge, blower, regulator (Stevens'), and an
arrangement consisting of a cock let into the steam
pipe, into which oil is put, which effectively lubri
cates the cylinders when steam is turned on . The
tender is fitted with two four-wheel bogies. It
contains the tank from which the spirit flows to
the engine lamp. The coal rails consist of ordinary

tinned wire soldered on to the coping of tender.

struction of employees or appren
tices. The Board desire to secure
the assistance and co -operation of
employers in encouraging the edu
cation of their apprentices , and
they take note of several ways in
which such assistance can be ren
dered . These are summarised as

follows : - (1 ) Paying the fees for
employees, or offering prizes to those who pass the
examinations of the Board of Education, of the
City Guilds' Institute, or the Society of Arts.
( 2) Increasing the wages of apprentices who have
passed through an approved course of study, who
attend regularly at approved evening classes, or

who have passed approved examinations. Or in
stead of an actual increase in wages, increased
efficiency may be recognised by promotion, or by

· The third engine was an
experiment, and is a copy

of the L . & N .W .R . new
“ Precursor " type. There
is only one cylinder, geared
3 to i to the driving axle.
The steam is produced in
a Smithies’ boiler. The
· lamp - of four wicks — makes
steam very rapidly .
The engine pulls a big

load slowly , but soon runs
out of steam , but by herself
will run a long time, gene
rating about as much steam
The boiler
as she uses.
proper is only 2 ins. diam
eter , and has three water
tubes ; so that it is easy to

Fig . 6 . — THE TERMINUS.

see, that with a larger boiler and two i in . by 1-in .

transference from an inferior to a superior depart

cylinders, direct-acting, a very efficient engine could
The four corridor carriages (Fig. 5) previously

ment. (3) Making concessions in the matter of
working hours, so as to allow all employees the
opportunity of attending classes. (4 ) Providing

be built .

referred to are built almost entirely of cardboard ,
are 26 ins. long, have clerestory roofs, rubber
gangways between carriages, door handles, lamps,
buffers, gas reservoirs, and some of the windows
have mica for glass. The lining and painting
as on the E .C . J.S . stock . The labels over the
the cornices are in correct style : “ London — Aber
deen (via Forth and Tay Bridges).”
The signalling arrangements are very primitive

scholarships, or maintenance and fees, for a few
selected and specially qualified students. (5 ) Tak

ing part in the organisation of technical institutes
or schools, and helping such establishments by
personal supervision and interest.
DURING the recent German mancuvres a new
of a map printed on glass and illuminated with a
small electric lamp was used in nightmarches with

invention called themicrophotoscope, which consists

most of the signals I made to work ; the arms
being of tin, and worked by stiff wire and balance
success. The apparatus is about the size of
weight. I did not connect them up with i much
an ordinary cigarette case.
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Lessons in Workshop Practice.

by either pole, so that unless you find repulsion

XXIII . - Practical Noteson Selecting and Using

only is not a reliable test.

Small Dynamos and Motors .
(Continued from page 344 )

takes place, the test should be rejected -- attraction
If, after proving that the field -magnet is in order ,
on , you will know that the fault will be in the arma
ture or brush gear, provided the connections be
tween brushes and field coils are correct- -that is ,
if the machine is a shunt-wound machine, its field
coils have been connected in shunt to the brushes,
and not in series with them - a mistake which may
occur, especially with small motors. If the ma
i . chine has been connected in series, and does not
start, it may be well to look to this point, and

the armature will not run when current is switched

By A . W . M .

OR a preliminary test you can connect
one wire from the battery to a bared place
(A , Fig. 16 ), and the other battery wire
to C and D in turn . It would be well, however,

to keep the current flowing in the same direc tion through the two coils ; therefore if A is
the positive pole of the battery , and you test I
coil D first, you should , when testing coil C ,
join the positive battery wire to C , and
B to A . If the machine is of the pattern

perhaps try it with the field coils connected in
shunt to the brushes. As a guide, examine the
DO

shown in Fig. 15, a similar method can
be adopted : remove the top half of the
magnets (see Fig. 17 ), and apply battery
to , say, first, E and D , then F and E ';

thirdly, F and A ; lastly, A and C . When
supplied with current in this way, each
coil should produce a strong magnet pole
at the joint. When the magnet is , put

together again , and the coils correctly
connected up, a current should be sent
through them to restore the residual
magnetism to its proper direction . The
field -magnets ofmultipolar machines can
be tested in a similar manner, one coil
at a time ; each should produce strong
magnetism at its pole, and the poles
should be alternately N . and S ., a common

وووووعععععع

fault with multipolar magnets being wrong

Fig . 17.

connections between the coils, so that the
poles are of wrong polarity (see Fig .
18, which shows a six -pole magnet (A ) correctly

sizes of wire on armature and field coils. If the wire

connected , and B with some of the field coils
incorrectly connected ). The remedy is to change
over the connections of the faulty coils, as

on the field -magnet is of much larger size than that
on the armature, you may consider that the field
coils should be connected in series with the arma
ture.

OD

The position of the brushes is of vital importance .

If the machine will not run , the brushes should be
shifted round the commutator, and tried in various
positions. If they are fixed, and cannot be moved
from one position , the commutator may be shifted
round on the shaft. Though the actual point of
commutation is on a line approximately midway
between a pair of poles, the brushes need not be on
this line ; they will be at a position which is deter
mined by the way in which the armature coils have
been connected to the commutator (see previous
notes on " How to Wind Armatures," THE MODEL
ENGINEER for August 11th , 1904).

Fig . 16 .
Bollery
previously explained for two- pole magnets. The
best way to test if the coils are correctly connected
is to refer to a book containing winding diagrams,
and compare the coils on the machine with the
diagram . A magnetic needle, such as a compass ,
can be used to test the polarity ofthemagnet poles ;
a N . pole would repel the N . end of the needle, and
a S . pole would repel the S . end of the needle. The
difficulty of using this test is that the dynamo pole
is usually so much more powerful than the compass
needle, that the latter is overpowered and attracted

Failure to start is sometimes caused by the sur
The clearance may be sufficient to permit of the
shaft moving easily, except when current is
switched on . The magnetic attraction of the
face of the armature rubbing against the pole faces.

pole face may be sufficient to just pull the arma
ture into contact with it, and prevent rotation .
Or a similar trouble may occur when the armature
runs very near to one corner of the pole , a magnetic
pull being concentrated on one of the teeth of the
core, and preventing rotation without actual
contact between the surfaces. The remedy for

both troubles is to enlarge the bore of the magnet
at the part where the concentration of magnetism
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takes place. It may improve the starting and
running of the armature to ease away the pole
corners, as shown in Fig . 19, especially with arma
tures having few coils, and cores with large teeth .
Because a motor does not start immediately
current is switched on it does not necessarily mean
that there is something seriously wrong ; it is
always advisable to give the spindle a start by hand ,

and see if it shows any inclination to go . An arma
ture having a commutator with two sections only
has a decided dead point, and will not be self
starting if it has stopped on it. A three-section

commutator has no dead point; but one with four
sections may refuse to start without help . Any

armature may stick if the spaces between the com
mutator sections are rather wide and filled up with
insulating material, as one or both brushes may
happen to touch only upon this insulating material
at the moment of starting, and therefore no currents
would flow through the armature coils ; a slight
movement of the spindle would bring the brush
upon one of the metal sections, and the motor
would start and run up to speed .

Series Wound Motors will start when current is
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Notes on the Treatment of
:

Tool Steel.
By J. M . T.

(Concluded from page ;46 .)
Self- and Air-hardening Steels. - Just a word or
two about self- and air-hardening steels. Various
metals are added to steel to make it more suitable
for certain purposes. Two or 3 per cent. of alu
minium added to steel just before pouring into the
moulds makes sounder castings, and to make steel
harden naturally, tungsten and chromium are added .

Fig . 19.

switched on ; if no load is applied to the spindle,
the speed will increase, until the internal friction

balances the power exerted by the armature, at
which point the speed will remain constant. As
soon as a load is applied , the speed will fall until the

power exerted by the armature balances the load .
This class ofmotor does not therefore run at constant
speed with a varying load. When fitted with a
smooth cored armature, the speed is liable to rise
to a dangerous extent, if no load is applied . With
polar and toothed cores and solid field -magnets,
the speed becomes checked to some extent, owing

There are many others, of course ; but I think
tungsten and chromium are sufficient for my pur
pose . These two metals are added in about the
proportion of 1 to i per cent. chromium to i per
cent. or more of tungsten ; while for very hard
duty , such as the first cuts on iron castings, 3 per
cent. of chromium and 6 per cent. ormore of tung
sten are found best.
It appears that variations in carbon make very
little difference, steel having -85. to 2 per cent. of
carbon giving practically the same results. After
a tool has been made of self-hardening steel, it
should be heated to a cherry red , and allowed to
cool in the air, but not in a current of air. For self
hardening steel it is best not to hasten the cooling

simply let it cool by the side of the forge.
In forging these steels, it is best to heat them up
considerably further than is necessary for ordinary
carbon steel. They must also be kept at a red heat,
and not hammered if they get below , or the shocks
Fig . 18 .

to a drag caused by eddy currents in the pole faces,
and this danger is largely decreased. A series
woundmotor starts well under heavy load, especially
when the field -magnet has ample amount of iron
in it ; it is therefore the best type to select for
driving boats, cars, and locomotives, or any pur
pose where the spindle is connected by spur or
worm gearing to a constant load, such as a pump,

or to a load which increases with the speed , such
as a fan or

1 lower . Motors having only two sec

tions in the commutator should always be series

wound . When testing a series wound motor, a
load should be applied at starting, and adjusted
until the current flowing is that which the motor
ought to take at full load. The speed will then be
that at which the motor will run at full load .

(To be continued .)

from the hammer will break them .
Tools made from self-hardening steel have been
found to do 75 to 100 per cent. more work than

ordinary carbon steel tools ; but the point that the

makers insisted upon was that the steel should not
be heated above a clear cherry red colour, or the
tool would be spoilt.
with steel hav

Further experiments were made
ing small percentages of tungsten and chromium ,
and it was found that if they were heated up to a
much higher temperature, and cooled in a strong
current of air, they would give far better results

than the self-hardening steels. These were called
air-hardening steels.
The experimentswere suggested by the fact that
some tools which had been very much overheated ,
or burnt, as we should say, did better work than
tools that had been hardened at a low tem
perature ,
The ordinary cherry red heat, about 1550° F .,

is the usual heating temperature for both carbon
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and self-hardening steels ; and if the steel is hard
ened at higher temperatures than this, it will not
stand such a high cutting speed , until 1,720° is

reached . Some chemical change evidently takes
place in the composition of the steels that should
make them more durable when cooled from a white
heat, as a heat like that would certainly ruin most
carbon steels.
The high rate of speed at which the work is run
when using these tools causes the chips to come off
exceedingly hot : in some cases they must actually
be atabout 550° F ., as they are blue, and the point
of the tool is sometimes red hot, and still it keeps
its cutting edge.
A lubricant is generally used , I think, to lessen
friction and to keep the work and tool compara

tively cool ; but it is a fact that this steel is stronger
it shows to a far better advantage on roughing
cuts than it does on light finishing cuts.
Most of these air -hardening steels are to be slowly

when it is nearly red hot, and this is the reason why
heated until they are very nearly white hot, and
then cooled down below the critical point, which

is perhaps, a dull red ; after this point it can cool
down slowly in the air. The steel scales very much
with the high temperature, and so must be well
ground on the cutting edges. It scales because it
comes in contact with the air , and if this air can
be kept from it, it will not scale. This can be
done, to a certain extent, by heating it in a
covered crucible in which is placed some anthra
cite coal, or some cyanide of potassium , or any
thing that will not burn away at the high tem
perature, and has no oxydising effect upon the steel.
When the steel is at a white heat, it should be
instantly placed in oil, nearly at, or quite at, the
boiling point.

It will cooldown quite quickly enough, and is out
of contact with the air. In this way the steel is
very little scaled ; it is intensely hard, and does
in . per
not expand very much - only, perhaps, .001
inch . In grinding self-and air-hardening steel tools,
it is best not to colour them , as the heat is very
local, and expands only just the surface, and so
causes minute cracks which will develop when the
tool is subject to strain .
THE FINEST BRIDGE IN IRELAND . - What will be
completion above Dungarvan Station . The total
length of the viaduct is to be 1, 205 ft., while the
rail level is 35 ft. above low water. The bridge has
seven spans, one being n10 ft., the opening spar:
intended for navigation having a clear opening of
50 ft. In connection with this span an interesting
feature is that it is only the second of its kind that

the finest bridge in Ireland is now approaching

has been built in Great Britain . It is built on the
American Scherzer rolling lift system .
New ENGINE SHOPS, - Messrs. Cammell, Laird
and Company's new engine shops at Birkenhead
will be the largest buildings of the kind in the
kingdom . They are to be steel structures, and
they have been designed by the engineering staff of
Sir William Arrol & Co ., Ltd ., Glasgow . The
centre bay will be 1,080 ft. long, 78 ft. wide, and
go ft. high , and it will have overhead cranes capable
of dealing with loads up to 120 tons. The side bays
will be 40 ft. and 50 ft. wide respectively The

work is to be completed in twelve months.
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Marine Engineering and Ship

building Notes.
By Chas S. LAKE.
First TURBINE STEAMER FOR THE THAMES.
ESSRS. DENNY BROS ., the well-known
M
s hipbuilders, of Dumbarton , on the Clyde,
are at present constructing a 20 -knot tur
bine steamer to the order of the General Steam
Navigation Company of London . This vessel,
which will be the first turbine steamer trading out of
the Thames, will be placed on the Ostend or Bou
logne service. She will have accommodation for
2 ,000 passengers, and be 270 ft. in length . Her
gross tonnage will be 800 , and the speed of which
the vessel will be capable is to be slightly over
20 knots per hour as a maximum .
The contract provides that on her trials the
ship must show ability to stop dead in her own
length when going at a speed of 12 knots, so that
her maneuvring qualities will be of a high order.
Passengers by this route between London and
the Continent will doubtless welcome the appear
ance on the service of the new vessel.
New P . & O . MAIL STEAMSHIP .
The latest addition to the Peninsular and
Oriental S. V . Co.'s fleet of mail steamers is the
Dongola , built by Messrs. Barclay, Curle & Co., Ltd .,
of Whiteinch, near Glasgow . The vessel has been
specially designed for the Eastern mail service , and
has dimensions as follows : Length over all, 490 ft. ;
extremebreadth , 56 ft. 5 ins. ; depth from bottom
of keel to top of deck at centre , 36 ft. 8 ins. ; and
gross registered tonnage, about 8, 100 tons. The
machinery is estimated to develop 8 ,000 indicated
horse-power on trial, and to give a speed of 16
knots. It consists of two sets of quadruple expan
sion engines having cylinders 25 in . (H .- P.), 361
ins. and 52 ins. (1.P.), and 74 ins. (L .-P.), with a
stroke of 51 ins.
The second intermediate cylinder and the low
pressure cylinder are both steam -jacketed , and flat
slide-valves are used for these cylinders, whilst
piston valves are employed for distributing steam to
the high -pressure and first intermediate cylinders.
The twin propellers are three-bladed , with cast-iron
bosses and manganese bronze blades. There are

six boilers, viz., two double-ended, 20 ft. long , and
four single-ended , ft. 6 ins. long, all 14 ft. 8 ins.
diameter, with a working pressure of 215 lbs. per
sq . in . The total heating surface is 18,700 sq .
ft., and the grate area 470 sq . ft. Howden 's sys
tem of forced draught is used. The Dongola has
been built to conform to the Board of Trade re
quirements for a foreign -going steamship , also under
the special survey of Lloyd's register, highest class.
The British transport service regulations have, in
addition , been observed , thus making the vessel
available for troops in time ofwar.
THE GERMAN TURBINE CRUISER " LUEBECK ."
A small third -class cruiser, the Luebeck, of the
German Navy , a sister ship to the Hamburg, Bremen,
and Berlin , has been fitted with turbinemachinery,
and on her trials she has, so it is reported , eclipsed
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the performances of the Hamburg, which, in com

go ahead with one, and astern with the other,

mon with the other vessels mentioned , is provided
with reciprocating engines developing 11,000
horse-power. The turbine-engined vessel also had
a lower coal consumption than the other ship, so

making the boat very quick in manæuvring. The
propellers are of entirely novel construction, the
mechanism for reversing the blades being carried
into the vessel through the propeller shaft brackets.
This obviates the necessity for having a long hollow
shaft, as is usually the case. The starting of the
main engines is effected by means of compressed
air, stored in a pressure reservoir , which is charged

that her radius of action on the same fuel supply

would naturally be greater. The length of the
vessel is 361 ft., beam 40 ft., and draught 171 ft.,
and she carries a crew of 259 men . Each side of the

ship has two shafts driven by a high and low -pres
sure turbine, all four of which can be reversed for
steaming astern .
It is reported that the battleship Dreadnought,
to be built at Portsmouth , will have turbines of

23,000 horse- power.
THORNYCROFT TWIN -SCREW 55-FT. PETROL LAUNCH .
The writer has been favoured by Messrs. J.

I. Thornycroft

Ltd ., of Chiswick , W ., and

by a Brotherhood compressor driven by a single
cylinder 6 b .h .- p. Thornycroft petrol engine. The
carburettors are placed on deck , and not in the
engine room , as would usually be the case. This is
to prevent loose petrol from collecting in the engine
room . Another precaution to minimise the chance
of fire is a device extending beyond the ca .burettor,
to prevent any back -fires into the latter. The
petrol tank filling pipe is carried to the deck , where
it terminates in a screw cap surrounded by an
I angular tray, which is provided with a drain pipe,
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Fig . 1. - PLAN AND SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF THORNYCROFT 55-FT. PetrɔL LAUNCH .
elsewhere, with drawings, photographs, and par
ticulars of the above vessel, which has been de
signed for sea -going service, as well as for harbour
out, and is 55 ft. long, 9 ft. beam , with a 2-ft. 10
in . draft, and is fully decked,with a roomy cabin aft,
while crew accommodation is provided forward .
Steering may be effected either from the wheel
house or from the deck, wheels and engine-room
telegraph being fitted in duplicate. Four water
tight bulkheads are fitted , the forward one being
a collision bulkhead, and eyes for lifting the boat out
of the water by means of slings are provided . The
propelling machinery consists of two Thornycroft
four-cylinder petrol engines, having cylinders 8 ins.
bore by 8 ins. stroke, and developing about 115
b .h .-p . each . The engines are quite independent of
each other, and coupled to the propeller shatt
by means of multiple disc clutches. Reversing is
effected by reversible propellers, which are also
use. She is built of galvanised mild steel through

independent of each other, so that it is possible to

so that any petrol which may be spilt in filling the
tanks is at once carried overboard . The petrol
gauge, which is a horizontal dial, for indicating the
quantity of petrol in the tanks, is brought just
below the deck , where it is seen through a " light. "
Sufficient petrol is carried for a run of 200 miles
bilge pumps of the semi-rotary type are fitted ,

at full speed , which is 16 knots per hour. Two,

driven from the main engine by a clutch , so that
either, independently, may be brought into action .
The exhaust from the engine is carried through a
silencer placed in the uptake or funnel.
New ShipS FOR THE RUSSIAN NAVY.
According to the Daily Chronicle, there is a prob .
ability that British firmsmay obtain huge contracts
from Russia for the building of a new navy, to re
place that destroyed in the war with Japan. It is
stated that the Tsar and his advisers have come to
the conclusion that Great Britain alone has the
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resources for building a fleet in the shortest space of
time, and at the most reasonable cost. It is re
ported that a representative of the Russian Govern
ment is now in London discussing terms with the

joints and the throttle valve from acting promptly ,
so that the speed of the engine may be irregular.

leading shipbuilding firms, and the Sheffield Daily
Telegraph is confident that the orders will be placed
in this country . British shipyards, says that

the resistance due to the causes mentioned .

journal, can build more expeditiously than any in the
world , and most of them can take orders for com
plete ships - hulls, armour, engines, and guns.
Everything essential to an efficient warship can be
made in Britain , and the builders will even under- t
take to send the vessels home. A well-known naval
architect is of opinion that Russia will require six
teen battleships, and at least eight armoured
cruisers, and twenty destroyers . For a fleet of this
size something like £33,250 ,000 would have to be
spent, and four years would be taken in accom

A governor will on this account require to be suffi
ciently powerful to ensure its overcoming easily
The old -fashioned pendulum governor is not
suited for sensitive governing. Some of the ex
amplesmet with by the writer are of enormous size ;
in one case the balls were 15 ins. in diameter, al
though the force required to operate the throttle

plishing the task .

out

High -Speed Engines.
By H . MUNCASTER.
(Continued from page 183.)
THE question of governing a steam engine is
one that requires consideration on two dis
tinct lines. First, the regulation of the speed
to within a given limit of variation from the normal
speed ; and , secondly, the economical use of the
steam under varying conditions of load .
To ensure the first requirement, the governor op

*

t

Fig . 30.

FIG . 29.

must be sensitive to any slight variation of speed ,
both when the rate is increasing and when it is

valve was not very great. The formula for cal
culating the length of arms is as follows : - .
1 = (187 512
In /

(6)

n = 18 .5

(7)
Where l = vertical distance fro:n point ofsuspen
VI

sion to centre of gravity of arm (approximately
centre of ball), n = number of revolutions.
It will be seen that we have to depend upon the
falling of a ball whose vertical distance from a given

point is inversely as the square of the number of
revolutions. Referring to the diagram ( Fig. 23), if
I makes a revolution in a given time, Vixn =
V'l'xn'.
As this form for various reasons is not suited to
small work , we have not given any practical ex

Fig . 23.

amples.
We give two examples of governors of the centri
fugal type, either of which will be suited to the
engine already illustrated , provided a suitable valve
be fitted , the centrifugal force being balanced by
a weight in the case of the governor shown in

that some excess of power over that required
to keep the engine to the normal speed must be at

Figs. 24 to 26 , and by a spring in that shown in
The centrifugal force varies in proportion to the
distance of the ball from the centre of the spindle

the disposal of the governor. Care should be taken ..
to ensure the governor acting promptly when the
speed is decreasing, as there is a possibility of
constructing a governor which will act when

if the number of revolutions be constant : if the
distance remain the same, the centrifugal force
varies in proportion to the square of the number of
revolutions. If the lift of the weight were constant

decreasing . It is necessary in the latter case

a given speed is exceeded , but which will not
return to its first position until the speed has

fallen considerably below the normal. There is
also the liability of a properly designed and sensi
tive governor being prevented by friction in the

Figs. 27 and 28 .

for a given “ spread ” of the balls, the governor
would not work satisfactorily , as the balls, after
lifting, would not again resume their original
position until the speed were sufficiently reduced
to bring the centrifugal force of the balls at the
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increased distance to less than would be necessary

illustrated , an increase of speed will be necessary
to maintain the 'weight when the balls are in the

In this way a very con

to support the weight.

37 $

siderable var ation of speed would take place.
In the type of governor, of which Fig. 24 may be
taken as an example, the weightrequired to balance
the centrifugal force decreases as the balls rise,
on account of the direction of the arms becoming
more oblique to the action of the gravity of the
weight.
Let (Fig. 29) s t represent the spindle of the

position o' which will give a centrifugal force at
0

=

a b x a' o'
ab

The speed required will be
n = Vol x a bx a' o '

o' x ab x a 0

governor ; o the lowest position of the ball ; if a O ! Where n = the number of revolutions at o.
toto

FIG. 26.

Wheels 16 dio i wide
3

soy 16 teeth Nº 12 p.

Scale of inches
0

1

2

3

Fig . 24 .

Fig . 25.

A DESIGN OF GOVERNOR FOR HIGH -SPEED STEAM ENGINE.

be equal to the centrifugal force at a given number
of revolutions, wº will be constant for any position
of o .

In thediagram , a

= 4 : Let a b (the resultant

of the forces a o and o b) represent the weight w , to
be applied at s, necessary to balance the centrifugal

force ; 4° will be constant for any position of o.
There will therefore be, when the speed again
becomes normal, an amount of weight available to
bring back the governor from a new position
against an increase of centrifugal force due to the
greater distance of the balls froin the centre of
rotation. This amount is = (a b ) - (a' b ') .
When w is constant, as in the case of the governor

In practice the distance that is allowed for the
lift of the weight would be limited , so as to make
s s' small in proportion to st, the throttle valvebeing
so arranged that the engine will be under control

by the governor working within these limits, the
speed at o' to exceed the speed at o by a small
percentage, say, a total variation of 5 per cent.
only .
The governor illustrated is intended to stand on
the top of the steam chest in such a way that the

belt driving on the pulley shown will engage on the
shaft just outside the eccentric, and the lever as
shown reaching over to connect to the throttle
valve.
A very neat form of governor for high -speed
engines is shown in detail in Figs. 27 and 28. In
this case it is placed directly in line with the main
shaft, which may either be turned down to suit,
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or a gudgeon of a smaller diameter fitted into a
hole drilled into the end of the shaft.
The arms are fitted into a mushroom -shaped disc
forming the extreme end of the shaft. A spring is
fitted at each side of the shaft to engage each ball
having the necessary tension to balance the centri
fugal force at the given speed . After the springs
are in place, a small washer and a cotter through
each pin will serve to keep them in place. This
must not be overlooked , as otherwise the centri
fugal force will throw off the springs.

At any given speed the centrifugal force will be

October 19, 1905 .

We have spoken of the normal as if it were
the speed depends upon the load on the engine. lf

a given fixed speed . It will, however, be seen that
the load be removed and consequently less steam
be required , the governor will assume a position

giving 'a slightly increased speed . While the power
available is in excess of the load, the governor will

not be in the lowest position ; the speed required
will be such as to maintain the governors in a
position midway between the extremes o and o '.
The details of this type of governor will be
readily understood by referring to the sketches

nechin

Scale of inches

Main shaftbun

32 wire

a coils

to valve

For details of lever
40 see valve georing
Attached
K to bed

Fig . 27 .

FIG . 28.

AN ALTERNATE DESIGN OF GOVERNOR FOR HIGH -SPEED STEAM ENGINE.
proportional to the distance o, Fig. 30 . If the
spring be such that the tension at o'be proportional
to the tension at o in the ratio : the governor will

shown in Figs. 27 and 28 , suitable for the size of

not return to its original position after spreading

he has opened an office at Queen Anne's Chambers ,

until the speed had fallen below the normal. If
the tension of the spring at o = t, the tension at o'

engine illustrated in previous papers .
( To be continued.)

Mr. John E . RAWORTH , A .I. E . E ., informs us that
Westminster, where he intends to practise as a
patent agent and consulting engineer.

+

should = ' O0' xs.
Where s = the amount necessary to overcome all

the friction incidental to gearing, valve, etc., at the
given maximum speed , he smaller the amount of
s consistent with reliable working the more sensi
tive will be the governing. To ensure good governing,
it is necessary to reduce the friction of joints,
valves, etc., to a minimum .

GEAR WHEELS are now constructed with renew
able rims, and possess several advantages over the
solid steel wheel. The rims, which are made in

halves and bolted on the hub of the wheel, can be
manufactured from the finest quality of steel. It
is claimed that the renovation of a worn or damaged
wheelby the attachment of a new rim can be effected
at less expense than the purchase of an entire new

wheel of inferior material.
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Aluminium Alloys.
H . PECHEUX has contributed to the
. Comptes Rendus from time to time the
results of his investigations into the alloys
of aluminium with soft metals, and the following

constitutes a brief summary of his observations :
Lead. When aluminium is melted and lead is
added in proportion greater than 10 per cent., the
metals separate on cooling into three layers - lead ,
aluminium , and between them an alloy containing
from 90 to 97 per cent. of aluminium . The alloys
with 93, 95, and 98 per cent.have densities of 2.745,
2.674 , and 2:600 respectively , and melting points
near that of aluminium . Their colour is like that of
aluminium , but they are less lustrous. All are
malleable, easily cut, softer than aluminium , and
have a granular fracture. On re-melting, they
become somewhat richer in lead , through a tend
ency to liquation . They do not oxidise in moist
melting points. They are attacked
air, nor at theirhydrochloric
and by strong sulphuric
in the cold by
acid , with evolution of hydrogen , and by strong
nitric acid when hot ; strong solution of potassium
hydroxide also attacks them . They are without
action on distilled water, whether cold or hot .
Zinc. - Well-defined alloys were obtained , corre

aluminium . Being viscous when melted , they are
difficult to cast, and when slowly cooled , form a
grey spongy mass which cannot be re-melted .
They do not oxidise in air at the ordinary tempera
tures, but burn readily at a bright red heat. They
are attacked violently by acids and by potassium
hydroxide solution , decompose hydrogen peroxide,
and slowly decompose water even in the col 1.
Tin , Bismuth, and Magnesium . - The action of
water on these alloys just referred to has been

recently demonstrated on a larger scale, 5 to 6
cubic centimetres ofhydrogen having been obtained
in 20 minutes from 2 ubic centimetres of the filed
tin alloy. The bismuth alloy yielded more hydro
gen than the tin alloy, an i the magnesium alloy
more than the bismuth alloy. The oxygen of the
decomposed water unites with the aluminium .
Larger quantities of hydrogen are obtained from
from the decom
copper sulphate solution , apart
position if this solution by precipitation of copper

at the expense of the metal alloyed with the alu
minium . The alloys of aluminium with zinc and
lead do not decompose pure water, but do decom
pose the water of copper sulphate solution , and ,
gineering.

more slowly, that of zinc sulphate solution. - En

sponding to the formula Zn, Al, Zn , AI, Znal,

The Society of Model Engineers.

Znal,, ZnAl,, ZnAl., ZnAlq, ZnAi,, ,ZnAi, ,. Their
melting points and densities all lie between those of
zinc and aluminium , and those containing most

[Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL

zinc are the hardest. They are all dissolved by
cold hydrochloric acid and by hot dilute nitric
acid . Cold concentrated nitric acid attacks the
first three, and cold dilute acid the first five. The
Zn , Al, ZnAlg, ZnAlo, and ZnAl, , are only slightly
affected by cold potassium hydroxide solution ;
the others are strongly attacked , potassium zincate
and alumin ate probably being formed .
Tin . - A filed rod of tin -aluminium alloy plunged
in cold water gives off for someminutes bubbles of
gas, composed of hydrogen and oxygen in explosive
proportions. An unfiled rod , or a filed rod of
either aluminium or tin , is without action , though
the unfiled rod of alloy will act on boiling water.
The filed rod of alloy, in faintly acid solution of
copper or zinc sulphate, becomes covered with a
deposit of copper or zinc, whilst bubbles of oxygen
are given off. M . Pecheux believes that the metals
are truly alloyed only at the surface, and that
filing lays bare an almost infinitely numerous series
of junctions of the two metals, whch , heated by the
filing, act as thermocouples .
Bismuth . - By the method used for lead , bismuth
alloys were obtained containing 75 , 85, 88, and 94

per cent. of aluminium , with densities 2.86 , 2.79 ,
2.78, and 2.74 respectively. They were sonorous,
brittle, fine-grained , and homogeneous, silver
white, and with melting points between those of
their constituents, but nearer that of aluminium .

ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
Alcular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication . ]

London .

FUTURE MEETINGS. — The next meeting will be

held on Monday, October 23rd , at the Holborn
Town Hall, Gray's Inn Road, at 7 p .m ., when a
appliances will take place on the same lines as
those previously held .

Rummage Sale of models, tools, materials , and

The Annual General Meeting of the Society will
be held on Thursday, November 16th , at the same
time and place. Any members wishing to move an
alteration of any of the rules of the Society , or to
make any suggestion as to the working of the
Society , are requested to notify the Secretary
thereof not less than seven days before such meet
ing, so that the subject may be properly discussed .
Secretaries of provincial societies affiliated to the
London Society are requested to send copies of
accounts and reports , with list of members, on or
before October 31st, for inclusion in the Annual

Report, to be laid before themembers at the Annual

General Meeting. - HERBERT G . Riddlf, Hon .
Sec., 37, Minard Roaa , Hither Green , S. E .
RADIUM RESULTS. - The work of the last three
years in Germany and France is estimated by Pro

fessor Currie to have yielded about i lb . of radium .
America 's stock of radium salt, reduced to the

They are not oxidised in air at the temperature of

strength known as one million, would half fill a

casting, but are rapidly attacked by acids, concen
trated or dilute, and by potassium hydroxide
solution . The filed alloys behave like those of tin ,
but still more markedly.
Magnesium . — These were obtained with 66 , 68 , 73 ,
77, and 85 per cent. of aluminium , and densities
2.24 , 27, 2: 32, 2. 37, 2:47. They are brittle, with
large granular fracture, silver-white, file well, take
a good polish , and have melting-points near that of

lady's thimble.
A RECORD CRANE. — The world 's largest and most
powerful crane is at present in use on the North

Pier, Tynemouth . It will lift 40 tons, and is utilised
for laying the foundation blocks at the end of the
pier. The crane has been built by Messrs. Cowans,
Sheldon & Co ., Ltd ., of Carlisle, and is to be sent to
Cape Town after the work at Tynemouth has been
completed .
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Practical Letters from our
Readers .
(The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interesi. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , bud the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication .)

Model Railway Design .

October 19, 1905.

will be found quite the thing. A lap should always
be made of softer metal than the metal to be lapped ,
the action being as follows : The abrasive material
sticks into the softer metal, which virtually becomes
a grindstone and wears away the harder material.
Type metal, or type metal and lead in various

proportions, will be found to give good results for
brass, etc., and copper or soft phosphor-bronze for
steel, etc. — Yours truly ,
V . W . DELVES-BROUGHTON, Assoc. M .Inst.C .E .

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I read with great interest Mr.
Webb 's description of his model track , and his in
genious method of electric control. May I, how
ever, point out that, in using his calling-on arms
4 and 5 to govern movements of trains in both
directions, he is violating one of the chief rules of
railway signalling - namely, that a signal arm can
only be read in one direction . The arms 4 and 5
in his sketch are right for shunt-in movements,
but for shunt-out movements from the turntable
I should fit two small shunt-out arms or discs (10
and it in my diagram ) ; 1o thus governs shunt- out
movements on the arrival road , and il governs simi
lar movements on the through road. These two

16 . advance storler.
4 coll on arm to arrival line.
5 . . - - through . . .
12 shunt in " - departure " .
14 shunt our orm

10 "
Il .

.

- disc from arrival.
" " " through. 14

Armature Reaction and Distortion of Field .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - In your issue of September 28th a
letter by Mr. F . J. Kean appears, in which he asserts
that in my letter under the above heading a mis

statement occurs. If Mr. Kean will look into the

matter a little more closely, I think he will be
convinced that the statement made is perfectly

correct. I advise him to apply the " hand rule "
to each conductor in Fig. 3 in my letter, and he will
find that the only effect caused by D is a force
tending to pull the armature asunder across the line

joining the brushes. Mr. Kean also states that

To goods
04 i 2

0513
Arrival

1012
1116

2

g

Through

13

Limit to shunting
out disc ( fixed)

< Departure

Turntable

MODEL RAILWAY SIGNALLING DIAGRAM .
discs must be supplemented by a shunt-out arm
since E in Fig. 3 is acting in an opposite direction to
(14 ) on the gantry . Two shunt-out arms on the
gantry are now unnecessary , as we should then be

R in Fig. 2 , it produces no torque. This means that
if the field is reversed in a motor no torque is pro
duced . This is evidently incorrect, for it is well

simply telling the driver where he was coming from .
To make the installation complete, a shunt-in arm

known that reversing the field simply reverses the

(12 ) should be provided to govern shunting into
an advance started (16 )
the departure line, and
If more convenient for work

doubt this I would advise him to try the experiment.

fitted on the gantry.

direction of rotation . If Mr. Kean is inclined to
“ Where do you think the torque is to comefrom ? "

ing the electric switches, 10 and it could be placed

he asks. Surely I have fully explained this. The

as shown dotted .

The chief additional locking will be : - 2 and 4
lock 10 ; 3 and 5 lock it ; 12 locks 15, 7, 9 ; back

presence of the armature current produces the
necessary field , and the fields are not used except
as mere masses of iron . If Mr. Kean will kindly

locks 13 ; 14 locks 16 . These are, of course, re

peruse my letter again he will notice that wherever

ciprocal locks ; 14 and 16 must also lock all in
coming signals, and vice versa. The calling-on arms
should be fitted with a ring.

abbreviation for field -magnets. -- Yours truly ,
A , G , WARREN .
Abbey Wood.

the word “ fields ” occurs it is simply used as an

The complete locking list would occupy too much
space , but I will be very pleased to send Mr. Webb

a copy, if he cares to have one. Apologising for
Dryburgh House,
A . CALDWELL SMITH .
Putney, S .W .
Lapping Cylinder Liners, etc., in the Lathe.

length , - Yours truly,

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - In your issue of the 28th ult. I do

not think the “ Workshop Note ” given by " Sand ”

A Simple High Resistance.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, — In the carrying out of certain
electrical measurements a resistance of the order
of a megohm is sometimes needful, but its use is

often prohibited by its cost. As a cheap substitute
for the usual high resistance coil a streak of lead
drawn on the ground surface of a glass plate has for
some time been suggested , but the idea has been

October 19, 1905.
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found to be impracticable owing to the great varia
tion in the resistance of the streak and its consequent
permanence in the adherence of the particles of lead
to the roughened surface of the glass. More
recently, however, it has been discovered that a
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Queries and Replies.

unreliability , due, it is thought, to the want of
pointed aluminium rod may be used to mark letters,
graduations, etc.,on glass vessels,all that is necessary

( Atteniion is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complyingwith the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked
of jo
theurenvelope
Query
arasimenont."theNo
velopethose
icling
same encorner
nal arto etherepl"Queries
Ntopo olother
thematters
nis
ileft-hand
Department."
relating
but
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subiects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :- ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subiects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre

spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope ( ilot post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. ( 4 . Queries will be answered
asearly as possible after receipt, but an interval of a tow days
must usually ela pse before the Reply can be forwarded . ( 3)
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the

Reply can be published . The insertion of Replies in this column
cannot be guaranteed . (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to
The Editor. THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26 - 29 , Poppin 's Court,
FleetStreet, London, E.C.)
Thefollowingare selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently : -

(14,687
H . B . Dynamos
(Cumberland)
writes
: I ]am Small
makingDynamo
a dynamoWinding.
(Fig. 12 in " Small
and
Motors " ), 150 watts , 30 volts, 5 amps. ; armature 3 ins, diameter ,
3 ins. long. Kindly state how many slots you recommend, and
what diameter should tunnel be bored to ? I enclose a sketch of
Wrought-iron cores, it ins. diameter , 31 ins, long (not reproduced ) .

Are these size; correct ? As I have about 4 lbs. or 5 lbs. of No. 22

wire, please state if itwould be possible to use this up ; and, if so,

Fig . 1. – FRONT VIEW OF A MODEL OLD TYPE
VERTICAL STEAM ENGINE.
to do so being to wet the glass and press firmly with
the rod while drawing.

Consequently , to obtain a serviceable high resist
ance at small cost, it is only necessary to draw an
aluminium streak on the polished surface of a glass
plate ; patches of aluminium at the extremities
serving for attaching connecting wires. But since
the operation of soldering aluminium is well known

to be attended with some difficulty, it has been
proposed in this case to eliminate it by depositing
copper on the aluminium patches and soldering
the wires on to the copper deposit — a much easier
undertaking. – Yours truly,
SERIES WOUND.
A Model Old Type Vertical Engine.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR , — 1 enclose two photographs of a
rather old -fashioned type of vertical engine which
came into my possession some time ago , thinking
they may be cf interest to your readers. The
valve gear is worked by a rocking shaft off the
same eccentric as the feed pump. I am sorry I

cannot give the dimensions of the engine, as it is
notBristol.
now in my possession . — Yours truly,
T. H . BIRDSALL .

Fig . 2. - REAR VIEW .
please
give me the correct weightrequired for both armature and
field -magnet cores ; if not, give weight and gauge that will do .
· Will this machine light three 16 c.-p. lamps ?
Armature to have sixteen slots (as Fig. 31, page 30 ),wound either
with sixteen coils - two in each slot, or eight coils - one in each
slot. The larger number is to be preferred ; bore the tunnel to
3 3-32nds in . diameter. The teeth should run as close to the
pole face as practicable. The cores are correct, except that you
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have done wrong to turn a shoulder at each end i ins. diameter :
this has reduced the area of contact between the yoke and the
core ; you should have kept to it ins. diameter right up to the
yoke.
would have
been better
kept the
to thecoreconto
structionIt shown
in ouralsohandbook,
and tonothave
reduced
in , diameter for the purpose of putting nuts on . However, you
can try the machine with these cores , and see what result you

obtain.
You can use your No. 22 for the field coils ; but it is
scarcely thick enough for the armature : 5 lbs. will be all wanted
for the field-magnet. Use No. 20 gauge for the armature. Will
ligat about five 8 c.-p . lamps. We doubt if you will be able to

get 30-volt 16 C.- P . lamps.
[14.5551 Small Oos Engine. T. L . C. (Edgbaston) writes :
Will
you pleaseandanswer
me thewould
following
questionsfor? (h1).-pWhat
size cylinder,
how thick,
be required
. gas

October 19, 1905 .

to the load . (2 and 3 ) Must be determined by trial, according to
the speed at which the motor happened to run, House water

pressure
much sizes
according
You must
experimentvaries
with very
different
of jet,toif the
youlocality.
do not happen
to
get
matters
just
right
at
first
trial.
A
small
water
motor
should
run
at
1,000
revolutions
per
minute
least,
at
of
be
to
much
use.
See THE MODEL ENGINEER for September 3rd , 1903 (page 222).
( 14,056just] WimshurstMachine.
H . C . W .but
(Nuneaton)
I have
completed
a Wimshurst
machine,
cannot
getwrites
it to:
work
at
all.
If
you
could
give
me
a
rough
sketch
of
how
the
various
parts act I should be very much obliged . If you could give me any
idea of where I have gone wrong, I should be very please 1, as it is
my third attempt.

We advise you to study the various descriptions of Wimshurst

engine ? I have read THE MODEL ENGINEER Handboo 's on Gas and
Cil Engines, but it does not give dimensions of engines. ( 2) Would
o be water? -cooled
? (3)sizedCould
I runshould
it offI want
an ordinary
gas-jet connection
(4 ) What
flywheel
?
( 1 ) Stroke of about 31 to 4 ins. Diameter of cylinder 21 ins.

(2) Yes,waspreferably,
to be usedaboutfor 16reallbs.work.
(3) Yes,i ft.if
burner
taken off.if it(4is) Weight
; diameter,
3 ins.
( 14,001] Capacity of Condensers, F . A . N . (Worcester) writes :
( 1) Kindly say how many sheets of tinfoil would be required to
form a condenser ofonemicro -farad capacity ? ( 2 ) Whatsize should

the sheets be for ordinary telegraph purposes ? (3) How should a
telegraph condenser be built up ? You have been good enough to

answer
questions,
for enquiry.
which I am much obliged. I trust
additional
you
will several
excuse this
(1 and 2) The capacity of a condenser varies directly as the area

of the tinfoil
surfaces
the specific
capacitybetween
of the
material
separating
them and
; it varies
inverselyinductive
as the distance
them
.
You
will
see
from
this
that
thekind
of
insulation
used
between
the sheets and its thickness will affect the size of the condenser for
ausedgivenas the
capacity.
paper soaked
in paraffin
wax this
is generally
insulatorThin
for telegraph
condensers,
and with
material
you will get (approximately ) onemicro-farad, if thearea of each set of
tinfoil sheets is made equal to 615 57. ft. total. It does not matter

w Fig . 1 .

Query 14056

WIMSHURST MACHINE COLLECTORS.
machines
the last few volumes by
of THEMODEL
ENGINEER,which
also tohave
get appeared
a copy of in“ InfluenceMachines,"
Gray , price
55.
3d
.,
post
free.
Asfar
as
we
can
see
from
yoursketch,
you seem to
be trying to collect the charge from one plate only ; the collecting
points must embrace the two plates, as shown above ; they do not
touch the plates, but are to be as near to them as practicable. All
sharp edges and pointsmust beavoided ,except at thecollecting points ,
as they will cause the charge to leak away as fast as it is generated .
Perhaps
the machine
requires toa start
preliminary
from , drya rubbed
stick
ofsealing
wax or ebonite
it ; try itcharge
in a warm
room .
One
of
the
discharger
balls
should
be
smaller
than
the
other
, and they
should be in terchangeable , so that you can try them on either hand
Bussol Boller and Engine. H . E . H . A . (Sheffield )
writes : (I ) Will a horizontalsteam engine ( 1-ig , bore by 2 -in , stroke)
be of sufficient power to drive a dynamo of io volts, 12 c .- P . (50

watt
machine)
at a speedto run
of 3,000 r.p.m . ? At what speed would
thesuitable
engine
beforrequired
be
this size engine? ? (2) Also, what size boiler would
( 1 ) No : an enginewith a cylinder I in ,by 2 ins.will not be found
sufficiently powerful for the work of driving a 50-watt (12 c.. p .)

machine. You will require a much larger engine- say, a it by
X

BRASS

X STRIP

horizontal,
or if bysupplies
it vertical.
ofIf high-speed
Shiplake , Henley
-on -Thames,
engines Stuart
of thisTurner,
size :
also castings. ( 2 ) You should provide a boiler having at least

650 sq. ins. of heating surface. The vertical boiler on page 31 of

“ Model Boiler-Making ' would make a suitable generator.

(14,792]
Lathe.
H . G kindly
. (Leyton
stone)
writesChange
: I should Wheels
be greatlyforobliged
it you would
give
me a formula by which I could find the change wheels for a ma

chine, the leading screw of which is 2) to the inch.
Pitch of leading screw
wheel on mandrei
Pitch of screw to be cut

wheel on leading screw

Your leading screw being 21 to the inch , the above would read ,

Query 14001
FIG . 2.
how you make it up, the individual sheets can be of any convenient
size. You will do well, however, to make the condenser in sections
so that you can vary the capacity according to theline and as required :
the capacity of telegraph lines varies from time to time. Weadvise

you
a bookprice
on 6s.
telegraphy,
as " Telegraphy,"
by
Preeceto & study
Sievewright,
4d., post such
free, which
contains a great

deal ofmade
good with
information
on adjustable
the subject.fromTelegraph
are
often
a capacity
to rocondensers
micro-farads.
(3) When making the condenser two sheets of paper should be used
between each pair of tinfoil sheets , so as to stop up any very small

supposing your wished to cut eight
threads per inch :
2 - 25
8 80
i.e.
, mandrel wheel would have twenty-five teeth , and wheel on
leading screw eighty.

114,692] Series-Wound Motor for Electric Loco. W . B .
) writes
makingbea obliged
motor which
I wanttell
to me
use
on(Twickenham
a model tube
loco ,: andI amI should
if you would

how to wind
same.of 20I volts,
wantmachine
to be series
wound,
withare a:
working
pressure
and-magnet
the questions
I wish
to ask
(power
1) What
size
wire
to
wind
field
?
I
want
to
get
as
muchto
as possible. (2 ) What kind of armature to use, and wire
wind same ? (3) How many amps. will it take at 20 volts?
(4 ) What power
expectins.
fromby same,
Armature
tunnelmay
is 2 I9 -16ths
21 ins.with
long.good workmanship ?
( Use No. 20 S . W .G . on armature, and No. 17 on field .

holes which may exist in any sheet ; they are made as Fig. 1. The
sketch
shows can
a method
an adjustable
condenser
sectionsabove
so thatyou
cut in of
or making
out any number,
and thus
vary thein

(2) Cogged drum . (3) About 4. (4) About 80 watts.

capacity.
The terminals
in Fig . 2 are connected as shown by dotted
lines to increase
the capacity.

(14,527] ) Water
Motor
Drive would
Dynamo.
(Knutsford
writes : (1)
What tosize motor
I require toH .driveB .

Whereas it only takes about 12 b .h .-p . to drive our machine, the
other
or 13 b.hit.-p.would
mustbebeeconomical,
running toinwaste.
been
thinking12 whether
order toWe
usehave
this extra
power,
to
put
down
a
small
dynamo
to
supply
the
shops
with
elec
tric light, instead of gas. We should require about six really good

motor
? (3) What size pulley would I require on armature of the
dynamo ? The ordinary house water supply is to be used .

lights,
to thosetellusedus forwhat
street
Should
to you similar
if you would
sizelighting.
dynamowe
shouldbe grateful
voltage,
etc.,
and
what
would
be
the
probable
cost
of
such anrequire,
and
the
upkeep
of
the
same.
The
engine
above
travels
atone,
150
revolutions per minute with a 3 -ft. driving wheel.

the
in your
(Fig.40-5w)att
? (2dynamo
) Whatdescribed
size pulley
wouldHandbook
I requireNo.on 10,thepage
water17

You require
5 h .-p.ittowould
drive this
output.
If (1)worked
under about
full output,
take dynamoat
less power,fullaccording

(14,758]) writes
Lighting
for Workshops.
. E . J.
(Sedgeley
: WehavePlant
in ourworkshop
a 25 b .b .- p . gasA engine.
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If you have about 12 h .-p . to spare, you could light up the shops
quite readily with a 7 kilowatt dynamo (shunt-wound ). An out

putof 70 or 80 volts at 8 or ro amps. would be a convenient one.
If arcs are to be used , a voltage of about 55 would be best. They
would then be run in parallel from the dynamo. Any of our adver

tisers would quote you for a suitable machine.

(14,639] writes
Old Gas
Bogine.
” (Burley-in
Wharfedale,
: I have
a I or it h “.- Weetly
p . gas engine
(picked up
cheap ), but I do not understand its principle , and, in any case, I
should
like
to
fire
it
with
a
spark
plug.
It
is
upright,
and has a
slide with several square and small round holes and sinkings ;
also
a boxI with
a lot of ironread
plates
in . andCansuggest
you recommend
a bookit
in which
can thoroughly
it up,
a way of firing
with plug ? It is in very liitle worked condition, but has been laid

some years aside, well greased . I want to use it for charging ; also

for driving a hay-chopper.
Yourignition,
engine and
is evidently
one, towithconvert
slide itandto
flame
we doubtanif itoldwillvertical
be possible
anything more modern in the way of ignition and valves. Even if
possible, it would cost nearly asmuch as a new engine of same power.
The box of plates is the air -box , through which air is drawn in to
mix with the charge of gas. If you understand the principle of
Spark ignition , you might be able to devise somemeans of fitting a

given distance : other conditions remaining altered . As you haye

11,450 amp.-turns in the first case, when using 32 amps., you
would need "1450
actual turns ofwire, and with 12 amps, flowing
32 .

you would need " 450 actual turns to get the same effect. The

resistance of the new12windingwould have to be higher, so as to allow
only(12,6171
the 12 Telegraphic
amps, to flow.Instruments and Connections.

W .M .
(Garston ) writes : Could you kindly send me a diagram of connections
for a telegraphic circuit? Stations about 100 yds. apart, each having
a telegraphic instrument, bell, push , switch , and one battery of two
Leclanché cells , with either two or three
line wires , so that bells can
be run from opposite ends only , and always ready for signalling , and
also with putting switch on it, disconnects bell circuit and connects
instruments ready for working. The telegraph instruments are of
the
type'shown in M .E , handbook " ElectricalWorking
Models."
I have tried to get an earth return for- bells,
but can get no result with
two Leclanchés,
We give you a diagram of method of connecting call bells . They
are simply in terposed in the circuit of one of the line wires, and each
fitted with a two-way switch . The method of using them is as

BELL

BELL

FIG . 1.

SWITCH

SNITCH

Telegraph instruments

ग

투
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EARTH

WIT; I query 12617

Fig . 4.

spark
plugOilyourself
in the cylinder end. See Grover's book on
"Gas
and
Engines,”
Runciman,
post
free 7d.post free 5s.4d., or our handbook by W . C .
(14,693) Electro -magnet for Exerting a given Pull .
1 . A . H . (Aberdare ) writes: There is a magnetising coil in use at a
colliery lamp room for unlocking lamps. The bobbin was of the
following dimensions : - Length of iron core, 7 ins. ; diameter of
core, tin . ; distance between flanges of bobbin , 64 ins. : size of
wire (insulated with double cotton ), 10 S . W .G . ; resistance of wire,
* 187 ohm : current required to exert desired pull, 32 amps. ;
voltage,
6 volts ; No. of amp.-turns, 11450 , approximate). The
end of magnet core has to attract a piece of round iron (which
is the lock of the lamp) of the following dimensions, through an air
space of 5 - 16 ths in. : - Lock (round iron ), in , by i in. and in .
by
. , spring
lock in a position
when lamp
locked ,
4 lbs.t inpull.
It is holding
required the
to obtain
pull on magnet
core issufficient
togivendrawtheanabove
armature
down
through
a
5
16ths-in
.
space.
I have
explanation so as to make it as clear as I possibly
can,
Now
,
I
wish
to
wind
another
bobbin
of
16,
18,
or 20
(double cotton -covered ), so as to exert an equal pull to that of the
magnetising coil now in use ; but instead of using 32 amps. at

6 volts, I wish to use a lower amperage (about 12 amps.) at a
higher voltage, if necessary. Please let me know if it is possible.
Jse a thinner wire and more of it. Provided the amp.-turns

are the same, the pull will be approximately the same through a

a
follows: Normally the switches are set in circuit on contacts A :
suppose you wish to ring up the operator at the distant station , you
set your own switch to contact B , thus throwing the bell out of

circuit. You then press either of the contact keys of the instrument
it. The operator , as soon as he hears the bell, will set his own beli
switch to B ,and cut it off, thus restoring theline to working condition S .
and then signal to you by the telegraph that he is ready to take your
message.
When you have finished , the switches of each bell are set
again to A ready for another call. If you use earth as a return you
must
connect
your wires to large plates of sheet metal, and sink
them in damp ground to get good connection , and you may have to
and send a currentwhich will pass through the distant bell and ring

provide increased battery power. A water pipe makes a good earth ,
if you can get a good contact to it.
( 14 .734 ) Winding for 8 -watt Motor for Electric Loco .
C . F . W . (Oldham ) writes : Will you kindly answer me the following

questions ? I am making THE MODEL ENGINEER Electric Loco

motive,
described at the beginning of this year. Mine is to be
half-size - i.e., taking the coloured plate as a full-size drawing.
Can
you
tell me the windings for armatures and field -magnets of
motors ? I want the motors to work in parallel from four quart
bichromate cells (8 vo ts), taking, at full load , about 1 amp. each
motor. I should like the engine to travel from between two to
three miles per hour. Can you also tell me which way to connect

each motor - shunt or series ?
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Wind field-magnet coils with No. 24 gauge s.c.c. copper wire,
wire;

could I asgetI understan
a petrolmotor
fitted),
d them to? do the work (electric ignition all

N ). 30 forgauge
and armatures
and oz. or copper
so for each
eachsingle
field, silk-covered
about
be wanted
1 oz. willwith

An electric motor would be the best means for you to employ
for driving your lathe ; it takes small amount of space, gives off no

armature ; get on asmuch as you can in the space. Motors should
be connected with the field coil in series with the armature.

and is always ready
fumes or noise, as withmoment.
a gas or petrollightengine,
andasa light
workbut
for starting
up.h .-pat. any
current
your running
beForsufficient;
would
motor
lathe,
a
t
b
current,
alternatin
wish
you
and
supply is, we presume,charging
to drive
g
be
, perhaps,
it would
as well for motor,accumulators,
awelldynamo
so as to have a reserve of power.
b .h .-p .
to havea
However,
if you do not intend to use dynamo and lathe at the same
con
you small
do verytorswell,at asonce,unless
motor should
time, a torb.h
charging.-p.a number
template
a verya motor
of accumula
impractic
use
be
dynaino
able
to
would
suffice.
would
It
driven by accumulators to run your lathe, unless you have ex
ceptional facilities for having a fairly large battery charged .
Dynamo
(14 ,486 ) Winding
terarmature
s for: 500
boughtManches
ey) writes
and.
Ihave-watt
a plain ring
C . A . S . ( Bermonds

Winding
(14,743] writes
Smallfor Series
Motor. T. H .
for sketch
(Stockport)
: I enclose
a small electro-motor,
should
be glad if you will answer me the following questions and
:
( 1) Gauge
magnet in series iron
for fieldand
amountandofamount
wire forof wire
Siemens
H armature
(cast ? ( 2)Gauge
), i in .
diameter
Address
of
where
(3
?
)
casting
firm
obtained
a
soft
(4 ) Would it do in malleable iron ? The mnotor is tocanbebedriven
from ?
three bichromate cells .
( 1 and 2 ) Armature, No. 24 gauge D .s .c. copper wire, about 1 oz.;

field -magnet, No. 22 gauge s.c .c . copper wire, about it ozs. ;but get
on asmuch
as you can in each case. (3) Try Avery, of Tumbridge

Wells : or some other of our advertisers. (4 ) Malleable cast iron, or
good soft cast iron can be used : but we consider you would do
malleable cast iron , as it usually takes a long time
better to avoid
tois notmuch
casting - several
weeks - and is not so clean . There
obtain a advantage
in it,
Measuring
Resistances. A . R . L . (Croydon)
writes
clearing
I am(14,455)
out my experimental apparatus,
wish to start:
buildingmodels proper (electrical). I want to get ridandof about
16 ofmercury from a pump (broken up ), and lead grids,
pastelbs.and
generally also
scrap
and tinfoil
and block tin . lead(1 ) Can you ; let mebrass
knowscrap
a London firm
who would buy thefindmercury difficulty
too
and
other
metals
it
in disposing of; but
is the mercury I
? (2 )
What is the resistance ofmost
accumulator
an
the
E
it
.M
Is
?
.F
.
in volts, multiplied by the charging current in amperes (i.e.,
tobeinggive ohms) ? e.g., 4 -volt accumulator giving just 4 volts
charged at 2 amps. rate would have a resistance of
8 ohms, and therefore need 16 volts to drive the 2 amps.
through . It seems too much , yet that is what I have been
told .
an advertisement in THE MODEL
(1 ) Re mercury, try Exchange
Column." (2) Your idea
ENGINEER,
and
“ Sale
The
resistance of an accumulator is very low ,
is incorrect.
and
is difficult to measure, as it is a variable quantity, and
ofmeasuring
There are various methods
of soresistance
small a figure. accumulator.
The following is given by
the
of an
Prof. Ayrton in his book , " Practical Electricity " : B is the
the value of
accumulator, A an amperemeter,Ra resistance,
which need not be known ; V is a voltmeter. The
volts at the terminals of the accumulator are first
measured when no current is being taken from it ; the
, and
amperemeter and resistance are thenuntilconnected
a readable indication
the value of the resistance is adjusted
terminals of the
is given by the amperemeter ; the volts atthisthe current
flowing .
accumulator are again measured with
Calling the volts on open circuit E and the volts when the current
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a 56 segment commutator on spindle. Iwish to wind it for 85 volts .
Themeasurements of the armature are as follows : Diameter outside,
47 ins. ; diameter inside, 34 ins. ; length
, 5 . ins. (I) What size

will I require for the armature and field
S.W .G . ?and(2)weight
of wire
magnet
measurem
Are my
ents (enclosed) correct for field

magnet ? (3) What would be the output of a machine this size ,

Query14486

is flowing V , then internal resistance of accumulator = "E - --V
A being the current in amperes. Other methods are given in “ The

MANCHESTER TYPE DYNAMO.
require to? drive
horse-powertoowould
say,
(4)What
manyI segments
it at atfull2,000
the commutator
load r.p.m
? (5.?) Has
(1) Wind armature with No. 20 gauge d .c.c. copper wire.

coil to 4have
layers
quantity5 lbs.of
five turns agnet
layerwith; a about
of wire,
required
about
will be
+ lbs.three
. Wind field-mper

No. 23 gauge s.c .c . copper wire on each core, both coils to be con

nected in series with each other and in shuntto the brushes . (2) Yes ;
measurem
entswithin
will do.limits(3) byAbout85
amps. the voltage can
runningvolts
be adjusted
at a6 higher ; or lower speed
.
(4 ) About 1 h .-P ., allowing for loss in driving belt. (5 ) No ; except

that as your supporting spider has three arms, the total number of
coils should
divide into segments
three portions. To do this the commutat
or
should
have fifty-four
fifty-four coils,
to suitrebuild
coils ; we advise
fifty-four
you segments
to wind
commutat
and
either
the
with
or
two segmenteach
less, or to suppress two by soldering them to a neigh
bouring
; you would then have two thick bars. With so

DIAGRAM OF

CoxxECTIONS
FOR

itwould probably not cause trouble ; they should not
a number
opposite
belargeexactly
.
(14,783] |) Adjusta
R .- P .
WouldBrushes
writes : ble
(Springburn
you kindlyfor replyDynamo
to the. following

MEASURING
INTERNAL
RESISTANCES.
Storage Battery." by Treadwell. When using the method given
above , the various values must be arranged to suit the size and voltage
accumulator
of the

compound
dynamo
Now , if I replace the fixed
a
brushes
backward lead
that will
have forward
accordingbyto brushes
the direction
of rotation ,a should I beor able to get more,
query

? In a
which made to generate
-wound
direction, the brushes
in either
are fixed, and isat a certain speed
the machine gives certain output.

Query 14455
: for instance , a small pocket accumulator

only have , say, i to i amp. taken from it , whilst a large cell should
have ro to 20 amps, or more taken from it, according to size. might
The

method is an application of Ohm 's law (R = =E .), and gives a
resistance at the particular instant of making themeasurement.
(14,740) Power for Driving Small Lathe. “ NELLAT "

(St. Leonard's-on-Sea
advise ?to drive
) writesand: Will
I haveit.a
lathe
for lightmetalwork,
wantyouto kindly
instal power
Afraid, as workshop is only 7 by 6 by 3 by 6 , not room for gas
engine- sotothinking
of getting
or dynamo,
or both. Would
also wish
charge motor
cyclemotor
accumulator
occasionally.
Lathe
never works for longer than about one to one-and -a -half hours at
a time. (1 ) What power motor should I want ? (2 ) Would
dynamo driven by accumulator be same as motor ? (3 ) What
voltage accumulator needed to drive motor, dynamo?

(a)

(b)

Or

current

the samemachine, or, better still , should I minimise
the risk from
of breakdow
n of the armature when overloading ?
You would probably get slightly more current, and the armature
would
also run cooler than before. It is much better to have a
means of adjusting position of brushes .

(14,787) 500 -watt Dynamo Windings. E . G . W .

Hirst),writes : Will you kindly advise me on the following ?
I(New
am about to construct
a 500-watt Manchester type dynamo , say,
50
volts
to amps.
brushes
I have holders
a pair ofarecarbon
the
said brushes
made for them. ? (I) (2Will
do if suitable
) What

diameter and length should the armature
wbat num
ber. depth , and width of slots will be requiredbe ?? "Also
(3) What dimen

sions
for field cores, yokes, and pole-pieces ; or will the 500-watt
scale in handbook do, with cogged ring armature
? (4 ) Should
cores
be cast or wrought
of fieldgauge
-magnets
iron ? (5and
) Howfieldmuch
,
and what
wire will be required
for armature
-mag
nets
armature
how
Also
many
turns
each
slot
of
?
in
What
(6
)
?
size shaft will armature take ?
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(1) Yes. (2) As shown in Fig . 35, page 31, of handbook. (3) As
shown
in page
handbook
wrought. (5) See table of
windings,
50. .(6)(4)8 inPerfectly
.
(14,753] 2 -in. Spark Coll. A . L . (London. N .E .) writes :

the
if you will give mei- ininformation
I shall be much obliged coil
withonthree
gives a , ;spark,
sparkordinaryI have
A 2-in, ,with
following
I use
but when
contact-breaker
dry cells :in - series
six dry cells in series, with a well-made mercury break , I only get

with the break ?
a t- in . spark , Will you tell me what is wrong
I notice that after it has worked for about five minutes the methy
lated spirit in the break cup gets quite black, and the mercury at
the bottom goes into very small balls ; also, there is a loudmetallic
noise in the break cup. Would you suggest paraffin instead of
spirits ? I should be grateful for any suggestions you could give

apprentices

(1) Very difficult to say. Premiums for ordinary
are usually about £50 ; some works take them without premium .
( 2 ) There should be very good openings in the motor line, as it will
a very large industry. We are inclined to &advise
be undoubtedly
Son ,
you to try and enter a motor works. ( 3) Messrs. D . NapierBirming
Acton , London , W . ; Messrs. Alldays & Onions, Ltd ., Wolseley
The
ham ; Messrs . Singer & Co., Ltd ., Coventry ; Messrs. Birmingham
;
Tool and Motor Car Co., Ltd., Adderley Park ,
Works,
Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd ., Falcon Autocar
Messrs. The BrushLeicestershire.
Obtain a copy of the
Loughborough ,
Journal, published by Messrs. Iliffe & Son , Coventry : you will find
other names in it. There are also other motor journals . (4 ) Six
teen years. .

mefor improving it.

The “ Fortis " Vice Competition .

Try a more suitable battery , such as four bichromate cells in

series , of at least quart size each. All mercury breaks require
attention as regards themercury : it requires straining from
some
time to time to clean it. You could certainly try paraffin oil,
of spirit - you may find it work better. Your mercury may
instead
not be very good - it may contain impurities ; perhaps also the
quantity is not sufficient. Try working the coil from a different
set of cells to those which supply current to the break magnet or
motor . We presure you have put the hammer break out of
a piece of cardboard
place together.
is to them
easiestthenwayscrew
. The and
action
break
The mercurybetween
its contacts,

is then to be connected in place of the hammer break.

(13,736]
Petrolreceived
Engines;
(Leeds)
writes
: Having
muchMagneto
valuable Machine.
information J.byA . reading
your paper , I have been tempted to do a little work at home, and
will
be obliged if When
you willtheanswer
me
the following
: Re
PetrolMotor.
piston there
is descending,
it hasquestions
overcome
the
resistance of(1) the
air . Should
be any outlet
forto the
air in
the crank chamber ? (2) Do the fly -wheels serve the purpose of oil
throwers and automatically oil the bearings, or if a bath of oil was
put
in the bottom of crank chamber, would this take place ? I have a
permanentmagnet, A , as sketch ; BB, soft iron pole pieces. Magnet
weighs
It lbs., and will lift 6 lbs. ; armature, it by if ins. diameter ;
shuttle , H type , wound with No. 34 wire. (1) Is magnet at full
strength ? (2) Can I get : amp. at 5 volts ? (3 ) What speed will

it require ? (4 ) If winding is not suitable, what winding would you
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The “ Fortis" Electrical and Engineering Company,
of Coventry, have kindly placed at our disposal three
of their vices, value 18s. 6d., 1os., and 5s. 6d, respec
tively, to be awarded as prizes in a competition. We
accordingly have pleasure in offering these useful
prizes for thebest three articles sent on “ An Ainateur's

Vice Bench .” What isrequired is a working drawing
of a bench suitable for amateur use, with a short

accompanying article describing its construction and
fittings(tools notincluded). The prizeswillbeawarded
to the designs which in the opinion of the Editor of
THE MODEL ENGINEER are best suited to the require
ments of the averagereader ofthis journal. All entries
should be sent to the Editor of the M .E ., and should be
marked “ Fortis Vice Competitions." The latest date
for sending in will be December ist, 1905.

The News of the Trade.
be pleased to receive for review under this heading
Editor will
[ Thesamples
and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials

fine a gauge. (3) About 3,000 to 4 ,000 revs. p .m . ; voltagewill vary as
thespeed ; you can ascertain the exact amount by trial with a volt.

for
amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being reguired or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise, oror to commend
according
to thea merits
the goods
sub
mitted
abstain from
inserting
review inof any
case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers. ]
• Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.
Drilling Machine for Small Work .
The small drill turn which The Charles Cohen Tool Co. are now
supplying will be found very useful to most model makers.
and one has been sent to us for inspection . The machine is
3 ins. long by it ins. in height, and is made entirely of steel:
has
a 3-speed pulley and two American 4 -split chucks, which will
hold the finest drill. It will drill accurately , the arbor running in
a i-in . long bearing. It can be fixed in a vice for use with a bow ,
or can be run from a pulley, either driven by hand or from a foot
wheel, and if fixed to the slide-rest of a lathe the most delicate
drilling can be accomplished . A set of six hardened and tempered
drills are supplied with the machine, and extra drills of various
sizes can be had. Prices can be obtained of the above firm ,whose

meter. (4 ) No. 26 gauge S.S.c . copper wire. (5 ) You can get
current,
but not of sufficient quantity to work a
an alternatincoilg used
as a transformerwithout a contact breaker to be
H-in, spark
of any use : further , we doubt if an alternating current would be

New Catalogues and Lists.

в.
Query 73736

-

3%

MAGNETO Machine.

recommend,
and atwhat
speedand? (5)
on , coil
can
I get an alternating
current,
wouldIf I itput
worktwo aslipf-inrings
, spark
without
trembler
Motor? ( 1) Refer to our handbook on “ PetrolMotors ,'
Re Parol
price is . ad., post free. (2 ) See our handbook on “ Gas and Oil
Engines," price 7d ., post free. Re Magneto Machine. ( 1) Probably
magnets vary considerably , and lift from four to twenty times their
own weight in the highest quality. (2 ) Very doubtful ; wire is too

of any use for spark ignition purposes (if that is what you want it
for), unless you can ensure the spark occurring at ngthe right moment.
You will see that you may have your alternati current at zero
just when it should give the spark ; it would not do for reliability

unless you can evolve a safe method of useby experiment.
(14,757] Apprenticeship . R . H . (Plymouth ) writes > Hav.
ing been a subscriber to your paper for over two years , I have
noticed at different times the useful advice you have given to
would -be apprentices . As I should like to be an apprentice in the
engineering line - either motor or locomotive - will you kindly

answer the following queries ( 1) What would be the premium
required to enter a good locomotive or motor works ? (2) Are
there as good openings in the motor line as there are in the loco
motive line ? (3 ) Can you give me the names and addresses of one
or two good firms of motor builders ? (4) What is the age limit

at which apprentices are usually taken ?

address is 34 , Barbican, London, E .C .

The Edison & Swan United Electric Light Co.,

26 , and 37, Queen Street, Cheapside, London, have sent usLtd.,
tion VI of the new catalogue
of artistic electric light fittings Sec
and

accessories,
illustrating their plain andshopwindow
troliers,standards,
lanterns,brackets, ornamental pendants, elec

fittings, bronzes,

etc.

The Manchester Electrical Supply Stores. II. Stretford
Road, Hulme, Manchester. - The illustrated price list of electrical
Sundries
supplied by this firm has been sent to us, and includes
batteries and charging materials, wires, electrical indicators, alarm
clocks, bells, volt and ampere meters, small electro-motors, dyna

mos, coils, and electric lighting and other accessories. The list
will be sent post free to any reader upon receipt of two penny
stamps.

an
r
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The Editor's Page.
THE following note from a Bombay reader serves
T to show that our Natal correspondent, whose
letter we recently published, is not alone in his
wish to be able to purchase supplies through a recog
nised expert buying department. “ I think that the
suggestion made by your correspondent on page 168
of your issue of August 17th last, regarding a special
buyer at home, who would undertake to purchase
ma:eiials, tools, fittings, etc., for residents abroad, an
excellent one. Although a letter takes only a fort
night to reach England from India, and vice versa, I
have experienced the greatest difficulty in obtain
ing things I have required from time to time.
A model engineer is always greatly ihandicapped in
India , as nothing in the way of tools, materials, etc .,
necessary for model engineering, is obtainable out
here, and with the treatment one sometimes receives
from home firms, the pursuit of this hobby is well
nigh hopeless. I for one would therefore gladly avail
myself of the services of such a buyer, who could be
relied upon , and am quite prepared to pay a com
mission which mightbe, say, 10 per cent. on orders
under 20s., and 5 per cent. on orders over that
amount."

lle have also received the following letter on the
same subject from a reader in St. Helena :- " I have

read with great interest your Natal correspondent's
letler ve ' goods sent out to the Colonies being of
inferior quality,' and heartily endorse his idea of a
special buyer, who would procure goods of a reliable
quality for Colonial purchasers. It is a severe dis
appointment to have to wait, say, three months, and
then to find the goods sent out do not come up to the
specification . Not only on the point of bad quality do
I complain , but also in the case of checking, packing,
and laxity in forwarding goods. In the case of

castings being ordered, sometimes themost important
part ismissing ; and in a small Colony like this it is
impossible to procure even a small machine screw ,
rivet,or piece ofmetal suitable for a substitute. Then
as regards packing, anything will do as long as
the goods are got off. The result is that the
goods, be they heavy, force the case open ,
and something gets damaged or lost. Small articles

that can be sent by Parcel Post are packed
in wooden cases and sent ' on freight' through export
agents who charge exorbitantrates,whereas the goods
if packed in proper parcels would probably cost 3s.
in the post. Quite recently I ordered from a well

known electrical firm ,some small fittings costing about
42, and distinctly told them to forward by parcel post.
After waiting four months they turned up on freight,'
the forwarding agents charges amounting to 27s. The
net weight of goods was 7 lbs., which could easily

October 19 , 1995 .

must say that the Americans are by far the best to
deal with . Their ways of packing, despatching, and
courteous letters induce one to give them further
orders. You know exactly what you are buying. Their
lists contain full information as to weight of goods
cost of packing, and shipping measurement of same.

In conclusion, I sincerely hope you will be able to
see your way clear to adopt the suggestion of your
Natalcorrespondent, and Iam sure Colonialreaders of
your valuable paper will thoroughly appreciate it."
Wemay say that we are giving this matter our
consideration , and hope to be able to devise some
scheme which will meet the requirements of our
Colonial readers, without being too cumbrous and
expensive in its working in proportion to the amounts
involved .

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clear y written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointmut in advance.
This journal will b : sent pos free to any address for 13s. per
annum
, payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.

Advertisement rates may be had on app ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26 - 29. Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertise'nents and deposits to be
address d to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Modiel Engi

ncer, 26 -- 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales ofthe paper
and boo s to be addressed to Percival Mrshall & Co., 20 - )
Poppin ' s Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Can ida, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , USA , to whom
all subscriptions from these countries : hould beaddressed
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A Fine Model High-Speed Steam Engine.
By G . Boyes.
- - - -- -

MR. G . BOYES' MODEL HIGH-SPEED STEAM ENGINE.
-

THE photograph terewith is of a model high
speed engine which I have constructed from

---

--

-- - -

- -

are i -in . bore, it-in . stroke, and the valve chest
-in . bore. The cranks are set at 180°, and there
are only three webs ; this does away with centre

my own patterns. I may here state that out
of seven times shown at industrial exhibitions it

beari ng and causes less friction . The grease cups ,

has received one special, four first, and two second

drain cocks, bolts and nuts are all turned and filed
from brass wire . The flywheel is 3 ins. diameter

prizes. The model stands 71 ins. high on base,
and is of polished brass, with exception of crank
shaft, flywheel, and crosshead pins, which are of
mild steel. The cylinders , which are single-acting ,

and fin . thick , and provision is made for coupling
direct to a dynamo which I intend to construct .

The engine is fitted with shaft governor, of the

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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type fitted to the Belliss and Morcom high -speed
engine.

The steam

pipes are 3- 16ths in ., and

exhaust | in , copper. As will be seen from photo
graph , cylinders are mahogany lagged , and inspec
working parts. The whole is a compact little

tion door fitted with glass, so that you can see
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points on a circle), to divide the circumference into
N equal parts, multiply the diameter by S , as
shown in example : - Divide 7 -in . circle into five
equal parts: Find 5 in table, and on same line under
Sis -5877 ; then 7 ins. multiplied by .5877 =

model, and runs exceedingly well.

Workshop Notes and Notions.
[ Readers
are invited to contribute short practical tlems for this
column, based on their own workshop experience.
Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
Ing to merit.

Al matter intonded for this column should be

marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

Another Method of Making Wing Valves.
By WM. BELL.
Having occasion to make some three-wing valves
a few years ago, I adopted the following plan ,

-

Fig . 2.

Fig . 1 .

DIAGRAM OF A CHORD.
4 :113 ins. Set dividers to 4. 113 ins, and this will
exactly divide the 7 -in . circle into five equal parts.

The table ranges from 3 to 20 .
No . of Di- s.
visions.

N.

S.

9 .3420

5 5877
6 •5000

10 . 3090
II . 2817
12 .2588

7 •4338

8 . 3826

N.

S.

13 . 2393
14 . 2225

18 . 1736

15 .2079

20 •1564

19 . 1646

16 .1950

Il

3 8660
4 •7071

N . S.

17 •1837

FIG . 3.

A Spacing Centre Punch .
By “ SCRIBO.”
A METHOD OF MAKING WING VALVES.

which may be useful to others : - A piece of brass
to size required to fit valve seat was turned as
Fig. 1. I then procured a piece of brass, double

A is a piece of 7-in . silver steel, 24 inş. long ;
of good springy clock spring bent to the shape
shown, and riveted to A by the rivets C . D is a

fin . from the end it tapers to a point. B is a piece

the diameter of valve just turned, bored hole in
centre of same (as Fig . 2 ), and put this on the valve

(an easy fit), keeping flush at bottom ; then the ring
was divided into three equal parts, as in Fig . 3.
Holes (A , B , C ) werenextdrilled to the size required ,
taking care to putholes to the proper depth , finally

Silver steel
I rod

pulling off outside ring and leaving valve complete.

,, E

Reference Tables.
By “ SPLIT-Pın .”
The accompanying table of figures is one not
often found among the many tables and formula
conspicuous in mechanical and engineering books.
I have no doubt that many readers of this journal,

Св

piece of
clock spring
V. _ Ł

like myself, will find it a useful table of reference .
There are other methods, of course , of obtaining
the equal divisions of a circle , but with this table

A SPACING CENTRE PUNCH .

the chord is found to a decimal which enables the
correct measurement to be taken accurately . The
quantities in column headed S are the sines of the

t- in , screw , with a milled head ; the point marked
E is slightly flat so that the end of screw D shall
have a good bearing. The point of the spring F

half angle obtained by dividing the circle into the
number of equal parts given in column marked N ;

comes a little below the point of punch A . Adjust
by the screw D to distance required. The spring

and to find the chord (or the distance between two

B should be well témpered .
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A Tubular Chime Clock .
By H . MEYRICK -OSBORN.
THE following is the description of a new and
novel design for a set of self-contained tubular
chimes. À model has now been working
satisfactorily for several months. As will be seen

387

carries the cord of the weight ; this measures 2 ins:
long and 24 ins. in diameter. H is a brass wheel
turned as in diagram ; it is tapped to screw on to
spindle C , and carries the pinion G , which engages
ratchet wheel F upon weight drum , and the spindle
D runs in bearing turned in H . The opposite end
of spindle C is threaded with a screw to fit the
tapped cog wheel K . EE are the bearings. A plan
should be drawn to fit the circumference of the

from the plans, the movements are divided
into three parts — the fifteen minute chimes

(Figs. 1 and 2 ), the hour striker shown in
Fig. 3 , and the clock movement (Fig . 4) —
each of which is connected with the others
by electricity .

The chimes are worked from switch wheels

B and D (Fig. 4) contained in the clock
movement, two switches being used in order
to get a very short electrical circuit . At each

of the four quarters electrical contact is
made, and the current running through the
magnets of the quarter chimes I I (Fig . 2 )
attracts the bar. The action of the mag .
nets lifts the stop 0 out of a slot, setting
free the fan M , and upon the works revolving
the stop runs round in the groove, thereby
keeping the opposite end of it from engaging
with the fan . As soon as the next slot comes

round, the stop falls into it, and allows the
opposite end to drop against the fan , thereby
stopping the chimes until the next contact is
made, when the action is again repeated .
The works are revolved by means of a drum
and weight.
When the four quarter chimes have been
played , the hourmovement is set in motion ,

and strikes the hours ; this is accomplished
by means of switches X X (Fig. 2). When
the chimes have nearly completed the last
notes of the hour, the contact is made
through these switches. The current runs
through magnets in Fig . 3, attracting bar C ,
which in turn raises stop D out of slotted
wheels Gand K , and brings stop D to engage
point L . The wheel has to revolve nearly
once round before it strikes D , and this
movement carries the slotted wheel K a
little way round , so that directly the current

is shut off the stop does not fall into the

slot again , and therefore keeps the other stop
out of the slotted wheel, G , and by the
shutting off of the current it causes the
magnet bar to drop , and also the stop D to
disengage with L . This allows the works to

Fig. 1.— Mr. H . MeYRICK-Osborn's Tubular CHIME CLOCK.

revolve and the hours to be struck by ham

(The hour-striking mechanism is not shown.)

mer. When the proper number have been
struck , the next slot in the wheel G will be
immediately underneath the stop F , and

directly the single slotted wheel K has re
revolved until the slot is underneath stop E , when
both stops will fall into their respective slots and
stop mechanism revolving. The hammer is worked
by means of electric magnets, the circuit being com
pleted by a switch -up wheel K .
The fifteen hours' chimes, as will be seen , are
played in a similar manner to a musical box - a

large drum with pins in it, which in turn raise the
hammer levers.
The drum A is a cylinder of sheet brass, 6 ins. long

and about 4 ins. in diameter. The ends are centred ,
and a spindle C soldered into it ; B is the drum , which

drum , similar to Fig . 10 . The black dots shown
thereon represent the brass pins, which are soldered
into the drum at proper intervals, as indicated at
Q (Fig. 2 ).
The controlling movement, with starting and
stopping lever, is worked by means of cog wheels
with a fan . J is the slotted and grooved wheel,
with the slots cut at the proper intervals, as in
full-sized diagram (Fig . 6 ) . It is turned out of
brass, and is soldered to cog wheel K . This wheel
has a bearing turned in it to run upon spindle KI

(Fig. 2). The stops are kept rigid by centre rod ,
which is of square brass sliding in a square tube.
X , XI are the switches for making circuit to hour
hand ; X running upon the brass drum , and XI

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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upon an insulator (V ) fixed to side of drum , hav
ing a brass segment let into it, similar to Fig . 8.
The Striking Gear. - E ' E ' are the bearings or
brackets ; T T is a steel spindle supported by these
brackets. The hammer levers are made as in Fig .5 ;
S is 1 in . square brass, and is drilled to fit with
ease without side play upon steel spindle ; Y is a

brass tube fittingover spindle,which keeps the levers
perfectly separated . Ti (Fig. 2) is a steelrod, which
keepsthelevers from touching tubes when stationary ,
so when striking there is just sufficient spring in the

October 26, 1905 .

and made as Fig. 8. M is switch engaging with
brass wheel. Ris switch , which completes the
circuit upon touching brass segment. T is the
sound bar, over which gut passes to tube V .
A section of clock, with connections, is shown in
Fig. 4 . The clock is worked with pendulum and
weight, and the only type found to work satis
factorily . TT are terminals for wires to chimes ;

B and D are the switches made as Fig . 8, and fixed
to the cog wheels. A and C are switch brushes ; by
using two switches a very short contact is made.

hammer rod to allow the hammers to strike the

The size of brass segment on B is only just too short

tubes, but not to remain in contact, and thereby

to allow the single segment to connect up twice in

ON
To bollery

P1
From ballery
- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

O
To hour
Colls

TI

Filled with
shot

Fig . 2. - ARRANGEMENT AND CONNECTIONS OF THE QUARTER HOUR CHIMES.
consecutive revolutions. Switch D has four seg.
deaden the tone. W is a sound bridge (see also Fig . 7 ),
ments — one for each quarter — and is fixed to the
over which the gut of the tubes passes, and keeps
minute hand wheel, which revolves once in each
the tubes from swinging when struck near the top.
hour. The switch B has one very short switch , as
R is the three -way switch which allows the chimes
to be switched off, to chimeat the quarters by con
nection within clock, to chime at any time, enabling

stated above, and is fixed to a quicker cog wheel.
When the minute hand is at a quarter, the switch

the right quarter to be set for proper time.
Fig. 3 is a diagram of hour-striking mechanism .
A is the weight drum , with pinion and ratchet for

brush C will be upon a brass segment on D , and the
electrical connection will be made directly the seg

is insulated

ment upon B passes the brush A . By the time
segment on B passes the brush A again the brush
C will be no longer upon segment on D , and there
fore no chance of a misconnection . The weight of

wheel, with brass segment fixed to wheel K ,

clock has to be loaded with shot until it keeps

winding. E , D and F are the stops as before
described , D being square, and sliding in square
tube to prevent lateral play.

H
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in size, the baseboard measuring 12 ins. by
heard at a good distance, and
- Τ Τ sound
well. One of the great
features about the design is that

correct time and overcomes the friction of brushes
upon the wheels. All brushes for switches are

14 ins., is a real novelty. The chimes can be
HATTOTETTU
nagu

.boilery
ney
,FFrom
switch
drum
rom

made of brass wire turned with a spring in it.

UIB

WENTOINTI
Bross
wheel
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the quarters are sounded very
slowly ,which is not usually the case

with small chiming clocks.
Fibre

OTO :

.bollery
pos
From

510

ICEPR000000000

FIG . 8. - METHOD OF MAKING
2

SWITCHES.
Filled

'22

with shot by

' Filled
with shor

Soldered

FIG . 4 . —

SECTION OF
CLOCK
MECHANISM .

Fig . 9. - BEARINGS.

Fig . 3.

DIAGRAM OF
HOUR
STRIKING
MECHANISM .
14 Square

brass.

Bros
wire

FIG . 7 .
Wood
SOUND
BAR .

Fig . 5 . —
CHIME
HAMMER .

FIG . 6 . - STOP
WHEEL.

The tubes are made from * -in .
steel drawn brass tube, and very
thin . They are strung with catgut,

and give very beautiful tones ,

Wood
Leather

Leod

Their lengths are respectively

2 ft. 9 ins., 2 ft. 104 ins., 3 ft, 1fins.,
and 4 ft. 21 ins.
The quarter-hourchiming arrange
ment is mounted upon a wood
base fitted
a glassat cover,
which
can bewith raised
will to get at the

works,
and is shown in the photograph
(Fig . 1).
This design of clock, although rather bulky

FIG . 10 . - DIAGRAM FOR MARKING OUT THE
NOTES ON DRUM ,

The drawings, etc., are all from the original
designs
of the writer, and the model built by him
from them is the result of threemonths' spare time.
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A Simple Spray Carburettor

with Automatic Petrol Feed .
By B . H . BAYLISS.
THE carburettor here described is suitable for
1 the younger readers of this paper, and for

October 26 , 1905.

H ', according to whether the engine requires more
petrol or less. Before filling the tank, see that tap D
is turned off. Always have tap D full on when
engine is working. Remember that when this
carburettor is fitted to a gas engine, the previous

air inlet of the engine must be stopped up.

those who are not lucky enough to possess
many tools. It is suitable for engines with bores

The Latest in Engineering .

between 14 ins. and 3 ins.
The spray chamber H ' is made from the bottom
part of an incandescent burner, called “ The Vivid
Patent," the only alteration being necessary is the
drilling of eight 3 -16ths-in . holes ; these holes form

New 100 h .- p . Dietrich Motor Boat. - On
the opposite page we reproduce two photographs

the standard air inlet, and are situated round the
circumference , just under the spray, as indicated
at K . The holes already in the sides of the burner
are used to admit extra air , as indicated at H .

The float chamber C is made out of an old tin ,
the size being quite immaterial. There is a short
piece of -in . gas pipe at F , which is screwed into
the bottom of the burner, where a tapped hole will
already be found ; it is also soldered into the float
chamber C .

BB

of a new 100 horse-power Dietrich petrol boat.
The photographs are especially interesting as show
ing the powerful petrol engines that are now being
adapted to this type of racing boat. The hull, which
measures 10 metres long by 2 .20 metres wide,

was constructed by Messrs. Deschamp and Blondeau .

Measuring Turbine Power. - A method of
measuring turbine power has been invented by Mr.
Johnson , of Messrs. Denny & Brothers, Dumbar
ton . All that can yet be done is to specify power
equivalent to so much horse -power as developed
by reciprocity machinery, though the horse-power
of the turbine is not capable of exact measurement
in the same way. The new instrumentmeasures by
electrical means the torsion of the shaft over a

certain length . The Admiralty have been recently
trying the instrument on a turbine destroyer, and
if the results promise well, it may be tried on the
Amethyst, the turbine third -class cruiser.
Smart Bridge Work . - An expeditious piece
of engineering was accomplished at Wood Green
recently . It was found, necessary, in consequence

A SIMPLE SPRAY CARBURETTOR .
The petrol tank A is also made from another old

tin , and is fitted with a gas tap at D , which must
have a t-in . hole drilled right through it, otherwise
the petrol will not feed satisfactorily . This tap has
a short piece of 1 .in . gas pipe screwed into it, as at
E , with the other end cut crosswise ; this allows
the petrol to run more easily . There is a short
piece of pipe at B soldered into the tank A , and
fitted with a good fitting cork . If this cork is not
a good fit, the carburettor will be liable to flood .
The action of petrol feeding is the same as that of
the water in those drinking fountains used for
poultry .
It is necessary that the pipe E should not be a

tight fit in the top of the float-chamber C , or the
flow of petrol may be retarded . There are two
supports at LL, which may be cut out of strong
tin or brass sheet, and are soldered on to the tank

A . The length of pipe E must be so arranged that

the level of the petrol in the spray will be within
fin . of the top . A large piece of rubber tubing will
do very well to connect the carburettor to the
engine with .
If a good mixture cannot be obtained by altering

the apertures, H , the holes in the spray may be

enlarged with a needle, or extra air holes drilled in

of the electric tramways, to substitute a new rail
way bridge in Station Road . At one o 'clock in
the morning the Great Eastern Railway sent a
gang ofmen down . They took up the line, removed

the old bridge, put in the new bridge weighing
no less than fifty tons, and relaid the lines in the
small space of three hours.
Oil Engines. - Messrs. T . H . & E . Gardner, of
Barton Hall Engine Works, Patricroft , Manchester,
have devised a neat and compact apparatus for
feeding the liquid fuel to an internal combustion
engine. In a casting, or casing, is mounted on a
vertical spindle an air -valve. The spindle has a
conical upper end, which fits on a seating in a ver

tical passage, and forms the oil valve. The valve
spindle passes across a throttled passage to which
the fuel valve delivers the oil. A second passage, or
by-pass, for air , deflects downwards at right angles
in front of, and returns to, the main passage behind
the throttled point. The air valve is placed in

the lower passage with one side of the valve open
to the atmosphere, so that as the suction of the
engine operates the air valve, the fuel valve is
simultaneously operated .

New Departure in Pumps. - A new type of
direct-acting steam pump which possesses several
new features is being placed on the market by

Messrs. Frank Pearn & Co., Ltd . One of these
consists in the arrangement of admitting steam to
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the cylinder, which is done in a similar manner to a
rotative pump- viz., that the main steam port is
only slightly opened at the commencement of the
stroke, such opening gradually increasing with the
travel of the piston ; by this means the steam is not

shot on to the piston in the samemanner as in most
direct-acting pump steam cylinders. It reverses
quietly, and closes the water valves without con
cussion, which is so destructive to most direct
acting types of pump.

A 70 - Truck Goods Train . - A goods train of
seventy trucks is a new feature on the Great West
ern line. The train is the 12.5 a .m . from Banbury

to Southall, the load of which has, since Septem
ber 5th , been increased to seventy wagons and van.
On the same date the timing of the train was
altered to admit of its working from Banbury to
Southall and back each day. The working under
these altered conditions is understood to be quite
satisfactory .
A Heat Distributor. - An appliance, known
as Philp 's heat distributor, is made of 1- 16th - in .
sheet-iron, bent into V form and inserted in boiler
tubes in order to lengthen the flow of the gas
while adding an equal proportion to the velocity .
Fast-flowing gases are considered better to give up
heat to the surfaces they flow over, and this is said
to be one reason why an excessive use of air is not
so serious in its results as apparently it should be,
for the excess of air is productive of greater velocity
of flow , though exactly why this should be so is not
clear, unless there is sufficient extra damper opening
to permit of this increased velocity being produced by
the chimney effect. The new distributor, 4 ft.
long, placed in a tube, compels an extra travel of
8 ft. An increase of draught must be possible,
it is acknowledged , to permit of this. The change
of direction of flow as the gases pass round the ends
of the distributor is claimed to mix the gases and

promote combustion - a claim which seems quite
untenable. The mixing may tend to efficiency ,
it is true, but it is not due to better combustion .
Economies of about 10 per cent. are claimed as a
result of using the distributors. - Electrical Review .

The “ Fortis " Vice Competition.
The “ Fortis " Electricaland Engineering Company,
of Coventry, have kindly placed at our disposalthree
of their vices, value 18s. 6d ., 108., and 5s.6d. respec
tively, to be awarded as prizes in a competition . We
accordingly have pleasure in offering these useful
prizes for the best three articles sent on “ An Amateur's

Vice Bench.” What is required is a working drawing
of a bench suitable for amateur use, with a short
accompanying article describing its construction and
fittings (tools not included ). The prizes will be awarded
to the designs which in the opinion of the Editor of
THE MODEL ENGINEER are best suited to the require
ments of the average reader of this journal. All entries

should besent to theEditor of the M . E ., and should be
marked “ Fortis Vice Competition ." The latest date
for sending in will be December ist, 1905 .

Lessons in Workshop Practice.
XXII . - PracticalNotes on Selecting and Using
Small Dynamos and Motors .
(Continued from page 370.)

By A . W . M .
Shunt-wound motors do not readily start under
heavy load — in fact, may not start at all. even
without a load - unless the field -magnet is excited

before full voltage is applied to the armature.
Fig . 20A is a diagram of a shunt-wound motor con
nected directly to a battery, in some instances, de
pending upon the proportions of the machine and
its coils, also it' s size, such a motor will not start,
the armature becoming locked magnetically in the
bore of the m gnet ; even a start by hand may not
cause the motor to run up to speed . If, however,
one of the brushes be lifted for a moment away
from the commutator, and then allowed to drop on
to the sections again , the motor will start and run
up to speed . This method of starting would not be
good practice or convenient as a general thing ;
a proper starting switch should be used , arranged
so that current is first sent through the field coils,
and then through the armature, or through a re
sistance so connected that the full voltage is first
applied to the field coils and lastly to the armature ,
the resistance being alternately in series with both
the switch transferring it from armature to field at
starting, and back again when stopping (see The
MODEL ENGINEER Handbook No. 14 )
If started without load , a shunt-wound motor

runs up to a speed which is somewhat higher than
full load speed , and which will not be exceeded :
there is thus no danger , as with the series motor,
of the speed increasing to a rate which is unsafe
to the armature winding, provided the strength of
the field magnetism remains constant. When a load
is applied, the speed will fall to an extent which
will depend upon the amount of the load and the

design of the motor, but this variation is not so
great as with a series motor ; in fact, the speed will
be approximately constant within a wide range of
load and if the load should be suddenly removed ,
as might happen , through the failure of a driving

belt, would only rise to a comparatively small
extent, so that the motor would continue to run
without harm . The shunt-wound motor is, there
fore , particularly suitable for use when fairly con

stant speed is required under a widely varying load :
it will also start under a moderately heavy load .
To test a shunt-wound motor, you should allow it
to run up to full speed without any load on ; then
apply a load . and measure the current flowing
through both armature and field coils ; increase the

load until this current rises to the amount which
the motor is designed to take ; the speed will then
be that at which the motor will run at full load .
Compound -wound motors are divided into two
divisions - one in which the series coils assist the
shunt coils and increase themagnetism of the field .
magnet with increase of load ; and the other division
in which the series coils oppose the shunt coils, and
weaken the field -magnet with increase of load. The
former method is called cumulative compound
winding. its object being to enable a shunt-wound

motor to start under a comparatively heavy load,
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or, in effect, to give to it some of the starting ad
vantage possessed by the series motor, which it
does , but, at the same time, it impairs the par
ticular virtue of the shunt motor - namely, that of

magnet - magneto machines, as they are often
called — will work as motors, current being supplied
to the armature ; they start readily, and run at
fairly constant speed ; it is necessary for the arma
ture to be fitted with a commutator.
Reversing . -- All motors having wound armatures
can be readily reversed. The rule is to change the
direction of current in either the magnet coils or
the armature ; but not in both . If the current is
reversed in both , the motor continues to rotate in
the same direction as before. For various reasons
it is usual to reverse the direction of the current in

running at fairly constant speed under varying load.
For many purposes, however, exact speed is not
necessary , and the cumulative compound winding
is very useful for certain kinds of work ; there is

also the advantage that themotor will be certain to
start. To convert a shunt-wound motor to this
system , it is only necessary to add a series winding
of as much power as may seem desirable. A single

layer of series winding on the top of the shunt coils
can be tried , the wire being of ample section to

M000000
Field coil

carry about one and a half times full load current ;
the series winding is to be connected so as to add
to the magnetism produced by the shunt coils (see
Fig. 21).

A

differenti com
second meth
The wind
od isthecalled
poun
series coils arealwound
d
ing, becau
se
in such a direction that they oppose the action of the
shunt coils, and weaken themagnetism of the field
magnet when the load increases, the object being
to counteract the drop in speed caused in a shunt
wound motor with increase of load . This winding
is not much used , because it diminishes the starting
power of the motor, and for the reason that a good
simple shunt-wound motor will run sufficiently
near to constant speed for all ordinary purposes.
In the differential winding the series coils are wound ,

FIG . 201.

the armature, and not in the field coils, as magneto

machines having no winding on the field -magnet,
the current is necessarily reversed in the armature
to procure reversal of rotation ,
The speed of a motor varies according to the

and connected so that they produce opposite poles
to those produced by the shunt winding. The
number of series turns must be accurately deter
mined , and may be calculated experimentally in
a similar way to the series coils of a compound
wound dynamo, as previously explained , except
that the turns are found by decreasing the current L

mm
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voltage of theconnected
battery, or othervoltage
source ofincreased
current
to which it is

.

If the

is

,

the speed will rise — if decreased , the speed will
fall. This alteration in speed is not necessarily in
direct proportion to the alteration in volts : double

the volts would not in every case double the speed .
A

magneto motor does run at a speed which is
almost in direct proportion to the volts
applied to its armature ; a series-wound
0000 motor,
with constant load , also runs at a
00 speed which
is, approximately , in propor
tion to the volts applied to its terminals.
A shunt-wound motor would increase in
speed , approximately, in direct proportion
to the volts, if its field -magnet was in a
state of magnetic saturation at the speed
from which the rise was calculated ; but
as a matter of practice, this condition is
not obtained , and the speed will alter to
a comparatively small amount, even with

m

oon
porno porn
o

Resistance

Field coils

Switch

ottery

Fig . 20.

considerable variations in voltage, the
variation depending upon the design of
the machine. It will be smallest with a
field -magnet and armature core having
ample amount of iron .

The current taken by a motor will

vary according to the load applied to
the motor spindle.. If the spindle was
in the shunt winding until the motor speed is re

stored to that at which it ran when no load was
applied to the spindle ; also , as in the case of a
dynamo, the regulation will not be successful,
unless the machine has an unsaturated field -magnet
and armature. A reference to Fig. 9 will show
that the correct method of connecting a compound
wound dynamo would give a differential winding,
if the machine was used as a motor, and the in
correct method would give a cumulative compound
motor winding.

Permanent Magnet Motors. - -Machines in which
the field is produced by means of a permanent

held fast when the current was switched on ,
an amount of current would flow , which would
depend upon the resistance of the motor wind
ings ; such a current would be excessive and
much greater than that which would flow if the
armature was rotating. If the spindle is released ,
and commences to rotate, the armature at once
generates a back pressure in its windings which
opposes the voltage applied to its terminals acting
exactly the same as resistance . This back pressure
is called the counter E .M . F . (electro-motive force )
of themotor. As the speed rises, this back pressure

increases and reduces the current flowing through
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the armature coils. If no load is applied to the
spindle, the current will decrease in amount until
just sufficient is flowing to produce sufficient power
to overcome the friction of the bearings and

brushes and other small internal losses. If a load
is applied to the spindle, the speed will fall, and the
current will increase until it reaches an amount
sufficient to overcome the load. It will be under

stood from this that the motor automatically
adjusts the amount of current which it will take,
according to the amount of work which it is set
to do. If you overload a motor, it will take a
greater amount of current than its windings will
carry , and the wire will become hot ; if the over
loading is carried far enough , the insulation of the
windings will be burnt, and the machine will break
down, requiring to be re -wound. Many motors

October 26 , 1905.

Always make sure that the field -magnet of a motor
is excited before current is switched on to the
armature at full voltage ; in a series wound motor,
of course, the magnet is excited by the armature
current on its way to the armature,

The following are common faults occurring in an
armature :- Short-circuit between one or more pairs
of coils, due to accidental pressure or knock ; es
pecially at the pulley end does this trouble occur.
The coils are liable to be bruised by a blow from a
spanner, or by the user taking hold of the windings
when removing the pulley . As the top coils suffer
more readily , the injury may be located by examina

tion , the coils lifted or spread apart, and some
insulation placed between them may repair the
commutator. A broken wire, either in a coil or

damage without the necessity of disconnecting the

will, however, stand overloading for short periods

the connection with the commutator, will cause a

without harm ; a momentary overload will scarcely

violent spark when the machine is running. The
faulty coil can be found by examining the com
mutator ; a burnt place will occur between the two
segments to which the coil is attached . A short
circuit between two adjoining bars of the commuta
tor will also short-circuit the coil attached to them ,

damage any motor.

and cause it to burn out. The wires connecting
the commutator and the armature sometimes gives
trouble by breaking in a mysterious manner whilst

Shunt
coils -

the machine is running. The trouble is usually
caused by the commutator or armature core being
loose on the spindle. If you have any reason to
suspect a fault in the armature , but cannot see any
signs of it, the only thing to do is to disconnect all
the coils and test them separately with a battery
and galvanometer. Each coil should be free from
leak , either to any other coil or to the spindle ; the
commutator should also be tested . Each section

P Series
coils

S

Fig . 21.
A type of machine which has not been , so far,
dealt with in these notes is the separately excited
dynamo or motor. In this class the field coils are
not connected to the brushes, but to some source

of current independent of the armature . Any
dynamo can be used as a separately excited machine
by disconnecting the field coils from the brushes,
and connecting them , to a battery or other source
of current. It is only necessary to arrange that the
voltage of the battery , etc., shall not be so great
that more current will flow through the field -magnet
coils than they can carry without excessive heating.
If the armature of such machine be driven by
mechanical means, it will. generate current, the
voltage being, approximately, in proportion to the
speed . If instead of being driven it is connected
to a battery, or source of electric current, the
armature will run at a speed which will be also ,
approximately, in proportion to the voltage applied
to the brushes. The speed of a motor falls if the
field is strengthened , and rises if it is weakened .

must be free from any leak, either to any other bar
or to the spindle.

If you have a dynamo which will not excite, try
it as a motor. If it runs well as a motor, you may
be sure that there is no fault of workmanship, and
that the trouble is due to design , winding , or
method used to test it. If it will not run as a
motor, it will certainly not work as a dynamo.
If you have been winding the coils of a dynamo
or motor, and using a varnish containing spirit,
remember that you can make no reliable test for
insulation until the spirit has been dried out. One
way of doing this is to send a comparatively heavy

current at low voltage through the coils , so that
they become hot ; but baking in an oven is also a
practicable method .

A damaged coil in a hand-wound drum armature
can usually be replaced without entirely re-wind
ing all the other coils, cut through the wires of the
damaged coil and clear the slot or winding space ,
then wind on the new coil over the end windings
of the other coils, and re-connect it in its proper
order. The fragments of theold coil, which may be
underneath the end windings can be left in .

( To be continued .)
A MERCURYVAPOUR LAMP.-- A new mercury vapour
lamp has recently been produced at Jena by Messrs.

Schott & Co., making use, for the envelope, of a
special glass, very transparent to ultra -violet rays.
The light emitted is highly actinic , and very useful
for photographic work . With voltages of no to
220 , and a current of 2 or 4 amps., the lamp gives a

light of 800 candles. - Engineering.
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Notes on Locomotive Practice.
By CHAS. S. Lake.
THE G .N .R . COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE No. 1300 .
D

Y the courtesy of Mr. H . A . Ivatt, M .Inst.C . E .,
chief Locomotive Engineer of the Great

Northern Railway, the writer is enabled to
contribute to this instalment of the Notes a photo
graph of engine No. 1300, built by the Vulcan
Works Co., Ltd ., of Newton-le-Willows, Lancs.,
for express passenger service on the G .N .Rly . The
principal dimensions appeared on page 172 of THE

MODEL ENGINEER for August 24th , when a line

Co .'s Works, Leeds, the first series of " Atlantic "
Locomotive Superintendent of the London , Brigh
ton & South Coast Railway, are now ready for

type locomotives designed by Mr. D . E . Marsh ,

delivery.
A Novel DESIGN OF LOCOMOTIVE CRANK -Axle .
Mr. H . A . Ivatt, of the Great Northern Railway,
has recently patented a new form of crank -axle
of improved construction, applicable to all types

of reciprocating engines, but mainly intended for

Fig . 1. - FOUR-CYLINDER COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE , GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY.
(Built by The Vulcan Foundry Co., Limited .)
drawing of the engine was also given . No. 1300 is
locomotives. The design is shown in the accom
now being subjected to a thorough testing of its
panying drawings, from which it will be seen that
capabilities in " competition " with the Doncaster
Class engine, with simple cylinders 18 ins. by
24 ins., the latter having had its boiler pressure
raised from 175 lbs. to 200 lbs. per sq. in ., thus
placing all three engines on the same footing in
that one respect.
There is , of course, a great disparity in the
cylinder capacity of the two Doncaster built loco
motives when compared with the Vulcan engine,
but as the adhesion weight is virtually the same in
built four -cylinder compound No. 292, and a 251

all three cases, that fact counts for very little.
New LOCOMOTIVES BUILDING AT PRIVATE WORKS.
The North British Locomotive Company, Ltd .,
are just completing at their Hyde Park Works,
Glasgow , some " Atlantic ” type express passenger

locomotives of Mr. Robinson 's standard design for
the Great Central Railway ; whilst at Kitson and

the central portion of the axle between the cranks
takes the form of a joint or coupling, the axle

IG . 2. - MR. H . A . IVATT'S IMPROVED CRANK
AXLE .

being either forged or built up in two sections. The
cranks are arranged as usual, viz., at an angle to
one another of 90°, and may be placed close to
gether, the two inner crank arms being prolonged
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as shown, and bolted together at the lower portion ,
which may be adapted for counterbalancing the
weight of the two cranks, thus producing a more
perfectly balanced axle. The object aimed at in
the design is, firstly, that of securing greater flexi
bility in the axle, thus reducing the risk of fracture
owing to rigidity of construction , whilst still keeping
the cranks closely adjacent ; and, secondly , of ob

taining a more perfect balancing of the axle. In
addition to these advantages, it is claimed for the

innovation that it will facilitate and cheapen the
renewal of parts when necessary .

If these objects can be successfully accomplished
by such a simple measure as that illustrated , much
will have been done to improve the inside cylinder
locomotive of the present day, whilst, as before
said , the idea may be extended to all types of
engines.
New 4 -CYLINDER EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVES,
L . & S .W . Rly.

October 26 , 1905 .

cessful so far as boiler power is concerned ; and if
this is so , it may be taken for granted that the rest
of the design will be found to be all that can be

desired . The cylinders are 16 ins. diameter by

24 ins. stroke, coupled wheels 6 ft. diameter, and

the engine weighs (loaded ) 73 tons, without tender.
DUPLEX Goods TANK LOCOMOTIVE, NORTHERN OF
FRANCE RAILWAY.

Reference to these engines was made on page 256
of THE MODEL ENGINEER issue for September 14th ,
when there also appeared an outline drawing with
leading dimensions. Mons. du Bosquet, Engineer
in -Chief of the Northern Railway of France, has
now been kind enough to provide the writer with
a photograph of one of the engines in question ,
from which a much better idea of the real size and

construction of the locomotives may be gathered .
Readers are referred to the issue of The MODEL
ENGINEER mentioned for particulars of the engine.
LOCOMOTIVE WORK ON THE GREAT WESTERN RLY .

The above engines have already been referred to

It is not by any means an unusual experience

in these Notes, and the accompanying photograph

for travellers on the Great Western Railway to

0000
Fig. 3. - New FOUR-CYLINDER EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE, L .S.W .R .
(kindly supplied by Mr. D . Drummond, M .Inst.C . E .,
Chief Mechanical Engineer of the L . & S. W .Rly.)
shows the general arrangement of the design. The
two inside cylinders drive the crank-axle of the
leading coupled wheels, and the outside cylinders
drive the middle pair . Walschaerts' gear is em
ployed for the outside cylinders and Stephenson
link motion for those between the frames. The
boiler is very large, as will be seen from the photo.
graph . It is , however, none too large for supply .
ing four cylinders, equalling in capacity as these do
in the aggregate, that of two 22- in . by 24 -in .
cylinders, using boiler steam , and therefore only
expanding down to a moderately high terminal
pressure. Mr. Drummond fits a water -tube firebox

to these boilers, and places his spark arresting and
fuel economising apparatus in the smokebox. He
provides 2,727 sq . ft. of heating surface, and uses
tubes of moderate length ; therefore, it may be con
fidently expected that the engines will prove suc

meet with instances of smart locomotive work
thereon, and the experiences of a contributor to
the correspondence columns of the Engineer may
be taken as thoroughly representative of what one
expects when a passenger by long-distance trains
on the famous trunk line to the West. The corres
pondent in question states that on a recent occasion

he was present on a train drawn by engine No. 171
(“ Albion ," of the “ Atlantic " type), which covered
the 1131 miles between Paddington and Bristol in

1184 minutes, encountering a signal check at
Tilehurst and Goring, which involved a delay of
three minutes. The average net running time,
allowing for the checks, worked out at 61.6 miles
per hour. The train was worked forward from
Bristol by engine No. 187 (of the same type as
“ Albion " ) and Exeter, 75 miles distant, was

reached in 85 minutes. By allowing for the re
duction of speed round Taunton loop, the speed on
this section would be 57 .5 m .p .h .
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Home Electric Lighting.
By CYRIL N . TURNER.
FRANCE
RAILWAY
ORTHERN
NGoods
LOCOMOTIVE
ARTICULATED
COMPOUND
YLINDER
-C.4FigOUR
F,OF
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DEFORE proceeding with the subject in detail,
D some of the many electrical terms used in
the following articles, which may not be
known to beginners in the study and practice of
electrical science,may be defined in a simple manner .
(1 ) The Volt is the name given to the unit of
electro-motive force which may be defined as
electrical pressure or difference of potential. The

usual abbreviation is V , or when speaking generally
of the electro-motive force, E . or E .M . F . For in
stance, the E .M .F . (electro -motive force) of a certain
battery might be expressed as i } V . (1 ) volts ).

(2) 'The Ampere is thename of the unit of electric
quantity. The rate of the flow , or “ strength " of
an electric current is expressed in amperes. The
word is often abbreviated to “ amp.” The quantity
of current is also spoken of as the current, the
abbreviation of which is “ C . ”
(3 ) The Ohm is the unit of electrical resistance .
All conductors offer some resistance to the flow of
the current, the amount of this resistance varying
with material sectional area and length of the
conductor. The abbreviation is w . When re
ferring to the resistance generally, irrespective of
its degree, R is the letter employed . An electro
motive force of i volt is required to send a current
of i ampere through a conductor whose resistance is
I ohm . This is Ohm 's Law .
(4 ) TheWatt is the name of the unit of power de

veloped in an electrical circuit, and is determined
by the product of the current strength and the
voltage ; . . volts x amperes = watts ; 746 watts
are equivalent to the mechanical unit of power, a
horse-power (33,000 ft. pounds of work ) ; 746 watts
is, therefore, one electric horse-power (E .H . P .).
(5 ) Ampere-hour. — This term is used chiefly in con

nection with primary and secondary batteries.
The ampere-hour is expressive of the current of
I amp. flowing for one hour, or its equivalent. For
to a capacity of 20 ampere-hours ; this means that
theoretically it can supply a current of Tampere

instance, an accumulatormay be said to be charged

for twenty hours (i X 20 = 20 ), or 2 amperes for

ten hours (2 x 10 = 20 ), or 4 amperes for five
hours (4 X 5 = 20 ).
(6 ) Watt-hour is a term used in expressing the total
amount of electric power used in a given time.
1,000 watt-hours = I watt for 1,000 hours or
500 watts for two hours. To obtain the watt-hours
multiply volts x amps. x the namber of hours the
current is flowing.

(7 ) A Board of Trade linit of electrical power is
equal to 1,000 watt-hours.

Intermittently Lighting by Primary Batteries.
“ Intermittent ” being anything but a definite
word , as regards to time, it may be as well to give
the length of tiine each battery may be relied on
to do its specified work , thus making it easier to
select the most suitable battery for the work re

quired to be done. The batteries being described

in order as to the timethey supply current effectively
for, and not classified as to their types.
The ordinary Leclanché battery consists of an
outer glass vessel containing a solution of sal
ammoniac (ammonium chloride), and a zinc rod.
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In the centre of the outer vessel stands a porous
pot, containing a carbon plate, around which is

weight) ; coarsely powdered oxide of manganese,
10 parts (by weight) ; zinc sulphate, 5 parts (by

packed a mixture of pea-size carbon and oxide of
manganese in equal proportions. The carbon forms

weight) ; sal-ammoniac, 15 parts (by weight) ;
glycerine, 2 parts (by weight) ; and water added to
make into a stiff paste.

the positive pole and the zinc the negative (see
Fig. 1). The solution should consist of about 4 ozs.
of sal-ammoniac to each pint of water. Voltage of
cell about 1:40 volts ; four of these ( 2 -pint size)
cells will light a 4-volt H .E . (high efficiency ) or low
current consumption lamp brightly for a few
seconds at the time — as, for instance, to see the
time by at night, and so on . It quickly runs down,
owing to the smallness of the elements.
For small intermittent lighting, a battery of good

easier to use, as well as being cheaper.
TH

OOOOood

dry cells is very suitable and convenient, and with
the larger sizes the light may be used for longer
periods ; however, the inability to recharge them
satisfactorily renders them an expensive wuxury for
anything more than short intermittent use. It is,
however, possible to re -enliven them to a consider
able extent (when run down ) by making a hole in
the pitch sealing of the top and introducing a little
sal-ammoniac solution.
The following are brief directions as to the con
struction of a dry battery . It is a somewhat
difficult thing to make a really satisfactory one ;
the chief things to beremembered are to thoroughly
ram down the carbon mixture round the carbon
plate, and also not to use powdered carbon . The
carbon should be of the size between rice and peas.
Fig. 2 is the section of the dry battery to be made.
The cell should be constructed of zinc about 1-28th
in . thick ; the soldering of the joints should be done

Now seal the cell with melted sulphur or pitch.
The former is said to be much more effective as a
seal, but for the ordinary amateur pitch is the

Fig . 2. - SECTION OF Dry Cell.
Three of these will light a 4 -volt lamp brilliantly ;
series — i.e., zinc of one to the carbon of the next,
and so on , leaving the zinc of the first cell and the

of course, when connecting up, the cells are put in

carbon of the last to be connected to the lamp.
When a small light is required for, say, quarter

Fig . 1. - LECLANCHÉ CELL .
outside, not allowing any to creep inside. The
cylinder should be about 6 ins. high by about 3 ins.
in diameter. Next solder a zincbottom to it. Make a
paste of - Plaster of Paris, 25 parts (by weight) ;
sal-ammoniac, 10 parts (by weight) ; water, 55 parts
(by weight). Paste this round the inside of the
zinc container about in . thick , leaving i in . free
at the top. Place a piece of paraffined wood or
other insulator at the bottom and stand in the
centre a carbon plate 7 ins. long by 1 ins. wide and
from 1 in . to in. thick . This is fitted at the top
with a terminal, When the paste round the inside
of the zinc is set, ram round the carbon very tightly
a mixture of - Granulated carbon , 75 parts (by

ofan hour or so , the carporous Leclanché is excellent,
the construction being slightly different to the
ordinary pattern Leclanché cell (see Fig. 3). It
consists of an outer vessel the same as the ordinary
cell (the solution also being the same), containing a
perforated carbon cylinder which is mounted on a
glass base, which carries a porous tube ; around
this annular space are packed small lumps of carbon
and manganese. The zinc rod stands in the centre
of the porous tube, the carbon cell forming the
positive pole. This construction prevents polarisa
tion (i.e., the current lessening by chemical forma
tions) to a great degree in comparison with the
ordinary type.
It is advisable to have four cells to a 4 -volt
lamp. The addition of a little dilute sulphuric
acid and about 5 per cent. of chromic acid to the
sal-ammoniac solution is very excellent for this
battery . the E .M . F . rising to nearly 2 volts per
cell. As the cell with this solution depolarises very

rapidly, large currents may be drawn from it ; but
in this case, however, the zinc should be removed
when the battery is not working.

It is a great mistake to have in Leclanché
batteries the sal-ammoniac solution saturated , as
some recommend. It crystallises on the zinc and
prevents chemical action ; besides encrusting the
zinc, it creeps up and over the sides, and causes
electrical leakage.
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The proper quantity is 4 ozs. to the pint.
When a small lamp (taking about amp.) is
required for, say , an hour a day , a modification of
“ Bennett's tin -pot cell ” is admirable. A splendid

cell is not obtained , owing to the inferior conditions

modification was arranged by Mr. F . E . Powell, as

piece of sheet iron bent round inside each ; the

of some “ tins " as negative element (although the
stead of a tin canister, to have ordinary jars with a

positive pole), it is sometimes recommended, in

described in Vol. VIII, pages 344 and 367, of THE
MODEL ENGINEER , and for the benefit of those who
have not the volume and therefore cannot refer to
this able article , the following is an abbreviated

description : - Fig. 4 gives section of same; the
container is an ordinary “ tin " canister about 6 ins.
high by 3 ins. in diameter. It will be seen that a
paraffined wood block is used in the centre ofboth
the bottom and top to hold the zinc in position ,
and also to tack the 30 -mesh iron wire gauze to .
The space between the tin and this gauze cylinder
is packed with iron turnings. The tin forms the
positive pole, and the zinc (which , by the way, is
an ordinary No. 2 Leclanché zinc) the negative.
The best electrolyte (or solution ) for general pur
poses is a solution of caustic potash . Ordinary
caustic potash contains about 15 per cent. of its
weight of water ; this must be allowed for, it being

Oorschung
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Wooden Top
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chasing same. The solution should contain 30 to
40 per cent. of its weight of potash .
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FIG . 4 . - SECTION THROUGH TIN -POT CELL.
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arrangement of the other parts being the same as
shown an i described .

l'p to the present we have been considering
batteries in which there is no local action or open
circuit ; but in the following types of batteries it
is at least advisable to withdraw the zinc from
the solution when the cell is not in use, or waste of
solution and zinc will be the result.
Connexion between
Cardons

- Promifinardi
wore

Bicaraman
Solution

Fig . 3. - SECTION THROUGH LECLANCHÉ CELL.

Carbon

- Zinc.

Container

mark . The potash being 85 per cent. quality , the

will then contain 35 per cent. of solid sub
solution
stance.
A battery of six of these cells forms a very useful

Fig . 5. - SINGLE FLUID BICHROMATE CELL.

installation ,being able to supply , if required , 2 amps.
for a short period.
Their capacity is from 50 to 60 amp.-hours ; the
voltage of each cell being just over i volt. They
have practically no local action on open circuit
(i.e., when idle ).

Fig . 5 ), in which a zinc is sandwiched between two
carbon plates, each plate being about 4 ins. by 2 ins .
the solution being i pint of water, 3 ozs. of bi

In view of the fact that the full voltage of the

chromate of potash , and 3 ozs, sulphuric acid .

Two lamp. lamps (or even three for a shorter
period ) may be lighted for two or three hours at a
time by a single fluid bichromate battery (see
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Dissolve the bichromate in the pint of boiling water,
and allow to cool, then add the sulphuric acid to the
mixture drop by drop, stirring all the time. The
voltage is nearly 2 volts per cell. When , say,
three or four of these cells are used in series, it is
advisable to fix the zincs and the carbons to one
common rod of paraffined wood , by which they
may then be lowered together into their respective
jars. It is well to arrange the bar
so that its movement may be ad.
justed , by which means the current
may be nicely regulated according

to how far the elements are dipped
into the solution (see Fig. 6 ).

le
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will do ; porous pot, about 64 ins. high by 3 ins.
diameter ; two carbon plates, 7 ins. long by 2 x1, are
bolted together and placed in the porous pot.
These plates should stand on a 4 -in . layer of small
pieces of coke at bottom . Now make a mixture of
1 lb . oxide of manganese and broken coke, which is
rammed round the plates to within 1 in . of the top

of the porous pot ; now pour on top a layer of pitch ,

pece of

The double- fluid bichromate cell

E FULLER' S PATENT -

is excee lingly , useful where a cur
rent of about 2 or 3 amps. is re
quired throughout an evening, and
is, for instance , very handy for
lighting a few small lamps for

MERCURY - BICHROMATE

meer
.

BATTERY
LE

decorative effects, etc. Outer con - ,
taining jar about 6 ins. high by

5 ins. diameter, porous pot about

7 by 21, two carbons in outer cell
about 7 by 21. The best pattern
Se

zincs for these batteries is un
doubtedly the “ Fuller " pattern
(see Fig. 7), as the zinc is so ar
ranged as to facilitate the mercury
(which is put in the porous pot)

ELEVATION.
SECTION .
Fig . 7. — MERCURY-BICHROMATE BATTERY.
creeping over the surface of the zinc
by capillary attraction , and thus
keeping it thoroughly amalgamated . If the cell is
leaving a -in . hole through which to pour solu
required for use fairly often — say, when charging
tion .
accumulators — the zinc need not be removed
(To be continued .)
between whiles, as, owing to its being kept pro
perly amalgamated , it does not waste away
much .
The solution for outer cell consists of a saturated
solution of bichromate of potash , with a sixth of

its bulk of sulphuric acid added . Solution for

For the Bookshelf.
(Any book reieted under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26 – 29, Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E .C ., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage. )

THE MACHINE SHOP COMPANION. By Wallace
Bentley , M .I.Mech .E . Halifax : Bentley Pub
lishing Co. Price is., postage id:

Fig . 6 . - ARRANGEMENT FOR LIFTING ZINCS.

porous pot is a mixture of one part of acid to 20 of
water. Voltage, nearly 2 volts.
I am much indebted to Mr. J . Caroll, of Stock
ton -on -Tees for information with regard to the
following battery , which he terms the “ shunt
battery,” and which I have found most excellent.
Its dimensions, etc., are as follows : Outside jar,
about 7 ins. high by 6 ins. diameter - a “ half

gallon,” or “ seven -pound ” jam jar (stone ware)

The third edition of this invaluable pocket-book
contains tables of diametral pitches, notes on tem
plates, jigs, power required to punch holes in plates,
electrically -driven tools, in addition to the fund of
information most useful to the fitter, turner, appren
tice, and model engineer already comprised within
its covers. For the benefit of those who have not
seen the book before, we may mention that it pro
vides, in simple form , rules and definitions suitable
for every -day workshop use, including notes on
arithmetic and the measurement of areas and solids,
tables of decimal equivalents of fractions of an inch ,
speeds of belt pulleys, and notes on rope and
toothed gearing , useful information on screw
threads, bolts, and nuts, descriptions of the chief
machine tools used by engineers, and a chapter on
screw -cutting.

TESTING LUBRICANTS. - A machine for testing
lubricating oils has been brought out in Germany.
The testing part is a shortshaft running in a bearing,
the pressure upon which may be regulated . The
shaft is driven by an electric motor or othermeans,
the speed being adjustable, and the bearing, by an
arrangement of electric coils , may be heated up to

any required temperature.
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cylinder cover is tapped for a De Dion thread. The

Two Useful Petrol Engines .

height from the steel bedplate to the top of sparking

By W . SNELLING.

plug is about 12 ins. The cylinder oil-cup can
oil-cup is hidden behind themain casting.

I TAVING made two petrol engines with success,
I think a short description of them would be
of interest to many M . E . readers. The
building of the small engine shown in Fig . I was
quite experimental. It is if-in . bore by 1 - in .

plainly be seen in the photograph , but the shaft

stroke, and has a water-jacket, which was put on
after the engine was tested in the following manner :
The cylinder had pieces of 4-in . square section
brass sweated in the required positions ; the jacket
was then made the necessary size and shape, with
riveted joint, and sweated on to the brass strips ,

and it has turned out a very good job . The ignition
is electric, which can be advanced and retarded .
The inlet valve is A .O ., and the valve boxes were

made out of f-in, square bar : but I find horizontal
valves do not work very well, and I am altering it

FIG . 2 . - AN AIR -COOLED PETROL ENGINE .

In Fig. 2 is shown another petrol engine which

Fig . 1. - A WATER-COOLED PETROL ENGINE.
to a vertical valve. The engine bed -plate is mild
steel, 51 ins. by 41 ins. ; the gear wheels were

I have made ; the cylinder is 21- in . bore by 3 -in .
stroke, and is just the same as the small one, with
the exception of the combustion head, in which I
have adopted an air- cooled one, and it is owing to
the nice working of this I have determined to
alter Fig . 1 . The patterns for both these engines
I have made myself,and all the machine work also ;
all of which , with the exception of one or two jobs
on the head of Fig. 2, were done on a 3l-in . Drum
mond's lathe, which , I may say , the small engine
is now driving. This engine is now driving a " Handy
Man " boot- finishing machine.
I should like to say a word to those whom this

bought ready -made. The shaft is in . diameter,
and runs in split gunmetal bearings, adjusted by
screws at the side. The disc crank is of cast iron,
and the connecting-rod from centre to centre is
4 ins. This was cut from solid steel ; also the
piston has three spring rings fitted . The exhaust
cam and roller are tool steel dead hard , and the

may spur on to start a small petrol engine. The
work must be of the very best, everything must fit
perfectly, and unless possessed of a good lathe

side shaft brackets are cut from the solid ; the top

the medium of this journal.

it is really no use to try ; but with a lathe, and per
severance in making a good fit of everything,
success is certain . If I have not made anything
clear, I shall be pleased to help anyone through
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the trigger when the exact spot aimed at, and

The ElectricalExhibition at

which would have been probably struck by a bullet,

Olympia .

is illuminated by means of a small incandescent
electric lamp ; thus it is possible to get rifle practice
without using a projectile. Messrs. Keith , Prowse
and Co ., Ltd., were exhibiting this novelty, which

THIS exhibition , held from September 25th to
October 21st, 1905,may to some extent be
regarded as a reply to the exhibition of gas
heating and lighting appliances held at Earl's
Court in January last, and it certainly is a proof
that electrical engineers are not tamely submitting

is arranged on the penny-in -the-slot principle.
Electric pianos of the Harper & Virtuoso systems
were playing selections, and the Electrical Engineer
Volunteers exhibited some large projector search lights in operation , as well as some trophies brought

to the keen competition of gas without making
effective efforts to meet it. Amongst an excellent

back by them from the recent Boer war in which

show of the ordinary commercial appliances for
electric light and power, are some developments in
the direction of economical lighting which are of
great interest and promise. Perhaps the foremost
of these is the mercury vapour lamp in the elongated
form , introduced some time ago under the name

The Amalgamated Dry Batteries, Ltd ., ex
hibited an improvement in Leclanché glass cells ,
the zinc rod being confined to one corner of the
cell by means of glass projections inside ; also an
improved dry battery suitable for export, in which

of “ Cooper Hewitt," and sold by the British

and, therefore, inoperative, the user pouring in a

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd., of Norfolk Street, Strand, London , and the
Bastian mercury vapour lamp exhibited by Messrs.
Rumney & Rumney , 39, Victoria Street, West
minster ; this latter is of a very compact form ,and

they took part.

the cell is really in a dry condition when sent out,
small quantity of water when required for

use .

automatic in its action. Notwithstanding the

Mr. W . G . Walker, of Westminster, exhibited a
very simple and effective dynamometer of his in
vention for measuring the horse-power of electric
motors, etc. It consists of a pair of flat metal vanes

peculiar light emitted by the mercury vapour ,
somewhat resembling that of a glow -worm , it is

attached to a cross-bar , which is clamped to the
spindle of the motor to be tested ; these vanes are

quite possible to counteract the effect. Messrs.

opposed by the friction of the air as they rotate,
and so put a load upon the motor. By using vanes
ofaifferentsizes and fixing them at varying distances

Řumney & Rumney had some of these lamps fitted
up in the office on their stand, the sensation
produced being that of ordinary daylight. The
consumption of electrical energy is stated to be
only about į watt per candle-power in mercury
vapour lamps.
Another advance in the manufacture of incan
descent lamps of the ordinary type was shown in

the “ Osmi" lamp of the General Electric Co.,
Ltd ., London ; a metallic filament of osmium is
used , with the result that the energy consumed is
said to be only if watts per candle ; the lamp is
made for voltages as low as 4 volts up to 70 to
75 volts, and from 21 to 32 C.-p .
The “ Tantalum " lamp is another ordinary type
of incandescent lamp, having a metallic filament
composed of tantalum ; the consumption is stated to
be 2.2 watts per candle-power. Messrs. Siemens
Bros. & Co., Ltd., and Messrs. Berry , Skinner and
Co., of London , exhibited some of these lamps in
operation , showing their economy of current as
compared with ordinary incandescent lamps. Two
machines exhibited by the Bat Electrical Co., and

called by them “ Permutators,” were at work ,
changing alternating into continuous current. This
machine consists of a kind of induction motor with
vertical spindle, upon which is fixed a set of brushes
which rotate with , the spindle and bear upon a
fixed commutator having a large number of seg.
ments ; sizes from i} to 250 kilowatts are made,
according to the firm 's statement.

Messrs. W . McGeoch & Co ., Ltd., and Ozonair,

Ltd ., exhibited apparatus for generating and dis
tributing ozone, which appears to be coming into

from the spindle, the horse-power at a given speed
is ascertained by reference to a series of tables of
calculated figures,
Exhibits by many of the large electrical manu
facturing firms, such as Messrs. Ferranti, Crompton ,

Henley's Cable Co., Messrs. Glover, Callender and
others ; lifts of various patterns ; a large electri
cally -driven planing machine by Messrs. Vickers,
Sons & Maxim in operation , driven by means of a
reversing motor, completed a show which was sur
rounded by a blaze of electric light, and attended
by a large number of people.

The Society of Model Engineers.
[Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL

ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
Hlcular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .)

London .
THE Annual General Meeting of the Society
I will be held on Thursday, November 16th ,
at the Holborn Town Hall,Gray 's Inn Road , at
7 p .m . Any members wishing to move an altera
tion of any of the rules of the Society , or to make
any suggestion as to the working of the Society, are
requested to notify the Secretary thereof not less
than seven days before such meeting, so that the

use for a variety of purposes, such as purifying air
and water, bleaching and maturing various pro

subject may be properly discussed .

ducts, etc.
An ingenious device is an electric rifle and
target ; the rifle is mounted upon a pedestal, so that
it can be aimed at any portion of the target, which
may be placed at a distance of 12 ft. and upwards ;

London Society are requested to send copies of

General Meeting. - HERBERT G . RIDDLE, Hon .

themarksman sights the rifle at the target and pulls

Sec., 37, Minard Road , Hither Green , S. E .

Secretaries of provincial societies affiliated to the
accounts and reports, with list of members, on or

before October 31st, for inclusion in the Annual

Report, to be laid before themembers at the Annual
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Practical Letters from our

Thus, when the locomotive is set to run continu
ously at a high speed , the spindle is run to right (in

Readers.

sketch ). This allows a certain amount of water to
be sent to the boiler, the opening in pipe being
regulated until a constant level is obtained , while
the rest returns to tank .
Again , for slow work the opposite would be done.
Most water going to boiler. These positions could

( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume If desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached .

though not necessarily Intended for publication.)

be found and noted , so that for any kind of work
thewater level could be kept constant. - Yours truly,
Acton .
J. C . FARNSWORTH.

Model Locomotive Feed Pump.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
Dear Sir , — In a back number of The,MODEL
ENGINEER, I noticed as I was examining them
prior to binding, that in an article on some model

[Our correspondent's suggestion is an ingenious
one, but it is usually found that a free main delivery
and a single cock on the by-pass pipe back to the
tank is sufficiently good for purposesof feed -water

compound locomotives the author states that his
pump will keep up a constantlevelofwater when the
Return
1 To boiler

to tonk

H

a

adjustment. The latter would certainly prevent

the damage to the pipes which might occur in Mr.
Farnsworth 's arrangement if the spindle S is rather
longer than it should be and in mid -position at

clock

the highest speeds is unduly restricting the passage

ofthe water in both the delivery and by-pass pipes.
Further, it would seem necessary to pack the ad
justing spindle at the points we have marked P
and Pl respectively — at P more particularly . Ed. M .E . & E .]
A First Attempt at Model Loco Building.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — The locomotive shown in the accom
making, and has occupied my leisure time during
the last twelve months. I send you a few particu
lars of its dimensions and construction .

panying photograph is my first attempt at model

Footplale
SA

The boiler, which I made from a piece of copper
tube 24 ins. diameter by 10 ins. long, has a fire
box 3 ins. long by 2 ins. wide and 2 ins.
high , and is connected to smokebox
by three 4-in , brass tubes, which are
silver soldered in position. The smoke
box was formed by letting a disc of
(1 l-in .) into barrel of boiler and
Eccentric rod brass
a strip of copper riveted at each side,
the joints then being silver soldered .
Steam is taken from a perforated pipe running
along the top of boiler from smokebox end down
backplate (inside cab), via the regulator, across the
top of the firebox, through one of the tubes into

ARRANGEMENT OF A FEED PUMP FOR A
MODEL LOCOMOTIVE.
engine is going at full speed, but the water
level drops when the locomotive, is running
backwards and forwards on a short track .
Well, the other day I had an idea which I
send herewith .
The pump, which is worked off the crank
axle of the locomotive,may be of any design ,
but is fitted with two pipes at delivery end

one to clack valve of boiler and one return to
tank . On each of these a casting (C ) is fitted ,

as in sketch . These castings are bored for pipes,
and have also a horizontal hole bored three
fourths of the way through . This is tapped so as to
allow the in . spindle S (which is threaded to suit)
to screw easily in and out, a hand -wheel (H ) being

fitted for this purpose. The length of S is such that
when one end is at centre line of the left-hand pipe,
the other end is at that of the right hand.

A SIMPLE MODEL LOCOMOTIVE .
smokebox , and thence to cylinder. I may say that
the only castings used were those for the wheels ,
every other portion being built up.
The leading dimensions are as follows : - Length
of engine, 15 ins, over-all ; length of frames, 14 ins.
over-all ; length of tender, 9 ins, over-all ; length of
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boiler, 10 ins. over-all ; the bore of cylinder is

1 inin.;.; exhaust
stroke, iports,
in.; 1steam
ports,
1-161h
in. by
in
.
by
in
.;
valve
travel,
5 - 32nds in .; lap, 1-64th in .; diameter of drivers,
3 ins.; ondiameter
tread ; ofdiameter
of bogie,
tread
tender wheels,
14 ins.it; ins.
bore onof
cylinder,
i-in . - Yours
truly , l-in . ; stroke of Mcylinder,
.
Roy
CHRISTIAN.
Stockport.

Queries and Replies .

October 26, 1905.

turned on themandrel. The exterior ofbearing is also tapered between
the threads to fit into headstock , and the bearing split on the under
side
to take up wear. However, if the two back nuts are taken off ,
themandrel and nut and cup taken off the bearing, which may then
be taken out, a few light blows on the front side of cone pulley will

move it off the feather which holds it on the mandrel, The feather
must be removed ,when a few blows on end ofmandrel, using a copper
hammer or piece of hard wood , will drive the mandrel out, and you

will ascertain for yourselfwhat kind ofbearing it is.

(14,397 Windings
for60-watt
D . J.
(Garnant)
writes : I should
be very Undertype
pleased if youMachine.
would enlighten
me
on the following questions : I have a dynamo or motor, over
type bipolar machine, as per sketch . I have wound the armature
with about 5 ozs, ofNo. 22 D .C.C , wire. ( I) What size wire and how
much must I put on field-magnet to have an output of 4 amps. ?
The width of field -magnet being it ins., height it ins., thickness
in ., round edges. (2 ) The brushes are two brass strips, t in , wide

will that do ? (3) When run as a dynamo will it light an 8-c.-p .

( Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice
willstated
be taken
of Queries
not complyingwith
directions
containing
therein!
. Letters
Queries must the
be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Quen

Department"
Noothermatters
but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed
in the sameenvelope.
ueries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions: ( ) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the taper only, and the sender's nameMUST be in
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents
are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . ( 4 ) Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days

must
usually elapse
before anthe Reply
be forwarded
. (5 )
Correspondents
who require
answercan
inserted
in this column

should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E.C .)

Reply can be published. The insertion of Replies in this column
cannotbe guaranteed. (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to

The following
are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: ( 10 ,778]
Overhauling
. W . Fwith
. M . (Torquay)
writes
: I should
be glad LatheHeadstock
of your valued assistance
regard to

Query 14397

UNDERTYPE DYNAMO FIELD -MAGNETS.

the following : I have boughta 4t- in , centre lathe (not screw -cutting)
at an auction
, and amto “ not
satisfied ,with
runningifofI amthe
mandrel;
it seems
jambquite
" sometimes
more theespecially
drilling work in the lathe. The point that puzzles me is that the

lamp
? Ifitnot,
sizeitlamps
will itaccording
light? to(4)theLength
armature
ins., what
diameter
ins., wound
diagramof

cone has to take up all the strain , and I cannot see any back centre
to prevent the cone being pushed into its seat too far. I have

ofeight slots, fdrty turns in each slot- is that right ? (5 ) To regulate
the speed what size wire,have
and? how(6 ) much
, and awhat
kind should
I have
cylinder
(steam )I

CAST
ARE
COLLARS

102

OOSE COLLAR

HEAOSTOCK
ON

Lock NUTS

in handbook , “ Small Dynamos and Motors." Two coils in each
nearly finished , it by 21 ins. Would it be
powerful enough to drive the dynamo ?
( 1) Owing to the small amount of iron
in the field -magnet, your dynamo will
scarcely give 10 volts , unless at an ex
cessive speed . If you wish to obtain 15
volts you must rewind the armature with
wire of a finer gauge and use silk -covered
wire
so as to get in as many turns as
possible. You could try the machine
with the present winding , for which a
field -magnet winding of about 1 lb . No. 20
gauge s .c.c . copper wire on each core would
be
join inbothshunt
coilsto intheseries
with
eachsuitable
other ;and
brushes,

run at 3,000 r.p .m ., and test with an
8the-voltarmature
lamp. with
If notNo.satisfactory,
rewind
25 S.S. c. and the

field -magnet with No. 23 S .c .c . copper
wire, and test with a 15 -volt 5 -C .- p . lamp.
(2) Rea brushes
solder
strip of, we
fine recommend
copper gauzeyouunderto
the brass strips to make a better and

Query 10778
A LATHE HEADSTOCK .
sketched
the arrangement
headstock , and
be gladit. to know
how to adjust
it, and how toof takemandrel
outshall
to inspect
There are severalvarieties of this type of bearing, which is very
common on German
tools. You will find that what you
term the " nut and cuprepetition
" answers the purpose
of a back centre, and
in all probability the bearing is bored larger at the
side than at
the back , the mandrel having a shoulder turned onfront
it to suit, so by
adjusting
bearing
conjunction
the back
nuts onkind
mandrel
the cone ontheother
end inis made
to fit aswithdesired
. Another
has a
short taper bored inside the bearing, a corresponding taper
being

softer contact. (3) It may light a 15
8-c.-p . lamp
the finerturns
winding.
(4volt) Winding
shouldwith
havemore
for 15
volts.
(5
)
Do
you
mean
to
regulate
the
speed when used as a motor, or what ?
Perhaps our Handbook No. 14 will help

6 ) Yesenough
, with. a Thegooddynamo
steam pres
sure this cylinder wouldyou.be (large
will

require
according to the output which it is giving at any
particularpower
moment.

[14,623]) writes
Spring: Motors
Dynamo
Driving.
G . Hof. theW .
(Chiswick
I should beforglad
if you could
inform me
method ofmaking springs. I wish to construct, if possible, a spring
motor
enough to drive
a small dynamotheof about
10is volts
2 amps., . strong
spring
large
enough
ISurely
want it tomust
knowbe ( possible,
I) where iftheonlyspring
steel could
be
bought, (2) the method of coiling it. I see in this and last week's
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issue that spring motors are advertised . Have these any power ?
Of course, I should like it to run for an hour or two at a time

The scheme is impracticable . You would be better advised to
drive
the dynamo by hand direct. As far as spring motors are
concerned , those advertised have considerable power, but not

enough
to run small dynamo for anythingmore than a few seconds.
You only get out of the motor what power you put in , less losses
due to friction ; so if you want to drive a dynamo for an hour or

two, you would have to wind it up for about the same time,

(14,828) writes
] Small
Electric
Locoobliged
Motor.if youB . would
P. D .answer
(Yar
mouth
: I should
be much
me the following questions, the motor being mounted direct on
wheels, with gearing as shown, and having tripolar armature,
It ins. by tin ., and permanent field -magnets. (1) Of what steel

should the field-magnets be made, and must they be tempered ?
If so , please give instructions as to hardness, etc. Would spring
steel do, and could they be tempered in oil ? I wish to make

40 ;

is said to be electrically balanced when all its coils have an equal
resistance and are arranged so that they all produce equal effects in
every respect. It is mechanically balanced when , it supported upon

centres or knife edges , it will remain in any position without rotating
when left to itself - that is, if unbalanced , it will tend to turn round ,
so that one part of the circunference always remains underneath .
An electrically unbalanced armature is liable to sparking and heating :

if mechanically
noise.

unbalanced , it vibrates when running, and makes a

(13,091] Four-pole Dynamo Windings. H . H . (Chelmsford )
writes : A friend of mine is thinking of making up an engine and
dynamo from castings which heboughtsome timeago ,but is in trouble

asthistoforthehimwinding
of the dynamo, and has asked me to undertake
. I am therefore writing to you asking the following
questions
:
(1)
As
to size of wire for a magnet of the following
dimensions : Overall size ofmagnet, 87 ins. by 3 by r in . ; laminated
poles , it by 2t ins. ( 2 ) Which type of armature is most suitable for

them in six thicknesses of -in . each , bolted
at points
marked A in Fig . 1. ( 2) Are the field -magnetstogether
about the right

dimensions, and is there any better arrangement that you could
suggest ? All

bearings,
except thicknesses
the armature bearings,
consist
of
holes drilled thethrough
the outer
field -magnet
segments , the inner segments
being filed away ofto the
clear the shafts.
( 3) What is the best method of magnetising the field -magnets ?
I wish them to be as powerful as possible. (4 ) Is the gearing about
right ? It reduces the speed from so revolutions

per second to 3 .62
revolutions per second . I want the loco to draw
fairly heavy
loads,
without
an
excessive
watt
consumption,
but
toof run
at a very
fair
speed
when
hauling
empty
truckssay
a
speed
about
ins.
per second. The track wheels are i in . diameter. (5 ) What11 wire
must I use for the armature ? I wish to wind it for 4 volts.
(6 ) Could you tell me the
of running the loco per hour, at full
load (not overloaded ), fromcostbichromate
cells ? Also from Daniell
cells , and from accumulators ? (7) What size bichromate cells
should Icells,
requirehaving
to drive
in 'series
what size
Daniell
fourit inrunning
series ?twoAnd
what ?sizeAlso
accumulator

laminated
poles

giving 4 volts ?
iron ofor bichromate
soft cast iron.cellsFormer
preferably.
Yes.
( 3 )(1)UseWrought
a couple
to start
with . (4(2)) Yes.
(5) No. 21factors
S .W .G; .it (6)is not
A fewpossible
pence.to say
Depends
many
unknown
withinupon
a fewso pence.
Make a test of a few hours' run . (7 ) Use two sets of quart cells
connected in series or parallel, as the motor may take a fairly
heavy current. Accumulator of fully 30 or 35 amp.-hours will be
wanted
to stand a heavy discharge. Daniell cells are not so
suitable.

wwwwwvos

(14. 187] Resistance for 500 - watt Dynamo B . A . Q . (Col
chester) writes : I have a motor wound for 50 volts 13 amps., and
Iyouwant
main . I should much and
to run
a 200-volt
it offwhat
obligewhat
d if
would
tell me
resistance to put in . Howbemuch

sort ? Will you please tell mewhat is meant by an armature being

umum
muuwwwns
w

electrically and mechanically balanced ?

www

150 volts, and if your motor will not always be
You must
taking
the fullabsorb
current
of 13 amps., as is most
probably the case ,
the resistance must be adjustable according
to the current flowing

at any particular moment. Such a resistance will be somewhat

large, as you will dissipate that is,lose in heating the wire- about

COILS

F MAIN

Fig . 1.
+ ARUSH

Fig. 2.

FOUR-POLE
DYNAMO

– BRUSH
Query 13091

DETAILS

cell charging , and the size and amount of wire required for same?

(3) The output you think we should get out of the finished machine
output.
( 1 and 2) Drum armature , cogged pattern , having at
least six teen slots, each 5 -16ths by 5 -16ths in ., and
and the revolutions it would have to run at to get the maximum

sixteen coils, two in each slot, commutator to have six
teen sectionswith opposite sections connected together
so as to use two brushes. A diagram of this winding is
given on page 36 of our handbook on " Small Dynamos
and Motors ," price 6d. The brushes will press on points
at right angles to each other. You do not say what

volts you want to obtain , butwe advise you to wind the
armature with No. 24 gauge p .s.c. copper wire ; get on
as much as you can , lb . should be ample quantity to
(3) Your sketch and requirements are too vague
buy.
for us to give you exact information : but we assume
that about 25 volts would suit you ; therefore, wind
the field -magnet with as much No. 22 gauge s .c . q
copper wire as you can get on , about 12 Ozs, per pole
will
be about theweight;
all coils in series and in
shunt to the brushes. Youjoin
must be careful to connect

MAIN

them so that the magnet poles are alternately N and S .
As regardsoutputand
speed you should remember that
once you have attained the critical speed at which the
dynamo wili excite itself you can adjust the volts and
SWITCH
consequently the outputby raising or lowering the speed .
The armature with this winding will stand an output
e
query 14187
of 6 amps., besides the current supplied to the field
winding
, and we should expect you would get about 25
RESISTANCE DIAGRAM FOR 500-WATT DYNAMO.
volts at25 1,volts
200 r.p.m
. If thehave
voltage
than
you should
a newrisessetmuch
of fieldhigher
coils
2 ,000 watts at full load -- a most wasteful proceeding. Make your
to
suit
the
increased
voltage
.
After
all,
it
is
not
such
a bigsuitmatter
resistance as follows : 12 lbs. No. 14 gauge, 3 lbs. No. 16 gauge,
to
entirely
rewind
the
machine
if
the
output
does
not
you
:
2 lbs. No. 18 gauge, bare German silver wire, wound into long coils,
having once acquired some figures by actual trial, it is a fairly easy
and all joined in series in the order of gauges: mountit on insulators
matter
to
arrange
a
new
winding
to
suit
the
speed
you
find
most
or insulated studs, and starting,
arrange a switch and contacts so that all
suitable. At 6 volts and 25 amps. output the dynamo will take about
the wire is in circuit at
and can be cut out as far as the
-h( ..p
. ] Force Pump. W . H . W . (Belfast) writes : ( 1) What
No. 14 gauge, as the load increases and you want speed. The proper
14.745
OR

thing to do is to re -wind the motor to suit 200 volts . An armature

would be the best size force pump, and number of strokes , for the
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4-ft. 6-in. M . T.D . described in your handbook on thisso ) subject
would it?

Would toa have
force apump
(2) better
pumpup? much power, and (if
hand take
be
fromfor
For a steamer a force pumpmay be best arranged geared
should always be large
the crankshaft. The pumpregulation
of a by
by meansenough
all contingencies, and the

pipe.

effected
pump, of course, takes

A force
pass cock on the delivery
from the engine, but is better than
an appreciable amount of power
a hand pump for a cruising boat. Most of the racing boats we have
seen are not fitted with pumps ; the boilers carry a sufficient charge

ofwater to run the allotted time of the test. Probably 5 -16ths-in .

by f-in . plunger would suffice in your case.
. B . expressly
(Portsmouth ) writes
II (14,719]
amhavemakingMarine
a boat ofBoiler.
the ScoutF . Eclass,
speed :
an engine (single-cylinder), 1-in . bore, -infor. stroke
w What heating surface shall I have on a water-tube boiler to

drive said engine 1,000 r.p .m . at 60 lbs. pressure ; and also size of
safety
valve and steam and exhaust pipes ? (2) Engine is similar,
to that on page 45 of “ Model Steamer Machinery " Handbook
differs the valve having a cylindrical valve } in . diameter ,
but
ports 3- 32ndsin by
is this large enough for said speed ? ( 3) Which
vapour burner
is(4 )thewhat
bestis andthe cheapest
for this? boiler
, and
meaning of “ pitch
" ofto a usepropeller
(5 ) Could

same

two 4 -in . propellers

produce
speed as one 6 -in . i.e., same
pitch7 miles
at same
for
per speed
hour ?? (6) What must be the total area of blades

October 26 , 1905.

make the
using, you mightkept
generator between the times of actual boiler
quite
should be
boiler of the material you sent. The
dry , and the inside should be well open to the atmosphere . The
peculiar
the
where
just
joints
place
takes
generally
the
at
corrosion
coating of Russian iron is likely to be damaged , and therefore you
boiler. Whilst
could not count on this to lengthen the life of the seam
, we think
new , and with double-riveting for the longitudinal
that a pressure of 30 lbs, is quite safe. The boiler must not be
use
you
diameter
unless
5
-64ths-in .
,
about
in
than
ins.
5
or
more
4
material, when it may be 6 to 7 ins. diameter. For use with a gas
without
made
a water
may
boiler
be
the
stove,
Primus
ring
a
or
,
to twenty in
space firebox. The tubes should be about twelve
and
boiler
i in .
the
,
thebarrel
size
the
according
of
of
to
number,
outside diameter. The distance between the tube plates may be
8 to 12 ins., according to the diameter fixed upon .
(13,934) ) Small;
etc. dynamo
S. W . B.
Enclosed e'DynamoWindings,
writes U: ndertyp
(Woolwich
is a full-sized sketch of a small
I am building . The field -magnets are ofwrought iron
,well annealed ,
ins. long,
6 ins. high ,fin
the winding
I in , thick
at base,
reduced
to it ., and theandarmature
tunnel
bored to 2 5 -16thsspace
ins.
Ar piece is bolted with four +-in , bolts between
the two pole-pieces,
making the machine 31 ins. wide over all. The armature is built up
with stampings , it ins. long, 21 ins. bare diameter , with eight
slots by in ., and which think winding
about OzS.
No. 22 D .C .C . wire, wound inI eight ofsections , aswith
described in10 your

handbook, “ Dynamos and Motors," page 34 , Fig. 43, and connected

@ The boiler should have about 450 sq. ins. of heating surface.
the firing employed
(more or less), according to inthe design and
safety valve should be , diameter ; steam pipes, 3- 16ths in .
The
outside diameter pipe ; exhaust, & in . diameter. ( 2) The ports
sufficiently
for thespeed . (3) The bestburner is a benzoline
are
burner
of the large
blowlamp type. (4 ) For propeller design , see the
articles in issues of March 19th and April 2nd, 1903.
[ 14 .782) Vertical Boiler . R . A . (London ) writes : I am
making a vertical boiler 41 ins. high by 4 ins, in diameter. It has
aandfirebox
i in , high from bottom Whatofsizeboiler,
a single
a separate casing for the lamp.of shell
engine
would tube,
this
drive
(if
possible
,
of
the
single-acting
type,
with
slide-valve
work
ing both cylinders) ?
The boiler is only suitable for a 7-16ths-in by X-in ., or f-in. by
I- in , double -acting cylinder. The boiler would be much better if
you fitted about six or seven tubes, in . outside diameter. The

of the above engines withbyconsider
would then drive either single-acting
boilermore
cylinders (f ) may
A
pair
of
power.
ably
double-acting
; but we would prefer the
used
be , instead of the one
former.

[14,803]
Dynamo
A . T.meT. the(Darlington)
writes
: I wouldSmall
be obliged
if youFailure.
would answer
following
questions
: I have purchased (second-hand
) a 40-watt dynamo
which
I cannot
anything
I tried not
it from
treadle
ofmy lathe,
withmake
a 6 -volt
lamp,outbutof.it would
light the
it : but
on
putting the two wires to my tongue I could feel the electricity .

dynamo works as a motor at about
as6 volts.
if from Could
a battery.
you tell The
me any

reason why it will not work , and
also let me know what horse-power it will require to drive it ?

Possiblyetc.you Orhaveit may
not runbe itwound
at highforenough
speed
- dueSeeto belt
slipping,
a low
voltage.
our
handbook
and Motors,"
free, Read
"
Small
Dynamos
7d
.
post
thorougbly, and compare your windings with those recommendedit

will

in theload.tables. About 1 h .-p. be required to drive it easily at
full
Cells. J. C.? L.I (Penzance)
Bichromate
writesup:
intend making
you kindly
help me in the following
Will(14,804]
accumulators,
charging
etc.
(
1)
Would
several bichromate
cells
for
to take
single-fluid cells suit, as I am going to use large jam jars
the place of the proper stoneware jar, and I don ' t think there
the
? (2 eleven
) Whatcellsare light
for fluid
a porous
room for
would be sufficient
? (3) pot
Would
proportions
of ingredients

many, and 6 forins.how
? If so,I inhow
long.)long
. diameter and
are round,
(20-volt
My zincslamps

at a time?

is given in " Electric Batteries,” 7d.
(1 and
free. 2) (3)A good
Yes. method
Depends upon the candle-power (i.e., size)

post
per co- p . Supposing volts.
of the lamps. Reckon 31 wattsabout
You
i amp. at 20 your lamps

were 6 c.-P ., each would take

about 2 amps. from a good quart size bichromate for
could fewtakehours.
some

(14,791] Vertical Boiler. G . W . (Manchester)
horizontalwrites
slide:

I want to make a small vertical boiler to drive a As sheet copper
(it-inI was
. bore,wondering
21-in , stroke).
valve
whether some sheet iron ,
expensive,
rather engine
comes steam

the sample enclosed, would do. I think it is called Russian
like
iron . ( 1) Would this kind of iron prevent corrosion , as it seems
to be galvanised ? (2 ) Would plate 3 -64ths in , thick be sufficient
stand
pressure of 30 lbs. per square inch ? ( 3) Do

a working
to
you mind giving a rough sketch , with dimensions, ofmeans
of a
vertical boiler, with position of fittings, to be fired by a simple

gas-ring
?
The great objection to the iron or steel boiler made of material
than
in . thick is its liability to rapid deterioration . So long
less
as you take reasonable precautions in the matter of storing the

LE _ 3'4 = Query (3934
UNDERTYPE Fig . 2. - ARMATURE
Fig.FIELD
1. - MAGNET
S,
STAMPING .
to an eight-part commutator. For the field -magnet winding I
propose to use 2 lbs. No. 24 D . C .c . wire. Will you kindly let me
know about
wire mentioned is correct in proportion and gauge,
(1) if the
what speed thismachine
( 2 ) at
should berun at, ( 3) and what
output might I reasonably expect from this machine. As this is
my first attempt at dynamo building, any little advice will be grate
fully received by an old reader of THE MODEL ENGINEER .
( 1) The gauges of wire will do , butwe should advise No. 23 gauge
S .c .c . instead of 24 gauge for the field coils - -get on as much as you
can on both armature and field coils . ( 2 ) Run about 2 ,500 r. p . m .
get about 20 volts and 4 amps. You can adjust
( 3) You should
. You
the volts within limits by running it higher or lower .speed
When the
will find much useful information in our handbook
machine is finished , try it as a motor with a few bichromate cells in
series existing
as a motor it will show that there is no electrical
; if it runswell
fault
: if the field coils are connected in shunt to the brushes ,
be driven in the same
they should be, then thethatmachine must runs
asdirection
in which it
as a motor. The
as a dynamo as
field -magnet should bewellmagnetised by means of a strong battery

good
it should beyoua may
before
as a dynamo;
to workwrought-iron
to getallitsmall
machine.you Astrywith
field machines,
excite.
sometrouble
to
getit
to
have(14,705)
Engineering
C. (Middlesex)
Could you let
elec:
cost for anwrites
( 1) What it L.would
me know - Classes.
trical engineering education at one of the Engineering Colleges ?
( 2 ) How long would it take to complete ? ( 3 ) What colleges you
recommend ? (4 ) Are there any examinations that I could sit for
to enter any collegemore cheaply ? I am 26 years of age , hold four
engineering certificates from the Board of Education , South Ken

drawing ,
advancedmechanical
beingknowledge
for machineengineering
sington
a first-class practical
and
have, oneslight

.
of
a
If you think it would be impossible for me to follow the above,
could you advise any other course, as I am anxious to improve my
?
position
( 1) At one of the Polytechnics it would come out at approxi
mately £ro to £15 per annum , but much depends upon what
subjects you take and the time you spend there. (2) One, two or
Institutes in or around
the Technical
Any of Technical
three years. ( 3)Finsbury
College, in Leonard Street,
London . The
Finsbury, E .C ., is good . (4 ) Whitworth schloarships. Prospectus
of these can be had from Eyre & Spottiswoode , Shoe Lane, E .C .
We advise you to call at some such Technical College as we refer

to and see the Principal. Explain your position and what you
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wish
to do, and he will, no doubt,advise you what classes to take,
and the cost of same.
M . W . (Stonehouse) writes :

(14 ,820 ) Small Oil Engine.
you kindly answer these few questions for me re small oil
Will
engine (2t-in . bore , 3 +-in. stroke, with automatic inlet valve,withno

) ? I want to work it
air valve, but exhaust worked withI cam
petroleum oil and the vaporiser. want to heat with the same
tellmewhere I could get castings
lamp as I use for firing. Can you
to make up a vaporiser like the one in your handbook on “ Oil
Engines," Fig . 45, and where can I get iron tube to make ignition

tubes about t-in . diameter , or does it matter what bore the tubes

are for firing ? Could I get it hot with a small Swedish benzoline
lamp, as we have no gas for Bunsen burner ? Re vaporiser. Is it

will gravityfor
vaporiser,foror vaporiser
to thedimensions
necessary
give me
you feed
? Cana force
feed do forto ithave
1 h .-P., and will it require an air valve (extra on engine) with this
vaporiser, ortonot?
kindYouofmightwrite
Capel & Co.,'of 168, Dalston Lane, N .E.,
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(14,315 ) Olly Commutator Trouble, F . S . (Preston ) writes :
Will you kindly help me in the following trouble ? My dynamo
(output
30 watts), with drum armature, has given me trouble by oil
constantly getting on the commutator. Sketch shows bearing, etc.
Would you please tell me a remedy, and if some other form of
bearing is best ,please state it ? (2 ) Also I have a boat 2 ft. long , 5 -in ,
beam , and 6 -in . draught. (3 ) Would a motor of the " Little
Hustler " type drive it ? Messrs. Macmillan & Co. have a motor,
sameoutput, which they say will driveboat from 2 ft. to 2 ft. 6 ins.
I intend
with, please
4- voltstateaccumulator,
speed“ Small
no desire.
this
motortowillrunnotdo
best from either
DynamosIf
and Motors ," or " Small Electric Motors."
(1) Read the articles now appearing in THE MODEL ENGINEER
under
" Lessons
in Workshop
of lubrication
of
bearings
is dealtwith
in thePractice."
is ue for JulyThequestion
6th last. Byputting
an
oil throw on the shaft consisting of a metaldisc turned with a bevelled

re castings for vaporiser. We cannot say definitely that they

would
supply youwhen
, butwriting.
you could Gas
ask them
, mentioning
(and handbook)
barrelling
sold at our
any name
iron
Swedish lamp would do, Gravity feed would do, but you must
keep
the small
reservoirto atthea main
constant
level.by some
You
would the
haveoilto inreturn
the overflow
oil tank
means - hand or by pump. An air valve would probably be
required unless sufficient were taken in through vaporiser. If you
make the diameter of vaporiser about it ins. inside, and other

PLAN OF

mongers would do for tubes. Use t -in . gas barrel, Yes :

parts in proportion , you won 't be far out. You cannot reduce the
sizemuch , on account of tube ignition .
[ 14 .1071 Electric Alarm Bell Connections. W . C . (Newcastle

on -Tyne) writes : I've fixed up an electric alarm in four rooms,
working
off the same clock , each bell to ring at different times, by
changing the switches and by altering the time of the alarm . I
want to ring the samefour bells atonce off one press. I am working
the bells off three Leclanché cells (all the bells have different resist
ances ). I would be very pleased if you could give me some idea
how to go about it. The distance from the bells to the press is about

50 yds, away. I am using No. 22 gauge wire for the live wire.
All you
requireofisthea circuit
to bridgethus
the (we
clock,reproduce
so that the
takes
the place
clock contact,
partpushof
your sketch ) by closing all the switches the bells will all ring together
when the push is closed . As the bells are of different resistances it
would be well to try them so arranged that the one with thehighest
resistance is nearest to the battery , and so on . If they do notwork
well, then rewind the magnet coils so that they are all of the same

Hlihood

PUSN

COMMUTATOR.
V ou Throw

Query 14315
edge,the
oil will be thrown off at the edge of the disc, and not work
on to the commutator - sketch herewith . (2 and 3 ) Weshould think
you
will
get satisfactory results with this motor ; the best plan
would be to let the motor run very fast and gear it to a slower
speed propeller, using nicely adjusted belt or spur gearing ; reduce
in the ratio of about three revolutions ofmotor to one of propeller ,

and use large pulleys if belt gearing. If you wish to join propeller
direct to motor shaft, then use a small propeller of fine pitch .
(14,256 ) Aluminium for Models. H . B . (Loughboro '
Junction ) writes : Would you kindly inform me where I can ob
tain aluminium ; also the price of same per pound ? What sort

of mould should I use for casting fine work ? Can it be electro
plated, and is it strong enough for making small models ?

Aluminium can be obtained from the British Aluminium Co.,

aluminthough
Vicenquire
toriceStreet,
from theWestminster
Ltd .,., ifofofyou9,9, Victoria
i
m .. ItIt cancan, bebevwhoosielectro-plated,
t. Punoredoubt
Ltd
will
quote
price
from them
there is a little trouble in getting a good deposit. Pure aluminium
is too soft to be of much use for general purposes , and is very
difficult to screw and tap ; but there are various alloys consisting
of aluminium for the principal part, which are largely used for
many kinds of machine building. The company mentioned above
make
each being
suitable
for certain
would several,
tell you which
they would
recommend
if youpurposes.
state the They
pur
pose
for
which
you
intend
to
use
it.
They
also
make
castings to
customers' patterns. Many ordinary brass founders also now
make aluminium alloy castings.

Quer 1497

FIG . 1 .

New Catalogues and Lists.

PU

DIAGRAMS OF

CONNECTIONS
FOR

ELECTRIC
ALARM
TO BELLS

BELLS.

Guery 14197

Fig . 2.
resistance -- preferably equal to the one with the highest resistance,
so as to economise current ; if necessary, add another cell to the
the present
do not wish to interfere with must
battery. If you
second
have a control
of the circuits bymeans of the switches ,bythentheyoupush
, all being quite
set of circuits controlled
battery and
re winding
Our remarks
control.
clock
the present
of would
independentcoils
still hold good . The present circuits can , of
ofmagnet
course , be still joined to the same terminals of the bells ; it simply
ring all the bells,
buttongyou
press theorpush
youhappened
when
that
means
in the clock circuits :
is happenin
no matter what has
you should , however, take care to see that the positive wires go to
the same terminal on each bell.

Marshall & Woods, Avenue Works, Park Road, Acton, W .,

have sent us an illustrated leaflet, giving prices and particulars
of the “ M . W ." motors, whic , are suitable for those requiringA

and experimental
industrial
small
coupled ) is
(two machinespurposes.
generators
list of theirformotor
price machines

also to hand.
Street, Lin
John J . Griffin & Sons, Ltd ., 20 -26, Sardiniahave
received
coln 's Inn Fields, London , W .C . -- The price list we
from this firm gives particulars of various kinds of thermometers

for
temperatures
for measuring
by themprices
pyrometersThesupplied
andpurposes.
and calcula
of slide rules
list contains
all
of
table
conversion
a
and
constants,
of
thermometric
table
a
tors,
thermometric scales are also included .
S . M . Stuart Turner, Shiplake, Henley-on - Thames. - The
new and
and oil engines supplied by Mr. Turner, and con
talns prices of castings
finished parts
above .
Amongst others the G .N and
. R . Locomotive 251, ofthe the" Stuart
horizontal engines, and Mr. Greenly 's 1904 M . E . Locomotive are"
listed . The list will be sent to readers of this Journal for 4d.
postdown
free. andTheupearly
section
of the
prices
of
comers
, boiler
ends,catalogue,
a comple containing
, 'ist of model
locomotive wheels, flywheels, crankshaft and cylinder castings, etc.,

list which we have received illustrates the
well-knowncomplete
high -sp -ed
engines, model locomotives, small dynamos
and motors,

etc., can be hd separately, price one penny.
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The Editor's Page .
E

commence in this issue a new series of

articles, entitled “ Home Electric Lighting,"
which we think will prove of general interest.

While we have in earlier volumes published a con
siderable amount of information on this subject, there
are always readers who are about to make a first
acquaintance with the subject, and judging by the
queries we have been receivingof late,the new series
will be of much assistance to those concerned. We
may mention that the author, Mr. Cyril N . Turner,
has himself carried out the installation he describes,

with very satisfactory results. He will be known to
soine, at least, of our readers, as the writer of the

very practicallittle handbook on " Acetylene Gas," in

THE MODEL ENGINEER serics.
On reviewing Mr. Chas. S . Lake's new book
“ The World's Locomotives,” our contemporary The
Engineer gave this volume an unusually high measure

of praise. To quote two sentences :- " It would be

difficult to say too much in praise of this book . . . . No
book on the locomotive so likely to prove useful for
reference has previously been produced.” From so
eminent an authority on engineering practice, this is
a striking testimony to the excellence of Mr. Lake's

T . H . SYMONDS (Willesden, N .W .).— The sizes of
holes suitable for your taps would be 3-16ths in .,
and proportionately down to į in .
A . L . R . (Cardiff).-- You already have a drawing
quarter full size for in scale model G .N .R . Tank

Locomotive in “ The Model Locomotive” (see
page 57 ). The cylinders may be 7- 16ths by
fin. with valves on top, or a single cylinder { in .
by I in . may be used instead . There is no real
necessity for a complicated brake ; devise some
means of shutting off the steam from the track .
L . N . (Somerset West). - Messrs. Cotton & Johnson,

14, Gerard Street, Soho, or Christopher & Co., of
ClerkenwellRoad, E .C .,would doubtless do it for you.
C . E . W . (Fairfield ). - We do notknow where you
could get a scale model tramcar. It would pro
bably have to be made for you. There are several
cheap working inodels on the market. Try

Messrs. Darton & Co., 142, St. John Street, E .C . ;
Messrs. W . J. Bassett-Lowke & Co., Northampton ;
or the Clyde Model Dockyard , Argyll Arcade,
Glasgow .

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only ,and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. 'should be accom

panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editorpersonally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance .

This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per

book , and fully confirms the terms in which we coin

annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.

mended it to our readers when it first appeared .

ment Manager.

In response to several enquiries we may say that
our new book , " A Guide to the Electrical Examina
tions" - is now ready. It is supplied in paper covers

at is, net, post free is. 2d . ; or in cloth covers is. 6d.
published prices through any of our usual agents.

net, post free is. 9d . It may be obtained at the

Advertisement ratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatusand price lists, & c., for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, “ The Model Engi.
neer, 26 -- 29 , Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Mirshall & Co., 26 - 29,
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .

Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123. Lib .rty Street, New York , USA , to whom

Answers to Correspondents.
H . F . S . (Ramsgate ).-- The form of reversing gear
contained in your letter is not altogether novel. It

all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

Contents .

is described in " TheModel Locomotive." It is a very
successful gear for small models ; your setting out,

[The asterisk (*) denotes that the subject is illustrated.]
PAGE

however, would not give the best distribution of
steam .. Properly arranged, a small amount of lap

Workshop Notes and Notions*

govern the direction ofrotation .
C . M . (Leckhampton ). — There should be no com
pression in the power cylinder. There is a slight
pressure during the working stroke, of course. The
displacer cylinder should notbe red-hot.
NAUTILUS II.- 14 ins. diam . Vary the pitch till best
results are obtained.

Petrol Feed *
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and lead may be given to the valve, although only
one eccentric placed at go degs. from the crank pin
is used .
J. E . UNDERHILL (Kent). - It is the setting of the
valves that determines the direction of the engine.
Get our book, " Petrol Motors Simply Explained,"
price is. net, is. 2d . post free from this office, and
make a working model in cardboard , and you will
soon see how it is that themovements of the valves
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386
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A 1-6th H .- P . Horizontal Steam Engine.
By F. PULLEN.

ALEK

MR. F . Pullen 's SMALL HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE.

and it is kept from working off the piston -rod by

lathe with a double -ended cutter, and afterwards
drove it on a mandrel and trued the flanges over
the tops and on the sides . The steam ports are
in . by } in . ; exhaust port, } in . by 1 in . ; the
valve travel is 5 -16ths in ., and steam is cut off at
about f -in . of the full stroke ; steam ports open
3-32nds in . to steam , and are full open to exhaust.
The valve spindle is in . diameter , the flywheel
5 ins. diameter. The double-webbed crankshaft,
which is fin . diameter, I turned out of a piece of
solid spring steel. It was a very tedious job , but I
got through it without a mishap.
All the work , including the pattern -making, was
done by myself.
The steam and exhaust pipes are 3-16ths in , and
1 in ., respectively . I connected the model to a

means of a check -nut.

cock on a large engine at my place of work , and

THE photograph herewith reproduced is of a

1 small engine which I finished about a year
ago . The cylinder is of brass, if- in . bore, 1j-in .
stroke, with 1-16th in . clearance at each end for
piston, a very important item in a small engine,

where as little steam as possible should be wasted,
the steam passages and spaces at the ends of

cylinder having to be filled every revolution of
engine before any useful work is imparted to the
piston , and then it is exhausted along with the
main body of steam without having done anything

useful. The piston is also of brass, 3-in . thick ,
with a ring 3-16ths in , wide, cut and sprung into
place.
The hole in middle of piston is tapped 3- 16ths in .,
I bored the cylinder in a

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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put 60 lbs. per sq . in . on it, and when it started
I had to put two 14- lb . weights on to keep it from
jumping about. I do not know the exact speed it
ran , but it was nothing under 1,000 revolutions
per minute. Since the photograph was taken I
have abandoned the cheese -headed screws in the
cylinder and steam chest flanges , and substituted

November 2, 1905.

with the exception of splining the drill-spindle
and feed -shaft, which a friend kindly did for
me on a hand-planer. The drill is designed to
fix to an ordinary bench , and is provided with a
counter-shaft and three-speed cone, the diameters
being 8 ins.,6 ins.,and 4 ins. Themachine is capable

ordinary studs with nuts. Taking the steam
pressure at 60 lbs. per sq . in , and the revolutions at

1,000 per minute, it develops about 1 h .-p .

Workshop Notes and Notions.
( Readers are invited to contribute short practical Whems for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , sy desired , accord .

ing to merit. Au matter intended for this column should be
marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

Clamping V - Block for Drilling Machine.
By “ SCRIBO .”

It is often found when drilling small, short round
pieces in the drilling machine that they are very
apt to twist, thus throwing the hole out of truth
or sideways when using an ordinary V -block . Here

is a tool to overcome the difficulty . A V -block
shown at A , with three vees to accommodate
pieces of different size, and a clamping plate B held
down to the work by screws C . The plate B has

two 1-in . holes and an k-in. slot to allow drill to
pass to the work . It is also useful for drilling odd
size balls , as they can be clamped very easily in
the V -block when it would be too much trouble to
make a special jig for odd ones. The above size is

Drill

4 screw
A HANDY VERTICAL DRILL,
of drilling holes up to in . in cist-iron out of the
solid , and will of course ream out holes much larger .

The leading dimensions are : - Total height of
machine to top of feed wheels from bench , 3 ft .

7 ins. ; diameter of drill spindle, $ in . ; length of
drill spindle, i ft. 9 ins. ; length of feed shaft ,
I ft 9 ins. ; diameter of feed shaft, in . ; traverse

of drill spindle, 6 ins. ; will admit 16 ins. dia
meter and 12 ins. under drill ; chuck, if ins.
diameter bored

for 1-in . shanks ; feed han !

wheel, 51 ins. diameter roind rim ; feed wheels
are 60 teeth , 14 pitch ; mitre wheels, 2 ins. dia
meter,

á slord

A CLAMPING V -BLOCK FOR DRILLING MACHINE.
a very useful one, and the k-in . slot D is plenty
large enough, as it is only intended for small work .
A Handy Vertical Drill.

in , on face, 22 teeth ; table , 10 ins .

diameter ; table pillar, 2 ins. diameter, 16 ins.
long ; cross and counter shafts, in . diameter ;
counter and shaft flywheel, lo ins. diameter , 2 ins.
on face ; treadle crank , 2 ins. throw . In addition
to the counter-shaft flywheel there is a balance
wheel on the treadle shaft weighing 75 lbs. and
26 ins. diameter. Transmission is by belt running

on 12 -in . pulley on treadle shaft on to a 6 -in .
pulley on counter shaft.

The pulleys are turned

from 7 -ply board , which does not warp or fly , and

as well as being easier to turn , the belt drives
much better on them than metal ones.

By Edwin R . TURNER.

Metal Scraping and
the Production of Flat
Surfaces.

The following is a description of a vertical
drill which I have recently made including all
patterns and machining of the various parts,

By H . R . B .
glass can be used with a mixture of the finest crocus
In the absence of a surface plate, polished plate

November 2, 1905.
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or rouge, with sweet oil for the ruddle. This answers
very well up to the later stages, when a piece of
plate-glass finely ground on one side, used dry and
rubbed over the work , will give the higher places
a burnished appearance, similar to those produced
by the expensive surface plates. These pieces
of ground plate glass are commonly sold by dealers
in photographic goods, and can be had a variety
of dimensions and shapes up to the whole -plate size.
They can be had with a knob on the top , which is

very convenient for handling, the smaller sizes only
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A Half - Inch Scale Model Tank
Locomotive.
By J. G . SURTEES.

THE photograph reproduced herewith repre
I

sents a -in . scale model 4 -wheeled coupled
tank engine something after the style of The

MODEL ENGINEER loco.notive, but with one inside

cylinder instead of two.

costing a few pence each . It is only intended
that these glasses should be used in the later
stages, and not with any idea of grinding down
the metalsurface by friction of the ground glass.
Should , however, the ground surface of the glass

become loaded with metallic particles, these can

effectually be removed with nitric acid and water,
equal parts, without detriment to the surface of
the glass.

A Caliper Gauge.
By D . MUNGẠLL .
The sketches reproduced below are of a
heavy caliper gauge, w ich is a very useful
addition to any workshop , being very useful
for gauying piston rings and such like. The
heads are made of softened tool steel, while
the stock “ cutter ” and thumbscrew are made
of mild steel. The stock was filed from a
forging, care being taken to get the sides
square, after which they were scraped up. After
the heads had been cut out and filed up , holes

were bored for the slots, which were then chipped

and filed out. The “ cutter " or washer is to keep

á rivers

ins

Screwed &

DETAILS OF A CALIPER GAUGE.
the stock from becoming defaced . At one end of
the stock a piece was filed off the sides to leave
a shoulder for the head. When finished , it was
rubbed up with very soft emery cloth .
SILICON , the most abundant metal in the world ,

Mr. J. G . SURTEES' MODEL LOCOMOTIVE.

As this was my first locomotive, I decided to
have one cylinder only, so as to have it as simple
as possible, and also to keep the cost low . No cast
ings were used , except the wheels and downcomer .
I first made a rough drawing of engine outline
to get the general appearance, size and position
of wheels, etc. I then got sufficient 3- 32 sheet steel
frames

for
and buffer beams; these , after being cut
out, were riveted together by angle brackets. Angle
brackets were also riveted outside of frames, to hold
footplate, which was screwed to same.
The next job to tackle was the cylinder, which

was built up of tube & io . inside diameter ; the end
flanges and valve face were sweated together, and
the covers screwed on ; the eccentrics, straps ,
connecting-rod end and bearings were made from
scrap brass . The engine is reversed by the usual
link motion connected to the lever in the cab .
Spring buffers are fitted ; the sockets are of brass
tube,and the heads turned from j - in .brass rod. The
coupled wheels are 2 i s. diameter, and the bogie
ilins. ; the axles are of silver steel. The boiler

(Smithies type) is a piece of 2 ] ins. solid drawn copper
tube, 9 ins. long, with ends 1- 16th in , copper , flanged ,
riveted and sweated , has five i-in . copper tubes
sweated into barrel and downcomer ; the boiler is
lagged with asbestos, and the outer shell is thin
steel, 3 } iis. diameter, which gives the engine a

has been comparatively unknown on account of
the difficulty of separating it from oxygen , but the
electric furnace has now made it obtainable in
quantities sufficient to meet any demand. It gives
to steel valuable electrical properties ; it imparts
such hardness as to make some alloys possibly
useful as abrasives, whilst the compound known as
" calorite ” serves, like thermite, for obtaining high

massive appearance ; steam is taken from top of
boiler by a perforated pipe through the smokebox
to cylinder.

temperatures.

dummy. made from tube, and the top turned and

The smokebox is 2 } ins. long , the door is hung
on two hinges, and secured with crossbar and two
handles; it contains a steam -cock ,which is controlled
by a regulator handle in cab and a steel rod running
through a 3- 16th ; in . tube in boiler. Thedome is a
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sweated on , covering the nut which keeps the
boiler and outside shell together.
The side-tanks, cab , and bunker are made of
sheet tin ; they are all fastened together and secured
to footplate by four screws.
The container for lamp is in the bunker. I first

tried methylated spirit, but the cost was alarming,
and I did not get as much steam as I do now , with a

coiled copper tube burning vaporised paraffin under
pressure.
The boiler is fitted with two test-cocks instead of
water-gauge, safety valve, and pressure gauge.
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funnel, which is red with black top . The lower
part of thehull is painted bright red , and the upper
works black . The total weight of the model, as it
now stands, is under 3 lbs. Originally , she was
built for a working model, equipped with electrical

machinery, of which I give the following par
ticulars : — A battery of four No. 1 “ Dania ” dry
cells, and a small “ Ajax ” motor gave every satis
faction . The motor I inverted , and ran a con
tinuous shaft from the propeller to the armature.
Two bearings and a stuffing-box always ensure
easy running. .

As the polished decks and painted fittings were

The engine is 184 ins. long, 4 ins. wide, and weighs

liable to damage when sailing, I decided to take out

about 11 lbs.

the machinery , and finish her as a show model. I
steamer making, with a very limited number of

may say that this was my first attempt at model

A Model Cargo Steamer.
- By PERCY POOLE.
HE accompanying illustrations represent my
1 model cargo steamer Cestria. Although , as
will be seen from the dimensions, it is not a
large model, I endeavoured to include all the deck
fittings that appear in this class of steamer, and

tools, and but little opportunity for the work , the
making of this model occupied my spare time for
a period extending over two years. The work is
entirely my own , this journal being the only work
consulted on the subject.

The Latest in Engineering.

finish her as completely as possible. The following
are the chief dimensions : - Length , 221 ins. ;

Largest Floating Dock . - A
new floating dock has just been
finished at Tsing-tau, Kiao -chau.
Its length is 410 ft., its width over
all is 128 ft., and the inside mea
surement is 98 ft., while the height
is 62 ft. It is, therefore, the largest
floatin ; dock in existence. It is

capable of raising 14,000 tons, or
2 ,000 tons more than the largest
German warship. It consists of
five independent pontoons, and two
side walls . It is worked by electric
power furnished by the central
station at Tsing -tau, and the elec
tric lighting permits work to be
carried on at night. With its ten
pumps in action it is possible to
empty the caissons in two hours.
The dock will, of course , be avail
able for ships of the mercantile
marine as well as for warships .

Petrol Consumption Tests.
Mr. S . F . Edge has recently carried
out a series of tests in regard to
! petrol consumption , with a view to rendering the
Napier car most suitable for the tourist trophy.
Starting from London he filled up with one gallon
of petrol in a special tank made for the purpose,
and ran a distance of 25 miles on this gallon, the
run including the climb up Dashwood Hill. Further
runs were made with two persons in the car, and
carrying a load of 300 lbs., made up of bags of sand
placed in the tonneau ; under these conditions
distances of 244, 26 , 25, and 25 II- 16th ; miles were
covered to the gallon . The car used was an 18-h . p .
i Napier.
|
A New Rotary Valve. - For a type of rotary
steam distribution valve, constructed by Mr.
William Mayne , of Mildma, Victoria , no fewer than
fifteen advantages over other rotary valves are
claimed , of which the following are the more im

MR. PERCY POOLE's MODEL CARGO STEAMER .

breadth , 41 ins. ; depth , 41 ins. She is of the dug piece of Kauri pine, which facilitated this part of
the work . All the decks are made of holly — a wood

out class, and I was fortunate in obtaining a sound

I found very suitable for the purpose. I used
mahogany for the deck -house, chart-house, and

wheel-house. The funnel and the following deck
fittings I made of brass : Stairways, ventilating
cowls, skylight, davits, and anchor crane. The
masts and derricks are of lance wood ; the boats
and remainder of the deck fittings are also of hard
woods. I tried several methods for making the
ratlines, rails, and stanchions, which I found to be
the most difficult job before satisfactorily finishing
them . For some of the rigging I used fine copper
wire, the rest being done with brown silk cord .
The decks and deck -houses are polished , and all

the deck fittings are painted white, except the

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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portant :- (1) that thecut-off may be varied without
altering the lead ; (2) the lead and expansion can
be varied at will whilst the engine is running ;
(3) that the valve works equally well with 20 lbs.
or 200 lbs. pressure of steam ; (4 ) that the
moving part is the rotating disc ; and (5) that in
compound engines the maximum pressure of steam
for full stroke can be given in the first cylinder.
A vertical section through the centre of the valve

413

valves a a and b move in fixed relation to he other,
being suitably geared together by means of pinions
keyed to their spindles. The winged valve c moves
quite independently of the others, and its function
is to vary the cut-off. Before detailing the course
of the steam , it is necessary carefully to note the
construction of the rotating disc. It consists of a
circular metaldisc fitted with a spinale R , operated
from the crank-shaft by suitable gearing, and is
provided with a porthole e and an exhaust slot f.

As the disc revolves it allows the steam alternately
the ends of the cylinder. The exhaust is similarly
actuated . Toʻreverse the engine all that is necessary
is to turn the plug-valve b through one-sixth of a
revolution , and by means of the gearing already
referred to the exhaust valve turns through one
third of a revolution . The communication will
now be made between (say) h and the opposite
passage g'. The position of the admission and the
cut-off point is regulated by the position of the plug c
which is moved quite independently to the other
valves a a and b. The course of the steam through
the valve will now easily be understood. The steam
enters the valve at S , and passes through e in the
rotating disc into the longitudinal space h or 1,
depending upon the position of the disc. Suppose
the steam passes into h, it then passes through the
port h' into the circular passage g, and thence to
one end of the cylinder, the exhaust steam leaving
the other end through the passage g', passes into a ,
and so through the slot f in the disc D to the atmo
sphere or condenser. — The Engineer.

he
Espace

to enter the spaces h an 11 - i.e., to enter alternately

HIS

DO

xHaust

Steams
Inlet

Cylinder

Electrically Driven Fire Engines. - Two fire
engines and a car for carrying accessory appliances
all electrically driven, have recently been put into,
service by the Vienna fire brigade. The accumu
lators, sufficient to propel the car for some 28 miles
at a speed of 121 miles per hour, are placed in a
compartment in front of the driver 's seat over the
front wheels. India -rubber tyres are fitted to
the wheels, which are 2 ft. 94 ins. diameter. Each of
the front wheels is provided with a 35 h .-p . Lohner
Porsche hub motor, and the controller provides for
the following speeds : 5.6 , 6 -8, 12:5, 1794 , and 22-4
miles per hour.

Smoke - Preventing Device. - A new smoke

A New Rotary VALVE.
is shown in the illustration . The valve chest con
sists essentially of two castings K and J bolted
together. The lower part K is circular in form ,

and contains two separate passages or ports - S the
steam inlet and E the exhaust. It also contains
the revolving disc D , which controls the supply of
steam to the upper or distribution valves, and
which are actuated from the crank of the engine by
suitable gearing. The latter consists of three
circular chests which are in communication with

each other. The two outside chests contain two

preventing device for boiler furnaces has been
invented by Mr. J. S . Pearson , of Glasgow . The
system consists of discharging a combination of

steam , air and producer gas into the furnace .
The three elements are combined and discharged
through nozzles fitted to short pipe connections.
The resulting chemical action releases the hydrogen
in the steam , and combines the oxygen with the
carbon in the fuel. The decomposition of the
supplied gases is thus completed , and by com
bining with the fuel gases and the resulting new
gases thus produced, creates great heating power ,
emitting heavy smoke. The latter, however,

steam passes from the cylinder. There is also a
central plug valve b , which has two independent

decreases in volume towards the tubes, in which
there are only flame , and is completely consumed
before it reaches the chimney . The steam pressure

longitudinal passages h and I, which communicate
respectively with the two ends of the cylinder.
This plug valve is movable, and its position regulates
the supply of steam to the cylinder. These three

does not vary with the stoking or cleaning of the
furnace, and no ashes or clinkers are formed . The
system can be applied to any type of boiler.
Scientific American.

open bottom cocks a , through which the exhaust
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Lessons in Workshop Practice.
(Continued from page 394.)

Novemter 2, 1905.

does not screw in the wood at all. Notice that in
each of these the screws are well clear of the metal
part of the machine upon which the terminal board
Terminals are frequently fixed to the frame of

is fixed .

XXIV . - Terminals and Connections for Small
Dynames and Motors.
THE terminals of a dynamo or motor should be
placed in such a position that they are easily

the machine ; this makes a firm attachment, and ,

accessible , and it is essential that they are
well insulated from the frame of the machine. A

common plan is to mount them upon a block of

FIG . 3.
Fig . 1.

method is to be recom
when convenient, thisimport
howeve to pay

mended . It is v. ry

ant,

r,

attention to the insulation , which should be arranged
in the same manner as that adopted for the brush

supporting pins (see THE MODEL ENGINEER for
April 13th , 1905, page 342 ). The best pattern of
terminal to adopt for very small machines

and for those to be used for experimental
work is that shown in Fig . 2, as very
small wires are more readily clamped than
with the pattern shown in Fig. 1. The
terminals should be large rather than
small, especially as regards the milled

Wosher

head or nut. The connectin ; wires from

the brushes and field coils should be

fixed to the terminals in some mechan

ical way. It is bad practice to merely
squeeze the end of the wire between the
Field magnet

Field magnet

wood , or similar material. When this method is
adopted , the terminals should not be merely fixed
by screwing the shank into the wood (except, per
haps, for very small machines ), even when the

body of the terminaland the wood . Two
methods are shown in Fig . 3. Thematter
is often complicated by the necessity of
connecting more than one wire to each
terminal, as well as the wires from the

Binging

shank is made in the form of a wood screw , because
Fig . 4.

Fig . 2.
Binding

the clamping screw is liable to stick when tightened
up, with the result that when you try to unscrew it
to release the wire, the terminal shank either un

screws out of the wood , or the body unscrews from
the shank .

outer circuit. A combination of methods A and
B can be used to get over this difficulty, or one
wire can be connected to the shank of the terminal
underneath the board by clamping it under the
nut which holds the terminal in place,
Fig. 4 shows two forms of connection piecemade
out of sheet brass , and soldered to the connecting

Fig . 1 . When A or C is used , the hole in the wood

Three good methods (A , B , and C ) are shown in
through which the screw passes should be made

wires. These attachments are very convenient,
especially when the connecting wire is flexible and

large enough to allow it to enter loosely , so that it

Such flexible stranded cables are to be obtained of

composed of a number of strands of very fine wire.
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tioned to suit the amount of current ; the larger the
current, the more important it is that there should
be very good contact between the connecting cables
and the terminals to which they are attached .

various diameters, with double cotton covering only ,

or with an additional braided covering. They are
very good as connections from brushes to ter
minals. The following are so ne of the sizes, with
approximate current- carrying capacity : in .
diameter, io amps. ; 3- 16ths in . diameter, 20 amps.;
4-in ., 30 amps. The strands should be bared for a
sufficient length at the ends to fill the tubular
portion of the connection pieces into which the
are to be soldered ; the covering can then be bo nd
round with thin twine to prevent stripping. A
coat of shellac varnish over the binding makes a
good finish . A simple flexible connection can be
made by coiling up some ordinary cotton -covered
wire like a close coil spring upon a rod (see Fig. 5 ) ;
bare the ends, and make them into loops which can
be clamped under the terminal nuts. A coat of
shellac varnish over the cotton covering will give

Armature

MOorrer

m
Coil being mode

coil

Fig . 8 .

Cm
Bross plate

Field
coil

Field coil

lllllile

Coil completed

Fig . 5.

Hüllüllla
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Armolure

Fig . 9 .

Flexible coble

Oooo00010
Armature

Field coil

Fig , 6.

Armature

OOooo

civõrd
mirim
Fig . 10.

co
Field

Field
coil

Armature

Flexible coble

Figs. 6 to 12 show various arrangements of ter

Fig . 7.
a finished appearance. When the current to be con
veyed from the brushes is greater than a single
cable will carry , two or more cables in parallel may
be used . The terminals should also be propor-

minal boards for different windings. Fig . 6 is for
a series wound dynamo or motor, the armature and
field leads being connected together by a small brass
plate, to which they are attached by means of

,

screws. Fig. 7 is possible when the field coils are
in two or more sections. The brushes are
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connected to the coils through flexible cables, which

are practically ends of the windings. Fig. 8 is suit
able for shunt-wound machines , and Fig. 9 is an
alternative arrangement ; the connection between

November 2, 1905 .

may be readily connected as a series machine by join
ing terminals A and D or B and C ; or as a shunt
machine, by joining terminals A to D and B to C ,
the connection being made by means of copper or
brass rods (as in Fig . 13.). These illustrations are in

the nature of diagrams ; proper connection is to be
made to the terminals as previously explained .

Model Engineers and Their

By HENRY GREENLY.
ALTHOUGH various interesting articles describ

+

Ser

Armature

Work .
III. — Mr. J. Chadwick Taylor .
Shunt
coils

les
coils

allelices

pllllllooo

( To be continued )

ing examples of Mr. J. C . Taylor 's handiwork

have from time to time appeared in these
pages, no really connected account of his workshop

methods has been submitted to the readers of
THE MODEL ENGINEER . Considering, therefore, Mr.
Taylor 's recent successes, the writer ventures to

Fig . 11.
the two field coils ismade by the brass plate. Such
a method enables the coils to be quickly discon
nected for purposes of testing or removal. Figs. 10

and 11 are terminal boards arranged for compound

Armature

Field coils

მუშაობდა
FIG . J2 .

winding ; the actual arrangements may be taken as
of equal value electrically . It is a matter of con

venience as to which is adopted .

Fig . 12 is an

arrangement for motors which are to be connected to

Fig . 1. - MR. J . C . Taylor 's MODEL STEAM
HAMMER .

think that the following notes gleaned during a visit

Lii

10 Mr. Taylor's workshop may be appreciated by

D

FIG . 13.

other devotees of the hobby .
The use of the word “ methods ” in the foregoing

paragraph is distinctly intentional. Mr. Taylor is
an amateur who has a method in all his model
making efforts, and , as the writer has so often
noticed , he appears to get through his work with
a reversing switch , or for dynamos which are to be
If the terminals are each pro
vided with an extra hole and set-screw , the machine
separately excited.

less trouble and fewer mistakes than the perhaps

more enthusiastic but hasty brother in the art.
Descriptive of this , one thing which greatly inte

rested the writer during the pleasant evening spent

November 2, 1905 .
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with Mr. Taylor was the perusal of his record book .
In this volume are written various notes on the
purchase of materials, the commencement and
progress, testing and completion of the models he
has made during the last twenty -five years. For
instance, it is recorded of the well-made steam
5 pegs
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to the wooden base, keeps the pillars in place.
With this simple home-made appliance, and a very
thin saw , it is possible to part, say, a connecting
rod “ big end ” bearing after all other work is done
to it, the joint being truly square and so fine that
the journal needs hardly any rimering to make it
perfectly circular, when it is finally
Top plaſe

fitted in place. Indeed , if a liner

formed by a thin piece of paper is

removable plate

- pegs

fitted in the joint, the bearing will

Saw

not require to be touched , and

work

should any wear subsequently take

· place, the paper may be removed
and the bearing restored to its
original working fit.
wood block
To bore the bearings of the
launch engine which was described
in the issue of THE MODEL EN
Fig . 2. - A JIG FOR PARTING MODEL BEARING BRASSES.
GINEER for October 15th , 1902,
and for which Mr. Taylor has
hammer, shown in the accompanying photograph ,
been awarded several prizes - notably, a S.M .E .
that it was commenced on October 31st, 1883.
silver medal in 1902- a wooden box , see Fig . 3,

-

and completed in January, 1884, and that the
castings were purchased from a well-known firm of

1

which could slide on the bed of lathe, was

model engineers who flourished twenty to thirty
years ago . Other and similar notes appear about

the more recent models, all of which , if they serve
no
absolutely utilitarian purpose, are none the less
interesting

á 'Tube
piece of

_ BRA

At the bench Mr. Taylor is just as thoughtful.
If a special tool is required to obtain the best
results, it is made and the job in hand not attempted

with either insufficient or makeshift appliances.

Istandard taper

However, in no case does he allow the tool to cost

much . This fact is exemplified in the many special
tools and jigs the writer saw during his visit.
When it is necessary to split the bearings of a
model, an ordinary hacksaw is not used ; a much

- Removable,
( hardened nose

Fig . 4. – CENTRE FOR TURNING TUBES.
made, and upon this box the bed of the launch

engine was firmly screwed . Previously the caps of
the three bearings were fitted and bolted in place,
and when the drill had been fixed in the chuck and

Centres
of Bearings
exactly
thethe
bed of the engine adjusted so that the centres
coinciding
with Lathe
centres of
of the bearings
bearings exactly coincided with the point
of the drill and the bearings were truly in line with
Engine Bed plate
the mandrel of the lathe, the whole of the three

A screwed down
2. Top piece :

holes were drilled at once, the feed being supplied
Mr. Taylor uses a 4t-in . centre Barnes lathe,
and since he acquired it has fitted many useful

by the poppet of the loose headstock.

Box

- centred

ON

Vee strips t

i ta
Brass
on spindle
drivendiscs

Na Lalhe Bed
FIG . 3.- How MR. TAYLOR BORED THE BEARINGS

centred

Fig . 5. - LATHE TESTING ARRANGEMENT.

FOR HIS TWIN -CYLINDER LAUNCH ENGINE.
better result being obtained by the appliance
shown in Fig. 2. The base for this is an electric
fitting wood block , such as can be bought from an
electrical dealer very cheaply in dozens, and which
will be found useful formany other purposes. The
top is fitted with a brass plate, and supports four

appliances, several of which are depicted in the
accompanying sketches. Fig. 4 is a fixed centre
for turning tubes and other similar objects, the nose
of which is removable and made in several sizes.
When making the taper shank, a good fit was

obtained by the method of trial and error, turning
first pieces of hardwood until the correct taper
was found . These pieces of wood were carefully
preserved and have done service in many ways

steel pillars, which are placed in pairs at each end
and spaced so that a fine jeweller's hacksaw will
just pass between them , in the manner indicated
in the sketch . The cover- plate, which is drilled

since. This useful “ tip " has been acted upon
by the writer, and he finds that such pieces of wood

for the pillars at the same time as the plate fixed

are extremely handy for drilling awkward castings

r
ian
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in the lathe, as the ends can be readily shaped to
fit the work in hand . These pieces of hardwood

the small section of steel usually employed. Mr.

are made from the cheap round blind stretchers
sold at ironmongers, and can be obtained in several

and purchases -in . square tool steel for the cutters.
Here, again , the sketch explains itself, and requires

Taylor uses the home-made holder shown in Fig. 7 ,

diameters.
The appliance shown in Fig. 5 is employed to

test the lathe before attempting to do any parallel
turning, and consists of a mandrel which is centred

hardened ,
centre

in the ordinary way and has two discs of brass driven
on at each end. To use, the mandrel is placed in

spring ,

MAS

the lathe and driven by a carrier ; a cut is taken
off each disc without altering the feed of the cross
slide between the two cuts. If there is any differ
ence in the diameter of the two discs it immediately
shows that the line between the two centres is not

E

brass

Tommy
holes

Tool post

- --

Fig . 8. - A Self-CENTREING APPLIANCE FOR THE

| Bar

.

FACEPLATE .

- Peq

no further description . The only point worth
emphasising is the fact that the tool steel should
fit the slot as tightly as possible.

Tool

TOOK HOLDERY
ITOIDUD
Tube

Tool post a

Fig . 9A.

Tool

SEAT FOR

Brass tube
Tool holder

USE AT THE

'slot
Fig . 6 . - TESTING FOR THE HEIGHT OF THE TOOL.
parallel to the bed of the lathe, and that the mov
able portion of the tailstock or headstock (accord
ing to the design of the lathe) needs adjusting.
The sketch (Fig . 6 ) depicts an ingenious testing
appliance by which the proper height of the tool
D

rivered

LATHE

Toolpost holds this end
n
dow

Another lathe appliance is the self-centre
ing appliance for the faceplate shown in Fig . 8.
With this jig it is possible to place, say, a fly
wheel
on the faceplate exactly true with the
setscrew
rivered
hole that may be bored in the centre for the
shaft, so that the face and edges may be
turned without further adjustment. The ap
pliance consists of a short brass plug which
is screwed the same thread as the nose of the
7 % in sq. tool steel which must
mandrel and faceplate. This plug has a steel
fit slot tightly
centre which normally projects some distance
Fig . 7 . - Light TOOL-HOLDER FOR THE LATHE.
out, as shown in the sketch , the spring tend
ing
to keep it in this position. To use, the
may be readily and exactly determined without the
plug is screwed on to the faceplate centre
until it is Aush (or just a little below the
trouble of running the slide-rest up to one of the
centres. The design shown as it stands is not
a modified form might be adopted in many instances.
The sketch (Fig. 6 ) is self -explanatory .
Model engineers well know the usefulness of light

applicable to most English lathe-tool rests, but in

tools under certain circumstances, and as a rule
some form of tool-holder is necessary to support

face ), and the flywheel or other piece of work
to be turned is taken and placed with its
centre hole on the steel centre and pressed up

against the faceplate. When this is done, the clips
holding the work may be put in position and
tightened up, and the work will be found to be
truly centred on the faceplate. After this, the

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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faceplate may be removed from the nose of the
mandrel (if it was there originally ), and the plug
removed from the back by means of the tommy
holes and a suitable two-pin spanner. A similar
and just as useful device is shown in Fig . 9.
As Mr. Taylor has to stand all day at his busi

Tommyholes
Fig. 9. — A JIG FOR THE FACEPLATE.
Treadlem

Angle
FIG . IO .

ness, he finds it more comfortable to sit at the lathe
in the evening, and to enable him to do this, he
devised the very simple and convenient seat shown
in Fig. 9A . The tubes were brazed up for him at
the local cycle maker's. The saddle is an ordinary
one, and the height from the ground is adjustable
in the usual way by a lug and bolt at the top of
the seat-post.
To prevent the annoying and somewhat painful
experience of getting the foot pinched under the

treadle of a lathe - an occurrence which the writer
who possesses a lathe with a fixed connecting-rod
well remembers — Mr. Taylor has fitted to the floor,
just in front of the treadle, a strip of angle iron

(see sketch, Fig. 10 ). Although this would appear
to aggravate the state of affairs, it really forms a
boundary , and the worker involuntarily keeps his
foot from straying over the mark directly he feels

FIG . 12, — TOP VIEW OF MODEL ROAD ROLLER.

One of the most notable events of the evening,
was the running of Mr. Taylor's latest completed
model, the steam road

it touch the strip of angle .

roller

shown in

accompanying
graphs.

T

the

photo

A similar model, made

by Mr. Caparn, was illus
trated in

THE MODEL

ENGINEER some three
years ago , and for the
most part Mr. Taylor's

model is made from

castings
off the same
patterns. The work
on

this model is excellent,
and before the writer
visited Mr. Taylor's work
shop the engine had not
LANSETTES

been tried with a view
of seeing what could be
got outof it in the way of
hauling capacity . Steam
was therefore raised , and
the engine without any

difficulty pulled thewriter,

Fig . 11. - MR. J. C . TAYLOR'S MODEL STEAM ROAD ROLLER.

who was mounted on a
pair of roller skates, up
and down the linoleum
floor of the workshop .
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In building the engine, Mr. Taylor made several
little improvements, such as his long experience
led him to adopt, both in design and construction ,
but one of the most interesting additions is the
little silver “ horse " with its label " Invicta,” the

whole forming the well-known trade-mark ofMessrs.
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Electricians in the Navy .
IN view of the large number of enquiries from
I our readers as to the prospects of electricians
in the RoyalNavy,we think that the following,
which we reprint from our esteemed contempo
rary , The Electrical Review , will be of interest.
The idea of becoming a naval electrician pro

bably appeals to a good many lads who have some

knowledge of electricity, and fancy the prospect of
going out into the world on board a man -of-war ;
to not a few of these the uniform is, perhaps, an
attraction, with its peaked cap and brass buttons
savouring of the full-blown naval officer.
Far be it from us in any way to discourage a
feeling of pride in the uniform of either of the ser
vices, for it is surely a pardonable form of vanity
that brings out such qualities as are needful “ for
the sake of the cloth .'
However, it is but fair to point out to those who
may only have seen the shore -going side of life, that
there is a good deal beyond the peaked cap and the
high -sounding title of electrician , which does not
appear on the surface.

To begin with , the title electrician is, perhaps, a
holder of it is responsible for, and generally in charge
of, the electrical plant on board ship . Onemight be

little misleading, for it would seem to imply that the

Fig . 13. - THE FRONT VIEW OF THE MODEL ROAD
ROLLER.

(Compare with Fig . 14).
Aveling & Porter, Ltd ., the large manufacturers of
road rollers, of Rochester. This adds a realistic
finishing touch to the engine, so much so , that
except for the effect of proportion given in the
picture of the actual road roller by the surround
ings, it would be difficult at a glance to

say which was the model and which was the real
engine.
In conclusion, it gives the writer much pleasure
in expressing his indebtedness to Mr. Taylor for his

kind hospitality, and for the information so freely
given during the quickly passing hours spent in his
most interesting and well-appointed workshop.
CANADIAN TUNNELS. — Preparations are being

made for a tunnel underneath the Detroit, near
Detroit, the difficulties of ferryage through the
winter ice, between Ontario and Michigan , being
found more and more troublesome. Tho Michigan
Central Railroad Coinpany contemplates building a
tunnel under the Niagara , from Canada to New
York State, at a point between Buffalo and Tona
wanda, Construction work is expected to be carried

on jointly with that of the tunnel at Detroit and by
the same company.- Engineering.

FIG . 14. - AN " AVELING & Porter ” Road ROLLER.
led to infer that his opinion on electrical matters
would have considerable weight, and that he was ,
in fact, more or less of a “ boss ” in his own par
ticular line. Now , as a matter of fact, the elec
tician is not an officer at all in the Naval acceptance
of the word ; he is a mechanic , pure and simple,
supposed to have special knowledge of the sort of
work required in the adjustment and repair of
electrical instruments. The electrical engineer of
the ship is the torpedo officer, whether he be a
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warrant officer or a lieutenant appointed for these
duties ; his right-hand man is the torpedo instructor,
a man who has entered in the ordinary line and has
taken up the torpedo branch in preference to gun
nery . The electrician oc
cupies rather the post of
instrumentmaker, though
his actual duties in a
great measure depend on
his special aptitude for
certain kinds of work as

421

call unskilled labour, such as the cleaning of torpedo
tubes and such minor odd jobs. The half-dozen or
so permanent “ hands ” would be called the electric
light party and thebulk ofthem would be employed

observed by the torpedo
officer. As an example,
let us take a battleship
or large cruiser, and see
in what manner the work
is generally divided up ,
and what duties in par
ticular will be likely to
comeunder the care of the
clectrician. To do this we
must endeavour to place
ourselves in the position
of the torpedo officer,
and see what arrange
ments are best suited for
the disposal of the staff

under him . Asregards the

work that it is his spe
cial duty to supervise, it
may be divided first of
all into two great items :
the illumination of the
ship and the efficiency of

Fig. 15. - LEFT-HAND SIDE OF MODEL Road ROLLER.
going round chasing earth

leaks, repairing circuits,
and renewing lamps wher
ever necessary. A respon
sible man must be in the
neighbourhood of the
switchboard, another reli
able man should be in
charge of the electric light
party , a third is required
to look after the bells,
batteries and telephones.
Now all these men have
their own little calls upon

the electrician's workshop ,
they go round and gather
applied ingenuity which
follow in the wake of un

up the fragments of mis
tutored ambition.

There are switcheswhich
have suffered from some
burly autocrat who did
not realise that the current
was broken at the sec
tional box , galvanometers

which have had their faces
slapped and turned sulky,
other instruments which

Fig . 16 . - ENLARGED VIEW OF MACHINERY PORTION OF ROAD ROLLER.
have displayed a marked
antipathy to sea -water ,
with which sea air
fittings
minor
and a host of
the Whitehead torpedo armament. His staff will
does not agree. All these things claim the atten
probably consist of two electricians, two torpedo
tion of the electrician , and test his skill as an
instructors, a few permanent ratings in the torpedo
artificer in brass, but they do not, as a rule, re
branch - some half-dozen or so , and any men that
quire any great technical knowledge. The elec
the commander may be able to spare for special
trician whose duty it may be to attend to these
work that is in hand , and requires what one might
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items has his hands full, and it is always easier
to write up the defect book than to write the items
off. But, besides electric work , the torpedoes
claim a large amount of the torpedo officer's atten

officer was the only individualwho was supposed to
be sufficiently well acquainted with the fact that
electricity can only travel along a metallic circuit,
and is held there by the surrounding insulation ,

tion ; men must be detailed to look after these,

through which it cannot pass. In these days of

and a specially skilled and neat workman must

high- frequency currents, specific inductive capacity ,

attend to the gyroscopes, upon which the straight
running of each torpedo depends. A gyroscope
consists essentially of a perfectly balanced heavy
flywheel, running on ball bearings. Now , every
one who has possessed a bicycle knows that it re
quires a definite amount of force to turn the front
wheel when it is set spinning rapidly in the air ;
it is precisely this force that is made use of in the
gyroscope when the little fly -wheel is set revolving,
and the resistance to any turning movement is
made to act upon valves which control the rudders.
This little instrument, which forms an integral part
of each torpedo, is exceedingly sensitive, and at
the same time it is of the utmost importance that
it should be accurate. Who better than the elec
trician , with his skill in handling delicate instru
ments, for the job ? So it comes about that elec
trician No. 2 becomes a specialist in the art of
gyroscope adjusting to the exclusion of almost any

self-induction and so forth , he has to know a good
deal more, and modify the views of his predecessor
considerably ; leaving out his executive work ,
leaving out even his Whitehead torpedoes, he has
still quite enough to worry him as an electrical
engineer, and the day is probably not far off when ,

putting aside his other duties, he will assume the
latter sobriquet alone. This will be the day for
the electrician ; and, after all, for those who like
the work, the pay, which starts at 5s. a day, is
remarkably good for the Navy ; the standing is
that of a chief petty officer or an artificer ; and one
may assume, with a fair amount of confidence ,

that there will be prospects of advancement.

Traction Notes on Road and

kind of electrical work whatever.
Now , to the man who has taken up electricity
as a study, who has studied the theory of it ,

Rail .
By Chas. S. Lake .

and perhaps prides himself on his electrical certifi
cates, this may possibly be decidedly disappointing ;

MilNES-DAIMLER CHASSIS FOR Motor OMNIBUSES.

he had , perhaps, visions of wireless telegraphy, and
the large field of investigation that this branch of
the subject throws open to the inquiring mind ; he
had pictured himself in charge of a ship 's installation
with all its ramifications, the ball systems, tele
phones, telegraphy, lighting, battery work, dynamo
and motor work and all varieties of testing ; his

certificates are a guarantee of his right to an opinion ,
and his title would seem to invite it ; but he finds
himself instead tied down to his lathe, making
endless terminals and ebonite bases, carrying out
routine orders, and consulted in nothing ; there is
another in the place that he thought to occupy, and
he is not even this person 's deputy , for there are

torpedo instructors whose official certificates en
title them to a higher place . It may not always be

so - in fact it is probable that there will be great
changes in the near future — but for the present we

The drawings (Figs. I and 2) show in sectional ele
vation and plan the design and construction of the
3-ton chassis built by the Milnes-Daimler Co. for
motor omnibuses , such as those referred to as run on
the Torquay-Paignton service of the G . W . Railway.
The same design is fitted to numbers of motor
buses on the London streets. The numbered

references clearly show the function of each part of
the construction . The writer is indebted to the

permission to
Editor of the Engineering Review for herewith
.
reproduce the illustrations appearing
MOTOR OMNIBUSES IN LONDON.
Hardly a week passes but that we read of new
lines of motor omnibuses being inaugurated in
London , or that on such and such a route the

horse-drawn vehicles are to be replaced by the

would pointout the advantages ofworking up through
the regular line where it is a case of ambition , for

more up- to -date motor-driven conveyances.
The announcement has recently been made that

the torpedo instructor becomes eventually a torpedo
officer, and in due course may even get a commis

in the Metropolis may shortly be expected , and the

sion .
The navalelectrician is , however, not at all badly
placed when once he realises his true position ;

as an instrumentmaker no one can touch him ; he
is master of his craft, and as such will earn the con
fidence of his officer. Once this is established it is
not likely to be forgotten , and he will be looked
upon as a man of no small importance.
Electricity is more or less of an innovation in the

Navy , and it is daily growing in importance. The
electricians, as a body, must remember that the
engineers started in much the sameway, only with
more prejudice against them ; within the last few
years recognition of their merits has come to them in

rapid strides, and there would seem some likelihood

of considerable change being effected in the electrical
branch . Torpedoes and the electrical plant have
little in common ; the link was first welded in the
adoption of electrically-fired mines, when the torpedo

a large development of the motor omnibus services
spectacle of drivers and conductors clad in the
smartest of smart uniforms is promised in connec
tion with the latest scheme.
The epithet “ antiquated ," so long applied to

the horse-drawn omnibus, has now in truth a wider

application than ever it had before, and it is to be
hoped that within the shortest possible space of

time the companies will abandon their use of such
movements, and substitute the quicker and in

vehicles entirely , with their slow and awkward
finitely more handy motor bus. As much on

account of the horses themselves as in the interest

of the public, is this to be desired .

“ All's Well THAT ENDS WELL.”
Motor Traction tells, in a recent issue, of an
incident which occurred one evening quite lately
on one of the “ Orion " motor omnibuses plying
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between the Law Courts and Cricklewood. Being
reminded by the conductor that time was up, the
driver , who had been examining the vehicle to see

if all was right during its stay outside the Law
Courts by the aid of one of the side lamps, hastily
finished his look round and drove off to Crickle
wood .
. On his return to the Courts of Justice someone
remarked , “ Where is your near side lamp ? ” “ I

am bothered if I have not forgetten it,” remarked

the budding mechanic in his own language (a week
or so previously he was still handling his pair of
bays). " On looking beneath the body of the
omnibus he discovered the lamp on the tray be
neath the body blackened and sooted , it is true,

November 2, 1905.

similar to that shown in Fig. 3, running between
Torquay and Paignton , which may be selected as
typical of the class of vehicle and condition of

service met with in other districts served by the
G . W .R . The omnibus is of the double-deck type,
with accommodation for thirty -six passengers .
The wheels have solid tyres , double on the driving.
wheels, and the engine has four cylinders develop
ing 20 h .-p. at 800 revolutions per minute. The
cylinders are 105 mm . by 130 mm ., which , being
converted into English measurement, 'would repre
sent about 43- in . by 5 } -in . stroke. The engine

governing is effected by throttling, the mixture
and the valves are positively actuated . The change
speed gears give four speeds forward and one re

LWAY
CREAT WEENSNCTOFEFIRCENRAI
MYCHRBET

VAUCHAN PARADE U

DATUN RAZMAY STATIONS PROMENADE

Fig . 3. - ONE OF THE G .W .R . MOTOR OMNIBUSES.
but safe and sound and still burning. It is doubt.
ful what might have happened had there been any
petrol leaking, but it may be assumed that there
would have been another testimonial sent to the
makers of the fire extinguisher nextmorning.
THE GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY AND MOTOR
SERVICES.

The Great Western Railway is, as most readers
are doubtless aware,much to the fore in connection
with motor traction , both on road and rail, and the
services are not by any means confined to any
one district or locality served by the railway . The

verse ; the flexibility of the motor gives some range

between , and it is claimed that any speed from
one to twelvemiles per hour can thus be obtained
a useful range of speeds for the purpose of road

traction . Three brakes are provided acting respec
tively upon the first intermediate gear shaft, brake
blocks on back road wheels and on each differential
cross shaft .
The wheelbase is 12 ft. 7 ins. This is an ex
tended length of base , but the fact undoubtedly
conduces to steadiness in running and ease of
manæuvring.

Company has rail motor cars running on no less
than twenty -one sections of the line, both in con

THE RAILWAY, AND MOTOR TRACTION.

nection with main and branch line traffic. They
are equally forward in respect of road motor ser
vices, and they have a number of handsome vehicles

connecting the railway with the motor trade and
motor car service , have recently been widely

Two incidents, if such they may be termed ,
noticed in the Press. In one case the Great Central

The Model Engineer and Electrician .

Railway ran a special theatre train from Man
chester to London at an inclusive charge, admitting
passengers to the Savoy Theatre and providing them
with dinner on the outward journey and supper on
the return . Those who availed themselves of the

opportunity to make a flying visit to the Metropolis,
witness a theatrical performance, and afterwards
commenced their return journey home again ,were
also afforded a chance of testing the London Motor
Omnibus service , for they were conveyed from
Marylebone to the Strand and vice versa in a series
of " Vanguard ” omnibuses, and it is said this
formęd not the least enjoyable part of the trip .

The Caledonian and L . & N . W . Railways recently
dealt with a record train load of Argyll motor cars,
which are now being handled at No. 17, Newman
Street, Oxford Street, W ., by Argylls London,
Ltd . (of which concern Mr. E . H . Watson is chair
man and managing director). A special train was
made up consisting of closed carriage wagons con
taining the motor cars. It left Glasgow hauled by
one of the enlarged “ Dunalastair ” type of express
locomotives, and on arrival at Carlisle the L . and
N . W . Railway attached one of their 4 - 6 - 0 type
locomotives of the new “ Experiment " class. The
train completel the journey between Glasgow and
London in the course of the same day .

hausting Vacuum Tubes.

at least, 3 lbs. are required . If the reader is lucky
enough to know anyone who buys it direct from a
large firm he may be able to get it at the rate of
28. per lb . ; otherwise it may be obtained from a
chemist for 3s. per lb . It is not necessary to use
the pure redistilled mercury ; this costs more and is
practically no better .

To work the pump, the tube to be exhausted is
connected by a strong gutta- percha junction piece
to the arm of the angle joint. The funnel is then

eemas

A Simple Air Pump for Ex
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" Fig . 3. - ENLARGED

View of STOPCOCK A .

such a diameter as to be a tight fit on the glass .
The tubes must be pushed up the rubber junction
piece till they nearly touch , and then wire wound
tightly round the outside. An enlargement of the
junction is shown in Fig . 2.
To the top end of the V -tube is fitted another
length of rubber tubing with a pinch cock (Fig. 3)
in the middle , into which the spout of a fairly large
filter funnel is fixed . The funnel should be of glass,
and must be firmly supported at a sufficient height
to allow the bottom end of the long tube to
clear the table or floor by about a foot. It is im

portant to fix the funnel very firmly , as it has to
contain over 2 lbs. of mercury, and if it slipped it

- -- - - -

- - - - -- -

By N . D . FOURDRINIER and “ DYNAMP."

" HE following is a decription of an easily and
cheaply made air pump of the Sprengel type.
It will produce an exhaustion quite high
enough formaking vacuum tubes, coherers, and for
performing many other experiments requiring a
good vacuum . Procure a 32-in . length of
glass tubing, fin . internal diameter, and about
1-in . external, and to one end fit an angle joint of
the shape 'shown in the figure. The joint may be
obtained from any manufacturer of chemical
apparatus. The connection between the two
tubes should be made by india -rubber tubing of

Fig . 2.

ENLARGED View
OF JUNCTION B .
Fig . 1. - GENERAL
ARRANGEMENT.

SIMPLE Air PUMP FOR EXHAUSTING VACUUM
TUBES.

Fig . I shows the pump after a small quantity of
mercury has been allowed to fall.

filled with mercury , and the stop-cock opened so
as to allow the mercury to flow down the tube.
When the funnel is nearly empty , the cock is closed ,
and the mercury which has collected in the jar is
poured back again into the funnel and the same
process repeated. It will be noticed that after
each fall of mercury the level of that in the tube
has risen ; this indicates that the pressure of air
within the apparatus is decreasing. As the vacuum

Themost expensive item is the mercury, ofwhich ,

improves the falling metal produces a sharp click ;

might mean the loss of a large part of this. The
end ( N ) of the tube is placed in a small medicine

bottle which stands in a cardboard box having a
on a stand and is tilted so that any liquid flowing
into it would escape through the hole into the jar.

· hole in one bottom corner. This box is supported
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this occurs when the column ofmercury in the tube
is about 29 ins, in height.
When the mercury no longer rises after a funnel
full has been let down , the exhaustion is as com

plete as it is possible to obtain with this pump.
It will be found useful to mark the top of the
mercury column by pasting a narrow strip of paper
round the outside of the tube, so that when using
the pump again one may have a rough guide to the
degree of exhaustion. When the barometer is low
it will not be possible to obtain as high a column
as when the barometer is high . Perhaps the best
way of measuring the pressure in the apparatus is
to measure the height of the mer
cury from the bottom of the tube

November 2, 1905 .

A Small Grinding and Polish

ing Motor.
By J. D .
SMALL electro -motor totally enclosed , with
A its shaft extended at each end , and suitably
arrange for taking various sizes of emery
wheels, scratch brushes, polishing bobs, etc ., can

not but prove useful in almost every model-maker's

workshop. With that end in view , I decided to
construct the small i h .-p . motor shown in the

and subtract this from the height of
the mercury in a barometer , and this
will give the pressure in inches of

mercury . For example, if the mer

cury in the pump stood at 29 ins.,
and that in the barometer at 30 ins.,
the pressure in the apparatus would
be equal to 1 in . of mercury . It is
of the greatest importance not to
allow all the mercury to run out of
the funnel, as air would then enter
the tube and destroy the vacuum .
The mercury must be kept perfectly

clean and bright, and if it should

become dirty it should be squeezed
retain most of the scum .

through chamois leather, which will

The “ Fortis " Vice Competition .

A SMALL GRINDING AND POLISHING ELECTRO -MOTOR.

THE “ Fortis " Electrical and Engineering Com
1 pany , of Coventry, have kindly placed at
our disposal three of their vices, value 18s. 6d .
ros., and 5s. 6d ., respectively, to be awarded as
prizes in a competition . We accordingly have
pleasure in offering these useful prizes for the best
three articles sent on “ An Amateur's Vice Bench .”
What is required is a working drawing of a bench
suitable for amateur use, with a short accompany
ing article describing its costruction and fittings
(tools not included ). The prizes will be awarded
to the designs which in the opinion of the Editor
of THE MODEL ENGINEER are best suited to the
requirements of the average reader of this journal.

photograph herewith reproduced. The motor is
built upon somewhat modern lines ; the magnet is

of cast iron , and circular in shape, being 7 ins.
diameter outside by 5 ins. insideby 5 ins. wide, and
is of the two- pole type , with radial inner poles, the
bore being 2 51-64ths ins. The length of the cores
— which are cast in one piece with themagnet — is
2ins. The endsofthe magnet are faced up to a jig
to receive the end bearings,which aremademale and
female, to the same jig , thus ensuring the bearings
being perfectly concentric with the bore of the
field -magnets. The holes for the setscrews for
fixing the bearings are also bored to a template ;

this ensures the interchangeability of parts. The

All entries should be sent to the Editor of the M . E .,

foot of the motor is cast with themagnet. The end

and should be marked “ Fortis Vice Competition."

bearings are made of cast iron , and bushed with

The latest date for sending in will be Dec. ist, 1905.

brass ; these also act as covers for enclosing the

A BOILER EXPLOSION. — A boiler in use in New
South Wales stood a hydraulic test without showing
any defect, and within three days collapsed along the
top of the flue. Fortunately it came down over

motor. The armature is of the perforated type,
and is built up of charcoal iron discs , 2 ins. dia
meter, perforated with sixteen holes , 21-64ths in .
diameter, to a length of 2 ] ins.; into these holes are
wound sixteen coils of No. 24 S . W .G . double silk
covered copper wire, which are connected up to a

the crown of the firebox, and at the other end

sixteen -part commutator in the usual way .

almost simultaneously .

The two concussions coun

The commutator is built up of cast copper bars,

teracted one another, and the boiler was not moved

which are made slightly thicker than are finally
required , and then hammered down to nearly the

six feet. The torn plates were found to be their full
thickness (1 in .), no corrosion was visible, but the

iron was lan inated like the leaves of a book , and
was visibly perished when seen across the torn
section. This boiler was twenty years old , and its
explosion proves the uselessness of a hydraulic test

by itself, and the danger of running an old boiler
for ever. The hammer would have shown the rotten
state of the plates.

proper size, so that they may be finished off with
the file, or on the emery wheel. This method I
find very good for small commutators. They were .
then assembled together , turned and mounted on
a gunmetal sleeve, insulated with mica throughout,
1-32nd in . thick between the segments, and 3-64ths
in . between the segments and the sleeve.

No binding wires are necessary with perforated
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armatures, hence the small amount of clearance

in this motor. The magnet coils are wound upon
a wooden former, and over-wound with cotton
tape, afterwards shaped to fit the magnet cores, and
then given another layer of tape, and thoroughly
impregnated with shellac varnish until they are
waterproof. The coils consist of about 600 turns
of No. 21 S .W .G . double cotton -covered copper
wire, and are connected up in series with the
armature.

The brushes are of carbon , and are fixed into brass

boxes, which are fitted to, but insulated from , the
commutator end bearing, and are pressed up to the
commutator by means of small spiral springs.
Outside these boxes are the terminals of the arma
ture, as will be readily seen in the photograph .
The terminals of the field coils are just below .
The lubricators are of brass, and screwed into the

under side of the bearing, lubrication being effected
by a piece of felt dipping into the oil well, and
pressed up to the revolving shaft by a small
spiral spring. The ends of the armature shaft
are turned taper, so as to enable chucks to
be fitted for various classes of work . The chucks
shown are for a polishing bob and emery wheel
respectively .
The motor described above is suitable for work
ing on a ICO- to 110 -volt circuit . The rating is

h.-p., 100 volts .25 amp., 3,000 revolutions per
wall or ceiling . I find this motor very useful; for
light work , such as tool grinding, finishing light
brasswork , etc., it answers its purpose admirably.

minute. It may be bolted to the bench , or on the
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Practical Letters from our
Readers .
readers to make use of this column for the food
Editor Inultes
(The discussion
of matters of practical and mutual interest. Ladders
may be signed with a nom -de-plume

desired , but the full

name and address of the sender MUST Invariably be attached .

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

Carbon Terminals.
To the Editor of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
SIR , - Allow me to reply to Mr. Alfred Gain , who
criticises my carbon terminals in THE MODEL
ENGINEER of Oct. 12th . The terminal he show ;
is a decidedly inferior method , as it will only clamp
on a certain thickness ofcarbon. To fix on any other
size ,washers, few or many, must be used , whereas

my terminal can be securely fixed on any thickness
of carbon , from 1- 16th in . to in , without alteration .

Further, he says : " It would save time, labour,
The " time," at the most, with the terminals
I used was only two minutes to take out the wood
screw and insert the other, as no fitting was required .
The “ labour " - well, I survived it, even though
I do not use - cocoa !
The “ cost” - I paid itd . each for the ter
minals, and had a nut to spare worth 4d . A . G .'s
terminal cost 2 d ., so that there is no difference in
cost .
The true amateur fitter does not keep profit and
loss accounts, but follows his hobby for the pure
love of it, and as a means of recreation , and he only
smiles when he reads the effusions of people who can
only use a pen ! - Yours faithfully,
J. A . B .
and expense to buy them ready-made."

A Model Crane.

The Society of Model Engineers,
[ Reports
of meetings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par.
Hcular issue of received a clear nine days before its usual
dale of publication .)

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, — The little crane shown in the accom
panying photograph may interest some beginners
in model making ; it is, I think , a novel arrange
ment, being made out of a broken “ Bee ” clock .
The same bearing plates were used . being the same

London .
THE Annual General Meeting of the Society
will be held on Thursday, November 16th ,
at the Holborn Town Hall,Gray 's Inn Road ,at
7 p .m . Any members wishing to move an altera
tion of any of the rules of the Society , or to make
any suggestion as to the working of the Society, are
requested to notify the Secretary thereof not less
than seven days before such meeting, so that the
subject may be properly discussed .
Secretaries of provincial societies affiliated to the
London Society are requested to send copies of
accounts and reports, with list of members, on or
Annual
before October 31st, for inclusion in the Annual
Report , to be laid before themembers at the

General Meeting. - HERBERT G . RIDDLE, Hon .
Sec ., 37 , Minard Road, Hither Green , S . E .

TESTING CABLE BY X-Rays. - Novel use of
Roentgen Rays is made by a Berlin company manu
facturing submarine cables. The cables are tested

A SIMPLE MUDEL CRANE.

by being passed over two eye-pulleys over an x -ray
tube, the screen above showing any defect more
directly and with greater certainty than the re
sistance tests usually employed .

shape in the clock as were required in the crine.
I took a joined cog and pinion and filed the cog

down
teeth of the pinion ,m and
to a level with the
put
t on a
.
work th
Thi
a

atoloh
a + TO WOlh
steel
snart

L

s
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drum is one taken from the clock , and has a large
the other. Thea
a small onedown
cog-wheel one end and were
and
filed
teeth of the small one
slippeda bit,
on. The

teeth
the
large
spindlfiled
,which
of offthe cog-whe
workwith
brake cog
the
on
s
e
frame. The jib is elmade of
just seenbent
over the
issheet
tin
as shown. - Yours truly,
DOUGLAS TEAGUE.

St.Agnes, Cornwall.
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currentdivide into half,making 2'5, amps, for each circuit ; then
r'25 amps. for
half again
, making
consume
would
250 watts.

each lamp ? If so, each lamp

250 = 62 C.-P.
Is there any loss to insert a 16 c.- P . lamp in place of the above
candle-power ? I have a 32 C.- p . inserted on the four lampholders.
( 2) Do fuses blow out when current rises, or is it the increase of
voltage ? (3 ) How do you ascertain the point at which a given

lamp will fuse ? (4 ) How do we reckon the point at which a fuse
may blow off ? Do we alter the gauge of the wire or alter
wire
the
length ? Some wiremen
put a double
fuse in . wiring
Is this what
should done
diagram
Please
be
? (5 )
show by
from
the
the main cut-out or main fuses — I might say to the switchboard

Queries and Replies.

and
fuses and circuits from these. (6 ) Is the current alternating
or continuous for tramway traction ? Is the voltage usually high .
or is it the current, as the motors are all arranged in parallel.

(Attention 15 especially directed to the first condition given below

not complyingwith the
of Queries
be takenLetters
and no notice
directions
thereinwillstated.
containing
Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
enclosedwithin
shouldon besubjects
sameenvelope.
in the the
Queries
scope of this journalare replied to
postunder
by
the
following
Queries slips,
dealing
with distinct subjects should conditions
be written on( 1 )different
on

side

paper. only,
b . in
scribed
2ll) andQueries
be accompanied
ondentonsofpopossible,
ould sketches,
ssthetheibleback
,wiwithth fu(fully
spone
shshould
Merithees sender'snameMUST
wherever
dimensioned
corre
and
spondents
are recommended

to keep a copy
of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed
eniz'elope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed . ( 4 Queries will be answered

as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days
must usually ela pse before the Reply can be forwarded
(5 )

Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
should understand that some weeks must elapse before the
Reply can be published. The insertion of Replies in this column
be addressed
(6 ) ENGINEER
All Queries, 26should
cannot
be guaranteed.
's Courtto
- 29, Poppin
THE MODEL
The Editor,
Street, London,
Fleet
E .C .)
The followingare
to recently: - selected from the Queries which have been replied
1 Small Starting Resistance for Motor. C . F. W
[Lewisham ) writes : I have a small motor made by myself
which is driven by 6 volts (three
bichromate cells). It is utterly
large
unnecessary , but for the sake of ap.
pearance and for experiment, I have

(7)
Is there danger in handling the overhead wire from a well
insulated derrick ?

(1) The currenttowillthedivide
definite quantity
and offlowtheinrespective
each
circuit,according
resistance
circuits. in Thus,
if you had two circuits , one having two 16 C.- P . lamps in parallel,

and
theother two 32 c.- p . lamps in parallel, voltage of supply 200 ,
then you would get a

flow .64 flowing
amp. in would
the firstbecase,
and r'28- in 192
the
second. The total current
64 + 128
amps. This is the case whether the resistance is in the form of
lamps or something else . The current in the above diagram
having a choice of two paths, the total resistance between the two
mains will be less than that of either single path . It is equal to the
sum of the resistances divided into their product. Thus

620 X+ 1240
approximately,470 ohms.
1240flowing870800
1860fromCo =main
Thus, the620current
to main is
472000 = 425 amp.
( 2) Due to increase of current, which is due to one of two things :

(a ) increase in voltage of supply , or (b ) drop of resistance of cir.
than
10 per cent, above voltage recommended by manufacturers,
though it is quite possible to exceed this considerably for short

cuit. (3 ) In the first place by trial. It is not usual to go more

periods. (4)

greater

sectional

The
area a fuse the
the cross
has,more
the
higher its fusing point ; or, more strictly speaking,
point.
will
(5
)
Rather
its
fusing
carry
before
reaching
it
current
vague. (6) Usually continuous. See reply to Query 8,106 in

th

added a rheostat or starting Switch ,

upon which I should be obliged to
receive some advice. First of all, I
presume the battery gives at least

3 amps. On putting six yards of No.
24 S . W .G . German silver wire into
the circuit, the speed of motor is only
slightly reduced. Is this because the
of the battery is so much
resistance
less than that of the motor that the

effect of the G .S . wire is only to
balance the two ? Then I used some

binding
iron ),e only
fine
hs -in wirediame(tinned
ter (sampl
9- 1000t
en
closed , 34 S . W .G .), and what sur
s

F16 -

prise me
does not getingwarm
severis althatminuit tes
with
' work
. inI
ted
expec
it
fuse,
to
Will
you expla
this ? However , 41 yds, of this sufficed
to bring the motor to a very slow
Speed , but the spacebehind the switch
is limited - badly designed , I should

l

whenin wire
say - solde
and red
is in spira can
and
position , etc., I form
ts
not
avoid
short
circui
wire or other resistance . wireCanbe iron
ob
tained insulated ? If so , can it be
ities , say,e
obtained in very small quant
a dozen yards,and where purchasabl .
I think s.c.c.tance
would be sufficient.
The resis
of the tinned iron
wire you were using would be ap
proximately
2'2 ohms per.G .,yard,
G .S ..
whereas
wouldthatonlyof bethe83 24ohmS . W per
yard
wire

Fig . 1. - FRONT ELEVATION .

FIG . 2. - REAR ELEVATION .

MODEL L .T .S.R . TYPE TANK LOCOMOTIVE.

This, of course, accounts for the dií.

ferent speeds you got in each case ,

Drop someof
our advertisers a line, asking if they can supply in .
iron wire.
sulated

this
March
sibly . 5th, 1903, issue for explanations on point. (7) Pos.

Resistance . G5. amps
H . S.
Voltage,myand
(14.813]writes
Current,I have
workshop
(installation
Hunslet)
, and: (1)
have two inseparate
circuits a of200-volt
lights to each,

Locomotive. A . J . B . (Wandsworth ) writes : I am desirous of

circuit, operated from two switches on switchboard. Will the

locomotive, to -in. scale. Will you kindly give me some of the

(14,857] Model - in . Scale L . T.S.R . Type Tank

building a model on the lines of the L . T . S .Rly. passenger tank

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

.D3.— NCES
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TSC
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fS.:(ull
in
cale

.)
model
for
size
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leading Lccomotive
dimensions-" that
cylinders,
boiler, toetc.adopt
? I 2 ceains.bydiameter
“ The
Model
it is advisable
for the outer shell. The L . T .S . R . locomotives, even in the latest
class, have smaller boilers than 5 ft. 6 ins. over the lagging. I
am desirous ot a good working model : would like to know whether
you would
advisemodel.
me to employ
-in , outer
shell and appearance
2 -in , inner
barrel
for my
I do nota 2mind
the external
being altered a little, so long as it is pleasing.
We reproduce herewith a sketch of a model L . T .S . R . type loco
motive, altered as regarde boiler dimensions. The leading dimen .
sions are given on the drawing. The cylinders may be in .
diameter by i- in . stroke. As you say, the inner barrel may be
2 ins, diameter. It should be fitted by at least three (if not four)
water tubes, } in . diameter. The distance between tyres should
be 2 ins. ; rail gauge 21 ins. Driving wheels are arranged to be
33- 16ths ins, diameter. This is slightly smaller than scale, but the
alteration is hardly noticeable, and is an advantage. You sav
nothing about the curves of the track upon which you propose to
run have
it whento becompleted
theyso arethatsharp,
then he
themade
bogie towheels
will
reduced. in Ifsize,
they may
clear
the frames and crosshead. The latter would also be better if made
after the style of the prototype, with a single ba , instead of the

double
bar shown.
see “ The Model
Locomotive,"
price 6s.Por
4d., constructive
post free fromdetails,
this office.
( 14 ,866 ) Heating of Field Coils. J. K . (Pateley Bridge)
inake use of same for lighting part of mill and adjoining house ,
but mainly the latter ; half-dozen lights will do for mill, the light

3

writes . I have a 3-kilowatt dynamo on my hands, and I wish to

su
*:

ing to be done direct from dynamo for the present. The dynamo
has been run lately , and a few lamps lighted. After a few hours'
running
the fields get hot, though the revolutions were a little
under the stated number

LED

= #

If the fact that the fields get hot after running awhile is your
only trouble , you need notworry over thematter. They may safely
get as hot as it is comfortable to bear your hand on them ; beyond
this , it is unwise to go . Perhaps you are overloading machine,
(14,836 ]) writes
Reflectors
E . M a,
(Sedbergh
: I shoulfor
i beSmall
glad if Search-Lamp.
you could let me have
sketch of a simple reflector for a searchlight. I want to get the
whole thing into a round case 2 ins, by 21 ins. I should like to
make the reflector of tin , polished with quicksilver, it possible .
What does a bull's-eye glass do ; and should I have to have one for
such
a lamp ? I want to have four or five pea lamps to supply
the light. How many t -amp. lamps should I be able to light from
an
ignition
(4 -volts),with
one positive
tive in each accumulator
cell ; and what
is its amp.-hourage
? and one nega
A watch glass silvered at the back makes a good reflector for a

small light. Any optician would supply you , or any of our elec
trical advertisers. A “ bull's eye " acts in themanner of a para
bolic reflector -- 1.2., it prevents the beams of light from diverging
too much . A parabolic reflector is the proper thing to use in a

searchlight- it sends the rays out quite parallel. Amp -hourage

-

of your cells depends upon the plate surface, Reckon 25 amp..
hours
per sq.ft. of positive plate surface. (See recent Queries and
Replies).

(14 .841) Size and Power of 011 Engines. O . L .
St. Austell, Cornwall) writes : Would you kindly answer follow
ing questions ? - ( I) What determines the power of an oiltheengine
?

Is it bv cylinder capacity ? If so , then why are some engines
half the size of others, yet of equal power ? (2 ) Does an extra fly

3-

Runciman
ideas, , 7d. post tree. It will clear up some of your wrong
(14,845] Small Accumulators for Flash Lamp. J. B .
(Norbiton ) writes : I should be much obliged if you would advise

lat -la

( 2 ) Yes. See our handbook on " Gas and Oil Engines," by W . C .

-

wheel increase the horse-power ? Would the same rule determine
power in both the petrol and oil engines ?
( 1) Yes : and also the speed at which they run , An extra fly
wheelhas no effect upon the pou or ot an oil, or, in fact, any engine.

: - ( 1) A friend of mine
me concerning the following two questions
Aash lamps, worked by five dry
Ever ReadyofCo.'s
has one of theleather
case the size shown in the accompanying
batteries in a
). Having to pay 28. 6d. cach for refills, he is
sketch (not reproduced
desirous of fitting it with accumulators, which I could charge with

" dynamo, as sold by the U .E .S. Co., of

a 10 c.-P. size “ Simplex
Manchester. Would two ordinary 4 - volt flat pocket accumulators
be suitable for this purpose ? If so , would they go into a case of

hours would they light a 3 c..p .
this size, and about hownotmany
lamp ? If these would be suitable, what would be the approxi.
plates , that a considerable
ago, while examining somebeaccumulator
using carbon instead of lead
amount of weightmight saved by that
sort of carbon envelopes
grids in which to pack the paste , or
filled with paste might be used successfully. Do you consider this
to be a practicable idea , and, if so , what ought I to do with it ?
( 1 ) Provided the accumulatorwould fit into the available space,

mate cost of having one made ? ( 2) It occurred to me some time

BD

K

- - - 1$ 99

"1-K

it would answer the purpose well enough. You would need some
sort
of engineif toyoudrive
for chargingandit. four
Capacity of
accumulators,
used dynamo
three
would be 20 amp.-hours.
Or if positive
you turnedplates
it into a 4 -voltnegative,
cell, it
would be about 10 amp.-hours capacity, but would probably suit
your small lamp better. We do not think it is a 3 c. p . lamp, how
ever. A(2 plate
) We tending
do not tothink
thiswould
would soon
be acrack
greattheadvantage-any.
buckle
carbon , andif
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paste would fall out. Besides this, effective area would be reduced
and resistance increased .
(14,856 ) Motor for Small Pan . T . B . (London , S . W .)
writes : Would you kindly tell me if I can convert a dynamo I have
Siemens' H armature
into a motor, suitable for a fan ? It has awound
with nine layers

(2 ins. by 1 $ ins.), field coils 4£ ins. by 1 in .,

is " Volts
Stamped
. W .G." .).What
ofwire1.(No.Rev.24 2 S.500
voltage8 .
is _ ( I) What
knowofmachine
I wanton tobase
amp.
will it take to drive fan ? ( 2 ) Whatamperage ? ( 3) Whatmethod
of connecting up to economise current (at present it is as sketch , not
reproduced ) ? (4 ) In lieu of accumulators, could constant
per dayof; and
at a) ?stretch
it for(size,
an hour
battery
bichromate
fan ,
(5 ) Diameter
3-1b . jars
samelast
the drive
long would
how

as large as possible.
( 1) Machine is evidently wound for 8 volts . If you supply it
with
ro or ( 123) Connect
volts , it inshould
well as a onmotor.
it amps.
shunt,run
as you
sketch .( 2 )(4 About
) Yes.
Use about five or six in series , as large asshow
possible . !f motor is not
extravagant with the current, they should run it for some to
hours or more. (5 ) Use an 8 -in , or 10 -in . fan.
(13,969] 20 -watt Motor Windings. E . W . D . (Chatham )
? I am
writes : Will you kindly answer the following questions
I have the
enclosing full-size rough sketch of the dynamo. (1 ) Supply
Co . :
castings for a 10- C.- P . set dynamo from the Universal
also 10 Ozs. of No. 22, which is silk -covered . How much more
4
ro
volts
say
,
40
watts
to
develop
dynamo
the
for
want
I
should
amps. (if you think that is possible with the machine) ? The
principal dimensions of the dynamo are shown in the accompanying
rough sketch , and the armature stampings, of which there are about
sixty , are 14 ins, in diameter , and about the same length . (2 ) Is it
possible to join wire on the field without affecting the insulation ?
(1) Weshould not expect an output ofmore than 20 watts from
this machinevolts and about 3 amps. Get on as much of
the No. 22 gaugesaywire6 as
you can for the field-magnet, use No. 25
gauge s.s .c . copper wire on the armature, which weand
presume is a

drum pattern ; if a shuttle pattern , use No. 22 gauge - - get on as

November 2, 1905.

and
ceiling
current
for. roses. what number of lamps they will safely carry
(14,799: I ]havePoles
of Accumulator.
. H . inP .use(Longsight)
writes
an accumulator
which has notWbeen
for some
time, but it is charged at present. The poles, however, are not
marked , so when I want to charge it I shall not know how to
connect. I have found the pole which evolves hydrogen from
acidulated water, both on this and on mydynamo. (1 ) Do I connect
these two in charging or the two unlike together ? (2 ) How many
4 -volt lamps may be connected safely in parallel with a 20 amp.
hour
4-volt? accumulator, and about how long will they last with
one charge
(1 ) Yes : connect similar poles together. ( 2 ) Depends upon
their candle-power , i.e., size. Of the usual small 4 - volt lamps ,
you
threehours.
or four in parallel if they are fairly economical
Aboutcould
fourrunor five

(14,754]
forthe small
Arc arcLamp.
G . T. (Colwyn
Bay)
writesistResistance
: issue,
I am making
lamp asit S.from
described
your
January
1904,
and
want
to
work
our inelectric
light mains (220 volts direct). ( 1) Could you let me know how
many
yardsis ofGerman
wire10to B use
(2 ) What
the diametersilver
of No.
.W .Gas. resistance
wire ? (3), with
Whatsafety
is the?
gauge of the enclosed piece of wire ?

require a large resistance to put in series with the
lamp(1lbs,) You
onNo.awill
circuitGerman
- 35 ohms
required
about
41
18220-volt
gauge bare
silver will
wire.be The
length ; will
be
about
200
yds.
It
can
be
coiled
up
in
to
spring
coils,
and
stretched
on insulators. ( 2 ) Diameter is '134 in . (3 ) The sample of wire
which
you lamp
enclose
is No. in22THE
gauge.
WeENGINEER
have presumed
you refer
to the arc
described
MODEL
for January
ist,

1903. There is no issue of January ist, 1904.

(14,762] ) Windlogs
for 1an h .entirely
- P. Motor.
. M . F .which
(Loweris
Broughton
writes : I have
enclosed E motor,
designed
to
give
b
.h
.-p
.
I
wish
to
wind
it
to
work
off
a 220
volt main as a shunt motor. Could you advise me as to what I
shall wind it withi . ., number of conductors in each slot on
armature, and the size of conductor ; also the number of turns on
each
pole , and the size of wire ? Following, I give particulars of
the motor : Two-pole machine ; cast-iron poles and case ; arma

ture is built3 ins.
up ;ofeighteen
laminations
between
end plates
is 5 ins.,
diameter
slots ; }length
in , deep
by 5 wide;
commutator
space round poles , allowing for insulation , is it ins. by in .
The proper winding for this armature would be No. 26 gauge
wire, if themachine is to give b .h .- p . ; but we doubt if themachine
will
do this, without undue heating, and therefore we advise you to
use No. 28 gauge s .s.c . ; get on as much as you can - about it lbs.
will
be with
requiredabout
. Wind
in eachs.c.c.slot.wireWind
the pole
field;
magnet
2 lbs.twoNo. coils
33 gauge
on each
get on as much as you can in the space, both coils to be joined in
series with each other , and in shunt to the brushes. Copper wire
should be used for both armature and fields. We should expect

27

has eighteen bars ; air-gap 1- 16th in . The amount of winding

-

thismachine to give about | b .h .-p . at full load.

Old toLeclanche
Cells. H . consisting
E . K . (Fratton)writes
:
I am(14,778]
intending
fit upwhich
a night-light
two 4 -volt
highefficiency
lamps,
could be set,
switched on forof periods
of,
say, four or block
five minutes.
For -hand
this ).purpose
I bought
some:
agglomerate
cells (second
They are
as follows
Carbon plate, 4 . ins. long by 2 ! ins. by 1 in ., surrounded by four
s, anbyd thit enins.s. byby inin .. Outside
bandlong
Outside
agglomerate blocks, each 3 ins.
aremucksacking
bands, and then a piece of sheet zinc.
olin .e thick,
m a lining
whthese
, bent
bent toandform
forrubber
to the case, which is ebonite , the

Query 15999 $
UNDERTYPE DYNAMO FJELD -MAGNETS
much as you can . For 10 volts we should prefer to wind the field
if a
with No. 24 gauge wire and the armature with No. p25.m .gauge
gauge if a shuttle ; run at 3, 000 r. (approx.)
drum , and No. 23 not
( 2 ) Your query is quite clear. You can certainly make a joint
up
as long
you cover
field coil
yourpaper
the wire oftissue
jointsbyin wrapping
ortheseveral
it ; such
silk asround
or thin
wire again
joints should be soldered . Is this what you mean ?
114 .839 ) Lighting Switches and Ceiling Roses. G . W .
(Sutton -in -Ashfield ) writes : Will you kindly
inform me on one or
two
subjects. a Ifewshould
to know
precautions
to take
in connecting
ceilinglikeroses.
I havewhat
connected
the lamp
and

holder,
must beThere
at thearetopthreetheylamps
won'ttolight,
the otherandtwoI think
will itlight.
the and
switchyet,
and
the
middle
one
won
't
light,
so
I
think
it
must
be
at
the
How many 16 C .- P . lamps would be sufficient foran ordinary switchtop ?.
There
to this
one that
am alluding to ; so don 't you tnink
that isaretoonine
many
? There
are I only
three to the others. There is a
little box just above the switrh at our
place -- what is that for ?
Possibly a fuse has “ blown ," due to taking too much current.
The little box above the switch is evidently a fuse box . The
remedy is - put in a new fuse. Your query is rather vague. We can
recommend you to read our shilling manual on “ Private House
Electric Lighting," IS . 2d . post free. It will put you right in all
these matters. It depends upon the size and make of switches

whole being sealed with pitch . These are Government cells , and
zincs, which were very dirty, and charged with sal-ammoniac ; but
from
I only The
getzincs
5 volts,
to about
2 voltstwelve
(cells cells
in series).
are inrapidly
fairly dropping
good condition
, so
far as I can see , but I do not quite understand the agglomerate

were used for night " sights " on the guns. I have cleaned the

blocks. Should I do away with the blocks altogether, and enclose
the crushed
carbons carbon,
in flannelmaking
bags, them
packeda kind
with ofperoxide
of manganese
and
sac battery.
Do you
think this would answer ? Should the peroxide, etc., be packed
tightly in flannel bag , or just loose ? I thought I should only re .
quire about six cells to work both lamps at once, but the whole
twelve will only light one lamp for a few seconds, after which the
filament goes dull red. How many cells should you say it would
require to light two 4 -volt lamps in series (i.e., to give current at
8 volts ) ?
bestzinc
plan plates
is to instead
turn your
cells bent
into sosacas Leclanchés,
and
useYour
circular
of rods,
to almost com
pletely
encircle
the
sack.
The
packing
of
the
latter
does
not
need
to be tiery tight. Each cell should give about 1' 3 or 14 volts ; but

this will drop considerably when too heavy a current is taken from
them
Perhaps
your lamps
are notthese
economical;
alterations,haveandyouseetested
them . with
an ammeter
? Make
how

you get on . The blocks are evidently very old ones, and useless.
(14 ,737) Electric Motor for Loco . W . S . (Dublin )
in re No.
“ electric
advisereplymeoffurther
pleaseyour
: Would" ? youI have
writes
14 ,278.locoI
June 21st,
and dynamo
wire (not
of
No.
18
gauge
layers
dynamo
three
with
wound
have

having No. 16 to hand), taking off two layers of the shunt wire to
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make
room , and connecting to compound,
as you advise 1. To
my surprise , I could not getup speel
out of loco at all with this

arra izenent. I did not take off the wire, but have re-connected
it with that
the shunt
so thatcoiltheon machine
is just asTheit was
except
it has coils,
one extra
each magnet.
loco before,
can do
awasgood
speed,
and
has
always
done
so
;
but
I
fancied
that
if motor
wound to suit dynamo voltage , I should get at least the
same
result with a minimum of power, as I use foot drive. Dynamo
wound
for
20
volts
4
amps.,
and
motor
volts ,40sowatts,
there allow
seemsis
to me to be a loss of current amountingforto 8about
ing
absorbing
of voltsto instarttrack and friction , etc . Also, she
takesfornearly
full power
her
Harvey's only taking
*having
amp. pointed
to start).steel
Thethrust
frictionbearings
in loco on(Col.
is motor
about asshaft
low and
as it 24cantobe,I
single worm gear (Avery's ). There is room on armature
for
about a t in. extra lamination to fill up F .M . tunnel. Yourshaft
further
kind
assistance
will
be
a
great
favour.
Would
you
kindly
give
me
the correct winding for above machine as a compound ? It is an
overtype
4 amps. 20 volts.
Also
windings forThompson's
loco motor “ toGreenwich,"
suit above voltage ? Motor
is Thomp
son
's
2B
eight-section
drum
armature
it
by
it,
wound
at
present for 8 volts.
Compound winding ought to give improved results. No 18
gauge wire is, however, too small a gauge ; you should use No. 16
or No. 14, a single layer on each coil. By using too fine a gauge
for the series coils, and also too many turns, you absorb too many
voltsAugust
in them31st
, andlast,obtain
MODELin ENGINEER
for
pagesno200benefit.
and 201See— "THE
Lessons
Workshop
Practice." You could make a further trial of your series winding
by
putting
the
two
sets
of
coils
in
parallel
with
each
other.
Are
you sure you made correct connection ? Perhaps you joined up
the series coils so that they opposed the shunt coils : this would be
fatal. It does not follow because your dynamo is wound to give
20 volts that it is giving this voltage when driving the motor ; the
volts may drop to 8 or to volts, or less. The extra tin , of lamina
tions on armature core would be a step in the right direction . It
may
not, however, make much difference in actual working. If
you re-wind the motor to suit higher voltage, it will take less cur
rent ; but the net result may be just the same as at present, if the
dynamonow only gives about to volts when at work , as the dynamo
would give higher volts with the motor wound with finer wire. It
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(14,835: I )wishModel
Traction a Engino.
H . K . (Gengine,
reenwich)
writes
to construct
two-cylinderW . traction
the
dimensions
of my cylinders to be - in . bore by i- in , stroke. My
trouble is the boiler. What would you propose its length and
diameter should be ? Also the number of tubes required and their
diameter
acetylene
successfully
means

? Could
gas be used
as a
of firing it, if I devised a way of generating the gas ?
We would advise you to adopt methylated spirit for fuel. The
boiler barrelmay be 3 ins. diameter and 61 ins. long. The firebox
may be 34 ins. long by 3 ins, wide outside. Six + -in . fue tubes are
advised,
also a few i- in . water tubes in the firebox. We doubt
whether you would find acetylene gas a convenient fuel. See

issues of April 2nd and 9th, 1903.

The News of the Trade .
be pleased to receive for review under this heading
Editor will
[ Thesamples
and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and materials

for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews wie
of any kind
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment
being required or accepted. The Editor reserves the rightsubto
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods where
mitted , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case
the goods
are not of sufficient
interest tohave
his readers.
) on actual
distinguished
• Reviews
by the asterisk
been based

Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.

SmallweElectric
LightingshowNovelties.
The illustrations
give herewith
a few of the electri
specialities
lighting
for
small
which Messrs. Armstrong
and Co., of Twickenham , have voltage
sent to us for inspection . Figs.
I and 2 show their 4 -volt accumulators, curved for the pocket, in

Fig . I.

is of little use to refer us to a maker's catalogue ; it is necessary to

send
a dimensioned sketch , with particulars of the present winding,
if we are to advise as to gauge of wire for a new winding. You
could
, however,
try wireFor of,instance,
say, twoNo.gauges
thinnerofforNo.
both20arma
ture and
field coils.
22 instead
, and

57755557

so on. At starting the motor requires heavy current at low volts ;
the voltage should rise as the speed rises - the current will corre
spoa lingly fall. It is, however, not always practicable to ensure

these conditions as regards alteration of voltage.

(14,838]
Engine
F . Wfollowing
. M . (Coventry
writes
: Will
you and
pleaseBoller
inform Details.
me on the
points.)
(I)
What
size
boiler
should
I
require
for
a
1t-in
.
by
It-in
.
high
speed engine ? (2 ) Shall I be right if I make reversing gear as per
drawing (not reproduced ), which is about actual size and length

I should
? (3 ) size
Is there
any rule
link,
etc. require
? (4 ) What
flywheel
wouldgoverning
suit ? the length of the
(1) A vertical centre flue boiler about 16 ins. diameter by 30 ins.
high
a multitubular
vertical
14 ins. very
by 24well.
ins., The
withexhaust
fifteen
tubes, itor ins.
diameter, would
suitboiler
your engine

steam should be used to induce a draught. ( 2) The main propor
tions are all right. For details of design , see " The Modei Loco
motive," price 6s, net, 6s. 4d. post free from this office. (3 ) The
length
of the link between the eccentric rod pinsshould not bemore
than quarter to one- third length of eccentric rods. See the above
named book. (4 ) Flywheelmay be about 6 ins. diameter .
( 14,689)writesResistance
Wire forshocking
Shocking
Coil.I wishJ. toT. enH .
(Crewe)
: I have a powerful
coil ; this
close
in
a
cabinet
in
such
a
position
as
to
conceal
coil com
pletely , doinz away with the sliding tube, and using thea resistance
switch
in
an
outer
position.
When
working
full
strength
off a
battery giving 465 volts 18 amps., it is more than three persons
can
stand
.
Will
you
kindly
tell
me
i
f
the
enclosed
wire
will
suit
for resistance, and what resistance per foot it will offer ? In
case ofwires accidentally getting close together, would No. 40 S.S.C .
be
better, andstating
what resistance
recommend,
resistance would
per footthis? offer, or what would you
The sample of wire you send is No. 40 gauge ; its resistance is

aboutwith1'3 the
ohmscurrent
per yard.
Webyexpect
find it will
hot
required
youryoucoil.willHowever
, it get
can toobe
easily tried. No. 26 gauge German silver wire would probably

do ; 'its resistance is, byapproximately,
it ohms
per yard.
amountmust
4 ohmswill
bematerial,
enoughThe.
The wire couldbe befound
wound trial·
tightlyperhaps
on some3 orincombustible
such114.761
as slate.Model Searchlight. A . B . (Welshpool) writes :

Would you
kindly answer me Could
these questions
? Iany
am information
thinking of
making
me
as to howa model
to start,searchlight
and where to get you
the give
lens from
? About
what
price,
and
couldobtainI usesuitable
an old lens
carbide
gasanycycleoptician's.
lamp ? An acety
You
could
from
lene
lamp would
do wellgetenough
for a small
affair. For a proper
searchlight
you should
reflector.
the
rays
out in parallel
beams, anda parabolic
is much more
effectiveThisandsends
realistic

FIG . 3.

FIG . 4 .

Fig . 2.

Fig . 6 .

Fig . 5.

MESSRS. ARMSTRONG & Co .'s ELECTRIC LIGHTING
NOVELTIES .
ebonite and transparent celluloid cases respectively, fitted with
acid -protected terminals ; each char, e is sufficient for a five
hours' light. Small candle and flame pattern standard lamps are
shown in Figs . 3 and 4 , each complete with cord and
switch
. Figs.suitable
5 and for
6 represent
very ;neatthese
hanging
lamps of
low voltage,
night lights
are supplied

h silvered or cut glass shade, or with wire guard . Further
particulars and prices can be obtained from the above-mentioned
firm .

Soldering
Mr. W . N . Navlor, *ofA 124,
SandhurstFlux.
Catford , S . E ., has
submitted
to
us
a
sample
tin
of his new Road,
soldering
flux, which he
claims is free from acid . We find that it satisfactorily answers

its purpose, being clean in use and gives off no smell.
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The Editor 's Page.

Answors to Correspondents.

CORRESPONDENT seeing our paragraph of a
few weeks back referring to another reader
who had obtained a practical position through
the knowledge he had gained from our paper and
handbooks, writes to say that he also has derived
much benefit from the same sources. Although only
21 years of age, he is in charge of electrical plant of
over 500 h .-p., and he gives the credit of his progress
largely to the M .E . We should be interested to hear of
other readers who have experienced similar practical
benefit from our publications, and in order to promote a
little friendly rivalry in the matter,we offer four prizes
of ros.6d. each for the four best letters on the subject,
“ How The Model ENGINEER has helped me.”
The letters should not exceed 350 words in
length , and should be written on one side
of the paper only. It is, of course, hardly necessary
to stipulate that they must be strictly accurate in their
statements, and not in any way coloured by the
imagination of the writer. All letters intended to
compete for these prizes should be addressed to the

J. H . (Marylebone).— You can get an excellent four
jaw independent chuck from the Liverpool Castings
and lool Supply Company, 5, Church Lane, Liver
pool, to suit your 3 }-in . centre lathe.
E . W . (Westhoughton). - Probably the bought ones
are amalgamated when you get them .
E . M . C . (Aberdeen ) - -The boiler will prove of ample
power, if the exhaust is used to induce a draught.
J. G . (Greenwich ).-- You will find our handbook,
" Model Steam Turbines," of assistance to you. It
can be obtained from this office, price 6d., post
free 7d.
W . H . (Southsea).-- See the “ Queries and Replies "

Editor of THE MODEL ENGINEER, and should be

posted not later than November 20th .

in recent issues.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended

for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editorpersonally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance .

This journal will be sent pos: free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order .

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., forreview ,to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26 — 29. Poppin 's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and boo s to be addressed to Percival Mrshall & Co ., 20 - 29
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123. Liberty Street, New York , USA , to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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[The asterisk (*) denotes that the subject is illustrated .]
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ment Manager .
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We have lately had one or two instances of letters
being sent us for insertion in our “ Practical Letters "
column which , by reason of their sarcastic and
aggressive nature, we have been obliged to con
sign to the capacious paper basket resting at
the side of the editorial table. We always wel
come letters of comment or criticism on the con
tents of our pages, provided such letters are written
with courtesy and with reason ; but some of our corre
spondents are apt to aim rather at exhibiting their own
" cleverness ” at the expense of some contributor or
other correspondent with whom they donotagree, or
whom they think they have caught tripping. To err
is human, and no contributor would object to being
courteously corrected if in error, or to having
counter arguments brought against his own views
where a contentious point had been raised.
Indeed , such corrections and discussions are in
a sense complimentary, for they show that his
article has been read and his statements or mis
statements have been deemed of sufficient importance
to warrant public discussion . Correspondence on
such lines is, therefore, always appreciated , and will
always find a hospitable reception at the hands of
THE MODEL ENGINEER. But when any reader does
feel moved to take upon himself the role of critic, he
must remember that to secure the attention and con
sideration he feels his remarks deserve, he must write
in the same spirit of good faith and good fellowship
as that which prompted the subject of his comments.
He may hit hard if he likes, but let him “ fight

427
428
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A Small Rotary Converter.
By D . E . J.
-

- -

-

- - -

-

-

--

- -

-

Fig . 1.

FIG. 2.

A SMALL ROTARY CONVERTER.

A SHORT account of the above model may be

A

interesting to some of the electrical readers
of THE MODEL, ENGINEER. This model is
a long-shunt compound machine with a single
armature winding , and made to run off a 50 single
phase supply in my case a transformer giving a
voltage of about 15 when connected to the
200 -volt mains). It gives an output at the con
tinuous terminals , without overheating , of 10 amps
at 20 volts, running at 3,000 revolutions per minute,
and is very useful for charging accumulators.
I first made all the working drawings, designing
it to use existing armature stamping, then made all
the patterns myself. Thes : took up a lot of my
spare time, especially the bed plate, which is of
the box-type . Before they went to the foundry
they were sand-papered a few times, and then given
a final coat of varnish , which gave them a very

hard and smooth surface, with the result that I
holes. Although in the photograph the bed plate
appears rough , it is in reality quite smooth . " The
armature is 3 ins. diameter by 21 ins. long, with
16 slots each 1 in . deep bv & in . broad . The winding
is a symmetrical one in 16 sections, wound with

got very smooth castings, quite free from blow

17 S . W .G . D .C . C. wire, nine turns in each coil,
making a total of 288 conductors all round the arma
ture. It is connected up to a 16 -section commuta
tor, 21 ins. diameter by # in . width on the face .
The commutator is built up of copper sections

insulated with mica and clamped together in the
usual way with coned - end washers and a brass
sleeve, nut, and washer. The slip rings consist of two
gunmetal rings, if ins. diameter by fin . width of
face, insulated with fibre, and mounted on a brass

sleeve, which is in turn made a good fit like the
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commutator sleeve, and pinned on the shaft. The

brushes on the commutator are made of copper
gauze in adjustable holders, and those on the slip
rings are made of carbon , also in adjustable holders.
Although 'carbon has a much larger resistance,
and therefore a larger contact surface being required ,

it was easily obtained by making the carbons

November 9, 1903.

all over, and polished on the rim . It is very useful
gas engine, but a small pulley takes its place when

when running the machine as a dynamo from the
running as a converter. The terminals are arranged

so that the machine can be separately excited
when starting up, as it is liable to lose its magnetism
ifswitched in before synchronism has been obtained .
The terminals are mounted
on slate, which is in turn
screwed on to the magnet
yoke, as shown in the photo
graph. Since the photographs
were taken , the “ alternat
ing ” terminals have also
been fixed on the opposite
side of the magnet yoke.
They are made similar to the
“ continuous " terminals, ex
cept in number, there being
only two. The only parts
that I bought finished were
the screws. All the bright
parts, such as brush gear,
terminals, and coil flanges, are

polished and lacquered . The
field coils were varnished with
shellac, as well as the arma
ture. They were then well
dried , and when tested for in
sulation gave a result ofthree
megohms. Should any reader
require further particulars, I
should be very pleased to
give them . I have not

EDGE
INSIDE

FIG . 3. --- THE PARTS OF SMALL ROTARY CONVERTER.
cover a fairly large portion of
the circumference of the slip
ring. The field -magnets con
sist of a single casting of
cast-iron , shaped and dimen
sioned like Fig. 4. By this
means a large amount of
labour in fitting is saved , with
practically as good results,
and quite equal, if not better,
in appearance to one built up
of separate pieces. The coils
are wound on metal formers
with brass flanges (Fig . 5),
each coil consisting of 13
layers of 19 S. W .G . D .C .C.,
about 48 turns per layer con
nected in shunt, and onelayer
of about 26 turns of 13
S .W .G . D .C.C. for the series
winding. The magnets are
mounted , or rather suspended ,
inside the bedplate by means
ofbrass angle- plates. In this
way the centre of the arma
ture is kept low - a great
advantage, considering the
high speed . The bearings
aremade of phosphor bronze,
and lubricated by means of
FIG . 5. -- METAL FORMERS.
Fig . 4 . - FIELD -MAGNETS.
grease lubricators,which have
been
all that could be desired ,
and very clean . The journals are {-in . diameter,
described everything — such as brush gear, commu
and 14 ins. long, and the armature being well
tator, and slip rings — in detail,as I have often seen
balanced , both mechanically and electrically , it is
them described fully in THE MODEL ENGINEER. The
quite free from vibration and sparking on top speed
machine is enamelled black, and weighs about
and full load. The fly -wheel was a casting turned
70 lbs, altogether.
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
are invited to contribute short practical tems for this
(Readers
column, based
their own workshop experience
Accepted
on
.
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
Ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

A Handy Holder for Small Taps.

435

rebate is $ in . deep and 4 in. high . These angle-plates
lie quite true in the rebate. They are each fastened
down on the slotted table of the planer, as shown ,
are very useful for planing wide thin plates which

by either two -in . bolts with hexagon nuts, which
can be got at any hardware shop for a few pence.
The angle-plates are drawn together by one or two

By “ SCRIBO."
with a hole (C ) drilled in the centre ; one end of the

A is a piece of 1-in . mild steel, about 2 ins. long,

CZ-

JENI

to hole

☆ Screw
KU

thick
- - -

-

- -

- -

-

-

-

Thin a nute
HOLDER FOR SMALL Taps.
steel is threaded , say, about 1 in . up, 1 in . Whit
worth . B is a piece of - in . inside diameter tube

which has also a -in . hole drilled through at C ,
one side of which is a V -groove to hold taps, etc.,
firmly . The tube B should be if ins. long. A nut
goes on the threaded end for tightening up. It is
very easily made.

Two Angle -Plates.
By S .
The accompanying photograph and particulars
are of two angle -plates made by the writer to
suit a hand -planer.

A pattern was first made

from yellow pine bradded together in the usual

- Y

A USEFUL HAND VICE .
1-in . bolts as occasion may require, the lengths of
the bolts being determined by the length of work
being planed . If any difficulty is experienced in
getting these long thin bolts, t-in . round iron or
mild steel, threaded at each end and - in . hexagon
nuts put on can be used instead . If the rebate is
too deep für very thin work , it can easily be packed
up from the table with true pickings. The two
sides, edges , and rebates were very truly planed ;
great care was taken to get the two rebates on each

plate exactly of the same depth and parallel to the
face of the planer table,
The holes in the plates are drilled with a 5- 16ths
in . twist drill, so as to be an easy fit on the -in .
I bolts, so that they will readily move for adjustment ;

also they can be used as ordinary
angle- plates, the only difference being
they have round holes instead of
slotted ones. When being planed the
plates were fastened by clamps to a
slotted angle-plate on the machine
table .
The two castings cost about is.
I may say, in conclusion , that I have
found the above most useful for
several purposes, and it is a very use
ful adjunct to a hand- planer .

Two ANGLE -PLATES.

manner with a suitable
ing, and it was sent to a
in cast iron. The rebates
planed out afterwards.

allowance for machin
local foundry and cast

were not cast, but were
They are 4 ins. long,
I 5 - 16ths ins. on the sides, and fin , thick , and the

A UsefulHand Vice .
By “ Scribo .”
To make this hand vice, procure a
piece of good steel, file smooth and
bend to shape, bevel (off the top to
about 1 in . down, leaving the tips about
1 - 32nd -in. thick . Drill an t-in . hole
# in . from the top and fit a bolt
f in . long with an ordinary nut,

or, better still, a knurled head nut. The tips
should be case-hardened and the whole finished
off bright. This will be found a very useful
tool for holding small delicate work , and can be
made without the use of a lathe.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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The Latest in Engineering .

An Improved Scriþing Block .
By J. A . TAYLOR.
The scribing block represented by the accom

The Robert Water - tube Locomotive Boiler .

panying detail sketches is an improvement over
the ordinary style, and can be made throughout in
the lathe. It is a useful size for model makers, the
novel feature about it being themethod of tighten

- The water-tube boiler that has achieved such

ing the crosshead and scriber by one movement of
the milled nut. The scriber can be adjusted either

up or down , without releasing the crosshead at all.
The stand can be made from cast iron or steel,
allowance being left on the pattern for finishing to
the given size. The pillar must be made from good
quality steel, as it is subjected to much wear by
the crosshead being moved up and down it. The

economical results in marine and stationary

practice offers an attractive field for experiment
on the locomotive. According to La Genie Civil a
boiler of this type has been built, and for more than
a year in successful working on the Algerian lines
of the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean Railway, by
M . Robert, the chief engineer. The boiler is of the
Yarrow type, though still preserving, in external
appearance and method of location on the engine,
the ordinary form of boiler.
The boiler is composed of three main parts — the
firebox, the body, and the
smokebox. The body is
formed , or is built, upon two
cylindrical reservoirs (A and
ka
B in the drawings) attached
to each other by three drums
STT
for direct connections, as
- thony
well as by the tubes that
serve the purpose of water

II

t

.o"6veroll

evaporation and circulation .

PA000000

F

oton

These ( V , V . ) are of steel.
The upper reservoir holds
both water and steam , while
the lower one, which ends at
the front end of the firebox, is
filled with water only.
The firebox extends down
to the grates that carry a
hollow frame. The crown
of the firebox is the upper
reservoir A ; the front and

"25

back walls are of firebrick ,
and the side walls are formed
by the tubes V ,, with ex
panded joints, and connect
the upper reservoir with

the hollow ring. The latter
is further connected with the
uitlili

two reservoirs by large return
pipes R , R ,
The gases of combustion
pass between the nests of
water tubes that extend from
the firebox to thesmokebox.
FIG . 2 .
In order to avoid an admis
sion of air, steel covering
Fig . 1.
plates have been applied to
the sides of the firehox and
ARRANGEMENT AND DETAILS OF SCRIBING BLOCK .
body of the boiler.
As in the case of the boilers of torpedo boats, the
outer shell of crosshead should be made of steel,
circulation of the water is maintained in such a
and hardened to stand the friction of washers
way that there is an ascenaing current passing
rubbing against the edge of shell (see the elevation
through the tubes immediately surrounding the
shown at Fig. 1). It is advisable to make the inner
firebox , and in the principal nests nearest thereto ,
shell from good steel, but it need not be hardened ,
while the descending current passes through those
for it has not to stand as much wear as the outside
that are more remote, as well as through the return
shell. The bolt may be made from mild steel, and
water tubes R , R ,, which are not in contact with
hardened with potash . The washers may also be of
the flames. While the circulation is quite rapid ,
mild steel, and hardened in the same way as the
the adherent deposits have a tendency to form in
bolt. The milled nut can also be made from the
the tubes that are the hottest, though they are easily
same quality ofsteel, and hardened in the sameway
removed when scale is thus formed ,as will be shown
as the bolt and washers. A piece of 3- 16ths-in .
later. The principal dimensions are as follows :- .
tool steel wire, hardened at both ends, will do for
Grate length . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72 ins.
the scriber. In conclusion , I might say, speaking
..
„ width
wiu
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . 41 ' 34
from my own experience, that anyone caring to
,, area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.67 sq . ft .
make a similar tool will be well repaid .
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Tubes , 2:6 ins.
diamete
r ((nnumber)
.. .. .. .. .. .. ... . .... 55660
umber)
ins.
„
1.8
2 . 6 ins.
) .47.8
.. 67 ins.
length
„„ (average
verage
a
length).
(
ins.
1.8
,
67 sq.„ ft.
.
165.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
surface
(firebox) ..
Heating

.-SCFig
ROSS
2 ECTION
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TLOCOMOTIVE
-.WATER
BOILER
UPE
ROBERT
APPLICATION
THE
OF

(nests of tubes, reser
voirs and drums) 1,108.07 m,
Length of nest of(total).
tubes. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . .... ..1,273.74
.. 143.7 ins.
pressur
Steam
per
sq.
.
.
.
e
.
.
.
.
.
i
.
.
.
n
Total capacity . . . . .... . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .300. 160cu .lbs.ft.
r at upper level . . . . . 248.8 ,
Volume of wate
.45 „,
level . . . . . .. .. 20641:35
,
Difference availableat lower
for evaporation
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casewashed out, it is first emptied, and then filled
be
with cold water, so as to make it possible to enter
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a cock and allowing the steam to blow out at these
holes, the surfaces of the tubes are scoured and

cleansed of the soot, which is blown out at the stack .

The advantages that are claimed in comparison
with the ordinary type are : - Less weight for the
same amount of heating surface, and the entire
avoidance of flat surfaces that must be stayed by
bolts or braces ; ease of cleaning ; as no tube joint
is exposed to the action of the flames, the liability
to leakage from this cause is avoided ; the con
struction , and especially the work of repairs, being
less troublesome than in the case of the ordinary
boiler, the time occupied in the making of repairs
is shorter, and this lessens the period that the
engine is out of service.
The criticism to be made is that, owing to the
limited area of the water surface in the upper
reservoir, the liberation of the steam is likely to be
accompanied by a violent ebullition , with a conse

quent intrainment of water.
The engine shown has been in freight service for
sixteen months. The line has a length of about
seventy -four miles, with an undulating profile in
which there are some long 2 per cent. grades.

The

trainloads handled are about 25 per cent. more

than those taken by engines with fire-tube boilers

November 9, 1903 .

occupant. Then gravity is overcome by the use

of the oars. Anyone who understands how to row
can operate the aerial rowboat. So far no ex
perienced aeronaut has ridden in the machine,
although several hundred people have tried their
hand at rowing up and down the park where
the machine is being tested . The bag is 37 ft.
long and 15 ft. in diameter at the equator. To
raise the car and an occupant weighing 150 lbs.,
2 ,500 c. ft. of gas is sufficient. One of the features
of the new air boat is that the cost of build
ing a car and bag sufficient to carry one person is

about { 20 . A speed of four to six miles an hour
has been attained by good oarsmen. There is
always the drawback , characteristic of the ordinary
rowboat, that it is difficult to row against the cur

rent, or rather against the wind in this case.
A Weighbridge for Heavy Motor Cars has
been introduced by Messrs. W . and T . Avery , Ltd .,
Birmingham . The machine weighs up to 15 tons,
and its platform measures 14 ft. by 8 ft. When
the car is in position on the bridge the weight on
each axle can be read separately, or the weight of
the car as a whole .

having the same heating surface and practically
the same grate area , in the same service. The say
ing in fuel amounts to about 10 per cent., which is

Marine Engineering and Ship

due to the better condition of the evaporating sur
faces and the improved circulation of the water.

building Notes .

The maintenance of the boiler, up to the present,
has been practically nothing, while, in the case of

By Chas. S. LAKE.

the ordinary locomotives during the same period,
it has been necessary to replace a large number
of staybolts and tubes as well as tube sheets on

account of the bad quality of the water, which con
tains about 2.8 grains per gallon of solid matter,
and in some localities the waters are so hard that
this proportion rises to 9 .2 grains per gallon.
The salts in solution , with the exception of a

small quantity ,of carbonate of lime, are the sul
phates of lime and magnesia , which produce very

hard and adherent deposits.
The writer of the article in Le Genie Civil, M . F .
Barbier, is of the opinion that the experience thus
far obtained with the Robert boiler seems to indi
cate that it marks a notable advance in construc
tion .

A Large Crankshaft. - The largest double

throw crankshaft in the world was recently forgea
un ' er the 4 ,000-ton hydraulic press of the Beth
lehem Steel Company, South Bethlehem , P . The
shaft is one of three ordered by the International
Steam Pump Company. It will, when finished ,
be 27 ft. long. The largest pin diameter is 27 ins.
The webs in extreme dimensions will be 64 ins. by

49 ins, and 163 ins. thick . The weight of the ingot
was 240 ,000 lbs.

An Aerial Rowboat. - A late feature of the
attempts to navigate the air is an aerial rowboat

MORE SUBMARINES FOR THE FRENCH NAVY .
THERE are at the present time no fewer than
1 twenty- four submarines of large size under
construction for the French Navy. Of these
six are of the Emeraude class, whilst the remaining
eighteen are of a somewhat larger type. The latter
vessels are being built at Cherbourg , Rochefort,
and Toulon. They will have a length of 167 ft.
8 ins., a beam of 16 ft. 4 ins.,and a normal draught
of water of io ft. 3 ins., the displacement being
398 tons. It is evident that by adopting sub
marines having such a displacement as this the
French Naval authorities regard these vessels as
something more than weapons of defence, and we
may expect before long to be using the term
“ submarine cruisers " in truth , and not merely
in a conjectural sense. These new Freach sub
marines will be almost as large as 30 -knot destroyers,
and will have main engines, driving twin propellers,

giving the
700 horse-power,
and workin ? up to speed
of 12 knots. The crew
vessels a submerged
will consist of two officers and 22 men . Each boat
will carry seven torpedoes, and the flotilla is ex

pected to be completed for service in eighteen
months.

THE R .M .S . “ CARMANIA.”
The Cunard Carmania ,which is the largest tuibine

whose equator is much nearer the front of the bag
than usual, and a light framework which supports

steamer in the world , and also the first vessel of
this description to sail between the United States
and Europe, is advertised to leave Liverpool for
New York on her maiden voyage on December 2nd .

the occupant. It is raised and lowered , propelled
forward and backward by the use of a pair of wind

Preparations are being made in the United States ·
to give the vessel a stirring reception. The Car

like oars. By the use of weights the bag can be
made to raise just { lb . less than the weight of the

mania 's passenger accommodation is of the same

which has been constructed by Alva L , Reynolds,
of Los Angeles, Cal. It is composed of a gas-bag

- - - --

- - -- -

magnificence as that of the recently introduced
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Caronia on the same service, and by the addition

Doxford & Sons a few years ago , and in which the

of these two great floating hotels the Cunard Com
pany have increased their tonnage during 1905

writer sailed as engineer to India and the Cape.

by 40,000 tons.

New Motor-Boat SERVICE .

A SHIP WITHOUT BEAM .

rated on the Hamble river, between Southampton ,
Hamble, Warsash , Swanwick , and Burlesdon .
Hitherto communication between these places
has been only of the most meagre description,

A motor-boat service has recently been inaugu
Paradoxical as such a statement may appear at
first sight, it is nevertheless a fact that Messrs.
Doxford & Sons, of Sunderland , are at present
engaged in the construction of a vessel which will

be to all intents and purposes a beamless ship .
Messrs. Doxford have invented a new type of boat,
in the design of which an application of the canti
lever principle is incorporated . Instead of beams

but as the boat rates are very considerably below
those of the railway, and the service is more direct,

it may be anticipated that the enterprise will be
rewarded with successful results .

There are two trips daily in each direction , and

THE TURRET STEAMER “ IMPERIALIST."
(Built by Messrs. Doxford & Sons, Sunderland .)
crossing the holds, stout stanchions are raised at
residents in the Hamble river districts will find the
the sides, and diagonal joists run from the tops of
service convenient for shopping in Southampton .
have
will
vessel
these to the upper decks. The new
Each boat is 52 ft. in length , and has a beam of
a smaller draught in proportion to dead weight,
10
ft. 6 ins., and accommodation for 61 passengers
and will give greater freedom for shipping long
is
provided
.
and bulky goods, and it is anticipated that the type
will achieve equal popularity with that of the
ADDITIONAL STEAMER FOR THE HEYSHAM ROUTE .
have
ve
turret class of vessel which Messrs. Doxford Ma
The Midland Railway Company have recently
done so much to bring to the fore. The turret

accepted delivery of the twin -screw steamer Wyvern

ships have many advantages, and are especially
useful for trading into foreign ports where there is

for service between Heysham and Ireland . The

vessel has been built by Messrs. Ferguson Bros.,

no dock accommodation, in which case the low
of PortGlasgow , under Board of Trade and Lloyd's
“ harbour " decks at the sides of the ship are
surveys , and she has a No. 3 passenger certificate .
advantageously brought into use when loading
The main engines are of the compound surface
into lighters alongside. The illustration shows the
condensing type, steam being supplied by a large
Imperialist, a 7 ,000-ton steamer, built by Messrs. i multi-tubular boiler.
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A Design for a Model Elektra

November 9, 1905.

taining the steam passages (P ). These rings, as
also the casing ends cand c? are castings in mag
nalium , or other easily worked alloy of aluminium

Turbine.

which is unworkable in
(not in pure aluminium , being
brass or gunmetal.
the lathe), the wheel (a )

By Rev . W . BREDIN NAYLOR .

The blades are formed on the German toy prin
Turbines.

CINCE reading Mr. Harrison's interesting article

ciple , illustrated in the M . E . handbook on Steam

on the Elektra turbine, I have been struck
and have tried to design a model, simple of con
struction and , at the same time, offering a prob

couple of inches of brass tubing, 21 ins. diameter ,

with its possibilities for model steamer work ,

ability of reasonable efficiency . Mr. Harrison has
very kindly helped me, and I venture to place the
following design before your readers, in the hope

For the blades it will be necessary to procure a
1-32nd in . thick . A circle of hard wood i in .
thick , screwed to the faceplate of the lathe, and
turned a tight fit for the tubing, will serve as a
mandrel ; drive the tube on carefully , and true the

22
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Fig . 1. - CROSS -SECTION ,

Fig . 2. - SECTION THROUGH A B .

A DESIGN FOR A MODEL ELEKTRA TURBINE.
that it may interest those who, like myself, find a
certain fascination in the steam turbine compared
with other motors.
Small models of the De Laval turbine are not
very efficient, owing to the difficulty of making the
blades close enough to prevent waste of steam , and
also to the loss of power in the gearing.
For the main features of the Elektra turbine I
may refer my readers to the article in the M .E .
of May with . It will be seen there that the steam ,
after leaving the nozzle, is made to pass four times

projecting edge ; 1 in . from the edge scribe a line
round the tube, and another at in . (a, Fig . 3).
The first line serves as a guide for drilling the holes
to form the blades, and should be scribed as lightly

as distinctness will allow ; the second line is for
parting off after the holes are drilled .
Mark off the first line as accurately as possible in
intersection , with a sharp - pointed centre punch , to
ensure starting the drill truly . A hand-drill and
1- 16th -in , drill may now be used to drill the hole

to eighths of an inch, and make a slight dot at each

through the blades, by means of curved passages
in the casing, before finally exhausting. The

round the tube, cleaning away the burred metal
from inside ; then with sharp , thin -bladed shears

energy of the steam is thus more completely made
use of than can be accomplished in the De Laval
type, the result being that the velocity of the wheel
is much reduced , and gearing done away with or

a , Fig. 3, which shows how the ring is marked off

reduced to more manageable proportions.

Turning to the drawings which accompany this
blades b at right angles to the plane of the wheel
revolve between two concentric rings (rr) con
design , Figs. I and 2 show the construction . The

cut from the edge to the centre of each hole , as in
and cut, and also two finished blades. The blade
ring may now be parted off , and the curving of the
blades proceeded with . Those who have a lever
press or punching jig might make a pair of dies, as
in b, Fig. 3. If the curve of the dies be made to
the same radius, and sufficient pressure be applied ,

the blades can be made with some approach to
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correct section , and at the same time widened ;

but a simpler plan may be used . Get a pair of
small pliers and cut off the ends of the jaws, leaving
them in. long ; file one jaw to the desired curve
- in this case 5 - 32nds in . — and rivet a hollowed
piece of the same radius to the other jaw . This
can now be used to curve the blades uniformly
and quickly . Put the ring on one side, and pro
ceed to the wheel (a , Fig. 1) ; chuck and turn it on
both faces. The projecting rim should be turned

inside, so that the blade ring can be slipped in
tightly . The depth of this recess should be such
that when the blades are twisted half-round the
upper shoulders of the blades fit against the edge
of the rim . A blade made from a scrap of sheet
brass will serve as a template. Now tin the edge
of the blade ring and inside of rim , slip the ring in
and sweat it in place,making sure that it is evenly in
place all round . The blades are next given a half
twist, using a strip of steel with a saw cut in the
end to do this ; heat the rim again till the solder
runs between the edge of the rim and the shoulders
of the blades. The edges of the blades, inside and
out, will need a slight trimming in the lathe, and
plaster-of-Paris should be poured round the
blades, and allowed to set hard , otherwise they will
most likely be broken off . Chuck the wheel by the
boss, and turn away the plaster from the outside
cautiously till the blades begin to appear, then ex
change the tool for a fine-cut fiat file, and bring all

the blades to the same level, the outside of the rim
being turned to the same diameter. Bind a few
turns of copper wire tightly round the outside to
keep blades and plaster in place while doing the
inner edges ; a sharp-pointed boring tool in the

slide-rest taking a very light cut will be the safest
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Set-screws, or thin lock nuts, are used to tighten
can be adjusted till the blades are in their correct
position .

up the bearings when adjusted . These bearings

Tracings of the steam passages should be made
on thin paper, taking care that the end of one
passage is diametrically opposite the beginning of

the next. On reference to Fig. 2, the passages will
be seen to be wider for a short distance at the
entrance ; this is necessary , owing to the space
between the blades , in order to catch all the steam

passing through. The passages also grow slightly
width
wider from nozzle to exhaust, the increase inpassage.

being under 1-64th in , in each consecutive
Drill the hole through the outer ring for the
nozzle at an angle of 20°. The nozzle (c, Fig. 3)
is in . diameter where it passes through 'ring, and

may be screwed part of its length , or simply pushed
into place .
Cut out the tracings with scissors, and paste
each portion on its respective ring, taking care that

the outer ring corresponds with the nozzle hole.

The holes (h h ) for bolts are to be drilled through the
rings first, then through each casing end, clamping
the rings to c in their respective positions while
drilling. The holes in ca are drilled tapping sizes
and tapped ; also the holes in c for the inner ring
bolts. The bolts not only clamp the rings in plice ,
but also, with theaid of the fillets, keep the separate
pieces forming the steam passages in their correct

SarBlades

Sowcuts

way to do this. Before taking the wheel from the

chuck drill through the boss for the shaft, as shown
in the drawings ; this is a piece of -in . steel rod ,
pointed at one end, the cone for the other bearing

We
Filed to 17*
dotted :

1 -in . steel rod , with a tapered boss for the wheel,
as in the full size turbine, the bearing cone being
turned from the solid . Chip away the plaster
from between the blades, and the wheel, when in
place on the shaft, should run truly, and should be
tried between centres for balance ; a scrap of solder
may be run inside the rim on the lightest side, if
any adjustment is needed.

Íhe outer ring (r!, Figs. I and 2) may now be
commenced ; face evenly on both sides, and turn

the outside of ring true ; then chuck it by the out
side and turn inside until it is 1 - 16th in . wider than
the extreme diameter of the blades, bevelling off
the inside edges to fit fillets on casing ends, as
shown by the dotted lines on Fig . 2 . The inner
ring is treated the same way, but only one outer
edge is bevelled , a shrouding of thin brass (s, Fig. 1)
on the inside next the wheel keeping this ring in
place .

Before cutting the steam passages (P P. Figs. I
and 2) finish the casing ends, turning the inner
faces and triangular fillets to fit the two concentric
rings. The centre bosses are drilled & in ., and
tapped for the adjustable gunmetal bearings. Not
having a screw -cutting lathe, I used a chaser of
36 threads to the inch to make a tap and die for
such bearings. The threads are turned off for } in .
in the centre of the bearing to make an oil -way ;
two or three small holes bring the oil to the shaft.

*

being turned separately , and driven on . A more
elaborate shaft can be turned , if preferred , from
METHOD OF

DIES FOR

CUTTING BLADES.

FORMING

Nozzle.

BLADES.

Fig . 3. - MODEL ELEKTRA TURBINE DETAILS.
position. The passages are meant to be cut out
with a fretsaw - preferably a machine saw ; the
small pieces must be carefully marked to ensure
replacing exactly .
The first few passages may be widened by filing
the detached pieces slightly ; as they grow wider,
two cuts can be taken with the saw , which should be
well lubricated with turpentine.

The nozzle (c, Fig. 3) comes last, and as the bore
of this depends on the evaporative power of the
boiler and the steam pressure, I cannot do better
than refer my readers to the tables in the hand

book on Model Turbines for sizes. Supposing the
nozzle be designed for 30 lbs. pressure at the
standard evaporation of i cub . in . a minute, drill
the nozzle with a 1-32nd-in . drill ; then get a

strong darning needle, break off an inch or two of

the point, and drive it up the nozzle until of the
right diameter (as measured by a micrometer ) ;

this will also give a slight taper to the nozzle, which
will be an advantage. The nozzle should be drilled

442
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1-16th in, from the union end as far as possible,
without the drill breaking through the through
other end.the
In this design the steam passes
blades twelve times before exhausting, but as an
alternative two nozzles might be used with ad
vantage, as n and m ?, the exhausts being at
x1, x2. The passages for nº would then duplicate
the first five, but the passages would widen more
rapidly towards the exhaust.
No design for gear is shown, but I would suggest
the use of pulleys with a band of the fine coiled

A Working Model Steam

Colliery .
By T. THOMAS.
THE photographs reproduced herewith are of
I

complete in Fig. I), which has taken me
18 years of my spare time to make. The pit
frame (or headgear), shown in Fig. 2, is an exact
model of the famous Deep Navigation Colliery head
gear at Treharris,near Cardiff,where I have worked
for 124 years. The headgear alone took me seven

spring used in camera shutters, which is non
slipping, or the fine steel chain found in the winding
arrangement of lever watches might be tried
running in oil. Do not dismantle your watch ,
however, for the sake of the experiment— a watch
ΙΧΙ

that alone - and stands 3 ft.6 ins, high, by 3 ft. 6 ins.
long over back stays, by 12 ins. wide, and weighs
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It will be asked what power may be expected

years to make. It is all brass - with the exception of

the copper-snapped rivets,ofwhich there are 10 , 325 in
ΧΙΧ

maker may be able to supply you .

my steam working model colliery (shown

FIG . 1. — MR. T . THOMAS AND HIS MODEL STEAM COLLIERY.

from this turbine, and I say frankly I don 't know .

161 lbs. ; the pulleys or sheaves are brass 81 ins.
in each . I may here state that the Treharris Deep

In a small size such as this , it will be largely a matter
of accurate construction and trial. It was designed
for a boat between 3 and 4 ft., and it might be
possible to drive a small propeller at a high

diameter, with 30 3- 16ths in , diameter brass spokes

speed without having to use gearing. One thing
rid of condensed water, consequently the steam
must be slightly superheated , and the steam
pressure should be as high as possible, as I find ,

most massive in the country , made by the De
Burgh Engineering Company, Manchester. The
sheaves or pulleys on top are 21 ft. diameter in the
tread, and weigh io tons each , and are allsteel. My
model winding engine (Fig. 3) is double-acting, with
cylinders 1 } ins. bore, 3 ins. stroke, with link

must be noted — no provision is made for getting
from experiments made with small turbines, that
any pressure under 30 lbs. is of little use.

Navigation pits are the deepest in Wales, 700 to
the 4 -ft. seam , and the headgear the finest and

reversing motion .

The winding drums are

I hope some of my readers who have made a
study of the subject will criticise this design , as I
feel it is open to improvement, and their sugges

only if ins. diameter, so as to get as many
revolutions as possible, as the pit is only 4 ft.
6 ins. deep, and are fixed one each side of the

tions might be of assistance to those inclined to

brake -wheel, whereas if I made the winding
drum in proportion to the engine, shewould bring

spend some of the long winter evenings in building
an Elektra turbine.

the bond up on two revolutions, which would not
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screening bars to screen the
small from the large coal. The
model 10 -ton railway wagon

shown in the same photograph
is made of brass and wood , with
side and end doors, spring
buffers and spring coupling, also
leaf springs and brake arrange

ment. There are 188 brass
bolts and nuts in it, and 150
copper snapped rivets. The coal
trams (Fig. 4) are brass-riveted ,
with 50 copper rivets in each.
The keps or fangs upon which

the cages rest when they are at
the top of pit aremade of steel,
with coupling boxes to adjust to
length (the arrangement is shown

at Fig . 7) ; little banksmen 4 ins.
high work the levers by a secret
arrangement. The vertical steam
boiler ( Fig. 6 ) made by Thos.

Goodhand, New Brompton,
steel, with water space around

Kent, is of the best Weardale

fire-box , with one 3-in . central
flue, and stands 2 ft. 6 ins. high by
12 ins diameter. It is a capital
steamer ; it speaks for itself,
inasmuch as it has driven a

double it ins. by 3 ins. engine
four years with no trouble what

ever. I made all fittings my
self, with the exception of the

Fig . 2. --Pit HEAD FRAME AND GEAR.
look effective ; she also has an indicator worked off
the crank -pin by a drag-lirk, to show to the engine
man the exact positions of the cages in the pit.
The engine is driven by a little man 6 ins. high ,
as seen in photograph. Hehas the reversing bar in
his left and the throttle valve lever in his righthand,
and the foot-brake is worked
by his left foot, and works
in conjunction with the
throttle valve . There are

steam and water gauge.

165 hexagon nuts and bolts
in the engine alone, and she
weighs 2 cwts.
The pit cages are brass, with
over 200 copper snapped
rivets in each cage, and have

frog- gear scotches ; the wind
ing rope is in . diameter.
Walker's (of Wigan ) patent
detaching hooks are in use
on each rope end (as seen in
photograph , Fig. 4), in case
of overwinding, and although
I have put her to overwind
hundreds of times before
thousands of people, neither
of the hooks have failed

once. The cages are guided
in the pit by four 3-16ths in .
diameter steel ropes, fixed at
bottom of pit, and tightened
on top by 5- 16ths in . eye

bolts. The screen (Fig. 5 ).
is also made of brass, with

The

feed - pump is worked by hand,
and is saddled on to the boiler
with 14 ins. angle iron . Each little model man
on the colliery has an improved Clanny lamp
made of brass, each one composed of 18 parts.
There are dozens of other parts belonging to the
colliery not spoken of here, nor shown in photo
graphs. The model colliery in working order stands

Fig . 3. — THE MODEL STEAM COLLIERY WINDING ENGINE.
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7 ft. weighs
6 ins. high , 8 ft. 6 ins. long, by 4 it. wide,

and
12 cwts. I have been as brief as pos
sible in the description of my models, but must
say I have been a reader of THE MODEL ENGI
NEER since the commencement, from which
I have many times derived valuable help and in .
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Home Electric Lighting .
By CYRIL N . TURNER.
(Continued from page 400.)
ANOTHER carbon plate will now
be required about the same
size, with terminal attached .
Wrap this carbon over with good
brown paper, and fasten with string
or india -rubber bands (the brown paper
prevents the carbon from making con

tact with the zinc, as it stands with
the zinc in the outer cell). The zinc
can be a piece cut from thin sheet zinc
- say, 1- 32nd in . thick , as sold by
ironmongers, or obtainable at any

builder's yard , and should measure
about i ins. by 7 } ins., and should
have a terminal fitted (Fig. 8 plainly
shows the arrangement). It will be
noticed that the carbon in the outer
cell is connected to the carbons in the
porous pot, thus greatly reducing the
unusual resistance of the battery .
Solution for porous pot is made as

follows : - 2 ozs. bichromate of potash ,
} oz. oxide of manganese, 4 Ozs. of
boiling water (to dissolve the crystals);
then add very slowly 4 ozs. of sul
phuric acid , and stir well while doing
so ; then add 1 oz. permanganate of
potash . When cool,add another 4 OzS.
of sulphuric acid slowly while stirring.
This mixture should be made in a
strong jar out of doors, or in an empty

Fig . 5. - MODEL COAL SCREEN AND WAGON.

fireplace, to allow the fumes to escape.
There are no fumes given off from the
battery while working. Solution for
outer jar, 6 ozs. of common salt, and
fill up with water.

formation , especially when I have read and seen

Mr. Caroll does not advise amalgamating the

the photographs of other people's work , they
have considerably encouraged me.
In conclusion , I may state that I am a fitter and
turner by trade, and am
now employed at the Lewis

zinc. This cell is capable of giving 3 amps. at
nearly 3 volts pressure for 10 hours, which is equal

to 30 amp.-hours. If a 2-volt lamp is used with

Merthyr Collieries, Senghe
nyde. I have not lost one
day of my work in the 18
years to make these models,
neither have I ever had much
spare time. The model can
be seen any time at my

home, near Cardiff, by ap
pointment.
“ ACID METAL," often called

“ lead bronze," stands well
the corrosive action of mine
water, and is therefore
suitable for parts of mach
inery employed underground,
This alloy consists of 75
per cent. of copper, 15 per
cent. of lead , 99 per cent.
of tin , and o 'i per cent. of
phosphorus.

FIG . 4. — THE COLLIERY CAGES AND COAL TRAMS.
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“ three-wire " system . The shunt plate certainly

5 yds. of No. 28 iron wire as a resistance, one cell
will keep it alight for thirty hours. Mr. Caroll

does lower the resistance of the cell.

This shunt system may be used with good effect
in the case of nearly every double- fluid cell. Mr.
Caroll has designed this cell from his original theory
that electricity is carbonised oxygen .
For other batteries and more detail as to con
struction , I should advise the reader to refer to that
excellent little handbook “ Electric Batteries "
(No. 5 of THE MODEL ENGINEER Series ).

says : “ The object of the shunt carbon plate is to

General Hints. - Carbonsmay be lead -capped very
easily indeed in the following way : - Carve out in a
piece of chalk (or make a mould in plaster-of

Paris) a groove about } in . wide by in . deep and
} in . longer than the width of the carbon . Now
drill two holes in the carbon about in . from the
top , and stand this top in the centre of the groove ,
and pour in molten lead, which will run into the holes
in the carbon plate forming a perfect “ key .” For
large batteries it is very handy to cast one top to
three carbons in a half-circle, so as to fit round the
cell, thus leaving one common terminal. It is ad
visable to vaseline the carbons just below the lead
to prevent the solutions from creeping up the plate
and corroding the terminals. The 7-1b , stone-ware
jam jars make excellent battery jars ; but when

choosing them , see that none of the glaze is chipped ;
also get the kind with wide necks or, better still,

parallel ones with no necks at all.
Where small broken carbon is required use
broken arc-lamp carbon , or “ retort scurf,” which
is obtainable at the gas works ; coke is not so good ,
and must be avoided when harder carbon is ob
tainable. Coke must on no account be used for
the carbon mixture for dry batteries, as having

Fig . 6 . - Mr. T. THOMAS'S MODEL VERTICAL

hard carbon is one of the chief factors of success.

BOILER .

absorb the oxygen out of the spaces of matter, and
shunt it round to the carbon in the porous cell,
thus lowering the resistance of the cell." There are
many ways to couple up the shunt for different work .

THE CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF
ACCUMULATORS.

In electrical installations the addition of accumu
lators is an immense advantage, and, in fact,

i

cannot be very well dispensed with , as, if the

Fig . 7. - ARRANGEMENT OF FANGS FOR HOLDING AND RELEASING THE CAGES AT TOP OF Pit.
Lamps may be lit in circuit direct as ordinary
batteries, or bells or lamp may be worked through
the shunt, coupling up this way : three wires con
sisting of two positives and one negative - almost a

lights are required intermittently , as is usually
the case, it is obvious that a dynamo or powerful
primary battery cannot be always in readiness to
supply current at the mere turn of a switch ; so

The Model Engineer and Electrician .

it will readily be seen that accumulators are
eminently suitable for this purpose.
An accumulator is an appliance where to all
appearances electricity is stored upin fact,
they are sometimes called storage cells — but such
is not actually the case. The principle of an

ordinary Faure type accumulator is as fol
While the accumulator is being charged (i.e.,

lows :

the current from some source is being sent into it)
the elements undergo certain chemical changes,
the positive plate gradually forms into peroxide,

and the negative into fairly divided spongy lead
of a very porous nature. When the two terminals
of the cell are connected for discharge, current
flows in the opposite direction , for the reason that
the two elements while they are so connected try
to gradually re-form themselves into their original
state .
The capacity of an accumulator , as before stated ,
is expressed in ampere-hours (see page 397).

This capacity is controlled by the size and number
of the plates in the cell, and when calculating this
capacity the surface offered by both sides of the
positive plates are taken into consideration , if
both sides are active — that is, where a negative
plate is in parallel with it. Thus it will be seen
that it is advisable to always have one more nega
tive plate than there are positives, so as to utilise
both sides of the first and last positive. In
amateur-made accumulators not more than 16
amp.-hours per square foot of positive surface
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discharges and discharges having thick plates, or

very many medium ones, but only the same
capacity being allowed for as the ordinary type.
and under
Small cells of 50 amp.-hours' capacity
have a higher rate of charge than this. The
ten per cent. charging formula applies to ordinary
cells, ranging from about 50 to 400 amp.-hours'
capacity ; the larger cells above this have not
usually such a high rate.
The discharging rate of a cell is from the smallest
amount required up to the same maximum
number
of amperes that are used for charg
ing.
If too much current is either taken out or put
into the cells the paste will b . ckle and the paste
fall out.
An accumulator will never give out the full
amount of current sent into it, so it must be
charged for a little longer than the time theoret
ically required .

When a cell gasses well, and the acid turns some
what milky , it is said to be fully charged. An

LED
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should be calculated upon in designing the plates ;

but experienced makers obtain from 30 to 40
amp.-hours per sq . ft. No matter what size or
4DN

number of plates an accumulator cell contains,
it has never more than 2 volts normal pressure ;
so it is evident that to obtain more voltage several
cells must be connected in series - i.e., the positive
terminals of one cell to the negative of the next
cell, and so on .

Rate of Charge. — The voltage of charging current
must be 25 per cent. higher than the totalvoltage of
the cells to be charged (taking each cell as having

the normal pressure of 2 volts ), or, in other words,
wemust allow 24 volts per cell. This is the mini
mum pressure of the charging current allowable,
and it is not desirable that the voltage should
greatly exceed this. The reason of having a
higher E .M .F . of the charging current than that
of the cells is the fact that the cells have a back
E .M .F ., and so unless we have a higher pressure in
the ingoing current to overcome this back E .M . F .,
the cells will discharge back to the dynamo or
source of supply .
A very usual rate of the charging current in
amperes for an ordinary lighting cell is one-tenth
of their capacity ; for instance, an accumulator of
100 amp.-hours would take comfortably a charging
rate of io amps. Of course , an accumulator may
be charged with less than a tenth of its capacity ,
but this takes a longer time to effect.
To illustrate a case in point ! Some large
accumulators of 420 amp.-hours' capacity , and,
therefore, entitled to 42 amps., charged up
splendidly at the rate of only 15 amps., although ,
of course, it took longer ; but it will usually be
found that the ten per cent. rate of charging is
the best to maintain accumulators in good con
dition . This rate must not be mixed up with
those cells which are specially designed for heavy

Fig . 8. - A “ SHUNT” BATTERY.
accumulator cannot be really overcharged to its
detriment through the correct current being sent
into the cell for too long a period. It is even
advisable about once a month to give them an
“ overcharge " for a short time — i.e., continue to
charge from half to one hour after the cells have
all gassed up well and have a milky appearance .
This cleans the plates and prevents sulphate of
lead from forming , which would have the effect
of insulating the plates to a certain degree, thus
impairing the capacity of the cell greatly ; this
fault is commonly called “ sulphating.” When
plates have once begun to sulphate it is a difficult
matter to remove it, and the old proverb, “ Pre
vention is better than cure ," must be taken to
heart. The addition of a little caustic soda or
carbonate of soda is sometimes recommended ,

which to an extent prevents sulphating ; but one
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need never be troubled with it if the cells are kept
charged well. If for any reason the cells are not
to be used for a while they should be charged up
before leaving , and just a short charge given them
every two or three weeks. Should the cells have to
be stored away, or through any other reason
should the acid require to be removed , it is
advisable for the cell to be discharged to about
1.8 volts, when the acid may be syphoned out by
means of an indiarubber tube, after which it
should be rinsed out with water. In a battery
of accumulators where the cells are fully charged
an inspection should be made while they are
still being charged . Should a cell appear to be
gassing less than the others (or not at all), a
strong light should be held at the side of the
glass cell so that it shines between the plates ; it
will then be a very easy matter, by looking down,
to see if any paste has fallen between any two

plates ; if so, it should be immediately dislodged
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which it steadily maintains until nearly the end
of the discharge. When the cells only register
1 .8 volts each the discharge must be stopped ,
and the recharging begun as soon as convenient.
( To be continued .)

A Model Vertical Steam Engine.
By HENRY J. CROFT.

THE model vertical steam engine here illustrated
is my third attempt at model making. The
crankshaft and castings of columns were given
me. I bought castings of bearings and forked end
of connecting rod and fly -wheel ; the remainder is
bolts and nuts.
built up from scraps, including all
Since it was photographed I have added link
reversing gear, which makes it a more interesting
model. The cylinder is built from solid drawn brass

by the help of a thin strip of glass or paraffined
wood . The paste, by thus bridging any two

plates, forms an internal short-circuit, which , if
not removed at once, may permanently injure
the cell. Short-circuiting and too heavy dis
charges cause the paste to fall out and the
plates to buckle. The bottom of the plates
should always stand off the bottom of the con
taining box, so that any sediment will sink to the
bottom , and thus fall clear of the plates. It
would otherwise cause an internal " short."
For stationary work glass cells should be used ,
as it is an immense advantage to be able to see
easily as to what condition the plates are in , and
how they are progressing during a charge.
The sulphuric acid solution when first filling
should be of 1 .175 specific gravity ; when diluting
the acid it must be added to the water, and not
vice versa , as otherwise the acid will spray
violently , which would be very dangerous to
the person , and detrimental to the clothes.
When any acid does splash , a timely application

of strong ammonia to the place will prevent further
action , as it neutralises the effect of the acid . A
strong solution of common washing soda has the
same effect. The water used should be either dis
tilled or boiled . The action by diffusion of the
strong acid in water creates heat. The cells
should on no account be filled with the solution
before it has cooled . Theacid should be mixed in a
strong glazed earthenware crock , or, as a makeshift,

an ordinary wooden lard pail, obtainable at any
grocer's for 2d . or so , answers the purpose well,
although the acid soon gets through and attacks
the metal bands round it.
An easy and good way of filling the cells is to
get an ordinary funnel from a tinman' s and coat
it with wax or tallow by heating the funnel and

rubbing a candle over it. An indiarubber tube is
slipped over its end. This tube is put down to the
bottom of the cell to be filled, and the diluted

acid is poured down through the funnel and rises
filling is very gentle, and there is not the risk of
disturbing any of the paste on the plates, as there
would be if the solution were poured into the cell
direct from a jug. When the accumulator is fully

in the cell from the bottom . By this means the

charged the specific gravity of the acid should rise

to 1.200 or more , after a full charge the voltage
after about an hour's discharge it drops to 2 volts,

of each cell may be about 2'2 to 2:3. However ,

MR. HENRY J. CROFT'S MODEL VERTICAL STEAM
ENGINE.

tube

in . thick, flanges and valve face bolted

and sweated on , and is lagged with mahogany,
valve and rod are Muntz metal; eccentric sheaves
are turned from solid ; eccentric straps and rods
are from sheet steel 3- 16ths in . thick . Con
necting -rod and reversing-rod are parts of cotton
spindles (which , by the way, are very useful in many
with brass bands. Piston and rod , crosshead and

ways). The following are the principal dimensions :
Cylinder, 2-in . stroke, 1-jn . diameter ; valve travel,
t-in .; shaft, & in .; crosshead, i ins. wide; Ay-wheel

7 ins. diameter, & in . on face ; total height 127 ins.
There are 72 nuts and bolts altogether. I have
tried it under steam from a small boiler , and with
10 lbs. of steam she ran over 700 revolutions per
minute, running light.
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A 4 -in . Spark Coil.
By Geo. F . TANNER.
T HE accompanying photograph shows a 4 -in .
1 spark coil constructed by the writer. I may

say the coil has proved a great success, and
although designed to produce a 4 - in . spark , a much
longer spark , it is believed , could be obtained
by using suitable battery power. A 3-in . spark is
produced by a 4 - volt portable E .P .S . accumulator,

and this, used with a modern Righi or Oudin os

cillator, is sufficient for most wireless experiments.

'
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away from its neighbour after being insulated with
silk , the ends being brought up through holes drilled
in the ebonite cheeks to the terminals. To prevent
the possibility of sparking round the tube from the

secondary to the primary or hammer head , the tube

is carried some distance outside the cheeks, and on
the vacant end an ebonite
plug is screwed in , and

at the hammer end a ring of ebonite is screwed ,
so that the hammer head is just free to vibrate

inside. The hammer is of the ordinary Nieff
pattern . The utmost care will require to be taken
during the construction of the secondary to avoid

sections being placed in opposition , and this applies
large. To obviate difficulty in this connection
the ends of a section might bemarked by differently

It has been constructed in the orthodox fushion ,

with special force where the number of sections is

except as regards thenumber of sections ; these are
rather more than usual, there being 70 sections.
The writer is much in favour of using as large a
number of sections as possible ,with a view to reducing
the leakage due to arcing between points where
a sufficient difference of potential exists. By
using a large number of sections it is apprehended
the following advantages will accrue : - (1) The

coloured silk before any section is removed from the
winder, then different colours only should be joined
together. A commutator of the ordinary barrel
type has been added for convenience, and other

smaller details can be gathered from the photo
graph .

difference of potential between adjacent points is
kept low ; ( 2) the insulation between points is

An Electric Generating
Plant.
By J. R . G .
THE following particulars of a well
arranged electric plant,driven by water
power, may be ofspecialand instructive
interest to readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
It tends to point out the superior qualifica
tions of a plant thus driven , in place
of steam in this particular case. Thii in
stallation is situated amidst splendid scenery
in the rural district of Cragg Vale , within a
few miles of Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire. The

MR. G . F. TANNER 'S 4-IN . SPARK Coil.
improved ; (3 ) Points between which there is a
internal arcing. The less internal leakage there is
in a coil themore efficient it is ; and, although it is

considerable P .D . are not near enough to favour
impossible to eliminate this altogether, yet in a good
coil it should be small. The principal dimensions
of the coil are as follows :
(1) Central iron core, I in . by 9 ins.
(2) Red fibre tube, 1.75 inz. by .125 in . by
10 6 ins.

(3) Available length between ebonite cheeks,
8 ins. ; total diameter of coil, 4 ins.
(4 ) Ebonite cheeks, 5 ins. by 5 ins. by .5 in .
(5 ) Condenser, 72 sheets tinfoil ro ins. by 6 ins.
For the primary winding two layers No. 14
cotton -covered wire are wound. The secondary
consists of from 38 lbs. to 34 lbs. No. 36 single-cotton
covered wire wound in 70 sections each , i in . wide ,
two best pieces of white copying driers being placed
between each , and the joint tucked between . These
driers were also used in the construction of the con
denser, the whole of the condenser being com
pressed whilst warm in an ordinary copying press .
Paraffin wax was used for insulating. Each joint
in the secondary was removed a few degrees of arc

(6 ) Base, io ins. by 14:5 ins. by 3 ins.

locality is one where manufacturing in
the heavy woollen and cotton trade four.
ished twenty or thirty years ago, and at
that time enjoyed its full share of prosperity .
Since then , owing to severe competition
and the better means of rival firms near town and
rail in despatching their finished goods, these out
lying districts were soon left behind , and deserted
by both trade and inhabitants. The particular
mill where this installation is fixed is well known
in the district as “ Turvin Mill," situated towards
the top of Cragg Vale, Heythomroyd being the
nearest station , about three miles distant. The
mill in its old days was driven by means of two old
water -wheels, the waste overflow water from the
first wheel drove the second wheel. These two
were backed up by an old -fashioned jet condensing
steam engine, steam being supplied by a low
pressure Cornish boiler. The No. 2 water -wheeland
engine were still there a short time ago, but were
not in use. Three years ago , after having stood
idle and deserted for over twenty years, “ Turvin
Mill ” was taken over by a manufacturer of ability
and with some up -to -date ideas, who commenced
to remodel the power and lighting methods with
which this article mainly deals. He purchased
the old water rights, in which were embraced a
constant supply of compensation water from

somehigher level reservoirs in the district, and made
a storage reserve on his own behalf at a height of
165 ft. above the power-house, this giving him a
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water-pressure of about 70 lbs. per square inch .

of generating power. The coal for steam -raising

The installation proper consists of a Pelton water

had alone to be carted three miles, all on a rising
gradient, several attempts to find coal near at
hand having proved unsuccessful. I have no doubt
there are many similar plants in such out-of-way
places which would be interesting to hear about. I
may say, in conclusion , that when I saw the above
mentioned installation a short time ago , “ Turvin
Mill ” was again enjoying another spell of prosperity ;
the place being in full employment day andnight.

wheel enclosed in an iron case and fixed over the

tail-race. The wheel runs at a speed of 320 revo
lutions per minute, and upon the shaft is mounted
a rope pulley 4 ft. in diameter, grooved for 7 in .
ropes, by means of which the power is transmitted
to drive a compound wound Manchester type
dynamo, generating electric current of 330 amps
at a pressure of 110 volts (see sketch of arrange
ment). The power house is situated in the lowest
position in the valley practical with the necessary
tail-race clearance. The water is led down from
storage supply to power-house by means of a line
of 14 -in . bore cast iron pipes, which convey a good
supply of water for all power at present required .

The water can be passed on to wheel through one

BLOWING WELLS , sometimes known as breathing
States Geological Survey. They have already ex
amined many wells that emit currents of air with
wells , are now being investigated by the United

more or less force , sometimes accompanied with a

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF A SMALL ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT.
or two nozzles according to load on dynamo. The I whistling sound audible for a long distance. The
speed ofwheel is controlled by a belt-driven governor
best-known examples of this type of well are found
which actuates slides passing over nozzle-ends.
throughout Nebraska. The force of the air current
The system of governing is excellent, the voltage of
in one of the Louisiana wells is sufficient to keep
dynamo being very constant. The electric current
a man's hat suspended above it. The cause of
generated is transmitted underground by means of
such phenomena is mainly due to change in at
a lead -covered and steel-armoured concentric cable
mospheric pressure or to changes in temperature.
of 37- 12 capacity to the mill on the hill-top about
WIRE DRAWING . -- Because the wear upon the
200 yards distant. The current is then used for
hardest steel dies precludes the possibility of a uni
both lighting and power purposes, the principal
form wire diameter from beginning to end of the
drawing, diamonds are now extensively used for
power generator being a 4 -pole shunt wound
dies, especially for small wire up to about 1-40th in .
motor capable of giving 30 b .h .- p. used for driving
in diameter. The diamonds used for this work
weaving and other machines in connection with
same. There are some smaller motors and about
weigh four to five carats each and cost about
£3 to £4 per carat. With these dies it is said to be
100 16 -candle power incandescent lamps. The
whole of this power is generated with a small amount
quite practicable to draw platinum wire down to a
diameter of 0 .0005 in .
of attention in comparison with the old method
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Practical Letters from our
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above date they were fitting to the road tractions
R . A . PEAKE .
Shropshire.
Lapping Cylinder Liners in the Lathe.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , - In reply to the letter in October 19th

built by this firm . - Yours truly ,

Readers .
The Editor Invites readers to make use of this column to the full

discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication .1

Single Eccentric Reversing Gear.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
SIR , - Having seen different methods which have
recently appeared in THE MODEL ENGINEER.
for reversing with single eccentric, I venture to
send you another form of gear, which appeared
through an old number of the Mechanical World ,

issue by Mr. V . W . Delves Broughton , his method of

using a lap of softer material than the liner is.
practical enough for large jobs, such as ring gauges ,
which require very little taken off to get the exact
size, and this is generally done by hand ; but this
paper THE MODEL ENGINEER generally deals with

model work , and the job I applied my method to
was a hard phosphor bronze piston valve liner, fin .

AVU

inside diameter. To make a lead lap with a steel
centre, this size would take a considerable time,
whereas any thoughtful model maker will have a
stock of steel wire in his workshop. I have tried
using a softer material for the lap, and I find that
the pull of the belt, or cord , and the motion of the
liner soon wears the lap, hollow in the middle, and

thus you get a liner larger at the outside than the
middle ; but a hard steel lap will not wear at all,
or very little, and so keeps the liner perfectly

parallel. To finish off , you can use the steel lap
dry to burnish the inside of the liner, and after this
I think you will have a better finished job than you
J. T .
Newcastle-on -Tyne.

would have with a lead lap. -- Yours truly ,

Model Railway Design.

A SINGLE ECCENTRIC REVERSING GEAR.
dated 1895, if the samemay prove of any interest

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , — With reference to the above, de

to your readers.
The above illustration is a sectional view of the

scribed in your issue of the 12th inst., there are two

errors - viz., the signal “ siding to down line " is
arrangement. Referring to the sketch , A is a wheel
reverse way, and the “ up home" is marked on the
keyed on the crank-shaft (which in this case serves
siding signal. Herewith I send a complete prac
as the governor-pulley, having four lugs cast on , ' ticable signalling scheme for “ Midlands ” station
12
Down main

Siis

2

6 118
Tr

Plotform

91

Upmorn

Platform

Platform

Siding

108 2

111311110

Ty

' 18

> Signal box

Ti

175 _

1, Down Main Distant Signal ; 2, Down Main Home Signal ; 3, Down Main Starting Signal ; 4, Down Main Advance Signal ;
5,MainSigna
Up Main to Siding ; Main
6 , Point
Up Main and Siding ; Main
7, Signa
Up Main
; 8, Signa Set Back on Up to Down
l Sidin
g sto Down
: 9l, Signal Up to Down
; 10s, Signal Siding to Down
: II,
Point
Main and Sidi l
Over : 13 , Signal Down Main to Siding ; 14, Signal Down Main to Up Main ; 15, Up Main Advance Signal ; 16 , Up Main Starting
Signal; 17, Up Main Home Signal ; 18, Up Main Distant Signal.

PLAN OF SIGNALLING ARRANGEMENT FOR MODEL RAILWAY STATION .

and receiving pins forming fulcrums for the bell
crank lever B , and the distance-link C, both of
which have pin -centres of exactly equal length .
D is the eccentric having similar lugs, and receiving
pins which attach it to the other end of the bell

crank and distance-link. E is the sleeve connected
to the bell-crank lever, and is moved along the
shaft by a hand -lever operating a forked clutch in
F . The eccentric is shifted from full forward to
full backward gear without altering the lead, and
its movement is such that in any position it remains

parallel to centre line of engine and at right angles

" B ." You will observe I have added a slip con
nection , which forms a direct connection between
the main lines ; also two trap points in the siding
to protect main line through working. This
scheme only deals with station " B ," and embodies
all Board of Trade requirements . - Yours faithfully ,

“ SIGNALLING."
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , I thank Mr. Caldwell Smith for his

letter, and I agree I have violated one of the chief

The above gear is the patent of Messrs. Mann

signalling rules in real practice by using the calling
on arm for shunting in both directions.
In the real practice of signalling such a plan of

and Charlesworth , Engineers, Leeds, which at the

using the arm for shunting over a road in both

to the crank -shaft .
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other, before shunting could take place at either end

directions might be mistaken by a driver, and an
accident result ; but with my system of electric
control this is quite impossible. The electric
current being switched in permits the passage of
the train , and the having a signal guarding the
road , and lowering on the current being switched

the permission of signalman in next box would be
needed to switch in main cable.
If signalman in box B switched in current to
permit shunting at A after A had done some shunting,

he might despatclt a train to B , when B had only
given his permission for shunting,and not for a train

in , is only to be representative of the real practice,
and is not required for actually controlling the
trains ; in fact, signal posts with arms could be
done without, but then , of course, it would spoil

to enter his section . Such a possibility would be
dangerous even in model practice, and to obviate
same the block section should extend between the
distant signal of each box only , the third rail be
tween the distant signal on one side of station
and advance starter signal on the other side

the realistic appearance of the railway, and this
I am strongly against ; and I advocate full signalling

of the track , as in the real practice, and as shown
by Mr. Smith .

The signals left out in my drawing (page 307,

of station being supplied by a separate main
cable to that supplying third rail in block

September 28th issue), do not affect the safe and

section. The advance starter signal should be

right control by electric signal, and as our track is

controlled by the homebox and the box in section
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FIG . 1. - DIAGRAM OF ADVANCE STARTING SIGNAL AND CONNECTIONS FOR A MODEL RAILWAY .
only about 60 ft. long and for experimental work ,
they were left out to save work . I omitted to
point this out in my first letter.

Our main - line track will be correctly signalled
as representative of the real track .
It is absolutely necessary to have the points and
signals correctly inter-locked in the box, but I did
not deal with this part in my first letter, as I did
not consider it came in the subject I was dealing
with , and space also would not permit.
I suggest that the advance -starter signal be
placed nearly opposite the distant signal, instead
of on the gantry , for the following reason :- In
my letter of September 28th I suggested a switch
in main cable be placed in each signal-box, and then

a system of block signalling could be adopted . If
this block section extended from one box to the

in advance , thus : A wire attached to the third
rail in block section is connected to a solenoid

working weight bar connected to arm of advance
starter signal, the return wire being attached to
running rail. The arm of advance starter signal
is also worked by wire from “ home box." Sup
posing it is required to send a train from home box ,
signalman rings up advance box, and if line is clear,
advance box replies accordingly , switches in third
rail in block section , and sets his signals in his

station section . Now the action of switching in
third rail in his block section supplies current to
the solenoid working weight arm on advance
starter signal post, and this is pulled down ; but
the signal arm does not fall, because it is still held
up by the weight arm worked from home box .
On home box pulling over his lever, however,
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and so raising his weight bar, the arm lowers, and
in so doing touches the contact A (see drawing), and
completes the circuit, supplying current to solenoid

working the switch supplying current to third
signal. Directly either signalman withdraws his
permission the arm flies up to danger, and the
circuit to switch being also broken , the current in
third rail is cut out. The advance starter signal
protects the line behind it by placing it where
shown on drawing. I thank Mr. Smith for his offer
of complete locking list, and should be very pleased
to have same. - Truly yours, William E . WEBB.
Harlesden
rail between home gantry and advance starter

, N .W .

The Society ofModel Engineers.
(Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication.)

London .

THE usually monthly meeting of the Society
was held at the Holborn Town Hall, Gray's
Inn Road , on Monday, October 23rd, the
chair being taken by Mr. D . Corse Glen at
eight o'clock, and about seventy members and

visitors being present. The minutes having been
read
and approved , three gentlemen were elected
members,

and Messrs. J. C . Taylor and S . L .
accounts for the past year. The Chairman also
announced that better accommodation had been
obtained at the Holborn Town Hall for the storage
of the track and other apparatus belonging to the
and during the evening the members of
Society,
the Track Committee shifted the goods to the new
premises,
A very varied assortment of articles were brought
by members for inclusion in the Rummage Sale ,
the whole comprising 52 lots. The quality of the
goods was considerably in advance of former
occasions, and practically the whole were disposed
of by the Hon . Sec., acting as auctioneer, to the
satisfaction of both buyers and sellers. The
Treasurer and Messrs. Greenly and Hildersley
rendered the auctioneer much assistance in the
speedy disposal of the goods. The only exhibit

Solomon were appointed auditors for auditing the

apart from those in the Rummage Sale was Mr.
Blankenburg's M . E . loco, which was shown
under steam on the track, its performance showing
good workmanship .
The meeting terminated at 10 .15 p .m ."
FUTURE MEETINGS. -- It is particularly requested ,
in view of the special business to be transacted ,
that allmembers who are within reasonable distance
of London will make a point of being present at
the Annual General Meeting, to be held on Thurs
day, November 16th , at the Holborn Town Hall .
It is also requested that members will exhibit speci
mens of their work freely on that occasion .
HERBERT G . RIDDLE, Hon. Sec., 37, Minard Road,
Hither Green , S .E .
POROUS CASTINGS. -- To make a porous casting
air and water-tight, prepare a saturated solution
of copper sulphate, mix with it an equal quantity
of commercial nitric acid . Dip the casting into
the solution, or pour it over the casting on all sides,
and let stand for a few hours.
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Queries and Replies.
(Attention is especially directed to the first condition given belon
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope " Quen
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct suljects should be written 011 different slips, on
one side of the taper only, and the sender's nameMUST b . in
scribed on the back. ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied
and corre
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, Queries
for
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (notpost-card )
should invariably be encli sed. (4 Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a trw days
must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . ( 5 )
Correspondents who require an answer inserted in this column
weeks
should understand that
s in thibefore
plieclapse
eeReplies
ericofmust
lumthe.
Ou
)some
Allinsertion
. (6 The
thiss co
column
Reply can be published.
should
be
addressed
.
(6
)
All
Oueries
be
guaranteed
cannot
itor THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26 - 29, Poppin 's Courtto
Th
Editor
Thee Ed
Street, London E .C .)
Fleet
Thefollowingare selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently: ( 14, 298 ] 15 - watt Dynamo. T . R . B . (Warfield ) writes : Will
you please be kind enough to answer the following query : I have

bought a casting of undertype dynamo said to be 40-watts. I
enclose a scale sketch . Can you tell me how much wire it will want
and what size to get 10 volts , and as many amperes as possible ?
Armature, 8 - slot drum , fields connected in shunt.

We doubt if you will get more than about 15 watts out of this
dynamo, exceptat an excessively high speed , which is not desirable .
eight coils round, two in each slot, connected to an 8-section com
mutator ; wind field -magnet with No. 24 gauge s.c .c. copper wire
,
about 6 ozs. on each core, both coils connected in series with each

Wind the armature with No. 25 or 26 gauge s. s. c . Copper wire ,

C

avery 292/

FIELD-MAGNETS FOR 15-WATT DYNAMO .
other and in shunt to the brushes. Get as much wire as you can
on to the armature, about 3 ozs, will be the weight required : wind
the field coils to a depth of 1 in ., run at a speed of 3,000 to 3,500
r.p .m . ; test it with a 10 -volt i-c.-p , lamp. If it lights this well,
then try others of larger candle-power until you reach the utmost
output ; the volts can be adjusted by running at higher or lower
speed .

Secondary

“ Powerful Shocking Coll ”

for
(14,777]
in Handbook No. u . W . T . (Dorchester) writes : I have been
reading “ Induction Coils for Amateurs ” published by you , and
note
in Chapter 3 “ How to Make a Powerful Shocking Coil,"
that you recommend 4 or 5 ozs. of D .c.c. copper wire for the primary
winding ; but you do not say how much tois required for the"
“ try my hand
secondary winding. I am rather anxious
at this coil, but, being my first attempt in anything electrical,
I shall be greatly obliged if you will iníorm me ( 1) How much wire
(by weight) will be required for the secondary winding ? ( 2 ) Whether
single cotton -covered or double cotton -covered is recommended ?

You also state that each layer of the secondary winding is to be

thin waxed paper. (3) Does this mean paper
covered by a layer
that
has been dippedof in paraffin wax ?
(1) Wind until the bobbin is nearly full. (2) About | ib . of No. 36
will do, D .C .C . ( 3) Yes .
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( 14 ,327] X -Ray Screens. A . St. A . (Glasgow ) writesthe:
if you would kindly answerx -ray
I should be very much obliged can
I make an efficient
following questions : - (1) How
I once made one by mixing with
?
tungstate
calcium
with
screen

on x-rays
your new book hypnotist,
useless. (2 ) WhenDr.will
gum , but it was
Can you
be out ? to(3) pass
Is he using high
? public
arm the
. sparkhowinto hisBodie,
a 6 -intellme
manages
frequency or induction coil current ? (4 ) What is the best book

on experiments with induction coils ?

(1) Paint a sheet of clean cardboard with gum water, or, better
still , with a solution of celluloid in amyl acetate. While still wet

dust the calcium tungstate over out of a muslin bag, and leave

tofinddry.convenient.
Adopt anyNote.
method
of mounting or framing which you
- !f amyl acetate is used you must be
quick , or the solution will dry , amyl acetate being very volatile .
Remember that both celluloid and amylacetate are very highly
inflammable. ( 2 ) We hope early next year. ( 3) Dr. Bodie , we
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of sections does not matter in the least. ( 3) It is absolutely

necessary to soak the secondary wire in paraffin wax , as per the

of a 4 - in .
our Handbook for the construction
instructions given in some
of the excellentdirections given in back
coil, or as per

spark of THE MODEL ENGINEER by several correspondents.
numbers
(14,704) Model Boller. F. B . B . (Liverpool) writes · I
have a piece of copper tube, 12 ins. long by 5 ins, diameter, which
I should like to make into a vertical boiler . ( 1) How many tubes

a gas-ring, how far should bottom of

and size ? (2) If fired with
be from gas-ring ? ( 3) Would it be better with a firebox
boiler
if same burner is used ? (4 ) Would it keep a in . by 7 in . high
? (5 ) At

a 10-watt dynamo
speed engine going in order to drive
present the tube is in the form of a horizontal boiler with a 2- in .

furnace tube and y-in, cross tubes, and is fired with an " Etna "

believe, uses ordinary high frequency discharges, such as are
2

described in the series of articles by Mr. R . P . Howgrave-Graham
in THE MODEL ENGINEER. Mr. Howgrave-Graham will shortly
describe how a 6 - in . spark can be taken to the body. (4 ) " The

Induction Coil in PracticalWork," by Lewis Wright.
( 14 ,6801 " Simplex " Dynamo Failure. C . W . (Peter
boro')
writes : I have inade a dynamo of the “ Simplex "
pattern, from castings supplied by a firm that advertises in the
M . E ., and I wish to ask you a few questions concerning it. It
bas a Siemens H -armature,wound with No. 24 S.C.C. wire, and field is
wound with No. 22 s. c .c . It gives a good shock when driven at its

proper speed ( 3,000 per minute ), and also sparks at brushes. When
I put a 2-volt lamp on it gave a red glow . I then put a 4 -vclt
motor
it made
sparkthenat motor
brushes,
work it.on , and
A 4 -volt
lampitwas
connected
, and but
it litwould
that,not
as
well as a 6 -volt lamp ; and when the 2-volt was tried again , it gave

during the last
they refer
to testing
usingby small
dynamos.
Try few
givingissues
your; motor
armature
a spinandround
hand
when the dynamo is trying to run it.
(14,749 ! Cells for Small Electric Lamps. 1. H .
( Thornaby -on - Tees ) writes : I am thinking of fitting up a 4 -volt
1matter.
C.- p. lamp
in my bedroom , and should like your advice on the
As I do not want to go to any more expense than I can
help,
I
have
thoughtof
using three Leclanché cells in series if they
will light one of the Universal Electric Supply Co.'s 4 -volt it c.- P .
loop
pea
lamps
of
high
efficiency, but what do you recommend ?
I shall want to use it for half-an-hour at once, so I think they will
want to be quart size cells. Could you tellmewhat gauge insulated
wire would carry the current for this purpose from the battery
you recommend ; also would ordinary bell switches do ? Could
you alsofromtella me
what Leclanche
gauge insulated
will carry
the current
safely
four-cell
batterywirecharging
a 4 -volt
pocket
accumulator,
and
also
if
a
bell
switch
will
do
for
closing the
circuit ?
Leclanché cells are not suitable for lighting a lamp, except for

8"—

good contact.
ordinary
doesis not
well
when
supplying Ancurrent
to a shunt-wound
motor, unlessdynamo
the motor
verydomuch
Smaller than the dynamo. Read the articles which have appeared
in THE MODEL ENGINEER iunder " Lessons in Workshop Practice

-

Perhaps all your lamps are burnt out that is , you have unin
tentionally fused the filaments. The dynamo seems to be in order ;
perhaps you have the brushes either out of position or not making

3นอนระ223d47อุ30,

a good white light. It now fails to light a lamp at all, but still
gives a good shock and sparks well. Any advice will be of great
service,
failure. as this is my first attempt, and I do not want it to be a

I ñ

Flome quord

o olo o

you
momentary lighting, such as a watch night-light. We advise
to try a battery made of cells such as described in THE MODEL
ENGINEER for April 9th and 16th , 1903, or constant bichromate

IV of our Handbook No. 5.
pattern , as described incanChapter
be used also for accumulator circuit

Ordinary bell switches
Wire should not be smaller than No. 22 gauge ; this gauge

or any larger gauge ; also same gauge wire for accumulator circuit

(14,674)
W . please
(Bradford
Moor)
writes :Induction
I should beColl
muchWindings.
obliged if you S.would
en
lighten me by answering the following :- ( 1) For the primary
winding of the 6 -in . spark coil in your MODEL ENGINEER Series

No. 11, it gives 2 lbs. of No, 12 D .c.c, and in answer to my question
as to how many layers this required , you answered and advised me
todiameter
put three
is it ins.,
of thelayers.
ebonite Now
tube istheif core
ins., which
leavesand
1 in .the
all inside
round
the
core
for
the
primary.
Is
it
possible
to
get
three
layers
in | in .
space, and if not what shall I do ? ( 2) Is it quite necessary to
have 100 sections in the secondary winding, and would it make any

difference
sections--wire
say,is forusedinstance,
02
sectionsto? have
( 3) IfanNo.odd36 number
single silkof - covered
for the

secondary
s paraffin wax
insulation
necessary
?
(1) No : winding,
you will irequire
in, space
all round
to get in three
layers.
As
you
have
the
ebonite
tube,
we
advise
to wind two
layers only on the core as a primary winding, and you
see

how the coil
works. You may get just as good results ; it may mean
the
coil will take more current. Induction coils are peculiar that
:
experts differ as to whether two or three layers are best things
for the

primary, but you can safely try two. (2) No, the exact number

Query 14704.

SECTION THROUGH Model VERTICAL BOILER.
blowlamp, which keeps

pressure

engine going

with
30 lbs.?
full,
Would the vertical do theupsame
( 1 ) About fifteen tubes, t- in . diameter outside. ( 2 ) About
2t ins. between the top of the gas-ring and the bottom of the fire
distance will suffice for a Primus burner stove.
The sameunnecessary
box. firebox
is
( 3) A
, but if the ends of the boiler are cast,
you
may
a
allow
( A ) for the mud to settle in , as shown in the
space
sketch . The flame guard may be out of the solid tube, as indicated ,
or a separate structure. In the latter case, a greater length of
tubes and range of water may be obtained . (4 ) The heating
surface will amount to about 200 sq. ins. (gross ), and the boiler
should be capable of evaporating about 15 to 2'0 cubic ins, of
water per minute. This amount of steam should ( theoretically ) run
an engine with a cylinder 7 in . by k in , at a speed of 500 to 600
r.p .in ., and with a pressure of 50 lbs. at the stop valve. However,

this performance will not be obtained unless the steam is thoroughly
dry and the pipes lagged . To reduce cylinder and steam -pipe
condensation , the steam may be superheated by a coil in the fire
Without reckoning electrical losses, the mechanical efficiency
box.
of both the engine and the belt drive to the dynamo, which would
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reduce the total efficiency to about 35 or 40 per cent., the engine
would produce about 30 watts : 40 per cent. of 30 watts is--40 X 30 1200 12 watts .

100 - 100workmanship

reasonable

Therefore,
good
ought to find
engine with
the
and boiler quite capable of driving , a you
ro -watt dynamo.
Wenote
presume
by the present
, butdifference
that theretheis pressure
There isboiler
no loadmaintained
on the engine.
a vast
between
running
light
engine
loading
and
driving
dynamo
an
it
by
a
or other machine. When running light, the pressure of the steam
cylinder
will be much less than when the engine is doing
inuseful
the work
. We have no doubt that the above described boiler
will do much better than the horizontal one, if it is properly fired.

Trunk
(14,825)
J. P . L . (Paisley
writes
you Pistons;
: Would
your valuable assistance
also any
give objection
meCondensing.
with the)
following
Is
there
?
(1)
using
trunk
pistons
to
in a
model ? (2 ) Is there any advantage in condensing the steam
from a -in .boiler
bore ?by ( 13)-in Approximate
using
, stroke, double-cylinder
water-tube
pressure forengine,
above enginea
in a 2- ft. 6 -in . boat to give best results ?
( 1) Thc chief objection to trunk pistons in a model double
acting engine
is the large amount of friction absorbed at the
packed cylinder cover-gland. (2 ) No, unless you can maintain a
from the conder.sing.
will be what you can get
the boiler to maintain - (3)25 toThe30 pressure
lbs. would prove
quite high enough

vacuum by means of other power than that developed by the
engine. The engine should be a compound
to get any benefit

for all practical purposes.
writes :
Dalston)questions
A . D .theP. following
(14,860]be Locomotive
very pleased ifBoiler.
you will answer
I should
loco

for me. ( 1) What size boiler should I require (copper) for a
with cylinders if by 2 stroke, four-coupled driving
motive,
wheels 8 ins. diameter, 5 ins. between flanges ? ( 2) Which would
give the best results, a vaporising burner or ordinary fire for a
loco boiler , with firebox 5 ins. long, 21 ins, wide by 4 . ins, high ,
and four in , bore water tubes across firebox, six t-in . bore fire
tubes through boiler 10 ins. long ; diameter of boiler 4 ins ? If
vaporiser is the best, will you give me a sketch showing how to make

it, the ?spirit (methylated , petrol, or paraffin ) supply to come from
tender
( 1 ) The drivingwheels are very large for an inch scale model, and
therefore wewould advise you to increase the scale of the design
slightly, so that the boiler may be placed higher, and the maximum
diameter obtained . The boiler may be 41 ins. diameter, the
boiler centre being scale equivalent of 8 ft. 9 ins, above rail

the
tubes, & in . outside diameter. The barrel should be about my ins.
diameter. this dimension varying according to the design of the
locomotive. (2 ) An ordinary fire of good half-burnt coal or
briquettes would work as well as anything-- that is, if the water
tubes do not come in the way too much . However, the engine is
not over-cylindered , you should find that two 21 ins.if “ Primus "
silent paraffin burners work excellently. Methylated spirit is out
of the question . A petrol or benzoline burner could be designed
for the work , but would require a certain amount of experimenting
level. You ought to be able to get in at least twelve to fourteen
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Sparkto youCoil.if youA .willW .kindly
(14,808]
M . (Plumstead)
: I
shall
feel obliged
assistanc
give me yourwrites
in reconstructing my coil (primary, 4 lb . No. 14 D .C . C. ; secone
dary,
21 lbs. No. 34 s.c.c.,
core, 8 building
ins. long, I 4in-in, .,thick
condenser
tinfoil).54 sections;
intended
and;
purchased , 60thesheets
materials as perI first
your Handbook on “a Induction
Coils
" ; but when winding primary could not get on more than
1 lb . of wire, instead of the it lbs., asI required
for a coil giving ths
length
. lbs.ot
this,
I therefore
and wound the
secondaryof spark
with 21
No. 36lets .c it.c . goin at
sections , as suggested
54
by Mr. Pike in the M . E .of November 26th , 1903, thinking , perhaps ,
I should get at least 2 ins. of spark but with two accumulators
giving 8 volts , I can only get i-in . , have also tried bichroma
te
battery of 12 volts, but failed to get Iany longer spark .a If you will
kindly answer these few questions below , it would assist me greatly
and possibly lead to better results.
this quantity
primary wire do for a 2 -in . coil, or would( 1 ) aWill
finer kind be betterof?
If a finer one is more suitable , will you kindly
state gauge and
quantity ? (2 ) Have I too many sections on secondar
y (54 ) ?
If so , what would be a more suitable number
have tested
?
these for leakage, but find no signs, and the galvanomI eter
deflects
well when testing for continuancy. ( 3 ) How does the core compare
with
quantity
primary
the
wire
of
It
?
thickof,
is
8
ins.
long,
i
.
in
composed of 22-in . soft iron wire, If I have to use smaller gauge
wire,
will
this
please
core
do
say
number
?
Also
of
turns,
the
are now 138. (4 ) The condenser is composed of 60 sheets ofthere
foil, interleaved as instructed . Is this quantity enough or tin
too
many ? (5 ) When using mercury
interrupter there is a sound as
sparks

ofpoint passing,
but none show outside the coil. Would this
to a leak ? (6 ) When
using the coil I found it was allowing
over
amps,
3
to
pass.
Is this not excessive,
and likely to damage
accumulators ?
You
might
try
u
(
finer
gauge
a
primary,
on
do notof
think it will give better results. (2) No. Are youbutsurewe some
oppose
them
do
one
not
another
Core
?
(3)
correct
propor
is
of
tions. (4 ) Correct ; but you might vary its size and note results .
(5You
) No.can Run
apparatu
darkthat.
room , (6and) Not
s in a like
watchat all
sparks.
for for
often the
detect
a leakage
this
size of coil. Add more accumulators in parallel
take
if
you
too
heavy a current from them .
D . B ,forC .
(14,396 ) Winding
thinkingOvertype
) writes : Iforam Small
the field-magnets
of buyingDynamo.
(Todmorden
a small dynamo, and want to use a 12-slot armature if possible.
Could you tell me what gauge ofwire and weightwould do for same,
could light
a small lamp or run a motor for a model tramcar ?
thata Isketch
soI give
of the field -magnets,
Wind armature with No. 23 gauge D .s.c . copper wire, get on as
much as you can , about 6 Oms. will be wanted
; wind field -magnet

2"

with to obtain the best results,
( 14.870 ] H . - P . of Engine for 2 , 000-watt Dynamo.
E , B . (Wolverhampton ) writes : I should be pleased if you would
tell me what h .- P . engine I should require to drive a Kapp type
dynamo of 2,000 watts at 100 volts 20 amps., at full load . Dynamo

has plain drum armature.

About 4 h .- P. Certainly not less than 31 h.- p.
PetrolMotor
Cylinder.
(14,903]writesCooling
T. A . to(Stock
drive
bridge)
a cycle motor
of rigging-up
: I am thinking

dynamo. I fins
thought
acovering
do notwant
for cooling, butwith
to useanda fankeeping
with flannel,
a conof
through allit moist
tinual driptheofwater.
my back numbers,
I have looked

but
do ?not see anything on the subject. Do you think it would
answer
This would not be a very convenient or practical method to

adopt. The flannel would gradually get burnt on the inside, and
carbonised . The steam generated would also be a
become
nuisance,

Solenoid
(14,904]) writes
for LiftingwithSmall
G . C I.
(Sheffield
experimentalS.work
: In connection
someWeights.

require a small inexpensive means of lifting a small weight (4 ozs.
to

distance of in , for one second or so at a time. Can
ozs.
I do6 preference)
so by) ameans
worked from a battery (Leclanché
of a solenoid done,
for
If it can wire,
be lengthI shall
for dimen
sions of parts , ?diameter
andbe grateful
of
other particulars.
If it is not possible to do all I want, how, near all
can I get ?
bichromate . A solenoid
Leclanches are hardly suitable ; usediameter
and

about i -inWind
would doof this.
. with aboutwork100 ityards
in a
bobbin
aboutMake
it ins.corediameter.
of No. 24 S . W .G . wire. Apply 8 volts pressure for good large
bichromate cells. Some experimenting may be necessary, and care
ful adjustment required .

Query 14396

FIELD -MAGNET FOR OVERTYPE DYNAMO .
with No. 22 gauge s.c.c. copper wire

depth

say about 1

lb
of fin .,
to a
wire on each core, join both coils in series with each other and in
shunt to thebrushes, run atabout 2 ,800 r.p .m ., and testwith a ro- volt
lamp ; the volts can be adjusted by running at a higher or lower
speed. For particulars of connections,method of winding armature ,
etc., see our Handbook No. 1o .
(14,661]

Wioding Armatures
- pole Dynamos.
writes : I haveforthe 4 castings
of a 4 -pole

)
(Birmingham
E . W . B . dynamo
armoured
and the stampings for the laminated cog arma
laminations
but
have 28 slots in them . I was reading a
ture , the
book on winding armatures for 4 -pole dynamos, and the author
were
cogs
that
not the combination for this type, but
said
28
should
be either 26 or 30. Is this correct ? Can you tell me which
publication I can purchase which will deal with the type of dynamo
I mention ?

between the number of slots in an armature and the
The relation
number
of poles in the field-magnet of a dynamo is determined
by the type of winding to be employed . There are considerations
designing large machines which would not
to be toregarded when
need
be held when dealing with very small machines, so that
unless you wish to go thoroughly into the matter, you would find

the system illustrated on page 36 ofour Handbook No. 10 , Fig. 49 ,
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suitable
for a small dynamo with 28 slots ; the winding would be
from slot i to slot 8, and then continue right round the armature,
using 28 coils wound two in each slot, connected to a 28-section

commutator,
be cross-connected
which ifshould
as in the diagram
; or if thissections,
two brushes
are to be usedto opposite
is not
done, you would require to use four brushes and cross connect

opposite
brushes. A good book on the subject is thatby Messrs.
Hawkins and .Wallis.
(14,798]
Watts
0 . S. (Limerick)
per candle
-power.to theJ.following
be thankfulfor
writes : I would
an answer
queries
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included being rare and of great historical interest. Mr. Baker
has marked all the items at reasonable figures, and we have no
doubt that many who see this list will be tempted to add one or
more volumes therefrom to their collection . The price of the list
is 3d ., and its number (232) should bementioned when ordering.

New Water Motor.
which The Universal Electric Supply Co., of 60, Brook Street,
The illustration given herewith represents the new water motor

(I ) Re Query 13,561, March 9th , 1905. Reckoning 3'5 watts
per
64 amp.
c .- p ., 200 by 16 by 3'5 equals 11,200 watts ; reckoning
per 100 volts , 16 c.- P . lamp equals 12,800 watts. How does this
) Is it isright
occur,
3.5 watts
voltagesis right
? If ?not,(2 what
righttoforreckon
different
C.-P . forandall which
voltagesper?
( 3) I have a house wired for 130 volts' supply - will the samewiring
do if the voltage is changed to roo ?
( 1) This is merely a slight variation of the estimated current a
It is has
lamp
3'5 watts
per c.- P .
always
takes. a(2)margin
using the
same (130-volt)
beensafe
left toforreckon
( 3) Provided
wires for heavier current.

The News of the Trade.
{ The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and material
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being
required or accepted. The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
mitted
,
the goods are notof sufficient interest to his
• Rovicios
distinguished by the asterisk havereaders.)
been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.
Lathes for Amateurs.
We illustrate
amateur's Street,
4- in . centre
made by Mr. G herewith
. Hallas, anShaftesbury
Alloa, bench
N . B . Jathe
The
capacity of this tool is a piece of work 22 ins. long, 8 ins, diam
eter, or if ins. diameter in the gap. It is fitted with sliding and

surfacing
motions,
independently
of the leadand-screw
, whichhaveis only
used
for screw
-cutting.
Both headstocks
slide-rest
ad
justments
for
turning
tapers.
Castings
of
this
lathe
are also sup
plied, and any part can be machined if required . Mr. H

THE UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY
CO.' s NEW
WATER MOTOR .
C .-on - M ., Manchester, are selling. The motor is specially made to
drive small models, and is supplied complete, coupled with a
domestic
water
fits on atto any
tubeturning
rubber
and jointing
it revolves
tap. By
high speed
a very
on thecuptapwhich
taking very little water,
and will light their Novelty dynamo bril.,
liantly, if coupled to same. It is a perfect model of the Pelton
wheel.

Co-operativeTransfer.
Society, of 51, Summer Row ,
The Model Engineers'A Business
Birmingham , has been taken over by
Carson
light atworkthe,
engineers
on byforthem
and will & beCo.,carried
their
as
as
well
above
address
work.
Mr. James
The principal of the new firm is own
engineer
an
of
,
Carson
many
years'
rience, ex-member of the Council of expe
Civil
Engineers, Ireland , who will give his per
soaal
attention
to
details,
design,
and
general production ofhigh -class work. the

New Catalogues
and Lists.
W

URUBU

Omnum
UM
OTTENDED
MIRTS
UN
UNITED

Messrs, W . J . Bassett - Lowkeand
Co. , Kingswell Street, Northampton .
- This firm 'are issuing their new season 's
catalogue in sections, the first of which

(Section A ) we have just received. This
in itself is a substantial list of 140 pages,

and is devoted to stationary engines ,
steamboats, racing yachts, locomotives ,
coaches, rails , points , accessories, and
electrical goods. Among the new intro
ductions we notice a series of model
machine
tools , some improved designs in
MR. G . HALLAS' AMATEUR'S BENCH LATHE.
model
destroyers,Great
Easterntorpedo
, South -boats
Westernand, and
American ex
makes
a
3
by
4
gas
engine,
suitable
for
driving
the
above
lathe,
press
locos,
new
patterns
in
rolling
stock
and
permanentway,
a
L . N . W . self- contained electric loco, and a number of other attrac
which is supplied either in castings or made up. A list of prices
tive
novelties.
The
locomotive
section
is
very
strong,
and
a
very
stamp.
a
of
will be sent on receipt
large
models are illus
both miniature
clockwork
steam andrailways
" Railroadiana . "
trated assortment
. Owners ofofindoor
will find considerable

title Mr. Edward
the aboveBirmingham
Under Street,
Baker, aof most
14 andinteresting
16 , John
Bright
, has issued
84-page
of
catalogue
books,
maps,
pamphlets,
guides
,
and
tables, connected with railways and railway history. All time
our
who make a hobby of collecting railway and engineering
readers
literature will find this list well worth perusal, many of the works

interest in the list, which will be sent post free for 4d.
The Audley

Engineering
Co ., Newport, Salop. --We have
giving prices for various sizes of the Audley
received a leaflet
parallel vice , suitable for modelmakers ; also the Audley machine
vice for parallel or angular work.
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The Editor's Page.
AT the recent Edinburgh and Midlothian Indus
trial Exhibition there was a very good entry
A
in the section devoted to mechanical and
electrical appliances and engineering models, and
the competition for the prizes offered was very keen .
Our own contribution to the prize- list, in the shape

of a MODEL ENGINEER Silver Medal, was the object

of much friendly rivalry, and two very strong bids
for this distinction were made by Mr. J. A . Lind ,
of Joppa, N . B ., and Mr. A . J. D . Harris, of Enfield
Lock respectively, the former showing a working
model of a clever electrical advertising device, and
the latter a beautifully-made model of a horizontal
undertype engine after the design published some
time back in this journal. Both these exhibits
appear to have possessed exceptional merit in the

opinion of the judges, and we have thought well to
give a Silver Medal to each . Wehope to be able to
give full particulars of both models at an early date .

In our last issue we announced a prize competi
tion for the best letters on the subject “ How The
MODEL ENGINEER has Helped Me." Will those

who have not seen the announcement please refer
to page 432 for particulars ? We shall look for
ward to a very interesting batch of communications.
Answers to Correspondents.
A . E . M . (Karachi). - Many thanks for your useful
note , which we shall be pleased to insert.
(Leytonstone ). - - Sorry we cannot use your
contribution. The information has been pub .
lished many times over. .

W. H

P . S. B . (Clacton ). -- The article which appea re in
our issues for May 14th and 21st, 1903 (Vol. VIII),
“ How to Photograph a Model," will repay you
for reading .
A . M . (New Cross, S.E .). — Please adhere to the con
ditions of our Queries and Replies Department.
G . T. (Brockley). - The locomotive engravings you
require can be obtained from this office for 3d .
each , post free.

Notices.
an exhibition where open classes were arranged .
He states that his model was returned to him
with some parts missing, some parts damaged ,
and the whole smothered in dust. Some of the

to have the experiences of others in this connec

so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
, payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
annum
Order.

Advertisement ratesmay be had on app'ication to the Advertise
ment Manager
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.

All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer," 26 -- 29, Poppin 's Court,

and all new apparatusand price lists, & c., for review , to beaddressed
Fleet Street, London , E . C .

All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer , 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Mrshall & Co., 26 - 29 .
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .

Sole Agents for Usited States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123. Liberty Street, New York , USA , to whoin
all subscriptions from these countries hould be addressed .
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tion , either as organisers of such competitions or
ing and forwarding exhibition n odels, or on other
points, may be forthcoming which may be of
assistance in minimising or eliminating any future
troubles of the kind referred to.
as exhibitors. Possibly some suggestions on pack

all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be cleariy written on one side of the paper
only,and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
reinuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
of
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do

+ +

accessories had been packed loose in the case, so
that they had knocked against the enamelled por
tions of the model, and had so damaged its appear
ance. Further than this, he had evidence that his
model, while on show in the exhibition , had been
exposed to the careless and ignorant handling of
any passer-by who cared to meddle with it. An
experience of this kind is, of course, a very unsatis
factory and annoying occurrence, and we can fully
sympathise with our correspondent when he says
that it is hardly worth while exposing valuable
models to such risks. At the same time, we are
inclined to think that the case we have quoted is a
somewhat exceptional one, as we know of a num
ber of cases where similar models have been sent
for exhibition and have been returned to their
owners intact and in perfect condition. In any
case, exhibitions of this kind do a large amount of
good in promoting the art ofmodel-making, and it
would be a great pity that such happenings should
be allowed to mar their prospects of securing good
entries. The matter is one in which a number of
our readers are interested, and we should be glad

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on

:::::::::::

While on the subject of exhibitions, wemay give
space to a complaint we have lately received from
a reader who entered his model for competition at

THR
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A Watchmaker's Ingenuity.

Fig . 1. - MR. CHARLES C . GOODMAN'S INGENIOU'S MODELS.
THE model horizontal steam engine with vertical
1 boiler, illustrated herewith , was built by Mr.
Charles C . Goodman, watch and clock
maker, of Chalfont St. Giles, Bucks, nearly forty
years ago. It possesses unusual interest inasmuch

of a variety of miscellaneous articles, none of which
were even remotely connected originally with the
purpose to which they are now put.

In the year

1868, the task of overhauling the clock in the tower
of the Parish Church at Chalfont St. Giles was

as nearly every part of which it is comprised has

placed in Mr. Goodman 's hands. At that time, the

seen service in some totally different capacity to

that for which it is employed in the model ; and the

clock had only a single hand , but this was removed
in the course of the renewals , and the customary

most ingenious use has been made by the builder

arrangement, having separate hands for denoting
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the hours and minutes, was substituted in its place.

piece of metal, and has nothing in the way of

As a result of this change, the wheel which had been
used for carrying the single hand of the clock was
dispensed with , and, together with several other
parts, came into Mr. Goodman 's possession, being

bearing brasses or means of adjustment.

converted by him into a flywheel for his model
then building, after having done service as part of
the clock since 1710 - a period of 158 years. The
teeth were stripped off to form a smooth flange
surface , and in place of the original rough brass
arms, four in number, eight spokes, made from
pieces of 1-16th -in . diameter steel wire used
in connection with clock -making, were intro
duced . A brass castor, which had belonged to an
old -fashioned mahogany table, was pressed into
service to form the boss of the flywheel, a suitable
keyway being cut for securing it to the shaft. The
cylinder consists of a piece of brass tubing , with
flanges soldered on at the ends and then turned up
in the lathe. It is lagged on the outside first with
a layer of felt and brown paper, and finally with
strips of wood cut from a cigar box , the whole being
secured by two copper bands about 3-16ths-in .
wide .
The double guides were cut out of a piece of
sheet brass about I- 10th -in . thick , Alanged out
wards at the bottom , and secured by screws to
the baseplate, which is also of brass,held down on
a platform formed of a solid oak block resting

The crank is of the disc type , and was originally

one of the “ ounce " pennies coined in George III's
time, the last of which disappeared from currency
many years ago . This penny-piece, or disc, is pinned
to a wheel from a grandfather's clock which had
seen over 100 years' serviceat the date of themodel

being completed , viz ., in 1869. At the time, Mr.
Goodman thought he might possibly be able to
drive another wheel or some easily moved
mechanism from this clock wheel attached to the
crank , but the idea was never carried into effect.
The main shaft consists of a piece of t- in .
diameter steel rod , used in connection with the

work of clock -making, and the eccentric is formed

of solid brass taken from an old clock. the strap
being also of brass in two halves, held top and
bottom by small screws. The eccentric-rod is a
piece of steel wire of the same size as that used
for the spokes of the flywheel, the valve spindle
being brass wire, and the valve itself of solid brass
filed into the required shape. The piston in the
cylinder was originally a drill stock or ferrule
used in the watch -making trade for drilling with
bow and gut, and afterwards turned down in the
lithe to the proper size. The governor is driven off
a pulley on the main shaft by a piece of violin
string,and for the balls two bullets were used , holes
being drilled through them for the arms to pass
through . Levers connect the governor with a throttle
valve placed in a box, on the pipe just above the
steam chest at the side ofthe cylinder and a stair
rod eye of the ordinary pattern is used for support
ing the rod carrying these levers, whilst a second
eye is employed as a bracket for the governor.
A disc is attached to the main shaft on the out
side of the flywheel for driving a feed pump in

connection with the boiler supply. This disc was
originally attached to the
pointer of an old -fashioned

barometer long since dis
used . The barrel of the
pump, which is about f-in .
bore, was formed from the
cartridge case of a repeat
valves were fashioned out

ing rifle, and the pump

of odd pieces of metal

filed into the required
The air vessel used in
connection with the pump
originally did duty as a
shape .

button on the uniform of
a page boy in the service
of a well-known county
family , and although it
is true that the piping
between the pump and
the boiler, and also that
for the steam to he
cylinder, was bought speci
Fig . 2. - VIEW OF BOILER, ENGINE, AND BLOWER.
ally for the model, it re
mains to be said that
upon a mahogany bed plate. The connecting-rod ,
one of the unions was formed out of part of a
discarded telescope of cheap quality .
which measures 2 ins. between centres, was made
The boiler, which is, as will be seen , of the
from the back of an antiquated pocket knife of
vertical type, is made of sheet copper riveted to
large proportions. It was filed into shape and has
gether. It stands 8 ins. high , and has a diameter
flat sides, whilst being rounded off at top and
of 4 * ins. There is a central flue measuring 2 ins.
bottom . The big -end is fashioned out of the solid
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in diameter, and at a point near the base a cross
which may be removed for examining the tube.

water tube is provided , having an outside cap,

The cap was made from a brass name-plate
has a weighted lever, and the weight used
was originally the pendulum of a French

taken from an old hand-saw . The safety valve

clock of great antiquity ; whilst the pressure

gauge, which is mounted upon

the top of

the boiler, had seen many years' service as a Geneva
watch before being put to its present use. When
allapting this for the purpose, the escapement was
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Quite recently Mr. Goodman has converted an
old -fashioned sewing machine of the pattern largely
used some twenty -five years ago, and known as the
“ Little Wanzer machine, into a radial drilling
machine for use in connection with his calling of a

watch and clock maker and repairer.
The
needle
pulley
means

shaft and pinion originally employed for
have been removed , and by attaching a
to the shuttle shaft and driving off this by
of a piece of leather lace over two pulleys

giving the necessary vertical movement to the

above and from there to a horizontal pulley on the

Fig . 3. - MR. CHARLES C. GOODMAN's Novel Radial DRILLING MACHINE.
entirely removed , but the centre wheel pinion was

retained and now carries the pointer. A series of

vertical needle bar, radial motion is obtained in
place of the original vertical movement used

small springs and levers, ingeniously arranged , con

for the needle.

trols the movements of the pointer. The gauge is
mounted on a pedestal formed from the shank of
an old -fashioned door handle. Toe water gauge is
formed from a piece of glass tubing from a barom

shaft is made of wood ; those above are of

eter supported by two brackets from an old brass

used for its legitimate purpose, viz ., as a pulley on
a blind roller. A lever for regulating the pressure
on the drill has been formed out of an old electro
plated toast rack , and the machine will drill holes
up to 1 in . with ease in brass .

candlestick .

A blower is provided alongside the flywheel, and

this is driven from a transmission shaft near the
boiler. The blower contains a small fan with four

The pulley on the shuttle

brass, having been

part of a

grandfather's

clock over 100 years old ; whilst the horizontal
pulley on the needle bar was for some long time

blades, and the ends of the drum are comprised of
portions of an old Dutch clock , the trunk being
made of zinc and the complete device mounted upon
brackets fashioned out of pieces of thin sheet iron.

It should be added that Mr. Goodman never
had any mechanical training whatever ; also that
his only opportunity for acquiring a knowledge of

The engine and boiler are mounted upon a large
mahogany bed plate, on the underside of which are
four wooden door handles, one at each corner, The
bore of the cylinder is in ., and the piston stroke

agricultural engines, and that except for the
occasionaluse of a small lathe, all he had to depend
upon in his model making were the tools used in

1 ins. The flywheel is 6 ins. in diameter.

connection with his trade.

the principles of steam engine construction were
restricted to a casual observation of the working of
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contributionswill be paid for on publicarion , 11 desired , accos
Ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should beu .

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

Electro -Plating for Amateurs.
By G . VAN DYKE .

quite clean , and then polished, after which they are
rubbed over with a'cloth and some very fine pumice

cyanide, in bulk about one-quarter of that used in
decolourising. The solution is now made up to
2 quarts with water, and will be found to give a nice,
even deposit of copper, with an electric pressure of
3 . 5 to 4 volts.
Silver -plating. - Iron , lead, pewter, zinc, and
such metals must be coated with copper before
silver can be deposited on them ; this is done in the

alkaline copper bath already described , and they

Having finished washing the precipitate, slowly
add to it a solution of potassium cyanide until all
the precipitate is dissolved . An excess of potassium
cyanide is now added - about as much as was used

in dissolving the precipitate - and the solution made
up to one quart with water.
Substitute

copper for

copper ploting

tery

Suspension
rod

Piece of

good silv
TOEST

powder ; this just roughens the surface enough to
give the deposit a good hold . The articles are now
dipped in a boiling potash solution (4 Ozs. of
American ash dissolved in 1 ! pints of water ), to
remove all traces of grease. After this final clean
ing, the work should not be touched with the hands.
Articles, before being placed in the hot potash
solution, should be hung on the wires on which
they are to be suspended in the plating bath , as all
is thus avoided ;
handling after the potasli cleaning
they should then be held (by the wires) under
running water for ten minutes to remove all traces
of potash . Try some experiments with pieces of
scrap metal before undertaking any important.
work , as you will thus save yourself some trouble
Do not be in a hurry to take the articles out of the
plating bath , twenty minutes to half-an -hour being
required for a good deposit ; this depends some
what upon the size of the article. During the de
positing it is well to turn the article around several
times, so as to present the different sides to the
silver anode.
Copper being the easiest process, I therefore take
the
it first. For depositing copper on most metals,
well-known copper sulphate solution will not do, as
it yields on simple immersion a loose coat of
copper , due to local electro -chemical action , and
thus renders further deposits liable to peel off.
The solution which will give the best general
results is madeas follows : - Dissolve 4 ozs of copper
sulphate in 12 ozs. of water, and add strong am
monia solution until no more green crystals are
precipitated . Now add more ammonia , and keep
on stirring until the green crystals are re-dissolved ,
giving an intense blue solution ; then slowly add
a strong solution of potassium cyanide until all the
blue colour disappears, leaving a clean solution .
To this is added a further quantity of potassium

cipitate to settle, and then pouring off the water .
Repeat six times.)

er

itself, and it will brush off in the polishing.

Before starting to plate, the articles must be made

filling the bottle with water, shaking, allowing pre

reeccer
et

As there have been many queries in THE MODEL
ENGINEER on the subject of electro -plating, the
following notes may prove useful to readers :
Beginners will do well to carefully read the
following general remarks before attempting any
work, as they are essentials to any success. Firstly ,
all things to be plated , either with copper, silver,
or, in fact, any metal, must be absolutely clean
this is the sine qua non of electro -plating. The
least bit of grease or dirt will prevent the deposit
attaching

directly on brass, copper, German silver, nickel,
and such metals. The solution used for silver
plating is made as follows : - Dissolve oz. of com
mercial silver nitrate in 8 ozs. of water, and slowly
add a strong solution of potassium cyanide solu
tion until no more white precipitate is thrown
down. The liquid is now poured off, and the pre
cipitate carefully washed . (This is best done by

ALWA

[ (eaders
are invited to contribute short practical lems for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepied

are then treated as copper. Silver can be plated

le
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Article lo
be silver

plored

ELECTRO-PLATING APPARATUS.

This solution , with an electric pressure of 2 to
4 volts, will give a good white coat of silver in
twenty minutes to half-an -hour : use 2 volts for
large articles, and 4 volts for very small ones. If
more solution is required , it is only necessary to
double ali given quantities.
The silver thus deposited is dull, and must be
polished . On flat surfaces this can be done by
burnishing with an agate burnisher ; but although
giving a good and lasting surface, it is a tedious
process. By far the best way is to use a revolving
scratch brush ; but for those who do not possess
a buffing machine, a hand scratch brush is very
good. The finer the wires the better, and quick ,
light strokes should be taken . After scratch brush

ing or burnishing the articles are polished with
ordinary plate powder. I give a sketch showing
how the articles may be suspended in the plating
bath (either copper or silver).
If accumulators be used , which I strongly ad

vise, it is important that the positive (or red )
terminal be connected to the piece of silver hanging
in the bath , and that the negative (or black )
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termin al is connected to the article to be plated.
It Bunsen cells are used , the carbon terminal takes
the place of the positive terminal of the accumu
lator.
The above solutions are not text-book formular ,

piece of spring steel wire which is carried part of

but are the result of actual experiments, and have

Adjustable Grooving Tool.

the way around the pegs B , against which it should
raised up .

press fairly tight, so as to hold the pegs when

given good results under my own manipulating .

By " SREGOR."
The accompanying sketches illustrate a design for
Method of Making Small Brass Washers.

a special adjustable tool for forming grooves. The

By FRANK LODGE.
To make small brass washers, set dividers
! - 16th in . over size of finished washers, and mark out
on sheet brass, of the required thickness , as many
squares as washers are wanted . Centre them and
drill holes. Then with hacksaw cut down the lines.
Place as many as convenient on a mandrel the size
of hole, iso as to hold them in line. Grip them in
vice and file off the corners. Place them in pairs

A Toper adjusting bolt

Slot

on a tap (say the hole is 3-16ths in ., then the tap
must be 3- 16ths in .), and clamp with hexigon nut
on each side ; then turn them up between centres,
using tip wrench as carrier. In this way both

AN ADJUSTABLE GROOVING Tool .

turning and chamfering can be done at one opera

tion. If it be desired , two pairs or more may be put
on at once and smaller washers placed between the
pirs, so as to allow each pair to be chamfered .

I might say that a friend of mine adopted the
abovemethod recently , and turned out sixty washers

in one evening's spare time.

A Method of Fixing Pegs to Scribing Block .
By “ Scribo .'

I very useful attachment is shown in the accom
pinying sketch for distance gauging and various
other uses. A represents the block or base of an

hico

disadvantage of a solid tool which is required to
cut a groove a given width is that, after being used

a short time, the cutting edges get worn down, and
the tool fails to cut the required width . The ad
justable tocl here described can be kept up to size
by screwing up the taper bolt as shown in side view
of the tool. Thi; tool is only necessary, of course ,
in some special cases, when it is inconvenient to
rove the tool bodily sideways, and should only be
used as a finishing tool to just skim up grooves
to correct width ; but the idea embodied in it
can easily be extended to other tools of different
design. The slot as shown in the views allows the
side of tool to open out when the taper bolt is
screwed up by the nut. The slot can be readily
formed with an ordinary hacksaw , as it is not
strictly necessary to be exactly central; but it must
be cut long enough to ensure sufficient spring on
the sides when the bolt is screwed up.
A Hint on Core -making.

By A . E . MARKWICK ,
Readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER who find
difficulty in making cores suitable to ensure solid
gunmetal or brass castings of the cored class,
should try cores of dry bath brick . This material
can be obtained cheaply enough from any oilman 's
stores, and is easily sawn or filed to the shape
required . It is suitable for cores the size of the
brick or anything under.

ly his recent Cantor Lectures on Pens, before

the Society of Arts, Mr. J. P . Maginnis stated that
at the works of Messrs. De la Rue the workmen
employed in making the gold pens are required to
wash their hands and faces before leaving the
premises, with the result that something like

Fixing PEGS TO SCRIBING BLOCK.
existing scribing block at the edge, and at a suitable
distance apart are drilled two holes, in . diameter.
Into these holes are fitted two pegs shown at B B .

The length should be about it times the thickness
of the base. C is ank-in screw with a rather large
head , around which, in the manner shown, is a

(150 to $ 200 worth of gold is recovered per annum .
He also stated that in the works of the Waterman
Pen Company in the l'nited States a similar rule
is enforced , producing about 90 dols. worth of gold
each month . The clothing worn by the operators
is the property of their employers, who burn the

girments to ashes for the sake of the gold -dust
they carry .
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The Cyclopædia of Applied

Electricity .
THIS important and extremely comprehensive
1 guide to applied electricity has
recently been
published by the American School of Corre
spondence, at the Armour Institute of Technology,

Chicago, U .S .A . In all there are five volumes, con
taining a total of about 2,500 pages and over 3,000
illustrations, and handsomely bound in red leather
and cloth ,with gilt lettering. The ground covered
is generally as follows:- Part 1 : Elements of
electricity , measurement, electric wiring and in
stallation of machinery , telegraphy. Part II :
Dynamo electric machinery and storage batteries ,
electric motors for machine driving. Part III :
Electric lighting, electric railways , general prin

ciples of power station design , and management of
currentmachinery and power distribution . Part V :

dynamo electric machinery. Part IV : Alternating

Telephony. It will be seen from this brief synopsis
is covered , and in a work of this magnitude it has
been possible to give a full and adequate treatment
of each branch.
The work is not addressed to the technically
educated specialist, and for this reason all of the
descriptions and explanations which it contains
have been simplified to the utmost possible degree
consistent with a thorough presentation of the
subjects treated . Higher mathematics have been
entirely omitted , and the subject matter of the
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School of Correspondence in teaching thousands of
electricians. The work is, in fact, the outcome of a
most successfulmethod for the education ofthe busy

man. It will be found ofmuch value to designers,

constructors, and operators of electricalmachinery,
and as it covers every department of electricity
thoroughly , its use will save frequent search among

scattered text-books on electricity.
To those of our readers who desire to have such
a reference book (or who wish to make a serious .
study of modern American electrical practice ), we
can cordially commend these carefully prepared
and explicitly written volumes. Their preparation

must have entailed a considerable amount of labour
and thought, but we have no doubt that they will
be appreciated by many, apart from the regular
students of the particular school from which they
emanate. They are being offered at a special
introductory price of $ 18 the set, payable in instal
ments. Full particulars and prospectus may be
obtained on application to the College , at the
above address.

that practically the whole field of electrical practice

work is explained in simple language in connection
with a large number of diagrams prepared especially
1or the text. The half-tone engravings are ofmuch
interest, as they illustrate all of the elec

A Simple Model Locomotive.
By E . F . OLLIFFE.
EREWITH is shown a photograph of a model
locomotive I built during the winter evenings
of last year. It is very similar to the " Simple
Model Locomotive ” described in these pages some
time ago. It differsby having six wheels, closed cab,
and coal bunker. The length over all is 164 ins.,
breadth over footplate 43 ins., gauge 21 ins. The
boiler has a working pressure of 35 lbs. per sq . in .,
and is made of solid drawn copper tube 1- 16th in .

trical machines and apparatus made by

the prominent electrical companies in the
United States, and therefore acquaint the
reader with the types of apparatus used in
current American engineering practice.
The assistance of many eminent spe
cialists has been obtained in the prepara
tion of these volumes, among whom may
be mentioned Prof. F . B . Crocker, of

Columbia University, Prof.William Esty.
of Lehigh University, Prof. D . C . Jack

NCR

son , and Prof. Geo. C . Shaad , of the

University of Wisconsin , Prof. Louis Derr,
of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech

nology, and many others — all of whom
have prepared special articles and aided
in the collaboration of this work . All of
the standard works of technical literature
have also been freely drawn upon in the
preparation of these volumes.
As these books have been designed for
text-books a great deal of attention has
been given to practical examples, and each volume

is supplemented with a list of review questions by
means of which thereader can test for himself the
knowledge which he has acquired of the subjects
treated.
The usefulness of the Cyclopædia as a reference
book is augmented by the addition of a subject

index contained in the fifth volume. The practical
value of the work as a whole is great, as the Cyclo
pædia embodies the various electrical courses
which have been successfully used by the American

Mr. E . F . OLLIFFE'S MODEL LOCOMOTIVE.
thick , and measures 9 * ins. long by 21 ins. diameter
and has cast gun -metal ends screwed in with
16 3- 32 ds in . screws (eight each end ), and has two
longitudinal stays 5 - 32nds in . diameter . There are
four water tubes 3-16ths in .outside diameter. The
downcomer was worked up from a casting, and is

screwed and nutted on the inside of the boiler ;
the whole being sweated with soft solder. The
fittings include safety valve (which is on the lever
principle,with the weight in the cab), bib cocks and
steam tap, which acts as regulator. The dome is
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a dummy, turned out ofwood . The funnel is built
up from brass tubing, having a band of brass sol
dered round each end, and after being turned and
painted you could hardly tell the difference from
a worked -up casting . The cylinder is a double
action oscillating, 1 in .bore by i in . stroke, working
on a balanced crank , and driving it in . diameter
wheels. The steam block is screwed on to the
right-hand frame, which brings the spring to the out

side, and thus allows of easy adjustment. The
buffers are turned out of hard wood , but have a
brass face, and rods passing through the centre of

each screw them to the buffer boards. The roof
of the cab is made to lift off, thus giving free access
to the regulator, etc. It wasmy intention to couple
the wheels , but the restriction as to turning,and the
extra friction involved , led me to abandon the
idea .
The steam is superheated by the steam pipe
passing through the fire-box . The engine is enam

elled green , with chocolate frames, being picked
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The Latest in Engineering.
A Chaland-Buchet Motor Boat. - The toat,
for Colonial rivers, and is propelled by a paddle

which we illustrate below , is specially constructed

wheel driven by a Buchet motor. The paddle
wheel is so arranged that when the boat enters into
shallow water , the boat can be placed to any angle
by means of the mechanism that adjusts the posi
tion of the paddle -wheel, which can be raised or

lowered according to the depth of the water.
Hospital Cars . - The Prussian Railroads have
eight hospital cars , as we may call
them , to be stationed at different places in the

ordered

country for the transportation of people too ill to
sit up, and requiring the attendance of doctors and
nurses. Each car has a sick room with bed for the
patient and reclining chairs for attendants, opening

A CHALAND-BUCHET MOTOR BOAT.

out with a thin black line. It works very satis - l into another compartment also provided with a bed ,
factorily, and well repays for the time and trouble
spent on it.

Gas PRODUCTION. - In New Zealand, gasworks
producing 2,000 ,000 to 3,000 ,000 cubic ft. annually,

average 10, 500 cubic ft. per ton of coal carbonised ,
without an exhauster. The excellent bituminous
coal, for which the country is famed , contributes

largely to good all-round working results, and
nothing below 12,000 cubic ft. per ton is considered
a satisfactory yield in any well-equipped works.

and a servant's compartment. All the appliances
likely to be needed in a sick room are provided and
conveniently at hand. One of these cars can be
ordered at any station , on the purchase of twelve
first-class tickets for the route over which it is to
go . The first of the eight has recently arrived at
Charlottenburg , a suburb of Berlin , where it will

be stationed .

New Electric Gantry at Durban. A note
officially inaugurated a few weeks ago in the

worthy addition to the harbour equipment was
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shape of a large gantry and traveller for the
purpose of carrying and stacking concrete blocks.
Hitherto a goliath was used , but this required the
labour of fifteen men, and took nine hours to convey
its burden 1 ,000 ft. The new mechanism lifts a
20 -ton block ,carrying it 1,475 ft. in three minutes
and forty seconds. It has been constructed locally

by the Victoria Engineering Works, at a cost of

£13,000, and has proved highly satisfactory. It is
driven by electricity at a cost of a halfpenny a ton
of concrete carried .

Locomotive Watering

Arrangements. —

As is well known, a phase of locomotive working
which universally presents more or less serious
difficulty is that of water supply for locomotives,
and in this connection it is safe to state that the
varying degrees of hardness of the water at the
numerous watering depots constitute a bete noire.
For the benefit of those readers who are not ac
quainted with the nature of the difficulty brought
about by the extended use of hard water we woull
remark that if (as is unfortunately generally the
case) the water contain more than 8 or 10 grains
per gallon of chalky matter, the boiler tubes and
firebox plates become furrel so rapidly , and to
such an extent as to reduce their conductivity on
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How It Works.
1.-- The Electric Arc Lamp.
By A . W . M .
THE term arc is used by electricians to mean
an electric spark produced between two (or
more ) conductors carrying a current, par
ticularly when such a spark continues for an appre
ciable time before becoming extinguished . The
spark which takes place between the points of an
induction coil discharger, however, is not usually
called an arc, because it consists of a series of inter
mittent sparks, each lasting for only an exceedingly
small amount of time, though the spark effect pro
duced when a Wehnelt break is used is so volum
inous that it might almost be called an arc.
The term arc originates from the shape which
the spark assumes, particularly when the direction
is horizontal ; for instance, a long, steady discharge
between a pair of points would not proceed in a

straight line from one to the other, but would assume
a curve bending upwards, something of the shape
indicated by Fig. 1, approximating to an arch
or arc of a circle ; the greater the distance between
the points the more curved will be the discharge.

Fig . 1.

the water side. The result is overheating of the

plztes on the furnace side, seriously affecting dura
bility and the cost of repairs, besides somewhat
reducing the steaming power of the boiler.
This inconvenience is appreciably diminished

Arc

by the use of artificially softened water. The
process adopted , as many know , is to provide
water -softening plants at the sites of water troughs,
etc. There are severalsofteners now on the market,
but the general idea is to add to the water precipi
tants of a softening nature , such as lime and caustic
soda, removing the sediment by settling and filtra
tion , and then conduct the softened water as re

ill

Arc

quired to the troughs, or water cranes, as the case
may be.

The GreatWestern Railway, acting on the advice
of the locomotive superintendent, have recently
authorised several installations. Three are already
in operation in connection with water troughs - . .
Capacity

(Galls. per hr.).
Allermaston (Berks & Hants Line) . . . 10 ,000
Fox's Wood (Nr. Bristol) . . . . . . . . . . .. 20 ,000
Goring (between Reading and Didcot) 20 ,000
The results so far have been gratifying, the hardness
being reluceion an average about 1o degs. Plants
are also being installed at -Capacity
(Galls . per hr.).

Severn Tunnel Junction .. . . . . . . .. . . . 30 ,000
Reiding
Southall

.......

. . 15,000
. . . . . . 10 .000)

-- G . I .Ri. Vlag .

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY. - The Marconi Wireless
Telegraph Company has decided to erect a large
station on the west coast of Ireland. It is hoped ,
by constructing a new station covering a larger area
and of greater altitude, to obtain more satisfactory
results.

Fig . 2.
A very long high -tension arc would take a form some
thing like that shown in Fig. 2, accompanied by
some flame. The electric arc was first shown in

1801 by Davy , who used charcoal points ; though
carbon points are always used in modern arc lamps,
an electric arc can be produced between n .etal
points, the arc taking different colours and charac
teristics , according to the substance used ; both

continuous and alternating currentcan be employed .
The temperature of the arc is very high, being
approximately 2 ,500 degs. Centigrade.
The electric arc lamp is a device for holding a
prir of carbon rods in such a way that their points
are kept a certain distance apart, or within the
smallest possible variation whilst the arc is burning.
The conditions are complicated by the fact that

whilst a short arc can be kept going by a com
paratively low voltage, it requires a very high volt
age to start the arc across even a very small gap
between the points : it would be necessary to have a
pressure of, say, 2 ,000 volts to make an arc jump
across a distance of about I- roth in . ; also as
the carbons are gradually consumed it is necessary
that they should be moved towards each other at
the same rate as they are burned away, or else the
arc would lengthen and finally go out when the
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clistance became too great for the voltage employed .
The longer the arc the higher will be the voltage
required to keep it going. Thedifficulty of starting
can be entirely removed by bringing the carbon
points into contact first and then separating them as
soon as the current flows. This is called striking
the arc, which is drawn out between the points
as they are separated , and once started will continue
under proper conditions of working. All arc lamps
must perform the following operations : First,

the carbon points are made to touch as A , Fig. 3 ;
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ceasing as soon as the arc is shortened to the original
length . The lamp is provided , as a rule, with a
tension spring or other device by which the feeding
of the carbons can be regulated , so that the
mechanism will automatically readjust the length
of the arc at the right moment. The length of
the arc which gives best results has been
determined by experience, and if the lamp is in
order it will strike an arc of correct length to
start with ; if the mechanism is out of order
the carbons may not be sufficiently separated , and
the arc will make a hissing
noise, or they may be parted
by too great a distance, in which
case the arc will go out. The

controlling coils, whether acting
as electro-magnets or solenoids,

U

Carbons
touching

The orc
struck

Arc

lengthening
Fig . 3.

secondly, they are then separated as B ; thirdly,
they are made to approach as the points are con
sumed , as shown exaggerated at C .
There are many arrangements of mechanism
used in the various makes of arc lamps, but all of

usually work as one of three
systems. First, the coil may
be a simple series coil in circuit
with the carbons and carrying
the whole current which passes
through the lamp ; such a coil
would pull the carbons apart
at the moment of switching on
and strike the arc. As soon as
the arc had increased to a certain
length
its resistance would cause
Arc
the current to slightly diminish ,
the coils would lose power and
adjusted
allow the carbons to approach ,
the current would immediately
rise, and restore matters to the
adjustment obtaining when the arc was first started .
A second type would have a coil in series with the
carbons as before, but its function would only be
to pull the carbons apart and strike the arc, the

them perform the same operations. Almost any
lamp can be easily understood by reasoning its action
according to this explanation . It must be clearly
kept in mind that the carbon points are not touching
whilst the lamp is burning. It is quite possible
to produce a light which resembles the arc light
by keeping the carbon points in contact whilst

current is passing ; the tips becomeincandescentand
brilliant light is produced ; but this is not an arc
light, and no lamp is used under these conditions.
Themovement of the carbons is effected in nearly all
automatic lamps by the action of electro -magnets

or solenoids, which may pull clutches through
which the carbon slide, or release clock mechanism
or brake-wheels . An examination of any lamp

will reveal its action . The carbons usually slide
together by force of gravity, and either rest in
contact when the lamp is out of use or come into

contact as soon as current is switched on, according
to the particular mechanism employed . When
current is switched on the carbons are immediately

separated , if already in contact ; if not in contact
the mechanism permits the points to come together
and immediately separates them , the distance being
as a rule 1-8th in. for lamps in which the arc is
exposed to

the air - open arc, as it is called , whether
surrounded by a globe or not ; when not surrounded
by a globe it is called a naked arc. As the arc con
tinues to burn the carbon points are slowly con
sumed , the distance between them thus increasing.

Fig . 4.
feeding together of the carbons would be controlled
by a second coil wound with a very fine wire, and
connected in shunt to the arc. Under normal

circumstan this coil would not receive sufficient
increased in length owing to the burning away

ces
current to cause it to be effective, but as the arc

of the carbons more current would flow around
these coils, and finally at the right moment they

or feed mechanism to come into operation , and the

would become effective and bring the feed mechan
ism into operation . In somelamps theaction ofthe
fine wire coils is quite independent ofthe series coils ;

carbons are made to approach , the movement

in other lamps they act to magnetically oppose and

This lengthening of the arc causes the adjustment

an
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weaken the series coils, in which case they would be

called differential lamps. The third type of lamp
has no series coil, but only a fine wire coil connected
in shunt to the arc, and used for both striking the
arc and regulating the feed .
A type of lampwhich is now largely used is called
the enclosed pattern ; the idea being that if the arc
was burning in a vacuum there would be no con
sumption of the carbons, and consequently no ad

justment or trimming required . This method is
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by-pass wire. The constant-current system is
nearly always used as a special circuit for arc
lighting , and nothing else, such as a series of lamps
in a street or large building. Owing to the high
voltage employed (sometimes as much as 3,000
volts), there is danger in handling such a circuit.

The lamps or any other part should not be touched
The othermethod of working arc lamps -- namely ,
the constant-voltage system is that in use for
without taking due precaution to avoid shock .

ordinary incandescent lighting ; all arc lamps
system . The volts are kept at constant value,

used on ordinary house supply are worked on this

ins

UU

mon .

but each lamp used singly takes its own amount
of current, which may vary to some extent and be

of different value, according to the size and make
of lamp. Where the voltage is higher than that
required for a single lamp it is a common practice
to run two or more lamps in series, according to the
voltage available and number of lamps required ;
but the voltage is still kept constant and the current

may vary, though for each set of lamps in series
its value is only that required for one lamp, as the
current passes through each lamp. Fig. 5 shows a
single arc lamp burning off ordinary supply mains,
and Fig. 6 shows two sets of 4 arc lamps in series
burning off ordinary supply mains. Lamps having
Fig . 5.

a single regulating coil, whether shunt or series,

not new , as Davy carried it into effect in 1801,
but it is impracticable for commercial purposes, so
a compromise has been effected by enclosing the
carbons in a small globe, which , when the arc is
started, becomes filled with gases from the burning
carbons, with the result that they do not burn away

or having both shunt and series coils, are suitable

purposes, such as projectors for military and marine

so rapidly as when the air has free access to the

use, lighthouse lamps, spectacular and photo

This method is in use and convenient for certain
an

.
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arc ; the life of a pair of carbons being
about twelve times greater with equal
watts expanded in either lamp. Provision
is made so that the gases can escape if
the pressure becomes too great. The
length of arc in these enclosed type lamps

for use on constant voltage circuits. There remains
one other method ofworking an arc lamp, and that
is by using a single lamp with a single dynamo,
which should be either series or compound wound .

is greater than that used in the open

UD

UUU

is used , and the lamps are all connected
in series with each other, the same current

13.
.

current and the constant voltage systems.
In the constant-current system the circuit
is only used to supply current to a given
number of arc lamps ; a special dynamo

i

type,
about 4 in .
Therebeing
are two methods in use for 1 200
working arc lamps - namely , the constant k volts

passing through each lamp (see diagram ,
Fig . 4 ). The dynamo only gives a certain
amount of current, and by means of a
regulator keeps it at constant value, but
it varies its voltage according to the num
ber of lamps burning. Lampsof the two
coil regulating type must be used ; a
lamp having a single coil, whether shunt
or series, would not be suitable . The ob
ject of the constant-current system is that
the current being only equal in amount

to that required for one lamp, small

cables can be used, as they need to be only large
enough to carry the current for one lamp, but
the voltage must be equal to the voltage re

quired for one lamp multiplied by the number
of lamps. Each lamp is provided with an auto
matic cut-out, so that if any one fails to act it is
cut out, and the circuit restored through a large

FIG . 6 .
graphic lamps, etc. A battery could , of course,
be used instead of the dynamo.
Arc lamps can be worked with either continuous
or alternating current, but the lamp must be de
signed for the kind of current with which it is
to be used. A peculiarity of the arc is that when
continuous current is used the carbon which is con
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nected to the positive pole of the source of current,
and called the positive carbon , will burn away at
twice the rate of the carbon which is connected to
the negative pole ; if alternating current is used ,
the carbons both burn away at an equal rate.

1-NYPE
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When it is necessary that the arc should remain
at a fixed position , such as in lamps used for optical
purposes, it is necessary to feed the carbons towards
one another, so that the positive carbon moves at
twice the rate of the negative carbon if continuous
current is used , or else to use a positive carbon which
has twice the sectional area of the negative carbon .
(To be continued .)

Notes on Locomotive Practice .
By Chas. S. LAKE.
NEw MIDLAND EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVES.
EFERENCE has already been made in these
notes to the new series of express passenger
locomotives recently built at the Midland
Railway Company's Works at Derby, from the de
signs of Mr. R . M . Deeley, M . Inst.C . E ., loco
motive engineer, for working fast passenger traffic
on the main line. Engine No. 863, one of the new
series, is, by Mr. Deeley 's courtesy , illustrated
herewith , and , as will be seen , the 4 - 4 - 0 wheel
arrangement is employed in conjunction with inside
cylinders and a Belpaire boiler. These new loco
mctives resemble very closely those put to work in
1903 by Mr. S. W . Johnson, to which the title
“ Belpaire bogies ” was, quite unofficially , of course,
D

applied , on account of their being the first engines
to have that type of boiler on the Midland Railway .

Mr. Deeley has, however, introduced one or two
improvements over the original design . He has
provided a much more comfortable cab, with the
roof extending back over the front part of the
tender. The smokebox door is held secure by
means of six “ dogs " instead of by a central
fastening as usual, and the plan is said to very
effectually prevent drawing of air into the smoke
box . The drumhead type of front tube-plate, which
was fitted to the previous engines of this type, has
is somewhat detracted from by the huge figures
representing its number , which are set forth on
the sides of the tender. The numbering of loco
motives is, surely , only a means of identification ,
and has no interest to the travelling public. One
would have thought that quite small figures in
the usual position on the cab sides would have
sufficed for the practical purposes of the railway
company's locomotive department.

The leading dimensions are as follow :
Cylinders, 194 ins. diameter by 26 -in , stroke.
Coupled wheels, 6 ft. 91 ins. diameter.
Bogie wheels, 3 ft . 34 ins. diameter.

Rigid wheelbase, 9 ft. 6 ins.
Total wheelbase of engine, 23 ft. 51 ins.
Boiler - height of centre from rails, 8 ft. 3 ins.
diameter of barrel, 4 ft. 8 ins.

length of barrel, i ft.
Heating surface - total, 1,455.5 sq . ft.
Grate area , 25 sq . ft.

Working pressure, 200 lbs. per sq. in .

68 3

been replaced in the new series with one of ordinary
type. The appearance of the engine in its entirety
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The engine, without tender, weighs in working
order 53 tons 10 cwts. 2 qrs., of which 18 tons
9 cwts. 3 qrs. is on the driving axle and 17 tons
on the trailing axle . The tender weighs 41 tons

8 cwts. 3 qrs. loaded , and carries 3,500 gallons of
water .

“ News ” FROM AMERICA .

That usually accurate and really valuable journal,
makes, in its issue for October, what can only be
characterised as a most remarkable assertion.
In the course of an article describing the Vulcan
built Great Northern compound locomotive,
Railway and Locomotive Engineering, of New York ,

No. 1,300 , it is stated that the designs of this engine
ENGINEER , since deceased from specifications
provided by Mr. Ivatt." It is not said which it
is that has “ since deceased ” — Mr. Bodmer or
THE MODEL ENGINEER , but we on this side know
that it is certainly not the latter, for the journal
was never in a more flourishing condition than at
present. The writer is in a position to state, on no
less an authority than that of the Editor himself,
that the Mr. Bodmer referred to has never had any
connection with THE MODEL ENGINEER , neither
has anyone bearing that name ever been associated
with the journal.

“ were worked out by Mr. Bodmer, of THE MODEL

RECENT BELGIAN LOCOMOTIVES.
The writer has been favoured by Messrs. the
Société Anonyme John Cockerill of Seraing , Belgium ,
with photographs and particulars of two passenger
locomotives recently built by them for the Belgian

State Railways Administration , and exhibited at
the Liége Exhibition . Both are four -cylinder
compounds, but one is of the Atlantic type, with
separated cylinders, whilst the other has the
4-6
wheel arrangement, with the four cylinders

in line at the b gie centre, the high -pressure pair
being inside and the low - pressure outside the

r
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by Mr. F . W . Webb in his four-cylinder compounds
on the L . & N .W .R . The boiler is fitted with a
Cockerill superheater, which accounts for the some
what curious appearance of the smokebox. By
means of this superheater the steam is twice re
heated before passing to the cylinders. It enters
at the smokebox end and travels through a series

of pipes to a combustion chamber at the front ofthe
firebox tube-plate, then crosses to the outer side of
the boiler and through a second collecting chamber
and series of pipes to the smokebox end , and thence
to the cylinders. This locomotive has particulars
as follows :- Cylinders : H .- P., 14 : 17 ins. diameter ;
L . P., 24:41 ins. diameter ; piston stroke, 26 -77 ins. ;
coupled wheels, 5 ft . 101 ins. ; boiler : heating sur
face, 1894:1 sq . ft. ; superheater surface, 446 - 7 sq . ft .;
grate area , 32- 4 sq. ft. ; working pressure , 213 lbs.
per sq . in . This engine can also be worked either
simple or compound .

A VERY SIGNIFICANT ADVERTISEMENT.
The following announcement is at present appear
ing in the advertisement columns of the Engineer

and some other leading technical journals :
“ METROPOLITAN RAILWAY
LONDON .

COMPANY,

" For Sale, Railway Rolling Stock , comprising
41 condensing side-tank locomotives and 317 pas

senger coaches of first, second, third and compo
classes, being the whole of the remaining Metro
politan Railway Company's steam -driven rolling
stock , which is being replaced by electric traction ;
all in first-class working condition . For particulars,
apply , etc." And so the old order passes,making
way for the new . It would be difficult to point to a
more telling “ sign of the times ” than the above.

The “ Fortis " Vice Prize Competition .

frames.

The Atlantic type locomotive, Fig. 2, is a fine
looking engine, with a large Belpaire boiler, and is,
generally, of neat and symmetrical appearance.
The inside cylinders drive the crank -axle of the
leading pair of coupled wheels, whilst those outside
- the H .-P. - drive the second pair. The valve

motion is Walschaerts' throughout, with piston
valves, and the engine is equipped with Westing
house brake appliances and steam sanding gear.
The high -pressure cylinders have a diameter of
14 :17 ins., and the low -pressure 24'4 ins., with
a common stroke of 25.2 ins.
The coupled
wheels are 6 ft. 54 ins. diameter, and the boiler
which has an internal diameter of 4 ft. 10 ins.,
contains 139 2.76 diameter Serve tubes, 14 ft. 5 ins.
long. The total heating surface is 2 ,577 sq . ft.;
grate area 331 sq . ft.; and the working pressure
213 lbs. per sq . in . The engine can be worked
simple when desired for obtaining exceptional
power at starting and on severe grades.
The 4 - 6 - 0 type locomotive, Fig. 3, has, as
before said , all its cylinders placed in transverse
alignment below the smokebox. They, however,
drive separate axles, those inside operating the
cranks on the foremost coupled axle and those
outside the middle pair of wheels. In this engine
only two sets of valve gear (Walschaerts') are em
ployed for actuating the four piston valves, the

THE “ Fortis " Electrical and Engineering Com
pany, of Coventry , have kindly placed at
our disposal three of their vices, value 18s. 6d .
ros., and 5s. 6d., respectively, to be awarded as
prizes in a competition . We accordingly have
pleasure in offering these useful prizes for the best
three articles sent on “ An Amateur's Vice Bench ."
What is required is a working drawing of a bench
suitable for amateur use , with a short accompany
ing article describing its costruction and fittings
(tools not included ). The prizes will be awarded

to the designs which in the opinion of the Editor
of The MODEL ENGINEER are best suited to the
requirements of the average reader of this journal.

All entries should be sent to the Editor of the M . E .,
and should be marked “ Fortis Vice Competition.”
The latest date for sending in will be Dec. ist, 1905.
Novel USE OF MODEL Yachts - -Model yachts

communication between
were employed to establish trawler
City of Lincoln ,
the shore and the steam
which was wrecked in Newbigging Bay recently .
The wind was off shore, and after many attempts
a light line was conveyed to the wreck by means of

spindles of which are coupled together on each

a model boat. Communications having thus been
established , a stout warp was successfully hauled
on board the wrecked trawler, and six of the crew

side of the engine, similarly to the practice adopted

were brought ashore.
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High - Speed Engines.
By H . MUNCASTER.
(Continued from page 376 .)
A N excellent form of governor is shown in Figs.
31 and 32 ; this is known as the “ Aywheel
A
governor," not that it is essentially a part
of the flywheel, but that it is generally attached to
1 off cost

-

iron

Lt

-1

*

1

referring to Fig. 31. The flywheel is assumed to be
keyed to the shaft so as to bring the gear into the
proper position relative to the crank. Running freely
on the shaft is a sleeve (shown in detail, Fig. 33) ;
this sleeve is made with an eccentric boss, cast on ,

forming the seat on which the main eccentric works.
The eccentricity of the former is 7-32nds, of the
latter 13- 32nds. We may therefore alter the

travel of the valve so that it may be as a minimum
equal to the difference of these amounts, or as a
maximum equal to this sum ; i.e.,
= 16
The minimum travel =
The maximum travel = 1 + 1 =
It is, however, necessary that the eccentrics be
so proportionate that when the gear is operated the
centre of the main eccentric moves along a line at
right angles to the centre line of the valve rod (not
the eccentric rod ) when the crank is on the dead
centre ; to this end one of the eccentrics is made to
revolve with the crank, and the other in the con
trary direction .
It will be noticed that both of the levers are con
nected to the sleeve : this is to ensure their operating

together. The main eccentric is connected to one
52% " dis

2011. slee!

18 dict

Fig . 33.
the flywheel as a suitable means to an end. To the
arms of the wheel are pivoted levers that fly out
wards when the engine attains a given speed ,
determined by the strength of the springs, which
are adjusted to the required tension to balance the
centrifugal force. The levers are connected by

means of links to a compound eccentric, which is

I tooff- cast iron
- --

-- -

Fig . 35 .

10ff . steel

= =
- -23

=

FIG.36.

- - ---- *

of the levers ; the relative position of the eccentrics

is therefore fixed in regard to the “ spread ” of the
levers.
The exact amount of the centrifugal force is

rather difficult to calculate, and some experimenting
may be necessary to arrive at a correct estimate of
the strength of spring most suitable.

The size

given will be found approximately correct.

The various pins connecting the gear to the fly
wheel are shown to be fixed in bosses cast to the
arms of the wheel. If, however, the arms are fairly
substantial, these may be omitted , so as not to
demand a special casting, and the pin simply fixed
into the arms of the wheel.
The details of the gear are so clearly shown in

so arranged that the travel of the slide-valve is
altered without altering the lead of the valve, but
altering the “ cut-off ,” and also the amount of

Figs. 33 to 39 that no further description will be
necessary. It is very desirable to balance the
various parts as nearly as possible, as there is only
one lever connecting to the eccentric ; the opposite
lever is weighted to make up for the lack of balance
by filling in to the dotted line shown in Fig. 37.
The eccentrics are placed between the flywheel
and the main bearing, and no collar on the shaft

compression in the cylinder.
The action of the gear may be understood by

will be necessary, as the eccentrics may be held
between the brass of the bearing and the boss of

Fig . 34 .
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the flywheel, which is keyed to the shaft ; the
eccentric will not require any other fastening.
The demand for some form of automatic cut-off
gear on high -speed engines has practically ceased ,
owing to the better understanding of the theory of
steam expansion . Some time ago almost every

type of engine on the market was considered in
complete without automatic gear. The importance
ofsuch gears was greatly exaggerated , consequently
an idea prevailed as to the value of the automatic
gears as a means to the economical working of the
engine out of all proportion to the actual worth of

November 16, 1905.

engine is well up to its work, say, on a falling
To the uninitiated we may explain that linking
up means that the reversing lever is put a notch
gradient, or on the level with a good start.

or more nearer the centre of the quadrant, the

result being that the travel of the valve is shortened ,
and although the lead of the valve is practically

the same, the steam is admitted to the cylinder
during a correspondingly shorter period ; also the
exhaust is closed sooner, giving more compression
in the cylinder.

these contrivances.

To an engine running long periods without

the superiority of the cut-off over the wire -drawing
that takes place where the governor partially
closes the throttle valve. Many very important

points were overlooked , so that the conclusions were
quite inaccurate. “ A little knowledge is a danger
ous thing."
Where the steam chest is of comparatively
small dimensions the wire drawing is not so wasteful
as we are sometimes apt to think . If we consider

the case of a slide valve cutting off at about
stroke, we shall find that the crank will make
about one-fourth of a revolution before there will
be any demand for steam , and consequent with
drawal from the chest. During this period the
leakage past the throttle valves must have in
creased the pressure in the steam chest consider
ably above the average. Then there is the

TUUUUUU
JU

through a throttle valve is often misrepresented ,

Some time ago one of the engineering journals
gave an elaborate series of diagrams illustrating

16Tk

JUTTUU

service for engines employed for the direct driving
of dynamos is not desirable.
The effect of the wire-drawing of the steam

1 off - sleei
32 Thick
DINTINI

stopping it is desirable to simplify all working parts
as much as possible, and all complication in gears
is to be avoided , no form of trip gear should le
tolerated , and if a cut-off is permitted it must be
of a positive nature.
The introduction of Corliss and other gears into

1 screws

2 oft steel.
Fig . 39.
Fig . 38.
In the gear illustrated the effect is identical
with notching up, the eccentric being so arranged
as to give practically the same adjustment of the
valve travel, only that the work is done auto
matically by the governor.
As regards complications, there is not much
difference between this governor and the ordinary
governor in the amount of mechanism employed ,
or in the cost ofmaking .

( To be continued .)

A Pedal Boat.
By Eric LIDDELL .
it was constructed by my two brothers and
myself, although the idea really originated
with Mr. Pitman (of Pelton -wheel fame).
It consists essentially of a pair of cycle cranks
and pedals, keyed upon a short shaft 180 degs.
THIS boat is, I think , something of a novelty ;

22 "

o pins
Fig . 37.
“ cushion ” or steam compressed from the previous
stroke due to the early closing of the exhaust.
This should amount to as much as will fill the port
and clearance places up to the initial working
pressure. It will be seen, therefore, that there is
à considerable amount of expansion , and although
we may not obtain a theoretically perfect diagram ,
we certainly get quite a different one to that fre
quently used to illustrate this matter.
Those of us who have experience in locomotive
drawing will know the advantage of " linking up ”

as a method of saving steam during a run where the

apart,which also carries one of the two bevelwheels ,
a two-to -one bevel- gear transmitting the motion
to the propeller shaft, which is a straight rod of
wrought iron , 4 in . in diameter, and simply filed up at
the two bearingsmi.e., at stuffing box and at bevel.
gear end.
The thrust of shaft is taken up by a piece of angle
iron (see sketch ). Toe-clips are an absolute neces
sity , and using these, the “ intrepid mariner " can
drive the boat at a good speed , the while sitting
comfortably in the back seat, and having the rudder

lines over his shoulders. It will be seen that as the
driver sits facing the direction in which the boat
moves,he is quite competent to manage the boat by
himself, if need be. The screw -propeller is made
in (as far as I know ) an unusual manner, which ,
however, has its advantages. A large hexagon

nut was specially cast (solid ) and then drilled ,
and tapped to screw on end of shaft, this form
ing the boss of propeller. The blades are affixed
to this by short pieces of iron -rod , screwed at one
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end and hammered flat, and drilled with two holes

at the other, the flat end being riveted on to
blades and the other end screwed into boss, first,
however, putting a lock nut on. A blade is screwed
into every alternate face of
nut, and locked in proper
position . This arrangement
allows the blades to be set
to any desired angle, the ap
proximate angle in our case
being 35 degs., and diameter
of screw equals 83 ins. The
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A Model of tie Lifeboat “ Uraed .”
A MODEL of the small boat in which four men
crossed

the Atlantic last autumn was

propeller is now bodily screwed
upon end of shaft, and fixed

in position by a lock -nut.
The stuffing box is packed
with hemp, is of the usual
construction , and has never
given any trouble

The photograph shows the
boat, with my youngest
brother in her. To persons
contemplating a similar craft
I should advocate the use of
a higher ratio of gearing
SZV 4 to I, and a smaller
propeller. A lunch -pattern

Fig . 1 -- MR. ERIC LIDDill's PETAL BOAT.
I should motion, although not
also , uniform
would
flywheelgive
recently shown in the City by Mr. O . Brude,
a more
think,
her designer, and captain during the voyage.
essential. All parts are well painted to prevent
The boat is built of -in . steel plates, and
rust. The boat will carry three persons as maxi
is entirely covered in . She is perfectly ellip
mum load .
Toe clip

FIG . 3. - PROPELLER.

Wood fromework

Position of blodes
Wosher

SES

WWW

I Lock -nut

Ez

Boss
de Lockinut

Gunmetol

bearing

Thrust, token
up by ongle iron

.
Rivers
Fig . 2. - DETAILS OF PEDAL GEAR .

Length of boat (formerly an outrigger) equals

Rivets

Wrought

186-

Toe clip +

Lockinur

Sheel steel
To thick

To conclude, the boat is a complete success, and
any further particulars will be given that are re

tical in plan and side elevation , and circular in
cross -section , her length being 18 ft., and diameter
8 ft . The general appearance is similar to the con
ventional idea of a submarine, except that a mast
and sail are fitted forward . The boatcan be entirely
controlled from the interior, a conning-tower being
fitted for look -out purposes. There is no fixed
keel, but a deep centre-board , like that of a yacht,
can be let down when the boat is in deep water
and withdrawn into the hull when it is desired to
land . To further prevent rolling and to strengthen
the shell a broad wooden fender runs round just

quired .

above water-level. The boat has a double bottom ,

17 ft. 9 ins., beam (amidships) equals 3 ft. I ] ins.
Depth of boat amidships equals i ft. 2 } ins.
Byway of improvement I have thought of having
a metal plate at stern covering screw , and so helping
to keep same in “ solid ” water, and also to prevent

splashing. I recently towed a larger boat containing
four people, with two friends and myself in the
pedal boat, a distance of over two miles quite
easily .
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the lowest part of which contains fixed ballast ,

An interesting show of engines, dynamos and water

and provisions and water are stored in compart
ments in the double bottom and under the benches
around the interior. Forty persons can be accom
modated in the interior. The Uraed was launched
from the Aalesund Mechanical Works, Norway,
and started on her voyage on August 7th , 1904.
She remained a week at Shetland, and after a further
voyage of eighty -seven days, during which very
heavy weather was encountered , the crew landed
at St. John's, Newfoundland , subsequently working
the boat round to Boston. According to En
gineering, in view of her seaworthy qualities, the

motors is being arranged , and Mr. H . Osborn , of
Cross Street and Westgate Road , has promised to
send a collection of castings, fittings, and small
tools, which may be inspected , and , if desired ,
purchased . There must be many in the district
who, by joining the Society, could help others,
or have their difficulties discussed , and gain valuable

inventor has come to this country with the intention
of having boats of the type manufactured for ships'

castle.

lifeboats .

help for themselves ; and as thismeeting practically
favourable . Any prospective member can have
full information at the meeting, or from the Hon .

begins a new year, the opportunity to do so is very

Secretary, Thos. BOYD , 128 , Dilston Road, New

Practical Letters from our

The Society ofModel Engineers .

Readers.
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full

Reports
of meetings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
BNGINEER without delay , and will be inserted in any

par .
Nicular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual

date of publication .)

discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letter
may be signed with a nom -de-plume desired, bid the full

name and address of the sender MUST Invariably be attached ,

Though not necessarily intended for publication .)

London .
FUTURE MEETINGS. — It is particularly requested ,
in view of the special business to be transacted ,
that all members who are within reasonable distance
will make a point of being present at
of London
the
Annual GeneralMeeting,
to be held on Thurs
day, November 16th , at the Holborn Town Hall.
It is also requested thatmembers will exhibit speci
mens of their work freely on that occasion .
HERBERT G . RIDDLE, Hon. Sec., 37, Minard Road ,
Hither Green , S . E .
Provincial Societies .
Leeds. - On Tuesday, October 24th ,
this Society held its fifth annual general

The Power of Model Electrical Locomotives

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
an interesting photoit
DEAR SIR, - l send herewith
, who thought
Harvey

graph given me by Colonel

might prove acceptable to the readers of THEMODEL
ENGINEER. It represents the little electric car
described in TheMODEL ENGINEER forMay 11th last.
It was taken whilst hauling Master Robert Harvey,
who
is nine
old the
, and weighs six stone. The
car will
takeyears
him up
gradients i in 70 and on

the level start the load quite easily. - Yours truly ,
R . W . WRIGHT.

meeting, there being a good attendance .
The balance-sheet was read by the trea
surer, showing a balance of £1 12s. 6d .,
which was considered very satisfactory,
after the expenses incurred during the
last season of fitting the workshop to run
by power, and the best thanks of the
members present were given to Mr.Wood
head , who has contributed handsomely
in this matter . Members can now make
use of the workshop every night in the
week. After the annual report was read

by the secretary , the rules were read over,
but no revision was considered necessary .
It was proposed to get up a syllabus, if
possible, of subjects to be brought up or
papers read at each meeting during the
ensuing season. Several members pro
mised papers on various subjects. The
meetings are to be continued fortnightly as
usual, the dates to the end of the year A PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING THE POWER OF COL. HARVEY'S MODEL
being November 7th and 21st, December
ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE .
5th and 19th . The committee appointed
were Messrs. Woodhead, Stocks, Speke,
Dobson , Liddle, and Prince ; treasurer, Dr. Wear.
Finding Centre of Circular Work .
- W . H . BROUGHTON , Hon. Sec., 262, Carlton
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
Terrace, York Road, Leeds.
Tyneside. — The members of this Society extend
DEAR SIR , — I do not know whether the following
to all model enthusiasts in the district a hearty
method of finding the centre of a circular piece
invitation to their meeting on Saturday next, 18th
ofwork is known to many of your readers. Suppose
inst., at the Rutherford College, Bath Lane, at 7 p.m . 1 you have a circular piece of metal A B ; draw across
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it two straight lines ofany length (as long as they are
less than a diameter) CD, EF, bisect them ; and
at the point of bisection draw two other straight
lines at right angles to CD and EF. The point
where the two lines cut will be the centre. CD
А
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The
and a brass collar made to fit over the tube.
propeller, which is a casting, is 3 ins. diameter,
and has three blades, and is polished bright.
The dimensions of boat are as follow :- Length ,
42 ins. ; extreme breadth , 6 ins. ; depth , 8 ins. and
3 ins. The masts are wood , and painted white,
the rudder, like the prototype, is dark green ; the
hull is enamelled light blue, whilst the deck and

funnel are white, the latter has a red band, and a

FINDING CENTRE OF CIRCULAR WORK .
and E F are both chords of a circle, and the rule is :

The straight line which bisects the chord of a
circle at right angles must pass through the centre ;
therefore it is obvious that if you bisect two chords
at right angles the point of intersection must be
the centre . — Yours truly ,
ARCHIMEDES.

(A source of error would be occasioned when
finding the centre of, say, a circular disc, by reason

Fig . 2. - MR. W . A . CROFT'S MODEL STEAMBOAT.

bright brass tube in front to represent a steam
whistle. I have not yet decided upon the motive
power for this boat ; my aim has been so far in
getting her external appearance as near the proto
type as possible. — Yours truly, W . A . CROFT.

Islington, N .

of the impossibility of placing the point of the
dividers exactly on the points CD, E and F . To
provide a support for the dividers they would have

For the Bookshelf .

to be set in so much , and this amount would become
indefinite in practice. Wewould , therefore, always
prefer to make and use a centreing square or cal

[ Any book ra iewed under this heading may be obtained from THE
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26 - 29. Poppin 's Court ,
Fleet Stred , London , E .C ., by remitting the published price and

lipers, such as we have illustrated in our issues

of March

31st and April 28th , 1904. - ED.

M .E . & E .]
A Model Steamboat.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Having a desire to build a boat, I
decided to attempt one of the same pattern as the
Mogutia, which was described in an issue of THE
MODEL ENGINEER. I first made some drawings to

scale, then , after making paper patterns, marked
Turtle deck

Deck to Toke off

Wheel

Switch

Funnel
Most
FIG . 1. - DECK PLAN OF MODEL STEAMBOAT.

Most

the required shapes on to No. 11 B .W .G . zinc, cut
zinc tubing, which runs the whole length of boat.
The plates were soldered together , allowing for a
z -in . lap, and the joints were afterwards scraped
them out, bent and fixed them to a piece of {-in .

clean , and a very smooth job was made. A piece
of brass tube carries the propeller shaft, having a

packing gland, which is the brass end from a cycle
pump with a hole bored in it the size of shaft,

the cost of postage.]
PRACTICAL TRIGONOMETRY.

By Henry Adams:

London : Whittaker & Co. Price 29. 60. ;
postage 2d . extra .
This is the second edition of Professor Adams'
useful little work. It has been written for the use
of engineers, architects, and surveyors rather than
as a purely mathematical treatise, and it deals with
the uses of trigonometry from the point of view of
the professional man. We know of no one better
fitted than the author to write such a book , and the
fact of a new edition being called for proves that it

has been duly appreciated by his public.
Work (Half-yearly Volume), February to July ,
1905 . Vol. XXIX . London : Cassell & Co.,
Ltd . 45. 6d. ; postage 5d.
This volume contains special articles on “ How
to Test Electro- plating Solutions ” ; “ Building
and Fitting up an Engineer's Workshop " ; " Sail
ing Boats and Their Management ” ; “ A Cosy
Corner Settee " ; " Pipe Threads and Pipe
Failures ” ; “ Adjusting Tailors' Sewing Ma
chines ” ; “ Chemistry in Relation to Photo
graphy ” ; “ Construction of Motor-car Radia
tors ” ; “ Cutting Clock Wheels " ; " Building the
Frame of a Motor Cycle " : " How to Use a Print
ing Outfit ” ; “ Re- painting Road Vehicles. " It
also includes six coloured plates, and a host of
short practical articles on subjects of everyday
interest to landicraftsmen. It fully maintains the

standard of previous volumes.
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Queries and Replies .

in your but
issue theof September
Letter
, 1903,seems
a Practical
information24thgiven
on noticed
this subject,
to me rather
vague.
reads
we
nitrate
potash
It
:
If
add
of
little
to
the
“
a
ordinary solution ," etc., etc. And then goes on : - " The following

condition
especially
(Alteniion
first not
given belowthe
and noisnolice
complyingwith
will directed
be taken toof theQueries

ozs. about ofthe bichromate
in 2 pints
and add 6 ozs .
H2SO4." 4t What
of potash > Also I am ad
vised to use bichromate of soda . What is your opinion
? Is this
better than the ordinary bichromate of potash ? Will you also
give the chemical changes in the three solutions ?

directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be

marked on the top left-hand corner of the enveupe " Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should enclosed
be

in the same en " Prore.

Queries on subiects within the scope of this journalare replied to
by postunder
the following
Queries dealing
with
distinct subjects
should conditions
be written on( 1 ) different
slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's
b . in
scribed on the back . ( 2 ) Queries should nameMUST
be accompanied .
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre

spondents

recommended

keep

Queries

to
a copy
for
of their
reference. are( 3 ) A stamped addressed
envelope
(not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed. (41 Queries will be answered
as early as possible after receipt, but an interval of a few days

must usually elapse before the Reply can be forwarded . (5 )
Correspondents
column
answermust
insertedelapse
requiresome
in thisbefore
an weeks
who that
should understand
the
Reply
published.
insertion
Replies
column
can
be
The
this
in
of
cannotbe guaranteed. (6 ) All Queries should be addressed to

The Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26 - 29 , Poppin 's Cour',

Fleet Street, London, E .C .)

selected from the Queries which have been replied
Thefollowingare
to recently: -

nitrate potash

Dissolve

We think you will find

The

of

is to combine with the

give me a sketch of a model railway (

gauge)

2- in .
to go
round
a room 10 ft. square- a double track, if possible, one that
would be interesting ; and , if possible , the number of rails
, etc.
I should require ?

We append herewith a sketch plan , more or less to scale , of a
railway suitable for a room . With one terminus it is very difficult
to arrange a line which shall allow of the train starting from the
terminus, and after traversing a continuous track for a consider
able time,returning to the terminus to bemarshalled and despatched
again , unless the station portion is placed near the centre of the
room , as shown. In this plan it is possible for the train to go
either to the right or the left after leaving the terminus, and in either
case may be run back into the latter without difficulty. If the
station
portion is made removable

, thenis notwanted
the room may
put to,
other (workshop) uses when the railway
to bebeworked

Men

FIC O u
Down Signals

"Up" · Siqnals

00

S .W .G, ., and
ance

times : the bich

you

by
of
into the sulphate.
Model Railway Plans. F . S . (Leeds) writes : Will you
(14,8531
kindly

DOWN

silver or other high resistance wire of aboutNo. 38

may have it ohms per yard resist
Bichromate
9
16)
Cells.threeC .double
14,
H . (Syden
ham , S .E .) writes
: I am using
fluid
-volt
charge a done
12 amp.-hou
bich
r 4 three
te ,cells,
very well
whichto they have
accuroma
mulator

these

hydrogen , forming in the case of chromic acid (CrO2) a lower oxide
(Cr203). The latter is again converted excess sulphuric acid

zoea

can
for under normal con
ditions. 13) Yes. If the instrumentworked with
them once , it will again . It is probably a German

chromic acid used instead

the whole, as good a depolariser as sodium bichromate,
more
over, is easier to handle. It dissolves directly, and doesand,
not crys
on evaporation . A good electrolyte is made up of 12 Ozs .
tallise
chromic acid , II pints water, I pint concentrated sulphuric acid .
action all
salts
mention

ntity
tewash
nd ngs
e
these coils,
which appear
a mass of broken endst

a hopeless case for repairs. The wire is arranged
round studs criss-cross fashion . There are 86 turns
round the top pair , 51 ins. apart ; second pair , 8o
turns, 5 ! ins. apart : third pair , 80 turns, 4 ins.
apart. About 72 yds. Will this
be about right
resistance ?
(1) Yes. Possibly fields are getting circuit
a current. ( 2) By putting more lamps tooin heavy
than she supply current

water,

thatgetif good results. isThe former is , onof
bichromate of potash , you will

up

114,9151 Overloading Dynamo. J . K . (Pateley Bridge)
writes : I am obliged by your Reply 14 ,866 . One field seems all
right so far as the hand test goes,but the other is not so comfort
able. This particular field was found to have a broken wire when
first put in . The man in charge unwound , repaired , and rewound ;
but did the last so badly , a quantity of wire was
leftout. ( ) Is this the cause of extra heat ? Would
you advise re-winding ofa weethis field ? nigThe dynamo
has been running ove
k , each ht 5 to 11.
r
only four lights used. ( 2 ) How might the machine
be overloadel ? (9 ) The enclosed wire is taken from
coils of voltmeter (0 '30 - 140 volts).
thequaresistance whi
A
of
lim was fou amo

solution will give three hours' steady work , without polarisation ,

STATION

Il le naine how

Engine houd

Carriage Siding

solution being stored in a

romate not in use , and the cells
stoppered bottle when
dismantl
ed . On taking down the cells after the
third time of charging. I found a deposit of dark
red -coloured crystals covering the carbons and also
collected in the bottoms of the jars ; these crystals

sium bichro
were much darker in colour than potas
the carbons with
mate, and had to be scraped from colle
cted some of
a knife. I may mention that I
on a piece of sheet
the substance, and placed itdryin
On apply .
it.
inten
of
coppe
the
with
g
tion
r
mposed
ing the heat of a Bunsen burner, it decoWhat
colou
green
(
1)
turne
grass
a
to
r.
and
d
Fig .
this substance ? ( 2 ) Is it an indication that theis
solution
practically
exhausted
is
If
?
(3)
not,
how can I tell when the solution is nearly exhausted , as I put the
arcumulator on over-night, and I do not want the cells to fail
soon after putting on ? The charging current is about amp.
( 1 ) Probably chromne alum crystals which sometimes form when
bi hromate of pitash is used . If you use chromic acid instead of
bichromate of potash , you will avoid this trouble. ( 2 ) Your electro
lyte will turn a blue colour when exhausted . ( 31 It is often the
acid (sulphuric) which becomes exhausted first, however, and if
more is added the cell will probably resume work for some

time.
considerable
' 14 ,920) Depolarisers
for Bichromate Cells . following
T . H . M ..
(London ) writes : Once more may I ask your aid to the
Having six ordinary bichromate batteries in use nearly every day,

I have been reading up back numbers, et , to see what

best

is the
solution to use, from the experience of some of your correspondents
.

1. - PLAN OF AN INDOOR MODEL RAILWAY.
A double main line would offer sfewna advantages with this plan , as
cionalcross-over
unless " flying junctions " and a igfacing
from the down
can become
swould
to the up lines were used ; the signalling
very com

plicated . In the plan (No. I) the signals are arranged in such a
manner that the main (continuous) line can be used either as a

" down " cr an " up " linc. If it is desired to have quite simple .

but at the same
time good, signalling apparatus, thenSigral
we should
Nos.
advise that the trairis be run in one direction unly .Sidirgs
to suit
sbucting signals,
Orly bearranged
wouldcould
ther. also
1aconditions
, 2a , and of3aspace
convenient
positions
be
at
or
the main continuous) line. For a double line railway, we suggest
would need two termini--one within the con
ar.other
plan
This
.
tinuous lineofastheshown,
and theoutotherthe room
one
is a small. Trains
at the end
line leading
of the- ifroom
, as indicated
could run from one terminus to the other on up and down lines,
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convenient
amp.-hours.
.G .
12 Not
(3) Any
to 15necessarily
size, say, 20 S.Wseries
intended supply.
they are
, unless
(4)
suitable voltage
8 -volt to be run(6 ) inDepends
to run from
(5upon
) Notunknown
factors. (7) See above ; and do a little experi

and could be made to run races without fear of ccllision , cne train
leaving one station , the second train the other, each making somany
convolutions of the main line before proceeding to their respective
termini. The signalling. excepting that for the straight tranch

terminus, which may be practically the same as fer, the station

menting.

House
Engine
ce
fo

NOTES
Bridge shown
be arranged
to be removablemay
to span a Window
or other obstacle '
Signal Box may contain all

station signal levers
Gantry Signals Nos 24 to 29)
may be attached atone end
to the wall of Engine house

roads may contain
pit
aEngine
Tun nol arrang
ed to

is extremely great.
Truck for Small Model
14 .822) Radial
Locomotive,
" Loco ' (Edgware) rites : I have
coupled
7h-wheeled
G .R type Saddle tank.
2 -in . gauge, which I find. W will. not go round the

III

TNT

mask Terminal Stalion
TUNNEL

Winding
A. S. (Stamford)
(14,890)
again . I
writes
me bothering
: PleaseCoilexcuse
purchased
spark coil. Have
parts
have
1-in
.
a
of
completed the four bobbins for the wire to be
wound
: also have am iunable
lts, oftoNo.wind36 cotton
covered on wire. but I got
it yet.
get half way through a layer the first
as Ibeginning
'As soon
layer begins
of the
part then
slip .
of thecross.
some of the turns
and
I havetospent
weeks
over
been
three
hours
now
three
it
it
at
every evening. I have not a lathe, only ordinary
Would be better if I ran the wire
winder.
Would
am winding,
through wax , as Iittogether
more ?please
make
that
Can ? you give
it stick
me any instructions on winding ? I should be
friendswithout
most
is im
tell mea that
mywound
possibleobliged,
properit wind
for it asto be
m
i
ingYes.
machine.
o
b
g
j
h
e
u
c
l
t
tmuch simpler.
,
This wouldd make matters
however. Have you
to pull tooon tight,
Do
readnotourtryHandbook
?
the subject
Hot- air) writes
Engine
; Transforming.
H . S . (Norbiton
A . (14,8071
: Would
a motor drive
than it takes to
give more current
a dynamo
drive
the and
whole concern
, with good machines ?
Would
engine
motor
hot-air
Land's drive
a
like
a stern wheel Mississippi steamerMr.
, 3 ft. long
under ? If not, how strong engine and long boat,or
make one ?
to try towatts
as I intend but
wouldoutput
generated
be conof
( 1) Yes, less. the
siderably
That is, the
total watts
losses due to con
less by the advise
would be should
dynamo
en
version
hot-airpower
not n toa their
(2 ) We
gine, as. their
weight in proportio

Bridge

is

477

DOORWAY

fitting
railway. I am desirous
curves
ofmy
have ofremoved
truckwheels
at theattrailingend
athepony
coupled
this end. , and
Kindly give me a
sketch
radial suitable arrangement
of a suitable
We append
a sketch ofax!e-tex

a
away
will have
truck horns
Youwhich
of rear pony
carriedtoihecutoriginal
frameand
themain
indicated The

the

trailing coupled wheel

.
to
line
truck should
slots in thelongtopto ofallowthe ofradial
move.be
the maximum
Fic - ALTERNATIVE ARRANGEMENT OF MODEL RAILWAY TRACK . Sufhciently
ment required . The spring pins should be tapped
into a block soldered
shown,
is indicated on the plan . The
or otherwise affixed to the footplati and
are
a
few
notes
on
the signal of the first plan . Nos. I, iafollowing
between
3a
the
20
,
, 2 3, are starting
top of the truck frame and the spiral bearing ng,
signals for " down " and " up " roads respective, ly,
ib , 2b, and 36
catch spring.
spring shall not
washer
placed
should
in the
be
so that the
a
trains from either up or down
signals
diameter.
large

for
being the incoming
The
slot. The truck wheels may be as
as it ins.
lamp is shown in the sketch.
directions. The other signals around the continuous track are
junction
ordinary
simply
dis
signals. No.and18 , their
Spring pins faste ned GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF L'ONT
tants
of course, Bar to bass
Suto foorplate
her
station
home
TRUCK AND LAMP.
acting
a
as
wick )
signal, and Nos. 11 and belwe
Tubesenof Lamp
Slot
show whether any
12 to gantry
en for axle
signals are
of the
r No. 13 is
Query N°14822
whethe
or
off,
showing line clear. The
ground signal of the en
Firebox
gine shed road could , of
course , be substituted by a
Pivor Screr
sema
e on2a the
Spring
|
Nos.
signa]phor
andbrac
2. ket
In
plan No. 2 we find thatan
extra shunting arm for

for Pivot Screw

station road No. 3 (num
bered 3b) is required .
(14,886 ) Electric
Light from Primary
Cells.
J. L . (Reading
writes : I am
think

ing of making an eight
cell bichromate battery , as described in your book " Electric
manyevery
8-voltnight
H .E ?.
shouldlightlike? to( 2)know
Howhours
Batteries"
this I will
loop
lamps and
How (1)
many
will only be a short distance away. (3 ) What gauge
The
lamps
wire ? (4 ) Must I have all
lamps on at once ?
many 5 -volt lamps connected the
by about 4 yds. of wire (5in) How
all ?
of cells ? (7 ) How
with
charging
one
will
burn
they
long
How
)
(6 shall I have to charge the battery
often
(a ) while
using 8 -volt,

(6 ) while using 4 or 5 -volt lamps ?
small 1 or 2 C.- P .
uponor their
(1 ) Depends
lamps,
about two
three candle-power.
could be run inIf parallel.
(2) About

bina
Viu

four S6wiens 2
23/8 " 1
Accumulator
Pasting
H . M . (Inverurie)
(14,957]
writes
you kindly
following questions
: Would
answer the Plates.
I am
accumulator, and have your handbook on ? “ Small
old
repairing
an
Accumula
tors,"
but
intend
pasting
with
I
litharge
instead
precipitated lead ; but the plates when pasted are cream - colouredof
instead of grey. Is the solution of chloride of lime the sameas what
is used in bleach works ? Are the negative plates placed in chloride
When I paste the negative plates the paste swells . Is
of lime?
there anything to stop this ? Is it advisable to clean oldupgrids
and refill, or make new ones ? What length of No. 26 S . W .G .
copper wire will pass amp.; to test how many amperes the cell

.
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result if brushes are fixed, you will probably find the
the same
as I have no motor
willdischarge,
ampere-meter ? or could you giveme a better plan,
will run satisfactorily .
,
beento pasted
negative
2 2colour.
quite dry,Theyafteronlyhaving
plates
the
When
a
slate
change
pale
yenuw
a
are
always
they
repeated
forming
by
is
done
are
colour when they formed . The

Alarmfixing
H . (West
, anW .electric
for Fire
Electric
(14,876) ]writes
fire
in an awful
fix about
Malvern
: I am Bells
alarm . I have to fix up five bells , with a push underneath each
one ; either push must ring the whole lot of bells. I was going to
fix the bells in series, and the pushes in parallel. Would this be

charging and discharging - preferably at a slow rate . Yes,

can use old grids, if in fairly good condition, over again . You you
can
scarcely determine what current is flowing by inserting a resistance,
voltage
of
resistance
the
and
unless you can tell to a nicety its
supply , etc. We advise you to make or

correct ?

You must connect the bells in parallel, and the pushes also.

buy a small voltmeter and ammeter.

Only the positives are formed by dipping
in chloride of lime. It is the same as is
used for bleaching.
(14 ,899 ] Thermopiles. H . A . B .
(Stockton ) writes : I should be glad if you
would answer the following questions.

( 1) Which is the best simple form of ther

mopile
suitable for charging accumulators
notworked by gas ? (2) What are its ele
ments
composed of ? (3) How many
couples will it require per volt ? (4 )
dimensions will they have to
About
what
be per ampere, or, say, 4 amperes ? (

ila
M
Oo

Where can I obtain full particulars f

constructing same ? (6 ) What are the
practical limits as to size and output ?

(1 and 2) Variouscouples are used - anti
mony and bismuth , for instance, Gul

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR A
FIRE ALARM.
(14,887) Electric Light for Dark -room . G . H . G . V .
( Tonbridge) writes : I am thinking of making an electric light

Batteries,” by Cooper. (6 ) They are not usually made to give

arrangement for my dark -room . I think of using a 4 -volt lamp
taking 1 amp., and not using a ruby lamp, but putting it in an
ordinary candle ruby lamp. I should be very pleased if you would
answer the following questions ( 1) Would this lamp he strong
enough , as I should not want a very strong light ? ( 2 ) What kind
of cells , and how many would it be best to use ? I do not want to
have
bichromates because of the bother of having to lift out the
zincs from the acid . I also have no way of charging accumulators.

make,
cher's thermopile was a recognised
are seldom
obtainable.
it is stillthe
not knowworkthatnowadays,
but
usedwefordopractical
price beingThey
somewhat
high
- £14 for one giving 4 volts and 3amps. (3 ) 1oo bismuth -antimony
couples at 100° C . difference of temperature would only give l'17
volts. (4 and 5 ) The thermopile is dealt with in “ Primary

more than 2 or 3 volts pressure.
( 14 ,867) Tripolar Motor Failure . W . W . (Ilford ) writes :
I have a small electric motor (" Simplex " ) which I cannot get to
run . It was intended to run with three quart-size bichromate
cells. The field coil is wound with about 30 yds, of wire. The
armature
is tripolar, each limb being wound with 5 yds. of wire.
Armature is wound correct, according to handbook . “ Small Elec
tric Motors." Both field coil and armature coils are wound with
same
gauge of wire, sample of which is enclosed . All connections
are good , and there is no leakage to the carcase ofmachine, Field
coil and armature are in series. Have tried field coil in shunt
without success. Brushes and commutator are in correct positions

(have tried all). When current is supplied to motor, armature
stops dead in one or the other positions given in sketch . Would
winding armature with a smaller gauge of wire improve matters ?
I should feel obliged if you could suggest cause of trouble and
remedy.

I should want the lamp to burn for about 20 to 30 minutes at a
time. Wehave four Leclanché cells quite close
to the dark- room ,
afraid . ( 3) I propose
but
they would polarise too quickly , I am sketch
making
a res'stance as in the enclosed
(not reproduced ).
TheGerman silver wire has a resistance of 84 ohms per yard . How
much ought I to use ? I should also use a switch to switch on
1, 2 , 3 , etc., cells, so I should only want a resistance

the

to make
lamp
burn with a very small light with one cell on. I shall have
to use asbestos insulation - I suppose between the iron pipe ring
and
- as a certain amount of heat would
Wherethe wire
several?
can I get asbestos ? I have triedbe atgenerated

shops, and I can' t get it. I enclose a rough sketch (not reproduced )
of the connections that I think would do.
light; it would
if this lamp would give you enough
(1) We doubt
least.
say, 1 amp., at lamps
be better to use a lamp taking,
substitute
different
you
can easily
However, get suitable
results. ( 2 ) Leclanché cells will

Most probably you are not cutting out the armature coils at the

until you
be useless. Why not try the battery described in

1903,

,
THE MODEL ENGINEER of April 9th and 16th suggest
344, etc. ? The only other kind we can
pages
would be the constant bichromate pattern , as Chapter

2 als

IV of our Handbook No. 5 . It is notabsolutely neces .

sary to withdraw the zincs from the solution in this
As
type of cell, though better practice to do so. ( 3 )how
the resistance is adjustable , it does not matter
much wire you use ; put on as much as convenient :

about a dozen yards should be sufficient. You must
the iron pipe ring and
insulation between
certainly use
asbestos
do. It can be obtained from
thewire :

would

Minories, London,
Co., Ltd., 8, Dynamo.
the(14,802]
CapeAsbestos
T. H .E .CH ..
Running
Assam
: I have purchased a small
) writesSmall
(Tiphook,

(10 but
volts I 4amamps.),
for charging accumulatorsright,
dynamo
at a
It lights up a 10 -volt lamp all rather,
how to get it,
or,
the
amperage,
to
raise
loss
as when switched on to an accumulator, with or with

__ . Dead

-

- - POIRL

out a resistance , the ammeter does not move. I want

- -

JQuery 14867
SHOWING DEAD POINT OF TRIPOLAR ARMATURE .
right moment. Each coil must be cut out of circuit just as it
reaches the dead point; this means that the commutator divisions

with the armature poles,
as in sketch reproduced
line adjust
must be Ifin you
your brushes so that this action takes
above.
place, or adjust the position of commutator relatively to obtain

I to it amps.-- the amp. it passes too slow . The
armature is 5 ins. long by it ins.is diameter
drum ,
shunt-wound,
eight-slot, and apparently
s.c.
wire. I take it there is nothing wrong 22withgauge
the
dy .
excites
namo,
as
it
at
once
with
a
lamp
on
circuit.
is.
You do not say what voltage your accumulator
Perhaps its E .M . F . is too high to allow much current
dy.
to pass ; or possibly when you put a load on to

You
starts slipping, and
namo the belt
andspeed
closely for
watchdrops.
experiment
carefully,
only which
can
wrong.
seems
anything
F . C . (Alfretonthe)
(14,684 ] Books on Electrical Engineering.
for
to calculate
writes
: Will you kindly show me how output
of the dynamo,
true resistance of the installation by the How
is it that a series
?
generating current for the sametomains
wound dynamo does not refuse build up (same as a shunt-wound
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machine) with a short-circuited armature ? Will two 250-volt

16 C.-P . lamps run in series with two 100-volt 16 C.-P . lamps on a

700-volt circuit, and, if not, please explain why ? How do you

obtain the carrying capacity (in amps.) of a switch ?
Study some text-books on the subject. We cannot teach elec
trical
engineering
a queryin reply
electricHousein
. The testing
stallation
work is inexplained
on “ of
our handbook
Private
price
in
3d.
is.
to
series
run
Lighting,"
must
free.
Lamps
post
take the same current in amps. (those you mention would not run
inareseries,
do
nottake
as
they
of
same
the
current).
Switches
amount
designed on lines dictated by the practical experience of the
designer. Your THE MODEL
calculations
are
Some articles
are correct.
under “ Lessons
ENGINEER
in Work
now appearing inmotor
of
a
action
the
series
wound
explain
shop
will
which
Practice,"
dynamo. See issue for August 17th , and following numbers.
Lighting and Power Distribution ," by Perren Maycock ,
good text-book
isof“ Electric
; Vol. I, price 65.; Vol. II, price 7s,6d .: postage
aeither,
4d .

(14,963]
Dynamo.
E . Bon. ,(King's
Cross,
W .C .)Building
writes : WillSmall
you give
me a littleA .advice
a small
dynamo
that
I
am
building
?
I
have
sent
a
rough
of
dynamo in letter ; also I have enclosed samples of wiressketch
that I
have
by
me.
Please
let
me
know
if
either
of
these
will
do
for
field -magnet armature ; how much to wind on armature ; how
to wind and-part
commutator :
speed to run at ; how
much wireforto sixwind
on each limb of F what
.M . ? Also , what
can I expect
to get out of machine
in
volts
and
amps
?
I
might
add
that field
magnets
are
already
magnetised.
Both
-magnets I and
ture are cast iron , machined
as shown infielddrawing.
havearma
kept
air-gap down to 1-32nd.
Wind armature with No. 26 , and F .M . with about 1 lb. No. 25.
Armature will take about 3 ozs. The thicker of the samples you
enclose will do for field windings - it is a full 25 S . W .G . The
other is No. 27. This winding will give you about 15 to 20 volts .
If you used 22 S . W .G . on armature , and 22 on F . M ., you would get
about 10 volts and 2 amps. We regret reply to this query has been
delayed . It originated in the fact of Query Coupon having been
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ployed , it would be necessary to have very deep slots, with several
sets of coils one on top of the other, making a complicated wind
an exces
teeth without
ing ; or else you could not get space for the however,
should
prove

sively large diameter. The smooth core,
quite satisfactory. One inch is not enough to allow ateach end for the
overlapping wires , so we have adopted a core length of 8 ins., which

. You will find methods of
will give a better allowance of roomarmatures
illustrated in back
constructing and mounting drum under
the heading of " Lessons
,
numbers of THE MODEL ENGINEER
coils
in Workshop Practice." Separating pieces for keeping thebound
firmly
, and the coils must be very
in place are necessary Commutator,
smooth
armature,
;
90 sections
on to the core.
down
core, fitted with hard vulcanised fibre pieces between the coils to

keep
ting divisions
vision -withone
hin ,inthdeplace
iwound
wo ddivision
ries 14wthem
bs. of wire
nt5;copper
oinf teach
ingauge
lbscoils
outinto,10twoninety
ldivided
.ct.c.
SeNo.
on the top of the other each coil consisting of two turns of wire :

weight of wire required , about 10 lbs. Field -magnet winding,
wire on
shunt coils, about 15 lbs. of No. 20 gauge s.c .c . copper
each bobbin , the two coils being joined in series with each other ;
shunt
wound
coils, and to con
on top of the
series winding to be
sist of one layer on each bobbin of 7 14 electric stranded
or any stranded copper
wire cable , all joined in series,
area of "035 sq . in . (approximate).
cable having a sectional
coils by trial atIt
will
be necessary to adjust the compound isseries
run ; that is , you will
the particular speed atcoilswhich the machine
in excess, and can take off a few turns
most likely find the
Castings and materials
you get the regulation just inright.
until
THE MODEL ENGINEER . We
can be procured from advertisers
the poles
advise you to finish winding armature , and then bore outarea
at
to suit. Cast-iron base should have a cross-sectional canof be
base
least 48 sq. ins. ; but in estimating this the wholefourof the
rows of fibre
reckoned in . The armature should have
separating pieces, each 1-10th in . thick . Core discs mounted on a
clamping nut at other
brass sleeve, with flange at one end and
into,
; separating
pinnedin toTHEshaft
end ; insleeve
ENGINEERpieces
MODEL
ofMaylet 26th
discs , asor shown
brass keyed
slots
.
construction
1904, page 489 ; or any more convenient

omitted . For methodsof winding, see handbook * Small Dynamos

and Motors."
( 1.4,901) 150 - watt four -pole Dynamo, A . C . T . (Withing.

: I should
ton
) writesqueries
the
pleased if youto would
as soonbeasvery
following
possible. I wish
make answer
a four-pole
dynamo of 150 watts output (30 volts 5 amps.). ( 1) Would you

give me the chief dimensions of the field -magnet, with outline

sketch , if possible ?

Re four-pole machine, see reply No. 7,234 in April 23rd, 1903,
issue.
T. L. (Holywell)
Overtype
Wlodings.
Dynamo
W t.)o writes
a dynamo
by Dyson
which was built
Se: tiWeons,have
WN a.(13,062]
l
wi
th
of
n,
, of
Walton
Hebden
Bridge.
Gramme ring armature, wound in
with
a
90-segment
90
sections,
Commuta
-segment
commutator.
tor is 5 } ins. diameter by 24 ins,
We propose stripping
ins. wwide.
same
converting
into
and
gramme
offgoshaft,
ring
t ofof 25armature,
utapudrum
g topresigive
ent anshshaft
ve
d
od
ps :,
e
aloutput
in
a
to110
ve
on
,
us
toryconstruct
a anmachine
andhawant
25 am
amps
and commutator,
volts (compound wound ), using present
.
It
constructed
be
necessary
will
well
good
and
very
one,
which
is
a
to have new castings for fields. The gramme ring waswound with
400 yds, of No. 14 B . W .G . s.c .c ., and in running we found that the
largest outputwecould get was ro amps. at 55 volts , and speed 2,500 .
Would you be kind enough to give us instructions and length of
drum , with amount and gauge of wire to wind armature ; and
whether it would be possible to use the No. 14 B . W .G . we have
taken off again ? Also dimensions of field -magnets , with amount

Separatıng Pieces

Arcade,
Clyde Model Dockyard and Eagine Depot. Argyll
abridged list
Glasgow . We have received from this firm a new
of their specialities. This includes model steam , clockwork , anda
hot-air engines ; a varied assortment of model locos, including
other lines, model
new Caledonian Express and several models of accessories
, model
rolling stock, signals, permanent way and
list,
scientific
The post
novelties.
several
and
steamers,
and
yachts
be sent
which is fully illustrated, covers 34 pages, and willannouncement
free for 2d . It contains at the end a preliminary

South
Glasgow
model locos
working express,
of two new6 -coupled
Grampian
the “and
the aother
and - one
Western
to
Wehope
Railway.
of
the
Caledonian
loco
"
6
-coupled
Express
this latter model in an early issue when wenotice the
illustrate
firm 's new complete list which is just being issued .
W . J . Bıssett - Lowke & Co. , Northampton. - The second

reached
new list
this firm to's what
section
modeljuststationary
be termedB ) has
may (section
us. Thisofis devoted
horizontal engines .
engineering, and deals with vertical and dynamos
and motors
boilers, fittings, sheet-metal, rod and tubing,
are worthy of special
and tools. The pages devoted to boilers
sizes of boilers required to

note, as is also the table showing the
among
lines are oflistedgunmetal
new patterns
certain sizes of engines. Several new
drivefittings,
and we note also some
the

of the
particulars
giving
feed-pumps. A pitches
table isofalsoall introduced
bestbeenquality
on
their
used
threads
and
diameters
well
all
have
listed
sundries
fittings. The tools and other
very useful to
selected , and the catalogue is one which should be profusely
illus
is
the modelsteam engineer. It covers 132 pages,
trated, and will be sent post free for 4d .

WII

Query 13062

New Catalogues and Lists.

CoreDISCS

SECTION THROUGH ARMATURE .
and gauge of wire. Wewould prefer building one of the two-pole
pattern , as made by Royce, Ltd ., Manchester ; speed about 1,200 .
can allowAnd12could
ins. foryoulength
We
with í ofin , aatgood
each firm
end forto
lapping.
give ofdrum
us the ,address
?a sketch and particulars of dynamo required. Owing
castings
make
veryyoularge
thegive
to We
number of segments in the commutator, the
armaturewith
mustonebesetof oflarge
then must
double,
, further
the others
; and be
on the topandofeven
coilsdiameter,
wound,
this involves the use of a smooth core, as, if a slotted core was em

The Model Manufacturing Co., 53, Addison Road North,

by this tools
firm ,.
list, issued
. - Therequiring
new toolcutting
Hill, London,
Notting
and milling
will
be found
useful to W those
arbors and reamers. The list, which is well illustrated , gives
prices of various size tools, and will be sent to readers upon
receipt of stamp to cover postage.
T . W . Thompson & Co. , 28, Deptford Bridge, Greenwich ,
S . E ., have sent us their list of Improved “ Greenwich " Dynamos,
or
specially built for continuous running, charging accumulators,
lighting and plating. Prices of suitable lubricators for these
dynamos are also included in this list.

Road, London, N . - We

A . P . Lundberg, 477 -487, Liverpool
the “ intermediate pivot.”
a list illustrating
received" three-way,"
have
and other switches, manufactured by
" tumbler,"

this firm . A number of diagrams of connections are given , and
someadaptations of the combined tumbler switch and wall con

nection are illustrated.
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The Editor's Page.
CEVERAL readers have written for some further
information on the subject of the “ Fortis "
Vice Competition , the chief difficulty being in
regard to the nature of the drawings required . We
may state, for the benefit of all concerned , that the
first consideration in awarding the prizes will be the
suitability and convenience of the bench as de
signed by the competitor, irrespective of the
quality or character of the actual drawing. At
the same time, the neatness and clearness of the
drawing will count in the competitor's favour
where other points are equal. Drawings should
preferably be made to scale, and should be in good
black ink on white cardbord or gooiwhite paper.
No coloured lines or washes should be used. The
size of the drawings does not matter much, pro .
vided they are large enough to show all details
quite clearly. By the term “ vice-bench ” we do
notmean a bench designelmerely to accomırodate
a vice, but an amateur's work-bench suitable for
the usual operations connected with fitting and
light erecting, in the equipment of which a vice
forms an essential feature. We hope this explana
tion will remove any uncertainty in the minds of
intending competitors.

give him an opportunity of showing what he can
co. It is highly probable that, as a reader of the
M . E ., he will see these lines ; and we trust that he
anci others similarly placed will take heart from
the fact that many engineers have risen to the top
of the tree from a position and surroundings of
equal difficulty .
Answers to Correspondents .

S . D . K . (Peel). - The reversing gear is probably
an adaptation of the wedge motion , several
modifications of which we have recently de
scribed in these pages.
H . v. S . V . (Bad Ems). - We thank you for the
photographs and description of your models, but
as we have, from time to time, illustrated several
models of a similar character, we harily think
the contribution of sufficient general interest to
publish .
A . WELFORD (Brondesbury, NWT .). - Will you
please send us your full address ?

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on

al amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only ,and shculd invariably bear the sender's nameand address. 1:
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
reinuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event or
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only d
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will b : sent pos: free to any address for 13s. per
annun, payable in advance Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.

Advertisement rates may be had on app ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer, 26 - 29 , Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C .
All subscriptionsand correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Mirshall & Co., 2020
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and

Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U .S .A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries -hould be addressed.
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The following letter appeared in a recent issue of
the Daily Mail, under the heading of “ An Embryo
Stephenson " : - “ Sir, -- I have heard for some time
past of the mechanical talent of a young cowman
in my parish. One afternoon I paid him a visit,
and after some difficulty induced him to show me
his workshop, which he had built for himself. I
found it contained a rude lathe, a furnace for melt
ing brass, and various tools, ell made by himself.
There were copies of The Model ENGINEER lying
about, and there can be no doubt that if he got a
chance he would do well as an engineer. New ,
this poor lad, who is eighteen years old , steady and
reliable in character, and of good physique, must
remain for ever a cowman unless he gets a helping
hand, and I am writing in the hope my letter may
meet the eye of someone who could get him em
ployment in any capacity in engineering works
where he would have a chance to attend technical
classes in the evening. He tells mehe has answered
advertisements, but he has no chance applying
from a remote country village in Sussex, as a pre
mium is out of the question. - COUNTRY VICAR."
This letter is of considerable interest to us,showing,
as it does, the influence our Journal has in en
couraging latent mechanical talent. We give it
further publicity in this column in the hope that
possibly someone amongst our numerous readers
may be in a position to hold out the required helping
hand to the young man to whom it refers, and so

No . ember lé, 190 ;.
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A Model Steamer .
By E . HATFIELD .

MR. E . HATFIELD'S MODEL STEAMER .
THE accompanying photograph is of my model

all made out of zinc, also lined out to represent

steamer Amy. Her dimensions are as follows :
Length , 4 ft. 41 ins. ; beam , 91 ins. ; and
depth , 41 ins. The hull is constructed of layers of

I first cut sections out of wood , and then tacked

planks. The forecastle and poop are soldered on
to the hull, and the bridge is made so that it can be
lifted off to allow of access to boiler. The deck
house is of zinc with six windows, for which mica is
used , and has two doors. The funnel is of zinc,

the zinc strips on to them , finishing it by sweating

and wired on the top . There are three skylights ;

them together with solder. The main deck is of
wood , ruled to imitate boards, and is fitted so that
it can be lifted out, if needed .
The forecastle is 1 ins. above the main deck ,
the poop ik ins., and the bridge 41 ins. These are

these are of zinc with windows of glass. The ven
tilators are made out of eight small pieces of zinc,

sheet zinc. This was the most difficult to make ;

blocked up to shape and soldered together. They
have a brass ring soldered on to the mouth . There
I

are four boats in davits which I bought.

The steps
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are of zinc, with brass stanchions and rails up each
side, also round forecastle, poop, and deck -house.
The port holes are circular pieces of zinc with a
hole in the centre and soldered to the sides of the
hull. The masts are 2 ft . 21 ins. high from deck ,
and the stays are fitted with dead -eyes, and the fore

stay has a pair of brass blocks.
The engine I built up from castings which I
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Drill and tap at the other end a 3-16ths- in . hole,

and fit a screw (C ) either an ordinary cheese-head
screw or a knurled head screw . To use, move

screw C up or down, according to angle wanted .

Machine for Screwing Cycle Spokes.

bore with 14-in . stroke ; it drives a 3-in . built-up
The boiler is of 1- 16th -in . copper, 98 ins. long

By ALEXANDER P . LAING .
The accompanying photographs are of a machine
for screwing cycle spokes, which was invented and
patented by Mr. Hugh Robertson, Cycle Agent,
North Station Road, Dunfermline. To this gentle.

and 3 } ins. diameter, and has a riveted and soldered

man I am indebted for permission, not only to

purchased , and is a direct-acting slide-valve, t-in .
propeller .

joint and eight {-in . tubes placed diagonally across
it ; the ends are welted on to the shell. It is fitted
with safety valve, steam tap . filler, and two water
taps ,
The heating lamp is an oblong box filled with
cotton and a piece of copper gauze on top. It is
fed from a tank placed forward , the fuel being

methylated spirit. With the exception of anchors,
the entire model is my own construction, the work
taking me nearly two years of my spare time.

Workshop Notes and Notions.
[Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this

column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on putlication , if desired , accord
ing to merit . All matter intended for this column should be

marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)

Angle - plate for Drilling Machine.
By “ SCRIBO.”

It is often desirable in certain jobs to drill a hole

slightly angular, and instead of packing up with
times slip, this plate will be found to overcome

bits of wood or metal nearest to hand , which often

that difficulty, and is very useful for other things.

to screw
B

CE

B

76 screwed pegs

Steel plate
Fig . 1. — MACHINE FOR SCREWING CYCLE SPOKES.
photograph but to witness his machine in working
order. Thismachine supplanted in Mr. Robertson's
well-equipped workshop a small machine which
was operated by hand, and made the work of screw
ANGLE -PLATE FOR DRILLING MACHINE.

To make, procure a piece of good straight steel
two 3-16ths-in . holes and fit two pegs (B B ) made

plate A , and file to dimensions shown ; drill and tap

from screws, with the ends rounded as shown .

ing spokes long and laborious
The head of this machine is similar in design
to the head of an ordinary lathe, with a spindle
running in conical gun -metal bearings. On the

spindle aremounted four discs — two loose and two
fixed . The loose discs or pulleys have V -grooves
to take a cord or gut band for driving same, and

Noveniber 23, 1905.
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are faced with leather to form a friction -clutch ,
It will be noticed on the photographs that one of
the bands is open while the other is crossed , causing
one of the loose pulleys to run in the same direction
as the driving shaft and the other in the opposite
direction . It will be seen that the two loose pulleys
run clear between the two fixed pulleys, which are

placed one at each end of the spindle. The two
loose discs are mounted on a slide, which can be
slid backwards and forwards
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idea may be of service. The particular awkward
job was to surface up the bottoms of two C .I. field
magnets having a length of 84 ins., of the undertype
form , and being fitted and bolted together by their
flanges, the area of surface in this case to be oper
ated upon being 7 ins. by 21 ins. The clamp of the
tool-holderon the slide-rest being removed, the F .M .
carcase is placed in a fairly accurate position , and

firmly fixed by the bolt and nutof tool-holder, etc.

between thetwo fixed pulleys,

by pushing the lever (which
can be seen in the photo
graphs ) either to the right
or the left. By this means
the spindle is made to re
volve, and can be reversed
at any time. On the end of
the spindle a die chuck is

screwed . Just in frontof this
there is a rest for leaning
the spoke on while entering
it into the die. At the other
end of the machine there is
a rather ingenious arrange
ment for holding the spoke
while it is being screwed . The
head of the spoke is put into
a slot, which prevents it from
turning. The point is laid on

the rest and entered into the
die. After the spoke is screwed
to
the required distance the
lever is pushed

Fig . 2. - LARGER VIEW OF SCREWING MACHINE.
to the oppo .
site side, thus reversing themotion , which screws the
A steel cutter is then fixed by wedges in one of the
spoke out of the die. Immediately the end of the
outermost holes in the faceplate,as near the circum
spoke is clear of the die an internal spring throws
ference as possible — in my case the faceplate is
it clear of the machine, leaving the machine ready
11ins, in diameter. The work can now bebrought

to take the next spoke. Eight spokes were screwed
in oneminute by this machine.

Parallel V - Blocks.
By “ SCRIBO .”
These will be found very useful on the driller
and the marking-off plate . For holding work on
the latter they will be more rigid and keep their

position better than if used singly . On the drilling
machine the work will not twist so easily ; they

up to the cutter and fed by means of the screw on
the slide-rest, a good and true surface being soon
obtained , the whole job taking but a short time.
For the steel cutter one of the ordinary cutters used
in the tool-holder is taken . The bearing portion of
the gunmetal bed plate being also planed up, a
solid and true seating is obtained for the field
magnets. In planing the bedplate it was bolted
on the faceplate and operated on in the usual way .
In the above operations it is necessary to see that
the mandrel of the headstock is fairly tightand free
from end -shake ; also all other parts of lathe used

should be as rigid as possible, all shake and back

the setscrews where
lash being removed by usingknown,
much depends
it can be done, for, as is well
turned
on these points — the quality of the workespecially

out, and in undertaking any job , more
unusual ones, it well pays to consider how the

tor
Silver sleel

strains upon the lathe will come, and how they are
to be dealt with .

PARALLEL V - BLOCKS.

can be made from existing V -blocks by drilling the
holes and fitting the steel and can be used singly
when required by simply sliding off. The size here
given will be very convenient.

Planing and Surfacing in the Lathe.
By H . R . BECKETT.

THE JUNIOR INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS. - Asthe
annual dinner of the Institution of Electrical En
gineers has been fixed for Friday, Dec. 8th , it has
been decided to postpone the reading of the paper
on " Electric Mains for Power Transmission Work ,”
by Prof. John T . Morris, M . I.E . E . (member ), to
the following Friday, Dec. 15th . In connection
with the paper, a visit has been arranged to
Messrs. Johnson & Phillips' works at Charlton on

To those who , like myself, are not possessed of
any planing attachment for the lathe, the following i Saturday morning, Dec. i6th .
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A Chuck for Ornamental Work
in the Lathe.
By Thos. W . Plant.
A DESCRIPTION of my chuck for ornamental
A
work in the lathe may be of interest to some
of the readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER, as
it may be used on any ordinary lathe, and can be
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face- platebymeans of thetwo screw pinsputthrough

slots A and B ( Fig. 1), sliding it along till central ; put
be turned to 5 ins. diameter ; face ap front, and with
a gyuge turn a recess, in , wide, in deep, i in .
from the centre e (Fig. 4). Leave fin . raised ,

on washers and nuts and screw up. The edge may

and turn outer edge down ! in . ; with the 5 - 16ths

bit bore the hole in centre.

The brass plate

square by if ins. thick , face one side with a plane

(Fig . 5) may now be fitted , having 5- 16ths hole,
and slotted to take cotter on central pin fastened
in with two wood screws ; take off face- plate , siw
off piece H , bore a fin . hole a (Fig . 4 ), and the
block is ready for spring (Fig. 7).
Next required is a piece of brass 64 ins, square by
1- 16th in. thick , and a piece of iron 41 ins. square
by } in . thick . If brass is used for both pieces,
it will be much easier for an amateur to work .
Take the smaller piece of brass or iron , find the
centre, and draw a circle 21 -ins, radius ; drill a
hole in the centre with 5-16ths in . drill. Now turn

as level as possible, then screw the planed side

or cut off edge to 4t-ins, diameter. Take the larger

made by an amateur at a trifling cost. The accom
panying illustrations are for application to a 6 -in .
centre lathe, fitted to an ordinary 5-in . by fin .
cast-iron slotted face-plate, fitted and turned true
on mandrel of lathe. After turning up, clean out
two of the slots A and B (Fig. 1) with a file smooth
and parallel, so that the two pins will slide along.

Take a piece of hardwood (hard mahogany or beech
preferred , as it does not warp so quickly), 6 ins.

3."

Brass

Hesse

1.

Face
Plare .

Iron
Face

Plate

-o
ti

- Cotter.
Screw

sis

Spring. He
FIG . 1. - IRON FACE -PLATE .
Fig . 2. - SECTION
MR. Thos. W . Plant's CHUCK FOR ORNAMENTAL WORK IN THE LATHE.
from the back of face -plate to the latter
through holes C and D (Fig . 1), with two ordinary
- in . wood screws : turn up the face as flat as pos
sible, using a straight edge to see if flat. Turn the
recess B (Fig. 2 ) in the centre il ins. by j in . deep .
( This faced side will be the back of finished chuck .)

Now turn the edge down to 5} ins. diameter ; take
off face-plate, and with a pencil draw a line across
the face , through the centre , the same way as the

grain ; with your compasses set off the holes b
and c (Fig. 4 ), and bore with a 5- 16ths in . bit,
taking care to keep bit upright. Next get two
It -in . by 5 - 16ths-in . screw pins, either counter
sunk or square heads; fit them into holes in the block ,
countersink the holes so that the heads are a in .
below the surface ( from the side ofthe block thatwas
screwed to face- plate ). Now fix the block again on

A,A.

piece of brass ; having found the centre, mark a
circle 3 ins. radius, close compasses and mark
another 23 -ins. radius. This circle is divided into
96 parts ; each division is drilled with a 1- 16th in .
drill. Make a circle 5-16ths in . radius, and cut
out, leaving a -in . hole in centre, cut off outer
circle, taking care not to bend plate ; put pin
(Fig 6 ) into hole in small plate up to head ; take
large plate and fit hole over head of pin ; drill holes
a , a, a through both plates ; countersink and rivet
together ; clean off rivets flush with plate ; drill
the nine holes ( Fig . 3), and countersink from back ;
these holes are for attaching work to chuck , screwed
through a in wood block The spring is made of
a piece of thin steel, shaped as Fig. 7 . Rivet a
stud in one end, shouldered to fit holes in dividing
plate, and a hole is drilled at other end for attaching
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put
the stud on spring into hole a,and the chuck is
ready for use.

to wood block. Screw spring on wood block with the

stud pressing towards dividing plate ; put cotter in .

The following are a few

central pin , and fit into slot in brass plate on wood

using

block , and fasten with nut and washer at back ,

instructions on

the chuck just described . Having first

Cotter.

Brass
55 €

Platre
Fig . 5.
BRASS PLATE .

FIG . 6 .

PIN , NUT AND WASHER,

Srud

Fig . 4.- PLAN OF Wood Block A .
Fig . 7. -- SPRING .
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tried it on lathemandrel to makesure it runs
true, take chuck off face-plate by unscrew
ing nuts at theback offace -plate. Now take
a slice of boxwood about 27 ins. by in .
thick , cut so that it presents the end of the
grain on the flat sides ; this will work best
for a beginner. Vulcanite, ivory , cellu

loid , brass, or any hard , close
grained wood may be used equally well.
Having made the wood flat on one side,
proceed to fasten on the dividing plate
by means of three short wood screws
through the hole in wood part of chuck ,
turning dividing plate round to each hole
in succession . Now attach to face- plate
again , so that it runs true, and tighten nuts
at back . See that the stud on spring is

fitted in hole number one of dividing plate,
Start lathe and turn up rough side ofpiece
of box flat and true to straightedge ; bring
T -rest round , and turn edge of boxwood
to 2 ins, diameter ; one or two smallbeads
about 1- 16th in . each may be turned on
outer edge of face of the wood.

Readers not having a slide-restattached
for it by first drilling a hole in each end
of their T-rest, and screwing a piece of
hardwood about 1 in . deep by Å in , thick
along the inner face of rest, by two screws through
the two holes drilled , letting the wood stand a
little above the edge of rest. The piece of wood
must be as long as the rest, and with a twist-drill
to their lathes maymake a good substitute

A

Fig . 3. - BRASS FACE-PLATE ,
so that the dividing plate may revolve round on
wood block as required . Now screw the chuck
on to face-plate ( Fig. 1), with the two screw -pins,

through slots A and B (Fig. 1), and tighten up ;
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or other boring bit carefully bore a hole about in .

diameter lengthways through the wood about a in .
from top of wood and parallel to top and edge of rest.
A tool to use with this rest may be made of a
piece of round steel fitting hole in the wood part of
rest, so that you can just push it in or draw it out
without any looseness.
This toolmust be either bent at one end in form
of an L , or be fitted with a handle ; the other end

must be sharpened something like a lead pencil
to a smooth but not too sharp point ; it must be a
little longer than the wood rest. Place it in the rest
and adjust thepoint to centre of thepiece ofboxwood

on chuck. Anyone having a slige-rest may use an
ordinary tool, ground to a smooth point, fastened
on tool holder. While the tool is pointed to centre
ofwork , slacken nuts at back of face-plate , and draw

chuck along slots about fin . ant screw up nuts
again . On rotating lathe the wood will turn ec
centric to face- plate, then draw back T rest without
lowering, until point of tool nearly touches theedge
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Traction Notes on Road

and Rail.
By Chas. S. LAKE.
A ROYAL COMMISSION ON MOTOR OMNIBUSES.
The recently issued report of theRoyalCommission
on London Traffic revealed the fact that during
“ crush ” hours motor omnituses maintain an

average speed of from six and a half to eight and a
quarter miles per hour, as compared with five and a
half to seven of electric tramways, and two to five
miles per hour by horse -drawn trams. During
slack hours the speed of the motor omnibuses and
that of the electric trams average about the same,
but the advantage will always lie with the 'buses
because of their individual freedom . A breakdown
on one does not interfere with the working of
several others, as is the case with the electrically
operated trams; moreover, the 'buses are free to
steer a devious course through the traffic , instead of

being tied to one part of the road , which often

Fig . 8.
Fig . 9.
SPECIMENS OF MR. Thos. W . Plant's ORNAMENTAL TURNING .
of inner bead when the chuck rotates. Press up
means a loss of several minutes during the course
tool with right hand against work , and rotate lathe
of the run. It is for the municipal authorities
with either left hand or foot ; the tool will cut a
who are contemplating the introduc
tion of an electric
ring in woo 1 eccentric to the circular beads. Draw
tramway service to consider whether they will not
stud on spring out of hole I, and turn dividing plate
better serve the public interest by adopting motor
two holes towards operator , and replace stud ;
omnibuses instead .
press up tool and turn as before ; repeat this
operation until you arrive at hole 1. You will
MORE STEAM Rau , MOTOR -CARS.
have a series of circles overlapping each other
British railway companies are still following one
all round the inside of beads, somewhat resembling
another in rapid succession in adopting rail motor
engine-turning, with a blank space in the middle.
cars for branch line and local passenger traffic in
By varying the number of holes advanced each
country districts. Among themost recentadditions
time, and by altering position of chuch in slots, you
to the already formidable list of rail-car users are
can get a large number of beautiful and complicated
the Midland Company, who have just completed at
designs, suitable for box-lids, ornaments for cabinet
Derby works two steam motor coaches for service
work , etc., as per example. Advance three holes
on the Belfast an 1 Northern Counties section of the
in succession , and then missing three ; but thenum .
line, which is now controlled by a body known as
ber of holes advanced each time must be dividers
the “ Northern Counties Committee."
of 96 without remainder , as 1, 2 , 3, 4 , 6 , 12, 16 , 24,
One of the new cars is, by courtesy of Mr. R . M .
etc. Slacken nuts and push chuck central. fix
Deeley, the Midland Company's locomotive super.
and finish centre with circular beads.
The writer will be pleased to assist anyone who

intendent, illustrated herewith , and it will be seen
that the engine takes the form of a small outside

may find any difficulty in following this description .

cylinder locomotive with uncoupled wheels. The
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presence of the steam pipe outside the boiler,
coupled with the employment of the Walschaerts
type of valve gear, gives the engine quite a “ Con

tinental" appearance, but it looks a very workman
like machine, and the tout ensemble is undoubtedly
a pleasing one. The carriage portion comprises
three passenger compartments - - viz., one smoking
and one non-smoking for third -class passengers,
and a first-class saloon . There is also a luggage

room and a driver's compartment at the rear end ,
used when the car is running with the engine at
therear. Several new “ haltes ” have been erected
on the Greenisland and Antrim section of the line,
for working over which the cars have been built.
The following are the leading particulars :
Cylinders

Mean
diameter of barrel inside, 3 ft. 7 ] ins.
Thickness of plates, į in .
Length of barrel between tube plates, 4 ft.
Length of firebox shell, 3 ft. i in .
Heating Surface
Firebox
. 51 sq. ft.
Tubes
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 262 ,
139 brass tubes ,vins, outside diameter.

Total

.. . . .. .. . . .. .. ..

313

..

Grate area, 7 .6 sq . ft.
Wheel Base
Engine bogie, io ft.
Carriage bogie, 8 ft.

Centres of bogies, 30 ft. 7 } ins.
Length over buffers, 60 ft. 51 ins.

Driving
Trailing

14

16

8

4

Carriage bugie .. ..
Total

12 10

NINO
INNO o

Diameter of Wheels
Engine driving, 3 ft. 71 ins.
Engine trailing, 3 ft. 3 ins.
Carriage, 3 ft. 6 ins.
Water capacity of tank, 500 gals.
Coal capacity, 11ļ cwts.
Number of passengers (ist class), 6.
Number of passengers (3rd class), 40 .
The weights as determined at Belfast are as
follows :
0

0

35 10 2

Working Order
Driving
Trailing

Carriage bogie . ..
Total

16 2
9 8
. . . . 13 12
393

0
2
2
0

THE WOLSELEY Motor FIRE ENGINE.
The Corporation of Leicester have recently added
to their Fire Brigade equipment a Wolseley Chemical
Motor Fire Engine, specially designed for travelling
with rapidity to the scene of an outbreak , and when
there keeping the fire in check before the slower,

although more powerful, pump appears on the
scene.
The Wolseley chemical fire engines are equipped
with first-aid appliances, and are fitted with a
50 -gallon or 65-gallon chemical cylinder ; also two
“ extincteurs ,” two 9 -ft. ladders, and a hose- reel

with 160 ft, of hose. The speed ofwhich the engine

1SAR
-CFig
MOTOR
.:MRAIL
COMPANY
TEAM
IDLAND

9 ins, diameter by 15 ins. stroke.
Boiler
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is capable is twenty miles, which is of course far in
advance of that attained by the horse-drawn ma
chines. The chassis carries a horizontal 24 -h .-p .
four-cylinder motor, with cylinders 41- in . bore

by 5 -in . stroke. The cranks and pistons are
balanced , and the engine and valve gear is encased
in an aluminium sheathing. The carburettor is of
the float-feed spray type, having one jet for the four
cylinders, and electric high tension ignition is used,
accumulators and induction coils with tremblers being
employed. Other particulars will be given in the
next issue of these Notes, and it is hoped they will
be accompanied by a photograph of the fire engine
referred to .
The CLARKSON MOTOR OMNIBUS.
While speaking on the subject of motor omni
buses, it may be well to call attention to the striking
looking vehicle built by Messrs. Clarkson , Ltd .,
of Chelmsford , for the London Road Car Company.
Two views of the chassis without the body portion
are illustrated herewith .
The 'bus, which is propelled by steam power,
commenced service in London on September 4th ,

ness of running and quick acceleration without ·
jerk (owing to the absence of change-speed gears),
has made the car extremely popular with the public.
Messrs. Clarkson , Ltd ., have orders for nine more
double -deck cars for service in London , consequent
upon the successful running of the onenow in service
with the London Road Car Company.

The Problem of the Gas
Turbine.*
By DUGALD CLERK, M .Inst.C . E .
THE wonderful success obtained by your dis

1

tinguished past- president, the Hon . C . A .
Parsons, and his many able followers, with

the steam turbine in its various forms, has naturally
attracted the attention of engineers to the appar

ently analogous problem of the internal combus

tion turbine. Accordingly, much mathematical and
engineering ability has been recently devoted to the
subject— so far, I am sorry to say, without con
crete result. In this subject, as yet, the dreams of

Fig . 2. - ChassIS OF THE LONDON Road Car COMPANY'S OMNIBUS.

(Built by Messrs. Clarkson, Ltd., Chelmsford.)
and has not missed a single day 's run . It has now
covered considerably more than 5,000 miles.
The seating capacity is for 34 passengers — 16
inside and 18 out. The engine is two-cylinder ,
double-acting , 4 ins. by 4 ins. The generator is

of the automatic water-tube type, the firing being

governed by the temperature of the steam generated,
and the water- feed controlled by pressure.

The lubrication of both cylinders and all bearings
of the engine and mechanism is automatic .

Paraffin is the fuel used , which has the great ad
vantage of reduced fire risk , seeing that it does not
give off inflammable vapour at the ordinary tem

perature, and can therefore be handled and stored
without any of the troublesome restrictions pertain
ing to petrol. Also the combustion of paraffin being
very complete , there is no trail of offensive odour

left behind. This quality, combined with smooth

the theorist obstinately decline to realise themselves
in tangible iron and steel.
I have not been able to find any gas turbine in a
state of effective rotation doing useful work ,
although I have noted many statements in the
press to the effect that some wonderful German ,
French , or Italian gas turbine had worked , or was
about to work , in such manner as to relegate the
ordinary cylinder and piston gas engine to the
museum , with which many engineers used to
threaten the steam engine.
One gas turbine only has really rotated within

my own direct knowledge. It was designed by
Mr. F . W . Lanchester, of Birmingham , to operate
with the exhaust gases from one of the petrol
* Presidential Address recently delivered to the

Junior Institution of Engineers (Incorporated ).
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engines used in his well-known motor cars. He

atus be driven it becomes a pump, and can be used

assured me a few days ago that it really rotated at

for actuating a fluid column, or producing pressure
in a fuid . Such a fluid pressure producer can be
combined with a multiple motor according to my
invention, so that the necessary motive power to
drive the motor for any required purpose may be
obtained from fuel or combustible gases of any kind.

a high speed , and made a loud shrieking noise, but
only gave, he said , a total brake horse-power equal
to that capable of being evolved by two blue
bottle flies. This power he did not consider to be
satisfactory.
Speaking seriously , it does seem remarkable that
so much interest should be taken by so many able
men without any sort of result in practice .

Why is this ? I propose to-night to answer the
question in so far as I can. It appears to me that
most of those who have written on gas turbines, and
have even designed and patented them , have given

For this purpose I employ the pressure producer to
force air or combustible gases into a close furnace
of any suitable kind, such as used for caloric
engines, into which furnace there may or may not

be introduced other fuel (liquid or solid ). From
the furnace the products of combustion can be led ,
in a heated state , to the multiple motor, which they
will actuate. Conveniently the pres
sure producer and multiple motor can
be mounted on the same shaft, the
former to be driven by the latter ;

but I do not confine myself to this
arrangementof parts."

Clearly here Mr. Parsons intended
to apply his invention to the gas tur
bine, as well as to the steam turbine,
and in this paragraph he outlined the
fundamental idea of nearly all sub
sequent proposals of gas turbines,
Many other inventors have followed
him , but I may only mention two
well-known names — those of Ferranti
and Stodola . Both have proposed
turbines similar to this, with more or
less elaboration , as well as other modi
fications intended to overcome certain
difficulties.
In a very able paper read before
the Institution of Mechanical Engi

neers last year, Mr. R . M . Neilson dis
cusses various cycles of operation
which can conceivably be applied to
gas turbines, and he calculates the
efficiencies of these cycles in various
combinations. More recently, too, the

subject has excited great interest in
America, and very interesting articles
are to be found in the Engineering
Magazine by Dr. Charles E . Lucke
and Prof. Sidney A . Reeve. These
gentlemen take somewhat opposing
views of the position of the problem .
In most of the recent discussions

upon gas turbine problems it has been
recognised that the temperatures pos
sible in the cylinder gas engine are

Fig . 3. - FRONT VIEW OF CHASSIS.
too little weight to certiin differences between ithe
steam and internal combustion engine problems.
Many, indeed , have assumed that the solution of the
gas turbine problem is the easier of the two, and
that few difficulties exist which have not already
been met and conquered by Mr. Parsons in the
steam turbine.
Many distinguished men have been of this
opinion , and even Mr. Parsons himself, so early as
his first turbine patent (No. 6 ,735 of 1884), appears

to have been of opinion that the hot gas or internal
combustion turbine presented practically the same
problem as the steam turbine. In that specifica
tion he makes the following statement :

“ Motors according to my invention are applic
able to a variety of purposes, and if such an appar

impossible for the gas turbine

It

has been fully proved by many in
vestigators, including myself, that the tempera
tures quite common in ordinary gas engine
practice range as high as 2,000 c ., although
in the best practice, for most economical results,
1,500° C . or 1,600° C . appears to be an upper
limit. With the temperatures of 1,500° C . or
1,600° C ., a first-class modern gas engine of about
50 h.-p . will give an indicated efficiency of 35 per
cent. At the same time, the negative work of the
cycle is so low that the mechanical efficiency of the
enginemay be as high as 86 per cent., or even over.
If one realises what the temperature 2,000° C .
means, it becomes very evident that no turbine
constructed either on the lines of Parsons or Laval
could possibly be made to work with continuous

supply of such gases ; 2,000° C . is considerably over
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the melting-point of platinum . It is much higher

per square inch absolute. To give power with a

than the temperature at which cast-iron flows from

reasonably small pump, I shall assume a maximum
temperature of 1,700° C . That is, assuming a per

the crucible , or, indeed , the temperature of the

interior of the blast furnace itself. Any blades

fect compressor and a perfect nozzle expander, the

of iron , steel, or, in fact, of any other material

temperature woulionly fall from 1,700° C . to 750° C .
Plainly , this temperature would be too high for a

even brick - fire itself - becomes fluid or semi-fluid
at this temperature. It is so obviously hopeless,
therefore, to attempt, in the gas turbine, tempera
tures which are quite feasible in the cylinder engine.
This fact, as I have said , is generally recognised .
It is accordingly said , by those who take a favour
able view of the gas turbine, that it is necessary to
supply the turbine with gases at a much lower
temperature. Mr. Neilson fixes the temperature of
700° C . as one which steel turbine blades would
probably stand , without too rapid deterioration .

I fear that on this point I must differ from him ,
because, in my experience, oxidation of steel, and
even iron , is a fairly rapid process at this tempera
ture. Nothing new has been proposed as to the

thermo ynamic cycle of the gas turbine, so that all
reasoning upon efficiencies depends upon the deduc

Laval disc with blades. In order to get a reason
able temperature on expansion , it would be neces
sary to assume a maximum temperature in the
combustion chamber no higher than 1,000°, and
this would bring down the temperature, after com
plete expansion, to about 500°, which, no doubt,
steel turbine blades can be expected to stand for
some considerable time.

With these assumptions, however, the gas tur
bine would not be very economical, as compared
with cylinder engines, even assuming all difficulties
overcome. The theoretical and practical difficul
ties, however, are very serious indeed .
To begin with the question of an efficient air
compressor. I am not aware of any turbine com
pressor capable of compressing up to 140 lbs.
absolute from atmosphere with anything like 60

tions already made from internal combustion engine
practice.
Seeing the impossibility of constructing a tur

per cent. efficiency. Before success could be
attained , this efficiency of compression , so far as

bine with materials to stand a high temperature,

diagram is concerned , should be at least 90 per

many have proposed to convert high temperature

cent., in order to allow for unavoidable mechanical

into kinetic energy, so that instead of having work

stored up in the gas in the form of heat, the heat

and other losses in the subsequent processes. It
has, it is true, been proposed to substitute cylinder

shall disappear, and the energy of the heat be

compressors operated from the turbine, instead of

transformed into motion of the gaseous particles
at a high velocity. Such proposals, then , include

would be equivalent to abandoning at once all the

the compressing of a gaseous mixture to , say,
that mixture within a combustion chamber at con
stant pressure, and the expansion of the mixture
through an expanding jet of the Laval type, so as
to drop the temperature and obtain its equivalent
in kinetic energy or velocity of the gaseous par

50 lbs. or 60 lbs. above atmosphere, the igniting of

ticles. The rapidly moving particles at the rela

tively low pressure and temperature are then allowed
to impinge upon rapidly rotating blades of sickle
configuration , and they are supposed to give up
their energy of motion to those blades, and so ex
pend work upon the turbine. This appears to be
the most feasible of all the gas turbine proposals ,
so I will proceed to examine it a little more minutely .
Success by this cycle of operations requires —
(1 ) A rotary or turbine compressor of high
relative efficiency.
(2 ) An expanding nozzle which shall ensure
that free expansion is quantitatively
equivalent to adiabatic expansion be
hind a piston .
(3 ) A rotating turbine of such construction as
to secure very high efficiency of trans
formation of kinetic energy of the mov
ing gas into effective work available at
the turbine shaft.
Assuming air to the working fluid , and specific
heat to be constant through the temperature range,
it is easy to calculate the efficiency of the Joule or
Brayton cycle, which these operations in effect
represent. It would be useless to attempt to work
a turbine at a pressure so low as to be relatively
inefficient compared with the gas engine, so I have

turbine compressors ; but this, it appears to me,
advantages of the turbine principle. If recipro
cating cylinders are to be used for compression
there is no objection to using them also for expand
ing. No gas turbine with cylinder compressors

could, in my view , succeed .
Assuming, however, even go per cent. efficiency
from a turbine compressor, and assuming that we
have a compressed gaseous mixture burning freely
in the combustion chamber at the desired pressure
and temperature, we have yet to face the problem of

the expanding nozzle. It is always assume l that
with the use of an expanding nozzle temperature

drop can be as certainly attained as with an ex
panding piston in a cylinder. This, it seems to

me, has been by no means proved .
( To be continued .)

The “ Fortis" Vice Prize Competition .
THE “ Fortis " Electrical and Engineering Com
1 pany, of Coventry, have kindly placed at
1os., and 5s. 60. respectively, to be awarded as
prizes in a competition. We accordingly have
pleasure in offering these useful prizes for the best
three articles sent on “ An Amateur's Vice Bench ."
our disposal three of their vices, value 18s. Ed.,

What is required is a working drawing of a bench
suitable for amateur use , with a short accompany

ing article describing its construction and fittings
(tools not included ). The prizes will be awarded

chosen a Joule cycle of, say, 48 per cent. ideal
efficiency, which in a cylinder gas engine would

to the designs which in the opinion of the Editor
of THE MODEL ENGINEER are best suited to the
requirements of the average reader of this journal,

probably give, in practice, about 30 per cent.

All entries should be sent to the Editor of the M . E .,
and should bemarked " Fortis Vice Competition ."

indicated efficiency . For this ideal efficiency the
pressure of compression would require to be 141 lbs.

The latest date for sending in will be Dec. ist, 1905.
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ends of which are hit and thrown forward by a

A Model Steam Fire Engine.

projecting pin on the coupling of the piston and
pump rods. This pin is really the coupling pin ,

By H . STEVENS.
I JEREWITH is illustrated , and briefly de
scribed , a rather unusualform ofmodelsteam

which goes right through into a slot in bed plate,
and acts as a guide. On trying the engine under
steam , I found that the speed was too great, so I
fixed a long lever, with a weight on the end, in

fire-engine, the length over-all of which is
16 ins., and height 13 ins. The main body is

order to balance it. This lever swings like the
pendulum of a clock (the arrangement is shown

constructed of oak, stayed and screwed together
where necessary , and left in its natural colour

and varnished . The wheels are of iron ; this was
particularly necessary in the case of the rear ones,
on account of the heat from the boiler. They are
mounted on steel axles, and brakes are made to
apply . The front wheels are attached to an
under-carriage, or turntable , which is made to take

the shaft for the horses as in the real engines ; the
body also opens for the insertion of the hose, etc.
The boiler is of 1- 16th -in . copper, and 6 ins. high
by 4 ins. in diameter. Two ends were flanged and
riveted in , the lower one being fixed about 3 ins.
up from the bottom ; eight k-in . tubes were then

fitted , expanded each end, and sweated round.
The fittings include pressure gauge, water gauge,
whistle, safety -valve, and blow -off cock. Steam is
raised by a spirit fire, which is fed by a pipe leading
from a vertical brass tank situated on the right
hand side of boiler,

Fig . 2.

Wire qouze

PENDULUM
GOVERNOR
ATTACH

feed pipe

MENT.

Spirit burner

Fig . 3.
in Fig. 2), and “ steadies " the
pump to a nicety . The en ine
will work at 10 lbs. pressure, but
the safety valve is screwed down to
40 lbs. per sq. in . With the lamp,
ladder, and other accessories in their
places, the engine looks very
realistic .

A CAUSE OF BRITTLE STEEL. In experiments during the last five
years, Dr. Hjalmar Braune has
proven that the brittleness met

with in steel is often due to the
presence of nitrogen , which forms a
nitride of iron , dissolving the re
mainder of the metal, and altering
the appearance of sections under

the microscope and the properties,
In a steel containing O'060 per cent.
of carbon , as little as 0:07 to 0 .08
per cent of nitrogen caused a
marked change. The nitrogen was
added by fusing the steel in an
atmosphere of ammonia , and the
metal was then annealed . Under

Fig . 1. - -MR. H . STEVENS' MODEL FIRE ENGINE.
the microscope the cells usually
. There are no means at present of filling boiler
seen on an etched surface are greatly reduced
while working, but it holds plenty of water for a
in size, disappearing entirely with o 200 per cent.
“ turn -out.” The engine is bolted on to the side
of nitrogen . With hard steels even less nitrogen
of boiler, and the cylinder is -in . bore by i-in .
has decided effect, and a steel containing 1:15 per
stroke. The pump is single action, 4-in. ram , 1-in .
cent. of carbon was maae quite brittle by 0:03
stroke, and fitted with an air vessel and necessary
to 0.04 per cent. of nitrogen , the elongation on
unions for the connection of suction and delivery
fracture being reduced to a tenth of the
hose. The valve gear is operated by a fork, the
original.
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Arc lamps require a certain approximate voltage,

How It Works.

according to the kind and amount of current used

1.- The Electric Arc Lamp.

and the length of the arc ; they cannot in practice
be made to burn on a great variety of voltages
like incandescent lamps. With continuous currents
and carbons burning in air it is necessary to have

(Continued from page 467.)
By A . W . M .
LAMP in which the arc maintains a fixed
position is called a focussing lamp. It

about 43 volts at the arc for a medium current of

about8 amperes. If the arc is an enclosed one, the
voltage can be raised to about 75 or 80 volts. In

lamp to connect the positive pole of the

each case , however, it is necessary to use a small
wire resistance in series with the lamp to prevent
the arc burning in an unsteady manner. This

supply to the carbon intended to be positive,

resistance would be arranged to absorb about

is important with a continuous current

7 volts, so that a total voltage of about 50 volts
is required for a single open -type and about 87 volts
for an enclosed arc lamp.
When alternating current is used the arc requires
about 33 volts when burning in air and about 65
volts when enclosed ; steadying resistances are
also required .
These figures should not be considered as exact ;
they will alter to some extent according to the
make of lamp and other circumstances , but are
sufficiently exact to be used as a guide to the voltage
required in ordinary lighting practice. Where the
voltage available is very much less — say 20 volts,
or even 30 volts — the arc would not burn ; when the

voltage is higher - say 200 volts - it would be
- Lens

Fig . 7.
because the principal source of light is not the
arc, but a small cup-shaped depression which
forms at the point of the carbon which has been
connected to the positive pole , and which is called
the crater ; except in the case of an illuminated
ceiling the top carbon is always made positive, so
that the light is largely directed downwards (see
Fig. 7). To assist the formation of this crater in

the centre the positive carbon is usually made
with a soft core (see B , Fig. 7). The negative carbon
Fig . 9.
necessary to reduce it to that required by the lamp,

you could not adjust or construct the lamp to require

200 volts. In ordinary continuous-currentdomestic
lighting practic ; it is usual, as far as possible, to
put several lamps or arcs in series (see Fig. 6 ) with
perhaps some resistance as well, so as to make up
a total voltage required as near as practicable
to the supply voltage for motives of economy.
Special series arc-lighting systems used for arc
lighting alone are self-contained , and these con
siderations do not apply . In such systems the
generator is arranged to produce a voltage approxi
mately equal to that required by one lamp multi
Fig . 8 .

plied by the number of lamps.
With alternating current domestic supplymatters
are more conveniently adjusted , as the supply of
voltage is readily reduced or adjusted to that

is solid and has no core. When alternating current
is used the carbons burn away at equal rates, as
each carbon becomes alternately positive and
negative, no crater is formed , the light being
diffused equally upwards and downwards (see
Fig. 8 ).
When the arc is enclosed in an air-tight globe,
as previously explained , the carbon ends take a
somewhat different shape to thatwhich they assume
when burning in air ; they assume a less pointed

The reason why it is not praticable to make arc
lamps to work on any voltage is that the arc itself
gives a certain back electro -motive force , approxi
mately 39 volts for an open -type continuous and 33
volts for an open type alternating currentarc, which

form .

must be equalled before the current can flow tiri ugh

required for the lamp by means of a small trans
former or choking coil, though the latter is not
economical unless made in a certain form .
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the lamp, and a few more volts added to overcome
the resistance of the carbons and coils. As a

matter of fact, some very small arc lamps, taking
only about two amperes, will work with a voltage as
low as 35 volts continuous current, but would do
better with a little higher pressure.
Lamps in ordinary use take from 5 to 20 amperes,
depending upon the size. The candle-power is a some
what indefinite quantity, and not easy to measure.
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Such arc lamps must be of the focussing type, and
are frequently operated by hand -driven mechanism ,
being then termed hand - feed arc lamps. The same
operations must be performed as with an automatic
lamp- namely , the carbon points are first brought
into contact with each other for a moment to permit

the current to flow , and they are then separated to
strike the arc, at intervals discovered by the
experience of the operator the carbons are fed
towards one another as the points burn away.
Such lamps require a heavy current, from 30 to

80 amperes or more, and from 60 to 80 volts or so ,
according to circumstances. For lighthouse work ,
where the optical considerations are different,
alternating current is used .
There is a new class of arc lamp now in use,
sometimes called flame lamps , which use a com
paratively long arc, and carbons having a special

Mirror

Insulotion

Arc

Carbon
rod

Fig . 10.
A mean is taken , and may be roughly considered

B

as about 800 c.- p . for a continuous current lamp
taking 500 watts . Arc lamps for use in optical

|Carbon
- rod

lanterns and projectors s .ould be supplied with
continuous current, if this kind can be obtained,
because it is then possible to use the crater pre
viously mentioned in the positive carbon as the

Mirror

Insulation

Corboń an

Carbon

Section of AB
Fig . 12.
M
I
M
I

composition in order to impart a yellow colour

Fig . 11,
point from which the light proceeds, and to focus
this point in the lens or mirror, the crater being
exposed by inclining the carbons, see Fig. 9,
which shows the rays of light falling upon a lens, or
Figs. 10 and 11, which show two methods of directing
the light upon the mirror of a searchlight projector.

to the light ; the general principles of striking the
arc and feeding apply to these also .
An ordinary single open arc lamp with carbons
burning in air willburn for about 15 hours before

the carbons require renewing ; if the arc is enclosed
in an air -tight globe the carbons last for about 150
hours ; these are only approximate figures ; they
will vary with different makes of lamp. Sometimes
two pairs of carbons are fitted , the second pair
to automatically come into use when the first pair
is consumed . It is generally considered that con
tinuous current is preferable for arc lamps used for

ordinary lighting purposes, as, if the upper carbon
is made positive the greater part of the light is
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directed downwards. To secure this advantage
where alternating current systems are in operation ,
motor-driven rectifying machines have been in
stalled , which change the alternating current into
a currentwhich , though pulsating , is always flowing
in one direction. With such a current one carbon
can be kept positive and the advantages of con
tinuous current practically secured .
Though not very much used now , it is interesting
to notice the very simple arc lamp known after its
inventor as the Jablochkoff candle. This consists

of two similar carbon rods (see Fig . 12 ) placed side
by side and separated by a thickness of some
fusible insulating clay to which the carbons adhere ,
so that the whole forms a kind of flat candle,which

November 23, 1905.

as well as the movements of the arc which continu

ally shifts its position . On no account should the
arc be examined for any length of time by the
naked eye.

(To be continued .)

The Race for the Branger Cup .
IT will be remembered by many of our readers
I

that in our issue of June 22nd last we published
an illustrated article on the first race for the

cup formodelmotor boats presented by M . Branger,
of Paris. A second competition for this trophywas

held a few days ago, and we are now enabled to

Fig. 3. — THE START FOR THE BRANGER CUP RACE.
is placed in a holder consisting of a pair of insulated

give some photographs of the event. It will be

clips, to which the wires carrying the current are
attached . The current flows up one carbon and
down the other, the arc forming at the ends,as in
dicated in the diagram . As the carbons are con
sumed the insulating material crumbles away,
and the whole candle burns away like an ordinary
wax candle. The arc is started by means of a

noticed that a much larger number of competitors
participated on the present occasion , showing an

carbon fuse bridge, which connects the ends of the
carbons ; when current is switched on this fuse
melts and the arc is started . If through any cause
the arc goes out it will not startagain without ex
ternal help . This is one of the drawbacks of the
system . Alternating current is used to ensure the
carbons burning away at the same rate .
The action of striking and feeding can be ex
amined by observing the arc through a piece of red
or blue coloured glass. This is an interesting study,
and will show the formation of the crater in the
positive carbon when continuous current is used ,

evidently increased interest in this sport on the
part of our French neighbours.

The race this time was held on the Grand Lac
heats and a final. A weak point in most of the
boats was shown in the steering gear, for, of the

of the Bois de Boulogne, and was divided into three

eleven competing craft in the first heat only two

succeeded in reaching the winning post, the others
getting off the course and running ashore at various
places. A similar fault was shown by several of
the boats in the other heats, some of them merely
describing large circles on the lake until their steam
or current supply became exhausted . In the final
heat the winner proved to be the Quinquina of
M . Gérard - a boat which was illustrated in these
pages last June. This , it will be remembered , is a

steamer with a twin cylinder vertical engine. One
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Fig . 1 . - PREPARING THE MODELS FOR THE RACE.

Fig . 2. - READY FOR THE START.
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of the competing boats was driven by a small petrol
motor, while a number were electrically driven by
motors and accumulators.
The first prize was the Branger Cup, which is
a very handsome and appropriate trophy, as will

be seen by the accompanying photograph ; but

November 23, 1905.

For the Bookshelf.
[Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,
Fleet
Street, London, E .C ., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.]

Fowler 's MECHANICAL ENGINEERS' Pocket Book ,
1906 . Manchester : The Scientific Publishing
Co: Price : Leatherette , Is. 6d. net ; leather ,

and gilt edges, 2s. 6d. net ; postage 3d. extra .
The 1906 edition of this work is, like its prede
cessors, excellent value. Its utility is increased by

the various revisions which have been made to
bring it up to date ; a useful addition being a
section on proportions of machine tool parts , such
as lock -nuts and washers, handles, knobs, cone
bearings, T -slots, knuckle-joints, V -strips, etc .
Containing, as it does, over 500 pages of useful
mechanical information in a condensed and easily
get-at-able form , it may well be regarded as a good
investment for every engineer.

ELEMENTARY ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING . By P .

T. White. Wigan : Strowger & Son . Price
4s. 6d . ; postage 4d. extra .

Fig . 4 . - THE BRANGER CUP.

This is a book intended for the practical man,
who wishes to gain an intelligent grasp of the
principles and functions of electrical apparatus and
machinery without undue indulgence in mathe
matics. The ground covered is as follows : - In
troduction ; electric batteries, bells , and telephones ;
the dynamo, motors, and their applications ;
accumulators, arc lamps ; the physical theory of
dynamo- electric machinery ; electrical instruments,
apparatus and testing ; the three-wire system .
Some useful notes on the care and management of
dynamos and motors are incorporated in the
chapters dealing with these machines, and through

in addition to this a number of
extra prizes were given to other
competitors whose boats did
good performances. We regret
that we have not sufficient in
formation to enalle us to com

pare the speed of the Quin
quina or the other boats with
the best models on this side
of the Channel, but we are in
clined to the opinion that the
“ Old Country ” still retains
the lead on this point. In June
last the Quinquina accomplished
a speed of nearly five miles per
hour, which is excellent for her

length -- 38 ins. She has since

been partly decked over, and
possibly some further improve
The other
photographs we give will show
that the affair has aroused a

ments introduced .

considerable local interest, and
we shall look forward to some
further races under the same

Fig .
enterprising auspices.
The syllabus of the Association of Engineers-in
Charge announces for Dec. 13th a paper on “ High
Pressure Gas Illumination," by J. W . Blakey, Esq.,
at the St. Bride Institute, E .Č .

5. - ONE OF THE COMPETITORS.
side of things is kept well to the
out the practical
front. The illustrations in many instances are
capable of improvement,but, apart from this defect,
the book is one which will be found very instructive

by the class for whom it has been written .
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ordinary clock with contacts fixed on it, a very
fine result follows. -- Yours truly,

J. G . THAIN.

Gloucester.

Chort clip

(The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume, if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication .)

Drum

Bels

A Novel Electrical Musical Instrument.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Tripolor
DEAR SIR , - I am sending you a drawing of a
novelmusical instrument which I have had working
for the past six months. As you will notice , the

machine is electrically operated , and any number
of tunes may be played upon it. The following is
a brief description : - A drum is operated by a
motor, and on the drum is a paper chart with slots
cut in it. As the drum revolves, springsmake con
tact just as the slots are brought to their position ,
thus ringing a bell of a certain note. There are ten

Drum chord

Contact
springs

HH

Reducing
geor

Wood
Support

IG . 2? . - DRIVING MECHANISM .

Clock

Beoring

DI

ABCDEFGAB CI

pe spring

665sto
lo

Beoring

Bell

I Contact

Tube

Base -board

Battery
Fig . 1. - DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR NOVEL MUSICAL INSTRUMENT.
Armature Reaction and Distortion of Field .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - As requested by Mr. Warren , I have
examined this question again , but I am still of
opinion that he is in error. It must be remembered
that it takes two magnetic fields to make one
mechanical force ; and so one magnetic field cannot

possibly tend to pull a cylinder of iron asunder.
Again , if there be two magnetic fields super
imposed upon each other, and the direction of one is
parallel to the direction of the other, then there is
no torque produced ; but if one field is directed at
right angles to the other, there will be a torque
acting which will tend to twist one or other of the
fields round until their directions are parallel. I am
The length of the notes ore determined by the already
well acquainted with the fact that if I want
length of slots cut in the chort
to reverse a motor I must reverse the direction of
Fig . 3. — PAPER CHART.

the current, through either the fields or the arma
ture, but not through both ; but this does not affect

bells, and they are tuned respectively to A , B , C ,
D , E , F , G , A , B , C , and as the slots come into line,
a tune is played.

the question , so far as I can see.
With regard to my question , " Where do you
think the torque is to come from ? ” there can be

With the bells hung up in the hall, and an

no torque available for doing external work when the
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fields are unexcited (without overloading the arma
ture). The torque depends upon the strength of
the main field (due to the field -magnets) and the

November 23, 1905.

propelled boats, I would not mind running my boat

against a larger sized model. The propellers may
be of any pitch or any surface, but the diameter to

armature current ; so if we want a large torque, we
must have well excited fields and large armature
current. - Yours truly ,
Forest Gate.
F. J. KEAN .

A New Propeller.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, I have pleasure in enclosing two
photos of a model motor tug-boat, designed by
me, and driven by a new form of corrugated fisht il
propeller invented by me; the hull is specially de
signed to skim on the surface of the water, instead of

cleaving through the water ; the wetted surface is
not in the line of resistance . To keep the boat in
its course in a rough sea, it is fitted with vertical
knife-edged keels, which also protect the pro
pellers from being damaged . You will notice in
the photo that the propellers are keyed on vertical
shafts, which impart a direct horizontal thrust to
the hull. No thrust blocks are necessary , as the

thrust is taken on the bearings of the shaft. The
boat is also water-tight, without any stuffing-boxes.
The dimensions of the boat are : - Length ,

3 ft. 4 ins. ; beam , 7 ips. ; displacement, 8 lbs. 6 ozs. ;
draught forward , & in . ; aft, if ins. ; diameter of
propellers, 2 ins. You will notice in the plan view
a small steering -wheel between the two clockwork
motors ; this wheel controls the forward motor,
which is mounted on a turntable, and coupled
direct to forward propeller, which has a universal
radius of action ; so that, without stopping or rever
sing the motor, the boat can be propelled ahead,
astern , broadside, to port or starboard , or at any
desired angle by simply turning the steering wheel.
If any of your readers have a speedy steam or

A SIMPLE SPEED COUNTER.

other form of boat, I would like to meet them ,
be about the same as mine, which
is 2 ins. The engine may be run
at any speed desired , but the boat

must be able to go astern .
I have designed a continuous
impulse petrol motor to drive my
propeller. It will be on show at

Olympia next month . —COCH
Yours faith
RANE .
W.
fully,
London , w .
PowerofModel Engine ; Simple
Speed Counter.
To THE EDITOR OF The Model
Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — I do not think the

last paragraph of Mr. Pullen 's arti
cle (November 2nd, 1905) should be
allowed to pass without comment,
as it might mislead some novice .
According to his statement, the
engine was receiving steam with a
pressure of 60 lbs. per square inch .

Allowing for the loss of pressure
to friction in the probably in
DECK AND SIDE VIEWS OF MODEL MOTOR TUG -BOAT FITTED WITH A due
adequate ports, etc ., themean pres
New CORRUGATED FISH - TAIL PROPELLER .

sure on the piston should have

either for speed or in a tug-of-war. From results
I have obtained with this model, and from experi
ments I have made with different forms of screw

leaston 30thelbs.
per (area
square
inch , or a totalbeen
piston
of 44at lbs.
of
piston 1:48 sq . ins.).

Taking the revolutions at 1,000 , this gives a
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piston speed of 250 ft. per minute, which , multi
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enclosed for your inspection ). Can I convert this into a
(a-in.piece
sparking coil, please ? Must I unwind all the wire, or not ?

plied by 44 lbs., gives 11,000 ft. lbs. per minute
= Mr.h .-p.,
as statedhow
. this power was
Pullenagainst
does notth mention
absorbed
;
surely
the
friction
of
the engine was not
sufficient ?

It is hardly insulated at all, but for some pieces of paper between
the twowindings . The weight of coil is quite 3 lbs. -- perhaps more.
The terminals are very large - bell kind - but there is no contact.
breaker on it. I don ' t know how to make dischargers or join up
the wires to terminals. Wires are not joined up in any way, isbuta
there is no break in wire , for I have tested them . There

I sen 1 you a sketch of a simple means of counting

regulator to 1oo. I am sorry for troubling you , but have readlikeof
readers making the sparking coil, and should very much
your
to make one also . The whole of the wire is wound on one length .
Do you advise winding two or four bobbins ? Wire is all cotton

revolutions which I have never seen described be
fore, and it may be as useful to your readers as it
has proved to me.

A is a sleeve turned an easy fit to spindle B , and
split as shown , and slightly pressed together to take
a light grip on B : Bis the spindle, thespeed ofwhich
is required to be measured ; C a common reel of
cotton ; D a bracket carrying a spindle, on which
C can revolve easily .
To measure the revolutions of B , the cotton is
tied to A and placed in position shown. C is held
by the hand till the time comes to measure the
revolutions. On releasing C , A will revolve, wind
ing the cotton . On the lapse of a certain number
of seconds or minutes, C is again held , and the
number of revolutions can be counted as A is un
wound. - Yours truly,
. W . DELVES BROUGHTON ,
T'pper Norwood ,V S.E
.
Assoc. M .Inst. C . E .

The Society ofModel Engineers.
London .
.
— The next Ordinar Meeting
MEETIN
FUTURE
GS
of the Society will be held at the Holbory n TownJ .
Hall on Thursday, December 7th , when Mr.
Glover will read a paper on “ Motor Cars, Past and
Present," to be followed by an informal discussion .
A good show ofmembers' work is requested .
Readers of this Journal who are thinking of join
ing the Society are requested to apply to the Secre
tary for a ticket of admission to this meeting,

. find complete instructions for making a -in , Spark coil
covered
You will

Handbook
No. 11, and can see by reading this book if any of
inyourourcoil
parts can be used. The primary and secondary wire as
would be of no use ; they are both of too thick
enclosed
per
samples
a gauge. The iron wire mightbe used for the core, if well annealed :
very
that is, it should be made dull red -hot and allowed to cool wires
fine ashes. The copper
slowly by covering it with lime or (the
larger ), and No. 26 gauge
which yo'ı send are No. 15 gauge
( the smaller). For a Spark coil of any kind, No. 36 gauge is the
largest which may be used . You will find full information in our

.
handbook
(14,4651 Pailure of Small Electric - Car Motors.

E . S. M .

(Preston ) writes : Will you please answer me the following ? I
am making a tramcar, like the one described by Mr. Simpson (see

M . E ., April 30th , 1903), but am fitting two motors, working on the

series-parallel system . I have made these motors, but cannot get
them to work . They are a copy of Fig . 1 (M . E . Handbook No. 14).
The
armatures are it by it, drum type, having eight slots 1 in . by
+ in . Field -magnets are wrought iron . Windings : Armature,

it czs.coils
24 S.W
. ; field -magnets,
.G ., in series,
eight
on .Garmature.
They run3 ozs.
freely24 S.W
in bearings,
and with
con
the brushes right round, I cannot get them to move, or show any
tendency to. The pressure is 12 volts ; current, 7 amps., can be
taken trom dynamo terminals. What ratio of gearing ought to

nections to commutators, etc., are all correct ; yet, with shifting

be used between motors and wheels to get the best speed out of
this car,
wheelslies,
beingand2twhat
ins. diameter
? Pleaseought
stateto where
take
in motor
ratio of gearing
be putmisin
to give best results.
Ře motors. Are you sure that your dynamo is working well ?
It rather seems as if the fault was there. Try putting the field
coils of each motor in parallel. Perhaps you have wound the
field coils so as to produce two N . or two S. poles, instead of N .
Freld á

when they will be given full information as to
conditions of membership , etc .

The Seventh Annual Conversazione will be held
onRIDDLE,
Friday,
January 12th , 1906 . - HERBERT G .
Hon . Secretary, 37, Minard Road, Hither

TI Dynamo

Green , S . E .

Query 14165

Queries and Replies.

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS TO DYNAMO.

Queries
on subjects
withinfollowing
the scope
of this: - journalare
by post
under the
conditions
( 1) Queriesreplied
dealingto

and S . poles. Read Chapters I and VIII of our Handbook No. 1o .
Re gearing . this is a matter for trial. As a general rule, it is

with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back . ( 2) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
seference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed , and also a " Queries and Replies
Coupon ' cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the
Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks
elapsein before
the Reply
can bebe guaranteed.
published . The
insertionmust
of replies
this column
cannot
(6 )

advisable to let the motors run at as high a speed as practicable ;
so you will not be far wrong if you make the gear ratio as large as
convenient
- three or four revolutions of the motor spindle to one
revolution of the wheel axle would be a good ratio. If you do not

All Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER , 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .)

The tofollowing
recently are
: selected from the Queries which have been replied
(14,566) -in . Sparking Coil. A . S. (Stamford ) writes :
A week ago I purchased a shocking coil from a second-hand dealer :
I paid 2s. 6d. for this. I have no use for a shocking coil, and
would like to unwind and convert it into a sparking coil. I enclose
two pieces of the wire for your inspection . The thin wire is on the
outside, the thick over the core. The dimensions of coil are (the
coil by itself, not including the baseboard) : Length 4t ins. (a
trifle over ) : diameter of bobbin ends, 3 ins. : core, over 6 ins. long

get sufficiently good results, try re-winding the field -magnets of

motors with No. 22 gauge s.c .c. copper wire, and armatures with
No. 26 gauge s.s.c . copper wire. Get on as much wire as you con
veniently can .
14 ,547) 300 -watt Kapp Dynamo Pallure . H . A . W .
(Kenley) writes : I would crave your assistance with my new
dynamo, which refuses to excite properly. The following are its
details :- Output, 50 volts 6 amps. ; armature, 3 ins. diameter,
44 ins. long, 16 slots, wound with 8 coils , 32 conductors in each coil,
exactly equivalent to 3 Ozs. of wire per coil, as sample. Stampings
insulated with thin paper and shellac ; total length of stampings
undar pressure and without papºr, 37 ins. Field -magnets : Resist
ance
about 20 ohms (see thinner
of wire). Insulation :
Vulcanised fibre throughout ; 1-64thsample
in . thick on the armature
slots, and 1-32nd in . in the commutator and field -magnet coils.
Coils were basted with shellac in alcohol in front a gas fire, and
left all day to dry. The metal got as hot as the of
hand could bear ,
but no hotter ; the coils are now a deep brown colour. Com

mutator bars are separated by mica , and insulated from the rings
with fibre, and also from the shaft. On running the machine at
about 3.500 r.p .m ., (1) hardly any power seems to be absorbed ;

(2) slight sparking takes place at the commutator ; (3) on graspirg

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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the brushes,

shocks arethe feltconnections
; (4) on breaking
F.M . circuit, coils
occurs ; (5 ) altering
of the brushes to F .Ma . spark
has no effect ; (6 ) altering the brush lead through an arc of 45°
has no effect : (7 ) connecting F .M . coils in parallel does not better
matters, slight sparking at the brushes and shocks occurring just
the same : (8 ) when driven in the opposite direction , nothing at all
occurs. The machine runs well as a motor on 8 volts from four
20 amp.-hour accumulators, though it sparks somewhat at the
commutator. A detector galvanometer and 3 '5 volts shows no
deflection when connected to the windings and the metal of the
machine. The commutator has been disconnected , and all the

Novembor 23, 1905.

charge the accumulators would be to charge the three in series, and
obtain the volts required by running the dynamo at a higher speed .
We do not expect you will have any difficulty in getting the 15 volts
required . You must watch the field coils , however , to see that
they do not get too hot. As long as you can keep your hand on

them they

not

hot. You would probably have

the

too
to raise
speed aboutare20 per cent.
; it depends upon the design of themachine.
Dynamo.whatG is. Rthe. output
writesof:
120please
-wattlet meknow
(Gloucester)
Would you
(1)(13,995]
of dynamo
which I have given sketch ; also what speed to be driven at ?
( 2 ) Would a 1 b .h .- p . do ? (3 ) Could I get enough light from it
to light a small shop about 9 ft. high , 16 ft. long, 15 it, broad (it
is a bootmaker's shop ) ? (4 ) Could I use a tripolar armature, as I
Dynamos
havenevermade
before? Ihaveof gotwireyourhandbook
and Motors . (5 ) one
What amount
for each poleon of magnet

coils tested for insulation from each other and the core, and for
conductivity . Each coil is joined up beginning to end with the
in
next
handbook

but one, as M . E .
. The fields are strongly mag
netised . The air-gap is extremely small - a good deal less than in

my 30-watt
Avery dynamo. muchpartsobliged
and wire
were supplied by
Messrs
. Macmillan . I shall be The
for any hints .
The dynamo seems to be in order , and should work. We are
inclined to think that the brushes do not make good contact with
the commutator : this would cause sparking, and prevent the
machine from exciting. Are the brushes copper or carbon ? If
the latter , try a pair of copper gauge brushes . Perhaps your
method of testing is at fault ; you will find some information in our
“ Lessons in Workshop Practice," which appeared in THEMODEL
ENGINEER recently.
(14,461] Power of Hydraulic give me some
H . Sinformation
. (Bloom
ington , Indiana ) writes : Will you kindlyEngine.
on the following points ? Regarding the oscillating hydraulic
engine described in a recent number , about what is its speed and
power at water pressure of 50 lbs. per sq . in . ?

ins. diameter ) is 1.623 sq. ins.,

The area of the ram (1 7 - 16ths
but
only half of this is effective during each stroke. Therefore at
120 r.p.m ., and a pressure of water of 50 lbs. per sq. in ., the 1 h .-p .
will be :
Pressure x length ofstroke x effective area ofram x numberof strokes
33,000
50 X 2 x *023 x 120 X 4

ILI

Query 13995

and gauge?
? (6) 8What
volts
and amps,Alsoto amount
light an for
Also ,gauge
how many
8 c.-parmature
. lamp ? and
C .-P .

33,000

50 12X 2 x 1623 480
2 X 33,000
1•623 X 2 I h.-p.

lampsAbout
will dynamo
light?
120 watts at 3,000 r.p.m . (2) A fb.h .-p. engine is not
(1)
powerful enough to drive this machine at full load : you would
require about b .h or rather more ; but you could drive it at

= 10

were
al

and charge for five hours again ; then take away the one which has
been charged for ro hours , and put in the one which has only had

erre

five hours' charging, and then charge for another five hours ?

at higher or lower speed . As your magnet is deficient in mass of

iron , you may not get 120 watts' output, if it is not of very good

لوقفیعی

z0шире

on lowest speed , if I connected A to G , B to H , and so on . Could
I charge the accumulators from this dynamo (which is suitable for
charging) in the following way : Put two of them in series and
charge for five hours ; then take one away, and put in the other,

معقعقعوها

curiewegI o

speeds ? If so, what gauge German silver wire should I use, and
what length ? By turning Switch to E , I presume I should start

reeleeuw

офора

watt dynamo ( 10 volts 2 amps.) as a motor from three 4 -volt 20
amp.-hour accumulators . Could I make a small resistance board ,
as per sketch (Fig . 1), so that I could run the motor at different

leeelllur

| .-p .,
less than full output with 1 b .h .- p . ( 3 ) At full output you should
be able to light four 8 c .- p . lamps. (4 ) We advise you to use a
simple laminated shuttle armature , as you only require to light
lamps, and this is your first attempt. This type of armature also
gives maximum output, and serves very well for lighting. It is
easy of all to wind. (5) Assuming you will use a shuttle
most
armature, wind it with No. 20 gauge d .c .c. copper wire, getting op
as you
can - about lb . will be required. Wind field
magnet with
it lbs. (or more, if you can get it on ) No. 23 gauge
copper
wire
s.c.c.
both coils(6 toOutput
on each magnet the brushes.
be joined
in
series with each other,and in shunttopole,
about
)
25 volts and 4 amps. A 25 -volt 8 c .- p . lamp would take rather
more than I amp. You can vary the volts within limits by running

Motor
Switch ) forwrites
Chargingrunning
Accumu
(14,744 )HStarting
lators.
. B . ( Birmingham
: I propose
a 20

reeeeee

33

- 473
DYNAMO FIELD -MAGNETS.

თურთ
Field Conus

Ooff

Query 14744

Fig . 1.

Fig . 2.

STARTING Switch For Motor CHARGING ACCUMULATOR.
Yes, you can control the speed of yourmotor precisely in the way
you Suggest ; but as your machine is shunt-wound, it would be
better to connect your resistince as sketch (Fig . 2 ), as the machine
will start with more freedom . The resistance can be divided into
as many stops as you prefer. Use about 2 ozs . of No. 22 gauge
bare German silver wire. You can easily adjust the coils by taking
out some of the wire if resistance is too much . The best way to

quality. The diameter of armature should be 2 ins. If the pole
pieces do not approach very closely to the armature all round, your
output will suffer accordingly ; there should , however, be no doubt
as to the machine giving at least two 16 c . p . lamps' output. If
have no means of trying the voltage which the dynamo is
you
giving before buying your lamps, it would , perhaps, be on the safe

side to get 20 -volt lamps. Remember, when testing the machine,

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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side and end elevation of the usual type of electric locomotive

PM

2

Sof'3 cale
feet
forScale
model

successfully ?

Shoe

four lamps when making a trial.

Coupling

used on the City & South London Tube Railway ; also whether
you think a model, say, of -in . to 9 - 16ths-in . scale - I cannot go in

Query

and full load , so you should really put on at least three lamps or

14955
No

for a larger one, as I have not the room to run it --could be made
a drawingRailway.
of the earlier
type ofgives
locomotive
onWe
theappend
City &herewith
South London
The scale
dimen

sions for the actual locomotive and for a - in . scale model. As the
actual locomotives are small (compare with a drawing of a steam
loco)
we think that your choice , under the circumstances, is a wise
one. A very powerful locomotive may be obtained without any
difficulties arising with regard to the curves of the railway. You
will find that even a -in, scale locomotive running on a gauge
of 3t ins.would not make a very cumbersomeengine. The wheelbase
would only be about3 13- 16ths ins., and the loco would pass round
aline5-ft,
or 6 -ft. radius with the greatest ease. The chain -dotted
(P ) on one side of the end-view represents, approximately , the
profile
of
the sides of the newer engines on the C .S .L . R . Whatever
gauge and s .ale you adopt, you will be limited to " tube " type

12

of locomotives and rolling-stock , owing to the buffer height, etc.,
peculiar to these vehicles. However, the ex ess of width for

length,
height,forandthe size
generally obtained will make a good deal
of
difference
better.
(14,964)
Model
Steamer.
F . R . (Dungannon) writes :
I am fitting a stearnerwith a boiler 3tins, diameter with a furnace
tube
i
ins.
diameter,
with
cross
tubes.
I have only 3 ins between
face of boiler and face of spirit tank . Would it be possible to make
a blowlamp after the style as described in " Machinery for Model
Steamers " ? Could you also give me the name and dates of any
engineering paper that would have given the measurements or
drawings of the Midland Railway steamer Londonderry ?
Yes, it will be quite possible to arrange a spirit vaporising
blowlamp within this space. We cannot very well give exact
dimensions from the particulars you send . We cannot call to mind
any drawings of the Midland Railway steamer Londonderry having

been published. Perhaps one of our readers could oblige ?

(15,021]
E . following?
Lamps. R(1). H Ihave
. P . (Norwich)
: Will you
kindly
reply toH . the
a does
4-voltnotHwrites
.Egive
. lampwhich,
when connected
to a 4 -volt accumulator,
anything
like the same amount of light as a 4 -volt lamp from a flashlight

connected to the same accumulator — why is this ? (2) What is
the difference between an ordinary lamp and a H .E . lamp, and why
does the latter consume less current? (3 ) What is the longest
difference for which two bell telephone receivers, with compound

Lii

bar magnets, could be used when connected together without bells
or (microphones
? candle-power is different, and one takes more
1 ) Possibly their

current than
(2) H .Eto . say
lamps
give maximum
p. for
current
used . the(3 )other.
Impossible
- depends
on manyc.-minor
details,
conditions,
and
adjustments
,
etc.
See
handbook
“
Tele
phones and Microphones," 7d. post free.
(14,877]
Running
Dynamo
from
Small
Gas
Engine.
S . C . (Bolton ) writes : I have a gas engine (Madison ), 2 ins. by 3 ins.,
which I intend to drive a dynamo with for lighting purposes. I

3
.LINS4

LocomOTIVE
,South
ELECTRIC
RAILWAY
LONDON
AND
CITY

that the volts will fall considerably as you increase the load ,
There will very likely be a difference of io volts between light load
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.

have
propose to. make,
of
dimensions
which enclosed
I have sketch
got fromof dynamo
the M . E .I handbook
(1) Theparticulars
are for a dynamo of 100 watts. Do you think the above engine
would
powerful
work this size
? If not,wrong
whatforsizea
would beit work
? (2 )enough
Are theto dimensions
of dynamo
machine
of this size ? If not, please correct same. (3) I propose
having a drum armature of eight slots, 24 ins. by 21 ins. Is this
correct ? (4 ) I wish to wind the F .- M . with 22 D .c . c . wire , as I
have about 21 lbs. of this wire. How much of this wire will it
need altogether on the F .M .'s , and what gauge and quantity of wire
shall I need for armature, as I wantvoltage to be from 20 to 30 ?

11

(5 ) What will be the correct voltage when wound with the wire
you state ?
(1) We doubt if you will be able to obtain the full 100 watts
output ; it is a matter for trial ; with everything in best condition
you may obtain something near it. We presume you understand
that a dynamo takes power according
output demanded of
it, so that if unable to obtain 100 watts , toyouthecould
something
less according to the power available ; you couldobtain
get full volts.
but perhaps less current. ( 2 ) Your dimensions are slightly small.
but would do. Deficiency in size means slightly higher speed in
running ; refer again to the scale on page 23 of our handbook.
( 2) Drum armature with eight slots will do. Wind it with eight
coils, two in each slot, and connect to an eight-section
commutator,
(1) No. 22 gauge wire will do for the eld -magnet ; if lbs, wil
wanted for each core. Armature
will require about 14 Ozs. wire ;

use No. 20 gauge

. wire. (5 ) Voltage 20 to 25 volts ; it can be
adjusted by runningd.c.cdynamo
at higher or lower speed . "
(14,891)
Charging
Accumulators
from Primary
B . P . (Walmor) writes : I have recently completed
a dynamoCells.
which

( 14,955] City & South London Electric Locomotive.
F . H . R . (South Woodford ) writes : I should feel greatly obliged
if you could give me the following particulars . A dimensioned

I made from castings supplied from a firm who advertise in your
Journal,
and would esteem it a favour if you will kindly answer
the following questions, viz. ( I ) If I wanted to charge a 4 - volt
8 -amp. accumulator from dynamo, which is 25 volts 4 ampe..
would a 25 -volt i-amp. lamp pass theamright
p. peramount
cur for
ha. 44.-volt
vooflt current
acaccumula
charging same ? (2 ) If I wanted
to1 amp.
charge
four
tors, of which the charging
rate
is
per
hour,
could
el
ll
th
ra
wi four I amp. lamps ? ( 3)I couple
the four in series or paparallel with
What
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amperes would a 25- volt 8 c .- P . lamp pass ? (4 ) How many 4 -volt
accumulators
couli I charge up at once in series ? I have six
4 -volt accumulators, four of them 8 amp.-hours and two to amp.
hours. Could I charge this lot up in series ? (5 ) Could I get any

lamps
would
would which
each give
? only pass amp. ? If so, what candle-power
if i amp.
ratea ofcellcurrent;
I (toI) itYes,amps.
wouldis bethea proper
commoncharging
rate for
of this about
size.
(2 ) The accumulators should be charged in series with each other ;
they
would
require
full
5
volts
per
accumulator,
so
that
the
four
in series would take quite 20 volts. Some resistance wire
in series with them , or an alteration in the dynamo speed would
adjust the voltage, so that the right current passes. Try about
5ance.
yds. No.
24 gauge German silver wire as the resist.
(3 ) Depends upon the efficiency ; about 1 amp.
with
a
lamp
amps. atas aa
maximum . of(4 average
) Yes, byefficiency,
running totheitdynamo
slightly higher speed , so as to obtain 30 volts ; the
charging rate would be about the same for all. (5 )
Try the Universal Electric Supply Co.,60 , Brook Street,
C .-on .- M ., Manchester. If you only intend to use it as
a resistance, you should be able to obtain such a lamp.
A 35 -volt 5 C .- P . lamp would pass about 1 amp. at
25 volts if it had an efficiency of about 3t watts per
candle-power.
14,725) Small GasEngine. A . N . (Bury) writes :
I have made a small gas engine (2 + ins. bore, 31 ins.
stroke),
and
had well,
no trouble
in getting
it to work ;;
in fact,
it ran day
and itpleased
but
the second
I tried
it did menotexceedingly
go so well, and went

worse as days went on , till at last it refused to explode. I found,
on examination, that both valves were not working-- the exhaust,
when pushed in , would sometimes stay in , and the gas and air
valve (combined
worked
Suctionnothing
) stuck tofastcause
to thethemvalveto
seat.
On taking and
valves
out, byI found
con Tube

WIN
Water Space
I AL and Gas

UUT

Fig . 1.
Ethaust
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if too thick at the back end. The engine, when running, seemed to
go at about 500 r.p .m ., and this was not its fastest speed . I was
afraid to " let her go," as I was doubtful whether the flywheels

could stand the strain . I send drawing of full-sized section of fly
wheel.
of aatwheel
like this
(7 ) What(6 is) What
a safewould
limit ofthebursting
speed to runstrain
engine
? There
are be
two?
flywheels , both same size, with a crank between them .
1) When engine is cold , the valve spindles should be quite an

easy fit in (2)theirYes,bushesair, as itIt ismust
onlybeopened
by
suction.
a little especially
oilstickis aup.goodthePrice's
thing.
good oil,
however, or valve willsoon
is to be recommended.
It is 28. od. per gallon , taken at one-gallon lots. 13) Yes, a bush of

gunmetal is desirable. This can be renewed at intervals when badly

/ overy 14926

Fig . 4. - PISTON RING PLIERS.
worn . (4 ) A pair of ring pliers are usually employed , as shown in
sketch
above ; but
great care
is needed
to manipulate
them . to
avoid breaking
the ring.
(5 ) They
s em about
correct proportions.

If theywith
shade
ld be abl(6 You) eThistocouldwhwheel
chtrydeone
t muadvantagependassay,
l stand
eealsol wilwillmake
bubreak,
? 1Shinouthinner.
standthemthe
wider
.wide.
speed easily, if sound . (7 ) Should be able to run at 550 revolu

much depends
tootions,high,butifwell
balanced .on the build of engine; 600 would not be
(14,722]
Electro
-Magnets
E . D dimensions
. W . (Aberdare)
I have
a magnet
wound
to the .following
for usewrites
with a:
110
-volt
circuit,
and
I
wish
to
get
the
same
pull
with
220-volt
circuit. Could you kindly give me the particulars for same, viz.
whether iron core would have to be longer , and how many extra
turns of wire would be required ? Iron core is 12 ins, long . I in .
diameter : 36 coils (or layers ) No, 22 wire, cotton - covered ; weight
of wire, 161 lbs. Magnet used for lifting weights ; volts, 110. Does
not heat after two hours' use.
Re-wind the magnet with about the same weight of No. 25
place- sayin .
use thea value
presentof winding,
wire ; orhaving
s.c.c itcopper
gauge
ohmsabout go but
a resistance
series with
up into coils
silverwire,made
German
bare
It lbs.
ofNo.
22
gauge
and stretched across insulators. Wire for magnet would cost about
the
3s. 6d.
If you
re-wind
silverhalfwire,theabout
3os. ; bareyouGerman
as the
amperes
current,
cost for
will save
magnet,
will be only half the value used with the presentwinding.
( 14,8231 Small Electric - Car Motor.
. (Peckham )
writes : I thank you very much for your answer Fto. a W query
ofmine
a month ago. I am happy to say my knowledge of practical
electricity has advanced very much in that short time, with the
help of your little sixpenny handbooks 5 , 8 , 14 , 22, and 24 . The
motor I asked you about runs splendidly , and I can understand
all
the working parts. I am now writing to ask you about the little
electric-car
described
motor
on
page
52
of
Handbook
the
M
.
E
.
No. 8 . I have made it to the figures given there, and I want you

Steel Busk
Queru 1721

Fig . 2.

= Query1729

Fig . 3.
GAS ENGINE DETAILS.
stick ; but the spindles were rust-coloured at the part where they
touch nothing. Can you tell me ( 1) If the valve spindles should
fit well, or rather slack , in the holes in cylinder ? ( 2) Should the
valve spindles be oiled , and , if so , with what kind of oil ? (3 ) Is
the bearing surface in cylinder back enough ; if not, would a
steel or gunmetal tube act all right secured in valve spindle hole,
and the valve faces re-ground, as shown in Fig . 2 ? After
valve faces, spindles, etc ., the engine ran all right again .
cleaning
I have your book on Gas Engines , and all the volumes of the M .E .,
but cannot find anything about valves sticking. (4 ) Is there any
particular method of springing cast-iron piston rings on without
breaking them ? The piston is 21 ins. diameter, and the rings are
exactly the size of drawing. (5 ) Are they about right proportion
them

for Springing ? They are home-made ones, and I can alter

Deepro
Query 14823
RAILS AND SLEEPERS FOR SMALL ELECTRIC CAR.
to be kind enough to furnish me with particulars of the rails on
which it is to run. I should like to know ( 1) the best and cheapest
- how
material to make
them of ; (2) a few details of construction
? ( 3) How I am
the sleepers are to be joined , and of whatmaterial
find
to the car ? You will
the railsreferred
through
current
to pass the are
to. I shall take my
these details lacking in the book
jars are
current from a six -cell pint-size bichromate battery. Thedetails
are
I pt. square shape (pickle ones), and the carbon and zinc
the “ Bxcelsior battery (purchased from the Universal Electric
Co., 60 , Brook Street, Manchester).
(1) Strip
--preferably
first; (3L ) orJoinT
section
Wood copper,
tacks, astheshown.
. ( 2) brass,
; and fix orwithironsmall
up with flexible wire, as above ; either soldered on , or held by

small bolt and nut.
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(14,944]
F . D .in (PThe
Gas: IBattery
Pump.
; Mercury
wish to make
) writes
dington
as described
a gas battery,
15th , 1902, and as I have a dozen
MODEL ENGINEER for November
porous pots on hand , Iwish to use them . They are stins,high and
2 ins. diameter. ( 1) How many porous pots should I need to
obtain a current of 12 volts 4 amps. to work a 2 -in . sparking coil,
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ings of the usual kind. No further turning. drilling, or screwing

the machine
is required to be done to the parts as supplied , and
way with the aid of a
can be completed in a perfectly satisfactory
by
an
easy
still
more
is
made
tools.
This
simple
few
with the
supplied excellent
eight-page illustrated instruction book , whichweisgive
that the field

how connected pots.
? I wish
and
to use iscastthe zincs,
$ in .amount
diameterof,
smallest
(2 ) What
inside theit isporous
mercury
possible to use
in a mercury pump for exhausting

the illustration
parts. Itarewillbe
these being of soft wrought
up fromfromstampings,
built noted
magnets
iron, and of such a shape as to provide ample room for thewind

small vacuum tubes, etc., as I wish to make a small mercury
pump ? cell gives about
volts. in(1)series.
You would
getEach
the voltage required 1'5
; connect
(2 ) Forneed eight cells to
pump you could make this with a few pounds ofa smallmercury
mercury, say
4 lbs. It would depend upon the volume of the pipes
and con
tainers of the particular apparatus in question . Such pumpi
are

output of any other
output is about double the
they state that theweight
required tɔ
the
power
size;
whilst
and
of
similar
machine
such machines.
by
other
required
that
obtain this output is half
We have not had an opportunity of testing one of these machines,
and so arenot in a position to endorse these claims but at the same

ing. The makers claim that this and certain other points in the
design of the machine make it most efficient in its working, and

illustrated and described in many text-books on physics, to which
you should refer.

The News of the Trade.
CO

( The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion, no payment of any kind
being required or accepted. The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted, or to abstain from inserting a review in any casewhere
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.)
s distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual

Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.

• The “ Stuart” if by i$ Horizontal Engine.
Some few weeks ago we reviewed in these columns Mr. Stuart

Turner's
new design
i in . I byeen ireceived
in. modelmosthorizontal
engine.
enthusiasticilly
This excellent
model ofhaving
by readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER , Mr. Stuart Turner has just
produce I a larger size with cylinder i ins. bore by i ins. stroke,
fitted with high -speed governors ofmodern design , and a balanced
throttle valve. We have seen a finished modela photograph of
which , reproduced herewith , speaks for itself— and also the sets
of
and drawings
suppliedto forreaders
makingwhothearemodel,
whichof
can castings
be heartily
recommended
desirous
tuilding an up-to-date model. Further particulars and prices

may
be obtained fron Mr. Stuart Turner, Shiplake, Henley-on.
Thames.

MESSRS. ARCHIBALD J. WRIGHT'S “ ISLINGTON "
DYNAMO.
time, we think the " Islington " dynamo is one which a good many

a fancy to ,on account of the ease
amateur electricians will take
up. It may be had either as a finished

with which it can be fitted
machine, or, as already stated , in sets of parts, and in either case
an H -armature or a tri-polar armature may be fitted. In the
former case the output is 15 volts 2 amperes, and in the latter
case 10 volts 3 amperes. Full particulars as to prices, etc.,may
be had
on application
bald
J . Wright,
Ltd., at totheMessrs.
address Archi
given

above.

New Catalogues and
Lists .
Northern Modelling Co. , 189, Abbey
Road , Barrow -in -Furness. — The list issued by
particulars of
and engines
firm includes
this
horizontal
launch
engines andprices
(both
finished and in castings), and also station
ary and locomotive engine parts, such as
cylinders,wheels, funnels, regulators, etc. (both
and finished
rough
Someweneat
drawings). which
of working
haveblue-prints
seen show
design,
models
be
of
good
these
to
well
worth the attention of our readers . andSome

reductions
have recently
in prices
been made,
and the listwill
be forwarded
on receipt
of id.

STUART

stamp.

Harry

Johnsor,

Trinityto Street
1. Leeds. We12, have
Boar Lane,
hand

MR. STUART TURNER'S NEW IŁ IN . BY 14 IN . HORIZONTAL ENGINE,

the price list of name-plates, stencils, steel
letter,
and name punches,
moulder's
letters, figure,
small
printing rubber
outfits. stamps,
List willandbe sent
tohome
all
readers upon receipt of stamp to cover
postage.

The " Islington " Dynamo.
A newly -designed small
dynamo, known as the “ Islington ,"
and patented and introduced by Messrs. Archibald J . Wright. Ltd .,
N .E ., possesses several features which
London,
Road,
Green
Leyton
will appeal to our electrical readers. This machine, which is
shown in the accompanying illustration , has been designed largely
with the idea of supplying parts to amateurs who have not the

requisite tools or mechanical ability to fit up a machine from cast

W . Huttor,
Regent
Street, , Ipswich.
- Wehave
received
useful
32-page list13,from
Mr. Hutton
dealing with
electrical
foodsa

and novelties. The items given include accumula iors and parts,
electric jewellery, lamps and lamp stands, coils, batteries, terminals,
small motors and dynamos, castings, bells, telephones, model
steam engines, fittings, and a number of sundries. The list, which

istionfully
illustrated , will be sent post free to any reader on applica
,
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The Editor' s Page.
W

E

have received several letters on the sub

ject of the exhibition treatment of models,
but space this week only permits us to
quote the following passages from a very interest

ing and spirited communication from a reader
in Scotland. He writes : - “ My experience on
the subject under discussion only extends back to
1904, when I exhibited an 80 -watt undertype dy
namo, forwhich I was awarded a first prize, and this
year,when I took a second prize for a switchboard
on which were mounted volt and ampere meters and

November 23; 1905.

ing up with large sheets models which are likely
to suffer in appearance from the effects ofdust (and
what model is not ?) previous to the daily sweeping
of floors, as that is the timewhen most of the dust
is stirred up and deposited elsewhere. They should
also see to the better guarding against mischievous
and ignorant persons tampering with and defacing
exhibits,by placing responsible individuals or more
policemen than there are usually, on duty (of course ,
if glass cases were adopted, this watching could
almost be dispensed with ). And, lastly, managers
could surely inaugurate a system of storing packing
cases whereby each exhibitor would receive back
his model in the proper case.”

two switches. The dynamo came back rolling

exhibition could surely see to the complete cover

Answers to Correspondents.
J. H . H . (Leeds). - .We should advise copper con
ductors , as being cheaper and more convenient to
use .

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects . Matter intended

for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance .
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.
Advertisement ratesmay behad on app.ication to the Advertise
ment Manager. .
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,
and all new apparatus and price lists , & c ., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer," 2629 . Poppin ' s Court,
Fleet Street, London , E .C .

All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT
MANAGER , “ The Model Engi
neer, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
n , E.C. Mirshall
and books to fober addressed
Mirshall && CCo ., 26 - 29
United StahtoondoPercival

Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S .A ., to whom
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about the packing-case, minus an pil-cup, lid , and,

as your correspondent says, ' smothered in dust.'
This year's experience was even worse. Foreseeing
the rough usage the exhibit would be subjected to ,
I took the precaution to clamp down the handle of
each switch with 3- 16ths-in . copper bands, the ends
of which were tucked tightly beneath their respec
tive ebonite switch -blocks ; but notwithstanding
this, some vandal had literally pulled one of the
Switches up by the roots (just to see if it really
worked , I expect), and when it came back to me
the hinge-block was almost wrenched off the base ,
and the copper-knife part of the switch entirely
missing. To add insult to injury, the receiving
manager sent back the exhibit in an old soap-box
belonging to some Co-operative Society , four times
deeper than required , the extra space being filled
up with old calendars, papers, and other packing
room rubbish , instead of in the dust-proof case I
made for it. When remonstrated with , the secre
tary (poor man !) only said there were worse things
than soap-boxes ! I expect he was thinking of
herring-boxes. - But that by the way. After mature
deliberation, I venture to think the amelioration of
the condition of models previous to , at, and after
an exhibition lies, to a great extent, with the
exhibitors themselves ; and I would suggest that.
in all cases where the object is not too large, the
exhibit should be enclosed in a glass case (this does
away with the ‘ halo of dust ' given gratis, but, to
a certain extent, precludes the successful exhibiting
of a working model). Small parts, accessories, and
detached portions of exhibits should be securely
jointed or connected to the main part by the least
visible method possible, and packing-cases just
large enough to hold the exhibit, and nomore, should
be employed in transit. Heavymachines should be
secured to the bottom of the case by screws through
holes in the baseboard or clamps over the bed plate,
etc., and, to secure their return , cases should be
marked indelibly on every side, inside and out, with
owner's nameand address, as well as exhibition pri
vate number. On the other hand, promotersof an
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A Model Steam Tug.
By C. BLAZDELL .

no

Fig . 1. – MR. C . BLAZDELL 'S MODEL STEAM TUG .
THE following description of a small model
steam vessel may be of use to amateurs in
terested in such work , and who do not possess
an elaborate stock of tools and appliances.
The boat above water-line was intended to repre
sent as far as possible a fast tug and despatch -poat

built for the London Fire Brigade, particulars

being taken from a model of this vessel at South
Kensington . The hull measures 3 ft. over all,
6 ins. beam , with a depth amidships of 34 ins.
It is built of wood in two layers, as indicated in
the section (Fig . 2 ), and being a first attempt is not

the boiler being very successful as a rapid steam
clear. It has a heating surface of about 60 sq . ins.,
weighs complete with water 21 lbs., and evaporates
about 44 cubic ins. of water per hour from and at
30 lbs. per sq. in ., with induced draught. This is

generator. The drawings willmake its construction

equal to about if cubic ins. per minute per 100
sq. ins, of heating surface, which , I believe, is good
for such a small boiler. The consumption ofmethy
lated spirit in the lamp is equal to about 23 cubic
ins. per hour. The ratio of water evaporated to

fuel consumed is thus approximately as 2 is to i,
with the performance of real water tube boilers ;
a somewhat startling fuel consumption compared

particularly beautiful. The only point in the hull
and deck fittings needing description is the method
of making the ventilating cowls, which I will en
deavour to give later.
The propelling machinery consists of a simple
water-tube boiler supplying steam to a double

but no doubt low efficiencies are usual in these

acting slide valve engine -in . bore by 4 -in , stroke,

consists of a piece of solid -drawn brass tube 13 ins.

little boilers, and economy of fuel is certainly second
to rapid steaming

Referring to the drawings (Fig. 2), the drum

ian
r
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diameter by 64 ins. long, having cast brass ends
turned a good fit on the tube and secured by a
central stay 3- 16ths in . diameter. They can thus
be readily removed at any time by taking off a
nut, a thin brown-paper washer smeared with
white lead and oil making a tight joint against
the working pressure of 30 lbs. Fourteen 4-in .
outside diameter “ field ” tubes are soldered in
this case ) into the drum , but brazing would be far
better. The circulating baffle shown at the top of
the inner tubes in the drawing was not fitted , as
it was not thought to be necessary , but its presence
is theoretically essential to separate the ascending
and descending currents of water , although the
boiler, asmade, works very well without it.
Steam is taken by a perforated pipe- to which
is attached an anti-priming plate — from the top of
the drum and led through the combustion spaces,
as shown, being thus superheated on its way to
the engine. The exhaust from the latter dis
charges up the funnel, a good draughtbeing essential

r
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The central air passage between the trays is neces
sary to success, a lamp made without it being a
failure.
The engine has a cylinder -in . bore by k-in .
stroke, the only points worthy of notice being the
extra large stuffing-boxes to the piston and slide
rods, packed with a mixture of blacklead and as.

to the success of the boiler. Flame baffles are
fitted as shown in the section through the boiler
(Fig. 2), to ensure that the heat plays upon the
whole length of tube instead of making direct for
the uptake. The limits of water-level allow of a

Fig . 5. - CONSTRUCTION OF VENTILATORS .

Fig . 4

AU

FIG. 3

Bilge pump
7 Exhaust

Oo oo
SA

Fig . 2 .

Scole of inches
2

§
4
ParT LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF BOILER.

MIDSHIP SECTION AT A A .
run of about 20 minutes , but a continuous feeding
device would be a great improvement.
The lamp consists of two tin trays, z-in . deep
by i in. by 4 ins., with asbestos wicks, burning

surfaces, both of which appear to be necessary if
the engine is to run for any length of time without
giving trouble .

methylated spirit fed from a tank at the stern .

A bilge-pump is fitted to get rid of the water, etc..

bestos fibre, and theprovision of fairly large bearing
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which drains to the bottom of the boat. It is very
simple in construction , and has no troublesome
valves, so the following description of it may be of
interest : - A piece of brass tube 7- 16ths in . bore
by about 2 ins. long has a plug soldered into the
bottom . An ordinary cotton-packed piston is
fitted with a brass piston rod and thumb-button .
(a steel rod quickly rusts.) The top cover through
which the piston -rod works is just a driving fit into
top ofbarrel,and drilled a very loose fit for the piston
rod , to allow of ready escape of air, a couple of coils
of brass spring being placed between this cover and
the piston to cushion the latter at the top of its
stroke. In place of the usual suction -valve the
suction -pipe is brought up and soldered into a

hole drilled near the top of the barrel in such a
position as to be fully uncovered by the piston
a little before the latter reaches the top of its stroke.
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Working under its ordinary conditions of about
2 -in . lift and 3-in . head, this little pump gave an
efficiency ofabout 85 per cent.
As no special tools were available for the cowl
ventilators, theywere made in the following manner :
A piece of brass rod, A (Fig. 5 ) was turned at the
end of the shape of the hood, and immersed in a
small vessel of molten lead, B , and held there until
themetal had solidified , thus leaving an impression
of the shaped end of the rod in the lead . A disc
of thin sheet copper considerably larger than the
finished cowlwas then laid on themould and worked
down into it with the brass rod and a hammer.
This sounds easier than it really is, for the copper
crinkles up and has a tendency to crack . The
creases were carefully knocked out with a hammer,
and the metal annealed a dozen times or more
during the operation . The cowl at this stage has a

on
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FIG . 6. -GeneraL ARRANGEMENT OF MODEL STEAM Tug.
The discharge valve is a modification of a cycle
tyre valve, and is shown enlarged in Fig . 4 . The
discharge pipe a , soon after leaving the barrel,
has its end plugged as shown. Two small
holes are drilled diametrically opposite at b ,

crinkled edging like that shown at C in the sketch .

This is cut off with a sharp pair of scissors or snips ,

is uncovered by the piston . On the downward
stroke, the suction port being again covered , the
water in the barrel is forced into the discharge
pipe through the small holes, expanding the rubber
tube into the pipe d , and so overboard , the rubber
closing round the holes b immediately after the

and trimmed up with a file, a narrow edge being
turned up all round themouth with a pair of pliers .
In place of the edging a half-round beading of wire
might be soldered round the mouth by way of a
finish . The trunk of the ventilator consists of a
piece of brass tube shaped at the top to take the
hood, a hole for the throat being cut in the latter
where it joins the trunk, the two being then sol
dered together. The realistic appearance of the venti
lator depends on the way this is done, the idea
being to conceal the joint shown at D in the figure ,
by means of a plentiful application of solder
worked round with the soldering iron, and after
wards cleaned up with emery cloth so as to give a
nice graceful curve between the tube and the hood.
Aluminium paint looks well on the outside of the
ventilator, and effectually hides all solder, while

passage of the water, thus forming the valve.

vermilion is the usual colour for the mouth .

and a tightly - fitting piece of rubber tubing
C slipped over and secured by a few turns

of wire at the bottom . Another pipe d in the
top of the rubber tube carries the discharge
overboard . Supposing the piston at the bottom
of its travel, a partial vacuum is created in the
barrel by drawing the piston up, to satisfy which
water rushes up the suction -pipe as soon as its end
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As I had no means of turning up the spokes of
the steering wheel, they were made from short
pieces of wire held vertically over a spirit flame,
with a drop of solder hanging from the end. When
this solidifies it makes a fair imitation of a handle.
I do not think there is much else in the boat
needing description , except that all the space for
ward of the boiler is packed with cork , making her
unsinkable , and also that the pressure gauge is
viewed by opening a small door in the boiler-casing
on deck , shown in the drawings ; a better arrange
ment than allowing the gauge to stick out through
a hole in the deck . The boat is fitted with gratings ,
hatches, winch , sidelight screens, etc., as shown
in Fig. 6 , the funnel being arranged to lower with
counter-balance weights. This was a necessary
arrangement in the original to allow the vessel to
pass under the bridges on the Thames at all states
of the tide, but this scarcely applies to the model.
Probably the provision of rather more freeboard
would have been an improvement in this model,
unless the deck is made water-tight ; and I should
advise an amateur making a similar boiler to braze
and not solder the tubes.
In conclusion , I must say that I have gained
much information from the pages of this journal
and its handbooks, without which I should have
found the construction of this little craft impossible.

Workshop Notes and Notions.
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the hole B , and the thumb-screw or nut H tight
ened up, when it will hold the bar A firm . The
size here given is suitable for a scribing block with
an 8 -in . post. It is very handy for marking off
over
projections in holes, and a good many other
uses
,

A By - Pass Bunsen .

By W . P .
Having a large amount of soldering to do lately ,
and heating the iron on a Bunsen , it occurred to me
that a by -pass would economise the gas, and also
save much time in re-lighting ; so I proceeded to
“ rig up ” one as shown in sketch . The by- pass
works automatically by the weight of the iron. I

OD
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A By-Pass BUNSEN .

(Readerunn, bass will be matter we envelope.

[Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column. based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
ing to merit .
All matter intended for this column should be

first removed the original gas inlet, and made one

similar, but with a flange. This flange I screwed

An Extension Bar for Scribing.

out to take a by-pass of an old incandescent burner
which I had by me. I then screwed a piece of tube

By “ SCRIBO,"

to fit the other end of by -pass to take the india

marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

rubber tube. A hole is drilled at A , and tapped
A is a piece of steel plate 3- 32nds- in . or in .
to take a piece of - in . brass tube, which is led a
thick , about 34 ins. from centre to centre of holes
little above surface of Bunsen burner. The screw
C and B . B is a hole drilled the same size as
B regulates the size of flame of the by-pass. C is a
section of the cock showing groove which supplies
imiz
gas to the by-pass. As will be seen , when the iron
mis laid on the Bunsen , the handles resting on the
A Steel plate ja thick B
ble crutch D , the weight brings the lever down to the
position shown by the dotted lines, which lights the
Bunsen , and on lifting the iron off, the Bunsen is
shut off, and the by-pass lit. The cock must not
35" 3a"
be too tight ; a little tallow will make it work easy .
drilled
Hole
TTioilan
to
The spring E (which is a piece of clock spring)
suit scriber .
should be strong enough to lift the cock , but has
tel.mico
*. needle
linn

Ilnlnlnl

Sed plota

to be overcome by the weight of the soldering iron.

Scriber post

G

Effective, Simple and Cheap Trammels.
By “ CANTAB."

Jos
Wing nut

Block or >
clip of
scribing block

e

on

DETAILS OF EXTENSION BAR FOR SCRIBING .
diameter of the pin that tightens up clip of block
shown at F . C is a 3- 16ths- in . hole drilled to take
a simple clip D with a bush E . The hole in the
clip should be drilled same size as scriber needle,
and the thumb-screw G is for tightening the whole
up. The pin G of the scribing block goes through

The accompanying sketches show a very rigid
set of trammels , which can be easily made in a

short time, and at comparatively small cost. Most
trammels require castings, a lot of machining and
fitting, and often then the pointers are fixtures,
and not serviceable for circles in different planes .
In this design the pointers are adjustable, and no

castings are required , very little fitting, and all the
machining can be done on any drilling machine ;
they can also be used to caliper lengths, etc.
The sketches are reproduced half full size , and
little need be said of the construction of the trammels.
It may be mentioned that the blocks (Fig. 3) look
well in steel or bronze , and the holes should be
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plugged while drilling the holesat rightangles. The

(2) For stoves and ranges : Use fireclay and a solu

rod is of cold rolled steel, and in filing on flat, com
mence by filing flat about 1 -16th in . deep on the
screw , as shown in Fig . 2, then filing extreme end of
rod to fit, after which place rod in vee- blocks, and
with the scribing-block run two lines along the en

tion of silicate of soda. (3) The following cement
will resist white heat : Pulverised clay, 4 parts ;
plumbago, 2 parts ; iron filings, free from oxide, 2
parts ; peroxide of manganese , i part ; borax,
part ; sea -salt, } part ; mix with water to a thick

tire length of rod ; then file flat to the nines. These
flats will keep blocks quite true with one another.

paste, and use immediately . Heat gradually till it
comes nearly to a white heat.

Bend pointers, as shown, for the purpose of calipers ;
also grind them as indicated ; then , by slightly

A Small-Power Lighting Set.

twisting them , a fine adjustment is easily obtained .

2

By GEO, GUTTRIDGE.
THE enclosed photograph represents my light

FIG . I.

FIG 3.

ing set, which consists of the following :
Boiler of steel, 12 ins by 24 ins., fitted on
cast-iron stand, fitted with water gauge ; 3- in .
steam gauge, blow -off cock, wheel valve, pump
clack box, with tap to shut off feed -water ; lever
safety valve. The pressure usually
worked at is 50 lbs. The engine is
11-in . bore, by 21- in . stroke ; flywheel,
111 ins. diameter, lins, on rim . It
is fitted with a governor on the throttle
(as shown in photograph ), which works
admirably . The pump supplies more
water than is needed, and is fitted
with a by-pass ; size of the plunger,
1 in .; stroke of same, i-in .

Fig . 2 .

FIG . 4 .

DETAILS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF TRAMMELS.
A gcod way of making a wing -nut without a
forging is to procure a piece of mild steel, 4 in . by

in.,about 3 ins. long ; bend it vee-shape, as Fig . 4,
the angle to form the boss of nut for drilling and

then saw it down as shown, leaving the piece at

tapping. Allow i in , longer on rod than the radius
of circle likely to be required - say , 2 ft. i in . The
pointer may be 6 ins, or 8 ins. long and 3-16ths in ,
diameter. The sizes given make a firm job , al
though they may be modified to suit one's fancy.
A - in . tommy screw , with two holes plugged up ,
make good screws, although screws especially made
are better.

Heat - Resisting Cements,
The following formulæ for cements capable of
resisting heat may prove useful to our readers :
(1 ) For cementing joints : Make into a thick paste,
asbestos powder and liquid silicate of soda. This
cement will withstand a very high temperature.

MR. GEO. GUTTRIDGE'S SMALL -POWER
LIGHTING SET.
The dynamo is 10 volts 3 amps., which the engine
drives very easily. The whole is mounted on a very
heavy wooden base, making a very compact outfit,
and, at the same time, very portable, as it is very
easily moved about with handles on the ends of
the base. The fuel used is small coal and coke.
At the test I made at your suggestion , I find that
the consumption of water and fuel for one hour is
it gallons of water and 7 lbs. of coke. I tested

the engine over a period of three hours, and found
average steam pressure being 50 lbs., the water
being kept constant by means of the by-pass on
the pump. The speed throughout the test was
280 revolutions per minute, as set by the governor.

that the rate of consumption was the same, the
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The Latest in Engineering .

one end being fastened to the body and the other
to the shell. This spring tends to turn the shell
so that the rolls are brought together by the in

dial turret clock , erected by the Standard Time

An Electric Clock . - An electrically -driven 4-ft.
Company, is constructed upon a modification
of Hipp's principle , and its performance, so far,

ternal cams, and in this way the drill shank is auto
matically gripped and centred . As the drilling

leaves nothing to be desired. The entire move

machine spindle rotates in the same direction as
the tension ofthespring (see arrow in section , Fig. 1),
and as the action of drilling tends to force the
drill in the opposite direction , the rolls are con

ment is contained in a box 24 ins. by 14 ins. by
9 ins. Energy is obtained from the electric light
main , with an alternative source provided by a few
small dry cells, which come automatically into
operation if the other fails . The pendulum weighs
20 lbs., and beats 80 to the minute. A pawl con
nected to the rod hooks the escape -wheel tooth by

ducted towards each other, gripping the drill shank
tighter as the resistance increases. In other words,
you can break the drill by forcing it through your
work too fast, but it will never slip . To change
the drill without stopping the machine, it is only

necessary to grip the body lightly and the rolls are

tooth at each alternative swing. The train consists
of a worm and wheel, and the ordinary motion work .
Under normal conditions the pendulum takes
current every 100 swings. There are two sets of
contacts operated simultaneously - one connected
with the lighting main , the other with the battery ;
so long as there is current on the lighting main the
closing of the first contact breaks the battery cir

cuit, but should this current fail, the battery

circuit is closed , and excites the magnet, which
pulls the armature attached to the pendulum bob .
The movement is quite noiseless, and has sufficient
energy at the point of the minute hand to lift a
5 -1b . weight. There would appear to be no limitation

to the power to which the time-measuring motors
on this principle might be constructed, or to the
size of the clock to which they might be applied .
The dual contact system has been made the subject

ofan application for a patent.

Fig . 2 . - DRILL BEING INSERTED IN THE CHUCK .

A New Drill Chuck . - Whilst at Messrs. C . W .
Burton Griffiths' extensive warehouse the other
day, we were shown a new drill chuck embodying
quite a new principle of construction . As our
readers well know , the defect of the average small

drill chuck is that it allows the drill to slip unless the
screws are strained almost to their breaking point.
In the “ Gronkvist ” chuck the gripping is done
automatically , and the more the drill is forced the
greater is its holding power. The action is shown in
the accompanying " sectional diagram , Fig. 1.

The main parts of the chuck are - (1) the chuck

opened , allowing the drill to drop out, and another
one can then be inserted . The chuck body is then

released , and the new drill is gripped in the chuck
ready for work . Gripping the body of the chuck
frees the drill immediately ; and this should prove a
useful feature in drilling light and delicate work .
The only drawback to the invention is that the

range of each chuck is limited . Three chucks are
necessary to take drills from 1- 32nd in . to 1 in .
However, itsmany advantages should make it an in
valuable chuck formodel and experimental engineer

ingwork .

N
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Fig . 1. - SECTIONAL VIEW OF CHUCK.

A Motor-Driven Centrifugal Pump. - An
interesting, though small, installation in which
direct current transmission is employed for actuating
a verticalmotor driving a pump has been erected at
the Alexandra Docks, Newport, Mon . The motor
is of the Westinghouse direct-current multipolar
type, is supplied with current at 500 volts, and

develops 320 h .-p. It drives a centrifugal pump at
300 revolutions per minute, the pump raising a
million gallons of water per hour against a head of
25 ft. The water is pumped from the river into an
adjacent dock for the purpose of keeping up the
level of the water in the latter. The Westinghouse
generator which supplies the necessary current is
of 300 kw . capacity, and is rope-driven at 325
revolutionsper minute, it being of sufficient capacity
to work other motors. Bare copper conductors of

body ( A ) ; (2) the cylinder ( B ) ; supported by the
body, and fitted inside with three cam -shaped
curves, all curving towards a common centre ;
(3) three rolls (C ) to work in the grooves in the body,
with distance pieces (D ), and which serve as the
jaws to grip the drill shank ( E ). The body has a
taper hole for arbor to fit drilling machine spindle,

about 0.5 sq . in. sectional area constitute the over
head transmission line, and are suspended on special

and a spring encircles the body inside the shell

house Electric and Manufacturing Company.

hook insulators supported on steel lattice poles.
The work was carried out by the British Westing
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Marine Engineering and Ship

post strong enough to take the ship home under
her own steam . The fact that strong trade winds

building Notes .

would have to be encountered on the voyage did
not interfere with this decision , and an examina

By Chas. S. LAKE.

tion of the damaged portions was commenced forth
with .

DETERIORATION OF STEAM TURBINE BLADES .

It was discovered that the rudder had been broken
off at the coupling, part of which latter was also

Discussing the subject of the wear on the
blades of steam turbines, the Steamship refers
to the experiments which have been made to

broken ; the rudder stock was also found to be
badly bent and twisted . A visit was paid to the
Niger Company's works on the West Coast of
Africa , and sufficient channel and scrap iron was
procured to render unnecessary any cutting up of
any part of the ship itself for material. The cargo

ascertain the cause of the trouble experienced
with the blades, and from these it appears
that with superheated steam the effects of wear
are very sensibly reduced . The firm of Sulzer
Bros. have lately been investigating the matter,
and their experiments show that the wear is due

to the particles of water in the steam , and that if
water is present in steam that flows at extremely
high velocities, as is the case in single stage turbines,
the cutting is apt to be rapid . With superheated

having been discharged , the fore-hold was filled
with water, this putting the ship down by the head
and throwing her after end up . A wooden rudder,
comprised of 45-in . pitch pine planks, bolted
together with 1-in . diameter bolts, and sheathed

steam , or with saturated steam in multi-stage tur
bines, the cutting is not a serious matter. It is

with 4-in . plate, was constructed , the measure
ments being 15 ft. long by 4 ft. 6 ins. wide.
The broken flange of the rudder stock was cut
away , and the sides levelled off ; then templates

undoubtedly a fact that the continued success of i

were made, and two check -plates were formed by

FIG . 1. — THE STEAM Yacht “ BRANWEN.”

(Built hy Messrs. J. I. Thornycroft & Co., Ltd .)
the turbine largely depends upon this one point of
blade wear, for if the blades of a particular turbine
should have to be renewed constantly because of
deterioration , and consequent loss of economy in
the use of steam , that turbine would not make a
commercial success .

SMART FEAT BY A Ship 's ENGINEERS .

The African liner , Nigeria, was recently navi
gated home from the West Coast of Africa by jury
rudder, having lost her proper rudder and post
whilst on a voyage from Liverpool to Forcados .
She struck the bar at the entrance to the Forcados
river, and there remained fast. All efforts to get

her off proved futile at first, but after some 400
tons of the cargo had been jettisoned, she was
successfully towed off — minus her rudder and its
the chief engineer of
post. Mr. Alexander Craigie, with
the commander
the vessel, after consultation
and members of his own staff, determined to make

an attempt at rigging up a jury rudder and rudder

riveting two t-in . steel plates together and bending
them into shape. Eleven if-in . bolts were used to
fasten the check -plates to the rudder stock.
The rudder - post was formed of two channel bars,
9 ins. by 4 ins., one on each side of the stern frame,
to which they were bolted . A system of stays was
introduced for stiffening the construction, taking

up the after drag of the rudder and post, and
assisting to take up any forward strain due to the
ship going astern or a following sea striking the
rudder.
Sixteen days were occupied in the work of con
structing and fitting the jury rudder and post, and
then a trial trip was run in the Forcados river,with
such successful results, that Lloyd's agents on the
Coast unhesitatingly gave a certificate clearing the
ship as seaworthy.

The voyage home was then commenced , and was

brought to a safe conclusion . In spite of the fact that
a full gale raged for three days while the vessel
was off the Portuguese coast, the improvised rudder
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gave no trouble whatever, thuş testifying to the
admirable manner in which it had been con
structed .

Shortly after arrival in the Mersey , the Nigeria
inspected by a number of well-known engineers,
also by Sir Alfred L . Jones, K .C .M .G ., principal of
the firm of Elder Dempster & Co ., owners of the
All pronounced the achievement of the
ship 's. engineers
ship
a particularly smart and ingenious
piece of work .
Some excellent photographic reproductions of the
rudder appear in the November issue of the Marine
Engineer, to the editor of which the writer is in

was placed in dry -dock , where the jury rudder was
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The accommodation aft is entered by a sliding
bule, with seats fitted up on either side, and with a
door leading to the main saloon , which extends
across the vessel. On the fore side of the saloon ,
and entered from same, is a lobby, with lavatory
and bath-room accommodation, and forward of this
are two staterooms.
The forward accommodation consists of the deck
saloon before-mentioned , the stairway in same
entering direct the dining saloon below , which
companion and ladder-way down to a roomy vesti

extends across the vessel. Abaft the saloon is the
pantry on port side, and a bath -room on starboard

side. On the fore side of the dining saloon are two

debted for the foregoing particulars.
THEThere
STEAM
YACHT “ BRANWEN ."
was recently launched

staterooms, which comprise the owner's accommo
dation.
The after vestibule will be panelled in teak, the
from the Woolston
after lobby panelled in light oak , and the remainder
yard of Messrs. J. İ. Thornycroft & Co., Ltd ., at L of the owner's accommodation enamelled in white .
The main and dining saloons, with
all bulkheads, side panelling, furniture,
upholstery, decorations, etc., are to be
supplied byMessrs.Waring, of London .
The crew are berthed forward in
the forecastle, with captain 's and
engineer' s cabin abaft same. Fresh
water tanks to hold 500 gallons of
water are arranged forward and aft,
with connections to pantry and galley.
A hot-water tank is fitted inside

boiler casing to supply baths and
lavatories, and a drain tank is fitted
pantry , baths, and lavatories.
The yacht will be heated through
out by steam , with radiators in the

AMOUNONO

aft to take the waste water from

one

principal cabins. Two boats are to
be carried in davits — a 20 -ft. gig , and
a 16 -ft. cutter. Occasionally a 14 -ft.
motor launch will be carried in place
of the cutter. A steam capstan for
working the cables and warping the
yacht is fitted forward .
The principal dimensions of the
yacht are as follows : ft. ins.
Length over -all . . . . . . . . 135 0
FIG . 2 . - MULTITUBULAR RETURN TUBE BOILER OF THE STEAM

YACHT " BRANWEN ."
Southampton , a steam yacht constructed by the

,

between perpen
diculars . . . . 11

6

on load water-line 108 0
Breadth
moulded .. .. . . .. 16 6
Depth
. . .. ..

. . . . . . . . 113

firm to Lloyd' s highest class, and under special

The yacht is of steel, with handsome scroll;

survey for Lord Howard de Walden . The new
vessel is, by the courtesy of the builders, illustrated

figure-head and trail board, quarter badges, etc.,
the design being oak leaves and acorns in relief,

herewith , together with her boiler and propelling
machinery . The latter are situated amidships, and
consist of a triple expansion condensing engine,
having cylinders 9 ins., 15 ins., and 25 ins. dia
meter, with a stroke of 18 ins., and a cylindrical
multitubular return tube boiler, 9 ft. 7 ins. inside
diameter by 8 ft. 9 ins. long, constructed for a
working pressure of 180 lbs. per square inch , to
Lloyd' s requirements.

and embodying the owner's armorial bearings.
She is rigged as a fore and aft schooner, with two
pole masts.
MORE TURBINE STEAMERS FOR THE ALLAN LINE.

The decks and all skylights and fittings are of
teak ; a teak deck -house is situated at the fore end
of the machinery space, and is arranged as a
smoking-room , a companion stair communicating
with the accommodation below . The after end of the
deck -house formsa bridge deck, from which thevessel
will be steered by means of steam steering gear; an
awning is arranged to be fitted over the raised deck .

The Allan Line Company having met with such
marked success with their two monster turbine
steamers, Victorian and Virginian , are now arrang

ing for the construction of two very large vessels
of the samekind . They will be 600 ft. long by 67 ft.
by 46 ft., and have a speed of 20 knots.
CALIFORNIA leads the world in long distance,

high tension, transmission of electric power. A
number of its pole lines are longer than anywhere
else in the world , one being 212 miles in length .
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A Design for a Model Automatic

Cut-off Steam Engine.
By P. D . JOHNSTON (U .S.A .).
THE engine shown in the general arrangement
I drawings is of a typemuch used in the United
States, and while its construction calls for
some ability on the part of the builder, it is not
really a difficult one to build .
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stroke of 3 ins., was decided upon, and a speed of
from 800 to 1 ,000 revolutions per minute. With an
initial pressure of 60 lbs, in the cylinder, and cut-off
at stroke at 800 r.p .m ., the indicated horse-power
should be practically 1:13 h .-p ., and , deducting
10 per cent. for friction , the brake .or net horse
power would be 1.00 h .- p . when running non
condensing. With condenser attached , the brake
horse- power would be about 1'2 .

The valve gear is designed for varying cut-off,
from zero (o ) to

stroke, the cut-off being auto

FIG . 3. — THE ENGINES OF THE STEAM YACHT “ BRANWEN.''
matically determined by the governor or regulator,
according to load and steam pressure. Ti.e
ployed in good practice in this country , but in some
governor is of a design used by the writer with most
points it has been necessary to depart from this
satisfactory results on a number of engines, varying
practice , notably in sizes of flanges ; also in the
in size from 75 h . p . to 800 h .- p . On these engines
proportions of some of the parts. It was con
it has proved its ability to control the speed to
sidered advisable to adopt a size for the cylinder
within 14 per cent, under extreme variations of load
that would make an engine capable of doing some
and steam pressure. Of course, such duty as this
useful work ; therefore 2 ins. diameter, with a
could not be expected in such a small piece of
In designing, I have followed as nearly as
possible, the proportions that are generally em
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DESIGN FOR MODEL AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF STEAM ENGINE.
Number
Pieces
of
.
Required

Numb
. er

SPECIFICATION OF PARTS : FIRST HALF.
Pattern

Number

Remarks.

Material.

Name of Piece.

Cylinder

Finish where marked f.
all over.

Bronze

Valve bushing .. . . . . . .
Peep -hole cover . . .. .

where marked .

Front cylinder head
Gland . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Floating bushing . . . . .
Back cylinder head

all over.

· wheremarked.

38

II
13
TA

Cylinder head cover . . .
1- 16 x | screw . . . .
Steam chest cover . . . .
Stuffing-box nut .. . . . .
,
gland . .
Steam chest cover .
Piston

Steel
Bronze

valve . . . . . . .
Exhaust Y . . . . . . .
Piston . . . . . . . . . .

Cast iron

Bedplate . . . . . .

Cast iron

Bronze

!1Lõo
lollullana

ered .

over,8 inturn
all No.
from(notbar.
place
To hold
showr )
Finish all over, turn from bar.
where marked .

all over.
where marked .

Quarter box . . . . . .

all over, make from scras .

„ bolt . .

Steel

Main bearing cap
21

22

bolt
Guide bar . . .

Oil cup cover .. . . . .
bolt . . . . . . . . .

Outboard bearing .. . .. .
.

cap

No finish , make from scrap.

Finish where marked .
all over.
where marked .

Steel
Cast iron

..

bolt
27

all over.
where marked .
all over.

Cast iron
Steel
Cast iron

Steel
Cast iron
Babbitt

Oil cup cover
Bottom liner . .

all over.
Turn from scrap

Finish all over

33

34
35
30

Oil ring . . . . . . .

Brass

Connecting -rod
, strap

Steel

1 wrist.pin box .

wedge block
Stwrhoop bboollt . .b.o..lt
crank -pin box .. .

40

Crank end bolts
Piston - rod
,,

43

44
40

nut .

Crosshead
Wrist-pin
.
Roc„ ker„ . . bolt
......
1 pin . . . . .
, for, 48cap . .
Screw
Taper pin for 47 .. .

..
Bronze
Steel

Bronze

Steel
Tobin bronze ,
Steel
Cast iron
Steel

Cast iron
Steel

Rocker stud
2

„
.
Bolts for 52
Valve stem
„

plate
cap
. . . . . . ..
.......

Screw for 53 . . . .

Valve lock nut . .
Lock nut for 56
Eccentric rod . . .

Tobin bronze
Bronze
Steel

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

30
31

aII
II
1ITF

Top liner . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

|all

Piece

514

from bar.

, from forging.

where marked .

all over.

where marked .
all over.

where marked.
all over .

,, from forging.
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The Problem
of the Gas
Turbine.

apparatus as this model, but if it is carefully built
and fitted , it will certainly regulate well within
5 per cent.
In the detail drawings to be published in future
issues, the parts will all be numbered , and here
with is given the first half of a list of parts cor
respondingly numbered , giving the names of
parts, as well as materials from which they are
to be made, together with general directions as

By DUGALD CLERK, M .Inst.C .E .
(Continued from page 490 .)

OU will all recollect Dr. Joule's fanious ex
periment with two vessels immersed in
water and connected together by a pipe

36-

Scole of inches

3

1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

MINOV
- 15

- - - 50 . . .

.2

21

- - - - - - - - 172 . .

---- - -- - 18

DESIGN FOR AN AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE .

to finish . In the following description the parts

having a stop -cock upon it.

will be referred to by the proper numbers.

pressed into one of those vessels, the water

Air was com

(To be continued.)

round the vessels stirred , and equilibrium obtained ,
while the other vessel was rendered as vacuous as

The DIESEL OIL ENGINE. — The 500 brake-horse

possible. The stop -cock between the two vessels
was opened , and it was then found that when the
water was stirred again , no disturbance of the

power Diesel engine built by Messrs. Carels Frères,
of Ghent, exhibited at the Liége Exhibition, has
been awarded the Grand Prix . At a recent test
carried out by the purchasers of this engine the
extremely low figure of 0 .38 lb . per brake-horse
power-hour was obtained for fuel consumption at
full load . This,with oil at 42s. per ton , represents
a cost of 0 ·086d. per brake-horse -power-hour, or

about nļ brake-horse-power-hours for one penny.

equilibrium ensued. This, of course, meant that
although heat was lost in the one vessel, giving
velocity to the gases, it was gained in the other
vessel by the impact of the gases against the walls.
Joule molified this experiment by placing the two
air vessels in separate water-containers. He then
found that the temperature of the one vessel
dropped , due to expansion , but the temperature of

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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blades in such manner as to entirely avoid turbu
lent motion . The impact, for example, of swiftly
moving gases on a fixed surface results ultimately
entirely in turbulent motion , which restores to the
gas or to the blade struck all the heat which has
disappeared in temperature fall due to adiabatic

the other vessel rose as much as the first dropped .
Now apply this experiment to reasoning on the
behaviour of the flame in an expanding nozzle .
Assume the two vessels to be connected together

by a Laval nozzle, and assume that while in the
fall due to a diabatic expansion . Immediately, how
ever, on contact with the walls of the second

nozzle the gases experienced the full temperature

expansion. What is true of a fixed blade is, to
someextent, also true of themoving turbine blades,

A certain proportion of the energy existing in the

vessel the velocity of the particles would be stopped ,
and the temperature would be restored to a point
somewhat above the original temperature ; that is,
the mass of expanding flame in the pressure vessel
would gain heat by the amount the first vessel lost.
That is the result of the final process. It will be
easily recognised that to obtain a sufficient tem
perature drop in an expanding nozzle necessitates
the practical absence of turbulent motion of every
kind ; that is, to expand adiabatically the jet must
be so constructed that there is an absolutely
smooth flow from high pressure to low , and no
impact or loss of velocity from any cause whatever.
So far as I understand expanding jets, no adiabatic
expansion so perfect as this has ever been obtained .
Assume, however, that the efficiency of expan

gas in the form of motion is inevitably lost when
ever this gas comes into contact with any solid
surfaces. So much is this the fact that in design

ing steam turbine blades for any type of turbine,
the shape of the blades, the shape of the space
between the blades, both moving and fixed blades,

or fixed jet and moving blades, is of the first import

ance ; and it has only been found by experiment
that certain shapes of blades and passages have a
much higher efficiency of conversion than other
shapes. In this respect, too , the turbine principle
is inferior to the cylinder and piston . In a
cylinder, gases expanding behind the piston , the
efficiency of expansion may be considered to be 100
per cent., and even an efficiency of compression in

sion in such a jet is , say, 90 per cent. We now
come to the question of the efficiency of conversion

many gas engines is also the same order. I do not
here refer, of course , to heat losses due to conduc
tion , or anything of that kind , but to efficiency of
adiabatic compression or expansion .
Although the efficiency of expansion is rel» tively

low for gases in steam turbines, yet the turbine
offers a great advantage in total work obtained from
steam . This is due to the fact that the turbine
avoids initial condensation ;
and , further, it permits of the

- -
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utilisation of a very long range
of expansion at the low -pressure
end, which is not available in
the case of steam engines. By
saving , therefore, in minimising
initial condensation , and in ob
taining added work from pres
sures wasted in the ordinary
steam engine, the Parsons steam
turbine more than compensates
for any inefficiency of expan
sion , as compared with the
cylinder engine.
It is well known,
however,
in turbines of prac

engine, has no very high efficiency of conversion in
any of the forms of turbine at present on the mar
ket. That is , if we assume a mass of gas to exist
in a compressed state in a reservoir, and we choose
to expand this mass of gas in two ways, for the sake

tically all constructions, in
(See page 515.) cluding Mr. Parsons', that the
efficiency of the steam turbine
at the high- pressure end is not so great as
that at the low -pressure end . This is partly
due to difficulty of adjusting the velocity
of blades to suit the necessarily varying veloci
ties at different points of the flow of the
steam . This, however, is a small difficulty with
the steam turbine, but it is a very great difficulty
with the gas turbine. Compared with cylinder ex
pansion , I cannot see how it is possible with present
knowledge to obtain an efficiency of conversion in
a gas turbine greater than 80 per cent. This, of

of comparison ( 1) behind a piston ; and (2 ) by
means of a Laval jet and turbine, we shall find that

course , is partly due to the high velocity of the
issuing hot gases. To produce an efficient gas tur

the efficiency of conversion of the turbine, once
high velocity is attained , does not exceed 80 per
cent. In this respect the efficiency of conversion
of rotating turbine blades is inferior to that of a
moving piston in a cylinder. The reason of this is

bine, therefore, on the favourite cycle so much
discussed recently, it is necessary, first, to hive,
as I have said , a very efficient compressor, a very
efficient expanding nozzle, and a very efficient
conversion when the moving gases strike the

obvious. It is impossible to so arrange the impact
of a rapidly moving gas with a turbine blade or

turbine blades. Using the numbers I have
suggested, of 90 per cent. efficiency of com

DESIGN FOR AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF STEAM ENGINE.
by the turbine blades. In many calculations from i
diagrams, it is assumed that the efficiency of con
version of motion into work is practically perfect.
This, however, is by no means the case in present
turbines. Even the steam turbine, high as its
efficiency is, compared with the reciprocating

CYLINDER END .
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pression , 90 per cent. efficiency of nozzle ex

clearances are necessary for economy. The use of

pansion , and 80 per cent. efficiency of conversion in

turbine, we have, with a cycle having negative

even temperatures so high as 400° C . or 500° C .,
by introducing unequal expansions, greatly incre: se

work equal to 0.4, the following efficiencies : To
get 0.4 of work in compression , we shall require

the difficulty of obtaining economy. No doubt if

0 .445 of work put into the compression . On ex
panding in the nozzle , we shall obtain 0. 9 only of

gases under considerable pressures could be
obtained , these gases might, with advantage, be

the total energy of the fame gases in the shape of

expanded in a nozzle , and used to operate a turbine,
To carry this idea into effect has already been

kinetic energy, and of that 0.9 we shall only get
0 .8 returned in the shape of available work by the

turbine part. That is , we shall get a total work
from the turbine of 0 .72, and deducting the nega
tive work 0 .72 - 0 .445 = 0 .275 ; that is, from a
cycle which should give us 0 :6 in work , we shall
only get 0 .275, or about 22 per cent. The prac
tical efficiency of an engine of this kind will only
be 22 per cent., even assuming the high efficiencies
of compression and jet expansion which I have
mentioned . In my view , no such efficiencies of
compression or jet expansion are at presentknown,
and accordingly there appears no likelihood of the
production of any gas turbine which can rival the

reciprocating gas engine in efficiency and in economy.
To produce such a turbine requires the solution of
three problems :
( 1) An efficient turbine compressor, compar
able
in efficiency with cylinder compres
sion .

(2 ) An efficient nozzle expander with a higher
efficiency than 90 per cent.
(3) An efficiency of conversion of kinetic
energy of the moving gases into work

delivered at the turbine spindle, of
greater than 80 per cent.
Either these problemsmust be satisfactorily solved ,
or else new materials discovered which will stand
temperatures which at present melt fire-brick . The
outlook, I fear, is not hopeful.
This thermal efficiency of 22 per cent, assumes no
losses in the combustion chamber due to heat con
duction , no losses in the expanding jet due to heat
conduction , and no losses in the turbine itself from
the same cause . Considering the losses in gas
engine cylinders of small size, it would not be too

much to allow in a turbine a heat flow loss of at
least 25 per cent. This, of course, reduces the
efficiency from 22 per cent. to 16 .5. In arriving at
this figure, I have assumed that no greater loss
would be incurred from heat flow in the turbine
than in the cylinder engine ; but even with reduced
temperatures when striking the turbine, the very
fact of requiring a reservoir for combustion to
operate , and the forcing of the whole of the hot
products through a relatively small nozzle, neces
sarily means greater loss than I have assumed .
Assuming, however, no more loss than I have given ,
an engine with an efficiency of only 16 per cent. of
the total heat given to it could not compete with
internal combustion motors of existing construc
tion . It may be s id that the advantage of
continuous rotation is so great that even at this low
efficiency the gas turbine would be successful.
Personally, I doubt it very much , because the
mechanical difficulties with gas turbines would be
much greater than the mechanical difficulties of

a plentiful supply of relatively low temperature

attempted , as I have said , by Mr. Lanchester, and
there is somehope of operating in this way . I fear,
however, that the temperature of the gases in the
exhaust in the gas engine are too high , as they
stand, to be so used . Gases, however, from an exhaust
or air supercompression engine, such as I have lately
been working with , could , no doubt, give consider
able efficiencies in turbines. I do not see, how
ever, any solution of the gas turbine problem here,
because the amount of energy available for the
turbine after the gases leave the gas engine is too
small for consideration in connection with any

really high -power machines.
Some of the difficulties I have discussed with you

have been mentioned by Dr. Lucke, He adopts
the view that jet expansion is not as efficient as
piston expansion ; and here I agree with him . No
doubt the type of jet expansion has to be care
fully considered , and the efficiency of a jet as a
means of converting the expansion from a high
pressure to a low into kinetic energy , depends
entirely upon its configuration , and the design of

the proper areas and relative lengths for the nozzle.
All this, however, is as yet a relatively new field ,
and much study will be required before any cer
tainty can be attained in the design of expanding

jets. Professor Reeves, in another able article
which I have already mentioned , differs from Dr.
Lucke, and considers that he has over -stated the
aifficulties of the expanding jet. He accordingly
takes a more favourable view of the turbine pro
blem . There is a great deal of truth , however, in
what Dr. Lucke has said . Even the best expanding
jets yet known appear to have a low efficiency, and
nothing is known of the efficiency of expansion
starting from ' flame temperatures. Apart from the
mechanical efficiency of the expansion , as I have
already pointed out, the heat loss due to conduc
tivity will be great in such nozzles.
I quite agree with Professor Reeve , however,
that the more hopeful line for the gas turbine lies
in the use of steam to provide the working fluid
under compression without a compressor, and in

the heating of this steam when produced by a very

small quantity of combustible mixture of gas and
air under pressure. Such a turbine would be a
compromise between what I may call the flame
turbine and the steam turbine, and it presents
more possibilities ; but its efficiency would not be
high , although , no doubt, such a machine could be
got to operate mechanically with fair success.
This line of work depends upon the fact that
negative work may be greatly reduced by using
steam as working fluid ,when steam is heated highly
by internal combustion of a relatively small amount

of inflammable gas and air. This proposal is more
tures, in my view , too great for existing turbines

the steam turbine. In all steam turbines, as you,
I am sure, know , it is necessary to work with

hopeful, but for success, even it requires tempera

relatively small clearances between the tips of the
blades or shrouding and the enclosing casing .

to stand with economy. This proposal may be
considered to be analogous to that of an excessive

This is also true as to endwise clearance between

superheat,
as used in an existing steam tur
bine.

fixed and moving blades.

Comparatively small
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Many methods have been discussed which depend
upon the use of regenerators. I have a great dis
trust of regenerators, so far as engine work is con
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Notable Models at South
Kensington Museum

cerned . Many able men have proposed regener
ative contrivances, from the time of Stirling, in
1817, down to the present day ; but I am not aware
of any actual working engine which has ever suc
ceeded in practice using a regenerator.
From what I have said , you will see that my
view of the future of the gas turbine is not favour
able ; but, notwithstanding, the subject is so
fascinating that many inventors and scientific men
will doubtless continue to investigate the problem ,
and possibly new solutions may be discovered
which are not dreamt of to -day. I am the last

I. - SOME SLIDE VALVE MODELS.

N article in a recent issue of our well-known

contemporary , The Engineer, revived in the
writer's mind the notion of describing some

of the most interesting and instructive models in
the large collection now reposing in the southern
galleries at South Kensington . As a first step we

are reprinting this article, with additional notes
and some photographs which the Board of Educa

tion authorities have kindly placed at our service .
The subject of the article is the case of slide valve
models lately made in the Museum workshops.
These models reflect great credit upon the latter ,

man in the world to deprecate daring in any prac

tical and scientific work , but I would advise the

junior engineers — members of our Institution — to
avoid the subject except as a scientific study. 1
fear there is little hope for a young man to make a
position and a business success of any internal

and considerably enhance the value of the whole
educational value to all those who reside in or near

machinery collection . They should prove of high

the Metropolis and can readily have access to

EL
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Fig . 1. - MODELS AT South KENSINGTON : AN EXPANSION PISTON VALVE.
combustion turbine, so far as our present know

ledge carries us.

!

them . The models are in half-section, and are all

made movable bymeans of smallhandles placed on
the outside of the case.
Taking one side of the case first, the nearest

THE British MANUFACTURERS' EXHIBITION IN

EGYPT. - An exhibition of British manufactures
months of November, 1906 , and February , 1907 ;
and it is proposed that the duration of the exhibi
tion will be about onemonth in each city.
NORTHERN MODEL YACHTING ASSOCIATION .- This Association has just completed its most
successful session since its incorporation in January,
1903. The championship again goes to the Wirral
Model Yacht Club of Seacombe, Cheshire, who have
held this much coveted honour ever since the
formation of the Association . The result of this

will be held in Alexandria and Cairo between the

seison's racing (by points ) is as follows : - Wirrel
M . Y .C ., 18 points ; North Liverpool M . Y .C .,
3 points ; Derby M . Y .C ., o points ; Bootle M . Y .C .,
minus 22 points. A MODEL ENGINEER silver
medal has been awarded to the Wirral M . Y .C .,

and a bronze medal to the North Liverpool M . Y .C .

model of the upper series is an example of a piston
expansion valve on a scale of one-third . In this
form (see Fig. 1) both main and cut-off valves are
of piston construction , the cut-off valve being
situated within and concentric with the main
valve. The latter is a long tube, with ports formed
through it near the ends, and packed with metal
rings on each side of the ports ; it slides within

perforated liners fixed in the valve chest, and is
driven by a tubular valve-rod worked by an eccentric
in the ordinary way. The cut-off or expansion v. Ive
consists of two pistons secured to a valve -rod ,
which is driven by a separate eccentric, a stuffing
box being provided where the internal spingle

pisses out through that of the main one. The
cut-off is varied by altering the travel of the cut-off
vilve ; increased travel giving a later cut-off .
The next example (see photo., Fig. 2 ) is a copy of
the automatic expansion valve, patented in 1869
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by Mr. A . K . Rider, of New York . It consists of
It was introduced in 1842 by J. J. Meyer,
an elongated main valve with ports through it near
the ends and having in its back a cylindrical recess,
in which slides a cut-off valve whose edges, when
developed , form the inclined sides of a trapezium .

of Mulhausen , and is an ordinary flat slide valve
somewhat lengthened , with two admission ports
through it equal to those in the cylindrical face.
The back of the valve is finished as a valve face ,

Fig . 2 . - A WORKING MODEL OF RIDER'S EXPANSION VALVE.
The edges of these back ports are parallel to the
and upon it a pair of expansion plates are fitted ,
edges of the cut-off valve, so that by rotating the
which can so slide as to close the through passage
latter the amount of its lap is altered and with it the
at either end ; these passages are connected by nuts
point of cut-off. This rotation is performed by the
to a spindle having on its right and left -hand screw
rise and fall of the governor acting on the cut-off
threids, and capable of being rotated by a wheel

Fig . 3. - MEYER 'S WELL-KNOWN HAND -OPERATED VARIABLE EXPANSION VALVE.
valve-rod through a lever and link, or by a toothed
outside the steam chest. For convenience this
sector gearing with a rack , as shown on themodel.
spindle has different diameters at the threaded
To Rider's invention succeeds Meyer's well
portions, but in each case the threads are of the
known adjustable expansion valve, which in a
same pitch . The effect of rotating the hand wheel
different manner employs the same principle of
and spingle is to alter the distance between the
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cutting off edges of the expansion plates, thus in
creasing or decreasing the lap , and giving earlier
or later cut-off. The expansion valve-rod is
prolonged through the end of the valve chest, and
has a feather -way cut along it , so that it may
be rotated by means of a fixed hand -wheel,
through the elongated boss of which it slides.
Cut-off for any given position of the wheel is shown
on a stationary external index . This enables the
engine attendant to set the valve gear to exactly
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A ModelMachine.
Captive Flying
By FRANK BARON.
UJEREWITH is reproduced a photograph of a
n
model of the captive flying machine erected
at Earl's Court Exhibition . The leading
dimensions are as follows : - From bottom of

TITI

Fig . 1. - MR. FRANK BARON'S MODEL CAPTIVE FLYING MACHINE.
the cut-off he knows is suitable for the load the
engine has placed upon it.
( To he continucd .)

baseboard to top ofcentre shaft is 2 ft. 7 ins. ; length
over all, 2 ft. 6 ins. ; breadth over all, 2 ft. 2 ins. ;
breadth of platform , 2 ft. ; height of platform from

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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the base, 74 ins. The machinery, which is my own
idea, is constructel of sheet brass, with a counter
balanced flywheel to ensure starting smoothly .
When the machine is set in motion , the boats rise

to an angle of about 45°, and when the machinery
is thrown out of gear the boats are 3 mins. return
ing to the platform . There are ten boats , cast in
lean , and weigh i lb . each . A brass fan is attached
to the back of each boat to act as a drag when the
machine is in motion . The centre shaft consists of
a piece of steel tubing.
The crow 's nest (which I had to get turned , as I
have no lathe) is of boxwood, holding ten arms

stayed up with brass wire. The trellis work around
the base is constructed of 300 pieces of wood, and
contains 1,900 rivets. The boats are enamelled
green and gold , the woodwork being stained a dark
walnut. I may say that this model has occupied
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ducers ; while thenotes on mining engineering have
undergone revision, and the patents section has been
brought up-to-date. Although containing 600
pages of matter and a diary, it is not at all too
bulky for the pocket. The " ElectricalPocket Book ”
also contains much new matter, this comprising,
amongst other items, formulæ for calculating loss
of energy in conductors, localising faults in mains,
new testing and indicating instruments, syn
chronisms, rotary converters, multiphase distribu
tion , three-wire distribution , etc., etc . As a prac

tical pocket book for the electrical engineer it is
excellent value.

PRACTICAL ELECTRIC WIRING . By C . Metcalfe.
London : Harper & Bros. Price 5s. net ;
postage 4d.
The author gives prominence at the commence

Leod counterbolonceo

flywheel
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Steel
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bing

11

Bross beoring
Bross beoring

Blitz

WIKI

1

Wood block

Wood block

DUNIA
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PLAN
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Fig . 2. - DRIVING MECHANISM FOR MODEL CAPTIVE FLYING MACHINE.
ment of this book to the statement that while bad
my spare time for about eight months, and is m .y
workmanship cannot be redeemed by the use of
first attempt at model making.
good materials, good workmanship can do much
to redeem inferior material. He does not, of
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26 - 29 , Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E .C ., by remitting the published price and

course , advocate the use of bad material, but he
does emphasise the importance of good workman
ship , and impresses the reader with the fact that
upon this and upon his personal knowledge the
success of any wiring scheme he undertakes must

the cost of postage.]

largely depend. The book is essentially practical

For the Bookshelf.
( Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from THE

THE PRACTICAL ENGINEER POCKET BOOK FOR 1906 .
THE PRACTICAL ENGINEER ELECTRICAL POCKET

throughout, and is very thorough in its scope. It
deals with the mechanical work of fitting, tools,
accessories, systems of wiring, conductors, the
making and insulation of joints, and with the plans,

BOOK FOR 1906 . Manchester : The Technical
Publishing Co., Ltd . Price : Cloth , · IS.;
leather, is. 6d. each ; postage, 2£d . each .
The 1906 editions of these two pocket books are
fully up to the standard of previous years. The

may be cordially commended not only to students

former includes new matter on recent tests of
mechanical stokers and forced draught systems;

and to workmen who may have to carryout such
schemes, but also to architects , engineers, and others

types of indicators ; flow of air, gas, and steam
through pipes ; emery wheels ; and suction gas pro

who, while not having to do the work , may re

schedules, specification , and installation of a com
plete private house contract. It is a book which

quire to know how it should be done.
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Practical Letters from our
Readers.
[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de- plume, if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though notnecessarily intended for publication .]

Acetylene Gas Generator.

November 30 , 1905.

of themodelengineer to lap downmetal in a sort of

wholesale way. In my idea, the work should be
finished from the tool, and if any lapping is to be
done at all, it should only be of the very slightest
order, say, the last 1-200oth -in . or less. For this,
powder will be found ample on soft materials, such
as phosphor- bronze .

some thoroughly washed rotten -stone or tripoli
In finishing hardened steel or case-hardened iron ,
more will be required , and quite a different system
to that proposed by “ J. T." If the work be first

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Permit me to point out to “ Practi

cal," who, while commenting on my experiments
on acetylene generation in a letter in October

5th of the M .E ., refers to the generator I used
as being suitable for use as a bomb - permit me, I
say, to point out that the generator mentioned was
not intended for continued practical use. As a

matter of fact, it was laid on the shelf as soon as
I had satisfied myself as to the conditions under
which the so -called “ dry " generation was possible.
Again , even if the nozzle should have choked ,
the rising pressure would either blow out the
obstruction , and spend its energy gradually in
escaping through its designed road ; or, it would
accumulate until the lid flew off. In the latter case,

there would be no explosion of the gas and air
mixture, unless a naked light were very near, be
cause if the nozzle were choked , it stands to reason
Also , even if a naked light were near, when the
lid blew off, the resulting explosion would have

that the jet of flamewould be extinguished .

been very slight ; for it must be borne in mind,
that the generator was only 2 ins. high by i in .
diameter .
But since the evolution of gas is very slow in
this process, no chemicals could possibly be blown

into the jet by a rush of gas; and even if such a
thing should happen , in ninety -nine cases out of
a hundred the experimenter, immediately the light

went out, would haul off the lid to see, if possible,
what had gone wrong. - Yours truly,
Kincardine-on-Forth .
NATHAN SHARPE .
A Model Made over 50 Years Ago .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR - I enclose herewith a photograph of
a model vertical steam engine made fifty -three
years ago, the engine bearing a brass nameplate
* King's College, 1852.” The cylinder is 21-in .
bore, 37 -in . stroke, and stands about 2 ft. high .
The columns are of polished steel ; the base is of
cast iron , the cylinder of gunmetal. The model is
as good now as the day it was finished . I pur
chased it at a sale a little while ago. — Yours
EDWARD C . PRINCE.
truly,
Southampton .

Lapping Cylinder Liners in the Lathe.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, _ " J. T." and I are evidently not of
the same opinion . An amateur' s shop should con
tain , equally as well as steel rod of various sections,
a supply of plaster of paris and fusible metal of
various grades.

" J. T.” implies that it is a constant requirement

A MODEL VERTICAL STEAM ENGINE MADE OVER
50 YEARS AGO.

bored with a properly shaped tool, to o .o1 in . of the
required size, then finished with a reamer, and
finally lapped with a soft lap for a few seconds, a
finish as perfect as possible should be obtained , and
the subsequentwear of the valve or other piece of
mechanism working in the hole would be minimised,
whereas in “ J. T .'s ” system probably some of the
abrading material would remain imbedded in the
cylinder, causing rapid wear.
I do not think that any true-hearted mechanic
would grudge the extra time required , provided he
could turn out a more perfect piece of work .
For the purpose stated in " J. T .'s ” letter, I

should prefer to lap the liner by hand , simply rub
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the lap — the cylinder
the cylinder up and down
and lap being revolved in different directions by
the right and left hand, respectively . In all cases,
it is advisable, where possible, to have the finishing
cut work in the direction of motion . - Yours
V . W . DELVES BROUGHTON ,
truly ,
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will be held on Thursday, December 7th , at the

The Society ofModel Engineers.

Holborn Town Hall. Paper by Mr. J. Glover,
“ Motor Cars Past and Present."azione will be held
The seventh Annual Convers
.
January to12th
Friday, wishing
on Readers
are requested
the Society
join, 1906
to communicate with the Secretary immediately, so
that they may reap the full benefit of their sub
scription for the new Session just commenced. HERBERT G . RIDDLE. Hon. Sec., 37, Minard Road,

(Reports
of meetings should be sent to thebeoffices
of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will
inserted in any par

Queries and Replies.

Upper Norwood , S.E .

Assoc.M . Inst.C . E .

ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .]

London .
THE eighth Annual General Meeting was held
at the Holborn Town Hall, on Thursday,
November 16th , Mr. D . Corse Glen taking
the chair at 8 o 'clock and forty - three members being
present. The minutes of the previous Annual
General Meeting were read and signed , and Messrs.
Francis Owen and H . C . Sprague elected members
of the Society. The report and accounts for the
past year were presented and shortly discussed

and adopted , the very favourable financial posi
tion of the Society being commented on .
The election of officers for the coming year was
then proceeded with , and on the nomination of

Mr. D . Corse Glen , Mr. Herbert Sanderson and Mr.
A . M . H . Solomon were unanimously elected to the

Hither Green , S.E .
is especiaily directed to the first condition given below
(Attention
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated
Queries

. Letters containing
must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Querias
in thethesame
should subject
be enclosed
s within
of this journal are replied to
scopeenvelope.
by post under the following conditions : - (1) Queries dealing
with distinct subiects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back. (2) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible , with fully dimensioned sketches, and corro
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for

sed envelope (not post-card )
reference . (3)blyA testamped d,addres
enclose and also a " Queries and Replies
should invaria
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible aftei
usuallyts elapse lefore
receipt, but an interval of a few days mustponden
who require
the Refly can be forwarded. (5 ) Corres
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
ed . The
weeks onmust elapse before the Reply can bebe publish
inserti of replies in this column cannot guaranteed . (6 )
AU Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26 - 29. Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .]
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied

positions of Chairman and Vice-Chairman , respec
tively. Mr. Sanderson being willing to still act as
Treasurer, he was elected to the dual position .
The Hon. Secretary having signified his willingness
to remain in office for another year, and it being

have just made a 4t-in, spark coil by your handbook on Induc

the wish of the members present he should do so ,

follows are they right ? Primary : core i lb ., No. 22 tinned soft

he Aswastheunanimously
elected .
result of the ballot for members of Com
mittee, Messrs. E . W . Payne, P . Blankenburg, F .
R . Welsman , and S . L . Solomon were elected. Mr.
H . Hildersley was asked to continue the office of
Librarian , which he consented to do.
The new Track Committee consists of the
following members : Messrs. W . B . Hart, H .

Greenly , H . Clayton , H . C . Willis, J. T. Read, and
John Wills, junr., with Messrs. H . W . Greenfield
andTheH . usual
F . Jefferson
votes inof reserve.
thanks were proposed and
carried to the late Executive, Honorary Auditors,
andA Scrutineers.
lengthy discussion arose during the evening as

to the practicability of equipping a workshop with
access thereto once a week and the services of a paid

a lathe, planer, and other tools, members having

instructor being requisitioned ; the almost unani
mous opinion of the members present, however,
was that the scheme was on several grounds im
practicable. An alternative suggestion that a
portion of the large balance at the bank be employed
in the purchase of a portable work bench and tools
to assist the giving of practical demonstrations at
the ordinary meetings, and also in the purchase of
further tools and apparatus to be loaned to mem
bers,
Thewas
onlyapproved
exhibits. were a finely finished eccentric

chuck for ornamental turning, by Mr. Hildersley,
and a very compact 6 -volt 4 -pole motor by Mr. J.
W . W . Munro.

.
10 p .mordinary
Themeeting
terminated
MEETINGS.
FUTURE
— Theatnext
meeting

to recently :-- .
(14,780 ) Coil Failure. V . F . M . C. (Ascot) writes : (1) I
tion Coils, but I can only get a -in . spark . The dimensions are as
iron wire, j in . diameter, 11 ins. long ; winding, 1 lbs.No. 14 D .C .C .
copper wire in three layers, all soaked in shellac, and a layer
of tape outside, also shellaced. Insulating tube : ebonite ; outside
diameter , I ins. : inside, it ins. ; length , 13 ins. Secondary :
45 lbs, No. 36 s.c .c . copper wire, wound in forty-four sections ;
size of each coil - inside I 13- 16ths ins. , outside 3 ins. : thickness,
5 - 32nds in . Insulated with two paraffined paper discs between

each ; size of discs - inside diameter it ins., outside 45 ins. (2) I
denser, as book . The latter I have built up three times to make
sure it was all right- - the last time very carefully . The primary
works all right with a hammer break , but I have now made a
mercury break , as in your book , with bell magnets , which works
very well. Could it be the condenser is leaking at all ? (3 ) The
secondary connections are all soldered , but I still have the ends
sticking out, and have not filled in the outside covering of wax
and ebonite paper. Would this allow of brush discharge, and so
lessen the spark asmuch ? I tested each section before building up
with small voltmeter and dry battery. (4 ) The current I use is
taken from our private electric light supply - 100 volts (con
tinuous), which I reduced with a large resistance box I made with
coils of manganese wire, so using about 12 - 20 volts, which I varied ,
making tne spark a little longer or shorter , according to the current.

have built up the coil, as in your book, with ebonite ends and con

Is this about right at about 3- 4 amps. ? (5 ) What is the best way ,
to get the secondary off the ebonite tube for examining ? I enclose

a specimen of secondary coils ; one I had over, and made rather
worse than the ones I used . Also two of the paraffined discs
between
SOS.
Make the
suresections.
that none of the secondary coils are opposing one
another. Most probably your condenser is at fault. Have you
tried coil both with and without condenser and noted the difference ?
There nothing Tobutgetexperimenting
till you hit upon
testing
what isiswrong.
the tube awayandfrom
the secondary easily ,
it is only necessary to insert a metal tube inside the insulating tube
after the primary and core have been withdrawn, Allow the
metal tube to project a few inches each end , and apply heat - a
Bunsen flame or spirit lamp can be used . The heat will be con
ducted fairly unitormly along tube, and the wax will be slightly
softened , and the ebonite tube can be withdrawn by giving it a
slight rotary motion quite easily . Of course , the heat must not

be sufficient to melt rst
Machine Experiments. A . H . L . B .
(14,530 ] Wimshu the wax.
(London, S . W .) writes : I have a “ thunder house." There are
two windows, each in two layers - one plain one, facing the further
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side ; one with a brass rod up it, facing the near side. I under

stand the
the rods.
windowsI have
shouldtriedbe with
blowna Wimshurst
out on passing
a strong
spark
down
giving
2 -in , sparks
but
nothingbearing
occurstheexcept
gaps. ? ((2)1) Should
Should
the
rods besparking
turnedjustsoacross
as to the
beenough
inside
the layers
windows
fit quite
loosely,
only
stiffly
to remain in ?
Or (1)haveThere
you should
any otherbe explanation
? in the lightning conductor,
decided
gaps
asthatformed
by
the
various
pieces
of
metal,shutters
but it should
is not necessary
the pieces of metal on the wooden
be inside
house.in place.
(2) The shutters
must not
but just
enough
tothekeep
The discharge
fromfit a tightly,
Wimshurst
is scarcely
violent
enough
to
dislodge
the
shutters
;
a
Leyden
jar,
of
fairly
large size, is usually employed to provide the discharge. The jar
is first charged, then the hook at bottom of lightning conductor
is connected by a wire or chain to the outer coating of the jar.
The jar is then discharged by connecting the inner coating to the
knob at top of lightning conductor. When doing this, you must
be
careful nothaving
to toucha glass
the orconductor,
or you should
will receive
a discharger
ebonite handle
be useda shock]:
. The

dischargepisses violently across the gaps and expels the shutters,
(14.8331 Switch for Accumulator Charging. Lighting
etc. J . B . H . (New Hey) writes : I have twelve large Daniell
cells
and eight 2-volt accumulator ditto. I should be obliged if
you could give me a sketch showing switchboard connections. I

wish to have four cells charging at once, and , when charged , to
to able
the lighting
to switchmains,
all theand
inswitch
eightthen
to the four
; alsoonto be
cellstheon other
main switched
to drive
small
motor.
The diagram below shows necessary connections in circular
Switch , and switch -arm to obtain the action you describe. If you
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current
and avoid
circuit. We
these
detailssending
accumulators
will assist
The leadsthe
you . through
fromlamp
and
to K trust
N shoul 1 be changed over to prevent cells opposing one another.
, H . G , B . (Woodhall
(14, 979 ) Small Rotary Converter
Spa) writes : I should be very much obliged if you would kindly
answer the following questions : ( 1) In the issue for July 13th ,
was an account of a small rotary converter by Mr.
1905,
J . G . there
Perry. In the account he said he got his windings from
and Motors." I have the
handbook on “ Small Dynamos
your handbook
, and can find nothing about the windings of the
said
armature, how and what wires to connect to the second commuta .
com
tor. ( 2) Can you tell me of any warehouse which sells small prices
in . in diameter, and what their
mutators of not more than
are ? I have a small motor with a commutator just about 1 in .
diameter,
it has got broken , and I wish to replace it. The
armature isandtripolar, it ins. diameter. Would it matter if the
commutator was larger than in . ? In the issue for October 12th ,
Steamers ," by
Fast. 2 Model
on “ Two
1905,
there was an Inarticle
of Fig
Mr. Greenwood says
the account
J . E . Greenwood.
boss. I should be
the blades are let into a long torpedo-shaped
tell me where those propellers may be
if you couldfinished
very pleasedcastings
state.
obtained in
and
converter
(1)
simply two
A
this
of
type
woundeach
for
different voltages and outputs,ismounted
on armatures
the same shaft,
armature being of the same over-all dimensions. (2 ) Any of our
advertisers electrical
in

goods will supply you with commutator ;

send them a dimensioned sketch of what you require. ( 3) Try the
ClydeModel
Dockyard Co. ; see advertisement in our journals.
(14,883]
Windings.(Avery
and Motor
F . -Lahmeyer
L . (Ossett,
writesDynamo
Yorks)
: I have designed
a dynamo-magnet
type)
;
pole-pieces
1}
ins.
wide,
ins.
if
thick
;
winding
space
long by II- 16ths in . deep . According to calculations basedi onin .
wire table in the M . E . for January ist, 1901, I shall be able to get
370 yds. of No. 24 (about it lbs.) on the two bobbins. Armature
21filleddiameter,
2 ins. long,
eightabove
slots,table
7 - 16ths
in , wide,
with No. 22.
By the
I should
be ablein , todeep,
get

(eight coils) twelve turns, five layers deep (about
112 yds.)
on armature.
(1). What
output
may
pect
atpressure.
about
2,500
r. p.msuggest
I want
fromwinding
15 Ito ex
volts
Please
different
for20
this if the above will not do. I am unable to follow

allshallthebeformulæ
" A .will
B .C . assist
of Dynamo
glad ifin you
me withDesign,"
criticismso

and suggestions
have
had cast in forlocalimprovement.
foundry to myTheownmagnet
pattern I.

In the M Mr.
.E . Avery
for April,
1900, " will
A .B .C . ofourDynamo
Design,"
says
arma
ture a cogged -drum
with : six“ We
teeth , make
the wire spaces

Fig . 1.

being 7 - 16ths in . wideby 5 -16ths in . deep. It is possi
ble to get ten wires per layer in each slotof thearmature
core discs,( 2)andIs six
deep here
will about
the
space."
therelayers
a mistake
? I askfill this
because
on
referring
to
wire
table,
I
find
s.s.c.
wire
No.
24
equals 41 per inch ; D .S .C ., 38 ; S.C .C ., 35 ; D .C .C ., 29 . Cal
culating
from
this,
if
the
first
be
used
,
16
turns,
12
deep
2nd, 14 by 10 ; 3rd , 13 by 9 ; 4th , I by 8 . And these:
figures allow somewhere about two wires diameter at sides of

slots, table
and one
wire diameter at bottom
insulation.experience
If the
wire
(and D, .I cfor
know
with No.
24is S.approximately
c .c . it is not farcorrect
out) and
.c . No.from
24 be used , as
being the nearest to Mr. Avery's figures, it would make a difference
of
number
armature the
conductors
- no smallof difference,
you168willin the
admit.
( 3) ofSupposing
above number
wires in

Query 14835

crease wire put on the armature, how would it affect the output
and the design generally ? I have made a small motor, single
coil;
-winding,
36 yds. No.as 24series
; armature,
tripolar,wound
10 yds.fieldNo.
22. Connected
motor, this
will not run with
but

SWITCH FOR

at a crawl, even with three bichromate cells. Connected as shunt,
ora small
armature
and field coil in parallel, it fairly hums, and will create
hurricane with a 6 -in . four-bladed fan on spindle . Why

ACCUMULATOR
CHARGING .

is this motor not a success when series wound ?
( 1) If the frame of your field -magnet is well proportioned , and

Fig . 2.

Query 14833
superimpose the three-arm Switch , you will see that the required
circuits will be made in turn , on moving the switch -arm from left

to right. In the first position the current flows from the primary

battery to contact
R , through
to A , thethence
accumulators,
and back
to S , switch-arm
thus completing
first through
circuit.
Incurrent
secondis position,
the
switch-arm
is
still
on
contacts
R
and S , but
now sent through the other set of accumulators, via
contacts D , C , and so back to primary cells. At the same time,
the arm W is engaging the contacts E , F , G , J , thus allowing the
first
set of accumulators to discharge through the lamps as re
quired. Two sets of contacts must be provided in arm W , insu

lated
pair from
movement
allowsnotethe arm
W to one
engage
P , M ,theN ,other.
K , and The
alsothird
F and
J . Please
that
contracts E and G must be shorter than F and J , so that the

accuinulatorsmay be put in parallel to drive direct on to the motor,

the armature runs close to the pole faces, you may be able to ob
tain
about 20 youvoltshaveat the speed you mention and about 4 amps.
The winding
adopted
is the
in good
proportion
for ata higher
shunt
wound
You
can
adjust
voltage
by running
orprobably
lowermachine.
speed.
(2
)
Re
number
of
turns
in
armature,
Mr.
Avery
has
allowed for a thicker insulation between winding and
core than you have in view , or for wire having a thicker covering.

is a makes
considerable difference in the thickness of the covering
ofThere
various
of copperbe wire,
with cotton
coverings.
Wedo
not
able for
toespecially
improve
his figures
extent you think
state- you
- it iswilla matter
individualupon
experience.
(to3) the
An
increase
in
the
number
of
turns
of
wire
means
an
increase
in
for a given speed, but the internal resistance of the armaturevolts
will
also
be increased , so that the gain is, to some
neutralised .
The result desirable is to get as much of theextent,
winding space as
possible
filled
with
wire
not
necessarily
as
regards
number
of turns,
but as regards copper . Re motor. The field -magnet winding
is of
too
fine
a
gauge
to
be
suitable
as
a
series
winding.
When
.
nected in series with the armature, it absorbs too many volts con
and

does
not leave sufficient
pressurewireat thebrushes
to drive the arma
ture properly.
18 gauge
be more
for a
series winding. No.
On the other hand, would
it is suitable for suitable
a shunt wind.
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ing, as it is of sufficiently high a resistance not to rob the armature
of too much current.
(14,875) Model Locomntive. H . 0 . (Leicester) writes :
I am making a i-in . scale model of a goods

engine (with tender),
cylinders if-in . stroke,
diameter,
wheels,ins.5 ins.
fourgaugecoupled
4 13- 16ths
What
bore dooutside
you advise for cylinders ?
I should like them as large as possible, as I want the engine to
draw me (11 stone 7 lbs.). I have room for a very large boiler,
long. fuel
Mydesign also allows
ins. solid
o ins., orso tothat
fireboxa could
outside
me
to make
deep befirebox
can be employed ,
What diameter ought the boiler barrel to be ? I should also like

sending
am it-i
, I are
that asoflarge
it-in .
n . bore,a rough
have by me
cylindersAsI requested
sketch
loco. as Thepossible.
stroke.
point out that the wheel
In reply to your query, we may
we
locomotive,
for your
arrangement
would notwhilstprovide
is atmodel
it one which
all pleasing,
do not think chosen
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from top of copper plate ? ( 3) The lamp will be about 14 ft. from
battery -- what voltage H . E . lamp should I use ? (4 ) How many
lamps would battery light at a time for an hour or so ? (5 ) You
say

that it is advisable to always have gravity cells discharging.
length of the enclosed specimen platino silver wire should
What
I have in circuit, so as to just allow enough current to pass to keep
from depositing on zinc slab ? (6 ) I am making an
copper
accumulator (4 -volt), each cell containing five plates - two positive

and three negative each plate being 2 ins. by it ins. by 1 in .
What would the capacity
in ampere-hours
? (7 ) I grids
havewith
not
of pastingbenegative
been successful with the method

litharge.
pasting with commercial
lead , sobepropose
precipitated
already suc
) I have
? (8 and
veryof stiff
made
mixture
Should
have placed them
plates
red lead,
made
the positive
cessfullythe
in the solution of chloride of lime to form them -- will they do,
the
make upsolu
or ought
I tochloride
negatives,
litharge
since I shall
in the
place them
, andfornot
platesuseagain
positive

a rate
high Would
at too (10)
accumulator
discharginglamps
(9) Should
at the time?
two highI beefficiency
iftionI ?lighted
the eight gravity cells be too

a voltage to charge this

high
with ? If so ,
accumulator
what length of No. 22 iron
wire ought I to insert as
resistance ? (11) Should re
between
bepoleinserted
sistance
of battery
positive
? and
accumulator
positive of

(1) Yes, the zincs should
tromes
hereofdoesthe
inside
the use
nol
mote
outside freeing necessory

be amalgamated . (2) There
: it
is no beparticular
distance
sulphate
in the zinc
must
in the
solution , ulphate
and not solution
coppers

20

).
in handbook
(see
if wires
8-volt lamp,
(3) Anofdrawing
not
size, say
ample
are
than No. 20 gauge. (4 )
less
Depends upon the candle

The presence of the

Dulside culinders

E

19 "

Oulside
fromes
for corrying
23 dia
5 "dia.
allow
roomheelsTortoTiredoxmor .
Query 14875
Fig . 1. - OUTLINE DESIGN FOR A MODELGOODS LOCOMOTIVE .

power of the lamps ; pro
bably two or three 8 -volt
I c.-p . lamps. (5 ) Your
sample of resistance wire

QUERY YO14875

reached
apparently
has
find it.
we do not
us,
fornot keeping
Theasresistance
the cells on closed circuit
should be at least 80 ohms ;

it.

IL/

calculate
hours may
Aboutyouit can
amp.
) expected.
(6perhaps
that
) Yes,so
(7
be
be pasted on easily .
it

ALE
97" barrel

63 —-

S

5 dia

5 'dia

3a

.-. 61 -

9 firebos

can
(8 ) Positive plates will do
as they are. (9 ) Depends
upon the candle -power of
an accumu
the
be discharged
shouldSuch
latorlamps.
at to amp. as a maxi
mum . (10 ) Each accumu.
lator cell requires 21 to 27
volts to charge it. About 25
wire would be required
yds,
if 8 volts is used . (11) May

anywhere
beso long
with
as it isinin the
seriescircuit

the cells.
(14,669] Charging
R . G AcA .
cumulators.
(Forest Hill) writes : Will
you kindly help me with
the following ? I am think
ing of fitting a 4 - volt electric lamp to my bicycle , and propose using
two 4 -volt accumulators- one in use, and the other being charged.
Can I charge the accumulator from , say, five Leclanché cells ?
Would it injure the accumulator if I left it connected up to cells
after it was fully charged ; and about how long would it take to
charge it ? Which should be connected to the positive terminal
zinc or carbon ?
It is practicable
chargeyoursmall
from primary
Nos. 1.
read our handbooks
cells accumulators
but before tobuying
batteries,

. - 8 - - -46
Fig . 2.- ALTERNATIVE DESIGN FOR LOCOMOTIVE.
- 4 - -0
bogie the
four-coupled
a leading
over, say,
any
type)advantage
engine, excepting
perhaps
that almost
whole of the(4 weight
framing
outside
The
wheels.
driving
the
upon
placed
be
can
the trailing carrying wheel does not confer any advantage. Youto

will find that a design such as we indicate in outline will look just
the
the real
nearerengine,
be certainly
as
well,to and
engine
be more
like a goods
whything.
not go Ifin you
for wish
a " Con
0 type, or a 6 -coupled bogie type of locomotive.
6
”
2
solidation
The boiler may be st ins. diameter,and have at least fourteen tubes,
in . diameter. The bogie wheels may be 3 ins. diameter , and then
they will give the engine a better appearance. You will find the

firebox shown on the drawing deep enough. The cylinders

ins. by 21 ins. or
may, of course, be if ins. by it ins., but itproportion.
usual
more
would
be
a
ins.
2
by
ins.
1 5-16ths
H . R . con.B .
Secondary
(14,895] Primary
(Portsmouth
) writes : Willandyou kindly
answer,Cells.
at your earliest
? ( 1) I am inmaking
following
venience
eight cells,thegravity
type,questions
as per instructions
the M . Ea . battery
handbookof
“ Electric Lighting for Amateurs," to use with a night-light. The
3 ins.be;
by zinc
9 ins.the
:- copper,Should
plates 3 areins.ofbythe24following
zinc,
ins. by dimensions
in ., rectangular.

amalgamated ? (2) What distance should bottom of zinc slab be

5, and 22 ; also back numbers of the M . E . which give information

distributed over a fairly
on the subject. The charging should beprimary
cells. As far as
the
to
exhaust
so
as
not
period,
long
accumulator before re
the
discharge
entirely
not
possible , do

charging, but re- charge immediately you have finished , using the
lamp so as to keep the cellsto inconnect
you can .
pole of asthebattery
positivecondition
It is absolutely necessary as fullythecharged
to the positive pole of the accumulator. The zinc of the battery
is always negative ; it would not do any harm to leave the accumu
lator on the battery beyond the time required for charging. If not
carried to excess, an hour or two would not matter at a

time. We should advise Daniell pattern cells instead of

Leclanché.
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(14,670] Loss Through Resistance of Circuit. W . beR .

light installation to
(Croydon ) writes : I have a small electric
the wires
on testing main
worked
with drythe
entrywithwires,a small
at theandswitchboard
cell I findoff athatdynamo,

lower
321; ;onandtesting
registers
ammeter
series,the
ammeterin
givesdownor2.
off wire,
5 inft. the
gives
ammeter
the There
wires,
the
yard)explain
(one
joins
faulty
no
are
?
this
you
Can
the
wire,offthethelower
longeranythelamps
and it seems
" shorts," registers.
cell, but
burning
not the
I wasthat
ammeter
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first
modelforbuilttheirbyinspectio
the makers
Caledonian
Company
Theis being
enginesent
n. link-motion
has totwothedouble-acting
cylinders
slide-valve
reversing
inside
special
gear,
,
patternanddowncome
copperblast
boiler,pipewithandbrazed
circulati
rfittings,
ng water
tubes
usual
lubricato
cylinder
rs in
smokebox
with -barregulator
, spiritscrewtankcouplings
in tender,
for supplyin
spirit
and draw
to lamp,
hooks, and
imitationg

THE
CLYDE
MODEL
DOCKYA
ENGINE
DEPOT
N'sAND
CALEDO
NIAN
EXPRES
SRD
LOCOMO
. ew TIVE

just shorting the wires to find the internal resistance of cell.
Theby explanation
farat aasgreater
we candistance
understand
your has
letter,to
that
connecting
theis, ascelllength
the current
pass
through
a
greater
of
wire,
and
therefore
through
a
greater
resistance;
as the
voltage
ofthethegreater
cell remains
approximately
the
same,
the
current
will
be
less,
the
amountof
wire
in
circuit. The wire you are using is probably of small gauge. Your

dynamoto should
give aforgreater
lamps
compensate
this lossvoltage
in thethan
wires.that required by the

atomodern
one. We should
b.h.-p.be engine
do thesecond-hand
work comfortably.
A gasadvise
enginea iwould
much
cheaper to run than an electricmotor. See our handbook on “ Gas

22

1

CA

why ? I could getelectrical power,as the company's mainsare in.

An old,out-of-date
typeas ofmuch
engine,such
mention,
we do not
advise.
dueofto a asyou
itsnewhighengine,
consumption,
would
payIt forwouldthe cost
difference
in ,cost
or, at least,as

SOS

114,997] ) Gas
Engine
for beSmall
M.
(Streatham
writes
: best
Wouldpoweryou
goodas Workshop.
enough economy
to adviseA. and
me
what
would
be
the
to
use
regards
efficiencyaccumulators,
for driving a a small
dynamo
about-cutting
120 to lathe,
150 watts
charge
Barnes'
4t-in.ofscrew
a power
lightto
drilling
machine,
and
an
emery
wheel?
Please
tellmewhat
would bethisrequired
. I can enough
get a : ? h .-pAre, nominal
slide engine cheap.
Would
be powerful
themakers have
given upmaking
this typetheynow.any Cangoodyou? tellI hearme

9
0

and Oil Engines," by W . C. Runciman, 7d. post free.

N
A

W

A

(15,015]an oilSmall
A. andB. (3-in.
Lewisham
) writes
:
Iis have
engine?Oil(1),(2)Engines.
2-in.
cylinder
stroke.
What
about
the
power
It
runs
at
such
a
terrific
speed
when
it is supposed
attheabout600
r.p.mGas. Engine
Could ” I book
run ittoatkeep
less
? from
( 3) Itsoottosaysrun
ingrit.
“What
Oil andparts
itspeed
clear
and
do
you
have
to
take
apart,
and howthe engine
often drive,
does itandwant
? (4) What
would
whatcleaning
lamps should
I requiresize? dynamo
(5 ) The
oil and air is drawn into the engine by suction together, and I have

H

CU

nocostmuch
governor toto bedone
engine. ? Is it necessary to have one, and would
it
• can(1)onlyAs youreplygiveto noyourdetails
of engine design orway.construction,
we
possibly be as much as inquiries
t or h .-in P. a (2)general
You can cutPower
downmay
the
supplyputof oilon when
is running
atwilllessnever
than increase
full loadbeyond
; or you
must
aengine
load itthat
certain limit. such
Of course,
is speed
impossible
to regulate
the speed ina

a reasonable
no governor kind
is includedtypein oftheengine.
design Allor
build
engine.way (3)when
valves,ofvaporiser,
andDepends
passagesupon
should be orcleaned
whenever they

.

appear
to be getting dirty. (4) Possibly a 100-wattmachine. (5)
See above.

(14,729]writesCells: I and
Bells
for a toColliery
R.,
Standley)
should
bewillpleased
knowto ring
ifShaft.
youelectric
couldT.bells
tell
me
what
strength
of
battery
be
required
top and bottom of colliery shaft600 yds. deep ? Also, how to ring

of two linewires 1,000 yds., with battery
atelectric
one endbells? atto eachsayendexactly
Impossible
without further information : it

depends upon the size of wire used and amount of current the bells

erhaps
cells in theseries.
your
battery
circuit
totwenty
pointsat Leclanché
midway
between
bells,
orConnect
useto aadvise
relay
bell
and
localbattery
the
far
end.
We
shall
be
pleased
you
furtherthethrough
our Expert
Servicerequired.
Department for a fee depend
ing upon
amountof
information

The News of the Trade.
The Editor will be pleased to receive for reviere under this heading

samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus and materials

for amateur
use.of ItEditorial
must beopinion
understood
these ofreviews
are
free
expressions
, no that
payment
anyrightkind
being
required
or
accepted.
The
Editor
reserves
the
criticise oror to commend
according
to thea review
meritsinof anythe case
goodswhere
subto
inserting
mitted,
abstain
from
the goodsdistinguished
are not of sufficient
interest have
to his beenreaders.]
• Reviews
by the asterisk
based on actual

Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.
TA New
ModeltheLocomotive.
now able
to illustrate
attractive
new bymodel
the
CModel
.We
R . “ are
Grampian
Express,"
just being
introduced
the ofClyde
Dockyard
,
of
Argyll
Arcade,
Glasgow
.
This
is
built
to
t-in. scale from official drawings, and we understand that thea

Westinghouse
firebox surface
Theheating
51 ins.Thelonglengthby
of the isboiler
go sq.is ins.
the total
ins. wide, andpump.

gauge is
and total weight 25 lbs. ; theparts
engine
2 ft, o ins.,models
of the
is complete
can
and
Either
sets toof castings
orstock
21 ins.
engine
above
rolling
model
supplied
Scale
the
suit
.
be
speciality.
addition
new
order.
supplied
this
to
In
to
be
also
can
the complete list of this firm , which we have just received , con
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tains a large range of steam models of every description, including
the L . & N . W . " Clyde " model loco, of which a good number have
been sold , model rolling-stock and railway equipment, rails and
points , etc., engine and boiler parts and fittings, model sailing
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formed that scale models of any other types will be reproduced ,
at short notice, to order. In addition to locomotives, Messrs.
Carson & Co . have a number of specialities in rails, signals, and

yachts,novelties.
steamers,Themodel
ship
electrical goods,beandfound
scien
tific
listengineers.
coversfittings,
88 Itpages,
much
interest to model
will beandsentwill
post free for 6d.of
A New Radius for Model Rails.
Those readers
uses ofoflarger
modelradiitin -plate
will soldbe
interested
to learnwhothatarecurves
are nowrailsbeing
by
Messrs.
Bassett-Lowke
&
Co.,
of
Northampton.
The
new
radius for each gauge is considerably larger than has hitherto been
made,
so
that
the
sharp
curves
of
the
old
standard
will
no
longer
be
compulsory on model railway builders. Both the old and the
new curves will be kept in stock , and a spring-catch fastener is
now fitted in place of the bent-wire fastener previously employed .
The connecting spikes are placed one at either end instead of both
A New Model O . N . R . “ Atlantic " Type Locomotive .
• The engine shown in theaccompanying illustrationhas lately been
built
to a special order by Messrs. Bassett-Lowke & Co., Northamp
ton. It is not intended to be an exact modelof the G .N . R . No. 251
Class
being and
carriedthe Wootten
straight along,
raised (the
over footplating
the coupling-rods,
firebox instead
dispensedof
with),
but
was
designed
with
a
view
to
obtaining
the
best
working
qualities required by owners of scale model railways, viz ., easy
manipulation, good hauling power, and a boiler that will steam
for about one hour without requiring fresh water. It is a plain ,
straightforward design, and free from all unnecessary detail. The
scale is T1- 16ths in , to one foot, the length over buffers being
394 ins., width over footplates 5 } ins., and the gauge 31 ins.between
rails. The boiler is made on the water-tube principle, constructed

at one end .

Fig . 1. - L . & N .W .R . “ PRECURSOR " TYPE.

of
solidjet-drawn
copper, raising
with gun-metalends,
and is provided
with
steam
(for quickly
steam ), steam -pressure
gauge, water
gauge, and all the usual fittings. The working pressure is 80 lbs.

MESSRS. CARSON & Co.'s 4-IN . SCALE MODEL

per square inch . The cylinders are i -in stroke, 1 -in. bore, fitted
with ordinary slide-valve and Green's (provisionally protected )
reversing valve, worked from the cab by means of the usualpattern
lever. The tender is the regular G .N . R . pattern , mounted on

sundry track and rolling stock fittings. We also note in their list

six cast-iron
wheels,
withthe steel
and spring
Two
copper
tankshand
are
fitted
backforaxles
one
holding
water bearings.
andThebeing
pro
vided with
feed ,-pump
supplying
boiler.
forward
tank holds the spirit, which is supplied to the lamps on the dis
placement principle of an entirely new design , by means of which
part or whole of the fire can be alight or completely shut off. With
this arrangement, the engine can be left standing with a small
Gre for any length of time. We understand that complete sets of

Fig . 2. - G .C.R . “ ATLANTIC" Type.
LOCOMOTIVES.
well-designedof model
horizontal
and Model
verticalengineers
engines should
and a write
good
assortment
model steam
fittings.
for these lists.

New Catalogues and Lists.
T . H . Wathes & Co., Ltd ., High Street, Leicester. - From
this firm
wehaveItreceived
list ofsmall
electric
novelties
and
sundries.
covers 36a very
pagesusefullittle
and includes
motors
and

MESSRS. W . J. BASSETT-LOWKE's New MODEL G . N . R . “ ATLANTIC " TYPE LOCOMOTIVE.
castings
and material, including full working drawings, are in
course of preparation, and will be ready shor.ly.
Scale Models and Accessories
In the latest list we have received from Messrs. Carson & Co.,
51, Summer Row , Birmingham , we note some interesting par
ticulars of some in . scale model locomotives which they have
recently been placing on the market. The types at present avail
able are L . & N . W . R . " Precursor," G . W . R . " City of Bath ," M . R .
Atlantic ." Twoof this fim 's modelsweshow
a G .C .R . " illustrations.
09 , and
These are all supplied either in
in2,6the
accompanying
sets of castings and parts, or as finished models, and we are in .

dynamos, water
motors,
accumulators,
charging sets, measuring
instruments,
electric
lightand
fittings,
coils,wires,
and
accessories, electric
bells
alarms,batteries,
telephonesmedical
, magnets,
etc. It is fully illustrated and will be sent post free on application .
Shaw & - We
Brother,
Leabrooks
Derbyshire.
have just
received Engineering
an illustratedWorks,
list ofAlfreton,
angle
plates , machine vices, vee blocks, machine clamps, la the face
plates, slotted tables, vertical milling attachment, independent
four-jaw
chucks,
machine and
accessories,
etc. The
list
also contains
pricesandof other
steel shafting,
bright drawn
square,
hexagon and flat steel.
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Answers to Correspondents.

The Editor's Page.
W

e

have lately commenced a new series of
It is our intention , under this heading, to
give a series of simply written articles explaining
the principles and working details of all the more

V

articles under the title “ How It Works.”

important appliances of engineering, both elec
trical and mechanical, and we feel sure that an
educational series of this kind will be as much

appreciated by our amateur readers as by those
whose interest in engineering is of a professional
nature. In the first article we have dealt with the
subject of the arc lamp, while the second will deal
with electrical resistances. Some of the subjects
will be treated completely in one article , whilst

others of greater complexity or importance may
require several instalments to satisfactorily dispose
of them . In every case the matter will be of a
particularly instructive character, and this series
will, we feel sure, do much to increase the educa
tional value of our Journal.
Another correspondent who writes us on the sub
ject of exhibition models, says: - “ I am glad to find
that someone has called attention to the bad treat
ment models get when sent to industrial exhibi
tions. Twice this year I exhibited , and in each
case damage was caused. In the first place, a
pump had been used for working it : warm , moist
air coming in contact with the cold metal caused
condensation ; and this had evidently been repeated

day after day, with the res It that the steam chest
cylinder (iron) being scored and grooved , necessi.
tating lapping . The whole of the steel parts were
very rusty, and so badly packed on return , that the
enamel was scratched, and the engine had to be
re-enamelled before I could exhibit it again . In the

and cylinder were a mass of rust, the bore of the

W . S . W . (Constantinople ). - Many thanks for your
two interesting post-cards from Palermo ana
Constantinople .
T . J. (Stockton-on- Tees). - In any case the pres
sure will come on the outside rail, owing to the
action of the centrifugal force. The locomotive

will also tend to burst the track laterally .
F . W . (Smethwick). — You do not specify your
wants. The illustration was published with a
scale, and you can take off any further dimensions
from the drawing. For constructive details and
dimensions, see “ The Model Locomotive," by
H . Greenly, price 6s. net, 6s. 4d. post free, from
this office.
G . H . A . (Winlaton ). This matter is dealt with in
our handbook — “ Electric Batteries,” 7d. post free,
to which please refer.

H . (Port Glasgow).— Kindly comply with our
A .Rules.

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects . Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only ,and should invariably bear the sender's nan.e and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether

remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom

panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event

of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance .

This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal

Order.

Advertisement ratesmay be had on app ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.

All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,
and all new apparatusand price lists, & c., for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR , " The Model Engineer ," 26 - 29, Poppin ' s Court,
Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , “ The Nolel Engi
neer, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Mrshall & Co., 26 - 29
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canda, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain, 123. Liberty Street, New York, USA , to whom

all subscriptions from these countries hould be addressed .

Contents.

case I respectfully requested that, on return , the
engine should be packed same way as sent, but in

[The asterisk (* ) denotes that the subject is illustrated .]

than the bottom of the case, and, in turn , screw

this to the bottom o the case. If this is properly
carried out, no damage will result."

Steam Engine*
..
The Problem of the Gas Turbine

.

count

have found the best way to pack is to remove the
engine from the polished wood base, securely screw
down to a strong piece of wood slightly smaller
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we will put him in touch with an electrical engineer
who has kindly offered to see if he can assist him
in his engineering progress.
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For the Bookshelf

If the reader ofour Journal referred to on page 480
of our November 16th issue, under the title of “ An
Embryo Stephenson ” will communicate with us,

OOOONO

neither case was my request complied with . I

иу илллллл
л

second place, bad packing caused the lubricator
to get smashed , and the enamel scratched. In each
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A Small Gas Engine .
By H . M . BLENKINSOP .
ITEREWITH is reproduced a photograph of a
ū
small h .-p. gis engine, which I made when
at school. I bought the various castings
and forgings, and did the machining and fitting
myself. The princi
pal dimensions are
as follows : - Over
all measurements :
Length , 23 ins. ;
width , 12 ins. ;
height, 134 ins. ;
bore, 2 ins. ; stroke,
4 ins. ; diameter of
flywheel, 12 } ins. ;
crankshaft.
in . ;
sideshaft, fin . The
greatest trouble

was
with

experienced
the piston

valve, such as making if far too heavy and giving
it too coarse a spring . I can now regulate the lift
of the valve by two nuts screwed on to the end of
the stem , which lock together just under the end
ofthe lifter. Origin
ally there was no

thing to prevent
the gas from escap

ing when turned on
at the engine, with
the result that, if
the engine would
not start at once ,
the gas escaped into
the surrounding at
mosphere. This I

remedied by coun
ter-sinking the top
of the gas tap and
placing an ordinary
cycle ball on the

rings (three being
fitted ) for which a
special piece of
metal had been sup
plied with the cust
ings ; but, unfortu
nately, it had been

counter - balanced

mislaid , and so I
had to experiment

inlet stroke,

top, which

just

the gas pressure ,
and was raised from

its seating on the
The governor,

which is seen on
the half-speed shaft,
Fig . 1. - MR. H . M . BLENKINSOP'S SMALL GAS ENGINE.
kinds before I could
I have just lately
a ring that
produce
fitted , and is really more of an experiment
would go on to the piston without breaking, and,
at the same time, give the requisite amount of
than a permanent piece of work, as some of

with three different

spring.

The inlet valve was originally automatic ,

but I converted it to mechanical, using the same
cam as for the exhaust valve, and also the same
screws to hold the bracket for the lever to pivot on

the parts are made of wood. The photograph
hardly gives it in detail enough to be under
standable, So I will explain the principle on
which it works. It is simply a modified form of

as were used to hold the valve itself in place, so

centrifugal governor , the theory of which is well

that there was no alteration to the engine at all ,

known; but as I had very little space for the arms
to fly out, because of the cylinder casting, it was

except as regards the amount of power obtainable ,
which was considerably increased by the addition

rather a job to get anything workable, and, as it
is, having learned by the experience gained in
tained I do not wish it to be thought that every
fitting up the temporary one, it could be greatly
engine so converted would give proportionate re
improved . The motion of the arms is transmitted
sults, because, I think , in my case, the difference
by wires to a sliding collar on the shaft, which
was due to bad detail work put in on the automatic I in its turn moves a wedge-shaped piece of oak
I have mentioned . From the results thus ob
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backwards and forwardsaccording to the speed of the

hole drilled through the shaft. The action is the

engine. This piece of oak is held opposite to the

sameas that of the usualmotor -car starting handle ,
which allows the engine to over-run the handle at

end of the inlet valve lifter by a lever capable of
lifting the exhaust valve, and is protected by a
piece of file screwed on to the surface where the
lifter hits it. The action is that when the sliding
collar moves the wedge-shaped block forward (by
reason of the engine speed increasing), the surface
of the wedge comes nearer to the end of the inlet
valve lifter, which hits it on the inlet stroke, and
therefore, opens the exhaust valve more or less
according to the position of the wedge, which is,
of course, controlled by the speed . The result of
this is to draw back part of the exhausted charge,

and also to lessen the suction in the inlet pipe.
One thing that I am not quite satisfied about is ,

Treodle shoft

Loose pulley

the first explosion . I have fitted a pedal for lifting
the exhaust valve, so that the engine can be stopped
without stooping or altering the mixture. This is
also useful for starting to relieve the initial com pression .
The engine drives a small home-made lathe with
great ease, through a countershaft, fixed on the
floor, to treadle shaft. The treadle of the lathe
(for it was originally a foot lathe), I have made
capable of shifting the driving belt from loose
pulley to fast on depressing treadle (which is counter
balanced by weights) by means of a “ Bowden "
wire running over two pulleys, and a belt fork . 1
give a rough sketch of this , which forms a very
convenient arrangement, as the foot naturally stays
on the treadle when the lathe is being used , and it

leaves the hands free.

Fost pulley -

To

Workshop Notes and Notions.
Belt fork

irel
- wWire

[ Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
ing to merit. AU matter intended for this column should be

Belt
Treodleg

marked. “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

Counterbalonces
weight

Fig . 2. - ARRANGEMENT OF STRIKING GEAR.
ther the
whether this weakens the mixture or whe
used gas and the new gas keep separate , and the
effect is merely to lessen the amount of fresh
mixture , and not to weaken it. I may say that it
works excellently in practice, and the difference in

the fluctuations in the gas-bag is most noticeable
when the load is put on and then suddenly taken
or

Bevel Gauge Attachment for Scribing Block .
By “ SCRIBO."
This is a very usefuladdition to a scribing block ;
it can be used to advantage in certain types of jobs,
such as transferring angles to similar pieces, whilst
being machined on a shaper, etc. To make this ,
procure a piece of good cast steel, 3-32nds-in . thick ,
42"

off, or vice versa. It seems to me that a govern
of this kind is better than the “ Hit and miss ”

principle , as it does not strain the engine or any of

the parts with first giving a strong explosion and
then none at all. When I can get a good gas supply

Blode with thick

(which is not always ), and a good hot tube, the

engine will run without missing at all, with the
governor in action . It will be seen that the
same cam works both inlet and exhaust valves , and
also the governor . The exhaust gases of the engine
I have conducted up the chimney through a dis

used kitchen range, with the result that they
cannot be heard at all.

The piston is lubricated by a drip lubricator,
lubricators. Asmy gas supply was insuffic for
running the engine and for lighting, I fixed an
extra gas-bag, besides the one in the frame, made
of part of an ordinary cycle inner tube, which has
greatly improved matters. I made a handle (which

y glass
and the two crankshaft bearings by ordinarient

BEVEL GAUGE ATTACHMENT FOR SCRIBING BLOCK .
true the edges up well to finish about in . wide.
The slot in the blade is the same width as the
diameter of pin , as shown at A ; it can be used in
the block type of clip or the split clip type. To
use, take off the thumb-screw or nut that tightens
the clip to post, then slip on the blade and put
back nut, set at the angle desired and tighten up.

A Home-made Drilling Machine.
By EDGAR CROSLAND.

is clearly seen in the photograph ) for starting the
engine ; this is far preferable tol, the usualmethod of

machine, made mostly from scrap. The head A is

of mixture is not right, the engine can be turned

a piece of an old fret machine (an old lathe head
stock will answer equally well). This is screwed

crank , and a piece of metal hollowed out to fit the

turn screwed to the workshop wall (the workshop is
built of wood ), and a band is taken over the pulley
B at the end,and over the small pulleys C , C ,, c .

starting by pulling the flywhee as if the first charge
until the correct mixture is found. The handle is
constructed in three pieces — the handle proper, the

end of the crankshaft. These three parts are fitted
together and the extremities riveted over. On
the inside end of the portion which fits the crank
shaft are filed two teeth , which engage the ends of
a piece of steel wire, which is made a tight fit for a

The following is the description of a small drilling
to a piece of wood about i in . thick , which is in
and over the flywheel D at the bottom . " The
small pulley C , is put horizontally to give the band

a better grip on pulley B . The end of the spindle E
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is tapped to fit a drill chuck off a small level-wheel
drill. The drill has a table feed which is arranged

the flywheel. The guide-bars should have a hole

drilled through one end ; the other end should be
let into the bracket H , about in . from the wall.
They should not go quite through . Bore two holes
through the table J, } in. from the edge, and put a
brass plate each side of each hole. to allow the

these plates to the bracket, so that one comes up
against the small cog-wheel and keeps it in place.
The other one should be screwed up against the
handle, so that the axle L has no end play.
If the table J will not come down of its own
weight when the hanale M is turned to the left, a
piece of brass should be passed over the large cog
wheel K and screwed down at each end. The fly
wheel is off an old sewing machine. I found it was
not quite heavy enough , so I put a lead weight on it.
A bolt goes through the centre of the flywheel,
Lurul

as follows :
A piece ofhardwood is obtained , to prcject about
3 ins. beyond the spinale E . Itmay be of any con
venient length . In my case it was 6 ins. long.
Next get three pieces of -in , iron - two to form the
guides F , F , and the other to form the feed -screw G .
A small bracket is now screwed to the wall, midway
between the end of the spindle E and the top of
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t - in . guide- bars to slide through easily .

El
Jou

Now take the third 1-in . iron bar and tap it, and
make two nuts to fit it. Screw one nut up to within
* in . of the top ; square the end above this nut and
drive it into the table J, so thatwhen the table is put

beater (one of the 6d. bevel wheel kind ), and take
off the large cog-wheel and one of the small ones.

VODOOT

Bore a hole through the large wheel so that it will
slide easily over the screw G . Now turn a wooden
disc the same size as the large wheel and cut a hole
in it to fit the nut on the feed -screw .
Now screw the large wheel on top of this disc
(cogs upward ), and put the nut into the square hole
in the wooden disc, and screw a small brass plate
on the opposite side of the cog-wheel to keep the
nut in its place. Bore a hole in the bracket at the
same distance from the wall as the hole for the feed

COOOOCA
DUDOD
I

0000000OCO

on to the guide-bars and they are in their places,
screwed to the wall by a screw through the hole
before mentioned , in one end, the feed-screw G
comes exactly under the end of the spindle E .
Before putting the table in its place get an egg

BO

screw in the table J. Screw the cog-wheel and disc
on to the feed -screw G , and pass the guide-bars

AKN

through the hole in the table J, and pass the feed
screw through the hole in the bracket and screw the
guide-bars to the workshop wall, but put a 4-in .
washer on the screw between the wall and guide-bar.

NED

Now take the small cog -wheel off the egg-beater
and fit it on to an axle. The best way of doing this
is to get a piece of wire slightly larger than the hole
in the cog-wheel. Tap this for i in ., so that it will
screw into the cog -wheel, and make two nuts the

same thread. These nuts must be slightly smaller
than the cog-wheel. Screw one as far as it will go .
Next screw on the cog-wheel and a nut outside
that. These nuts must be screwed up fairly tight
to keep the cog-wheel from revolving on the axle.
Now cut off the axle about 2 ins. from the small
cog -wheel, and fix a piece of brass about $ in . by
1 in . by 2 ins. This should be fixed as follows :
Square the end of the axle and drill two holes
in the brass plate about fin . from each end. Into
one of these secure a small handle ; the other end
should be driven on to the square end of the axle,
and a small nut screwed on outside it. Now get
two small brass plates, and bend over the bottom
about 4 in ., L shaped,
and drill two small holes
through the bottom of the L to screw down to the

FIG . 2. - SIDE
ELEVATION ,
ELEVATION .
MR. EDGAR CROSLAND'S HOME -MADE DRILLING
MACHINE.
and has a shoulder on behind the wheel. This bolt
FIG . 1. - FRONT

goes through the workshop wall,and a nut was put
A bolt N goes into one of the spokes of the wheel,

on from the outside.

and a piece of thick iron wire is put round this and
connected to the end of the treadle by a screw at
P.

The treadle was made of wood , and is 9 ins, by

the angle to take the axle L . These holes should be

4 ins. by i in . The iron wire is screwed on at one
end It should not be screwed on tight, but left
so that it can move a little each way. This treadle

Put a small washer outside the plate between the
handle and plate, and cog -wheel plate. Now screw

is swung in the middle by two screws, which pass
through small metal plates at each side, R , R ,
and is similar to the small plates mentioned .
The drawings reproduced will give a good

bracket H . Drill another hole on the other side of
drilled so that when the brackets are screwed down
the small cog-wheel meshes with the large one K .
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idea of the general construction and appearance
of the machine. If any point is not clear, I shall

be glad to explain it to anyone who would care to
know .

I have not given any fixed dimensions, so that
anyone who makes this drill had better fix his own,

December 7, 1905.

the pump is very little trouble, as it is worked
glass-blowing requiring both hands I get a friend

quite gently with one hand . For operations in

to work it, and in this way all the attention can be
concentrated on the glass. The connections will,

asmine might not be right for anyone else.

I hope, be made clear by the diagram . With this
blower remarkably steady roaring flames of great
size are obtained ; in fact, it is perfectly as efficient

A Cheap Blow - pipe Bellows.

as any ordinary foot-blower. The chief points to
be observed are to use good thick rubber tubing

By O .MANSELL -MOULLIN .
As I think there may be others who, likemyself,
use a gas blow -pipe for various purposes, a descrip

tion of a cheap and effective blowing apparatus,
which I made a few months ago ,may be of assistance
to those of them who are not willing to pay the
1

for the connections (bad rubber will soon split ), and
to wire these tightly. The cost of the pump was

35. 9d., and the T -piece is.

A First Attempt at Model
Making.

Pump
barrel

Il Bicycle pump Fig . 1.

By H . DRUMMOND.
FIG . 2 .

Brass
handle

Foolbolla

THE following is a short description of a hori.
1 zontal engine I made two years ago , as a
first attempt at anything of the kind.

I

got the design from The MODEL ENGINEER of May
15th , 1901, and, with a few alterations in the bed
Vulconite Top
..

blowpipe L

Bross 't piece

:

. blowpipe

Vulconite Top

BLOW - PIPE BELLOWS.

30s. necessary to buy a really good one. My blow
pipe is used for several purposes — i.e., for soldering
and melting metals, for glass working, and for

chemical experiments requiring a higher tem
perature than a Bunsen burner will give. The
first thing tried was a pair of kitchen bellows used
in combination with a football to keep
up the pressure.

plate, etc ., used a 1t-in . and 2 5 - 16ths- in . stroke
cylinder, the casting for which had been given to
me. All the patterns, with the exception of the
flywheel, were made by myself. The engine took
about a year of my spare time to construct, as
I then only had a small 3- in . centre single -geared
lathe, and the turning of some of the parts was
rather heavy work. The bed plate is a brass casting,
17 ins. by 41 ins., with a 5- 16ths in . edge, and
3 -16ths in . ; the plate, with strengthening ribs. The
piston and valve rods are of steel, the former being
in . and the latter } in . diameter.
The connecting-rod is also of steel, 5fins, between
centres, fin . diameter in themiddle, and reduced to
in . at each end. The crank pin is 3-16ths in .
diameter and 5 -16ths in , wide between collars.

The football an

swered admirably, but the strain on
the bellows was too great, and they

split. They were patched up, but at
the first trial split again , so were
abandoned in favour of an old bicycle

foot-pump (Fig . 1). This gave such
good results that I bought a new pump,

which almost doubled the efficiency .
The whole apparatus was carefully
packed inside a wooden box in shape of
a cube (Fig. 2 ), with edge roins., which
just held it all, and a hole was bored
in the top to exactly fit the pump
barrel, Thepump is wired down to the
bottom of the box. The tube leading
from the pump is fitted with a small
Mr. H . DRUMMOND 'S MODEL HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE.
vulcanite tap , which is brought outside
The crank disc is 2 ins. diameter and in , thick .
the front of the box. This is not necessary , but is
a useful fitting. When a very small pointed flame
The eccentric is i in . diameter, fin . throw and
is being used , as in certain glass-working operations,
fitted with straps. The crankshaft is fin . diameter
a sufficient pressure can be easily stored in the foot
at flywheel and pulley, and reduced to 9- 32nds in. in
ball to last a considerable time without further
the bearings. The flywheel, which is of cast iron ,
pumping. The tap is then turned off, and none
is 6 ins, diameter, } in , on face ; can be taken off
of the air can leak out through the pump (for,
the shaft without removing the crank disc, the
however good the pump may be, under the great
latter being made a driving fit on the shaft, and
pressure a slight quantity of air tends to work out
sweated with soft solder. The bearings are f-in . thick
backwards through it). The actual working of
with 9 -32nds in , holes for shaft. The pulley , which
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has two speeds for flat belt, is 1 ins. and it ins.
is of mild steel, in . by in . with knuckle joint
to 'valve rod and sweated into eccentric at other
end . The valve -rod guide and parallel bar guides
in . thick ,
are of gun-metal, the latter being
the steel slide blocks being gin . by in . long, with
diameter and 9- 16ths in , face. The eccentric rod

a 7 - 32nds in . hole for crosshead pin , which is { in .

diameter in the middle for connecting-rod end.
The knuckle joint was made from a piece of
in , square mild steel, turned down at end, drilled
and slotted for piston and connecting rods, and
also for crosshead pin . I have a small vertical
boiler, 4. ins. by *8 ins., with internal flue and
firebox, with which I have tried the engine, and
it keeps it going at an average speed of 230
revolutions per minute, using a gas-ring to fire it.

The Latest in Engineering .
Turbine Planing Machine - A turbine planing
machine, recently made by Messrs. George Richards
and Co ., Ltd ., of Broadheath , consists of two beds
with sliding saddles and crosshead, the beds being
supported by ten legs, and the whole mounted on
a solid baseplate, 15 ins, deep and 31 ft . 6 ins. long.
The machine will plane 25 ft. long, and across the
top of work , 10 ft. wide, or down the sides of work
8 ft. wide, and admit work 5 ft. deep under the tools.
The crosshead is driven by pulleys through bevel
gears,and two 4 -in .diameter steel screws, and carries
two tool rams, which can be swivelled to any angle ,

and have an automatic down feed of 30 ins. The
crosshead has three cutting strokes of 20 , 27 , and
35 ft. per minute, and a constant quick return of
35 ft. The reversing mechanism to the crosshead
is independent of the feed arrangement, and the

feed only put on when the saddles come in contact
with the reversing stops, enabling the machine to
be started or stopped anywhere between these
points without putting on the feed . The baseplate
is built up in sections, tongued and grooved , and
securely fastened by bolts. The top is planed true,

and the T-slots are cut out of the solid . A railed
platform is fixed at the back of the crosshead,
enabling the attendant to travel with the head, and
conveniently operate the machine. The machine is
fitted with two sets of driving pulleys, and is motor
driven by 40 h .-p , motor, the motor being connected
direct to countershaft by spur gearing. The weight
is 50 tons, and the machine is designed for taking

heavy cuts at high speeds.
A New Method of Copper Wire Manufac
ture. -- According to the Electrician , a new method
of producing copper wire directly from the crude
material has been devised by Mr. Sherard Cowper
Coles. The production of copper wire by electro
lytic means is a more difficult problem than the
production of copper tubes and sheets. Various
processes have been suggested and tried from time to
time, such as electro -depositing copper on a thin
copper wire until it has attained a considerable

thickness, and then drawing the thickened wire
down again to a comparatively fine wire. Other
experimenters have tried placing insulating strips

on a cylindricalmandrel so as to produce long copper
spirals ; the spirals thus produced are uneven and

unsuitable for drawing down to wire on account of
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the roughnesses formed on the edges. The method
centrifugal process consists in making on the man
drel a spiral scratch . The effect of this scratch,
which must be angular, is to affect the molecular
structure of the copper and to form a cleavage
plane ; if the scratch is not angular, but round at
the base the copper will not divide. The line of
cleavage is, no doubt, formed in the same way as
in a cast metal. If the mould has rounded corners,
the crystallisation would be radial, and there would
be no cleavage plane. The crystalline structure
of the deposited copper has a line of cleavage start
ing with the sharp point of the scratch on the

employed in conjunction with Mr. Cowper-Coles'

mandrel. The copper separates more readily if
unwound at an angle to the axis of the mandrel.

The vat is annular in construction , the mandrel
being 7 ft. in diameter, and making about fifty
revolutions per minute. A great feature of such a
vat is that there are no working parts in the elec
trolyte and no stuffing-boxes and glands. Mr.
Cowper-Coles states that the capital expendi
ture on plant required for the centrifugal process
compares very favourably with an up -to -date

rolling mill and wire-drawing plant ; the cost of
such a plant, with buildings, engines, and the
necessary plant, is about £80 ,000 for an output of
about 100 tons per week or 5,000 tons per annum .
The New Graving Dock at Southampton when in use , will contain 85,000 tons of water ,
which , by means of two 48 -in . centrifugal pumps,
manufactured by Messrs.Gwynne,of Hammersmith ,
The new graving dock of the L . & S . W . Railway,

can be emptied in two-and-a -half hours. The
pumps are driven by direct-acting vertical engines,
to which steam is supplied from a battery of seven
boilers of the locomotive type. A 12-in . centri
fugal pump is also installed to deal with any water
that may perchance leak in when the dock is empty.
The same boilers will also serve to drive the six sets
of dynamos installed in a new electric power sta
tion , built on the westerly side of the dock , to re
place a structure which is now inadequate for the
general electrical requirements of the docks. A

plant for condensing and utilising the exhaust
steam has been laid down, and the waste gases from
the boiler furnaces pass through special fues to a
chimney shaft rising 100 ft above ground level.
Mr. D . Drummond, the company's chiefmechanical
engineer, has designed the whole of this new
machinery. The dock is fitted with every modern
appliance for convenient working, including an
electric crane constructed by Messrs. Stothert and
Pitt, of Bath , to lift no less than 50 tons at a radius
of 87 ft. Weighing 300 tons, and travelling upon
twenty wheels along the east wall of the dock , this

crane --the largest in the world — will be especially
useful for the handling of heavy material required
in merchant steamers, as well as for the removal of

guns in the event of the dock being used by any of
his Majesty 's ships.
L . & N . W .R . Signalling. -- Crewe Station is
being fitted with signal boxes which will contain
the finest electrical equipment of any signal cabins

in the world . There are to be 500 levers in one of
them , controlling the signals on the Manchester,
Liverpool, and Holyhead main lines, and they will
bemanipulated by simple finger pressure.
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An Electric Motor of the Ayrton
and Perry Type.
By A . W . M .
THIS form of electric motor is probably unknown
I
to a large number of the readers of THE
MODEL ENGINEER , though by no means a
novel form of construction . Patented in 1882

by the distinguished scientists and engineers,
Professors Ayrton and Perry, it is one of the earliest

machines of the type in which the field -magnet
revolves inside a stationary armature.

To anyone

who has a fancy for making something different to
the usual accepted patterns of dynamos and motors,
it should be an interesting piece of work to under
take ; whilst, owing to its compactness, it may be
a useful design for an electric motor to go into a
confined space ; it would also serve very well as
an experimental alternating current motor. The
machine is really of very simple construction , and
the winding and connections quite straightforward .

The mechanical work requires some care and skill,
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Referring to the drawings, Fig . I shows the shape
of the stampings for A , the armature, and F , the
field -magnet. The armature ring has twelve slots
cut in both the outside and inside circumference,
and is pierced with twelve holes to receive the bolts
which clamp the stampings together. The field
magnet stamping is a simple H pattern , with a
hole in the centre to take the spindle. The general
construction of the motor is shown in Fig. 2 , which

is a sectional elevation on X Y , and in Fig. 6 , which
is a plan. Fig. 8 is an end elevation looking from
the commutator end. The other drawings show
Eight of the bolts which clamp the armature
stampings together are used for this purpose en

various details .

tirely, but four marked B are used to hold the two
brackets G in position . These brackets are made
in the form of a flat ring (see Fig . 10 ), each having
two feet, upon which the motor is supported . The

bolts B are fitted with circular nuts H (Fig . 6 ),
and act as distant-pieces to keep the brackets G
at a distance to allow room for the ends of the
which assist in clamping the armature stampings ,
kr Binder
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Fig . 1 – ARMATURE AND FIELD .

Fig 2. - SECTIONAL

MAGNET STAMPINGS.

ELEVATION.
Scale of inches

but the electrical part is within the capacity of a
novice to undertake.
The armature consists of a toothed ring wound
in the ordinary ring fashion , and connected to a
commutator in the usual way. This commutator
is fixed, and does not rotate (contrary to the general
practice ), but the brushes rotate instead ; the effect,

electrically considered , is exactly the same as if
the commutator rotated and the brushes remained
stationary. The field -magnet is precisely similar in

shape to a Siemens shuttle armature, and is wound
in the same way, the ends of the winding being
connected to a pair of sliding contact rings, through
which the current passes. A second pair of sliding
contact rings are also necessary to convey current
to the brushes if the machine is to be reversed
from a separate reversing switch , and this arrange
ment has been adopted for the present design . The
original motors were reversed by rotating the
brushes through half a revolution in relation to the
field -magnet, thus sending the current through the
armature in a reverse direction ; but on account of

the mechanical difficulty of accomplishing this,

the author has preferred to adopt the contact rings,
which plan has also the advantage that the reversing
switch can be placed away from the motor.

armature windings. The bolts B pass through the
hexagonal nuts shown. The bearings K , which
support the spindle, are each fixed by means of four
screws to the brackets G , and are centred in place
by the small ridges shown, which are turned con

brackets, and clamp them in place by means of the

centric to the bearing centre, and fit into the in
terior ring surface of the brackets G , which is bored
out concentric with the centre of armature tunnel.

Theoretically the bolts Bou ?ht to be insulated
from the brackets G to prevent idle currents from

being generated in them ; but it introduces
omemechanical difficulty , and the motor may be

trie 1 first without this precaution.
The field -magnet stampings are clamped together

on the spindle by means of the flat nuts N (Fig. 1).
Current is conveyed to the field -magnet coils
through the metal rings R (Fig. 2), which are fixed
upon a disc of ebonite or vulcanised fibre by means
of small screws.
Fig . 4 is an end view of these rings and the disc,
which should be driven tightly upon the spindle,
and, if advisable, fixed by means of a small set
screw . Two spring contacts S (Fig. 6 ) rub one
against each ring ; they are fixed to an ebonite or

fibre bar T (Figs. 5 and 6 ) by screws and nuts, as
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downwards into the tunnel and rubbing against the
field -magnet ; this air space is obtained by threading
a washer L (Fig . 6 ), about 3-16ths in . or 4 in . in

shown, the second nut on each acting as a terminal
to which the battery wire is attached . The bar T
is supported upon the boss of the bearing.
The brushes D (Fig . 2) are of carbon and slide in

thickness, over each of the clamping bolts which
pass through the armature core. Îhe binding coils
are clearly shown in Fig. 2.
It is important to clamp the armature stampings
as tightly together as possible, or they will be liable

brass tubes E , which are carried in an ebonite or fibre
disc P (Fig . 3), to which they are fixed by flanges
and screws as shown. The disc is to be made a

good fit upon the spindle, and fixed to it by means
of a setscrew . The brushes are pressed against the

to move and put the bearings out of line. The

commutator by meansof coiled springs in the tubes.

Fig . 3.

bearing at the commutator end is shown in the

drawing as a thrust bearing , because the action of
the brushes and contact springs S is to press the

Fig . 4.
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Fig . 5. .
A pair of metal rings V (Figs. 2 and 3) are fixed to
the circumference of the disc , each being connected
to one brush tube. Contact is made to these rings

UT

Wt

by the springs W (Figs. 6 and 8), which are fixed
to a fibre bar Q by screws and nuts. Current is
conveyed to the armature through these springs.
The second nuts act as terminals , to which the

DI

battery wires are connected .

The commutator C (Figs. 2 and 7 ) is of the disc
pattern , and consists of twelve segments fixed to

the fibre bar Q by means of small screws. The
the bracket G to the segments, as shown, and are
either soldered to them , or small clamping screws

connections from the armature coils pass through

Fig . 9.

spindle towards this bearing, and
it is advisable to prevent the fibre

Welwill
l

BU

be withdrawn, when necessary , at

the pulley end of the machine.

This can only be done by removing

H

Hw
PoolU
e

FENOBE
Fig . 6. — Plan.
may be fitted to the segments. The fibre bar Q
is fixed to the bracket G by two screws, distance

washers Z ( Fig. 6 ) being placed behind it to deter
mine its position. The field -magnet is to be pro
vided with two grooves to receive the binding wires

MM (Fig.92), and the armature stampings are to be
separated into two portions, being divid .1 by an
air space to allow binding cord to be would round

each of the coils to prevent them from spreading

disc P from rubbing against the
boss. To avoid disturbing thecom
mutator, the spindle and field would

tighten it.

or slackening the disc P from the
spindle ; the hole into which its
setscrew is recessed must, therefore ,
be made to open at the side away
from the commutator, to permit of
access to the screw -head as the
contact rings V close the top of
the hole. The screw -head is pro
vided with a tommy hole, so that
it can be turned to slacken and

The contact rings can be fixed by

small screws tapped through them into the fibre
disc — two in each ring.
The following materials are suitable :- Stamp
ings for armature and field -magnet, soft iron ;

bearings and supporting brackets G , gunmetal ;
clamping bolts for armature, mild steel ; contact
rings and commutator segments , copper or gun
metal; contact springs, hard brass or copper ,
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spindle,
mild steel; : nuts and screws, brass or
iron.
The armature is to be wound exactly the same as
an ordinary toothed ring armature, and connected
to the commutator in the usualmanner. The field
magnet is to be wound exactly the same as an
ordinary Siemens H armature, the ends being con
nected one to the outer and one to the inner of the
rings R . The insulation should be well carried out,
to avoid taking the machine to pieces more than
necessary , as its parts are not so easily accessible
as those of an ordinary motor. Shunt or series
winding can be adopted , the terminals being con
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which must be so wound that they do not oppose

one another, but are the equivalent of one large
coil . The arrangement merely amounts to cutting
the ends to the brushes D .
A shunt winding would be arranged by carrying a

one of the turns of a single large coil, and joining

wire from each of the brushes D along the field
magnet, and joining it to one of the rings R , the
field coil then consisting of an uninterrupted wind
ing having two ends each connected to one of the

rings R , so that it is in parallel to the armature
winding (see Fig . 12).

nected up in the usual manner .

A convenient battery winding would be No. 20
gauge d .c .c . copper wire for the armature,and No. 18

The action of the machine may be considered to
be this : When current is passed through the wind

field coils being connected in series with the arma

ings N . and S . poles are produced in the field
magnet and armature, those in the latter being

at the points opposite to where the brushes press

upon the commutator. If the brushes are set, as
they should be, at a right angle to the field -magnet
poles, the N . and S. poles produced in the arma
ture core will be at a right angle to the poles of the
field -magnet (see diagram , Fig . 12 ), which will be

attracted by the armature poles, and move towards
them ; but in doing this the brushes rotate with
the spindle, and move the armature poles con

tinually in an onward direction. The field -magnet
FIG . TI.
Fig . 1o.

gauge D.C.C copper wire for the field-magnet, the
ture. A shunt winding for the field coil would be
No. 24 gauge s.c .c . copper wire. The battery
should give 8 or 10 volts, and current would be
5 or 6 amps. at full load. The motor could , how
ever, be run with less volts and amperes, if not re
quired to give out so much power ; speed would
probably be 2 ,000 to 2,500 r. p .m .
The following are suitable series windings for
higher pressures :

100 volts continuous current : Armature, No. 30

D .C.C. ; field -magnet, No. 28 D .C.C . 200 volts con
tinuous current : Armature, No. 34 S.s.c. ; field
magnet, No. 32 s.c.c . 100 volts alternating current :
Armature, No. 24 D .c. c .; field -magnet,No. 22 D . C . C .
200 volts alternating current : Armature, No. 28
D . C . C . ; field magnet, No. 26 D . C . C .
The field -magnet and armature will each require
about 1 lb . of wire, with continuous current ; the
motor may be reckoned to give about 1-25th b .h .- p .

The alternating current windings are based on the
assumption that the frequency of the supply is
about fifty periods per second or less ; with higher
frequencies wire of about two gauges thicker would
probably give better results.
Field coil

The Junior Institution of Engineers.
THE programme of this Institution for the
I current Session includes the following papers

FIG . 12 .

poles can thus never overtake the armature poles,

and therefore the rotation continues. The experi
ment can be tried of running the machine, without
winding, on the field -magnet, current being sent
through the armature only, the brushes being given
a certain amount of lead in one direction .
If not required to be used as a reversing motor,
the contact rings V V and springs and terminals
W at the commutator end may be dispensed with
by adopting the system of connection shown in
diagram (Fig. II ) ; the machine would then be
series wound. It will be seen , by reference to the
diagram , that the field coil is divided into two
portions the ends which are not connected to the
contact rings R (Fig . 2 ) are connected one to each
of the brushes D ; current then passes in , say,
from the outer ring R through one-half of the
field -magnet winding to one of the brushes D , then
through the armature winding to the second brush
D , back by way of the second half of the field
magnet winding to the inner ring R , and thence to
the battery . The armature is thus connected in
series with the field winding, the two portions of

and functions : - January 26th : “ Some Notes on
Boiler Trials,” by Professor J. D . Cormack , B .Sc .

(honorary member). February 2nd : “ Some Re
centElectrical EngineeringMeasuring Instruments,"
by Mr. Kenelm Edgcumbe, M .I.E . E . (member).
February roth : Anniversary Dinner in the Victoria
Hall of the Hotel Cecil, the President in the chair .
February 15th : " Architectural Design and Ex
pression ,” by Mr. H . Heathcote Statham . March
2nd : “ Gas Engine Indicators," by Mr. L . F . de
Peyrecave, Stud .I.C .E . (member). March roth :
Conversazione ; a lecturette on " The Evolution of
the Man-of-War ” illustrated by lantern slides
kindly lent by the Navy League, will be given

during the evening by Mr. C . Alfred Smith , B .Sc.
(member). April uth : Joint meeting with the
Discussion Section of the Architectural Association ,
House and Westminster Abbey), commencing at
7. 30 p.m . ; paper on “ Ferro Concrete,” by S. N .
Bylander, Mem . J.Inst. E . April 20th : “ The
Internal Combustion Engine as applied to Marine
Purposes," by Mr. Francis J.Maddox, Stud.Inst.C . E .
(member ). May uith : “ The Structural Design of

at 18, Tufton Street, Westminster (near the Church

Factories,” by Mr. Adam Hunter, Assoc.M .Inst.C .E .
(chairman ).
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Notes on Locomotive Practice.
By Chas. S. LAKE .
THE NEW GREAT WESTERN COMPOUNDS.
THESE locomotives have already been illus
trated by diagram in these columns * and
the principal dimensions given . It will

not, therefore, be necessary to refer in detail
to the leading characteristics of the design
on this occasion , when , by the courtesy of Mr.
G . J. Churchward , locomotive engineer, G . W .R .,
a photographic reproduction of one of the new

NFig
EW
COMPOUND
LOCOMOTIVE
G.–1,.RAILWAY
REAT
WESTERN

engines appears. It will be agreed that these
compounds present a very neat and well-propor
tioned appearance. We have become too well
accustomed to the presence of outside valve gear
ing on our locomotives of late to suggest that
No. 104 and her sister engines are in any way spoilt
by a little extra complication of detailed parts,
especially when it is remembered that the Wal
chaerts gear gives such fine results in distributing
steam to the cylinders.
These new G . W . R . de Glehn locomotives have
2755 .7 sq . ft. of heating surface — the highest used
in Great Britain . Thismust,however, be attributed
to the fact that the boiler is fitted with Serye

HUGE BRITISH -BUILT LOCOMOTIVE FOR SOUTH
AMERICA.
Messrs . Robert Stephenson & Co., Ltd ., of
Darlington , have just completed at their works a

monster “ Decapod ” goods locomotive for the
Argentine Great Western Railway. As they have
kindly promised to supply the writer with a photo
graph of the engine very shortly with full particulars ,
detailed reference to the design will be deferred
until the next issue of these notes.
In working order the engineweighs 123 tons, and

is constructed for the 5 ft. 6 ins. gauge on which
the Argentine G . W .R . is laid out.
Very elaborate arrangements were made for the
locomotive's conveyance from Darlington to Liver
pool for shipment. The transit was carried out on
a Sunday , and the various parts of the locomotive
were loaded upon a number of trolley wagons. As
some parts, such as the engine framing and the
tender, were of such proportions as to exceed the
ordinary loading gauge in width , it was necessary
to reserve both sets of rails so that no harm should
accrue from the fact of the parts projecting beyond
the normal width .
The “ Decapod Special” left Darlington early
on the Sunday morning, both tracks (as before said )
being reserved throughout the entire distance of
150 miles. A maximum speed of 20 miles per hour
was enforced .
A NEAT-LOOKING TANK LOCOMOTIVE.

Messrs. Andrew Barclay, Sons & Co., Ltd ., have
recently built two neat-looking side tank loco
motives having the 4 - 6 - 0 wheel arrangement
and generally large proportions, for the Dunderland
Iron Oře Co., Ltd . The engines are for service in
Norway, where the Dun ' erland Company's opera

tions — or a part of them -- are carried out.

* Page 159,MODEL ENGINEER, August 17th, 1904
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The new locomotives possess an especially sub

stantial appearance, whilst being, as before said ,
of neat outline. An illustration of the design will

appear in the next issue of these notes.
FINE WORK ON THE GREAT CENTRAL.
By courteous permission of Mr. J. G . Robinson ,
M .inst.C .E ., chief mechanical engineer of the Great
Central Railway, the writer recently travelled upon

the footplate of the locomotive hauling the
“ Sheffield Special ” express, leaving Marylebone at
3,25 p .m . daily, and running through to Sheffield
(Victoria ) in 2 hours 55 minutes. As the distance
is , roughly speaking , 165 miles, the average booked
speed works outat 56 .5 miles per hour. This speea
is, however, considerably exceeded , as a rule, after
passing Quainton Road Junction, where the Great

Central trains leave the Metropolitan Company's
tracks.

On the occasion referred to, the train , which con
sisted of six bogie coaches as far as Leicester (where

two were slipped ), left Marylebone terminus sharp

between London and Sheffield was covered by No.
266 in the net running time of 173 minutes, an
average speed of just over 57 miles per hour. The
“ Atlantic ” type engines designed by Mr. Robin
son for the Great Central Railway have a large
margin of power over that required on such runs

as that referred to above, which was more a test of
their speed capability . The writer has, however,

had frequent opportunities of testing their hauling
capabilities from the footplate, and has always
found them equal to the tasks imposed upon them .
The accompanying photographic reproductions,
showing No. 266 at Neasden before starting, and
passing that place en route for Sheffield at over
50 miles per hour, are from originals specially taken
by Mr. A . J. Budd , of THE MODEL ENGINEER staf!
(Drawing Office Department), by arrangement with

the Editor, Mr. Robinson having kindly granted the

necessary permission.
TRAIN ROBBERY IN AMERICA.
Railway and Locomotive Engineering, of New
York , publishes in its issue
for November, the following :
_ " The holding -up of a rail
way train by robbers is now
getting to be a rare occur
rence, but the hold -up of the
Great Northern last month ,
near Ballard , Washington ,
shows that train robbery is

not yet a lost art.
The
train was skilfully flagged ,
and when the engineer slowed
up, two masked men pre
sented revolverswhile another
deftly uncoupled the engine.
The engineer was ordered to

pull ahead about 200 yards .
The express messenger re

fused to open the baggage car;
a charge of dynamite was
placed against it and the
explosion blew the cai nearly
to pieces . Charles Anderson ,
the express messenger , was
severely injured . The safe

was blown up and about
$ 50,000 fell into the hands

ENGINE No. 266 LEAVING NEASDEN SHEDS FOR MARYLEBONE.
to time, hauled by the “ Atlantic " type locomotive
No. 266, and driven by George Turner, of Gorton .
Excellent headway was made as far as Aylesbury ,
which station was passed through at greatly reduced
speed owing to the nasty S curve which has to be

public roads of this
ing days."

of the robbers ." This may
be said to rival the most
extravagant doings of the
highwaymen
the
Goodinfested
old coach
country
the “ who

in

For the Bookshelf.

negotiated on the London side, but a signal check
occurred near Waddesdon Manor, which resulted in
the loss of very nearly a minute, all told . On clearing
the Metropolitan tracks at Quainton Road Junction ,
the driver had 125 minutes in hand in which to
cover the 120 miles intervening between this point
and Sheffield . No difficulty was experienced in

performing the work in two minutes less than this
time, in spite of the slackenings at Leicester and
Nottingham — the latter station being approached

at a very moderate speed , there being some per
manent way renewals in progress near Arkwright

Street station. The total distance of 1644 miles

THE BODIE Book. By Walford Boie. London :
The Caxton Press, Ltd . Price 25. 6d . ; post
age 3d. extra
This is a handbook in which the author details
his methods and his experiences in hypnotism ,
mesmerism , clairvoyance, telepathy, and kindred
matters. Although written in a popular and
occasionally sensational style, and savouring very
much of self- advertisement, there is a good deal of
matter of real interest in thebook , and it is worthy
of perusal by all who are attracted by the myster
ious phenomena of animal magnetism .
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Fig . 3. - ENGINE No. 266 AT NEASDEN SHEDS PRIOR TO TAKING THE “ SHEFFIELD SPECIAL."

333EET
FIG . 4 . — 3:25 P .M . " SHEFFIELD SPECIAL ” EXPRESS FROM MARYLEBONE, PASSING NEASDEN
AT OVER 50 MILES PER Hour.
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easier to get a good casting with ports properly
The pattern is not a difficult one to make, and
involves no special rigging for properly machining .
First, true one end, leaving metal for the final
finish ; clamp it to a true faceplate and carefully

A Design for Steam
a ModelEngine.
Automatic
Cut -off

cored ; and, lastly , because it resists corrosion .

By(Continu
P. D .edJOHNSTON
(U .S.A .).
from page 515.)

bore to size ; then shift so as to bring the valve
chest to centre, and bore each erd and the seats for
the valve bushings. Before removing from the

No. 1. – The cylinder and valve chest are included
in one casting. This can be made either of cast
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LONGITUDINAL SECTION .
DETAILS OF CYLINDER AND VALVE CHEST.
lathe, see that the ports are correct, both as to
position and width . Now turn a mandrel to fit the
cylinder bore, place cylinder upon it, and face the
two ends so that the ports are brought to correct
position ; also the over-all length to dimension. If

M741

a planer or shaper is available, the faces of bosses
for exhaust Y and throttle -valve can be faced ;

SOREN

W

210

-7

also bosses for peep -hole covers, otherwise they
The bore can now be “ lapped ” as follows :
Take a piece of hardwood with straight grain , about
if ins. long ; catch it in lathe chuck , steadying the
other end with tailstock centre, and turn to neatly
fit bore of cylinder ; split this longitudinally through
the centre with a saw about 6 ins., and fit a wedge
in the saw -cut ; put the cylinder on this stick , and
while running the lathe apply oil and powdered
glass or fine emery - preferably the former - at the
same time moving the cylinder back and forward
along the stick or " lapp," occasionally driving the
wedge as the wood wears away. The cylinder should
be reversed from time to timeas the grinding pro .
ceeds, to ensure parallelism of the bore ; and, further,
it should be carefully measured . A few minutes of
this treatment will give the cylinder a beautifully
finished and true bore.
CROSS-SECTION.
No. 2. – Valve bushings are made of hard bronze ,
iron or of hard bronze. The latter is to be pre
First bore to within •oi of an inch of size, and mount
ferred because it is more readily worked ; it is 1 upon a truemandrel and turn the outside to dimen
can be filed .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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sion, fitting to the seats in valve-chest, so that they
will draw to place, making a tight joint by means
of a 4-in. bolt with washers ; these washers should

with a file dress the edges and bosses to size until
they correspond in shape and dimensions.
No. 4 . - Front Cylinder Head : Material, bronze,

be turned with a projection to fit into the bore to
ensure their being seated squarely and the bolt
pulling centrally. Before removing the bushings
from the mandrel, mark with a pointed tool
accurately two lines to locate the ports, drill and
file the ports to dimension. The bushings can now
be drawn to place in the valve chest, using for a

finished where marked f, and to the dimensions
given . The hole for packing sleeve should first be
bored, and a mandrel fitted , and theremaining parts

lubricant a very thin coat of red-lead in linseed
oil, being sure that the opening of the port and not
a bar comes opposite the peep -hole. These bush
ings should be drawn solidly to place to ensure
accurate spacing of the ports. The last step will
be to lap out the bushings, using the samemethod as
described for the cylinder.
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ELEVATICNS AND PLAN OF CYLINDER CASTING .
LLL
No. 3. - Peep -Hole Covers : Finish to dimensions
or surfaces should be machined in the lathe. Be
and fit in place, drilling for bolts at positions
fore removing from mandrel a circle for bolt centres
shown. These can be used as templates to drilling
should be marked with a fine tool. After removing
and tapping holes in steam chest. To do this, put
from mandrel space out and drill the bolt holes in
the covers in place, using the drill with which the
the flange. Now it head to cylinder and through
holes were drilled in the covers ; through these
the bolt holes with the drillmark for bolts in cylinder
holes sink the point of the drill in the steam chest
flange; remove head , and drill and tap bolt holes
deep enough to ensure the tapping drill following
in cylinder flange.
without running, remove covers, run in the tapping
No. 5. — The gland can be finished complete, as
drill and tap. Now bolt the covers in place, and
far as lathe work is concerned , at one setting.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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Catch a rod of bronze in the chuck , bore the hole in

No. 6 . — The sleeve, or floating bushing, should

centre, and finish completely the face that goes

be finished carefully all over of hard bronze. The

against nozzle of cylinder head ; also sink for flange

outside diameter is slightly smaller than bore in

cylinder head. The flange should be very care
fully finished on both faces, and should be of such

. . . Librin

thickness that when bolted in place by the gland it
will not cramp : it should be capable of movement
without being slack . The outside, of course, will

SLEEVE
Bush .

be done on a truemandrel. The bore, which is the
first operation , must be carefully done, and the
grooves for water packing turned in . Finally , the

Jib .

bore should be very carefully lapped .
No. 7 . - The back cylinder head should be made
of bronze and finished as shown , and to dimen
sions given . It should be drilled and used as a
template, by which to drill the rear flange of
cylinder. The 1- 16th -in , tapped hole in the centre
is for the screw to hold the cover in place,

CYLINDER

HEAD
1

COVER .

of sleeve, being sure to get the surfaces as nearly
perfect as possible. When this is done, cut off
with parting tool, lay out and drill bolt holes, and,

No. 8. — The cylinder head cover is used only
a finish . It also , by retaining air in the space
dish of cylinder head, forms a good insulation ,
dead air is a good non-conductor of heat.

as
or
as
It

should be nicely polished .

(To be continued.)

MR. N . F . P . Pigott's CARDBOARD MODEL LOCOMOTIVF.

A Cardboard Model Locomotive.
P

By N . F. P . Pigott.
I ENCLOSE a photograph of a model which I

RILL

I have just completed. The scale is an inch to
the foot, and it is a model of a No. 2,054
Lir

BACK

“ Queen Empress " — one of the 7-ft. 8-wheeled
compounds on the L . & N . W . R . The engine

CYLINDER

and tender are constructed chiefly of cardboard
and wood , the length over buffers being 4 ft. 41 ins.
The frames were cut from stiff “ strawboard ,”
and the boiler is an old picture tube cut down to
required length . The cylinders are empty incan

HEAD .

descent gas-mantle boxes, the slide-bars and con
necting rod being of scrap pieces of wood . The
buffers and funnel-cap are the only parts turned
in a lathe, the funnel itself being a cardboard

2 TI - 1 .

Lote -2

using as template, mark off, drill, and tap holes to
match in nozzle of cylinder head.

tube with a base moulded out of clay, as is also
the base for the safety valve. The dome is built up
of clay on a wooden frame. The engine and tender
are painted and lined out in standard L . & N . W .
colours, the lining being puton in the shape of strips
of thin paper painted in proper colours and glued
to the engine ; this plan being easier for one unused

to painting fine lines.
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Home Electric Lighting.
By CYRIL N . TURNER.

(Continued from page 447.)
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a little ; however, as the charging goes on its
gradually recovers and rises,
If one cell of a battery of accumulators seems
lower in capacity than the rest, and nothing in
ternally seemswrong, it should be cut outof circuit

L EAVING cells in a run -down state brings on
L sulphating to a great extent and spoils them .
The acid in a cell must never be allowed to
get below the top of the plates ; it is well to keep the
solution in . above them . When the acid gets low
it must be made up with distilled or boiled water ,
and not with acid , as the sulphuric acid does not
waste either by evaporation or electrolysis, except
in a very small proportion indeed in comparison
with the evaporation of the water. Acid should
only be added when the hydrometer shows that

the specific gravity has become low when the cell
is fully charged .
The spray from an accumulator during gassing
having a very corrosive action , no metal work
should be unprotected in the accumulator room

Fig . 11.

or cupboard , as the case may be ; the bolts that
join the lugs of the accumulators together should
be well coated with vaseline. Curved pieces of
glass are often used to form a spraying screen ,
and laid across the top of the cell, so that the spray
is collected on the glass and drips back into the
accumulator again .
Condensation is apt to form on the outside of
the cells, and as the acid may
also creep over the sides and
so form a path for some of

Our dronnd
PK

LUG

2

C

the current to

Fig . 12.

leak away

through this wet conductor, it
was a very general plan to place
each cell in a tray about 2 ins.
deep, filled with sawdust, which
absorbs the moisture , the tray

Channels for
pronating correct
abonnent

is then stood upon three or
Fig . 13.

CONSTRUCTING ACCUMULATOR Grids.
when the discharge commences ;and when the other
cells have got down to the same specific gravity ,
it may then be connected up again for the charge :
by this means all the cells are equalised.
If the acid for the accumulators is obtained
in a glass carboy which is packed round with straw
in a wicker -work crate , it is difficult to keep dust,
dirt, and bits of straw from falling into the recep

Fig . 9. - SECTION OF GLASS
INSULATOR.

four glass insulators which have
in them a little resin oil, which
does not evaporate (see Fig .
9 ). By this method perfect
insulation is obtained .
A very good and effective
way for small installations is to
coat the top edges of the glass
cell all round with vaseline, as
not creep over the edge of vase

it is evident that the acid can

tacle for mixing when pouring out. Get a piece
of old sacking and cut a hole in it so as to fit tightly
, and by spreading the
over the neck of the carboyprevents
the admission
cloth over the basket it
of rubbish .
Now for a few hints on accumulator construction.
When calculating the dimensions of the plates
Fig . 10 .

line, and thus electrical leakage is prevented .
No part of the accumulator switchboard should
be in the same room or cupboard with the accu
mulators, for the reason before stated - i.e .,

corrosion induced by fumes. The specific gravity
of the acid is tested by a hydrometer; Fig. 10
illustrates a type in very general use. When charg
ing begins it is noticeable that from some cause
or other for a little while the hydrometer sinks

for the capacity required the amateur should be
governed by the standard sizes of glass boxes

that are stocked by dealers, as it is next to im
possible to obtain odd sizes to suit a random
sized plate, unless specially made, the price in
this case being prohibitive for theaverage amateur.
When the suitable size of the plates is decided ,
lead grids can be made.
the mould for casting the when
a number of these
No other way is so cheap
grids are required ,as that given in THEMODEL ENGI
NEER HANDBOOK No. 1 on “ Small Accumulators."
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or Parian cement (not plaster of Paris , as that is
inclined to quickly perish with the heat of molten
lead) of sufficient size to allow a 2 }-in . margin

plates proceeded with . In casting plates, pure
lead must be used , also a clean ladle. Fig . 12
is the section of a grid when cast.
Sufficient grids being cast, the positive plates

around the grid , carefully mark out the lines as
away the plaster around the squares, bevelling it

dilute acid , specific gravity being 1 .175.

On the smooth , flat surface of a slab of Keen's

should be pasted with a mixture of red lea 1 and
The paste should be mixed to the consistency

in Fig . II, and with a fine chisel proceed to cut

off to a depth of 1- 16th in , or more, according to
the size and thickness of the proposed plates.

of butter (only sufficient being mixed for each plate
at the time), and pressed into the grid , which lies
on a sheet of thick glass ; when that side is evenly

A pouring hole is made at C (Fig. 13), which also
forms the lug of the plate ; an air-hole at A , and

pasted it is turned over and the other side treated
in the same way.

a few grooves at B , B , B , or at such places as would

be convenient for aligning the other half of the

Negative plates should be pasted with a mixture

mould when fixing in position for casting.
Wax Perre
Grooves

of litharge and dilute acid (sp . gr. l•175). The
pasting process of the litharge must be done
as quickly as possible, as it sets very rapidly ,
but it must be done well. The plates must
FILLED now be stood up to dry for a full week, or

WITN WAX

Fig . 14 . - SECTION THROUGH MOULD.
To complete the mould an exact counterpart

of the half already obtained must be made. This
can be easily accomplished by filling up all the
grooves (except those marked B ) with heated
paraffin wax, pressing this into position with the
fingers, and scraping it off level with the surface
of the mould , thereby forming a pattern of one
half of the grid . When the wax is cool,and perfectly
hard , the whole impression may be removed by

even longer, in a warm place. This effective
drying is one of the chief points to be re
membered in the construction of accumu
lator plates ; or else if the immersion of

the acid and the “ forming" process is
started without the plates having first
thoroughly dried , the paste falls off the
grids. The negative plate need only be
but for the positives it is advisable to coat up
to full fin . in thickness. The plates should now
pasted up to about 3 - 16ths in . in thickness ,

be arranged for the cells — of course, having one

inserting a pin at one corner. Again the grooves
must be filled with paraffin wax and scraped clean

and level with the surface . The first impression

7

LUGS

Fig . 16 . – CONNECTING LUGS TO TERMINALS.
more negative than the positives , for the reason
before stated . The plates should be separated
by narrow strips of paraffined wood , * in . to 5 - 16ths

in . square standing vertically. The plates must
stand on two bevelled pieces of well-paraffined
wood if ins., being none too much clearing
space, and they (the plates) should be so
arranged that all the positive lugs are on one
side and the negatives on the other, each set
being coupled to a separate terminal. Fig . 15
will show plainly the arrangement.
Various methods are employed for connecting
the set of lugs to a common terminal, the lead
lugs in most cases being burned or soldered to a

Fig . 15. - ARRANGEMENT OF ACCUMULATOR

lead strip , but this is a difficult job for the average
amateur , the easiest way is for him to join each lug
to a common lead strip by bolts (see Fig. 16 ).

PLATES .

There is one advantage in this arrangement, as each
plate may at any time be uncoupled and lifted

should be laid on its back on the wax at present

out for inspection if necessary without disturbing
the others. These bolts and nuts must be well

in the grooves (see Fig . 14 ), and the whole mould
covered with a thin coat of shellac, care being
taken to keep the wax pattern in position .
After building a wall of wood or heavy card
board around the mould to a convenient height,
the plaster can be poured in . When the plaster
becomes hard and dry (and on no account before)
the mould may be taken apart, all wax removed ,

dressed with vaseline af er being screwed up, to
protect them from the corrosive action of the
acid spray ard fumes. The lead strip should be
long enough so as to turn up at each end to con
nect the cells together by bolting the proper lug
of one cell to that of the next (the end of the lug
not used being bent back out of the way ).

the halves wired together, and the casting of the

(To be continued .)
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absence of bolts and nuts, which would require

Practical Letters from our

spanners to put the combination into and out of
gear. By simply unscrewing two thumb-nuts the
whole attachment can be lifted clear away from
the lathe, if required . — Yours truly , McCULLAGH.
W . F.
Dublin .

Readers.
The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de- plume, if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached .

Rating of an Electro-Motor .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, — I write just to correct one slip which

though not necessarily intended for publication .)

A Model Maker's Machine

occurs in a description of an electro -motor by

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

“ J. D .” in your issue of November 2nd. He rates

DEAR SIR , — I enclose a drawing of a machine I

it at h .-p ., although it only takes .25 amp. on a

have just protected as the “ Model Maker's Ma

100 -volt circuit. A little calculation will show

chine.

Should itmeet with your approval, I would

that a motor of even 100 per cent. efficiency would

require 93 watts, or .93 amp. on a 100 -volt
circuit to generate $ h .-p . I write in no carping
spirit, but I thought that some who are just start
ing electrical studies might think they were on the
wrong tack on reading " J. D .'s ” figures. — Yours
faithfully ,

A . 0 . GRIFFITHS.

Wrexham .

Model Railway Design .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - With reference to the above in your
ssue of November 9th , I note “ Signalling's "

0

3

SCALE OF INCHES
6 9 12 15 19

21 24

MR. W . F . McCULLAGH 's DESIGN FOR A MODEL MAKER'S MACHINE.
be glad if you could grant it a little space for publica

diagram for station " B ," and am much obliged for

tion which might secure me an offer for the design .
I consider it a very handy tool for model makers,
also men who are starting in a small way to make

the same, but owing to the space available, which is
very limited — the distance being only 5 ft. 4 ins.
between the points 6 and 12 – I cannot very well get
all the signals and the trap points into so small a

motor repairs,as it would be economical and require
but little space ; it could also be purchased in
sections. Itwill do all the work of a lathe, slotter,

space.

driller, vertical and horizontal miller — all working
on one bed and by one belt.
I have made further alterations in the design .
The pulley pedestal is extended so as to come under
the ram of the slotter. The table is to revolve by
means of a handle and worm , and can be lifted on
and off the slide-rest foundation as required .
Another advantage that might be pointed out is the

on referring to my original letter and plan , the
latter was correctly drawn, and the remarks placed
against the signals accordingly .
Would “ Signalling ” kindly send me a correct
signal diagram for station " A " either through the
columns of your paper or addressed to meprivately .
" MIDLAND."
- Yours faithfully,

The errors pointed out are as stated , and I think
this is owing to a mistake made when printing, as,

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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The Electric Arc Lamp.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,-- Your correspondent “ A . W . M .,'
in his able article on arc lamps, seems to suggest
that no lamp has been made with carbons simply in
contact. He says “ No lamp is used under these
conditions.” But surely he forgets the “ Soleil ”
lamp, which has two small carbons projecting
through a block of marble, and touching each other

in small hollow or crater in the marble. This
lamp gives a very soft light; and there are still a
few about. Hoping this letter will not offend
" A . W . M .,” — Yours truly,
E . M . MUMFORD.
Manchester.

December 7, 1905 .

block of some insulating material of an incom
bustible character, and feed by gravity or springs
as they burn away. They are supported at the
lower ends by the insulating material. The arc is
started by means of a fusible bridge placed across
the marble block between the carbon points before
current is switched on .

Modifications of the Soleil lamp have been pro
duced by other inventors. The second sketch will

explain a form in which the carbons are placed
horizontal. The arc is struck by means of a small
sliding rod of carbon , which passes through one of
the carbons made hollow for the purpose . The

rod is thrust through this carbon until it touches
back into the hollow carbon , drawing the arc with
it. The arc then transfers to the point of the
hollow carbon , and the rod is, for the time, out of
action until the arc requires to be started again .
Both sketches are sections taken through the
the other one ; current then flows ; the rod recedes

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - In reply to Mr. Mumford , my article

is intended to be an explanation of the working of
electric lamps in which an electric arc is used , and
therefore the remarks to which he refers should be
regarded as applying to this kind of lamp. A

centre of the marble block .

lamp using carbons in contact would not be an arc

Marble block

lamp : this is precisely the point which I emphasise
in my explanation.
However, Mr. Mumford is mistaken with regard
to the “ Soleil ” lamp, or “ Sun ” lamp, as it is
also called, from the colour of the light which it
gives. This lamp, invented and produced some
twenty -five years ago, is an arc lamp. The car
bons do notmake contact ; on the contrary, auxiliary
means to strike the arc are provided , as the carbons
do not touch even for this purpose. The principle
upon which the Soleil lamp works is as follows :

Carbon
Hollow carbon

The carbons are so placed that the arc produced
and impinge
between their points can play
oacross
o
rn

more
Carbon

Carbon

Marble block.

Arc being started
Fig . 2. — MODIFIED SOLEIL LAMP.
If Mr. Mumford will examine the lamp he refers
to when burning, and look at the carbon points
through a piece of dark red or blue glass, he may be
able to see the arc, and note if thecarbon points are
separated : if they are in contact, the lamp is
either out of adjustment or is some different pattern
depending upon incandescence for its light, and
therefore not an arc lamp ; but I doubt if this is
so . The length of the arc is exaggerated in my
sketches.

KA

T

In conclusion, let me say that his letter is very
interesting to me. So far from being offended , Í
thank him for it, and reciprocate the kindly senti

Arc being
started ?

ment conveyed. Some features of the Soleil lamp
seem to be reappearing in arc lamps of recent
introduction . It is certainly an idea having con
siderable merit, and worthy of attention . - Yours
faithfully,
A. W . M .

Fusible bridge

A Reader's Work.

Fig . 1. - DIAGRAM OF SOLEIL LAMP.
ag rinst a block of marble or compressed magnesia ;
the rays of light emitted at that side of the arc are
absorbed , and then given out again by the incan
descent marble or magnesia , and, mingling with the

DEAR SIR , — The photographs herewith are of a
model steamboat which I constructed from my

remaining light of the arc, produce a beam of soft

work I did myself. It took me three months to

yellow tinged light. The method is like that of the
oxy -hydrogen limelight, the electric arc taking the
place of the gas-jet flame ; the accompanying

complete, working at odd times.

sketch will explain . The carbons fit loosely in a

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
own design . I bought the engine and boiler and
some of the fittings ; but all the woodwork and tin

The boat is 30 ins. long, 5 ins, mean depth , and
sections “ bread -and-butter " style, each section

has a beam of 4 ins. She was built out of six

December 7, 1905.
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(starting with the bottom section) is screwed and
two holes in it ; one for boiler, as it protrudes a
little above the deck , and the other to get at the

glued together. I made the deck with ash , and cut
engine. There is a water-tight cover to the engine
room , which is partly covered by the skylight,

which is shown in the photo. The boiler is 34 ins. by
6 ins., and has one central flue. It is fitted with a
pressure gauge working up to 45 lbs., with a safety
valve that blows off at 15 lbs ., with two giuge
cocks, the lower one blowing off into the water.
The engine is slide-valve, and the dimensions are
1 in . by in . ; the total height is 3 } ins. The
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The Society of Model Engineers.
[Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par.
ticulay issue if received a clea ) nine days before its usual
date of publication .]

London .
will be held on Thursday, December 7th , at the

FUTURE MEETINGS. — The next ordinary meeting

Holborn Town Hall. Paper by Mr. J. Glover,
“ Motor Cars Past and Present.”
The seventh Annual Conversazione will be held

exhaust steam shoots out just above the water.
She is fired by a four-wicked spirit lamp, which
holds about half-a -pint, and I can raise steam in

on Friday , January 12th , 1906 .
Readers wishing to join the Society are requested
to communicate with the Secretary immediately , so
that they may reap the full benefit of their sub

nine minutes, from cold water. The spirit lamp is
protected by a thin wire gauze which permits
enough air and does not let the flames blow back ,

for the new Session just commenced . scription
Herbert G . RIDDLE , Hon . Sec., 37 , Minard Roal,
Hither Green , S. E .

and so confines all the heat to the boiler. I bought
the gun and mounted it. All the turtle-back and
gun shield are made of tin soldered together.
The propeller is three-bladed , if ins. aiameter,
and is Tistant from the boat # in . ; this revolves at
about 1,000 revolutions per minute under pressure
of 5 lbs. The boat is steered with a steering-wheel,
and has a compiss and an engine-room telegraph ,
which may be seen in the photo . She has two lamps
and a lifebuoy, is painted salmon -pink below tħe

water-line and grey above, and, in every way has
fulfilled my expectations, going at about two miles

WIRELESS NAVIGATION . - An interesting experi.
ment was carried out at Bilbao recently in the
outer harbour. It consisted in driving and steering

a boat by electric power stationed some distance
away ; that is to say, the propellers were worked
by electric waves transmitted without wires. The
inventor, Senor Torres Quevedo, considers it
feasible to apply his system to aerialnavigation .
THE STANLEY CYCLE Show . — The chief features

of the Stanley Cycle Show this year would appear

an hour under 5 lbs. pressure. The
and they have been very successful.

engines 1 purchased ready for use ,
- Yours truly ,
Hove.

B . W . PUCKLE.

THE MILAN INTERNATIONAL EXHIBI.

TION , 1906 . - In connection with the
exhibition to be held at the end of next
year, H .M . the King of Italy will offer
prizes to the extentof $ 1,600 to exhibi

tors. This amount will be divided as
follows : - (1) A prize of £200 for auto
matic safety couplings for railway

rolling-stock . (2) A prize of £200 for
thebest method of testing high voltage
electric currents without danger to the
operator. ( 3 ) A prize of £400 for the

best and most original exhibit of
machinery or manufacturing process.

(4) A prize of £200 for the best estab
lished method of distributing healthy

and pure milk in centres of population .
(5 ) A prize of £400 for the best type of
MR. B . W . PuckLE'S MODEL STEAMBOAT.
popular dwelling adapted to the climate
of northern Italy. (6 ) A prize of
£200 formotor boats. In addition to the foregoing,
to be new two -speed gears and improvements in
brakes and accessories. However, the exhibition
a national prize of £200 will be given to the public
on the whole was interesting. Messrs. C . W .
institution or private society which , during the
Burton Griffiths & Co., of Ludgate Square, E .C .,
last ten years, has been most successful in the work
had a very fine show of small tools ; and Mr. C . C .
of reclaiming waste lands in mountainous districts,
Wigg, of Canbury Avenue, Kingston -on -Thames,
and in the improvement of pasturage. These
who makes a speciality of castings for sm ill-power
special inducements to exhibiting will doubtless
gas engines, exhibited two well-made machines of
possess attraction for British manufacturers, inven
# h .-p. and ! h .-p., respectively, and several
tors, and others, who should , without loss of time,
dynamos. Amongst the electrical firms, Messrs.
address themselves for further particulars to Mr,
Arthur Serena, Hon . Executive Commissioner of
Bowen & Odery 's (5, Nelson Street, Greenwich )
exhibit, consisting of accumulators, coils, rectifiers,
the British Section , I and 2, Oxford Court Cunnon
and other ignition accessories, wis worthy of note.
Street, London, E .C .
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Queries and Replies.

( 1) aYoudischarge
will needrateatofleast
5 sq.; ft.tenofpositive
positiveplates
plate, each
surface
stand
20 amps.
6 ins,to
by 6 ins. ( 2 ) Any of our advertisers can supply you. (3 ) Somne

( Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below

should not exceed 6 amps. per square foot positive plate surface .

and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
stated . Letters containing Queries must be
directionson therein
the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
marked
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should
be enclosedwithin
in thethesamescope
envelope.
eplied to
Queries
on subjects
of this journal
(1) Puearere rreplied

from them for a few hours.

considerable time. The slower the better. Charging current

( 1) Queries dealing

by post underhe the following conditions
en :-on different
slips, on
er osc subjects
should
rittsender's
with
nly ,, aandnbed thewwritten
vdistinct
back.oonly
name MUST be in
one eside ofp the ,paper

scribed on the back . ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed , and also a " Queries and Replies
Coupon cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after

oj a few days must usually elapse before

receipt, but an interval
Correspondents
be forwarded.
Reply can
the
some
understandwhothatrequire
in this column(5 ) should
inserted
an answer
published . The
weeks must elapse before the Reply can bebe guaranteed
. (6 )
cannot

(4) Discontinue when capacity of cells enables them to be dis
charged usefully i.e., when you can get an appreciable current

(14,502] Wimshurst Machine for X -ray Work . H . S .
(Devonport)
writesthe
: I description
have constructed
a Wimshurst
machine,
following generally
in your issue
of November
17th ,
1904, with the following exceptions :- Four glass discs, 21 ins.

diameter, well shellaced ; thirty-two tinfoil sectors on each. Each
sector
3; ins.
1 in . ataswidest
The conductors,
collec
tors, jars,
etc.,long
arebyarranged
shownend.in sketch
. The brasswork
was polished , and then black lacquered ; the jars well varnished with
shellac
and filled
2 ins.
shot ; .tinfoil
outside
to the same
height,
butupnotwithon small
the bottom
Withpasted
the jars
dis
connected , I obtain a torrent of sparks 2 ins. long. Connecting
the jars gives two loud, vivid sparks at each revolution , varying

from
24 ins. to 4 ins. long. The negative discharging ball is 2 ins.
diameter, and the positive in , diameter . A low vacuum bianodic

Bross tube 13 diam 7

insertion of replies in this column

Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
All
ENGINEER, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .1
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
( 15 ,039)H . Flickering
of Gas
Acetylene
Geneanrator.,
R . S . (Streatham
, S . from
W .) writes
: I have
“ Ever Ready” acetylene generator. Enclosed is a plan of it (not
reproduced ). I use this for generating gas for a four-burner jet
used in a lantern , but am troubled very much by one fault. I
should be much obliged if you could help me. After the jets have
been burning for about three- quarters of an hour, they start flicker

ing.
I havethefound
out, is caused
by ,water
accumulating
in the This,
pipe below
tap marked
D on plan
as when
I take off
tubing,
which
connects
the
generator
to
jet,
and
then
the gas
escape from the generator by turning on tap D , I canlethear
the
water there ; and some of it is blown out. If I blow down the tube
and
clear
the
water
out,
and
connect
up
to
jet
again
,
it
burns
all right. Of course, this is not practicable in the middle of a lantern

2 knobs
já bross
rod

lecture. I have put a purifier , consisting of tube filled with cotton
wool and bleaching powder,in series between generator and jet, but,

of course, this does not prevent the water still accumulating in the
sameplace. I have turned up all the articles in the M . E ., and have
also read handbook on Acetylene, but cannot find any mention of
similar fault with any other generator. Do you think it is becaure
the gas is drawn off too near the surface of water, or could it be got
overby bringing tube straight out from generator and making trap to
catch water, as written in on sketch , filling tube with cotton -wool ?
I hope you will be able to suggest something to remedy this, as
it is impossible for me to work lantern . I want it for about one

and- a -half hours at a time. This flickering is so bad that it is
impossible to use generator as it is now .
The trouble you experience is due to your having too much water
in the lower tank . The water level is then too near to the outlet
pipe, which becomes wet from the spray caused by the falling
carbide and the spitting of the bubbles during generation . The
passage of the gas through the pipe gradually carries this moisture
with it until sufficient is accumulated in the small passage to cause
the trouble you mention. The remedy is obvious- keep the water
level lower. Another effective remedy would be to introduce a
few drops of oil, which will at once spread and form a thin film over
the surface
the trouble
water, will
and cease.
effectually
spitting,
andofyour
If youreduce
greasethethesplashing
inside ofand
the
outlet
pipe
with
a
little
vaseline,
by
means
of
someworsted
wound
round the end of a wire, it will effectually prevent wet from creep
ing up the pipe. We shall be pleased to hear from you that you
have found the oil- film dodge successful. If you use two 30
litre " Kona " burners on your jet, you will find them superior in
e.tect to four of the common nipples, and, being non -carbonising,
they can be turned down as low as you like, and for any length of
time; and 1 lb. of carbide will keep them in full blast for two hours.
We prefer to use these two burners on our four-burner iet. These

burners are sold at the " Veritas " Works, 83, Farringdon Road,
E .C. There is no need to purify the gas woen using “ Kona '
burner3.
114.9951 Accumulators, " NOVICE " writes : I wish to make
a battery of accumulators for lighting a 50-volt circuit, and as I
have plenty of electrical power, I thought of forming the plates
from solid lead sheets, say, 3- 16ths-in , thick . I require a battery

capable of 20 amps. discharge (maximum ) for five hours. (1) What
size
plates and howandmany
per cellobtain
positive
and negative.?
(2) What
size
whereandto how
wholesale
(3 ) How? Also
long
to formglass? boxes
What current
many
reverse? charges
how
many
charges
and
discharges
?
(4
)
How
do
you
burn
plates
together, and how separate same? I understand that I first
charge
(for how long ?) then discharge through a resistance (lamps
then charge again reversed, then discharge as before : but do not
know quite when to discontinue re xerse charging ?

7 brass
rod

ARRANGEMENT OF WIMSHURST MACHINE.

tuberegulated,
connected glows
to thecontinuously,
outer coatings
the ajars,
the sparkof
gap
and ofgives
goodand
radiograph
a mouse in one-and- a -half minutes, but a much under-exposed
radiograph
the hand
in threesomewhere
minutes. inAsa machine
these results
to indicate ofa lack
of efficiency
of thisappear
size ,
I should be grateful for a few hints from you as to how I could
improve
matters.
I
have
your
sixpenny
handbook
on
X
-rays,
and have also Gray on " Electrical Influence Machines." I might
mention
that the discs simply bristle with light, and sometimes
(but rarely) sparks pass from the collectors to the neutralising
brushes.
I cannot detect any visible brush discharge from the
conductors in a dark room , but a strong breeze " seems to fly
from them . The machine has twice changed its polarity .
We would suggest a few experiments which might improve your

can bein
whichof shot
of your
Try varying the bycapacity
results.
amount
the jars,
decreasing
temporarily accomplished
them . Try varying the position of the neutraliser. It does not
it to the incollectors.
from warming
that sparks should ever passgentle
sound right
front of
try a good drying by very slow andnear
Also
together. Sometimes
a fire. Possibly your sectors are too
in
methylated
wetted
rag
a
soft
with
over
carefully
discs
the
wiping
greatly improves matters. You
spirit, and then thoroughly drying,
the exposure necessary for a radiograph
remember that
must
on the length of spark obtainable, but on the
depends not only
quantity of electricity the machine is capable of forcing through
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the tubeobtained
in a given
do not take
state place
whether
the revo
vivid
sparks
with time.
the jarsYouconnected
at each
lution of the discs or of the handle. If the former, the tube ought
to work very well ; if the latter, the machine is probably not quite
(14 ,946 ) Spark Ignition for Old Slide - valve Gas Engine .
C . C . (Oxford) writes : I have a 2 h .- p . horizontal slide-valve gas
engine,
andmeI want
to maketheitspark
into plug
a spark
ignition.fixedWill
you
kindly tell
the position
is usually
in slide
engines ? Also what is the price of magneto machine suitable for
this size of engine as described in Runciman's book on “ Gas and
Oil Engines" ? I also want to know if I can do away with any
ofis fixed
the ports
when spark
ignition
? If byyoustopping
know ofthem
a bookup dealing
with slide
en

powerful enough to give very short exposures.
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armature with 1 lb. No. 20 S.W .G ., and field-magnets with
Wind
8 lbs, No. 21 ; this should give about 50 volts. ( 2 ) Use a cogged
drum armature. ( 3) You would need about 1 h .- p . A windmill

of sail area.
for this power should have (approximately)
of about 30400ft.sq.per ft.second.

a wind velocity
is counting
This(14,939)
Undertype Motor.

W . L . P . (Southampton ) writes :

(1) I 18have
a motorarmature
as sketch(tripolar)
(not repro
with
No.
wire,and
withluced
No. )24; fieldsarewound
wire (I do notknow

quantities).
connected
to the; butreversing
switch ,,
asthesketch
, it will goWhen
all right
in one up
direction
when reversed
itwill
barely
go
half
the
speed.
How
can
I
remedy
this
?
(2)
What
would be the amount of current required , and at what pressure,

gines,please letmeknow.
The plug wouldportbeasplaced
in position
as near the
original
the precise
dependingignition
upon the designpossible,
of engine,
and couldposition
only
be settled
by personal
You could
with
the ignition
port inspection.
if using spark
ignitiondo. away
The
magneto
machine,
as
described
in
Runciman
's bookthe,
is, we believe, manufactured by several makers,
principle
being moredetails
or lessdiffering.
the sameThein price
each would
case,
but
constructional
be a few pounds. Any of our advertisers, such as
Ford, ofwould
Stalybridge,
or Blake,
Gardens,
quote youYorks,
, however.
Thereof is Kewno
modern book devoted exclusively to slide engines,
but many give a brief account of them .
(14,752) Electric Bell Wiring. W . L . (Blaina)

A4

writes : 31st
In reply toof your
answer
inwhat
the
August
.E .,I ittoisismy
notquery
I want. Youissue
see, the the
bell MNo.
rung
byquiteforming

a cross on two wires somewhere on the circuit, so that
your
sketch would not
that. What I want to
know is, how to put a belldo onfortheother
end of the circuit
onringthebelltwoNo.wires1 (aswithout
forming
you will
see bya cross,and
sketch ). thereby
This is

my
PleaseNo.let1 with
me the
knowsamebattery
how I can.
ring present
bell No.circuit.
2 from bell

It does not matter if I have
bell No. 1 out of
action when I want to ring bellto put
No. 2.

Ouery 4709

this arrangement
suit youbell.. ByIf means
of Perhaps
the two-wayswitch
you cutmay
off either
theswitch is on stop
1,No.No.2 1 bell
bell rings.
rings when
the
push
is pressed ; if it is on stop 2, then
Or the following as an alternative. Run a
third wire ( A ) to the No. 2 contact of the two-way switch . No. I
bell
would
previously
No.. 2 bell
would
be cutbeinthen
whenaswanted
, andworked
worked byfromyou,theandswitch

FIELD -MAGNETS FOR 300-watt DYNAMO.
to drive the motor at its best ? I know it takes a lot of current.
Could I re-wind the fields so as not to use so much current; would
in the power ?
any itdifference
make say
re-w( 1)inding
We should
is somemechanical fault which is answer
able for this. Possibly the brushes or the gearing
to whatever you
are driving. (2) Try windingof fields
S. W .G .,beinstead
more
No. with
This 20would
18. No.
economical. It should not take more
than 1 amps. at 6 or 8 volts.
NO2
(14 ,711] Vertical Boller
(Merthyr Tydfil) writes : I have. a S 6. -inR ..
by 12- in . central-flue boiler, without
tubes. I intend using the boiler
to drive an engine it ins. by 21 ins.,

superheated before
the steam beingengine
entering

Two hay Switch

a
pipe downthethe chimneyby. (passing
1) What
kind
maintain
fuel
would
of
the
highest pressure ? ( 2 ) I find a
greatchimney
deal of heat escapes through
the

Query 14752

WIRING DIAGRAM FOR ELECTRIC BELLS.
and
Lighting,
for(Priddy)
Dynamo
300 -wattSame.
(14,789)
enclose
I Wind
: be
writes
C . M . castings,
Driving
for
mill
much
shall
and
dynamo
overtype
of
sketch
rough
obliged if you will answer the following queries. ( 1 ) How much

. lamps
16 c.-p suitable
six most
and ?magnet
armature,
wire,
do toyoulightthink
Whichcoils
pressure
or 50for volts
at 25 size

of armature, size, and rough sketch ,
What kind
for the size ? ( 3( )2)Would
it be possible to drive dynamo by wind
if possible ?
on

mill ? If so, what size vanes , etc. ? I may state that I live

a mountain, with wind to spare.

(1) requirements
A 400-wattmachine,asFig.
12 ininouryourhandbook,would
your
. The one shown
sketch would answer
hardly
develop 400 watts - about 300 would be as much as it would do .

. Would it be of any

baffies, and

use to? fit(3 ) The exhaust pipe(if fromso )
where
engine
5 - 16ths in . What size
should isI reduce
the nozzle to in
order
sufficient draught
induce
to
for
the
boiler
?
(4
) Should
I get
better results from the boiler if a long chimney
were used
?
(5 ) What size hand pump would be suitable for boiler ? (6 )
What size dynamo would a it- in . by 21-in , engine drive (preg
sure about 50 lbs. per square inch ) ?
( I ) We do not think that the boiler will run the engine except in
a very light load , even if the steam is highly superheated in the
manner you propose, and the only thing you can do to improve it
M2

in themanner suggested
some " Field " tubes in the crown
is to fitissue
Aprilreferred
(page 189). (2 ) A baffle is shown
15th , 1902
our sketch ofabove
inin the
to . A bafile alone would do no good ;
more heating surface. (3 ) The nozzle may be
you must providediameter.
; see above. (5 ) A lever pump
about
7 -32nds in . diameter (4 ) Nosuffice.
having
(6 ) With the
,
willheating surface
in
,
a boiler
11-32nds
or
in
present one,
times
about four

as
asmuch
or five
the engine should be able to manage a 30 - to 40-watt dynamo.
Electro
Driving.
(
14,708)
for
-motor
W
. S . (Basingstoke)
writes : ( 1 ) Would you kindly let meknow if the electro-motor
(No. 1)
described in your issue of June 15th , under the heading of “ Model
making for Beginners," can be used as a dynamo ? (2 ) If so, what
would the output be ? ( 3) Would the model beam engine described
in your handbook , “ Simple ElectricalWorking Models." work it ?

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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(iand 2 ) Doubtful,unless themagnetpoleswere fitted with iron pole

partially embrace
a suitablethewinding
the armature,
pieces
toEven
excitewant
output
; in and
then it might
used. be
makecase,
small. notIf you
a dynamo,
try
toany
exceedingly
would

December 7, 1905.

wire-should
Armature
.s.c. copper
get
to be wound
aboutwith
will25beDrequired
4 Ozs.No.
. Core
as possible
on (1)as much
be of cogged pattern ; eight cogs, with two coils wound
muchin towireeach
will suitable. Field coils be wound

one of the designs given in our handbook No. 10 , or buy a set of
castings.
(3) Practically speaking, no.

slot,
as
with as
be
to
you can get on - No. 23 gauge s. c .c . copper wire ; about it lbs, total

29] Proportions of Dynamos of Different Types.

up
this
accumulator or bichromate
source
current; but,
ofcapable
Whilst theIf
and with
leastusefield4 anvolts
givingif onatnot,the
battery,
1 amp.a hammer.
of
magnet
current is on , tap lightly
have
such
battery,
motor
run
the effect of
from
a the direction
it will
a
you it as the
magnetising
-magnet,
drive ittheas arma
which you mustin which
direction and
runs will be field
a dy
in
the
ture
and direction
connections
ofSmall
namo. (3) Youfieldwill find
of"
a diagram
Motors
winding
Dynamos
page
on
and
the
“
of
12
(Fig. 2). The armature should run as close as possible to the pole

H . T . (Doncaster)writes : ( I) Please state what size Manchester type
field -magnets would be required to produce the same current as
an “ Ironclad ” type in Chapter VII in your book , “ A . B .C . of
Dynamo Design ? " ( 2) The armature is wound for the “ Ironclad "
type. Please state also the windings for the " Manchester " type
Will you send rough sketch of same? (3 )Please say if
magnets.
old wringer frames and wheels are suitable material for dynamo
castings.
(1 and 2 ) The 500-watt size, as Fig . 12, page 20 , of our Handbook
No. 10 , made to the 500-watt scale given on page 23. If your
armature is wound for 50 volts , then you should take the 50 -volt

magnet
) De
handbook .the (3results
winding
givenofonthepageiron50; ofin same
all probability
pends upon
the as
quality
be so good as if pig iron was used , of soft, grey kind ;
would
not

but they could be used, and themachine would give someresults

perhaps good enough to satisfy you.
(14,640] Dynamo. T. R . (Butley, R .S .O .) writes: I will
be much obliged if you will answer me the following questions:

of which asarein Question
enclosed
the small
dynamo,fordrawings
( 1) Will
the arrangement,
reproduced
) be suitable
(not
you
12,888w . l same windings do ?as In the above18 question
your hand
advise me to get the 10-watt size, Fig . 9 , pagedoesn', of seem
to be
t
Motors ." There
book “ Small Dynamos and
much difference between Fig . 9 , as above, and the enclosed draw
ing, except the yoke, being in one piece in one, and in three pieces

windings will not do for
with two joints, in the other. If same
dynamo
enclosed, please
well. advise suitable windings. Motor is

finished and working

The dynamo to your sketch is very much smaller than the 10
watt size (Fig. 9 ) of our handbook : we doubt if it will excite as a

notice ; that
Perhaps you did arenothalf-size
dynamo.
that Figs.
is , you9 and
must10 readon
18 of our handbook
page
double on the scale . If you care to try your machine as a dynamo,

the field-magnet should be wound with No. 26 gauge s .s .c . wire.
You do not make it clear if it has an armature fitted ,and of what
; about
type. If drum , it should be wound with No. 30 S.S .c . wire
with No. 28
i oz. will be the weight : if shuttle , it should be wound
each other, and
S .S. c . wire. Field coils to be joined in series withlamp-3 or 4 volts
in shunt to the brushes. Test with a very small
determined
be
5 ,000as r.pa motor,
.m . ; must
aboutwork
andtrial.
I c.-P .,The
or machine
less ; speedwould
if it may fail as a
by
dynamo. It would be more likely to work as a dynamo it fitted

shuttle armature, and not a drum . Clearance
with
very small.
shoulda belaminated
for 20-watt Dynamo.
. W.
[12,499)
Winding
(Hyde) writes : I am making
enlarged from G .theH Man
chester type illustrated on pagea 21dynamo
of yourbook,
“ Small Dynamos
-

6 "

will be the weight. Run at about 3,000 r. p .m . (2 ) You may find
machine start all right withoutmagnetising from an external

laces,
e Lamp.
:I
. F . writes ist,
lampin theC. MW . .E .HofJanuary
ddescribed
forampArc
,atºsmallnd Iwarcislamp
(15,027]isResistance
havemade
the

1903, Vol. VIII. and I wish to run it from themains. The current
lightsis 45a 4volts
pressure,
available
-lamp5 electric
210 volts
isTheat current
required
radiator.
amps.
by arcandlamp
( 1) What resistance should I require ? (2 ) Would German silver
wire or lamp resistance be best and cheapest ? (3 ) Is resistance

inserted in circuit in parallelor series ? about ohms. number

15
A
(1) A variable resistance of from io to
of query replies were published on this matter soon after the appear
ance of the article in question . Please look them up. ( 2) G .S .

wire. (3) Series.

Partitions
in Secondary
. (Fife )
(15,025]
want to Ruse. Bfor. Aaccumu
cells which I Cells.
several glass
writes
: I have
lators, size 51 ins. by 41 ins. by 2 ins. want to put in a par
tition to divide each cell in two ; }I see byI your handbook No. I
that sheet ebonite is the proper material to use for the partition ,
but I would like to know how to fix it to the glass. Will wax or
pitch do ?
It will not be an easy matter to make water- or acid -tight par

titionsin a glass cell. Weadvise you to use the properly made ones,
surface the glass with hydrofluoric acid , and
try roughening
using wax the
to fix the ofpartitions. The cell would have to be
then

leakage that oneonecompartment
to the other will
as thetheslightest
voltage drop to from
make
of cell - i.e., 2 volts . You might

very carefully handled .

Arc
: I
) writes
B . (Greenock
J.lamps,
(15,022] Small
112-volt
twentythearcsame
aboutLamps,
makingcircuit,
contemplate
off
adescribed
sizetoaswork
about
current
the one
continuous
very

rage if356youofwould
9th , 1903), and I will be
onpleased
Vol. VIII
answer(April
the following questions : (1) Will it
? I wish to do without
to connect the lamps in groups
be necessary possible
resistance if
. (2 ) If so , how many lamps in one circuit ?

( 3) What kind of wire should the magnet be wound with ? (4 )
will each lamp take ? (5 ) From whom can I
amperes
Howthemany
carbons
get
?
about 45 volts for each lamp. That means you could
(1)twoAllow series
run in
- or even three at a pinch. ( 2) You will eachit
best to use a small resistance in circuit withfind
group. (3 ) Copper wire. (4 ) Three or four. (5 )

Apply to some of our electrical advertisers. Any

of them would probably supply you.
(14,993] Armatur Connect

-- - -

Query 12499

3

MANCHESTER TYPE DYNAMO,
and Motors." I enclose a rough drawing of it, marked with the
measurements to which I am working.
magnets
are ofif soft
stamping,
armature of SwedishTheconstructed
ins.
grey cast byiron,ij and
diameter
is iron
to produce
long. The machine
ins. the
volts wire
weight
Iocovered
double
and
(1) What
cotton
of
at 2 shall
gauge
amps.I require
for (a) the field -magnets , (b) the arma

ture ? (2) Is it necessary to have the field-magnets magnetised or

not. and, if so , which is the best source to magnetise the same ?
(3 ) Give a diagram for the winding of the field -magnets in shunt.

and the connections to brush -rocker.

, E. B.
(Wolverhampton writese : I want toionbuild
dyna
volts
amps
mo
of
30
but
5
instead
; I want to ofputaputting
copper wire on the armature
made of somemetal or material, or that willa wire
not
be
field of soforcethatbetween
theaffected
two polesbyofthetheintense
field -magnets,
it may

be driven from
h .-p . engine. Would
aluminium wire doa ? small
Or some other similar metal
or any material that would be a conductor. I
want to drive the dynamo with an engine 1 -16th
h .- p .
your isideadriving
appear
is to a make
Wea presume
dy
that
fairly itlarge
small engine
namo ? Any conductor would act as copper does
when cutting lines of force, but few metals have
the high conductivity of the latter, and are at the
same time comparatively cheap. If you run the
dynamo
on open circuit it will not take inuch
power to drive it. Notwithstanding the above,

we cannot say we quite grasp what you are driving
at. Kindly comply with our rules in future.
Books
(15,048]
Designadvise
Drawin
andme
on Engine
T . F . toS .
g. way
writes : drawing;
Would
you
kindly
the best
(Sussex)mechanic
learn
technical
there
school
al
class
is
no
or
I am engaged in an engineer's workshop all day. Also , could here.
you
recommend a good book on engineering matters
to read ?
The next best thing to actual personal instructioforme
get hold of
n
is
to
a good book
subject,d one
and sentence
on the
work through
making
understan
sure you
before ityousteppassby onstepto,

Mechanic
the next. 7d.,
Our posthandbook
Simply
plained,”
free, willonbe“ useful to alyouDrawing
this
at first. After Ex.
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obtain “ Engineering Drawing and Design,” by S. H . Wells,

price 3s. 3d ., and 4s. gd., post free, the two vols, respectively .

Your last request is worded rather vaguely. It depends upon how

you know already of engineering what books will be most
much
suitable. If you let us know more definitely what you wish to
read up , we shall be pleased to offer you what assistance we can in
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The Editor's Page.
UR recent competition on “ How THE MODEL

the matter of choice of books. Meantime we enclose our book list,

ENGINEER has Helped Me" brought us a

which may assist you somewhat.
(15,047] Small 23 -volt 150 - watt Motor. N . W . G . (Edin
burgh ) writes : Would you kindly assist me with the following :

number of interesting letters, and the prizes
we offered have been forwarded to the successful

Havir g bought an old overtype motor, rated 1 h .- P . on 100 volts ,
I ' 5 -amp. circuit, speed 1,000 r.p .m ., I wish to rewind it for

competitors. Curiously enough, one of the most
us quite apart from the competition, and, with the
permission of the writer, we reproduce a portion of
this letter herewith, suppressing names and places
for obvious reasons. We think, however, that our
correspondent's experience should form a valuable
object-lesson to others who may be battling against

230-volt circuit. The armature is of the cogged gramme ring inside
diameter, if ins. type,
with eight slots 2 ins. long, 3 ; ins, outside
diameter, and commutator has sixteen segments. The two field
magnets (3 ins. diameter by 2 ins., weight 2 bs.), are quite intact,
and I enclose sample of wiring. Will it be possible to re-wind
armature for 230 volts, and if so , what gauge of wire and weight
would do for same : also can I use the old field -magnets ? How
do I connect up wires to commutator, and also from field brushes
to magnets ? I have your book on small dynamos and motors ,
but it does not go beyond 100 volts .
Yes, you could convert the machire to run at 230 volts. Wind

armature with No. 32 S . W .G ., and field magnets with No. 27 S . W .G .,
and connect in shunt to the brushes. The rated output you meation
is much above what you may expect to get out of motor. Are you
it is not th or ; h .-p .?
sure
( 14 ,812 Model Steamer Machinery . N . P . (Newcastle - on
Tyne) writes : I am busy with a steamship , but have just got the

2

engine finished. It has two cylinders, each 1 in. diameter, ins.
long, and it- in . stroke ; and do you think it will drive a boat 3 ft .
6 ins. long ? The cylinders are single-acting, oscillating type.
What kind of boiler, and of what size , do I need ? I thought of
having a water- tube boiler , but it is too expensive ; so I would like
to make one 5 ins. diameter , 14 ins. long, with a 2-in . flue tube ;
and do you think this would do ? If so , please send me a price for
one like it, as low as possible ; if not, tell me of one thatwould do.
We presume the engine has f by it cylinders. We do not advise
a water- tube boiler , as the high pressure at which these should work

not suit your engine. Wewould, therefore, recommend a
would
plain 5 -in . by 10- in . cylindrical boiler, with a furnace tube at ins.

striking communications on this subject was sent

adverse circumstances. They show , what we have

often pointed out, that real grit and perseverance
will always bring a man to the top. Here is his
letter : - “ It was about four years ago that I first
caught sight of THE MODEL ENGINEER in a shop
window in Liverpool, and I was at that time an
apprentice engineer at a large shipbuilding and
engineering works in that district. I had had a
very good general education, and had passed the
matriculation examination of London University in

the first class in June, 1898. Having been given

diameter , and about ten water-tubes ; fired either by a methylated

my choice of a profession, I chose engineering, and

spirit burner (vaporising ), or a benzoline blowlamp. A rectangular
boiler like that shown on page 38 of “ Model Boiler Making "

entered the works above referred to as premium

(Fig . 12), with about three water -tubes in the crown would work

very well. This might be fired by a plain spirit lamp.
(14,816 ] . C . R . Atlantic Locomotive, J. M . (Chiswick )
writes : Could you tell me if there has been published in an engi
neering paper the drawings of the Great Central Railway Atlantic
type loco (say No. 267) ? If not, perhaps you could inform me as
to its leading dimensions (distances of wheel centres ), and whether

boiler, tender, etc.,

apprentice in March, 1899, where I remained until

February, 1902. During this time I attended
evening classes in engineering subjects, but my
experience was the same as that of many others

I found thatafter working hard during the day my

the general dimensions and design of motion ,
corresponds with the 6 - coupled type as illustrated in detail in the

brain was too dull to understand most of the things

30th, 1904, number of the Engineer ?
December
You will find an outline drawing (dimensioned )

I was taught in the evening. At the time I bought
my first copy of your paper; you had just announced
the competition for a design for a Model Steam

in our issue of

September ist, 1904. The motion , and the front part of the engine
generally , boiler, and tender, are the same as that used in the 6
coupled locomotives ; indeed , the two types of engine were built

so that in case of one provingmarkedly superior to the other,it could
be (converted
.
14 , 801) SemiFlash Boller. R . A . writes : Would you
kindly tell me if I could make a boiler similar to Mr. Nicole's .
and to stand a pressure of 40 or 50 lbs. per square inch . ? If so ,
what diameter and length tube should I have to use for generator ?
Should I have to have a blowlamp to get above pressure , or could
I doYesit, with
such aa spirit
boilerlamp
could? be made and would work well, but, like
other
types
of
must be of sufficient size, and have sufficient
boilers,
heating surface for the duty required from it. You give no infor.
mation as to the dimensions or type of engine you wish it to drive.
A spirit lamp, gas ring, or “ Primus " paraffin stove, can be recom
mended as fuel. A blowlampwould concentrate the flame too much

on one spot.

Travelling Crane,' and I determined to have a try
for it. Although I worked hard at it during the

evenings, I did not succeed in finishing it, and I
remember working at it till eleven o'clock the night
I sent it off. Then followed someweeks of patient
waiting, followed by a pleasant surprise when I saw
thatmy name was among those who were ' recom
mended.' I became a regular subscriber to your
paper and I found many things in it to interest
me, but at the same time there was a good deal I

could not understand, as I had no knowledge of

New Catalogues and Lists.

electricity beyond the ‘horseshoe magnet and iron
filing stage. The next competition I entered for

F . Darton & Co., 142, St. John's Street, London , E .C.,
have sent us their new novelty list, which comprises small elec
tric motors, dynamos, motor fans, armature stampings, small
power gas and oil engines volt and ammeters, medical coils .
bells,
batteries, accumulators, telephones, electric whichaccessories
-- Such as lamps, pushes , Switches, etc. The list,light
is fully
illustrated, will be sent to readers of this journal upon application .

D . Monninger, 124-126, Clerkenwell Road, London, E .C .-- We
have
received leaflets descriptive of the workshopchucks,
appliances
sup
plied by the above firm , i.e., self-centreing
twist drill
grinder,' treadle grinding and polishingmachine, cramps, shafting,
pulleys, plummer-blocks, couplings, etc.
If Mr. Fred. Stark , of Clitheroe, will send his full address to
The Universal Electric Supply Co., they
will be pleased to forward
their catalogue, as requested .

was the ‘Model Steam Engine and Direct-coupled
Dynamo.' Although I had such a scanty know
ledge of electricity, I determined to have a try for
it, and bought the little book on ' Dynamo Design .'
Needless to say, I was not successful, for I had no
clear notion of what a dynamo actually was ; I

had, of course, seen several, but did not understand
how they worked . It was just at this time that a
breakdown occurred in my health , and it became
evident that I could not continue at the works.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .

scattered among its pages. In October, 1903, I

entered - - College, London , and began to study
for my final. I studied both mechanical and
electrical engineering, and made such good progress
during the year that I obtained two first prizes
and one second prize in the junior classes. During
my summer holidays, I wrote two or three further
articles for your pages. It was during the follow
ing year that I was so busy I had very little time to
read. THE MODEL ENGINEER, and for a space of
three or four weeks I could find nothing in it of any
use or interest to me, and several times the idea

occurred to me to give up taking it in , but every
time this thought occurred to me it was followed
by others. I thought of how THE MODEL ENGI
NEER had interested and amused me in the weeks

gone by, and how from the very first it had en
couraged my efforts and led me on to greater
things, and when I considered all these things, 1

me, and every Friday evening the first thing I do
when I come in is to ask for myMODEL ENGINEER.

In July last I sat for my final examination , and
was successfulin obtaining my B .Sc. degree with first

class honours. I have since obtained a very congenial
teaching appointment in mechanical engineering." .

W . H . C . (Tring). - Kindly comply with our Rules.
See head of Query columns. We advise you to
apply to the makers of the cells for the informa
tion you require on that point.

F . K . (Derby). - A sand blast is usually employed ,
but a coat of hydrofluoric acid will, no doubt,
answer your purpose.
E . B . (Kelbrook ). - See the article on cleaning
Primus burners in our issue October
1903.
F . A . S . (Detroit, U .S .A .). - Weofthank youist,
for your
interesting letter, which shall be inserted as space
permits.

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on

all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do

su by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will b : sent pos! free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postai
Order.

Advertisement ratesmay be had on app ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,

and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review', to beaddressed

to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer," 26 — 29. Poppin 's Court,
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engj.
Fleet Street, London , E . C .

neer, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Mirshall & Co ., 2629.
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and

Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S.A ., to whom
all subscription s from these countries should be addressed .
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thought it would indeed be a shame to give it up.
And so I continued to take it in , and in a week or
two I was amply rewarded , for I found something
which interested me a good deal,and so it has gone
on - scarcely a week passes now but what I find
some news which is interesting and instructive to

Runciman, 7d . post-free.

A . C . (New Cross). – We have no letter of yours in
hand.

. .

your paper and, in fact, I was able to criticise some
of the articles which appeared . THE MODEL
ENGINEER still continued to interest me as much
as ever, and I found a deal of useful information

L . V . P . (Chippenham ).---We have some drawings
in preparation which will be published shortly .
Meantime, see “ Gas and Oil Engines,” by W . C .

.

enough to publish . By this time, I could under
stand practically everything that was published in
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In the course of four or five months, however, I
was again in a fit condition to look out for some
thing to do. It was just at this moment (1902)
that they established a Faculty of Engineering at
London University and proposed to confer the de
gree of B .Sc, in engineering, and so I was advised
to try and get this degree, if I could , in the hopes
that it might enable me to obtain an appointment
with some engineering firm on shore, instead of
going to sea. Having already passed my matricu
lation, I was able to register as an internal student
in the Faculty of Engineering and to enter on a
day course of study at a technical institute in
London. In July, 1903, I sat for the first inter
mediate examination that was held in engineering,
and was successful in obtaining a pass. For
several reasons it was deemed advisable that I
should go to one of the large colleges to study for
my final examination. While I was studying for
my intermediate, I was successful in winning one
of your competitions, and during the summer
holidays I wrote an article which you were good
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Three Steam Models .
By WM. Wood .

Fig . 1.-- A MODEL, REVERSING HORIZONTAL STEAM ENGINE .
THE photograph (Fig . 1 ) reproduced herewith
I represents one of the three models to be
briefly described which I have constructed
as spare time would permit. It is a two-cylinder,
steam -winding engine, fitted with reversing motion ,
the mechanism for which can just be seen in the
illustration above. The cylinders are each bored

shown in the drawings, this is 12 ins. long by fin .
largest diameter, turned down to | in . at one end,
and screwed & in . Whitworth to take the crossheid
The details of straps, bushes, and keys, and also of
the mild steel crossheads,will be seen at Fig . 3. The
piston -rods work through the cylinder covers, where
by the piston itself is steadied . The latter is of the

out to 2 ins. diameter, and the stroke is 34 ins. ;

marine type, and , as will be seen on reference to
Fig . 7 , the parts which are of cast iron are joined by
means of three 3- 16ths- in . countersunk screws. The
engine bed is of cast iron, and its dimensions are :

steam ports are fin . by 5-32nds in. and , exhaust
ports are

in . by 5 -16ths in .

On page 555 a few detail sketches of this engine
are reproduced . The connecting-rods ( Fig. 4 ) are
mild steel forgings,64 ins. long, and turned all over.
The crankshaft, which is also of mild steel, is 94 ins.
long by * in. diameter, with keyways cut in the
centre i in . long (see Fig . 8 ), to take the flywheel,
which is 10 ins. diameter ; *-in . keyways also are
cut at each end for the cranks. The shaft runs in
plummer blocks, which have split bushes.
In Fig. 5 are shown the oil cups, which are of
brass. Referring to the piston -rod , which is not

Length , 21 ins. ; breadth , 16 ins. ; depth , 2 } ins. ;
The vertical engine illustrated in Fig . 10 has
cylinders of cast iron in one piece, which are i -in .
bore by 2-in . stroke. The steam ports are 5 - 16ths

and the weight of casting is 50 lbs.

in . by 3- 32nds in ., and exhaust ports are 5 - 16ths in .
by 5 -32nds in . With the exception of cylinders and

eccentric bands (which are brass), all the parts are
flywheel is 5 ins. diameter. The two front pillars

steel, and patterns were all made by myself. The
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are of

in . diameter mild steel, turned down for

6 ins. in the centre to 1 in . diameter, screwed at
each end 1 in . Whitworth for a 1 in ., leaving a
shoulder of in . depth , by the same diameter.
The crankshaft for this engine is a built-up one.
Mymethod was as follows :- I obtained four pieces
of mild steel 14 ins. by in. by 4 in ., and, putting
them all together, bored the holes in both ends
in . and 1 in . I then put a length of -in . steel rod,
9 ins. long, through the z-in . holes, and through the
1 -in . hole small pieces of -in . steel. After sweat
ing the parts together, with a hacksaw I cut off the
pieces between the cranks, and polished the crank
shaft up with No. o emery cloth . The connecting
rods are of the marine type, with split bushes and
steel slipper guides. The cylinder covers are studded

December 14, 1905.

Twin Flexibles.
IN his notes on the above subject, published in
I the Electrical Review recently , Mr. Donald
Smeaton Munro says : - “ Many wiremen , in
preparing the ends of the flexible for attaching to

with six t-in . studs in each . 211

I might just mention that the small water-tube

FIG . 10 . — MODEL VERTICAL ENGINE.
lampholders or other fixtures, burn off the insulation

rather than risk paring it off with a knife, and, per

haps, severing a few of the strands. When this
is done the copper wires have to be carefully wiped
free from the black burnt rubber deposit before
entering them into the contact blocks of holder ,
ceiling-rose or plug , otherwise heating is sure to take

place. The deposit also hinders the proper soldering
of the wire ends.

It is generally best to solder together the ends
of the strands to prevent the small single wires from
fraying out. At the same time these soldered ends
the little screw -points or heads. This soldering,

make a better surface for the gripping contact of

however, is generally neglected in the hurry of
boiler which is shown in Fig. 11, is constructed

present-day work , with the consequence that loose
some short circuits. Some fitters do not solder these
contact-ends, for the reason that it takes time.

from the design given in this Journal of February

Soldering also has the disadvantage that the

4th and 25th , 1904, by Mr. D . W . Gawn. It has

separate strands just above the solder are made hot,
and sometimes left brittle at the point where the
more flexible loose strands merge into the stiffer

Fig. 11. - MODEL BOILER .
been tested to 100 lbs. pressure, and is fired with
coal fuel.

broken or overlooked ends frequently cause trouble

soldered part ; they are apt to break off for this
reason, and because of concentration of bending
An induction regulator, which is believed to be
world ,has been installed in a Montreal sub-station .
It has a capacity of 5,000 amps. at 2,400 volts,
being designed to raise or lower the pressure to per
the largest piece of apparatus of the kind in the

point.
Some time ago the present writer hit on a simple

cent.

expedient of plaiting the strands, thus getting the
advantage of the soldered ends without the trouble
and risk of heating and tinning. The wire may be
interlaced (ordinary three-way plaiting ) during

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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FIG . 8. - CRANKSHAFT.

DETAILS OF MR . WM . WOOD'S MODEL HORI
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For description see front page.
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manufacture, or the ends may be quickly plaited
by the user after they are bared . The first method
only adds very slightly to the initial cost, and the
second can be done in much less timethan it takes to
solder the ends ; and there is then little risk of a

December 14, 1905.

for the sort of work mentioned . The adapters A A

can easily be made from two files, the length of
which will be governed by the width of vice cheeks.

The one here shown is very suitable for a 3-in .
cheek . The files should be ground smooth on the

its neighbours to do any harm .

face and edges, and two holes drilled at each end
to take the rivets for the clips B B , which should
bemade from strong clock spring about į in . wide ;

Workshop Notes and Notions.

they should be well tempered , and hold the files
A A to the vice firmly . The rivets that hold clips
BB should be filed flush with the inside faces of
A A . This is a very useful tool for thin sheet

(Readers are invited to contribute
shart practical items for this
column . based on their own workshop experience. Accepted

metal working .

broken strand projecting far enough away from

contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
Al matter intended for this column should be
ing to mert .

A Handy Disc- Cutter and Drill.
By F. MAYER.

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

A Simple Tube Expander.
By FRED WILSON .
Following the method of simple tube expand

metal and cutting discs and washers is made as

ing, given by a contributor to this page in

follows : From a piece of i-in . square rod cut a

A very handy tool for drilling large holes in sheet

the issue of September 28th last, herewith is
given a sketch illustrating a method which I
have employed for mymodel boilers. A is a ferrule
SSSSSSSSS

Topped

turned from gas-tubing, and is 1-64th in . smaller
at little end, and 1-64th in . larger at big end,
A SIMPLE TUBE EXPANDER. : )
Fig . I.
В

1 Y Good fi

isso on to rod

than the inside diameter
of tube to be expanded.
screwed

B is a long bolt
down for a good way,
and , therefore, will do for boilers of different
lengths. Now , by placing ferrules in the two ends,
and tightening the bolt, the ferrules expand the
tube and keep it steam -tight. At C a ferrule is

FIG . 2.

loo

TUOOUOO 000000000010

shown forced in its place.
False Vice Cheeks.
By “ SCRIBO."

When filing long, thin delicate work in the vice,

OPBA i en
Clips -made
of
clock
( spring
BV

Vice cheek
Vice cheek
FALSE VICE CHEEKS.

longer than the vice cheeks, it is very apt to buckle.
Here is a device which will be found very useful

Fig . 3.

DETAILS OF Disc CUTTER AND DRILL.
piece i } ins. long, and square up both ends. For
cutting discs of holes į in ., * in ., If in ., and it ins.,
mark off one end of the square rod as Fig. 1, and
drill a 5- 16ths hole through it ; from each side
drill two f-in . tapping holes running into the
5 - 16ths in . hole . These holes should all be the
same distance apart and the s me distance
from the edge. Now takei a piece of 5- 16ths
rod to fit the hole, and on one end turn a
pivot 3-16ths in . in diameter and fin . long. From
a piece of k-in . by 3- 32nds-in . cast-steel make a

December 14, 1905.
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cutter as Fig. 2. This cutter must be hardened and
tempered to a dark straw colour, and is then
ready to be put together . With two }-in . screws
screw the cutter on one of the faces of the block .
To cut a il-in . disc the cutter must be screwed
on that face of the block which is in . from the
centre of the hole. In Fig . 3 the finished tool is
shown with two cutters on . This will cut a washer
with a large hole. The dimensions given in the
sketches can be altered to suit your particular
purpose. Sometimes it is convenient to substitute
a twist or fluted drill for the pivot. The tool can

be held in a brace, but is much more convenient
when held in the chuck in the lathe or drilling

the action of the toothed wheels creating a partir

vacuum on one side, and forcing the water out at
the other. There is also no packing whatever, the

tips of all the teeth and the sides being provided
with grooves, as shown in the accompanying sketch .
In these grooves the water collects, and creates a

permanent seal all the time the pump is working.
At the exhibition a pump was shown working
against 100 lbs . pressure, and we were informed
that a very fair lift could be obtained on the suction
side. Themechanical efficiency of the pump should

be high, and owing to its extreme simplicity the
commercial utility of the invention is evident to
most. There are many purposes for which model

machine.

Woler
grooves

A Copper- faced Hammer .

By “ SCRIBO .”
As a good heavy copper hammer is a rather
expensive item to the amateur, I give here a method
of fitting a copper face to the ordinary hammer
thus having weight. In the drawing shown here
with is a hammer specially made for the faces, but
it can be fitted quite easily to the ordinary hammer .

A is a piece of copper plate of any thickness , say,
up to 1 in . Describe a circle same diameter as

В

в/ 1
font-

font

Water

:

groove

holes

Thick sheet
copper to or
thick

Section showing Water-sealed Grooves in Rollers.

DETAILS OF A COPPER -FACED HAMMER.

THE “ ALBANY ” MOTOR FUMP.

face of hammer, and leave two ears (BB), into each

engineers might use such a pump, and the average
well-made model steam engine with a cylinder, say,

of which should be drilled -in . hole. The ears are
then bent over as shown, and placed on the hammer

face ; two screws then go through the holes at CC,
and are screwed right into thehammer, which should

anything over 1į ins. by i } ins. stroke, should drive
a small pump very well indeed .

be tapped to receive them .
A Large Cochran Boiler. - Messrs. Cochran
and Co., Annan , Ltd ., have recently completed
a donkey boiler for use on board ship ,which is in

The Latest in Engineering.

teresting on account of its immense size. It is , in

fact, the largest boiler of the type ever turned out

of the firm 's works. The boiler has the following

is simplicity itself, the mechanism consisting of two
toothed wheels, which , in some of the pumps, are

principaldimensions : Diameter, 8 ft. 6 ins. ; height,
17 ft. ; heating surface : tubes, 888 sq . ft. ; plate,
112 sq . ft. ; total, 1,000 sq . ft. Greatarea , 42 sq . ft.
working pressure, 100 lbs. per sq . in . ; number of
tubes, 264 ; length , 5 ft. 41 ins. ; diameter, 21 ins.
The furnace contains two fire-holes side by side.
The smokebox doors also are made in halves, on
account of their size. The tubes are in vertical and
horizontal rows. Forty stay -tubes, 2 } ins. in
diameter, are included . No lock -nuts are fitted ,
the stay -tubes, like the plain tubes, being expanded

fairly long , like large pinions. There are no valves,

tight.

The Albany Rotary Pump. - Speaking from
THE MODEL ENGINEER point of view , one of
the most interesting of the smaller exhibits
at the recent Motor Show at Olympia is the
patent “ Albany ” rotary pump. This pump is
primarily intended for cooling the water circulation
of automobile cylinders, and is, therefore, obtain
able in comparatively small sizes. The construction

December 14, 1905.
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actual values of volts and amperes affected by the

How It Works.

resistance being incidental and not reckoned in

actual figures.
To regard the matter from an elementary point
of view : Suppose you have a jar containing water
in which is immersed a pair ofmetal plates (Fig . 1) ;
if you connect an electric battery to the plates a

II. - A Resistance.
By A . W . M .
TN electrical engineering the term “ resistance "
1 means usually an opposition offered to the

current will flow through the water from plate to

flow of a current in a conductor by virtue of
some physical property possessed by the material
of which the conductor is made. For instance,
oom

plate ; the amount of current will depend upon
the resistance which the water between the plates
offers to the passage of the current (neglecting the

resistance of the connecting wires and the battery
itself). Suppose that the amount of current which
is flowing is greater than that required for the
particular purpose, how can it be reduced in value,
assuming that the battery is inaccessible, and that
the number of cells cannot be reduced ? One way
would be to increase the distance between the plates
in the jar, but thismay notbe practicable. Another
way would be to place a resistance in the circuit
from the battery in the form of a length of wire
(see Fig . 2), and to make that wire of such a length
that the current flowing was reduced to the value
desired . But why will the current be reduced ?
The reply is , because, when a certain voltage is
applied to a circuit the amount of current which
it will force through the circuit willdepend upon the
amount of resistance which the circuit offers to
the passage of the current; hence, if you add

L-

Resistance

Fig . 2.
Fig . 1.
wires made of copper, German silver or iron , would
each offer a different value of opposition to the

passage of an electric current. To define clearly
what he means an electrician would use the term
ohmic resistance , because the electrical unit used
to specify the value of such resistance is called the
ohm , the name being taken from that of
a celebrated scientist. He might also use

resistance to the circuit the voltage cannot send
so much current through it. The more resistance

you put in the less will be the amount of current
flowing, until you finally break the circuit by dis
connecting one of the wires, and thus put in an
infinite amount of resistance, when the current will
drop to nothing. This is an example of the use
of a resistance to regulate the amount of current
I which is flowing through a circuit, and its action

mmmm

the words, “ the resistance, as measured in
ohms ” as an alternative expression , because

Resistonce

there are other physical effects which may
oppose the passageof the current, in addition ,
and are called by other names .
Though it is a common practice to divide

plllllllleeeee

materials into two classes, and call them
conductors and non -conductors or insulators,
all materials are con luctors in a greater or

yet they will both permit the passage of elec
tric current. There is no need to trouble
one's imagination with ideas as to what an
ohm is like ; it is sufficient to merely regard
it as a unit ofcomparison or valuation to assist
in making electrical calculations. This pro

-- - -

- T

-F

only have a resistance of a very small
fraction of an ohm , and a piece of ebonite
may have a resistance of millions of ohms,

-

lesser degree. A large bar of copper may

Fig . ?.
depends, upon the fact that if the voltage
of the source of current is not altered , the curr nt

perty of resistance is made use of to a large extent

for the purpose of controlling the flow of electric cur
rent, the particular piece of apparatus containing
the material through which the regulated current
flows being generally called a resistance. Resist

will vary according to the total resistance of the
circuit through which it flows ; all parts of the
circuit will be affected alike, because the current
will have the same value in every part of the
circuit . Supposing three jars to be joined in series

ances are, in general, used for one of three purposes :

To regulate the amount of current which is flowing
through a circuit; to determine the voltage which
sball exist at the terminals of some piece of elec
trical apparatus; and, thirdly , for making tests
and measurements in which the value of the resist
ance in ohms is the thing taken into account, the

(Fig. 3) instead of one, and five amperes to be
Howing through the resistance, these five amperes
would also flow through each jar ; any alteration
in the resistance would affect each jar and the
1

battery aswell , because no more current is generated
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in it than that which flows out at its terminals.

sistance, consequently there would be a drop in the

There may be wasteful local currents generated ,but
they need not be considered for the purpose ofthis

voltage at the terminals of themotor if the resistance
was kept at the same value with the increased
current.
A resistance of fixed amount intended to absorb
a certain number of volts will only do this when one
definite value of current is flowing, and it must be
designed according to this value of current. If from
any cause the amount of current flowing through
the resistance alters, then the number of volts ab
sorbed will alter also . For instance , when charging
an accumulator through a resistance, if the value
of the resistance is adjusted to permit the correct
amount of current to flow at the commencement
of the charge, it will be necessary to reduce the
amount of resistance as the charging proceeds, if
thenumber of amperes flowing is to be kept constant,
as the voltage of the cell will steadily rise, and
therefore less volts will require to be absorbed by
the resistance. Suppose a ten -cell accumulator,
requiring a current of two amperes, has been run

explanation. Resistances used for regulating the cur
rent in the field coils of dynamos belong to this class.

When it is desired to regulate the voltage which is
to exist at the terminals of a motor or lamp, or other
piece of apparatus, the resistance may or may not
have the effect of altering the value of the current
which is flowing through the circuit, its action
depending upon the circumstances of the case. As
before,wewill assume that the voltage of the battery
or other source of current does not alter, and sup

pose that an arc lamp requiring 45 volts and re
quiring a current of 10 amperes is to be connected

+45volts!

K - 55 volts ov00000
Resistan 0
ce

00 volts

down to 1.8 volts per cell, and is to be charged from
a supply of 100 volts' pressure, at the commence
ment of the charge the accumulator will give a
be absorbed
pressure of 18 volts, leaving 82 volts tohave
a value
by the resistance, which then should
of 41 ohms to pass 2 amperes (neglecting the in
ternal resistance of the accumulator, which would

Fig . 4.

be very small) ; very soon the voltage of the accu

mulator would rise to 2 volts per cell, so that the,
resistance would only require to absorb 80 volts
if
and therefore should be reduced to 40 ohms;
value

to a supply main having a pressure of 100 volts.
We do not now wish to reduce the current, but to
ensure that the pressure at the terminals of the
lamp shall be 45 volts ; this means that the difference
in voltage between that required by the lamp and
that of the mains must be dealt with in some way.

not reduced , the current would fall to such a

that the 41 ohms absorbed 80 volts only - -that is
1995 beamperes.
to ,Itapproximately,
said of any resistance
cannot, therefore,
that it will absorb so many volts unless the current
which is to flow through the resistance is also stated .

A ready method is to connect some resistance in
series with the lamp (Fig . 4 ). This resistance
must, therefore, be so proportioned that it will

If the wire or strip of which the resistance is
composed is of thesame sectional area throughout

absorb 55 volts when a current of 10 amperes is
flowing through it. The resistance depends for
its action upon the fact that when a current flows
through a wire or strip of metal a certain number
of volts are lost or expended in forcing the current
through the wire, the actual value of these lost
volts depending upon the resistance of the wire
measured in ohms,multiplied by the value of the cur
rent flowing in amperes. If the current has a fixed
value, therefore a fixed number of volts will be

absorbed by the resistance ; in the case under con
sideration the resistance should have a value of
54 ohms, because 5 } ohmsmultiplied by 10 amperes
equals 55, which would be the number of volts
required to get the 10 amperes through the resistance,
independently of the arc lamp, which absorbs on
its own account the remainder of the 100 volts '
pressure available at the mains. If the current

Fig . 5.

was variable , such as might happen if a motor was
its length it will absorb a uniform number of volts
of its length for any given current which flows
through it. For example : No. 25 gauge German
silver wire has a resistance of, approximately,

substituted for the arc lamp, it would then be

per footor yard , or whatever unit you care to take,

necessary to re -adjust the value of the resistance

for every change in the value of the current,because,
if the number of amperes flowing was less , then
there would be a smaller number of volts lost per
ohm of resistance, so that the number of ohms
would have to be increased by switching in more
resistance wire if the volts at the motor terminals

I ohm per yard of length ; if a current of i ampere

was sent through 20 yds, each yard would absorb
I volt, and thewhole length would absorb 20 volts.
If 2 amperes were sent through it each yard would
absorb 2 volts , and the whole length would absorb
40 volts, and so on . The following rules may be

were to be kept constant ; if the number ofamperes
increased, then it would be necessary to decrease

the number of ohms in the resistance by switching
out some of the resistance wire, because there would
be a greater number of volts lost per ohm of re-

called the theory of resistances :
.

1. The current which will flow through any
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resistance is equal to the volts applied to the ter
minals of the resistance, divided by the value of
the resistance in ohms. Example : If a resist :nce
of 50 ohms' value is connected to mains having a
pressure of 100 volts, a current of 2 amperes will
flow through it.
2. The volts which will be absorbed by any
resistance are equal to the current flowing through
it,multiplied by the value of the resistance in ohms.
Example : If a current of 2 amperes flows through a
resistance of 50 ohms the resistance will absorb
100 volts.
3. To find the resistance in ohms which must be
used on a circuit of given voltage in order that a
current of a certain desired value shall flow through
it, divide the given voltage by the desired amount of
current, and the quotient gives the value of the
resistance in ohms. Example : What resistance
must be used on a circuit of 100 volts in order that
a current of 2 amperes shall flow through it ? 100
volts divided by 2 amperes gives 50 as the quotient,
which is the number of ohms to which the required
resistance must be made.
These rules will only be strictly correct if the
current is continuous ; if the current is alternating,
and the wire or strip is coiled up, the result will
not be quite the same, though approximately so ,
unless the coils are wound in a particular way, or
non -inductively , as it is called . As it is usually
possible to adjust a resistance by removing some of
the coils, it is not worth the
trouble of going into more com
plicated calculations ; the coils
will always give a slightly greater
resistance to the passage of al
ternating current.
Commercial resistances are fre .
quently made of wire or strip
metal enclosed in a frame or box ,
and when intended to be adjustable
are provided with some means of
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Traction Notes on Road

and Rail.
By CHAS. S. LAKE.
THE LEICESTER MOTOR FIRE ENGINE.
As was promised in the last issue of these Notes

(THE MODEL ENGINEER, November 23rd ), further
particulars are given herewith of the chemical
motor fire engine supplied to the Leicester Cor

poration by Messrs. the Wolseley Tool and Motor
Car Co., Ltd ., of London and Birmingham (to
whom the writer is indebted for the accompanying
photograph ). As already stated in THE MODEL
ENGINEER for the date given above, the chassis

carries a horizontal 24 h .-p. four-cylinder motor,
with cylinders 4l- in . bore by 5 -in . stroke, the
carburettor being of the float-feed spray type,
having one jet for the four cylinders.
Electric high-tension ignition by means of
accumulators and induction coils, with tremblers,
are employed, a spare set of accumulators coupled
to a two-way switch being carried to obviate failure
of the electrical ignition arrangements in the event

of one battery running down unexpectedly . The
cooling is on the well-known standard Wolseley
system , hot water being taken direct from the
engine to a battery of radiators arranged in the
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altering the amount of wire, the
wire is sometimes embedded in
enamel or sand, and cannot be
seen . Fig. 5 is a diagram of a
common form of resistance. The
wire is wound tightly round a
cylinder or frame of heat-resisting
insulating material ; one end is
fixed to a terminal A and the other
end secured by a screw ; a sliding

LUIDAY30AM-CAR COLEATS!

spring is attached to the second
terminal B , and presses upon the
wire, being arranged to slide along

a rod parallel to the axis of the
cylinder ; current enters at A and
flows along the resistance wire
until it reaches the spring contact,
at which point it flows away
through terminal B , any resist
ance wire beyond this point being
for the time inactive. By moving
B nearer to or farther from A ,

Fig . 1. - STEAM Motor OMNIBUS.

For description ]

more or less of the wire is cut
out of action, and consequently the value of the

resistance in ohms altered to the desired amount.
( To be continued.)

To prevent the freezing of the cooling water for
petrol motors, mix with the water from 20 to 25

per cent. of glycorino.

(see page 488

place of the usual bonnet, these radiators being
cooled by a current of air induced by a high -speed
fan driven from the motor. The water is after
wards drawn from the radiators back into a tank ,
and from there to the engine. A four-speed and
reverse sliding gear transmission is fitted enclosed
in an aluminium box. The friction clutch is of the
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leather - faced cone type, mounted on the crank
shaft carrying a “ Renold ” silent chain driving
the gear-box countershaft. All speed changes are
made by means of a single lever, and the forward
gears give speeds of 7, II, 15, and 20 miles per hour
respectively .
The firemen ride at the sides of the body portion
and on the rear platform , on which latter sufficient
space is provided for the accommodation of three
men. In the centre of the rear platform of the
body is the chemical extinguisher, and above it on
a reel 160 ft. of hose. On each side of the rear
step is a large hand chemical extincteur, which
can be carried by one man . The framework of
the engine, as a whole, is built of channel steel
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also proceeding with the number of cars comprising
the original order, but there are no signs of further

developments at present. This is, perhaps, not to
be wondered at, seeing that practically all the
British railway companies now have rail motor

cars at work , whereas, in 1903 — or only two years
ago - people were debating as to whether the South
Western had done a wise thing in bringingoutwhat
was the first modern vehicle of this description to

be tried in this country. Such rapid development
as this is not associated with any other phase of
railway working.
BOOM IN MOTOR OMNIBUSES.
Those of us who live in London , or whose daily

N

Fig . 2. - WOLSELEY FIRST-AID CHEMICAL FIRE ENGINE.
section , and the wheelbase is 9 ft. 6 ins., the track

or gauge being 4 ft. 9 ins.
RAIL MOTOR -CARS .

For the moment there appears to be a lull in the
construction of steam rail motor -cars in this
country. Not that the railway companies employ
ing such cars are in any way receding from the
attitude they have taken up in regard to them , but,
presumably, on account of the fact that their im
mediate requirements in this direction have been
satisfied . The Great Northern are just about
ready with some cars which have been built at
the Doncaster Works ; and the L . & N .W . R . are

occupation necessitates our presence there , all the
hum of the motor omnibus as to pay little atten
tion to it. Nevertheless, one has only to look about
them to discover that, as yet, the horse-drawn
vehicles are by far the more numerous ; but
although the transition process from ancient to
modern methods is slow , it is of a certainty a sure
one ; and now we are informed that a great develop
ment of the motor omnibus movement will take
place at the New Year.
The secretary of the London Motor Omnibus
Company states that the profitable working of the
week round , have become so accustomed to the

motor omnibus is already a proved fact, the daily
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thousand miles on the London streets without any

takings of a vehicle being found to average (8 .
The report just issued shows that since the “ Van
guard ” omnibuses began running in March , the
average daily run (including all breakdowns) has
been 114 miles. The maximum run of a horse
Omnibus is 70 miles a day, whilst the maximum for

cent. of the world's supply of platinum comes from

a “ Vanguard " is at present 130 miles, this being
done on the Elephant and Castle to Cricklewood
route.
A large number of new motor omnibuses, slightly
larger than those now in use, will be put on the
streets in January of next year. They will seat

have been discovered. A portion of the ore is ex
ported , but most of it is refined before being sold .

serious trouble arising.
THE PRODUCTION OF PLATINUM . — About 95 per
the Ural Mountains. In 1902 this amounted to
6 tons, in 1903 the production only reached 5 *
tons, and in 1904 it was further reduced to 4:7
tons. Recently additional sources of the mineral

LORD PALMERSTON . KILBURN , HIGH ROAD.
MAIDA VALE . EDGWARE-RC MARBLE ARCH .
22

BRONDESBURY

V.35

VICTORIA OMNIBUS COMPANY LIMITED.

HENRY PORCYCLOVER SIG

SPH

Fig . 3. - Motor OMNIBUS FOR THE Victoria OMNIBUS CO., LTD
(Built by Messrs. Moss á Woodd.)
40 passengers, as compared with 34, and the horse
power will be 30 , instead of 24. New services will

be inaugurated to South and East London , so that
Brixton and Clapham , Stratford , and Bow resi
dents will be enabled to “ motor " to the City ,
instead of having to be content with other modes of
travelling.

The illustration (Fig. 3) shows a particularly
substantial looking motor omnibus built by Messrs.
Moss & Woodd, of Kensal Rise, W ., for the Victoria
Omnibus Co., Ltd . In this design , as will be noticed ,
the long forecarriage is conspicuous by its absence,

ELECTRICITY IN JARROW SHIPYARD. - According
to Electricity , a new system of overhead traction
has been adopted at the shipyard of the Palmer
Company at Jarrow . Electrically -propelled car
riages travel in mid -air over the berth on which

the battleship Lord Nelson is being constructed ,
and a vast amount of material is easily conveyed
beneath three cable ways to any part of the vessel.

So far, the plant has worked exceedingly well, and
a considerable saving has, it is stated , been effected .

the wheelbase being thereby reduced . This 'bus
has given complete satisfaction since being put to

The success of the experiment has been such as to
induce the directors to erect a second similar struc
ture, which will be a good deal larger than the
present one, and will cover two berths 700 ft. in

work a few months ago. It has covered several

length .
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bolts, and used as template for bolt holes in the

A Design for a Model Automatic

flanges or underside of cylinder. After these holes
are tapped , the Y is bolted in place, and the edges
of flanges and the bosses dressed by filing to
match , after which it can be removed .
No. 15 . - Piston is made of bronze, and in order
to make it hollow without difficult coring, it is

Cut-off Steam Engine .
By P . D . JOHNSTON (U .S.A .).
(Continued from page 542.)
No. 9 . - Steam Chest Cover : This, with parts

made in two parts, one pattern serving for both .
fitted together
The two parts are to be carefully
soldered

Nos, 10, 11 and 12, should be of bronze, finished all
No. 13. — The piston valve should be made ofhard

over as shown, and requires no special directions.

. Ordinary

as shown, and are then well

soft solder will serve for this purpose , but silver or
hard solder would be better. After the parts are
properly joined , the hole for piston-rod is to be
bored, and the piece mounted on a mandrel and
completely finished . The grooves for packing

bronze, carefully finished to dimensions, and fitted

rings must be accurately finished , so that a good

20 THREADS

job may be made in fitting the rings. The piston

ORILL.

long to form a good bearing, thus en
issuring
madea very
good fit after long service .
No. 16 . — The bed is made of cast iron of the form
and dimensions given . While this may appear a
difficult part to make, it is really quite simple, and

he

PER IN

offers no special problems either in pattern -making

or finishing. While the drawing does not call for
it, still it would be well to allow for planing on the

bottom , as this will facilitate the other operations
'
scribing and laying out from a surface plate.
At the main bearing end of the bed a lug is cast
on, which is to be removed after all the work is
finished by means of saw and file.
First lay the bed on the platen of a planer or other
true surface, and with scribing block mark the true

T20 THREADS
PER INC

of finishing by giving a true base to work from in

25 .
-

Hig

JAP

- -31

a hole lengthwise through it. This
hole must be carefully bored of a size
that will just allow the valve to pass
through . Put three 3- 16ths- in . screws
in , and then split with a saw lengthwise
through the thick side. With thevalve
on a truemandrelrunning in the lathe,
and the block over it, and supplied
with powdered glass and oil, the valve
can be quickly ground down to fit
perfectly in its bushings. Asthe valve
is ground away, the lap can be carefully closed
up by means of the screws. The valve is bored
with a hole larger than the valve stem , except at
the back end, where it is tapped to receive the
valve stem , the object being to make the connec
tion as elastic as possible.

No. 14 . - The exhaust Y is a simple casting, and
finished on the faces of the three flanges, bored for
can be made either of cast iron or bronze. It is

IN

ro

- - - -

2.- .

Take a piece of brass i in . thick,
1 } ins. wide, 3} ins, long, and bore

1

This operation can be handily done as
follows :

2

STEAM Chest Cover Details.
to bushings in the cylinder by lapping.

.
ieten
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PISTON Valve.
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EXHAUST Y CASTING .
height of centre line on the back end, as well as the
lug at the front end. Next mark the centre line
through the guides at both ends, place centres, and

swing the bed in the lathe, and face to fit front
cylinder head. Next plane out the main bearing,
and fit the cap and quarter box, and bolt them in
place. Now lay out and bore for shaft , being sure
that the bore is accurately located and square to

the centre line of the engine ; then face both sides
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of bearing square to the shaft. The next operation
is the planing of the guides, being careful to get
them accurately aligned . The final operations are

Decembe 14 , 1905 .
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carefully test all lines with reference to the centre
line, and being assured that all is correct, the lug

may be cut away from the front or main bearing

the boring for the neck of the cylinder-head and

end .

the cylinder bolts , using the head as template for

No. 17. - Quarter-box, material cast iron, is to

be finished all over to sizes given .
It can be worked down on either a
planer, shaper, or milling machine,
319

but in the absence of either, by

FIF
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careful filing. Two holes are to
be bored , spaced to take the ad

justing bolts No. 18, and these
lightly fitted and driven in .

I

holes partially filled by steel buttons
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MAIN BEARING CAP.
11 .
,
DORRIP
F

molis
photo
QUARTER Box .
BIR

ADJUSTING BOLTS.
-

SOUARE

-- 24 — 30. --OUTBOARD BEARING DETAILS.

Oil CUP COVERS.
puce .
GUIDE BAR BOLTS .

20
STUDS FOR MAIN BEARING .
the latter, also drilling for holding-down bolts.
The tapped holes for the guide-bar bolts can be put
įn later by drilling through the guide-bars. Now

No. 19. - Themain bearing cap or binder, made of
cast iron. This is cast from a pattern , and is to
be fitted to place between the jaws of the main
frame. The fit should be a neat one, and, when
completed , the bolt and oil holes are to be drilled.
The fit must be such that when drawn down by the

bolts the cap will hold the quarter-box in place.
After this fitting is done, the shaft bearing can be
No. 20. - Studs or bolts for main bearing are

bored as described under No. 16 .

simple studs of steel, fitted with nuts as shown.
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No. 21. - Oil-cup cover is a simple piece of cast

of this plate slides a double-ported cut-off valve.

iron , and need not be made from a pattern .
No. 22. - Guide-bars are made of cast iron , right
and left. One pattern will answer for both , as the
rounding of the end blocks to clear the crosshead
can be done with a file after the planing of the bars
is completed . The blocks at each end of the bars
should be left full in height until the crosshead
No. 43 is finished , and then are to be reduced so
that when bolted securely in place the crosshead
will slide freely under the bars, but without slack or
lost motion .

The variation of cut-off is performed by the
governor through an ordinary link motion with

No. 23. - Guide-bar bolts are simple hexagon
head tap bolts made of steel, and are to fit neatly
in the holes bored in guide-bars.
The outboard bearing is made up of Nos, 24 , 25,
26 , 27, 28, 29 , and 30 . Nos, 24 and 25 can be made
either of cast iron or bronze. Patterns must be
made with proper allowance for finish where the
two parts are fitted together, and for boring where
the liners are fitted . Nos, 26 and 27 need no ex
planation .
No. 28 , the bottom liner, is to be madeof white or
Babbittmetal, finished as shown, except in the bore.
( To be continued .)

two eccentrics, so that the position of the link

determines the advance and travel of the cut-off
valve.

This method differs from the others in that

it is not the relative motion of the two valves which

governs the cut-off, but simply the motion of the

expansion valve slidingover the ports of a stationary
plate.
Hartnell's excellent expansion valve gear is used
by the inventor in connection with his governor

for automatically varying expansion. The main
valve has the ordinary through end ports com
bined into a single chamber provided with a
multiple ported back face, upon which slides a
gridiron plate driven by a separate eccentric . In
this way all the back ports are used in admitting
steam at each end of the cylinder, whilst only a
short relative travel is employed . The cut-off is
varied by altering the travel of the gridiron valve,
and this is effected by the governor moving a die

block in a rocking link, as shown in the model, but
not illustrated in the accompanying photograph .
(Fig . 5).
The next example (Fig. 6 ) is a “ back - plate
expansion valve.” No inventor's name is men .

Notable Models at South

tioned in connection with this, but the type is
stated to have been introduced in its simplest form
so long ago as 1839. The main valve has ports
through its ends, and a face on its back on which
1. - SOME SLIDE-VALVE MODELS.
slides a flat plate driven by a separate eccentric.
(Continued from page 520.)
In later practice the cut-off plate is also provided
THE first of the models here illustrated shows i with ports, as shown in the model. Variation in
the point of cut-off is effected by moving a block in
Paxman's expansion gear, patented and
a link rocked at one end by the expansion eccentric ,
introduced by the well-known firm of
thereby altering the travel ; the longer the travel
Davy Paxman & Co., Colchester, in 1885. This

Kensington Museum .

Inch

Fig . 4. — PAXMAN 'S AUTOMATIC EXPANSION VALVE.
gear has a main slide-valve with through steam
the later being the cut-off. By connecting the
ports, driven by an eccentric, which works between
block with a governor the degree of expansion
the port face of the cylinder and a stationary
employed may be automatically adjusted to suit
plate also having through ports, whilst on the back
the load on the engine.
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On the other side of this case of slide-valve
models are eight sectional models of the common
slide-valve showing various modifications intro
duced since its original application by William
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shut others. This facility led to its replacing the
four-beat valvesoriginally necessary in early double
acting engines, whilst its simplicity and quiet work

ing soon led to its general adoption in all forms

Fig . 5. - HARTNELL'S AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF Valve.

Fig . 6 . — A MODEL OF ANOTHER FORM OF BACKPLATE EXPANSION VALVE.
Murdoch, 1781 - 6 , in his models of a steam carriage
and an oscillating engine, both of which are in the

of the steam engine. The first of the models of
plain slide- valves shows the construction of the

Museum . As a sliding-valve may continue its
movementafter it has closed any particular passage
which it controls, it may be arranged to open or

long D valve patented by W . Murdoch in 1799,
and deriving its name from the cross section re
sembling a letter D (see Fig. 7). The valve — now ,

168
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of course, somewhat of a curiosity - consists of a
semi-circular tube enlarged at the ends and sliding
on a flat face provided with a port at each end
leading into the cylinder ; the valve is contained in
a steam chest of similar shape , into which at mid
length the steam is admitted , whilst the exhaust

pipe is connected to one end. The valve itself

and shape is rather liable to warp and so become
leaky. It was often of great size, especially in the
early forms of the marine engine.
The short D valve (Fig . 8) follows the long D .
In this latter modification two short semi-circular
pistons are employed , connected by rods, steam

being admitted to the centre of the chest and ex

Fig . 7. --MURDOCH's ORIGINAL LONG “ D ” SLIDE VALVE .
portions, leakage be
two
divides the chest into
hausted from each end by separate pipes. In its
tween which is prevented by hemp packing held in
action and system of packing it is virtually the

two recesses and pressed upon the enlarged ends of
the valve by blocks adjusted externally by screws.
The axial hole through the valve leaves both ends
of the chest in communication with the exhaust
pipe, but across this hole is a bridge piece to which

same as the long D , but lighter and less liable to
warp. In both forms there is a good deal of trouble
in keeping the packing steam tight at the corners
of the D .

(To be continued.)
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Fig . 8. — THE SHORT “ D ” SLIDE VALVE .
the valve-rod is secured . By this the valve is
The new Seaham harbour and docks built by
moved, usually by an eccentric on the engine
Messrs. S. Pearson & Son, Ltd.,were opened recently ,
crankshaft, and in this way the ports in the cylinder
are alternately placed in communication with the
steam supply and the exhaust pipe. This valve is
balanced as regards the steam pressure, and gives
very short and direct passages, but from its length

having taken nearly six years to complete. The
dock is 1,000 ft. long by 450 ft. wide, and occupies
an area of 10 acres. The gateway is constructed of
concrete, faced with masonry, and is 65 ft . wide,
i with a depth of water on the sill of 25 ! ft.
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Simple Apparatus for Wireless
Telegraphy.
By “ ERG ."
THE wireless telegraphy receiving apparatus
here described responds perfectly to the
T
transmitter (Fig . 1) placed 15 ft. away.
Moreover, it is well within the skill of the average
amateur to construct, and forms an interesting
piece of apparatus when finished .
The transmitter (Fig . 1) will be considered first.

The coil has a core 5 ins. long by 4 in . diameter,
ofNo. 24 soft iron wire, bound round with tape and
wound with two layers of No. 20 S . W .G . D .s.c .
wire. An ebonite tube, 1-16th in . thick and 5 * ins.
long, forms the insulation between primary and

made by screwing two pieces of well-planed ma
hogany or similar wood together to form a T ,
the size depending on the constructors, bell and
batteries ; but it should not be less than 10 ins.
high. The apparatus consists of the relay , coherer,
and bell ; also used as the decoherer.
The coherer consists of a glass tube it ins. long

by # in . in diameter. Two brass discs, A A1 (Fig. 2)
are soldered on to the wires BB ', 1- 16th in . thick ,
to form

the plugs.

The wire passes through the

ebonite plugs CC ", which are pieces of ebonite tube
. in . external and 1- 16th in . internal diameter.
Silver filings with a trace of iron filings are used
between the plugs , which are between an in , and
1- 16th in . apart. However, they can be easily
adjusted to any distance. The ebonite standards,

DD , on which the terminals E E are mounted
are built up of ebonite tube in. external and in

ӨН

DOH

o t - -66-- -

FIG . 3.

RELAY AND
ARMATURE
SPRING .
FIG . 1. — The TRANSMITTER.

N__ M
A

A1

WD
Fig . 2. — THE COHERER.
secondary. The secondary consists of 1 czs. of
No. 40 S. W .G . S.s.c. wire wound on a bobbin
3 ins. long and if ins. in diameter over cardboard
ends. Waxed tissue paper is used between each
layer of wire. When wound it was finished in the
manner I described in THE MODEL ENGINEER for
January 19th , 1905.
The usual contact is fitted , and a condenser of

fifty sheets oftinfoil 4 x I in shunt circuit. Second
ary coil ends of ebonite i į ins. in diameter and
3 - 16ths in . thick . The coil is supported by themain
insulating tube on two ebonite standards.
With one bichromate cell having elements 6x13
the coil gives an t-in . spark between two {-in . brass
balls. The tapping key needs no explanation .
The radiating plate or antenna is a piece of zinc
6 ins. in diameter ; it should be taken about
i ft . 8 ins. from the coil, and can be supported at
the far end on an insulated stand.
The receiving apparatus is mounted on a stand

FIG . 4.
ELEVATION OF
RELAY-MAGNET.
internal and in . and ţin . outside diameters
respectively. Fig. 2 should explain details ; the
radiating plate is shown in its wrong plane.
The magnet for the relay has poles built
up of No. 24 iron wire, and wound with
It ozs. of No. 40 on each pole. The armature
spring (Fig. 3 ) K is of the thinnest brass,
very little thicker than foreign note paper. Should
the armature M stick through residual magnetism ,
it should have a piece of stamp paper stuck on its
fice. A small piece of copper, L , is soldered on
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to the armature spring to form a contact with the
screw E . Platinum is not necessary if the contacts
are kept clean. The screw F is to prevent chatter
ing. The distance of the armature M from the
poles of the magnet N is adjusted by the screw H

through the bloc . J.
Fig. 5 shows receiving apparatus assembled .
G bell, H wire to tap coherer C upwards. This is
important, and does not seem to be generally known ,
considering the number of diagrams and photo
graphs showing the decoherer tapping downwards.
This tends to cake the filings after some little use,

but when tapped upwards they are shaken up and
driven apart each time. J is the radiator ; A B

are batteries. Choking coils may be put in between
battery and coherer, if required . I find they
make no difference in this apparatus, although

To earth
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that every electrician, before being sent to sea ,

has to undergo a twelvemonths' course of in
struction on H . M .S . Vernon torpedo depot ship

before being accepted into the service , and it de
pends on his abilities and qualifications, both
theoretical and practical, whether he is sent to sea ,
or sent outside again , at the end of that period .
The course we are put through is the same as laid
down for torpedo instructors, the practical portions
being more advanced , and consists of the following

subjects :- Elements of the theory of electricity ,
electricalmeasurements ; the theory , construction ,
repair and maintenance of telephones, bells ,
ordinary telegraphy, batteries (primary and
secondary ), testing by means of Sullivan 's galvano
meter, Wheatstone's bridges, condenser, Varley's

loop, Poggendorf's method , Blavier's test, the
recalibration of voltmeters and ammeters, testing
of dynamos, motors, re-winding of armatures (the
various methods of winding same), various con
trollers for motors, electric light and wireless
telegraphy (Marconi's system ), the service method
and also the various methods of tuning for secret

communication . Here we must admit that our
principal duty on board a battleship, as far as
wireless is concerned, is mainly to repair the in
struments, as there are special men for sending

and receiving, who get a course in theMorse code ;
but the electrician has the job of putting all the gear

I
D에
J

E

up and getting it in working order. We also have

F

a course oftorpedoes. The majority of electricians

FIG . 5. - RECEIVING APPARATUS.
they improve a larger apparatus that I have.
The illustrations given herewith I think will
explain all details.
Should any readers require fuller information,

I will be pleased to furnish it through the pages
of THE MODEL ENGINEER.

Practical Letters from our
Readers .
[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full

discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume, if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

are young men who have served their apprentice
ship at works like Armstrong, Whitworth & Co .,
Vickers, Sons & Maxim 's, and other large engineer
ing firms, as fitters and turners, and none but a
first-class mechanic is able to pass the examination ,
as 90 per cent. of candidates learn to their cost.
If this does not make us of more value than a T . I.
we leave it to your readers to form their own
opinions.
Our duties at present, on an up- to - date ship ,

consist of the following : - If it is a battleship or
new first-class cruiser, she will carry three electri
cians, one of whom would have charge of the
dynamos from the engine-couplings, switchboards,
motors, motor transformers, various controllers ,

boat and shot hoists. Electrician No. 2 would be
responsible for the repair and maintenance of the

Electricians in the Royal Navy.

bells, batteries and fire control, wireless instru
ments, telephones, and testing instruments.
Electrician No. 3 would have charge of the torpedoes

To The EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , _ We, as naval electricians, having
read the article in THE MODEL ENGINEER, entitled

and gyroscopes, and be responsible for their proper
maintenance and repair, and would be the person
responsible for their proper adjustment before

“ Electricians in the Royal Navy," with great
interest, and being constantreaders of your valuable

being run. He would also be responsible for the
adjustment of the gyros. Our friend evidently
knows a little about gyros. We have heard a

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

paper, would like to give to your readers a correct
account of the advantages and disadvantages of an
electrician 's life in the Navy. We must say that
we consider the aforesaid article is not only very

saying, and it is very true in electrical work , that

a little knowledge is a dangerous thing. He
overlooks the fact that it is impossible to properly

misleading, but entirely wrong in many points. In
the first place, we hardly think that a peaked-cap
and brass buttons (which we admit are smart)
would be attraction enough for a young ambitious
man whose main object is to secure a good position

adjust a gyro at sea unless in sight of land , and ,
therefore, gyros are very seldom adjusted on a ship
unless in emergency or for instructional purposes ,
but are left until the ship gets in dock or harbour .
As for one electrician being kept specially for

and to advance himself in a profession which he is
in love with . We also think that the title “ Electri
cian ,” which the Electrical Review thinks is mis
leading, is more deserved by us than by many
so -called electricians on shore.

gyros, the idea is ridiculous, and has never been
known, except on the Vernon , where the gyros are
adjusted for the torpedo boats..
With reference to the T.I. being the Torpedo
Lieutenant's right-hand man , he is more the
Torpedo Gunner's right-hand man than anything

The writer of the article was evidently unaware
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else. It is the electrician who is acknowledged as
man, and in
the Torpedo Lieutenant's right-hand
the majority of cases he takes his orders direct from
the Lieutenant, the Torpedo Gunner having nothing

Mirrors for “ Half Models.”
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I have a half-model of a steamship
which is fixed on to a mirror, causing it to look

Rabbel

Solid
fashion
piece

whatever to do with him . As regards the title of
" Instrument Maker ,” we do not wish for that at
all ; we have quite enough to do to keep the
dynamos, motors, and numerous other gear in
efficient working order to find time to make in
struments or endless terminals and ebonite bases.
We would also like to point out that at “ general
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Scarph

quarters," " fire stations, and other criticaltimes,
one electrician has charge of the switchboard , while
the others go to the seat of danger and cut away
the circuits that are in danger or are damaged , and
connect up temporary circuits to keep the ship in
as efficient a condition as possible, while the T .I.

ATINEAR
-FKEEL
42
For
LINES
.LRABBET
Yacht
MODEL
RATER
ND

and his staff join up yard-arm groups and tem

-- -

porary lamps in case of fire or collision , so that the
the submerged flat ready to fire torpedoes if oppor

men can see to work ; in battle they would be in

tunity offered ; if not, they would help the electri
cian to repair the electrical gear as far as possible
and work the motors. Regarding thedisadvantages
we would point out to your readers that we have a
lot of prejudice to fight against at present, which
makes it rather hard for a young man coming from

civil life into the service. He must be possessed of
dis
a strong will, and be prepared to face a lot; ofif not,
comfort if he would succeed in the service

-

he had better stop on shore and persevere there,
as there are quite as good prospects opening up
outside as in the Navy for the right kind of men.
In conclusion , we would like to say regarding our
rating, that we are as much chief petty officers as
any other C . P .O . in the Navy, and we have it

- -
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lead keel extends from the end of sternpost aft to
Section C forward , as shown on the drawing of the
keel and rabbet lines which I enclose herewith , and

os
Bollom

TO THE EDITOR of The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir , - In reply to “ Subscriber's ” letter
re 42-ft. linear rater model yacht, Imay say that the

dowabojns

gentleman would give me some further particulars
as to fashioning the stem , stern , and keel. Does the
lead ballast run the whole length of the keel, or only
between the shaded parts of Sections C and 4 ?
SUBSCRIBER.
Yours truly ,

slem

DEAR SIR , _ Your issue of April 27th last con
tains a model of a 42-ft. rater by Mr. Kitchingman ,
of Lowestoft. I would esteem it a favour if that

BNO
O ross
screws

plonk
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Toport

frames
of
Heels
keel
into
morliced
ona
glue
with
fostened

Scorph

life in the Navy, we shall feel that we have done our
duty, and duty stands first and foremost in H .M .
Navy. - Yours truly,
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

keel
lead
of
Top

- - -

g

the pay is 5s. 6d. per day, and not 5s., as stated.
If you can see your way clear to publish our
letter we shall be more than satisfied , as we do not
wish any of your readers to be misled by wrong
accounts, and if we have been instrumental in
giving your readers some idea of an electrician 's

• Two Naval ELECTRICIANS ."
Model Sailing Yacht Design.

keel
ofleod
Bollom

-

impressed upon us, too, if we happen to have to
visit the quarter-deck for any misdemeanour. We
would also like to point out to your readers that

which will more clearly explain the fashioning of
stem , stern , and keel. - Yours faithfully,
R . P . KITCHINGMAN .
Lowestoft.

when reflected in the mirror like a complete molel.
In consequence of this mirror becoming damaged
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it becomes necessary to resilver it, or replace it
with a new one.
Now , this mirror appears to be silvered on the

side nearest the object reflected therein , otherwise,
in the case of an ordinary looking-glass, themodel
would appear (instead of a complete boat) like two
halves of a boat with the thickness of the glass

between . I have seen an expert to-day, who
tells me that he can do anything in the way of
silvering, but a glass silvered on
side and
burnished would still be uselesstheasfront
reflecting
a
surface,even if I could get it burnished — an opera
tion which he himself could not perform .

I should be very grateful to you if you can clear
up this mystery for me. There is a mirror such
as I require staring me in the face, containing, in

fact, the reflection of my own puzzled face on its
surface
; and yet people who get their living
making mirrors say that it is impossible make
to
one. — Yours faithfully,
E. F. R .
Model Turbine Construction .

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , - In model turbine wheels constructed

on the German toy principle, the pitch of the blades
is equal to the width of these plus the
” of
the saw -cuts. This pitch is too great,“ kerf
and , as

pointed out by Mr. Bredin Naylor in the M .E . for
November 9th , leads to loss of efficiency .
The following method has occurred to me, which
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Queries and Replies.
Attention
is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left -hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Querias

should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions : - ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subiects should be written on different slits, on
one side of the paper only , and the sender' s name MUST be in
scribed on the back. ( 2) Qucrics should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post- card)
should invariably te enclosed, and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answer ed as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a feto days must usually elapse Lefort
the Retly can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspor dents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeps must elapse before the Reply can be published . The
insertion of replies in this column cannot be guaranteed . (6 )
Al Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26 - 29. Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street , London , E . C .)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been icplied

to recently :

(14,698] Milling Cutters. Novice ” (Lynn)
writes :
( 1 ) Wanting some mild steel, I sent to“ the ironmonger
's for same :
they
replied they kept spring
but did not know if that was
the same as mild steel. What steel,
I want to know is- is it the same, or
whereabouts does it stand between iron and cast steel.
Would
it answer the same purpose as mild steel- is it easy to work in the
la the, etc . ? What I want it for is to make a set of mandrels for
the lathe. Also , what is Bessemer steel ? Any information you
could give on the above would be appreciated. (2 )
Cook 's
article on Speed of Milling Cutters, in the M . E ., I am Mr.
somewhat
confused
. In the first-mentioned article the sprocket wheel has

tot+

CONSTRUCTION

8 teeth, and driver on crankshaft 11 teeth . Using a 2.in . cutter;
156
and surface speed of 156 ft. per minute, it requires5 .2618x2=
about 300 revolutions for brass. As sprocket makes 11-8 revo

lutions to crankshaft, it will require 300 + 11-8, or about 218 revo
lutions, which is impossible with ordinary treadle motion Might
not a larger driver and smaller sprocket be applied with. advan
tage,
as with wheels as in metal-worker , working shaft at 60

OF

7-

MODEL

TURBINE
BLADES.

revolutions, a speed of 3' 14162 X 60
00 = about 31 ft., which
12
is only about equal for speed on cast steel ? I have worked above
upon 2 -in . diameter cutter, but in practice would use, say , it- in .
or less, which would mean a proportionate increase in speed .
get
In conclusion, I have a cycle list before me, in which I can and
sprocket wheels t-in . pitch as low as 14 teeth , chain wheel 60,
7 and 40 I-in . pitch , giving 75 by 52 respectively for crankshaft.
Our contributor, Mr.Chas. W .'Cook , replies as follows : ( 1) Spring
steel is not the same as mild steel, and does not work easily in the
lathe. It is neither as brittle ror as hard as cast steel, but is much
tougher, possessing more elasticity than the latter. The querist
should make his mandrels ofmild steel or Bessemer steel, which is
the same thing, Bessemer being a variety of mild steel obtained
by the Bessemer process invented by Sir Henry Bessemer. In
regard to Query No . 2 , I do not quite understand the questions

no2

asked ; but I may say that the speeds given in my article on Speeds
of Cutters are, approximately , correct, and are those used by

allows the pitch to be reduced whilst keeping the
blades the same width . Two identical discs

myself on similar work . If, however , the querist is unable to obtain

(Nos. 1 and 2 ) are first marked out and the rings
off in the ordinary way . In No. 2 the radial saw
cuts are made off the centre by a distance t equal

H . S?.
(Bloomington, Indiana ) writes : Will you answer the following
(1) Will a motor built to dimensions given for model electric motor
of this gear, with solid cast-iron , instead of laminated armature,
be successful ? (2) If so , will you kindly advise
to the
winding suitable for a 4 .volt circuit (series wound), 5meor as
6 amps. ?
Mr. Snelling, who writes in the current number of “ Two Useful
Petrol Engines " generously offers to give further information . I
am sure I am not alone in wishing you would publish detail draw
iogs of such a small water-cooled motor as is illustrated in the
current number
You could use a solid armature of cast iron , though, of course, a
laminated one would be somewhat better. The motor would

of holes h in each are drilled ; No. 1 is then finished

to the thickness of the metal. The two discs are

now riveted together, the vanes of one being be
tween the vanes of the other, and the result is a
wheel with a pitch one-half that of a single disc
wheel. The object of displacing the radial cuts in
No. 2 is to keep the tips of all the vanes in line.

the higher speeds, he must get as near as his wheels or gearingwill
allow him , or, obviously, alter his gear to run faster.

(15,103] Small Low - voltage Motor Windings.

Were it not for this arrangement, the vanes would

run quite successfully . ( 2 ) Windings for a 4 -volt 6 -amp. machine
of the “ Simrlex " type, as described in our handbook " Small

blades, and using two or even three

Dynamos and Motors ” would be : Armature, 45 ozs. No. 17
S . W .G . (or 5 ozs., if you can get it on ) ; field -magnet, about it lbs.
wire. with
make allowance for our
We always
No.
. copperreaders
S.W .GColonial
regard to the Query Coupon ,
foreign18 and
which has to be sent with query. We note your other remarks,
and will endeavour to comply with your wishes.

be " staggered .” By using thin brass, reducing the
width the
of

discs, a very efficient wheel could be made, and the
pitch would approximate to the cross-section of the
steam jet. - Yours truly,
H . H . HARRISON .
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it, it excited itself at once without trouble, and lit some lamps;

Oll Engine.
Running Small Dynamo from
follow
answer methe
G .[14.8841
H . (Portadown ) writes : Would you kindly
amps.) would
and
(volts
of
dynamo
size
?
(
I
)
What
questions
ing
many lamps would the
at h .- P . oil engine drive ? ( 2 ) Howwould
they be ? ( 3) What
-power
dynamo light, and what candle for
(4 ) What bore
size of tank would be required the oil engi

also ran well as a motor. What I want to know is --as the field
magnet
winding is well insulated,and does not leak to the carcase ,
and brushes are insulated : (1 ) What difference, if any, will there
be in output ? Will it pay me to re-wind leaking coil ? The
stated output of machine was three 8 -volt lamps ; this it did , but

be ? 4 amps. (2) Would light
a fh.-p. oilsay,engine
would machineand(1)stroke
15 volts
60-watt
A four
(3) De
or ten 2 c.-p . lamps.
or eight
lamps,
.
co-p
4
about
de.
also,
to store.
oil you require
pends upon
to itx21.
from 2 (4)3 This,
Anything
and design.
makemuch
upon how
pends
(15,072] Running Small Motor from the Mains. M .
E . M . (Finchley) writes : I should be very much obliged if you will

“ shorted ” one of the armature conductors ? The only means of

kindly answer the following questions. I have a “ Twencent "
electro -motor which I want to run off our electric light main , so
I tried running it through four 16 C.- p . lamps, in parallel, but the
motor shows no sign of going . How is this ? Would it be better
to re-wind this motor to suit voltage, which is 250 ? If so , what
size wire , and how much should I want, and would I need any
resistance in circuit ?
You do not state what currentmotor is supposed to take, or what
size it is. Windings for high voltage motors
are given in our hand
book
" Small
Electric
Motors," if 7d.youpost
smallthe
resistance
might_ be
required
for starting
run free.
directA from
mains.
Perhaps motor takes a lot of current at low pressure. Try
adding

more
lamps in parallel, or, use, say, 32 c.-p. lamps instead of
16 C.-P .
writes: I am
. (Derby)
(14,990] Pump for Boat. A . Bpump
for a sailing boat,
wishing to make an ordinary suction
barrel 18 ins. by 2 ins., one valve at bottom , and one in plunger,
water being delivered from top of barrel on to deck. Strong brass

Delivery
on deck

the
speed seemed excessive, probably between 5,000 and 6,000
r.p .m .

If there is no apparent difference in behaviour of machine, we
should say there is no need to re-wind it. How do you know you

finding the extentof the fault is by trial or test.
(15,086) writes
] Increasing
Voltage
Small
C. M .
(Pinner
: Could you
give meofyour
adviceDynamo.
on the following
subject ? I have a dynamo wound to give 14 volts. It has
Siemens H -armature wound with No. 21 gauge. I want to know
if it is possible to wind armature so as to increase output to about
20 volts without re-winding field -magnet, and what wire should
I use ? Could I fit another armature so as to charge small accu
mulators
? If so, which do you think best to use in place of the
one I have now ?
probably find that if you increase speed about 25 per
You
will
cent. you will get the required voltage, without overheating the
machine. Or you could fit a drum armature as described in

“ Small Dynamos and Motors," which would do for charging cells.

You do not give winding of field-magnet or outputof machine.
( 15,092] Engine for Driving Small Dynamo. P . G . F .
(Harrow
: I have
of 12 volts
; theI speed
required
to drive )writes
it is 2 ,500
r. p . m .,a dynamo
and the power
h .-p . required
Kindly
tell me (1) What would be the best way to drive it ; whether a gas
engine, oil engine, or steam engine (the latter for preference), also
about what would be the price for either of the above engines ?
( 2) Would it be better to get a small engine and increase the speed
by pulleys ? If so , kindly give me an illustration of how they
should be arranged . Kindly tell me where is the best place for
getting engines to drive dynamos
?
economical
We should say a small gas engine would be mostgoods
would
and convenient. Any ofour advertisers dealing in such
send you prices on application. A gas engine running at, say,
450 or 500 revolutions, would take a flywheelof about i ft. diameter.

get 3,000 revolutions on dynamo, the latter would have
aThus,
2-in . topulley.

Deck
Bross or
copper

( 14 ,658) Steam Ports. J. H . H . (New Zealand ) writes :
I am still only a novice in model engineering, and shall be glad if
you will give me a little advice as to how best to bore the steam
iolets
to the cylinders for a model locomotive. In all the
designs(ports)
the inlets are shown to be rectangular, yet the making of
mine in this form seems to me to bedifficult, unless, of course, they

pump borre.

Where the ports are not
there are toseveral
cylinders for locomotives up to about 4 -in . scale, perhaps,
drill
methods of cutting the ports. The simplest is,exactly
the width
the holes being
holes down from the port face,being
of the
as large as the lengthwould
the number
of the ports and. For
ports
port will allow sideinstance,
s in.,
ndsteam
ich woinul, dholes
ur 3-whwhich
side33for-32
,, iiff
32nds
inexhaust
., fofour
-32nds
measure byin , by
rectangular,drilled
three
being
ports
The
side.
by
,
side
be
could
e The exhaust passage is formed by a single
ths iinn . thholes.
9-64
0 -64ths
the
3 - 16ths-in . drill. To connect the steam ports to the endsfromof the
cylinder, four 3- 32nds-in . holes can bedrilled on the slant
end face of the cylinder to meet,at nearly right angles, the holes
the
to slot-drill
The better
ports.to connect
forming
ends of the
ports tois the
thesemethod
face and
the steam
ports on the
Cylinder with as many holes as can conveniently be arranged in

Puhermpu
leat

Solid
indio
-rubber
boll

LOL boll

Gouze Query 14990.
SUCTION PUMP FOR BOAT.
or copper tubing would be rather expensive, could you suggest
about how much , or, better still, any alternative for barrel ? Any
sort of would
design beor welcomed
general .arrangernent, especially for valve in
plunger,
We would suggest a pump constructed as shown in the accom
panying
sketch . We can advise
brass or copper tubing for
the pump barrel ; brass preferablyonly
, as copper, being rather soft,
is likely to be easily dented
.
The
pump
“ bucket " may be a
cylindricalblock , with a cup leather, which forms
valve and packing

combined ; the foot valvemay be a solid india-rubber playing ball,
(15,084]a small
Armature
Leakage.
. (Slough)
On
winding
drum armature
recentlyJ.in B four
sections,writes:
I acciden
as shown.

tally short-circuited one section to the shaft ; however, upon testing

can be “ cast in ."
cast in , as in the case of gun-metal

the space available.
(14,489] Spark Coll Trouble. H . C . (Blackpool) writes :
I should be glad if you would kindly tell me what is wrong with my
coil. The coil in question is wound with two layers of No. 20 on

The two windings
primary and 2 ozs. of 36 on the secondary.
insulated from each other by a layer of waxed paper, and each
are
layer of the secondary is insulated from the next by a layer of
on . .
switched
the currentis
( 1) When
are itself,
faults
paper.
tissue
requiring
a slight
the armature
working
start
will not. The
the
:
(2 ) No shock can be obtained from the primary
or twitch
jerk coil
of the coil the armature
and ( 3) after about five minutes' working
work for aboutanother
will onlyspring
when re-started , coilarmature
and
will stop,
is just a piece of
five minutes ; and so on. The
screwfromis platinum
platinumiron, ,butandthewascontact
brass
the Uni
bought
is rolled
core ofany
. Thewithout
tippedspring
for
tested the windings
versal Electric SupplygetCo.a ringI have
through both with a magneto
continuity, and can
clean . I
and are quite
correct,
machine. All connectionsof are
can
several kinds batteries, and with two dry cells
havea tried
ordinary
get fair shock from the secondary. The coil is of the
I am making motor described inI
with brass drawM . Etube.
pattern23 and
24 of the . Ihave some No. 20 wire byme, which
Nos.
should like to use, if possible. Please say if this could1 lbbe.No.done.
20 .
and, if so , how much would be required . I have about
pleasesay where
No. 24wire is directed to be used. Would you also
I could obtain 9 -32nds silver steel ? rod, and brass tube 9 -32nds
inside diameter, required for motor

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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It is necessary to have a contact piece
on the
spring, as well as at the end of the screw ofTheplatinum
fact of faulty
working is due to corrosion of the brass by. the
spark
:
a
film
oxide forms on the surface, and prevents the current from passing.of
(2 ) Are you sure thatyou havemade
profer
connections
shock
? (See Fig . 7 , page 19, of our
Handbook
No. forII).primary
You
should get a shock , even if a very
it stronger
weak
one;
to
make
wind on more primary wire or use a more powerful battery.
motor. If you use No. 20 gauge wire, the motor will work just Re
well,
current lower voltage. It will be,as
but will require
therefore, more suitablemorefor workingatfrom
as the
bichromate pattern , and not from dry cells.suchWea battery
advise you
to
wind
with
No.
20
gauge,
and
try
the
motor
from
,
say,
a
couple
quart-size cells. The same weight of wire should be put on ; butof
if you only put on 1 lb ., the motor will still work well, but will not
be quite so powerful. To get best results, the armature wire should
magnet.
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it on pivots.
would
do : oforenclosing
one of
metal. (3)FixA itsilvered
recess glass
polished
in slightwatch
top and
bottom

shell.p. (4 ) One or two bichromate cells - depends upon voltage of
lam
4 .923) Biector for Watering the Garder . W . H . S .

writes : Would a simple injector, fixed to a boiler of

(Grimsby)
an india-rubber tube, say ,
sufficient power, force water through
to use for watering a garden ? If so , what would be
20pressure
ft. long,
on an ordinary garden hose.
the device)
the proper term for convenience
An injector (or ejector, to usepump.

be
than St.thatJohn's
on theSquare, Clerkenwell,
For steel and
brass tube, try
Smithsmaller
& Sons,
London,

However, the
does not make an efficient force
con
and simplicity of the thing may compensate for its wasteful
sumption of steam . See " Locomotive Injectors," by Inspector,
price 25. 6d., post free 25. od., for a very good explanation of the
; also the paper by H . H .
an injector
of thebefore
actiontheofSociety
principles read
of ModelEngineers, and published
Harrison,
in the M . E ., June 18th and 25th , 1903.

115. 00zl Vertical Multitubular Boiler. D . W . (Aber
tillery ) writes : I have a vertical multitubular
boiler with
too
high to properly drain it : there is no ring dividing shellplugs
firebox
, therefore it seems a difficult job to cut a screw with a and
tap.

The News of the Trade.

N

o - 32 that

ONP Squorsed
ke
y

1 Query.15007.
BLOW -OFF Cock FOR MODEL BOILER
We quite understand your difficulty, and should think that a
blow -off cock of the pattern shown in the accompanying sketch
would
be quite easily arranged . There should be no trouble in
tapping

( The Editor will be pleased to receive for reviete under this kegaine
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus and materials
tor amateur use. It must be understood that these revious are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being requiredectioron accepted . tThe
ds ssub
criticise orinspcommendby according
e ase etost theEditor
idereserves
ooright
uoto
hmerits
to review
inof any
anthey thecase
fgoods
mitted , or to abstain fromth inserting
where
a
in
interest to his readers.)
are not of sufficient
the goods
distinguished
Reviews
by the asterisk have been based on actuar

Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.
New Model Locomotives.
season Mr. W illustrate
. “ City of.
. F . Bond's
model GW.Rphotograph
this
in thenewaccompanying
Bath " type isengine,
Amongst the less expensive model locomotives on the market

This model is made for the standard 21- in . gauge track , and is
fitted with a plain cylindrical boiler, with water tubes, which
steamed very well at a trial we made. A single inside

cylinder, exhausting up the chimney, in conjunction with a slip

3- 16ths-in
. or, therefore
-in. holesweforhave
the designed
studs. You
do not
the size of
the boiler
the blow
-offgive
for

a 12 by 24 vertical boiler.

114,495) Motor for a Model a favour if Train
. H.H.
(Birmingham ) writes : I should think it Electric
you will

help me
in the following. I have a small motor which has an H armature,
ron
but
I
should
like
it
a
self-starter
can
I
do
it
by
putting
in
tri
a a ttell
ai won't
chn I sh Ifmethis
polar armature ? It is home-made.
l
please
t
do,
t
l
i
o
i
W
p
,
l
W
it
me what kind I can make for the purpose. Will it drive the car
I have sketched , made of brass and gunmetal ? And will you tell
me how toayinsulate the wheels ? I should like it to move along
and be
Can I make it reversing
w and touching
chinga switchboard.
otorregulated
hfrom
asshall
without
Mwell
thewheels
motor ? And how many batteries
wwhat
I
want,
and
size
shall
I
? I am making
brass railway lines - shall I use cogs or bandrequire
?
tripolar
Motor
can
be
made
self-starting
if
fitted
with
a
ture. The field coils should be connected in series with
the arma
arma
ture. It should drive this car, if you take care to make all spindles
to run easily. For reversing, you must fit a switch on the car,
which
direction
current
in the armature,
not
in the will
field change
-magnet.the To
reverseoffrom
a distance,
you mustbutexcite
the field -magnet separately by means of a small battery on the
car ; then reversing the current in the line will reverse the motor.
them withthe ebonite
wheels, fitbetween
bushes,
so thatCollect
there
isTonoinsulate
metallictheconnection
wheels and
spindle.
the current off the rims of the wheels by means of soft brushes
pressing
two bichromate cells in series.

very lightly.aboutUse4 totoothed
gearing for
preference
; gear
down
a ratio of but
1. Carthanwheels
of any con
venientin diameter,
rather small
large.mayForbe battery,
try

(14,984)
writes? : If (1)
F . a S.model
(Littlehampton)
Would
it beMiscellany.
possible to make
radiator as sketch
so ,

where could I buy the lamps ? (2 ) How are they wired ? (3 ) One

switch would
not?
accumulator give
do,? would
enough
With itreference(4 )toWould
your anarticle on “ Home
Electric current
not state whether
Lighting,”
you
do
you
require cast- iron
turnings or wrought- iron turnings for the Bennett
cell.
should be glad of your valued assistance with regard tinto-pot
Isearchlight.
a modelI
I
have
made
a
model
boat,
3
ft.
long,
on
which
wish to put a searchlight. ( 1) Should I fix it on the bridge ?
( 2) How could
I the
make
it so as ithowwouldwouldturnyouabout
(3) lamp
How
would
makebattery
reflector,
fasten? the
in ? (4you
) What
would and
you use ?
( 1) Try .some
advertisers,
such according
as Whitney,to ortheirThompson
Greenwich
( 2) ofIn ourseries
or parallel,
voltage,
and
voltage
of
supply
.
(3)
Yes.
(4
)
Only
for
small
lamps.
would not be much use for actual use. Re battery. Either canIt

be used, preferably wrought. Re searchlight. (1) Yes. (2) Fix

W . F . Bond's ModelLOCOMOTIVE
G . W .R . “ CITY
OF BATH ”
,
TYPE
with
eccentric is employed , and the driving wheels are provided
tank is stored in the tender, and the whole is
The spirit
springs.
painted in correct
G .W . R . colours making a very good looking engine.
Further particulars of this model may be obtained from Mr.
Bond's new catalogue which is now ready, and will be sent to any
reader on receiptof one penny stamp. Address W . F . Bond, 245,
Euston Road, London . N . W .

Scale Model Locomotives and Rolling Stock .
Section Cof the new catalogue of Messrs. Bassett-Lowke and
portion
Co ., of Northampton , has just been issued , and is the readers.
which will, perhaps, be of most interest to our advanced
locomotive,
electric
the
M
.
E
.
with
scalemodellocomotives,
It deals
rolling stock , permanent way, points, signals, and model railway
sundries. We show in the accompanying illustration a new line
of 2- in .
this being a six -coupled model
in modelIttank engines,designed
with the idea of getting a great
has been
gauge.
hauling power for its size, and we are informed that it will pull
while it will also
witharecoal,
20steepmodel
wagonsTheladenwheels
about
gradients.
if ins. diameter , and
ascendcylinders
are
, of the double -acting slide- valve type, tubes
the
7 - 16ths in . bore by fin . stroke. The boiler has water
pressure
working
made
of
8o
lbs.
internal
for a or sets of castings may
fire, and is
and
per square inch . Either finished engines
engine
cylinder
single
of
the
obtained.
coupled
tank
A fourbe
listed .
which will pull a brake van and 15 wagons is alsomodel,
same gauge,
a
Other tank engines shown are a 3t ins. gauge G . W . R .
gauge L . & N .W . R ., and the M .E . 37 ins. gauge model.
31 ins.express
locos include models of the N . E . R ., the M . R .
Th
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compound,
. gauge " typemodels.
Precursor," andA two
and
31 ins. gauge)a 3t-in
“ Atlantic,"
full sizes
list (3£of ins.
motors
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New Catalogues and Lists.

castings and parts for the M . E . Model Electric Loco are given ,

while several pages are devoted to some excellent model rolling
stock designs. From these we select the goods wagon, illustrated
herewith , which is the firm 's standard type for a 3t -in . gauge,
The underframes and bodies are made of hardwood , painted
ead colour, and lettered " M . R ." in white on the sides, but

c . W . Burton, Griffiths & Co., Ludgate Hill, London ,
E .C . - The supplementary list of small tools which we have
received from this firm contains prices and particulars of a
number of workshop requisites, which will be of interest to

MODEL GOODS WAGON : 31-IN . GAUGE.

MODEL SIX-COUPLED TANK LOCOMOTIVE : 2-IN . GAUGE.
NEW SCALE MODELS BY MESSRS. W . J. BASSETT-LOWKE & Co.
special colouring and lettering can be had to order. The cast- iron

in the lathe.
wheels are forced on to steel axles, and then turned
The bearings are carried by laminated springs, and the buffing
into a very
up
makes
this
. Altogether,
springs are also laminated
extremely realistic-looking model. For full

substantial and
particulars of the foregoing specialities, and of the new

features in points and permanent way material and sundries, we
must refer our readers to the list it elf, which will be sent post

free for 3d.

model
engineers. Amongst other things are illustrated 'small
surface plates, hacksaw frames, adjustable machine vice.
ratchet braces ; stocks and dies, pin vices, pocket screwdrivers ,
micrometers, hand and breast drills, universal gauges, steel
pocket rules , etc., etc. The list will be sent to all readers upon
receipt of stamp to cover postage. We also have to hand an
Burton , Griffiths & Co . are sole agents. Tables of speeds, and

illustrated list of " Sterling " emery wheels, for which Messrs.
es of various shapes and sizes of grinding wheels are given .
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REIDER. -- You will find drawings of the 2015 class

The Editor's Page.
W
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are pleased to announce the publication of
two new handbooks, which we think will

be of interest to many of our readers. The
Simply Explained ,” and is written by Mr. H . H .
Harrison , whose name will be not unknown to those
who regularly follow our pages. Mr. Harrison has
realised the difficulty felt by so many engineering
students and practicalmen that it is difficult to get
from ordinary mathematical text-books a know
ledge of practical methods of calculation , such as
are required in every -day technical work and
study, without wading through a disproportionate
first of these is entitled “ Engineering Mathematics

number of purely theoretical problems. In this
book he has clearly and simply explained the work
ing principles of arithmetic, algebra , mensuration,

logarithms and trigonometry , so far as is required by
an excellent chapter on the uses of squared paper,
the ordinary engineering reader, and has also given

6 ft. 10 ins. express 4 – 4 – 0 type engines in the
Engineer for February 15th , 1901. The earlier
engines of similar proportions (with 7 ft. It ins.
driving wheels ), were illustrated in the issue of
that journal for September 20th , 1895 . Draw
ings of the compound locomotive No. 1,619 were
published in Engineering for July 5th , 1901.
S . H . (Sandbach ). - " Telegraphy," by Sir W . H .
Preece , 6s. 4d ., post free. " Telephones : Their
Construction and Fitting ,” by Allsop, 35. rod.
posť free. “ Telegraphist's Guide,” by Bell and
Wilson , 25. 3d ., post free. For particulars, apply
to the Secretary , Gresham College, Basinghall
Street, E .C .

L . & Y . (Brighouse ). - Anything up to 1,200 tons
on the level.
" WATTS ” (Cumberland ). — You will find full par
ticulars of machines of this kind in our handbook
— “ Small Dynamos and Motors," 7d ., post free.
Any of our electrical advertisers would supply
you with suitable bearings if you state exactly
what you require.

Notices.

and a further chapter in which an outļine of the

differential calculus is presented . Although we
may be held to be prejudiced in our judgment, we
can safely say that we know of no handbook which
is so well adapted to suit the requirements of those
who wish to learn how to make the simpler calcu .
lations to bemet with in engineering practice. The
price cf the book is is. 6d., or post free is. 8d.

The other book referred to is No. 5 in our series
Dynamo and Motor Construction.” This is really

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended

for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether

remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so bymaking an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 135. per
annum , payable in advance . Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order .

Advertisement ratesmay behad on app'ication to the Advertise

of Practical Manuals, and is entitled “ Practical

ment Manager.

a reprint of a number of the articles on electrical
workshop practice recently contributed to our

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer ," 26 - 29. Poppin 's Court.
Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .

pages by Mr. A . W . Marshall, M .I.Mech .E .,

A .M .I.E .E . It is an excellent guide to the work .
shop methods , and constructive details used in

building small machines. The price is is., post

free is. 3d.
We have received an unusually large number of
entries for the “ Fortis Vice Competition .”

These

and all new apparatusand price lists, & c., for review , to beaddressed

All subscriptionsand correspo

relating

ndence
paper
to sales& ofthe
and boo s to be addressed to Percival Mirshall
Co ., 26 - 29 .
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E . C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S . A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries -hould be addressed .

Contents,

are having careful consideration , and we hope to

have seen this model, which is a magnificent speci
men of workmanship , and we can cordially recom

mend all model enthusiasts to give it a carefuj
inspection .

Answers to Correspondents.
G .yours
W . R in. (Kentish
Town). We have no letter of
hand.

The asterisk (* ) denotes that the subject is illustrated .]
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be able to announce the result in our next issue.
We are informed by Messrs. Baines Bros., of
Gainsborough , that their model G .N . R . locomotive
has been accepted by the Board of Education for
exhibition in the Victoria and Albert Museum ,
South Kensington , where it is now on view . We
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A Model G .E .R . Express Locomotive.
TUST previous to departing for the Colonies, a
reader of THE MODEL ENGINEER, Mr. M . S .

J Campbell, called at our office with an album
containing some photo
graphs of the partly finish
G .E . R . locomo
ed model
tive,
intimating that his
going away would , no
doubt,
prevent further
work tɔ the model for
some long time to come.
In the interests of our

locomotive readers, we
embraced the opportunity
and
asked Mr. Campbell
for the loan of the book
-- some of the best pic
tures contained therein
we herewith reproduce

and also for a few par
ticulars of the construc
tion of the model. With
regard to the latter,

Mr. Campbell writes :
“ Being one day in the
neighbourhood of South

Kensington, I visited the
Patent Museum there,
and while passing through

smokebox plate and firebox, and turned over. The
firebox measures 3 ins. wide, 5 ins. deep , one end
I 4 ins. deep at footplate end, 5 } ins. long, inside
measurements , fixed to
outer shell with sixty -six
5 -32nds-in .
phosphor bronze stays,and screwed
through both outer and
inner firebox and nutted
inside and out; the thick
ness of firebox and outer
plates being 3 - 32nds-in .
The inner firebox has six
gunmetal cast roof stays ,
screwed in position with

- in . brass Whitworth
screws. There are three
3 -16ths- in . longitudinal
stays nutted at each end ,
and the fourth , on right
hand side of boiler, is a
solid - drawn

3- 16ths-in .

brass tube, which is con
nected with blower from
footplate. It would be as
well if I said I experi
enced some difficulty with
regard to same, as I found
the tube split in the

the ' locomotive section ,
was much impressed by

middle on two separate
occasions, so the third time
an exceedingly fine model
1 annealed the tube to a
of the Great Eastern Rail
cherry -red , and so found
out the error. The regu
way ' Claud Hamilton '
engine. I thereupon de
lator valve is of theStroud
cided to make an inch
ley pattern , and works
scale of the same, but be.
well, being perfectly
fore proceeding far worked
steam - tight. The oil
out plans for a model of Fig . 1. - FRONT VIEW OF MODEL G .E .R . LOCOMOTIVE . heating
heating apparatus is simi
a later type of the 1870
lar as described in your
journal previously, being worked by steam sprayed
class, and photographs of the same, as far as the
into firebox through a hole below firehole door. I
work has gone, were shown to you at our inter
have tested with water at a pressure of 150 lbs. per
view .

“ Not having a lathe at the time, I started on
the boiler, which is made of a 5-in, solid drawn copper
tube, 1-16th -in . thick , with twelve {-in . drawn

tubes, tinned and annealed at ends and drifted into

square inch , and steam at 120 lbs. I find plenty
of steam with above burners and valves pressed at
60 lbs. per square inch, blowing off hard and still
maintaining this amount with blower slightly on .
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“ The fittings are of the usual type and procured

appreciate it. The oil for burner is contained in a

from the Model Manufacturing Co., Addison Road ,
which I found very satisfactory. I am afraid I am
taking up too much of your time describing the

separate tank in tender and holds about half-a
gallon. The tender itself is made of stout
tinplate, it being the second one made, the
previous one warping while sweating two cross stays
in .
“ In conclusion, I hope, Mr. Editor, I have not

foregoing, so will give a brief description of the
parts. The main frames are of double shear steel,
3-32nds-in , thick , and although harder to work and
more costly, are well worth the extra labour. The

smokebox door is beaten out of copper, and the
funnel out of it-in , solid -drawn copper tube, and
top rim turned out of gunmetal and driven on .
The crankshaft was an interesting piece of work ,
and not nearly as difficult as I at first anticipated ,
being built of 1 -in . by k -in . thick Bessemer steel,

pinned through at every joint, brazed , and finally

trespassed upon too much space in your valuable
journal, and that the above may prove of interest

to other model engineers, especially those who lean
towards the building of locomotives.”
FAN-DRIVEN ICE VEHICLE . - Motor ice yachts
and ice vehicles of all types will create great interest

Fig . 2. — MR. M . S . CAMPBELL'S FARTLY-FINISHED MODEL G .E .R . EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE .
in America during the coming winter. Among the

as it almost ran dead true. The buffers are turned
out of cheese

turned in lathe, of which I found very little to do,
-headed bolts. The cylinders are cast
in gunmetal and are it-in . bore, by 21-in . stroke,
with valves underneath as in prototype ; size of ports
being if ins. wide by } in .; exhaust, 1 in.; thevalve
rods passing straight through steam chest. The
wheels are cast from my own patterns at a local

many machines which will be tested is an English
device called an “ aero -motor." The idea is that
of propelling the sledge by means of a revolving
fan or screw . The fan used in the English machine
is four-bladed , is driven by a gasoline engine, and
may be attached to either a motor -car or to a

foundry, in iron , and have given a lot of trouble
in cleaning the spokes. They were all chilled , and
any readers who have experienced the same will

expects great things of his machine, and suggests
that the aero -motor sleigh may supplant dogs for

sledge. The inventor, Mr. J. Bruce MacDuff,
use in Arctic and Antarctic explorations.
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The Latest in Engineering .
A South African Blast Furnace . - The first
blast furnace in South Africa has recently been
erected near Pretoria , on the line of railway ; it is
situated in the centre of iron deposits, and in close

proximity to coal supplies. The furnace, which

will have a weekly capacity of 500 tons of pig-iron ,
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A New Heat Engine. — M . Cantor makes an
interesting communication with regard to a new

principle in heat engines. It is well known that
the efficiency of a heat engine depends upon the
amount of expansion of the gases employed , that
is to say, upon the ratio of the final to the initial
volume. Successive expansions extend this ratio

in one direction, and initial pressure extends it in
the other. But no initial pressure capable of

cecast

Fig . 3. – VIEW OF UNDERSIDE.

Fig . 4 . — A SILE VIEW OF MR. CAMPBELL'S MODEL G .E .R . LOCOMOTIVE .

is to be followed by rolling mills and a steel-con
verting plant. The natural advantages attending
this enterprise seem very great, as, in addition to
iron ore and coal, there is plenty of limestone,
which is required in the process of smelting in the
neighbourhood . The ore is of the hematite and
magnetite variety, and runs 58 to 62 per cent. of
metallic iron . A survey above ground and cross
cutting indicate that there are some62,000,000 tons
of iron in sight.

solidifying the gas, and thus reducing it to the
smallest possible initial volume, has yet been em
ployed . The author indicates a theoreticalmethod
of doing this . The engine contains incandescent
oxide of copper, and it is worked by blowing some
liquid fuel - say , petroleum — through the incan
descent mass. The liquid fuel and the solid oxygen
have, therefore, a very small initial volume, the
oxygen being reduced to 1-7,000th of its ordinary

volume. The metallic copper is re-oxidised by a
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current of oxygen , and the heat gained in this
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An Improved Yielding Bearing . - Mr. Carl
G . P . de Laval, Ph.D ., and Mr. E . E . F . Fagerström ,
both of Stockholm , have devised a neat method of

oxidation may be also utilised . The method as
proposed may, of course, not be practicable, but it
indicates a path along which further great improve

permitting the necessary amount of play in turbine
shafts or other shafts rotating at a high speed .

ments in the efficiency of heat engines are theor
etically possible. — Electrician .

Each bearing is flexibly supported on two project
ing pins, which are rigidly fitted in the frame of
the turbine at points immediately above and below
the shaft and parallel therewith . Cord or wire is
then wound round the upper pin , then half round
the bearing, and on to the lower pin , then half
round the other side of the bearing, and again
round the upper pin . This winding of the cord or
wire is continued along the whole length of the
bearing. The inventors claim that this admits of

Armour-Plate Saw . - The Midvale Steel Com
pany, U . S .A ., has added to its new armour-plate
works a special circular saw for cutting this hard
material. The plate is clamped , and the saw is
mounted in a travelling carriage moved by a heavy
lead screw , with change gears giving a feed of
0 .15 in . to i in . per revolution of the saw . The
mandrel carrying the saw blade is driven by a
worm meshing with a worm -wheel on the back end
of the mandrel, while the front end has a solid

sufficient flexibility for the turbine wheel and
shafts to acquire a position of equilibrium , and to

revolve about axes containing their centres of

forged collar to which the blade is attached by

gravity .

Workshop Notes and Notions.
[Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord.
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

Novel and Useful Lifting Jacks.

By " SCRIBO .”
- For paching and lifting work on the shaper,
planer, and other machines, the tools illustrated
herewith will be found extremely useful. The
construction is very simple. A is a bicycle cone
with four f - in . equidistant holes drilled not quite
in . deep so that they do not go right through .

z

For descriplion ]

(see front page.

eight 2-in . bolts. The peripheral speed of the saw
is from 10 ft. to 40 ft. per minute. The machine is
driven by a 50 h .-p . electric motor at the end of

holes
Steel bars a diom

l

Fig . 5. - BACK VIEW OF TENDER.

&-hole
an

A

the bed plate. The saw is a steel plate, 70 ins.
diameter and if ins. thick , with rectangular slots
on each side, half the thickness of the plate ; the
slots alternating on opposite sides. In these are
set the cutters, which are raked 20 degs. backward

DETAILS OF

A SMALL
LIFTING JACK .

from the radial line, and have an outward inclina

tion of one deg., so as to cut clear of the blade and
prevent friction or binding. The cutters are of
high-speed forged steel, 51 ins. long, 2 ins. wide and
11-16ths in . thick ; they project id ins. from the
plate or disc , the cutting diameter of the saw being
23 ins. Hardened nickel steel armour plate, 41 ins.
thick ,has been cut at a feed of gins. per hour, and

5-in. unhardened nickel steel plate at 40 ins. per
hour. The cutters can make a cut of 50 ft. in
length without re-grinding.

B is a piece of a bicycle spindle (the threaded part)
with an t-in . hole drilled right through . Two bars
should be made of -in . silver steel, one straight.
the other bent slightly, so as to raise or lower the
screw when under work or an awkward corner .
They should be 2 ins. to 34 ins. long. The above

is a size of cone easily obtained . Four should be
made to complete. The cost will be but a few
pence,
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A Battery Hint.
By FRANK ABNETT.

The following brief instructions will enable
anyone to make a simple wet battery out of an old

dry one without spending a farthing. First of all,
take the cardboard covering off, thus leaving the
zinc cylinder ; then drill or bore about six holes in
the middle of it till you reach the crushed carbon ,
and also two in the sealed top to allow the gases to
escape. Now take a large jam jar and fill two
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A Small Searchlight.
By H . KEMP.
COLLOWING the recent queries which have
appeared concerning searchlights, the two
views of a small electric searchlight that I
have recently made, together with a brief description ,
may be of interest to readers of these pages. As

thirds of it with sal-ammoniac and water ; insert
the old dry battery , and the wet one is complete.

can be seen in the photograph , the front of the lamp
is part of an oil lamp, and the back was made from
an alarm clock case, bent round, one side forming

Simple Milling Wheel.

is shown plainly in each photograph . It is a small

a hinge. The lamp is fitted with a 6 -volt bulb ,
and a brass socket. The principal object of the
lamp is the fitting at the back of the door, which

By “ Ex-APPRENTICE."
A milling wheel can be cheaply and easily made ,
as shown, in the following manner : - In a piece of

bull's-eye, taken from a flash lamp and a piece of a

wrought iron 6 ins. long by 4in . by } in . I filed a

which clip on to the door. The lamp is supplied

slot

in . long by # in . wide, parallel to the l- in .

cycle-wheel spoke, soldered to the bull's-eye in
three places, and turned inwards at the other ends ,

1 by two 4 -volt accumulators, and gives a splendid

Mr. H . KEMP'S SMALL SEARCHLIGHT.
light, throwing a beam straight ahead . It would suit
sides ; & in . from the end I drilled two -in . holes,
for a motor-cycle headlight, or a boat, if it were
and then took a piece of broken flat file, and , after
made in proportion to size of boat. The idea is
annealing, ground and filed it roughly into a circle
taken from the motor-car lamps which are so
of in . diameter. I then drilled an t-in . hole
numerous now .
through the centre, and turned the outside slightly
hollow , and true with the hole. An -in . bolt pass

The Motor Show at Olympia.
THE Motor Show at Olympia has, we under
1 stand, been a huge success, and certainly ,
from a visitor's point of view , there was
nothing to cavil at. Manufacturers must have

A SIMPLE MILLING WHEEL.
ing through the bar and wheel keeps the latter in
place. I next cut the wheel by holding a “ hob "
or master tap between the centres, and pressing

spent an enormous amount of time and money in
preparing the exhibits. Someof the work — notably ,
the chassis by the Napier Company - being finished
to the highest degree possible. One of the interest
ing features was the number of sectional models of

the wheel tightly against it as it revolved . The
wheel was then hardened , and I was possessed of

petrol motors and ignition devices on view . The
motor boat and motor omnibus section of the

as good a tool as could be bought at a tool shop.

how were also very fine.
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How It Works,
11. - A Resistance
(Continued from page 560.)
By A . W . M .

LIG . 6 is a diagram of an adjustable re
r sistance arranged so that more or less of
the resistance wire can be put in circuit by
moving a switch . The resistance wire is wound
into a number of coils R , which are sometimes
placed underneath the slab upon which the switch
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rent entirely . There are various forms of ad
justable wire-resistance in use, but all work on the
method of connecting in circuit more or less of the re
sistance wire. Oneform which permits of very accu
rate adjustment is shown in Fig. 8. The resistance
wire is wound on a pair of parallel insulated cylinders,
A and B ,and is connected at one end to a contact
ring C on cylinder B ; the end on cylinder A is
merely fastened securely and
along byD
is moved contact
presses upon the wire, ; a travelling
means of a screw geared to B , so that it
travels at the same rate as the pitch of the
wire along B , current enters at E , and flows
along the resistance wire from
C , where it leaves through the
mooo
brush and terminal D ; by
o
poooo 007
winding up thewire on the cylin
ooooo
der A it is unwound from B ,
consequently there is a shorter
length for the current to flow
through from D to E , and the
amount of resistance is reduced ;
DO
by winding up the wire on B a
greater length is inserted between

D and E , and the resistance is

is mounted , and sometimes arranged upon insu

increasel. It will be seen that
exceedingly small differences in
resistance can be effected by
means of this arrangement. In
another form , the cylinder A is
of metal, and the contact D
bears upon its surface at one
Fig . 7.
end. As the wire is wound on
to A the resistance becomes less,
because each turn on A is cut out by the short

lators in a metal frame at the side or away from

circuiting effect of the metal of the cylinder, only

the switch . The end of one coil and the beginning
of the next are joined together and to one of the
contact studs upon which the switch presses.
When the switch makes contact with stud A
current flows in at terminal B to the switch pillar,
along the switch -arm to stud A , at which it enters
the resistance wire and flows through the coils

the turns on B and the length connecting the
cylinders being passed through by the current.
This method prevents the thickness of the wire
being altered by reason of the rubbing of the spring
D ; a screw -driven gnide compels the wire coils to

Fig. 6.

space apart on B . If the cylinders are con
nected by toothed wheels one handle is sufficient to

R to terminal C , where it flows
away. When the switch is
moved towards terminal C , it
presses successively upon each
stud in turn , and reduces the
amount of resistance wire
through which the current is

flowing. (See diagram , Fig. 7.)
Two of thesix coils of resistance
wire are inactive, the current,
being unable to flow through
them as the end A is insulated ,
flows through the four coils to
the right ofthe switch and out at
terminal C . If each coil had a
resistance of 1 ohm the total
resistance which could be put
in circuit would be 6 ohmswhen
the switch wasupon contact A ;
when it was in the position
shown in Fig . 7 the resistance
in circuit would be only 4 ohms,
and this would be reduced by

DD

DD

DD

D
DD

DD

DDY

DDD

D
DDD

Fig . 8 .

steps of Iohm each as the

switch was moved towards C ; when upon stud D

rotate the two cylinders. Other patterns of re

there would be none of the resistance wire in cir
cuit at all ; a blank stud at the extreme left permits
the switch to break the circuit and cut off the cur

sistance are in use than those depending upon
metallic strip or wire ; there are liquid resistances ,

in which the resistance to the passage of the cur
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rent is due to a liquid inserted in the circuit (see
Fig . 9), which is a diagram of one form of such a re
sistance. The liquid is contained in a jar, two metal
plates A and B are immersed in the liquid , plate B
is fixed at the bottom of the jar, plate A can be
raised and lowered by some convenient means,
the wires carrying the current are attached to the
plates as shown ; current passes in at A through
the liquid to B , and thence into the return wire ;
the liquid between A and B offers a resistance to
the passage of the current. By varying the distance
between A and B , this resistance is altered in
value ; the greater the distance between the

plates, the greater will be the resistance inserted
in the circuit, as the current must pass through a
greater length of liquid . When A is lowered
that it rests upon B , the resistance is all out, soof
circuit, current then passes directly from A to B .
It is necessary that A and B are made of
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path , and the resistance to its passage is less.
Finally , when B is at the lowest point it has an active
area almost equal to C , and the current can spread
out over the entire surface, and has merely to pass
across the short distance separating the two plates ,
consequently the resistance to its passage is at a
minimum ; to cut out the whole of the resistance

B is made to touch a projecting part of C , or may
terminal of C , so that the current will pass directly
from B to C . Several pairs of fixed and moving plates
may be used , the moving plates working between

engage in a spring clip which is connected to the

the fixed plates. The resistance is increased by
as the corner of the plate leaves the surface.

raising B out of the liquid , the circuit being broken

There is another form of adjustable resistance
which depends for its action upon the quality of
the contact between a number of carbon plates.
One pattern is shown in diagram , Fig . II. It con

-- - - - - -

Fig . 10.

Fig . 9.
some metal which is not acted upon by the
liquid , or they will be dissolved .

The solution

may be acid in which case the plates should
be of lead), or alkaline (in which case theplates mav
be of iron ). Various compositions of liquid aro
used ,according to the practice of different makers ;
such resistances are used for dealing with large
currents and purpos where a very gra l in
crease or decrease ofesresistance is required ,dua
such as
scenic effects in theatres . Another form of such
as before, is contained in a jar or vat, and a fixed

sists of a number of discs (D ), of carbonised cloth ,
threaded upon a screwed pillar P , between two
metal plates E , F , to which are attached the wires
carrying the current, which enters at E , flows
through the carbon discs D and away through F .
If the nut T is screwed down so as to press the
carbon discs more tightly together the resistance to
the passage of the current is decreased , as the
surfaces will be pressed into better contact with
each other ; if the nut is slackened so that the

resistance is shown in diagram , Fig. 10 . The liquid ,

discs are pressed less tightly together the resistance
is increased ,because the surfaces do not then make

metal plate C is immersed in it ; a flat movable
plate B is hinged upon a pivot and moves parallel
to C , from which it is separated by a short distance .
When the handle D is moved so as to immerse B
in the liquid current flows from B to C . At the
commencement of the movement the resistance
offered to the current is greatest because there is
only a very small part of B in action , and the
current must spread out through a considerable
length of liquid in its endeavour to reach C ; the
plate B is shaped , however , that as it is further
immersed its active surface is gradually increased ;
the current is therefore able to reach C by a shorter

such good contact with each other, and the current
has more difficulty in passing. Another construc
tion of the samekind of resistance is shown in Fig . 12.
The plates D are of ordinary battery carbon,
placed in a frame and pressed together by means of
the screw S ; its action is exactly the same as that
of Fig. 11. The sides of the framemust be covered
with insulating material, so that the current is
compelled to pass through the carbon plates. The
size of resistance wire or amount of liquid and size
of plates in a resistance are always proportioned
according to the maximum amount of current

which is to flow through it.

The resistance
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obstructs the passage of the current, so that a kind
of friction effect is set up in the wire, with the result

that the wire becomes hot ; this heat representing
a waste of energy which is taking place. If the wire

December 21, 1903.

series with the lamp would increase the total
amount of resistance connected to the mains, and

consequently the currentwould be slightly reduced .

This would mean that there would be less volts
absorbed by the lamp ; in fact, the lamp would only

is of too small a size the heat is not dissipated
so quickly as if a larger wire was used , and the
temperature of the wire will continue to rise

absorb 95 volts, and leave 5 volts to overcome the
resistance of the accumulator. If you vary the

until the wire becomes over-heated . This heating
has also another effect, and that is to increase
the resistance in ohms of the length of wire

current flowing through a given resistance, you vary
the volts absorbed by that resistance.

in use ; it is, therefore, important to select a

ment are frequently of the forms shown in Figs.
7 and 8 , and of the plug adjustment pattern .
In this latter arrangement the resistance wires

PE I

are made into coils and placed in a box upon the lid
of which is arranged a series of brass blocks
separated by small air gaps (see Fig . 13), which is
a diagram of a box containing three resistance coils.
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Fig . II.
size of wire which will carry the current required
without over -heating . (Carbon is an exception to
this extent, that its resistance decreases with rise
of temperature .) When the resistance is used to
vary the amount of current, its coils may be propor
tioned so as to suit the amount flowing at any par
ticular instant. That is, as more coils are switched

into circuit they may be of a decreasing gauge of
wire, according to the rate ofdecrease in the current.
This plan enables the resistance frame to be made
of smaller size.
Incandescent lamps are freqently used as resist
ances, and follow in working the principles already

explained. As an example : Supposing a resistance
is required to absorb 95 volts whilst passing a cur
rent of i ampere to charge a small accumulator

Carbon plotes

Plug

g
Fig . 13.
amou
The
nt of resistance is varie by connecting
adjacent pairs of the blocks withd brass conic
al
plugs, which are thrust into holes prepared
for them , thus cutting any or all of the coils out of
circuit. In the diagram the centre coil is cut
out of action in this way, current flowing in at block
A through coil No. I from block B to C , through the
plug
thus passi
2, then flowing through
No. 3 to block ngD ,byandcoilNo.
thence to thebattery
. Sup

posing each coil to represent 10 ohms, then the
resistance in circuit would be 20 ohms ; if
the plug was removed , the resistance would
be thus increased to 30 ohms ; if a plug was
put into each of the holes there would be
practically no resistance in circuit. as all
of ample size and the plugs fit well, there
fore their resistance is so small that it may
be usually neglected . The resistance of each

coils would be cut out. The blocksare made
coil in ohms is marked on the box near

Fig . 12.
requiring100 5 volts
volts ; toa charge
the supply mains
being
95-volt it,incandescent
lamp

actual practice the coils are wound in
a special manner, the wire being doubled on

which takes a current of i ampere would serve for

avoid what is called “ inductive effect " ; Fig . 13

such a resistance, but a 100-lamp volt could be
used if a slightly diminished current would serve,
because the act of placing the accumulator in

a very small value in ohms, copper may

the hole across which it is connected . In
itself and then wound on the reels, so as to
is only to be regarded as a diagram . For
very heavy currents and resistances, having
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be used , but metals having a much higher
specific resistance are usually employed — such as
iron wire, a given length of which would have
about six times the resistance in ohms as the same
length of copper wire of equal gauge, or German

light. It will be understood from this that except
when used for the particular purpose of heating , a
resistance is an uneconomical piece of apparatus,
but it is so convenient a thing to use in very many

silver, which has, approximately, 13 times the
resistance of copper. There are also special resist
ance wires made by various makers — such as

electrical engineers.

Eureka wire, which has about 30 times the resistance
of copper, and increases its resistance very little
with increase of temperature. This alteration of

An Amateur' s Electrical Work .

cases that the loss of energy is countenanced by

resistance with increase of temperature does not
matter much with resistances used for controlling

By R . V. BORNER.
THE models here described were made in my

dynamos,motors, lamps, etc., and may usually be
ignored , but it becomes of great importance with
resistances used for testing and meisuring purposes.
These resistinces are, therefore, generally
marked with the number of degrees Centi
grade or Fahrenheit, etc., at which they
are correct. Unless used in an atmosphere
which is warmed to this particular tempera
ture, the resistance of the wire would not
correspond to the number of ohms marked
on the box or scale,
The amount of electrical energy absorbed
in a resistance is found by multiplying the .
current flowing through it by the volts
absorbed , or the current squared by the re
sistance in ohms (CºR). The result gives
the energy absorbed in watts. For example,
a resistance of 5 ohms, carrying a current
of 10 amperes, would absorb 50 volts ;

spire time. The dimensions for the spark
coil shown in the first photograph were
taken from the M . E . Handbook No. 11, to give

therefore, 50 multiplied by 10 gives 500 watts
of energy absorbed , or by the C2 R rule,
10 by 10 amperes multiplied by 5 ohms also
gives 500 watts of energy absorbed by the
resistance. It is this absorption of energy
which causes the resistance wire to become

hot, and as the heat is not generally utilised
it is therefore wasted energy . An arc lamp,
for instance, may require about 40 volts at
the arc to produce the light, and takes, say,

Fig . 2 . - A SMALL UNDERTYPE DYNAMO.
1-in . spark . The secondary is wound in four
sections and afterwards soaked in praffin wax,
the whole being enclosed in a fancy covering. The
• contact-breaker is of the vertical type, and
was made from the spring of an old electric
bell so as to retain the platinum contacts.

The pillar is mounted on a piece of turned

ebonite so as to give the required height.
This coil gives the full l-in. spark and lights
6 -in . Geissler tubes easily.
The dynamo shown in the second photo
graph was made from data given in Hand
book No. 10 , to the 10-watt scale. The field
magnet is cast in halves to facilitate winding ,
from patterns I made myself, castings re

quired very little filing, the joint being
surfaced . The armature is an 8 -cog drum .
built up of stampings, and is wound in four

sections for a four-part commutator. The
for armature, and 6 ozs. for field -magnet,
to give 5 volts 2 amps. The machine
works well, lighting four 5 -volt lamps
easily when driven from the wheel of a

wire used throughout is No. 22 D.C.C.,Iozs.

FIG . 1. - MR. R . V . BORNER'S SPARK COIL .

sewing machine stand.

10 amperes of current; to work such a lamp
from a 100 -volt supply it will be necessary
to absorb the 60 volts not required by means
of a resistance. The total amount of energy
taken from themains is 1,000 watts ; of these 600
watts will be wasted in the resistance and lamp
coils, and only 400 watts be useful in producing

I find the dynamo very handy for use with the
coil when giving shocks, as the strength of the shock

can be regulated by the speed of the dynamo.

To clean tarnished zinc apply with a rag a mix
ture of 1 part sulphuric acid with 12 parts of
water. Rinse the zinc with clear water.
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Marine building
Engineering
and Ship .
Notes .

portion of each blade where it fouled , so as to allow
of the vessel sailing with clipped blades for the
rest of the passage. This course the divers reported

By Chas. S. LAKE.
A STEAMER'S TROUBLES IN THE SUEZ CANAL.
The latest issue of the Nautical Magazine con

It took from Friday, at 1.30 p .m ., until the follow

tains a highly interesting account of a notable
passage through the Suez Canal of a steamer home
ward bound from the East with a cargo of rice .

The steamer in question entered the Canal in the
early hours of the morning, and shortly afterwards
was signalled to make fast in a “ siding," to allow

favourably upon , and the work was at once started .
ing Tuesday, at 3. 30 p .m ., to cut the damaged por

tions away, the pieces cut off the blades measuring
12 ins. to 15 ins. long, and about 5 ins. deep at the
middle part, where themetalwasabout 1 } ins. thick .
The engines were then turned , first by the turn
ing gear, and then by steam , to ascertain whether
clearance of the propeller had been effected . All
was found right, and the necessary certificate for
seaworthiness having been obtained from the
British Consulate , the steamer proceeded down

the outward bound Bibby liner Derbyshire to pass.

the harbour to sea under her own steam at about

In carrying out the necessary maneuvres, the pro

8 p.m ., without its having been necessary to dis
turb a single bag of cargo . Had the repairs been
carried out in the usual manner - viz., by tipping
the vessel so as to bring the propeller boss into a
fair position for working at - the cargo would have
had to be unloaded and re-loaded , and endless
delay and expense would have been occurred .
The writer once met with a somewhat similar
experience to that described when serving in the
s .s . Clan Cameron , homeward bound from India .
The vessel, shortly after entering the Canal at Suez,
ran aground, and remained fast. All efforts of the
tug Rapide to get her off failed until a large portion
of the cargo had been jettisoned into lighters.
Singularly enough , it was in endeavouring to get to a
“ siding " - as in the above case — that the steamer
took to the ground, and as it was only just sufficient
room was left to allow the Messageries Maritimes'
mail steamer Armand Behic, bound for Marseilles,
to pass. On getting under weigh again , after
fourteen hours' delay, the Clan Cameron was un
fortunate enough to have to follow the Russian
man - o'-war Dimitri Donskoi through the Canal.

peller fouled the bank on the port side of the Canal,
and as a result the engines became “ locked ," so
that they could not be worked , either ahead or
astern . After the propeller had been disengaged it
was found that it would not turn , and therefore
the vessel was made

fast, and tugs were

signalled for to tow her to Port Said , at
the western extremity of the Canal. During
the time she was lying helplessly in this posi
tion awaiting the arrival of the tugs, an Austrian
Lloyd boat from Suez, in passing too rapidly ,
sheered alongside, and scored a plate on the star
board bow so deeply for about 16 ft., that it had
to be condemned , replaced , and paid for later on .
Just before II o' clock at night the tug Robuste , of

the Canal Company's fleet, arrived on the scene, and
the steamer having been cast off from the bank ,
started off behind the tug at midnight. Without
the use of her own engines, it was soon found that
the steamer would not steer, and she zig -zagged
across the Canal from bank to bank in the most

alarming fashion . Fearing further damage as a re
quickly decided to stop. The steamer was, there

sult of the erratic course she was pursuing , it was

The ironclad swayed across the Canal from side to
side, and prevented the Clan liner from getting to

fore,made fast to the bank again to await daylight,
having covered about 1.9 miles as a result of an

Port Said until several hours later than would have
otherwise been the case, which fact, added to the
already great loss of time, resulted eventually in
the ship being still cruising up Channel in a heavy
fog on Christmas Day , instead of snugly berthed in

hour's towing. As soon as daylight came, prepara
tions were made for a fresh start-- this time, with
cables run out astern and streaming aft as a drag,
when it was found she would steer tolerably well.
Very slow progress was made, however, as the
cables had to be taken in on passing a “ station,”
to avoid damaging the water service pipes and
telegraph cables, and when night fell the vessel
was tied up to the bank again to await the return
of daylight. Next day a strong wind was blowing,
and this affected the steering to such an extent
that the boat was as often as not sheering across at
right angles to the course it was sought to pur
sue. Eventually , however, she reached Port Said
without any serious mishap occurring, and after
being made fast in her allotted berth , divers were
engaged to examine the propeller. This they found
had all four blades badly bent, and the spare blades

on board were about to be called into requisition
when one of the divers appeared above water with
a request for permission to cut a small piece off one
of the damaged blades, so as to get it into proper
position on top for taking it off the boss. This
request, although simple enough in itself, was in
directly the cause ofthe whole character of the pro
ceedings which had been decided upon beingto altered
.
Instructions were given for the divers report
as to whether it would be possible to cut away the

Tilbury Dock . Such are the pleasures of sea -going.
TRIAL RUN OF THE WORLD 'S LARGEST TURBINE
LINER .

The largest vessel propelled by turbines ever yet
constructed recently left Gourock en route for Liver
pool, on her maiden voyage. This was the Car
mania , of the Cunard line - a veritable floating
hotel driven through the water by turbines. Her
principal dimensions are as follow : - Gross tonnage,
20 ,000 ; length over all, 675 ft. ; breadth , 72 ft . ;

depth (to shelter -deck ), 52 ft. Every modern
luxury is available for passengers by the Carmania ,
including electric heaters and cigar lighters, baths
with “ needle and showers," a daily Marconi news

paper, etc. ; whilst their safety is amply secured by
the fitting of the vessel with the Stone-Lloyd sys
tem of bulkhead doors, which render the ship un
sinkable. The captain , by turning a handle, can
close every door in 15 seconds. In the culinary
department the equipment includes a special
roaster, which accommodates six joints at a time,
the spits being revolved by electricity ; dishes are
machine-washed at the rate of 8,000 an hour.

Sandwiches, etc., are cut by machines, and cold
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rooms are provided for fish , game, meat, and

accurately machined . The strap , No. 32 , also a

vegetables.
The Carmania has accommodation for a total of
3,100 passengers. She is only 5 ft. less in length
than the recently completed Amerika , of the
Hamburg -American line. Her contract speed is
18 knots, but on trial she attained a maximum of
20 .7 knots, and maintained a speed of 19.75 knots

simple forging of steel, can be machined by milling ,
and fitted to the rod end, clamped in place and
drilled for the bolts. These bolt holes should be
reamed and the bolts nicely fitted to make a good
job,

Nos. 33 and 34 should be made in one casting,
of brass or bronze, completely fitted and bored , and
the wedge block No. 35 properly fitted and drilled
for the bolts, the holes for which can be drilled ,

for six hours. Parsons turbines are employed , and
it is estimated that the vessel will only require
2,800 tons of coal to carry her across the Atlantic.
The Carmania is a si ter ship to the Caronia , also of

tapped through the bolt holes already drilled in
the strap, thus ensuring correct fitting. The wrist
pin boxes can now be sawn apart with a very thin
watch -spring saw .
The crank-pin boxes, Nos. 38 and 39, should be

the Cunard line. The latter vessel is, however,

fitted with reciprocatingmachinery .
THE END OF THE “ ENCHANTRESS's " OFFICIAL
CAREER .
That famous steam yacht, the Enchantress, so
long associated in everybody's mind with the Lords
of the Admiralty , has completed her career as a
unit of the Navy , and has been sold to Lieut. Mans

made in one casting, and after they are machined
and finished can be cut apart. Or they may be
made separate, soldered together, finished as one
piece , and then separated by heating. The bore
for the crank -pin should first be bored , and all the

other finishing done with reference to the bore .
The holes for the bolts should be carefully bored in
the brasses, and those in the T -end of rod bored
to match. The brasses should be clamped in

field Cumming, Vice-Commodore of the Motor
Yacht Club. She has been towed to Southampton,
deprived of her engines, boilers, etc., and for the
next three years (perhaps longer ) will be used as a
floating club -house on Southampton Water. She
is fitted with a magnificent saloon , and will therefore
be a great acquisition to the club in connection with

-

---

their social, sporting, and competitive events.

A Design for a Model Automatic
Cut- off Steam Engine.
By P. D . JOHNSTON (U .S.A.).
(Continued from page 566 .)

No. 29 is made in two parts,
of white metal finished all over,
except in the bore. Holes are to
be bored to take the dowels as
shown.

The various parts are now assem

bled , and the cap bolted down,and
the bearing secured to a knee
plate in the lathe, the hole for shaft

Ka
T
OIL OARPIRFOR

. ..
V

properly centred and the liners
bored to size for shaft.
The oil ring No. 30 can be

OIL GROO

turned from the end of a rod of
The connecting-rod is made up
of parts Nos. 31, 32, 33, 34 , 35, 36 ,
37, 38, 39, and 40.
The connecting-rod is shown in

brass.

two views completely assembled ,
and is of the usual type, having
strap with wedge adjustment for
the wrist-pin end. The length from
centre to centre is just six cranks,
or three strokes — a common pro
portion for horizontal engines .
Piece No. 31 is to be forged from

- - - - +
-

L

BORIL

OUTBOARD BEARING
DETAILS.

40 )
-

-

(See also page 564.)

mild steel to the form and dimen

sions given . The forging should first be centred ,
and then faced to correct length in the lathe,
after which the body of the rod should be turned ;
also the T end.
If a milling machine is available with index
centre, the remaining portions of the rod can be

place, and the bolt holes reamed , and the bolts (No.
cut in both wrist and crank -pin boxes.
Now that allmachining is done, the various parts

40 ) carefully fitted . Suitable oil grooves should be

of the rod should be nicely polished , and, later, the
unfinished parts painted ,
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No. 41. – Piston -rod is made of Tobin bronze,

top and bottom as shown , carefully driven to

because of its non -corrosive qualities, as well as its
tensile strength . This can be purchased hard
drawn and polished and exact to size, and needs
only to be fitted to piston and crosshead. The
rod should , however, be purchased before the
sleeve or bushing No. 6 is made, so that this piece
can be lapped to a nice fit on the rod.

place, and a drill run through crosshead and wrist.
pin , after which the hole is to be reamed , and the
pin or bolt (No. 45) fitted to drive nicely in place,
the bolt finally to be finished flush with the surface
of the crosshead by filing and the completed cross
head nicely polished .
The rocker and parts, Nos. 46 , 47, 48, 49, 50 , 51,
52, 53, 54, and 55 , are simple pieces, and need no
explanation further than to say that proper care
must be given to insure the two holes being parallel.
No. 56. — Valve stem , Tobin bronze. This can
be bought hard drawn and finished to size of large
end. It should be turned to size to pass through

No . 42. - Piston -rod nut is a simple hexagon nut,
with extension to cover the thread on the piston
rod. It needs no special description.
No. 43. - Crosshead is made of cast iron from a
very simple pattern, with wrist- pin of steel. The
casting should be planed or milled all over to dimen
Š DRILL
1910

-

- ise
86

-

- - -

ina

inted into
- --

23

--- -- - - -
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CONNECTING -ROD.
sions, and fitted to the guides in the bedplate by
scraping to ensure nice fitting and smooth running,
after which it should be carefully centred for piston
rod by scribing block and surface plate. It should
now be clamped to a proper angle- plate in the lathe,
and bored and threaded to fit the piston rod ; or,
if preferred , the crosshead can be bored and tapped ,
and the rod fitted to it. The oil holes can now be

bored and the cross grooves cut. The seat for the
wrist-pin should now be filed out, working carefully

the stuffing-box, and cut to length and threaded on
58 fitted.
No. 59. - Eccentric rod is a forging from mild
steel, and no directions are needed beyond those
given on the drawing for this or the lock nut No.
60, or the bolts No. 61.

both ends as shown ; the lock nuts Nos. 57 and

Nos. 62, 63, and 64. - Knuckle joint or rod end.
Two of these are required - one for valve stem , and

to the planed faces of the crosshead.
No. 44. - Wrist pin is made of mild steel properly
turned, and ends faced to nicely fit in crosshead,
after which it must be fitted by filing so that it will
drive nicely to place in the crosshead without

one for eccentric rod. These are simple pieces ,
and if the drawing is followed , further directions
should not be necessary. By screwing the ends
back and forth on the rods, ample means for ad
justing the valve are provided ; and once the ad
justment is arrived at, the lock nuts are set up tight

springing the latter. It should now be flattened

to prevent accidental movement.
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rings can be withdrawn from the piece into which
they were first compressed. If the clamping discs
are well fitted and drawn up hard , they will hold
the rings while they are being turned . The rings
must now be turned to the size of cylinder bore, and
nicely finished .
I have seen statements in The MODEL ENGINEER
to the effect that rings on small pistons are not
effective, and I must take issue with those who
hold this opinion. I think that where the rings

No. 65. - Piston rings are made of hard bronze
of spring temper, carefully fitted to the grooves in
the piston so that they will not bind, and yet not be
slack .

The piece from which they are to be made must
first be rough -turned to about 1- 32nd in , over size.
It is then bored to size, and eccentric to the out
side carefully faced one at a time, then cut off about
1- 32nd in , full of finished width . Now catch in the
chuck a piece of cast iron, and turn a chuck or

bin
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mandrel carefully shouldered to take the finished
face of ring, and on this mandrel finish accurately
to width .
The rings can now be split through the thin side
with a saw , cutting at the angle of 45°. They are

-

- - - - -

a /'

- UOL

now to be finished on the outside to fit the bore
of cylinder. A simple way to do this is as follows :

Take any piece of waste metal 3- 16ths in . thick,
and bore in it a hole 2 } ins. diameter. Into this
spring both rings,having cut away with a file enough
of the ring to allow of its entering the hole. Take

ECCENTRIC ROD END.
have not performed well, the cause of this failure

is due to improper fitting. I have successfully
in . diameter, and in

used rings as small as

im

PISTON

portant work ; also have always used them in my
model engines, which have been many, and have

RING .

always found them to give good results.
(To be continued .)

Home Electric Lighting.
By CYRIL N . TURNER.
(Continued from page 514.)
METHOD OF
1

14 FITTED2
52

FITTING

- - -

Piston RiNGS.

two pieces of cast iron ļ in , thick , and bore a 4-in .
hole in the centre of each . Mount on a t-in , bolt,
properly centred , and turn to i 15 - 16ths in . diam
eter, with a shoulder on each III- 16ths ins.
diameter, as shown in the sketch above. By
means of the l-in . bolt the rings are to be securely
clamped between the two discs , after which the

THE acid should not be put into the cells
until all is ready to commence charging,
so that everything should be got into
absolute working trim before the acid is
put in . The positive main of the supply must
be connected to, the positive terminal of the
accumulator. Should it so happen that the two
wires cannot be traced with absolute certainty
from the dynamo to the cell separately , it is neces
sary before connecting same to accumulators to
make sure which wire is the positive one. This is

readily ascertained in the following way : - The
dynamo should be run at a slow speed , and taking
the two ends of the supply wires, dip them in a
mixture of salt and water, keeping them about
I in , apart while doing so , and watch for the following
results. The wire from which rises themost bubbles

is the negative, therefore the other is the positive .
which can be obtained from any dealer in electrical

Another way is by means of pole- finding paper,
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goods; with this paper directions are given for
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success, and their capacity was very considerable,
and thereby causing internal shorts which could not

using same. Some paper, when moistened and the

but owing to the porous pots eventually splitting,

two wires applied to it a little distance apart,
while dynamo is running, has a brown mark left on
it where the positive wire has touched , but as there

be removed , they had to be discarded .
Convinced , however, of the practicability of this

are various kinds of pole- finding paper, giving diff
erent results, it is impossible to detail them allhere,
so follow the directions accompanying the paper.
Having ascertained the polarity of the wires,
and attached the positive one to the positive lug
at one end of the series of cells, and the negative

system , if the breakage could be overcome or pro
vided for, I decided to try again , re-using the
positive and negative material from these discarded
cells. A large porous pot was chosen and numerous
*- in . holes drilled through its body and bottom . A

wire to the negative lug of the last cell, taking care
to make good contact between wires and lugs ,
charging may begin . The first charge given to an

accumulator should last three times as long as the
theoretical length of time required to charge it,
as this first charge is a “ forming " charge, the
meaning of which is this :- The plates during the
first long charge are gradually converted in character
by the current, the positive plate being formed
into peroxide, and the negative into finely -divided
or spongy lead ; when this is attained the plates are

in working order. This forming process is rather an
as it necessitates keeping the dynamo (if power is
used ) running for atleast twenty - four hours, or what
ever longer period the cells in question may require ;
but this should be done if possible, as upon this

awkward task for the average amateur to arrange,

first charge the success and full capacity of the
accumulators largely depend. If this forming
charge must, from sheer force of circumstances, be

carried out by two, three, or four charges, with
intervals between them , a longer time in the aggre
gate must be allowed , and the lapse of time between
these charges should be minimised as much as
possible.
For small accumulators the “ forming ” is readily
done by connecting up with the Daniell cells de
scribed in the next chapter, and no attention is

required beyond maintaining the supply of copper

strip of stout white flanelette was then obtained
an inch wider than the height of the pot, and

wrapped around it four or five times and secured
with narrow bands, about in . wide, cut from
sheet lead. This flannelette projected } in . above
ana below the pot. The bottom was likewise
covere l with the samematerial. The pot was then
virtually in a bag of four or five layers of the stuff.
It was then stood in the centre of an outer stone

ware jar and the negative material packed and
having, of course, first been put in as the negative
conductor, with its outer end projecting about 6 ins.
above the jar to act as the lug .
A similar strip of lead was then put inside the
porous pot and the positive material put in and

moderately rammed around it , a strip of stout lead

moderately rammed ; 6 ins. of this lead strip also
projecting above the porous pot and being the

positive lug. The acid solution was then poured
in until the porous pot was covered. This new
cell charged up very well and has now been
about a year in use and is in every way a great
success. The pot has not cracked , and while the
flannelette permits free circulation of the solution ,

it prevents any possibility of short-circuiting of the
elements, and the acid seems to have had no
destructive effect on this covering material, so far.
SMALL LIGHTING BY PRIMARY BATTERIES IN
CONJUNCTION WITH ACCUMULATORS.

sulphate as the crystals become dissolved . The

Most of the very simple primary cells, as

accumulator, after the few first charges, will

made by beginners have, at best, a very
limited scope of sefulness for intermittent
lighting. For instance, unless Daniell cells are
inconveniently large, they are of no use for light

not be found to have acquired its full capacity, but
this will improve with every subsequent charge.
When the forming process is proceeding the

positive plates will gradually turn to a dark , rich
chocolate colour all over, and the negatives a slate
colour. These are the colours that plates should
acquire and ever afterwards retain , if in good

condition . Various contributors to THE MODEL
ENGINEER have described a simple method of
making a solid accumulator.
Molten lead is poured in a thin stream from a
height of about 6 ft. into a pail of cold water, from
which it is recovered in the form of light flakes ;
some of this is mixed with a paste of litharge and

dilute sulphuric acid , and forms the negative
element, and is tightly packed round a porous pot
standing in the centre of a jar. Another lot of the
flaky lead is mixed with red lead and dilute sul
phuric acid and packed into the porous pot itself,

forming the positive element, a strip of lead being
first inserted in each case, forming lugs, and when
set, dilute acid (1.175 sp .g.) is added until the
elements are covered by it. The “ forming "
charge is then given , and when the positive material

in the porous pot has turned a rich dark brown,
and the negative material in the outer cell to a
slate colour, and bubbling and “ gassing " takes
place, the process may be considered complete.

The writer has made large cells of these with

ing direct to lamps ; other batteries of more
powerful properties — such as the bichromate
cannot be left idile withoutdetriment, exceptby first
removing the zinc, owing to local action setting

in . There are a few exceptions — such as the
Edison -Lalande, the Gordon , and Bennett's tin -pot
cell, for instance ; but if Daniell cells are used in
conjunction with accumulators splendid results are
obtained . The battery of such cells is always in
circuit with the accumulators, thus slowly , surely

and constantly charging the latter, which are there
fore always kept in good condition , and ready at
any moment to light lamps suited to their capacity
by the mere turning on of a switch .
The following is a brief description of an installa

tion of Daniell cells of a modified type to be used in
conjunction with accumulators. They will be
capable of supplying from 7 to 8 amp.-hours each
day - i.e., will light one t-amp. lamp for about
fourteen hours or two such lamps for seven hours.
This is a most suitable installation for amateurs
where a few bedrooms are desired to be lighted by
small-voltage electric lamps. As three primary
cells will be required to charge each accumulator
cell, the requisite number of such cells may be
easily arrived at by the voltage of the lamps
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intended to be used. Take 8 -volt lamps, for
instance. We shall require four accumulator
cells ; and as three Daniell cells are necessary to
charge one of these, it follows that we shall require

twelve cells to keep the four accumulator cells going.
The outer cells may be the 7 -1b . earthenware
jam -jars already mentioned ; in each of these is
stood a porous pot about 9 ins. by 31 ins., about
21 ins. off the bottom ; and the top of these porous
cells should be coated with vaseline ; the actual
bottom should be also coated. Now put them in a
warm place where the vaseline will soak into those
parts. " The fault of just dipping their ends in
paraffin wax is that if they are not heated the wax
instantly “ cakes ” on the pots, and although
to all outward appearances it is all right, it is decep
tive, as such a coating is merely surerficial, and as

soon as the pots soak in the solutions the wax is
dislodged and peels off .
When the vaseline has soaked into the pores of
the ends of the cells , take some thick string and
bind round the pots in an open spiral with bare
spaces ; each is now placed in and against the side
of its respective containing vessel. Now make a
small spiral of bare stout copper wire, put this in
the space between the porous cell and the outer jar,
leaving one end about 4 ins, out of the cell for con
nection ; now pack this space with broken carbon
(coke will do if harder ca bon cannot be obtained ),

free from dust, and about the size of large peas,up
to within 2 ins. of the top of the outer jar. A piece of

zinc about 8 ins. by 2 ins. by in . will be required
för each foro is pot, a -in . hole being bored
through close to the top , through which is passed
a piece ofwood to rest across the top of the porous
pot, thus supporting the zinc. Fig . 17 will clearly
show the complete arrangement. Connect the cells
together in series and to the switchboard , so that
as soon as the solutions are added the current
may be switched on to the accumulators if the
voltage is correct.
Now make a saturated solution of sulphate of
copper, and nearly fill the outer cells with this,
and then add crystals to keep thesolution saturated .
Fill each porous pot nearly full with a solution of
common salt and water of the strength of 2 ozs. to
the pint. The cells should be connected now to a
smalllamp for about a quarter of an hour, afterwhich
they may safely be switched on to the accumulators.

Fresh copper sulphate crystals must be added
each week , at the same time drawing off the porous

pot solution , and filling up again with fresh . The
easiest way to do this is with a syringe. The zincs
might with advantage be cleaned by scrubbing
with water once a month . The object of string
round the porous pot is to act as a sort of cushion
• and so prevent the carbon from making too hasty
contact with it, as otherwise the copper deposit
binds the carbon to the porous pot and cracks
it.
Another good wrinkle is to put a piece of per
forated thin sheet lead round the porous pot instead
A lug or strip of thin lead can be used
at the terminal, thus dispensing with the wire (see
Fig . 17) ; the advantage of the lead being that the
porous pot can then always be withdrawn for
cleaning, which is impossible when the carbon is
of string.

packed round the string.
The following are the details for arother primary
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(as in the case of the Daniell cells) being always
in circuit. Outer jar is a 7-1b . glazed jam
jar with wide neck ; porous pot about 64 ins.
high by 3 to 34 ins. in diameter ; two car
bons 7 ins. long are bolted together and placed
in the porous pot. These plates should stand on
a -} in . layer of small pieces of carbon at the bottom ,
so that the top of the plates protrude i in . above the
top of the porous pot ; now pack round these plates

broken carbon , sprinkling at the same time a little
oxide of manganese amongst it, fill up to within
in . of the top , and seal with pitch , leaving a
1- in . hole for pouring in solution . In the outer jar
put a piece of thin clean sheet iron encircling the
porous pot. A carbon “ shunt ” wrapped in brown
paper may as well be placed in circuit as shown
in Fig . 8.
The mixture for the inner pot is 3 ozs. bichro
mate of potash ; 6 ozs. of boiling water to dissolve

PENTOPNICI Lomo Nose
Come SULINATE

2

Yevel of SOLUTION
Anoren Cursor

Fig . 17.-- A DANIELL CELL .
the crystals, and now add 6 ozs. of sulphuric acid
slowly, stirring well all the time. This must be
allowed to become cold before putting into
the porous pot. Solution for outer jar, 5 ozs.
of common salt to the pint of water . Volt
age of cell when freshly charged is 1.40 , but

usual working rate is 1•10 . If sal-ammoniac solu
tion is used instead of salt, the voltage is increased .

Ordinary “ tins " may be cut up and used instead
of pure sheet iron , but as there appears to be local

action with the tin the salt solution must be renewed
after a short time. When the tin coating has come
off and the sheet iron left bare the best results
seem to be obtained . The charging rate into the
accumulator varies from 1:5 amps when the cell
is first made, falling somewhat as the solutions
gradually exhaust. The low voltage is rather a
disadvantage, but the initial cost of these cells
being very low , and their upkeep giving very little
trouble, the sheet iron being exceedingly cheap,

their cost of maintenance is small, as zinc is the
chief
expense in other primary batteries.
These cells will charge accumulators up to about
six hours with little polarisation , and the simple

battery suitable for charging accumulators, the

addition of about a teaspoonful of sulphuric acid

charging being done when convenient, and not

to each porous pot renews their voltage almost to
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their maximum pressure. Their capacity in amp.
hours varies with the size of the cells. It is cheaper
to use salt in the outer cells rather thansal-ammoniac ,
even at the cost of adding an extra cell or so to
increase the total voltage. The constancy of these
cells can be judged from the fact that an ordinary
Leclanché converted into one of the above, and put
into circuit with an electric bell in an outhouse ,
continued ringing the bell for nearly three weeks
continuously .
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A Model VerticalSteam Engine.
By H . A . COOMBS.
THE foll ,wing is the description of a niodel
engine that I have made in my spare time
during the last twelve months. All the pat

terns and castings were made by myself. For the

The local action on open circuit is hardly appre
ciable, so that the iron need not be drawn out,

Fig . 2.

but the amalgamation of the solutionsmust be pre
vented asmuch as possible . The best way is to keep

CYLINDER.

the solution in the outer jar a little longer than that
price, the charge per cell is just under 3d . A little
salt should occasionally be added to the outer

in the inner pot. Obtaining the chemicals at retail
solution to freshen up. On recharging the inner

cell, oz. of oxide of manganese should be added
to the solution before pouring in .

(To be continued.)

The Society of Model Engineers.
(Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par.
ticular issue it received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .]

London .

The seventh Annual Conversazione will be held

at the Holborn Town Hall on Friday, January 12th ,
1906 .

Readers wishing to join the Society are requested
to communicate with the Secretary immediately, so

Fig . 1. - FRAME.
cylinder I cast a lump of brass 2 ins. diameter and

2 ins. long, with the steam chest (27 by 11) on one
side. I drilled a 1-in , hole through the centre, and

then bored it out to 14 ins. in the lathe. This was
then put on a mandrel and the ends turned up to
receive the flanges, which were driven and well

sweated on . The steam ports were next drilled
and cutwith the chisel, and
dimensions are : $ in . by
* in . ; exhaust, 1 in . by fin .
There is nothing special about
the covers, each being fixed
by means of six screws. The

steam -jacket was cast solid ,
with a boss on one end for
the stuffing-box . This was
put in the lathe, and the
stuffing - box drilled and
turned up. After this, the

centre was drilled and filed
out, leaving plenty of room
at the four corners for drill
ing holes right through for
bolting on to the cylinder
face (see Fig . 1).
The frame (Fig. 2) is
very rigid ; it is cut out of

sheet steel, and well soldered
at the four corners. It is

Fig . 3. - Mr. H . A . COOMBS' MODEL VERTICAL ENGINE
FOR ASSEMBLING .

that they may reap the full benefit of their sub.
scription for the new Session just commenced . —
Hither Green , S . E .

HERBERT G . RIDDLE, Hon. Sec., 37, Minard Road ,

PARTS READY

enamelled green outside, and
black inside. The crankshaft
is cut from a solid piece of
mild steel, has square webs,
as shown in the photograph ,
and is eased where it runs in
the bearings. Eccentric and
straps are of brass, giving the

slide-valve a travel offin.
Bearings were cast in one piece, and f-in . holes
drilled right through for bolting the top of bearing

to the bottom . Then the hole for crankshaft was
drilled , bearings sawn in two, bolted together, and
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then the drill was run through again . The bed is a
piece of ßi . steel plate,polished and bolted to a piece
of slate it ins. thick , with four 4-in . bolts. The
flywheel, which is 5 ins. diameter, is a wheel from
a large steam valve. Theboss and rim are turned up
bright, and the spokes filed up and enamelled green .

For the Bookshelf.
( Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from

THE

MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26 - 29, Poppin ' s Court,
Fleet Street , London , E . C ., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage.]

FOWLER'S ELECTRICAL ENGINEER's YEAR BOOK,
1906 . Manchester : Scientific Publishing Co.

Price is. 6d . net.; superior binding, 2s. 6d . net.

Postage 3d .
Every edition of this well-arranged pocket-book
makes itmore useful to those for whom it is primarily
intended . Owing to the rapid developments made
in electrical science , we can hardly enumerate the
many additions and emendations, but it will suffice

to say that, in all cases, the information provided
will prove very acceptable. The book now contains
lengthy sections dealing with alternator design and

turbine-driven generators, together with notes on

insulation materials used for electrical machines,
and all the recent alterations to the Government
regulations affecting electrical engineering. The
excellent directory of electric light and power sta
tions throughout the country has, as far as possible,
been brought right up to date. In all, some fifty
pages of new matter has been added to the book .

Practical Letters from our
Readers.
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full

discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de- plume, if desired , but the fuil

name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached .

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

Carbon Terminals .

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
Fig . 4. - MR. H . A . COOMBS' MODEL VERTICAL
STEAM ENGINE.

DEAR SIR . - In reply to " Practicals ” comment
upon my article in the M . E . for October 5th, I
should like to know how he proposes to drill directly

With a good supply of steam , the engine will run
at a terrific speed , and cannot be stopped by hold
ing the free end of the crankshaft.
ELECTRIC TRACTION ON THE METROPOLITAN . —

One of the standard “ steam ” trains, as used on
the Aylesbury and Verney Junction services of
the Metropolitan Railway, has been adapted for
working electrically . A motor bogie with the usual
controlling apparatus has been substituted for
the ordinary carriage bogie under the brake com
partment at one end of the train , and large obser
vation windows have been fitted at this end for

providing the driver with a clear means of outlook .
At the other end of the train one of the central
corridor motor carriages as used on the electric
trains is attached , so that the train , whilst retaining
the compartment type of carriage ( except for the
one end coach ), is able to travel by means of elec
trical traction over the Baker Street to Uxbridge
section of the railway. This is quite a new plan ,
and the first train so fitted is now being tried
experimentally .

a triangular or hexagonal hole. His suggestions
are not much good if he does not explain how to
carry them out.

I should also like to say a word to Mr. J. A . B .
on his reply to me on “ Carbon Terminals,” in the
issue of November 2nd. When a terminal is once
fixed to a cell or carbon it is not generally required

to be removed until the cell is either worn out or
Washers, few or many, are not required if the

broken .

terminals are bought or made the right size in the
first place. With regard to the “ time, labour, and

cost." First, Mr. J. A . B .'s time, two minutes on
each terminal,might be saved ; secondly, the labour ,
two minutes on each , added in quantities of thirty
terminals, would mean one hour' s work , which also
might be saved ; thirdly, I can buy my terminals
ready-made for i} d. each, thus saving id , on each ,
and also I am not forced to have a nut, worth d .,
with each which I do not require. I, therefore, get

my terminals for exactly half the cost of Mr. J.

A . B .'s. It also seems to me that if Mr. J. A . B .
kept profit and loss accounts he could place his
profits to the credit of his esteemed hobby. - Yours
ALFRED GAIN
truly ,

Oxford Street, W .
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very large models, it should be fitted with gsprings
at rear end of shank to ease shock in startin train .
F . A . SCHULZ.
- Respectfully yours.
Detroit, Mich ., U .S . A .

Model Automatic Railway Couplings.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR, - Knowing the difficulty experienced
by owners ofmodel locomotives
and cars, in coup
ling and uncoupling same, I herewith submit
drawings of an automatic car coupler. Fig . 1
shows construction for small models - A piece
of
spring metal, B a piece of metal soldered to A , Ca
piece of sheet metal bent as shown , soldered to A
and fastened to underpart of car.

Queries and Replies.
is especially directed to the first condirion given below
(Attention
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein statai. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries

in thethesamescope
should
be enclosedwithin
envelope.
on subjects
of this journal are replied to
Queries
by post under the following conditions : - (1) Queries dealing.
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only , and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back . (2) Queries should be accompanied,

عالی

wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches , and corre

spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed, and also a " Queries and Replies

' cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
Coupon
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after

receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published . The

insertion of replies in this column cannot be guaranteed . (6 )
Au Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL

Fig . 1. - CONSTRUCTION OF COUPLER FOR SMALL
MODELS,

ENGINEER, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C . ]
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied

to recently :

(15,r27 ] Model
Steam Engines and Bollers. F. K .
writes : Kindly let me know if a model hori
A

zontal boiler, if made to same dimensions as

பாEை

AT - Top

B

the locomotive boiler, Fig . 22 , of . Model Boiler

Top

Making," would suit the two cylindersmentioned
it ins. by 2 ins. - or does that boiler only apply
in the case of a model loco ? (2 ) What size loco
motive boiler would be necessary for it ins. by
2 ) ins, cylinders ; would you let mehave length
and diameter of barrel, number and size of tubes,
size of firebox , etc .? ( 3 ) Would a model with two
cylinders, say it ins. by 21 ins., have the same

power as an engine with one cylinder, 21 ins. by
2 ins. stroke ; if not, what would the difference
be ?

A

- Side

Fig . 2. -- DETAILS OF COUPLER FOR

이 니

(1) A locomotive boiler on a locomotive will
generally evaporate more water than a similar
generator on land. However, if you use the ex
haust
steam in the sameway as in the locomotive,
to induce a strong draught, you will find the boiler
engine very well. You can increase the
the
run
LARGE MODELS.
grate area by not pinching in the firebox. The
firebox may be as wide as the barrel. ( 2) We would advise a
boiler with a barrel 7 ins. diameter by 13 ins. long Firebox
should be 7 ins. wide by 9 ins. long, outside dimensions. The
tubes may be in. outside diameter, and aboutsixteen in number.
(3 ) Theoretically you can compare the power by comparing the
cubic capacity of the cylinders of each engine. The cubic capacity

oo
Fig . 3. - METHOD OF UNCOUPLING WITHOUT
HANDLING .
shows
models
largepiece
- A theofshank
2
coupler
Fig.
and B the head, cast inforone
; C piece
sheet
metal upon which A rests and moves from side to

side, D pin through back part of A and fastened to
under- frame of car : E bolt through sides of C and

also through slot J in A ; F , side control springs ;
Gside, a ofrodcarfastened
extendingby out
to
that tocarscoupler
uncoupled
may beand
Fig . 3 : byso extending
rod G down
to engagehand
with.
movable
piece shaped
cars mayis also
be uncoupled
without handling
same.as HA , sketch
given to

show how coupler may be made to couple with a

linkIf coupler.
this coupler is used on large railway cars or

of two it by at cylinders
= 2 x area of it ins. circle X 24
=
X 2.25
= 24'5X X1'227
1'227 = 5 '5 cub. ins.

The cubic capacity of one 21 x 5 ins. cylinder = area of 21 ins..
Circle X 5 = 4 '9 X 5 = 24'5. The powers are as 5 '5 to 24'5 ,
or about i to 41. So you will have to use nine it X 21.

cylinders, instead of two.
(14,888] Connections for Charging Accumulators. T. J.
(Grimsby) writes : I have lately made a charging board for charging
motor ignition accumulators. It is wired as sketch (not reproduced ).
Is this right? The voltage is 230. What lamps shall I require
to use for 20 amp.-hours' accumulator ; also for 40 amp.-hours'
ditto ? Two 16 c.-p . lamps do not show any current on the ampere
meter , which is for 5 amps. Would the ampere -meter register
anything less than I amp. ? If the wiring is not correct, will you
kindly give diagram ?
Your sketch ofwiring is quite correct. The ampere meter ought
to give some indication that a current is passing through if it is
of the " moving iron " pattern,which has a small piece of soft iron
moving inside a solenoid . The needle would not give much of an

indication for less than I amp.; it depends upon the quality of the
instrument. About 1-5th of the maximum reading is about the
point at which the indications are worth anything. Try connecting
the + pole to the other terminal of the ampere-meter, so that the
current passes through it in the reverse direction. For a 20 -amp..
hour accumulator a charging current of about 3 amps.would beabout
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right.
Six 32ofC.-p.
230-volt
parallel would
about
this amount
current
if oflamps
averagein efficiency
; a 40 pass
amp.-hour
accumulator
would require about 6 amps. ; 12 32 c.-p . lamps in
parallel would be required . Of course, you can charge at a lower

(14,931)Windings
Avery
-Lahmeyer
A.
(Eaglescliffe)
writes : I for
should
be much
obligeed Dynamo.
if you will letH . me
armature
know
how
much
wire,
and
size,
I
shall
require
to
wind
and field coils of a Lahmeyer dynamo I have got castings for.

rate
current if you please ; the cells will then take a longer
time of
in charging.

115,011 Model Locomotive. G . V . S . R . (London ) writes :
IIthave
completed
a locomotive
boiler
in. scale
locomotive.
has 10justtubes
and cross
water-tubes
in thefor firebox
. What
I want
to know is- ( I) What type of firing arrangement is most suitable ?

13

( 2) Whether a water-pump could be employed from axle ? ( 3)
Will single cylinder, -in. bore, i-in . stroke, be suitable to drive
wheels 21-in . diameter ,as I have made a 1 -in. throw crank for same.
The driving wheels will be coupled . (4 ) Will I be able to maintain
a good boiler pressure, and what pressure shall I have to work at

to supply cylinder.
(1) A plain
spirit lamp
will give good
withburner.
little trouble.
However,
if theboiler
does notsteam
, try a results
vaporising
( 2) A
pumpmay be used ,butwewould suggest gearingdown two or three to

-- 2 -

one. (3are) Employ
a bymay
i cylinder.
(4) upIf the
arrange
ments
good, pressure
be anything
to 30draught
lbs. Wewould

advise proceeding
you to study “ Thelocomotive.
Model Locomotive,“
Greenly,
before
Price, postbyfreeH . from
this
office, 6s, 4d . with the

V. 20T.-in.H . vertical
(Shorehamsteel) writes
tubular:
Will(14,932)
you kindlyVertical
tell me Boiler.
if a 10- in . by
boiler, with thirty- seven -in . metal tubes and 11-in . by 81-in .
firebox,
working
lbs. per
in ., will
verticalit
condensing
enginepressure
2 ins.dobore,
3-in .sq.stroke
? Ifdrive
not, a would
drive it by converting the engine into a tandem compound by
putting a 11-in . bore H .-P. cylinder on top ?
The boiler provides about 750 sq. ins. of heating surface, and ,
under best conditions, should evaporate enough water to run the
engine at the required pressure at about too to 120 r. p .m . This

may be too slow , and if a higher speed is attempted , the pressure
drop. If you turn the engine into a compound, the speed may
willincreased
to about
be
about
. in . pressure maintained being
per .,sq the
viz ., 80300lbs.r. p.m
the same-

. H . M . (York ) writes : Will
kindly Electric
you( 14,941]
construct
tell me howFurnace
an electrical furnace to melt
about 12 oZs. of silver , andto smaller quantities
of gold or platinum .
I should like it to takeabout 5 amps, or less, if possible
, on a 230-volt
circuit.
We cannot give you complete details you require, as it is beyond
the scope of our query columns. We advise you to study the
subject so as to get some idea as to what you are attempting
toYou do.couldRead
bookexperiments
-- " Electric byFurnaces,"
by Wright.
makethesome
using a pair ofJ. ordinary
electric light carbons arranged to slide through thewalls of a fireclay
furnace (see sketch ). The carbons could be connected to the wires
by metal clamps. Use carbons about 10 mm . diameter. You will
Urrace

m Resistance

Query 19931

AVERY-LAHMEYER DYNAMO FIELD-MAGNETS.
I give amperes
sketch ofassame
herewith.
I want it to give 25 volts and as
many
possible
.
Armature:
No.
20
S.W
.G
.
about
9 ozs. ; F .M . : No. 22 S.W .G .
Get on as much as you can .
(15,195 ) Transformers;
Armature Construction
. G . H type
.H.
(dynamo
Manchester)
writes : I am constructing
a small Manchester
on the same lines as the one I saw described in the M . E .
about last December , namely, with laminated fields in two separate
C -shaped
pieces,it bolted
plate.I want
The armature
will
be about
ins, in together
diameter with
by 2 anins.ironlong.
to know
if you consider a plain ring armature - such as a piece of wrought
iron
pipe,
wound
with,
say,
three
layers
of
22
D
.C.C.
copper
wire
would
exciteand? not
I mean
apart, which
from the(though
fact ofit armature
being
solid
ring,
laminated
is
not
the
right
thing)
I
think
will
answer
my
purpose.
Will
the
fact
of
armature
having no teeth, and being three thicknesses of No. 22 wire, and
the air-gap 1 -32nd in . from the field -magnet, prevent it from

exciting, do you think ? Though I think I've seen one in " ours "
at
some
timewhat
or other
which worked
I should
rather
like
to know
thethat
relation
oflonger
lengthalltheofright,
armature
to the
diameter
is.current
Does
it
follow
the
armature
is
more
you can obtain from it at a given Speed (the voltage
remaining the same) ? And also the more power you can obtain
from it running as a motor ? Or does it mean the longer the
armature is the diameter remaining the same, the slower the

speed is should
for a given
output of current acting as a generator ? I
like you just to give me some rough idea , if
possible, of the relation between the two, please,
Transformer. - Will you
just tellisme
why itonis athatloadif anof
alternating-current
generator
working
transformers only , why do not the primaries of these ,
which
certainly don't offer much resistance being thick
wire generally - form a , practically speaking , dead short
to the generator ? As there can 't be much total resist
ance in a series of these primaries, I take it there is no

" loading
" effect onIs ita primary
current
taken
from
secondary.
that the when
primary,
beingis wound
shocking
coil,'t and
this was
So,
why don
the socoilskeeps
on currentdown
the armature? ofButan if alternat
ing
current
generator
,
being
wound
inductively,
offer
this
same choking effect ? I apologise for asking all these
inductively , offers a choking effect to the current as a

questions,
answer me.but shall bemuch obliged if you will just briefly

Query 14941

DIAGRAM OF AN ELECTRIC FURNACE,
require
a resistance
4 lbs.with
, No.the18 carbons.
bare GermanTo
silver wire,
made intoconsisting
coils andofputabout
in series
start
the arc
bringin .theapart.
carbons
together gold
for anandinstant,
and could
then
pull the
them
about
Formelting
silver,
you
try
furnace
described in THE
MODEL ENGINEER
for September
21st, 1905,
275. 5 tolbs.useof No.
18 gauge
silvermelting
wire
be thepageresistance
in series
with Gerinan
this, For
platinum it is necessary to use the electric arc.

(14,395] Weight
ofaboutBartheIronweight
. Wof. 1 T.ft. ofwrites:
state
wroughtPlease
iron,
12 ins.what
long.would
6 ins.bediameter.
The
weight
of
a
bar
6
ins.
diameter
and
1
ft.
long
is
given
as
96 '2 lbs, for steel, 94'2 lbs. for wrought iron . Assuming that

is mdoubtful
if a plain
armature
of this iron
size as
willa excite
in Itfieldagnet made
entirely
of wrought
dyna
So
small
a
diameter
ring
very
awkward
to
wind,
owing
to the small internal space. As regards relation of length to
diameter, this is always a compromise ; the larger the diameter,
mo ; it would work all right as a motor. You will find

the more turns of wire you can get on ; the greater the
length , the more magnetism you can get through for a given
diameter, and the less proportion will the dead wire at the ends
be to the active wire on the outer circumference. The current
depends upon the size of wire used the larger the diameter of
the wire the heavier the current. The voltage depends upon the
number of turns ofwire, upoa the a nount of magnetism , and upon

the
: increase
oftheanyvoltage
one ofas these,
or all,thewillslower
increasewilltheit
volts.speed
The
greater
a dynamo,
run
as
a
motor,
compared
with
a
given
voltage
of
the
source of
current. You will find the theory explained in the " A . B . C , of

I cubic ft. of iron , on an average, weighs 480 lbs., a bar of the

Dynamo
Design," price is. 2d. post free, Re transformer. When
no load is connected to the secondary winding, the primary exer

dimensions
above
would
be with
480 bythe above.
by by .7845 by 1 = 120 by
*7855
= 94'25.
which
agrees

cises a choking effect, due to its self- induction , and practically

chokes back nearly all the current. As the secondary winding
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becomes
upon theof primary
by mutual
induction,to
and wipesloaded
out ,theit reacts
self-induction
in proportion
the primary

( The trial is easily made ; butit is better to keep to the dimen
sions given . To make the ebonite plugs, drill
the holes in ebonlte
of a larger diameter than I in., say t in . diameter, or larger, and
then turn it down to size to fit tube. ( 2 ) Depends very much upon
the coil. Try three bichromate cells in series ; they should be of
at least 3-pint capacity each . Reaccumulator. This must be found
cannot say exactly what current your coil takes :
by
trial ;thewecurrent
besides
,
will vary very much with themanner in which
the coil is used . You should not completely discharge an accumu
per cell.
run below 1.8forvolts
lator,
nor
let
its
voltage
(14,158
) Electric
House.
. A . A . (Walmer
kindly give me--wirings.
Will LightWiring
writes
Kent)
:
you
(
the Wnecessary
I)
for the installation sketched (not reproduced ) ? A lamp would be
needed in the roomsnamed . Please give the disposition of switches

the load. At full load the self-induction of theprimary is diminished
and full-load current flows into it. What really happens is that
the counter electro-motive force set up in the primary coils by the
action of the alternating current is almost equal to that of the
mains at no load , and therefore scarcely any current flows in them ,

As the secondary
is loaded , it opposes the magnetising action of the
and reduces
primary,
the back E .M .F., permitting
more current
to flow in proportion to the load , and therefore
the power exerted
pressure, due to the

of back
coils. It is a matter
by
the secondary
current
being a fluctuating
one. If primary of such a trans
continuousthecurrent
main , it forms, as
a
to
connected
is
former
you say, almost a dead short- circuit. If you were to take out
the
transformer,
iron
core
of
a
its
coils
would almost form a dead short-circuit,

Aporch

even with alternating
current. The
an alternator
armature do possesscoilsselfof
induction when wound on iron teeth , though

transformer,
the extent
of a reasons
not
; andowing
to thisto
the toair-gap
and other
self-induction is due the fact that such
alternators
can be short-circuited without
danger of burning out the armature coils ,
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O switch

. Pantry

Hall Switch

the self -induction making it impossible to get

than a certain amountof current out of
more
the winding.

R . S.
Engine: IPlant.
(15,001)
Steam) writes
am for thinking
. (Edinburgh
making
ofMcP
small
a
electric
plant
myself.
I wish a dynamo to drive a small lathe, and
also charge three 18 C .- P . accumulators.
following ?-with the
Would you oblige me
? What
? What
of boiler
What
cylinder
? I
kindpressure
of dynamo
? What
size ofsize

two small motors which drive
it saw
to drive
wish
and driller.
a smallcharge
the accumulators and drive the1
To
the
time an engine of about
same
at
lathe
will
i.h .- p . be required . The type of engine,

anything, long
boiler
aredynamo
designbe and well somade.
of goodmay
asYourtheyand
queries do not admit of a definite

VIII
FUSE

BOARD

Celiar
Kitchen

Fusc

Fuse

Shop

reply.t 250Thewatts.
dynamo should have an output of
abou

Main Ó

O switch

(14,700) Controlling
Same.
Rails forLocomo
and FixingElectric
tive
loco
C . H .Motor
A .writes
: Ihave a model electric
can
make
Can
you
tell
me
how
I
motive.
Query 14158
O shed
controller from the switch board , having 10a
volts running from the dynamo ? Can you
HOUSE
LIGHTING.
FOR
OF
WIRING
DIAGRAM
tell me how to fix wire for live rail on to
wooden sleepers ? Do you think the wood
(2) What size wire would you use for themains, the dynamo
etc.
might act as a conductor after a time when it gets damp ? I
want the car to run over the wire as smoothly as possible.
being 25 volts at 4 amps. ?
You should run a pair of mains to a central distributing board ,
The best thing to do is to arrange a resistance in series with the
say, placed in the hall, and group the fuses there, running branches
will give variation
motor, so that you can adjust the voltage. Thisnecessary
to excite
the switchboard it is
to the various lamps from this board . Mains to fuse-board to be
reverse
To
.
from
inthespeed
motor field -magnet by means of a battery carried on the loco
No. 14 gauge wire, or 7 - 32nds stranded. Branch wire to be No. 18
motive, so that the field current is quite independent of the live
gauge wire. (See diagram above.)
only
.
The
liye
which
the
armature
through
is to flow
current,
Searchlight. H . J . (Wallsend-on - Tyne)
(14 ,721)Is Model
writes
: it possible to makeproportion
(or have made) a model searchlight.
givingdiameter
to size - say, from i in . to
a powerfulAndlight in
what power would be given off from a 2 c.- P .
?
2 ins,
no

lamp ? Also, could you tell me what is the actual light in an
searchlight, and the light given off. How many times is
ordinary
the lightmultiplied
way to make
searchlight
a smallhigher
The onlyincandescent
an
is to ituseought
lamp such
ordinary
voltage than
at slightly

Query 14700

III

FIXING LIVE RAIL TO SLEEPERS.
current can then be reversed in direction at the switchboard , and
will reverse the motor armature. You will find particulars of re
We do
in ourthewood,
handbookbutNo.
versing
as a 14.precaution
you needandfearresistances
leakage across
not thinkswitches

. To fix live rail on to
with shellac
good coating ofbrass
give it a solder
undervarnish
it at intervals of each sleeper
as frequentlya asstripadvisable,
orsleepers,
depending
upon the stiffness of the

rail, (see sketch ) and screw the strip to the sleepers.
for i- Spark Coil. A . S .
; Battery
Coherer
(14,688]writes
a glass tubein 3-. 16ths in , or +-in . bore
: ( 1) Would
(Dublin)

give as good results in a coherer similar to that described by Mr.
Schneider in your issue of August roth ? I find it difficult to drill
plugs. (2) What battery power is needed
the aone-eighth
1-in . sparkebonite
for
coil ? Would three bichromate cells in series be

sufficient ? If an accumulator is used with the coil for three hours
a week , what would be the voltage required , and what time would

elapse before it required recharging ?

course, such
obtain a very brilliant light.would
as tovery
to be run at,notso last
long. A 21 c.- p . lamp Of give a good
a lamp will
these conditions - it is a matter for trial. space
light under
You; should
about
get the highest candle-power lamp you can in the
would
ample.
should
lamp
half
volt
excess
be
You
6
-volt
on
a
a
use an adjustable resistance to prevent burning out the filament,
though you would probably spoil several lamps in a short time at
first. It is not possible to state accurately the candle-power of a

searchlight ; they vary in size-- 10 ,000 c.-P . would be an approxi
mate estimate of a big searchlight.

Smallbe much
Oynamo
(14,7:30I ]should
. (Roundhay)
obliged Failure.
writes
the cause of
if you could J.tellH me
working. The field -magnets are as
made
have
not
I
aperdynamo
sketch (Fig. 1). The top and bottom yokes are each ot ins,

The pole-pieces are made of 2 ins, wide by | in .
by
2 ins. by | in . shape,
thick
theniron,
turned
iron each
bentitto ins. thickandround
in the lathe.
with it The
cores are
and out
are wound
Ibs.
No. 22 S . W .G ., D .C .C . on each core. The armature is of the plain
ring type. Size of the iron wire ring is 2 ins. in length and in .
thick , and is over -wound with three layers ofNo. 20 S . W .G ., D . C .C .,
into twenty coils , and the finishing end of each coil is
divided
joined to the commencing end of the next coil all round the arma
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ture. There is about 1 lb . of copper wire on the armature. The
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(14,9301 Wiadings for Kapp 100 -watt Dynamo. F . G .

commutator is made out of a brass tube 2 ins. in diameter by
i ins, long, and is divided into twenty parts, each part being
connected to one of the armature coils. The brushes are of the
usual type fixed to a rocker. I have connected the dynamo up as
follows : -- The end of the last coil of the left field -magnet to the
ieft-hand
brush,
andright-hand
the last, orbrush
outside,
of the
right-hand
field -magnet
to the
, thecoil-end
two ends
of the
bottom
layers of each field -magnet coil being joined together . I then
connected a battery to the terminals of the machine, and ran the
armature at about 2,500 r.p .mn ., but could get no current. I after
wards wound some fine iron wire over the armature, with the same
result
as before.
I have triedproperly,
every way
I know
Do isyouthe think
the machine
is proportioned
and that
the. wire
right

(Currgah
Camp)writes:
give required
amountand
ofwire
for
Kapp dynamo
fieldsPlease
as follows
: 25 volts
4 amps ,sizearmature

size ? I have tried each coil separate , and the armature, and

to make, during the spare hours of this winter, a three -cylinder
water
the “ itBrotherhood
style.to provide
I estimatefor(though
not an engine.
engineer)of that
would be " well
about

there arebe nothe broken
If the
is made right, what
should
output wires.
under full
load machine
?
The failure of this machine to excite is probably due largely
to able
insufficient
residualmagnetism
. It ;isweveryexpect
doubtful
if you used
will
be
to do much
with it as a dynamo
the battery
to excite the magnet was too weak . Try it again , with a battery
of about six bichromate pattern cells in series as a separately
excited
machine,
the abrushes
disconnected
the
field coils.
Connect
10-volt being
lamp entirely
to the brushes,
and seefromif you
get
any
result.
Also
try
it
as
a
motor,
with
field
coils
connected
in shunt to the brushes from the same battery. If it runs as a
motor,
wrong withas the
ship . itIt will
shouldshowbe that
driventherein isthenothing
same direction
thatworkman
in which

diameter, 2 ins. ; armature length , 31 ins, Fields : thickness,

11-16ths in. ; lengthgive
, 34theins.named
; height,
2 ins.? ofFieldsare
winding space.
Will.
theabovemachine
output
of cast iron

No. 22 S.W2 .G lbs.
.; about
| lb. Yes,
or 10should
ozs., ifgive
you can
get(1)it Armatureon . Field -magnets,
No. 23.
100
watts.
agnet would
core mightbe
a shademore
thanwire11-16ths
in .
If possibleField
, a -mgood
be better.
The sample
you en
closed isNo. 22 bare s.W .G .
(14,911)of Hydraulic
J. McI.
: I am
desirous
driving a 6 -inEngine.
. screw -cutting
lathe,(Paisley)
and havewrites
determined

2 to 3 h .-p ., to allow for fall in pressure of water supply, friction ,

and
other items.
Will youthekindly
me run
how atI per
am minute,
to arriveandat
the number
of revolutions
enginetellwill
also how to calculate the horse-power it will develop ? I intend
driving the engine from the house supply pipe, in . internal
diameter, the pressure being 78 lbs. per sq . in , taken with pressure
gauge. I had an idea that an engine with three cylinders, it-in .
bore
by it- in . stroke, would run at about 200 revolutions and
develop about 21 h .- p ., but I should be glad to have a definite
knowledge how to calculate - the revolutions and horse -power
correctly .

296
24

Will corner Arece

Query 14730

FIG . 2.
Corner PIECE FITTED
TO REDUCE MAG
NETIC RESISTANCE .

- 94
Fig . 1.--MANCHESTER TYPE DYNAMO.
it runs as a motor. To improve this machine, and give it a chance
to work as a dynamo, you should fit new cores made of cast iron ,
wind
each 1 in . by 2 ins., in place of the present round ones, and
also fill in the corners between
with the No. 22 gauge wire ; iron
them
corner pieces to give the
yoke and pole- pieces with tosome armature.
With this alteration ,
magnetism a better circuit the
3,000
aboutor lower
5 amps.,at at
15 volts
about can
and , say,
you
higher
by running
be adjusted
. Thegetvoltage
r .p .m may
,
yokes
and
cores
the
jointsmagnetised
should be by
made
speed. Good well
between
as a motor
and
battery. Geld coirunning
strong battery.
cocores
tha egood
and the
nd strong
, but bethenomachine
harm in increasing
Therelswould
from
the weight of wire on the field coils , but it would be well to use

We do notquite grasp what you mean by " to provide for about

2 to 3 the
h.-p."losses"Dodueyou tomean
provide
an engine
on a service
where
friction
of pipes
would which
be smaller
would
develop 2 or 3 h .- p . ? If you know the pressure at the engine ,
then the usual formula may
P . L .beA . applied
N . = h .-pto .get the .h .-p.
33,000

Meán press. x lengthstroke in ft.33,000
x areaofpiston x no.strokes permin .

No. 20 gauge for the extra wire, so as not to make the resistance of

Pressure, say, 33 lbs. * if X 2'4 x 200
200 x 3 cylrs.
12 X 33,000
= Total i.h.-p . = h .- p. per cylr. X 3 ;

the field coils too high.
] Running
- volt Lamps
fromif you
Smallwill Dynamo.
answer a
writes : I 8 should
J . (14,956
B . (Slough)
feel obliged

Iftheaa pressure
of about will
63 lbs.
can be obtaineddo atnot,thehowever.
engine,
the
horse-power
be one-third.
think
the loss
of pressure would
be so great We
as 45 lbs. which allowed

in a incog-drum
few
dynamo.
made fromre small
; eightI amcogs,putting
, square, arma
stampings
ture questions
5 - 10ths
insu
lated with shellac and silk , and wound with 21 ozs. No. 22 s .s .c .
wire, it ins. diameter by it ins. long, and copper commutator.
Armature iswound in four sections ; mechanical details are perfect:
bearings, good fit, etc . I have " Small Dynamos and Motors "
and " A . B .C . of Dynamo Design ," and gather that the output will
. ( I) and
WhattheI want
r.p . mslower,
at and
3,000drive
be
amps,
numberto
lamps
8 -volt
I use 2'5
knowabout
is, can10 volts
of such (ordinary ) I can light continuously ? I thought of 8 -volt
lamps, as they are considerably cheaper than higher voltages ;
but I am not particular. All I want to do is to get as much light
as possible from machine, I have plenty of power to drive it.
(2 ) Method of procedure
motor
charging What
20 amp.-hour
4-volt resistance
from ofmachine.
cycle accumulator
would be
needed ? I want to use as heavy a charging current as is safe,
as in the evening I have only time to run engine for about 3 hours
at (1a )stretch
Yes. , About three 8 -volt, 2 C.- P . lamps could be run in
parallel from your machine. ( 2) Methods of charging such
accumulators have been given quite recently in the Query columns,
to which please refer.

= o or 1 i.h .- p .
inableworking
above
that 60 to speed.
65 lbs. Therefore,
would be there
obtainis
at the out
engine
at and
the maximum
every
possibility
of
your
being
able
to
run
the
lathe
if
there
is not
much loss in transmission . Everything depends on the length
of - in . pipe necessary . The common velocity of water in large
mains is about 3 ft. per second , and the loss of pressure in 1,760 yds

of pipe is given as about
108
diam . of pipes in inches- = loss of pressure in lbs. per sq. in.

The area
speedofofpiston
thewater
(24
) aboutin your enginewould be in the 18-in, piston
3 4x 5 x. 12 200—
X 60 = ft.per sec.
2524 = 1 ft.per sec.;

andins,as totheareaproportion
pistonwillbe
area is as area of
of | in. = of24pipe
is to area3, theto speed
24 x i ft. -- 8 ft. per sec.,
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which is fairly high in comparison with the speed in large mains,

but, we venture to think, is not fatal to your scheme. With about
20 yds. the loss of pressure would be

108 . 1760
20
-

5455 x 2 = 2 lbs. loss of pressure per sq. in .

second and with the necessary
With the higher speed of 8 ft. per
bends, we would not estimate it at less than 10 lbs. loss.

Dynamo
A . E) .andwrites
: (1)ofWhat
out.
put(14,951)
from dynamo
(sketchDriving.
notreproduced
number
revolutions
per minute ? (2 ) Will engine i in .by 1 in. cylinder in.by 3 -32nds
steam ports, 5 -16ths exhaust do ; verticalhigh speed , supplied with
ro0 lbs. pressure on boiler gauge delivered to engine through ; out
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(14,954]
A . C.2-in.L . (Coventry
completedParticulars.
writes
: I haveSteam
nearly Engine
a steam engine,
bore, 4 - in ),
stroke,(and
obliged
you kind
will kindly
the follow
ing
1) Sizeshallof beboiler,
and ifbest
of fuel answer
to use tomedrive
engine
at
250 . r.B p.G.m . . Lathe.
( 2) Brake-horse-power
of engine.
Willboiler.
it driveI
a 3-in
(4 ) What size pump
required(3 ) for

have beenfounda reader
of help
the .M .E . for nearly three years, and have
always
it a great
(1)
A
boiler
with
about
200 toadvise,
1,400 sq.if the
ins. oftypeheating
will be required , and we 1,would
can besurface
con
veniently
employed
,
a
vertical
multitubular
about
18
ins.
high , with about twelve to sixteen tubes, it diameter. by(2 ) 30About
i.h .- p . at 50 lbs. boiler pressure. ( 3) Yes, quite easily. (4) The
should have
at leasttot adjust
in. diameter
and. t-in . stroke,
and a by-pass
cock a onplunger
the delivery
the feed

The News of the Trade.
( The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading

samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus, and material
for amateur
use.of ItEditorial
must beopinion
understood
these ofreviews
are
free
expressions
, no that
payment
any kind
being
required
or
accepted
.
The
Editor
reserves
the
right
to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted, or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where

the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers.)
• Reviews
distinguished
asterisk
have been based on actual
Editorial
inspection ofbythethegoods
noticed.

A New Hand Shaper.
We have received from Mr. Edward Hines, of Griffin Engi

MR. EDWARD HINE'S NEW SHAPING MACHINE.
side,
pressure
but
length5-32nds
of pipeinside
about diameter.
i ft. 6 ins. Drop
? (3.)ofWhat
B . H .unknown,
P . will engine
develop at flywheel. (4) Also the size of boiler to drive same ?

I havewhich
got your
on boiler-making,
mine
typevaluable
will suit.bookI wish
to be able tobutcannotdeter
leave plant for
some
hours
running
with
automatic
regulating devices, which
I wish to experimeat with . I rather think the Cornish type would
suit,butwould like your advice and other details you may think fit.
(1 ) The dynamo will give out about 12 watts at 3,000 reys. per
minute.
We would
to keep from
the
length of (2)pipeYes,
downquiteto well.
the lowest
possibleadvise
; not,youhowever,
reasons of wire-drawing only , but because of the condensation
likely
of exposed
(3) About
I-12th toi.htake
.- p . place
at 500in such
revs. a perlength
minute.
The piping.
brake horse-power
would
aboutboiler
1-20thhaving
b.hu-p about
. (4) We
anysurface
multi.
tubularbevertical
350 sqwould
. ins. ofadvise
heating

neering Works, Norwich , some particulars of a new hand-shaping
machine
introduced.
The general
arrangement
this tool heis has
shownlatelyin the
accompanying
illustration,
from whichof
itbench
will. be The
seen stroke
that theis machine
is
intended
for
fixing
to
the work
adjustable, and extends to 6 ins., while
there
is
an
automatic
traverse
feed
having
a
range
of
8
ins.
The
table is adjustable , and is fitted with a screw vice for holding the
work . We have not seen one of these machines, but have no
doubt that it is quite up to the standard of the high - class tools

which thison firmapplication.
is noted . Mr.Prices
furthersent
particulars
may
befor obtained
Hinesandrecently
us a pretty
novelty in ornamental turning in the shape of a very cleanly -cut
thistle bud . He makes a special cutter for producing this pattern ,

which will, no doubt, be of interest to those of our readers who

practise ornamental lathe work.
A Miniature Electric Light Plant.
The Universalwe have
Electricreceived
Supplya newCo.,sheet
60, Brook
Street.
C .-onFrom-M ., Manchester,
of seasonable

Probably a Primus fired generator (two burners), measuring about

6 ins. 12diameter
by 12 ins.
high without
firebox,
with
to 15 tubes
in . outside
diameterwater-space
would do very
well. butA
Cornish
boiler
is
expensive
to
make
(if
copper
is
used,)
and
be set in brickwork or other similar material to obtain themust
best
value from the heat of the fire.
14,811 Model Vertical Boller. F . J . H . (Reading) writes :
a vertica
dimensions
me with theengine
obligea horizontal
you kindly
Would suitable
. bore,!
; cylinderof i-in
to drive
boiler
brass tube,
of 4 -in. solid -drawn shell,
I have a piece be
i -in . stroke.
kindly
1- 16th in . thick . If this cannot used for the outer
send me ( 1) thickness of plate, (2 ) diameter of boiler , (3 ) height of
boiler and size of firebox and centre flue, size of cross-tubes in fire

box ; also sizes of feed pump suitable for the boiler.that your boiler
We presume from your sketch (not reproduced)

will be fired by liquid or gaseous fuel, the depth of the firebox
few models,
engine to run asilent
being so small. If you only require thefired
Primus
by a 3-in ,
boiler
or do other lightwork ,dothenthethework
quite comfortably . The water
paraffin burner would
tubes should be in . outside diameter, and about five in number.
They should be silver -soldered in , and be inclined as inuch as
possible. Should you want to get more power out of the engine,
we would advise a number of vertical fiue tubes } in , diameter.
These should be screwed into the firebox crown, as it will not be
possible to have them expanded , owing to the presenceof the water
fuel is to be used, then dispense with the water
tubes. If solid
tubes, and employ at least twelve flue tubes in , or in . diameter.
should be 5 ins. by 10 ins. The size of the
shell
of
the
size
The
feed pump, which will just keep up the supply, will depend on the
work to be done by the engine and the size of the boiler. If you.
fit the engine with a pump having a 5 -16ths-in . plunger and in
stroke, you will be on the safe side. Adjust the supply by a by -pass
valve in the delivery pipe. For 4 -in . barrels use 1-16th in thick

ness of plate, 5 ins. diameter, 5 -64ths in ., and 6 ins., 3-32nds in .

THE UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co .'s MINIATURE
ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT.
novelties. The items listed include a model water motor, electric
pocket lamps, scarf pins, coils, batteries, and a cheap
torches and
pocket voltmeter. One of the more important lines we illustrate
the
herewith in form of a small water-driven centralstation plant,
which comprises a dynamo driven by a water-motor, and con
nected to a small lamp, which it lights up . The set is provided
with a rubber tube for connecting to a water tap . The list
will be sent post free to any reader on application . We are in
formed that a number of the prices in this firm 's regular lists
have lately been reduced , without any alteration in the quality
of the goods.
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THE Fortis Vice Competition,recently announced
in our columns, brought an unusually large
number of entries, and, perhaps owing to the
nature of the problem our readers were set, the judg.
ing has been somewhat difficult. No very great scope
for brilliant originality is possible in the design of a
vice bench ; rigidity, simplicity of construction , small
cost of materials and suitability for the work the
bench is intended for, being, in our opinion , the chief
objects for the competitors to secure. Some of the
entrants favoured old wringingmachines, chaff-cutters,
and the like, as the basis of their designs Benches

made in such a way would, no doubt, serve their pur
pose excellently ; but designs founded on the use of
these materials could hardly be considered by the
judges, as they are merely adaptations of structures
intended for entirely different uses, and not always
easily available for the bench builder. No one
design cameup to our highest expectations ; but we
consider the best to be that prepared by
Mr. H . V . BOOTH,
4, Whittaker Street,
Radcliffe,
who sent in excellent drawings in detail for a plain ,
straightforward, and useful amateur's vice bench ; and
we have, therefore, selected him for the first prize of
a parallel vice, value 18s.6d. Werecommend for the
second prize of a vice, value ros .
Mr. JOHN D . ELAM ,
Park House,
Littleport Street,
King's Lynn,
whose design weshall publish , together with the first
named . The third prize (value 5s.6s.) is awarded to
Mr. David E . PATTERSON ,
35 , Calder Place,
Roman Road ,
Motherwell, N .B .
The bench suggested by Mr. Patterson has several
interesting and novel points, butthemain construction
involves the use of iron steam barrel, and we are
not quite sure whether it would prove rigid enough .
We, however, think it worthy of publishing, perhaps
not in its entirety, and we will endeavour to submit it
to our readers at an early date, together with some of
the interesting features contained in several of the
other designs sent in in connection with the con
petition .

cellence of both the design and the drawings , and

also the extremely thorough and practical way in
which the description of the various parts is given .
This is a piece of work well worth the attention of
any model engineer, and if sufficient entries were
likely to be received we should be pleased to offer a
silver medal for the best model built to this design .
Perhaps those who are thinking of building this
model and who would like to enter, will kindly let
us know .

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only ,and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated, when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.
Advertisementratesmay behad on application to the Advertise
ment Manager
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper,
and all new apparatusand price lists, & c ., for review , to be addressed
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer," 26 - 29. Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended

addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer , 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E . C .

All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 2629
Poppin ' s Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .

Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and

Chamberlain, 123. Liberty Street, New York, U .S.A., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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We can highly commend the entries of Messrs
Herbert T.Warner (Shipston), F . P. Blackford (Hove).
and H . S. Grove (Montreal), and also speciallymention
the designs of Messrs. H . S. Cowper (Redcar), H .
Fuller (Horsham ), W . F. Manley ( Torquay), James
Bryson (Portobello), Albert Hind (Mansfield), T .
Green (London ), H . Temple (Birmingham ), and J.
Killick (Cheltenham ).

Wehave no doubt that our steam readers will have
been following with special interest the extremely
pretty design for a model automatic cut-off horizontal
engine, which is just now running through our pages.
Mr. P . D . Johnston , the author of this design, is not
only an engineer of exceptional ability and of long
experience in the designing and building of big
engines,but takes a keen interest in high -class model
making. Our readers will have noted the ex
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A 174- in . Gauge Model Locomotive.

- IHS

Fig . 1. — LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF MR. W . MARLEY's MODEL LOCOMOTIVE.
THE following is a description of a small loco
1 motive which I recently. completed for my
brother's model railway. The locomotive
was made to run on a gauge of 14 ins. (No. o ), with
very sharp curves . The frames were taken from
an old engine which had been relegated to the scrap

heap , and are made of thick tin , with imitation
springs , etc., pressed in them . The boiler is made
of a piece of 3-64ths -in . seamless brass tube, i } ins.

diameter, 4 ins. long, and has fourbrass water-tubes
3-16ths in. diameter. The ends are of brass, 3-64ths
in , thick , soldered in and held together by an in .
brass stay passing through the centre of the boiler.
On completion, the boiler was tested to 100 lbs.
per sq. in . with water and 75 lbs. per sq . in. with
steam . The safety valve is set to blow off at
30 lbs. per sq . in ., which is more than enough to

slip the driving wheels . The engine is a single

acting slide valve, placed horizontally inside the
cab and bunker, and has the valve on top . The
cylinder is 4-in . bore by 4- in . stroke, taken from an
old hot-air engine, with valve chest, etc., sweated
on . The steam port is 1-16th in ,by in .,and the ex
haust port } in . by } in . ; the exhaust steam is
turned up the chimney. The valve gear is a modifi
cation of Klug valve gear, driven from the crank- pin ,
and works very well. The engine is geared into the

driving wheels bycog -wheels taken from an old clock ,
The steam cock and reversing lever are in thebunker,
and can be seen in the drawing. The whole of
the reduction of speed being in the ratio of 6 to 1.

the side tanks , cab , etc., can be removed by taking
out four screws, thus providing ready access to the
engine. The locomotive easily pulls a train of a

dozen trucks and carriages weighing about 4 lbs.
round the line continuously , the engine making
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about 1,000 r.p .m . The boiler keeps up a pressure
of 10 to 15 lbs. per sq. in., and the water lasts for
about a quarter of an hour. Ifmore trucksbeadded
the train overturns at the curves. The engine will
pull 10 lbs. in a truck weighing } lb., but if further
loaded , the driving wheels just slip . Other di
mensions are : Frames - length , 7 ins., width,
2ins. ; height of boiler, centre line from rails, 3 ins.;

height to top of funnel from rails, 4 5 -16ths ins.;
diameter of driving wheels, leading wheels, I 1-16th
in. ; coupled wheelbase, 24 ins. ; length over
buffers, 84 ins. ; heating surface, about 12 sq . ins.
weight of engine, 1 lbs. Boiler fired by spirit
lamps with two burners. The locomotive cost
about 2s. 6d . to make, more than half of this being
spent on the paint. I also made the bogie

Adding more solder only aggravated the trouble .
I managed it at last by tinning the soldering bit
about 4 in . longer than the diameter of the hole,
and having the soldering bit only just hot enough
to melt the solder. I drew the bit over the hole
seeing that the tinned part of the bit touched each
side of the hole. By this means a satisfactory joint
wasmade. The proper temperature of the soldering
bit is most important. It should be only just hot
enough .
A Handy Screwdriver.
By ". Ex -APPRENTICE.'

A very handy and simple screwdriver may be
made in the following manner : - A piece of 7-in . or
-in . round steel about 10 ins. long is taken, and
the two ends are then drawn out to form flats at
right angles to each other, as shown in Fig . 1.

It is then bent over it ins. from each end, and
Fig . 1.

FIG . 2 .
A HANDY SCREWDRIVER.

we have the finished screwdriver, as shown in
Fig . 2. It may then be filed nearly to an edge
at each end, and hardened to a dark blue. This
latter process, however, is not necessary .

Fig . 2. — MR. W . MARLEY'S MODEL ENGINE.
truck and 4 -wheel truck shown in the photograph.
The 4 -wheel truck has a scale capacity of 30 tons,
and the bogie truck 33 tons of coal, the scale being
1 in . to the foot.

Workshop Notes and Notions.

An Adjustable Packing Block .
By “ Scribo."
For raising pieces in the shaping and drilling

machine especially , this tool will be found very
useful. It needs little explanation . The block B
should be planed perfectly true and square, and
one end rounded off to an 1-in .radius so as to allow

& whit thread

[Readers are invited to contribute short practical Hems for this
column, based on their own workshop experience.

Accepted

-

contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord

4a

"

grub screw

Hints on Soft Soldering.
By H . H . COPUS.
The following few hints, gathered from my
experience in soft soldering may prove of use to
fellow readers of the M . E . For a flux I use a
saturated solution of chloride of zinc and water
with a little sal-ammoniac added ; } oz. of chloride
of zinc will make sufficient to last an amateur a
considerable time. Once I had a piece of -in . brass
tube to soldei into a 14-in , copper tube. The only
means for doing this were a small soldering iron ,
the solution described above, and a kitchen fire.
After trying three or four times without success,
I tried placing it in the fire till it was nearly the

melting point of the solder. By this means I had
very little trouble in getting a perfect joint. At
another time I had a hole in a tin vessel to solder,
but try as I would the solder would not cover the

hole, but formed a little ridge all around the hole.

mm

UVUV

ing to merli. All matter intended for this column should be
marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)

4
d.

AN ADJUSTABLE PACKING BLOCK,
it to lift up and bed well ; at the other end a 7-in .
Whitworth hole is drilled and tapped , and a grub
screw let in , the length of which should be slightly

less than the width of block. They should be made
in pairs, and can be used as ordinary parallel strips
The size here given will be found a useful one.

by letting the screw in flush with the two surfaces ,
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locomotive practice. Themodel shown has Richard
son's relief frame on the back of the valve, a device
which is much used by American locomotive
engineers. Four strips are arranged in a rectangle
and fitted into a recess formed on the back of the

Notable Models at South
Kensington Museum ,
1. - SOME SLIDE-VALVE Models.

valve , the bars overlap at the ends and are notched
into one another. Flat springs are used to hold
them against the specially prepared inner face of
the steam chest cover. When the bars are carefully

(Continued from page 568.)
HE common slide-valve used in the locomotive
is next shown, but is so well-known that it
is unnecessary to describe it.

A curious
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fitted the pressure of steam holds them against the

17

Fig . 9 . - A MODEL OF THE COMMON LOCOMOTIVE SLIDE -VALVE FITTED WITH
RICHARDSON'S BALANCING STRIPS .

Fig . 10 . — THE PISTON VALVE.
point in its history is that it was patented in 1802 ,
walls of the recess and against each other, so that
by Matthew Murray , two years before a locomotive
steam cannot enter the enclosed area. The area
ever ran upon rails. Up to recent years, it has
of the balancing recess is usually . 5 to 6 of that
of the valve.
been almost the only type of slide-valve used in
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Next comes the piston valve (Fig. 10), also a very
old invention, for it was used by Murdoch in models
about 1781- 6 , and by Sharp, Roberts & Co., in bell
crank locomotives in 1833. It hardly needs
description , being now so largely used , but in

brief, it consists of two pistons rigidly connected
together and sliding in short cylinders having ports
round them . The pistons may be solid , or com
posed of rings. The model shows a valve with
solid floating rings, as now commonly used owing

to the slight wear of the faces. Valves of this kind
are made for admission of steam at the inner or
outer edges, but unless the waist is made tubular
the ends of the chest must in some other way com
municate with each other. Such valves are per
fectly balanced and require very little power to
drive them . Short ports may be obtained by
placing the pistons a good way apart.

Hackworth 's valve (Fig. 11) has a box at each

December 28, 1905,

the area acted on by the steam pressure. Owing
also to the top of the valve being perforated, steam
is free to enter the recess above this bearing piece .
so that the unbalanced area is reduced .
Trick 's valve, shown in Fig. 13, is a modification
is formed through the valve from end to end over
the back of the exhaust opening, while the cylinder
face is made shorter than usual and the steam port

of 1854 in the locomotive slide- valve. A passige

opening wider. These alterations secure that the
valve, in its travel, overshoots the edge of the face,
so that while admitting steam in the usual way at
one end, there is also an admission from the other
by the passage over the back . The valve gives the

double and quick opening to the steam of a double
ported valve, without being so large and cumber
some. The model shown is fitted with a modern
form of relief ring on the back , consisting of three
metal rings with coned surface fitting into each

inches

Fig . 14. — THE DOUBLE-PORTED SLIDE-VALVE , AS USED IN MARINE PRACTICECE ,.
end , faced over but pierced with ports corresponding
with similar ports formed through an extended and
overhanging cylinder face. Steam enters each of
these boxes from below , and passing through the
outer ports , enters the cylinder through the inner
one. The system gives two steam openings similar
to those of a double-ported valve. It may bemade

other ; the upper rings are split and tongued , and
the pressure of the springs at the back forces the
rings outwards and so keeps them tight sideways,
in addition to holding the lower ring against the
valve. This method of balancing is much used in
marine practice.
A double-ported valve (Fig. 14) completes the

triple-ported , but in either case it gives a somewhat
lighter valve than the ordinary multi-ported slide,

series. Valves of this type were introduced about
1856 , when the simple flat valve had got to require

and is also partly balanced during the greater part
Next comes Mr. W . C . Church 's valve, patented
in 1872 (Fig. 12). Two distinctive features are
app rent. One, largely anticipated by Mr. F . W .

too much power to drive it in large engines. By
increasing the number of ports, the travel of the
valve can be reduced without contracting the port
opening. The face upon which such a valve slides
has two openings leading into each steam port,
with the usual exhaust port in themiddle, but there
are also two transverse passages through which

of the stroke.

Webb in 1869, consists in making the valve circular
and free to rotate in a bridle or loop formed in the
spindle, with the object of preventing the face from
grooving or wearing unevenly. The outer edges of
the steam ports are struck with a radius slightly
greater than that of the valve, so that, though the
ends of the ports open first, the lead is of uniform
radial width . The second peculiarity is a raised
bearing in the centre of the exhaust space to increase

the outer one. These two ports give the sime
passage way as a single one open to twice the ex
tent, whilst opening and closing are more promptly
performed . These valves, being large, are usually
| fitted with relief frames ; the model shows one of ..

the bearing surface of the valve without adding to

the earliest forms, consisting of a ring fitted in a

steam is being admitted to the inner port, opening
at the same time as it is in the ordinary way by
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Fig. 11.- HACKWORTH 'S MULTIPORTED SLIDE -VALVE .

inches

IN

Fig . 12. - MR. W . C . CHURCH 'S PATENT SLIDE -VALVE AND BUCKLE.

IIIIIIIIIIIII
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Fig . 13. - A MODEL OF Trick's SLIDE-VALVE, FITTED WITH MODERN TYPE OF
CIRCULAR RELIEF FRAME,
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circular groove formed in the steam chest cover
and pressed against the flat back of the valve by
springs and adjusting screws. The ring is kept
tight in the groove by soft packing compressed
between the main ring and an auxiliary ring be
hind it, on which the springs act. The various types
of slide-valve just described are not yet in the
official catalogue. Many other examples which
are may be found close by, their numbers ranging
from 157 to 185 in Part I of the latest catalogue
that of 1901. The whole collection here described
is a little to the left of the Rocket engine,and forms
a most complete and valuable record of the progress

December 28, 1905.

through the baseboard - a piece of it -in . thick oak

- thus holding the standards B , which are also of

oak. I used thick tinplate for the fan blades ;
these are flanged , as shown, to strengthen them .
The flanging operation will produce sufficient bend
if properly manipulated ; they are 3 ins. broad ,
when flanged , by 44 ins. long.

The spider on star ,

on which the blades are bolted , is a brass casting,

with a boss or hub 3 ins. long ; that is, long enough
to allow sufficient clearance ( in .) between the
blades and the fan casing on each side.
I made patterns and castings for the whole affair

made in this indispensable branch of steam engi
neering.

A Water Motor and Fan .
IN giving a short description of the above, I
I hope I shall be aiding a little those amateurs
who, like myself,are in need of such amachine.
I built this for the purpose of melting metals at
home, although usually a simple draught furnace is
employed . Now , an amateur generally wants but
a small quantity of metal melting at once, and as a
draught furnace always takes nearly the same
quantity of fuel to heat it, it is much more econ
omical to use a fan , for by this means the amount

of coke burned corresponds to the amount of
metal melted . The water motor (A , Fig. 1) is
104 ins. diameter outside of the buckets ; these

latter are a design of my own ; at any rate, I have

Fig . 2. - GENERAL VIEW OF FAN AND MOTOR.
myself, and without the aid of a lathe, for if the holes
in the castings are carefully cored , a little trimming
with a file is all that is necessary . As may be seen
from the photograph, the same pattern for the fan
has served for the water-wheel, with the rim and
the bo s shortened .

Reference to Fig. 2 will give an idea of the cas
ings. They are of 3- in . oak. Care must be taken
that the casing for the motor is made watertight ;
this can be accomplished by daubing the joints
with a mixture of white lead and linseed oil before

screwing up . Brass screws must be used . A full

inch bore is necessary for the outlet. The bore of
the nozzle, of course , depends upon the pressure of
water ; in my case it is } in .
The fan casing does not need much comment.

The holes at the sides are 34 ins. diameter, the air
outlet 24 ins. square, and the blades sweep clear
of the baseboard by it ins. I have melted 6 lbs.
of cast iron , with the assistance of this fan, in
about an hour, with a “ hatful ” of coke, whereas
it used to take quite three hours with the draught

Fig . 1. - WATER MOTOR AND FAN : CASING

furnace, and burned twice as much coke over the

REMOVED ,

operation. My furnace is something like a small
cupola, with three tuyeres, close to the bottom ,
although, of course, I use crucibles to hold the

never seen any of the same shape, and I consider
they offer as little resistance to the back splashing

metal.

water as possible. They are cast in white metal,
and are bolted on to the periphery of the wheel by
one bolt to each joint formed by the curved base
of the bucket. The wheel B is a brass casting, and
is secured to the shaft (a piece of k-in . round iron )
by a split pin . The bearings C are it ins. long,

Germany at the Grunewald Works, on similar lines
to that of the St. Louis Exposition . It is to be
in charge of the well-known locomotive designer ,

A LOCOMOTVE testing laboratory is to be built in

held down by four bolts, each of which runs right

Professor Von Borries.
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The Latest in Engineering .
Protecting Steel Work. - Copper sheathing for
protecting steel work is to be tried by the Penn

sylvania Railroad Company in its train shed at
Jersey , N . J.,where it has been found that the gases

given off by the locomotives are attacking the steel
frames and galvanised iron coverings. The fact
that such destructive action is noticeable in a struc
ture of such heightand so well ventilated is interest

ing in itself. Copper will be stretched uver places
where repairs are necessary,and the refacing of the
structure will go on from time to time. The ex
pectation is that the whole of the structure will
have received a new lining in about two years, at
a total cost of about t100,000.

A Smoke Preventer . - A new form of appar
atus for the prevention of smoke from steam
boilers and for improving the evaporative efficiency
is now being introduced . It resembles, in one
respect, several other appliances which have
been moderately successful, namely, in the
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the boiler had no economiser attached . The
makers of this apparatus are Messrs. Frank Jordan
and Co., 15, George Street, Mansion House, London ,
E .C .

A Model Traction Engine .
THE photograph herewith illustrates a model
I traction engine which was made by a brick
layer. It took him two years to make, in his
spare time. The boiler is 22 ins. long, including
smokebox ; the barrel of same is built from a piece
ofsolid -drawn copper tube, 18 ins. long by 5 ins. dia .,
with a 7 -in . piece cut out and nearly half the
diameter.
The outside firebox plates are carried upward to
take crankshafts and backward to take main axle
and intermediate gearing shafts. The inside fire
box is 6 ins. by 41 ins. and 6 ins. deep , and fin .
above centre line of boiler, with -in . water space

use of a jet of steam in the furnace and on
top of the fuel. But by a novel mode of
construction , the apparatus superheats the
steam , and then sprays it over the whole sur
face of the fire. The difficulty of imparting to
the steam the necessary high temperaturewith
out exposing the heating medium to the fierce

heat of the furnace, forms an interesting
feature of the Longsdorf system . The essen
tial feature of this apparatus is a cast-iron
or cast-steel saddle-shaped chamber, placed
inside the furnace above the dead plate and
surrounding the opening for the firing door.
On top of this superheater is fixed , pivotally ,

a triangular-shaped casting called a “ gas
head.” This contains a number of carefully
disposed perforations through which jets of

steam are blown on to the fire. The supply
of steam is drawn from the boiler by a t- in .
pipe provided with a stop-valve and enters
thesuperheater, through which it has to take
a zig-zag course, owing to the baffles, before
it reaches the “ gas-head.” One of the advantages
of the Longsdorf system is that it requires ex
tremely little alteration to be adapted to existing
boilers.
The fire door requires no openings for air, and
the ash - pit is left open , so that the air to sup
port . combustion is practically all drawn through
the fire. It would appear, too, that the amount of
steam used for the jets, owing to its being super
heated , is insignificant. The results obtained

during a test show that the equivalent evaporation
from and at 212° Fah . per lb . of dried fuel
amounted to 8.44 lbs. The Leicestershire coal used
at this test was of a smoky nature, and with the
apparatus not in use yielded dense smoke after
stoking. With the “ gas-head ” in action , the
smoke was prevented, and the chimney -top was

A MODEL TRACTION ENGINE .
all round, the tube, 2 } ins., running through barre
of boiler. The flue tube was used because it was
to burn coal — the smaller ones are not effective.
The boiler is also fitted with steam pressure gauge,
water gauge, and feed pump ; also mud-hole door for
cleaning out, which is riveted with copper rivets ;
firebox is stayed with 3- 16ths-in , stays; boiler plates
are 3- 32nds in , thick ,
The engine cylinder is a correct model of the
usual traction engine type, with double Rams
bottom safety - valve on top , steam -jacketed all

round. The bore of cylinder is i į ins. by a 2- in .
stroke. The guide for the crosshead is the four
bar type. The reversing gear is of the Stephenson

clear throughout the test, except on about three
occasions, when very faint brownish -grey vapour
was noted for a few seconds. As regards smoke
prevention , the apparatus proved successful, and

link motion ; the flywheel is 7 ins, in diameter. The
driving road wheels are 12 ins. diameter ; front,
6 % ins. diameter. The engine is steered in the
usual way by worm and pinion ; the gear wheels
are brass, and hand -cut.
The total length of engine is 331 ins. ; weight,
cwt. The boiler is tested to 150 lbs. per sq. in .,

the economical results realised are also satisfactory ,

and the safety -valve blows off at 60 lbs. pressure,

in view of the calorific value of the coal, which is
1 2,776 B . T.U ., and also considering the fact that

10 volts.

The engine will drive a 15 C.-p. dynamo giving
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Notes on Locomotive Practice.
By Chas. S. Lake.
BRITISH LOCOMOTIVES FOR ABROAD .

The two locomotives recently built by British
firms for service abroad , which were men
tioned in the last issue of these Notes, are
illustrated herewith . The first is a 4 - 6 - 0 type

tank engine of large proportions, built by Messrs.
Andrew Barclay, Sons & Co., Ltd., of Kilmarnock,
N .B ., for the Dunderland Iron Ore Co., who own
mines in Norway. The cylinders are located out
side the frames and drive themiddle pair of coupled

for December 7th. Of the ten coupled wheels , the
middle pair are the drivers, and it will be noticed

that the cylinders are placed in a horizontal position
them , Walschaerts gear being employed for
actuating the slide-valves.
This is an immensely powerful locomotive, as
the dimensions given will show . It has a large

outside the frames, with the steam chests above

Belpaire pattern boiler, ample cylinder capacity ,
and adhesion weight, and a relatively high working

wheels. Valve gearing of the ordinary link motion
type is employed inside the frames, the steam chests
being at the sides of the cylinders. The boiler is of
large proportions for this class of engine ; it is 4 ft .

steam pressure. Therefore, it is not surprising to
learn that it can exert a tractive force of 33 .819 lbs.

5 ins. diameter, and contains 194 tubes of ik ins.

wheelbase, 19 ft. ; total wheelbase, 27 ft. 2 ins. ;

The cylinders are 191 ins. diameter by 28 ins.
stroke ; coupled wheels, 4 ft. 3 ins. diameter ; fixed

733 +

4 – 6 – 0 TYPE TANK LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE DUNDERLAND IRON ORE Co.
diameter. These are ii ft. long, and they provide
977.6 sq . ft. of heating surface, to which has to be

added the 95 sq . ft. of the firebox, or a total of
1072.6 sq . ft. The grate area is 16 sq . ft., and the
boiler carries a working pressure of 160 lbs. per

sq. in . Other dimensions are as follows : - Cylin
ders, 18 ins. diameter ; piston stroke, 26 ins. ;
coupled wheels (diameter), 4 ft. 2 ins. ; bogie
wheels, 2 ft. 3 ins. diameter ; total wheelbase ,
20 ft. i } ins. ; rigid wheelbase, io ft. 6 ins. ; capacity
of water tanks, 1,500 gallons ; weight in working
order, 58 tons 10 cwt.
The second locomotive is the large “ Decapod ”
freight engine, built by Messrs. Robert Stephenson

and Co., Ltd ., of Darlington, for the Argentine
Great Western Railway Co. This is the engine for
which special transportation methods had to be

employed between Darlington and Liverpool, as
mentioned on page 537 of THE MODEL ENGINEER

bogie wheels, 2 ft. 6 ins. diameter ; heating surface
(tubes), 2,246 sq . ft. ; firebox, 194 sq . ft. ; total,
2,440 sq. ft.; grate area , 36 sq . ft. ; working
pressure, 180 lbs. per sq . in ; weight on coupled
wheels, 70 tons 17 cwt. ; weight on front
8 tons 3 cwt. ; total weight in working
79 tons 10 cwt.
The tender runs upon two four-wheeled
trucks with 3 ft. diameter wheels, spaced

bogie ,
order,
bogie
5 ft.

apart ; the total wheelbase being 16 ft. The tank
capacity is 4 ,000 gallons, and 670 cubic ft. of fuel
space is provided . The tender, in working order,
weighs 45 tons 7 cwt., so that there is a total
weight on rails (engine and tender ) of 124 tons
17 cwt. The gauge of the Argentine Great Western
Railway is 5 ft. 6 ins. The writer is indebted to the
builders of the respective engines for the foregoing
particulars , and also for the photographs illustrating
the same,
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ANOTHER New DEPARTURE ON THE G .W . R .
already long list on the Great Western Railway .
There is, at the present time, completing at Swindon
Works, a four-cylinder “ simple ” engine of the
“ Atlantic " type. The inside cylinders are placed
forward of the bogie centre line for driving the
leading coupled axle, whilst the outside cylinders
are placed at the back of the bogie centre line and
will drive the second coupled axle. The cranks
are equally set, viz., one at each quarter of the revo
lution , the outside cranks being at 180 degs, to those
inside. The cylinders will be 141 ins. diameter by
26 ins. stroke ; boiler pressure, 225 lbs. per sq. in .,

and coupled wheels, 6 ft. 8 } ins. diameter. The
enginewill resemble somewhat(in respectofcylinders
and wheel arrangement) the Cole system compounds
in America . The four 144 ins. diameter cylinders

may be regarded as about equal to two of 20 ins.
diameter by 26 ins. stroke, so that the engine will
be one of great power, especially in view of the
high boiler pressure employed .
Fast RUNNING IN THE UNITED STATES.
A locomotive of the “ Atlantic " type, belonging

to the Pennsylvania R . R . recently covered a
distance of 257.4 miles at an average speed of
74:5 m .p .h . At the time it was hauling a special
train comprised of four cars, the train weighing
(with engine and tender) 420 tons. The engine has
201 by 26 -in . cylinders, 6 ft. 8 ins. drivers, and
2,640 sq. ft. of heating surface. The occupants of
the train - railway officials attending the American
Railway Association at Chicago - speak of it as a

“ comfortable " ride.

For the Bookshelf .
[ Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from THE

MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26 -29, Poppin's Court,

Fleet Street, London, E .C ., by remitting the published price and
ELECTRIC TRACTION . By Professor R . H . Smith ,
the cost of postage.]

A .M .I.C .E ., etc. London : Harper & Bros.

Price 9s. net. Postage 6d.
The progress of invention in electric traction has

been so rapid that unless a book on the subject is
right up-to -date, engineers find such to a great
extent useless. Professor Smith 's able work con
tains particulars of the very latest developments
in this absorbing branch of electrical engineering,
and therefore cannot be criticised on this score.
Both the arrangement and the scope of the book

are excellent ; at the same time, the author keeps

strictly to his subject. The opening chapter pro
vides a general survey of the problems involved in
electrical traction on common roads, railways, and
on the rivers and canals.
The five chapters following this deal with tram
ways in their various phases, including general
considerations, the economics of electrical traction
as applied to street tramways , technical conditions
— and, passing into detail, describe the overhead ,

conduit and surface-contact systems. Electric
railway work comes next, with descriptions of deep
level, surface, and shallow railways of theMetropolis
now in course of construction and in actual opera
tion. The large share in the development of
electrical railway development and the designing of
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Another type locomotive is to be added to the
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locomotives and other equipment, with which the
foreigner must be credited , is also treated very
fully , and is exceedingly interesting and instructive.
It comprises chapters on the Berlin railways, the
direct-current and high -tension alternating in
stallations in Italy, together with another of the
Swiss three-phase railways and the high-speed

fiy

CRANK Disc, PIN ,
AND SHAFT.

A Design for a Model Automatic
Cut-off Steam Engine.
By P. 1). JOHNSTON (U .S.A .).
(Concluded from page 590 .)
No. 66. — The crank disc is made of cast iron from
a pattern . The casting should be caught in the
chuck and faced true on the back of the hub and
counterwegiht only . It must now be centred care .
fully on the front, and holes for shaft and crank pin
laid out and centred . The piece should now be
clamped on a true faceplate, and the holes for shaft

OILER
for
tar

carefully drilled and bored . After this is done, it

- - - - - 29
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- ------

----

_ _ 10 - - - - - -

experiments on the Zossen -Marienfelde line in
Germany. The book is produced in a praiseworthy
manner and comprises 442 pages. It contains over

300 illustrations and 14 tables. The information
it provides appears to be exceptionally accurate,
even in small and not all-important details. On
the whole, we have not the least doubt that it will
prove of immense value to the profession .
THE JUNIOR INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS' RECORD
OF TRANSACTIONS for 23rd Session . Edited
by Walter T. Dunn, F .C .I.S . London : Percival

F - - - 50

Marshall & Co., 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet

Street. Price ios. 6d ., postage 5d.
The Record of the Transactions of this flourishing
Institution for the twenty -third session is an ex
ceedingly interesting and instructive volume. The
subjects of the papers include “ Fires on Ship
board : Their Causes and Methods for Prevention
and Extinction ” ; “ Recent Developments in the
Construction of Working Gas Engines ” ; Mr. J.
Fletcher Moulton 's Presidential Address ; “ Pro
ducer Gas-power for Factories ” ; “ Notes on
Electric Accumulators ” ; “ Heating and Ven

- 45° . - -

tilating Small Workshops ” ; “ The Design of a
of Motor-cars and Cycles." " These papers are well
illustrated with diagrams and folding plates. The

should be shifted and the hole for crankpin bored.

book also contains full accounts of the many visits
to places of engineering interest and of the Institu
tion 's tour in Germany. The papers are well
illustrated , several folding plates being included ,
making the whole volume, within its scope, a really
practical work of reference for the engineer and

done, will ensure parallelism on the crank pin and
shaft. The keyway can now be cut and the disc
can be laid aside and
No. 69 (crankshaft) taken up. This is made of
mild steel and should be turned carefully to the

student.

sizes given , but the collar should be left full in

Dry -dock ,” and “ Practical Notes on the Running

ELEVATION OF CRANK Disc.
This treatment, if the work has been carefully

.. ...

Half-knuckle joint ...

Material,

Steel
Bronze

Bolts for63 and 64

Steel

Piston rings . . . .

Hard bronze
Cast iron

Cast iron

»

...... ..

Adjusting bolt for 85 . . . . . .

Steel

Stop for 87

Steel
Cast iron
Steel

105

106

107
108

109

Bolts for 100 and 101 .. .
Band flywheel . . . .
Key forw 103 . . .,
Setscre for 104 . . .

Crank -pin oiler .
Flange for 106 .
Stand for 106 . .
Drip for 106 . . .

IIO

Throttle body . .

III
112

Stuffing-box

Steel
Steel
Brass

Cast iron

Gland for 111
Throttle valve
Lever for 113. .

Steel

| | | ||

I13
114

Cast iron

--

102
103
104

* Eccentric strap .

-

Eccentric pin
Nut for 97 . . . . . .
Bolts for 71 . . . . .

- --

end . . .

Weight . . . . . . . .
Eccentric link . .
Screw for 94
End for 94 . . . .

- -

„

Cast iron

-- -

3 -32nds by screw for 88-89
Stop collar .. .
by screw for 90 . . ..
Damper fork . . .

from bar stock .

all over

Shaft for 77 and 78 ..
Screw for 79 . . . .
Pins for 77 and 78 . .
Spring clip . . . .
Screw for 82 . . . .
Spring link ,
1- 16th by spring
screw for 84 ..
Governor

Brass

,

where marked

Steel

Nuts for 85 . . ..

Finish all over

all over

Long
weight arm . .
Short
»

Remarks.

where marked

Steel

|| | | | || | | | | | || | | | | | | | | | | | || | | | | || | | | | |

Crank disc . . . . .
Crank pin . . . . . . . .
Key for 66 . . . . .
Crankshaft . . . . .
Governor case . .
Damper case cov
Eccentric . .
Damper arm . ..
Pin for 73 . . . . . .
Damper . . . . . . .
Screw for 75 . . . .

,
Number

Number

Lock
nut for 59 . . . .. .
Bolts for 59

Pattern

Pieces
of
NNNNNNN
.Required

.
Number

DESIGN FOR A MODEL AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF STEAM ENGINE.
SPECIFICATION OF PARTS: Second Half.
Name of Piece .

100
IOI
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Piece
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, not shown

20 S. W .G , steel wire tempered
Finish all over
hand

, left hand
,, not shown

from scrap

where marked
all over
where marked
all over

where marked
all over, turn from bar
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width , to be finished after the crank disc is in place .
The seat or fit for the disc should , for this size , be

December 28, 1903.

the weights are actuated by centrifugal force with
springs to supply the counteracting force.

made .002 larger than the bore of the disc and the

As stated at the beginning of this article, this

keyway cut, also keyway for flywheel. The disc
may now be heated until it hasexpanded sufficiently

particular design has been used by the writer in a

number of engines of comparatively large sizes with
this type of governor
could have been de

to allow the shaft to be pushed to place, being

most satisfactory results. A more simple form of
signed , but this would

The
LDRILL

have been in keep
His not
ing with the purpose
of thewriter -- to design

Im

an engine that would
not only call for care
ful work on the part of
the model maker, but

- - -- - - - -

AN

would , when com
pleted , be a credit to
him .

The drawing of the
wheelor case also gives
the skeleton of the
governor,and a section
in connection with this
shows clearly the rela
tion of the several

8TA

it -

parts to each other

It is believed that the

DR . PH

drawings are so full in

detail thatan extended
description of the pro

cesses of making the

Details of Governor PARTS.
careful to get the keyway properly aligned . After
it has cooled , the shaft may be swung in the lathe
and the disc properly finished on the periphery ;
edges and hubs, also the collar on shaft may be

P.

ORI

LL

3

No. 67. — The
mild steel, turned ,
drilled , and tapped
as shown. Itmust be
nicely fitted so that
it can be forced to
place by means of
a vice or a screw
jack . When se

- -- - - - -

EF

of the frame. In
fitting the key (No.
68 ), great caremust
be exercised , as it
is quite easy to
throw the disc out
of truth .

L --- --- 2

parts are small and are fully dimensioned, and
particular directions as to how each piece is
made would be superfluous. The principal parts
are the eccentric, weight arms, springs, and con

Pela

faced to proper dis
tance from the hub
of disc, so that the
shaft will correctly
fit in main bearing

several parts is unne
cessary . Most of the

p766

crank-pin is made of

8

8

ORIES IH TAPI

TO FIT SPRINS

ANBRILL

curely seated in
place, it should be
carefully riveted
and finished flush ,
This must be very
carefully done, as
it is easily possible
over at the back

DETAILS OF GOVERNOR Parts.

to throw the pin out of alignment.
The Governor (parts Nos. 70 to 79 inclusive), is
of the class known as “ shaft governors," in which

necting links. These are all attached to the wheel
or case.
The drawing of the eccentric (No. 72), besides

-
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giving the form and dimensions, gives as well the
lines for laying out the piece. It will be noticed
that the eccentric is not provided with the usual
tongue or groove to keep the strap in place, but
instead is crowned, while the strap is bored to fit.
This construction I have employed for severalyears,
and have found that it makes a durable and flexible
connection .
The weight arms are two in number, secured to
a common

shaft. One arm - the short one

carries a pin through which it is connected to the
eccentric by means of link No. 94, while the long
arm is fitted with a pin through which it is con
nected by means of the link or fork No. 91 to the
“ damper ” or dash pot. The other ends of the
weight arms carry the weights, which are securely
pinned to the arms and have no adjustment. The
spring clips are slipped over the arms before the
weights are put on , and provide one of themeans of
adjustment by being moved towards or away from
the weights ; the other means of adjustment being
in varying the tension of the springs.

le 11
A

ÅTA

a lap

DR
1

IL

L.
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bolts are set tight. It is to be adjusted against the
eccentric so that the eccentric can work freely , but
governor wheel,
In such a small piece ofapparatus as this governor,
it is practically impossible to calculate the necessary

without lost motion between the collar and hub of

spring and weight forces, because the friction is a
very uncertain quantity ; therefore, it will be neces
sary to arrive at the correct sizes experimentally .
The first springs should bemade of No. 20 S . W .G .
steel wire, properly tempered , and the weights of
the sizes given . If the engine is to be speeded at
800 revolutions per minute, try various adjustments
of tension , also of positions of the spring clips, to
determine whether the spring is correct or not.
Then try a change in the weights, bearing in mind
that both spring and weight forces should be kept
well up, as this results in greater power and stability
in the governor.
In fitting up this governor, it must be kept in
mind that good workmanship is essential to its
success ; careless fitting will result in poor speed
regulation in the engine. This governor controls
the speed by varying the throw of the eccentric ,
and consequently the travel of the valve, and the
eccentric must be set so that the valve does not
quite open the ports when the weights are moved
to the outer extreme of their travel - that is, when
they are against the rim of the wheel. When the
weights are in the inner position against the hub ,
the valve should have about 1-64th in . lead .
The eccentric is laid out to cause the engine to
run “ over." The peep holes in valve chest afford
means for seeing the valve adjustment.
The eccentric strap and parts Nos. 100 to 102,
inclusive, need no explanation , the drawings giving
full information. The same may be said with
reference to parts Nos. 103, 104, 105, 106 , 107,
108 and 109 — all of which are fully detailed .
The throttle or starting valve (parts Nos. 110 to
114 , inclusive), are fully detailed. I have used this

100 1

01

ECCENTRIC STRAP.
The “ damper " is for the purpose of steadying
the governor, to prevent sudden and extrememove

ments of the eccentric, due to the inertia of the
valve and other parts. A chamber in form of a
sector is formed in one of the arms of the wheel
and is closed by two plates or covers (No. 71), each
of which carries a bearing for the damper shaft .
The damper (No. 75) is a blade made solid with its
shaft, and is fitted to just clear its case, so that it

can move freely from end to end of its throw with
out friction other than that of the shaft in the
bearings. Near the end of the damper is a hole
to allow the oil in the case to pass slowly from one
side to the other as the damper is moved . The case
is filled with oil through the hole in the shaft, and
by the screw (No. 76 ).
is retained
There are two springs (No. 85), one for each arm .

These are to be of the form shown. They are
Nos. 82, 83, 84, and 84 . The other ends being

attached to the weight arms by means of pieces

connected to an arm of the wheel by means of parts
Nos. 86 , 87 and 88, the bolts (87) being used for
adjusting the springs.

No. 90 (stop collar) is placed on the shaft between
the eccentric and the shaft collar and should clamp
the shaft tight so that it will remain as set when the

form of valve in several models, also in a few
engines of moderate size, and have found it to give
satisfactory service. To make a good job , the
body and valve should be lapped to a fit. This
will ensure a tight valve. When the port through
the valve begins to open , the valve moves freely ;
but the unbalanced pressure due to the opening,
together with the friction of the packing on the
stem , cause it to remain in any position in which
it may be left.
In conclusion , I have said nothing about oil

cups, as these can be either made or bought : there
fore, I have left the matter of taps for these to the
model maker. The same may be said with regard
to the various screwsand bolts needed in assembling
the engine. As the systems of screw threads used
in England are not the same as those employed in
the United States, I have thought it best to leave
this detail to the model maker. I have but one
suggestion to make upon this point : Keep the
screws, screw heads, bolts, and bolt heads and nuts
as small as possible consistent with proper strength ,
as nothing will mar the appearance of an otherwise
good piece of work as disproportionately large bolt
heads, nuts, and screw heads.
The several parts of the engine are to be neatly
finished where indicated on the drawings , and the
unfinished surfaces well filed and rubbed down
and finally painted any desired colour, a good one

being a dark lead colour ormachinery grey without
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DESIGN FOR A MODEL AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF STEAM ENGINE.
By P. D . Johnston .
For description ]

[see page610.
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gloss. There should be no striping or lining, as it
is out
place
Theofsub
foundation can be made of a
-baseon ora machine,
hollow casting, or a piece of well-seasoned hard
wood , painted to represent stone.
The manner of erectin ; must be determined
by the builder according to the use to which
he will put his model. If for exhibition only ,
then the sub-base for engine and outboard
bearing should be mounted on a cast-iron sole
plate, thus making the engine self-contained
and portable . If, on the other hand , it is in
tended to use the engine for power purposes ,
then a foundation of concrete may be built for ,
it . But, as before stated , this must be left
to the builder to decide.

December 28, 1905.

the cylinders form a saddle for smokebox. The
graph, and the working pressure is 200 lbs. per sq . in .

valve gear is outside, as may be seen from photo

The other pictures are photographs of the models

Practical Letters from our
Readers.
invites readers to make rise of this column for
The theEditor
full discussion of matters of practical and mutual
interest. Letters may be signed with a nom -de-plume, if
desired , but the full name and address of the sender
MUST invariably be attached , though not necessarily intended
for publication .]

Notes from New Zealand.
To The Editor of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Enclosed please find a few photo
graphs which I have taken in my spare time, and
which I thought might prove of some interest to
you . The photograph of the tank locomotive is
one taken a day or two after the completion of the

FIG . 2. - MODEL COACH : NEW ZEALAND
GOVERNMENT RAILWAY .
made by the Government employees at the New
market Works, Auckland. The carriage is a
splendid model of the original cars, running on the
express between Auckland and Rotorua, a distance

of 171 miles, which distance is done by the express
here in seven hours, with thirteen stops. The
model car is one -quarter size of the real ones. The
early locomotive shown was built from ideas ob
tiined from a photograph out of a
magazine, and the rest worked out

by Messrs. Williams and Taylor,
to whom great credit is due for
the manner in which they worked
to ensure success in the working of
the model when finished . The en

gine ran all right when it was under
steam , and it was shown with the
old -fashioned car (see photo .) on
Labour Day , October uith . Labour
Day is recognised as a general
holiday by all working classes in
New Zealand towns, and thousands
turn out to see the procession of

the exhibits of the different trades
as they pass along the streets .
The engine and · two cars were
placed in lorries on a suitable
platform , the engine running up
and down on a little line of rails.
Second prize was awarded this
exhibit in the procession . - Yours
truly ,
F . N . HESKETH ,

Auckland, New Zealand.
Fig . 1. - TANK LOCOMOTIVE : New ZEALAND GOVERNMENT RAILWAY. Lapping Cylinder Liners, etc.,
in the Lathe,
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
trial trip , and which trip , I may add, gave every
satisfaction. The engine is one of the twenty
designed and ordered by the New Zealand Govern
ment, ten of which were built by A . & G . Price, of
Thames, Auckland. These engines are fitted with

evidently taken me up wrongly in my last letter.
I simply gave an instance of where a lead lap was
used , and it happened to be where it was required

every modern improvement, including air brake,
piston valves, air sand gear, etc. The castings of

correspondent has formed his opinion that my

DEAR SIR , - Mr. V . W . Delves Broughton has
to take very little off ; and from

this your
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method must be a sort of wholesale lapping process ,
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The minutes of the previous ordinary meeting
were read and signed , and seven new members
elected .

but if he had read the description thoroughly, I do

not think he would have come to this conclusion.

The Chairman announced that the committee

I certainly think that a new piece of steel rod
would be required to finish the liner if wholesale
lapping had been performed upon it, but if the

had the question of the work -bench and tools
well in hand, and it was hoped to have the arti
cles ready for exhibition at the Conversazione,

lapping is done in themanner described ,moving the
liner back and forward along the lap - which is
four times the length of the liner — the wear, if any,
would be very even and it would not require to be
renewed .
The sime piece of rod was used by
myself throughout, and a perfectly

for which latter event he particularly requested
the members present to do their utmost to make

the display of models and parts a record feature.

parallel liner was obtained .
Mr. Broughton is supposing that by
mymethod some of the abrading mate
rial would be left in the liner and cause
rapid wear, which is quite possible

after any lapping, but it greatly
depends upon the cleaning, etc., and
I mentioned in my description that the
liner should be thoroughly cleaned .
If some of the abrading material
does happen to be left in after the

process of burnishing it would not be
left standing out above the surface
of the liner to cause rapid wear, but
after having used a lead lap the
abrading material is more likely to be
left standing out above the surface ,
and cause rapid wear. - Yours truly ,
J. T.

FIG . 4. - MODEL COACH : NEW ZEALAND
GOVERNMENT RAILWAY, 1905 . .

The Chairman then called upon Mr. J. Glover

The Society ofModel Engineers.

to give his lecture on “ Motor Cars, Past and
Present." The lecturer, who expressed regret

[Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay , and will

that he had at the last moment been unable
to obtain the series of slides most applicable to

London .
AN ordinary monthly meeting of the Society was
held at the Holborn Town Hall, on Thursday,

his paper, was able to interest the members in
short review of the work which , under a
great many difficulties, has resulted in the self
propelled vehicle as we know it. The slides which
were thrown on the screen showed the great
diversity ) in type and working of
motor cirriages now dead and gone.
--. On the proposition of Mr. Perci

be inserted in any par
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .]

a

, vál Marshall a hearty vote of
thanks was given Mr. Glover for
his paper.
Some discussion on the answer
to one of the questions placed in
the question box ensued, and the
meeting terminated at 10 p.m . HERBERT G . RIDDLE , Hon . Sec .,
: 37 Minard Road , Hither Green ,
S. E .

- Provincial Societies.
Readers in Ayr and district who
are willing to join in the forma
tion of a local Society of Model
Engineers are requested to com
municate with Mr. H . A . Stevens,
“ Garfield ," Ayr, who will arrange

to call a preliminary meeting.

. Fig . 3. — Model OLD TIME LOCOMOTIVE.
the 7th December, Mr. Herbert Sanderson taking
the chair at eight o'clock, and fifty-five members
and visitors being present.

A NEW tin lode has been dis
covered at Mount Croft, on the north -east side of

Trencrom , Lelant, the results of the smelting of
samples being highly satisfactory ..
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Queries and Replies.
(Attention
is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions
therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope,
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :- -(1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subiects should be written on diferent slips, on
one side of the paper only , and the sender' s name MUST be in
scribed on the back. (2 ) Queries should be accompanied, .

(14,706 ] Reversing Series, Shunt and Compound Electro
Motors. J . J . (London , W .C .) writes : Will you kindly let meknow
whatalterations
in the connections are necessary in order to reverse
the direction of rotation of — ( I) A shunt-wound electric motor ?
( 2) A compound-wound electricmotor ? (3) A series-wound electric
motor ?

The rule for reversing the direction of rotation of the armature

mm

ത്ത

wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents
are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should
invariably
te enclosed, and also a " Queries and Replies
Coupon ” cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after

Shunt

receipt,
an interval
of a few (5days
must usually who
clapserequire
before
the
Reflybut can
be inforwarded.
) should
Correspondents
an
answer
inserted
this
column
understand
that
some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can te published . The

ഞ്ഞ

insertion of replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6 )
All Oueries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .)

mm
compound

The tofollowing
recently are
: selected from the Queries which have been replied
Pump. ofJ.anB .exhauster,
(Appleby)andwrites
(1) how
Couldit
you(14,963]
send meVacuum
a rough drawing
tell :me

mm

works ? I want to build a small one for exhausting air. (2) What
isairthevessel
pressure
of air on a square inch with a perfect vacuum in the
?

mmmmm

We are not at the moment sure of the exact construction of the
most modern design of air pump for laboratory purposes, but
collar .

Series

nul

IN
mi

- Rubber

ammi inserlion

MA

A packing
& noles

mmmm
mmmmm
REVERSING DIAGRAMS FOR SERIES, SHUNT AND

Qery 14706

COMPOUND ELECTRO-MOTORS.

DETAIL OF Piston.
rubber

inserlion

valve

guard

pistor

Sir á
holes
rare

VesAsierl

from

from Air
Vessel

Washer

DETAIL OF .Foot VALVE.
DESIGN FOR A VACUUM PUMP.
should think an exhauster made on the lines of the enclosed skeich
should issuitas follows
your purposes.
construction
simple.valveThein
action
: During theThedown
stroke theisrubber
the piston lifts and allows the air under the piston to pass away,
the foot-valve preventing the air being driven back into the air

vessel. Onlifts,
the the
up stroke
theairtopvessel
(pistonfollows
) valvethecloses,
and piston.
as the
foot-valve
air in the
moving
Inequal.
makingThetheaverage
piston-rod,
please
note
that
distance
A
A
should
pressure of the atmosphere is 147 lbs. perbe
sq. in., so that if you could absolutely empty the air vessel of air
every
inchvaries
of thewith
outside
would be -subjected
thisbarometer
pressure.
The airsquare
pressure
thebarometer
or, reallyto, the
shows the amount of atmospheric pressure existing at any time.

of a continuous-current electric motor is this : the current must
be reversed in either the field -magnet coils or in the armature coils ,
but not in both . The plan usually adopted is that of reversing

the direction of the current in the armature. The diagrams above
(15,074) Locomotive Boiler. V . B . F . (Swansea ) writes :
I am building a vertical engine cylinder, 2 ins. bore by rins, stroke,
for driving a 60 -watt dynamo for charging motor accumulators
occasionally. Pressure of steam , 50 lbs. ; revolutions per minute,
500 (maximum ), and intend building a locomotive type boiler with
Belpaire firebox, and shall provide 1,000 sq. ins. of heating
surface. Will this be sufficient for driving engine under full
load, and also supplying steam to small steam donkey pump for
feed water ; cylinder of pump, in , by fin , about ? I wish to use
oil fuel. Will a paraffin spray burner of some sort give enough
heat ? Also, where can I get such a burner ? I can arrange to
give more heating surface, if necessary, and want to be on safe side
as regards this. I take it there is no objection to a locomotive type

will explain.

boiler asagainst a verticalboilerof equalcapacity ?

(1) A 60-watt dynamo will require about

02 x
750

2 b.h.-P., oro
750 x 3 i.h.-p.
180 -- about i.h.-p.

750
e at a boile
r ure of 50 lbs. will
strokeperengin
A 2-in,op ,byatit-in.
t fi.hpress
500 revs.
devel
min,., abou
.- P ., so you will have

in
r The steam r consumption would be from
cubic ins.ofperpowe
to il marg
oa good
min .., and
a boile with 1,000 sq . ins. ofheating
surface will be about the right thing for an average of 1 i.h .- P .
There
should
be
plenty
of
steam
available for a donkey pump
in addition to the main engine. Do not increase the H . S . at the

expense unless
of the fitted
water-range.
to thedevice,
firing :willa spray
burner,
with someWith
specialregard
automatic
need
almost as much , if not more, attention than a coal or briquette
fire, and if you can provide the boiler with a firebox of ample dimen
sions, we would recommend solid fuel, to the exclusion of almost
any arrangement of oil fuel. If you provide the firebox with
water tubes, we would suggest a cluster of Primus burners. These
however, will not stand very rough or very constant usage without
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deterioration . A locomotive type boiler requires a better draught
than a vertical boiler,and, therefore,should always be used in con
junction with a blast-pipe employing the exhaust steam from the
engine.

(14.910) Magneto Electric Machine; Small Dynamo for

. P .kindly
W . (Wanswer
Lightingif .you Bwill
atford)thewrites
: I shall
be veryI wishmuchto
following
queries.
obliged
construct a magneto electric machine for giving shocks, and shall
be glad if you will tell me: - ( 1) What gauge wire should bobbins
be wound with ? ( 2) How many lamps, and what candle-power

619

pressiontophelp
the lagged
tube ?haveWhen
ventI
holes
and ignition
bottom ?? Should
If so , what
size andouternumber
put
too
much
gas
through
Bunsen
burner,
it
does
not
light
inside,
but lights at top, and when just right amount to light inside it
does not seem enough to heat the tube, for tube only gets red -hot.
Is outside tube big enough, for when mine is lagged, diameter inside
is only 4 in . ? Also what horse-power
could I expect, and speed
,
for I made all valves large, so as to get high speed ?
Your trouble may be due to one or two causes, viz ., the ignition
tube, incorrectmixture.

From what you say re the charge firing in

dynamo
light ??
a shunt-wound
wouldsuitable
3 dynamo
voltageis most
and
to lamps
gauge wire10to-volt
(3) What
use fromamps,
)
) Are fuses
I
necessary
?
(5
accu
an
thinking
(4'mulator
am
of
making
like one that was described in the M .E . a short time ago ;
negative)
and
positive
by
filling
holes
the
plates
in
(both
is,
lead
that
with paste made of red lead . Would this act all right, and how
many cells should I require so as to be able to charge from above
dynamo ?

(1) A good description
to be38.found
in(2)Bottone's
" Electrical
Instrument
postis free
Reconvenient
dynamo.
Aboutif
three or fourMaking,
2 c.-P ." 10-volt
lamps. 3d.
(3) Any
gauge,
close
at
hand.
About
No.
20.
*
(4)
Not
essential.
(
5
)
Yes.
10 -volt 3-amp.dynamowould charge an 8-volt cell very comfortabl A
(14,814) Spark
Fallure
; :Tall
Shaft
for Model
Steamer.
C . E . G . (MColl
uswellHill)
writes
(1) My
4 - in . spark
coil is
faulty. How can I test for a short from the secondary
coils
I have
taken out condenser, which is made of paper and tinfoil ?alternate
layers. How can I test this ? The platinum contacts on contact
breaker are all right. What voltage would be the most suitable
for working this
coil ? I have always used 2 volts hitherto , but

findcontact-breaker.
it not sufficient, and with 4 volts there is a big flaming spark
at
(2) Can
you per
recommend
good andandcheap
primary batteries to give
2 volts
cell, to beanyconstant
in
expensive, and suitable for charging small accumulators up to
8 amps.' size ? The cost inust not be more than is, to is. 6d. per
cell, and the voltage of three in series not less than 5 volts. ( 3 )

What
pitch toof bea propeller
(4) Canelectric
you launch
give me? aWhen
good
idea foris athebearing
used in ?a screw
the
motor
is
coupled
up
the
shaft
projects
2
ins.
to
3
ins.
into
water
and only in . long tube is used , but water comes in too fast, and
tallow will not stop it. (5 ) How can I roughly estimate current
taken by
meter
? motor for above boat in amps, without using an ampere
(
I)
a sensitive
galvanometer to one end of secondary ;
couple Connect
up one
a fewend
cellsof battery,
in series
with the
and secondary,
and earth
leavinggalvanometer

loose end of secondary
presumably insulated. If there is a big leak you
will get a de
flection of galvanometer when current is switched
on . Very slight
leakage
cannot
always
be
detected
except
when
coil
is working
at
high tension . If you are certain there is a leakage, unwind
secondary
until you come to faulty place ; then rewind or try section
by
section, if built in sections, and see that each portion gives its
proper spark
. About 4 volts should be used . ( 2 ) Bichromates are
aboutthe best for heavy currentwork.
(See listsofanyofour adver
tisers
for
prices,etc.)
would travelgland
in one
revolution if rotated in(3)a Thedistance
solid . (4 ) thescrew
A small well-fitted
what you require. Try some cotton rope, dressed with tallowis,

Lug sweated on Tube

Packing and
Query 14814
BEARING FOR MODEL PROPELLER SHAFT.
and
inserted The
and inside
held inedgeposition
by a washer
clamped up to endin
of tubing.
be bevelled,asshown
sketch.
(5) Approximate
by ofitswasher
size andto windings.
(See “ Small
Dynamos
andMotors,”
7d.,
postfree.)
(13,883]
SmallGas
Ignition
(Ports
mouth
) writes
: I have Engine
a gas engine
madeTrouble
by me .fromF . B.castings,

and as I have it totally different to the drawings, I should like
your opinion of the proportion valves, etc. The engine was
meant to be worked on the Lenoir ofsystem
The ignition was a light
burning under a hole half-way along the . cylinder,
the hole being
uncovered by the passage of piston. The smaller pressure
and
escape through this hole determined me to alter it to Otto prin
ciple. On the out-stroke the gas and air valves open , the quan ..
tity
of gas being regulated
by hand is underandsmall
not bypressure.
lift of valve.
This also regulates
the air, as gas valve,
The
compression on the engine
is very good , bringing one up with a
jerk on every fourth stroke, if wheel is turned round by a handle .
My
only trouble
is that I cannot
get anthink
explosion,
but
the exhaust
lights
with a “ poof,"
making
Ianhave
at leastredan ex .
plosiveupmixture.
The tube
I canme
only
get
ordinary
heat,
and if I turn the Bunsen burner suddenly off and on , it won'
light up with the heat of tube. Is this necessary , or does the com .t

BUNSEN BURNER
FOR TUIGNITION
BE ,
the exhaust. we should say you are flooding the engine with gas.
The tube, of course , must be made quite hot - 20t a dull red , but a
bright.
If you find that one Bunsen, when burning properly , is
not large enough , we advise you to fit another burner as shown in
our sketch . You will find this will effectually keep the tube hot.
If you read our new handbook, " Gas and Oil Engines," 7d. post
free, you will find a full and detailed
description of such burners,
which will help you considerably .

The News of the Trade.
Editor will
be pleased to receive for review under this heading
[ Thesamples
and particulars of new tools, apparatus and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews ars
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
abstain from inserting
mitted,
in any case whare
interest ato review
his readers.)
the goodsorareto not of sufficient
Evening
Workshop
An
.
We are asked by Mr. Sam Middleton , of Faraday House .
Camden Grove North , Peckham , S . E ., to state, for the benefit 170of.
model
who handicapped in notto having
means
place forengineers
a lathe, etc.,arethat he is prepared
let ( for eveningsor
only ) one ofhis workrooms, with lathes and tools, for a small fee.
Readers who may be interested should apply to the address given
above,
Mr. Middleton will also send upon application his list of new
and second -hand instruments, comprising telegraph apparatus,
telephones, coils, Wheatstone bridges, and miscellaneous electrical
articles.

New Catalogues and Lists.
The Ualversal
Co., St.
section
catalogue,
whichJames' Road,
of this firm 'sMotor

Derby.
- The
received

have just
,
relates to the small-power gas and oil weengines,
i., 2-, 3- and
4 -cylinder petrol motors for marine work , and cycle motors.
Prices for the foregoing are given as well as for complete sets of
castings : the universal 2 b .h . p . motor cycle , and complete motor
attachments ordinary

also listed .
Another for of this roadsters
cataloguearedeals
with all kinds of rar
motors fromsection
5 to 30 b .h .p ., manufactured
by the UniversalMotor
Co. The complete list will be sent post free
to any readers upon
receipt of three penny stamps.
Worcester Foundry , Worcester, have
Hardy & Padmore,sheet,
giving particulars of their “ Ideal”
sent us their new price

engines for small-power; also the “ Lowne" patent

oil
gas and engines.
vacuum

The Model Engineer and Electrician . .

E givewith this issue, in accordance with our
usual custom , an index to the contents of
the volume, which is now .completed . The
index, apart from the ordinary uses of such a com
pilation, has one characteristic which we commend
to the attention of those readers who occasionally
take us to task , in all good faith be it understood,
for not devoting sufficient space to their pet sub
ject in one or other of our weekly issues. A glance
through the items in the present index , or indeed
through the index of any one of the thirteen volumes
of the M . E . we have now published , shows not
only the faithful way in which we have adhered to
subjects legitimately within the scope of our title,
but also the immense variety of information we
have given on such subjects. Whatever mechanical
or electrical subject a reader may be specially inter
ested in , he can hardly look through an M . E .
index without feeling that, taking the volume as a
whole, he has been very liberally catered for.
Binding cases for the volume are now ready, price
Is., or post free is. 3d . ; while complete bound

W

copies will be ready within a few days, price 6s. 6d .,

or post free 6s. uid .

Our next issue, to be published on January 4th ,
will commence a new volume, and, as is customary
at this period of the year, we shall mark the event
by the presentation of a plate of coloured working
drawings. The subject of this year's plate is one
which we know will be welcome in many quarters.
It is a { h :-p . gas engine, but for the benefit of those
who have not a supply of town gas available, we
shall, later on, show how this engine can be run as
an oil engine, or from a small suction producer gas
plant. We have previously promised a design of
this kind ; but, for some reason or other, the
selected contributor has not been able to carry out
his intention , and the matter has been unavoidably
postponed . In order to avoid further delays, we
put the matter into the hands ofMr. W . C . Runci
man (a member of our regular staff , and the author
of an excellent little handbook on Gas and Oil
Engines in our Model ENGINEER series). We think
that when the design appears next week it will be
generally admitted that he has exactly met the
requirements of the reader who wishes to build a
really practical and serviceable engine capable of
running a moderate sized amateur workshop or a
useful electric light plant. In order that readers
may make sure of securing this issue, we suggest
that it should be ordered at once, through a news
agent or bookstall.

Answers to Correspondents .
T. I. B (Greenwich ). - We have not received any
previous cuninunication from you .

J. B . (Leeds). — Articles have appeared on this sub
ject in back numbers. Please look the matter up
in index. See Vols. V and VI. Also kindly com
ply with our rules in future.
H . W . P . (Forest Gate ). - The hot-air engine is not
at all suitable or powerful enough for this pur
pose. Besides this, they are extremely bulky
for their power. Kindly comply with Rules in
future.
F . G . A . (Harringay). - We will endeavour to pu ).
lish drawings at an early date - as soon as we cn
get sufficient particulirs. Yes, it would be
possible to use M . E . loco.motors in this connec
tion .

J. B . (Middle Hutton ). - You cannot charge
primary batteries in the sameway as accumulators
or secondary cells. See our handbook -- " Electric
Batteries," 7d ., post free. Also recent query
replies re-charging accumulators . Kindly comply
with our Rules in future.
G . L . (Canada). - The scheme is quite feasible , but
we would advise (for a sea -water boat especially )
the use of a gasoline (petrol) engine. Further, a
considerable experience is necessary to make a
successful engine of the type you mention .

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This journal will be sent pos : free to any address for 13s. rer
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order .

Advertisement ratesmay be had on app ication to the Advertise
ment Manager.
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS
Al correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer," 26 - 29. Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , “ The Model Engi
neer, 26 - 29 , Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and boo ' s to be addressed to Percival Mirshall & Co., 26 - 29
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Can da, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123. Liberty Street, New York , US.A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries -hould be addressed.
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